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BULLS, directions for choosing 303—kinds of at the Edi-
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Rules for milking 95
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47—premium 155, 166, 172, 264, 340—of every kind
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the revenue 387; low ones favour consumption and pro-

duction ; high ones laid to protect or force up manufac-
turers oppress the nation 385 ; deprive it of markets for

its surplus produce 385 ; not approved or laid in Hol-
land 386; many injurious effects of 57, 89, 119, 145,

156, 183, 195, 201, 339 ; diminish national wealth 379 ;

increase prices 57, 183; reasons for protecting or pro-
hibitory 361, 363 ; they are laid by every other nation

365 ; they would not increase smuggling 366 ; credits on
act as bounties to foreigners 364 ; have built up a ruin-

ous credit system in commerce 354 ;
probable amount

of enjoyed by foreigners 364
On Auctions recommended 364

-—On Spirits, might be dismissed on foreign, and laid ad-

vantageously on domestic 90

EARLE, R. T., his address to the agricultural society of

Queen Ann's 121

F.DINBUllGH, chamber of commerce advocates a free

trade 119
Review, its remarks on Chateuvieux's letters on the ag-

riculture of Italy 145

EDITOR'S engagements and views explained 120, 125, 214,

IllDE, in Virginia, and remarks on its husbandry 329
401
STOCK-Farm established sear to Baltimore 403, 404,

408, 416
EDUCATION, Agricultural, recommended 54, 62, 76, 91,

107, 122, 138
FREE, the great iniportance of 138

EGGS, great number laid by Spanish fowls 22, 40; how to

keep fresh for a viar 267
ELLIOT, Dr., his essays on field husbandry and remarks on

Indian corn 390
EMBANKMENTS, how to repair gaps in 131; how to

construct around marshes 131, 154, 244, 350

EMIGRATION from the Atlantic states reprobated 98, 337
EMIGRANTS, number of foreign arrived at New York 84
EMORY, Thomas, his remarks on the abundance and use

of marie on the eastern shore of Maryland 114

EMPLOYMENTS, the change of almost invariably attend-

ed with loss 385

ENCLOSING system, its benefits 28
ENCYCLOP.EDIA, Domestic, by WiUich, edited by Dr.

Cooper 256
ENTOMOLOGY, its study would be useful to agriculture

347
ENTWISLE, Isaac, makes wooden soaled shoes at Alex-

andria 256
ERGOT in rye and wheat, its origin, appearance, and un-

healthy properties 229, 230
ERSKINE, Lord, remarks on his agricultural spirit 104; his

observation on Mr. Coke's husbandry 218; advocates

a free trade 218
ERVING, S. W., his letter on the use of oxen in Spain 82

ESSAY on the intrinsic value of arable land, by S. H. Black,

obtained a premium 3
EVERGREENS, English mustard is a very fine one 15

EXPERIMENTS, their proper objects and precision ne-

cessary in making them 106, 107
Recommended to bring into use new and valuable

grasses 137, 249 ; see also millet, oat grass, lucerne, or-

chard grass

Smut in grain to ascertain its origin 353
Land, how to improve poor 6, 17, 25, 50

Coulter plough, to coulter meadows and corn grounds
with 413
Mdk, to ascertain its richness 270, 314

Domestic animals, to improve the breeds of 2S9, 240,

.'•l.>, 314, ,15, .>lfi, ,21, .-24, 3.32, 40.S 408, 416

Woad, to raise tor early and late pasture, to obtain indi-

go from, and for ilyers' uses 3.>5, 343
Oil, to accom\ilish' the production of in the U. States

in sufficient quantities from cotton seed 99, 116; bene
seed 135, 136, 300, .01, .il9 ; sun flower 46 ; olive 259

;

rape seed 275 ; palma christi 62, 6?, 247
Ashes of mud, clay, peat, and tussocs, to ascertain the

value of 29, 34, 37
Barilla, to be made by raising salsola saliva, for the use

of soap boilers 18S
Cherokee rose hedges, to introduce them in the middle

states 76, 168, 108, 352
Pattern farms, desirable to make them on 137

Wine, to make it from apples, pears, and peaches 358

Hydrophobia, to cure by using scull-cap 202
Soiling stock to ascertain its expediency and value 177,

185
Hessian fly, to get rid of (see H

)

Turnip and tobacco fly or flea, to get rid of (see F)
• Deep ploughing, to ascertain its utility 263, 264

Plaster paris, to ascertain its value near salt water 68,

391 ; its utility without other manure, under constant

3, 243, 350
gra I 401
-Marsh lands to reclaim

Perennial cotton plant, to introduce it 99

Hops, to ascertain in what part of them their valuable

properties reside ;i05, 306, 307
EXPORTS of Kentucky 181 ; of Ohio 181 ; of the United

States, the value of 362, 363

FALLOW, summer, recommended 6, 14, PI—is ba-

nished from Flanders 47
F.VLL ploughing diminislies cut-worms
FARM accounts, necessity of keeping them
FARMS, small ones the best——Pattern their establishment desirable

The " Wheat land" a model for others

Stock, their estabhshment may be very

the United States 403, 404
F.\RM buildings, Italian, their arrangement 146

On Melville farm 149

Dutch cow houses 405
Pennsylvania, the excellence of 137
Glasgow cow house, management in 372
Maryland ought to be increased and improved 114

FARMERS or planters, essays on the dignity and im-

portance of the Life of 54, 62, 76, 91, 107, 122, 174
Contrasted with merchants 396
Entreated to become correspondents, and impart

their experience 136
Sliould have their fields surveyed accurately 401

FENCES, interior or cross-fences unnecessary 157, 158,

177
FEATHERSTONHAUGH, G. W., imports a very fine

llolderness cow 416

15
196

26, 27, 33
137
401

useful to

FEEDING stock, refer to calves, cattle, co\v«, Iiorses

hogs, mules, sheep, soiling, grazing
FENWICK, A. on climates and seasons,as they influence

crops, particularly in the United States 142
FERTILITY indispensable to agricultural profit 193
FERMENTATION, vinous in cider,how to conduct and

check 123
Acetous, how to hasten and establish 264

FIELDS should be accurately surveyed as soon as they
are permanently divided 401

FINING, when and how cider should be cleared 124
FIRMITY, its manufacture and use recommended and

explained 70 ; wheat prepared for, by Mr. Kirk,
304

FLAX, its produce per .acre 216, 399
Its cidtivation nr^cd by the Plilladelphia agricultu-
ral society 398, 399
Is more easily and quickly spun than cotton "
Machinery for spinning now at work "

§200 pi-emium offered for perfect machinery to

prepare without rotting 400
English m.achines used for that purpose 399

FLAX-seed, quantity sown and produced per acre 216
How to clean 111
Jelly is good for calves, directions for makincr it

415
FLEMISH husbandry, excellence of 47, 63
FLIES, how to destroy the common 192

Hessian, see H
Turnip, cabbage or tobacco, fleas, how to get rid of
22, 23, 100, 13t5, 294, 374, 383

224
346
181
40

99,356
179

FLOORS, to make artificial like stone
FLOODING, advantageous to meadows
FLOUR, exported from Ohio and Kentucky

Inspected at Baltimore quantity
Good inspections of very useful

Of the U. States better than the English
Inspections of qualitj-, objections to examined 354
355, 356
Why Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond in-

spections are superior to N. York, 356, 369, 370, 371
Is best when made from wheat harvested as soon as

ripe 369, 371
FOOD, the quantity of its soluble matter not an infalli-

ble criterion to its nutritive value 414
FORJIAN, Gen. T. M., on the cultivation of bene plant,

and expressing its SA, 300, 319
FOREST trees, the plantation of advised 187

The different kinds succeed each other, and are
not a sure criterion of the soil 380
Teak acorns received at New York 9S

FOUNDER, or chill in horses, how to treat 71, 206
FOWLS, Low to feed, 22, 103, 134 ; to protect from

gapes 101, 128
Spanish, great number of eggs laid by

FREE trade, Edinburgh Review advocates it

Lord Erskine's observations in favour of

All nations may probably enjoy it

FROZEN vegetables and fruit, how to thaw
FRUIT, how to eidarge 16, 170 ; its flavour depends

much on the aspect of the orchard 72 ; may be
preserved by freezing 72 ; how to thaw 72 ; may
be had soon by grafting on quince stocks 325 ; to

gather and keep 293 ; large Baltimore apple 32 ; its

great value 170 ; mode of employing 176
TREES, directions for grafting, planting and pru-
ning 23, 170, 292, 293, 325, 326
To heal or cure the wounds of

To resuscitate old and failing or

To make nurseries of aas
Alarming decay of 404
Advertised for'sale 288
Varieties are lost or exhausted 81

FUEL, should be economized in our farm houses by use

of stoves 402

GAME laws, proper so far as may be necessary to intro-

duce new breed 13

GANGRENE, producedby eating rye, foul with ergot,

230
GAPES in chickens, cause of 101 ; cure for 101 ; how to

prevent 128

22,40
119
218
387
72

3, 293;
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141

GARDEN'S work for April

138
GARNETT, J. M. his address lo the

agricultural society, in opposition

ties 89
His essay on geopfraphy of liotiiiy

His remarks on tl.c natur:il history of the Hessian

fly, and growth of wlieat ir3

Proposes the appointment of tourists by agricultu-

ral united societies of Virginia 329

GARLIC, how to extirpate it
. , „

GEOLOGICALniemorandumshynoctDrS.L. Mitchell,

94
Work of H. Hayden, published at Baltimore 368

Survey of Albany county, state of New York 368

GEOGRAPHY of Botany, influence of climate on corn,

&c. by J. M. Garnett 141

GERMAN Pai-mcrs, their superstitions 304

GIBSON, Wm. his success in cultivating grasses 2o8

GIDLEY, Mr. a skilful farmer, great weight of pork

fattenetl by him, and extraordinary despatch in

cleaning it 336

GLASS, how to mend it 376

GLUTEN is the most nutritious vegetable matter 414

GLYSTERS, form of, fov horses

GOATS, a valuable breed of

GOVERN MENl'S cannot indemnify c

losses 377
GOVERNOR of Massachusetts reprobates the new ta-

riff 119
GRAITING, a new mode of -J

See fruit trees

flRAIN, new kinds should be sought for 138—on the

distillation of 176—stoving it increases flour and

bread 280—should be harvested as soon as ripe

369—directions as to the right time to harvest

371—crops of more profitable than tobacco 397—
'•

• •• • - "Wheat

CONTENTS.

making them urged HEIFERS, spaying them useful and simple 304
;
when

spayed work better than oxen 304 ; the best mode

of spaying asked 351; directions for spaying given

by Philip Tabb 407

HEMLOC a poison
'^

HfEMORRHAGES, internal, cured by water hoarhound

or bugle weed 230

HEMP, oliservations on the culture, rotting, sorting, and

manufacture of in Russia 269

6, 206, 224 HERDS grass distinguished from timothy 68, 85 ;
opi

279
26, 310
39, 357
37, 249

226

its "excellence and how to acclimate 44,

39, 68, 206, 216,

great quantity raised by each lab^

land farms" in Virginia 401

flRAHAM'S cooking stove

GRASS, if it be mown ought not to be grazed

Confusion in the names of

New kinds ought to be sought for—-Innoculating of

Gu
45
Seeds, time and quantity to

232, 308, 309, 319, 357, 392

GRAZING, the system defended 183

The system of Virginia described 401

GRIDIRON, a patent and good one 10;^

GUINEA grass, its great value, and how to acclimate it

44,45
GYPSUjM, see plaster paris

HAINES, Reuben, excellence of the Alderney cow for

milk and butter 79

HALL, Geo. Webb, report on the importance and pro-

fits of Agriculture in Great Britain and Ireland, as

compared with Commerce and Manufactures 161

HANDS, B. on Italian clover 63

„ of its value for hay or pasture 85, 86, 357 :
is

tlie same as red top and white top 86, 356 : it is

a native of Europe 86 ; soils suitable for 85, 86,

357
HESSIAN Fly, effects of grazing on 127, 135, 14j ;

time of laying its egg 127, 167, 192 ; as effected

by the time of sowing 127, 159, 247 ; natural histo-

ry of the 127, 135, 143, 151, 159, 167, 173, 180,

192, 200, 207, 234, 235, 247 ; a spec^ific to destroy

or prevent would deserve a statue 138

HICKORY and oak often followed, and preceded by

pine trees 379
HICKS, A.M. describes and approves Ransorae's thrash-

71 iiig machine 109
304 HICKS, E. B. address to the agricul. society of Briins-

for certain wick, Va. 97
HICKS, .J. G. describes a vineyard in the west and its

xvine 405
HILLS or plants, table showing the number that may

be put on an acre at given distances from 50 feet

to 1 foot apart each way 268

HILL side plough improved and kept for sale by R.

Sinclair 320 ; would be necessary in ploughing hill

sides horizontally 14, 92, 93, 397

HINDOOS, their path to heaven 187

HOGS, clover will fatten 14, 60 ; how to pen and feed

when fattening 43 ; thrive on pumpkins 398 ; of

extraordinary weight 322, 323, 334, 368 ; different

breeds of 333 ; are profitable animals 334, 397

;

great number and weight of raised, and most ex-

HAPPINESS, its true i

HARDIN, M D. on orchards, best exposure for, Stc. 38

On coffee nut tree \°^

HARRIS, T. on the destruction of turnip flies 100

HARROWS, forms of 262, 150—should be used im-

mediately after the plough on liilly land 14

HARVEST, the proper time (or 369, 371—the benefits

of an early, first discovered 231

HAY, great crop of 341—how to make and salt clover

60—is best when cut before the grass is ripe

371
Tea, good for calves, and how made 415

H.\Y, John, sends a large needle taken from tlie sto-

mach of a hog 351

HEAT, radiation of as governed by the colour of our

clothing 175
HEALTH, the location of farm building as connected

with 100

HfEDGES of thorn, how to raise from the seed 20, S3

—of Cherokee rose 76, 118, 168, 352—of cedars

212, 231-of Holly 231

peditiously slaughtered by Mr. Gidley, of Pough-

keepsie 335
HOLLAND, her manufactures flourish without the aid

of protecting or prohibitory duties 336

irOLDERNESS Cow, a very fine one Imported by G.

W. Featherstonhaugh New York 416

Bull, at the Editor's Stock Farm, near Balti-

more 416
HOLLINGSWORTH, Z. on the cultivation of the Pal-

ma Christi 247
HOLLOW Horn, how to cure it 310

HOLKHAM, the residence of Mr. Coke, agricultural

meetings 104, 113, 120, 217, 225, 233, 241, 249

Blakie's publications on the practices at, should

be procured 120

HOMINY, its manufacture recommended for the pur-

poses of commerce 70
HONEY, to Lake without injuring the bees 79

HOPS, the Editor wishes and expects information on

the culture of, from Massachusetts 305

Ives, on the importance of cultivating tliem

;

their vines m.ake useful bands for thatching 305 ;

the yellow dust of, or the lupulin is the only valua-

ble part of; its separation from the leaves recom-

mended to save the expense of transporting them

as they are u.seless 396 ; different kinds of 326,

327 ; when first used, Parliament of England was

petitioned to forbid it 307

Horn Distemper in cittle, treatment of 310

HORIZONTAL ploughing, great advantage of, on hill

sides 14, 92, 93, 397 ; best plough for 320 ; is best

in narrow ridges or lands 397

HORSES, the breeds of 239, 278, 332, 403, 404 ; their

power and speed 278, 332 ; their diseases and treat-

ment of 14, 71, 78, 206, 319 : remarks on the cloth-

ing of 71 ; diet of 230, 319 ; kinds of now most

wanted in the United States 239, 403, 404 ; a Cle-

veland bay horse colt, imported into Baltimore by

Mr. Robert Patterson 239 ; Sir Alex. Don on the

breeding of 403 ; compared with oxen as to ut

VOL. II.

HOUSES, on farms, good ones and enough of them
indispensably necessary to agricultural profit 194

;

see Health and Buildings

HOUSTON, Geo on Flemish husbandry, compared with

tlie English 47
HOWARD, Col. Jno. E. on raising thorn from the seed

53

HUSBANDMEN highly respected in China 212

HUSBANDRY of England and Flanders compared 4(

HYDROPHOBIA, attempts to cure by the use of the

scull cap 202

I

ICE useful in making butter in warm weather 188

IMPLEMENTS agricultural, sold at Baltimore by R.

Sinclair, 32, 80, 312, 320, 349, 384, 400 ; by W.
Bromwell 168 ; by E. S. Thomas 360 ; by J. P. Ca-

sey 104; by Larkin and Rogers 9o, Eastman 80, 87;

by W. Dawson 296; in Baltimore Co. by W.Hmks
208 ; .at New York, Harrison, and Torrey 64, 352 ;

by H. Burden Albany 311, 376. xMaine by N. Read

80. See also Cuts
IMPORTATIONS, total amount of, into the U. States

362, 363; of cattle into the U. States 101, H3, 313,

315,318,404,416
IMPROVEMENTS of land, when quick most advanta-

geous 34, 50
, „ , - ,1

INCORPORATION of the New Castle Del. agricultu-

ral society, 1

——New Jersey salt marsh com.
,, ,

INDEPENDENCE is only to be obtained and held by

labour 105, 106; of circumstances necessary to our

happiness 395 ,.,,/:

INDIGO, its cultivation in tlie U. States urged 116 ;

great quantity formerly made in S. Carolina llf ;

quantity now made in India 117 ; seed of received

from Kentucky 334 ; may be extracted trom woad

343
INDUSTRY, in agriculture, necessary to its profit

INGRAFTING, directions for performing ^23, 30.3

INLAND Trade, preferable to Foreign j61, 365

INK, permanent, how to make 10-

INSECTS have their natural enemies 117 ; annoyed by

alder juice 368
, „ , ,

INSPECTIONS amount and kinds of produce passed

under, at Baltimore 40 ; the great advantages ot

good 99, 100, 354, 355, 356, 357 ; of sugar hogs-

heads recommended 100 ; of quality, objected to by

Mr. Coles, and advocated by the Editor 354, o3o,

356, 357 , . .

INSPECTIONS, suggestiims as to the mode ot impro-

ving and maintaining the reputation of oo6, o57

INSPECTORS valuable and generally faithful officers

356
INTEREST directions for calculating 64

INTERNAL Improvements, their great importance 13U,

138, 175, 181, 215, 259. 260, 281, 412

See also Roads and Canals

IRRIGATION, advantages of .,,•''

ITALY, letters on its agriculture and farm buildings

by Chateauvieux 145, 146

, IVES, A. W. on the cultivation, use, and properUes ot

JEFFERSON, Thomas, letter on Itali.an clover 67; his

present opinion in favour of home manufactures

S3 ; on agricultural works for a library, and on ho-

rizontal ploughing 93 ; on the best form of plough

mould boards 185 ; report as rector of the univer-

sity of Virginia on its progress and prospects j09

JEFFREYS, G. W. communicating for publication va-

luable letters from distinguished farmers, oil their

own practices in husbandry 5, 14, 19, 28, 31, 35,

43 59, 76, 93, 94, 111, 212, 230, 261, 301, 318,

384, 357, 366, 374, 380, 397, 415

JELLY of flax seed, how made, is excellent for calves

breedine of 403 : compared witn oxen as lo uiin- 415

ly-lshor °" ''^' '"' '°''' ''- "'' ''"' ^ri^riEM^Vrch^S^'erSucUvc and a gool

horse' rake's, the form and use of 312 food tor hogs 192
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JONES, Calvin, desci'ibes acorn pounder 4S; wishes

correspondents to give theii- names 69

JONES, John A. on the cultivation of the clove or apple

onion 359

KETCHUP, walnut, how to make 86

KILTV, Thomas, on the cultivation of potatoes 310

KIKK, Caleb, on various grasses 85 ; directions for ex-

tirpating garlic 6, 224 ; extols ripple grass 224; re-

marks on cleaning clover seed 335 ; describes a mill

for cleaning clover seed 357
KITCHEN gardens work to be done in Ai)ril 13

Directions for making and working in the latitude

of Camden, by P. Thornton 265

LABOUR is the chief source of wealth 361

LABOURERS unproductive, their probable number in

the United States 363 ; the number of necessary on
any farm, only to be taught by experience 415

LAND in Delaware is cliiefly rented, its value, its pro-

duce per acre 10 ; definitions of first rate by Sam-
uel H. Black 11 ; low price of in the west of Penn-
sylvania, a mode to improve suifgested 129 ; old

worn out how to enrich 132, 193; clover plough-

ed in, will not permanently improve unless manure
is added 137 ; arable quantity of in the United
States 178 ; component parts of, and causes of fer-

tility in 228 ; must be made rich before it can be
profitable 310 ; machine to clear off stumps 368 ;

trees of different kinds alternately produced on
the same 379 ; we should consider ourselves but as
" tenants for life," on our 348 ; great stability of

property in 130
LAND-Courts, the establishment of recommended 240,

254
l>ANDLORD and Tenant, proper intercourse between

233, 250
LAW, Thomas, his addresses to the Prince George's

agricultural society 83, 287

LEAD, to make paint of that colour, well calculated to

preserve iron 360
LEATHER, how should it be tanned ? 23
LEASES, thoughts upon their provisions and duration

139
LEE, General Charles, course of reading recommended

by 21
LEE Corn, a productive varietv 287, 288
LEGISLATORS, are but the agents of the people

394
LEGISLATURE of Massachusetts, adverse to increase

of duties 119
LEICESTER sheep, high estimation and price of 315
LESAGE'S Atlas, improved and published by M. La-

voisine 248
LIFE, reflections on its various pursuits 174
LIME, will protect turnips from the fly 23 ; may be

kept soluble or caustic with great benefit by sow.
ing ashes with it 30 ; the bulk of is greatly in-

creased by slacking 35 ; shell and stone, compara-
tive strength of 35 ; its effects on sandy and stiff"

soils 26, 27, 347; how best applied on land 41,
132, 344 : quantity to be used per acre 41, 49, 344

;

land is imprt)ved bv the use of 18, 25, 26, 27, 50,

51, 132, 228, 344, 347; will convert green woody
fibre into good manure, but is prejudicial in a dung
heap, improves the texture of all soils 347 ; is not
as valuable a manure as plaister of Paris 402 ; the
magnesian is hot 395

LIMESTONE land, is peculiarly drv 403
LIME Kilns, how should they be built > 136
Ll'l'TLE, James,his remarks on the everlasting or sweet

pea 368

LIVE Stock, the improvement of first systematized in

England by Mr. Bakewell, the lowest and shortest

fatten quickest 81 ; farmers should increase their

number of as subsistance is a\>gmented 114; profits

of grazing in Virginia 23, 401 ; efforts to improve
the breed of in the United States 101, 113, 150,

158, 166, 172, 239, 240, 303. 403, 406, 407, 408,
416; diseases of and treatment 71, 78, 206. 271,
277,310,328

LOCK Jaw, cured by scull cap 35^
LOCUST Trees, should be planted around fields 23,

41 ; the seedless to be preferred 215
LOCUSTS, the Dutch superstitions in regard to 304
LOGS, screw and mortar to split them with 4
LOOMS, the number of in the United Stales 62
LOVE, Mrs. invented beads bv which the richness of

milk may be ascertained 270
LUCERN. is verdant early, and but little aflFected by

drought 280 ; soils best adapted to, and preparation
of land for 374 ; quality of seed, quantity, time, and
method of sowing it 375 ; after management of
380 ; is an excellent food for fattening cattle, and
working horses; may be cut very often and will

yield heavy crops of hay 381
LUPINELLA, an Italian clover, its early growth and

difi^erent opinions of 46, 48, 55, 67, 68, 140 ; is

said to be a pea 55
LUPULIN, or the dust on hops, is the only valuable

.

part of that article ; and might be disengaged for
the purposes of commerce to great jidvaiitage
306

LUS'l'RE on gold or silver, how to restore 52

MACHINERY, invention of the cotton gin 67; is want-
ed to prepare cotton seed for the oil press 69;
great value of labour saving 82, 363 ; used for
threshing grain 109, 290, 296, 402 ; for gathering
clover seed 99 ; for cleaning it 357 j for prepar-
ing unrotted flax, a premium offered for the bept
399 ; now at work spinning flax near Philadel-
phia 400 ; to clear land of stumps 4, 368 ; for cut-
ting straw 87 ; to elevate water for farm purposes
403

M'ADAM, Mr. on construction of turnpike roads 211
MAGNESIAN lime, its effect on land 229, 395
MAIZE, (see Corn)
MALARIA, a destructive fever in Italy 148
MALT, diff'erent kinds of 326, 327 ; process of making

370.371
^

MALTESE asses are the best 239, 402. 408
MANGEL Wurtzel, how to cultivate, when to save 73

74, 300 ; quantity produced per acre 75, 74, 120,
300 ; premium crop of 342 ; leaves good in soiling

74, 120
MANUFACTURES, of Great Britain, annual value and

profit of, and persons employed thereby 161, 363 ;

of the United States, amount of per annum 84,
259 ; capit.'d engaged in 362 ; their establish-

ment laudable, expedient, and necessary 82, 106,
116, 130, 214, 236, 246, 287, 333, 361 ; as thev af-

feet health 120, 187 ; pnd morals 82, 339, 365,
386, 394, 395 ; should be assisted by government
126, 236, 331, 361 ; should be reared up by boun-
ties or protecting duties 57, 116, 146, 156, 351,
377, 385 ; are successful in Holland without the
aid of government 386 ; of cotton, flourish now in

the United States 146 ; of cotton particularly urg-

ed 366; extend a powerful support to agriculture,

84, 129, 236, 246, 250, 331 ; duties have not been
laid to protect 126; the want of, created great
distress in both of our wars 125, 331 ; how and
when best established in a country 58, 116, 351

;

exliibitions of, at agricultural fairs 150, 158, 159 ;

of silk introduced into England from China 87; com-
menced in the United States 151 ; government
cannot indemnify losses incurred by establishing

377
MANURE, how to apply 6, 42, 65, 66, 92, 132, 262,

397 ; for root crops 73, 74 ; way to increase 15,

25, 29, 37, 43, 44, 64, 65, 92, 110, 115, 275, 297,

310, 346, 347, 396 ; to hasten the fermentation of

92, 262 ; when to apply 132, 250, 297, 346 ; direc-

tions for composting 11, 297 ; opposite opinions as

to the state in which to use it 34, 43, 66. 250,
346 ; its tendency to rise 75, 297 ; each plant pre-

fers a specific 113, 346 ; quantity made by a given
number of cattle 402

MARL, beneficially applied as manure 114, 115 ; the

causes of its fertilizing power 33 ; abounds on east-

ern shors of Maryland 114, 115
MARKET, the home better than foreign 59

JIARSH lands should be reclaimed, and how 131. 153,

243
MARSHALL, Thomas, on the use of plaster, culture of

corn, &c. 261
MARYLAND, the laws of 264

Agriculture, societies of (see A)
MASON, Gen. John, on burnt clay and lime as a ma-

nure 29
On Italian clover 55

MASON, Richard B. on double shovel ploughs 183

MASSACHUSETTS agricultural societies (see A)
Legislatures adverse to increase of duties 119

MEADOWS, unfavourable opinion of 36 ; formerly in

great estimation 136 ; of Italy, fertile, durable, ir-

rigated 147
MEASE, Dr. James, on the advantage of improving

our breeds of cattle 406; his inquiries and re-

marks on the improved cattle of England 314, 315,

and on the principles of breeding 316 ; his re-

marks on the cattle of the United States, to prove

that they need not degenerate here 321 ; his letter

to the Chester agricultural society op. the same sub-

jects 406
MEASURE, of cart or wagon bodies, how to ascertain

in bushed 72
MEDICAL springs, analysis of the English given, anU

of the American wanted 96
MEMORIAL from Fredericksburg, against increasing

the duties 201
Of the united Virginia agricultural societies on tho

same subject 339 ,

MELVILLE, Thos. Jr. on the turnip culture 77

On farm buildings, implements, &c. 149

MENDENHALL, Thos. on culture of potatoes 66

On the tendency of manure to rise 75

MERINO sheep, not esteemed by Mr. Coke 250 ; for-

mer high prices of 316
MERIWETHER, Dr. Wm. on turnip culture 19 ; use

of plaster Paris 28
MERCER, Col. Jno. F. on the choice of seed corn 31

METERIORIC Register, by J. Meigs 303

MICE, how to drive away 5S

MILCH Cows, how to feed 240 ; how to procure a

good breed of 303, 333, (see also cows and cattle)

MILDEW, causes of 66, 163, 193, 200, 257 ; how to

prevent 280 (see blight)

MILK, how to ascertain its value 270; produce of,

from diflFerent breeds of cows 314, 341 ; the quan-

tity of may be increased by good care of cows 80;

warmth of, as it comes from the cow 292 ; should ba

sour before it is churned 371 ; care and disposition

of near Glasgow 372
MILL for making hoininv 80 ; to clean clover seed

357
MILLET, excellent. as grain and hay 336, 407; pro-

duce of per acre 375, 407 ; its nutritious qualities

336, 375, 407 ; fattens hogs as well as corn does

407; an excellent substitute for chocolate 335,

375
MILL-feed, cheap and good for cattle 46

MILL-stones, the Esopus for sale
_
80

MINOR, Dabney, necessity of keeping a farm diary

or journal, and forms thereof 285
minor", Peter, describes a comb used to gather clover

seed 99
MITCHELL, Dr. Saml. L. on Italian clover 55 ; his ge-

ological memorandums 94
M'KIM,^ major Isaac, a zealous patron of agricultural

improvements 239, 280, 403
M'LELLAN, Hezekiah, on Hessian fly 232

MOLASSES mav be made from sweet apple juice 8t

MOLES, alder is offensive to 368 ; how can they be
destroyed? 136 ; directions for destroying 208

MONEY, its worth per annum 10

MONOPOLIES, censured by Virginia agricultural so-

ciety 57
MOON, supposed influence of 304

MORRIS, Jacob, recommends Burden's plough 376

MORRIS, Com. C. brings seed from South America
40
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MUD or clay ashes, a good manure, and liow made 29,

33,37
MULBERRY trees should be raised for silk worms 87

Most fruitfid when old 88

MULES, great value of 239, 333, 409 ; superior to

horses on farms 401, 408; their great longevity

402, 408; unjust prejudice indulged towards 402;

remarks on breeding and treatment of 408

MUSE, Jos. E. remarks on the cassida insect 118 ; his

address to agricultural society of Maryland 345

MUSHROOMS, deaths caused by eating 103 ; are dan-

gerous food 264

N

N'AA'ICATION Acts of the United States, are tempo-

Ta.ry means, and not a permanent system 353

VA\'V of the United States, was created and is main-

tained for national defence, and but incidentally for

commercial protection 378
XECTARIXES, difficult to mature 200

XEDHAM'S patent brewing vessels 326

NEEDLE, a large one found in the stomach of a hog
351

NELSON, T. M. his address to the Roanoke agricul-

tural society 169
NEGROES bear heat better and cold worse than white

persons 242
How to preserve their health 242 : as slaves how
treated in Virginia 402

NICHOLSON, John, his letter on the value and care

of hve stock in England 315
N'ORFOLK county, England, state of agriculture, and

agricultural meetings in 112, 161, 217, 225, 233,

241, 249, 299
NOWLAND, William, on the use of plaster, clover,

hogs, deep-ploughing, rotations, fallow, imple-

ments, &c. 60, 61, 62
NURSERIES of fruit, every farmer should make one

170 ; how to make and manage 302, 325

OAK Trees, often follow («• precede Pine on the same
land 379

f)ATS, very inimical to grass 390 ; make a good pas-

ture 132: kill gariic 132; will improve old land

132; sown too soon may be killed by frost 231

;

cjuantity sown per acre 6, 25 ; are they peculiarly

prejudicial to after crops? 396 ; the Poland, its gieat

yield 512 ; the potato, a fine variety 400
OA'r grass very valuable 212, 398, 415

OBJECTS, new and important ones presented for con-

sideration 178
OIL, should be made in the United States from olives

and many seeds 69
—Castor, mild and safe, and how prepared 63

-—Cotton-seed, a great quantity might be made of 99

Sesamum or Bene, excellent for sallad and paint-

ing, might be abundant 135, 136

Rape-seed, might be extensively made 275

Olive, its value to France ; would be easily made
in the United States south of Virginia 259

OIL Press, by power 319

OLIVE, would flourish in the United States south of

Virginia; value of its soil to France 259

OLIVER, Robert, a zealous patron of agricultural im-

provement 239, 403
ONIONS, cultivation of the clove or apple recommend-

ed 359
ORCHARD Grass, or Cock's-Foot, good to sow with

clover 15, 206, 216, 318 ; when and how to sow 68,

184,206,216,232,318
ORCHARDS, value of good ones 170 ; should be chief-

ly of sweet apples 81 ; best exposures for 38, 71.

325 ; directions for planting 325 ; for pruning 325,

326 ; are too much neglected 402 ; skilfully man-
aged by Mr. Richard Cromwell 218

OXEN, short legged best workers 81 ; letter of 0.

\V Erving on the use of in Spain 82 ; may be
used single in shafts 82, 290 ; much used in New-
England 111, 290 ; how best geared 289 ; how to

break 111,290; compared with horses on roads

or farms 139, 140 ; are easily shod 139, 291

;

CONTENTS.
when shod will work all winter 291 ; ploughing
(lone by in Massachusetts 275 ; in Maryland 289,
of Worcester, Mass. excellent for draft 275 ; are
less used than they ought to be 402 ; their great va-
lue to farmers 275, 333

OXLEY, Thos. inventor of a machine to clear land of
stumps 368

OYSTERS, directions for pickling 376

I'ALMA Christi, inquiries and remarks on the cultiva-

tion of 40, 62, 63, 247; the shell of is alone me-
dicinal 63 ; how best to obtain castor oil from 63

PARASITICAL plants (see blight)

—Pursuits; agriculture is despoiled by their influence
106

PARING, or burning land injurious 29
PARKES, Sam. on salt as a manure, extracts from 163
PARMESAN cheese, manner of making 188 ; is never

made near the river Po from less than fifty cows,
neighbours where unite and send their milk to a

cheese making establishment 147
PARSNIPS excellent food for milch cows and impro-

per for horses 415
PARTRIDGE, the difference between it, the quail, and

pheasant 12

PASTEL or vvoad, seed of it received for distribution
342 ; makes early and late pasture 335 ; indigo may
be mide from 343 ; mode of sowing it 343 ; im-
portant in dyeing blue 335

PATTERSON, Robert, imports a Cleveland bay horse
239

Wm. exhibits cattle raised from stock im-
ported by him and Mr. O'Donnell 113; is presented
with some fine Devon cattle by Mr. Coke of En-
gland 324, 406 ; cost of cattle imported by him
and Mr. Jno. O'Donnell from England and Hol-
land 315

PATTERN Farms, the estabhshmentofis desirable 137,
151

PEACE, the present state of, reduces all prices 85

PEACH Orchards, best exposure for 71
Trees, how to cure of the yellows 187 ; how to

plant 325
AVine, may be made very good 358

PEAS, time to plant 13, 266 ; everlasting or sweet are
excellent green crop, and most hardy plant 368

PEAR, the St. German kept by freezing 72 ; the differ-

ent kinds of 325
Trees, directions for planting 325
Diseases of, treatment 347

PENDLETON S. C. Ag. Society (see A)
PENDLETON, Edmund, his objections to a high tariff

184
PERRY, is excellent if well made 325
PETERS, Richard, on the advantages of deep plough-

ing 301 ; on sainfoin 142 ; his address to the Phila.

Ag. society 176; remarks on agricultural works 318;

the great advocate of gypsum 137
PHEASANTS (see partridge)

PHOSPHORUS, a morning star 71

PICKERING, Timothy, his approved address to the Es-

sex ag. society on deep ploughing and manuring 65

on root crops 73 ; on Indian corn and winter grain,

live stock and orchards 81

PICKLE or brine, a good one to cure beef 291

PINCKNEY, Thos jr. his address to the Pendleton ag.

society on the necessity and means of agricultural

improvement 411
PINE trees often succeed to and are preceded by oaks,

hickory, &c. 379
PISE buildings, their dm-abihty, directions for making

them, with illustrations promised 288 (see 3d vol.)

PLANTS, the theory of their growth 413 ; their great

variety in Virginia 401; the number that may be put

at given distances, from 40 feet to 1 foot apart each

way on an acre 268
——Are annual, biennial, or perennial 85 ; new varie-

ties of should be sought for 138 ; they prefer each

a specific food or m;uiure 113, 137

PL.VIES, (see cuts)

PLASTER, its cft'cct on tobacco 61 ; on cotton 371
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wheat 5, 402 ; clover—its mode of operating 5,
15, 25, 189, 346 ; mode of applying 156, 35, 60,
262, 366 ; use ofcommenced 137, 182 ; theory of its

formation 188; quantity to be used per acre 5, 16,
61J, 307, 366, 402; land may get tired of 28,137; but
will become again susceptible of benefit from it

402 ; may be profitably strewed in the manure heap
391 ; more valuable than lime as manure 402 ; an
experiment making with it under continual crop-
ping unaided by other manure 401 ; its action
near salt water 68, 391 ; it improves all crops and
benefits the soil 5, 14, 61, 137, 169, 261, 330,
374, 402; the use of it, will not justify the abuse,
of land 182; German adage respecting 137;
found useful in England 242

PLOUGHING, quantity done per day 35, 402
Mutches, excellent and quick work done by 151,

158, 275; horizontally, very useful 92, 93, and
best in narrow ridges 397 ; best time for 15, 60;
deep recommended 26, 27, 33, 60, 65, 66. 183,
204, 263, 295, 3Ul, 358, 412; deep may be pre-
judicial 346 ; trench recommended 66 ; repeated-
ly useful 401 ; and thouglit not to be so 65, 66,
183, 259, 319 ; with three horses 261 ; done by
oxen, good and sufficient 289

PLOUGHS (see implements)
POETRY, the faithful friend 24; to an early prim-

rose 40 ; Decatur's grave 48 ; Pope's advice to

critics 50 ; to the officers of the United States na-
vy ; the green house 64 ; the fairest rose is far

awa' 72 ; farewell to a paternal estate 84 ; cure
for trouble 119; epitaph on a yellow bird 119;
the christening 119 ; sea serpent 144 ; to a half
blown lilv 192; Barton's poems 232; description
of a cow"352, 409

POISON, hemlock is a 70
POINTING roofs, directions for 102
POLAND oats, their great yield 312
POMEROY, S. W. on the cultivation and great va-

lue of Indian corn 390 ; thinks oxen preferable to

horses for farm purposes 139 ; on dairy stock 303
POOR land, when naturally so, is owing to some un-

changeable cause 75 ; must be made rich before it

can be profitable, and best way to improve 6, 193,

PO river, its bed much higher than the neighbouring
country 147

PORK, without any in the tub a farmer is on the road
to ruin 390

PORTER, directions for brewing 327
POST OFFICES of the United States, the number of,

revenue and expense 216; extent of this establish-

ment 312
POTATO, cliiTiate has great influence on this crop

396 ; modes of cultivating 42, 66, 204, 278, 310,

330, 396 ; times to plant for early and late crops
310, 330; best exposure for 330; greatly in-

creased by plaster 330 ; time and manner of sa-

ving 330 ; great crops of 166, 340, 343, 396 ; when
raw is not good food for swine 414 ; it thrives

best in latitudes above 40 deg. great value of this

crop 41 ; compared with grain 41 ; compared with
other roots 45 ; good food for all live stock 41 j

whole ones preferable for seed 204, 294 ; varieties

of311
POULTICES, great advantage of applying them to se-

vere wounds 240
POULTRY, directions for feeding 22 ; diseases and

treatment of 101, 128 ; strangely fattened 103

PREMIUMS awarded, 3, 150, 158, 166, 172, 340,

342 ; oftered for best experiments on the use

of, and the gearing of oxen 82 ; for the best ma-
chine to clean unrotted flax 400 ; for best live stock

407
PRICES must be stated in all advertisements 15

PRODUCTION increased by low duties 386

PROFESSIONS of life, on the choice of 174, 204

PROPERTY, the security of, a great cause of national

prosperity 58

PROPRIETORS of western lands, should send their

sons to settle and improve them 129

PROVISIONS, those put up in the west are not packed

with proper salt 222 ; and directions for making

better salt -loj, 254
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PRUESS, A. W. OH grafting chesnut trees and planting

locust trees 23—transmits Mr. Law's address 83

PRUSSIC acid, its power ovei- animal life 414
PULLEN, Thomas, on the cilture of corn, use of har-

rows, and liis log plough 363

PULA'ERIZATION is vitally important 344, 345, 348

QUAIL (see partridge)

QUINCY, Josiah, his remarks on the Italian clover 67

—on the use of oxen, benefit of deep ploughing,

and his course of crops 111—his remarks on soil-

ing, its economy of land, fencing, and food, its be-

nefit to cattle, and increase of milk and manure
177, 178, 185, 292—on the advantage of planting

potatoes whole 294

RACKING, its advantages and best time for 124

RAKE, the use and form of a horse-rake 312

RANSOME'S threshing machine approved and used in

Virginia 109, 120
RAPE seed, remarks on the cultivation and oil of 275
RATS, how to drive away ' 55
READING, literary cours'e of recommended by Gen. C.

Lee 21—agricultural recommended 54
RECEIPTS and prescriptions to restore lustre on gold,

to cure dogs, gargle for sore throat 52—to ciu'e

horses 53—to kill or drive away rats and mice 55
—to make submarine or hydraulic cement 69

—

yeast 69—cheese 86 walnut ketchup 86—per-

manent ink 102—white-wash 192, 320—balls to re-

move spots from clothes 216—varnish for furniture

216—shots water proof 95, 247—chemical liquid

for boot tops 247—boot blacking 264—cloth water
proof 264—sausage meat 376—to preserve eggs
69, 267"to heal wounds of trees 86-to take grease

out of silk 86—to kill flies and bed bugs 192—to
destroy ants 216—to cure rot in sheep 319—colds

and warts 320—burns 376—to mend glass or China
376^to pickle beef, pork, or shad 291, and oysters

376—to stain wood black 415—to cement broken
things 232—to keep butter fresh 324

RECLAIMING marsh land, advantageous, simple, and
advisable 131, 153, 243, 350

RED top grass is the same as Herd's, and is an excel-
lent grass 85, 86, 357

READER, Merrick, on the excellence of millet as grain
or for hay 336

RENNET, how to make or prepare 322—quantity to

be used in making cheese 323, 392
REWARDS given in China to successful husbandmen

213
RESTRICTIVE system, deprives us of foreign markets

387—and diminishes national wealth 393
RICE, its cultivation unhealthy and limited by Govt, in

Italy 147—its introduction into S. Carolina 171
RICHES, not the true source of happiness 51
RIDGE cultivation, its advantages 392, 397
RINGING trees, increases their fruitfulness 16
RIPPLE grass, contrary opinions as to its value 206, 224
ROADS, artificial, the great importance of 175, 209,

215—directions for making and repairing 211, 299
—railways on inquiry about 39, 175, 215--revenues
of in England, and abus?s in their management 209
—also errors in iheir construction and repair 299

RODNEY, Cssar A. letter on burning clay and hme for
manure 29

ROLLERS, their usefulness 127—a drawing of one 150
ROME, the number of her inhabitants constantly dimi-

nishes 148
ROOFS,how to point them 102-.ofcement, how to make

224
ROOTS, screw and mortar to split them 4—reach a

great depth in loam 65—machine to clear land of

ROOT Crops, the great and relative value of 45, 73—
remarks on preserving 74, 280, 397 (see also the
several roots)

ROTATION of crops, various remarks on the advantage
and necessity of 14, 26, 28, 47, 61, 65, 81, 92, 111,
113, 137, 147, 346, 348, 392, 401, 403

ROT in cotton, remarks on its cause, and remedies sug-

gested 277, 374
In sheep, treatment of 319"a supposed cause of 24

ROWAND, Charles E. letter on rose hedges 76
On draining marshes 350

ROSE, the Cherokee makes a beautiful and good hedge
76. 118, 168, 352

RURAL, economy, thoughts on by R. B. Buckner 396,

412
RURAL sports, defence of them 1

1

RUST (see blight and mildew)
RUTA Bag.T, mode of cultivating, preserving, and using

396, 397, 376, 287, 136, 114, 77, 74, 45, 19

A root of great value, and comixired with others

414, 300, 45
Prospers in N. Carolina 311, and S. Carolina 376
High ridge culture of disapproved 397
Expense of working an acre of 397, 77
Quantity raised per acre 397, 77
Weight of several, rools of 77
Will keep till the summer 74
Horses will eat it 46
Great depth of its roots 65
Advantage of transplanting 74

RYE, how to prepare and flavour as coffee 223, 304
A great crop of 341—quantity to sow 6—time to

sow 6, 344—ergot in is poisonous 230
.\strachan, imported by Major M'Kim 2S0

SAIL cloth, observations on its manufacture in Russia
270

SAINT Foin, remarks on 77, 68, 142
SALT, made in the Western States will not preserve

provisions 222—directions for making it good 253,
254—its efficacy as a manure 110, 163, 310—used
to preserve hay 165
.Marsh Co. of New Jersey incorporated 153~and
their proceedings 72, 154
Marshes easy and expedient to reclaim 131, 154,

243, 350
Petre will destroy turnip taste in butter 30
Water, the trial of as manure advisable 110

SANCHO, a Maltese .Tack, on the Editor's Stock Farm
407

SASSAFRAS Tea cures the chill or founder in horses
206

SAUSAGE Meat, how to season and keep 376
SAWYER, I,, on the great quantity and sweetness of

sap in the weeping willow 311
SCOTT, J. C. on Talavera wheat 22
SCULL Cap supposed to be a remedy for hydrophobia

202, and lock jaw 352
SEA captains make good farmers 117

Should bring seeds home with them 40
Kale, cultivation recommended with directions 336

SEASONS, in the Middle States there are two as appli-

ed to crops, an early and a late 141
SESAMUM (see bene)
SEED, the importance of changing 287, 402, 403—how

to raise from roots 75— should be sown always on
fresh or moist ground 73—importations of by offi-

cers of government commended 83 -received from
India 95-shouId be steeped before sowing 14, 127,

277, 353, 354—imported for sale by E. S. Thomas
360—important to select the best 127—of flax, how
to clean 111 (see the proper names for other seeds)

SEYMOUR, Abel, on the culture of corn, wheat, and
Timothy 134—on saving or gathering corn crop
148—on smut in wheat 222

SHEEP, mode of fatting pursued by Mr. Barney 7, 239
the Leicester, Dishley, or Bakewell breed 7, 120
—remarks on those of Spain and England 333—
weight of premium sheep at Holkham, England,
less'than Mr. Barney's raised and killed in the Uni-
ted States 239—thoughts on wintering 44-.Lincoln,

remarks on 120—South Down extolled 120, 250—
Merino, objections to 120, 250-Diseases and treat-

ment of 24, 319
SHOVEL Ploughs, good form ofsingle one 262—double

ones, form of 183—.invented by Mr. Breathard who
claims no patent for 231

SHOES, how to make water proof 95, 247-wooden scal-

ed, different opinions 255, 294
SHOEING oxen difficult in England, facile in New Eng-

land 139—directions and frame for with the form of
shoes 291

SHORTS goo.l flod for horses 47—weight of 46
SILK produced in Georgia 100—in South Carolina 178,

and manufactured in Connecticut 151
Worm introduced into Georgia 100—brought from
China to England 87

SINCLAIR, Sir John, observations on his Code of Agri-
culture 122—remarks in favour of drill husbandry
227—his remarks on hedges, the Code of Agricul-
ture, Mr. Madison's address to Virginia society, ou
illustrious agriculturists of the United States and
breeding cattle 367—on improving the breeds of
cattle and horses of the United States 403—his va-
luable labours to improve agriculture 103~hi3 libe.

ral sentiments towards the United States 103

Robert, his remarks on cultivation and gathering
potatoes 330—makes agricultural implements 32,

80, 320, 349, 384, 400
SINGLETON, John, on the value of marl 114
SIMPLE, Jeremiah, on destruction of insects and use ot'

birds 117—on printer's blunders and transplanting

corn by the compass 134—remarks on the Hessian

fly, advocates late sowing, 159, 247, 207—necessity

of planting rows of corn north and south 198

—

wishes correspondents to give their real names, as

he does 207— wants information about spaying hei-

fers 350
SKILL must be procured by individual exertion and

not by government regulation 378
SKINNER, John S. his address to agricultural society of

Maryland 238—established a Stock Farm 403
SLAVES, how treated in Virginia 402
Smith, Adam, on the great profits of inland trade 365

Robert, his addresses to the agricultural society of

Maryland 113, 228
SMUT in wheat, thoughts on, causes of 108, 109,

137, 215, 220, 222, 252, 353—suggestions on

prevention of 108, 109, 111, 163, 220, 353—is most

injurious to late sown 403
SNOW fell in May and did not destroy fruit 72

Drop only to be destroyed by fire 5

SO-VP suds will destroy caterpillars 280

SOILS, their value not to be inferred from the species of

trees thereon 379, 401—how to improve when too

sandy 26—unfavourable to plaster 60—should bt

classed accurately as minerals are 92—their const i

tuents, and causes of fertility in 226

SOILING anprnved If practicable 26—herbage fit for 55.

74, 75, 178, 185, 292, 381—remarks on the advan-

tages ofbv John Taylor 231-by Josiah Quincy 177,

185, 292—by T. C. Curwin 292—general remarks

in favour of' 158—it saves Land fencing, improves

cattle, provides against deficiency of pasture, and

increases milk and manure 158, 177, 185, 292—ex-

SORREL arises by bad cultivation, green grows on rich,

red on poor land 302

SOUTH Down sheep preferable to Jlerinoes 250

SPAYING heifers and sows, remarks on the import-

ance and safety of 394—information wanted as to

the mode of 351—directions given 407

SPIRITS, remarks on the comparative value of in North

Carolina and Kentucky 260—importation of prohi-

bited in Huyti 144- the quantity distilled in the Uni-

ted States 176-"importations offoreign ought to be-

come unnecessary 176

SPRINGS, or natural fountains, theory of 5

STAPLETON, J. K. directs how to save bristles fop

brush makers 296

STARCH, or fecula, is next in value to sugar 414

STATESMEN should be farmers 50

STEAM houses, sketch of 150

STEEPS for seed, important experiments with 353

STEINER, Abraham, on founder of horses 206

STOCK (see cattle, cows, horses, hogs, sheep, &c.)

Farm established by the editor for improving and

preserving distinct breeds of 403, 408, 416

the
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STONE, directions for making diy walls of 5 ; to make
artificial 224

"STOVES should be used in our farm houses 402 ; in-

quiry made as to the best kind of 184; Graham's

cooking stove recommended 279
- fRAW of clover good 15 ; best when harvesteil at

early maturity 369, 371 ; Eastman's cutter an excel-

lent machine 87 ; beautiful bonnets made of in Ita-

ly 148 ; in the United Slates 150, 158

STUNT in wheat, causes of 11, 108, 190

STUMPS, machine to blow up and split 4; to clear

land of J 68

SUBSCRIBERS called upon for payment of their sub-

scription

SUGAR of the maple tree made in Kentucky and East

Tennessee 259, 260
New Orleans, quantity made 62, 171 ; tare of

should be better regulated 100
Quantity consumed in the United States ^62
Cane seed sent with from Kentucky 335

Is more nutritious than any vegetable substance ex-

cepting only gluten 414
SUMMER fallow recommended C

Wheat is inferior to winter 354

SUN flowers should be raised to make oil 46
SYRUrS, from what they might be made in tlie United

States 78, 81
SYSTEM in agriculture is necessary 396

TAYLOR, Col. John, his remarks on the use of plaster

of Paris 366; on the choice of seed corn 31 ; on ag-

ricultural library 93 ; on the necessities of agricul-

ture 193 ; his memorial against an increase of du-
ties 201 ; his remarks on wheat, white clover, ho-

rizontal ploughing,cedar hedges, highland meadow
oat 212 ; on wheat, hedging, &c. 230 ; on agricul-

tural implements and improved state of his farms
348 ; on grasses, raising hogs, and sowing wheat
357 ; on varieties of wheat, cultivations of pump-
kins and gathering clover seed 374 ; on Isbell wheat
380; on labour, meadow oat grass, average crops,

rotations &c. 415
J'ABB, Philip, on the advantages and mode of spaying

heifers 407
TARIFF, new one as proposed, would be oppressive on

the poor 385
TAXES, their excessive amount the cause of distress in

England 249
TEAK tree, the acorns of received from India 95
TEAS, amount imported into England by the East In-

dia company 386
TEAZLE, or clothiers' brush seed, received from Ken-

tucky 335
TENANTS, in Norfolk, England, their improved con-

dition 217, 250
TERMS of the American Farmer 32
THISTLE, the blue, a very troublesome weed 198, 237
THOMAS E. S. imports seeds, books, and in^lements

for sale 360
'THOMSON'S chemistry, a new edition offered, with

notes by Dr. Cooper 272
J HORNS, how to raise from the seed 20, 52; the quicks

for sale 288 ; seed for sale 400 ; make good hedges
20, 53

THORNTON, T. gives directions for kitchen garden
work to the south 265

THRESHING machines, the great value of 109, 290,
description of one invented by Ransome and used
in Virginia 109, 120 ; a good and cheap one is a de-
sideratum 137 ; English ones for sale in Baltimore
296 ; better ones made in Virginia 402

TICKLE, Rev. Mr. on the management of a Dutch dai-

ry 405
TIDES, their vertical rise and fall along the U. States

coast 243 ; there are none on our lakes 244 ; their

rise and fall in tlie Chesapeake Bay 244

TILLFORD, Mr. his remarks on the constracti<m of

turnpikes 211

TIl.GUMAN, Edward, 3d. on Hessian fly 235

TILGHMAN, Wni. his address to the Philadelphia ag-

ricultural society 129

TILLAGE, the great advantage of fine and deep 127,

346, 401, 413
TIMOTHY, the best grass for hay 15; origin of its name

39 ; confounded with Herd's grass 68 ; distinguish-

ed from Herd's grass 85 ; best time to sow 135,

320, 392; is displaced by red top or Herd's grass

TOBACCO, crop made in Kentucky 181 ; effect of plas-

ter on 61, 383 ; varieties of, and mode of firing,

382 ; insects that injure it, a premium ought to be
offered for a specific to destroy them 383 ; -norms

on are destroyed by turkeys, effects of soil and cli-

mate on, its effects on land, best rotation when
this is a part, mode of getting in order to pack 383;

condition when fit to pack, directions for packing,

legal size of Maryland hhd., T. Frazier's press,

the common press and their principles 387, 389
TONGUE sore in horses, thoughts on 39

TOOLS, good ones indispensable 194 (see implements)

TOLLS, at mills, different in several states 357
TOURISTS should be appointed by state agricultural

societies 329
TRADE, the balance ot considered 59

Free observations in favour of, by Lord Erskine,

218 ; by Virginia united agricultural societies; by

Edinburgh Review 119
TRANSPORTATION, the expense of on roads and ca-

nals compared 283
TREATISE on agriculture, a work of merit, attributed

to gen. John .\rmstrong 324

TREES, how to heal' wounds on 86; when faiUng and
old how to restore 311 ; the longevity of the pear
55 ; how to plant 325 ; how to prune 326 ; how to

graft 23, 325 ; machine to raise by the roots 34
TULL on the great value of fine tilth 346
TURKEYS, a strange mode of fattening 103, 279

TITRNIP, how to protect from fly 100, 136, 294, 374:

remarks on the culture of 30 73 (see also rula

baga) seed sent to Mr. Caton from England, by
Mr. Coke 144 : Bennett's drill to sow 384

UNDER, or covered draining ; mode of, tools for, and
advantages of 293

UNIVERSITY of Maryland, intended appointment of

a professor by 229
T'NIVEUSITY of Virginia, its prospects and funds 309
UNITED States, their natural and moral resources 361

VEAL, how to make it white for m.arket 23

VEGETABLES ploughed in green inefficacious 137

VEGETATION, its phenomena and progress 370, 371

VENUS, or evening star
"

70

VERMIN most injurious to feeble vegetation H
VERNAL, or sweet scented grass seed as received from

Kentucky 335
VINEGAR, how to make it quickly and good 264
VINEYARDS succeed in the Western States 405
VIRGINIA thorn seed offered for sale 400

W
WAGONS, the number of employed between Phila-

delphia and Pittsburgh 138
WALNUT, the English may be grafted on the Black

102
WARNER, John, his remarks on burning clay and

shells for manure 29
WATER, lighter at 32° than at 42°, and therefore a

good protection to meadows in winter 346
Simple machinery to elevate it for domestic and
farm purposes 403

WATER Hoarhound a cure for hemorrhages
WAITCINS, Thos. G. hi.<; .address to the Albemarle ag-

ricultural society 105— his experiments with ruta
baga and mangel wurtzel 300

WEALTH, not the true cause of happiness 51
WEAVIL, to protect grain from 55—was formerly a

great pest 138
WEEDS should not be burnt, but be ploughed in 204
WEIGHTS, on the different denominations of used in

the commerce of the United States 88
WESTERLY Minerva, a Quarterly Journal 272
WET land, directions for ditching 5—see also draining

&c.
WHE.\T, varieties of 231, 22, 287, 272, 402—quantity

of seed per acre 5, 6, 25, 44,227, 231,402—quantity
produced per.-xre 5, 26, 27, 135, 23,401—causes
of stunt in 11—thoughts on spring hari'owing and
rolling 231—tm.;-to sow 6, 14, 44, 134 159,"212. 402
—effect of faU pla= .lt'.,,'^ oO—on the depth of sow-
ing 127, 229—deficient crops accounted for 190—
preparation of the ground for 5, 61, 346—thrives
better after corn than on a clover lay 358—and best
on a bare sward 14—is injured by a previous great
crop of corn 14—how to sow among standing corn
212, 229—a good spring crop of talavera 22—drill,

culture of 226, 227—whether late or early sown is

most injured by Hessian fly 127, 235, 402—a pre-
mium crop of 340—good crops of 401—it will de-
generate on same farm 402—smut in, remarks on
the causes and prevention of 108—blight, mildew,
or rust in, supposed causes of 257—remarks on its

cultivation and manufacture 353—Colonel Taylor's

mode of sowing 357—should be harvested before
it is " dead ripe" 369,371—analysis of 379—a har-

dy plant 370
" WHE.\T-Land-Farm" in Virginia, a model for others

401
WHEELS, a pair of broad ones recommended on eve-

ry farm 44
AVHITE-Wash, directions for making 192, 320
WILLIAMSON, P. on mixing rye with coffee 223
WILKINSON, his treatise on the principles of improv-

ing the breeds of cattle 409
WILLOW contains a great quantity of saccharine juice

311
WILSON,J.C.recommendsIthe cultivation ofsea-kale336

WINE, value of a vintage to France 178—should and
can be made from grapes in the United States 178,
405—and from apples, pears, and peaches 358

—

from cider 231—brandy preserves it 352—the du-
ties on foreign might be reduced 90

WINTER Bean of Italy, its trial advised 147
WOAD-Paslel or Isatis, seed received from Kentucky

aiid from France for distribution 335, 343—is ne-

cessary to fix blue dyes ; iniiigo may be made from ;

and gives early and late good pasture 335, 343
WOOD, the variety on land no criterion as to soil 380

—

should be economised 187, 402

How to stain it black 415
WOODEN soaled shoes, different opinions of 255, 294
WOOL, enough could be produced to supply our con-

sumption"237—should be washed on the sheep 16

—great length of the merino 150

WORMS and insects, their natural enemies should be
protected 117

WORTH, James, remarks on Hessian fly 180
WOUNDS, how to treat 240—of trees, composition for

covering 36
WRENS will destrov the worms and insects in gardens

117

ZOOLOGICAL memorandums by Dr. S. L. Mitchell 95
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AGRICULTUUE.
MEMOIRS OF THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY Ol

THE COUNTY OF NEW CASTLE. VOL. I.

[As we have not hitherto publistied the constitution

of tlie Agricultural Society ol' the County of New
Castle, we take this opportunity of recording it, to-

gether with, the act of incorporation passed by the

Legislature with some other unimportant details of

proceeding's, which might be omitted as being of

a local nature, were it not tliat it seems well to

preserve the volume entire.

The proceedings published in this number form the

introduction to the essay of Mr. Black, on tl\e " in-

trinsic value," of land in the state of Delaware, and
connected with that essay conbtitute the whole pro-

ceedings of the society, yet published. The begin-

ning of that interesting memoir, for which the pre-

mium of silver plate was awarded to the author,

will appear in our next paper, and will be continu-

ed until finished.—Mr. Black has found it impossi-

ble from its very nature, to compress a full consi-

deration of the subject within a very smalt compass

;

but, as we presume all subscribers file the Farmer,
(judging from the punctuality of all, in calling for

inissing numbers,) let this valuable essay be
fully read as it appears, and after the wliole of it

is out, it may then be read in connexion. The Far-

mer will then be in full possession of the author's

arguments, and may make what comments or allow-

ances he may see fit : we shall make cur's in the

course of publication.] [Edit. Am. Far.

AN ACT
TO IM;0UP0BATE a society, CSDF-II the name AJTD STYX

OF THE

Agi!ic\\\t\wra\ Society
OF THE COUNTY OF NEW-CASTLE.

Section i- He it enacted by the Senate and Ifnuse of
Representatives of the State of Dela-ware, in General
.Assembly met. That John Way, Victor Dupont,
Thomas Lea, Andrew Gray, Frederick Holtzbecker,
Levi Bouldei!, John Crow, John Merritt, George Clark,

David Stewart and Abraham Staats, in the County of

New-Castle, be, and are hereby authorised, and ap-

pointed, each at his own usual place of residence, to

open a book, and therein permit to be subscribed the

name of any citizen of this State, above the age of 21

years upon the payment, by each and every such sub-

scriber, of the sum of two dollars, to the commission-
er in whos'; hands the book may be, wherein such sub-

scription may be made.
Sec 2- And be it enacted, Tliat the aforesaid books

of subscription, shall be opened on the first Monday
in March next, and continued open, and free to every
person wishini; to subscribe as aforesaid, until the first

Slonday in May thereafter. Due notice of all which,
shall be g'.ven in tlie news-papers published in this

State, by printed handbills distributed amongst the
people (if this state ; and by notices set up in all the
most public places within the County of New-Castle,

by the aforesaid commissioners
Sec. o. And be it enacted. That all whose names

may be found entered .is aforesaid in the books open-
ed, and conducted according to the regulations pre-

scribed by this act, and its several provisions, toge-

ther with, tlieir successors, be, and they are hereby
declared to be one body corporate and politic, in deed,
and in law, under the name, style and letter of the
" Agricultural Society of the County of New-Castle,"
and by that name shall have perpetual succession, and

f'"S

TRANSACTIONS
Of the Agricultural Society of the County of J^Teiii- Castle.

Mat 4th, 1818.

Pursuant to act of the General Assembly of the State

of Delaware, entitled, " An act to incorporate a socie-

ty by the name and style of the Agricultural Society of

•>he County of New-Castle," passed on the 31st day of

January, 1818, the members assembled at the Court

House in the town of New-Castle.

—

George Clark, was appointed Chairman, and Samuel
H- Black, secretary.

The society proceeded to the election of officers by

ballot ; an. ' on the enumeration of the same, it appear-

ed that

David Stewart was chosen President.

John Way,
George Clark, S- Vice-Presidents: Clark, i 1

m Staats, J

. Secretaries.

Abraham
John R. Phil

Victor Dupont,
Jacob Fariss, junior. 3
John C:-ow, Recording Secretary.

COMMITTEE OF COnnESPONDENCE.

John T. Cochran,

I Thomas Lea,
Andrew Gray,
Nathan Thomas,
James M'Cullough,
Williimi G. Caulk.

junior-

a common seal, may sue and be sued, plead and be most fa\ourably for the said corporation. Provided

impleaded, answer and be answered in any court of,always, nevertheless, that the said society under, and

law or equity in this State, and shall have and possess;by the aforesaid name of incorporation, or under any

tall power to make all ordinances, by-laws and regu-

lations, not being contrary to the constitution and laws

of this State or of the United States, which they, or a

majority of them, may from time to time deem proper
and necessary for perpetuating, well ordering, and
governing the affairs of the said society, and for carry-

into full and complete effect the designs of the

d institution.

Sec 4. And be it enacted. That the members of the

aforesaid agricultural society, who have subscribed,

and paid as aforesaid, shall hold an election in the

Court House in the town of New-Castle, on the first

.Monday in May nest, for the appointment of one Pre
sident, three Vice-Presidents, three Secretaries, and
one recording Secretary, twelve members of the
clety, as a committee of correspondence, and one Trea-
surer, to serve as respectively appointed, for one
year. And that annually thereafter, for ever, an elec

tion shall be held upon the first Monday of every May,
at such place as the society may appoint, of which due
public notice shall be given- And at every such elec

flir officers as aforesaid, each member, being such
at the time of any such election, shall be entitled to

ne vote, to be given by himself, or by proxy.
Sec. 5. A?ul be it enacted, That as soon as the

Treasurer for the said society shall have been ap-

pointed, and given bond in such manner and with sucli

sureties as the society may deem proper, the commis-
-lioners herein before appointed, shall immediately pa\

over to him all monies received by each of them re-

spectively on account of subscriptions made in pursu
aiice of the first section of this act, retaining there-

from only such part as may have been necessarily ex-

pended in the discharge of the duties herein before

;issigned to them. Which, together with all such
sums belonging to said society, as may hereafter in

any way come into tlie hands of such treasurer, or any
treasurer for the said society, he, and any such trea

surer, is commanded to hold subject at all times to

the order or orders of the society, to be drawn for, and
pplied as may from time to tipie be by the said so

ciety directed.

Sec. 6. A?id be it enacted. That the Agricultural

Society of the County of New-Castle, shall by tlia

name be able and capable in law, to have, take, pur
chase, receive, possess, enjoy and retain to them anc

their successors, lands, tenements, hereditaments
goods, chattels, and effects, of what kind, nature, or

quality soever; and the same to sell, grant, demise,
en, or dispose of, as to the said society may seem
33t beneficial to the well-being of the same, and

generally shall have poiver to act and transact, all

matters and things, which bodies corporate and poli

may lawftilly do.

iEc. 7. And be it enacted. That the President, or

one of the Vice-Presidents, and in the event of the

absence of the President, and of all the Vice-Presidents

of the said society, then a President appointed pro.

tem. by the members present, together with twelve
members, may constitute a quorum for the transaction

of any business relative to the affairs of the said so.

ciety.

Sec 8. And be it enacted. That the said society, to

promote and encourage agriculture, and economies
husbandry (the objects of the institution of the said

ety) shall have right, and power, to ordain and
grant premiums, and medals, or other gratuitiei,

rewards of merit, exertion, discovery, or improvement
the objects aforesaid, as they shall from time to

time judge proper.
Sec. 9. And be it enacted. That every matter and

thing, herein contained, shall be construed, and taken

Thomas Mendcnhall,
Anthony Uij^gins,

Francis Haughey,
Henry Steele,

John Mcrriit,

Frederick H.Holtzbecker,
John Sutton, Treasurer.

The society being organized, the following resolu-

tions were adopted ;

—

Resolved, That Samuel H. Black, John Crow,
Thomas Mendenhall, Francis Haughey and Andrew
Gray, be, and they are hereby appointed a committee
to draft Ordinances, By-Laws and Regulations for

perpetuating, well ordering and governing the affairs

of the society.

Resolved, That the commissioners appointed for

opening books of subscription in the respective hun-
dreds, are hereby required to lay those books before
the society at the next meeting.

Resolved, That the society adjourn to meet on the
last Saturday of this instant, at this place, to receive
the report of the committee appointed to draft the

By-Laws.
Resolved, That the proceedings of the society be

published in the two newspapers of this State.

May 31st, 1818.

The society met according to adjournment

;

The committee appointed to report Ordinances,

By-Laws and Regulations for the society, made their

report to the society, which was read, amended and
adopted as follows :

Ordinances, By-Latiis, and Regulations, for the govern-
ment of the Agricultural Society of the County of J\fhii-

Castle.

Whereas it shall always be the object of the Agri-

cultural society of the County of New-Castle, to inves-

tigate, and practically to improve the several branches

of agriculture, by such ways and means, as with the

blessings of Divine Providence, shall give to the cul-

vator of the earth the greatest possible return for

is capital and labour.
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Section 1. Be it ordained, Tliat the vresiding- ofH- Stc. 9. Aiuibe it ordained, Tliat if at ar.y time, Uyo

cer of tlie society, shall have power to maintain order, years' fines and forfeitures, shall remain unpaid, if i

. . . . , , , , •, ^ ., • . i_ii_ _ : :j— » twenty dol-

Sec. 20. Me it ordained, That any member may, at

any stated meeting of the society, read, or cause to be
put all questions regularly moved and seconded, dc- president, thirty dollars; vice-president, twenty dol- read, any paper upon a subject connected with Agri-

lermine p .ints of order, apjioint committees, (escepllars ; a secretary, or recording secretary, a member of culture or Husbandry, by giving at least ten days' pre-appoint committees, (.escep

otherwise directed by the society,) sign all orders di- the committee of

reeled by vote of the society, give the casting votejcommitlee of

upon an equal division of the members of the soceity:'or a member
and shall have, possess, enjov, and exercise such shall be struck from the roll, and no longer, nor for

other powers, privileges, and authority, as is givenjever thereafter, be considered a member of the society

pondence ; a member of the

s, or treasurer, ten dollars ;

five, dollars : such delinquent's na

and granted to a presiding officer of a deliberative as-1

semblv.
I

Sec". 2. Be it ordained. That it shall be the duty of

the president of the society, at e.ich regular meeting,

to deliver an address upon some agricultural subject

;

or he shall appoint some one member to prepare, and

deliver such address ; in wliich case, he shall give the

member so appointed, not less than ten day's notice

of such appointment.

Sec. 3. Be it ordained. That the duties of the se

cretaries, shall be faithfully to note down all regular

proceedings of the society at the meetings thereof;

to draw onlers authorised by the society ; to transcribe

and copy all papers and documents when ordered by

vole of the society: to read all papers, written mo-
tions and resolutions, when regularly^ submitted by

any member, or directed by the presiding officer ; to

record the voies of the society, and to enter the yeas

and nays, when required by any member ; and general-

ly, to perform all duties which of right belong to se-

cretaries of similar societies.

Sec. 4. Be it ordained. That it shall be the duty of

the seci'etaries, after the adjournment of the society,

to dehver over all such notes and proceedings of thc-

society, to the recording secretary ; to make and

keep, in a book to be provided for that purpose, an

alphabetical list of the members of the society, and
the same to call over at the hour to which the society

stands adjourned, and enter in the said book, the

names of the absentees, and a list of which shall be

delivered forthwith to the treasurer, together with

the amount of fine incurred by each absentee.

Sec. 5. Be it ordained. That the treasurer of the

society shall receive all monies accruing to the socie-

ty and the same shall hold subject to the order of the

society : he shall enter in a book to be provided for

that purpose, the several sums, and from whom re-

cieved, and at what time ; also shall enter the several

sums paid by orders drawn on him, the date, and tt

whom paid, 'which book shall be inspected from tinn

to time, by such committee as shall be appointed h\

the society' for that purpose : he shall give bond, witi

approved security to the society, in the sum of one

thousand dollars, "conditioned for' the faithful discharge

of his duty as treasurer and paying over the balance

remaining in his hands, to his successor in th.at office ;

also for the safe delivery over of all books and pape
in his hands, whole, entire and undefaced, when thei-i

unto required.

Sec. 6, ^nd be it ordained, ThsA the duties of the
recording secretary, shall be to enter in books to be
provided fo,- that purpose, a true copy of the proceed-
ings of the society, as they shall be furnished him by
the secretaries of the society from time to time ; and
copies of such proceedings to make and
where and wl.en ordered by the society ; such books
and papers he shall submit to the examination of the
society, and the same deliver over to his successor in

that otViOf, h}- order and authority of the society.

Sec. 7. ^ind be it ordained, That the recording sC'

cretary shall keep the seal of the society, and shall

make impressions of the same when dtily authorised
and the said seal, unimpait'ed shall deliver over, will

the books, to his successor in office. The recordin.L

secretary shall counter-sign all orders authorised h\

the society, and entry thereof as well in relation ((

number, and amount, as in whose favour, and for wIki
purpose, shall be entered in a book provided for tlia

purpose.

Sec. 8. ^nd be it ordained, That such members a

reside within the County of New-Castle, shall be deem-
ed resident, and those resilling elsewhere ; honoruri
members; a resident member shall pay on his inl

'"

tion, two dollars, and one dollar annually, in half ye
ly payments, as long as he shall continue a member.

Sec. 10. Be it ordained. That any officer or

ber of the society, may for other oflence, be expelled,

vote of two-thirds of the society, at a regulai

meeting ; but may be reinstated, two-thirds of the

members present agreeing thereto.

Sec. 11. Be it ordained. That in debate in the socle

, the same order and decorum sl::dl be observed by

the member as in common and dehberative assemblies,

and agreeably to the rules of parliamentary practice

Sec. 12. Be it ordained. That the society sh.ill meet
on the first INJonday of May, August, November, and
Februaiy, annuallv, at such hour as may be agreed

, by the society.'

Sec. 13. Be it ordained. That for non-attendance of

a president, at the hour and place of meeting, he shall

forfeit and pay two dollars ; that for the non-atten-

lance at the time and place, by a vice-president, he
shall forfeit and pay one dollar and fifty cents ; a se-

cretary, recording secretary, a member of the com-
; of coiTCspondence, or committee of examiners,

treasurer, one dollar ; a member fifty cents

less excused by a vote of the society.

Sec. 14. Be it ordained. That any person residing

the County of New-Castle may be admitted a resi-

dent member, on motion or resolution and vote, hav-

ng two-thirds present in his favour. Every member
.vill be required to sign the by-laws of the society,

and pay his initiation fee, before be shall be entitled

a seat in the society.

Sec 15. Be it ordained. That honorary members
may be admitted, residing in any part of the world, on
nomination by a resident member, and a b;dlol, having
three fourths of the members present, in his favour

;

when admitted, they shall be subject to the following

ules, to wit: Pay an initiation fee of twenty dollars,

sit in meetings of the society, and debate upon any

subject before the society ; but not entitled to vote

the privilege of corresponding through
the medium of the committee of correspouJence, or

committee of examiners on rural affairs.

Sec. 16. Be it ordained. That every honorary

dent member elected, sh.ill be notified of h

tion, bv one of the secretaries in the following form
" The 'Agri.

elected

Member,') in testimoiif) of their conjidence of your

city and inclination to promote' the objects of the Society.''

Which certificate shall be given under the seal of the

society, and signed by the President;

Sec. 17. Be it ordained. That a committee of five

examiners, shall annually be appointed, whose duty it

hall be to report on all Essays and papers read in the

society, upon the subject of agriculture, Hortlcul

ture, or husbandry, previous to any final decision as

to the award of a Prize, or propriety of publishing

such productions.

Sec. 18. Be it ordained. That the society shall, at

least once every year, propose some appropriate Prize,

adapted in value to the state of their fund, for the

greatest produce of native grain or grass, raised from
some given quantity of land, not less than

one season. In deciding upon awards, the amount
of money and Labour expended, with the time employ
ed, the situation of the land, in relation to the sourcei

iif niunure ; all of which shall be fairly stated, and
ni:ule appear; the product of the same piece of land,

shall never be twice entitled to a Prize.

Sec. 19. Be it ordained. That the society shall pro
pose a jirize for the best Essay written upon any giv

ed subject, connected with Agriculture, Horticulture

or Husbandry. Such Essay must be original, and
partly, at least, experimental. The subject of any
such Essay, must be agreed to by the society. No
Prize shall' be adjudged, except to a resident or honor,

ary member.

ious notice of his wish, to the committee of examin-
ers ; provided the said committee shall deem the essay
to merit the attention of the societv.

Sec. 21. Be it ordained. That it shall be the duty of
the corresponding committee to maintain a constant

intercourse with similar societies in other states, by
letter, upon all subjects connected, either directly or
remotely, with Agriculture and Husbandry: to obtain

models of, or information upon all implements deemed
useful, and not generally known, in rural afl'airs; to-

gether with specimens of seeds, roots, and plants, and
a description of all domestic animals as well as their

several uses, not common amongst us : copies and ex-

amples of all which to be submitted to the society from
time to time.

Sec. 22. Be if ordained. That it shall be the privi-

lege of each member of the committee of correspon-
dence, in the name of the society, to execute the fore-

going duties individually, or with one or more of his

colleagues, or upon occasions deemed more than or-

ly important, by a union of all the members of
the said committee.

Sec 23. Be it ordained. That it shall be especially

the province of the committee of correspondence, to

obtain for, and at the expense of the societ)', any books,
grlcultural implements, seeds, roots, plants, or do-

mestic animals, specimens of domestic fabrics, or fo-

reign manufactures, when deemed useful to our domes-
tic economy, as the same
ordered and directed by a vote of the society.

ec. 24. Be it ordained, That a volume of transac-

tions, containing all essays, papers, experiments, dis-

coveries, and proceedings of the society, or in any
way coming within tiieir knowledge and possession,

and deemed likely to prove useful to the interest of
farmers, shall be annually published, under the care

and superintendance of such committee, .as the society

m:iy appoint for that purpose.

Sec. 25. Be it ordained, That each member, whether
esident or honorary, shall be entitled and receive,

ree of charge, one copy of the transactions of the so-

;iety, as soon as pubjished : one copy shall be for-

warded by the recording secretary, to each Agricul-

tural society in the United States; and like inter-

hangc sohcited from tlicm ; the remainder to be sold

t such price as may be deemed reasonable by the so-

iety, and the proceeds added to the fund.

Sec. 26. Be it further ordained. That the recording

from 1 I time, be

at Society of jVe^v-Caxtle Covnt,?' A<7t„;
secretary shall procure a common seal for the society,

(a liesident or llonm-arv ^-l-'":

J

s''=^".be ^ circular piece of brass, ot the sizeot

imouf, of their confidence «/• v<,«r e«*a- L.'^""*''.' '"'^ ""= ^"'"^^'"g device thereon, to. wi.t

:

The rising Sun, a Plough, a Hand holding a Sickle

therein, and a Scythe , and around the device, shall be
described, in Roman characters, "The Agricultural

Society of the county of New-Castle "

Sec. 27. JSf it farther ordained. That the ordinances

and By-Laws, for the government of this society, be
published in the pamphlet form, under the superiu-

of the recording secretary ; and that one
copy thereof, be transmitted to each member of the

society; to which shallbe prefixecl, the List of Ofii-
" nd the names of the members, in alphabetical

order, and the act of incorporatiun.

The commissioners appointed for opening books of

subscription, laid the same before the meeting, when
the following persons were found to be regular mem-
bers.

Alexander, Archibald, u. c. ii—Black, H. Samuel,

H. t. H.—Doulden, Levi, H. c. h.—Boulden, Nathan, n.

c. H.-^Rculden, Benjamin, sT. g. ii.—Glark, George, n.

L. H.—Cochran, T. John, st. b. h.—Cochran, E. Rich-

ard, ST. B. H.—Caulk, G. AViUlam, n c, h.—Crow John,

N. c. II.—Crawford, Alexander, ArrK. ii.—Uupont, Vic-

tor, n. vv H.—Du].Mint, E. I. c. u.—Eves, D. John, K. c.

11—Fariss, Jacob, jun. p. c. h.—Gemmil, Hugh, w. r:

n.—Gillespie, George, w. c. h —Gray, Andrew, m. c. h.

Holtzbecker, H Frederick, w. c. u.—Haughey, Francis,

N. r. a.—Haughey, H. Charles, st. g. u.—Higgins, An-
thony, 11. L. u.-^Jobns, Kensey, jun, n. c. h,—Lea,
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Thomas, b. vr. h.—Lewden, Jeremiah, n. c. h.—Meteer,
Samuel, m. c. h—Mendenliall, Tliomas, n. c. h.—Mer-

ritt, John, st. o. u.—M'Crone, John, n. c. h.—Mor-
riss, L. John, c. u.—M'CuUough, James, jun. x. c. h.—
Nivin, Uavid, w. c. u.—I^oole, William, c. n.—Phil-
lips, R. John, m. c. h. Rice, Washington, m. c. n.—
I'liillips, Thomas, w. c. u.—Robinson, Joseph, c. h.—
Rily, Thomas, n. c. u.—Rybold, Philip, k. l. h—
Stewart, David, st. g. ii.—Steele, Henry, n. c. u.—
Smith, James, n. c. u.—Staats, Abraham, appk. a.

—

Siitton, John, n. l. h.—Smith, William, w. c. H.—
Thomas, Samuel, sr. o h.—Thomas, Nathan, st. e. u.

Way, John, c. a.—Warner, John, c. u.

'riie society adjourned to meet at the Court House
on the 3d day of August next, at 2 o'clock^ A. M,

August 3, 1818.

The society met according to adjournment; present,

David Stewart, Presidejit.

Victor Dupont, > „
• " • nior, \

Secretaries.

Committee of Correspondence,

Jacob Fariss, junior,

John Crow, Recording Secretary.

Nathan Thomas,
I'rancis Haughey;

Membzhs Phesest.
Samuel H. Black, I John M'Crone,
John D Eves, Philip Rybold,
David Nivin, | James Smith,

Thomas Riley.

On motion of Samuel H. Black, seconded by David
Nivin, John Sellers was admitted a resident member.
The President appointed for the current year,

—

Samuel H. Black, "^

Victor Dupont,
j

John Crow, yA Committee of Examiners.
Kensey Johns, Junior. I

Andrew Gray, J
On motion of Samuel H. Black, the following reso-

lutions were adopted.
Resohed. That a piece of silver plate, with such de-

vice and impression thereon as may be deemed pro-

per by the committee of examiners for the time be-

ing, not to exceed twenty dollars in value, be award
ed to any member of this society who shall at the
stated meeting in November next, present and read
before the society the best written Essay on the in-

trinsic value of arable land.

Resolved, That a piece of silver plate, with such de-

vice and impressions as may be Jeemed proper by the
committee of examiners for the time being, not ex-
ceeding twenty dollars in value, be awarded to anj'

member of the society, who shall exhibit tlie requisite

proof of having raised the greatest quantity of wheat
from one acre of land, subject to the direction of the
18th section of the By-laws, at the meeting of the
society in August next.

Resolved, That a piece of silver plate, with such de-
vice and impressions as may be deemed proper by the
committee of examiners for the time being, not ex-
ceeding in value twenty dollars, be awarded to any
member of this society who may exhibit the requisite
proof of having raised the greatest quantity of Indian
corn on one acre of land, subject to the direction pro-
vided by the 18th section of the By-laws, to be de-
termined at the meetmg of the society in February,

On motion of John Crow, the following persons were
admitted as honorary members, agreeable to the 15th
section of the By-laws; to wit: Nicholas Ridgeley.
George Cummins, Isaac Davis, Cornelius P. Comeafvs,
Henry M. Ridgely, Thomas Clayton, Wi!li.am H. Wells
Joseph Haslett, Manean Bull, Samuel Payiiter, An-
drew Naudain, Jacob Stout, Andrew Bairett, William
Warner, Wdliam Kennedy, Jesse Greene, Henry M61-
Jeston, William B. Couper, Benjamin Burton, Presly
Spruance.
On motion the 12th section of the By-laws was

amended by inserting after the word " May," in the
second line, the words " and last Monday of" The
society adjourned to meet on the last Monday of No-
vember next, at this place.

Fred'k H. Iloltzbecker,

Nathan Thomas,
Henry Steele,

Andrew Gray,
John Sutton, Treasurer.

Samuel H. Black,
Victor Dupont,
Kensey Johns, junior.
' '

1 Crow,
Andrew Gray,

JIem
Archibald Alexander,
Benjamin Boulden,
John D. Eves,
Hugh Gemmill,
George Gillespie,

NOVKMBEII 3U, 1818.
The society met agreeable to adjournment, present,

George Clark, Vice-President.

Victor Dupont, ? c- , -

J.acob Fariss
^ ^Secretanes. -

John Crow, Recording Secretarij.

Thomas Mendenhall, ~\

Y Committee of Correspondence

Committee of £j

John M'Crone,
David Nivin,

James Smith,

Philip Rybold,
John Sellers,

John L. Morriss.
On motion, Richard E. Smith and Henry Bowman,
ere adniitied resident members.
On motion, an essay on the intrinsic value of arable

land, written by Samuel H. Black, was read.
Resolved, That the piece of silver plate proposed at

the meeting of the society on the '3d day of August last,

for the best written Essay on the intrinsic value of
arable land, be, and the same is hereby awarded to

Samuel H. Bhick. Also ordered- that the same shall

be published in the annual volume, and delivered to
the members of the soceity.

{To be Continued.)

OK THE BEST MOBE (ir TiKlNG LP LinOE

Ti-ces & Btwmps \)^ t\\e ^oots.
In Cleaiilng ne^a Ground for Cultivation,—mating

Turnpikes, &c. &c. Uc.
Wishing, as far as practicable, to give variety and

usefulness to the columns of the Farmer ; it occurred
to us that the publick was in want of information on
''

' subject..—A friend in Virginia, pointed our
alteniion to the machine, invented by a Swiss peasant,
and given in Mill's Husbandry, an English work pub-
lished about fifty years since.

As, however, on a view of the drawing, that machine
appears too complicated and cosily for the private
purposes of an individual, and as improvements have
doubtless been made since that was invented, we are
taking pains to collect the best accounts of them.—
The first which has come to hand is the following
letter from Mr, Mills, of Baltimore, the Architect who
furnished the plan of the Washington Monument, in

Howard's Park. [firfiV, .im. Far.

to the editor of the ameiiigan fabmer.

Sir,

Agreeably to your request, I here subjoin

such information as I possess, relative to the

most elTectual and economical mode of rootinp;

up trees and stumps, and splitting great blocks
of wood.—It is a matter of surprise that so lit-

tle attention has been paid to this subject, when
we consider its importance both on the ground
af saving laboui'j and loss, sustained by tlie far-

mer in allowing great stumps and blocks to re-

main in his fields. It is true, there have been
several machines invented, which by mechani-
cal force are applied to tear up trees ; but their

mwieldy nature and expensive construction,

render them extremely objectionable in com-
mon cases—To those whose business and whose
interest it is to examine into this subject, it is

little strange that the aid of that powerful agent,

Gunpowder, should not have occurred.—The

effect, simplicity, and economy of this mode
must be evident to every one, and it remained
only to devise the most handy machine to put
this principal into operation.

In the course of my researches into the useful
arts, I have met with two plans of applying
gunpowder to the rooting and breaking up
trees ; tlie simplicity of the machines recom-
mend them panicularly to our notice. I would,
therefore, through the medium of your useful

paper, present drawings and descriptions of
each of them for the benefit of the agricultural

community.— I shall commence with that ma-
chine which is applied to the blowing up of trees

and stumps.
It will be seen by the drawing that the prin-

cipal of this engine is that of a bomb mortar.—
It consists of a bar of forged iron, about 2 feet

8 inches long, one inch thick towards the han-
dle, and two inches towards the breech or plat-

form.

The platform which is circular is 14 inches

diameter, this platform serves as the base of the
chamber or furnace of the mine, which is 3 in-

ches in diameter and 3 inches 8 lines in the

length of its bore.

The stopper or tampion which serves as a

plug to the mine, is of the same diameter to en-

ter within after a slight paper or wadding.—It

is attached by a chain to the gun or mortar,

which last is 8 inches diameter.

About 2 inches above is added a small touch-

hole and pan. The hole is directed in an angle

of 45 degrees, and is primed with powder to

communicate with the charge, with which the

chamber is filled up to the stopper.

This mortar may be cast even with more fa-

cility in brass or iron, and in this case it must
be a little thicker in all its dimensions, in order

to afford a resistance equal to that of the forged

iron.

When the machine is charged with powder, a
small excavation is made with a pick-axe in the
centre of the stump or foot of the tree.—The
machine is then placed in it so that the plug im-
mediately touches the wood.—Care must be
taken to fill all the vacancies either with stones

or pieces of iron or wood, more especially be-
neath the platform of the instrument, in order
that the explosion of the powder may have its

full effect on the slump, of which if necessary
the principal roots should first be cut, if any ap-
pear on the suiiuce of the ground near the tree

that is to be eradicated.—When the machine is

firmly fixed in its place, the priming is put into

the pan, and slow match applied, the length of
which is sufficient to allow tiirte to retire to a
proper distance from the explosion.

By an inspection of the plan and section,

every one will perceive the utility of this simple
machine, and it may be easily made by any in-

telligent smith.

A. Plan of the machine about 2 feet 3 inches

long.— Sie next page.

B. Section of do. 10 inches high comprehend-
ing the plug.

a. The plug with its cap fastened to the chain.

b. The chamber for the powder.
c. The touch-hole.

The middle figure represents the machine
placed under the stump of a tree.
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"l shall now proceed to give a drawing aiitl,Gregoiy lead mine, by Sir Joseph Banks' dircc-

desci-iption of the inslrument, used for splitting tion, and the screw severed some pieces four or

by the force of gunpowder the most knotty and'five feet in length, and nine or ten m diameter,

troublesome blocks of wood. Ihrowing them some feet asunder, to the sur-

This machine is equally simple with the for-I prise ol llie minors, who were assembled on the

mer, and has been used in England with com-iminc bank.— Sir Joseph took the screw with

plcte success, under the patronage of Sir Joscphjhim to Revesby-Abby in Lincolnshire, where

Banks. The inventor, Mr. Knight, received thcil understand ho had some large roots, that hat

silver medal from the Society of Arts. jlain by many years as useless.

Every one knows that a vast quantity of liml " We have used it without a single accident

ber is left to rot in the woods, from the circum-jbul my neighbour Lord Kirkwall, having procur

stance of the great difliculty, labour and loss of,ed one to be made by that which I hud, one of

time, experienced in breaking up logs of wood !iis servants in liis Lordship's absence I pre
time, expe

for the purposes of fuel.—This applies particu-

larly to the stumps of roots of large Oaks, Elms,

Yews, &c.

Sometimes gunpowder is used by setting a

blast in a similar way to that in mines or stone

quarries. This method, though less laborious

than by raesns of the axe and wedges, is tedi-

ous and attended with several difficulties, re-

quiring considerable experience and dexterity,

or the plug will be more frequently blown out,

than the block rent by the explosion.

With the view of obviating these difficulties,

this inslrument about to be described, has been

constructed.— Its simplicity, portability, and

safety, will recommend it to general use.—From

the form of it, we may properly term it a blast-

ing screw ; the drawing at

A. represents this instrument.

—

See beloiu.

B. A wire for the purpose of occasionally

cleaning the touch-hole, previous to the intro-

duction of the quick match.

C. An augur proper to bore holes to secure

the change of the screw.

D. A gouge to make an entrance for the au-

gur.

E. A lever to wind the screw into the wood,

with a leather thong.

F. Attached to it, in order to fasten it occa-

Monally to the screw to prevent its being lost,

in case it should be thrown out when the block

is burst open—a circumstance wliich does noli

often occur ; for in all my experiments, saysi

Mr. K , when the wood has been loleraljly

sound, I have always found the screw left fixed

in one side of the divided mass.*
|

A roll of twine is to be steeped in a solutio!i|

of nitre, for the purpose of a quick match orj

train to discharge the powder, by thrusting a

piece thereof, down the touch hole, after taking

out the wire B.

I shall now close with an extract of a letter,

giving an account of some experiments made

with this instrument, by J. Lloyd, Esq. as it

may jjrove satisfactory to see such respectable

testimony of its merits.

" I have used," observes Mr. L. " the blasting

screw, ail the last and preceding winter wilh th>

greatest success, and have gained many loads

of fuel, which otherwise would have been suf

fered to rot.—Sir Joseph Banks lamented when

lie saw the operation of this inritrument, that hei

had not seen such a contrivance as this, many|

years ago ; he considers it a valuable accjuisi-

tion.—When I was at Overton, some pieces

of very tough, knotty, close grained oak, were

picked from the limber heap, for the use of the

sumc, put too much powder into tlie hole, and

the screw was blown as high as a oue pair of

stairs window, and passed Ihrougli it into an

apartment where a person then happened to be

but without any further mischief, than the losi

of a pane of glass. Any one that uses tliis in

struincnt, will soon learn what depth of scre\i

will be sufficient to split any root in proportion

to its strength, taking care that the screw has

sufficient hold to resist the force of the powder

befoie the root is cleft.—I think much powder
may be saved by using a cotton match, impreg-
nated by a solution of saltjietre, or any of the

combustible matters generally made use of in

fire work ; and by the use of the cotion, the
ole through the screw may be lessened, which

will add to the action of the confined powder,
though a straw filled wilh powder, in the man-
ner in which the miners use it, answers very
well; should any one be limid in using the
screw, a chain or rope may easily be attached

to the screw, and that fixed to any log or fasten-

ed to a slake driven into the ground. If the

wood is rotten, the screw cannot act."

After this review of the subject, I am of opin-

ion that the farmer will consult his own interest,

by possessing one or both of these machines,
and especially the latter, as in the case of trees

cut down in the forest, the labour saved in split-

ting them up, would in the course of even one
day, pay the cost of the instrument.

I am, sir, respectfully,

ROBERT MILLS.

• This was the result of a trial which

a blastinff screw of this kind labt Summer.
made witli

I!. M
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seed may be discovered by filling a glass tumbler

half fall of water, and dropping a few seed in, those

tliat sink are good, those that swim are generally de-

prived of their vegetating powers. Clean seed should

be sown in the following manner. Let the weather be

calm (which is also necessary tor snwip.g plaster) and

the ground be laid off into eight feet lands ; take

as much seed as you can between your thumb and two

fingers for every two casts or steps, and let the casts

not exceed the width of the land. But we generally

raise our own seed, and sow it in the chaff.

Wheat is grown here mostly upon fallowed land,

which is prepared as follows : in the months of Au-

gust and September, we turn our clover under nine

manner of writing, and attend only to the matter or ten inches deep, in ten or fifteen days after we har-

No. I,

Of a Series of Papers communicated for the

Farmer, by Geo. IV. Jeffreys, Esq. oJA''orth

Carolina.

On the System of Hushandnj

Practiskd in Loudodn County, Vikginia,

Loudoun County,. iiigustl'ith, 1818.

Deati Sir,—I have the pleasure to acknowledge the

receipt of yours of .Tuly, and 1 venture, although but

.sn indifi'erent pensman, to answer your queries on

Loudoun husbandry. I hope you will excuse my

vluch I shall communicate, which is founded on a long

experience in agricultural pursuits j and as information

is all you want, I shall endeavour to answer your

queries, by taking them collectively, and in so doing,

1 shall confine myself to stubborn facts wliich cannot

be disproved.

The first thing that I shall notice is the plough.—
The improvement of this valuable machine, was the

first step we took to improve our lands, we formerly

adopted the absurd plan of shallow ploughing, leav-

ing the under stratum unbroken, which should have

been torn up and mixed witli the surface j we have

constructed our ploughs much larger and stronger

than they formerly were ; the mould boards are all of

cast iron. \Ve seldom break up our land with les:

than three horses to a plough, which enables us tc

plough our ground deep. In the fall or early in the

spring we break up our corn ground, then harrow i

well with a heavy iron toothed harrow, this done,

checker it with a shovel plough, leaving our row
from 3i to 4 feet apart, ready for planting. Whe
we commence planting corn, we take out water and

plaster of Paris, and after wetting the corn then put

on as much plaster as will stick to it, and miike the

grains separate freely, and keep it in that state by
adding water and plaster when necessary, until we
are done planting. When our corn gets to the usual

size, for harrowing, say four or five inches high, we
hitch two horses to a harrow, and run once over each

row, minding to str.iighten all the corn, that gets bent

or covered up by this operation. When our corn is

fit for thinning, we generally leave but two stalks in a

hill, after we have done this, let our land be never so

good, we take as much plaster as we can with a

row the ground well, then sow and plough in the

seed with a shovel plough in eight feet lands, this me-
thod saves the trouble of staking off the ground in

the spring of the year, for sowing clover seed and

plaster, which should be done in March or April.

But sowing fallow with one ploughing is the general

practice here, we sow one and a half bushels of wheat

on the acre. The average product of the wheat crops

may be stated to be from 18 to 30 bushels to the acre i

I have myself raised crops of whe.it averaging 30

bushels to the acre off of fields, which before I used

plaster and clover, would not bring me more than 18

bushels.

Manure is a grand object here, every thing taken

from the earth, when returned is beneficial to it. INIr.

Madison has a more favourable opinion of cornstalks

than I have, cornstalks and buckwheat straw, answer

very well to fill guUeys—when we get out our wheat

we haul out the straw' into the fields, and stack it in

pens on the poorest places of the field, and let our

cattle have their will of it—all other coarse kinds of

manure ought to be taken to tlie field before it lose

any of its strength and ploughed in. Where there

are but few or no slaves our farms are small, 150 or

200 acres are considered a good farm, one third ought

to be left uncleared—ten or twelve acres are suffi-

cient for meadow, as we mow as much clover off our

highland as we want.

All timothy meadows are the better of water, espe-

cially in the winter—throw the water over a bank and

let it freeze no matter how deep. All wet land ought

to be drained by ditching—if there is not much water.

full with round stones, then take cornstalks, leaves,

thumb and two fingers, and drop on' each hill of buckwheat straw, or any other

corn—should drought succeed after we have done
plastering, we do well to work our corn so as to co

ver the plaster, as long droughts and hot sun are in-

jurious to its stimulating powers. This method oi

cultivating corn, is generally pursued here, and se-

ven or eight barrels to the acre, is considered a sav

ing crop, but ten or more to the acre is very common
here.

I have been in the habit of using plaster more thai

twenty years, and its effects on every kind of vege
tation (sedge-grass excepted, which it diminishes) are

Siirprisingly great, there is no arable land left unsown
with clover seed here,—neither is plaster of so much
benefit to land left bare of grass ; plaster

nure, but a stimulus ; it stimulates clover, and clover

manures the land ; three pecks of plaste-r are enougl;

as a top dressing for clover per acre, and all kinds of side till it is twelve inches wi<le on the top, th:

FOR THE AMERICAN lAUMER.

ON THE MEANS OF DESTROYING THE

Brandynme, 2\st 2d mo. 1820.

ESPECTEi) FniESD,—Obscrving some inquiries in

the Amer. Farmer, Vol. I. No. 47, concerning the per-

nicious plant called " Snow Drop" which has a bul-

bous root of so hardy a nature as to resist frost, as

well as every other extreme vicissitudes of weather or

climate, and as the inquirer observes, will lay ex-

posed on a rock through the winter, and vegetate in

the spring—they were introduced as a g.irden ilower

at the early settlement of the country. There is much
reason to deplore the introduction of a plant so evil

in its consequences and so unconquerable in its nature

lor the gratification of a small and very transient

flower. I have always traced their origin to old gar-

dens from whence they spread, and are increased ra-

pidly by ploughing—and separating the roots which
resemble the garlic root, but far surpassing in its

evil consequences. I discovered a spot in one of my
years past, very limited, but by plough-

:ntly through it, they were carried in dif-

ferent directions—after which, they began to appear

in divers places. I then had them taken up carefully,

so as to get master of all but the original spot, which

I endeavoured to keep circumscribed, in order to ap-

ply some severe remedy to^at spot, that would des-

troy every thing of a vegetable nature, but ultimate-

ly found nothing but fire would do it. Last spring as

that field was ploughed for corn, being in a good grass

ard, I staked out the limits of the infested ground,

4 or 5 rods square, and as it was well ploughed, and
laid over handsomely from 4 to 6 inches in depth to

keep below the roots, they are generally turnfed up.

I tJien had them, after drying a day or two, cut in

short length and set on the edge, curving a little, to

cause them to stand on the edge to dry after a few
days, preparation was made for burning by collecting

some old stumps, witli other dry wood, and brush, mak-
ing a heap of a cart load or two in such a manner as to

form two or three avenues to tlie outside, after being co-

vered with sods in form of a collier's coalpit, these

avenues filled with combustible materials, straw

cut your ditch two feet deep and as wide, fill it half amongst the rest, fire was communicated at the ave-
~ " . . ...

nues at the bottom, being left open at the crown, also,

which gave the fire a speedy draft, to the heart of the

mass of combustibles in a few minutes, and issued

out .It the apex. I then speedily covered the top with

sods with the gr.iss next the fire, as the whole cover-

ing was in th.it mode, the materials being dry, the

fire became very strong, the sods were constantly ap-

plied in every spot, when the smoke became strong

;

by this means, the heat was confined so as to work
through the whole mass, and the progress was slow

.ifter the first day or two ; it burnt about a week, by
this time I doubted whether it had heat enough to

complete tl-.fe burning of the whole, having much

stones, then fill the ditch with dirt, and it wants
more repairs.

There are different soils here, as many as two
This method oflthree different kinds in one field; red land is the

and requires the most manure, the gray flint is

the most durable. Our former mode of fencing w.t
ith split rails, but as wood grows scarce, we subst

ite stone, and that is one reason why our lands sell so

ph. From Potowmac to Fauquier I suppose is

lies—from Goose creek to the Frederic line 20
lies. On this tract of land I suppose there is stone

enough to enclose it all in 20 acre fields. Our mode
of putting up stone fence, is as follows—1st, Clear

away the loose earth four feet wide to prevent the

frost from getting under it—then haul the largest

stones and put them in the bottom—taper it on each

grain including hemp and flax, are benefitted

by the same quantity to the acre. Early in the spring f

we sow plaster on oiir clover pastures and gr lin fields,

our sheep are not permitted to run in the clover fields

in the winter, and are kept out in the spring, until

the clover is well grown—at this time also hogs are

permitted to graze upon it, and if they are well salt

ed, they will thrive as long as the clever lasts. The
second crop injures stock, particularly horses, very
much, by creating a slabbering, and it is best to keep
them off, and devote the second crop to seed, as it

makes the best seed. We generally salt our clover
hay, and put it under cover, not much together ; mix
jng it with straw, answers a good purpose. In sav

ing clover seed, the heads should be gathered quite
dry, and kept in that state until sown. Those who

done by stretching a line on each side, fixed to

like a rafter level four feet high the shape of

the fence. When the fence is raised four feet high

with stone, we take stones that will reach across the

top, and place them along the distance of the rail:

lay one rail on each stone, then two st-akes to

from coming up ; the good or bad quality of clover

ovcrpow( could disengage theearth
. . _ _

mould without scattering the roots, another heap of

wood as before, begun another fire which readily com-
pleted the business, and afforded means of finishing

the uiiburnt sods, that were remaining of the first heap
s they had became dry by this time, all the scattering

roots were collected and burnt, the ashes were spread

last fail and the ground ploughed with the whole field

after the corn v/as taken off, intending for barley this

spi-ing.

\ day or two past, I was examining the spot and
found some roots yet that had escaped our notice, be-
ri.if,. tiif>i*i/l tin M'ihh t\\f^ flit rilrino-hiiiP'_ HTlfl U'nshpdnd a rider on the top ; this strengthens the fcncejiiig turned up with the fall ploughing, and washed

and prevents sheep from climbing over.* clean by the rains so as to be easily gathered, all that

were put in the heajis, were effectually burnt, but I

lave no doubt of getting rid of them now by attention,

as the ground will have several ploughiiigs and Iiar-

I remain your obd t. servant,

Geo. rr. .Teffreys, Esq. ROBERT RUSSELL.

For abundant information on the value and th

construction of stone fences ; see the communications
from Peter Minor, Secretary of the Agricultural Soci-

ety of Albemarle, and of Judge Holmes, of Virg'

=iave seed for market, to6 often heat it, which prevents published in Vol. I. of the American Farmer, pages

358, 395.

ngs before it is laid down in grass after a wheat
crop, and every time the roots are turned up, and get

rain they are readily gathered.

Burning is effectual as far as it can be applied, but

on a large scale it would be a heavy undertaking. 1

m.ide some calculation from the sjiecimen tried, and
found the labour including timber for fuel to be from
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fifty to sixty dollars to the acre, and believe from late

obsen'ations, further attention is yet requisite to prevent

the few remaining- roots from spreading-, yet I hope to

accomplish the object.

Reply to the Editor's .\'ote.—Sylvanus is under a mis-

take in the garlic, if turned up by the plough, so as to

be exposed without cover, the winter's frost will cause

it to become a watery mass, covered by the outer root

or skiTi, and will not vegetate ; but 1 make no doubt

many will lay safe under tlie mould and vegetate

again.

But a spring ploughing for either oats or barley, and

then to prepare the same ground for wheat, effectu-

ally prevents it seeding amongst the wheat ; there is

more injury from garlic by bad ploughing, than per-

haps any other cause.'

That is very evident from a clover l.iy, being turned

down with one ploughing for wheat in a garlic country,

surely produces seed amongst the wheat, although a

good culture when there is no garlic. We grind grain

tor the country around us, and it has become prover-

bial when garlic appears amongst the grain—there has

been bad ploughing: and it might be added, neglect

of manure also.

C.K.

FOR THE A5IERIC.\X F.1RMEB.

ON THE BEST MODE OF IMPROVING POOR L.\ND.

No. II.

On the best course of cultivation and manage-

vient to imfiro-ve floor land,founded on actual

Besides the profit that will tollow the next 5 or

years—this calculation is founded on experi

ence, and ought to satisfy any person that it is

lot the quantity, but the qualitij of land culti-

vated, that is to give the profit, or how would
it be possible for tenants in England to pay three

pounds sterling rent per acre for land, and al-

most as much more in taxes and tithes, yet by
heir great industry and attention Xo fertilizing

their land and other good management, enable

hemsclves to live very independent?—and tliis

s often done on lands, which when first entcr-

:d upon, were as poor as many of our waste

lands. The land therefore must be made rich

f we expect profit—let our situation be wliat

it may ; perhaps there is sume fertilizer in the

neighbouring, if the soil is sandy, add there-

to stiff clay, if too stiff add sand ; if the land

improveable by gypsum or plaster, it may do

without manure but take only one crop off be
fore it is laid down in clover, in order to pre

serve the little strength yet remaining in the

land, to afford it a cover of clover, which will

soon improve it.

The navigable bay and rivers of our state, af

ford abundant means and conveniences for fcr-

ilization which navigable water occupies nearl)

one-third of the state, affording means of trans

porting our produce from many of our doors

and we may on our return bring manure, lime

system, and the proper management of hands

&c., I now produce for his consideration, the

best modes, in my opinion, of managing and
improving a poor farm. Suppose the farm has

a tolerable old house upon it, it will be best as

times are hard, and probably the capital small,

to repair sufficiently to make it warm, and com
fortable ; but by all means avoid extensive al

terations or additions, (provided it will accom
modate the family) which too often takes the

principal part of the capital, from the main ob
ject, the improvement of the land ; an error too

often committed by citizens on turning farmers

who in many respects manage the best. Every
possible effort should be made to save capital

for the purpose of improving the soi'

order to illustrate more fully its value, I will

bring into view a supposition :—Suppose the

first year his land produced six bushels of grain.

Worth per acre - - - - g6 00
Cost of cultivation, kc. per acre

exfierience, and suited to the condition o/ (which last is the strongest manure I have ever

Farmers in moderate circumstances—recom-

?ne?ided es/ieciatly to the attention of all land

holders south of the great mail road, running

through the State ofMarylandfrom Delaware
to the District of Columbia.

In my first number, having endeavoured to

tried) ashes. Sec. from our cities ; which, tog

ther with sea-ore, fish, and a proper attention

to our stock yard, will amply supply us witf

manures. Having procured what manure we
can, next proceed in March, or April to plough
all such parts of the farm as were in corn.

instruct the young farmer in the necessity of=»ny thing that had a tendency to clear it of

blue grass the preceding season and sow it

down with oats at 1^ to 2 bushels per acre, ac
cording to tlie strength of the land ; and har
row until it is well fined, and then immediately
after the harrow, not giving time for the ground
to settle or close togctlier, sow 6 quarts of do-
er seed per acre, but it is all important to sow
he seed immediately after the harrow ; whilst

the ground is in order the seed will vegetate

sooner, and will require no brushing in.

If the land is improveable by plaster, mix
one bushel of it with the quantity of seed in-

tended for an acre, and sow them together, it

saves sowing the land twice, and the seed can

be sowed much better, sow the oats as early in

the spring as possible provided the ground is

not too wet, then immediately commence the

improvement of another portion of the land,

clear all the fence rows and branches of bushes,

and fill all gutters, and finch, or under-drain all

6 00 damp or moist places, then commence plough-
ing with a good plough, that will turn the fur-

row handsomely over, and sufficiently deep to

bring up some of the under stratum that has not

been moved for many years, which is often

richer than the top ; then give it one good
stroke with. a heavy harrow, which will close th

seams and will by that means rot much better.

Immediately after harvest plough it again in

dry weather if possible, the sun being very hoi

at this season of the year, will destroy grass

roots and other pernicious weeds, so injurious to

the succeeding crops; then harrow as before

Some time previous to the right time lor sowing
wheat or rye,* I commence laying out my field

in lands of seven yards wide, with a very light

furrow, and then cross those furrows at right

angles the same width, making an intersection

of seven yards apart all over the field ; this is

soon done, and will be a guide to the carter

when hauling out manure ; al each of these in-

tersections I put down a heap, one foiuth of a
load, which would measure from 20 to 25 bush-
els, and 90 of those heaps, or 22^ cart loads will

do an acre. I then set hands to spreading ma-
nure, and commence ploughing in seven yard
lands, (as above) immediately after the spread-

er so as to plough in the manure whilst wet, in

order to prevent evaporation ; and on each day's

ploughing whilst the ground is moist, sow the

wheat or rye, it conies up much quicker than if

left until dryed to dust. The same will apply to

all kinds of seeds ; these lands will be found on
trial to be of suitable width to sow at two casts

of 10 J feet each ; I then harrow lengthwise first,

and cross harrow until enough.
On the following spring (about the first of

March,) I would sow one bushel of plaster and
SIX quarts of clover seed, (as aforesaid on the

oats) but if not accomplished until the first of

.

.'Vpril on the ground becoming hard, it will be
much best to run a light harrow over the wheat
or rye, after sowing the seed,—if it should tear

up some of the wheat, do not be discouraged, for

moulding the roots of the balance will more than

compensate for the loss, and the clover seed will

do better than that which was sowed earlier, not

being so liable to be injured by frost.

In this way I would soon have all the land un-

der clover, and consequently in a state of im-
provement, provided it is left as a cover to the

land, it must not be eaten off by stock, or else our
labour and expense are lost, for by its shade and
ilecomposition the improvement is effected, of

course the fewer stock the better, unless kept

up and fed in summer on green food, and in

winter on roots. In this way the stock is better

kept, and will increase the profits of the farm
by increasing the manure.

A PRACTICAL FARMER.
• Tlie time I prefer for sowing wheat, is from the

25th d.iy of September to the 10th day of October. If

the land is good it will do later—li bushels of seed is

sufficieut per acre, as late as the 10th of October, after

that date increase the seed on account of want of time

to stool. If the land is very strong we may increase

the seed to 3 bushels.

Rye on a poor soil maybe sowed a month sooner than

wheat, and on rich, a month later. One bushel of seed

is enough, except when too late, then increase the

seed accordingly.

Profit 00 00

But how different will the farmer's profit ap-

pear, when he has judiciously expended capital

so as to make his land produce twenty bushels

of grain per acre,

Worth - - . . . g20 00
Cost of cultivation, 8cc. - - 6 00

14 00

^miM WAmmMm.
B.VLTIMORE, FRID.VY, MARCH 31, 1820.

Our subscribers have already been given to

understand that much as we are devoted to

their interests, and anxious as we are bound to

feel to mike the best return for their /iuncn/a//-

ly; yet these feelings and objects must ever be

unqualifiedly subservient to our public duties.

These duties for the last 6 days have been ot

the most anxious and embarrassing nature, and

will we hope, account for any want of variety
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or of interest in the contents of this number ol

the Farmer.
The perpetrators of the murder of the dri-

ver and robbery of the mail, have been happily

secured, and, as far as we have yet the means of

forming one, \\c are of opinion that all the mo-

ney has been recovered ; but the numerous let-

ters of inquiiy which must grow out of this ex-

traordinary occurrence, will necessarily demand

all our attention for some days to come—and the

only time we can appropriate to the more agree-

able employment of communing with the far-

mer, will be at night at the fire-side. The very

place where, most probably, he communes with

the editor.

pressure and anxiety of the last week, we are

fairly worn down, and the kind reader must

take the will for the deed.

The mail robbers have made to the District

Judge, a free and voluntary confession—-without

having received any promise, and without hav-

ing been induced to entertain any hope of par-

don or mitigation of punishment. As relates to

the public, the only satisfaction or utility result-

ing from their disclosures, is the confirmation of

the opinion, that there were no other persons con-

cerned in the liorrible transaction. Their own
account also strengthens the hope that all the

money has been recovered.

Of iht- particulars of their confession, rumour,

with her thousand tongues, will doubtless tell as

many tales. We attended at the taking of their

confessions, and have already stated all that we
conceive it to be proper to relate at this time,

or material to be known, until the unhappy of

fenders shall have been arraigned before the pro-

per tribunals representing the community, whose

laws have been violated. They are in the hands

of the law—Itt them be dealt with fairly and im-

partially, experiencing in the mean lime neilhci

cruelty nor insult.

^Van/land Heifer, raised

1).v"Gov. Ridgely and lat

tetl by Mr. Barney
Delati'are Coiv, raised and

fatted l>y Mr. Barney
Virginia Steer, raised and

fatted by Mr. John Wil-

PeTinsi'fvania Steer, raised

and fatted by Mr. M<In.
tyre of Chester county

Ularyiand Steer, raised and
fatted by Mr. Lee of Hart-
ford county

Neat Beef
Tallow
* From the tip of the

In offering the first tiumber of the second

volurhe of the F"armer, a curious coincidence

occurs.—The first number ever issued con

tained an account of some uncommonly fine

cattle and sheep, brought to this market by our

worthy friend Barney, of Port Penn, Delaware,

celebrated in a way, in which monarchs might

TVve Beeyes.
Weight of the Cattle .slaughtered by

Jon's ist George Rusk, and sold in i

ket 071 Saatrday last

:

—
Messrs.

ur mar-

U17
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i3££F, Northern mess
"J

No. 1. - - ^-ivholesi

No. 2. . 3
Bacon, - - - - .

Butter, Fetkin, -.t-holcsale.

Coffee, first quality, - ' -

second do.

Cotton, - - - -

Twist, No. 5, -

No. 6 a 10,

No. 11 a 20, -

No. 20 a 30,

Chocolate, No. 1,

No. 2. -

No. 3,

Candles, mould
dipt, - - -

speriT).iceti,

Cheese, American,
Feathers, ...
Fish, cod, dry,

herrings, Siisquehannah,

mackerel. No. 1 a 3,

sh.^d, trimmed.
Flour, superfine, -

tine, - . -

middlings,

r)e, ....
Flaxseed, rough, - - . cask

cleaned, - - . bush
Flax. ..... lb.

Hides, dried, -

Hog's lard, - - . .

Leather, soal, -

Molasses, Havanna,
New Oneans, -

sugar house, -

Oil, spermaceti, - . - gal.

POKK, mess or Ist quality, '
'

prime 2d do.

cargo 3d do.

Plaster, - - . .

ground
Rice, . - . -

Spirits, Brandy, French, 4th proof gal.

peach, 4th proof

apple, 1st proof
Giii, Holland, 1st proof

<lo. 4th proof

do. N. England -

Uum, Jamaica,

American, 1st proof

Whiskey, 1st proof
Soap, American, white,

do, brown, -

Sugars, Havanna, white,

brown, N. Orleans,

loaf.

lump, - - . .

Salt, St. Ubes, -

Liverpool, ground, -

Shot, all sizes,

TOBACCO, Virginia fat, . -

do. middlings,

Rappahannock,
Kentucky,

small twist, manufactured,
pound do.

TEAS, Ilohej, -

Souchong, -

Uyson Skin,
Young Hyson,
Imperial, .

WOOL, Merino, clean, -

unwashed, -

crossed, clean, -

unwashed, -

common country, clean^

unwashed
skinner's

25
20
18
45
10
60

3 50
2 75
6

7 75
5 50
5
4 50
4 (

none
do.

do.

12

12

18

16

14

5

1 75
6

2
1 25

75

1 50

50

22
19

scarce.

15

65

retail.

9

7 87

6
5 50
5

4 25

For the firomotion of Domestic Economy.
Seedsman, &c. JVb. 2, JIanover Street.

(Next to Barnum's, late Gadsby's)
Returns his friends and the public his sincere thanks

for the liberal support he has received since his com-
mencement in business ; and informs them he has re-

ceived his general supply of SPRING SEEDS, he. he.
per the Amelia, via New York, from Amsterdam, and
Belvidera from Liverpool. He has also received from
the Northern States,

P.^'l

It becomes us, advocating as we sincerely do, every

mprovement which has a tendency to promote econo-

my in our domestic habits—to express our satisfaction

seeing that Mr. E. Erench has undertaken to fur-

nish, at No. 1, Lovely Lane—PREPARED RYE COF-
FEE, as a substitute for West India coffee. His is

not simply a burnt rye, it is a laboriously and judicious

ly prepared Covfke, after a manner practised by no

other person that we know of, and in point of fl;

we are informed little, if any, inferior to West India

cotFee. It will be well for those who are in the habit

of purchasing, to notice that Frencu's coffee is done
up in square packages and suitably labelled.

From all that wehavelately seen and heard, in relation

to this item of domestic expenses, we do not douh
that rye will, to a very great extent, supersede tlie

use of cofl'ee, which is already falling in price, and
must yet fall much lower. A friend of ours, whom we
know to be a man of excellent taste, and not disinclined

to indulge, innocently, in all the good things of the

table -, moreover, an abundant provider and aided
"

11 domestic management by a most notable and thrifty

partner; we have heard h;m declare, after full trial,

that in his estimation the rye thus prepared, equal-

led the imported coffee in taste, and is now .altogether

used at his table under a conviction that it is

wholesome.

In great innovations of this sort, however, the main
point to be gained is to conciliate the Lady of tlu

liause ; no decent hushind would push these good crea-

tures rudely out of the old track, even of tlieir preju-

dices ; but every one knows tiiat to gentleness, persua-

sion, and coaxing, there are few points they will not

yield. In one important matter only, has it been said;

their settled ideas of propriety were never known
to give way to their complaisance. It lias been
observed, that no man ever yet obtained such complete

mastery of his house as to have on his table upig loilal'

-.ehole ; and it must be admitted,' that this is strictly an

in doors affair, with which he lias no right to inter-

meddle. To return to Mr. French's coffee—no oneL
ought to complain of hard times, and still use West In. [-^^^ WARRAytEU GOOD

dia collee, at its present prices.

P.ar.igon, a quantity of
seed ; and from different gentlemen in this state

SEEDS of a superior quality, all the growth of 1819 ;

nd warranted sound good seeds, and true to their

;ind3. The articles now imported are too numerous
for an advertisement ; suffice it to say there is every
thing necessary for a garden.
From Casey's knowledge and experience of more

than 20 years in tlie cultivation and study of plants

and seeds in all their various branches, and the re-

spectable correspondents he has in differentjiparts of

Europe and this country, with men of knowledge,
worth, experience, and integrity, he hopes to give ge-

neral satisfaction. To accommodate the public at this

season, his store will be open from sun rise until 8
o'clock, P. M.
As Casey is about establishing a botanical and flower

garden, he solicits the aid of those who are interested

in that delightful science, by sending him plants or

seeds of any description, indigenous or exotic ; for

which they will receive plants or seeds of equal va-

lue.

SELECTED SEEJ3S.

75
75

1 25
1 75

80

5 50
7 50

37
75

a 100

a 15Q

a 150

The subscribers have been appointed by Mr. John
Morgan, seedsman of Philadelphia, his agents for the

gp^jng Y'etchcs
lisposal of the various kinds of seeds selected by Wm. j.j.yg transplanted yellow
Cobbett. a supply of which is now opening liy them,

consisting of every description suitable for the garden

or field, FRESH, and just IMPORTED. Among the

imber are the celebrated " Ruta Baga," or Swedish

Turnip : also the " .Mangle Wurtzel," a root justly dc-

ng the attention of every farmer.

)r the convenience of those who wish to supply

themselves with an assortment of the different seeds,

boxes containing a portion of each kind, accompanied

with a pamphlet by Cobbett, giving directions and re-

marks on the proper mode of culture, can be had

re.ady put up—price §5.
Persons at a distance, who forward the money, may

be certain of receiving good seeds.

.5ig\'ic\v\t\wa\ ^eeAs, fete.

J. P. CASEY, Seedsman,
NO. 2, HANOVEK ST. (nEXT DOOR TO BaHNUm's,

LATE Gadsby's)

Has received per the Belvidera from Liverfiool,

the foiloiving

SEEDS, &c.
OF A SUPERIOR

rjUALlTr^ VIZ.

Those potatoes will pro-

duce in eight weeks after

planting

llengoland Beans
Extra fine ridge Cucum-

ber
True Cape Brocoli

Canary and Hemp Seed
Coriander & CaiTaway do.

Superfine Flour of Mus-
tard

Boiling or split Peas
Dou Archangel Matts, that

will answer for protec-

tion in winter and shade

St. Foin
Burnet
New French Lucern
Broad leafed white Dutch

clover

True marbled Mangle
Wurtzel, or root of scar-

city

Ruta Baga, th.at will

start if sown at an early

period
Renold's turnip Rooted
Cabbage, under ground

Cab-

SM.\UEL HOSE, &, CO.

Market Street Briilge.

"SV.eA. CloYex' SieeA.

An additional supply of Clover Seed of sii

pcrior quality, just received, and for sale by

GER.VRD T. HOPKINS.

Large Amsterdam
bage

Cattle Cabbage
Rape, or Cole Seed
Bullock Turnip
Scarbrick do
Yellow and white Norfolk

Turnip
Chou d' Mille tete, or 1000

headed Cabbage
Early seed Potatoes of

sorts, viz.

Red Foxes' seedling do.

While do. do.

New earley kidney do.

Early pink eyed

in summer
Everlasting Flax, or Linum
Perenne

Everlasting Pea, or Lathy-

rus, Latifoha

Maw Seed, or Papaver
Somniferam, from which
opium is extracted

A variety of Grape vine

plants, which were rais-

ed fi-om the single eye,

not from layers or cut-

tings, adapted to this

state : the names and
particulars can be had
at his store.

Lancashire Prize Gooseberry Trees of sorts.

ALSO, A VARIETY OF

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

(C? Bopks on Gardening, Botany, and Agriculture.

Garden Tools, &c. &c. 8;c.
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books ;" he Uas it in his power to live, as the Gotl of years has done little more tlian starve Us proprietors, tcctecl, and this impiovenicnt made, wii/wui one cent
""

' ' 'driven tluni to a sale of it. 'I'here a.Te nnw com-\o/' acntal ex/iense dciriff 7iece/tsarily incurred.
1 paratively but few laiidhnldets, at least in tliis state,! On the first ])oint, little I tliink need be advanced,
who till their own soil ; the greater part has long beenil will however, merely remark, that if a man has in
in the hands of tenants, from whom needy landlordshis possession, and belonging to him five hundred

I extort enormous rents, and who in return are com- dollars in cash he would have little difficulty in ad-
spelled to torture the last remaining spark of life from niitiing, that to him the money is worth that sum;
, the land they occupy, in order ti obtain a wretched yet it might not be amiss to inquire by what means

nature designed that he should; happy, free, cheerfnl,

and independent. Independent, he may truly be ; on

his farm he may be a monarch, and transcendentl;

more free, hajipy and innocent than any other poten

tate upon earth. Neither his life, nor fame, are ii

the hands of a venal, and corrupt ministry, nor does

he hold his inheritance by the consent of a factious,

turbulent and discontented populace: his rove

depend not on the chances of a precariouscommerce,
or the whims of a parliament ; nor are they extorted

by violence and oppression, from a needy an<l ha'.f

famished people ; he swallows not in a day the hard

earned pittance of a hundred slaves ; nor does he at

night repose himself upon a bed of down, rendericl a

bed of thorns, by the curses of a thousand tongues—
Removed alike from the cares of tiie state, and the

vanities of the world, he possesses all the sweets of

life, whilst the bitter need not reach his cup; he may
set under his own " vine, and under his own fig tree,

•whilst there are none without to make him afraid.''

From thence, iii security, he may view the tumultu

ous ocean of public life, and public affairs dashing in

disorderly waves to the extreme limits of his farm,

where he may proudly bid " their waves be stayed

and proceed no farther."*

In our country, from the immense quantity of land

which yet remains totally, or nearly unoccupied; and
from the little knowledge which the proprietors ge

nerally have of its real value, it may be purchased
for a mere acknowledgment ; and this allows every

man who chooses to avail himself of the opportuni-

ty, to become a land-holder.

The nature and operations of our government are so

mild, as scarcely to be felt by the people, whilst tlic

laws of it afford the most ample and secure protec-

tion to its citizens, in their persons, theii- property

and their privileges. There is not certainly at this

time, and perhaps there never has before been on

earth, a country in all respects sodisirable.and so per-

fectly adapted to the safety, the crmfort, and the hap-

piness of mankind, as are these United States. I know
not, if it be possible to find any real defect in the cli

mate, the soil, or the internal government of ihi:

country. That faults are found with all things around
us, is certain ; yet these exist, perhaps, more in the

imaginations of the factious and the discontented,

than in reality. Such beings unless their tempers were
to undergo a radical change, would be discontented in

paradise, if they were there ; that they are dis.satisfi

ed on earth, is not to be wnndered at. 'Nir.e-tentlis of

the evils of life seem to arise from a peevish, restless

and unhappy temper, found in man himself.

Whether such feelings be at all times subject to the

control of man or not, I leave to other inquirers; for

myself. I feel persuaded, that there are but a few
great and essential ingrf dients necessary to the cup
of man's content on earth. A temper to acquire and
enjoy the comforts, and even the luxuries of life, is

perhaps a(l that this country, and government fail to

give. And even this temper Heaven has probably

placed more certainly than is generally imagined,
within the reach of every rational being If we do
not, therefore, feel the ei joyment of it, we should at

least do well to be careful how we complain.

Atthe first settlement of these Atlantic States, lard

was obtained for a mere trifle; hence individuals were
enabled, and the power tempted them to monopolize

large tracts. Farming was consequently commenced
here upon a large scale ; this scale, too, was doubtless

much increased by the tht n infancy of commerce, and
the total absence of manufactures ; agriculture was
at first, certainly the principle, if not tlie sole object

pursued as a business. The soil was then recently

cleared, and consequently productive ; labour and
articles of prime ntcessity were cheaply obtained

;

a method of farming was as a matter of course

adapted to these circumstances, and then succeed-

ed. In the course of two centuries, however, great

changes have occurred. Our land for the last fifty

• The connexions of agriculture, with good go
\-ernment, arc too obvious to admit a picture so in-

dependent. Edit. Am. Far.

s pittance for themselves and their families. This stat

of tilings, as the evil is suffered to progress, must ne-

cessarily increase with proportionate rapidity. Al-
ready we see crowds of emigrants pressing from the
worn out soil of the Atlantic, to the frt sh lands of the
interior, and western States. The result will be, that

these States must be abandoned by the most licntst

and worthy of their inhabitants or a total, a radic.il

change must be effected in the management of our
land. There are many advantages peissesscd by these,

over the western States, which ought, and wliicli

would, if the land was properly managed f-.nd im-
proved, induce an emigration lo, instead of fro7!i

hem, And it certainly is of the first importance to

those who hold land, or who mean to reside here, that

his change should be immediately brought about. It

s as imperiously the duty, as it is obviously the inter-

est of every man in these States, who possesses any

this is really

The thing which we call money, and which all are
so extremely solicitous lo acquire, is in itself consi-
dered, trash, of no real value whatever ; it gains its

im))ortance only as an article which by common con-
sent, is taken as the representative of property and as
a circulating medium, will i)ass in exchange for any
species of property according to its nominal value. It

would be useless here to advert to the first origin of
money, or to take a view of the manner by which
commerce and exchange was carried on before its in-
vention ; let it suffice to know, what I trust no man
of common sense is ignorant of, that this money kept
in the hands of the owner, is of no value to him what-
ever : if he has his coffers filled with it, except in
idea, he might as well, so long as it remains there,
have them filled with dirt or blank paper.

. , Acting
reasonable man might be expected to do, with his

thing which attaches him to his natal soil, to join|surplus money, he vests it in the funds of his country;
heartily in the effort of retrieving the credit, the in private institutions ; or he loans it to those who
prosperity, and the wealth of his neighbourhood. If are more needy, on personal or landed security ; by
every man who is in the possession of land could be
persuaded to arouse himself from this fatal lethargy,
shake off his antiquated habits, and modes of think-
ng on the subject of land, and on farming, and do
lis duty .is he ought, he could not fail to be amply
compensated for his exertions. As competency really

constitutes riches, as riches are desired by all, and as
all have it in their power to be rich, it is a strange stu-

pidity in man thus to dream as it were over a mine
alth, and yet die leaving posterity heirs only to

their wretched poverty. I say a ini7ie of nvealth, and
contend that the expression is far from being an ex-
travagant one. Although linany are selling their land
at five, ten, fifteen, or twenty dollars per acre, even
within the county of New Castle ; or are suffering the
sheriff to do it for them, at prices perhaps still less

;

I will boldly hazard the assertion, that every acre of

it which is arable, whether it be now rich, or poor, is

intrinsically worth Jive hundred dofarxf Be not

.startled at the apparent absurdity of this opinion, or
by hastily deeming its proof impossible, abandon all

further attention to the facts, and reasoning which
may follow. I am perfectly aware that in attempting
to prove so much, it may be thought impossible, tha'

I should succeed in establishing any thing. I do nni

however, despair of arresting the attentirn of some
and am willing to trust much to the sound conimeiii

sense of the farmer.
In attempting to prove the position, I have taken, I

shall assume premises which I trust, and believe will

be assented to, without difficulty, by every intelligent

man, who has bestowed upon agriculture any part of

his attention—it is only in the conclusii ns, and more
especially in the practice to be built upon these con-

clusions, that I anticipate much hesitation ; and here
only fn m the omnipotent power of habit, and errone-
ous modes of thinking.

The following ptjints must be established, in order
to ])rove the hypothesis advanced

—

/•'irat. That an acre of land which will yearly, and
every year, yield to its proprietor a sum, cleared of

dl expenses for seed, and cultivation, equal to the le-

gal interest of five hundred dollars, is bonajide wortli

that sum.
Secondly.—that in the articles of culture common

to our country, any acre of arable land is capable of

being so improved as to insure that product with as

much certainty, as any rational nmn could expect the

Dcrurrenre of any event beneath the sun And,
'J'/iirdly.—That this important change may l;e ef-

t This second definition of the wonl intrinsic, tho'

so short, (S500 per acre,) will be more difficult than

the first, to the comprclienbion of a large portion of

farmers so called.

law here, and at a fair premium for its use, lie can re-
cejve but six dollars per annum, for each hundred dol-
ars so vested ; and it is then liable to all the casual-
ties incident to a floating, and insecure capital. A
thousand accidents may in a moment sweep off the
hole of his estate thus held, and leave him but emp-
Coffers, or useless script. Suppose, however, to

make the best of it, it should be entirely secure : for
every 500 dollars thus held, he receives yearly thirty
dollars ; which gives in fact the true amount of his
estate ! or all that can be expended with any prospect
of its permanency. Under these circumstances, in re-
lation to a capital held in money, if any man, for every
five hundred dollars thus possessed, was offered in
lieu of it as many acres of land, each one of which he
was satisfied would annually ]>roduce him the same

ofit, he would surely be justly pronounced un-
wise It he refuse to exchange a fluctuating and in-
secure, for a permanent anti secure capital.

I'hat arable land may be made thus productive fol-

lows as the next point to be established.

And to those, who have had an opportunity of know-
ing the full power of land when managed ti. the host
advantage, I anticipate as little difficulty on this, as
01! the first proposition ; althoni^h to make the subject
clearly coiii|;rehensible, it may require more words,
and some p'ain calcul.itions.

If we were about to manage land of the firut rate
quality, to the best possible advantage for the culti-

vati r, we should not perhaps take the grmiis and
grasses which constitute at present the principal arti-

cle s of the growth of this county : yet ev', n v, ith these
1 think the point in question may be made out ; and as
they are the most familiar, and best understood by our
faimcrs generally I deem it but fair, that the calcula-

tions be made upon such principles as will admit of
their being analyzed freely, anci their errors, if any
are found to exist, detected, by ever)' man who may
take the trouble to examine the subject.

Corn, potatoes, cats, wheat and grass are the chief

articles of culture in our State.

Where any successful eff<irt has Ijeen made to im-
prove our soil, I believe it will be readily .idniitled,

that eighty bushels of corn, two hundred bushels of

potatoes, fighty bushels of oats, forty bushels of

wheat, and two tons of hay, in one season, may be
raised upon an acre of land.*

If I was to mention the/ull quantity of these differ-

ent articles, which is believed, by those best ac-

• That these quantities can ever be assumed for a
general scale of first rate land is much to be doubted;
certain spots m.iy be produced in evidence, but even
there with Mr. Tilghman, we expect few persons

survey their acres. [Edit. ^m. Far.
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quaiiiled witli tlie immense power of land, may be pro-

duced, I should hazard stateinents likely to stagger

the belief, and exceed all power of comprehension
and credi'aility in the minds of many, who are unfor-

tunately but very little acquainted with this impor-

tant subject : and as I desire to advance nothing be-

yond the level of tlie most ordinary uiuul, 1 have been

content to take a inedium quantity, as the data of cal

culatioii. If 1 thought there were any who would dis

pute the power of an acre of first rate soil, to produce

under the han.ls of a careful cultivator, the quauliti

of grain or grasj mentioneLl, I would refer tlieni ti

living witnesses for proof; to g-eiitlei..en wlio art

known as we;l for tlieir many amiable qiuihties ir

public, and in private life, as for their spirit of im
provement, and active enterprise in aijriculture : some
of these useful and ornamental members of society,

probably known pcrsonady to each of us ; if not a lit-

tle inquiry may serve to bring on an acquaintance

and to these, 1 would refer for a confirmation of m;

statements upon this part of the subject. The onl;

proof, in fact, of which this point is well susceptible, i

to be found either in occular demonstration, or in ;

reliance placed upon the assurance of those who liav(

seen the nett proceeds of the first rate land. I know
there are many who have been deceived into incorrect

conclusions on this point by erroneous reasoning-

they have perhaps themselves had, ur they have notic

edin the possession of others, lots of laud which havt

been deemed as rich as land could wu'.l be made; anc,

which have yet on trial fallen fur short of yielding tht

product we have mentioned : to sucii I would suggesl

a single fiict, by way of caution in tills place i a soi

to be perfect, viust have clrplh as well as (luality. We
shall have occasion hereafter to notice more fully this

most important point, and shall tlierefore for the pre
sent, thus briefly pass it over, remarking only, and I

wish this to be carefully remembereil, that whenevei
the term " first rate," is used, it is intended to coiivej

the idea of a rich soil, perfectly adapted to that spe
cies of grain or grass, which it is intended to receive,

and at least t-vdvc inches ikep.

Nor need accident, beyond man's control, be at
taken into view, when estimating the proceeds of first

rate land. Neither, weather, nor insects here defe;
the farmer's expectation. From the present condition
of our land, it absolutely requires a concurrence of
every favourable incident to allow the farmer suffi

cient to keep soul and body together. The most tri

vial accident defeats him utterly. A little too much
or too little rain or a degree of heat, or of cold too in-

tense—a few more cut-worms, or Hessian fly than
usual, and all is over for the season. These insects,
no doubt have had existence ever since the creation :

"ike the-buzzard, or vulture, however, they prey

composting crude manures, will, by the heat, and fer
mentation produced, not only destroy this, but many
other equally pernicious properties contained in it, in

its raw state.* More of this however, when we come
to consider the mode of preparing

on living carcases.

your corn falling under the one, or of your wheat
der the other would do you no injury if your soil \^ __
sessed its proper strength j a new, and renovated
growth would instantly follow ; botli these insects
too, are known to forsake the grain early enough in the
spring to allow this second growth, to prod
abundant crop.

Nor need the Stunt, or sedge wheat as it has been
called, that worst of all plagues to the slovenly far
mer, create any well groundeil alarms. It seems cer
tain that this retrograde growth in the wheat crop, is

caused by a small insect preying upon its tender roots,
and it is equally clear that the germ of this insect is

first deposted, in the raw manure of barn or stabl>
yards. When manure is remo(ed from hence, direct
ly upon the ground prepared for wheat, with it is

generally removed millions of these insects. And
when a spot of ground has once been impregnated wit!
this animal poison, it is long before it can be eradi
cated. There seems to be some property in lime, de
structive of these insects ; so far as my own expe
rience has gone or my inquiries have extended, the
stunt has never appeared in wheat upon limed land.
This may prove an important fact if ascertained to be
true; and is doubtless worth an attentive investiga-
tion. This evil may however, it appears to me, in
the first instance, be totally avoided by a judicious and
attentive preparation of manures. The process of

Will it not evaporate some of the best particles,

a unionise, &c.—See page 72. EJ. Am. Fa
('i'o be continued.)

I'rom Cobdett's Year's Residence in .-Imerica.

There are persons who question t/ie right of

man to pursue and destroy the wild animals,

which are called game. Such persons, however,
claim the right of killing fo.ves and hawlcs ; yet

these have as much right to live and to follow

their food as Jiheasants and fiartridges have,

rhis, therefore, in such persons is nonsejise.

Others in their mitigated hostility to the
sports of the field, say, that it is wanton cru-
elty to slioot or hunt ; and that we kill animals
from the farm yard only because their flesh is

irij to existence. PROVE
rilAT. No: you cannot. If you could, it

s but the " tyrant's plea ;" but you cannot :

for we know that men can, and do live without
animal food, and live well too, and longer than
those who eat it. It comes to this, then, that

we kill hogs and o.Ken because we choose to

kill them ; and, we kill game for precisely the
same reason.

A third class of objectors, seeing the weak
position of the two former, and still resolved
lo eat flesh, take their stand upon thisj^SSs, though tins

ise with you. We must, on each side, yield
something: we sportsmen will content our-
selves with merely seeing the hares ski/i and the
birds J!y ; and you shall be content with the flesh

and fish that come IVoiTt cases of ?7atural death.,

of which I am sure, your compassionate dispo-
sition will not refuse us a trifling allowance.

Nor have even the Pythagoreans a much bet-
ter battciy against us. Sir Rich.\rd Phil-
lips, who once rang a peal in my ears against
shooting and hunting, does, indeed, eat nei-
ther^fi/;, Jish, nor fowl. His abstinence sur-
passes that of a Carmelite, while his bulk
would not disgrace a Benedictine INIonk or a
Protestant Dean. But, he forgets, that his
shoes and breeches and gloves are made of the
skins of animals ; he forgets that he writes, and
very eloquently too,) with what has been cruelly
taken from a fowl, and that, in order to cover
the boolcs which he has made and sold, hun-
dreds of flocks and scores of droves must have
perished : nay, that to get him his beaver hat, a
beaver must have been hunted and killed, and

the doing of which many beavers may have
been woxmded and loft to pine away the rest of
their lives ; and perhaps many little orphan
beavers left to lament the murder of their pa-
rents. Ben Ley was the only real and sin-

cere Pythagorean of modern times, that I ever
heard of. He protested, not only against eat-

ing the flesh of animals, but also against rob-

bing their backs; and, therefore, his dress con-
sisted wholly qI Jlax. But even he, like Sir
Richard Phillips, ate milk, butter, cheese, and

upon
ground : that sportsmen send some game off

wounded and leave them in a state of t^ujfering.

These gentlemen forget the operations perform-
ed upon calves, pigs, lambs and sometimes on
poultry. Sir Is.t.vc Coffin prides himself up-
on teaching the English ladies how to make
Turkey Ca/tons. Only think of the separation
of calves, pigs, and lambs, at an early age, from
their mothers ! Go ! you sentimental eaters of

veal, sucking pig and lamb, and hear the mourn-
ful lowings, winnings, and bleatings; observe th

if they even did, a part of anxious listen, the wistful look, and the drop
ping tear, of the disconsolate dams ; and, then.

>vhile you have the carcasses of their young ones
under your teeth, cry out (as soon as you can
empty your mouths a little) against the cruelty

of hunting and shooting. Get up from dinne
(but take care to stuff well first) and go and
diown the puppies of the bitch and the kittens

f tlie cat, lest they should share a little in

fhat the mothers have guarded with so much
fidelity ; and, as good stuffing may tend to

make you restless in the night, order the geese
to be picked alive, that, however your con-
sciences may feel, your bed at least, may be
easy and soft. Witness all this with you< own
eyes ; and then go weeping to bed, at the pos
bibility of a hare having been terribly frighten-

ed without being killed, or of a bird liaving

been left in a thicket with a shot in its body or

a fractui;e in its wing. But, before you go up my sons to pursue these sports.' They have

cruelly robbing hens,
cows antl calves ; and, indeed, causing the mur-
der of the calves. In addition poor Ben forgot
the materials of book-binding ; and, it was well
he did ; for else, his Bible would have gone in-

to the fire !

Taking it for granted, then, that sportsmen
are as good as other folks on the score of hit-

manitij, the sports of the field, like every thing
else done in the fields, tend to produce, or pre-
serve health. I prefer them to all other
pastime, because they produce early rising;.
because they have no tendency to lead young
men into vicious habits. It is where men
congregate, that the vices haunt. A hunter or
a shooter may also be a gambler and a drinker;
l)ut he is less likely to be fond of the two latter,

if he be fond of the former. Boys will take to
something in the way of pastime : and, it is

better that they take to that which is innocent,
healthy, and manly, than that which is vicious,

unhealthy and effeminate. Besides, the scenes
of rural sports are necessarily at a distance frovi

I towns. This is another great consi-

'

deration ; for though great talents are wanted
to be emfdoyed in the hives of men, they are

y rarely acquired in those hives : the sur-
rounding objects are too numerous, and too near
the eye, too frequently under it, and too artifi-

cial.

For these reasons I have always encouraged

stairs, give your servant orders to be early at

market for fish, fresh out of the water ; that is

to say, to be scaled, or skimied alive .' A truce
with you then, sentimental eaters of flesh ; and
here I propose the terms of a lasting compro

until the age of fourteen or fifteen, spent their

time, by day, chiefly amongst horses and dogs,
and in the fields and farm-yard ; and, their can-
dlelight has been spent chiefly in reading books
about hunting and shooting, and about dogs and
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horses. I have supplied them pleniitully with

books and fn-ints relating to tiiese matters,

They liave drawn horses, dogs, and game them-
selves. These things, in which they took sc

deep an interest, not only engaged their atten-

tion and wholly kept them from all taste for.

and even all knowledge of, cards and other

senseless amusements ; but, they led thcin to

read and tvrite of their own accord ; and
in my life liavc I set t/iem a co/iy in u<riti!ig nor

nltemjited to teach them a word of readi/i,

They have learnt to read by looking into books

about dogs and game ; and they have learnt to

write by imitating my writing, and by writing

endless letters to me, when I have been from
home, about their dogs and other rural concerns.

While the Borough-tyrants had me in Newgate
for two years, with a thousand pounds fine, for

having expressed my indignation at their flog-

ging of Englishmen, in the heart of England,
under a guard of Hanoverian sabres, I receiv-

ed volumes of letters from my children ; and I

have them now, from the scrawl at the age of

three years^ to the neat and beautiful hand of

ray eldest daughter at thirteen. I never told

them of any errors in their letters. All was
well. The best evidence of the utility of their

writing, and the strongest encouragement to

write again, was a very clear answer from me
in a very precise hand, and upon very nice pape
which they never failed promptly to receive.

They have all wiitten to me before they could

form a single letter. A little bit of paper, with

some ink-marks on it, folded up by themselves,

and a wafer stuck in it, used to be sent to me
and it was sure to bring the writer a very, very

kind answer. Thus have they gone on. So far

from being a trouble to me, they have been all

fileasure and advantage. For many years tlwy

have been so many secretaries. I have dictated

scores of Registers to them, which have gone
Co the firess without my ever looking at th

dictated Registers to my eldest daughter when
she was thirteen and to my son William at

twelve. They have, as to trust-worthiness,

been grown persons, at eleven or twelve

could leave my house and affairs, the paying of

men, or the going from home or Ijusiness, to

them at an age when boys, in England, in gene
ral, want servants to watch them, to see that they

do not kill chickens, or torment kittens, or set

the buildings on fire.

Here is a good deal of boasting ; but, it will

not be denied, that I have done a great deal in

a short public life ; and I see no harm in tell-

ing my readers of any of the means, that 1

have employed ; especially as I knoiv of few
greater misfortunes than that of breeding up
things to be school-boys all their lives. It is not,

that I have so many wonders of the world : it

is that I have pursued a rational plan of educa-

tion, and one that any man may pursue, if he
will, with similar etTecls. I remembered, too,

that I myself had had a sportsman-education. I

ran after the hare-hounds at the age of nine or

ten. I have many and many a day left the rooks
to dig up the wheat and peas, while I followed

the hounds; and have returned home at dark-

night, with ray legs full of thorns and my belly

empty to go suppcrless to bed, and to congra-

tulate myself if I escaped a flogging. I was
sure of these consequences; that had not

the smail-ist tflcct m rebtraining me. All the

lectures, all the threats, vanished fi-om my mind
in a moment upon hearing tlie first cry of the

hounds, at which my heart used to be ready

bound out of my body. I remembered all this,

I traced to this taste my contempt for card'

playing and for all childish and effeminate

amusements. And, therefore, I resolved to

leave the same course freely open to my sons.

This is my /dan of education : others may fol

low what plan they please.

This chapter will be a head without a body
;

for, it will not require much time to

account of the rural sports in America. The
general taste of the country is to kill the things

der to have them to cat, which latter forms
no part of the real s/iortsinan's object.

There cannot be said to be any thing here,

hich we, in England, call hunting. The dee
are hunted by dogs, indeed, but the hunters do
not follow. They are liosted at their several

stations to shoot the deer as he passes. This is

one remove from the Indian hunting
never saw, that I know of, any man that had

a jiack of hounds in America, except those

kept by old John Brown in Buck's county

"eimsylvania, who was the only hunting Qua
kcr that I ever heard of, and wlio was grand
father of the famous General Brown. In short,

there is none of what we call hunting ; or, so

little, that no man can expect to meet with it

No Coursing. I never saw a gray-hound
here. Indeed, there are no hares that have the

same manners that ours have, or any thing like

their fleetness. The woods, too, or some sort of

cover, except in the singular instance of the
Plains in this Island, are too near at hand.

But, of shooting, the variety is endless.

Pheasants, Partridges, Wood-cocks, Snipes,

Grouse, Wild-ducks of many sorts, Teal, Plo
ver, Rabbits.

There is a disagreement between the North
:md South as to the naming of the two former.

Nortii of New Jersey, the Pheasants are called

Partridges, and the Partridges are called Quails
To the South of New Jersey, they are called by
what I think are their proper names, taking the

English names of those birds to be proper. For
Pheasants do not remain in coveys; but mix
like fowls. The intercourse between the male:

and females is promiscuous, and not by fiairs

as in the case of Partridges. And these are

the manners of the American Pheasants, which
are found by ones, twos, and so on, and never

in families, except when young, when, like

chickens, tliey keep with the old hen. The
Americati Partridges are not Quails : because
Quails are gregarious. Tliey keep in flocks,

like rooks, (called crows in America,) or like

larks or starlings ; of which the reader will re-

member a remarkable instance in the history

of the migration of those grumblings vagabonds,

le Jews, soon after their march from Horeh,
when the Quails came and settled upon eacii

other's hacks to a height of two cubits, and
covered a superficial space of two daj s' journey

liamclcr. It is a well known fact, that Quail

flock : it is also well known, that Partridges d

not, but that they keep in distinct familiei

which we call coveys, from the I'rench couv^e,

which means the eggs or brood which a her

covers at one time. The American Partridge;

live in coveys. The cock and hen pair in the
spring. They have their brood by silting al-

ternately on the eggs, just as the English par-
tridges do ; the young ones, if none are killed,

or die, remain with the old ones till spring ; the
covey always live within a small distance of
the same spot ; if frightened into a state of se-

paration, they call to each other and re-assem-
ble ; they roost altogether in a round ring, as

close as they can sit, the tails inward, and the
heads outward ; and are, in short, in all their

manners, precisely the same as the English par-
tridge, with this exception, that they will some-
times alight on a rail or bough, and that when
the hen sits, the cock perched at a little dis-

tance, makes a sort of periodical whistle, in a
monotonous, but very soft and sweet tone.

The size of the pheasant is about the half of
that of the English. The plumage is by no
means so beautiful ; but, the flesh is far more
delicate. The size of the partridge bears about
the same proportion. But its plumage is more
beautiful than that of the English, and its flesh

is more delicate. Both are delightful, though
rather difficult shooting. The pheasant does
not tower, but darts through the trees ; and the
partridge does not rise boldly, but darts away
at no great height from the ground. Some years

they are more abundant than other years. This
is an abundant year. There are, perhaps, fifty

coveys within half a mile of my house.

The iroodcocks are, in all respects, like those

in England, except that they are only about three

fifths of the size. They breed here, and are in

ch numbers, that some men kill twenty brace
or more in a day. Their haunts are in marshy
places, or 'woods. The shooting of them lasts

from the fourth of July, till the hardish frosts

come. The last we killed on the '2\st of Mov.
so that here are flve months of this sport ; and,

pheasants and partridges are shot from Septem-
ber to April.

The Siiifies are called English Snifies, which
they resemble in all respects, and are found

great abundance in the- usual haunts of
Snipes.

The Grouse is precisely like the Scotch
Grouse. There is only here and there a place

where they are found. But they, are in those

places, killed in great quantities, in the fall of

the year.

As to IVili-ducks and other water-fowl, which
are come at by lying in wait, and killed most
frequently swimming, or sitting, they are

slaughtered in whole flocks. An American
counts the cost of powder and shot. If he is

deliberate in every thing else, this habit will

hardly forsake him in the act of shooting.

When the sentimental flesh eaters hear the re-

port of his gun, they may begin to pul! out their

hite handkerchiefs; for death follows his pull

of the trigger, with, perhaps, more certainty

than it used to follow the lancet of DoeroR
Rush.

I'lie Plover is a fine bird, and is found in

great flocks upon the plains, and in the culti-

ated fields of this Island, and at a mile from
ny house. Plovers are very shy and wary ;

but they hive ingenious enemies to deal with.

\ wagon or carriage of some sort is made
use of to approach them; and then they are

easily killed.
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Rabbits are very abundant in some places.

They are killed by shooting, for all here is done
with the gun. No reliance is placed upon
dog.

As to game laws there are none, except as to

the seasons of killing game. People go where
they like, and as to wild animals, shoot what
they like. There is the Common Law, which
forbids ires/ia.is, and the Statute Liw, I believe.

of " malicious tresfiass" or trespass after

couple of inches apart, and cover them up ; cou
pie of inches deep ; or sow in hills throe feet

apart, three seeds in each hill, having a space in

the middle for a stake.

Plant Sweet and Pot Ha-bs.

Plant young sprouts of mint with roots to them
as directed last month ; or take young sprouts

about sixteen inches lung, cut them into lengths
of five inches, plant them four inches apart in

ows six inches asunder, and water them well
warning. And these are more than enough

; Phnt tansey, sorrell, tarragon, chives, chamo
for nobody, that I ever heard of, warns peofile mile, balm, penny royal, where they are to re
off. So that, as far as shooting goes, and that main, about eight inches apart; choose slips of
IS the sport which is the most general favourite, last year's growth.
there never was a more delightful country piant sage, marjoram, savory, hysop, thyme
than this island. The sky is so fair, the soil rue, rosemary and lavender, in shady borders
so dry, the cover so convenient, the game so

abundant, and the people, go where you will,

so civil, so hospitable and kind. It is very
light to take care, by law that wild animals
which are useful, shall not be killed but during
a certain season, otherwise the breed would be,

in a short time, wholly destroyed. Moses for-

bade those ravenous fellows, the Jews, to kill

the hen while she was sitting ; and Lent owes
its origin to a similar motive. It is that season
of the year when almost all animals breed; and
forty days ofresfiite just then were of great

consequence, in countries where food was liable

to fall short occasionally. The institution was
ftarcly fiolitical as well as fsh-eating ; thougl
Priests have made them relig'

KITCHEN GARDEN FOR
APRIL.

From the Jmericaii Gardener, published bi/ J. Milliga

Peas.

Twice or three times this month sow peas
directed in March, to keep up a succession of
crops. Earth up peas that have been sown pre
vious to this time, so soon as they are two or
three inches above ground, and do this whi
the ground is dry. Slick those that have got
five or six inches high. Marrowfats and other
large peas will require sticks six or eight feet

high, but sticks five feet high are sufficient for

the smaller kinds. Spanish morottos, rouncivils,

Prussians, green and white, marrowfats
other large late peas are the kinds to sow this

month, and must be in rows four to five feet

apart.

Snafi Beans and Lima Beans.
This Is a good time to plant snap beans ; the

best kinds for this month are red dwarfs, saddle
strap runners, red runners, &c. Plant them
in drills an inch deep, two or three feet asunder,
drop the beans a couple of inches apart, and
cover up the drills. The former are dwarfs, the
latter will require sticks to climb upon. Sow
Lima beans in hills four or five feet apart, three
beans in each hill with room for a stake in the
middle.

Carrots and Parsnijis.

If not sown before, sow them early this month
as directed in February and March.

.Nasturtiums,
Sow seed in rich light earth, in drills an inch

fJeep, and about a yard apart, sow the seeds

choose slips of last year's growth, six or eight

inches long, and plant them four to six inches
apart, putting them half way in the ground, and
watering them well. Next spring they may
be taken up and planted in beds or rows about a

foot asunder.

Cauliflowers.

The strongest plants from seed sown early

this spring, may be planted out where they are
to remaui ; do this the latter end of this month

;

the weak plants may remain till the first of June.
Plants from seed sown last month may be

pricked (three inches apart) into nursery beds
latter end of this month, watering them well

;

the ground should be previously well dunged
and dug. In dry weather water them twice or
thrice a week.

Leeks and Onions.
If you neglected to sow these seeds last

month, do it early this month (see directions in

March.)

Celery.

Plants from seeds sown in February and early
in March, may be pricked out into nursery beds
of rich light earth

;
place them about three inches

See

apart: in about five weeks they will be fit to clear from weeds with a hoe, spade or plough
take up and plant in trenches.

' '
.

. -
v

Sow celery this month on a bed of rich light

earth well dug and raked ; sow the seed pretty
thick, rake it in, and water it lightly in dry
weather ; watering must be continued after the
plants come up.

Cabbages and Savoys.

This is a proper time to transplant early cab
bage and savoys that were sown this spring

;

plant them about two feet apart. Earth up
those that have been transplanted,

Padishes.

Sow salmon and short top radishes two or
three times this month, for a succession of crops

;

sow the seed on the surface and rake it in
Weed your early radishes, and thin them so a<

o stand two'or three inches asunder, and water
them often in dry weather. Turnip rooted ra-
dishes may be sown in moist ground. When
the leaves are an inch broad, thin them and
weed them. Transplant radishes for raising
seed as directed in May.

Lettuces.

Dig beds, a spade deep, in an open situation,
the earth rich; sow the seeds on the surface
and rake them in. The best for this month

month. Transplant the lettuces that were sown
heretofore into rich earth well dug and raked;
place them about ten inches apart, water them
immediately, and in dry weather they will re-
quire water often till well rooted in the earth.

Draw the young plants from seed beds or nur-
sery beds in such a manner as to leave the others
at equal distances.

Cucumbers.

Plant cucumbers any time this month in open
ground, in hills of rich light earth about four
feet apart, each hill containing about half a
bushel of earth

; put five or six seeds in each
hill, covering them an inch deep ; when the
plants appear above ground, a yellow insect is

often destructive to them ; they must be killed

by hand, or on large plantations of cucumbers
they may be nearly destroyed by spreading soot,

wood ashes, or unslacked lime thinly over the
plants in the morning before the dew goes off.

jMelons.

At a great distance from gourds, pumpkins,
&c. plant melon seed at least three years old,

on beds about six feet wide, which must be pre-
viously prepared by bringing a mixture of new
earth and rotten dung ; this must be well dug
into the ground, the length of the bed right along
the middle of it ; stretch your line along the
middle of the bed, and plant your seeds about
three feet apart, four or five seeds together, an
inch deep. The best kinds are the diarbeker,
nutmeg, romana, minorca, green flesh, pine ap-
ple, large cantalope, &c. Destroy insects when
the plants appear. See cucumbers in April,

fFater Melons.

Plant M'ater melons in good light ground, in

hills ten feet apart ; the hills must be prepared
with old ashes, rotten dung or new earth, and
be as large as a bushel ; sow three or four seeds
in each hill, an inch deep, and keep the ground

destroy insects when the plants appear
cucumbers this month.

S(/uashes and Simitins.

Plant squashes and simblins in hills, large as
half a bushel each, four feet apart; choose light

soil, put three or four seeds in each hill half an
inch deep, and when the plants appear, destroy
the insects which generally infest the young
plants; it may be done by strewing soot, wood
ashes or unslacked lime (in powder) over the
plants when wet with dew.

Pumpkins and Gourds.

Plant pumpkins and gourds in hills of rich
earth about a bushel each, and ten feet apart

;

put two or three seeds in each hill two inches
deep. Whsn plants come up destroy the
insects on them as directed for squashes and
simblins. The farina of these, and plants of
the like nature, injure melons if they grow near
each other.

Ockra Beans.

Plant ockra beans in drills three feet apart,

drop three or four seeds in the drills, on spots
twelve inches asunder, and cover them up.

elVVhen the plants appear two or three inches
grand admirable cabbage ; also imperial and ci- above ground, thin them, leaving the best plant
hcia

; you may sow two or three limes thibion each spot.
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OF A SERIES OF PAPEHS COMMUXICATEU FOR THE

Jiij GEOUGE IV. JEFFREYS, Esquire,

OF SORTII CiROLIXA.

IVoothmlle, Culpeper Cuimtij, (T/r^--.) Sept. lilh, 1318.

Ueab sir,—Your cominunxalioii diited the 25tli ult

lias lately been received, requesting iiifoimatioii on

the practice of agriculture, in this county. With an

ardent desire for the advancement of knowledije in the

cultivation of the soil, the most necessary and the

most intercstin;^ of all human pursuits; I shall com-

ply with your request, as far as my limited experience

and observation, and my feeble abditic-i w.ll admit.

1 reifret, however, thai 1 siiall be so litllc able to do

justice to the subject.

I rejoice to learn, that societies, such as that to

which you belong, are forjning, and that its members
feel the importance of introducing .an improved sys

tern of agriculture. The period has indeed arrived in

the United States, particularly in that part cast of the

Blue Kidge : whpn the cultivators of the soil, should

beghi to preserve their remaining wood land, and im-

prove that, which has been cut down and exluusted.

'I'lie neces.sitv of such a course has been but Utile at

lejided to in this sUite, and from your rem irks, per-

haps as little so in yours. From the exertions of such

sjcietlcs, however, a spirit may be aroused,

may be productive of much good. You oljscr

that you had been informed, that considerable

provements have been made in this county ; and, thai

from a detaded statement of the oper.ations on my
farm, you expected to receive some hint?, tliat might

be useful to your society. I am not awaie, from what

source, your information was derived, but I feel con

fident that from the pen of a plain farmer, forced b}

necessity to change a b.ad system of culture, that but

little light can be afforded to the subject. With
pleasure however, I will render all the service in my
power.
By a mode of cultivation, the reverse of

formerly jiractised, the products of the soil

greatly increased in this section of country. This im

provement in agriculture was brouglit about liy :

state of things, similar to that you mention as exist

ing with you. The previous modes were not only un
profitable to the cultivators, but hi^jlilv destruclivc t(

the soil itself. Tobacco was followed' l)y Indian corn

wheat succeeded, repeated crops of corn -.uid wlient tbl

lowed, till the soil was exhausted, and more wood
land was cleared to supply the loss, till there was bu
little more timber to spare. It became apparent to

reflecting minds, that tliis course of cultivation could

not long continue, and unless a change was effected

th.at and emigration to the fertile lands of the west
coidd only save them from extreme iioverty.

Such was the situation of my f.irm in common with

my neighbours, when about fourteen years since

commenced a system, which though it may have many
objections, has been of infinite advantage to me. B
fore I proceed to give you a sketch of that s\stem,

will be proper to give you an idea of t!ie countr
where it is practised. The Blue I{id;^e rms the whole
length of this state and bounds the county of Cul
peper, a considerable distance on its northwcstcn
side. For about thirty miles below the rid:^e, the

land is considerably uneven, broken here and tliere

with small mountains, and though not rich, y
repays the cultivator for his industry. In this section

of country 1 reside, .and my remarks are inleiuled to

apply to that section only, with which I am well ac

quainted. I will here observe, that the impoverisl

mciit of the soil, was here rapidly hastened by tl

wretched mode of cultiv.ating Indian corn. Notwith
standing the iinevenness of the land, it was the uni

versal custom to plough shallow up and down thi

hills, and thus expose<l, the soil was inevitably wash-

ed away in large quantities by every hard rain, which
fell during the season of cultivation.

I commenced by dividing my farm into four fields

or shifts ; one of these I put in Indian corn each year.

With this system I commenced deep plouglijng, which
could only be done on this uneven surl'ace, by plough-
ing round the hills, as nearly in a horizontal direction,

as the situation would admit. This mode of plough-
ing possesses advantages, which do not appear at first

sight. By ploughing round a hill, the friction against operates on all kinds of soil here, almost equally well

the mould board is considerably less, and consetpient

ly favoured by the descent, a greater turf may be
turned than tlie plouffh will cut, and with more ease

than on a level Tlie land being well broken in the

spring, the corn is planted in nearly a similar maiinei,

by rows listed horizontally to suit the shape of the

hills. 'I'liere are but few situations in this section of

country, that will admit of cross ploughing in the

ultiva'tion of Indian corn, without great danger from
evere wasiiiiitj rains. This system did not obtain

eneral use foi' .some time in this neighbourhood, un-

.er the supposition tliat it required more hoe work than

the old mode, but tiiis ol)jeclion has nearly ceased,

as it satisfactorily appears, that the additional quanti-

ty of hoe work required, is very small, and the advan-

'ng from washings being thereby prevented,
,s great indeed. Tliis mode of cultivating corn, I un-

derstand, is extensively pr.ictised in the county of

.\lbemarle. irgini. it was first introduc-

Col. Thomas M. Randolph, at no distant period; as I

never heard of it in that county, till long since I prac.

tised it on my own farm ; and it is really surprising

that the necessity of such a method did not sooner ap
pear, and obtain general use. My mode of planting

corn, is somewhat singular. The land, after being
veil broken with barsiiare ploughs, is listed in tli

lorizontal manner, I have before mentioned, and in

loing this some judgment and experience are neces
sary to lay it off in the best possible manner, so .as to

void every direction that would tend to convey the
water, so as to be liable to w-ash. Each hoer
ompanied by a small boy with a basket of corn, soaked
nd well rolled in plaster of paris. The hoer then
ipens a small hole in the list, (or where the land
veil broken a small single furrow answers very well)
he boy th.at accompanies him throws in the corn, and
t is immediately covered ; another hole is then mads
it a proper distance which the hoer will soon learn ti

judge of, by a measure on the hoe-helve, the boy throw!
n the corn, il is quickly covered ; and so they proceed
Vhis method may seem tedious, but in practice 1 liavf

bund that corn cm be planted in as short a time, as ii

uiy other way. The crossing of the lists is saved, an(

his saving makes up for the 'difference, if any in plant

US' in the usual way.
ter plaining tlie corn, I seldom interrupt it til!

the lii'st of .hiiie, unless to harrow down the clods, no
yet dissolved after the spring ploughing ; or to cho
lown buslics, not cut by the plough. Land, we
broken in the spring, does not require the corn to be
cultivated sooner in this climate. In tending the corn
I use what we call shovel ploughs, williout couit.:rs

hich are immediately followed by Ikut' ws, wliic!

lay the surface level, and lessens the dan;-':i r from hei
vy washing rains. I have often remarke I, tli.ic oi

and levelled by the harrow, large quantities of \i.ate

n heavy rains will spread over the surface, without

carrying off the soil, which would have certainly been
the case, had the surface been left uneven after the
ploughing.

1 never plough my corn more than twice, follows
then by the luarrow, and often but once, with an addi

'ional dressing with cultivating harrows alone. These
'ast have bro.ad teeth somewhat in the shape of grul:

liing hoes, and are of essential service in a light soi

with but little stone. For several years past I hav
been in the habit of using single coulters, fixed to

plough stocks, instead of the plough in cultivating

corn, and by following with the harrow, the
completely pulverized, without exposing it to the
powerful action of the sun. The draft IS also less, and
when the corn is not grassy, I would strongly recom-
nend their use in preference to the plough or cultiva.

tor. There is another .advantage in the horizontal cul

tivation of corn; when rain falls it does not run off so

apidly, but soaks into the soil on the level above each
row, and is there longer retained, and, consequently
the crop is less liable to injury from drought than that

planted in the usual way, where the water quickly
passes off down the rows.

"he advantages of plaster of paris as a manure
are no longer considered doubtful in this section of

country. It is almost universally used in corn cropi
"

1 these its effects are speedy and profitabl

but in what way, is not so easy to tell. It is also gene-
rally used on red clover, and its effect on this grass
may be considered as the greatest means of improve-
ment, in this section of country. The land on which
ndian corn is raised, is sown down in wheat or rye,
and in the succeeding spring it should be sown in red
clover. The proper time for sowing clover seed de-

ds much on the season. Clover is liable to be
lestroyed while young, by severe cold, by insects,

ind warm dry weather ; there is, however, more to fear

from w;irm di ought, than from cold. From experi-
ence, I am satisfied, that the best time for sowing, is

when the earth is open by frost, and before r.ain settles

But the advantages of clover for pasturage, and as

means of fertilization, depend mostly on the effects

produced on it by plaster of paris. These are indecil

ery great, and I much doubt whether it were not bet-

er to sow plaster on lan<l not exhausted, for pasturage
ban to sow clover seed without pl.asfer.—In the first

, a luxuriant crop of white clover will spring
the next case, clover will flourish in few situa-

But with a dressing of half a bushel or a bushel
of plaster per acre, most soils will here produce a most
luxuriant crop. For pasturage, we have no grass that

can be compared with it, and a light dressing of plaster

the second year after it is sown, will be of great ser-

ice. As pasturage, it is equally advantageous to horses,

cattle, sheep and hogs, except that the second crop
causes horses to sla\ er very much. To no kind of stock
s it more serviceable, than to hogs.—Where there is

plenty of clover, it is seldom necessary to feed hogs
trom 'May till October ; and in a good clover field, they
n\\ thrive faster than on corn. In the raising of hogs
; is important, that they should be always kept grow-
ig, and this is ctieaper and better done in a field of
lover, than in any other way that h;is come under
ly notice. Distillers in this section of country, who
enerally turn their attention much to the raising of

iiogs. cultivate clover as the principal support of their

large stocks in the warm season. Hogs are apt to keep
io fat on clover, tiiat it is frequently difficult to rear
)igs on that account. I have hitherto sowed my wheat,
M-incipally after corn, and I have generally succeeded
iretty well. But after great crops of corn, which under
.lie system 1 have practised, my land now generally pro-
l.ices, I finil that very large crops of wheat, cannot rea-

sonably be expected.

I have lately began in addition, to sow wheat on cIo-

.er lays. This has been considerably practised in my
leighbourhood, and with a success highly griitifying.

We fallow our clover land for w heat in August and Sep-
lembcp. We use no cross ploughing; but with large

then hirrowed or ploughed in, late in September. The
late ravages of the He.ssian Fly^ make it unsafe to SOW
.ariier. The experience of this section of country, is

much in favour of fiiUowing clover land for wheat at thi.s

;eason. It is a season of more leisure, and the product
s greater, thiin on land fallowed in the spring and cross-

ed afterward. In ploughing land, if the improvement
of the soil be an essential object, and this should be
the object of every farmer, tiie greater the growth of
.'egetable matter ploughed in, the greater will be the
mprovement of the soil; but experience favours the
belief, that wheat will succeed better after the turning
over a bare sward of grass, than of the most luxuriant

crop. This is a subject that well deserves the atten-

tion of the agriculturist, and I merely throw out the
nt, as worthy of notice.

As I observed before, my farm is divided into four

shifts, Peihaps where putting in wheat on clover

lays is much pr.actised, five would be better ; the size

f my farm, however, does not admit it ; but under
ihe system I have mentioned of cultivating my land,

once in four years in corn, and following with wheat
and clover, my farm has greatly improved. On land
ivhich, when I commenced the system was scarcely

worth cultivating; I have for eight or nine years
averaged nearly six barrels of corn to the acre ; and
the two last seasons, which have been very favourable,

I shall have averaged, at least, nine barrels per acre.

—

Wheat on corn land, has produced from ten to twen-
ty bushels ; after sowing crops of corn, the best wheat

It|s'ucceeds. On good land fallowed in August and Sep-
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tember, from fifteen to twenty-five bushels may be

expected-
Vou ask is deep ploiig'liing' much practised, and

wliat are its advantages. Deep ploughing' is becom-
ing much more general every day, and this is greatly

facilitated by the use of cast iron mould boards, wliicii

generally used here. By a little use they be-

: of fer

ope

come bright and smooth, the obstruction is

quently less, and deep ploughing is more easy. Thc
advantages of deep ploughing in corn crops, a're ven
great. The deeper the soil is ploughed the gre.-xte'r

m.iy be the quantity of co:n planted on an acre, or any

given quantity, and" the crop tliereby greatly increas-

ed. At the commencement of my system of farming

my corn was planted -about six feet by three. I now
plant it on the same land, five feet by two, in man\
places nearer, with two st.alks in a hill, being neai

doubly as close as formerly, and the crops .arc nearl}

in the same proportion.
I have already stated my impression, that as a means

of improving the soil, and for pasturage, th.at red
clover is superior to any other grass amongst us. On
this, with plaster of paris, we principally rely for fer-

tilizing our land, when aided by deep ploughing.
But much may be and ought to be done, by a carefi

'

attention to making and api)lying manure. In add
tion to manure from my stable, I pound my cattle

near my stack yard, adjoining a row of pens, in which
wheat straw is nicely stacked up, so that the cittl

can eat as much as they choose, and frequently stra\

and corn husks, are spread over the pound, and after

being picked over by the stock, are trod
"

incorporated with the other manure, and add greatly

to its quantity. I have also for a few years past,

drawn a considerable quantity of corn stock
same place, which are also picked, then trodden to

pieces, and converted to manure in the same way
and 1 am strongly of opinion that as materials for

manure, that corn stalks are greatly superior to wheat
straw, were the practice generally adopted, of penning
and feeding cattle on exhausted spots of land, after

being covere<l well with corn stalks, they would be
come productive, sooner than in any other way. The
straw of clover, cut for seed, is also an excellen-

manure, and from some experiments, I am satisfied

the same bulk is equal to the best stable manure.
The high price of clover seed, makes that article

considerable item in the expenses of a farm : as it is

generally necessary for it to be sowed every time after

the land is cultivated. For a few years past, I ha
gathered the heads of clover with a small machine,
and sown it in that state. Were farmers to adopt this

plan generally, they could gather enough seed, with
out the necessity of cleaning it, which requires mucl
labour. The machine, I mentioned, is a box like frame
about 4 feet wide, 5 feet long, and 1 foot deep, open
before with a comb of wood, iron or steel attached
the floor of the box, with teeth about twelve inches
long. This frame is fixed upon two small wheels
with a handle behind to elev.ate or depress the comb,
agreeable to the height of the clover. A horse if

harnessed before the comh, and the frame is drawr
along, taking off the heads of the clover in its progress
Though red clover is prefi-rable for pasture to any

grass we have, yet I do not think it possesses those
advantages for liay. It is very apt to fall before it

fit to cut, to the injury o< the hay ; it is difficult to
cure well, and easy to break and waste after being
cured, and when cured, the hay is not heavy. AU
kinds of stock however, are extremely partial to
When sown with orchard grass, they form I believe
the best upland crop for hay. These two produce
heavy crop in good upland, are easily cured, and stock
are as partial to the hay as to that of clover alone
But for hay, timothy is much to be preferred on
level clayey soil without sand. In this section tl

crops of l.r.y .iroduced from it, are greater than from
any other ;-i;il; ukI in quality inferior to none
The efie'j' I'f plaster of paris, on the soils here,

where it r.a? ;een used, is not very discernable. 1

am, liowevei, i:;riuced to believe that it gr.idually stif-

fens the £c !, which is here light and friable, thereby
rendering it belter for wheat; but this is only con

lerates as a most powerful inaim

out knowing the precise manner in wl

e continue its use as a great me
zation.

:e the introduction of clover and plaster, the

orm has sometimes been very destructive to the

corn in the spring, particularly in cold seasons. Se-

eral experiments have been made, which go to prove

that by planting corn in land well broken the preced-

g fall, their ravages will be mostly prevented. By
ploughing in the fall, the insects arc exposed to the

frost of winter, and perish bcl'orc the corn is planted.

Before I close, I will mention a little experiment 1

le a year or two since. It is generaily seen that corn,

i-at, or any other crop will not flourish near a fence

noods ; and that for a considerable distance, noth-

ng of importance will grow. Impressed with the

belief that the land adjoining the wo<ids, was exhaust
ed by the roots of the trees, and that the crop wai

seldom injured by the shade alone, I cut a ditch, oi

the east side of a piece of tall woods, deep enough t(

the horizontal roots, and several hundred
yards long; aud I have been gratified to observe th.at

the product of the field was as good up to the very

bank of the ditch, as in any other part of the field,

though it was shaded near half of the day. I am so

well satisfied with the result of this experiment, that

I shall repeat it in every situation th-.it may reqi

I have thu3 endeavoured in my poor way to give

you all the information in my power on the points

quested, though without system and unconnected
Wishing your society success in the objects of their

pursuit, and hoping that you may render service to

the agricultural interest, I am with respect.

Sir, your humble servant,

JOHN S. SLAUGHTER.
Geo. W. Jr.FFRETS, Esq.

, und

Calvert Cotmty, Jan. 3, 1820.

Mr. Skinneh— I want to say something to

yoti about a plant we have in the garden, I think

it may be called an evergreen, the English mus
tard I mean, it is neither the white nor black

mustard ; it has black seed, and a yellowisl

green leaf; it is at this time about a foot higl:

and as broad as my hand ; sowed 22d of Sep
tember ; the ground is entirely covered

think it will keep the ground quite warm all

winter, and if turned in the spring, will be an

excellent manure, besides eating of it as a boiled

sallad if we choose it.*

The Editor hopes the writer will save a qus

of seed and make further experiments ; its hard

give it a great value.

VLTIMORE, FRIDAY, APRIL 1820.

jecture

;

greater observation i^re ecessary

TO ADVERTISERS IN THE FARMER.

To advertise a machine, or implement, or

seed, fee. and the prices of which are fixed

and yet not to mendon the price; instead of

conveying information to the farmer, rather

serves to perplex him. When he sees some new
thing advertised and highly reconimended, he

naturally wishes to know hew much it will cost

him; and the Editor of the Farmer, much as

lie is always occupied, is often under the neces-

sity of making the inquiry for some of his sub-

scribers.

This therefore is to make it known, that, here

after, no advertisement will be inserted in the

Farmer, unless it state the prices of the things

dvertised, if they consist of such things as in

|Cj= All Post-masters in the United States, at

hose office this paper is received, are earnestly

and respectfully requested to send back all

American Farmers not taken from tlieir office

by the persons to whom they-^re addressed, with a

memorandum as to the cAuse if known, and as

this p:iper may not be read by many Post-mas-

ters, our subscribers are requested to do us the

favour to mention this at the Post-ofiices res-

pectively, where they receive their papers.

Oj' A single number would sometimes be worth §4
the Editor, as it would enable him to complete files

.at would otherwise be useless, and for which when
completed there is a pressing demand.

tCj^In the communication by .Tudge Holmes, vol. I.

page 411, t'oT pip, read ^a/Jcs, throughout.
When gentlemen high in station and talents, give

their reflections to the publick on the humblest bran-
ches of agricultural economy, these subjects must
soon acquire that degree of dignity and attraction to

hich they are entitled, by their real importance, as

connected with our domestic comforts.

|tCP Since the paper is made up—we feel

mortified at its want of variety ; we have now,
however, dispatched the heavy subject of Gar-
dening. Though we shall, from time to time,

give essays on fiarticular subjects of Horticul-

ture.

ICJ" Tlie article on Rural Sports, it was not

supposed when we gave it out to the printer,

would occupy so much space—we sometimes
make selections of this sort, which though not

immediately connected with agriculture, still

they are of solid and useful character, convey-

ing good hints on morals, education, fee. Sec.

VVe have long been of opinion that children,

instead of being restrained too much, as they

often are, esfitcially in Town—ought to be in-

dulged, and, as far as convenient, furnished

with the means of exercising in all manly amuse-
ments—such as skating, hunting, shooting, rac-

ing, Sec. There is a " lime for all things," and
" too much work makes Jack a dull bny." It is

true, that accidents will sometimes occur—one

fine boy in many thousands may jicrchance get

shot or drowned, and so if kept under his mo-
ther's petticoats, he may perchance get choaked
with a fi?,h bone, or fall into the fire, and get

burned to death.

Frisking abroad in the open fields, enlivens

the imagination, gives vigour to the body, and

strength'io the mind, and above all, it leaves no
time or inclination for drinking, gaming, and

other low vulgar and degrading associations and
amusements so called.

The next number of the Farmer will contain

a valuable, and to us costly engraving, to show
the best mode of cultivating turnips.—We have

several engravings, and very many able commu-
nications on hand.

to establis!'. thin opinion. We know that plaster of their nature will admit of it

Present Prices of Countrij Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—Red, per bushel, 90 to 93

cts.—White, do, 95 cts.—Corn, white, 51 to 53 cts.

—

Yellow do. 52 cts.—Red Clover Seed, per bushel S 10

WWAe do. § li—Timothv, g 5—Orchard Grass, g 5

Butter 25 cts—Eggs, ISj cts—Beef, prime pieces, IQ

cts.—Mutton, 6 to 8 cts—Pot.atoes, per bushel 50 cts.

Onions, 75 cts—INIaryland Tobacco, Three hogsheads,

wagon, sold on M'ednesday last, for g 16.50.—No sales

of Virginia Tobacco—Flour, from 'the wagons § ** 25.

Whisky from do. 26 cts—Hay, S 16 to 18—Straw, 9

to g U—North Carolina Staples, Turpentine, soft,

S 2.25—Black-Eyed Peas, 65 to 70 cts—Pork, hog

round, 8 to 10 cts—Other articles, same as last report.
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AT BALT1M<JUE :

Canfutly revUed and corrected every Thursday.

I
Ptll lUETAIL J

BEEF, IVortliern mess''

No. 2.

bbl.

Butter. Firkin, wholesale.

Coffee, first cjual.ty, .

second do.

Cotton, - . - -

Twist, No. 5, -

No. 6 n 10,

No. H a 20,

No. 20 a 30,

Chocolate, No. 1,

No. 2, -

No. 3,

Candles, mould
dipt,

spermaceti,

Cheese, American,
Te-ithers,

rish, cod, diy,

herrings, Susquehannah,
mackerel, No. 1 a 3,

Siiad, trimmed,
I'loiir, superfine, -

fine,

middlings.

25
20
18
45
10
60

3
ol.2 50
6
7 75
5 50
5
4 50

Flaxseed, rough, - - - cask

cleaned, - • - bush

Fla.'s, lb.

Hides, dried, •

Hog's lurd, -

Leather, soal, -

Molasses, llavanna, - - gal.

New Orleans,

sii.car house.

Oil, spermaceti,

PORK, mess or 1st quality, bbl.

prime 2d do.

cargo od do.

Plaster, - - - .

ground
Rice, . - . -

hiriBiTs, Brandy, French, 4th proof gal

peach, 4th proof
apple, 1st proof

Gin, Holland, 1st proof

do. 4th proof

do. N. England
Rum, .Tamaica,

American, 1st proot

Whiskey, 1st proof
Soap, Anievican', white, - lb.

a ;, brown, -

Sugars, liavnna, white,

Lr<>\.n, N. Orleans,

loal,

lump, - - .

Salt, St. IJbes, - - - busli

Liverpool, ground, -

Shot, all sizes.

TOBACCO, Virginia fat,

do, middlings,

Rappahannock,
Kentucky,

small twist, manufactured, lb.

pound do. . . -

TEAS, H.'hea, -

Souchong, - . .

11; so.) Skin, -

Vuung Hyson,
liij trial, ...

WOOL, i"erino, clean, -

unwashed, -

crossed, clean, -

unwashed, -

common country, clean,

unw.ished, •

skinner's -

Peach Blossom, Dorchester County,

March, 5th, 1820.

Mh Skinner—Observing a piece in your pa-

per last Spring,* respecting ringing of fniii

trees, I tried the experiment, agreeable to the

rnodc recommended, on apples, peaches, pears,

and quinces, on small limbs, say from an inch to

an inch and a quarter in diameter. I was du-

bious of trying it on the bodies of trees, for feai

of killing them.
The result was, the apples, peaches and pears,

were double the size on those branches, than

any other part of the trees, the quinces there

were no diflercnce. One peach, the Heath.

measured, on a ringed limb, in circumference.

11^ inches round, and 11| inches round the

ends, and weighed 1 5 ounces. The limbs above

the ring, have grown much larger than they are

below it.

12

12

25
45
50

1

1 50
18 a
15 u
14 a
5

1 7,

6 50
25

50
63

3 new
9
7 87
6

5 50
5

4 25

It may be proper to add, that our soil is calcareous.

I am glad to disco\er, by the formation of agricul-

tmul socieiies, in several of the states, tli.it the public

e convinced of the necessity of giving more atten-

in to this imporlaiit subject. But it is to be lament-
I, tliat the proceedings of many of these associations,

ould be marked with so little of that simplicity and
economy, which become the American Farmer. Many
sober people of dill'erent sects, who would be useful

these associations, decline to become members of

tlicm, because they cannot, without an abandonment
principle, conform to the manner of conducting

many of the agricultural exhibitions.

Thy respectful friend,

WILLIAM S. BURLING.

THOS. ENNALLS.

2 50
1 50

5 SO
7 50

37
75

a 100

For particular directions, see vol. i. p. 11.

P. S. I see an inquiry for the Spanish chest

nut in the Farmer—my neighbour E. I. Du Pont

has a few grafts set and growing. I think i;

the common chestnut stocks—when I saw them
they looked thrifty.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Remarks on the Management of Sheep—on sow-

ing Plaster—fiointing out some errors in the

proceedings of .Agricultural Societies.

Mr. Skinseh—I have derived much satisfaction and

instruction from the perusal of the American Farmer,

and have no doubt it will essentially promote the

science of Agriculture.

I find an opinson expressed in the 43d number, in an

article entitled " Five minutes Reflection on Sheep,"

hich, although it may be in part correct, I think is

not sufficient to induce a departure from the usual

ide, of washing (he \poo1 of the sheep : For, al-

though it may prove injurious in a few instances, my
experience hiis taught me, that if the weather be

suitable, little danger is to be apprehended ; and

those who have been accustomed to handle wool

re.idily discover the diflerence between that which

has been washed before, and that cleansed after shear-

ng. The latter, however fine, will be deficient in that

softness, which the other possess. No oil can eftec-

u.ally supply the place of that which rises from the

animal into the wool, if left on him 6 or 8 days after

ashing. Tliis natural grease or yolk renders it

stronger, and consequently it may be spun finer—and

the farmer is benefited by the increase weight. If

the sheep are kept in a clean pasture after washing,

the wool may be preserved clean.

My remarks will only apply to those sheep, whose
ool may be made clean on them, which is generally

with I bloods and under.

Valuable Property for Sale.

The subscriber offers for sale his property in

Aurelius, Cayuga county, New York, embracing
a considerable part of the flourishing village of

Union Springs, pleasantly situated on the east

bank of Cayuga Lake— consisting of an excel-

lent GRIST MILL, 3| stories high, with 2 runs

of stones, built in 1814, with bevel cast iron

Geer, and furnished with rolling Screen, Smut
machine, &c.

140 acres of Land, exceeded by none in the

country, 80 of it in a high state of cultivation, on

which was built last year 160 rods of board fence,

with cedar posts. The other fences are of white

oak rails. The residue of tlie land is covered

with White Oak Timber.
Five good frame DWELLING HOUSES,

one of which is large, and occupied as an Inn,

with convenient Siieds, Stables, &c.

Two good BARNS, and a number of valuable

VILLAGE LOiS.
The advantages attending this property arc

many and rarely to be found. The stream is

from springs, which rise in the pond, and never

fail. The mill is never obstructed by ice, nor

liable to be injured by freshets. It lies in the

centre of a numerous and increasing population.

It commands a very extensive custom, especially

in dry seasons, there being no other durable

stream within a circuit of 20 miles. It it situa-

ted near the bank of the lake, to which a canal

has been cut from the mill, so that boats from

the lake come up to the mill. In the Spring

of the year boats carrying 140 bis. flour load at

the mill door, and deliver their cargoes at Sche-

nectady ; and the middle section of the Grand
Canal being completed, the expense of transpor-

tation is much reduced, and will be more so,

when the eastern section is finished.

The land on both sides of the lake, is consid-

ered equal to any in the western district, espe-

cially for Wheat.
A valuable Limestone quarry, and an extensive

1 sward, designed to be broken up for wheat.

In this neighbourhood we deem it of great impor
tance. I reside within 2 miles of the largest body

of g-ypsnm yet discovered in the United St.ates. We
therefore, make free use of it. A respectable Farmer

my neighbourhood who annually sows about li bus-

hels of pl.ister per acre, on all his grass land ; is of

the opinion, that his wheat crops are greatly benefited

liy plaster applied to the sward. He obtained a pre-

mium for wheat last season, and has assured me, that

8 acres averaged 46 bushels, per acre, and that tli

rest of his crop was very little inferior.

We derive great benefit from soaking our seed i

tirine, and rolling it in plaster or lime.

have seen no remarks, relative to sowing plaster
|,g(] ^f Marl, have been opened on this property.

Immediate possession may be had—agply '

the subscriber on the premises, who would re-

ceive good lands in Ohio, or Indiana in part pay-

ment. W. S. BURLING.

Union Sprins^^ 3d. mo. 1820.

ErEIlT FKIDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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AGIUCULTUIIE.

AgYvcwltwYaV Society
OF NEW CASTLK COUNTY, IN DELAWARE.

S. H. BLACK'S MEitOIK.
[Coillimier/ from Vol. II, paffi- IL]

Much has been saij of late, on the cliaiige, supposed
to have happened in oui- seaseiis, and many have attri-

buted the faiUire of crops chiefly to that cause. Is there
truth or justice in this > If we had been scorched by the
tail of a"comet ; if the earth had shifted its axi.s," and
thrown us to the south, under the rays of a vertical .sun,

or to the north, and given us to feel the influence of
frigid zone, then we might have complained; but these
things have not happened. " Seed time and harvest'
have not failed. That a slight variation in our seasons
during the last half century, has happened, owing to
causes which I acknowledge myself unalile to explai
is certainly not to be denied ; yet, that this change has
had any material influence on our crops, I do most con-
fidently dispute. Nor do I believe would this alteration
have been much, if at all noticed ; if the general fail,

ure of crops had not induced the farmers to turn the
wh.ole force of their minds to a critical e-xamination of
the weather. Far better for them, and for society, if

they had devoted their attention to an examination of
their soil, and left the atmosphere to the care of Prov
dence. Truly nature, in her most sportive moments,
never formed a climate, under which man has any rea
son to expect the " thorn to produce figs, or the "bram
ble grapes."

If then the assumed quantum of produce, be allowed
to the acre of land, we may, pretty safely venture to
state the account in tabular form, thus

—

1st rear,—
Corn and > 80 b. 00 75 p.b. ag. §60 00

tlie whole of his arable land ; and I feel satisfied as a medium, may be fixed at forty bushels of .

Potatoes in alternate rows y

2d Year,—
Oats ^ 80
Pasture from July to Nov. S say
3J Year,—
Wheat ... ^40
Pasture from July to Nov. S
Ath Tear,—
Grass . . . ^ 2 tons 20 00
Pasture from July to Nov. 5 -

00 40

50

2 00

In a period of four years, S2~0 00

which divided, gives a product equal to g6r 50 psr an
num, and deducting from this one third for seed and
cultivation, leaves S45 00, nett profit to the proprietor

Carrying our calculation no further than this point
we would seem to leave the value of land at seven
hundred and fifty dollars, per acre. But we must n.
forget, that m a well regulated farm there will gen
rally be one third part of the land, lee, as it has s'om.
times been termed

; or, more properly, appropriated
as pasture grounds. Supposing this to nett nothing-
clear to the owner

; and deducting it from our last
product, we stdl have remaining the sum of thirty dol-
ars, or tlie interest at 6 per cent, per annum of f ve
hundred dollars.

I have no question, in fact, (and to admit it will be
to settle all dispute upon this part of the subject,')
but the owner of such land as we have been contem
plating, could most readily obtain a yearly rent, clear'
ot all contingencies, equal to thirty* dollars an acre,'

livl!!,®<-^^!'^
*'"' clear profit, what is the tenant to

live on, for he must pay for labour-will he live on the"'
Edit. Jim. Far.

the ordinary kind, and receiving the -whole of its

products for his care and labour. Let us for a moment
view the subject in this light, and I trust it will not be
thought a digression.

In our State, in a general way, taking soil, seasons,
and accidents into view ; and when the soil is dead,
every casualty must have its weight, the average crops
may be fairly stated in the following proportions, to
wit

; upon (ill acre of hmd ten bushels of Indian corn,
flt'icnn of o.its, and five of wheat. According to the
present prevailing system of farming these are all the
varieties of pi educe which can safely be calculated
upon- This routine of crops on four fields as is now
generally practised, consumes four entire years, al-
lowing the wheat stubble of the preceding, to be the
pasture ground of the List year. And we are willing
also to allow what is not uncommon, a reservation of
two thirds of this produce to the tenant for seed and
cultivation : the account will then stand thus—

1 year, Corn, - 10 B. at 73, aggregate 9,7 50
2 year, Oats, - 15—50, — 7 50
3 year, Wiieat, - 5 — 2,00, — 10 00
4 ye.ar. Pasture, barely sufficient for the stock

necessary to till the ground

tli.at a tenant under such a contract would find himself one hundred of potatoes,'forty of oats, twenty of wheat'
ranscend-antly better provided for, than tilling land or one ton of gr.ass in one season. Such land as this

is not uncommon in this country. A httle may be
found, fluctuating between this and first rate ; some be.
tween this and third rate. Much, very much set-

00 00

In a period of four years, §25 00

Which divided by 4, gives a product equal to ge 25
per annum. And again subdividing this between land-
lord and tenant, ^ows to the owner two dollars and
eight cents ; and to the cultivator four dollars and
venteen cents.

Under this system of farming, however, 'tis obvious
that the land is daily growing worse ; and will in t

few years, like an imprudent man hving on his princi-
pal, become .absolutely exhausted, and entirely un-
productive. In order to keep the land even as good
as at present, we must presume a division of farms in-
ti! at least six tillages; and in that event, make a fur-
ther deduction from our last product, of one third fni
lee-gromid. We shall then leave to the tenant two dol-
lars and seventy-eight cents; and to the landlord one
dollar and thirty-nine cents per annum, as the nett pro
uot of each acre of his arable land. And we shall

thus see both of them placed precisely in the situation
v/here we generally find them : the tenant in a state
of restless anxiety, toil, and semi-starvation

; whilst the
andlord continues to hug his wretched soil, like Si-
mon s disconsolate widow, embracing his lifeless wood-
en image, and with about the same effect.

This comparative view, between a first, and what 1
)uld term a third rate soil, leaves a \-ast difl^erence

to the tenant, between cultivating the one for a third
of Its product, and the other for two thirds, or even
for the whole of its nett proceeds. Whilst in the for-
mer case he receives fifteen dollars for the cultivation
of each acre, even including aU his pasture grounds,
which cost him nothing : in the latter, the price ot
his toil IS reduced down to the pitiful sum of §2 78
And to the landholder, this soil of the third or

owest rate, stands in value at about §23 per acre sup-
posing It to be all arable, and allowing nothing for per-
petuating enclosures, taxes, or repair of buildings.

would beg the indulgence of the society, whilst I
notice another distinction which I wish to make in the
grade of soils. M'e may have occasion hereafter to
notice this distinction, and to explain it now, mav
therefore not be useless.
Where some progress has been made in the improve-

ment of land, we meet with soils which may be pro-
perly denominated second rale. The product of which,

tied down at third rate : but no entire farm that I
know of has yet reached a truly first rate. This se-
cond r.ate may very properly be teimed good land

;

and comparatively profitable. A short table will show
us its value, allowing for cultivation one half, reserved
payable in produce.

Ut rear,—
Corn and
Potatoes i

2d i'ear,-

Oats

Pasture from July to Nov
3d I'ear,—
Wheat .

Pasture ...
4th rear,—
Hay ...
Pasture -

? 40 b. at 00 75 agg. g30 00
alternate rows S 50 00 40 . 20 00

r 40 00
150

In a period of four years §134 50

Which divided, gives a product equal to §33 67 per
annum, and deducting one half for seed, and cultiva-
tion, leaves nett §16 83 ; from which for pasture
grounds, take one third of the first product, gives a
clear profit to the owner equal to gl 1 22 ; thus fixing
the Viilue of such land at .about one hundred and
eighty.five dollars per acre, no allowance being made
for wood, taxes or repairs.

Although the resolution of the society in conformity
which this essay is written, seems to have contem.

plated merely the " intrinsic value of arable land,"
would appear correct that in discussing this sub-
re should extend our ideas further, and embrace
range an entire farm, with all its usual varieties,

and incidental incumbrances.
If so, wood, being to a farm an article of prime ne-

cessity, I should deem it just to make an allowance of
twenty per cent, for this article. As it regards taxes,
and repairs of buildings, I am disposed to beUeve that
the greater security of a landed, than of a cash capital
IS a full equivalent for .all such expenses. The allow-
ance we have proposed, would reduce the actual value
of arable land from five hundred to something more
than four hundred dollars per acre ; for land of the se-
cond rate, to about one hundred and fifty ; and of the
third rate, to eighteen dollars per acre. In relation to
land of the lowest grade, which from being almost the
only land common aniong.st us, men have generally
founded their estimates, and long fixed in their minds
conclusively their opinions as to the value of real estate
generally, the result of our calculations very accurately
square. This fact furnishes, at least, to my mind, a
strong reason for believing that we are very near the
truth indeed, upon the subjects of the first, and of the
second rate. Habit and prejudice alone, seem to have
bound down the minds of nien to a perpetual contem-
plation of poor land ; and that it is possible to make it

rich, and immensely valuable, without adding to its pre.
sent price any actual expense : seems a point nearly, if
not entirely lost sight of. To this subject however, as
the last, and as the basis on which rests our whole hy-
poihesis, I now earnestly claim the attention of this so-
ciety.

Thus far in our inquiry, I trust, and believe, we
have been followed with the assent of every practical
farmer, and of every man acquainted with the worth
of money, and the full power of land. It is admitted
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that we have reached the most difficult part of our
subject ; yet, if we here pause, resolved to prosecutt
the voyage of inquiiy no further, although Vi^ind and
tide are both adverse : notwithstanding habit, and
prejudice be both in the opposition, we shall be able

to assign no reason for tlie failure, except, that
would not ufifity steam.

_
But the monstrous idea I—make poor worn out land

rich twelve inches deep, and capable of netting l)y its

proceeds thirty dollars per acre annually -.—and this

loithouc cost .'—absurd !—ridiculous .'

And to every man who will obstinately persist in

acting as a mere machine, witliimt reason, judgment
or enterprise so it is, both ridiculous and absurd ; and
to such 30 it will continue to appear. Let us, hi

not forget a favourite maxim of RochefoucauU's, "few
things." says the Duke, " are impracticable in them-
selves : it is for want of afi/ilication, rather than of
means that men fail of success." What reply wovild
Drobably have been given by a self-important son of

Meptune, of the fifteenth century, if he had been told

that a vessel of several hundred tons burthen could be
urged at the rate of twelve miles an hour against
wind and current, without the agency of canvass or involving no secret process nr slight of-hand roanoeu

pressive leases, most assuredly then may we bid

adif u, a long adieu to our present boasted and happy
form (if government. In short, according to the very
nature of things, every landlord must be more or less

a despot, and every tenant more or less a slave. Whilst
a hardy yeomanry are acknowledged to be the sinews
of a country ; 'tis they who occupy, and who till t/ieir

own soil alone, who constitute the heart, and vessels

which propel, and convey, the vital streams that nou-

rish, and keep alive her liberty.

Independently then of all other considerations, it

would be well for those who approve, and admire our
political institutions, and yet who, in firsaking their

farms, have fled like sentinels from the watch-lowers
of their country, to return, resume the implements
of husbandry, and breathe a new life into their soil

it can be done without labour except what shall be

most amply reimbursed: it can be done without ex
pense, except what shall be returned a hundred fold.

The principle upon which I calculate; antl by which
I hope to convince the landholder that his soil, how-
ever poor, may speedily, and certainly be made equal
to first rate, in point of quality, is a very plain one :

pot'

or what by a manufacturer of flour under Crom-
well's reign, who hugged himself securely in a belief,

that he knew all that could be known of his business ;

if he had been assured that many hundreds of bushels
of grain could be conveyed from the first, to the third,
or fourth story of his mill, in a few hours, without
the least manual labour •> Each for himself, would no
doubt have replied ; absurd !—ridiculous

!

Although no new power has been given to steam,
or to the principles of elevation since the creation,
yet by a new application of their force and agency,
great changes in the management of business amongst
men have been effected.
The writer of this essay is however, not so foolishly

vain, as to offer a comparison between his feeble ef-

forts, and the towering genius of a Fulton ; or the
acute and enterprising mind of an Oliver Evans : he
promises nothing, indeed, except it be to make the
egg stand on its end, by striking it forcibly upon
the table ; he hopes only that by a new arrangement
of old truths he may so secure the attention, and meet
the judginent of farmers, as to obtain their active ef
forts to renovate their soil.

Towns, cities, and empires have, owing to causes,
apparently inseparable from human affairs, had their
periods of rise, decline, and fall. The noble, and im-
portant science of Agriculture owes primarily, and
chiefly, I am satisfied, its present state of depression
amongst us, to the imaginary labour and expense, con-
nected with the improvement of our land. Those who
own the soil have chiefly fled from this bug-bear, and
taken refuge under a state of needy inactivity; cover-
ed themselves with the tattered garments of a con-
temptible system of speculation : or posted behind
counters, swell with the idea of being merchants,
whilst their soil, the first best gift of nature's God
to man, is left struggling with its last remaining
spark of life, to yield the needy and laborious tenant,
a miserable pittance rigidly exacted from him for its

use.

From this single false opinion, a host of errors have
already risen, and a crowd of others stem ready to

tread upon their heels. The proprietors of the soil,

after having worn it out, and coward like abandoned
it, are too apt, from the village, town, or city, where
they have settled down ; and from the vice, indole
und pride of which, are soon "caught their manners
living as they rise," to look back upon the more
hunib'e occupant, with the eye of a feudal lord upon
his vassals. "And the tenant, too, -worn down with
toil, and immersed deeplv perhaps in debt, and diffi-

culties, soon loses his lofty republican spirit; both
speedily acquiring habits, and modes of thinking, vileJputably correct.
ly aristocratic, and striking deei)ly at the root of our

•

political institutions. Whenever this melancholy state
of things, to which in our district at least, we' seem
fast tending, shall have been completed. Whenever
from the poverty of the land, and its consequent little

value, it shall be completely monopolised by the few ;
and the many become tenants under short, and op-

vre ; 'tis simply, t/iai the surpliissagein Uie crops nvill,

by ajudicious management amfily repay all necessary
exfienditures. Or, in tther words, that'ihe clear pro
ceeds of the land, after deducting the usual crops, may
easily be made to progress regularly, pari passu, and
keep, at least, even pace with the money, principal
and njterest, expended in its improvement.

In order that 1 may be distinctly understood on this,

which is certainly the most important part of our
subject, I have been at some pains to graduate a scale,

showing the progress of improvement of which land
susceptible.

I have supposed that land may be raised from
third, to a first rate soil, in a period of twelve year
the first eight being necessary to arrive at the second
rate point. I have consequently divided the scale in-

to three grand divisions, e.^ch including- a space of
four years. And applicable to a single lot of land,
with its regular succession of crops.

n pot's oats wheal gn
i 50 'JO 13 1

of die Isf pcrioil of 4 \

corn pnl's rials wlieat gr

40 75 40 20 liT
rate 3oil,ciul id.pcriod 4y

o \Corn pot's Oflts wheatgrass' SO 100 80 40 2T
ist rale, end 3i| pcrioil of4yr

a faint belief, that my present opinions were true; my
prejudices were certainly against the possibility of
making land rich without expense. I bad denved

these through a loug line of ancestors, by lieredit.ny
succession, and had ihem much strengthened by pub-
lic sentiment. It required in my rjiind, the combined
power of experiment, information, and observation,
to shake what I now deem not only an erroneous, but
also a dangerous opinion.

A— is the owner of ten acres of arable land, he has
stock and farming utensils sufficient to cultivate it;
and he has for many years, copying after his ancestors,
and his neighbours, farmed it for a scanty pmduce,
not sufficient, calculating all expense, to defray the
charge of tillage We will, however, say that the ten
acres may yieid him one hundred bushels of corn; one
hundred and fift)' of oats ; and fifty of wheat ; the
fourth year he allowed his land to rest,as farmers term
it.—His land by this course of tillage constantly grows
worse: he becomes discontented, and resolves oi; some
other expedient. He has no money—he could sell
his land for ten dollars per acre; and thus become
mast-r of one hundred dollars. Which at interest,
would yield him six dollars annually. This he justly
deems of no consequence to him. An idea crosses his
mind which pleases him ; bethinks his land intrinsi-
cally worth Jve thousand dollars ; the interest of
which being three hundred, he supposes would satisfy
him.—But how is he to attain this pleasing state of in-
dependence ; to ask this rent for his ten acres of
wretched soil ; or on a sale to demand a principle
hich at interest would yield this sum, would in

all probability procure him a place in a madhouse,
and furnish him a straight waist-coat and water-gruel.
He wisely resolves on a tot,i.lly different course. On
the credit of his fee simple, he borrows from his neigh-
bour, at six per cent interest, on a credit of four years,
two hundred dollars. He pays this sum to a lime burn-
er, who delivers him in return five hundred bushels of

upon his land in the month of October. This he
spreads equally ever his ten acres, and immediately
after,breaks up his ground four inches deep : in which
state it remains until the following spring; when he
flushes again about the same depth ; harrows flat, and
strikes it out in rows 8 feet apart ; in these he drops
his corn, one grain to each space of twelve inches. As
soon as this has been completed, he strikes out a fur-
row exactly between each two rows of his corn ; from
which he throws the mould out on both sides, by pass-
ing his plough forward and back, in the same track.
In these furrows he places all the manure of every de-
scription he can procure ; and on it plants potatoes.
If his manure will not hold out, thus to planthis whole
ground, he completes it by leaves mixed with the top
mould taken from a neighbouring wood ; he now
ploughs his corn, and potatoes once or twice early in
the season, and works afterwards altogether with a
Huke harrow : and thus avoids injuring the tender
oots of his corn , or preventing their progress towards
the potato rows, in which the manure has been de-
posited, and from which he knows the corn will re-
ceive its support at earing time, when most wanted.
If he could this season, have taken, by the ordinary
mode of fanning, and without the agency of lime, one
hundred bushels of corn from his land ; he will not
now fail to have one hundred and thirty bushels, and
in addition, not less than five hundred bushels of pota-

1 would here merely remark, that the small in-

crease of corn the first season, will be more justly at-
tributable to this new mode of cultivatioti, than to the
agency of the liine; as this substance is known to
show but little of its active properties on the first

make its effects visib'(

{To be continueii)

In illustration of this scale, and of my ideas gene-
rally on this point, I will state an extreme case, though
a plain one, which every owner of poor land may, if

'^'""1' : '"^ addition of very little manure will however
lie pleases, make his own j premising only that this

'"''"' '"" "'^"""^ '""''"'''

scale, so far as it regards the full first period of four
years, and part of the second term has been carefully
graduated by my own actual experiments ; part of the
second, and the whole of the third periods has been
the result of information obtained from sources indis

.
ind from jiersonal cbservation ; the

whole has been conducted with a view to this very
subject, and with »s much accuracy as 1 was capable
of exercising. Several years have been consumed in
,K.„

investigation, and when commenced, I had only

We have already published two numbers of a sc-

ies of papers placed in our hands by Mr. JeflFreys,

if North Carolina ; and we have still on hand a vo-
lume of manuscript memoirs, which we have permis-
sion to give, under the proper names of several of

the most celebrated writers on American Agriculture;
havenotyethad leisure to examine them thorough-

ly, but we have looked over them sufficiently to ena-
ble us to announce to our readers, that they may ex-
pect in this valuable collection, communications from
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Coly ray lor, of Caroline—the father of improvement

in Southern Husbandry, from Thoinas Jefferson, Judge

Peters, of Pennsylvania, Thomas Marshall of Virgnua,

Josiah Quincy, of Massachusetts, and other citizens,

distinguished'for talents and public spirit.

It seems to be due to propriety, and gratitude, to re-

cord our acknowledgments to Mr. Jeffreys for the ho-

nour and the benefit he has conferred upon this Jour-

nal, in having selected it as a medium, worthy of con-

veying to tlie public the contents of these valuable pa-

pers.—Many of them were addressed to Mr. Jeffreys,

as Corresponding Secretary of an Agricultural Socie

North Carolina, which, (we learn it with no little
ty,

surprise, seeing what has been accomplished by the

dustry of a single member) has since fallen into decline

and dissolution. Kor a great portion of these essayr

however, we and the public, are indebted to the indi

vidual zeal ofthe gentleman above-mentioned, by whon

they have been collected since his functions ceased as

secretai-y of the society. The following letter from Mr
Jeffreys to the Editor of tlie Farmer, which accompa

nied the first series of Memoirs, now in course of pub

licatioii, would have more appropriately preceded num
ber 1. It will still serve an explanatory purpose, as re-

pects both the matter of these communications, and the

manner of their being committed to the hands of the

Editor of the American Farmer.
Edit. .im. Far.

Raleigh, (M C.) Feb. 26th, 1820.

Mr. SKiNNER,3LAccompanyii)g this, you will

receive six packets, covering seven communi
cations for publication in the " American Far

mer." I hope that you will view them in the same

light that I do as valuable communications from

experienced and intelligent farmers.

I did not have the pleasure of finishing my
correspondence with Dr. Meriwether, of Vir

ginia, as he died soon after his fourth letter was

was generally washed away, and little left exclu-

sive of the above substratuin, so that I can with

correctness say, that I know not a more stiff

bakey land, and in reply to your observations on

early ploughing, that when I commenced farm

ing, I was of your opinion, but that experience

had now taught me better, though 1 mean not

to go into detail on this subject now, meaning to

reserve the subject of deep and early ploughing,

ridging, &c. for separate communications; so

iiten to me.—He was a most distinguished Uiat you see that you are likely to be pestered

agriculturist as his letters will prove, havingiwith a voluminous correspondence—now for th

commenced and carried into successful opera- detail I promised.

tion a system of improvement when few others I believe I left off with the laying by my corn

had attempted it in Virginia. His merits onUrop, and having finished cutting my clover

this account are the greater, as he had to de- seeds, this brings me to about the twentieth of

pend on the resources and skill of his own mind, July. I have to remark, that as well as my corn

as there was nothing then written in liis native crop, I cultivate about an acre in cotton, the

state, on agricultural improvement.—Mis re- same quantity in pumpkins, half an acre corn
"

field peas, ditto Irish potatoes, ditto flax, ditto

lot ground that will produce a good crop of

;orn without manure, nor so poor as to be en-

irely exhausted, on such land, under a ring

fence and sown in clover, there will be a cover

of weeds or light cover of clover ; on such land

I cart out, of long manure such as was not suf-

iciently tramped to cart out for the corn crop,

)r such as was made since, for instance, all the

nanure for the corn crop is carted out by the

first of April, and the stock frequently do not

go out of the farm yard here, till the twentieth

of .A.pril, consequently there is twenty days

feeding of manure, which is heaped up under the

fence of the farm yard for turnips or other oc-

casional use through the summer, together with

such manure as the horses will make at the sta-

ble ; of this manure I cart out enough to give

light dressing, and fold it in with the weeds,

and harrow the top well with a large fallow

drag to make it fine; in this state it lays till

the middle of August, when I cross plough it with

a trowel hoc, and rake it again ; I now ridge it

up into three feet ridges with a single horse

plough, and as soon as ridged up, I cart out as

^„. . „. .... much more of the long manure, and lay in the

of the imprudent manage- furrow between the ridges, as I can bury in

proprietors, the light top well by reversing the ridges on the manure, and

No. HI.

OF A SERIES OF

tlgYicwltuval Assays
Comimcnicuted by Geo. IT. J-'ffreys, Esq. of

J^orth Carolina, for fiublication in the Ame-

rican Farmer.
Amelia, August 'iOlh, 1818.

Df..\r Sir,—I received your favour, dated

June jOth, and should have answered it long be

fore this time, but have been prevented mostly

by professional avocations, the season here hav-

ing been very sickly, a dysenteric fever has pre-

vailed very much in this neighbourhood.

You have mentioned in your letter your pre-

ference for breaking up your corn ground be-

fore winter, in consequence of your soil being

stiff, and infer that mine is a light one. I

have made a digression from the plan I had laid

down, to give an answer to these observations,

I thought 1 had previously informed you, that

my soil was generally a gray soil, shallow and

substratum of coarse hard tenacious red

clay, that when broke up, bakes like a brick

bat, and that on the greater part of the cleared

land, in consequence

ment of the former

marks on " early and deep ploughing, and
system of ridging," which he intended fo'

parate communication would have completed

my correspondence with him
The two letters from Loudoun County, must

also be very acceptable to the public, as they

give an account of a system of husbandry, said

to be the most improved of any district in the

southern states and which has been pronounced
by that excellent judge, Judge Peters, to be of

*'
fteerle.'is value."

The one from the county of Culpepper
where also agriculture is in a high state of im-

provement, cannot fail also to be read with in

terest by your agricultural subscribers. Before

you have completed this series of communica-
tions, I will forward you on another, and
they can have the effect of adding to the value

of your now highly estimated and widely dif-

fused paper, I shall feel myself fully compen-
sated for my exertions in the cause of agricul-

tural improvement.

I am Sir, yours respectfully,

GEO. W. JEFFREYS.

turnips. I always keep every crop separate

and not intermixed. After finishing my corn,

several of these little crops want working, and

at this season, I fallow up a piece of ground

for turnips, as the turnip crop is a very bene

ficial crop for our sheep and milch cows in the

winter, it is necessary to have some for their

use, and as this crop, as well as most others is

either ameliorating or exhausting, according to

the manner in which they are cultivated, I

shall give you a detail of the manner in which

I cultivate them, and I think without exhaust

ing, hut enriching the soil, being dissatisfied

with the common method of cow-penning a

piece of ground for two or three months, then

ploughing it up, and sowing it in turnips, either

broadcast or drilled, which produced only an

ordinary crop, and after they were taken

the general complaint was, that the land was
nearly as poor as before manuring, though cow-

penned three or four times longer than was neces

sary for other crops. I now adopt the following

plan ; as above stated, in the last of July, I chose

a piece of ground in the field, that is to go in

corn the ensuing year, and wants manuring

after the ridges are well finished, 1 run a light

harrow on the top of the ridge, and let it re-

main in this state, till a season comes for sow-

ing, any time after the twentieth of August,

wiiich I consider as full early for winter tur-

nips, but if you sow the Swedish turnip, which

is by far the most valuable turnip, it ought to

be sown somewhat earlier. At the time of

sowing, I use a log of wood four feet long,

with two pins put in it three feet apart, and a

pair of handles to draw it by, made of two

round strait poles, six feet long ; this instrument

is put with the two pins placed on the centre of

each ridge, and drawn along by a man walking

backwards in the furrow, this opens two little

furrows on the top of the ridge, the turnip

seeds are mixed with ashes, and dropped along

in this furrow, covered over lightly with little

iron hand rakes, such as are used in gardening,

they not only cover the seed, but rake the clods

iff at the same time ; if you have no garden

akes ready, they are easy made by having

some spikes made at the blacksmith's, five or

six inches long, four or five of them fixed

a wooden head two inches apart, makes a

ry good rake. Thus I open the furrows, drop

the seeds in them, and cover them over im-

mediately in succession by different hands,

half a pint, or even a quarter will sow an acre

of ground ; after the seeds have come up well

and before they begin to get too spindling

from their thickness, they ought to be thinned,

which I do by taking a piece of wood, such as

an old hogshead stave, about a foot long round-

d off at one end for a handle, and thinned at

the other, with this they scrape away the young
turnip the whole width of the stave, say four

inches, leaving an inch or two between each

stroke, and the balance are thinned by the hand

so as to leave the turnips from 4 to 6 inches

apart ; after thinning, T ridge them out by trim-

ming down the ridge like you do for tobacco or

cotton, I plough between them about twice be-

tween ridging out and winter, with a single

coulter with a broad point like a small trowel
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hoe, perhaps you may think that the intervals

between the rows, are too great, and the dis-

tance in the row also, but I can assure yoa, I

have hud the leaves to interlock at this distance.

The advantage of culiivating tlic turnip in this

method, is that while the long manure is rottintr

in the (»i ound, ploughed in deep, and shaded by

the turnips, a valuable crop is made, while the

land is preparing for a subsequent crop, whicl

may be followed by flax, cotton, corn, or wh;it

you please ; it is by this method of culture now

introduced into Great Britain, that they

converted a barren sand into a fine ferule

wheat soil. I have enclosed a drawing, with

explanations, to aid you in the better com pre

hending the plan. I have enclosed a few of the

Swedish turnip seeds, which, if you have not

seen any in the neighbourliood, I think you

will esteem valuable, the tops being as good as

the root, both for stock and man, they make an

excellent winter green as well as spring, and

continue growing a fortnight later in the spring,

the leaf is as smooth as a colewert. It is pro-

bable you have lately seen some publications by

Wm. Ccibbett of New York, on this species of

turnip, growing from 4 to 8 pounds weight each

I have sowed a thimble full of his seed which

has sowed a row of upwards of 120 yards ii>

length, and are now up. I intended to have

written this lime enough to have reached you for

trying the experiment this year, though I now
think it will be too late, but not for the sowing

the turnip seed I sent, which ought to be on a

rich moist lightish soil, thus I have finished the

turnip crop and going on in detail of farming

operations. After the corn is lain by and other

things done as be fore -mentioned, I begin to

thresh out my crop of wheat, which is done by

a machine, of which there are a variety, somt
preferring one kind, some another of which ii

is difficult to say which is the best, but I think

every farmer making 500 bushels of wheat,

ought to have one : after getting out my v;heat,

I begin to carry it to market, if the season will

not admit of fallowing :—by carrying down part

early, I am enabled to get it all to market (50
miles) before the roads get too bad in winter
Every farmer ought to carry his own crop t(

market, his neglect of ii must be bad economy
After getting out my wheat and clearing my
ground fit for fallowing, if there is any leisure

before commencing the pulling of fodder. I

trim out light with the hand hoes, the grassiest

parts of my corn field, to keep it clear for the

wheat crop ; the latter end of August, I always

begin to pull my fodder, pulling about in spot;

where the ripest lies. Some object to early pull

ing, but I consider the loss of the fodder, lay-

ing after it is ripe, as mucli greater than the loss

of the corn by beginning a little too early, good
fodder being equivalent to coi'n. I pull my
blades two abuve the ear, and cut the tops ; I

think the modern practice of pulling the whole
into blade is bad economy, the top or tassel be
ing a useful food for slock, the fodder house
being also a convenient appendage to the farm
yard, where every kind of offal ought to be col

lectcd. My blades after being well cured are

put away in houses—after they are apparently

cured in the corn field, I have them brought up
to the farm yard, where they are put under shel

t.era at night, and thrown out to sun for 4, 5, or

more days, according to the weather, before

hey are stowed away, the tops are also brought

ip to a yard adjoining the farm yard, which is

called the stack yard, where the wheat straw,

lover, hay, tops. Sec. are all stowed away con-

cnient either for food or litter to the stock

through the winter. These operations will bring

me down to the wheat sowing with the addition

which ought before to have been mentioned of

saving and distilling the early fruit, for there is

lothing which an economical farmer can make,
hat he ought to buy. You ask me for informa-

tion on the subject of seeding wheat. If the

Richmond Inquirer circulates in your neigh-

bourhood, I presume you have seen some ob-

servations on that subject, written by myself,

ith an engraving. The best instrument for

putting in wheat in corn ground, cultivated

the usual way, is the trowel hoe or shovel plough,

they furrow up the land deep, and let the wheat

in shallow ; it ought to be followed by a harrow

eithei' a one horse, or two horse as convenient,

where the ground is clean, and the season fa-

•able, tliat is neither too dry nor too wet, the

five tooth coulter, followed by a straight toothed

drag, will put it in very well in wet low grounds

that are ridged, a single horse barshare or da-
gon, ploughing in the wheat up to the corn with

"ight furrow, and followed by a straight-tooth

drag, and the furrows afterwards opened wide
and deep, is the best way ; with respect to the
kind of seed used, there is much obstinacy of
opinion, I prefer the white early May wheat,
and believe it to be the most productive of any,

on wet or moist or low gro\inds. The lawler
wheat (a new wheat) celebrated for its with-

standing the attack of the Hessian Fly, was
this year introduced among us; it appears a

good wheat for early sowing, but is very late

and subject to rust and blast—we cannot begin

here to sow wheat, with safety against the Hes-
sian Fly, till the tenth of October. Thus I

must now finish this long and tedious letter,

written in haste and more in the spirit of pri-

vate confidence, than fit for the public eye.

With well wishes for the success of your under-
taking, I subscribe myself.

Yours, &c.

WM. MERIWETHER.
G. ir. Jeffreys, Esq,

The above delineation is a section of ridges, ma-
nure, and turnips growing to elucidate my m(.tho(!

of cultivating turnips, it gives you an end view of

the same.
Fig. 1, Represents the ridges ploughed up, and the

nnaiua-c dropped in between them.
Fig. 2, Represents the ridges reversed on the ma-

nure.

Fig. 3, Represents the ridges raked down with a fine

light one horse rake, and are ready for drilling

and sowing, but if the weather is not seastmable,

they ought to lay in this state till a shower of

rain comes both lo settle them on the manure,
as well as to be nu.i:.l tcr vegetating the seeds.

Fig. 4, Represents the turnip at its advanced stage
of growth, the leaves interlocking and the main
tap root penetrating through the mass of ma-
nure, this is a liandsome sight, in a patch of well
cultivated and luxuriantly growing turnips.

A Represents the log pins and handles as before de-
scribed.

B Represents the hand rake as before described.
N. B. The above ridg-s, 8cc. are drawn by mathe-

matical proportion, but the drill and hand rake are
drawn at random, which make them appear much in-

ferior to the other parts, a drill plough, if it could be
procured, would supersede the necessity of the in-

struments, and do the work more expcOitinus.

lOK THE A3IERIC.VS FAllMZIl.

Fairfield Farm, March Ql/t, 1820.

Mr. Sicinneu,
Mij Dear Sir,—From your last letter en

closing a letter from your correspondent ir

Portland, on the subject of live fences, I feel

disposed at once to give you my observations on

Ithe raising of quicks from the haw After pay-
ing due respect to your correspondent Caleb
Kirk, on the subject of Hedging, and his valua-

ble pieces on live fences, I have to observe,

that in the important part of producing the live

fences from raising the quick from the haws, he
is not so particular as to inform those who
know nothing on the subject or ever have seen

it, to proceed with accuracy.
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I will therelbi'e freely give you my observa

lions on that point, fiom sixteen years and up
wards experience.

Without troubling you with the many disap

pointments and delays I met with in trying to

raise them from the berry, I finally completely

succeeded by adopting the following (jlan.

I procured in the month of November, a flou

barrel of the haws, which cost me one dollar a

bushel, late in that month, I put them out in

my garden, laying a layer of the berries, and

layer of light earth alternately on a piece of

ground, six feet wide, by three feet long, mak
ing my heap sloping to prevent its washing by

the rain. I then covered the heap about four in

ches thick with earth.

I let them remain in that situation until June
following when the heap was opened and spread

over the ground about a foot thick, and so they

continued until the first of December, when they

were heaped up and covered as at first.

As soon as the ground was fit for gardening

in the spring, I prepared a piece of ground in

the garden sixty-four feet long, and fourteen

feet wide, well manured, dug, and prepared for

planting, divided into beds 3^ feet wide, wiih

an alley of eighteen inches between every bed
;

early in the inonih of May, when the weather

is fine, spread all your heap of seed and dirt

over those beds regular and even, clear up your
alleys witii a spade, and throw the dirt over ihe

beds evenly, then rake them and dress them
nicely.

After all this is done, your care and trouble

only commences ; for you must keep your beds

entirely free from weeds and grass, by carefully

pulling them out as soon as they appear, taking

care not to injure the young plants, as in places

they will be very thick.

If the ground has been well prepared and ii

good order, there will be many plants fit to sei

out the spring following, and the whole of you
beds will be fit the fall or spring after.

The second summer you must attend to keep
your beds clean, as was done the first, and you
must be attentive not to injure the second
growth of plants, as many will come up the

second yer.r.

The best time for planting them is in the

month of November in the fall, or in March and
April in the spring ; I prefer the latter.

The ground for planting them ought to be
manureu, and ploughed, or what is siill bttte

let it bi- planted in potatoes the preceding yea
These plants must be set by a line from six to

ten inches apart, and about six inches deep
trimming oflF any straggling roots, and the top-

cut so as to be about sis inches above ground
;

tramp the earth round them when set, with your
feet; you must be particular not to let them be
exposed too long to the sun and air, while plant-

ing or it will kill them.
I have generally laid them in small parcels

along the row when planting, and covered the
roots with earth. They will require hoeing and
cleaning, at least twice a year, for the first three
years ; and there ought to be an inside railing

or temporary fence, to prevent the cattle or
sheep from eating the young shoots, as they are
very sweet and tender when putting out. By
pursuing this mode you will have a complete
fence in six or seven years, and by fol lowing

j

Mr. Kirk's method of laying and cutting, you
will have it useful and permanent, ever after.

My observations have been confined to the

New Castle Thorn, and I know it to be much
superior to the Virginia, although not so soon
to make a fence. The haws can be procured
in New Castle, in great plenty, from September
to the last of November, at about one dollar the

bushel ; and quicks are in abundance about \Vi!

mington and Philadelphia, at five dollars the

thousand.

The above sketches are made very hastily,

but I hope will be found sufficiently particular

to give correct information.

I had intended not to make any communica
tion on the subject, until shortly before gather
ing the haws, as people are apt to forget those

things, unless reminded at the time; however,
is you wish to have all in your first volume, 1

lo not withhold my mite, trifling as it is.

Very respectfully

Your friend, Sec.

A. ALEXANDER

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

The late General Charles Lee, so well recollected
as an officer of our Revolutionary War, and on ac-

of his arrest, and for his controversy with Gen.
Washington, it is admitted on all hands, was a well
bred and accomplished scholar. Evtry scrap re-
specting our Revolution, and those who bore a distin-
guished part in it, is worthy of note and preservation,
IS casting some additional rays of light over the most
interesting event recorded in the annals of man ; and
as bringing us back by a dirtct call, or by associatioi
to first principles, lo the common sense, and c/ie rig/it

of man, of our unsophisticated national infancy
When we contemplate the vast coiisequtnces of oui
Revolution, it cannot fail to be exceedmgly interest
ing to see how the mind of each actor in the great dra
oia was formed, how it was polished, and what was
its turn ; such is the picture exhibited in the follow
ing fragment.
Passing through Virginia, during the Revolutiona

ry War, General Lee called and spent a day or twt
with Col. Francis Thornton, of Society-Hill, King-
George County; where he met with the late .Mr. Johi:

.\. Steuart, of the same county, then a young lawyer
conversing on literary subjects, Mr. Steuart asked
the General for his opinion as to a course of reading
proper for a young gentleman ; in reply to which the
( ieucral politely put in writing the following plan

—

VIr. bteuart during his lifetime, was so good as to
lyrmit me to take a copy from the original. It has
never yet been published ; and although, we might
now make a better selection from among modern au-
thors, publislied since the General's time, than he has
done, yet I have never sgen any better plan of me-
thodical reading than the following, which he has
proposed ; and by which he appears, himself to have
acquired so vigorous a style of writing, as to have
been one of those who have had the honour of being
looked to as the putative authors of Junius. I there-
fore, send you the paper to be placed, if you think
proper, in your valuable repository, for the use of the
most important class of our fellow citizens.

W. G

The scheme I would propose for methodical
eading, or in other terms, of reaping advan-
tage from reading, is as follows. As I think
history and poetry the most improving and li-

beralizing, I would make them my primal ob-

\Ve will begin with English, as the most

indispensably necessary. Rapin's History is in-
disputably the best of England. He should be
read with much attention and geographically and
chronologically, without which, all history ra-
ther confuses than benefits the understanding.
The poet that should go hand in hand with Ra-
pin, should be Shakspeare, as the most excellent
in every sense, in style, imagination, and truth of
character. By the poet's going hand in hand with
the historian, I mean, that you should allot one
hour every day, (after your history task is finish-
ed) not only to the perusal of him, but to the
learning by heart, some striking passages: for,
in all the circle of good writers, or speakers, of
my acquaintance, I know not one who has not
followed this plan. But now we are on the sub-
ject of improving our style, both in conversation
and writing, there is another very beneficial me-
thod, which is, every day to transcribe a page or
two of some of the most classical writers ; for in-
stance, the Craftsman, the Rhapsodical parts of
the Turkish Spy, of Lord Bolingbroke, Shafts-
bury, or Trenchard. Though I would recom-
mend transcribing from prose writers, merely to
'mprove the style, it is not the same witb poets :

hey should be learnt by heart, not transcribed

;

because the latter impairs the memory rather
than improves it ; but the transcribing passages
of prose writers, forms a habit of rounding our
periods. Translating every day some few lines
of Latin or French into good elegant English

;

is a very efficacious method. But to return to
authors recommended to your studies: when
you have finished Rapin and Shakspeare, though
'he latter can never be read too much, I would
ecommend the Parliamentary History and Dry-
len. The other poets, Milton, Pope, &c. yoii
must make yourself well acquainted with. There
are no other histories of England, perhaps, worth
the reading; but there are, in English, many
very valuable ones, of other ages and nations

;

Leland's History of Philip of Macedon ; Mid-
illeion's of Cicero, Blackwal's Court of Augus-
tus ; to which may be added, Watson's of Phi-
lip the Second; I need not mention Robertson's,
as you are acquainted with him. Next to good
liistory, memoirs are the most valuable; per-
haps they may be more so, at least they are
more entertaining. Of these the best, that 1
know in English, are Rushworth and Ludlow.
The best political discourses are the Craftsman,
B.ilingbroke's works, and Trenchard; unless
we may class with English books, Fainworth's
Translation of Machiavel's Discnurses on Livy

;

which, perhaps, suspasses the original from the
valuiible notes, but let me, before I finish, re-
peat the expedience of some Poet always ac-
companying every prose writer. I had almost
forgotten to mention another class of writers, ab-
solutely necessary for a gentleman to be inti-

mate with, some of the latter comic writers; Eth-
ridge, Whycherly, Congreve and Vanbrough ;

for, as all these were men of fashion and the
v/orld, who passed their hours in the most polite
company, their language and dialogue are mo-
dels for conversation style; and, an intimacy with
them, will, of course, unstiften the preciseness,
and pedantry of phraseology, we sometimes at-

tract from more serious reading. I had forgot-
ten to recommend a book which may be ranged
under the head of memoirs, and which is, un-
doubtedly, (with some defects of style,) of ster-
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ling value, I mean Burnet's History of his ovvn

times. I had likewise omitted the best pcform

ances of the epistolary kimi ; which, beyond dis

pute, are L. M. Montague's I.elters, Lord Chcs

terfield's, Mr. Gray's, and the posthumous cor-

"respondtnce of Swilt. I should likewise make

an apoloK'y for haviii.^ omitted I'lclding's Works
which are all admirable, and Marshal's Travch

llirouc^h the Northern States of iMirope, Bell's

Travels to Cliina, and General Manstiern's Pol

tical and Military Memoirs of Russia, Sir John

Chardin's Travels, and Dr. Shaw's.

Wiih respect to Latin, I would pursue the

same method as in English, of making a poet

accompany a prose writer. First, Livy and Vir

gil; 2nd, Cicero with Horace and Lucretius ;

3d, Tacitus with Lucian ; Quintus Curtius with

Ovid; Augustus Vitellius Paterculus with Ca
tuUus and Tibcllus ; in the obscene way, Petro

nius Arbiter with Martial. I have no poets to

associate with Seneca and Pliny

Of French books, I would recommend the

following ; in History, Louis Le Gendres, and

Father Daniel's History of France ; Tuanus

and L'lFistorie de la Mere et du Fils, the me
moirs are endless ; but, the Duke de Sully, and

Cardinal de lietz, are at their head. Molieri

and Destarche are their most valuable poets

all Lc Sage's novels are inestimable. In epis

tolary writings thej' shine above all nations, bu

of their best, perha])S, are De Justes Count

L'Estrodcs, Madam Mainlcnon's and Sevig

but, above all, Pascal's Provincial Letters. The
merit of Montesquieu, and Montaigne is so noto

rious, that it is idle to take notice of them. The
style as well as the matter, (but read with cau

the time of its blossom. The Talavera, is a

smooth white wheat, the plants much larger, and
more vigorous than those of oiu- wheats, the straw un-

commmly bright and stiff, and the head as well as

grain almost tlouble the size of the purple straw, or

red chatf ; it branches much more than any wheat 1

have ever met with ; is earlier, and grows taller,

without the same lia'nlity to fall ; from a small ex-

periment made with a view to ascertain that fact, I

have no doubt of its being a hardier wheat, and better

adapted to wet land than any in cultivation among
us.—After distributing among a number of my agri-

cultural friends in Virginia and Maryland, twelve or

fifteen bushels of this product, 1 sowed the residue at

ditferent periods, from the 2iid to the 2jrd of Octo-
ber, in a variety ot situations and soil, both in corn

land and fallow so as to maks; the experiment a fair

one. It has at this time a decided superiority ove

any other wheat, either on my farm or in my neigh

bourhood, and from the luxuriance of its growth, i

the admiration of all who have seen it. Should th

jjruduct equal its present promise, I shall have it i

my power to furnish a considerable quantity ot" seed

to such of your agricultural friends, as may desire it.

and upon terms much more favourable than I myself
have obtained it.

Besides the Talavera, I have attempted the culti

ition of six other kinds of foreign wheats, from the

Mediterranean. I^evant, and Black Seas ; but two
however, have succeeded at all, the Minorca, and
fagan Rock, and even those, as yet, not well.

With great respect,

I am your obcd't serv't,

JOHN C. SCOTT.

son, and I understood this property is peculiar to

this species of fowl : it is, howevtr, rather an ad-
vantage than otherwise, as the common kind, can
incubate their eg.^-s, and foster their young.
The wisdom and benevolence of Providence may be

traced in all the works of creation ; and in the above
iccount, we may behold a striking instance of the

Divine Bounty, in not only making an ample provision

for the perpetuation of the species, but in granting

superabundance for the use of man.
I remain sir.

Your obedient servant,

G. C. JENNER.
Stone, near Berkhi, GlovcesUrshire, 7

October llth, 1819. 5

OccasionaV lEiittYacts

.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON THE FEEDING OF POULTRY,
And a Statement of the extraordinarij produce of Ttvc

Jims. April 2d, 1820,

Dear Sir,—I copy the foUowingfrom the Europe-
an Magazine, for November, 1819, on an improved

tion,)ofRosseau and Dutembert's are not less toK')'°'l°' ''"'I'^g poultry leaving to yoior judgment

be admired ; and every scrap of Scarron is worth '° ^'ve it a place or not >n the American Farmer.

its weight in gold.

TO THE EDITOR OF T

Western Viein near Jcffcrs'

MERICAN FARMER.
Culpepper County, Virg.

March 2rth. 1820.

Dear Sir,—Having seen in the summer of 1818, a

most extraordinary accoiwit of the qiialities and p

As the following account, together with the fe

observations I have made on the management and
feeding of fowls, may prove acceptable, and afford

some useful hints to many amongst the numerous
readers of your entertaining and widely circulated

miscellany, you will oblige me by giving them a place

in your work.
1 procured two pullets of the black Spanish kind

which were hatched in June, 1813, and fed them con

duction of a wheat, then recently introduced intostantly myself twice aday,alternating, their food, that

England from Spain, cailed the Talavera, and stated is, I gave them corn in the morning, and in the after

to be selling at twenty guineas the bushel,—I wasin-jnoon boiled potatoes mixed with fresh bran, but 1

duced to order a few bushels, which in consequence never allowed them to take a fuil meal of com. Th
of some difficulty and delay in procuring, did not'had a small orchard to range in, where, in the cour

reach me, until the last of January. The correspon-jof the day, they occasionally picked up worms and

dent of my friend in Liverpool, of whom some inqui- other insects; and I have observed that poultry of all

ry was made as to its character, stated that though a kinds eagerly seek for animal food, even after they

winter.nr fall wheat, it succeeded well,sown in spring, have satiated themselves with corn : indeed, Icon-

Desirous if posiible to anticipate a crop, so as to get ceive a portion of animal food, essentially requisite

speedily into seed, I immediatelyprepared four acres to preserve them in a healthy state,

of land' (which the then favourable state of the wea- The above mentioned pullets began to lay about

ther enabled me to do) three of which were part of a the middle of November, and continued to do so, till

clover field, the other a naked tallow—both preparediwithin the last ten days, whe;i they began to moult

on the spur of the occasion, upon which I harrowed their feathers, having produced three* hundred a7td

sixty-seven cggs\ much larger and finer than t/iOK

of the common foivl ; seven e^gs weigh one pound
avoirdupuise, so that I have been furnished with the

astonishing weight of more than fifty-three pounds
nearly the whole nutritious and wholesome food.from

hens. They were never broody, nor showed any
disposition to sit at any time during the whole sea

in after a single ploughing, four bushels of the wheat,

on the 6th of February; it vegetated early in March,
grew rapidly, notwithstanding a violent assault from

the hessian flv, which at one time threatened its de-

struction; came in simultaneously with my other va-

rieties of wheat, and yielded to my own astonishment,

and that of my neighbours, sixty-eight bushels, or an
average of seventeen, per acre; at least one third how-
ever of this quantity was the product of the naked
fallow, the clover lay at that season, as might have
been expected, proving a serious disadvantage to the

spring crop- The quality though inferior to the seed

imported, surpassed any expectation, which could

have been indulged under all the disadvantages at

tending the time, and manner of seeding : unaided too

as it was in its struggle for maturity by a single show-

on PBF.SEnvlSG TOBACCO BETIS FBOM THE HATAOES OF THE

Calvert County, 28/A May, 1819.

Mr. Skinner,—
I have tried the decoction of Sassafras upon

the tobacco fly, without effect. I then made it

with tobacco and red pepper, which also failed ;

I have tried brimstone without effect, and a num-
ber of my neighbours have done the same ; since

your publication about the brimstone, your friend

Mr. Mason, from St. Mary's, has been to my
house ; we had a conversation respecting brim-
stone being put on tobacco beds, he was still of

n opinion, that it would answer. I am of a dif-

ferent oijinion, and a number around me have
tried it without effect ; he hinted to me a plan,

which I think would effectually prevent the de-

predations of those insects; which was, to fence

the beds in with a plank one foot broad, as soon

they are burnt and sowed.— I do not believe

a fly would hop six inches high, and I do not

know that they crawl any, if they do, they can be
prevented from getting over the plank by tar-

ing of it.

Mr. Skinner,
You would convey to many of us farmers a

very useful informatjon, if you would say some-
thing on the subject of Tanning ; most of us are

in the habit of tanning our own leather, finding

that our upper leather wears better and is more
impervious to water, than that which is tanned at

the established tanning, but our sole leather is

not as good, not knowing how to raise it so as to

give it a sufficient thickness. Our mutton skins

would also be very useful to us for many pur-

poses on the farm, but we do not understand the

mode of tanninj; them. Often being much in-

ured and sometimes entirely spoiled in the lini-

ng, and are always very dark, not knowing how
to give and retain that brightness which the

northern tanned skins have.

It would seem that Mr. Jenner's hens laid more
than an egg a day ! ! ! a fine breed truly. Ed Am. F

1 1 should here observe, that I had my hen roost

robbed several times in the course of the summer,
and lost probably from 20 to 30 eggs ; but as I could

not ascertain precisely the number, I have not reck-

oned them, consequently, my statement is within the

number actually laid.

Mr. Skinner,
J Subscriber in page 413, Vol. I., of your

American Farmer, intiuires, " Who has suc-

ceeded in grafting or budding chesnuts ?" In

the preceding sentence, he speaks of the large

Spanish chesnut, to which I presume he here

alludes.

In the spring of 1814, I embarked at Bor-

deaux in the brig Rambler, and among various

other exotics, brought with me two young Spa-

nish chesnut trees, about 6 feet long and of the

;hickiiess of my thumb—they had been grafted
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the veal ; and their confined state will preveni

the running their fat and fiesh away. By \'\ck

ing the chalk, acidity which often causes :

looseness, is prevented. A pen or stall eight

or nine feet square, is sufficiently large for

or nine calves. The pen must be kept veiy dry

and clean. By a strap round the neck, they

should be led morning and evening to suck the

cows, chained in their respective stalls, then led

back to their own. In this manner, calves may
accidentally destroyed, the other is thriving, andjbe taught to suck other cows than their dams

;

several gentlemen have taken grafts from it, but but this is seldom necessary

on the common horse chesnut (maran d' inde)

the preceding season, the wounds not heale'^-i

up yet.—On my arrival at Boston, I found k

inconvenient to transport them by land in their

full size, and being obliged to travel with ex-

pedition to the seat of government : I cut down
the tops and furnished several of my Boston

friends with grafts from them. They both took,

but grew slow. I transplanted them 3 times to

try the difference of soil, one of them has been

gentlemen have taken gra

I have not understood yet how they have sue

ceeded, though I know it to be a common prac

tice in the south of France, where the trees ar(

cultivated for their fruiS as well as in Spain,

which serves the lower classes of people for the

main part of their sustenance in lieu of bread.

.4 Subscriber further remarks on the sub

ject of fencing; that stone walls and live bed
ges are objectional on account of the vermin
and cattle which destroy them, and the repairs

can only with difficulty and cost be effected. I

would suggest to plant locusts upon the lines

every four feet apart ; in the course of ten years,

supposing they have all taken, cut down every

other one, split the body into rails, mortice the

standing trees, and you will have a neat, cheap,

and lasting post and rail fence, which will give

a handsome appearance to your farm. I have
been told tliat locusts planted, about the time
of their first signs of vegetation, which is here

about generally in the first or second week in

April, seldom fail by transplanting ; it is also a

fact known to me by repeated trials, that suck
ers thrown up from the root, seldom succeed in

that operation, the young trees must be takei

from the seed bed, where the straight ones can
be selected for that purpose.

Respectfully your's,

A. W. PREUSS.
MonCasil, 3d Ajiril, 1820.

To Prevent Bottled Ciderfrom Bursting.

Woodla-um, Surry, (F/r^.) March 26lh, \&20.
Mr. Skinner.
Make a strong frame of plank, say li or 2 inches

thick and 9 deep, by locking it together edge wi;

place it in the cellar and set the bottles of cider
it, (after being well corked) as close as possible, i

til it is entirely filled, except the space for one bottle
which must be left to commence taking ihem from,
when wanted for use. Then put clean fii;e sand
on them, and settle it between the bottU-s, by throw
ing on alternately water and sand, until the sand is

well settled half way up the neck of the bottle. In
that situation the bottles will be preserved, tilled

with the very best cider for any length of time.
By placing ice on the sand over the quantity of bot-

tles proposed to be used a day, it will be as cool as
if put into ice water.

TO MAKE FAT AND WHITE VEAL.
" The Calves, as soon as capable of running,

should be shut up in a dark warm pen, or stall

with a small manger, breast high, in which un
sifted Indian corn meal should be given to them
daily, in such quantities only as they will con-
sume ; with a small bundle of fine hay tied up,
and a lump of chalk within their reach. The
licking and eating of these, will create an in
creased appetite for the cow's milk, and con
tribute so much to fatten them as to make in-

here cows are pro-

perly fed, except where you wish to make an

extraordinary sized calf, by keeping it a week
or two longer than usual.—The cows should be

well fed upon good hay, and piimkins, and boil

ed or steamed potateos, mashed and mixed with

hay tea, to which a handful of ground linseed

cake, or some flaxseed jelly, may be occasion

ally added. If the hay has not been salted when
housed, or stacked, a handful of salt should be

given twice a week. The hay tea is most pro

fitubly made, by collecting the blossoms and
leaves of clover from the barn floor, barn entry,

or from the horse troughs, and after putting

them in a tub, by pouring boiling water on them
Cows are very fond of the water, and by sprink

ng a handful of the corn meal over the bios

soms after they have drank it up, <j|ey will free-

ly eat them.—To make veal white, bleed calves

in the neck every third day, in clear weather,

during the third and fourth week, until the calf

is nearly faint, which may be known by his eyes.

These bleedings should be in the middle of the

day, after the calf has nearly digested its morn
ing's meal. No animal is mere subject to a

plethora, or too much fullness, than calves

they therefore bear bleeding well. On this ac

count also, they should be moderately fed at

first, and blood must be taken away whenever
they loathe tlieir food."

wim 'W'Mmrmi,
B.\LTIN!ORE, FRIDAY, APlUL U, 1820.

TO PREVENT SKIPPERS IN BACON.
Take of red pepper finely powdered, one table

pnonful for svery joint of meat, and rub it on the
meat with the salt, when it is first cut up. It has
been often tried, and wasneverknown to fail in pro-
ducing the above effect.

rj-A NEW METHOD OF GRAFTlNCi TREES.
Acommon method of grafting, is by making a trans-

I'crse sectii-n in the bark of the stock, and a perp. ii

licular slit below it ; the bud it then pusied down to

give it the position it is to have. This method is n-it

Ways successfnl : it is better to reverse it by making
the vertical slit above the transverse speiior,, and
pushing the bud upward into its position ;—a method

liith rarely fails of success ; because as the s.ip de-

scendsby the bark, a.; has been ascertained, and does
net ascend, the bud thus placed above the transv
section, receives abundance, but wlien placi-fi ht

the sap cannot reach it. Annaks de Chmi

X the air be not sufficiently moist to render that ope-
ration unnecessary. Those gentlemen have comma-
iiicated the foregoing fact to the board of agriculture.

dj'LucERNE Seed—We can inform any of our
subscribers, who may wish to procure lucerne seed,

where a few pounds may be had, (say about 20,)
which we know to be fresh and good. It was import-
ed this spring by a gentleman, who purposely sent for

.ibout that much more than he would want, to give an
opportunity to those who might wish to make trial of
it—Not to undersell those who make a business of
selhng seed ; the price will be 50 cents per pound.

(CTLaudable Zeal,—We perceive by the last

Albany Plough Boy, that a gentleman of that state, pro-
poses to pay a visit to Mr. Barney, of Delaware, for
the sake of obtaining on the spot, information as to

his agricultural practices, and management of his live

stock, especially his Bakewell Sheep,—We are per-
suaded that agricultural tours of this son, would
conduce much more to the wealth of the country, and

much to the health of the parties, as many
others which are performed both at home and abroad,

in a manner more ostentatious and expensive.

Seventy cattle of very superior size and qua-

lity, were brought to this market last week, for

sale by Mr. Daniel Mc Neall, of South Branch
of Potomack, Virginia, Of these, a lot of thir-

ty were purchased by Mr. Rdsk, at 9 and glO
per hundred—each one of which, avaraged up-

waids of 1100 weight. This gives to the gra-

zier, the handsome sum of upwards of S 3000

for thirty cattle, which will probably, when
sold, leave in the hands of the victualler, a nett

profit of from S6 to S800—We again repeat

ihal tlie piofits of grazing, and the agricultural

courses necessary to the success of the grazing

system, at once the most beautiful and the

most improving to the land, is not sufficiently

understood in this state.

Grass and Root Crofis, which lie at the very

bottom of such a system, are just beginning to

become the subject of conversation.

We have on our file, some remarks on the

uses and importance of root crops, from the

pen of Mr. Pickering, which well deserve to

be framed and hung up over every Maryland
"armer's fire-place. •

On the subject of HKnoiNO, the reader having

first read the essay of fiiend Kiik, in tlie first

volume, will now find thfe balance of what is ne-

cessary to be known, condensed in the paper

from A.' Alexander, in this number; it was in-

tended for the first volume.

A communication is on hand from Charleston, South
Carolina, on Hedging, setting forth the fitness of the

Id rose, called Multiflora, for that purpose ; we
wait until we can get the engraving prepared, which
it embraces.

per b

1 this .^farket.Present Prices of Coun

Actual .sales of AVuEiT— Rf.ii, per bushel 95 to gl—
Vhite do. 106 to 110—CfiuN, white, 45 to 50 cts

ther grains as report of last week

—

Live cattle, g7
rrTO PROTECT TURNIPS FROM THE FLY."? «— "i^teh, 25 cts. Eggs, 15 cts--REEF, prime
„ pieces, 10 cts,—MrTTOv, 6 to « cts

—

^^Potatues, per
Experiments made by Lord Sharet and Mr. Gray, bushel Sr>, to 50 cts—Onioss STi cis—Con Fish, per

have convinced them that lime, sown by hand or dis-U,iii,-al, S3 to 3 25—N. E. Bea.vs per bushel, gl to
tributfd by a machine, is aa infallible protection toh 25—Chv-fse, §8 to 10—Flour, from the wagons,
turnips, against the ravages of the fly. It should belgl 6;i—Whiskey, from do. 29 to 30 cts—tJAT, §16
applied as soon as the turnips come up, and injhejto S^7. A few lihds. of Virginia Tobacco, New

fi
., ,.fl- . ",, 7" J

'" ''""^^ "'-same daily rotation in which they were sown. The Crop, sold the present week, for 86 50 cts.—old d«,
hnite dttterence in ti>e growth and goodness of|limfi should be slacked immediately befoije it isusedjg? 75.
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bill.

box

llliEl", Nortlicrn mess 1

No. 1. - ^ii'hokml

No. 2. - 3
Uacon,
Butter, Firkin, vliolesote.

toffee, first (luality,

-

secuiul do.

Cotton, - - - -

Twist, No. 5, -

No. 6 n 10,

No. 1 1 a 20, -

No. 20 a 30, -

Chocolate, No. 1,

No. 2, - - -

No. 3,

Candles, mould
dipt,

sperm:\ceti,

Cliccse, American,
Foathcrs, . - - -

I'isli, cod, dry,

licrring.s, Siisquchaiinah,

mackerel. No. I a 3,

sliad, trimmed,

riotir, superfine, -

fine, - - - -

middlings,

rye, ....
Flaxseed, rough, -

cleaned, -

Flax, . -

Hides, dried, . . - •

Hog's lard, ....
Leatlier, soal, - . - •

Jlolasses, Havanna,
New Orleans, -

sugar house, -

Oil, spermaceti,

PORK, mess or 1st quality,

prime 2d do.

cargo 3d do.

Plaster, - - - -

ground
nice, . - . -

SriniT3,Brandy,French, 4th proof gal,

peacli, 4th proof

apple, 1st proof

Gin, Holland, 1st proof

do. 4th proof

do. ^. England -

Uum, Jamaica,
American, 1st proof

Whiskey, 1st proof

Soap, American, white, - lb.

do, brown, -

Sugars, Havanna, white,

brown, N. Orleans,

loaf. . - -

lump, . - . -

Salt, St. Ubes, -

Liverpool, ground, -

Shot, all sizes,

TOBACCO, Virginia fat,

do. middlings,

Rappahannock,
Kentucky,

small twist, manufactured, lb.

pound do. ...
TEAS, Bohea, -

Souchong, -

Hyson Skin,

Young Hyson,
Imperial, ...

WOOL, Merino, clean, -

unwashed, •

crossed, clean,

unwashed, -

common country, clean,

unwashed, -

skinner's

10
60

3 50

ol.2 50
6

7 75
5 50

5
4 50
4 a

none,
do.

do.

gal.

bbl.

POETRY.

TIIF, FAITHFUL FRIEND.

9

7 87
6
5 50

5

4 25

50
1

1 SO

2 50

1 50

My father left ten thousand pounds.

And wi I'd it all to me;
My friends like sunflies, flock'd around.

As kind as kind cnuld be.

This sent a buck, and that a bear.

And some the Lcrd knows what;
In short I thought I could declare

No man such friends had got.

Tlicy ate my meat, they drank my wine,

In truth so kind were they,

Tliat be the weather wet or fine,

They'd dine with me next dav.

They came—and like the circling year,

The circling glass went round ;

Till something whisper'd in my ear,

" Ah, poor ten thousand pound !"

" Pshaw ! stuff'!" cried I " I'll hear it not

" Hcsides, such frievds are mine,

"That what they' have will be my lot,

" So push about the wine I"

Tiie glasses rung, the jest prevail'd,

'Twas summer every day I

'Till lik^ flower by blight assaii'd.

My thSsands dropt away.

A!as ! and so my friends dropt off.

Like rose-leaves from the stem ;

My fallen state but met their scofT,

And I no more saw them I

One friend, o?ie honest friend remain'd.

When all the locusts flew.

One that ne'er shrunk, nor friendship /fJ^'n (/,

My faithful DOG \—'tiuas you >

ON THE EXCRETORY DUCT OF THE FEET
OF SHEEP.

\n. n. Livhigston, Esq ]

The diseases of animals and their cnre, depends

upon an accurate knowledge of their structure, 1 take

•1 Ca\vv\og\\e o£ feeeds,

Just received per ship Armata, from Liverpool,

AND FOR SALE BY

ROBERT CARMICIIAEL,
.It Slori'.A'n. lh,J\'jrlh Gay Street, Baltimore.

W- will warrant the scp.ls fi-csli, from last year's grown

ALSO,—GENUINE SORTS AS REPRESENTED.

\-
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and after deducti

As soon as our experimenter has collected his corn

and potatoes in the fall, he cuts off carefully the stocks,

which he removes to his yard as a future source of ma-
nure. The following spring, after having put out all

his winter manure, he sows oats two bushels to the acre

;

and at han'est, has, say two hundred and thirty bushels.

At the first of October, he having in August broke up
his oats stubble, ploughs again his ground, after laying

out his summer manure, and sows one and a half bush-

els of wheat to each acre ; and the foUowmg March red

clover and timothy seed, in the proportion of three of

the former, to one of the latter. And at harvest, if th

season would have allowed him by his former mode o

farming, when wheat had been sown upon oats stubble,

without lime, admitting the same quantity of manure,

fifty bushels of wheat, he now has certainly one hun-

dred and ten bushels. Immediately after harvest, he
sows equally over his young grass ten bushels of ground
gypsum* and keeps all stocks carefully from treading

• There exists great diversity of opinion amongst
farmers with respect to the modus operajuli of the sub-

stance. That, in some situations it powerfully promotes
the growth of certain vegetables, especially red clover.

is put beyond all dispute ; but whether this is efiected

by the gypsum being taken up as a food for plants

;

whether it acts as a mere attractor of atmospheric mois-

ture ; or whether by its stimulating properties, is yet in-

volved in much doubt, and uncertainty.

The first opinion which gained pretty gener.il credit

on this subject, was, that the plaster of Paris acted only
by attracting moisture from the surrounding air, and
the practice of sprinkling the substance on the tops, or
leaves of vegetables, seems to have been founded on this

opinion.

It has been said, however, by some late analysis of
vegetables, whicli had been exposed previously to th

action of this substance, that it was found within the

plants. If so, it must produce its effects as a manure,
and when thrown on the leaves in this case, it cannot
act until it has found its way to the surrounding earth,

and been taken up by the absorbents of the plants.

By some recent experiments which I myself have
made, and which are strongly corroborated by simili

trials made by an honourable and ingenious member of
this society, Mr. Gray, and lately mentioned to

would appear that this is really the method by which
the gypsum produces its effects ; and that it is much bet
ter applied directly to the soil.

A quantity of plaster, say two bushels to the acre was
thrown cai-efully over the land prepared for Indian corn,
On this crop it showed little, or no influence, nor was
its effect seen upon the crop of oats and wheat which
followed in succession ; but on the clover sown upon
the wheat, and which was the fourth crop from the re
ceptiou of g\ psum, it produced its full power. (1) The
growth of the grass in this instance wasmuch more lux.
uriant than tiiat on which the plaster was sown in the
common way as a top dressing. Several experiments
of a similar n;;;ure, were followed by like results- It re.

(1) For a theory of gypsum, see the Farmer, Februa
.^ry XOth, 1820—and page 338.

his ability to pay it, from his surpli

Clear gain on, Corn crop 30 b. at 75 i522 50

Potatoes 500 - - 40 200 00

Contra. Principal due for lime
Interest for four years

on it until the following spring, when ciioosing a pro-

Iper time, he coats again with a similar quantity of plas-

ter of Paris, and in the course of this summer takes off

ten tons of hay ; and as he has but the one lot, and

designs to progress with his course of improvements,

without interruption, he pastures his ground until No-
vember.

Tlie debt contracted for lime, is now however, due ;

ngi usual crops, we will examine

Oats
Wheat
Hay

„„ - - 50 40 00
60 - - 200 120 00

10 tons 20 00 200 00

S582 50

Our experimenter A. having thus in his first at-

tempt succeeded, even beyond his most sanguine

hopes ; becomes more bold in his efforts. He aban-

dons at once, all his old prejudices, and reaches ea-

.erly after the golden prize, which he now views as

certainly within his grasp. He returns to his friend,

and obtains a new loan of four himdred dollars, for the

,»me period, and on the same terms as before. He
purchases one thousand bushels of lime, lays it on his

clover sod in the fall, and breaks the whole up eight

iclies deep ; the following spring he flushes his

ground again the same depth, harrows flat, and crosses

out as formerly, with this difference only, that from

eat increase of straw, stalks, and hay, he finds

himself now in possession of manure sufficient to fill

his corn, as well as his potato rows

;

8200 00
48 00

Admit for extra seed and Libour 1-6

;

nett surplus}»-

It would be impossible, by any train of reasoning, to

prove that this additional quantity of produce can actu

ally be taken from a poor soil, by the sim])le mode of
cultivation here mentioned, aided by a single coat of fif-

ty bushels of lime to each acre. It requires, either, that

the farmer shaU try the experiment, or that he rely on
tlie assurance of those who have done so Aware that

my single testimony to this point would be insufficient

for those who are sceptics upon this subject, I would
refer such to others, who have fairly tried, and careful-

ly calculated the effects of lime : there are happily se-

veral of these in our own county ; and on them I am
'Ding to risque a corrobei-ation of my statements. To

resume, however, the subject.

quires, however, fiirther time and more experiments to
settle completely this question. And tliat it should be
fully uiiderctood, is of no little importance to agricultu-

rists.

That gypsum will not often act beneficially in the
ighbourhood of rivers or the ocean has been consi-

dered a singular phenomena, its explanation however,
does not appear difficult. Gypsum is a compound, and
not a simple substance. It is a combination of sulphu-
ric acid, and lime, or a sulphate of lime ; and before it

can produce any good effect upon plants, it must meet
with some property in the soil to which it is applied to

decompose, and render it active. Many such proper-
ties exist in soils. As, for instance, 1, nitrate of pot-

ash ; 2, nitrate of Soda ; 3, muriate of Soda, or common
salt ; 4, carbonate of Soda, &c. &c. By a combination
with many of these substances, properties are disenga-
ged which promote the growth of vegetables. This
will not happen, however, when gypsum comes in con-
tact with common salt. Here a double decomposition
happens ; the sulphuric acid of the gypsum forming
v/Kh the Soda of the salt, a Glauber salt—whilst the
muriatic acid, with the lime forms a muriate of lime.

And, as neither of these substances promotes the growth
of plants, it must be obvious, that the plaster of Paris
applied to a soil impregnated with common salt will re
main inactive.—And tiiis is the case frequently will

lands in the neighbourhood of the ocean, or salt w.itei

rivers or lakes.

this he does, and

narrows the distance between his grains of corn to nine

inches. In other respects he tills his ground as before,

d in the fall receives corn two hundred and eighty,

d potatoes seven hundred and fifty bushels.

All potato stalks, corn stalks, &c. he carefully re-

moves to his barn yard, which together with his usual

, en.ibles him the next season to cover his

ground with this substance ; he sows his oats at the

rate of two and a half bushels to the acre ; and at

harvest pretty certainly cuts three hundred and fifty

bushels.* He sows his wheat two bushels of seed per

acre, after having added all summer manure ; and the

823' 50 following spring grass seed, as before ; and is addi-

tionally enabled to give the whole a good top dressing

with his winter manure. His wheat crop this year

can hardly fall below nineteen busliels per acre, or

one hundred and ninety bushels from his whole
ground; and the subsequent year after again top-

coating his ground with his winter manure he as cer-

tainly receives fifteen tons of hay. His account will

then stand thus

:

Cle.ir proceeds from first experiments £237 50

Nett gain, on proceeds of last crops.

Corn, 150 .it 75 112 50
Potatoes, 250 " 40 100 00
Oats, 120 " 50 60 00
Wheat.
Hay,

80 " 2 00

5 tons 20 00

Contra, Principal for lime - - 400 00

Interest 4 yeai'S, - - • - 96 00

Admit for extra expenses and labour ? gg qq
one sixth nett gain, say 5

41183 50

A—, has now gotten his land equal to a second rate

soil, and .at the end of eight years, instead of his im-

provements h.iving cost him any thing, he finds him-

self actually indebted to his land to the amount of

gl83 50 : and from the immense increase of its pro-

ceeds he feels sure of arriving by the most rapid

* Throughout this Essay I have mentioned oats as

one of the farmers' crops. It may be well to suggest

that this has been done more to conform to the habits

of farmers, and practice of the neighbourhood, than

from any belief that I have of oats being either a pro.

Stable crop, or but a shght exhauster of land. Barley

ould doubtless be better if substituted in tlie plate

of oats. An acre of first or even second-rate soil will

produce more barley than oats : and the price of the

former is generally double that of the latter. The
straw is moreover better as a food for cattle : aud tl»e

oil is as little injured by the one as the other.
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jjradationa U> ihe 'itmost point of all liis hope:

borrows no more muney— liis land requires no more
lime—the vetjetatioii u[<on it is luxuriant : from his

stalks, straw and hay he is enabled by judicious ma
iiagement to make larpe qiiantities of prime manure
tins he uses to the Ijest advantage. He runs his plough
(luring the four following years, at the breaking up of
his ground prfvio^is to Ihe reception of each crop,

twelve inches deep ; the TOots of his grain and gras;

are thereby ena'iled to extend themselves freely : too

much, or too little rain does him no considerable injury

He flushes Ins ground in the fall, and the grub disap.

pears, ur if any remain, or chance to cut off a stalk of

his young corn, the depth, and strength of his soil throws
it up again immediately. If Hessian fly should cut part

of his wheat, a new growth still produces an abundant
crop. The insect producing stunt, has been destroyed
in embr)'o, in his beds of compost. And at the expira-

tion of his third course of crops, which cannot well B<

lets than a nett gain from his last course :

—

From his last course, of

Cwn, 220 b. at 00 75 SI 65 00
Potatoes, 250 - 00 40 100 00
Oats, 250 - 00 50 125 00
Wheat, 150 - 2 00 320 00
Hay, 5 tons 20 00 100 00

Contra. Admit for extra labour, &c. one;
third . . . <_

Nett grain from former crops

ii723 50

Our experimenter has then, in a period of twelve

jears, gained nearly one hundred dollars on each acre

of his "land; instead of having expended, as is the

generally received opinion, double that sum by its im-

provement. .\nd wh.it is vastly more important, he

itas gotten a first rate soil, which will annually thence

forward, as long a. he pleases, yield him clear ot all

cost, the nelt interest of five hundred dollars per'

acr^.;

I know that public 5;entiment, or private opinion

may, and reasoning n priori, probably will condemn
my whole system, and deny the correctness of my
calculations. I fear only, the sweeping declaration

i I know a lot of 10 .icres of land, (2) in Cecil County,

Maryland, owned and tilled by Adam Whann, Esquire,

which has been in wheat four successive years, ami

which it has been said by gentlemen of unquestiona-

ble veracity, has, during that term, fully averaged 400
bushels yearly. Some seasons the product has been

above, and somq a little below that quantity. This

lot IS now (1st of May 1819,) in wheat, I believe, for

the fifth year, without interruption, or change of crop,

and it is asserted by those acquainted with the subject,

looks better than it has ever done.

The wheat from this lot, has generally been .above

the standard weight, and has iieretofore been taken

off when that grain has sold in the market at from 2 to

o dollars per bushel. Thus producing to the proprie-

tor, in the space of fotn- years, at least 4000 dollars.

What may have been ihe expanse of seed, and cultiva-

tion in this case, and what the clear profit, I lejve to

others to di-termine.

I have also been assured, by Mr. HoUzbecker, re-

siding on his farm, near Newark, in this County, a

jjentlcman, whose word will not be questioned by tliose

who know him, and who has by the combined power
ofindustry, science, and the liberal use of wealth, just-

\y placed himself amongst the best farmers, and bene-

iactors of mankind, that he has received at tlse rale of

53 bushels of wheat to the acre, from some of his land.

This land too, it is well known, was but a few years

ago, when it came into the possession of Mr. HoUz-
becker, extremely sterile. He has improved chiefly

with lime.

C^) See note on page 10, No. 2.

ihat Ic IS impossible J should be correct—descend only

p.aniculars, and show me wherein 1 am wrong.

If' It be said, that I have rated our land, as it general

ly stands, too low, I have a cloud of witnesses ready to

attest the contrary. If it be thought that land

not be made to yield what we have assumed as the

maximum crops, proof positive, that much more may
l)e obtained, can easily be had. If the value of labour

allowed, or the market price of produce mentioned

be objected to, 1 allow each one to regulate these a;

he pleases: if he be reasonable, we shall not ma
terially differ in the result : and if he be unreasona-

ble, I do not wish his attention. I have before declar-

ed that actual experiments, information indubitably

correct, and careful observation, confirmed me in tli

opinion that poor land may, by the process and mear
before-mentioned in part, and partly yet to be detai

ed, be raised to first rate in point of quality in the

lime, and on the terms .assumed. Many other objec-

tions to our system which may have arisen in th<

minds of those not yet fully acquainted witli it, will

be replied to, in what remains of this essay. One pro.

minent difficulty will be here noticed. In the exam
pie taken, we had but a single lot of land, and that all

arable. When we come to apply our principles

farm, in all its varieties, there will necessarily be some
difference. Whereas, in the instance taken, we had a

31S810 00''^K"''"' ™"''"^ "' crops; one only in a yeai'.—There
'

.vould, on a full farm, be the whole of this course in one

season. .\nd the necessity in that case of having t

-sixths of t lie land fur pasture annually, would make, (i

cept the worth of the pasture) a deduction of one third

he clear profits. The whole of the nett profits of the

liree crops on the tt-n acres of land mentioned
f-xumple given, added together, makes the aggregate

sum §216100. If from this we deduct a one third

part, and allow nothing for pasture grounds, the sum
will be S720 00 ; from our exper.ments we had the

sum of §723 50 remaining, which being made applicable

to this allowance, leaves us .still able to show that a

farm of six separate lots or fields may be improved with

out expense.

A farm best calculated for easy improvement, and
when improved, ofl'ering the greatest profits in return

for the least active labour, is one consisting of ab

sixty acres of arable land, laid off in six equal divi-

sions. § Thus arranged, there may at all times be

one field set apart for the culture of corn and potatoes,

for oats, one for wheat, one for grass, intended

for the scythe, and two for pasture land. There

uld not, where the contrary can conveniently be

lided, be less than two fields appropriated to the

range of stock, as by alternate changes of pastiirei

the herbage is not otdy found to be more abundant,

nd the vegetation to continue later in the fall, and

commence earlier in the spring, but live stock of

II sorts, are known to thrive much better by such

changes, than when confined exclusively to one en.

. A plan has been suggested, and in some in-

stances adopted ; of mowing the whole ground of a

farm, not in grain, and freding live stock throughout

he year in tlie barn yard. This scheme certainly

possesses many and powerhil advantages; yet 1 am
fficiently acquainted with its disadvantages to de-

termine upon the propriety of adopting it generally.

§ Such a farm, I know, wniild be laughed at by ma-

ny agriculturists in the United States, who are in the

habit of cultivating from one to three hundred acres

Indian corn, and as much in wheat yearly ; but to

ch farmers I have nothing to say ; tlieir habits, and

perhaps I might add their prejudices on this subject, arc

much too firmly fixed, to be moved by reasoning powers
feeble as mine. Happily, however, for society, the great

bulk of farmers have too little land to think of tilling it

on so extensive a scale. The great object with these is to

receive the greatest possible quantity of produce from

the least given quantity of land, and with the smallest la-

bour .and expense. To such men 500 bushels of wheat,

1000 of Indian corn, 800 or 1000 bushels of oats or bar-

ley, with 20 or 30 tons of hay annually, would be consid-

ered a very good business ; and this quantity of produce

fr. m a farm of six ten acre fields, 1 believe quite possi

I'here should not, however, be less than one sixth of
he arable land constantiy kept in grass for the scythe.
Grass IS, m tact, one of the most essential, and inva-
luable articles, whether considered in relation to com-
fort or economy, with which the farmer has any con-

And either in a system of improvement, or for
the maintenance of the soil after it has been improved
to the utmost, it will be found absolutely indispensi-
ble. And it is equally certain that in order to derive
the greatest possible benefit from hay, it should be
fed m the farmer's barn-yard, and returned again at
proper periods in the shape of compost, to the soil.

The grass of ten acres of first rate soil, will, t ima-
gine, when properly fed to live stock, nett more on
the sale of that stock, than the hay would have done,
fsold in the market at twenty dollars the ton. And
the manure, an article, douotless, of the first impor-
tance to the farmer, will be retaine<l upon his land.
The quantity of live stock, should, however, at no
time be greater than may be found barely suffi-

cient, when kept on full allowance, to consume the
produce properly set apart for their use. This re.

nark is equally warranted by economy, and by human-

Although, perhaps, not strictly in its proper place, I

.vill yet here venture to observe, that whenever it is de-

signed by the farmer to cut grass from any of his field.i

he succeeding year, such fields should be as carefully

:ept up from the range of cattle, as if they contained

vheat, corn, or any other species of grain. For, inde-

pendently of the injury sustained by the tender grass

crept close in the fall, and thus left exposed to

the frosts of winter, the feet of beasts, which are known
to be sharp, and their weight considerable, penetrate

urface of the soil, more especially in moist wea-
ther, and reaching the tender roots of tlie grass, so in-

jure them as to destroy, at least partially, the future

rop.

I have heretofore said nothing in relation to the most
proper soil for lime ; if it was possible, indeed it is to

be wished, that no one desirous of improving his land,

hould ever think of this. I feel persuaded it makes but
ittle diffisrence. Any soil not actually covered or sub-
ject to be covered by water, may be made first rate, in

point of quality, by a judicious use of lime. Few things

'ndeed have more deterred farmers from attempting to

mprove their soil than this ideal opinion that land where
and abounds, or stiff soil, where clatj is the principal

component part, cannot be improved, and cultivated to

advantage.

An opinion has, in some way or other, gained gene-

ral credit, that manure of any kind, when applied to

a light or sandy soil, filters through it as a seive, and
lost. It is most assuredly a mistaken idea. A
M-e bed of sand, if level, and not blown away by
; wind, may be made a luxuriant soil. If of an

inequal surface, being at first light, it m.ay be more
uncertain in its improvement, because the upper lay-

, may be suddenly washed o!f by hea-

vy rains. 1 am fully aware, indeed, that by the man-
hich farmers of this county have generally

applied their manure, upon this sort of soil, very lit-

tie advantage has resulted from its use. One or two
crops, perhaps, and it is no more seen : not, how-
ever, because it has sunk too deep into the ground,

but simply on account of its force h.avlng been ex-

pended. First, as the quantity given was by far too

mali, .and repeated at intervals too long ; and, second-

ly, by a law of nature, which compels a sandy soil,

from its inherent properties of lightness and heat, to

^^ive out more readily, and rapidly the substance of
manure, to any vegetable which chance or design may
throw upon it. Any partial and ill conducted attempts

therefore, to improve such a soil, will be productive

of but transient effects : for the same reason that a

cubic foot of earth thrown once in every hour into a

rapid current will be insufficient to arrest its course.

A sandy soil may, however, be made and continued

rich i it only requires to be choaked at once, and
suddenly. Lime must be laid on as fast as the land

will bear its eifucls, and manure must be added as

fast as it can be obtained. And it must, moreover, be

ploughed deej). This course will be found soon to

change its nature and properties ; and to render it ix
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productive, ajid as durably so, as any other soil

ever.*

A rich soil is every where the same. This point once

fairly attained, and the yellow, or white sand disap-

pears; nor is the cold, stiff, sterile clay any more seen.

And hence has been said, what will be found strictly

true, although at lirst view it seem paradoxical ; that

lime makes a stiff soil light, and a hght soil stiff. Com-
paratively speaking, this is certainly so. It makes all soils

rich, and" in this merges all distinctions.

Whilst on this subject I would caution land-hold-

ers, that they be sure their soil does abound with

sand before they pronounce it so. I have seen many
ti-acts of land which had been deemed, without any

dispute, as consisting almost entirely of sand ; and
which upon the surface was really the case, yet upon
inspection a few inches below, a stiff clay was found

to e.\ist. Where simllo-m ploug-hiiig has been practis-

ed upon any soil, for fifty, or a hundred years, witli-

out interruption, this state of things will invariably

be found to exist. If, indeed, the ground thus treat-

ed, has yielded any vegetation, all that adhesive and
soluble substance constituting clay, will either have
passed off ni the growtii of such vegetables, or will

iiave been wasted by evaporation, in the surrounding
atmosphere ; leaving nothing behind except those

minute pebbles which we denominate sand ; and which
in the nature of things could neither escape by evapo-

r.'Ytion, nor by the growtli of vegetable matter. It

seems to have been wisely designed by nature, to mis
a certain proportion of sand with the clay, which
constitutes the natural earth, in order to prevent the

latter from becoming too compact and solid, and to

impart to, and retain in it, a proper degree of heat

for the production of vegetable substances. We see

the same thing existing in the natural atmosphere
Here chymistry has discovered that it requires an ex
act mixture of different species of air, totally distinct

in their properties, to constitute an atmosphere, not

only proper for the growth of vegetables, but also for

the continuance of animal life.

Whenever therefore, a surface of sand presents it-

self to the fanner, 1 would suggest to him the pro-

priety of passing his plough a few inches deeper in

search of clay ; and am persuaded he will not often

be disappointed, or lose his labour. If he should still

discover no clay, he can make it by artificial means,
with lime and manure, as before-mentioned.

I have had frequent occasion, in the course of these
remarks to mention the propriety, and to recom-
mend the practice of deep ploughing. My reasons for

this, I will now attempt, as briefly as possible, to
plain.

It seems an invariable law of nature, applied to

every order, genera, ai\d species of trees, shrubs, and
plants, comprising the vepfetable kingdom, that they
shall absorb their nourishment from the earth, by
means of roots, with which each has, in proportion to

its size, been plentifully supplied. Such as have been
scattered over the face of the eartlt by the hand of na-

ture, and desipn&d to grow spontaneously, are found,
for the most part, to be furnished with these roots,

so strong and vigorous as to penetrate the hardest
soil, to a great depth, and to extend themselves in

despite of every natural obstruction, far and wide

;

and are thus enabled from the extent of ground they
occupy, however lean and poor the soil, to search ou'

and convey to their respective stalks nutritious mat
ter sufficient for their support and growth. Those

* It is a fact, that sandy land may be made rich ai

a salutary, alteration made by the portage of clay, ai

by deep ploughing, to reach another stratum; 'but
will always have its election of crops, and require
different 'management from natural stiff clayed sol

The lightness of the soil close about Baltimore ; the
immensity of manures placed on it, and the need of re-

nejved afipHcations in very short periods, make it needful
to ask the question, will not much less do on such soils

annually ?—if not, its locality is its life—whilst clay
lands at a greater distance can stand the tug.

EJil. ^in. Far.

getables, however, which more especially claim

the attention of the farmer, are not of this descrip

tion ; their absorbents (if the term be allowed) are

much more tender and delicate nature. And al-

though many of them mifjht be found to live under
guidance of chance, yet their product in

this way would amount to little or nothing: the ut

most industry and ingenuity of the farmer is con-

stantly necessary in order to insure a productive crop ;

and as this crop, as well as the verj' existence of the

plant which produces it, is made absolutely to de-

pend upon the vigilance of those roots, or absorbents,

seek and convey it nourishment ; and as this nour-

ishment is no where to be found except in the soil, u

would seem to follow as a matter beyond contradic-

tion, that the more deep and extensive the .spread ot

their roots, the more there would be of this absorp-

tion : and consequently the more luxuriant the growlli

of the vegetable, and the more abundant its produce,

ng thus, it would remain for us to inquire,

'ng the proper depth of soil, for the most

perfect growth of any particular vegetable, how far

the roots of that \egetable would extend themselves

f uninterrupted by the stiffness, the hardness, or the

poverty of the soil.

Indian corn is, with us, an Important article in hus

ndry ; the roots of this plant are inconceivably nu
merous, and when at liberty, will extend themselves

to an astonishing distance. I believe if permitted,

they would penetrate several feet into the ground, and

their length, running off horizontally is seldom I im-

agine less than double that of the stalk above ground,

fith its leaves or blades extended. The extremity ol

hese fibres, or absorbents are however extremely ten

der, and few of them are found to sink below the

mark of the plough share, especially in a soil of any

stiffness ; meeting with resistance here, they pass ofl

and run a few inches only below the surface of th

ground ; they consequently soon exhaust the strength

of such a soil thus managed : and a<lditionally, from
their superficial situation a few days of hot and dry

weather arrests all further growth of the stalks.

—

Hence it is, th.it corn upon a poor and shallow soil

11 grow tolerably well for a few weeks at first, but

when cl.ay abounds, will in the end, produce nothing
and for the same reason it is, that in a poor soil, where
sand prevails, and is consequently light, without th

"d of the plough, for several feet perhaps in deptl

astonishing crops will be produced, when compared
"th the appearance of the land.

It is not more obviously the interest, than it is the

wish and object of the farmer, to obtain the greatest

possible quantity of produce from the smallest given
quantity of land.

If our reasoning thus far, in relation to a deep soil,

be correct, it will follow, that to obtain the greatest

possible quantity of Indian corn, from the least allow-

ed quantity of land, the soil should be as deep as the

farmer can make it. It will not l)e possible with any
easonable degree of labour, to extend it beyond the

points we have already fixed at first rate, to wit,

inches. And admitting the same quality in

each acre, it will I think, be found on trial, that if

one acre of land, the soil of which is four inches deep,

and which has been ploughed for the crop, no deeper,
will produce twenty bushels of corn ; the same acre,

extending the soil and ploughing to eight inches, will

produce forty bushels : and if twelve inches eighty
bushels, with the same labour. The increase of pro-

duce, in this article especially, will keep more thai

even pace with the increase in depth of soil, because
independently of the proportionate increase of stalks

which a deep soil will bear, each staik will contain

more and larger ears. And as the soil, and conse
quent spread of roots, deepens, the danger from in

sects, accidents, and weather lessens.

I risque it as an opinion, confessedly, without any
actual experiment to support it ; that as a matter
curiosity, it might be possible to make some fraction of

an acre of ground so deep, and perfect in its soil, as

to produce and maintain to maturity one stalk of In-

dian corn upon every twenty-four inches of square sur-

face. If so, and we allow one good ear to each stalk,

and half a pint of grain for each ear, the product

Id be about at the rate of one hundred an.l SiXty-

eighl bushels to the acre.

"his may at first view seem an extravagant idea;
yet if we justly estimate the immense power which
land may be made to exert, and remembc r that corn
thus closely set, would prevent the growth of all ex-

ous vegetable matter, and consequently demand
but little tilling, the opinion may not seem so prepos-
terous. 1 know indeed of but one insurmountable dif-

ficulty in the w.ay of this product; the air and rays of
the sun would be nearly or altogether excluded, by the
closeness of corn thus planted. And yet, with such a
soil as here contemplated, even these might possibly
be dispensed with.

We have in the Memoirs of the New York Agiicul-
tural Society, a well attested instance of one hundred
and eighteen bushels of Indian corn having been rais-

ed at one crop, upon an acre of land." This is ap-
proaching nearer to my ideas of a perfect crop of this
grain, than any case I ha^e yet heard as being well
substantiated. The time will come, gentlemen ; it

must come, when the full power of land will be un-
derstood ; and when the now commonly receivefi opin-
ions on the subject will be viewed, as we esteem the
notions of those who once thought a bow and arrow,
or a stone and sling were the most powerful implements
of war, that the ingenuity of man could possibly in-

ent.f

It is well known, that in some of the western States
of the Union, where the soil has been accumulating by
tlie slow, but steady hand of nature uninterrupted,

til recently, by t'he agriculturi><t, for some thou-
sands of years, and where it has coiisequen'.iy acquir-
ed a quality perfectly congenial to the growth of vege-
tables : and a depth of from one to two, three, or more
teet, the most astonishing quantities of grain are an-
nually received from it, even in despite of the most
wretchedly careless, and slovenly system of farminu.

—

The diflSculty indeed, and in many instances the total
ii impracticability of disposing to any advantage of tiieir

surplus produce, takes away the prospect of gain
from the western farmer, and leaves him destitute of
that hope which alone can stimulate men to irreat and
successful exertions. Nature has there presented
them a soil which yields more than sufficient for
home consumption, almost without the aid of manual,
or the ingenuity of mental labour. A mode of tilling

their ground seems consequentially to have been com-
menced, which if persisted in, until time and use shall

have worn down their soil, can hardly fail tb leave the
then proprietors, in a worse siiuation, if worse be pos-
sible, than the farmers of the .\tlantic Slates now en-
dure. It may indeed be long before such a soil as
theirs can be exhausted ; it is much deeper than ours
lias perhaps ever been ; owing to causes, and explana-
tion of which woidd involve a discussion on the theory
of the formation of the American continent ; and
could not here be useful, as it would be foreign to the
object of this essay. It is sufficient that we know
their soil is much deeper, and that their crops, with

farming, are much more abundant than ours

;

and that this difference can be fairly attributed to no
other cause.

(_To be continued.)

A similar experiment with precisely the same re-
sult, as to quantity, has lately been made in Pennsyl-
vania. The manure used in both cases appears to have
been street dirt.

f We are told by Judge Bland, that in the province
of Chili, in South Americn, 50 bushels of wheat for onr.

soim is an average crop. If this quantity be the 7ne-

dium, what must be the greatest product > 'Perhaps the
power and worth of land is better understood in China,
than in any other part of the world. If historians, and
travellers h.ave not combined to deceive the world, a
Chinese will support himself, and a f;»mily of 8 or 1

9

souls by the cultivation of a piece of land less than ia

covered by many a farmer's barn and stock-fold.

In England, and even in our own country, near
large cities, and populous towns, 20 or 30 acres is

considered sufficient for a farm ; and the worth of
land in these situations soon induces the owners so t»

manage, as to discorer its power.
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OF A SEKIES OF

AgYvcwVUwal Essays,
Communicated hij Geo. fF. Jeffreys, Esq. of

JVortk Carolina, for publication in the Ame-

rican Farmer.

Amelia County, Va. Jug. I6th, 1818

Dear Sir,— I received your favour, da

ted the 28tli ult. and am very much pleased to

observe tlic rising and extendins;; spirit of

provenienls in agriculture, as is now evinced

by your and various other societies lately esta-

blished, which I view as the very l)cst security

I can have, that when T am no more, the la-

bour of upwards of thirty years improvement,
will not be spent in vain ; after contendinu;

against a host of prejudices, at a time when
there was no precedent to aid or direct me in

my course in this part of the state, being my
self a complete noviciate, but actuated by an

ardent desire of improvement, arising from the

exhausted state of the lands in this county

Avith a comparative view of them in Europe, de

stocli, and though they have double the quanti-

ty of manure put on them, as the fields have,

yet they do not improve as fast; a fact strongly

illustrative of the benefit of the enclosing sys-

tem. The average pr 'duce of the land for the

first years of cultivation was three bushels of

wheal per acre, and six bushels of Indian corn

per acre. Four or five years ago, the average

crop was from thirty to forty bushels of Indian

corn per acre, fifteen bushels of wheat per acre,

•)ucceeding the corn crop. For the last four or

live years the Hessian lly has been so destruc-

tiue, that I have not m;>de more than one tliird

of a crop of wheat each year, and this spring,

their destructive havoc appears to promise a de-

vastation not exceeded by any previous years.

What proportion of tlic general improvement
is attributable to plaster, I am unable to say

but on a considerable par', its apparent effect;

lavc been moderate, but on part, it has opera

ted by a magic, almost inrredible, so that the

t where the plaster has had its most benefi-

cial effects, tliough unaided by manure, and
cleared upwards of forty years ago, is now by
far the richest part of the farm, producing up-

termined me to attempt improvements, not onlyjwards of ten barrels of corn per acre, and more
of the land, but also of the manner of cuhivating](han twenty bushels of wheat, when not injured
crops, and I hope my exertions have not been by the fly and following a corn c
altogether unprofitable to society as well as Por the last four or five vears, the plaster has
to myself. Experience of the world has long not had the least visible effect, though annua!

ly used in a variety of ways, which I attribute

to the soil, being saturated with it. This idea

is corroborated by Sir Humphry Davy, in his

lements of Agricullural Chemistry ; he oh'

serves that the soil of Great Britain generally,

is unfavourable to plasters, and on analysing it,

he found a quantity of plaster in it, and con-

ludes, that the soil is saturated with it.

I have sent you the queries and answers on e

separate paper, unconnected with this letter

hich has become so prolix, that I am afraid,

you will hardly be able to wade through it with

patience. I hope you will excuse the many ego
tisms which tne nature of tlie subject has called

'rom me—hence I conclude with my best wish
es for the welfare of your society, and that

whatever benefit my small acquirements may
be able to render, is at their service whenever
equired.

I am with all respect,

Yours, respectfully,

WM. MERIWETHER,
G. IF. Jcffreya^ Esq.

1st. How long have you used the plaster ?

Ans. Upwards of sixteen years, the two first

years partially in trying experiments, about 12

years very liberally, and lor the last 3 years

only partially ; in the whole lime, I have usee

upwards of sixty tons, on 240 acres of land.

2d. What state was your land in, when you
began lo use the plaster

~

Ans As poor and exhausted as any in the

neighbourhood ?

3d, On what soil does the plaster succeed

best ?

Ans. On a coarse springy black jack land

where there is a considerable mixture of while

coarse grit, with a little black mould, usually

denominated here hominy land ; on this kind of

land the crops will usually grow oflF quick, and

as the heat of summer advances, burn up, turn

satisfied me, that to offer information or advice

unasked, is an unthankful office : but when so-

licited there is strong reason to believe, that it

will be duly appreciated—under these circum-
stances I have always been happy to have it in

my power to be able to communicate my mite,

to increase the slock of useful knowledge.
Previous to my answering your queries, I

thought it would not be altogether uninteresting

er irrelative, to give you a short narrative of

my agricultural progress, since I have resided

on this farm, though it has been very much im-

peded by ill health, professional and other en-

gagements. It is now somewhat upwards of

thirty years since I settled on this farm, about

45 miles from Petersburg, and 4 south of Apa-
mattox river ; this small poor tract of land, con-

tains about 340 acres, and when I settled on it,

there was about one half cleared, worn out, and

having more and deeper gullies than any tract

of its size in the county. The soil in its original

state, was a thin grey soil, its growth pine,

oak and hickory, very much inclined to be
spungy ; the substratum, a hard, tough, tena-

cious and barren yellow and red clay ; it is

extremely variegated, there being almost every

kind of soil on the tract and not one square
acre exactly the same. I have had for several

years 240 acres cleared, in four fields. The
course of crops, corn, wheat and clover two
years. Each field contains sixty acres, but in

•rder to receive as much benefit as possible from
the clover, one fourth part of the land is laid

off into four fifteen acre lots, which are grazed

fcy the stock, and the balance put under a rivig

fence, without dividing fences ; no more clover

is cut annually than is necessary to soil my
vrork horses ihrough the summer (as ihey are

kept in the stable the whole year) and mak
seed to season the fields, the balance lays and

rots on the land ; the lots have the same course

•f crops as the fields, but are grazed by the

yellow, and yield generally very light corps on
this kind of land. The effect of the plaster

has been beyond credibility, unaided by any
otner manure than its own growth of clover, it

has become by far the richest land I have,
yielding, generally ten barrels of corn per acre,

and twenty bushels of wheat (when not des-

troyed by the fly) after the corn crop. The
next best is a light deep sandy, and the stiffer

soils, the least effects.

4th. What quantity to the acre have you ge-
nerally used ?

Ans. Upwards of two bushels or nearly three

in the 12 years in which I used it liberally.

5th. In what way is it best applied to the

soil, with or without ploughing, with or without
other manure ?

Ans. On land, where there is a considera-

ble quantity of weeds, a bushel of plaster per
acre, sown broad cast over the weeds immedi-
ately before ploughing them in, will produce a

more speedy decay of the weeds, and consi-

derably benefit the ground ; also where ground
manured, the same quantity of plaster, sown

on the manure immediately after spreading, and
then ploughed in, will nearly double the effects

of the manure.
6ih. Have you repeated the application of it £

At what intervals and with what effect ?

Ans. I have used the plaster on the same
field every fourth year, as the field came in

course into cultivation ; sometimes I have sown
bushel of plaster per acre, over the ground,

where I applied manure, or where there was a

considerable crop of clover or weeds, at the

lime of breaking it up, for a corn crop, and al-

ways prefer breaking it up as late as possible,

so as to have it ready by the time of planting

corn ; and in that year I use it in various ways,
as stated in the several answers, and with more

less effect, according to the quality of the

land, for the above-mentioned period of twelve
years.

7th. To what kind of grain crops can it be
beneficially applied, and in what is it best ap-

plied to them ?

Ans. Indian corn, corn field peas, oats, buck-
heat, are all benefited by wetting them with

ater, and then rolling them in plaster, imme-
diately before planting or sowing them. My
manner of planting Indian corn is, by prepar-

mg it as follows, before planting, viz; as much
you can plant in two or three days, soak for

o days in water made as warm as you can
hear your hand in, without inconvenience

;

his water grown cold by time, is poured
off, and some more warm water poured

the soaked corn ; let it lay long enough
for the corn to become of the temperature
of the water ; at this time you must have
eady some tar, heated in a pot with a little

1 ater, a bottle or two quarts of tar is sufficient

for a barrel of corn ; you now pour off your
later from the corn, which water will do

to soak more corn in ; put the corn in a large

shallow tub or trough, so as you can come at it to

stir it about; pour on your tar and stir the corn

every grain is coated with it, which will be

done with great ease and expedition, then you
|)ut half as much plaster as corn, and mix it up
well together—if it is to dry, that is if all the

plaster is not moistened, add a little water,
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plaster was put on and around every plant of

tobacco in every other row ; it produced a very

singular effect, which was visible as far as the

tobacco could be seen ; in the unplastered rows,

there was a great deal of thin yellow tobacco,

30, 40, to 100 and upwards of plants in a row
quite yellow, while the plastered rows were
dark green, thick and larger tobacco than the

unplastered, and there could not be found one
yellow plant in the whole lot in the plastered

rov.'S. Irish potatoes is the only succulent

crop I have found benefited by rolling the seed

in plaster, at the time of planting. With re-

spect to the leguminous crops, the corn field

pea, and the garden pea, is very much benefited

by wetting them and rolling them in plaster, at

the time of planting ?

9th. To what kind of grasses can it be benefi-

cially applied ? and in what way is it best ap-

plied to them ?

Ans. The only kind of grass to which I have
applied the plaster is clover, which I generally
sow the last of February or first of March ; aboul
the middle of April I give a dressing of plaster,

at the rate of one bushel per acre, and no more
at any subsequent time, though it would be
benefited by an annual dressing. I have
meadow, though I have a variety of grasses on
the farm. I am opposed to meadows unless on
tide water, the reason for which I at present
must defer, and confine myself to the queries

10th & last. What has been the increased
product per acre of grain and grass crops, from
plaster alone.

Ans. This is rather a difficult question tc

solve, according to the sense in which it is taken,

when confined to plaster alone, it must mean the

first experiment on the common land, unaided
by manure ; when confined to this sense, the corn
crop has increased one third, the clover on land
that would not produce it at all, has by one
year's dressing produced it, three feet in length
and thick. If the meaning of the querie is con
fined to plaster repeated for several years, aid

ed by the clover system, but unaided by manure
I can then say, that on particular parts of the
land, the product is the greatest of any of the
whole tract, though once so poor as not to be

the immediate application of plaster to the wheat
crop, though tried in a variety of ways and
seasons.

then carry it in the field, and plant it deep ; co-

ver up what they are not immediately using, for

if exposed, it will dry very fast. This mode
of preparing the corn prevents it from rotting,

and in a great measure the depredation of birds

and insects. 1 have just now finished replant-

ing my corn, and my overseer informs me he

has not seen any rotten corn, whilst my neigh-

bours complain very much of their corn rotting :

the taring the corn, will make it somewhat la

ter in coming up, for which proper allowance

must be made in time of replanting,

8th. Have you found it beneficial to tobacco

and what way was it applied ? Does it benefit

succulent and leguminous crops

Ans. I have not cultivated tobacco more than

three times ni thirty, and but once with the 12

years being alluded to, I cultivated a manured
lot in tobacco, and at the time the lobac- ,.,,,,
CO was first trimmed out, about a table spoonful of

'''^' " '"^""^^ ^^ generally known, and that neither of

, , 1 , ^ ..these gentlemen will have any obiection to their

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER,

OS THE USE OF

OYSTER SHELLS BURNT WITH MARSH MUD,
AS A MANURE.

GEOIiGE-TOWJ\; March 'ilth, 1820.

Dear Sib,—I some time ago, you may recollect,

mentioned to you, that I had been told by a friend ir

the stale of Delaware, of a mode of late years, adopt
ed in that country, of burning oyster shells with nuK
or clay, and of using the ashes or lime so obtainet

manure; and that I had been promised informa
tion on the subject. I have lately received it fron:

Cjesar A. Rodney, Esquire, in a communication to hin^,

from >Ir. Warner, a highly respectable farmer, in the
vicinity of Wilmington. Believing it of importa

gentlemen will have any obji

ties being used in its publication ; I take pleasure it

ding you the paper for that purpose, should you on
perusing it, think of it as I do.

With much regard.

Very truly yours,

JOHN MASON.
JoHif S. SsiKiBn, Esquire.

WILMIJSTGTOJ^, March 16th, 1820.

Mr Dsm Sir,—I now communicate, in the inclosed
papers, just received, the information long since pro-
mised, on the subject of burning mud and shells, as

practised in this neighbourhood. With the expectation
that it may prove useful to yourself and the agricultural
interests, in your quarter,

1 remain, with

To General .Toaif Maboit.

regard,

Yours truly,

C. A. RODNEY.

Wilmington, February Ut, 1820.

Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request, I com
nunicate for the information of your friend, the follow
ng remarks in relation to the experiment made by me
n clay or mud burning.

I commenced mud burning in 1815.—During that
year, I burned about one hundred and seventy cart
loads, and about one hundred bushels of oyster shells

gle heap. The mud was principally blue mud
obtained from the cleaning of drains or ditches; being
thrown out in the spring, upon the edge of the drain,
here it remained until harvest, when it had become

generally dry throughout. I began the fire or kiln with
e third of an oak rail, which being completel
I applied to it the lightest and driest mud or

tussucks, that I could procure. The fire should b
kept well covered, and if it burn rapidly, and the flam
or smoke penetrate through any aperture, it should bi

covered with fine earth, which confines the heat, and
causes the mud to burn inwardly. Around and adjoin-
ing the first heap, when you are satisfied that it is com-
pletely on fire, you should commence three or four
other fires, similar to the first, with which they will

ery soon become connected ; and thus you may pro-
ceed with small fires around the original heap, and on
the surface of the ground, until you have disposed of
all the mud you intend to burn. This method may be
recommended for two reasons :—First, it increases thi

body of fire below, and thereby prevents the danger of
extinguishment

J and secondly, it keeps the top of the
heap within your reach, which it is necessary to keep
pretty hcivily dressed. To ascertain how the heap is

burning, 1 carry with me a strong stick or cane, which
I run into the heap, and thereby discover the distance
from the outside to the ashes ; and, as it generally hap-

b more rapidly
able to produce clover at all, though repeatedly ... •, „,. ^

sown with it
''="'>^;pens that one side of the heap bums

V L • • ^ r r
|than the Other, It IS necessary to dress that side the

1 have m no instance seen any beneht from,heaviest. I use no flues to give air, being satisfied

that the mud burns much better when the air is ex-
luded.

In the year 1816, I burned six or seven hundred ,

cart-loa<ls
; a part of this was done in small heaps on a

piece of high marsh overrun with elders ; the marsh
was ploughed about four inches deep, and the surface
burned and spread over the same ground. From this
experiment I derived little or no benefit, and I am
therefore induced to believe ihat paring and burning
are injurious, even when the whole quantity of ashes
is spread over the same ground.

During the last season, I burned altogether in small
heaps of from thi-ee to eight cart-loads each, which
saved the expense of cartage. I prefer this mode for
another reason; the process is much more expedi-
Uous, where tlie burning is done in sm;dl heaps, than
m large

; in the first case the manure is ready in two
or three weeks, and in the latter it requires two or
three months.
About two bushels of oyster or marine shells, may

be beneficially burned with each cart-load of mud
When this is done, the mud must be in large heaps.—
After the heap is well on fire, give a very light dress-
ing of shells over the surface of the heap, so as to per-
mit the fire to communicate from below the shells to the
dressing of mud above them.

proper to state that wood is only necessary at
the commencement of the operation, which requires
great care and judgment. When it is once on fire
thoroughly, the mud will prove suflSciently combustible
to keep the fire alive.

The proper season for burning may be assigned
rom the first of May until the middle of September,
taking care to select a dry time to commence with the
lie.ip ; after it is fairly in operation, I conceive some
rain to be beneficial, as it has a tendency to confine the
heat.

Marsh mud of any kind is excellent for burning, and
with it all kinds of shrubs or roots, which are cornmonly
found in a marsh, such as tussucks, elders, &c. Also
any species of earth taken from swamps or meadow
ground, that is free from sand. Clay of every descrip-
tion makes a strong fire, when once commenced : al-

though I have never tried this species of earth myself,
yet in travelling last summer about fifteen miles from
this place, I saw a heap containing about one hundred
loads of handsome ashes burned from stiff blue clay.
This was burned upon Cobbett's plan ; and in the same
field there were also many small heaps burned upon
the plan I have laid down. The owner of the farm was
not acquainted with the method of increasing the heaps,
which I explained to him, and he expressed his inten-
tion of adopting that plan, in order to save fuel, and the

"
clay wa"

consider the ashes procured in this way a cheap

expense of building
practice.

vails, according to the English

and valuable manure. The reduction in quantity _

about one third, and I have ascertained in one instance
the expense to be about twelve cents a common cart-
load, allowing the hands employed one dollar a day
each, and three dollars a day for two carts and a driver.
My crops of wheat, from this method of manuring, have
been equal if not superior to those dressed with stable
or barn-yard manure. There should be from forty ta
fifty cart-loads of ashes per arre. I have made an ex-
periment of top dressing meadow ground ; the effect it

produced was, that the cattle turned into that meadow
to graze, would eat the grass of the part manured in

this way perfectly bare, before they would touch any
other part of the pasture. I have this season about nine
acres of wheat, manured with mud-ashes, that promise
well. In an adjoining farm, a fair experiment is now
making by Mr. John Woolston, who has manured with
burned mud about three acres of land, and an equal
quantity with stable manure ; the remainder of the
field is manured with lime, fifty bushels to the acre j

there is but little difference visible in the parcels on
which the burned mud and stable manure have been
put : but their superiority over that which has been
limed, is very apparent.

Very respectfidly your friend,

JOHN WARNER.

C, A, Bidntij, Esquire.
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-it befits
To these very i.erspicuous and interesting remarks.li

we should l.ave been ^lad to have added an account.lsuch .nformat.on comn,
hov to be thankful fo

nder whatever rtnicated

£K?1 iSr'^I^eX^Ml^u^^^S^r^^il.out live stock, how can farmers at a distance

n 1)» of EnXd for which he obtained the gold from towns raise manure ?—how can land be
" " T.^^^t!:"oneVman,t.stimpor.nceVp-e.^w^ ^^j;^

and early in the next year, without the nutriment and

medal.
cause if clay reduced to ashes be thereby converted into

manure : it is a resource within the reach ot every far

mer. The narrative of Experimenla above-mentioned,

will be given in our next; in the mean time, we ofiei

our sincere thanks to all the gentlemen, by whose po

liteness we have been enabled to submit the preceding

letters to our subscribers. The burning of shells with

marsh mud, is new to us at least ; and there may be

some peculiar virtue in the combmation. (CT See the

following remarks, which reached us some weeks smce,

from an imknown hand ,- by the by it is surprising, that

in matters of the plough, which enjoin plain langiiagK,

and have no connexion with sects or parlies ;
men shoiUl

be so squeamish about giving to what lliey xyrite, a " lo-

cal habitation and
" ""'

the medicine of jool cro/)« .?—hence it is that we

gladly publish all that is worthy of recoril, concerning

their relative value and best modes of culture, that the

southern subscriber shall not plead ignorance of what

may and OBglit to be done

—

and how to da it.

Editor Amer. Fan

Edit. Am. Far.

Begidalion, Qiieen-Amie Couvt'j, .Ti'- M(

crusing aMn. Skisser,—While
.

vour correspondent " S," on the subject ot the use ol

iime as a manure, it reminded me ot an accidental

application of lime, to corn in the spring: the result ol

which served to establish his views, and supposition ol

its manner of acting, so clearly, I think it a duty to com-

municate it; whether it has a claim to a column in tht

Farmer or not, you are entirely at liberty to determine.

Mr. " S" gives an opinion unequivocally, that lime only

speedily acts as a fertilizing agent, when so managed as

to become soluble, and of course that whatever tends to

prevent its cohesion, must be useful. In the

the following e.xperiment, Mr. " S'.s," opinion seems

not only established beyond a doubt ; but an agent is

discovered, which produces the desired efiect. My bro

ther, in Mav, 1819, drew out about six bushels of ashes

which had beome considerably mi.\ed with shell hme

and not being acquainted with the use of lime, wai

disposed to be on the safe side, and divi<led a com

mon spadeful equally with 3 hills, (the mixture beinf

entirely drv,) which embraced perhaps 500 hills neai

the centre'of his field. The land on which he applied

it, was old, sandy, and exhausted ; from its

precluding the possibility of any better cuhure, it stood

no better chance, on that ground. In the course of 3

or 4 weeks, he found the corn in every one of th

hills, as good ag:un as the adjacent corn, at vvhich t

he communicated it to me. I requested him to notice

it throughout, and inform me how it turned out ; he did

so, and informed me it was as good again when gathered

I viewed this as worth noticing then, as so small

FOB THE AMERICAN FAltMER.

March 20th, 1820.

Mr. Skinner—
Sir—According to my promise, I now give

you the mode in which I cultivate Turnips.

The kind cultivated, is the Norfolk white field

rch 19M, 1820. ^imip, having succeeded much better wiih it

nunication of i ban the Ruta Baga ; and from the experience

I have had, think it stands any weather belter.

md is less liable to injury from the fly—ihouRh

It the same lime, I believe a busliel ol Riilu

Baga, contains more nourishment tlian the lik'

,uanlily of the Norfolk turnip. As soon as m;

corn is planted, which is generally by the first

of May, 1 plough deep the land intended foi

turnips; about two weeks after, I harrow it

twice ; so as to completely break the sods—the

first of June I plough again across the former

furrows—the middle of June harrow twice, and

the last of the month, give another ploughing and

immediately harrow it perfectly level—I then

cart on the manure, about thirty loads to the

acre, which is spread, and immediately ploughed

under; and one stroke with the harrow given

the way it was ploughed. The land remains in

this Slate until the 25lh or 30th of July; which

the time I prefer for sowing, should the

eather be favourable. The ground is ther

ploughed and harrowed once the same direc

lion, the seed soweu, half a pint to the acre, and

harrowed in with one stroke of a light harrow

the same way as before. Most persons, pu

their manure on at the time they sow their

tity should produce so great an efiect, though lncred|seeds ;
which is I think, the cause of the crop

to think the same quantity of cither, v ould do as well, so often falling: as the turnip must have con-

But from Mr. "S's" experienced declarations, and some giderable root before it can feel the effect of

hints from others, I entertain no doubt of the indispensi- ,^apj,re so lately put on, and not yet mixct
We necessity of lime's being thoroughly dissolved, to an-

swer an immediate purpose. If any person doubts of the

efficiency of ashes to prevent lime from cementing, let

them put only one fourth ])art ashes, and plaster a wall

therewith. They will then perhaps conclude with me.

—if to prevent lime from cohering, be the means of

making it an active, fertilizing agent, ashes is the article

by which it can be completely cfiV;cted. Those wlic

have lime, will do well to prescn'e their ashes care-

fully.

Respectfully yours,

w. n

Cin W\e, (iwltWatioiv of Twvvii^s.

Wc attach so much importance to an increased at

tention to the cultivation of root cro/is—that we here

rive with pleasure, an interesting account of the culture

and uses of Turni/is, by our valuable, but unknown
correspondent—" an Agriculturist of Delaware"—why
should such writers, we repeat, high as they must stand • • ,, , . . .l i r „,„i „,„
as pi-actica' Husbandmen, withhold the weight of their that means it adheres better to the leaf, and pre

with the ground ; whereas, by ploughing in the

manure about three weeks before sowing, it get!

well mixed with the soil; and the last plough

ing again turning it up, affords a rich mould

which the "seed quickly vegetates, auc

grows in a few days (if the weather should

be favourable) out of any danger from the

fly; which never injures it, when it has the

ough leaf.

As soon as I find the seed sprouting, I sow

by hand over it, from four to five bushels pe

acre of bleached ashes; and as soon as the

caves appear, two bushels per acre of plaster

and have never failed in the above mode, of

making good a crop. Should the turnips prove

thick, they are quickly thinned with a hoe

to about 10 or 12 inches apart. The plaster,

as well as the ashes, should be sowed in the

morning, while the dew is on the ground ; as by

vents the depredations of the fly. 1 shall ihii.

summer, measure off an acre of turnips, pump-
kins and corn ; and feed the produce to the same

number of cattle, to ascertain exactly their re-

lative value in feeding and fattening ; an account

of the result shall be given you, and should be

glad if some of your agricultural subscribers

would do the same.*

My reason for sowing the 25th or 30th July,

that should my crop receive any injury from

the fly or dry weather; I have but to sow and

harrow again ; there being still sufficient time,

having made fine crops sowed, as late as the

16th of August. My turnip ground is always

put in wheat, and from which I have inv.,riably

made a fine crop. The common opinion that

wheat will not grow after turnips, is very erro-

neous—to those, however, who do not wish to

sow wheat after them, barley cannot be too

strongly recommended—though for myself, I

prefer wheat.

I have wintered upon turnips, upwards of fifty

hogs, and found them thrive well ; and in the

spring were all in fine order. The turnips were

given to them raw twice a day, as many as they

would eat ; they never had corn, except in a

snow storm, when it was inconvenient to gel at

the turnip holes, and this was but five or six

times during the winter. 'I he turnips were

gathered the first of November, the tops cut

ofT, put in heaps of about one hundred bushels

each, and covered with earth in the usual way.

There is, however, no more convenient or

better shelter for them, than a slight fodder

house.

My milch cows, as well as the other cattle,

re regularly fed with them twice -a day, and

find the milk greally increased—they must for

cattle, be cut "to prevent choaking, for which

purpose I use a large hoe and sharp spade,

which performs the operation very expeditious-

ly—each cow has nearly a bushel per day.

There is one disadvantage attending the feed-

g of milch cattle on roots, it being diflficult in

iurning, to mnkc the butter come ; this can

however, be easily remedied, by throwing a

wine-glass of vinegar into a common churning,

and more if the churning be a large one.—Cat-

tle fed with turnips and straw, are more healthy

appearance than those fed on dry food exclu-

sively.

Turnips give an unpleasant taste to both

milk and butter, if fed in too large quantities to

nilch cows; but this can in a great measure be

emoved by dissolving a large tea-spoon full of

saltpetre in water, and put into each gallon of

new milk— It is, I believe, very generally done

by those in the habit of using turnips in the

neighbourhood of Philadelphia—and it has fre-

quently been recommended in English Agricul-

tural Essays.

^)2 Agriculturist of Delaware.

p. S. \ have often heard my friends in Bal-

timore, regret that Cr,a>ti Cheeses, such as are

brought to the Philadelphia market, are seldom,

if ever to be had in Baltimore. I send you the

receipt for I hem, which you can insert in your

paper, if you think it will serve any of your sub-

scribers.

' To this we say Amen.—.Erf. Fa'-.
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TO MAKE CREAM CHEESE.
For two cream cheeses, take six quarts of tiew

milk and one of sweet cream, to which add two

or three spoons full of rennet, and let it stand

until sufficiently firm—spread a linen clolh in a

large basin of cold water, lay the curd gently

on it, tie the cl 'th, and hang it up to diain for 4

or 5 hours, in a cool place ; then change the

cloth and put the curd into a vat the circumfe-

rence of a common plate, and press it moderate-

ly 6 or 8 hours, when it must be taken out, turn-

ed and split in two with a thread ; lay the cloth

between them, and again put them in press, for

twelve or fourteen hours—if then pressed

enough, which can be ascertained by their firm-

ness—keep them in fresh grass a few days,

turning them morning and evening.

yellowish complexion, and the facility with which
it is gotten off the cob, are also recommenda-
tions, and its large size increases its supply of

egetable food and litter. If you should incline

to try it, you will recollect that it should be
planted as distant from other corn as possible,

and that to obtain the most perfect sample, fine

land and thin planting, would he adviseable in

the first experiment.

I am respectfully. Sir,

Your most ob't serv't,

JOHN TAYLOR.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Ovv t\\e tj\\oice of Seed Coyw.
Copy of a Lefter from Col. Taylor to

George W. Jeffreys.
J-'ort Royal, {Vivg.) March 7, 1818.

De\r Sir,—Enclosed are some grains of the

corn I mentiontd in my last. After having
tried many -varieties in the course of my life, it

seems to me to le the best, which has hitherto

come to my knowledge. Could it be preserved
pure from mixture, its product would vastly ex
ceed that of any other kind I ever saw, but this

is rendered impossible, by the wide range of the
pollen floating from the great variety of corn,

cultivated in our country. Hence it will de-

generate every year to some extent, and the best

remedy againsi this degeneration, thougli far

from being an effectual one, that I could think
of, has been to select my seed corn at the time
of shucking, o'' the most perfect ears, and to

keep it cool and dry, separately or planting.—
i5y this means, the crop will always have a pro
portion of the genuine sort, and remain every
year considerably impressed with its charact
so as to be more productive, after suffering the
loss of such (iegeneracy, than any other kind

,

for most of all kinds are equally exposed to a
similar change. In selecting the seed corn,
the largest and longest grained ears are care-
fully prefaed. Tlie superiorities of this corn,
consist of a larger cob, more rows, and longer
grain, than are co.mmonly seen.* With us, its

.

* By reference to pa^e 38, Vol. I. of the American
F.irnier, it will he seen that tlie Editorial remarks ther
male, are m full correspondence with this opinion C-
Col. Taylor. The objection urged by Col. Mercer,
would have more force if com were sold by the weight,
aiid not by measure j and if the fact be clearly ascer
tallied, that the gourd seed is lighter than other corn^
the objection holds at all events to tlie extent, tliat the
corn crop is consume.1 by the farmer himself.—In that
case, he should set off deficiency of weisht of thi

com, against the greater yield of others, and make hL
selection accordingly. Mathematicians say, th-at the
lioney-comb is so divided as to hold more than can be
contained in an equal number of divisions in any other
form, within any given space j and it strikes us that the
favm of the yellow gourd seed corn grain, approaches
nearer than any other to the shape of the cells of the
li-mey-comb. The letter from Col. Taylor, is picked
out from amongst a series from him to George VV. Jef-
fieys, Esq., and published before we are prepared to
give the rest ; because the time is at hand for the far-
mer to choose his seed corn. We are still of opinion,
that the man who is doomed by necessity, or by want
of skill, or by indolence of mind or body to till pwr
M\i, ought not to choose the yellow gourd seed.

Edit. Am. Far.

lirects the mode of burning, yet he does not in-

form you how long it should be burnt, with a
ong active fre, nor what the consistence i.9

en the burning is finished ; I am afraid I
may burn it too much or loo little, and to avoid

either difficulty, you will confer a singular fa-

vour on me, by giving me such information as

you may possess on these points. It vvill be
highly satisfactory to know the time required,

to reduce it to the state to be used as manure.
Yours very respectfully.

Petersburg, J/iril l\th, 1820.

NoTK.—To the above queries, from an esteemed cor-

espondent, the Editor requests au answer.
Edit. Am. Far.

Cedar Park, Aliril 14, 1820.
Mr. Skinner,
On examining the few large pumpkin seed

that remained after supplying several appli-
cants, almost the whole appeared to be defective
in the pulp ; the species seemed to be deficient

in seed, and the quality may have been injured
by last year's drought. Of those most likely

to vegetate I send you nearly one half*
I would gladly make trial of the yellow gourd

seed corn, and would thank you for a few of the
grains if you have them to spare. Although
tlie different kinds of that species of corn that

I have tried, appeared to lose more in weight
than they gained in bulk : my prejudices are
in favour of what I have heard called the large
white Tuscorora corn, for a deep black mould ; it

not a flinty corn, it is a plump grain of a fine

ur, the ear of the largest size, and weighs
;11, yielding but little husk,—of this kind, how-

ever I have never seen a good specimen in this

state.

I have this morning finished the sowing of 30
bushels of spring wheat, an experiment made on
the recommendation of Marshall, as quoted by
Young in his Farmer's Calendar, page 190, Lon-
don, 10th edition. He even advises to postpone
seeding till May, as the great secret for pro.

g plump perfect grain, which spring wheat,
sown early, will not produce I last year seed-
ed very shrivelled defective grain in the last in-

stead of the first of March, as I had done the
year before, and I improved my sample of corn
'ery much— I will inform you of the result of
he experiment, as I deem spring wheat if it can
be grown in perfection, of great importance in a

of country infested with garlic and blue grass, a

the lands on our navigable waters generally arc

I remain, very respectfully,

Your ob't servant,

JOHN F. MERCER.

* All since disposed of.

Occasional Extvact.

Mr_. Skinner,—I have read the essay, (I
think in the last number of tlie 1st volume,)
I he subject of Clay burning, with great interest,
v/ith a determination of faking the experiment
on my farm, consisting almost entirely of a stiff,

led clay soil, much of which has lieen consi-
derably exhausted by bad cultivation, before I

purchased it, and now stands in need of all

the assistance I can give it. I find upon close-
ly examining the essay, that although the writer

From the Boston Daily Advertiser.

On t\\c Cotton Tvade.
This article strikingly exemplifies the progress

of American commerce. Its cultivation is now
preading through the two most southern states,

either of which contains as much territory as all

New England ; though as yet far less wealth.

In 1792, the whole expons
of the United States was g20,000,000

Of which cotton was 23,000
In 1803, it amounted to 8,000,000
In 1816, it amounted to

72,000,000 lbs. 24,000,000
Exclusive of the quantity

manufactured in the Uni-
ted States found in 1815,
to be 90,000 bags, or 4,500,000

Two thirds of all the cotton imported into

Great Britain is from the United Slates.

South Carolina alone exported in one year

11,000,000 dollars and supplied a proportion of

that exported from Georgia, and from her proxi-

mity to the middle states, sent more than her
proportion to their manufactories.

Never has there been an article in the an-

nals of commerce, of more consequence, view-
ed in its relations to agriculture, navigation,

manufactories and accommodation. Nor are
there any bounds to be set to its extensive

uses. It cannot be raised in Europe, and yet

it has become of prime necessity there. If it

suspends the use of sheep's wool altogether
in the warmer latitudes of the old world, it

will liberate great tracts of country reserved
for seed, and afford to a crowded population
the advantages of more extended agriculture.

It would be easy to trace the effects of this

production of our country, through its conse-
quences upon the condition of man, from the
labourer who plants, to the labourer who manu-
factures and who avails of the economy of its

use, till it would appear to be one of the great-

est blessings.

Comparing it with Tobacco, if this superflui-

ty could occupy so many hands—employ so
many ships—become an article of indispensa-

ble use, what may not the commercial interest

expect of Cotton, which being adopted into

use can never be supplanted—sheep's wool
must gradually give place to this cheaper pro-
duct, and can never resume its ascendency—it

may become dearer—it may be used by the
more opulent—but the great mass of mankind
will use cotton-i-alrcady it has assuaied a thou :
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sand shapes. Soon it will cease to be mixed with

wool ; and the exterior as well as interior parts

of dress will be of this material—and however

encouraging the prospect may be for our south-

ern brethren, it is not less so to the naviga-

tion of the northern states.

Tmm i^Awmmm^
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, APRIL 2 1 1820.

(Tj? The Revolution in Spain is eRected—The cor

fititution of the Cortes of 1812 is established, and

(jeneral amnesty proclaimed—the Prisons of the Inqu

sition are thrown open and their victims released.

he size of a large newspaper, and folded

make eight pages—and to admit of being con-

veniently bound up and preserved in volumes.

Each volume will consist of fifty-two numbers,

title page and an index—and numerous en-

gravings to represent new Implements, and

approved Systems of Husbandry.

Each number gives a Irue and accurate state^

menl of the t/ien selling firicea of country pro

duce, live stock, and all the principle articles

brought for sale in the Baltimore market,

Terms of subscription g4 per annum to be

'laid in advance. But for the sum of Five Dol

lars, the actual receipt of every number is gua

ranteed.—That is, when numbers fail to come to

hand, duplicates shall be sent until every num-

ber shall have been received.

As the Editor takes the risk and cost of the

mail—should subscription money miscarry, he

holds himself, nevertheless, bound to furnish th

paper.—To those who may think the price o

subscription too high, it may be remarked, that

P. S.—For all Editors in the United States,

who may have the goodness to give the preced-

ing notice a few weekly insertions, the Editor

of the Farmer will be glad to transact any busi-

ness they may have in Baltimore, or to return

their good offices in any other way in his power.

FINE FRtriT.

In proof that the climate and soil, in the neighbi

hood of Baltimore, is weU adapted to tlie growth of

fine fruit, we are permitted to publisli the following ex.

tract from a letter, from Benj. Voughan, Esquire, d.i-

ted, Hallowell, Maine, May lOtli, 1819, to Col. J

Smith of this city.

" I have the pleasure to inform, as the work

may not have reached you, that the 2nd_ part of on a comparison of t'l^"' act"»'^^°"\^^'^;„.°"i

the 3rd Vol. of the transactions of the Horlicul

ture Society of London, published in the pre-

sent year, has in it the following paragraph, at

page 120. " At this meeting, (Dec. 12th, 1817,)

a large aji/ile, raised in the garden of Mr. Smith,

near the city of Baltimore, in America, was

exhibited ; it had been recently imported, (with

others) into Liverpool, by Capt. George Hob-

son, of the Belvidera of Baltimore ; who sent

it to Sir Joseph Banks, by whom it was pre

sented to the Society. This apple, of which

an engraving accompanies this account, weigh-

ed 1 lb. 7i oz. it measured in circumference

1 foot 2| inches, and in height as it stood, was

four inches ; it proved very good, though over

ripe ; it was very close at the core, and if a

good bearer, will deserve general cultivation.

The drawing is coloured, and very interesting.—

In the lists of presents to the Society, given "*

page of the American Farmer, will be found

to contain as much as four pages of the " Me-
moirs OF THE Agricultural Society of Phi-

ladelphia," and the four volumes of that pa-

triotic, and exceedingly valuable work, sell for

„12.—Of the quality of its contents the Edi-

tor of the Farmer could not speak with proprie-

the close of part 1st of this

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wueat—Red, per bushel gl to gl 2

White, do. gl 5 to g 1 10—Cobk, white, 47 to 50 cts.—

RiE, 56 cts.—Fixirii, from the wagons, §4 75.—Weis-
KET, from do. 31 cts.—Hat, per ton, §17—Sthaw, do.

glO—E. Shore Oats, 38 to 40 cts.—London White
Lead, S4 25—Americin do. gS 75—Boiled On, gl 37J

iATUEns, 50 to 62i.
\"irginia Tobacco, thirteen hogsheads, new crop,

sold the present week for 86 50 to §6 75—Man-land
" bacco, broad leaf, wagon, selling from glO to S17—
Patuxent, no sales that we have heard of, 86 & §6 50

ffered for good quality.

—

.Varth Carolina Staples, Tar,

gl 50—TcnPENTiKE, soft 82 50 to 82 50—Spirits
do 33 cts.—Pitch, 82 50—Kosis, gl 75 to 82—

f
Corn, 47 cts.—Cotton, Upland, 17 cts.—White Beass,

80 to 90 cts.

—

Black-Eye Peas, 65 cts.

—

Pork, perbbL

§12 to 815-Bacon, hog round, per lb. 9 to 10 cts.—

HID, 10 to 11 cts.

The prices of marketing, same as last report.

ty, if it did not so happen, that fie has little oc

casion and less leisure to write for it. His

agency consists, chiefly, in collecting and ar

anging the materials. If, however, proof wen
•equired of its tendency to promote improve

ments in every branch of rural economy, by

those who may never have seen the work, it

would be sufficient to make reference to the

/irsl voluine, where it will be seen that it con-

tains essays on every department of Husbandry

from the pens and under the proper names of

those eminent citizens in the different states, who

The exci Hence of this kind of Plough, consists in the

length of its mouldboards and bandies. The former

being longer, admits of its easy entrance into the

ground—so much so, as in some instances to make
one third difference in the draught; and the hinder

part gr.idiially inclining to the right, turns the furrow

completely over ; and the handles being long, gives the

ploughman great power in working through hard and

tough grounds.

.olume, we also are most distinguished in the annals of agricul

read, that Wm. Bullock, Esq. F. L. S. gave a

model of the Baltimore apple in wax !"

XoTE.—The apple here spoken of, grew on the farm

of Robert Smith, Esq. where we are authorized to state

cuttings may be had for grafting.

To t\ve CuWWatoYs oi t\ie Soil
THE AMERICAN FARMER.

The first number of the AMERICAN FAR
MER was issued on the 2d ot April, 1819. I'|p,.oper to return it to

may now be announced as an established Na-
^yggi^g.

An allowance of ten per cent, will be made,

vhen claimed, on all monies received for, and

•e and other sciences.

All gentlemen who feel an interest in the cir-

culation of a Journal devoted to these objects,

and conducted on this plan, are requested to

transmit the names of subscribers—but J7°

all cases the money tmiaS be remitted before tin

jiafier can be sent. It will, however, be return

ed in any case, where the subscriber, on a view

of the paper, not being satisfied, may think

the Editor within three

TioNAL Work, adopted to all the varieties of

our climate, since many of the most eminent

citizens in all the States, contribute by their

patronage and their pens, to its circulation and

its usefulness. Every subscriber, therefore,

plough what soil or breathe in what latitude he

may, will find in the Farmer, essays detailing

experiment and conveying information suited to

his panicular condition and pursuits.

To ma'^e known all discoveries in the science

and all iinptovements in the practice of AGRI
CULTURE and DOMESTIC ECONOMY-
and to develope the means of INTERNAL IM
PROVEMENTS generally, constitute the chief

objects to which the AMERICAN FARMER
is devoted. It takes no concern or interest in

party politics, nor in the transient occurrences

of the day.

The Farmer is published, weekly, on a sheet'

remitted to the Editor.

A few of the first volume, either in sheets or

well bound, with a copious Index, remain on

hand for sale.

Notes of the Banks of North and South Caro-

lina, Georgia and Virginia, generally, will be

received at par. From subscribers residing in

the states of Ohio and Kentucky, notes of the

Bank of Chilicothe will be received at par, and

from such subscribers, the notes of all other

banks, which can be disposed of here at a dis-

count of not more than ten per cent.

JC?" AH communications to be addressed to

JOHN S. SKINNER,
Saltimore,

Aliril 3, 1831.

The Editor h.i3 seen this plougli at work, which 18

made and sold by Robert Sinclair, in Pratt Street.

For case, beauty and execution, it is certainly equal to

any he ever saw.

PUBLISHED BV JOHN S. SKINNER.
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The reasoning which we have attempted to use in fa

vour of a deep soil for Indian corn, will apply with the

same force to me culture of smaller grains, and also to

grass, with ti.sdifterence only, that asmanyofthe smaller

grians; as wheat, oats, rye, barley, Sec. would under no

circumstances, however favourable to their expansion

extend their roots so deep or so widely as corn ; the

chances for a perfectly full crop of these grains would

upon a twelve inch soil be proportionably increased.

I do not know indeed if the quality of the soil was ex-

actly adapted to the growth of such grain, and had a

depth of twelve inches, with judicious tillage, but it

might be confidently expected that the produce would

be equal to the „.tmosl possible qvantity which could

stand erect upon its stalks, on any given piece of land
;

and at this point alone it is that the God of nature ti,rough the earth,

has designed, absolutely to bound the exertions of . «

man.
With regard to grasses, and more especially the

red clover, which on a farm, whether considered

ornament, or for its usefulness, is superior to all

other grasses now known ; its roots will penetrate

nearly as deep as those of corn, and consequently to

insure a full crop will require as deep a soil. The
clover has a perpendicular oi- tap root, from whicli

passes off innumerable small and tender fibres; and

although from the vigour and strength of this tap root,

it will even in a poor, and consequently hard soil,

penetrate to a considerable depth ; yet as the smaller

fibres, from their more deUcate texture, cannot extend
themselves by force, in such a soil, and
through these alone that the stalk receives its nou-

rishment, under such circumstances but a scanty pro-.-,.., -Itduce, speaking comparatively, is to be expected

is owing to this stroug, perpendicular root of the clo-

ver, however, that a poor superficial soil will produce
more in proportion of this, than of any other species

of grass, or indeed of almost any of the smallei

grains.

Earth generally, might perhaps with propriety b(

termed soil ; in these remarks however, wherever
that word is used, it is designed only to be under-

stood as apphed to that pai'ticular portion, or up
per stratum of earth, which has, either naturally, by
the decomposition of vegetable matter, or artificially

by the application of some species of manure, been
more highly charged with that active substance, or

principle, whatever it may be, which promotes vege
table growth.

This soil is in its quaHty susceptible x)f an endless

variety, in some places as perfect, and in others as im.

perfect as nature or man can make it; with all the

grades between these two extreme points.

It has been designed to show that depth or quantily,

as well as quality, is essential to a perfect soil. In

this respect also great varieties exist. Whether our
earth, at its first formation, had a soil generally dif-

fused over its surface, or not, is a question more cu
riouB perhaps than useful. We do know that as soil

produces every where vegetation ; so in return does
vegetation make soil. In many places where the

ocean, a river, or some tributary stream, has been

known long since to litve receded from its origii

bounduries', and left a mere bed of sand ; vegetation

has in time commenceii, although slight at first, and

slow in its progress, yet sufficient eventually to make

deep and luxuriant soil. J^'or -iMl this soil, or the

live prolifc principle contained in it, ever sink i

corporate itself -idth the lommon natural ea,-th, or sand;

which coristilvtes but its bu-is. It has, and it ever will,

f not disturbed by the hsnd of man, or carried oft' by

iccident, remain as it accumulates upon the surface

giving out only so much as may be necessary for the

pport of any vegetable, the germ of which nature

may have cast upon it; and from the decay of which

it receives back again in due time, new additions to its

quantity and to its quality

That principle which' we call manure, and which

constitutes the richness of a soil, and renders it pro

ductive, is in fact of a volatile nature, and may, under

certain circumstances ascend, but never
'. Hence it is, if a piece of land be broken^up two

ree times yearly, for a series of years, and no ve

getable suffered to grow upon it, it will become sterile

f kept carefully enclosed, and the spontaneous

vegetation growing, allowed to decay upon it, it will

improve.
If in truth, nature had made it a law that the es

sential properties of manure, should either by their

mere gravity, or by the agency of water carrying it

descend; instead

now, in our day finding the soil upon the surface, ii

would long since have reached the centre of the earth

Those who contend that manure does descend natur

ally, or by nature's laws, must at least, I imagine, ad

mit that this process is extremely slow ; seeing that in

many places it has not travelled above two or three

inches, in twice as many thousand years.*

In arguing against this opinion, the common pro-

cess of obtaining ley from wood ashes, has been men
tioned. Here it is well known that water poured
upon ashes contained in a vessel close, except at bot

, will filter through and carry with it the alkali ir

quid form. But this, however plausible, is cr

roneous reasoning. The ashes here have been re

cently handled, and artificial means are moreov
practised in order to continue it in a loose state,

ashes, light as it is, be kept in a vessel undisturbed for

everal years, and more especially if there be a larg

body of it together, and it be occasionally wetted upor
its surface, I'll risque my whole theory on it, that water

poured upon it, w ill not carry through any of its

properties.

In short, reason, common sen.se, and experiment
combine to prove that manure never sinks, except
some artificial process be used to make it do so. Th'
process with us, is ploughing: Just so deep as you
plough, so deep will your manure sink, and conse-

quently so deep will be your soil. If then, we
believing that it requires a soil twelve

inches in depth to produce a full crop, we must, if w
design to have such crops, plough twelve inches deep.
We mean only by this however, that the plough
should be run thus deep at the first breaking up of

the ground, preparatory to the reception of the seed
of eveiy crop. Any sort of grain that requires after

working, it is little matter then how shallow thi

ploughing : sufficient merely to loosen the ground.

for the absor\ition of heat, and moisture ; and with a

iew of preventing the growth of grass, weeds, or any

other extraneous vegetable matter.

A single ploughing, however deep, if not annually,

or as often as a new crop is put upon the ground
thereafter, broke up at least to the same depth, will

be rather injurious than beneficial ; because, if there

le but four inches of soil on the surface, and the

ground be broke up eight inches deep, there will

consequently be an admixture of the four inches

which were good, with four inches which were poor :

nd by the time at which another crop comes to be

put in, the ground has become hard, and compact

;

and will not admit the tender roots of the vegetable

to penetrate it, if the ploughing for that crop has

not been equally deep. If this subsequent crop

should, for instance, be put in with a ploughing of

but four inches, there will be one half of the original

soil lost to that crop, or nearly so ; some of the more
igorous roots may reach it, but not to any considera-

ble beneficial extent. On the contrary however, if

there be upon land, but four inches, or less of soil

;

and that land be constantly, and carefully broke up.

* The note on page 27 will be applicable here, to

hich may be added the author's own opinion that

ground ploughed and exposed, will die, and it is no
matter with the vegetables whether the pabulum
gone to the clouds or the antipodes ; so it be gone.

Edit. Am. Far.

previously to receiving any, and every crop, eight.

]f wo

even twelve inches deep, nothing whatever can be

but much may be gained ; for although the soil,

thus treated, will at first be weakened in quality, yet

will, in the s.ime proportion, be increased in

of quantity. And there need be no fears entertained,

but the roots of any ordinary grain or grass will

penetrate easily and speedily in a mellow soil to this,

or a greater depth. And as the number, as well as

length of these roots increase with the depth of soil,

there will be an additional chance allowed them to

reach, and to absorb a greater proportion of nourisli-

ment; they will moreover, by shooting deep, get be-

yond the reach of drought, which alone, is an impor-

tant consideration.

We infer therefore, that the poorest land, even

here it is not intended by lime, or any other species

of manure to improve, should always be ploughed

deep.
It has been said, that to plough land deep, and

perseveringly, would alone make it rich. I believe it

would. An increase of vegetation would result from
such a course ; and this always improves land, if the

conduct of the farmer in other respects, relative to

this point be judicious.

I trust these remarks on the importance of deep
ploughing, and consequently a deep soil, will not be
thought tedious. It is the most essential point—it is

perhaps the ne plus ultra in farming.—However rich

the soil may be, if it should want depth, the hopes of

the husbandman will be disappointed, and this disap-

pointment has been productive of infinite mischief.

The agriculturist, forgetting depth, has improved
the surface of his ground to the utmost. And his

crops have notwithstanding, been liable to accidents

;

they have, though promising much in the beginning,

failed in the end. And thus encouraged a belief that

all, with the farmer was uncertain. The tiller of the

ground, in narrowing down his hopes, has contracted

his e.xertions, until both are in danger of a total wreck.

Men seem indeed, not only to have lost sight of the

depth, but also of the quality of their soil, and to have

turned their whole attention to the acquirement of an

mmensely extensive surface. Supposing that if they

can obtain the possession of two or three thousand

acres of land, no matter nf what description, or qua-

ity ; they will have reached the ultimatum of human
greatness. Although it is evident, that these large

unproductive possessions serve for little else than to

starve the cultivator, and beggar the owner. I would
deem it an act of wisdom in any man, who had forty

acres of arable land, with a soil upon it three inches
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only in depth, and who could not be persuaded to im-jdrawn oil f'oi- domestic purp(

prove the whole of it, if he were to remove the sur-jrun too close, will be equal

face from tliirty of his acres, and lay it down upor

the remaining- ten ; he would then have a lot, whicl

would yield him as much produce as his forty acres

did before ; and this with one fourth the expense and

labour. He would act in this as wisely, as he who,

having- a Spanish milled dollar, hammered out, until

it presented a surface as large as a pewter disli, by

ling and stamping upon it the currency of hi

to the same quantity of

ked lime. In the neighbourhoods of towns an<l ci-

ties, it might therefore be useful ; but to the country

generally, it can never become an object, or exten-

sively useful to the {lirnier.

Jls/wx, or a residuum obtained by burning, or de-

composing- marsh mud by means of fire.§ The atten-

tion of a few enterprising farmers has been lately turn-

ed to this object. I am not by any actual experinieiu

OSes, the residuum, if notl A man generally does, (and I hold tor

countr)'. As in the latter case, he would exchange his or even observation, acquainted with the power ofjl

, from the form of an unwieldy and use

less toy, to a convenient and useful article of exchange
so in the former, would he obtain for an unmanagea
ble, unprofmiblc burden, a convenient and productive

estate.

In the experiments which I mentioned with a view of

showing, that poor land might be improved and made
equal to first rate in qualitj, without actual expense
to the farmer; lime was spoken of as the first and prin-

cipal agent in effecting this important change.

Various modes have been partially practised in our the hobby-horse, on which' some
country for the purpose of imparting new vigour to

worn out soils. Some have relied upon compost or barn

yard

shes thus obtained. 1 am, however, inclined to be- perly, Uiey may enjoy it; but if not, which is much
lieve that it will be found extremely feeble. There canjthe most likely' to liappen ; his labour is siill not lost
be no combustible material in mucl, except a vegetable;—he enjoys it himself These considerations argue
matter; and the essential parts of this matter must have against a tedious, and in favour of a t/'re-f/y improvement
been principally dissipated, before it has undergone the.ot land. And whether they may, or may not be admit-
On of fire. I much fear that this process will belted as sound theorii, they are, nevertheless, generally
id better calculated to amuse, than to benefit thejpractised upon,

farmer. 1 have known many men commence the improve-
rhe division of farms into small tillages, and thejment of their soil, by a sub-di\ision of their fields,

culture of clover, with the plaster of I'aris, have heeniand a sowing of grass seed. Yet I have seen tew per-
mounted, severe long in this course, unless they could be pre-

hope of ridinpT rapidly to weallli, and this vailed upon to advance a few steps 'further: it has
scheme, so far as it goes, is an excellent one ; it is injyeneially ended in working three times the former

And if this article could be procured at fact indispensible, in a system of in.piov

almost any rate in quantities sufficient, a more speedy,

or more efiectual one need not be sought .after,

however, is obviously impossible. As an auxiliary to

the lime, it is invaluable ; but cannot to any extent be

relied upon as the sole agent.

I do imagine, that if it were intended by means of

compost, or yard manure, to make one acre of poor
land suddenly rich twelve inches deep, it could not

require less than a one third part of this surface to be
of pure manure. And to do this, it would demand
at least five hundred large cart loads of this material.-)-

Independently too, of the quantity, the quality is very
important. Manure, in a raw or crude state, should

never be put upon land, if the contrary can be had—

'

It demands a tedious and skilful process to render it,

in any degree perfect: of which more shall be said

hereafter. Those, therefore, who depend upon such

manure for the improvement of their land, will either

wear out a long life time, in completing a very iew
acres; or they will be tempted, which is by far the

most common, and the most foolish, to scatter yearly,

a few loads of half made manure over some of the

poorest spots in their extensive fields; producing'

upon such spots for a year or two a growtli of vege
table matter, as much too rapid, as it was before too

tardy.

-Vni-nias been highly spoken of; this substance how
ever, I take it, is only to be depended upon where it con
sists of decomposed vegetable, or animal matter, am
marine shells. It then partakes of the properties both

of compost, and of lime. It requires large quantities of

it to be effectual, and it is to be found only in few situ-

ations, generally on the sea-board, or in the neigh

bourhood of some large rivers, or bays ; it is not of

a nature sufficiently portable to be conveyed to any
considerable distance in the interior of the country,

and its utility must, from necessity, remain very limit

cd.

Jlshes, obtained by the burning of wood ; this is i

most powerful manure, its virtues consist perhaps jjrin

cipally in its alkali, and in this respect is similar

to lime. It appears peculiarly adapted to the growtl

of -wldte clover. Almost any land, on which ashe;

has been properly placed, will soon be found covered
with a spont.aneou3 growth of this beautiful vegetable

I im:igine, that one bushel of live wood ashes, will bi

found equal in strength, as a manure, to two bushel:

of quick lime.t And even after the ley has been

not succeed if practised alo7ie.

ave patience sufficient to persevere in a plan of this

ort during a long life time, his land woukl, ui the end
e, no doubt, materially benefited; and, if to this hi

would join deep ploughing, and a strict and pei-sever

g attention to the manure which it would be possi

ble for him to make ; and his farm did not consist of

more than six or eight, ten, or twelve acre fields, li

ght make a soil deservingly esteemed, a very good
one.'*

f The modern practice in Europe is to apply crude
manures ; see Mr. Young on that subject ; to him we
subscribe: though in the fine articles of Horticulture,

it is necessary to avoid that crude st.ate ; buy all you

can well rotted.; but put your own on from the sta-

bles.

[Edit. Jim. Far.

t I'oor land, in Maryland, requires 400 bushels f

leached ashei- to improve it sutHciently fur wheat

quick Hshes ur • so little better, that the efl'ect of lime

to do so) attend more to hi

that of his successors. There is, liappilv, in Ihe laws
of our country, no security for the coiitinuaiice of
property in families. There is no tciiipunioii, there-
fore, for any man to spend his whole lifeun.e in toil-

ing- to Improve bis fee simple, for the benefit of his
/leirs by descent. His first object should be, to im-
prove it for himself; and more especially, when it fol-
'

"• a matter of course, that in doing so, he bene-
countr} . If his heirs conduct themselves pro-

in the leached is nearlv an equivalent ; so that it

lot the alkali unless the whole mass of ashes be a solid

Ikali only soluble in 7 years ; the idea of their being
better than lime is extremely wide of the fact ; and if

ss quantity of ashes than the above will do on some
soils, it must be on the sea-board, where it may convert
the salt into barilla, which is a prime manure.

Edit Am. Far.

ng is both an old and a new practice ; the good
effects cannot be doubted, and in the renovation of soils

nearly indispensible, where profit is the object

lere money is scarce. By burning, the lime .sto:ie if

any, is m.ade lime ; so that the insignificant quantity of

50 bushels, is made a poweful manuiv ; the pyrites art

calcined, and the earth is reduced from compounei con
pies ; and, moreover, is made as fine ai

an ant house, stales admirably adapted to cultivation, in

dependent of the consuming of all that is vile, and tliui

becomes, as it were, a ch.arte blanche, ready to receive

impression. A gentleman in this neighbour
hood h,as now a most elegant piece of meadow by burn

ng, and one fourth the manures he used on n.s oli.ei

contiguous ground.
Edit Am. Far.

* Although the improvement of land with clover and
plaster of Par s alone, is compar.ative y a slow process,

I not calculated in an ordinary lifetime to make a trii

ly first rate soil, yet where no better, or more speedv

,'stem can, or will be adopted, this should never be ne
lected. The most important, and many of tliem im

ediate benefits, result to the farmer from the culture

of this grass. Hay is produced by it in an abundance,

id consequently mucli yard manure. Much of it is

moreover, left on the grouud, by which the soil is de-

fended from the hot sun of summer, and the more
lestructive frost of winter.—And this refuse vegetable

matter serves, in breaking up the ground, as a coat of ^VT*'

manure
A clover sod, if the soil be but tolerably good, and

the grass has not been previously taken too close from
gro

When wheat is put in a clover sod, the

ground should be broken up deep, and but o7tce, before

The less the sod is mixed with the soil it

this case, the better By being simply thrown vmdci

'ith one ploughing, it seems to keep the ground loose

nd will, as it decays, gradu:dly supply food to the

heat

number of fields, in order to get in the same c/iiantily

ot ground : and in pasturing down their clover, until
the last sickly blossom of it disappeared. Whilst
their division fences remained a while, as if mere
monuments of what the farmer had once intended t»

(la. Such consequences, in fact, seem to be the neces-
sary result of such feeble attempts at imjirovement.

—

A farmer, who has long been in the habit of tilling

large fields, however poor, yet, if he has from the
great quantity of ground, been able, gener.ally to ob-
tain a thousand bushels of Indian corn, with as much
oats, and perhaps two or three hundred bushels of
wheat; if, after he has reasoned himself into the
propriety of cultivating in grain, but one third part of
this ground, he should continue for some years to
receive but little more than one third part of his for-
mer crops, and should, additionally, as he most pro-
bably would, upon such ground be disappointed in
his expectations of having grass fit for the scythe, he
not only becomes displeased with his change,' but ab-
solute necessity urges him back again to his former ha-i

It appears obvious to me, that no system of im»
provement is likely to be generally adopted to any ex-

hich may prove useful ; except it can be found
to combine a cheap, with a speedy and certain opera-
tion.

Our land is tipon the broad of its back ; 'tis in a
state of extreme direct debility—its nurses and physi-
ans are parsimonious, and impatient withal. A cor-

dial must be administered, cheap, quick and powerful
n its operation. That cordial, gentleman, is fi/ne. It
las been attempted to iJe shown, that this substance
possesses all these requisite properties! I have ven«
tured the opinion, that this article, in fact, costs nothing

him who will use it upon his land judiciously ; and
have been at some pains to establish this sentiment : 'tis

o me, as clearly demonstrable, as any problem .:i Eu-
lid.

If a man borrow from his friend any given sum of
money, and repays it in current coin within the time
imited in his contract, together with its full uiferest,

would ask, if tluat friend has lost any thing by the
loan ? If you loan to each acre of your arable land
one hundred and fifty bushels of lime, or sixty dollars,

sum sufficient to deliver upon it that quantity, and
is land should, in return, within a period of eight

years, by its surplus produce, repay you the whole
ith its iiterest ; and an ample compensation ad-

ditionally for all extra labour :.nd expense : can it be
possible that this improvement will have cost you any
thing ?—So far from it, and so diflferent indeed will

ound, oficrs a fair chance 'for a productive cropyo"'' '»"<! t'^'^^'P"*^''' .•'^ *'<'"'?^ '''O"'^" ';''''''"^7 '1'=''*-

or, that, after it h;is fully repaid you the first principal,

with its interest, it will not cease, but continue, grate-

fully to return to you annually a sum equal to the whole
cost of its improvement, as long as you please to receive

It is also quick, and powerful in its operation : If

fifty bushels of lime for each apre, be liid vipon lami
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bushels 111 a f'ullen or slacked state. t Ami when we
what is perhaps speak of putting; lime upon land, the quick or unslack-

bd, is always to be understood.

One hundred bushels of oyster sliells, if good, when
well burned, will make about seventy bushels of lime.

.\ccording to inv own experience, I have found this a

fair calculation ;' but have been informed by some gen-

tlemen whose veracity I deem unimpeachable, thai

they have obtained more lime by fifteen or twenty per

cent., than they have bad of the shells. This appa-

rent difference may be .accounted for; either from

the r/iiality of the shells used, in which there certainly

exists great varieties, or in tlie time when the lime has

d : about five days after shells have been

burned, they will measure more than at any prioi

subsequent "period. The strength how^ever, contained

the sai

which was previously poor : and followed with a crop

of corn, oats, wheat, and gi

better, com and potatoes, oats, wheat, and grass, ei-

ther of which round of crops will requiie, if on the

same ground, a period of four years ; after the grass

which has been the last crop, is taken off, and the

ground pastured until November or December, a se-

cond coat of one hundred bushels of lime to each acre

may be then applied; and the same routine of farm-

ing pursued, during the four following years: at the

end of which, if the plough has been run four inches

deep with the first liming; and eight inches deep
with the second : and if additionally, a strict, and
steady attention has been paid to the preparation, and
application of yard and compost manure ; the land

thus managed will not, it cannot fail to produce four

times the quantity of grain, and grass, that it formerly;iii any given quantity of shells is alw

yielded, and this too with little, if any additional ex-lthough the bulk may differ.

pense in cultivation. And in four years more, without! ('/"o be confinueil.)

the further aid of lime : but simply by ploughing twelve
inches deep, and maintaining a steady attention to ma-' i Seienty bushels of slacked lime, for 50 bushel of

nuring; which will have completed a period of twelve quick lime delivered, has been the result, generally,

years from the commencement of this course of firm- of my experience. I have however been assured bj

ing; the owner of such land, may have his soil equal g-entlemen well acquainted with this subject, that 50

at all points to a first rate, in quality, and fully worth,'bushels of lime fresh from the kilns, (/ honestly men-

either upon a sale, lease, or culture, li\e hundred do\-\sureil, will never make less than 100 bushels in a fal-

lars per
In making these estimates it will be perceived that

lime has been calculated at forty dollars the hundred
bushels, delivered upon the ground. This substance

can I believe, be procured to any extent, at this price

if the distance from the lime kilns should not exceed
twelve, or fourteen miles by land ; if by water, four

times the distance may be computed at the same
price.f

This may perhaps be the most proper place to men

lien state,

i-are that the grossest fraud and imposi

tions are constantly practised by those who sell Ume

;

these 1 have myself detected, and have un
doubted information of many others. The fact has

become notorious, and calls loudly for redress. If the

moral evil of such conduct cannot restrain its prac-

tice, the interest of lime burners ousht to do it. A
higher price would be cheerfully offered, and much
larger quantities of lime used, if the villanous practice

i\on the oysler shells.W Where these can be obtainedof dishonest measurement was abandoned by those who
sufficient quantities at their present price, they

will be found, I think, an object still more worthy
the attention of the farmer. I feel pretty well assured

from actual experiment, that the shell lime, in the

same proportion as the stone lime in a fallen or slacked

state, is superior to it

It must be remembered, that the best stone lime,

well burned, and faithfully measured, will, for every

fifty bushels fresh from the kiln, measure seventy

f It was urged some years ago, against the possibi'

lity of lime being extensively useful, that a great de-

mand for the article would render it scarce, and en-

hance greatly its price. 1 ventured at that time the

opinion, that the contrary would be the fact, that the

price would fall, and the quantity increase in propor-
tion to the demand. Experience thus far, has esta-

blished the truth of this sentiment.

The lime which 1 purchased in 1814, cost me deli-

vered, 10 miles from the kilns, 45 dollars per hun-

dred bushels—I have during tliis year, 1819, been of-

fered a contract, to any extent, at S-55- I'here is pe
haps at this time 20 bushels of lime demanded for one
that was asked at the first named period ; lime quar
ries are now dally opening that a few years ago were
neither thought of, or known ; lime kilns are building,

in the upper part of this state, on almost every farm
they are in fact rapidly shewing themselves in the

middle, and are confidently spoken of in the lower
part of this county ; and still lime is in its price on the
decline. I confidently expect to see the time, if

should live but 20 years more, when this article may b
obtained for 40 per cent, less than at present, and whe
100 bushels will be used, for one now. The sources

of lime stone in the United States are absolutely ines

haustible.

II
Shell lime is neither so caustic nor weighty as

stone lime, will not go so far in building, and in th'

state, Maryland, three bushels are supposed equal t

one of stone, (in agriculture) both in a fine air-slack-

ed state. It could scarcely be possible for the Mary
landers, living on the waters, to be deceived in tlii

strength of shell lime, and here we may add that

25 cents per bushel for stone lime, is a very full price

for a farmer (taking up poor land) to adventure on
;

and perhaps too much for the present rate of our
price current. Edit. J]m. ]'

subject, I think would give the best connected

answer to several of your queries, hence I

shall proceed on till I have gone through the

whole operations for one year. I have ah-eady

described the land as laid off into four fields and
as many lots. I have to add that the dwell-

insj hotise is nearly central with a yard, gar-

den, farm-yard, stack-yard, a spring or water

lot, the whole occupying about six acres ; in

my farm-yard are all the buildings necessary

for the farming operations, viz : barn or grana-

ry witli a wheat machine, to which is attached

a mill for grinding plaster, stable, corn house,

shehers for cattle. Sec. ; by these means all the

offal of the farmer is brought to one place. In

the spring of the year I begin to plough, but

am not over-anxious about the earliness of it,

provided I can beak up my land by the 20tli

of March, I consider it full early, this gives

me time enough to list my ground and be ready

to plant corn by the end of the first week in

April. At and during the whole time of

ploughing, all the hands not engaged in plough-

ing, are employed in clearing and manuring
the land before the plough, every rock three in-

ches in diameter is picked up, every grub and

stump that can be removed, are -uill carted in-

to the gullies; the manure is carted out and
spread immediately before the plough, on the

weakest and galled spots, and at this time if I

find the land wants plaster, I give it a dressing

of a bushel per acre sown broadcast. I break

my ground six or seven inches deep (a prac-

tice I would not recommend on common high

land for reasons to be explained hereafter) with

a plough of my own construction, drawn by a

pair of common horses, and plough two acres

per day ; but my six inches are just mea-
surement such a one that twelve months after

the ploughing, when the land has had time to

settle well, will fairly measure this depth. I

mention this circumstance because there is no

practice in which a person deceives himself so

much as in the depth of ploughing. I plough

deeper than any man in this county, though

burn lime for sale.—This article is rapidly becoming
of primary importance to the agricultural interests

of our country, and its sale as to quality, and mersu

ought to become a subject of regulation by law-

No. V.

OF A SERIES OF

Communicated by Geo. W. Jeffreys, Esq. oj

JVorth- Caroli7!a,/or fiublicnCioii in the jimeri

can Farmer.

Amelia county, Virgitiia, June 13th, 1818.

Dear siu,—I received yours dated the 20tl.,

ult. It is with sentiments of pleasure I find-^'^ere are several who say they plough from nrae

that my letter has been either interesting or^*" ten mches deep with three and iour horses,

useful to you or the members of your Society ;|^^ hen I have finished breaking my land I then

for believe me, nothing can give me more plea-l^egin to level it ; some say why list after your

than to find that I have been useful to!gio"nd is broke up well
;
that checkmg off the

my fellow citizens. You lament the reserved-:gro"nfl ^dl do as well, my reasons for listing

ness with which experienced farmers commu-'^'-e, that ground broke up by the big plough, wdl

nicate the result of their experience ; this is aV cloddy, no matter how well it appeared pul-

fact which is easily accounted for, the world verized at the Unie of breaking. ^
I list m order

is to often pestered with the intrusions of spe-

culative theories and misstated facts of the vain,

thoughtless, and inexperienced, and they are ge-

nerally treated with the contempt that they de-

e grey headed experimenter is ex-

tremely reluctant to communicate his observa-

tions, expecting them to meet with the same
fate, unless delivered with prudence and cau-

tion ; hence he waits to know how they will be
received before he communicates, for knowing
with what pains and difficulty he has acquired

the knowledge he possesses, he will not run

the risk of having it exposed to contempt, than

which, nothing could wound his feelings more.

In my former letter I described the manner
in which my farm was laid off and the rota

tion of the crops, to continue on in detail : this|

that these clods may be well pulverized, and

in order that they may have plenty of fine

mould to cover the corn with at the time of

planting, and also in order that the roots of the

corn may have a good opportunity of getting

out of the hills, after it begins to grow ; which it

will do much better by the ground being well

pulverized in the place where it is planted.

—

•

About the 6th or 8th of April I begin to plant

my corn, being previously prepared in the man-
ner mentioned in the former letter ; the ground

is checked off with a trowel hoe, with two

mould boards fixed to it ; then four or five

grains are dropped in a place and covered two in-

ches deep, with the foot removing any clods

that may remain on the surface. I vary the

distance according to the quantity of the land,
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and whether I intended cutting up the corn al

the time of seeding wheat. If I intend cutting

up the corn at the time ol seeding wheat, I plant

from 5 to 5J feet each way two stalks in a hill

;

if I intend sowing my wheat before cutting up,

I then plant 4.V and 7 two stalks. I find ii

very beneficial to have one wide way in the

corn, at the time of seeding it in wheat ; the

ground can be better ploughed without injury

done to the corn, there is also less chopping

with hoes ; I find it also beneficial at the time

of giving the corn the last ploughing, for by

this time gusts will have occurred, so as to

blow down and entangle the corn ; having al

this time a wide way, the corn can be plough-

ed with less injury, but I generally plant botli

ways ; as much as I intend seeding in wheat,

the first ten days that I plant is with a wide

way, and sow it v/ith the corn standing ; the

balance I plant the same distance each way,

and cut it up at the time of wheat seeding, by

this mi5ans my corn is not injured by too early

cutting up, and I am enabled to get early corn

to fatten my hogs, which is much better than

old corn ; and it enables me to begin early to

cart my stalks to the farm yard. In

grounds I ridge my land into 7 feet ridges, and

at the lime of planting, I run an instrument

called a five teeth coulter drag, this cuis the

earth fine on the top of the ridge, a furrow is

I replant my corn as soon as I have discovered

that it is nearly all up, and continue replanting

till the tentli of June, the last replanting is

generally with early or rare-ripe corn. I do
not set corn, never having had it to succeed

ith me ; as soon as my corn is about 6 inches

high, I begin to weed it ; but do not thin it

till it is at least a foot high, and at tiie time of

weeding, I am careful that no hill shall be made
to the corn, but restore to the hill about th

.ame quantity of earth as is taken away, this

keeps the ground level; this is a practice I have
pursued ever since I began to cultivate

,111(1 is now getting into general use; at this tions to meadows,' unless
time of weeding, if I am disposed to use pi

ter, I put about a table spoon even full on each

place where the seed lays, and of a convenient
eight for the persons who uses it, run it through

this riddle, which t&kes out a good deal of
traw, separates the sheaves, and prepares it

lor sowing, one bushel of which put on an acre,
s sufficient, though it may be sown thicker or
thinner ; it will do sown thinner over fields for

proving land, but if intended for cutting, it

may lie somewhat thicker, this is the best mode
f sowing clover seeds that I have tried.

Having now finished the subject of saving
clover seeds, and sowing them. I shall next
take up the subject of meadows. My objec-

laiids daily covered
by tide water ; are, first : this climate is not fa-

much as is wed daily, is plastered before leav

ing the field, unless the wind is to high or i

rains ; I then do it the next morning, and at

the last time of ploughing and weeding the corn
if I have not sown plaster at the time of brer^k

ing it up. I now sow it between the rows, a

the rate of one bushel per acre. About the

last time of working over the corn, clover

seeds generally become ripe, if ihcy are I or

dcr every male hand that works with the hoe
into the clover fields with a sythe, and there

he continues till the sun is about 2 hours high

(while the dew is on it,) cutting, after which he

then opened by the double mould board troweljleaves the scythe for the corn field ; but if a

lioe, the grain is dropped two or three grainsrainy day comes and prevents ploughing the

every two feet or 13 inclies, according to thejcorn field, I then cut all day with every hand
;

fjuality o( the ground, and then follows anotherjafter cutting, it is left on the land as it was cut

of the coulter drag, which covers it up, leav-itill it is sufficiently rotted, which takes from

ing the ground light and well pulverized on the'three to six weeks according to the season, whe-

corn ; this is the best and and most expeditiousjther dry, or wet
; you may know when it is suf-

mode of drilling corn in low grounds I everficiently rotted, by taking a head in the middle

tried, and I have tried many ways. You mavjof a dry day, if you find upon slight handling

perhaps wonder I say nothing on the method of|it drops to pieces; but on the other hand if it

vourable to the grazing of grass lands or mea-
hill of com, sprinked round the stalks, and as dows, for though I have found, that the fibrous

ig corn on weak land, at 4 feet distance

one stalk in a hill ; this I believe is the best way
of producing the greatest crop from weak land,

hut not from rich ; and there are many circum-
stances in the mode of tending it, whicli pre-

vent as much land being cultivated as some
other methods, and as my principal crop for

market is the wheat crop, I have not been anxi-

ous to make the land exert itself to the utmost,

•in the corn crop, the wheat crop following it

will consequently be proportionably diminished.

After having finished planting my corn, I

begin to plough the ground with the trowel hoe

plough, following immediately after them with

a straight toothed rake or drag, made triangu-

larly with a pair of handles and thirteen teeth,

three feel wide : this instrument breaks the

clods to pieces, fills up the furrows left by the

trowel hoe, levels the ground, fills up small

gullies, and either tears or smothers young
grass, and in fact is the best instrument I ever

used in the corn fields ; I have used it upward
of twenty years, and attribute the dispositioi

my land has to wash so much less than my
4ieighbours, principally to the use of tliis inslru-

jnent ; it is drawn by one liorsc and is an easier

draughed than the trowel hoe ; one drag is suf-

ficient to follow 4 trowel hoe ploughs, and 1

take care that the whole of the ground dail

ploughed is finished raking by night. I continue

-this mode of ploughing and cross ploughing, til

<niy corn begins to tassel anij shoot generally.—

equires some rubbing to separate the chieves,

then it ought to lay longer, when sufficiently

rotted, you will get your treading yard

ready, and early in the morning on a fair day
while the dew is on it, y"u will carefully rake

it up and cart it to the treading yard, as much
will dry in the course of the day, and leave a

person with it to keep it turning, and shaking it

up light ; when it has been well rotted, by the

time it was dry, I have had the whole of the

heads off; but if thcv do not come entirely off

by the time the sun is two hours high, then pu
your horses on the treading yard for a quartei

of an hour, then rake off tlie straw carefully

light up the balance, put on the horses again,

and so go on till the whole straw is carefully

ken off, which very seldom requires more than

I hour ; the seeds are to be put away in this

state till sowing time, which is the last of Feb
uary or first of March ; by this method of sav

ing the seeds, the best I ever tried, you lose

your hay, which I do not consider as a loss, the

clover straw I put away convenient to the

stable to litter my horses, and it m;ikes most
excellent manure, of much more value than the

hay, which would be eaten up by stock. In the

month of February, when there is

the ground, is the best time for sowing, you
ill then take a large coarse white oak riddle,

such as farmers generally use to take chaff out

of grain, hang it up by a pair of leading line

on the joist of your barn, convenient to the

ooted grasses grow on rich low land, here
equal, if not superior Ij any part of the world
under proper management, yet no sooner does
the hoof of cattle tread the soil than a luxuriant
growth is quickly converted into a little dwaif
diminutive one, that is not able to support stock

qual to the expense of making and keeping
such land in meadows. Even Col. Taylor tri-

ed the experiment once on his tide water mea-
dow, and was determined not to repeat it. It

prevalent opinion among young farmers in

tlie southern states that the first thing neces-
sary to constitute the farmer, is to have a mea-
dow, this they think constitutes the essential

difference between the planter and farmer ; but
that is what I call beginning at the wrong end.

What is it which creates the desire in the plan-

ter to become a farmer ? Certainly the exhausted

state of his high lands, for his swamp land or

flats in bottoms, have been entirely neglected,

while their hill sides cut down, worn out by
wretched cultivation, gullied, galled, are en-

tirely unprofitable ; yet the first step he takes

to improve these high lands, is to get up all his

swamp land into meadows to raise stock, to

mpoverish both high and low land. To me it

appears clear that all his bottoms, swamp lands,

Sec. ought to be got up and drained as quick as

possible, that he may here introduce his crops

of Indian corn, wheat, Sec. and leave his gullied,

galled, &c. hill sides to rest, besides it is from,

the flats cultivated, that he is to draw his

grand sources of manure, not laid down in

grass ; but some argue thus, my low lands lay

so low and so subject to freshets, that they are

good for nothing but meadows. I can answer,

hat if they are not fit for corn when drained,

and properly cultivated, they are not fit for mea-
dows, for if a fresh comes only one foot over

the surface or even less, it will totally ruin a

crop of grass by depositing its mud upon it, and
so rendering it unfit for hay ; while a fresh

three feet in height, will not injure a corn crop

in its advanced state, and if it comes in its ear-

ly state it can be replanted ; a fresh also over

the tops of wheat when in ear, will not injure

it sometimes, as I have experienced, if there is

not a strong current to throw it down. Let us

now attend to the produce of meadow land in

corn, in order to make an estimate ; we will

say an acre of this land will produce 50 bushels

of corn ; but certainly ought to produce much
more ; these 50 bushels of corn fed away to

Slock, will certainly go as far as the quantity

of hay, that quantity of land will produce ; then
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consider the crop of blades, which if well cui

ed, will go twice as far in supporting stock as

hay, to which is to be added the tops, shucks

cobs, Sec. all which are strong food for cattle,

and lastly, the corn stalk both as a food and

manure is very considerable, that the whole
joined together exclusive of the grain, is a sup
ply of food and manure, much exceeding the

hay crop ; next comes the wheat crop, 20 bush-

els per acre or more ; this is certainly equal to

the hay crop, while the straw furnishes a bulk

of manure, equal to the whole hay if rotted

the third year if you choose to use it as a yea
of rest, if sown down in clover, will yield twice

the hay, that the fibrous rooted grasses will

;

hence, in three years, you have SO bushels of

corn and 20 of wheat, which is so much extra to

pay you for your labour, while you have equal
sources for stock and manure, but I believe

greater. Are the above observations supported
by practical facts? I answer yes. In the

most improved agricultural district in Scotland,

where agriculture is now conducted in a much
more profitable manner than in England; the
Scots have adapted, what they call the con-
vertible husbandry ; they have ploughed up all

tlieir permanent meadows, and in a rotation of
crops from 5 to 7 years, they have their fields

from two to three years in clover ; it is this that

gives it the title convertible, being converted
alternately into arable and grass lands, and
vice versa, and though formerly their best
farms were one half fine permanent meadows,
yet they now have increased considerably their

hay and grass, and raise, and fatten, more
slock, than they used to do formerly, while
they have more than doubled their grain crop

;

now shall we who are under a greater necessi'

ty of improving our lands, take up this error
when the British are laying it down. I am in

clined to think we imitate them too much in

other bad practices. I have already stated that

the low marshy grounds that are daily overflow-
ed with the tide, are the only lands fit for mea-
dows, and perhaps cannot be made fit for any
thing else, and may be much improved by drain-
ing, and sowing in artificial grasses ; such is

the meadow ol Col. Taylor, of two hundred
acres. I have a variety of grass on my land,
which I sow mixed together on my grazirjg lot,

and along branch sides and gulleys, viz: Clo-
ver, herds' grass or red top, fowl meadow grass,
or white top ray, or orchard grass, timothy,
tall meadow or Egyptian oat grass, burnit. Sec.

The fowl meadow grass, I like best. In my
subsequent letters, ! shall proceed in the de-
tail I commenced with, but at present must con-
clude if it is not already too lengthy, and tire-

I am with respect yours, Sec.

WM. MERIWETHER.
C.V'c. ;r. Jeffreys, Esq.

Bwrwt Clay.

.hidping from the favourable manner in which
subscribers have received all that has been hitherto
published concerning the Burninjj of Clav—we ven
tine to submit the following .account of 'minute and
accurate experiments with clay ashes, in comparison

with some other manures—we do not give it now for

want of other equally interesting materials, but that

we suppose the reader would like to have it in connex
ion with the papers on the same subject, to the end
that as far as can be, he may arrive at once to a tho
rough understand of the nature and the merits of the
subject.

Editor Amer. Farmer.

Exfieriments on the efficacy of Burnt Clay, as o

manure, by the Rev. Edmund Cartiuright.

D.D. of Hallanden House, near Tollbridge.

(From the Transactions of the Society, for the En-
couragement of Arts, Manufactures, and' Commerce.)

The Gold Medal was voted to the Rev.
Edmund Cartwright, D.D. for this communica-
tion. For some years past, I have been in the

practice of using soot and wood-ashes, as top

dressings, but never to much extent, from the

difficulty of procuring them in any considera

ble quantity. In the spring of this year (1819)
I was enabled to obtain soot sufficient to top

dress between five and six acres, part pasture

and part arable, after the rate of fifty busheli

per acre ; and wood ashes sufficient for the

same quantity of ground, after the rate of 100
bushels per acre, the prome cost of the soot was
9d. per bushel, but as I had to fetch it from some
distance, I calculated the price of it when brought
home. Is. per bushel. The wood ashes were
4Jd. per bushel; but as they lay nearer home,
I reckon the carriage at l^d. per acre. The ex-
pense, therefore, of top-dressing, with each of

these articles, was the same, viz. 'M. lo.?. pe:

acre. The object of my experiment this year
was to compare burnt clay, soot, and wood
ashes,—with burned clay, I top-dressed about 7

acres, after the rate of 10 cart loads per ac
each cart load being about 20 bushels, I must
here observe that when I first began the bu
ing of clay, I found it a very difficult and (

pensive business ; but I have latterly contrived

a method of performing the operation at a very
cheap rate. It does not now cost me more
than 9d. per cart load, fuel included, provided
the weather is not unfavourable, so that the ex
pense of this manure does not exceed 15s. pei

acre.

The soil on which these top-dressings v/ere

pplied, was a cold, wet, tenacious clay. The
crops on which they were tried, were Swedish
turnips and the common turnips, Kholrabi, turnip

ted cabbage, potatoes. Mangel wurtzel barley

and beans.

On the isth September, I measured off fifty

square yards of Swedish turnips, under each
top dressing, and fifty square yards, which had
not" been top-dressed, their respective weights
were as follows, viz :—

ton cwt. lb.

Burned clay, 580 lbs. per acre 25 2 20
Soot, 546 do. do. 23 12 2
Wood ashes, 398 do. do. 16 12 50
No to-dress-

ing, 235 do. do. 10 3 12

Saying the value of the turnips at only 5s. per
ton, (and they certainly are worth more) the
burned clay exceeds the soot in value of crop per
acre, 7s. 6d. by saving in prime cost M. 1 5s. ; total,

ll. 2s. 6d. ;—the superiority of burned clay over

wood ashes, is nearly 8|d.,to the value of which,
if the saving in prime cost is added, the superi-
ority will be 3/. 17s. 6d.—The superiority of
burned clay over that which had no top-dressing,
will, in money (deducting the expense of burn-
ing the clay) be 4/. 7b. 6d.

I must here observe that the great disparity
between the turnips which were top-dressed,
and those which were not, must not be attribut-
ed altogether, to the fertilizing properties of the
substances employed, but in a considerable de-
gree to the protection they afforded the young
plants from the depredation of the fly—this will

appear by the subsequent experiments on the
Kholrabi and the common turnip. The Khol-
rabi plants destroyed by the fly, were replaced
from a seed-bed. As the transplanting was per-
formed in a showery time, none of them failed.

The common turnip was sown during the same
favourable weather, and escaped the fly altoge-

ther.

On the seventeenth of October, I measured off

SO square yards of potatoes, top-dressed, with
burned clay, &c. &c. The results were as fol-

lows, viz :—
bush, pecks bush.

Burned clay, 5 per acre 480
Soot, 4 3 do. 456
Wood ashes, 4 2 do. 433
No top-dressing, 4 do. 340
On the fourth of November, the results of si-

milar experiments on Kholrabi, were as follows,

viz:

—

lb. ton cwt. lb.

Burned clay, 160 per acre 6 17 26
Soot, 138 do. 3 18 32
Wood ashes, 114 do. 4 17 30
No top-dressing, 93 do. 4 7 48

In my experiments on Reynold's turnip root-

ed cabbage, and on Mangel wurtzle, I was com-
pletely defeated; in the one case, the seed

which I had had by me for many years, had
out lived its power of vegetation ; and in the

other case (the Mangel wurtzel,) it had never
quired that power ; the cold wet season of last

summer not suff"ering it to ripen

Having only half an acre of barley, I divided

into four equal parts, not having conveniency

in my small barn to keep the produce of each
by itself— I kept an account of the number of
sheaves that each part produced, when the

whole was threshed out, I divided the grain that

it yielded, which amounted to two quarters in-

four parts, proportionate to the number of
sheaves reaped from each division.

sheaves. bnsh. pks. qrs. bush.
Burned clay, 12G 4 2 per acre 4 4

Soot. 1 21 S "">''=?
4 l5''-'';"°''^?4 2'

I ttian 5 C than 3

Wood ashes, 117 L'-] 4 l5'"?hir|* ^

No top-dressing, 84 30 S

It must be observed that the barley was sown
Iternate rows with beans, so that, in fact,

the space occupied by the barley, ought not

to be reckoned more than a quarter of an acre,

as one half the ground produced a crop of beans,

of the result of the experiment on the beans, I

am not able to speak, as they unluckily, when
put into the barn, got intermixed with others.

November the 7th—the result of the experi-

ment with common turnips, was as follows, viz.
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TO THE EDITOR OB THB AMEBICAN FAHMEB.

PRICE OF SEEDS, &c. &c.

Timothy Hanson's Gkass, and sold in "^aW-
more wuoi" by that name. 1 should like to know how
far duck it was called Htids' Grass, to the eastward
of Maryland. What has become of the Hansonfami-
!.y ? Timolliy, had several sons. Jonathan, tous one

ijf yourJiour inspectors about the year ir69 or ITTO; Mu. Skinner,—
and was as well known, a» o^rfVi/r. Afrjorf,ihc father t- t,- .,„.,„ „„ „„„ „j„„, ,., 11
ofone 01 N our present inspectors. That c< l.brated >'V / " '^ " con esponden ts, would

farmer and statesman Tiinoth) Pickering, is perfect- S'^e ihe information reqnestetl below, I am pe

ly correct in Ins conjecture about the origin of thelsuaded it would benefit the agriculture of some
name of Timothy Grass ; and there are many oldi|)arts of our country, as much as anything which
Baltimurians, yet remaining, who will deliyht you you can publish in t!ie Americ;.n Farmer,
with an account of the tine cropsofr™io(//y, cut and| ^^^ „,hat place and at what price, can be ob

ned the seed of Saintloin (hedysarum ono
biychis?)—meadow Fox tail (the alopecurus

the!
,

cured on the Meadow, which was attached
old mill, now in ruins.—C/mrlea Constable ; lumber
merchant, is now the oldest native of Baltimore.

He can probably tell you all about tne Hanson family.

While on the subject of grass ; 1 must bt-g leave Ui

trespass upon your valuable time a few minutes long-

er, by calling your attention from timothy to the

luxuriant JJactylis Glomerata, or orchard grass,

or the rougii cock fool grass, which is far superior

in eveiy respect to any variety of grass cultivated

in this country, either native or im/ioned.

mend it to your consideration, as truly invaluable

as a grass, entitled to rank as nutnbi-r one, for its

earliness, great luxuriance, and wonderful powers
of reproiluction. It is far superior to the guinea
grass, which it resembles something in the leaf, but

is far superior in point of sofiness. (I have had the
Guinea grass from Jamaica, but it was too tender to

stand one winter, although protected by a brick
wall, and covered.) That distinguished agricultu-

rist, Mr. Coke,of Holkham, in Norfolk, England, is

now cultivating orchard grass extensively, in pre-
ference to the most admired grasses of that coun-
try, under the name of rough cocks foot. Seeing
this grass highly recommended for its gond qualities,

I imported a few pounds of the seed, for trial, and
found it to be notliing more than our negtected or-

chard grass. The great drought of last sunmier has
firmly established its reputation, and from a careful
observation for many years, in growing it on rich,
jiQor, low and wet grounds, I am fully convinced of
its fine qualities, for pasture, green food, or tor hay
when cut early or mixed with clover. Horses, cattle,

sheep, and hogs give it a decided preference. It is far
more productive than timothy, remains without run-
ning out, and the soil never appears exhausted by
its cultivation, in the smallest degree. " Timothy
Hanson's grass." is otherwise, and s considered a
great exhauster, when permitted to ripen its seed.
Pray who had the honour of introducing orchard

grass into notice ? A few years ago it was only sown in

the shade, where it will succeed well, but far better
without protection from the sun. It is well worth the
attention of every well disposed farmer, to give th
grass a fair trial, let him procure good seed, and he
will find It a most valuable acquisition It is necessary
that a change of grasses should take place, grounds
that have been years in other grasses will produce
great crops of this. If intended for pasturage, or for
mowing for hay, clover may be advantageously mixed
with it. As the clover disappears, the orchard grass
will increase, and take possession of the ground. It

will be necessary to sow it thick,* as the seed is

niarkahly small, and is soid without being seperated
from the chafiF A bushelof the seed, a« jVw ca//((/ by
the seed dealers, will contain about a gallon of seed
that will come up. Kature has been remarkably pro-
fuse to us, and we have many grasses, superior to my
old friend Timothy Hanson's. I shall trouble you
again about some other grasses deserving of cuitiva
tion. Your obedient servant.

R.
Felicity Farm, Maryland, Mar. 13, 1820;

• Now we protest against this looseness of informa
tion.—What does our correspondent mean by thic/c

sowing .' a gallon or a bushel ? why not always nfiecify'-

It is ten to one if we do not have a dozen letters in-

(luiring how much orchard grass seed to the acre.

Mdit, Am. Fur,

atensis '.)—Tale cat grass (avcna elatior ')

—

Ray or rye grass ?—Orchard grass ?—

T

ihy (phleum pratense ?} And the long rooted

clover (tiipolium macrorhizum ?) Only small

quantities are wanting at present, to experiment
with in the southern parts of Virginia. What

ecom-isoils are suited to each. What quantity of seed
are sown to the acre ? How is tlie ground pre-
pared, and at what season sown 1 In short, a de-
tailed account of the culture and uses of each
particular kind, and a reference to such works
as contained the best information on the subject

t present, clover, herds' grass and Lucerne
are the only grasses cultivated in the southern
part of Virginia, below the mountains. Lucerne

cultivated only in a fe>v garden spots. Clover
is becoming quite common on upland ; and what
•we call herds' grass in meadows. This grass is

very different from the phleum pratense. Tf
head is branching and when ripe, is red. In
some of the northern states it is called red top
The range in this section of the country being
nearly destroyed, it becomes every day an object
of increased importance, to provide food for

stock by artificial means. Having but little

practical knowledge on the subject, we are ex-

posed to the danger of many fruitless eflTorts,

Most agricultural works have for their objects,

the imlirovetnent nf ejcisling cultivation—conse
(juently do not descend to all the details, which
are so necessary to those who have every thing
to learn. Through the medium of your valua
l)le paper our more experienced brethren can
convey to us information so much needed. I'

is thus, by diffusing experimental knowledge
that the intelligent farmer can essentially pro
mote the interest of our common country. And
your paper by becoming the medium of that dif-

fusion, will continue to promote agricultural im-
provement in an eminent degree.

A Virginia Planter.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

CAMDEN, S. C. 30th April, 1820.

Sir,—A letter addressed to the Editor of
Baltimore pnper, relative to a new railway or
Columbian level, has excited some attention,

but, not as much as is to be wished for in those

parts of this country, where, from the low and
level character of the land, they may be made
most available. The question of internal im
provement, has been in agitation in this state

for 2 or 3 years; almost all this time has been
lost in nearly fruitless endeavours to open ri

vers, which in dry seasons are innavigable, and

wet ones so deep as not to feel the necessity
of removing the existing impediments. A dis-
position is arising, that will give greater eclat to
roads than has hitherto been yielded ; and, if the
one half of Mr 's, (I think the name at-
tached to the advertisement in the Intelligencer
of the 3rd February, was Charles Williams,) re-
presentation be perfectly correct, and the recital
of the work performed by his machine in the ca-
piiol yard be accurate, he should direct his atten-
tion to this state. A road through a flat country
f nearly 100 miles, (so flat that the fall does

not exceed a foot per mile) is just now surveyed,
is said is proposed to be made with tim-

ber, under ground ; and, I am convinced as to
quantity and labour, in the proportion of 10 to I

of that he would require, and as to practical ad-
vantage of 1 to 100.

I am sir, yours &c.

A CAMDONEAN,

FOH THE AMERICAN FARMER.

TO DESTROY OR DRIVE AWAY BED BUGS,

Mr. Skinner,—A correspondent of yours
sometime ago under the signature of a Travel-
ler, with a little spleen and a good deal of hu-
mour, offered your readers some recipes against
the annoyance of the common bed bug. But as
he gave too large a choice of remedies, and
might rather distract the anxious housewives to
whose care the administration of these lotions,

or in plainer English these washes, are generally
committed

; permit me to take one of his pre-
scriptions, which if properly used will be suffi-

ent, only simplifying it a little. Viz :

—

Half an ounce of corrosive sublimate, put in a
common bottle of whiskey, and after shaking it

and standing long enough to be dissolved, apply
it with a feather to all the joints and spaces of
the bed ; and if the house is old and the bugs
have got into partitions, they must be pursued
thither. This is so effectual, that unless the
house is overrun, there will hardly be any found
after the first application, in the same season.

Following the humane caution of your cor-
respondent, it must be noted that it is a violent

poison : and beside locking up the bottle, it

should have a large label with the word POISON
in large letters ; for if it fall within the smell of
a drunkard, he will perhaps swallow it with the
death that is in it.

Dai. more, Afiril 19, 1820.

To make Cream yield Butter quickly in celd

weather.

[trom a correspondent.]

Some one complains in your paper, that he
has lost 30 weight of butter, by not knowing
how to manage the cream in cold weather.—
Tell him, or her, as the case may be, that the

cream will readily yield up the butter it con-

tains in the coldest weather, if as much boiling

water be poured in, as will bring it to the tem-
parature of new milk, that is, milk just from the

cow ; cream so managed, will require very lit-

tle churning, and no other disadvantage accrues,

except that the butter will be while for adayj^r
two.
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POETRY.
lyritteii by Ike late Henry fJirlce It'/iite, rvhen he vias only

13 yedrs of age.

TO AN EARLY PKIMROSE.
" Mild ofrspring of a dark and sullen sire,

Whose modest form, so delicately fine,

Was nursed in whirling storms,

And cradled in the winds.

" Thee when youii? Spring first qucstion'd Winter's

swav,

And dar'd the sturdy blust'rer to the fight,

Thee on this bank he threw,
To mark his victory.

" In this low vale, the promise of the year,

Serene, thou open'st to the nipping gale,

Unnotic'd, and alone.

Thy lender elegance.

" So virtue blooms, brought forth amid the storms

Of chill adversity, in some low walk
Of life, she rears her head,

Obscure, and unobserv'd.

" While ev'ry bleaching breeze that on her blows,

Chastens her spotless purity of breast,

And hardens her to bear
Serene, the ills of life."

fixed prices^ A good house, garden, Sec. will

be furnished on reasonable terms, and tht

weaver either taken on wages for the first yeui

or not, as he may choose. ICT" Inquire of tht

Editor ol the American Farmer,

Aiuovwvt ol lusY^eclVons

particular account oi them, will be given in our
icxt. They arc for the most part flo«cr seed;
l)ut amongst them we observe also, a species of
tobacco seed, which may prove valuable, but

. now we fear too late to make trial of it this

season.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Mil. Editor,—! set down in haste to correct a note

of yours about the Spanish Pullets, (you say Ihey

laid more than an eg-g a day,) Mr. Jenner did not say

367 eggs each, but thai he got 367 eggs, and lost from

20 to 30, say 30.

367 Eggs 365
30 lost 46

In the city of Bullin

Wheat Flour
Ditto

Rye Flour
Uiito

Corn Meal -

Uitlo

Pork .

Ditto

Beef
Ditto

Hen'ings
Mackerel -

Ditto

Salmon
Cod
Butler

Lard
Domestic Liquors,

Ditto

Foreign Liquors
Oil and Molasses,

Ditto

Ullages -

e, >'

148.205 bbls.

6,407 half do,

1,379 bbls,

1 half d

j)397

198 each hen

319 days laying

Each hen idle 121 days

eir again, by saying 'he got iHe explains hi

than S3 lb. 7 Eggs to the lb. taking it for granted that

he lost 30, which makes 397, he got 56 lbs.

lie says they began to lay about the middle of No-

vember,' and continued so to do till about 10 days past

letter dated 14lh October, take off 15 days for Novem-
ber, all October 31—is —46 days.

Yours respectfully.

AprU 21st, 1820.

INFORMATION WANTED.
Oxford, M C. ^firil 11, 1820.

John S. Skinner, Er^.
Dear Sir.—The cultivation of the Palmu

C/iristi is so very important, occasioned by the

very high price of castor oil, that it is very de

sirable to aid and incite to the more general

raising of that very valuable plant. If you are

in possession of any information relative to the

time of planting, method of cultivation, and
process of gathering and securing the seed
this plant, a very early insertion of it in the
American Farmer will extend the usefulness of
your invaluable paper, and oblige a subscriber,
for the numerous and valuable advantages he
has hitherto received from it

A WEAVER WANTED—IN VIRGINIA.
To a married man of good moral character

and steady habits, great encouragement would
be given. It is not intended to establish
regular manufactory—but two or three looms
would find constant employment in weaving foi

the neighbourhood. The custom there
'

furnish warp to the weaver, who weaves at

1,263
140

1,672

78
1,540

54
375

28 half 1

206
37

1,756

2,527

bbls.

hhds
bbls,

J, bbls
"

bbl;

2 do.

bbls

do.

do,

do.

kegs
do.

12,107 small casks

408 large do.

239 do.

452 large do.

^HIl IFAHiSEI^IBa

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, APRIL,

ICT' The communication, apparently from the

Eastern Shore of Maryland, describing a 1;

hour saving implement, and signed Rusticus,

was received a few days since ; we beg the au

thor to accept our thanks, and to be assured

that if we had received it ten days sooner, W(

should have presented our readers with a draw
ing of the machine.
The delineation is so perspicuous, that the En-
aver, says he will have no trouble in represen

5 it; but it was impossible, after we received

to have it ready soon enough to circulate in

time for our subscribers to plant corn with it this

season—of course it must now remain on file

til other things more in season, are disposed of;

we are only surprised, that such an implement so

fficient, and saving so much labour, should not

have been patented, and more generally known.
10°" A subscriber from North Carolina, in-

quires about it/wvti /iloug/is, and wants a minute
description. A gentleman of Leesburg, has pro
mised us a model of a double shovel plough,

which we shall have engraved, and have some
reasons to think it will supercede in a great

measure the cultivator, and our other plough;

for the cultivation of corn and tobacco.

|C7=° A drawing of a tobacco prize, men-
tioned in a former number, is in the liands of the

Engraver, and will be accompanied with some
further remarks on the cultivating and curing

of that plant.

ICT* That accomplished officer, Com. C. Mor-
uis, just returned from South America, has oblig-

ingly placed m the hands of the Editor, a varie-

ty of seed, whiclv he received ; chiefly, from the

celebrated Botanist Mons. Bonpland. A more

Com. Steuart and Com. Morris, have both just re-
turned to their country. These are officers of first

ale talents, and scientific acquirements
; whilst the go-

I'ernment have such men at their command, the va-
cancy in the Board of Navy Commissioners, occasion-
ed by the fall of the gallant Decatur, may be filled up
to advantage, and the high character and great advan-
tages of that institution may be preserved to the na-
tion. The skill and activity of the present incumbents
are not to be excelled : but it is an office, which pecu-
liarly requires a division of labour, and will find steady
employment for three chosen officers.

CCj' It is presumed that those who write, as well as
those who talk, generally -wish to be understood; we
wish on this account we could make every writer for

the Farmer, understand how important it is to make
his manuscript plain ,- this ought to be done in all

cases, but more especially when botanical or other
lenns, or words of a. foreign language are used ; when-
ever a writer inserts such terms or words, he would
save much labour to the Printer, and mortification to
the Editor and himself, if he would take the pains to

stop and deliberately make the word with his pen in

printing letters, as the school children call it; thus
PHLEUM PUATENSE, then there can be no mis-
take. It can't be expected that Printers understand
these generic terms, and foreign languages—of the
latter the Ediior understands imperfectly only two or
three,—with the aid of his Botanical Dictionary, a most
valuable work, he could get along : but he rarely can
get a moment to correct a proof sheet, and must
again make to correspondents two requests :—First,

Xy" To make their communications in a fair and plain

hand

:

—Secondly, J/" That unless restrained by some
special reason, (and it is difficult to imagine any-

good one as to agricultural writings) they will give to
'

hat they w rite their proper names.

OUR AFFAIRS WITH SPAIN.

The long pending negotiations between our govern-
ment and Spain, respecting the Floridas and other mat-
ters, have been for the present entirely broken ofT. It

is probable nothing more will be done, until the govern-
ment of Spain shall have settled down, and got into

regular operation under the new order of things

—

hen it is probable, amicable relations will be firmly

;-established between Spain and America. If justice

and sound policy prevail in the Spanish Councils, this

desirable result will certainly follow.

Present Prices of Country Produce in tids Mtirtcet.

Actual .sales of 'Wheat—Red, per bushel, §1 to gl
25

—

White, do. in proportion

—

Cohn, white 45 to 47
cts.—RiE, 56 to 58 cts.

—

Flocb, from the w.'igons, §4 50

to §4 62--WnisKEV, from do. 30 to 30^ cts.

—

Hay, per

ton, S 1''

—

Potatoes, 50 to 62 cts—Mctton, per lb.

6 to 8 cts

—

Cattle, per cwt. 6 to §7—Retail, in the

market, at §4 to 10—Eggs, per doz. 12i cts—Tobacco,
from wagon, §10 «o lig—Pa*"Xent, do. §9, 10 & gU-
.Vorth Carolina Staples, Tah, gl 50—TcHPr.NTiJfE, soft,

S2 25—SriMTs do. 33 to 35 cts—Pitch, g2 50—Uosis,
gl 75 to g2—Cotton, Upland 17 cts—Shad, No. 1,

trimed, g7—Do. do. untrimed, S6

—

Lard, in small

kegs, 11 cts—Bico;*, hog round, per lb. 9 to 10 cts—
Hams, 10 to 12i cents.

One Hundred Dollars per annum,
A free house and provisions, will be given for a

man who will bring to the Editor of the Farmer, sa-

tisfactory proof of his industry and capacity as a Gar-

dener.—His employer will plan the work, it will be his

duty to execute it well and skilfully when pointed out
to him.
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[Continuedfrom Vol. JJ, page 35.]

Kilns have sometimes been erected for the purpose

of burning oyster shells, but I deem this a useless

trouble, and expense. The process of converting

shells into lime may be made extremely easy, and sim-

ple. It need consist of nothing more than a square,

or an oblong square pen of logs, which may be made
of any old, and otherwise useless timber : in this pen,

the shells are thrown in layers of about a foot thick,

with brush, old wood, or worn out rails between ; and
when thus built up to the height of five, six or more
feet, fire may be put to different places ; and if ad
vantage be taken of a windy day, the whole will soon

be reduced to the desired state. From some experi-

ments which I have made, with a view to ascertain

the relative force of the stone, and shell lime, I am
induced to give a decided preference to that obtained
from the shell ; the latter exerts its influence upon
the soil immediately. This ia not so obviously the
case with the former ; except indeed some manure
be added with, or immediately after. The shell hme
contains less sand, and a more pure, though a les;

caustic alkali. And this I take to be the chief prin
ciple by which both act, in promoting vegetation.—
Whether the shell lime will prove so durable in it

effects, as that obtained from the stone, I am unable
to say ; I should rather incline to believe that it will

not. Yet this is in my mind at least, a matter of lit-

tle, or no consequence ; as either of them will, beyonc
all doubt, last long enough to put the land to whicl
they are applied, in a situation to do extrernely well

without them. A soil once made in depth, and quality

truly first rate, will never afterwards be worn out,

not very badly used.
Where the oyster shells can be had at any price less

than twenty dollars the hundred bushels, the lime ob
tained from them will be found cheaper than that o;

the kilns. This alone is a powerful argument in fa

vour of this species of lime ; for although I believ

th.it lime properly applied to land, virtually costs nc

thing ; yet as it is to be paid for by the surplus pro
duce, the less that is given for it at first, the sooner
will the improver be reimbursed. If my estimate be
correct, that one hundred bushels of shells burned
will produce seventy bushels of lime ; and that tl'

seventy will be about equal to fifty of stone lime fresi

from the kiln, it will follow, as certain, that where
the stone lime costs forty dollars per hundred, thi

shell lime will be worth twenty dollars : as much le

than this, as the shells can be obtained for on tl

ground, so much the more, therefore, will they be s

object worthy the notice of the farmer.
Shells from which living oysters have been taken, <

such as are obtained from oyster houses in towns and
cities, are at least twenty per cent, better than tl

obtained from the beds, and in which the oysters have
been long since by some accident destroyed. Th
former are much more sound and firm, and have
much less mud, or other extraneous matter adhe
to them.

I have had no experience of the dam shell, but upon
comparing these with the oyster shell, 1 think it

highly probable that upon trial they would be found

to produce considerably more lime to any given quan-
tits of shells than that of the oyster. They are how-
ever, I imagine, at least in our peninsula, not to bt

had in quantities sufficient to be extensively useful.

—

The external covering of many other species of shell

fish, and even the bones of animals decomposed by

fire, or time, are well known to act powerfidly as a

yet the same insurmountable objection of

ircity, will apply equally to all of them.
When the lime intended for the improvement of a

poor soil, is fresh, and imslaked, the ground designed
to receive it should be struck out shallow with
plough, in furrows crossing each other at right angles,

and thirty feet apart, when one bushel of lime drop!
the intersection of each of these furrows will give

fifty bushels lo the acre. But if the lime be slaked,

then the furrows must be no more than twenty-fivt
feet distant from each other, and for shell lime, a like

listance must be observed ; which will allow to each
ere about seventy bushels. For the second liming
^lien it is intended to double the quantity, it only be-

comes necessary to contract these distances one half."

t will perhaps, be better, especially where the land
is stiflT, if it be well broke up with the plough, befcre
laying down the lime. And if the lime used be un-
laked, it must remain in these bushel piles until it

III, which it will soon do, by the moisture absorbed
rom the atmosphere, immediately after which it

hould be very carefully spread, so that no one part
the ground shall receive more, or less than another.
And to do this correctly, great caution will be neces-
sary. It is inconceivable what mischief may be done
by an apparent triHing irregularity upon this subject
and more particularly upon a poor soil, at its first

hming. Fifty bushels when spread over an acre of
ground, appears indeed to be a very inconsiderable
thing. Lime, however, as before remarked, is truly a
powerful agent ; and if any part of the land should,
the process of spreading, receive more than its due
proportion, the vegetation wUl be certainly and total-
ly destroyed upon that spot, for several vears after
independently of this too, if some places 'be destroy
ed by receiving too much, other spots must sufi'ei

for want of their proper quantity f As soon as the
hme has been spread, which should, if possible be in
the month of October or November, the ground should
be again Mushed, and thus remain until the follow
spring; when one other ploughing will prepare it fo'r

The first crop, on limed land, should most obv
ly be Indian corn, or corn and potatoes as before sug.
gested; as by the working ot these through the sum
mer, the hme becomes completely mixed, and incor
porated with the soil, which so neutralises its carstic
properties, as to lit it for the growth of a more tender
crop.

It may be proper, before saying any thing further o
the method of cultivating the potato, as it has nece:
sarily connected itself with the matter ot this essay

,o remark something upon the importance of this
oot. And whilst I do this, I entreat, as on indul
gence, the patience, and further attention of this
ciety.

I feel persuaded, that the potato has been too
much neglected by F'armers. This simple, though

article, constitutes a delicate, wholesome, and
food, both for man and beast. It may

• To about 21 feet, "half the distance" will make
four times the number of intersections.

Edit Am. Fa\

f It will require much more lime to kill vegetation
than is supposed : a gentleman near this, applied 500
stone lime without that effect. Edit. Am. Far.

certain circumstar.ces becon.e alone .^ substitute

for bread, especially upon the tables of the poor.

—

During a scarcity, and consequent high price of bread
uffs, it becomes an invaluable object to society.

—

he crop of this vegetable is more certain, and will

be more abundant upon any given quantity of land ;

1 require withal, less labour or expense, than
ny' species of grain with which we are acquainted.*
"hose indeed who have attempted the cultivation of
K- potato, have seldom, if ever been disappointed

11 their produce Bread made, by mixing one third

potatoes with two thirds of wheat flour, is in qu:jlity

decidedly superior to that made with flour alone

;

nd many upon trial, have even allowed a preference
to that made with potatoes and flour in equal propor-
ions. Two years have not yet passed since Indian
corn sold currently in our markets at gl 75 per
bushel, wheat at g3 00, rye, at gl 75, buckwheat at

gl 75, oats at 75 cents; and every other species of
grain m proportion, whilst potatoes could be had at

50 cents the bushel. Although these prices in the
grain market, are admitted to be extravagant and un-
usual, yet, as they seemed clearly to result from a

.single general faihire of the corn crop, of the preced-
ng year : and as we remain hable at all times to such
tailures, it may be easily seen of what incalculable im-
portance the potato may become to society. It is

juite possible indeed, that millions of souls may yet
the.continuance of their very cxistance to this ne-

glected root.

And as a food for stock, potatoes are at all times
valuable. Hogs are well known to feed upon them
greedily, and" to thrive well by their use alone. It is

however not so well understood that horned cattle,

sheep, and even horses, by a little usage become ex-

xtremly fond of this vegetable, and will live more
healthy, and continue fatter upon this than upon al-

most any other common species of food. When in-

tended for hogs, or horned cattle, potatoes shoidd be
boiled to a soft pap, and mixed with shorts, cut
straw, or the slop of the kitchen. For horses, or
sheep they should be carefully washed, cut in small

pieces, and lightly sprinkled with salt. In this state,

sheep may be kept well through our most severe win-
th but little other food. And horses, after a

little use, will be found to eat them freely, and to
grow fat by their use. How much better then would
it be, if otn- farmers could be persuaded torai.se a suf-

ficient quantity of potatoes to serve as food for their

live stock through the year, than to do as many of
them are in the habit of doing, either keeping their
dumb animals in a state nearly approaching that of
starvation ; or by feeding tolerably, consume nearly
the whole of tl'.eir corn, and oat crops .' Many far-

mers who till a sufficient quantity of poor land to

produce them five or six hundred bushels of corn, and
perhaps as much of oats, are compelled to keep a

family, and a live stock so numerous as to prevent
them in the ordinary way of doing business, from
selling more than one, or at most two hundred bushels

of each of these grains; and if strict justice in fact

as done to the appetites of these, there could be no
such grain from these fiirmers, for the market.

Potatoes contain more nutritious matter than the
same weight of either corn or oats.-j- Though they
may not impart the same solidity to the fat or flesli

We think 2 acres of potatoes as much labour as S

of grain, allowing it to be 20 bushels of wheat, and

still more expensive. Edit. ,9m. Far.

f By Sir H. Davy's scale, potatoes contain
-f^^^

of

'
'" """ "'

' "b^^i and we are sure cornnutritive matter, wheat ?"

contains as much as wheat. V. Am. Far.
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of the animal as the former grain; 1 am however,

strongly inclined to believe, and 1 think not withoul

good reason, that if the habit of using potatoes as s

food for live stock, could once be brought into gene'

ral use, they would be invariably preferred to either

the corn, or the oats : as the potato certainly docs

not possess the heating inflammatory properties of the

one, nor the feeble and transient effects of the other

Where a great number of horses are kept for draught,

In carriages, baggage-wagons or stages, with per

haps but few hands to attend them, the superior con

vcnience derived from the use of corn, or oats, as

feed, will perhaps always give to these grains a pre

fcrence. But to the farmer who generally keeps
throughout the leisure season of the winter, many
liands in proportion to his stock, the boiling, or wash-

ing and prepairing potatoes could be no serious incon-

venience. And for each busliel of them thus usei^ he

might in return save a bushel of his corn, or oats for

sale. And 1 deem every cent saved in this way as

absolutely clear gain ; seeing that the culti\ation of

this vegetable may be so managed as to cost the far-

mer no additional ground ; and but little, if any addi-

tional labour. This apparent paradox, I will attempt

to explain.

The usual practice of planting corn, on a common
soil, is in rows crossing in right angles, say four feet

apart One acre of ground thus planted, will contain

two thousand seven hundred and twenty corn

and allowing to each hill two stalks, will give five

thousand four hundred and forty. If these furrows

be struck out one way only, and eight feet apart, and
jn these

themselves over the -wlwle soil. It has been shown 1

think that by the jjlun recommended, the number of

stalks may be made the same. Their arrangement in

rows in one direction, will readily admit of being tilled

so far as to keep the ground completely free from tne

growth of all extraneous vegetable matter ; and at I'

same time so breaking up, and loosening its surface

admit the free absorption of heat and moisture, which
certainly the only working necessarj' for the growth

of corn
If the ground be so strong as to bear what has been

termed a drill, in the planting of corn ; which is nothing

more than placing the grains at the distance, s.ay ot

twelve inches apart, in rows four feet from each other ;

order to conform to the system recommended, it will

only be necessary to place these grains within six inches

of each other, and the rows eight feet apart, the re-

sult, as to the crop, will be the same, and one half

the ground will be saved for the culture of the po.

tato.

A soil sufficiently rich to produce eighty bushels

of corn, by the common mode of drill planting, will

think, produce by the method here mentioned, at

least an equal quantity, and additionally, not less than

one hundred bushels of potatoes to each acre, without
the use of manure.

I here speak with confidence ; although contrary to

general, and long received opinion, I do not hesitate

to assert, that potatoes may be raised witliout the aido^

and that too, as near to a full crop, as the same
soil will produce of any other useful vegetable.
The idea, that manure is indispensible to the pro

there be placed one stalk for every duction of potatoes, has probably arisen, and bee
twelve inches, or two stalks for every space of twti

feet, the number upon the acre will be tlie same. If

then by this plan, each stock will produce as

and as good ears, the quantity of corn will be equal.

1 contend, that the ears will be
larger ; and that the quantity of corn proportionalily

increased upon any soil in this way, than when planted

and tilled in the ordinary form ; if there be manure
used in planting the intermediate rows with potatoes

And if there be no manure in the potato rows, the

quantity of corn will be at least equal under all cir

cumstances to that obtained by the common way o)

planting.

If there be manure used in planting the potatoes,

the corn will be better, because its roots will find

free access to, and receive nourishment from that

Uius long obstinately maintiiined, in consequence
the farmer having- almost invariably, so far at least a:

iiy knowledge extends, appropriated but a very smal

piece of ground for tlie culture of this article, in con

stalks, just as well, and perhaps better than if

in four inches of them, as the stalks will not feel th

influence of the manure so soon as to throw them ol

in their growth too rapidly at first, and endanger the
expenditure of its force before the time of earing,

when most beneficial. I believe indeed, that the dis-

tance at which manure should always be placed from
corn, should be governed by its quantity. Ifthere

but little manure, it should be so placed as to insure

its reseiTation until the stalk has been well grown,
and the grain about to be made. If the quantity be
great, then place it over the whole ground ; there will

in that case be no danger of having too much stalk

mid no ear.

But, if no minure be used in planting the inter-

mediate rows of potatoes, yet the <iuant'ity of corn
will be equal to that obtained by the common mode
of planting, because, as the roots of the corn,

though the rows be eight feet apart, will as certainly

spread over the Tc/iofe ground in search of nourish-

ment, as if the stalks stood in hills, upon lines at

right angles, four feet apart, and may be as well, if twenty bushels,

not better tilled one, as if ploughed botli ways : re-

membering only, to place these rows north and south,

lluis securing the full action of the sun, and southerly
winds.

It seems to have been determined by experience
that a common soil will bear two stalks of corn for

every sixteen square feet of surface ; or one stalk up
on every space eif eight square feet.—Now I take ii

<br granted that it will be found a matter of no con-

Ncquence how these stalks be placed, provided first,

that they be so arranged as to a<lmit of being con-
veniently worked with the i)',ough ; and secondly, so

lUit their roots, or fibres sluUl extend and spread

nd sequence of which he has always been enabled to

ver it entirely with manure. And in doing so, he hai

rarely been disappointed in obtaining a large increase
Whilst, if he has ever seen the experiment made, of

planting the same article upon a poor soil withoii

manure, the produce has been so much less, as t

create in his mind an opinion that it amounted, i

fact, to nothing ; comparatively so, it is beyond all

doubt the case. And it is most devoutly to be wished
that our farmers could be induced to torm, and die
rish the same mode of thinking upon tlie subject ol

every other article common on farms. It seems in

although it be placed four feet from its deed strange that they should not. Potatoes have
lothing singular in this respect—the same thing

ictly happens to every other vegetable of whatsoever yipld

species it be. The very best soil that could possibly

made, with the addition of as much of the strongest

manure, as the cultivator might wish to have applied

n the planting of his potatoes, would not perhaps
give more than four hundred bushels to the

ply because this surface would not admit of more
stalks when placed so as to allow the necessary tilling

than would be requisite to yield this quantity. H
might therefore call four hundred bushels of potatoes

fidl crop, from one acre of land. One acre of pool

soil, planteel with potatoes alone, with an ordinan,

quantity of good manure, may produce about two hu
dred bushels, whilst the same acre planted without

as hereafter to be mentioneel, will seldom
fail to produce one hundred bushels. How stands the

case, as it relates to other vegetables ? say corn. One
acre of poor land may yield ten bushels of this grai

same acre, with one covering of fifty good c;

loads of well rotted manure, will probably produce
Whilst,

fold puqiose. First, in common with all other vegc-
ble matter, the manure by im]iarling a strength

and richness to the soil, promotes their growth, and
the increase of produce. And secondly which is in

some measure a circumstance peculiar to the potato,
the manure acts mechanically, by keeping the sur-
rounding earth loose, and thus preventing a too great
pressure upon the potato. Nor will this latter be
found a less important property in the maiiuie, than
the former. Hence the fact, known to every petato
planter, that of all other species of manure the longest
d coarsest, is the best to ensure a good crop.
Although the first purpose of imparting a richness

of the soil is in fact, fuily answered by sliort manure,
as the scraping of a yard, ashes, or rich earth ; and a
full crop of stalks and leaves may by such means be
produced, yet of the roots there v/ill be no more, or

a httle more, th.an if no manure of any sort had been
il, and merely because the latter property ol main-

taining a lightness in the soil, is in no wise answered
by such manure.

If the ground designed to be planted with potatoes
be rich, no manure need be useel. I believe indeed,
the crop will be more abundant without it, if in its

lace, the seed be covered w ith half-rotted straw

;

the litter of a barn yard, or the fallen leaves taken
from a wood; and upon this a light covering of eaith.
Such substances as these can always be obtained in

i/jabundance, and will be found to keep the ground as

loose and light as the best manure. And if the soil

be poor and manure cannot be had, the same method
11 ensure a tolerable crop of potatoes. Poor land

planted in this way, will produce ten bushels of these
tor every bushel of corn which could be exjiected from

e same soil. It would seem natural then to ask, if

n bushels of potatoes be not more valuable than one
of corn.

Indian corn, however is an important article in hiis-

bandrj', and cannot well be dispensed with ; and it

may be a desideratum in farming, to discover a plan,
by which the greatest possible quantity of these two
tides together, can be obtained from the smallest
ven quantity of land, and with the least time, la-

bour, and expense.

The plan here recommended seems to approach as

near to this point, as any which has yet come within
my observation. It seems certain that under any cir-

the quantity of corn will not be lessened;
but that on the contrary, if manure be used with the
potatoes, the crop of corn will be considerably

we before attempted to

the same surface is quite capable, by proper
management, and preparation, to yield more than

'

nes this ((uantity.

If farmers had been long in the habit of seeing, or
the practice of receiving eiglity or a hunelred

bushels of corn from every acre of their ground, they
ould be .as apt to deem ten busiiels to the
otiiing, or comparatively nothing, as they now arc

fifty, or even a hundred bushels of potatoes If tli

ould use their corn only as they think it necessary
I use their potatoes, it would rise just in the same

proportion.

Manure, in the cultivation of potatoes, serves a two.

creased . whilst on a poor soil, the potatoes will

ten to one of the corn. Whilst a very little

dditional labour indeed will be required ; and cer-
tainly no loss of time will in any event be sustained,
is both crops are put in, and taken from the same
ground in one season.

If this scheme indeed be examined carefully, the
profits arising from it will be found perhaps much grca-

ter, than at fi; st view might appear.
Suppose a farmer was about to plant twenty acres

with corn in the common way, and his ground was of
such a quality as would warrant Him in expecting
from this field two hundred bushels, which sold in

the market might bring him one hundred and fifty

dollars. But on reflection changed his plan, and
plants the whole ground with corn, and potatoes in

alternate rows, using no m.inure with his potatoes,

but covering them with leaves from his wood, as be-
fore suggested ; and allowing his crop the same la-

bour in tilling as if it had been corn alone. I think I

am justified from actual experiment in saying, that he
would have the same one hundred and fifty dollar>

worth of corn, and additionally not less than four

hundred dollars worth of potatoes, estimating them at

forty dollars per hundrecl bushels. Strange as this

m.ay seem there is yet nothing chimerical in the cal-

culation; 'tis certainly true, that at all limes, and un-
der all circumstances ; whether the seasons be fa-

vourable, or unfavourable ; whether insects prey upon
your crop, or whether they forbear ; whether your
fields be large or small j whether you till your crop
well or ill ; and whether you have manure, or have
no manure, if you substitute for it in planting your
potatoes, leaves, or useless straw, you will ninety-

nine times I think in a hundred, have ten bushc'b
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of potatoes for one of corn ; nor will you have one

bushel less of corn, than you would if there were no

potatoes within the same enclosure.

There is but little danger either of over stocking

the market—yet if it should even be otherwise, the

farmer could use his potatoes to almost any reasonable

extent ; and in the same proportion save his grain for

the market.

How extraordinary then would it seem, if a system

should be neglected, by which the clear proceeds of

a rich soil may be doubled ; whilst it promises the

only means by which any profit at all can be derived

from the cultivation of poor land? 1 submit it to

the consideration of farmers ; and hope they will try

its effects. If after the plan lias been fairly tested

by experience, it should be found profitable, it will

be pursued as a matter of interest. If it should

prove otherwise, it will as certainly meet the fate it

deserves.

When this essay was commenced, nothing could have

been further from my expectations, or designs, than

that it would ever become necessary to extend it to

any thing like the length which it has already attained.

Notwithstanding a constant effort has been maintained

from the beginning, to touch as briefly as possible on

every subject, which seemed to be naturally involved

in the main point ; yet, what it was thought might be

comprised within the compass of a few pages, has

nearly become a volume. It has in fact been found,

that to examine " the intrinsic value of an acre of ara

ble land," would necessarily connect with it, a discus

siun upon the whole science anil art of farming. And
to do simple justice to the subject would require infi-

nitely more talents, and time, than I can command
Early perceiving this, I abandoned all hopes of doing

more, than getting lamely over a few of the most pro-

minent points as they appeared to present themselves

upon the subject. And I will now not venture to tres-

pass further on the patience of this society, than mere-

ly to make a few remarks on the subject of manures,

with some general observations, which cannot well be
avoided. Farming is in truth a science ; and from its

complex nature, very difficult to be correctly under-

stood. To practice it, even with a tolerable chance of

success, requires not only experience, but more espe-

cially an active intelligent mind; with habits of con-
^

stant, and attentive observation. Some knowledge of Jepth of crude st'able

the elementary principles ,it least, of Chymistry, Bo '

tany, and Zoology, are indispensably necessary

The proper decomposition of vegetable matter, so

that the greatest quantity, and the best quality of

manure, may be obtained from any given substance is

beyond doubt of primary importance to the farmer,

and cannot be attained without the aid of some chy
mical knowledge. Nor is some general idea of the

nature, and properties of the plants, which occupy
almost exclusively the attention of the farmer; and

upon which indeed his success in life mainly de-

pends, of much less importance to him ; these he can-

not become acquainted with except he understands!'

something at least of the first principles of Botany.

And it would seem, that such knowledge of tlie na-

ture, and structure of his domestic animals, as might
enable him to attend to them properly when well, or

restore them when diseased, might not be foreign to

his business. I know indeed, that many would deem
all such knowledge as superfluous appendages to

farming. And such would also look upon it idle for

a mechanic to labour for the attainment of skill in his

trade, by examining, and tracing carefully the effects

])roduced by his labour, to the causes upon which they
depended. But there can no more be a neat, and s;ic

cessful artist, without a knowledge of science, thai

there can a farmer. Both 'tis true are daily going on
unaided by any thing except a mere knowledge of thei

mechanical parts: but, with what success 1 leave to

the judgment of every man of reflection and observa-

tion, to determine.

and consequently
ihout his care, or

Every farmer knows, that the manure obtained from
bis live stock, when put upon his land, increases the
quantity of his produce. The vegetable matter con
sumed by cattle, is in their stomachs and bowels,
Alccomposed by the chymical agency of heat and mois-

ture ; without the assistance of mai
this species of manure is obtained

trouble.

This is however, in most cases, much too sm,all in

quantity, to serve the farmer any very valuable pur-

pose alone : small too, as it would be under all cir-

cumstances, yet through the ignorance and inatten-

ion of those to whom it belongs, much of it is often

lost.

There are several methods of increasing the quan.

tity and adding to the quality of manures.—Those most

worthy attention are

First ; manure made without the agency of manure

;

or by vegetable matter without being previously de
composed by having passed through the digestive or

of animals. This may be effected to almost any

extent, by cutting and collecting together, when
green, or succulent state, briars, thistles, leaves of

trees with their extreme and tender branches, rushes,

wild foxtnil of marshes, grass, and weeds of any, and

of every species, corn stalks even when dry, and after

the e.irs have been taken off; or in short, any spe

cies of vegetable matter, that can be most conveniently

obtained. These should be l.iid in beds of abi

ten feet wide, and of any lengtli that may be desired,

but never so thick, as when covered with six inches

of common earth, and pressed down by its weight, to

exceed eighteen, or twenty inches in all. The cov

ng of earth, about six inches in depth, should then

be laid on ; and thus allowed to remain, until th<

getable matter has become completely rotted ; which
11 require a time proportionate to the weather, and

to the species of vegetables used ; generall

sometimes two entire years. These vegetables should

be allowed to' wither or dry much before they

are covered ; if they do, the principal cause produc-

ing fermentation will be lost, and they will never rot

to any advantage. A powerful manure may be made
in this way, but will require considerable time

labour. The farmer will, however, be amply repaid

tor both, if he conducts this process with care : it

lot, he will obtain nothing except a lifeless mass of

n.atter.

Secondly. The mixed compost, consisting partly

of barn yard manure, and partly of green vegetable

matter. After having previously ploughed a bed .if

convenient size, place upon it five or six inches in
" am yard manure, and up
this, such vegetable matter as before-mentioned,

the depth of twelve or fifteen inches, when pressed

together : and upon these a second lay?r of manure
equal in thickness to the first ; after which cover the

whole with six inches of common earth, and ler.vc

carefully enclosed, for fermentation. I'liis will be

found a very effectual method of preparing compost
A three-fold object is fairly attained in this way
First, you obtain a considerable increase of manure
by impregnating what was before a mass of pool

arth, with active particles which escape from all

egetable matter in the act of fermentation, and
; equal to the best manure. Secondly, you effect

the decomposition of fresh vegetables, much better,

nd more speedily by placing them thus between twc

layers ot raw stable manure, which is known to gene
rate heat to a considerable degree, almost imnie<liate-

ly. And, thirdly, you by this process completely

prepare the raw and crude manure of stables, or barn

ds, and fit it for your land, by reducing its force

a proper point, and imparting to it a degree of

mildness essentially necessary to its successful ac

tion upon all the smaller grains, and many of the

more tender grasses. Your manure, by this process

f fermentation and decomposition, effectually destroy

II embryo all pernicious insects, which if suffered to

be removed alive with the manure in which they hav

been deposited, to your fields, could hardly fiiil to

lestroy almost any crop. No farmer in fact, shoiUd

ever permit manure to be removed from his yard,

table, to his land, without at least one full years

careful preparation, if the contrary can well be prac

tised. This latter method of composting is perhapi

preferable to any other now
"

placed below, and above the bed, and by the admixture
f fresh vegetable matter. And the quality is improved

to the utmost, by the strong and steady fermentation,
which commences, and continues until the whole mass
is fully and completely prepared.

(To be concluded in next number.)

No. VI.

OF A SEItlES OF

Communicated by Geo. TV. Jeffreys, Esq. of
J^orth Carolina, for publication in the Ame-
rican Farmer,

Amelia County, J'a. Sept. lllh 1818.

DE.iit Sir,—I received your favour dated

25th ult. and expect you soon received mine of

about the same date.—I believe I finished my
last, with the turnip sowing, and was about to

enter upon fodder gathering, of which I have

nothing particular to state, other than, that the

blades are all pulled one blade above the ear,

d when cured, are brought up to the farm
yard, and put away in houses ; the tops are cut

and stacked convenient to the farm yard ; after

finished my fodder, my peas are gathered, my
potatoes dug and put away, and every kind of

woik done previous to my commencing sowing

wheat, that will any wise interfere with it ; I even

prepare ray pen for fattening hogs before, and as

it is done in a particular manner, and will tend

to show my anxiety for the raising of manure, I

shall relate the manner.—Pine poles out of an

old field, if there is any, are cut twenty feet long,
^

and as many as will cover the ground twenty

feet, they are barked and carted to the spot in-

tended for the pen, which is generally placed

along the spring branch for the convenience of

water ; to the same spot is carted as much straw

as will cover the ground twenty feet square, and

one foot deep, well trod down ; on this straw the

les are laid, a straight fence is made upon the

end and edge of the poles, sufficiently high to

keep the hogs in, and a long trough is placed in

the pen for water ; this pen is large enough to

fatten from 25 to 30 hogs ; if the quantity to be

fattened is larger, the pen ought to be made
iroportionably larger. At the time I put up
my hog'5, which is about the middle of October,

I put a cart load of straw in the pen, and add

one every week, as long as the hogs stay up

;

when I cart up my pumpkins, the most indiffer-

ent ones are carted to this pen for early use, and

I give my hogs one meal of them every day, as

much as they can eat, and one meal of corn in

the ear ; the corn is gathered out of the corn

field, from the latest and softest corn, which is

much better qualified to fatten, than the old

hard corn; after my hogs are killed, a square,

pen of rails is made, and the manure out of the

hog pen is put into it, the poles taken up and

laid by for another year ; the earth where the

pen was, hoed up two or three inches deep,* and

the manure covered over with it, where it lies

We must again recommend the giving each day a

horse cart load of green corn stalks ; they are full of

^ .^ _ __^ _ indeed'saccharine substance—chewed up greedily, act as a

to combine in ^itself the advantag'es of every otherlmedicine, and add rapidly to the quantity of manure,

mode. The quantity of manure is here increased to It is decidedly the best use to which corn stalks can

he greatest possible extent, by the common earth|be converted to a certain extent. EdH,Am.Fa\:
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till the time of breakinp; up corn ground, when

it is carted out : thus I save all their urine

and dung, and make eight or ten loads of excel-

lent manure; I make also alow pen, a fence

rail square, before every negro quarter doi

where their ashes, and the sweeping of their

houses are deposited, and carted out every spring,

together with my kitchen, hen houses, and other

manures, the wood pile trash is removed every

third year; thus I collect every thing that can

improve the land, and otiierwise, would be a

nuisance and create disease. Thus far I have

digressed on the subject of manure, I now re-

turn to the wheat sowing, which I generally

commence about the tenth of October, it being

unsafe to begin earlier here, on account of the

Hessian fly.

I commence sowing on my corn ground
where the corn is planted, one wide way, witli

the corn standing. Where tlie Hessian fly

prevails, corn ground may be sown somewhat
earlier than it is safe to sow fallowed ground.

I plough in my wheat with the trowel hoe, oi

shovel plough, following after by a one horse

l-.arrow, and chop between the corn hills. I

sow on common ground, one bushel per acre,

and one and a half on strong land. I prefer

the trowel hoe on account of its breaking the

ground as deep as it has been broke before;

the same time harrowing it up light, without

turning it over—of consequence the seed

deposited only shallow—few grains sinking

the ground deep, and following it with a straight

tooth harrow, the ground is levelled, and at the

same time well pulverized, to admit air freely

—a circumstance of some importance in the

vegetation of seeds. If you have seen a piece,

written upon this subject, in the Richmond In-

quirer, you will the better understand this re-

mark. After the twentieth of October, I cut

up my corn and stack it on poles, and as there

is no dividing fences round my corn fields, two
sides of it lying open ; I stack as much as I

possibly can off my corn ground, and even cart

some, where it lies convenient; by this time

my stock are up in the farm yard. I cart a fe

loads every morning, on the stalks, which are

stripped at night, and the stock fed with them.
They are the more nutritious the earlier they

are got in, and by commencing early, I am often

enabled to get them all in by Christmas, by
which means they are much more trodden and
rotted for the spring manure ; besides, the less

the wheat is carted on after being sown, the

better— if I sow any wheat in November, I put
one half more on the ground, proportioning it

according to the quality of the ground, and
period of sowing,—believing that one bushel
put on the ground, the last week in September,
will produce a thicker (if there is no (iessian

lly) than six pecks the first of November. On
low grounds that are ridged, if the land is light

and absorbs water readily, I plough the wheat
in with the trowel hoe,—harrow it, and open
the furrows and keep the beds as flat as pos-

sible—if the ground is stiff, moist and of a cold
quality, I then plough the wheat in with a sin-

gle clagon or barshare, with a shallow furrow,
ploughed up to the corn—harrow after and
open the furrows, kcejiing the ridges well
rounded up, chopping between the corn with

hand hoes ; such land'ought to be sown the first,

and in good dry order. Last year, I began

such land early, but by the wetness of the sea-

son, was driven out of the low grounds, and

before I was able to finish, it was the last of

October. Three weeks after the first sowing,

the first sown wheat was the most luxuri-

ant crop in tlie neighbourhood, if not in the

county—the last sown was entirely killed in

the winter. After finishing sowing my wheat
crop, I begin to get in my corn, carting some
stalks every morning, till the whole is carted up
that was got off the ground—the balance that

were cup up, I cart in the same manner, if the

ground is dry and in good order, otherwise

they lie till the ground is frozen ; and every

frosty morning I cart, till they are all carted in.

I have a pair of cart wheels made on pur-

pose, ten inches on the tread—the advantage
of a pair of such wheels is very great on a farm
you can get your crop of corn out of the low

grounds, when you could not do it with narrow
wheels, without much injury to the crop—you
can cart corn stalks on a light frost, when the

ground would be torn up with the narrow
wheels—good roads on a farm of any consider-

able size, it is a matter of much importance, in

tantly carting in the winter season of rails

and wood—among planters, so destroys the

land, that old roads washed into gullies, are to

be seen all over their plantations, and is a con-

stant theme of complaint ; if their plantations

were to be converted into farms, which would
require four times the quantity of carting,

what would they do? I have not tlie least

sign of gullied roads on my farm—and on ano-

ther that I have, containing fifteen hundred acres,

there are no gullied roads—when I cart out

manure on this tract, olten more than a thou-

sand loads at a season—two narrow wheeled
and a wagon running at the same time,

and one pair of broad wheels 12 inches, running
at the same time, levels the road, as fast as the

narrow wheels cut it to pieces ; and no gullies,

or washed, impassable roads are to be seen ; but

the reverse, several of the old gullied roads

made level, though the land is broken. I can-

not speak too much in praise of a pair of broad
wheels on a farm ; the draught in the summer
is rather harder, but in the winter, when the

ground is soft and the narrow wheels cut in the

ound,—the broad wheels pull easier, and
there is no need of their constant use. I have
had a pair upwards of 20 years. When I cart

up my corn, it is thrown into the barn in the

shucks, and is shucked out only at night, and in

bad weather—it is often March before it is

finished—as soon as the hard weather or winter
sets in, I put up my sheep in an open shed, and
they are not let out, till there is plenty of grass
to support them, except every evening to go to

water with the other stock ; they are fed night
iind morning with fodder ; in the middle of the

lay, they have a meal of turnips and as much
-lean straw as thi;y can eat, and serve them
dso fur litter—once a day they have corn or

peas given them, about a quart for every six

heep.

I believe I before informed you, that the
horses were kept up the whole year. My
calves that are weaned from the cows in the

lall, are put in an open shed, and led all the
winter with tops, and once a day there is put
in a trough, as much excellent May wheat chaff,

as they can eat, with aliout a quart of shelled
corn for every 4 calves—this keeps them very
well through the winter, and their shelter is well
littered with straw. I consider that a good farm
ought to have no more slock, than to keep them
well—and permit at least one half of the offal of
the crops to be wasted for manure. Thus I en-
deavour to make manure by every means in

my power, though I have never yet carted wood
trash to the farm yard, considering it too weak
to pay the expense ; but a better way of using
it, is to cart it into your summer cow pens—pen
the cattle on it, and turn it in, as often as you
move your pens, to lay fold in the ground till

the next year's crop—in this way I have used
it, but I prefer wheat sti'aw if I have it, which
I most comiTionly have. Thus on my little farm
of 240 acres of open land, and with six indif-

ferent labourers, I make between 4 and 500
cart loads of manure, as much as can be drawn
by two yoke of oxen.

I believe I have now gone through one year's

operations on the farm, though there may be
some trifles omitted—little more occurs to my
memory worthy of mention—il the detail should
prove useful to you or your society, I shall feel

myself amply compensated, and with all due re-

spect,

1 subscribe myself, yours. Sec.

WM. MERIWETHER.
Geo. rr. Jeffreys, E&q.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

REMARKS OX THE CULTURE AND VALUE OF

ylnd on the culture and relative value of

MANGEL WURTZEL, POTATOES, AND UUTA BAGA.

Mr. Skinner,—I send you for yourself and
such of your friends as may be disposed to

make a further trial of it, a few seeds of the

Guinea Grass. It has been now two years

since they were gathered, (in the W. I.) but I

have no doubt that they are still sound, as they

germinated unusually well last year, and have
been carefully preserved since. I would give a
detailed account of my own experiment in the

cultivation of this usefid grass, if after your
publications on the subject, it were likely to bo
of any sort of use. The result however, has

been such as might have been fairly anticipated.

In a climate as far north even as Virginia,— it

could hardly be supposed that a plant, the na-

ture and habits of which had been adapted to

the tropical climates, would be capable of sur-

viving our cold and variable winter—so it has

turned out with the guinea grass ; but in every

other respect it has answered my most san-

guine expectations. It came up well, grew
rapidly, required but little tillage, and though
the land was very far from being rich, and the

summer most remarkably dry, produced a heavy

crop of four cuttings. My grass I think was as

good, and that which was cultivated upon richer

land by gentlemen to whom I gave seed, was
I know much better, than any which I saw
in the West Indies. The great difference is (and
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Mangel bushels.

certainly a most iraportunt one) that there it is

perennial, the plantations of it being to renew

only once in four or five years, whilst here it

will require an annual sowing. There they pro

pagate it from the slip and parted root ; whilst

here, I fear we shall be unable to raise even our

own seed. The e.'ctraordinary value of the grass

ought however, to induce every exertion to hab

ituate it to our climate. A few plants preserved

in a warm room or celler during the winter,

would probably produce seed the second year,

which might become the parent of a stock, fit-

ted gradually (by a similar management for two

or three successive winters) to the tempera

ture,* and other circumstances of the country

If however we should should finally be unabk

to raise the seed, it can easily be imported to

any extent from the West Indies, and most pro

bably from Georgia and the Floridas. That i

would repay the cultivator, (could he procure an-

nual supplies of seed,) very far beyond any other

grass and have seen, I have no doubt. It would

be particularly valuable, I should think to the pro-

prietors of small fai ms and lots in the neighbour-

hood of the towns, where it is so important to have

large supplies of green forage, nor would it be

less happily suited, to all the purposes of those,

who are concerned in the soiling of cattle.

I have made during the last season, a small

essay towards the cultivation of the

Uurtzet. The trial has been every how satis

factory, and convinces me of the very great

usefulness of that plant. My information con

earning it, (as well as the guinea grass) was de

rived first from the communication on the sub

jcct, in the Memoirs of the Agricultural Society

of Philadelphia. My mode of cultivation wa
similar to that detailed by Judge Peters, Mr
Jones and Mr. Lloyd, in the 3rd and 4th volumes
of that work. Though the number of plants did

not exceed 600 or 800, I am sure they did not

j-cceive more care or labour, (and certainly 1

manure as well as original fertility of soil) than

might well be applied to the same object, on
very large scale. The roots weighed, except
small proportion of smaller ones—from 4 to 10

pounds. They grew in rows two ieet apart, and
at twelve inches distance along the rows. If

their average weight was 4 pounds, (and I think

it must have been, though they were not all

weighed) the result was a crop (besides the

leaves) of about 39 tons. According to the anal

ysis ot Sir H. Davy, the Mangel Wurtzel, (for

it is essentially the same with the red beet, 1

think sweeter) occupies a high place on the
scale of nutritive vegetables. It should come

* See Darwin's Pliytolog^ui, Sec. XIV. i. i. for som^
curious facts concerning the acquired habits of plun(s.

" The grains and roots broug-lit from more soutlieri,

"latitudes germinate here sooner than those, which are
^' brought from more northern ones, owing to their ac-
" quired habits. Fordyce on agriculture. It was ob-
" served by one of the scholars of Linnsus, that the
" apple-trees sent from hence to New England bios
" somed for a few yeara too early for that climate, anc:
" bore no fruit ; but afterwards learnt to accommodate-
" themselves to their new situation. (Kalm's Travels)
" Vines in grape houses, which have been exposed to
" the winter's cold, will become forwarder and more
" vigorous than those, which have been kept durin;
" the winter in the house. (Kennedy on Gardening.!^
" This accounts for the very rapid vegetation in the

' northern latitudes after the solution of the snow "

next to the various species of small grain and
pulse, for though the potato contains a med
um of -jglg, and the red beet -j-JJo of nutritive

or soluble matter, yet is 121 parts of this 148
sacharum ; whilst the potato has but from i;

to yl^jj of the same nourishing principle. Com
pared with the fashionable Ruia Baga or Swe
dish turnip, the excellence of the Mangel Wurt
zel, is still more conspicuous. The Ruta Baga
has, in all, but Tssn of soluble or nutritive mat
ter, of which 5 1 are sacharum. I do not know
the relative value of gluten sacharum and muci
lage—(the useful constituents of vegetables,) bu
if the idea of your correspondent " ReconcUiutor,'

(page 390 an earnest advocate of the Ruta Baga
and who in contesting with Mr. Pickering, the

relative merits of that plant, and the potato sup-

poses the value of sugar to be to that of starch or

gluten, as 3 to 1 ) be correct, then will the relative

value of these three plants stand thus :—Mangel
Wurtzel, 390—Potato, 266—Ruta Baga, 166.t
With regard to the quantity which may be

raised on an acre, the Mangel Wurtzel has an

advantage still more decided. From 200 to 300
bushels of Potatoes, would I suppose, he consid-

ered a good crop in a climate and soil best suit-

ed to their growth. Mr. Cobbet, who has added
so much to the fame of the Ruta Baga in l.iia

country ; raised on Long Island from 400 to 6 to

The great crofi raised in the neigli

bourhood of Liverfiool, of which his son writes

him an account, (page 35 of the American Far-

mer,) was 37 tons, or (assuming as he does 40

heaped bushels to the ton) 1430 bushels of the

Mangel Wurtzel. I hive myself raised I ihiuk,

about 39 tons. Judge Peters does not state the

amount of his crops, but says that the roots av-

eraged four pounds. If they grew on spaces of

two square feet, the product must have been 39

tons. In England and Ireland they h.ive raised

the enormous quantity of from 50 to 84 tons.

If these sums be multiplied by 40, (the number
of.heaped bushels in a ton,) they give in Ameri-

ca about 1560, and in England and Ireland from

leaves of the Mangel Wurtzel, (mine afforded
four puUings) would yield the best and greatest

supply of green food—particularly during the
latter part of the summer, when the first crop of
clover has failed, and the second is less suited
to the health and appetite of the animals ; and
the roots, (easily preserved according to my own
experience on conial stack, out of doors) would
give the best and greatest supply of succulent
winter food.

I see in your Index a reference to page 403,
for a communication from Mr. Pickering on the
Mangel Wurtzel. I regret very much that I

have not received, or yet seen that paper. In
addition to the observations of Mr. Pickering,
which like all his agricultural essays, I have no
doubt are valuable ; I think you would render
an acceptable service to your subscribers, by
re-printing some of the communication on the

subject from the Memoirs of the Agricultural

Society of Philadelphia ; a work, which useful

as it it is, cannot in the nature of things circulate

so extensively as your paper.

Very respectifuUy, your ob't serv't.

X. Y. Z.

.IJiril \5th, 1820.

rOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Baltimore County, April 5, 1820.

Mr. Skinner,-—
Sir—If you think the following /«cte, relative to Ru-

'ta Baga, are worth a place in your valuable paper, you
are at liberty to publish them with, or without the
name of yours respectifuUy.

E. S. THOMAS.

Hwta Baga TiX^jei'iiweuts.

1819, July 27—Sowed three fourths of an
acre of Ruta Baga, in ground prepared as fol-

n/^^,1 . "-£,^ u ,1 1 \T, „ ., ,i,o.e r!.,.l'"ws, viz :—Stubble turned in deep—harrowed
2000 to 3j60 bushels. Mow upon these aata,' ' , , ^ ,. r . j-

. c,
, -r., , f , f 1 1 1 ,„ , I

inne—furrowed deep at lour Ieet distance—n 1-
and if the value ot sugar to starch and gluten be

, . r \ ,i l i /\. ^
,, „ . , .u 11.1 ; , I r ., led the furrows with earth burnt ashes, (burnt

really as 3 to 1, then will the rc/a^ivcT's/iif 0/ //;ei • . ., , -i j i i\t ^ ii ..

average firoduce from an acre of these /Hants be^'^'j^''^'"^'
'°

}^'l
P'^" P'-'^ff"bed by Mr. Cobbett,

of Mangel Wurtzel 899,340, of Potatoes 66,500>" '".«

''^f'
^ Re«"'«"ce

)
uhich I covered by

of Ruta Baga 136,618.^ Every practical larme^"'-"'"^
^ '^^.'•°^^°^^'

V'^'^™ °" ^^^^'^ ^'^''' ''"^

knows that the accuracy of such calculations

cannot be entirely relied on ; but they also knc

that they do serve in some measure to give

idea of relative value.

In what way could an acre lot in the subu
of your city, be so profitably employed as in the

cultivation of Guinea Grass, and iVIangel Wurt
zbI ? Or how could that eminent and success

ful grazier Mr. Barney for instance, so well

employ 6 or 8 acres of his farm I The grass and

f The Mangel Wurtzel contains i\%\ of sacharum

and jlJo of gluten and mucilage. If the 121 part of

\ sacharum be multiplied by 3, and the product added to

che«27 of gluten and mucilage it gives the result as 1

have stated—and so of the Uuta Baga and Potato.

i This calculation is clumsily managed perhaps, but
the proportions are essentially correct. If" one bushel
will give, of Mangel Wurtzel 390, of Potatoes 66 and ot

the Ruta Baga 156, then will the average number of

bushels per acre, which may be raised of each of these
plauls, give the above several sums.

formed a ridge about eighteen inches broad at

top, which being smoothed a little with a hoe,

and a drill made aling the middle of it with the

same instrument ; I then sowed the seed and
covered it with a hoe, from one to two inches

deep ; it came up on the 7th of August. When
the roots were nearly a fourth of an inch thick,

I thinned them to about a foot distance in the

rows, and kept them fiee fiom weeds by two
good ploughings and iioeings, (they would have

been the better for a third) notwitlistanding

the unexpected dry season;—the last of No-
vember, many of them would measure fifteen

inches in circumference—I left them to stand

in the ground all winter. I was off the state,

from the middle of December to the middle of

February ; on my return at the latter period,

the snow had just disappeared, when I found

miy turnips had grown at least one fifth larger,

since 1 saw them in December ; many of them
measuring six to seven inches diameter. The
latter part of February was unusually warm for
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ihe season. The tops began i^^^ro^TTapidly,

but the severe cold nights of the early part ol

March, first freezing, and tlic warmth of the

middle of the day, as often thawing them
;
ma-

ny rotted in the ground-had they been pulled

when tlie warm weather commenced, this would

have been prevented. They are the cheapest,

and with tlie exception of corn, they are the

best food for milch cows and hogs, I over nicl

with— I have been feeding mine upon them tor

the last si.K weeks. Within a week past, I had

them all pulled, (except those lelt for seed) and

tin-own in heaps. Should the weather prove

too warm, I shall spread them, m which way

they will keep good until mid summer, liav-

in? repeatedly heard it asserted, that hor

would not eat them, I determined to ascerlaiti

the truth of the assertion ; accordingly, a parcel

of them were washed and cut in pieces, and each

horse served with about three gallons of them,

when two out of five eat them greedily, two

others eat them but with less appetite, and

the fifth refused. They had no other food al-

lowed them for the night, and the next morn-

ing not the smallest piece was to be tound ir.

their trough.

AMERICAN FAllMEK.

TO thf. editor of the amf,rican farmer

CheHcr Town, 29th April, \T,20.

DfAR Sir,—In a letter written to you a few

weeks ago, 1 mentioned to you, that 1 vvas cul

tivating a species of clover, the seed of whicl

I procured from my friend Bedmgfield Hands,

Esq. of this place, and which he brought with

hini from Italy, the autumn before the last. If I

recollect aright, I also promised you, that when

the clover bloomed, 1 would send you some ot

the blossoms for your inspeciion. I have now

the pleasure of doing so. You will probably

remember that I stated to you in my former

letter, that the clover from the seed which f

sowed last spring, perished during the sumnier

(but not until after the seed had ripened) in

eons-jquence, I believed, of the uncommonly

excessive heat and drought. The stocks I nou

send you, arc therefore, from the seed which

fell from the plants of the last year, aftei

I had gathered all the seed that I could conve-

niently, and which vegetated late in the autumn,

As I do not find this species of clover par.

ticularly described in any book upon Ag.icul

ture, with which I am acquainted, I will be

much obliged to you, to give me any informa-

tion that may be in your possession, or in that

of any of your friends respecting it. It is cer-

tainly a beautiful plant, and the growth is early

and extremely vigorous ; but I cannot at pre-

sent determine po-siiiveli/, on account of the

uncommonly unfavourable season of the last

year, whether it be a perennial, or annual

plant only. This year will determine that

matter with me. I sowed a few weeks agO;

some of the seed which I sowed last year, ir

a lot with spring barley, and it is now up, and

growing finely.

If this clover be new to you, and you shall

thing it deserving of attention, I will with

much pleasure give you any farther informa-

lion respecting it, that you may require, and

that I may be able to furnish you, from my own

experience of it.

Sincerely wishing you every success in your

very valuable work, I am with much rcspcci

and esteem.
Dear Sir, yours truly,

J. M. C. ANDERSON, Jr.

/. 5. Skinner, Esq.

P. S. I will be much obliged to you, if you

can do so without inconvenience, to show the

clover stocks to my venerable friend, James

H. M'Culloh, Esq. and ask him, in my name,

to let me have his opinion of the grass. If he

shall tliink favourably of it, and shall wish to

have any of the seed, I will with great pleasure

supply him with some (Deo volente) this fall

-some, also, shall of course, be at your service,

Again, yours,

J. M. C. A. Jr.

:0 THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER

OS THE CCLTIVATION .ISD TSES 01 THE

Sin,—Being a distant subscriber, and resi-

dent in a part of the union, where the newness

,jnd fertility of our lands, render it unnecessary

10 improve the many useful hints detailed in

the American Farmer, for restoring or enrich-

wornout or reduced soils ; still there are

andlost in the process, on account ol the small

quantity of seed, and the flavour of the oil af-

fected by the rancidity of the flax seed. The

oil is certainly very fine, and perhaps for pa-

tent lamps exceeded by none other whatever.

To what other general uses it might be appli-

ed, as paints, varnishes. Sec. I cannot say, but.

I am convinced from the above experiment, it

might be made a profitable culture, wherever

oiris much an article of use. If the seeds were

shelled or separated from the dry outside husk,

(similar to shelling barley or pelts) before

bruising, I think much would be saved as to the

quanthy made ; as I attributed much of the loss

to the dry absorbing quality of the husk or shell

of the seed.

1 should be sincerely gratified in hearing any

further information relative to this article, or

having it further tested by some skilful hand,

who would communicate the result to the pub-

ing
objects of common interest in which all

may participate without reference to situation

climate. Under this impression I became a

stipporter of your useful work, and have been

pleased with the attention bestowed by scienti-

fic cultivators to enlighten the public by detail

minutely their experiments and practice m
ag'riculture. In turn, I have deemed it possi-

bly useful to communicate a few facts relative

to the culture of the Sun Flower, for the pur

pose of making Oil ; in hopes that it may be

fully tested by some careful hand, who will

communicate the result. I was led to the sub-

ject by a paragraph relative to oil, in a late num

bsr of the Farmer, perhaps from the southwanl

A few years since, being then fersonally en

gaged in farming, among other experiments, :

planted Sun flower seed, on the ninth of May,

in a rich black soil, drill fashion, rows f

apart, plants from two to three feet asunder

when thinned, amounting to eight square rods,

rhey grew well under a common corn cultiva-

;ion, and ripened, and the seed heads were cut

off the stalks in a dry sunny day about the first

of October, carried directly into the barn and

threshed out immediately, the seeds separating

easily from the heads, and produced four and -

half bushels, equal to ninety bushels per acre.

-

Many of the stalks grew to the height of twelve

fourteen feet, and were as thick as a stout

man's wrist. They bore flowers in various

numbers from 5, 10, 15 to 2t), and upwards on

a single stalk, generally two or three very large

flowers, and the rest small in proportion, as

they graduated downwards on the arms or

branches of the stalk. I liad been induced to

pect that the seed would produce a gallon«ot

oil to the bushel, and of the finest quality, per-

haps equal to sweet oil. Of the quality ol the

oil for fine lamps and other uses, I have no doubt

But in the quantity, I was disappointed. I had

it expressed at a common mill, where linseed

oil was manufactured, and much was wasted

Zanesville, Ohio, J/iril 20th, 1820.

FROM THE RURAL MAGAZINE.

Brandy-Mine. 2d mo. 3, 1820.

Reuben Haines,
Esteemedfriend—I avail myself of a leisure

hour to communicate my opinion on the subject

on which we had some conversation when thou

wast as my house. I allude to the importance

of a more general use of mill feed for cattle in

the neighbourhood of cities and towns, where

hay alniost always commands a high price.

We will, in the first place, view the subject

at the cost of the respective articles in your

market at this time.—Shorts can now be had at

30 cents per double bushel, weighing about

100 bushels of shorts, weighing 3500 lbs. neat,

^^ ^^

3500 wt°of hay, at 25 dolls, per ton, will cost 39 13

Difference, g 9 12

Here there is a diff"erence of 89 12 cents, in

favour of shorts, in a given weight of each ; but

1 am quite confident, in my own opinion, that,

taking an equal weight of each, there k double

the sustenance in the shorts ; and if this opinion

be correct, it shows the following important

7000 lbs. of hav, at 25 dls. pr. ton, would cost S ^S 25

While 3500 lbs. of shorts, in which there is

equal if not greater nutriment, would cost only 30 00

Gain in favour of shorts, g 48 2a

But it appears to me there is another impor-

tant saving would result to the farmer, from the

introduction of mill feed. It would enable mm
to keep his stock of horses at a great deal less

expense than he now keeps them. They would

be more healthy, and all his hay might be saved

for the horned cattle. By a very slight mixture

of shoits with cul straw, or cut cornstalks, it

would make very palatable food ; and the result

in this method, compared with foddcniiji «n

hav, would be as follows :

One hundred bushels of shorts would be am-

pie to mix with two tons of straw, and two ton.,

of stalks.
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The shorts as heretofore stated, would cost 30 00

2 tons of wheat, barley, or oat straw, at S-5 per. ton 10 00

The corn-stalks are now generally put in the

barn-yard : allow what paid for haulingf

them, say 2 50 per ton, 5 00

Allow also for trouble in cutting the straw and

stalks 10 00

§55 00

T/ie iveigkt of the foregoing asfollowa, viz

The shorts, 3500 lbs.

2 tons of straw, 4480
2 tons of stalks, 4480

12,460

An equal weight of hay, at the present price

25 dolls, would cost' 139

Difference, gSt 25

Thou wilt readily perceive, without my dwell

ing on it, that the above method would answei

equally well lor store cattle as for horses. By

the present mode the corn stalks are almost

wholly lost, and a great proportion of the straw

trodden under foot in the barn-yards. O
benefit that would result from the change of

feeding, and which must be obvious to every

one, would be enabling every farmer to keep a

larger stock ; and thus increase Inn ma
the grand secret, after all is said, in farming

well, and doing it to advantage.

If it is alleged that my calculation of hay is

too high, it may be observed that the shorts

also estimated at a price higher than they often

command in the Philadelphia market. I have

known them as low as 20 cents ; and 25 cent;

is a very common price in the fall of the year

They may salely be put in bulk in the II th mo
and will keep sweet until the ensuing spring.

1 have thus hastily thrown my ideas together on

this subject. If thou canst glean from then

any thing of importance, I shall be glad.

Thv assured friend.

JAMES CAN BY.

Wheat, 32 bush, per acre,

Bailey, 60 do. do.

ax, hemp, coleseed and
potatoes,

cording lo the 1

the same period.

Wlicat, 24 Tjush. pel
Barley, 32 do. do.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE Pl.OUCai BOY.

Sib,

Much has been said in praise of English hus-

bandly, it is a well known fact, that this vaunt-

ed system is surpassed in many countries which

do not possess equal natural advantages. In

Scotland, agriculture has progressed at least

half a century beyond that of England, wher
the soil and climate is far more congenial to

the productions of the earth than the •' bleak

jiiountains of Caledonia." But no where in

the world is the contrast so marked as that

between the Flemish and English mode of cul

tivation.

The average produce of a crop of wheat, in

England, is 24 bushels per acre. In Flanders

it is 32 bushels. In England, the system of

fallows almost universally prevails. In Flan

ders, it has been unknown from time imme
morial ; two crops, in many cases three, be
ing uiiiformly raised annually upon the same
field. The following comparative tables,

exhibited in " Vanderstracten's sketch of the

Flemish system," shew clearly and correct!

its superior advantages over that of England,

bers, that by their sale the proprietors acquire,

every 40 years, a sum of money equal lo the

soil ; to say this, appears, to other than Eng-
lish readers, to repeat a tissue of fables.* The
ess informed attribute this uninterrupted suc-

cession of harvests to the inexhaustible fer-

tility of the soil ; but intelligent and well in-

formed travellers attribute it, on the contrary,

and with the best reason, to the indefatigable in-

dustry of the inhabitants, and to a highly im-
proved mode of culture, of the details of which
they are themselves ignorant, and which beside,

from their complication, and the great variety

of the productions of the soil, require a profound

study, of many years duration, lo which lew of

hem have either the inclination or the leisure

to apply."

This correct, though " bird's eye" view, of

Flemish husbandry, merits farther amplification,

in order to furnish distinct data to the intelli-

gent and enterprising agriculturist. My subse-

quent com.munications will be directed to that

ubject.

Respectfully, yours,

GEO. HOUSTON.
Xew York, April 18, 1820.

* In Flanders, wheat yields 20; rye, 26; barley,

16 ; and oats, 40, for one. Wheat hold only the fifth

rank in value in the harvest of Flanders. In Eng-
land, wheat never yields more, on an average, than

or 11 for one ; barley, something less than 10 to

; and oats only between 8 and 9 for (me. In some
highly ameliorated farms in the county f Suffolk,

Arthur Young reports a produce of 36 bushels of

wheat, and 64 bushels of barley, to the acre ; and
that in the county of Kent, soils of middling quality,

equally ameliorated, yield per acre, 52 bushels of

wheat, and the same quantity of barley. But in

Flanders, there are soils which yield much more
than this—namely, 72 bushels of wheat, 120 of bar-

ley, 128 of beans, and 72 of coleseed- These, how-
ever, are extreme cases, which do not effect the ge-

neral question of comparative growths; while, how-
ever, they shew that the amelioration of land, in any

12 years, 12 crops

The immense difference in favour of the

produce of Flanders, does not arise, as might

be supposed from its possessing a better na-

tural soil, or a milder climate, than England,

but entirely from the different mode of culti-

vation, pursued in these two countries. At

no very distant period, the fields of Flanders,

now so productive, were little else but loose

sand and gravel, whereas the soil of England

always naturaly fertile, and in part, lies

under a more southerly parallel than Flan

ders.

The rich, abundant and healthy crops ob

tained by the Flemish farmers, may be traced

to the following causes :

I. The abundance and judicious application

of manure. II. Digging all the lands on their

farms with the spade every six or every three

years. III. The complete extirpation of weed:

and noxious roots. IV. Regular and repeated

hoeing. V. A careful choice, and alteration,

of grain and seeds for sowing. VI. An iin

proved rotation of crops.

" The whole secret (observes Vanderstacten)

respecting the superiority of Flemish agricul

ture, consists in this : the farmers, procure

plenty of food for their cattle—food, which

excepting clover is raised from the same land

which have already yielded their crops of grain

&c. They keep the greatest possible number of

cattle, feed them in the stables plentifully, and

endcr their food palatable. They collect the

greatest possible quantity of manure, of which
they preserve the fertilizing salts by a suita^^^^

__^ ^^^ „_..^ _
ble progress of fermentation. They v.eed their countr7,'^iscaiculated''gre"atiytolnc^^^^
grounds thoroughly and repeatedly. They
totally extirpate noxious plants and roots, eve-

ry six or every three years, by digging all

he lands on ihcir respective farms—an ope
ation by which they revert to the surface a

stratum of fresh soil, that for three or for six

years has been absorbing the salts of ma
nure as they filtrated to the bottom of the roots ;

stratum of soil which has produced no crop
iring the same period. They, moreover, dress

their grounds to the precise point of perfect pul

verization. These are inestimable advantages,

which cannot be obtained by any plough what
over : hence the drift of the Flemish adage—
' Never to let the naked ground lie open to the

iun in summer for more than three days
""

" In truth, to say that there exists a vast pro-

vince, in which the price of lands has been quad-
rupled witliin fifty years, and which is neither

placed under a more favourable climate, nor en
joys a greater fertility of soil, than England

;

from which fallov/s in general have been banish

cd from time immemorial ; in which the great

er part of the lands produce in 9 years at least

15 havesls, of which those of grain yield, one

year with another, as high as 32 bushels of wheat
per acre : those of barley, 60 bushels ; and thosi

jf oats, 90 bushels ; and where the borders of

the fields are planted with trees, in such num

FROM THE RALEIGH STAK.

The usual mode of feeding Indian corn to cat-

and hogs is wasteful and slovenly in the ex-

treme. The cob is not eaten and the corn is

neither ground nor boiled. It is a well es-

tablished physiological fact that the good health

of animals requires that the aliments for the

stomach should afford both nutriment and
mechanical distention in due proportions. In

the usual method of feeding, these proportions

do not exist, and besides the nutritious quality

is only partially extracted. The grinding of

corn is sometimes practised by those who have

mills, and boiling by those who have not..

Meal is sometimes mixed with hot water and
fermented. All these are improvements in

feeding, but these are not sufficient. Lately a

mill of cast iron has been invented which
converts both corn and cob into meal, and

used also by tanners in grinding their barfe.

This improvement is valuable.—The cob, while

it affords in itself much nutriment, furnishes

a degree of distension to the stomach which is

necessary to its proper action. If to this grind-

ing of the cob and grain is superadded fermen-
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tatioii or boilinij;, the economical process is nearly

complete. I have not time to say what the sub-

ject requires in regard to fermentation. Boiling

not only renders the articles acted on soluble

in the stomach, but it does more—it adds nu-

triment fuinislcd by the water itself. The ex-

periments of Count Ri]mford are full and satis-

factory on tills head. Let those who doubt the

nutritive ([ualilics of water be reminded thai

many kinds of fish live, grow and fatten in pure

water, wilho\it any other food whatever. Every

one has seen the gold fish, which have lived for

years in glolics of pure water, that are some-

times put by the curious into cacjes of canary

birds. Water and air constitute the entire ali

ment of vegetables, and give them bidk withoui

diminishing at all the quantity of soil in which

they grow. The perfection of feeding corn con-

sists in preserving the col), grinding the whole

into meal, and in the cookery. The iron mill

is excellent, but too expensive for most farmers.

What is wanting then is to have the corn with

its cob powdeied by some cheap and simple me
thod that every one may avail themselves of.

Such a one accident lately made me acquainted

with, and I think it is so valuable that I am de-

sirous of seeing it introduced into general use.

and shall attempt a description of the machine

by which the process was effected.

This machine I saw last summer in operation

on the road between Lincolnton and Morganton

It was a horizontal shaft, with a beater at one

end, poised by the wei^^ht of water falling into

an excavation at the other. The shaft or helve

was about fourteen, possibly sixteen feet long.

At two thirds of its length from the beater it

rested by a notch across the sharpened edge of

a piece of timber, lying in a transverse direc-

tion, serving as the pivot or fulcrum for the

shaft to move on. The beater was a piece of

wood two feet, or rather more, in length, fixed

by a mortice and tennon to the end of the shaft

;

its face was about two inches and a half in di;

meter, and plated with iron. The mortar which

received this pestle or beater was the hollowed

end of a log «ide at top, narrower at bottom

and would contain nearly a bushel. The othei

er shorter end of the shaft w as excavated into :

trough about three feet long, eight inches wide

and the same in depth. The extreme inner

end of the trough formed an angle of ascent

from the line of the bottom of about 33 degrc

affording thereby an easy exit to the water when
depressed by its weight. This very simple ma
chine, (for I have described the whole of it) was

placed upon the small run of a spring branch,

where there was a descent of about two feet. The
water was conveyed into the trough by a spout

which approached it at right angles, and the

trough was filled and discharged about twice in

a minute. Every morning, and again at evening,

this mortar was tilled with ears of corn which in

twelve hours were found reduced to a very fine

meal. It was capable of converting to meal
three or four mortars full in a day, but two were

sufficient for the use of the plantation, and the

mortar was attended to only when it could be

«lone with convtnience. In a wet season, when
the spring run afforded more water, it moved
with increased celerity, and was capable of ii

creased work. The machine was without cove

and I observed barn door fowls around it, but

afraid of the motion of the shaft, they never ven-

tured to purloin from the mortar. The whole
expense of this, I think, could not have exceeded

four or five dollars.

I know not the inventor of this machine.

There were a few others, I was told, in Lincoln

nd Burke. Its extreme simplicity, cheapness.

nd utility, and the means afforded to almost

every one of putting it in motion, ought to re-

commend it to general use. I atn persuaded

this method of pounding corn, united to boiling

or fermentation, would double the value of crops

for feeding. No rule is necessary to be observ d n the whole family of grasses, we never saw any
with regard to the dimension-, or proportions of thing so beautiful, or apparently more luxuriant, than

the machine. It must duly be noticed that tlie

rough filled with water is heavy enough to

raise the beater, and this can be ascertained,

and the proportions duly adjusted by experi-

ment.—If Mr. Henderson thinks but half as fa-

ourably of this machine as I do, he will give

the foregoing a place in his useful paper.

CALVIN JONES.
Raleigh. Dec. 20, 1818.

Hither shall sympathy repair.

To deck her favourite's early tciiibj

While Charity with asjject fair.

Shall mantle thy untimely doom.

Farewell!—The gem that hailed thy morn.
Now sunk beneath the western sky,

Shall wake for thee a brighter dawn.
The star of glory ne'er can die ! W.

wm^ wi^mmm^^
lAI/riMOllE, FniDAV, MAY 5, 1820.

POE 1

we have seen, whose eulogies have not been diluted

with unkind reproaches.—We select them for the

g'enerous sentiments of the author, no less than for

their intrii<sic beauty. Edit Am. Far.

FROM THE FRANKLIN GAZETTK.

DecatwY's Giraye.

Why weeps the muse her plory fled ?

Why droops Columbia's Genius so!

The laurel wreath is sear and dead ,

Decatur's gallant form is low 1

Ye hoary warriors, hither bring,

Vour tribute to the kindred brave;

Ye beauteous maidens, haste and fling,

Your chaplets o'er Decatur's Grave.
Let those depart who tear away
The wreath that marks a godlike soul

;

Let those depart who chide the lay.

And for one error blot the scroll-

Approach ye generous, feeling/ew,

Where siUishness can ne'er intrude ;

Approach—Decatur's grave bedew;
Sweet are the tears of gratitude !

The hero mingles with the dust.

But glory shrines his deathless fame;
The tomb receives Its hallowed trust.

But unborn ages breathe his name.

Yes, mighty dead ! in everv breast.

Thou still Shalt live, to memory dear

;

This turf by virgin footsteps prest,

Shall witness sorrow's dewy tear!

the Kpecies of Trifolium, sent us by Uoctor Anderson,
f Chestertown. By a great number to whom it was

exhibited, it was universally admired, for its early and
vigorous growth, and long scarlet coloured head, about
the size and shape of a head of the Chile wheat—from

, however, could we get any account of it, until

Captain Ball.ird and General Harper called to see it

;

both of whom have been recently in Italy, where they
saw it growing in great luxuriance. Captain Ballard
says he saw fields of it as high as his breast. It is there
called Lupinella, and is in great estimation—he brought
home four or five bushels of the seed, which has been
given to different persons—a large portion of it to Mr.
.lames Mackubin, near Annapolis, and it could not have
fuJIen into the hands of a more careful and observing

Before we received any account of it from these
i^entlemen, we had already enclosed stalks of it to some
of our correspondents in the eastern states, most likely

to know something of its history ; and had intended to

iiave sent it also, to some eminent agriculturists in the

south. In the mean time these gentlemen happened
in, and related of this new clover, what we have here
mendoned.
When we consider that this grass is so beautiful, and

it least two or three weeks in advance ofclover ; afford-

ing as it appears to us the much wanted desideratum,

especially in a soiling system—it is wonderful that so

little should be known of it.

In the " Treatise on Agricnlltire," republished in the

1st volume of the F.irmer from the Albany Argus, and
before-mentioned, by report, to the clas-

sic and polished pen of General Armstrong—Lupinella
--"—•

lly mentioned as a species of annual

clover
J
such no doubt, is this of Doctor Anderson's,

probably the trifolium tiibens.

As for its qualities and value as far as with our limited

observation, we could venture to express an opinion,

we should say tliat in its very early and rapid growth,

it would prove a great acquisition for soiling milch

cows, and other stock, being fit to be cut at least two
weeks before common clover, its stalks appear to be
very succulent, and it would probably prove a fine

crop for tumiti^ in : on the other hand from the size of

the stalk, it is to be feared that it could not well be
cured into good hay, especially in warm or damp wea.

ther—perhaps however all difficulty might be avoided

on this account, if intermixed in the stack with dry

straw and salted, which ought always to be done.

Present Prices of Country Proiluce in this Market.

Actual s.-iles of Wiir.iT—Rrn, per bushel 98 cts. to

§1 1—WniTE do. in proportion

—

Cohn, white, 45 to 48
—RvE, 56 to 5B cts.—Oats, ,33 to 35 cts.—Hat, per

ton, §17—Straw, do. glU—Potatoes, 56 to 62 cts.—

Flocb, from the wagons, g* 50—WiiisitrT, from do.

31 to jlj cts.

—

Mvtton, per lb. 6 to ? cts

—

Cattik,

per cwt. §6 to gr- Uet.iil, in the market, at 4 to glO.
—Hams, 12i to 16 cts—Eggs, perdoz. 10 to 12^ cts.—

Bacojt, hog round per lb. 10 to 11 cts.— Hams do. 12}
to 14 cts.

—

Cotton, Upland 16 to 17 cts.

—

Feathkhs,

45 cts —SiiATi, Nn. 1, trimmed, §6—Do. do. untrimmed,

go-F.nglish Lead, gl7—Oit, boiled, gl 37^-Vir-
ginia Tobacco, S6 75 to §7—Maryland Tobacco, from

the wagon, glO to glS—Patuxent, do. common crop,

per cw't, S7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & gl2. all agreeable to qua-

lity—Second quality, g5, 6, & gr.

Many and beautiful are the lines, which have been
written on the melancholy occasion, to which the . . ,_ .

following are dedicated—but this is the only writer's once incidentally mentioned as a species of annual

PUBUSHED BY JOHN S. SKINNER.
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It will even make its way through the earth whicli

covers the beds, if this be too thin laid on. If it be

too thick, on the contrary, to admit some degree of

moisture to penetrate it, the expected process of

fermentation will be much retarded, if not totally sus

pended. It seems therefore, in order to avoid both

these evils, which are alike injurious, necessary to

observe a precise thickness in the coverings of com
post beds. And, as before remarked, the depth of

about six, or perhaps eight inches if there be much
wet weather, is best calculated for both these pur-
poses. When this top covering of earth has been
too thick to admit the moisture necessary for fer-

mentation, it has been found necessary to break up
the beds, by ploughing through them. This prac
tice, is however, not only troublesome, but highly in

jurious, and may always tie avoided by a judicious
management in making the beds at first.

Although barn-yard and stable manure is adniit-

ted by all farmers, without 1 believe, any single ex-
prove-

of land, and to afford immediate advantage to

the crops where it has been applied. And although
most of our agriculturi.sts depend in fact upon this

e/one as a means of increasing the growth of their

grass, their grain, and their garden stuffs : yet it i:

strange to see how little pains are taken to obtain in

formation in relation to the means Ijest calculated to

increase the quantity, or add to the quality of this

AGRICULTURE.

AgTicwltwral Society

OF NEW CASTLE COUNTY, IN DELAWARE.

S. H. BLACK'S MEMOIR.

[C'oncluiJed from Vol. II, page 43.]

The third method of preparing compost is in ev
ry respect similar to the second, except that no

green vegetables are placed in the bed. The ma-
nure of the stable, or yard, is piled together upon
ground previously ploughed, and covered with com-
mon earth as before-mentioned : and thus allowed

to rot by fermentation.

The {juality of manure may in this way be well im-

proved : and even the quantity of it considerably

augmented : and should never be neglected where ception, to be immensely important in the

the mixt compost cannot, or will not be attended to.

^fourth method of preparing compost may be
mentioned, though not approved of. This consists in

mixing a certain proportion of lime with yard or

stable manure ; and covering the whole for a time
with earth. No good purpose is obtained by this;

more than by the method last mentioned. The lime
here has no beneficial effect upon the manure, nor
upon the earth used in composting ; except indeed
it be, that small quantities of clay surcharged in this

way with lime, may when removed to an adjoining

field give out again certain proportions of the alka
of the lime to earth that has been less impregnated
with it before. But thiscan be much better accomplish-
ed by laying the lime at once upon the land, and ad-

ding afterwards the compost when found convenient.

Lime added to beds of compost, I feel certain, can-

not be useful, either in assisting the process of kv-
mentation ; in absorbing any active principle from
the manure, or in giving' out to it, or to the earth
contained in the bed, any property other than it would
do, if applied directly to the ground. And from an
errour in the quantity of lime used in this way, much
evil may arise. Less than fifty bushels of good lime

to an acre of land, however poor, will not be found

substance. A strange infatuation, or a deliterious over the poorest spots of a fifty or sixty acre field,

pathy indeed seems to have seized upon the minds one hundred cart loads of bad manure, might with
fourf: ~ .....

farmers, with but few, very few honourable exer-

tions. Nine-tenths of the agriculturists of this coun-

try, and many of these, too, calling themselves, and
called by others i

to answer any important purpose. And when thisfarmer is ready to remove it to his field, there re

substance has been added to beds of compost, and
afterwards spread upon land, there has, I imagine,
seldom been more than twelve, or at most fifteen

bushels of it apportioned to each acre. It thus be-

comes nsarly, if not totally useless. Such manage-
ment, moreover, tends to discourage the experimen-
tor, and is too apt to make him believe that lime will

not under any circumstances be useful to his land.

In the preparation of all manures by composting
the one point most essential to be attended to, anil

which is yet the most shamefully neglected ; is

keep the beds carefully from being trod upon by
either man or beast. I have generally observed
these compost lieds made in lanes, or yards, wlierc

stock of every kind had free access to, and weie
coiistantiv treading over them. Thus counteractint;

the most important advantages expected from thi:

process. As through the apertures, or holes made
by the feet of cattle in these beds, will pass off.

and escape in the form of gas, or air, the active

properties of the manure disengaged during the fer

mentation i and which ought to be absorbed, and re

tained by the earth on the top ; and which in fact

had been placed there principally for this ver\

purpose. This gas may after a shower of rain, or

in the morning after a dew, or frost, be seen to arise

from these apertures, like smoke from chimneys.

commencing in the spring, and continuing throughout
the mild weather, green vegetable matter, all old
and useless straw, husks, fodder, and hay, some of
which is frequently found in the spring unfit for other
uses, together with a proper proportion of common
clay, or rich earth from old buildings, or fence rows,
might be added : and in the fall, the whole might be
removed, and carefully covered in some convenient
place, ready for the next year's crop. Com-
mencing again with a clean yard the same course as
before.

A very little additional labour indeed to the far-

nner, would give him all the advantages of this plan.
If he did not think proper to keep an extra hand to

conduct this work, he could do it to a considerable
extent, with his ordinary labourers, at leisure times
through the season. Such times frequently occur,
where farming is conducted with any thing like the
force of hands, and stock, which ought to be in use ;

by properly economising time, and bestowing strict

attention on this subject, every farmer ought to be
enabled, for every load of half made manure, which
he has by his present careless mode, now for use; to

have five loads, each one of which, would be worth
two of the former.

If then my opinions here be correct, and that they
are; I think experience will fully testify, a farmer,
who now by the slovenly, and careless method gener-
ally in practice, makes, and scatters promiscuously

certainty and ease to himself, increase this quantity
to five hundred loads ; and so improve the (^t^c/K;/ as
to render quantity equal to twice the same amount

farmers ; suffer the manure of ordinary manure ; or in effect, giving bii

made in their barn yards during the winter, together

with what may be thrown from their stables from
time to time, either to have its whole essence drained

and pass into some neighbouring stream, or use-

less low ground, from the careless, or ignorant struc-

ture of their yards ; or what is equally bad, to eva-
porate, and pass into the air as fast as the mass ac-

lates, for want of being properly collected to-

gether, and secured i)y covering. Although by such
management the (5kM- of manure, or what is termed
manure, may not be lessened, yet, by the time the

little else but a useless, lifeless residium of

vegetable matter.
Tlie most advisable plan, as has already been said,

dispose to the best advantage, of stable and yard
manure, is to collect and mix it with green vegeta-

bles in proper portions, in beds for compost, as fast

is it is made : or at short intervals, never allowing

t to remain long, in the spring, summer, or fall sea-

sons exposed to the action of air or weather. I think nothing : and i

where a live stock is fed, sufficient to make one hun •"" '— '

dred cart loads of manure in one year, by the ordina

y method of exposure in the barn yard ; if one hand,
and that perhaps a boy, with one horse, and a cart,

kept constantly, from the month of May, to Novem-
ber, collecting green vegetables, and mixing with
the manure of this same stock, in beds of compost,

superiour.

If however, this plan cannot, or will not be adopt
ed, the substitute perhaps would be, to construct a

barn yard of a size proportionate to the live stock

kept, having in its centre a reservoir, and giving to

the whole yard a gradual slope from its edges to this

centre ; and further improved by walling with stone

entirely round, and about one, or two feet above
ground. Here the manure of the winter might be

kept, at least from running offin aliquidform; and

times as much real manure as he was in the habit
using before.

And if additionally, the farmer could be prevailed
upon to subdivide his unwieldly fields, so that not
more than twenty, or less perhaps than ten acres
should remain to each, having at least, six of these,
and cultivating grass for the scythe, upon a full pro-
portion of this annually ; laying down lime, in the
proportions, and for the time before recommended,
placing the whole of his manure upon the same fieltl

for one season: aided by deep ploughing, as hissoil

increases, until he reaches the full depth of twelve
inches, and the result we have contemplated, will
be as certain, as that the sun shines at noon day : or
as that all living must die.

And finally, I think myself warranted in the con-
clusion. First, That from the situation of our land
generally, in this country, at the present time, when
cultivated by the owner according to the prevailing
mode, it netts him clear of taxes, repairs, and labour

mproving in quality, or fairly

advancing in price. And when it is cultivated by
tenants, themselves, their families, and stock must
be deprived of a portion of what is justly due them,
or the landlords must lose their rents. And where
ents are obtained by pressing as it were the vital

blood from the occupants, more is lost in the des-
truction, and wreck of the property, than is gained

five hundred loads might be made of a quality far by the proprietor in money,"or in produce ; and con-
sequently, that, neither landlords or tenants gain
any thing; nor ever will, so long as affairs remain as
they are at present. Every cultivator of a poor

lease, being in fact, but a fashionable day la-

bourer ; and every owner of such land, if his only

resource, no more than a splendid pauper.
Secondly. That a very large proportion indeed of

the prevailing wretchedness, disease and distress

as well as the unhappy degeneracy of morals in socie-

ty, may be fairly traced to the poverty of our land
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as their source. And that, to sap the foundation of

these gigantic evils in our country, and to prevent
them from stAlliing al)road in open day, it would be

well for all votaries at the shrine of humanity—for
I)hysicians and clergymen of science, who are labour-

ing,^ach in his professional way, to stem the torrent

of evils which are hourly escaping from this Pan-
dora's box, to devote some part of their time, atten-

tion, and talents, to the cultivation and improve-
ment of the soil. Nor would the noisy politician, or

the real statesman, be the one more likely to mispend
his time ; or the other less apt to receive the grati-

tude of his country, if found enrolled amongst the

successful improvers, and cultivators of her soil.

Adding to precept, their example ; thereby encour-
aging others to forsake their habits of indolent pride,

and aristocratic arrogance, alike dishonourable to

themselves, and dangerous to their government
And to become peaceful, truly independent, orna-

mental and useful members of society.

And, Thirdly, That it is possible to adopt, and to

practice upon such a plan, as will in a very few
years totally change our arable land ; without addi-

tional labour in its cultivation, which shall not be

paid for a hundred fold, and without expense un-

refunded to the ample satisfaction of the improver;
from a state of the most abject poverty, to a first

rate soil in point of quality. From being a uselessj]

burden upon the hands of the proprietor, to a beau-

tiful, permanent, and highly productive estate ; giv-

ing wealth to the owner—the means of living to the
labourer—business to the mechanic—food to the

manufacturer—trade to the merchant—revenue
the government—comfort to the jiauper—health to

the people—morals to the neighbourhood—a tenfold

population to the community, and safety to the
country.*

* When the remarks contained in the preceding
essay were written, it was by no means thought ot,

or expected by the author, that they would ever
meet the public eye in a printed form. Obscurity,

the result of hasty and careless arrangement is

found in many places through the essay, and in ma-
ny more, grammatical inaccuracies will be noticed.

The subject of " The intrinsic value of arable land,"

was proposed late in the month of August, and in

November following, these remarks were read be-

fore the society : and during that time the author

had very little leisure from his professional duties,

or time to an'ange his sentiments on the subject

;

nor was he very careful in useing the little time he
had ; as he intended, in obedience to the resolution

of the society, to read the paper himself, and expect
ed to be able personally to exi)lain any parts of it that

might by any member be required.

A vote of the society, however, for printing this

essay in their volume of transactions, is likely to

^ve it an unexpected destination. The author,

since that period, has been able to give it no correc

tion whatever, except the addition of a few notes;

and finds himself compelled to give it up to public

examination " with all its imperfections on its head.'"

To those who read with an honest and laudabl
desire of exiending their knowledge in the science

of agriculture, and the improvement of land, he
hopes some ideas may have been suggested which
may prove useful. To those who peruse the essay

from motives of mere curiosity, or with a view to

criticise its faults, he wiiuUl ofl'er an idea well ex-
))ressed by Mr. I'ope.

" Who e'er expects a faultless piece to see.

Expects what ne'er was, is, nor e'er will be ;

In every work regard the writer's end.

Since none can compass more than they intend."

APPENDI.K.

int. nr.scLT or some kxpehimexts with umk,&.c. &.C.&C.

In October 1815, 1 took from an old worn out field,

three lots, each containing three acres of laud. In l

I inn from which these lots were detached, there
J.;'Jacres of anible lund, and 1 10 of woodland. And

the whole li.id been rented for many years, at an an-

al rent of S133 33; and several tenants had left

the property, supi)osing this rent too high. At this

rate however, allowing nothing for taxes, or repairs ;

and allowing, as was the case, the farm to be. tilled

n four ftelils, one of which was constantly in oats,

the real worth was about nine dollars per aae ; or

for the arable land alone, about Sl8 per acre. 1 pur-

ch-ased this farm in 1809, at §9 25 per acre, at vendue.
Upon lot, No. 1, 1 put one hundred and fifty bushels

of lime, partly stone, and partly shell lime. AUow-
ng the whole, however, at the price of stone lime,

for which I paid §40 per hundred, delivered on the

ground, the cost was S60- This Ii

diately spread, and flushed in about four inches deep
And upon ground, which had never within the me
mory of any man in the neijjhbourhood, yielded more
than five bushels of wheat, or ten of corn, or twelve of

oats in one season.

I sowed on this lot immediately, and without one
particle of manure, smoth wheat, and the following

March, red clover, and timothy seed.

At harvest, I cut twenty-nine and a half bushels

wheat, weighing 62 pounds each bushel ; and pastured

the ground until winter. The following Spring, I

sowed 4 bushels of plaster of Paris ; and in July 1817,

took off" one ton and a half of hay, and in September
at a second cutting, about one bushel of clover seed

d again pastured until winter. In the Spring of 1818

sowed 4 bushels of plaster, and at harvest cut 3 tons

of hay at the first crop, and the last of August, a se

cond crop of one ton, and upwards, and again pasluret

until Fall.

The result in this instance, has been :

—

Ground, to cash S; labor, Dj

Even by lliis experiment, where no grain has been
received, yet the hay and pasture alone, will fully

pay the improvement, and leaves 7 70 for three years
rent for 3 acres ; or 2 SQfor 3 years, or 85 cents per
acre annually, which is nearly the original rent,
this ground should bo continued in grass alone, it

would be worth about 55140 per acre ; or a capital that
would nett that interest. Nothiug however, is here
calculated for repairs, wood, or contingencies
No. 3. A lot of 3 acres, taken from the same field

1 and 2, at the same time, was with them limed, and
in the same way. Upon this lot in the Spring of 1816,
I planted corn and potatoes in ahernate rows. With
the potatoes was used a small quantity of bad manure,
the whole amounting to about eighty one horse cart
loads. The whole was tilled during the season as
corn is generally worked. This was a remarkable
season, there being frost nearly the whole year. Very
little corn indeed was raised any where in the middle
States. My crop was however, thirty five bushels,
nd of potatoes 280 bushels. In the fall when the
talks were removed, this lot was sowed down in wheat
and the succeeding spring with grass seed. At har-
vest, 1 took ofr, though a bad season, 28 bushels of
wheat weighing 62i lbs. per bushel, and pastured un-
til Fall. The next spring 1818, plastereil four bushels
on the lot, and in July cut 3J tons of hay, and in Sep-
tember as much clover as I calculate will make one
bushel of seed. This plan gives the following result :

150 b. of lime at }

40 00 3
Spreading do.

Grass seed
Gypsum 2 yrs. 8b. 7

at 60 cents 5
Sowing plaster & >

grass 5
Int. on lime pur-

V

chase for 3 yrs. 5
.\llow one half the

^
produce for seed C 95 00
and cultivation. J

§60 00

I 00

10 80

Cash Dr. to land

29ib. wheat 621b. ^cfii nn

'**°"%eaTs's2ol"°°"
Pasture 3 Falls, say 9 00
1 bushel clover seed 10 00

S178 60

.\11 expense arising from the improvement of tl

, luis thus been fairly paid for ; and a balance left

about equal to the former rent. And the ground is

now, by its produce, worth a rent of SIO 50 per acre,

annually ; or a capital of §175 00 eacli acre, on a sale,

No. 2, A lot of three acres taken from the same
field as No. 1, was limed at the same time, and rate

and sowed down on the lime with timothy seed, and

the following spring, 1816, with red clover. No ma-

re whatever having been used. At harvest, tl'.e

ne year cut about one and a half tons of hay ; and

pastured until winter. Spring of 1817, sowed 4 busli

els of plaster; and the last of July cut 3 tons of hay ;

and pastured until Fall. Spring of 1818, plastered

before ; and in Jtdy cut 3 tons of hay. No second

crop, except a little for seed was taken from this lot,

but was pastured until Fall. This course, with grass

and pasture alone, gives the following result

:

Laud to cash & laboiu-, Ur.

150 b. of lime at > c^^
40 cents S

^"^

Inlei-fStSycars 10 80

Spreading lime i

S71 80
All.wl half pro- )
duce for seed & 5- 79 50
Cultivation. J

151 30

Cash to land Dr.

71 tons of
120^S150 00

2)159 00

151 30

7 70

Land to cash & labour, Dr.
150 b. oflime at S40 5S60 00
Interest 3 years 10 80
Spreading lime 1 00
80 loads bad 7

say 5
40 00

111 80
Mlow for seed & ? i < , r..,

labour one half 5

Cash to land, Dr.

Corn 35 b. 75cts ^26 25
Potatoes 280 40 112 00

oi tons hay S20 70 00
Pasture 2 seasons 6 00
Clover seed 1 b. 10 00

224 25

ib. wheat 621b ^ ^g qq

By this course of crops, the expense of improvement
has also been paid, and three times the usual rent ob-
tained. The land too by this course of crops would
nett the owner the interest of more than 250 dollars

per acre, annually.

No* 4. A lot of 3 acres taken from the same field, as

1, 2, and 3, 1 broke up about 4 inches deep the Fall of

1816: and in the Spring of 1817, flushed again, and
struck out in furrows four feet apart. These 3 were
planted in corn and potatoes alternately ; and manure,
though of a bad quality, was used in planting both. The
whole amount 200 one horse cart loads. The produce
was 35 bushels of corn, and 275 of potatoes. In the
Fall sowed with wheat, and at harvest 1818, cut 27
bushels ; grass seed having been previously sowed.

No. 5. A lot of 3 acres from the same field, was put
in buck-wheat wilhoutmanure in 1817, from which ob-

;d 18 bushels. Spring of 1818, flushed, and put
over the whole ground 100 small one horse cart loads

of raw manure, and planted in corn, rows in parallel

lines, four feet apart ; and 2 gr.iins every space of 2
feet, giving thus to the groiuid double the usual seed :

ndin the Fall-obtained sixty bushels of corn ; put out
loads of manure, flushed and sov.ed in wheat.

No. 6. A lot of 3 acres from the same field, I divided

iring of 1818 ; and on one moiety planted potatoes

rows of 4 feet apart, with manure of an inferior qua-

lity, and in whole 100 small loads, and received from
this one and a half acres, two hundred bushels of po-
tatoes ; flushed down, and sowed with wheat.

No. 7. A lot of two acres new ground, flushed

twice, and snw eel with buck-wheat and turnips ; ani
had in produce, 47 bushels. Turnips 15 bushels.
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First limeing, SO bushels per acre.

Original state. Improved state,

Corn, 10 b. at 75 cts. 87 oO

Oats 15 50
Wheat 5 2 00

25 00

1»
Additional expen

ses, say

Spreading lime

Planting Potatoes /
^ OO

and seed 5
Raising ditto 2 00
Grass seed &. sowing 2 00
Plaster of Paris 50

Cutting & getting?
in hay 5

00

Su 00

Corn, 15b at 75 cts SU 25

Potatoes 50 40 20 00
Oats 25 50 12 50

Wheat 10 2 00 20 00

Hay 1 ton 20 00

Pasture for 3 months 3 00

Febbcahv, 4th, 1819.
The following members of the society met accord

ing to adjournment : to wit.

David Stewart, President.

John Crow, Recording Secretary.

There not being a quorum, the members adjourned
to the first Monday in May next.

Original crops

for 4 years

Lime 50 b. at

40 cts

Int. on money
4 years

Additional ex-

pense
00

60 80

S25 95

Second course of lime, 10 bushels per acre.

First improved stage. I Second improved stage.

Corn 15 b at 75 cts gll 25'corn 30 b at 75 cts S22 50
Potatoes 50 50 20 00|Potatoes 100 40 40 00
Oats 25 50 12 5o'oats 50 50 25 00
Wheat 10 2 00 20 00 Wheat 20 2 00 40 00
Hay 1 ton 20 00 Hay li tons 30 00
Pasture for 3 months 3 00 Pasture 3 months 6 00

86 75

Third stage of improve
ment, medium crops.

Corn 55 b. at 50 cts. 141 25
Potatoes 100 40
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and so is the idle opulent to discontent ; and

which of these two evils is the greatest ?

If labour be generally regarded as an evil, it

is because in most governments the necessaries

of life are not to be had without excessive la

bour; from whence the very idea of labour con-

stantly excites tliat of pain.

Labour, however, is not pain in itself. Habit

venders it easy ; and v/hen it is pursued without

remarkable fatigue, it is in itself an advantage.

—

How many artisans are there who when rich still

continue their occupation, and quit tuem not

without regret, when age obliges them to it.

There is nothing that habit does not render

agreeable.

In the exercise of their employments, the

professions, their talents, the magistrate who
judges, the smith who forges, and the messenger

who runs, the poet and musician who compose
all taste nearly the same pleasure, and in their

several occupations equally find means to avoid

that natural evil discontent.

The busy man is the happy man. To prove

this, I distinguish two sons of pleasures. The
one are the /ileasurcs of the senses. These are

founded on corporeal wants, are enjoyed by all

conditions of men, and at the time of enjoyment
all are equally happy. But these pleasures are

of short du"ation

The others are the pleasures of ejcflectation.

Among these I reckon all the means of procur-

ing corporeal pleasures ; these means are by ex-

pectation always converted into real pleasures.

When a joiner takes up his plane, what does he
experience ? All the pleasures of expectation

annexed to the payment for his work. Now
these pleasures are not experienced by the opu-
lent man, whose finds in his money, without la

bour, an exchange for all the objects of his de-

sires. He has nothing to do to procure them,
and is so much the more subject to discontent

He is therefore always uneasy, always in

not so with the man ol busine!>s. When the

idea of labour and of the money with which it

is requited, are associated in the memory with

the idea of happiness, the labour itself becomes
pleasure. Each stroke of the axe brings to

the workman's mind the pleasure that the mo
y he is to receive for his day's labour will pro

cure him.
In general, every useful occupation fills up, in

the most agreeable manner, the interval that se-

parates a gratified from a rising want ; that is, the

ten or twelve hours of the day, when we most en-

vy the indolence of the rich, and think they en-

joy superior happiness.

The pleasure with which the carter puts his

team to the cart, and the tradesman opens his

chest, and his journal, is a proof of this truth.

Employment gives pleasures to every moment:
but is unknown to the great and idle opulent.—
The measure of our wealth whatever prejudice

may think, is not therefore the measure of our

happiness. Consequently, in every condition,

where, as I have said, a man can, by moderate
labour, provide for all his wants, in above indi

gence, and not exposed to the discontent of the

idly rich, and he is nearly as happy as he can be

Men, therefore, without being, equal in riches

and power, may be equal iu happiness. Whence
comes it, then, that kingdoms are peopled with

none but the unfort

To restore the lustre of Gold or Silver Lace
when tarnished.

When gold or silve.r lace happens to I)e tar

nished, the best liquor that can be used for re

storing its lustre, is spirits of wine. It should
be warmed bei'ore it is applied to the tarnished

spot. This application will preserve the colour
of the silk or embroidery.

A friend has put into our hands a Pamplet, of
which tlie reader may form some idea from the title

lion, continually rolling about in his carriage,|page, and a few extracts which follow. It

Jike the squirrel in his cage, to get rid of his,''^^^
'^^'^" w'''"'^" *^'^'"^'^^ ''"'''""s and confidence

disgust.
"' ^" noiiesr, genuine, old fashioned experienced

S, ,* , .1-1, , - ,. , - sportsman : and, as it contains munv directions forTo be happy, the idle opulent is forced to waitJtf^e cure and management of horses and dogs, we
till nature excites in him some fresh desireJshall occasionally give farther specimens of it.-
It is therefore the disgust ol idleness, that in —

~ TITLE PAGE.
COLONEL GEOItGK HANGER,

TO ALL SPORTSMEN, AND PAUTICULARLT

Ta,\*i\\e.vs and. (iavuek.e,eYe\*s.
Above Thirty Year's Practice in Horses and dogs,

him fills up (he interval between a gratified and
a rising want. But in the artisan it is labour,

which affording hiin the means of providing for

his wants and his amusements, becomes thereby
agreeable.

The wealthy idler experiences a thousand in

stances of discontent, while the labouring man
enjoys the continual pleasure of fresh expecta-
tions.

Labour, when it is moderate, is in general
the most happy method of employing our time,

>vlien we have no want to gratify, and do not

others doubtless the most poignant, and least

durable,

How many agreeable sensations are unknown
10 him whom no want obliges to think I Do my
immense riches secure me all the pleasures that

the poor desire but cannot obtain without much
labour? I give myself up to indolence. I wait
•v\s I just now said with impatience, till nature
^hall awake in me some new desire ; and while
1 wait, am discontented and unhappy. It is

how to feed and take care of them, and also to

cure them of all common disorders.—Effectually
to allure and catch all Vermin.

THE RAT-CATCHING SECRET
TO CATCH EVERY RAT ON THE PRE.MISES ALIVE,

WITHOUT USING POISON.

(/ fei-U FUeusanls, and cure their disorder
enjoy any of the pleasures ot the senses, of all On Fowling Pieces, RiHe-Guns, and muskets:—On

boring Barrels, and the construction of Breech
Pins:—Remarks on Rifle shooting, recommended
to the attention of all riflemen, and particularly to

Offiiiers who have seen active Service in a rifle

Corps.—On the Race of Pointers and setters.—How
to keep all Arms loaded for two or three years, so
as to fire more sure, than if fresh loaded—Method
of preventing Partridges being taken at night by
Dragnets, when the Gamekeepers are asleep :--T
prevent Pheasants being destroyed by night-shoot-
ers or Poachers by day ;—To catch whole flocks of * What is more nourishing than bread ?

Wood pigeons in hard weather, and all Water-fowlljustly called the staff of life .'

in any weather :—To approach a Ked Dear, in the
Highland of Scotland, within thirty or forty yards.
of Running Horses—training and breeding young
Colts.—Cure for Kullocks and Cows Swelled from
eating Clover.—Cure for the Scurvey.—To shoot
Wild-fowl. Pewits, Gol<len Plover, Wild Geese,
and Bustards by night.—Remai-ks on the Rifle-Bench
which Gunmakers use ; their secrecy and folly in

that respect truly laughable.—To save the life of a

Dog, when it has taken poison.—With several valua-

ble Family Receipts.

Resfiecting the feeding of Dogs.

Respecting feeding dogs : all sportsmen know
hat dogs must have flesh about half boiled, the

broth of which should be well thickened, by
boiling it with oatmeal, or barley-meal : oat-

meal is certainly the best, but it is not gene-
rally speaking to be had, in travelling about.

I find provided I can about twice a week, give

my dogs a good meal of horse flesh, halt boiled

that household bread,* with only skimmed milk
boiled, will do very well for them on the other

lays.

Of Purging Dogs.

Respecting purging dogs : the common alge-
tic HORSE balls, sold BY MOSr OHE.MISTS, is

EiiTAiNLY THE BEST PHYSIO : for HO animal is

more billions than a dog ; and aloetic physic, in

that respect, is the best. Three drachms is a

proper dose for a full-grown pointer ; but, as a

dog will sometimes throw it up, instead of giv-

ng him three drachms at one dose every other

day, until you have given three doses, I advise

you to give him only one drachm every day, for

nine days following : this will cleanse kirn will.

However, I generally have given my dogs one
DllACHM AND A HALF OF JALAP MIXED, MIXED UP
NIC A BALL WITH SYKUP Oil BUCKfHOH.V ;

three doses, stopping one day between each
36 ; and I find this cleanses them very well.

Of jioivdered Glass.

When a dog looks unkindly in his coat,

though he has been physicked, give him three
DOSES OF rowDEREB GLASS, as much as will lie

heaped up on a shilling to each dose. This
11 make his coat very fine, and he will look

well in his skin ; besides it is a very great

cleanser. The powdered glass must not be
made of the green glass bottles, but from broken
decanters and wine-glasses, powdered and ground
in an iron mortar, then sifted through a fine

muslin sieve.

A surfirising efficacious Gargle for a Sore
Throat.

The following gargle for sore throats, I have
seen often tried with surprising effect : Takr

LARGE HANDFUL OF RED SAGE, (not the

common garden sage,) boil it in one quart
OF the best white-wine vinegar, to near
A PINT, then sweeten IT WELL WITH HONEY.
You may if you please add two s7nall wine-
glasses of port wine. A person of my acquaint-

ance had a fever and a most violent sore throat,

so bad that he could scarcely swallow spoon-

meat ; the apotiiecary had prescribed a gargle

for four days which had done no good :—he
used the above, and in twelve hours, was cured.

/ have tried this often.

Is It not
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How to treat dry, hard, and brittle Feet.

To ease pain in a horse's foot or to make
diy, hard, brittle, or contracted foot supple and

expand, I know nothing equal to boiled linseed,

applied warm the foot.

Of Wounds in the Feet.

When the foot be wounded by picking up a

nail, cut by glass, or by some other accident,

in which case gravel may have got into the foot,

it will be necessary to apply a common poultice

with Vinice turpentine, to draw the gravel out
A'ever ffrease Horses' Hoo/s, but dab them with

chamberlie.

Never on any account grease a horse's hoof,

which all-wise John Grooms do, as they say, to

supple it and keep it from cracking
; grease has

a contrary effect. Take your horses out from the

clean straw and dab their hoofs well, morning
and evening, with stale chamberlie.

Different effects of Chamberlie and Grease
Horses' Hoofs.

Take a dry hoof of a horse, cut it in half, steep
one half for several days in a pot of chamberlie
and the other in a pot of grease ; take them out
wash them both clean, and lay them aside. In :

bhort time you will find the one steeped in cham
berlie tough, genial, and pliant, the other steeped
in grease will be hard and brittle : this has been
tried. You may anoint the coronet of the foot with
a little fresh grease, but no other part of the foot

Of S/ilints, hoiv to treat them.
Provided as|)lint lies on the bone of the leg, so

as not to impede the action of the sinew, I recom
mend, by all means, to let it alone, and do no
thing to it ; but, if it lies near the sinew, it must
be taken away. The best method I am acquaint
ed with, is to rub it with a round stick, till it feel;

somewhat soft, then prick it in many places with
a bodkin or packing-needle, moderately hot ; be
sure to make two or three holes quite at the
bottom. A gentle blister will then reduce it.

Of S/iavins and Ring-Bones.
With spavins and ring-bones I will have no-

thing to do. Send for a skilful veterinary sur
geon. It requires skill and practice to operate or
the vein in blood-spavins, and I believe bone-spa
vins, generally incurable: at least the horse will
not have the free use again of his joint ; and
hones are very bad maladies.

Of Corns.
Corns should be clean cut out, and a wide wash

extended from the shoe, in the form of three
thirds of a circle, and about two inches broad,
over the part where the corn was, to guard i

from sharp stones, gravel, &c. I do not approv(
of a bar shoe, it confines the dirt in the foot too
iiiuch.

Of Running Thrushes.

It is dangerous to attempt to dry up running
thrushes, unless the horse be put under a course
oi strong physic ; for, if, by sharp washes alone,
you attempt to dry them up, the disorder fre-
quently flies to the eyes, when for a time, you
nearly blind the horse. I look on running thrushes
as a discharge of nature, much the same as sweaty
feet in man

; dvy them up, and I amagine the dis-
«ase will fly to some other part of his body. I

am certain it always will in a horse. The only safe
method of treating them is, to wash them con-
stantly with stale chamberlie. I would also parti-
'-ulariy recommend giving afew of the nitre and

sul/ihur balls, provided the thrushes

dantly, and smell very foetid.

Of Lamenens in the shoulder : infallibly how to

distinguish itfrom Lameness below.

A horse cannot easily be lamed in the shoulder,

except from a fall, a blow or fro'ii running against

some hard substance. But wise John Grooms and
the farrier, provided they know not where the
lameness really lies, swear the horse is lame in

the shoulder, whereas the lameness is in their

heads, and not in the horse's shoulde
I will give you an infallible method to know

whether a horse be lame or not in the shoulder
When you trot the horse, if he be lame in the
shoulder, the muscles are affected, so as to pre
vent his extending that leg, or stepping out so far

with it, as he will with the other leg, he will step

considerably shorter with that leg. When the

ameness lies below, he will extend the lame leg
as far as the other ; but, when he puts the foot to

the ground, will shew lameness. If the cause
flameness be not very visible to the eye, you may

rest assured it lies in the foot or fetlock joint ; in

lliis case, send for a veterinary surgeon ; for, to

cure it, great skill and practice is necessary, and
thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the

foot, and fetlock joint. I have known several
horses totally spoiled by lameness in the feet ; and
never fit for any other use but to draw a cart or
wagon, where they are forced beyond a walk

DISCLOSURE OF AN ANTERESTINO SECKET, 0(

NECTED WITH THE

'Rpaisina; oii Vledses.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE AMERICAN FARMER
Sir— I have read several useful publications in

your paper, on the subject of Hedging, and wish-
ing to encourage the raising the American
Thorn for fences, I send for publication the di-

rections of Thomas Main, gardener, in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, for germinating the seed of
the hedge thorn, the first spring "after the ber-
ries are gathered.

Mr. Main was a practical man, and it is well
known that he raised large quantities of the

horn for sale.—He offered proposals for pub-
lishing a book which was to contain the secret of
aising the plants the first year from the berries;

biit it is much to be regretted that he did not ob-
tain subscriptions suflicient to induce him to pub-
lish.

I had several letters and a pamphlet from him—and I paid him for the secret of raising thorns
the first year ; but he imposed an injunction, not
to perrnit a copy to be taken, as he then intended
to publish his book. He is now dead, and as there
's no probability that his book ever will be pub
ished—I think myself at liberty to send you e

copy for your paper, believing that the directions
gives will be of great use in promoting

hedges. Yours, Sec. &c.
J. E. HOWARD

The seed are to be extricated from the berri
ther by hand rubbing or any other means, (I

commonly put them in a trough, and mash them
wooden pestle, taking care to proportion

the strokes thereof, so as not to break the
stones—and turning over the mass repeatedly du-
ring the operation, until all the berries are bro-
ken—} after which, the stones are to be washed

abun- from the pumice—puta gallon or two of the mass
into a washing tub, filled with water—let it be
well broken and rubbed by the hand therein

—

pour off the water gently—the pumice and light
stones will flow over along with it, and the good
seed will remain at the bottom—it will be ne-
cessary to repeat this, say ten or twelve times, un-
til scarcely any thing remain but the clean stones.
They are then to be put in a deep square box
that will hold them with ease, so that the quantity
of seed may not reach wiihln some inches of the
brim. The box ought to be loosely made, or a few
gimblet holes bored in the bottom to permit the
water to drain from the seed. It is then to be
placed in some secure situation out of doors, ii»

he coldest exposure that is convenient, and the
seed in the box, being covered with some inoist
Oak leaves or green moss, they are to remain so
during the winter. Ground squirrels and mice
are fond of these seed, the box ought, therefore,
to be secured. from these animals. It is not ne-
essary to mix any mould with the seed, neither

is it material how often or seldom, they are fro-

zen during the winter.

At the approach of spring the seed are to be
nspected every two or three days, say about the
middle of March; and so soon as they feel sli-

my on being handled, it indicates that the shells of
the stones are about to open. The weather being
favourable, the ground is then to be digged anrl

prepared for the recepdon of the seed. The soil

fit for this purpose, being described in the
pamphlet, it is needless to repeat it here.*—So
soon as the small point of tlie rootlet of some of
the seed appears protruded, it is then just the
time, weather permitting, to sow them. Every
gardener knows that the beds ought to be about
four feet xvide, and that the alleys'should be from
15 to 18 inches. The seed ought to be rolled in
Plaster of Paris at the time of sowing, and scat-
tered about an inch apart—half an inch of fine

mould is sufficient for their covering. The plants
will appear in a few days, if the weather is fa-

vourable. It is scarcely necessary to add, that to

produce such fine plants, as I have had the plea-
ure to transmit to your address, clean and care-

ful weeding is indispensable. It will save a whole
year's trouble and time afterwards.

The process may be summed up in one short
sentence, viz :—Clean the stones from the ber-
ries and keep them damp through the winter.

NURSERY FOR THE PLANTS.

The soil most fit for a nursery to the young
plants of the hawthorn, is a free, rich, deep black
loam, that has previously been in a cultivated
itate, rather inclined to moist than dry, rather situ-

ate at the bottom than the top of a height, ra-

ther on the flat summit than on the declivity

of a hill, and where such a soil and situation can-
not be had, that which comes nearest to this

description ought to be preferred. A soil that

would suit for cabbages, and a similar state of
ijreparation as would answer well for that vege-
ble, will also answer for the most part

of such plants as are used in hedging. It

11, however, be of great advantage to have the
piece of ground appropriated for this purpose,

• Wishing to give the whole pamphlet when opportu-
nity offers—we now extract the author's description of
the Iciiid of soil best suited for a nursery. £Jit. Far.
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flij^gcc' Irom fifteen to eiii;liteen inclies deep: il'

tlie soil will not admit of more than twelve inches

il) depth it may do, but less than that would be too

shallow to piothice fine thriving plants. If the

state of the soil should render it necessary, i

must be turned up rough or trenched by th<

spade in the beginning of winter, in order that

it may be mellowed by the frost, and also that il

may be clean from the remains of former prodtic

tions, and work free and easy when it comes to

be ' turned over, levelled and dressed in the

spring.

A piece of ground about twenty-one yards

square will be sufficient for the transplantation of

ten thousand plants, set in rows about fourteen in

rhes wide one row fiom another, and three in

ches apart from plant to plant in the row.

FOK THE AMEKICAN FARMER.

TlIK PJiOFl^.SSrO.V OF

APlauiei* OY ¥a\'ii\e\*...5s'o. 1.

Every pursuit in human life is the more pro'

fitably, and respectably conducted by reason of

its being reduced to that appropriate system of re-

gulation and method, wliich constitutes it a /tro-

fcssion, or specific occupation trade or calling

This is happily exemplified in the walks of the

ministry ofReligion—Law—Medicine—and Com
merce which are pursued to a great extent by the

children of the same parents, who choose, accor

ding to their inclinations, and inducements, one oi

the other and all of those imployments in life

So strong is this fact, that four hundred pounds
have been ofiered, as an apprentice fee to a sue

cessful and qualified brewing house or company
in one of our sea-ports to form with advantage a

young manufacturer. But it has not happened
that the same consideration has been given to the

qualification of our young men in the more im-

portant /iro/ession of a /i/anter or a farmer.
This is a manifest omission of a due attention to

the most considerable employment in every part

of the United States. By way of opening to so

interesting a subject, it is proposed to offer a few
suggestions in this paper.

As many of the sons of our planters and far-

mers have the opportunity of collegiate education,

it is recommended, that in the study of the Greek
and Latin languages, they be taught, in part, by

meansof the agricultural writers in those tongues
Columella is a good example of the Latin prose

and Virgil's denrgics are an equal instance in the

poetry of that language. The ideas and expres-

sions of the two authors of those works are much
more suitable to uncorrupted youth than the loose

sallies to be found to often in Horace and Juve-

nal, and in the general strain of some of the Books
of Ovid. If those ancient writers are sometimes
even visionary, and not always as sound in theii

farming notions as modern practice and the philo

sophy of culture have rendered the writers of the

last hundred years those errors of the two Ko
man authors would be pleasant subjects of instruc

live notes, and correction.

In the next stage of juvenile education
when a taste for reading begins to result from

a few years of scholastic education, parents and

guardians whose children and wards may be dis-

posed to think of tlielifeofan intelligent farmer ni

lanter, shnuld subject them to the temptation ol

seful and pleasant agricultural works in our own
I. nguage. Dictionaries of agriculture,—travels of

riculiural men,—and dictionaries of the arts

aid sciences, wliich explain many things accor-

ding to improved practice and even genuine tech-

nical or scientific principles, are obvious exam-
ple;. Even the most serious moral and religi-

ous books which while they instruct us in the

highest duties to our God, and to our neighl

may be used correctly to teach us to get our living

in that station in life to which it may please D'i

vine Providence to call us. A parent or a farme
or p; -.nter may teach his son from the bible, that

the finest wool may be produced in the h(]t and arid

count y of the Jews, and thus correct a fear of
some \mericans that our southern states are too
hot fo sheep, and will convert its pile into hai

So we -nay learn of the south—that the fig, disr

tinguis.ied yet around Smyrna, was abundant and
fruitful ,n Judea. So of the olive and its oil

of the srape and its wines : so of the orange : so
of that i;^odern wonder of agriculture, the cotton

plant : so of honey and wax : and so of wheat
which m..ny here have believed to be a produc
tion fit only for the countries north of the Caroli-
nas. In slort whatever books a youth intended
for agriculture may read for amusement, scliolas-

tic, moral, r;ligious or general instruction, a faith-

ful and reflecting parent, guardian, or other seni-

or superintendant may easily convert them to

quicken his attention, and store his mind with
tacts and considerations, important to him and his

country, in his future operations as a farmer and
planter.

But when the infantine and boyish days, and
first juvenile years have been passed by the young
disciples oflanded cultivation, the system ofeduca-
tion to planting and farming, as a distinct, refined,

honourable and important profession ought to be
pursued on principles well explained Sc understood
in every operation. The difference ofsoil-i, from
the blowing sands, the crackling gravels, the rot-

ted stones* or rocks, the sandy loams, and vegeta-

ble moulds, to the strong and teeming calcarcou:

earths, and all their various uses and improve
ments should be made the subjects of theoretic

observation, and instructive practice.

In like manner, the fioiver of climate, which
gave us as examples the capacity for the cane and
the cotton—long unused—and give us now the still

more neglected vine and olive,—and perhaps may
yet hold in the fruitful bosom of our mother
earth the faculty of many other valuable indi-

genous and exotic plants,

—

t/iis power of climate

this vast hot bed of nature, should be made a to

pic of incessant refiection, discussion and deve
lopement, by the senior cultivators in rearing to

their landed profession the rising generation
teaching their young ideas how to shoot, and pour
ing instruction on their opening minds.

Similar reflections occur in respect to the tools,

instruments, implements, utensils, viachinerij, and

technical and scientific ?ncansand aids of agricul-

ture. The miserable plough of some countries,

and the /irA/cr instrumentality of the hoe, sho-

vel, spade and pick-axe, compared with the la-

bour saving machinery of the most improved
plough well teamed and manned : the tardy, pid-

dling sickle, compared with the machinery of the

grain scythe, cradled and manned : the tedious

operation of manual cotton picking, expelled by
the rollers, and far outdone by the jnnney saw
gin : these and other like instruments aJid aids of

agriculture compared with many used in ancient

times, more recently and even the present day,t

cannot be placed in a full and intelligible manner
before a pupil of agriculture, without imparting
to his mind an electrical impulse, the influence

of which, upon his ingenuity and energy can ne-

ver cease.

The application of the productions of our
farms and plantations requires all the wisdom
and ingenuity of the senior cultivators, and is, of

course, a subject for particular instruction to their

sons and pupils. It requires skill and experience
in cleaning, packing, preparing or manufactur-

ing,t in usual and convenient degrees, the vari-

ous productions of the vegetables and animals

raised by the cultivator. In effecting these, the

mechanic powers, geometrical instructions, chy-

mical operations and other matters of technical

and scientific knowledge and practice are often

called for by the great landed men in a degree
not required ui the three professions formerly call-

ed the learned ones, nor in the business of an intel-

ligent and respectable merchant, who trades with

our antipodes.

It will not be attempted, at this moment, to

press upon the public mind any other considera-

tions in favour of the expediency of rendering the

professioti of a planter or farmer a distinct antl

well defined object of regular instruction. It will

only be remarked that this paper is oflered as a

mere opening of the subject, and rather as the

effusion of a mass of old feelings and opinions)

than as the result of formal preparation and re-

gular digestion in a case not heretofore much
more methodised among our substantial and opu-

lent male population, than the domestic know-
ledge and operations of our lovely females in the

households of their judicious and amiable mo>
thers. CINCINNATUS.

t Enlightened England yet reaps generally by the
sickle, and the plough of Spain is in parts ridiculous;

The hoe and sjjade are seldom substituted by the
plough in the West Indies. •

+ As in the case of dressing flax, hemp, and silk,

of hulling rice, picking and pressing cotton, grinding

and boiling the sugar cane into granulated sugar, mo-
lasses and rum as in Jamaica, preserving perishable

hides and skins, fabricating wines, brandies and dri-

ed fruits, the preparations of treacles and beers, and
the making of cheese and butter.

FOn THE AMEniCAN FAKMER.

Mr. Skinner—
Sir—Several persons having suggested plans

for the security of the mails, I think naysclf

entitled to the same privilege, and beg leave

to propose that an iron box or chest, be strongly

fastened by straps or bolts of iron to the axle-
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tree (which should be iron also)'of the wagon

or vehicle in which the mail is carried—and thai

all letters containing remittances of Bank

Notes, or other current paper, should be

endorsed Caah,—and that such enclosures or

letters and none other, should be carried in the

Iron Box—thus rendering the carriage much
lighter than the iron wagon suggested by

a correspondent in one of our papers, and the

mail eauallv and perhaps much more secured.

A CONTRIVER.
JJiril U, IS20.

FUR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Taken from an address delivered to the Nation

al Convention of France, in the year 179S

by Anthony Gorean.

Method of/treserving grainfrom being deetroij

ed by IVetvils, and other insecta.

Take of the little Centaury, worm-wood,

thyme, mint, or savory leaves, and strew them

on the floor where the grain is to lay, and also

in the corners of the room or chest that contains

the grain, and also strew them on the top of the

grain which will thus be preserved for a long

time, either on land or sea.

j\'erj York, May 4.

A Pear Tree, brought from Holland, and

planted in the year 1647, is now in full bloom,

standing in the third Avenue al the intersection

of thirteenth street. This is probably the oldest

fruit tree in America. About 70 years ago the

branches of the tree decayed and fell off; and

at that time it v/as supposed the tree was dy-

ing; but without any artificial means being re-

sorted to, new shoots germinated and gradual-

ly supplied the roots of their predecessors.

The tree now is in full health and vigour, and

appears to be not more than 30 years old ; thf

fruit ripens the latter part of August, has a rich

succulent flavour, and has been known by the

iiame of the spice pear. liv. Post.

habited by cultivators, many of whom are pre-

eminent in skill.

With yourself, and with them, I think the

beautiful "incarnate clover," is in very good

hands.

I enclose you a few paragraphs, which you

may insert in your Journal, if they seem wor-

thy. They will assist in giving character to the

land we live in, and in gaining for us a just

opinion, both among ourselves and foreigners.

I have the pleasure to renew the assurance of

my high esteem and regard.

SAMUEL L. MITCHELL.

Washington, May 5, 1820.

Dear Sir—
The stalk of clover you enclosed in yours, for

my inspection, is entirely new to me, provided

it be a species, as I presume it is—the head and

(indeed I think) the leaf materially differs from

the kind I have before seen—you continually

perceive in walking your fields, varieties in the

ed clover—but the character of the species is

preserved—for example—you see in red clover

the white and streaked blossom—but the form

of the blossom is preserved—its leaf al

changed.
It will give me much pleasure to communicate

with you at all times, on every thing connected

with agriculture. Yours respectlully

JAS. BARBOUR.

Anatostan Island, May 8, 1820.

Dear Sir—I have received yours of the Uth
May, and thank you for the specimen of the

beautiful Trifolium it enclosed. As it is earlie

than the other clovers we have, it v/ill probably

be a great acquisition for early spring soiling

—

lut I think you are mistaken in supposing it to

be the Lupinella. This I apprehend, belongs to

a different family of plants—that the other is

pea, as its name seems to denote. Mr. Crawford,

he Secretary of War, received a year or two

ago, some of the Lupinella seed from our Consul

(Mr. Appleton) at Leghorn, and distributed some

T\\e. Xew Italian GIoycy.
The following letters are at hand, from so many of

the obliging correspondents, to whom amongst others,

we sent stalks of the Italian Clover from Dr. Aiider-

A'-eiu York, 7\h May, 1820,

J, S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir,—The clover plant you sent me,
arrived by the mail almost fresh, and in good
order for examination. As far as I can deter-

mine, amidst the interruptions of business, v

is the Trifolium incarnatiun, fit;u]'ed and des

cribed by Mahtin, in his Pl'.ra f'u^iiica, vol, 2

page 63—and if this is not ihe species, it musi
be one that very nearly resembles it.

I shall read with attcnlion, Dr. Anderson's

account of it, in the number yon mention of

the American Parmer. Every article of intel

ligcnce concerning the production of food fo

man and beast, is interesting—therefore neu
plants and new modes of culture, always deser

•consideration.

Maryland has a middle station between the

ccuntry, its utility has far exceeded the most san-

guine expectations.

By my own experience, as well as by that of

others much more skilled than myself in Agricul-

ture, it is found the best mode to preserve the

Soot perfectly dry in large quantities. When the

ime ofgardening commences, prepare yourleach

)r large vai ; then sift your Soot, and all the

;oarse pound fine ; sift it again, and then fill your

leach of vat with Soot—After this, pour in as

much rain or soft water as it will hold. When
your plants first come up is the time that insects

commit their depredations—then draw off the ley

and while the dew is on in the morning with a wa-

ter-pot gently sprinkle your plants from morning
to morning, till weeding time. When you are

sure one half the strength of the Soot is extracted

ley, you may venture to strew the Soot lightly

over the ground close to the vegetable, it will be

the destroyer of the fly bug, slug, wire worm, and

all kinds of insects that destroy vegetation. But

this is not all, it is a most valuable manure, for

it will attract the dew, and will, in its rich mois-

ture, adhere to the soot and earth, as it does to

gypsum or plaster of Paris when used in the inte-

Irior of our country. Soak your wheat and corn

in this ley, twenty-four hours before they are

planted or sown, and when coming up strew the

leach Soot gently over the ground, or apply it to

the hills of corn, it will answer all the before de-

scribed purposes, and will completely prevent

your wheat from smutting.

It is also a defence from the birds, as the bit-

terness of the grain is so disgusting to their taste,

they are obliged to have recourse to otherme-

thods of getting food. The writer of this article

has not understood that the experiment has ever

been tried to prevent the Spur growing upon

Rye, but he has full confidence that it will answer

the purpose, and intends trying it this spring.

AGR ICOLA.

^HIS I'AlMlls
BALTIMORE, FlilDAT, MAY 12, 1820.

XT' This a duplicate of Number 7, vol. ii.—The
original contained some indecorous extracts which,

of them' in this vicinhy—I have not seen thisiifl'ound up, would have sullied the whnle volume—

plant growing myseli; but I shewed the clcwerlwh^.'-- -^-t desn.

yoirsent me yesterday^to a gentlennan who haQ,,,^,^
;„ tendency, or indecent, in expression. The

pamphlet from which the extr.icts were made, was
dog-eared in numerous plsces.-and thus paragraphs
were taken and inserted, which were not intended

for publication—as was manifest from the editorial in-

troductory remarks. Our subscribers are desired to

destroy that number filing this in its stead.

The most sincere atonement which can be made for

errors, happen how they may, is not merely by verbal

explanation and professions of regret, but by remedy-
ing their ill effects as far as pi acticable—accordingly
we have caused the whnle tditidn of No. 7 originally

published to be suppressed, snbslituting for the offen-

sive matter it contained that which it was intended

should have been published—at an expense to the

Editor ofhetween70and 80 dollars.

it, and he assures me it is not the same,

have exhibited your specimen to many of my ag-

ricultural friends hereabout—none had before

seen any of the species, but all agree that it will

be very desirable to have it propagated.

Yours, very truly.

Dear sir,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. ? J. MAS0^7.
- Uunore. C

FROM THE PALLADIUM

To AgxVcu\t\\\'\s\s.

That valuable article, SOOT, has hitherto bee

too much neglected ; but the time has now come,
that its use is in some degree understood. Al-

though for years past it has been used with great

J— __ _ _ success in England, yet its valuable qualities have

northern and southern frontiers of Fredonia ; been but little known to American Agriculturists

't contains much good land ; aud is besides, in- But where experiments have been made in ihii

TO KILL OR ])Kn-E AWAY MICE AND RATS.
Take a common dry salt-jd hening, and have it

finely picked free from 'bones ; to a hiTring thus fine-

ly picked intermix intimately, as much rats-bane as

will lay on the point of a small c;ise knife, and spread
this mixture in places resorted to by mice and rats,

.ind out of the way of young or ^rinm children, (of

which latter there are many.) The day after this was
done in the Post Office, there was several mice seen

moving about the rooms in a heedless disordered

state, and in three days not one was to be seen, noi
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1 (;s one been seen since, say for two or three months
although, in the Editor's own room, tliey have been
tempted by the presence of various kinds of corn, grain

seed, &c. &c.

(Jj" We recommend the following as a good model
for an ox-cart—with a stage above the body for moving
hay-blades, and other light and bulky articles. Th'
stage to be taken off at pleasure. The contrivance i

front is part of the arch of a circle, whose radius

nc.irly equal to its distance from the axis of the car

and having several holes in it, through which a strong

iron pin is put, to keep the body of the cart at any de-

sired inclination with the pole—by this means adjusting

the centre of gravity of the load, to the declivity of the
descent, and preventing the cart from pressing on the
team, by a much better and less dangerous contrivance

than locking the wheels. The small chain a little back
of the guage, will prevent the cart from being thrown
too far back by the carelessness of the driver in adjust

Clj" There is a mistake in the engraving wliich the
reader will readily detect. The body of the cart should
lie planked up to the hinder part—instead of being left

ificn, as the figure misrepresents.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Actual sales ofWheat—Rr.n, per bushel gl 3 to gl 4
—Conx, white, 47 cts.

—

Kyk, 56 cts.

—

Oats, 33 to 35 cts.

Hat, per ton, §17—Straw, do. J19 to §10—Pota.
roF.s, 75 cts.—FLOi'n, from the wagons, §4 75

—

Whis-
KKT, from do. 31 to 32 cts.

—

Muttok per lb. 6 to 8 cts.

Hams, 12 to 14 cts.

—

Egos, per doz. 12i cts.

—

Bdtter,
31 to 37i cts.

—

Fish, per quintal, retail, §3 to §3 50
—Black-Eve Peas, 80 to 90 cts.—N. England Beajtb,

gl to 1 12A—Veal from 6 to 12i—Beef, percwt. %6
to S7, prime pieces 8 to 10 cts.—Fresh Pouk, 8 to 10

—London White Leah, §16—American do. Sl5—
Boiled LixsEED Oil, gl 25—Maryland 'I'obicco, a few
hhds. from Anne Arundel, unfired crop, sold the pre-
sent week, for glO to gH 75—Second do. at S6, §7,
an<l RS—Wagon Tobacco, same as last report.—A few
hhds. Rappahannock Tobacco, sold the last week for

S5 50—Richmond do. gS 75—jVorlh Carolina Shad,

S5 50—Other articles same as last report.

'J'o a Lady m/io had sent her Lover a Kins by Letter
Thanks to my gentle absent friend;
A kiss, you, in your letter send,
But ah ! the thrilling charm is lost,

In kisses that arrive by post.
Th.1t fruit can only tasteful be.
When gather'd melting from the tree.

POETRY.

FROM THE COLUMBIAN.

ODE,
nespeclfiilhi imcrihcl to the OJicers and Seamen of .

I'ni/ed States ^avij.

BY JAMES B. SHEYS.
Ye gallants of the Ocean !

Who seize the avenging brand.
And rush with glory through the fight.
To guard Columbia's strand I

Oh ! 'mid the storm of battle.

How must your bosoms glow !

The while her conq'ring stripes and stars
Proud o'er ye flash and flow !

When through the smoky thunder,
That lightning flag appeals.

How beats each tree-born breast with pride,
How ring the mingling cheers !

And glorious is the bunti)tg
That guides ye through'the fray ;

It bears the streams that lead to fame—
The lights that show the way !

May it wave o'er the brave,
While those dashing billows roll

;

While hope illumes the pal riot's eye,
Or Valour nerves his soul

!

Eo! Freedom calmly slumbers

—

Her beacon pi ndautsyiir/'c/.

Bright, glitt'ring sinks her mighty sword-
Peace sweetly rules the world !

But oh ! ye tested heroes.
Should tyrants come once more,

Ye, ye shall stand a living wall
Around your native shore.

The Eagle from your mountains,
Shall send his cry afar;

And every heart that glory warms.
Shall gather to the war !

Then—then shall blaze your cannon
'Till Heaven reflects their fires!

While, from your standard-circles, call

The spirits of your sires !

But like that noble Eagle,
Who spares the weaker foe.

Those hearts shall cease to burn with ire

—

When mercy stays the bloAv

!

For blood ne'er stained the bunting.
If pity sued to raise:

It wears the hero's dearest pledge,

—

The fame of other days.
Thus 'twill wave to the brave,
While those foam-crown'd billows roll

;

While hope illumes the patriot's eye,
Or Valour nerves his soul.

When lowly bn'^s the foeman,
To home and bliss repair.

And Beauty, with unsullied flowers.

Shall braid each warrior's hair .'

And then uncnnquer'd seamen I

The ruthless struggle o'er.

The minstrel notes shall wake for ye,

And live along the shore !

The genius of your country,

In all the charm of name.
Shall walk the waves to meet her sons.

Returning with their fame !

Oh ! she shall plant that standard
At ev'ry hallow'd urn;

The holy flame that wreathes her brow.
In every heart shall burn I

How oft in fight that bunting
Hath been their canopy.

Your tears shall speak the while it forms
A death pall for the free

!

Thus 'twill wave o'er the brave,
Where more placid billows roll,

AA'hile white-robed Angels sweetly sing

To sooth the hero's soul.

SEEDS, &c. &c.

3osfe\^l\. T. Casey, Seedsiwan,

NO. 2, HANOVER STREET,

{A'ext to Jiarmim's, late Gadsby's)

HAS FOR SALE
400 Varieties of GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS,

op A SCPEniOn aiALITY.

And -irill be supplied during the Summer with handsome
Plants, in and out of Pots,

HE HAS ron BABE '

,S\gYic\\\t\wa\ Gi'ass Seeds,
Far superior to Timothy or Ked Clover.

ver)' Farmer should avail himself of the present op.
portunity in procuring some of each of them.

Samt Foin, called Lupinel-
la or Holy Hay

New French La'Lucern, or
French Clover

Burnett, or Pimpernell, a
very early Grass

Broad Leafed White Dutch
Clover for pasture or
laying down .Meado\vs
or Grass Plots

Chicory or Succory, or Pe-
rennial Endive

'

Renold's Turnip Rooted
Cabbage above fi round

R-ape, or Cole Seed which
produces a fine Green
Spring Food for Cattle,

a variety of Cabbage
Hanover Kale,

20 varieties of Cabbage
Seed, early and late Red,
White, Green, and Yel-

low.

True Transplanted Yellow
Ruta Baga, or Swedish
Turnip, which will not
start if sown at an early
period

American saved Ruta Baga
at half price

Bullock, Scirbrick, and
Globe Turnip

Yellow, Red, and White
Norfolk do.

Heligoland Beans, one of
the best Beans for grow-
ing on a poor soil, and
will bear He.it, Cold,
and Drought, .-ind Ira-

prove the Land
Extra Fine Ridge Cucum-
ber of sorts

Russia Matts
English Boiling Peas
Ditto Superfine Mustard
Canary, Hemp, Coriander,

aNtl Carraway Seeds

GARDEN TOOLS OF SORTS,
Rakes 12 Sizes—Hoes of sorts, 12 sizes Patent

—

English Spades, 4 sizes—Garden Shears, 4 do.—Sheep
Patent and Common do.—Edging Irons, 3 sizes—Tom-

Hawks—Garden Scoop 'l"rowels for Ruta Baga

—

Edge Rills—Pruning Knives, and Saws—Patent Grass
Scythes and Hooks—Hay Rakes—Oak chests of Gar-
den and Pruning Tools—Turnip Drills, and Cum
Planters—Handles for Garden Tools made of a par-
ticular sort of Wood, which will not blister the hands
of those who use them.

i fe-K superior -works on Botany and Agriculture, -with

coloured Plates beautifully executed, to be sold at reduced

Pnces.
In order to obviate any difficulty attending Imported

Seeds, Casey has had his Seeds imported in Casks
lined with Tin, and the Packages covered with Oil

Paper, as a protection from Bilge w.-iter.

Casey will have published in a short time a Cata-

logue of all his Seeds, Roots, and Plants, with the
Generic specific, and common names annexed, time

ing and planting, whether annual, biennial.^or

perenni.il ; culinary or physical ; when first known,
len they flower. For the use of such Ladies, Gen-

tlemen, and Gardeners, as wish to become scientifically

cquainted with the plants they cultivate, to which will

le added a table of the Liimean system .'•f botany, with

orders .and examples.

OC?" Plants, seeds, and roots, bought or exchanged
(Cabbage and Turnips e.xcepted) any person having
a Green house or Hot house to dispose of, will hear

of a purchaser.
Samples of his seeds to be seen growing in pots which

proves their goodness.

PUBLISHED BY JOHN S. SKINNER.
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friiice George, CVirg-.J April ill, 1820.

Sir,—In obedience to a resolution of the delegation

of the United Agricultural Societies of Virginia ; 1

notify you of their request, that the contents ot the

Pamphlet which you will receive by this mail, may
be published in your valuable paper. As you have al

ready printed the memorial, our request is no-^u limit

ed to the " Address to the Public."

Uespeclfiilly yours, SJc.

EDMUND RUFFIN,
Secretary to the Delegation

J. S. Skinneb, Esq.

AN ADnSESS TO THE PUBtlr,

FROM THE DELEGATIOJ^ OF THE
\!i\\ted Agvicwltvwal Societies

OF VIRGINIA.

In submitting to the consideration of our fellow-ci

tizens, the following remarks on the arguments con
tained in the publications of the Manufacturers—we
wish distinctly to be understood, as being hostile to

no pursuits of industry, depending on their own mer-
its. All such add their full proportion to the Na-
tional Wealth and revenue, and have our most ardent
wishes for their prosperity. To tliose only we are op
j)osed which require for their success the support of
jjrotecting duties or prohibitions ; because althougli

the loss to the undertaker may be inevitable, without
protecting duties, it is not the less certain, even with
their aid ; but devolves on the nation instead of the
adventurer.

To refute every argument advanced in support of
monopoly and prohibition—to shew the fallacy of the
numerous assertions of their advocates—would, (how
ever easy to periorm,) be an unnecessary intrusion or

the patience of tlie public. We shall however, state

all their arguments that are at all calculated to make
an impression on the public mind, and endeavour to

prove (as far as negative propositions admit of proof)
that all their propositions are completely untena
ble.

The first argument used for the encouragement of
Manufactures by bounties, is that there is in the Uni-
ted States a large amount of unemployed capital, as -well

as labour, both of luhich 10011111Jind employment in Manu-
factures.

There certainly can be but few if there exist even
one country of the world, in which capital is super-
abundant, and on that account, lies unemployed am;
useless. The United States, so far from forming
exception, wants capital more than any other country,
because in no one can it be so profitably invested : and
no where (if the laws make property secure) can
governments hold out to individuals stronger induce-
ments to keep tlie full amount of their capitals em-
ployed than self-interest would dictate. If then self-

interest be a competent inducement with every in-

dividual to keep his whole capital imployed,' and
as the only means of effecting that object must be
either directly or indirectly by the employment of the
labour of olhc-rs, it necessarily follows, that the labour
of every country must be precisely in proportion to the
capital which can pay for it, and cannot in the smallest
degree exceed that proportion.* An increase of the
capital of any country, will have the immediate
effect of equally increasing its productive labour ;

but merely a new direction of national industry, with
out an increase of national capital, although 'it clurn-

* M'ealth of Nations. Book 4th Chap. 2d.

ges the employment of many labourers, will not cre-

ate a demand for one more than before. The esta

blishment of manufactures by indirect bounties, in

stead of increasing the national capital, diminishes

it to the full amount of the bounties paid ; and con
sequently the whole number of labourers that could
be employed, would be diminished in the same pro
portion.

In one view we are willing to admit that the state

aient is correct as fur as it regards labour : But it

does not appear that the manufacturers mean to hold

out to the public as an advantage the employment
of more labourers, by means of bounties
monopoly prices only ; and if they do, it is leaving

this part of the subject, and going upon the question
of the general pohcy of bounties and protecting du-

ties. The higli price of labour in this country, fully

proves the great demand for it, that now and always
has e.xisted. It is well known that the hire of a

labourer in Europe will barely maintain him, on the

coarsest food ( here the labour of one or two days,

will furnish an abundance for a week, still, thousands
are idle, who prefer idleness to even those higl

wages, and we find it advantageous to employ i

portion of our capital, in buying the products of the
labour of the people of Europe and India, rather

than give double or treble prices for the labour of

those persons now idle at home. Legal restrictions

tainly subject us to the latter alternative

and no one ever doubted that protecting duties suflici

ently higli, would command to any extent either capi

tal or labour, for such pursuits as they were design-

ed to encourage.
2d. " Though it were true, that the immediate

and certain efl'ects of regulations controlling the com
petition of foreign with domestic fabrics, was an in

crease of price, it is universally true, that the contrary
is the ultimate effect with every svccessfid manufacture.
When a domestic manufacture has attained to perfec
tion, and has engaged in the prosecution of it a com
petent number of persons, it invariably becomes
cheaper. Being free from the heavy charges which
attend the importation of foreign commodities, it

can be afforded cheaper, and accordingly seldom oi

never fails to be sold cheaper, in process of time

than was the foreign ai'ticles for which it is a substitute

The internal competition which takes place soon does
away ever)- thing like monopoly, and by degrees, re

duces the price of the article to the minimum of a rea
sonable profit."

These are the words of Alexander Hamilton, which
we have quoted in full, because, they have frequent
ly been used by the advocates of monopoly, and are
considered by them as their most able support
Was this question to be decided by quoting the op
nions of great men, our cause would not be foujid

wanting. Thomas Jefferson, who is at least, equal
to the former, in profound knowledge, patriotism,

and devotion to the cause of liberty, says in a mes-
sage to Congress, " Agriculture, Manufactures, Com-
merce, and Navigation, the four pillars of our pros-

ty are then most thriving when left to individual

enterprise." But we disclaim tlie aid of great names
and leave the question to be decided by its own merit.

Experience proves, that the prices of forced manu-
factures will be fixed and continued by the amount of
the duty imposed for their protection.

It amounts to nothing, when we are told that pro-

tecting duties would not increase the price of such
articles as may be profitably manufactured without
bounties, and to such only can the word " successful"

pply. It is absurd to apply it as the manufacturers
o, to pursuits which are created, and can exist only,

by bounties or protecting duties. Bounties suffici-

ly higli can produce pine apples and sugar in any
quantities in New England, or keep a hundred sail

of whale ships on Lake Ontario : and these new direc-
tions of national industry and capital, would be com-
pletely "successful," according to the definition of the
manufacturers.

All the remaining part of the quotation is perfectly
correct, with the saving words " in process of time."

Our manufactures without bounties, will no doubt, in

process of time, undersell all others, whose commodi-
ties will be subject to the expense of transporta-
tion across the Atlantic. That time will arrive when-
ever America is fully populated from the Atlantic to
the Pacific Ocean, from the Lake of tlie M'oods,
to the Isthmus of Darien. When from excess of pop-
ulation, and its consequent train of miseries, labour-

11 joyfully work for prices, that will barely
furnish them bread, then will manufactures certainly

succeed without bounties or any kind of legislative

nterference ; and to secure this inevitable result, it

is perfectly unnecessary to anticipate it, by .giving

bounties for 500 years, or even for one year.

That so profound a statesman as Gen. Hamilton
should have supported this opinion, is easily explain-

ed. His leading political object, was to strengthen
the Federal Government. He well knew that object

could not be more effectually obtained, than by' the

ion of artificial interests, in whose hands, the
would cause the wealth and power of the peo-

ple rapidly to accumulate, and who would always sup-

port with 'all their influence the government that gave
them existence. For this purpose, he supported the
protecting duty system, and the creation of a nionied

interest, by the establishment of the funding system
and the Book of the United States.

But profound as were Gen. Hamilton's views on
political subjects generally, and speciously as he has

exhibited them, an appeal to facts will prove that

we have not realized from the protecting duty system,

tlie benefits which he predicted. For many years the

duties on saddles, hats, shoes, boots, and ready made
clothing, have amounted to a prohibition on their im-

portation. Have the prices yet fallen below those

of the former importations, which included the pay-

ment of a considerable revenue to government, the

amount of which is since entirely lost ? The manu-
facturers themselves are not so hardy, as to answer in

the affirm.ative. It is well known that so far from
articles becoming cheaper, by the increased

production, the original monopoly prices have been
icreased, and with regard to some of them, to an
normous amount, by combinations among the manu-

facturers. It is not so generally known, what we fear

no contradiction in asserting, that were duties instead

of acting as prohibitions, reduced to that amount,

which would yield the greatest possible revenue, there

would be on the above-mentioned ai-ticles alone, an

augmentation of the receipts in the Treasury, and
saving of expense to the people, of at least §3,000,000
annually. Tlie whole catalogue of expenses to the

people 'iind loss to the Treasury, annually produced,

by the tariff!' of 1816 and previous protecting duties,

can scarcely be less in amount than half the present

nett revenue of the federal government : and yet the

facturers pour out loud and unmeasured re-

proaches on Congress and people for having neg-

lected, n.ay, completely sacrificed their interest-

Jd. That the prosperity and wealth of Great Bri-

tain which for centuries has afforded the fullest pro-

tection to manufactures, demonstrate the wisdom of

the policy.

That the prosperity of England has been produced
by monopolies, prohibitions and restrictions on indus-

try, is one of those assertions which if it proves any
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thing, would prove too much. I'he same ettect has at

different times been attributed to very difi'erent causes,

and the argument is not m< re canvettient than it is fal

Jacious. The imitation of England in banking, funding
and protecting duties, has been strongly recommended
to the people of the United States, because each, as it

suited the purposes of its advocates, has been consi.

dered the cause of the wealth and power of that coun
try. Similar arguments would be equally strong, in

recommending Monarchy, Aristocracy, and an esta-

blished Churcli, because England and every other por-

tion of Kuro|)e, possessing wealth and power, have ob-

taine<l them under that form of government.
It is impossible to say what the situation of Eng-

land would have been, had not the industry and capi

tal of the people been cramped by restrictions, or
directed to unprofitable pursuits by bounties : bu
reason, and every principle of political economy, en
force the opinion, that other circumstances enabled
that country to flourish, in spite of its policy, and
not by its aid. England pursued this policy in com-
mon with all the other European States, and even fell

short of some of them in rigour; but (excepting
Holland,) she stood alone in possessing a considerable
portion of freedom, and in security from
from her insular position and naval power. The love
of gain is a motive so strong, so universal, that man
requires no other encouragement to industry, than
the secure and quiet possession of the fruits of his

labour. That blessing has been enjoyed for centuries,
by the people of England, (although oppressed by
Church and State, and plundered by artificial paper
and manufacturing interests) in a superior degree, to
those of any other part of the old world. These are
the causes of the jirosperity of England—of her su-

periority to Spain, Portugal, and Turkey. The citi-

zens of the United States have hitherto been pre-emi-
nent in this respect, and their prosperity has sur-

passed that of England or any other country. This
cannot continue unabated ; when the cause is weakened
or destroyed, and for the support of artificial, monied,
and manufacturing interests, the great mass of our
population must necessarily be deprived of most of
the fruits of their labour,' the only stimulous to in-

dusti-y, and cause of national wealth. We are aware
that the navy of England, to which perhaps, is due her
political e.xistence, has been in a great measure formed
and supported by bounties : and so far from our object
ing to protecting duties or bounties, imposed for the
national defence and benefit, none are more willing to

approve this policy of our government, in the manu
facture of ai'ms and munitions of war, naval equipments,
regulations of the coasting trade, &c.

Objectionable however as is the English system, i1

is much less so than that, which our manufacturers
aim to establish. I'he agricultural interest of Eng-
land receives, as well as paj s bounties, and by aftbrd
ing support and protection to every pursuit of indus
try as it is required, that monstrous and complicated
system of monopoly, may eventually become equiva-
lent to perfect freedom to industry and trade : and its

restrictions and prohibitions, wili then produce nei-

ther benefit nor injury, except in finding employment
and support for innumerable taxgatherers and smug-
glers. In tliis cojintry, from the peculiar nature of
our situation, no bounties can possibly be received by
the Agricultural interest, but by it, the bounties to

every other interest must necessarily be paid.

But admitting benefits to attend the protection of
manufacturers in Great Britain, still, it is impossible
to place our own on the same footing. The laws
there give tlie manufacturers the monopoly of the
labour of their workmen ; and the exportation of wool,
(one of the most considerable products of Agricul-
ture, and the material of tlieir most valuable ma-
nufacture,) is prohibited, under the severest penal-
ties.—The eftects of these regulations, are to depress
the wages of labour, and to cause wool to sell at only
half the price that it commands here, and wherever
no such monopoly exists. The whole amount of
difference between the real value, and the monopoly
price of both labour and the raw material, is a bmtnty
paiid by England to foreign nations, to induce them to
buy her Manufactures. Uy means of this policy, as

abiurd as it is unjust, of robbing the laboiucr ajid

farmer for the benefit of the manufacturer, the coarsest the only means of efl^ecting it. Bounties can do any
English woollens can be imported and sold here for a thing, except increase a nation's wealth ; and sufficient

price very little, if at all exceeding the value of the encouragement to the farmer, to produce wool and

by justly

raw material. Thus, that we may be induced to buy
their wool at only a fair price, they manufacture it for

nothing. The rights of the citizens of the United
Stales, and the constitutional prohibition of export du-
ties, prevent such regulations here. The manufac- quently of commerci
turers may obtain a full and complete monopoly against

their fellow citizens, but it is not possible for them to

compete with others in foreign markets.

4th. The United States cannot be really independ-
ent of foreign nations, as long as we are supplied by
them with manufactures, especially as in a maritime
war all commercial intercourse would be cut off.

It is a law of nature, which no human regulations

can possibly counteract, that every individual shall be
dependent on others, for the means of obtaining hap
piness, or wealth, and even of preserving existence.

milar mutual dependence, but in a less degree,
exists between different nations, and from tlie ability

of supplying each other's wants, or from this mutual
dependence, as the manufacturers prefer calling it, re-

sult all the beneficial effects of foreign commerce.
We are willing to believe that the observations of the

manufacturers were not intended to apply to this

natural dependence, which is so general and salutarj'

:

but they are inapplicable in any other way, and they
have had no other view, than the excitement of

prejudice, by thus frequently using a word which is so
" odious to the pe pie of the United States.

The commodities of the country can never be sold

to another at monopoly prices, but must always be
reduced by general competition, to the lowest price,

at which tliey can be afforded. The power of go-
ernments, in enforcing raonopohcs, extends no far-

ther than against tlieir own subjects, and the foreign

manufactures, purchased by us, are never above the
"air price produced by general competition, and (as

n English woollens for example) frequently much
ower.
In time of war, muci^ inconvenience and injury are

sustained by cutting off foreign supplies and conse-

quent enhancement of prices. If this evil is not in

some measure inseparable from a slate of war, the
manufacturing system does not offer the least relief

Prices would in that case be less variable, because

the amount of protecting duly would fix the monopoly

price : the diminution in time of war, if any, would
fall very far short of the increased price in the tiine

of peace. We have already admitted the propriety of
providing at home, munitions of war, 8cc. whatever
may be the cost, and it would be ridiculous to speak
of our suffering for mere luxuries. Whatever may
have been the case in particular sections of the coun-
try, whence proceed such complaints of the manufac-

rers, we can say with truth :ind pride, that during
the late war with Great Britain, the taste for luxury,

for fashion, and display, in the Southern States, gave
way before the nobler feelings of public spirit, and
ove of country ; and we consider the supposition, that

such trivial difficulties, could ever lessen the ardour of
the people of the United States, in the defence of

their countr^^s rights or honour, as a most unjust

ispersion on their patriotism.

The necessaries of life alone then can be considered,

n this view of the question, even was it true that we
should be better and more cheaply supplied, by pro
tecting their manufactures. Salt, the
hicli caused as much inconvenience as any other

article, the manufacturers do not mention, notwith-

standing their solicitude for the public good: a boun-
ty for its production would be one of the very few,
which they would assist in paiiing, instead of receiv-

ng. As to coarse clothing, blankets, shoes, &c. we
could not possibly be in want of them, if the countrj'

produced a sufficiency of wool and leather. As this

however is not the case, it seems, that if it is ne-

cessary that the home production should be en-

couraged by bounties, they should be given for

the materials and not for their manufacture. If then
e advocates of monopoly avow their real object—if

it is to make us independent of foreign nations, in

.\r supply of the necessaries of life, and not to foster

privileged order—it will become them to support

leather, will make this (what nature has said it should
not be) a grazing country.

All that we have said on this subject, is on the sup-
position of our means of naval defence, and conse-

ntercourse, not exceeding those
of the late war ; but we have more confidence in the
rapidly increasing strength of our countiy, than to be-
lieve, that we shall ever be subject to the same incon-
venience in future. Though opposed to great national

expenditures of every kind, we would prefer increasing

our naval force tenfold, to the establishment of ma-
nufactures of eviery kind by bounties. Whatever
may be the expense of the former, it would at least

increase our strength, and command an, open foreign
trade ; it is doubtful whether an annual sacrifice

of fifty millions of dollars would effect the latter,

and it could only cause national poverty and weak-
ness.

5th. The protection and establishment of manufac-
tures, is not a matter of choice but necessity : Europe
will not long want the least portion of our products

;

and without a previous establishment of manufactures,
sufficient to supply the whole of our consumption,
(which will also be a market for the whole surplus

produce of agriculture,) this country will soon be re-

duced to the dreadful situation of having nothing to

sell, while it has every thing to buy.

The establishment of manufactures is said to be
absolutely necessary to guard against the ruinous
balance of trade, which will exist against this country.

Admitting (for a moment) ihat the time will arrive

when there will be no foreign demand for our pro-
ductions, and exportation cease entirely, an examination
of the course, which self-interest and neces.sity, would
point out to every private individual, will not only show
what alterations would necessarily be resorted to in the
direction of natural industry, but will demonstrate the
uselessness of their boasted remedy, and the absurdity

of the opinion respectmg the then unfavourable balance
of trade.

When there is no demand for the surplus products
of agriculture, and their price will not defray the ex-
pense of cultivation, the certain consequence must be,
an immediate and considerable fall in the wages of
labour. Tlcis will enable the farmer to employ la-

bour in pursuits, which could not otherwise be af-

forded, on a fair calculation of profit. Thus directed
by interest alone, every farmer would now manufac-
ture the necessary clothing for his family, which be-
fore he found it cheaper to buy, with a portion of the
profits of his capital, more advantageously employed.
But, by the division of labour, and use of the ma-
chinery, manufactures of all kinds, can always be car-

ried on much cheaper on a large scale, than in a pri-

vate family ; therefore such a stale of things would
of course effect the complete establishment of all ne-
cessary manufactures, naturally and proftablij, without
the aid of legal protection, bounty restriction, or pro-
hibition. The Manufacturers would be in a better
situation, than as an artijicial interest, they can possi-

bly be placed. Instead of being hmited to the sup-
ply of the home market, and having even there to

contend with the host of smugglers, which this sys-

tem must create,—they would by the natural establish-

ment of manufactures, be able to compete in foreign

price of markets with all others, who were not supported by
direct bounties.

As the certain and inevitable consequence of the
" dreadful situation of having nothing to sell, and
every thing to buy," would be the complete establish-

ment of manufactures, its occurrence, instead of being
deplored, ought to be highly desirable to those who
consider that result so essential to this country. But
that situation would be dreadful indeed, to the people
in general, from the gre.it reduction in the prices of
produce and labour. This state of things would how-
ever, be no more injurious, than the legal establish-

ment of manufactures, and we ask whether it is wise,

or even sane, that to avoid an evil, which is remote,
improbable, and transient in its nature, we should vo-

luntarily fix it upon ourselves now, and perhaps fojc

ever.
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of this iiew home market, it would infalli

biy cause the entire loss of all others ; and the man
facturers by having the monopoly of furnishing us with
their commodities, would in consequence, obtain the

monopoly of being the only purchasers of ours. The
reduction in price of the products of agriculture.

Id be proportioned, to the excess of the supply
beyond the wants of the manufacturers. That there
would be no such excess, is an assertion that scarcely

deserves an answer. As many labourers as could sup
us with manufactures of every description, it is

evident could consume but a small portion of our
surplus provisions. The hume demand for cotton,

would be greatly increased, but the ffeneral consump-
tion and demand throughout the world, would not be

at all augmented, nor of course would the price
We have already remarked, that our manufacturers
cannot complete with others in foreign markets ; and
the whole consumption of the United States, of cot-

ton goods, would not require one half of the raw
material now made in this coimtry. The monopol)'
of wool in England, for which there is an unlimitec
demand, has reduced its price 50 per cent : There
fore, it is to be expected, that the monopoly of cot
ton, for which tliere will be a very hmited demand,
will effect a still greater reduction of value. Tiie
home market for Tobacco, the great staple of Vir
ginia they do nut particularly mention. Their whole
consumption of this article would probably not ex
ceed a one fiftieth part of that which this system
would destroy.
But conclusive as are these remarks, they are

necessary for the support of our cause. We might
even admit that the prices of agricultural products
would be increased, and that the home demand would
be equal to the supply. In this case every cent re
ceived from the manufacturers in price, by the far

would be only a part of what they had be
fore gratuitously given away in bowilies. We learn
from the statements of the manufacturers, that their

business is unprofitable, and in some cases ruinous
ith the existing protecting duties, and it is

tain that without protection, their sales would
meet their expenditures, by at least 20 or 25 per c

on an average. It necessarily follows, that their whole
means of purchasing would be derived, not from the
actual profit, (of which there is none) but from the
bounties, which the laws will enable them to draw
from the people.

Let not our abhorence of monopoly and exclusiv
privileges be mistaken for hostility to the labouring
manufacturer : Our opposition to the system is not
more in favour of oui> own interests, than it is to the
future comfort and happiness of those who will be
its bondsmen—High wages will at first be given
to engage their service, but by the operation of th

system the labourers will hereafter, as in every othe
country, become miserable dependents on the master
manufacturers. One of the ostensible benefits of man
facturers, is, that children of 5 or 6 years of age
may be emplojed, and earn something : This tempta
tion is too strong to be resisted by poor parents
Debarred from necessary exercise and recreation, chil

dren are at that tender age, confined to the pestilen-

tial atmosphere of a large manufactory, and associated
with hundreds of wretches of botli sexes, who have
been brought up in the same manner. What effects

can proceed from such causes, but infirmity of body,
degradation of mind, and corruption of morals. For
those who have once fully engaged in such pursuits,
there is no retreat ; they are soon rendered unfit for
any other employment, and they must of necessity
entail on their children, the same life with all its mi-
series and vices.

It is unascertained how many millions of dollars

licy ply

of ^

The prophecy of the ruin of our country, which

Ts to be caused by buying more than we sell, is founded

on the eiToneous opinion that nations are enriched

or impoverished by commerce only, as the balance

of trade is advantageous or otherwise. The absurdity

of this theory has been so clearly proved by the
" great commercial Philosopher" Adam Smith, that

we believe no political economist has since advo-

cated the necessity of regulating the balance of trade

by law. The manufacturers, however, earnestly

commend it to Congress, because such is the po
of all European governments. Their efforts have in

deed, been most fruitlessly employed, to effect that,

which no human regulations can either accomplish,

or prevent ; and the only end which has ever been
secured by such laws, is injury and loss to the coun-

try, in whose favour they were intended to operate

Trade will invariably find its own level, and tempo-

rary inequalities are certain to produce their own
cure. It is not possible for us to buy regularly, more
than we sell, as we should have no means of paying
the balance. But it is practicable for a short time

and we are now paying the cost of such a course

After the late war, the merchants of this country,

in expectation of immense profits, imported foreign

goods to an amount far exceeding our exports in va

iue. The market being overstocked, foreign good;

fell greatly in price : the returns were not sufficient

to pay the debts incurred to make the importations,

and severe losses, or bankruptcy, attended a large

proportion of the mercantile interest. The manufac-
turers would induce the opinion, that this overtra-

ding will continue, but they are contradicted by both
reason and experience. No more goods will be im
ported until they are in demand, and foreigners will

not continue to give credit to American Merchants,
until the debts now due are paid. Mean while, our
exports are rapidly paying off the balance yet remai
ing, and the losses sustained by thus overtrading, will

be a sufficient security against the early recurrence of

the evil.

But though a general and permanent balance
trade cannot exist against any country, particular b
lances may be, and are caused by certain branches of

foreign commerce. This we admit, if the rule is coi

rect, which fixes the profit or loss of any branch of
trade by the specie which is received or paid in

prosecution. The India trade is said to be injurious

to this country, and that with South America highly
advantageous, because, the first continually takes
away specie, and the last supplies it. Yet if those
trades are equally advantageous to their undertakers,
they are equally so to the nation. We pay for all

India goods with specie—that is, with the production
of South America. If we pay for the specie with In-

dia goods, our trade with both countries is precisely

the same, consisting in exchanging the commodities
of the one, for those of the other. Without consi
<lering that the scarcity of specie is the inevitable

consequence of paper emissions, the India trade has
been charged with causing that evil. It is the
means, but not the cause.- it is evident that the ex-

portation of specie alone, to India, can no more de-
prive us of as much as our circulation requires, than
the exportation of Tea, Spices, Silks, &c. to South
America, can prevent our being fidly supplied with
those articles. Neither Specie, nor Tea, Spices, &c.
are the products of our country, yet commerce will

never fail to provide the first as well as the last,

in any quantity that we demand, or are able to pur-
chase.* %
The agricultural interest is promised a home m.irket

for all its surplus products, as an ample remunera
tion for its sacrifices in establishing manufactures by
bounties.

The regulation of the balance of trade by law is a
policy to which the nations of Europe are, and al-

ways have been so devoted, as to render it in the
highest degree improb.able that they would buy from
any country which refused to buy from them. We
do not concur with the manufacturers in applauding
this course, we only adduce it as a consequence which
cannot be controverted. AVhatever then, m.ay be

• Wealth of Nations, Book IV. -Chap. 3.

will be necessary, whether the whole nett profits

of agriculture will be sufficient to completely estab-

lish the manufacturing system by bounties : but the
effects of that establishment are not on that account
the less evident. As the payment of nearly the whole
amount of bounty, will fall on the farmers, the en-

couragement of manufactures will be an equal dis-

couragement of agriculture, by taking away its alrea-

dy scant and hardly earned profits. Duties on impor-
tations will yield nothing, as their object will be pro

nbition and not revenue. The present expenses of
their collection, will not howe>er diminish, but on

contrary must be increased, to g<iard against
smuggling. Direct taxation must sup'ph the wants
of government, to which the manufacturers cannot

bly contribute, as a tax on them would be mere-
ly a reduction of bounty. Foreign commerce must be
destroyed, and all liop'es of naval power necessarily
abandoned. All important are i he resuUs of the mo-
nopoly system, they are so obvious that we leave them
without further comment.
There are still other objections to this policy,
hich if our constituted and iiutuial rights are dear to

us, should outweigh all others, avising from pecuniary
considerations.

We submit to the candour and judgment of our
readers, the inquiry, whetiier it is not a violation of
the spirit of the constitution, to impose taxes on some
states, for the benefit of others. The extreme cau-
tion and jealousy expressed by the states in vesting
the federal government with the power of taxation,
and their requiring that direct taxes, should be ap-
portioned according to representation, plainly shew
that they never would have consented to any consti-
tution, which allowed nearly the whole revenue to be
drawn from the agricultural' states, while others would
receive in bounties an amount far exceeding their
contributions.

That conferring exclusive privileges on persons or
orders of men, having interests separate from or op-
posed to those of the people, is destructive of their
rights, of every thing like freedom

—

JVe are told by
the warning voices of the sages and patriots of the re-
volution.—Their words are sustained by reason, and
confirmed by experience. Factious interests of eve.
ry kind, are necessarily opposed to the interests of
the people, as every step of the former in advancing
to wealth and power, is on the property and rights of
the latter. Factious interests having been created
by government, and their existence even being held
at its will, they will naturally, whatever their wealth
and power may arrive to, always be completely sub-
servient to the government from which they hold
their wealth, their power, their existence. They
will offer the ready and effectual means of making
the government independent of the people, and how-
ever free in form, despotic in reality. Was there
no other reason tlian this why they should not be
established—however highly we estimate our govern-
ment—notwithstanding our confidence in the wisdom
and patriotism of those who administered it—we
should dread those powers, unknown to the constitu-

tion, and every principle of republicanism dictates,

that it is incompatible with the safety of the people,
that such power should be trusted in the hands of any
persons, subject to human frailty.

We ask of our fellow-citizens, a deliberate investi-

gation of this important subject, in which, (in what-
ever aspect it is viewed,) they are so vitally interest-

ed—well assured as we are, that nothing more is re-

quisite, to a general conviction, that freedom to in-

dustry, will most effectually promote the interests of

our country ; and that monopolies and exclusive pri-

vileges, are alike destructive of our wealth, prosperit}-,

and freedom.

No. vir.

OF A SERIES OF

Ag¥ie\\\tu\*a\ Eissays,

Communicated by Geo, W. Jeffreys, Esq. of
J^ortli Carolina, for fiublication in the Ameri-

can Farmer,

JIdie, March \st, 1819.

DE.-tR Sir.—In fulfilment of the promise

made you some time ago, I embrace, the first

leisure moment to answer your anxious in-

quiries on the subject of Loudoun Husbandry,

&c. ; and in doing so, I shall confine myself en-

tirely to the practice, without attempting ta

reason from effects to causes : for he who en-
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deavoi's to recomn)eiid to the farmers practice,

a method of cultivation, founded only upon

theory, thoui;;h supported by the most plausible

deductions, will be niucli more likely to lead

him into error, than the man who by the obser-

vation of what has happened to himself and

others, from one uniform method of practice.

yl. Our farmer; governed much by the

weather in sowing their clover seed, some sow
in the fall ; but most of them in the spring, upon
wheat, rye, or oats. They have their favourite

months; many of them sowing in all three of the

seed is strewed evenly.

Q. 7. What is the manner of sowing •clover

seed ?

^. The most of our farmers sow the seed

broad cast, as they do turnip or any other kind

of small seed. I have seen a box used for sow-
ing clover seed which answers extremely well.

—

It was invented by Mr. Bordley of Maryland,
and consists of a box seven feet long, five in-

ches wide and three inches deep, n>ade of light

half inch boards. The box is divided into seven
parts, each division having two holes bored
through the bottom, half an inch in diameter,
and placed diagonally. Square pieces of strong
writing paper are pasted over the holes, on the
inside of the box. A hole is burnt with a coar
knitting needle through each paper ; at about a

third of the distance from each end of the box
were fastened strong leather straps, by which
the box was held, and a little agitated in carry
ing before the seedsman walking along the lands.

prefer sowing the seed when the ground is co-

ventures to pronounce that the like will happen vered with snow, as it can be seen, whether the

lo all ; if all m like circumstances, will be per

suaded to pursue the same course. I will en-

deavour to answer your queries in the order you
have submitted them.

Query, 1st. On what soils does plaster suc-

ceed best ?

Answer, It is believed, that a hilly, dry, gra-

velly or loamy soil, that will sink the water

quick in winter, to be much the best. I have

seen great effects from plaster, when the land

was moderately undulatory, and even level

when raised into beds with water furrows, eight

nine feet apart—Cold, flat, black-jack land

is seldom favourable to it.

Q. 2. What kind of crops does it benefit most
A. I esteem it most efficacious on tobacco and

clover, though its effects are great on all kind:

of grass, grain and plants.

Q. 3. When is the time, and how is the plas

tcr applied ?

It is almost the universal practice with the

Loudoun farmers to roll all kind of seeds in

plaster, even potatoes cut and plastered pro

duce more abundantly. I soak my seed wheat
for twenty-four hours in strong brine, and after

draining it, roll it in plaster, at the rate of a

peck to a bushel of wheat ; as soon as the wheal
branches in the fall, I strew a bushel of plaster

to the acre ; and in the spring immediately af-

ter sowing my clover seed, I strew an equal
quantity of rotted or leached ashes, and plaster

to the acre, say a half bushels of each. I soak

my seed corn for twenty-four hours in strong

manure water, and when dropped in the hill,

throw the half of a table spoonful of dry plaster

on the corn before it is covered ; the usual

practice is to roll the corn in plaster before

planting, and to drop the plaster on the young
plant, after the first hoeing, or to strew it broad
cast over the whole field. I greatly approve of

fall /Uasterinff of ivheal ; and am confident in

my first experiment, I more than quadrupled
my crop from a field of twenty acres.

Q. 4. When is the best time of applying it to

clover and other grasses ?

Jl. It is best to commence early in the spring,

and as plaster is of a capricious nature, its appli-|

cation in small quantities, say a half bushel
less to the acre, and frequent repetitions is most
efficacious.

Q. 5. Is it a current opinion in Loudoun, that

there is any thing peculiar to the soil of that

county, which favours the effects of plaster

A. It is not ; as it is a well known fact, that

the effects of plaster are equally great in neigh
bouring counties. It is believed, that the reno

months of Febri March and April; some

Llgh a wheat fan to separate the pug or chaff

The Pennsylvania Farmers sow in the propor
lion of a bushel of clover seed to eight acres of

land ; our proportion is a bushel to ten or twelve
acres, when it is intended for hay or seed ; when
for pasture a bushel to twenty acres.

Q. 9. What are the modes practised in Lou
doun for gathering and cleaning clover seed .'

~i. The most common practice is, to cut the

clover with a scythe ; and as soon as it is mown,
nation of the soil by the application of plaster,;io rake it into small heaps, and expose it in the
has been more rapid between the Cotocton andlfield for several weeks, to promote the decay of
Blue Ridge Mountain, than any other part of ih

county. This embraces a country from twelve
to fifteen miles wide, and about thirty miles in

length.

Q. 6. When is the time for sowing clover
seed?

he husk ; these heaps are turned during
weather. VVhen the husks are sufficiently rot-

ten, which may be ascertained by rubbing the

heads between the hands ; they are housed and
threshed or trod out by horses, during the cold

dry weather in winter. It is then blown gently

thr

from the seed. The seed and chaff are sown
separately ; but as a large proportion of the
seed will always remain in the chaff, the field

sown with the chaff is generally thickest set

with clover. Some of our farmers make use of
a machine, invented in New York, which is

very simple in its construction. 1 he machine
is drawn by one horse, and is guided by a man
or boy ; it consists of an open box, about four
feet square at the bottom, and about three in

height on the two sides and back part, the fore-

part is open, and has fingers fixed to it either of
hickory or steel, like a comb, about thirteen in-

ches long, and so near as to break off the heads
from the clover stalks between them, which are
thrown back into the box as the horse advances.
The box is fixed on an axle-tree, supported by
two small wheels, two feet in diameter ; two
handles are fixed to the hinder part, by means
of which the driver, while he manages the horse,

raises or lowers the machine so as to take off alt

the heads of the clover.

[See Vol. I. ^Tn. 32, jiage 253, fur cut.']

It is the second crop of clover that is saved
for. seed; that is of the same year; and when
saved for seed, the heads should be quite brown

dead ripe.

Q. 9. VVhat is the mode of curing clover hay ?

.^. When the half or more of the clover heads
are turned from red to brown, and on the de-
cay, it is the right time to mow it. Some make
clover hay, by following the mowers, and
spreading the swarths as soon as the dew is off,

and making it up into cocks before night ; some
make it into cocks immediately after the mow-

It is a hay that requires great attention in

curnig, as the heads and leaves will bear little

stirring without crumbling ; it is therefore best

to rake it after the dew falls in the evening.—
The hay is put into the stack or barn the day
ifter it is mown, and to secure it from becom-
ing over heated or mildewed, some sprinkle

salt alternately between each layer of hay,

which assimulating with the juices of the hay,

prevents too great a fermentation ; some put a

layer of straw between load and load of it ; the

straw contracts so much of its moisture, that

the cattle eat of it freely. \\'^here straw or

It are not used, it is usual to make a funnel in

the centre of the stack to admit the air. This
may be simply done, by placing or leaning five

or six rails against a centre pole to stack the hay
around.

Q. 10. Is clover much used for raising hogs ?

./i. It is, and our farmers are making it a pro-

fitable business. The hogs are turned in, Vtihen

the clover is in blossoin, and thrive exceedingly

on it. They graze without attempting to root.

The avercige quantity of corn allowed in former

imes to make a hog good bacon, was two bar-

rels ; since the introduction of clover, a barrel

and sometimes less is found sufficient.

Q. II. Is deep ploughing much practised ?

A. It is, and has done as much, in my opin-

ion, to improve the soil of Loudoun, as the clover

husbandry, and plaster. W^e seldom use less

than three, frequently four and sometimes five

strong horses in a plough, and plough as deep
as the plough and the strength of the horses,

win admit. Mr. Arthur Young, by attending

particularly to the depth of plougliing in various
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towns in England found that the average depth

in sandy soils was four inches, in loamy soils four

and three quarters, and in clayey soils, three

and a half. In Loudoun, we plough much
deeper ; sometimes not less than ten or eleven

inches. Great regard is paid to the situation of

the land by our best farmers ; they never plough

when the land is so wet that it will not easily

crumble; because the principal design of plough-

ing, is to break the cohesion of the soil ; and if

in ploughing you turn over a wet mass, the

ploughing can be of no advantage, as the soil

becomes no lighter or looser by it ; but rather

heavier and more compact. Regard is also had

to the shape of the land, by ploughing the hills

horizontally, and making the furrows as nearly

parallel to the base as possible. Owing to this

mode of ploughing, it is rarely that you now
meet with a gully.

Q. 12. At what time of the year is the land

broke up deep ?

A. We plough deep for all kinds of crops

For corn and oats we break up our land early

in the spring or late in the fall. When the

rland is broke up for corn in the fall we often

plough it in the spring and cross running a hea
vy harrow over it, either lay it off from three

and a half to four feet each way, or in drills

from five to eight feet wide, and plant the corn

from twelve to eighteen inches apart. The
deep ploughings not only retains the moisture

from rains and dews, and prevents gullies by ab-

sorbing the water, but buries the roots and
seeds of the weeds so effectually as to reqi

but little cultivation for the corn—a common
lifiht harrow run over the corn when it is about
six inches high, and one ploughing with a hoe
harrow or cultivator, will be sufficient. From
such a system of cultivation I have, this year
made from a large field, more barrels to the

acre, than it would have produced bushels ol

corn, eight years ago, when I purchased it, and
there has not been five cart-loads of manure on
the field since it came into my possession.

Q. 13. What course of crops are generall)
pursued in Loudoun ?

A. I believe the five years' rotation is the
most common—that is ; corn, wheat, clover,
ilovcr, wheat. The most productive and imjjrov-
iiig rotation in my opinion, is the six years' rota-
linn—that is ; corn, wlieat, clover, clover, wheat.
clover. By this rotation, one sixth of the plougli
land, will be in corn ; one third in wheat and one
iialf in clover every year ; each field is to be
cultivated in corn, once in every six years. The
following is an illustration of the whole round of
crcips during 6 years.

Number of Fields.
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FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

THE FtiOFESSIOfI OF

The employment and consumption of the

productions of our lands, directly and indirect

ly, is a branch of knowledge not only of great

intrinsic importance, but one which enters

largely into the plan of making l/te /irofession

of a planter or farmer, regular, systematic, re-

spectable and beneficial. France, for example,

by her science and skill in a very nice branch,

exceeds all the countries of the earth in Ihe

fabrication of brandies mid loines from her no-

ble and abundant grape. The islands of An-

tigua and Jamaica are distinguished for the fla-

vour of their cane spirit and the knowledge,

sense and spirit of the first class of their

planters. Hydraulic art and science has no

v.'htre been so accurately understood and prac

tised in the irrigation or watering of artificia

meadows, as in the continental domiiiions oi

the king of Sardinia and the contguious Milan-

ese in upper Italy, which is the foundation of

the finest and most considerable manufacture ol

cheese in the world, though it is a country warm
enough to produce rice. Some of the plante

in the Frencli and Spanish West India Islands

refine and whiten their sugars with great fam
liarity and success. Respectable planters and

farmers, in tlie United States, have established

superior mills to maniifaciure their own and

their neighbouring crops into flour, their forests

into boards, plank, and scantling, to free theii

cotton wool from its seed, and to manufacture

oil of vegetable productions. The loom ha;

been introduced into the families of the cultiva-

tors of the south in much greater numbers than

in those of the northern and central grand divi

sions of the United States.* The most impor
tant articles of our present productions have

been introduced into our country from abroad,

or extended from former insignificance int'

j!;reat modern importance by ingenuity, re

flection, enterprise and perseverance. Among
these are indigo,t rice, cotton and sugar, and

the vine and the olive promise, at no distant

• Looms retui'ncd by the Marshals in A.D. 1810.

^Maine,

Massacliusett5,

New Hampshiie,
Vermont,
Rhode Island,

Connecticut,

New York,
New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,

Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia, ?
N. Carolina, 5
S. Carolina,

j- Indigo has been nearly excluded from the list of our
exports by the chymical skills, aids and care of tin

planters of Hindoostan. Our planters shoukl study the
relative science, improve the art and regain the hruiich

The science would be equally useful and ornamental
to the profession of the cultivators. The conductors of
the indigo makers of nriiish India are persons from the
United Kingdom of fJieat Britain .^nd Ireland, climes
in which the indigo plant and its culture
anrJ impracticable.

16,057
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Dr. Simmons says of Paima-christi and its

oil, in Dr. Wright's book of Medical Plants in

Jamaica, that when the bunches begin to turn

black, they are gathered, dried in the sun, and

the seeds picked out and put up for use : that

the best preparation of it is thus: a large iron

pot is half filled with water ; the nuts being

beat in parcels, in deep wooden mortars, are

then thrown into the pot, and gently boiled two

hours under constant stirring. The oil then

swims mixed with a white froth, and is skimmed
off till no more rises. The skimmings are

heated in a small iron pot, and strained througl

a cloth. When cold it is bottled up. Thui

made, it is clear and well flavoured. An English

gallon of seeds may yield two pounds of oil

which is a large proportion. In lamps it burns

clear, and has no offensive smell. It answers

all the purposes of the painter, and for oint

ments and plasters. It purges without stimu

lus, and is given to infants to purge off meco
nium. All oils arc noxious to insects ; and tlie

castor oil kills and expels them.— It it given as

a purge, after using the cabbage-bark some days

It is remarkably successful in constipation and

belly-ache ; sits well on the stomach ; allays

the spasm, and produces plentiful evacuation,

especially if at the same time fomentations or

warm bath are used."

The above is copied from Boardley's Hus-
bandry. It must be recollected, that many
years have elapsed since that work was pub-

lished, and that the manufacture of Castor Oi
in these United States is still in its infancy,

—

also, that the oil is a medicine of no antiquity.

So scarce was good Caster Oil in Dr. Cullen's

time, that he supposed it almost inadmissable to

a delicate female stomach. Time and experi-

(nee have improved our knowledge of the arti

tie—we shall here detail what we know, bui

must leave apart (the most desirable perhaps to

our inquiring correspondent) to be filled up by
some of the cultivators of the Ricinus. W
are informed that it is cultivated in Jersey, and
invite a communication from some of the most
experienced cultivators in that state.

There are several species of the Ricinus
The R. communis is the species used in medi
cine. The red and the blue stalked mentioned
by Mr. Boardley are probably no more than
varieties ; having the same leaf. Nevertheless
the red is to be rejected, because it has an in

herent acrimony to the palate, so that it appears
the instant it is expressed like old oil. As to

its being poisonous, it is no more so than the
blue ; for the shell of the seed of either will

operate with alarming violence, both as emetic
and cathartic,—and it is but a few days since

that a family in Baltimore experienced their

violence from eating about lialf a duzen seeds.

From this locality of the active part it is

more than probable that if the shell was sepa-

rated before expression, or boiling, that a bland
oil would be produced of little or no medicinal
properties, (i. e. purgative.) It is equally pro-

bable, that in times of great scarcity of the ar-

ticle, that the shells left after expression, (oil

cake) would impregnate a quantity of sweet
oil (oil olive) with the medicinal quality.

Much dispute has existed as to the best method
of prepairing the Castor Oil ; some preferring

the boiled, and others the expressed. If the

two preparations are nicely conducted there

can be no difference in the medicinal excellence.

The boiled may be burned by continuing the

process too long, and we believe that the plates

of oil mills may be heated so as to produce an

empyrlieumatic flavour. But with the boiled

portion of water may be left, and if bottled

that condition and sent abroad, especially in

hot climates, this water will become bilge water

y the oil absorbing the oxygen, and the oil will

be intolerable for a long time, but will at length

lose this ill flavour by the escape of the hydrogen
hrough the pours of the cork. This was
ecret known only to a few druggists. The e

pressed oil comes off with some pumice, and r

mains hazy without any disposition to settle

and from this circumstance it was objectionable.

Mot keeping so well, and containing some of

the more active particles, it was said to be morep^^^ much preferred to the kind we commonly

apt to puke though quite flavourless. But thel'^^','
•'^'''^ English clover, and that the seed was

manufacturers now send it clear and fine, and'^^ '^'S^ ^V t'"""
"^^ ,"™°" powder.—After

generally preferred and universally p,.e-;much trouble, I succeeded m procurmg asmall

pared by expression in these United States.'3"^""'y °f
f
"'J'". ''^^ <=haff, and on my return

What methods the manufacturers use to clarifylhom^' ?°^^ed some m the fall for experiment, to

it we know not, but hope that no lead nr^scertam whether our wmters would prove too

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMEHKAS EAttMEK.

Chester Town, I3th May, 1820.

Sir—The letters which have appeared in

your paper, respecting the Italian Clover,* or
" trifolium incarnatum," induce me to send you
some remarks of my I'own, having seen it, in its

full growth in Italy, in the spring of 1818; and
cultivated here since, as well as a bad state of
health would permit. In making one of the

usual excursions from Naples, my attention was
arrested by the sight of a small field of this clo-

ver, exhibiting a fine, compact crop, with long
blossoms of the most sparkling scarlet, and at

least three feet in height. Its great superiority

in growth and beauty, to any kind of clover I

had ever seen, immediately determined me to

endeavour to obtain information respecting it,

and some seed. On inquiry I was told, that it

pewter is used, which is sometimes done in the

West Indies. A flannel of proper fineness

made into a conical bag (Hyprocratessleive) as

used for jelly will do the b\isiness, though slow-

ly,—and there can be no doubt but that it may
be extracted by boiling and scumming the oil

ising and the pumice mixing with the water.

The best imported oil comes from Jamaica,
Nevis and St. Kitts. Dr. Simmons' method is

pursued in this latter place, from information

direct from the place, and it is mostly prepared
there by the blacks. The oil from St. Domingo
is generally indifferent or bad, having the bilge

water on it. It is made near Calcutta in

quantity and sold for little more than the

value of the jar that contains it, say 75 cts. for

three gallons, but it is not good and is generally

very thin and hazy. A gentleman from the

West Indies informed us that Castor Oil ot 7

or 10 years sold very high in some of the islands,

l)ut for why he could not tell ;—perhaps if then
well flavoured it was a mark of great

purity.

A Mr. W. Stabler, of Montgomery, was the
first person who raised the Ricinus, and made
Castor Oil in this slate, and from him we learn-

ed that about §80 worth was made on a quar-

ter of an acre.'—We believe it is still made in

that neighbourhood. One of the greatest difii

culties is the successive gathering the bunches,
which by a provision of nature discharge the

seed as they get ripe with an elastic force, which
makes it necessary to cut them without waiting
for the rest to ripen.

The nuts will take sometime to come up, but
we have seen them up early in April against a

wall highly manured. If no person will come
forward and say the time of sowing, the dis-

tance, &c. then we say sow 1st of April in very
rich drills, the length of the plant distant, or 6

or 7 feet, and place the plants their width in tht

drills, say 3 1 -2 feet, put the seed 2 inches deep,
and keep the ground very clean in the early

growth of the plant.

severe for it, or materially affect it. I found

that it would very well survive the winter

—

Last spring, I sowed my whole parcel of seed,

not more I suppose than a tea cup full, after

distributing some among my friends ; but it not

occurring to me, that it might be an annual
plant, I was mortified to find it all dead, in the
latter part of the summer, and was then inclin-

ed to attribute my loss to excessive drought,

.'hich prevailed. This I view as a considera-

le objection to the cultivation of it in the Unit-

ed States, except to the southward ; and though
our winters do not kill it, its growth is check-
ed, and it remains in a suffering state, for the

space of four or five months. In Italy, it has

the advantage of an uninterrupted growth from
the time of sowing. I fear it cannot be rais-

ed here to a greater height than two feet, and I

very much lament its being an annual plant, as

appears from the information of Doct. Mitchell

;

but I shall persevere in making further experi-

ments with it. My friend Doctor Anderson,

has raise it much finer than myself, and de-

serves great credit for his attention in cultivat-

ing it. On the whole, at present I am compell-

ed to think it very like many of the machines,

we have for threshing wheat, which however
pretty, have the fatal defect of not being able to

go. 1 am respectfully,

Your ob't. serv't, &c.
B. HANDS.

le I received, was " Erba," which
itli, but could get no other.

FROM THE

¥\eiwis\\ HwsAianAx^f.—Ko. %.
SiH,—I shall now, as promised, give some details,

respecting- the Flemish mo-.le of cultivation.

1. Manure.
A Fleming spares no costf nor labour to obtain this

t It is within my knowledge, (says Vanderstraeten)

that villages of 6000 acres of surface expend, in the

purchase of dung and other manures, more than

26,000;. sterling, besides the enormous quantity of

dung from their own cattle. This expense is im-

mense, but it is returned with tlie greatest usury.
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neCLssaiy article. What his dnmestic arrangements
do not produce, he supplies in the neighbouring
towns and villages; but it is chiefly upon his cattle

that he relies. Of these he rears an immense num
bcr ; five times more, in proportion, than is done by
tlie English farmer, by which he obtains at least tri-

ple th; quantity of dung He is equally careful to

preserve the liqzdd portions of this manure, whicl
contain the greatest proportion of fertilizing jmcvs
For that puqjose, the stalls and stables where tht

cattle are kept, are paved with a cement impervious
to water; a precaution by which no part of the urine

of the animals is lost ; while dung pits to which there

is a communication by little channels from the cattle

stalls and privies, are formed and lined with the same
cement, to receive this valuable deposit. This li-

quid manure is commonly reserved to enrich the

ground during the second and third ytar's cropping,

an abundance of the more solid manure having been
spread the first year of the course.

Nor is the Flemish farmer indifterent to the con-

version of weeds, waste straw, and othtr vegetable

matter into manure. These he coliects, and disposes

in such a manner as to produce fermentation, by
which the whole mass is decomposed and converted
into a fertilizing substance.

II. Digging.
Under this head I shall content myself with the

following quotations from Vanderstraeten's survey.
" In Flandfrs, before the introduction of the opera-

tion of digging, few lands, of rather none, had a stra-

tum of vegetable mould of eighteen inches deep. It

is art and industry which have created this. The
greater part of her beautiful fields were then only

moving sands, or soils even still more ungrateful. Ob
serve then the methods which were used to raise

them to their great fertility. In the beginning they
•were dug to a smaller depth, and upon the moving
sands was spread a great quantity of dung, of which
the grosser parts, as well as the straw, which was
mixed with them, were decomposed into fertile soil

It was the same with the grain and stubble left by

the crops, with the noxious weeds and roots. All

those vegetable remains began to give fertility and
consistence to the sands ; and in proportion to the fer-

tility and consistence which the soil acquired, the
spade was pushed to a greater depth. The sand, of

•which the spade increased the vegetable stratum,

was already no longer barren, because it was enrich-

ed with the juices of the dung, which the rain had
carried below the depth to which the spade had not

yet reached. The abundance of dung and the annu-
al supply of vegetable matter, changed, in the end,
this moving sand into the blackest mould, which can
possibly be seen in some places of a depth of eigh
teen inches, and in others of two feet

!

" The methods taken with the other soils, more
ungrateful still, were nearly the same. The ameli-

oration which the Flemish agriculture produces in

soils almost sterile, is annually visible ; but, in all ca-

ses, the greatest possible degree of fertility can only

be the work of time.—This amelioration, however,
may be produced very rapidly in soils which have,

at their commencement only four inches of vegetable
mould, and which repose on a stratum of good earth,

though rendered as hard as a rock by the ])lough-

share A similar low stratum existed in Flanders,

before the introduction of digging
" Periodically, every three, four, or seven years,

the spade, in Flanders, raises upon the surface a

stratum of earth, which, under the stratum that has
produced the crops, has enjoyed a fallow of thre<

four, or seven years, and, in consequence, has yi k
ed no crop itself ; a stratum already fertilized in

some degree, by the decomposition of the weed:
which grow upon it till the moment whtn it was bu
ried. and enriched with the salts of "he dung, caused
by the rains to filtrate, during the interval, through
the upper stratum. This stratum may, therefore,

in consequence, be regarded as a virgin earth, pos-

sessing the most extreme degree of fertility, through
the manure it has received, and to which mon- \i>

now to be added.
"The operation of digging, especially in light

soils, is performed with great rapidity. A good
workman can dig in the space of a day, the twenty
fifth part of an acre, to the depth of eighteen inches
at one stroke of the spade. He thus buries the up.

per layer, and brings to the surface the lower layer,

which has i roduced no crop for three or for seven
years, nor the samecropfor six or for fourteen."

I shall embrace the e;»ilie.'>t opportunity of resum-
ng this interesting subject.

Yours respectfully,

GEO. HOUSTON.
jYeiv York, May 1, 1820.

FOK THE AMEUlfAN FARMRU.

To Jirevcnt Bees being destroyed by the Worm.
Set each corner of the hive on a piece of

wood about an inch square and a quarter of an
inch in thickness,—lliis elevates the hive a lit

lie and prevents tuc de])osits of the eggs which
produt:e the worm, and which are always placed
here the edges of the hive come in contact
ith the bench.

TO CALCUL/VTE INTERES T.

Having frequently seen many an honest un
jspeclmg farmer the dupe of merchants and

deputy-shcrifis in calculaling interest, I hav
given a very short and simple method of calcu-
lating it ai six per cent, per annum.

Rule.—Multiply the principal by half the

lumber oi monilis.

Ex. What is the interest of forty dollars fi

twelve months ?

40 the principal.

6 half thenumber of months

82 40 Answer,
Ex. What is the interest of forty dollars for

seven months ?

40

H
1, 2J

20

gl, 40 Answer.
Ex. What is the interest of forty dollars for

le month \

20 Answer.

I'rom touUo7i's Atmrican JJuUy yidverliser.

THE GREEN HOUSE.
Summer's soft breeze had ceas'd to blow,

And earth was mantled o'er with snow.

A lady led me to a bower.
Where many a beauteous bud and flower,

That opennig, this in fullest bloom,

Flourish'd in spite of winter's gloom.

Here foster'd by her gentle hand.

Grew fruits of many a uistantland ;

The lemon and the orange trees.

And plants from shores of Indian seas,

I'his bower was fragant as the gale.

Where sweet Arabia's flowers exhale.

Perfumeless quite should be the flower,

That would not flourish in this bower ;

Quite tasteless too the fruit should be ;

And leafless the ungallant tree.

That would not proudly bloom and bear.

If nourish'd by this lady's care.

Sweet Green House, i)leasant were the hours,

I loitm'd 'midst your fragant flowers.

The forest had its foliage shed ;

The field and garden plants were dead

;

Nature had sunk in frosty tomb-
Vet dared within thy walls to bloom.
Summer was gone—'twas winter drear

—

Still summer's charms were blooming here.

An emblem in this scene we find.

Of pious soul and cultur'd mind ;

Of one who in his early youth.
Wisely prpfers the paths of truth ;

Improves the moi-ning of his days.
By virtuous steps in wisdom's ways.
Life's Spring and Summer fleet away

—

Life's Winter comes with sure decay.
His head with age is frosted o'er.

Life's mornhig joys are his no m' re.

Yet finds he sweet and tranquil rest

—

Me has a Green House in his breast.
Thus bloom the flowers of love and truth ;

Thus live the scenes of blissful youth ;

Thus knowledge dwells in genial dime,
Uninjur'd by the hand of time. BARTON.

Present Prices of Comitry Piothice in this Market.
Actu.'il sales of Wheat—White, gl 5 to gl 10—

Red, gl to gl 3—Coax, 43 to 46 cts —Rte, 56 cts—
Oats, ii to 35 els.—Hat, per ton §17

—

Straw, do.
gU to gl2—Potatoes, 75 cts.—FLoun, from the wa-
gons, g4 75—Whiskey, from do. 33 cts.

—

Butteii,
31 cts.— Kt;r.s, 12* cts.—Green Peas, per bushel, S3

—

Lamb, per quarter, 50 to 75 cts

—

Veal, 6 to 8 cts.

—

Beef, pvime pieces, 10 cts.—Live Cattle, S6 50 to

§7. Best London White Leap, ground in oil, gl7
Do. dry, gl4 50—Boiled Oil, gl 25—Virginia To-
cco, a few hhds. old crop, sold the last week, for

g7 50, new crop, g6 75—Mar)land Tobacco, Calvert

ity, unfired, a few hhds. at gll 50—Wagon To-
o, selling- f'oni S9 to 18, according to quality

—

North Carolina Produce, same as last report.

AT THE OLD STAND.
M'ELDERRY'S WHARF,

Has for sale very low for Cash,

Wm. Kirk's Patent Threshing Machine, to work
by hand.

J. Bromwell's Patent Self-Feeding Wheat Fan,

much esteemed by those who have used it.

Newly invented' Machine for cutting Straw, Ruta
aga or other vegetables.

Patent and Common Straw Boxes.

Common Whea Fans-

Wire Safes and Sieves assorted

—

Mso,
SMITH'S BELLOWS—and

Wove Wire, all sizes

And wire wove to order on the shortest notice.

Mmi, 19, 1820.

THE SUBSCRIBERS
Having entered into Co-fiartnership, under the

Firm of

HARISON & TORREY,
HAVE ON HAND POU SALE AT THE

211, FRONT STREET, NEW YORK,

A complete assortment of the most approved Ma-

chines and implements in .\GRICULTURE, and

have made arrangements to receive the newest Im-

provements in that line

Orders from any part of the United States, for

Agricultural Machines immediately attended to.—

Catalogues with prices may be had at the store.^ ^
R. N. HARISON.
WM. TORREV, JuN.

J^ew York, May 13, 1820.
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AGRICULTURE.

HEAD BEJOnE THE

IBssex *lg\*ic\i\U\Ta\ Society,
IN MASSACHUSETTS, FEBHUAnY 21, 1820,

^iijs^stiug- some Improvements in the, .Igricntture of th

County,

BY TIMOTHY PICKERING,
PBESIDENT OP THE SOCIETY. '

At a meeting of the Essex Agricultural Society, at

Topsfield, February 21, 1820,

Voted, rhat the thanks of the Society be presented

to the Hon. Timothv Pickebijtg, for his interesting

Address, and that he be requested to furnish a copy
thereof for publication.

Attest.

FREDERICK HOWES, Secvetarij

Gestiemen,
Tile Secretary has put into my hands a vote of the

Society, requesting me, ' to make to it such communi-
cations as n>ay in my opinion most conduce to the inte-

rest of Agriculture

'

This was an unlooked-for request. I have myself
much to learn from observing farmers of longer ex-
perience, and whose attentions have been exclusively

devoted to husbandry. Mine, since 1 became a far-

mer, have been diverted by other pursuits ; so that at

intervals only my thoughts have been turned to this

subject.

No one doubts the importance of our profession

;

and the actual formation of our society is a declaration

that improvements in it are necessary. But the Field
of Agriculture is of boundless extent; and though tra-

versed for some thousands of years by the greater por-
tion of the human race, yet by no one, nor by all com
bined, has a complete survey been accomplished. Ever)
year, and every day presents something new : and ever
of old things, the practices of ages, there still exist di

versities of opinions. For instance, which is preferable,
deeper sh.ailow ploughing > -Should manures be spread
on the s\ii-face, or be buried liy the plough ? If the
latter, at what deptli, to produce the grcitest effect,

with the most lasting fertihty ?—Should manure be ap-
plied in its rough, coarse and unfermented state, or,

by keeping and repeated turnings, be more or less

rotted ?—These are points which appear to me deeply
to aftect the interests of agriculture. On these there-

ill give you my opinion, enlightened by th

deuce of the severitj ol the drouglil. '1 Ins re

ling of the leaves of Indian corn, is the consequence
in part, of scant manuring, but still more of shallo'

ploughing. Few, perhaps arc aware of the deptli tci

which the roots of plants will penetrate in a dee])h
loosened earth. A gentleman,* much inclined to agri

cultural inquiries and observations, informed mc, neai

fifty years ago, that seeing some men di^rging a wel
n a hollow place, planted with Indian corn, 'then ai

ts full growth, he stopped to examine how iar ili

roots had descended ; and he traced tliem to the dcpti

nine feet. The soil was an accumulation of rid
earth, which had run or been thrown into the liollow.

The seed of the common turnip, sown in warm
ealher, and oh a soil sufficiently moist, 1 have kno
) vegetate in about eight-and-forty hours; and
aly four or five days afterwards, I found the pla

had sent down roots to the depth of four or f

inches.

have often noticed forest trees blown down by vio-

lent winds, whose roots, of the same species, were' verj
differently forme<l. Such as had grown in grounds states,

having a hard, impenetrable pan of clayey gravel, at

the depth of twelve or eighteen inches from the surface,
-xhibited a flat mass of roots ; while others, torn up
from a deep loam, or loamy gravel, showed downward
roots of several feet in length.

About five months ago, I received from England a
pamplilet, written by one of the most distinguished
agricultural writers in that country—Arthur "Voung.
It was a lecture read, a few years before, to the Brit-

ish Board, of Agriculture, of which Mr. Yoiuig was
the Secretary. Its title is, " On the Husbandly of
Three Celebrated British Farmers, Messrs. Bakewell,
Arbuthnot, and Ducket,"—all eminent for genius, en-
terprise, application, and long experience. It was to
' honour to their memories, " and to bring to recol-

lection the means by which those celebrated practi-
oners, in the first and most important of all arts,

carried their agriculture to a perfection unknown be-
fore," that the lecture was written and published.

—

And this, Mr. Young observes, would be more pecu
ly useful, because those men, " confining them-

practice alone, had left no register of their

tore

observ.ations of intelligent' husbandmen. I will' then
advert to a few other topics which demand your atten-
tion; dwelling on one of them—Root-Crops for the
Food of Live Stock—as lying at the foundation of an
Improved Agriculture.

I. ON DEEP PLOUGHING AND MANURING.

For myself, I entertain no doubt of the utility of
deep ploughing ; not at once in our lands in general,
but by an increase of two or three inches at everj' an-
nual ploughing, until the earth be stirred and pulveris-
ed to the depth of ten or twelve inches. Indian com,
planted in such a- mass of loosened earth, would not,
I am persuaded, ever suffer by ordinary droughts
Like a spunge, it would absorb a vast quantity of
rain-water, and become a reservoir to supply the wants
of that and of all other plants. Nothing is more com
mon in a dry summer, than the rolling of the leaves
of corn

;
and tliat circuinftance is often mentioned as

repe-

own meritorious deeds." I will present to you the
substance of the information contained in this pampl
let, as in itself very important, and because the practic
of Arbuthnot and Ducket has a direct bearing on the
""'"'" T

ijQ,^ considering

—

deep plouguino and
MANUHINR.

Mr. Ducket had sand, and sandy soils, alone, to
deal with ; but Arbuthnot's land classed among tin

harsh, wet, tenacious loams which are usually called
clay, and ought to be esteemed such, relative to every
circumstance that attaclies to diflSculty and manage
ment." Passing by what Mr. Young .says of Arbu'th.
not's draining operations, I content myself with men
ioning the principle of that improvement :

" Lay your
land dry, whatever may be the method pursued, before
you attempt any thing else."

• In respect to tillage, Mr. Arbuthnot carried it to
great perfection ; he invented a swing plough for

pair of horses, and the general depth of si.x inches,
d a much larger one with wheels, for gaining the

depth of twelve, and even of eighteen, for some pecu-
crops, especially madder. ITpon the advantages

of deep ploughing, "he never had the least hesitation
;

but always declared, that in all he had read or heard,
" e never met with one argument against the practice,
that had with him the smallest weight "—" In the es-

al operation of ploughing, he considered one earth
[that is, one ploughing] well timed, and of a right

Peter Oliver, Esq. then a Judge of the Superior
Court of Massachusetts.

deptli, as beiiii; much more ctiicacious than 1

tion of tillage so common in ever.\ district.f

judicious rotation, or round of crops, has long
1 considered, in England, essential to good lius-

Iry : and so it is by skilful farmers in our own
country ;

particularly in the middle states, where
clover, so highly important in the rotation, has, for
nore than thirty years, been rendered wonderfully
productive, by the application of plaster of Paris.—
The most usual course in England has been (except-
ng on stifi clayey soils) first year turnips, manured
md kept clean by hoeing ; the second year barley,

vith clover seed ; the third year the clover mown for

hay ; and its second crop, at wheat seed time, plough-
and, where necessary to fill the seams, the

ground harrowed, the wheat sown, and then harrow-
ed in. This is called " wheal upon a clover lay."—But
by the long and frequent repetition of clover, (that is,

once in four years) in their rotations, lands in England
became (as they express it) " sick of clover :" and t

een informed that some lands in our middle
long subjected to the like application of clover,

like svrnptoms of dise.ise or failure. But Mr.
Arbuthnot introduced clover once in three years, with-

out suffering by such more frequent repetition. " He-

attributed the failure of this plant to shallow and ill-ev-

cuted ploughing ; the result (says Mr. Young) justified
' '

> opinion."

Mr. Young mentions a lecture he had read to the
Board of Agriculture, " on the means by which a

farm can be made, by a right proportion of .all the
products, to support itself, without foreign assistance,

n a state of high fertility, a question depending on
the quantity or weight of dung resulting from the con-

sumption in litter of a given weight of straw." This
lecture I have not seen. But he considers the ques-

tion as successfully decided, in Mr. Arbuthnot's prac-

tice, in the following manner: 134 sheep .ind 3 Iambs
ere turnip fed. in a pen on a headland, well littered

ilh straw : in six weeks they required nearly six tons

of straw [to give them cleaii and comfortable beds :]

and in that time made 40 tons of dung, equal to that

brought from London [stable dung it is to be presum-
ed.] So every ton of litter produced near seven tons

of dung.—But this weight must have been obtained
chiefly by the earth of the headland absorbing tlie

, of which, when fed on turnips, sheep make great

quantities, and being finall}- mixed with their dung
d litter. This recital reminds me of the recom-
endation, in my address to this Society in M,ay 1818,

to carry earth into the barn yard, once in every two
weeks, from Spring to Autumn ; adding to everj layer

of earth a coat of "litter. I should then have advised
a plentiful spreading of litter, had I not known that

our course of husbandry in Essex yielded very little

straw.

In the same communication to the Society, I pre-
sented my ideas on the proper application of manure

;

wit. ahcnys to bury it up quickly, iiihen earned to

the Jleld, to prevent great loss by its exposure to the

ind air; remarking, that the essence of manure
ost, not by sinking into the eartli below the roots

of cultivated plants, but by risi?ig into the atmo-
spiiere, and so fleeting away. Here, also, I have tlie

atisfaction of seeing the theory I had formed nineteen

t The repetition of tilLige here reprobated, refers,

I presume, to the numerous ploughings given by many
English farmers, at that period, preparatory to the

putting in of their crops; which the single, deep, and
' fiicacious" ploughing of Arbuthnot rendered un

;essary.—Were our ploughing for Indian Corn and
Root crops .alike deep and efficacious, before planting,

ihallow tillage (called horse-hoeing) with light ploughs,

luring their growth, would suffice.
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J'ears ago (in t!ie manner sug'yfstecl in tli

•^ation) siip];jrletl by tlie opinions ami iiractices of

Such eminent agriculturists as Messrs. A rhutlinot and

Ducket After noticing Arbuthnot's cultivation of

madder, an article requiring a rich soil and extremely

deep tillage, Mr. Young says—" there was one circum-

stance in his management, which, being apphcable

to more important articles, merits a more durable at-

tention : this is, the depth to which he ploughed in the

lie conceives, and I apprehend very justly, that tliC

more dunghills are stirred and turned over, and rotted

the more of their virtue is lost. It is not a questioji

of straw merely wetted ; but good loit^ dung he es-

teems more than that quantity of short dung, whicb

time will convert the former to. Two loads of hug

mviy become otie oi' short ,- but the two are much more
luable than tlie one. Without the Trenching-

plough, however, his opinion would be difterent

perhaps at some future time I may find leisirc to show
he correspondence of facts with his princi^iles.J

(To be continued.)

8 This essay, subscribed " A New England-Man," is

published in the second volume of the Memoirs of the
^Philadelphia Society of Agriculture.

(lung: his tillage went to tliat of eighteen inches; andjiong dung is ploughed in, in the common manner.

he conceived there was no danger of losing, by this with lumps and bundles sticking out at many places

circumstance, either vegetable or animal manures, asialong every furrow, which lets the sun and air into

llteir tendencv, contrary to all fossil ones, was not to the rest that seems covered, he thinks, so used, it is

FunTBEB rni

einh, but to rise in the atmosphere." Fossil manures
are lime, marl, plaster of Pans, and other substances short rotted

dug out of the earth, which increase the pruductive

powers of soils.

Mr. Ducket's manner of ajiplying dung, although

stly lost. given to the winds; in such a case,

inire will be better covered, and should

be preferred. But with his plough nothing of this

happens; and it enables him to use his dung in sucl;

0\\ tVve Cwltiyation of Totatoes.

a state as gives him a large quantity instead of a

his was a sand farm, was similar to Mr Arbuthnot's. one. The good sense of these observations nmst be

Immediately connected witli the depth of tillage,

that to which dung may be safely deposited. He
[Mr. Ducket] had not the least apprehension of losing

it by deep ploughuig ; but freely turned it down to two
or three times "the depth common among his neigh-

bours." Yet Mr. Young says, that farmers (and good
farmers too) jiersist in' a contrary practice. But he
adds—" Enlightened individuals, thinly scattered, know
better; having convinced themselves that Mr. Ducket's

pr.ictice is not only safe, but beneficial ;" and then

names one who " ploughs in his dung as deeply as his

ploughs can go, turning it in nine inches, and would
bury it twelve, di<l he stir to such a depth."

Confirmatory of the correctness of the practice of

these two celebrated English farmers, is the fact stated

by Sir John Sinclair, President of the British Board of

Agriculture, in his account of the Improved Scottish

Husbandry. He mentions one farmer who ridged his

carrot ground, and buried the manure sixteen or seven

teen inches deep, the ridges thirty inches wide. The
farmer preferred, as a manure, a well prepared
post of peat moss* and dung, ten tons, or double cart

loads, per English acre. " The dung (or compost) be
ing at the bottom, makes the tap root of the carrot push

immediately down, and swell to an enormous size ; the

roots being often sixteen inches in girt, and 18 or 20
inches in length."

To return to Mr. Ducket. His deep ploughing (say

*Ir. Young) was not practised above once in two o

three years, and the successive tillage shallow.—" By
such deep ploughing, seldom given, Mr. Ducket con
ceived that a due degree of moisture was preserved in

his light land, by means of which his crops were flou-

rishing in seasons of drought which destroyed those of

his neighbours : and no one could more severely con-

demn the ideas which governed the Norfolk farmers,

in leaving what they called their pan unbroken at the
depth only of four or five inches. The operation of

ploughing he thought could scarcely be given too se

dom, provided when given it was done effectively : and
he ahvays carried this paucity of tillage as far as

cumstances would permit : thus I have known him put

in seven crops with only four ploughings." In another

part of his lecture, Mr. Young says—" If I were to name
the circumstance which more than any other go
venied his (Mr Ducket's) practice, I should say that

the whole was foimilcd in trench ploughing; and that

the principle which governed this practice (a prin-

ciple thoroughly impressed upon his mind as well as

on the minds of those who draw intelligent conclusions)

was that of giving as little tillage as possiljle to sandy

soils
"

" The next circumstance which I shall advert to

(says Mr. Young) in the husbandry of .Mr. Ducket, is

the use of long-, fresh dung, instead of that which in

common management is turned and mixed until it be-
comes rotten : and in justice to his memory, I shall

read the short recital of his practice, as I printed il

three-and-twenty years ago. " Dependent on the

Trench.Plough,§ is Mr. Ducket's system of dunging.

* In Scotland, their peat lands are called peat-i

obvious at the first blush." Mr. Young adds—" TAe

/riiESH instead of rottes dung, is, in my opinion,

one of the greatest agricultural discoveries that has been

made in the present age " He then states a striking

experiment made by himself—67 small cart loads of

fresh yard dung produced two successive crops of po-

tatoes, yielding together 742 bushels : at the same

time, the same quantity of yard dung, after six mouths

rotting, yielded 708 bushels, leaving [to the fresh

long dung] a superiority of 34 bushels. But had the

fresh dung been kept as long as the other, it wo
ave required at least twice, perhaps thrice as much,

to have prodviced the quantity used." [That is,

three times 67 loads of fresh long dung, if kept

d often turned and mixed to produce ferment.ation

d rotting, would have shrunk, or been reduced, to

67 loads of short rotten dung.] " If the crops there

fore had been only equal, still the advantage [of the

fresh dung] would have been most decisive."

" I sli.all not quit (says Mr. Young) the Husbandry

ftwo men who cu-ried tillage on soils is extremel)

different, to its utmost perfection, without remarking

the circumstances in which they agreed. Both were

equal friends to deep ploughing ; both rejected the

repetltion of tillage, and reduced the numbe
of their operations to a degree that merits attention

both rejected fallows ; and both ploughed deeply for

depositing manure, without any apprehension of losing^
ery important points in Practical Agri

cuhurc."

To this account of the successful practices of these

two celebrated English Farmers, il may he usefi

'

subjoin a few observations. I luave thought it proper

far to present them in detail,
' '

principles : not expecting a pre

practices ; which, indeed, without their or similar

superior ploughs and other implements, would b

rapracticable : but with such instruments as we pos-

sess or many easily obtain, we can materially

crease the depth of our ploughing, and I hope >

frive effectually to cover our manure. This should be

mholly applied to Tillage Crops ; for which the manur
Ing should be so ample as to insure a succession of

good crops through the whole rotation, without the

aid of any additional manure, especially for wheat,

rye, barley or oats : for besides increasing the seeds

of weeds (with which all our lands are too mucl
fested) such additional manuring, immediateltj apjilied

to the small grain crops, renders them more liable to

njury from mildews. Of ibis I am fully satisfied,

.veil from numerous statements of facts which I have

seen in books of husbandry, as from the circumstances

under which remarkable mildews have otherwise

been noticed. One of our countrymen, who wrote a

short essay on the subject prior to the American Re-

olution, has given the only solution of the causes of

mildews that has ever appeared satisfactory

FOB THE AMEIltr

t)F THE ABUIClLTrn
saw CASTLE U0U5

Communicated to the .igricultural Society of the County
ofj^e-w Castle, at a stated meeting held at tli- Court-

House in the toivn of A'e^o Castle, February 20th, 1820,
and read to tlie Society by Thomas Jlendcnhall, a mem-
ber.

Mh. PnEBIIlEKT,

SIR,—The plan which I adopted last year, for raif-

ig potatoes, succeeded so well, that I think it -vould

ot be consistent with that spirit of liberality which we
profess to cultivate, was I to withhold the knowledge
of it from the Society.

On the 28th of May, I began to prepare an acre of
ground for late potatoes, the land thin, and the high-

the farm ; we hauled 30 horse-cart loads of
manure, spread it even on the ground,, and

ploughed it down with a pretty deep furrow, harrow-
ed it well, until it became mellow and fine then run

rows with the plough, (by turning a furrow each

) 3 feet 6 inches apart, the seed potatoes, called

the blue skins, being cut, wet, and sprinkled with
plaster, the 31st of May began to plant, laying the
pieces regularly 12 inches apart, then hauled manure

hmged in the rows on top of the potatoes, at

the rate of 24 cart loads to the acre ; then with the
plough by turning two furrows together, covered them,
'iiying the dirt in a narrow ridge over them ; the 2nd
if ,hnic finished planting, and rolled them with a heavy
oiler, but this did not entirely level the ground ; the
ridges made by the plough in covering, still remained
higher than the inteimediate spaces, and three days
fter planting, say the 5th of June, harrowed them
cross the rows with a heavy fallow barrow, this left

the ground quite level and loose on top ; on the 15tb,

the potatoes were regularly up, of a good colour, and
gorous .ippearance, the ground still clean and mel-
iw; nothing more was done until the 3Uth of June,

when we ploughed a furrow to them, and gave them i

says he saw him turn down a crop of rye, six feet
"

, so that not an atom was left visible ; and yet th(

order to develope dressing with the corn rakes, and hoes ; the 17th of
adoption of their July, harrowed down the middles with a small 7 tooth

harrow, this is all the work the potatoes had, or ap-

peared to require ; the vines grew remarkably stout

and healthy, but having had no rain which reached
their roots since tliey came up, the young potatoes

were but imperfectly formed, and partially set ; nor was
there a probability of any crop in all July ; they conti-

nued in much the same state until tlie rains on the 2nd
nd 3rd of August, gave them a start; previous to this,

however, the vines had arrived at such a state of ma-
turity, that I thought their capacity to jiroduce some-
what doubtful, for though they were in good health,

and from 2 to 3 feet high, I was afraid they had too

much exhausted themselves, to yield such a crop as

might have been expected from their appearance ; the

result was, nevertheless, that those rains of the 2nd
and 3rd of August, and a shower on the 7th, set the

potatoes to mending and growing in a most admirable

manner ; so that with two other showers on the 5th and
7th of September, made a veiy handsome crop of about

130 bushels of potatoes ; though not as many, yet quite

as large as could be wished for ; I wanted to seed the

ground with wheat, and tliev were lifted between the

10th and 20th of October, and it is proper to remark,

that owing to their rapid growth, and not being left

a sufficient time in the ground to mature and hai-den,

they are not quite so dry, nor do 1 expect they will

§ The Trench-Plough of Mr- Ducket's invention has sometimes been effected in this country by a se

was so admirably contrived as completely to bury cond plough following in the same furrow after the

wbatever was intended to be turned in. Mr. Younglfirst, and going a few inches deeper.

depth did not exceed eight inches. 'I'l-enchploughingkeep .as well in the latter part of the season, as those
"

' of the preceding year.

I have now to appeal to many of my neighbours, who
ith equal advantages and more experience, have some
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almost, and others entirely tailed in raising' potatoes bi

in the usual mode last year, whether the process I

adopted, may not have been the only cause of my sue

cess.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

THE OHIGIN OV THE

COTTOA* e\JliTYUI^
OF THE UNITED STATES,

iifactwe

Voinmerce, Domestic Trade, and J\Ta-

It is a fact, well authenticited to the writer of this pa.

per, that tlic cu'civation of cotton, on Ihe garden scale—
though not at ad as a planter's crop,—was intimately

known and familiarly practised, even among' the chil-

dren of the white and black families, in the vicinity ot

Easlon in the county of Talbot, on the Eastern Shore
of Chesapeake B.iy, so early as the year 1736.—That
village W.1S then unbuilt, there being only a court-house
with a few other suitable buildings for the accommodu.
tion of that respectable agricultural cminty. This fact

in regard to cotton, was known in Philadelphia, through
the family of the tirst Tench Frances, Esquire, who was
one of the comm.ssioners of the Maryland proprietary
in the treaty of bviundary with the descendants of W\\
liam Penn, the pioprietaries of Pennsylvania. Aflei
that settlement, 'ilr. Frances was induced by Governoi
Penn, to move to Philadelphia, where he was appoint
ed to the office of Attorney Gener.il. One of his daugh
ters, who left Tal'jot in her eighth year, narried about
1748, and amonj: many matters of useful domestic

'

struction to her children, distinctly mentioned her own
cultivation of cotton in Maryland at her early age
easy and fimiliar vas the garden practice. This fact
laid unused or little considered till the year 1786,
the mind of one of her sons, the writer of this paper. At
that time difficulties like the present, (but not so great
in the middle and northern states,* as the recent
dulgences in cre/ht and enterprises, and the excessive
quantity of tonnag\= have principally produced) distress
ed our seaport tov. i;s. It was considered, that agricul
ture could not .aft'ord direct relief to those, who resid
ed and remained in the towns, and that commerce, the
principal subject of the oppression of the times, wat
the object to be aided, and could give the relief of its

own diseases required. It followed, from the consider-
ation of Ihe whole national industry, that a principal hope
of relief was to be derived from American maunfactures.
The writer was on a committee of citizens, upon the
loai/s and meant of relieving the distresses of the times.

"

the exertions of his faculties and considering the facts
in his mind in relation to the internal economy of oui
country, the cap.icityto produce cotton in sohighalat
itude as that of Tilbot, came up with a decided convic
tion, that it was so entirely a matter of climate, th.at our
capacityto produce cotton crops appeared to be a subject
of increasing expectation and confidence, as we extend-
ed south, through lower Maryland, Virginia, the Caroli-
nas, and^Georgia, to our boundary on St. Ma;-y's river,
and the 3,Ist degree of north latitude. Among other
means, tlie opportunity to examine this opinion was used
at the convention at .\nnapolis, of 1786. The late pre-
sident Madison, was (as was the writer of this paper
for Pennsylvania) a member of that body for Virginia.
His ample opportunities in a state south of Maryland,
his natural strength of mind, and habitual observation,
reflection and correctness, with distinguished public
spirit, occasioned a full exposition of facts, impressions,
and expectations to his consideration in an unreserved
conversion.-t The result was, the decided admission
by Mr. Madison, that from the garden practice in Tal-

id the circumstances of the same kind, abound-|been most curiously perfected within the last ten
ing in Virginia, there was no reason to doubt, that theiyears, have given a stability, utility, extension, and as-
United States would one day become " a great coWsHJgPcsate value to the cotton crops of the United States.

The agitation of the subject, w
commenced in the public prints of Philadelphia, and ir

tile periodical works. Our promising capacity was no
ticed in a discourse read before "The Society for Po
liticul Inquiries," and in anothei' before a new manufac-
turing society at Philadelphia, of the year 1787; wliicli

were, by both bodies, ordered to be published \ The
most promising circumstance attending- cotton, was its

faculty to be carded, and span, by water machinery, and
IS was imperfectly done, -wove also by the same means.
\ mission to Great Britain to obtain the machinery, iin-

ler a contract existing, and at the expense of the wri
ter was adopted. Certainty^ and detailed information

/ere obtained by the expensive prosecution of this and
other means, and it became known, that as we could
produce cotton to supply ourselves and the ivorld, si

could card and spin it, (with a reasonable hope of
ving also) by water machinery. The most early and
lecided encouragement, as to the practicability of rais-

ng cotton crops, was first received in a letter from
Leake, Esquire, of Georgia, to General Thomas Proc-
tor of Philadelphia, communicated by Governor or Pre-
sident Thomas Mifflin of Pliiladelphia, who was, ex-
officio, patron of the society. An extract from the ori-

ginal, will be given. The cap.acity to produce cotton
worth four ninths of a dollar, or 2 shillings sterling, in

Philadelphifi, in 1787, sometime after appeared in a

qu.antity equal to our then limited home consumption.
The first reformation of our tariff produced a duty on
foreign cotton of three cents, per pound ; Congress be
iig convinced we could raise enough. Small socief
and some private persons, established Imperfect labour
saving machinery before 1792. Cotton soon after be-
gan to be exported so as to attract consideration

798 and 1799.§ But it was found, that we could raise

more cotton than we could pick and separate by hand
from the seed.—Rollers, or cotton gins, were imported

nvented.—In a short time the invaluable water miK
to gin, pick, or separate cotton from the seed, was in-

ented by Mr. Ely Whitney, a native of Massachusetts,

now of Connecticut. This machine working ordinari-

d with facility, so as to save the labour of three
iind persons in one day, by the exertions of three

persons, set loose the poiaer of the country to produce
cotton-wool, which was before restrained by the inc.T

pacity to separate it from the seeds. The rapidity of
treading out wheat, in the manner of Maryland, instead
" the slow, though more nice and perfect mode bi

the flail in Pennsylvania, gives but a remote compari
son of advantage, in the use of Whitney's Water Cot
ton Saw Gin, in lieu of the fingers and thumbs of labour
ers, their wives and their capable children. These two
facts ; First, the adverlance to the capacity of our south-

ern country to produce cotton : and. Secondly, the in

vention of the imtcr sato-gin, have effected the greatest.

* The Western states were all then unborn ; the
Lfluisiana purchase was not accomplished till 1803.

t This subject having grown into great importance
m 1817, s, memoir on the cultivation, commerce, and

and most enriching change in the agriculture of
country, ever experienced by any people, ancient or
modern, and the inventions, principally in England, but
partly in America, of twelve or thirteen valuable la-

oursaving machines, and processes to pick, open,
card, rove, spin, double, twist, wind, weave, die, print,

bleach, and dress cotton, in manufactures, which have

manufacture of cotton, was submitted to him in the
spring of that year, in manuscript, and afterwards was
sent to him in print, and produced the letter from

liich the following is an extract

:

" MoNTPELiER, Nov. 14, 1817.
" I shall communicate the contents of your memoir,
as I find favourable opportunities. I well remember
the conversation, to which it refers, and have occa-

" sionally mentioned it in justice to your patriotic fore-

cast. For myself, I had no merit unless it be the com-
parative one, of not slighting useful truths because
they were new, &c. he.

"Tevch Co.xe. Esquire.
" Philadelphia."

i See copies of both papers, C.ary's Museum, page
48, vol. 2, &c.—And Coxe's view of the United Stales,

compiled in 1794, chapters 2 and 3, pages 4 and 34.
See the tables of Pitkin, and Seybort, exports of

cotton.

which cannot be equalled by any other production, i

exportable surplus, or for home manufacture, and fa-

voured, the whole industry of this country in all its

branches, and in every section, as may be clearly de-
monstrated.

COLUMBIANUS.

^lore o£ l\\e, W'alian C\ove.T.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Monticello, Mviy 16, 1820.

Sir—I am not able to give you any certain

information of the Lupinella. Mr. Appleton,

our Consul at Leghorn, sent me some of the

seed ; but, done at length with these things, and

more disposed to retire from old cares than to

undertake new ones, I put it into younger hands

for trial, I sav/, in one instance, the young-

plants just up, and leafed, and thought them de-

cisively the Saint foin, already known to us.

and so generally cultivated on the borders of

the Mediterranean,—never having seen the

term Lupinella in any book either of Italian

or other husbandry nor even in a dictionary, I

suppose it to be the local, and especially the

Tuscan name for Saint foin, but this is conjec-

ture only. There is a species of Saint foin,

called Sulla, raised abundantly in the Island of

Malta, where fio rain falls from spring to au-

tumn, and which still yields good crops ; it is

not so heavily leafed as the other, but is very

valuable for countries subject to severe droughts.

\bout the year 1785 or 6, I procured the seed

of this from Malta, and sent it to the Agricul-

tural Society of South Carolina ; but I believe

they found it less advantageous than the Gui-

nea grass, and did not pursue its culture. I

salute you with esteem and respect.

THOS. JEFFERSON.
Mr. Skinner.

Boston, \St!i May, 1820.

Dear Sir,—Your letter enclosing 'a sialk of
lover, came safely to hand. But as I do not

pretend to any Botanical skill, I submitted the

subject to our professor, Bigelow, who is per-

haps not excelled, in that branch of science, by
any individual in tlie country. I enclose you
lis remarks.

If the plant be an " annual," it is perhaps less

valuable than you anticipated.

Very respectfully,

I am yourobd't. sev't.

JOSIAH QULVCEY.
J. S. SiCIN'NER, Esq.

Dear Sir,—The clover you sent nic this

morning, appears to be of the kind denominated
Crimson Trefoil, (tri/oNum incarnatum of

Linnaui:) It grows in Italy, France, &c. I

have a wild specimen from Switzerland.—Doc-
Sibthorp, we are told found it abundant on

Mount Atlas.

In the .hfouveau Cours WAgriculture, it is

stated to be the earliest of all kinds of feed

—

bears drought well, is more acceptable to cattle

than the common clover, and its product is

twice as large. It is an annual plant, and can
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be cut but once. In France, il is sown in the

spring to be rut in summer, and in the tall to bt

cut in spring.

I know little more about it, except that my
specimen is marked " Bon luurrage."

Very sincerely yours,

J. BIGELOW.

Swi

Hon. JosiMi Qui.NCEY.

See Cours D'AKriculture in the Athencum,

Vol. 13, page 201, not Trcfle incarnat or Du
I^oussillon.

FOR THE AMEUIO.W FAR.MF.K.

Ciruusou TYefoW.
Fdicity Farm, May 10, 1820,

The stalks of the beautiful plant, received

from Doctor Anderson of Chestertown, is from

your description of it, the crimson trefoil of

Italy. The information which you liave had

of captain Ballard, giving it the name of Lu-

pinella is erroneous. This plant is an annual

and is cultivated in gardens for its handsome

flowers. The Saint-foiu, well known in this

country, and a favorite grass of the French, is

the Lu pinella of the Italians.

I have observed your note to my communica
tion, recommending the Cultivation of the Or
chard Grass. You ask, " what I mean by thick

sowing, a gallon or a bushel ?" I consider ;

bushel of good seed fully sufficient for an acre.

I enclose a drawing of the Trifolium Incar

natum and Saint-loin, from memory.
Yours respectfully,

R.

red clover seecK I'Ue Lupinella seed, so callfd by

capt. Ballard, is large, rough and prickly ; on re-

moving t'liis rough husk with a pen knife, it is found

to contain a kidney shaped kernel, much larger and

darker coloured than the common clover. On the

whole of our present view of the case then, we should

say that Lupinella, is the Italian jirovincial name for

that plant which in France is called Saint-foin. We
ire satisfied that the Lupinella sent to Mr. Crawford,

was nothing more than Saint-foin--but in the way
of conclusion th:it Lupinella, and Saint-foin are the

same, there issome difficulty—for in the " treatise
iculture"—said to have been written by

ijeneral Armstrong—he says, (see American Farmer,
ol. I. page I7i.) " The ameliorating quality of the

tap rooted plants, is supposed to be in proportion to

' their natural duration ; annual clover, (Lupinel-
la) has less of this property than biennial, (Dutch

" clover) biennial less than Saint-fmn ; and Saint-

" foin, less than Lucerne." This is the only work
wherein we have been able to find the word Lupi-

nella—and this is all that it there said of It. The
reader will perceive that in calling Lupinella an an

Jiual clover, the author agrees with the experience

of Doctor Anderson, as far as it goes.

of imported grasses.

diate vicinity of salt waters, surrounding pen-
insulas of land of inferior extent of surface, to

the space occupied by the waters around them,
h prevent the complete powerful and bene-

ficial operation of plaster of paris on soil. We
re witnesses, and have here given the sanction

of our names afty a curcful, minute and patient,

and by some of us repeated examination to the

existence of the fact, that plaster of paris has
operated so as to add considerably to the growth
not only of clover, but of every species of grass

and herb, and also by giving a stronger green
colour, than possessed by the adjacent herbage

a piece of land, forming a part of the margin
of a salt-water creek, two miles from the junc-
tion of Jt. Mary's, St. George's and Potomac
Rivers, in a peninsula formed by these rivers,

which on an average, is not one mile wide. So
that if the saline atmosphere could have any
effect in preventing its beneficial operation, as

has been heretofore imagined, by some—here is

a spot of land located under all the circumstan-
rhis confusion in the names ui ii„ijvjn.i.ii c,»«jjv.j, j. . . _ , , -

.

is less to be wondered at. however, than that whichlces of Us influence, and yet without any coun

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

P. S. I have put the Saint-foin along side

of the Crimson Trefoil, to point out to you the

difference between the two plants. There is a

great difference in the sei;d (of the tioo filants.)

The trefoil is a little hiigcr than the common
clover seed. The Saint-foin, Esparatte, or Lu-

pinella, is contained within a husk, {like a bean

when shelled)—the covering is prickly, and

of a bro'.un colour. I venture to say the

seed Doctor Anderson has saved, has no

semblance to the Lupinella seed, brought in

by captain Ballard—or iliat sent into the coun

try by Mr. Appleton, our Consul at Leghorn—

i

who has sent barrels of the Lupinella into the

country. The Secretary of the Treasury, (Mr.
Crowford,*) has distributed quantities of the

seed. Pray with what prospect of success ? Be
assured, it may answer for the sandy land, on

the road to Annapolis—but to sow the Lufi

nella in good soil, will be useless, and a shameful

waste of labour and ground, our blue grass

will afford a better cut, giving the Saint-foin

a hoe cultivation and letting the other struggle

for itself.

• When Secretary of State.

N O r L.

We have compared the seed of the clover imported
'by Mr Hands, and which to avoid confusion, we con-
tinue to call Italian clover, with the seed brought
by captain Ballard from Italy, and which he says, is

there called Lupinella—and we find them to be entire-

ly unlike. The Italian clover seed resembles very
much and is not larger, if so large, as our common

prevails amongst ourselves, as to those which are

indigenous or have been a long time cultivated

amongst us—for example—if we mistake not, our

very intelligent, but unknown correspondent K. con

founded Timothy with Herd's grass—and Mr. Pick

ering speaks of them as the same—and we are told

that in New England, either name is given indiscri-

minately to the same grass— yet there are two grasses

cultivated in this neighbourhood, one called rimothy,

the other Herd's grass, which are essentially dif

ferent. Jidii. Am. Far.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

From a Delaware CorrespondenU

In the numbers of your paper, I see several

advertisements of seeds for sale, most of which

practically unknown to us. Perhaps many
of them would be tried, and I should be glad to

see in future advertisements, the prices, with

the quantities necessary per acre

We arc situated here so near the bay, that

unfortunately, plaster, according to theory, will

not act on our lands. Yet, in some cases, I

have read that it has had effect in such situations,

I should be pleased, if any of your correspon-

dents have knowledge of any such cases, if they

would describe the soil, situation as regards salt

ivers, and other circumstances on and under

which it operated.

In compliance, with the preceding request, in purt

we offer to our respected correspondent, the follow

ng interesting and authentic paper. The facts it clis

closes are important and valuable—as they go to shew

that under certain circumstances, plaster does aci

with great effect on the margin of Salt Water Uivers

—contrary to the general impression, and to experience

n some particular cases.

THE FAlll TRIAL AND EFFECTS OF

Plaster of Paris,
ON THE

MARGIN OF A SALT WATER RIVER

rOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

We add anotlier proof to the many, that it is

not what is called a saline atmosphere, (if

such atmosphere exists at all) nor yet the imme-

tervailing effects, to the entire and equal bene-

ficial results produced by plaster in the interior

country.

The land on which we witnessed the effect

of which we now speak, is the property of Mr.
James Hebb, and is about ten strides from the

bank of Carthagena creek, about half a mile

from where it falls into St. Mary's River. It is

level, with a small inclination in one half of

it to the north ; from which half where the level

inclines, the rain passes ofi" easily and quickly ;

the other half is more flat, retentive, and cold.

Tlie elevation is about eighteen feet above the

level of the water in the creek. The compound
of the soil is in both halves throughout nearly

the same, being a white oak loam, a good wheat
soil about a fourth part clay. The substratum

about 12 inches below the surface contains a

reater proportion of clay. On the half of this

piece of ground, which inclined to the north

about 60 strides in length, and containing seve-

al corn rows, the effect of the plaster was
well defined, easily observable at a distance

and might be traced on one side by the furrow,

and on the other side by the middle of the corn

ridge, shewing a superier growth of the herbage

general, and a striking difference in the

deep green colour, than that of the side long

herbage. On the other half of this plastered

land, of about the same number of strides in

length, where the ground had no inclination,

but is quite flat, and by reason of its surface and

not of its greater proportion, clay is more tena-

cious and cold ; the plaster appears not to have

produced an effect or difference in the growth and

colour of the herbage. From the circumstance

of plasters operating so beneficially on the half

of this land, which has an inclined surface, and

not on the other half, which is the same kind of

soil, without perceptible difference in any of

its proportions and differing only in surface,

which causes the water to lay longer on it. It

seems reasonable to infer that the unfavourable

disposition, which has heretofore been found to

exist towards plaster in lands near salt water,

arises from the general face, and level of those

soils, rather than from any etTect produced by

the atmosphere. From the head of tide water
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on the rivers, which lall into the Cliesapeake or

the ocean, the land gracUnlly descends, and

near the mouths of these rivers, particularly the

largest of them, and those which disembogue

nearest the ocean, the land presents tables of

flat land inclining as they aj^proach the water

or the stream and valleys which lead to it. On
these levels, adjacent to salt water, it is that

plaster of Paris has often heretofore been found

ineffectual, in promoting vegetation. The fact

now noticed, and several -ther instances, in

which plaster has acted beneficially on slope:

which within these two or three years have been
observed in this part of the country, seem to

confirm the opinion that the tenacity of level

land, produced by a redundancy of water, is the

cause of many failures of plaster to benefit these

kind of lands, and induce a confident belief,

that where the surface of these salt water river-

side lands has sufficient inclination, or can by
complete draining, be rendered open and fria-

ble, which is easily effected, the lands here
in these situations, are as favourable to the ope-
ration of plaster of Paris, as any in the inte

lior.

The plaster which has operated as above, was
bought in Bait, of Stevenson Sc , and was
applied the spring of 1819, and we examined
the effect in iMay, 1820. In the same field of
Mr. Hebb, there are two other places where he
has thrown plaster on the surface, (all on a clo-

ver lay following wheat) where the effect is as

plainly, and accurately observable as in the one
above more particularly described.

JAS. HEBB.
WILL. GUYTHER,
ARCHD. BINNY.
ATHANS. FEN WICK.

N. B. The difference in the colour of the
herbage, was less after two or three rainy days
on the plastered land, and that adjacent though
still plain, than it was during i!;e dry weather
prereding. May not the summer be a better
season to sow plaster than the spnng ?

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We can see no reason, on reflection, to rehnquish

tlie desire, which we have before expressed, that thos(
who favour this journal with their tliougiits or experi
ence m the affairs of whicli it treats, uould sign their
real names to their communications, especially when
they give facts or go into details. It cannot fail to in-
crease the public confidence in what is stated ; but we
cannot so well convey our own impressions in any other
way, as by the following suggestions from Doctor Jones,
of North Carolina.]

Raleigh, March 20th, I8?0,

Deau Sir,—I beg leave to suggest two hints,
which I thmk of some importance to the useful-
ness of your Journal :—One is, that correspon-
dents should give their real names with their
communications; and the other is, that you
should along with your index to the first volume,
or subsequently in the body of t4ie work, pub-
lish a list of the names of your subscribers.*
A real name is necessary to give authority to

facts stated, and what is more, the mind of the
reader is fixed upon the essay, and goe

• This will prob.ably be done at the end of the se-
cond volume. Edit. .Jm. Far

with the subject, if the writer has a local habi

tation and a name, an advantage which an ano
nymous publication can never possess. Writers
on agriculture, medicine, &c, are not subjected

to the critical ordeal that awaits political wran-
glers, and poets. Respect invariably attends

them. Even the want of polish in the language
of agricultural essays, often gains them addi

tional respect from the probability, that the hand
which now wields the pen is more I'rcquently

mployed in guiding the plough.
A writer always wishes to know whom he is

addressing. What may be suited to readers in

one place, would be improper in another. For
instance; I wish to give my thoughts to i

southern public on road laws, and the construe

lion of roads. A northern audience would not

listen to me with patience upon a subject, which
the state of improvement among them has de-

prived of interest ; and I do not know, that I

should find southern readers enough to justify

the intrusion. A list of subscribers seems, there-

fore, necessary.

You may publish, observe, or neglect these

hints as you think proper, being assured in either

case of the good wishes and continued regard of

CALVIN JONES.
J. S. Skinner, Esq.

To JVlake a Cement,
That will set under water, and, in a/eiu years,

become harder than stone.

Lime stone, of a deep blue colour, is to be
procured, and pit coal to burn it with, in the
common manner.
When the lime is withdrawn from the kiln,

the coal ashes are taken out with it, and all the
izeable pieces of lime being picked out, there
remain the coal ashes, mixed with about l-ilh

its weight in lime dust.

\bout a bushel of these materials is put into

any suitable vessel, sprinkled with water just

sufficient to slack the lime. Another bushel
then heated in the same way, and so on until

the vessel is filled. In this slate it can be kept
for any length of time in a moist place, pro-
tected from frost and sun.

A strong open trough, containing about two
cubic feet, is two thirds filled with the cement
in the above state ; and with a small iron pes-
tle suspended at the end of an elastic pole, is

well beaten for about half an hour. At the end
of this time it becomes of the consistence of soft

mortar, and is then laid in the shade, from three
to six days, according to the dryness of the air.

When sufficiently dry, it is again beaten half an
hour as before, and the oftener it is beaten the
better will be the cement: ten times, however,
are in general sufficient to reduce it to the con-
sistence of a smooth uniform paste. After this

period, it is apt to become refractory on account
of the evaporation, as no more water is to enter
the composition of the cement than what was at

first employed to slack the lime.

Thus prepared, it is to be used as common
mortar; and is found to possess the singular
advantage of uniting, in a few minutes, so
firmly to the bricks or stone, that still water
may be immediately let in upon the work with-

out any inconvenience ; and, by keeping it dry

for a single day, it has afterwards nothing to fear
from the most rapid current.

RECEIPT TO MAKE YEAST.
Three gallons water, two quarts loose hops,

boiled together about three hours in brass or
bell metal ;—strain then off from hops, and at
once stir in a quart of flour. When cool stir
in a pint of good yeast, and a half pound
brown sugar, to remain open in a piggin or jar
15 or 20 hours, and to be stirred often.—Put it

then in stone jugs about three-fourths full, cork
them well, and place them in a cool situation.—
Your jugs ought to be of such a size as only to
contain yeast for the usual quantity of bread
baked at a time. One gill of yeast is suflicient
for a common sized loaf of bread, that is made
from a plate full of flour.

FOR PRESERVING EGGS.

In March put about half a pound of quick
lime in a stone or earthen pot, and add a gallon
of cold water ;—next day fill the pot with new
eggs, tie a paper over it, and put the pot in a
cool place.—The eggs will be found perfectly
good after being kept a year.

It is quite necessary to keep lime in the
walks of your hens, as it causes their laying eggs
throughout the winter.

FOR THE AMEllICA.V FARMER.

Ta\"meTS & Planter's Oils.

This valuable and useful list of profitable
fabrications of the cultivators of the United
States, merits a much greater share of attention
than has been hitherto given to them. They
are both animal and vegetable. Tlie following
are the names and descriptions of those, which
occur to present recollection.

1. Flaxseed oil, expressed by a water or horse
mill.

2. Rapeseed, ditto.

3. Oil of olives, worth to France 75,000,000
livres per annum.

4. Oil of Sunflowers, which may be expressed
as above.

5. Oil of Sessamum orientale, or Benny, which
is produced and made into oil in South
Carolina,'from seed, brought from Africa.
It grows in Hindoostan. The oil is fine

for salad, and used after pressing, to boil

with vegetables, and for cattle. See
Doctor J. Mease's account of it in his

Archives.

6. Butter.

7. Cheese.
8. The lard of Hogs.
9. Tallow.

10. Suet.

1 1. Common offal and house fat.

12. Bees' wax, yellow and bleached.
1 3. Myrtle wax.
14. Neat's foot oil.

15. Castor oil.

16. Cotton seed oil.

Families and artists, and amateurs in the
arts, who are in the practice of making, prepar-
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ing, managing, or producing any ol tliese oil^

in a new or improved miinner, would promoic

the comfort and wealtli of the country by theii

communications. The single object of vegeta-

ble oils (before they were made into soap, &c.)

in France, in 1789, was worth more than all

our surplus productions wliich were export

cd in that year. It has been observed, that

milch cows fatten, grow soft in their coats, and

yield rich milk, when helped by cotton seed.

The oil tlierein is the principal cause. A ma-

chine to take ofT the black shell or skin of tht

cotton seed, would be an invention of use in

the manufacture of its oil. The hominy and

firmity movlar and pestle might be tried, wet-

ting the cotton seed as we moisten Indian

and wheat before the operation of skinning,

FOR THE AMERICAN F.''

THE PREPARATION OF FIRiMIT\

The consumption of our crops, the health of

our people, the facility of general comfort, and

the substitution of vegetable food for a part of

our animal food, are all involved in the more
general use of that ancient aliment, called Ihr

inity. It is made of Wlicat. To some consti

lutions, it is more favourable than barley oi

rice, or leavened, or unleavened bread. TIk

object of this paper is to draw forth from somi

family of ^-oorf livers, a publication of the whole

process of making Firmity. It should point

out the most suitable kind of wheat, whether it

should be white or red, summer or winter

wheat ; whether old and dry grain or new, un-

dried or unhardened ; what is the shape, length

and diameter of the wooden ^/irmiiy mortar

what its excavations at each end, in width at

top and bottom, their form, and method of mak
ing out : how bound with iron, and in wha
parts or places ; how seasoned, as wood ; how
preserved ; what the kind, form, and materials

of the pestles, wooden or iron, common and

best ; how heavy ; how long ; how used ; in

what quantity the wheat should be put into the

mortal', and whether wet or dry ; if dry, when
and how to be wet at first, and from time to

lime ; how to be beaten or pounded, and how
long ; how ridden of its coat or chaff, or hull oi

skin ; iiow sifted ; the form, size, kind and ma
terials of the sieve ; the manner of preserving

the skinned or hulled wheat ; how long it will

keep ; in what fit places ; how much of this

wheat should be put in for a mess for a family

of some s/icci/icd number of persons, young am
adult : how and in what mode it should be boil

ed as a Jirst firt/iaration of it ; how long ; in

what cjuaniity of water to a quart of hulled

wheat ; by what heat or strength of fire ; after

the preparatory boiling, in what one or more
forms it is to be prepared ; with what additions

of water, milk, sugar, &.c. ; with cold milk

hot milk, frying, kc. ; what are its effects and

characters as food or diet, in hot weather oi

cold ; in the sickness and health of the con-

sumers ; the worth of the hulled, skinned

(;leaned, and sifted wheat, freed of its husk oi

liuU, and common wheat ilue^ihed and fanned of

its chaff and dust.

'I'he directions should be prepared for towns,

ountics, and states, which have not and know
not the hominy mortar. It is plain, that the

directions for such places, will also serve those,

who have and use the hominy mortar and pes-

tle. I'ven the improvement of the hominy mor-

ar is an object of importance. In these times

)f skill, the improvement of every thing is

made by art or science ; and we know, that

there is reason even in the roasting of eggs !

What would prevent an Oliver Evans making
out a niiller's machinery for preparing wheat

(ovjirmiti/, and Indian corn for homiriy, to be

dried, in or out of a kiln, put up in half barrels,

and sent like rice for sale to Baltimore, Phila-

delphia, New York, or Washington. In the

mean time such a direction, as to the means

and 7node of preparing, and cooking firmity,

from the common state of clean, proper wheat

to the soup dish or tureen, would be highly ac

ceptable, to good domestic economists. Let it

be remembered, in these times, when economy
is one of the best orders of the day, that to save

percent, upon our whole personal or family

expenses, is an immense thing in its result.—If

our nine millions of people spend 60 dollars pe

head in all things, on a medium, our total ex

penscs are 540 millions of dollars, per annum
and 20 per cent, of this saved, would be 108

millions of dollars, which would purchase al'

the balances of the federal and state debts ; and

is more than five times as great as the whole

sum of specie, (at the highest estimate,) which

we ever had in the United States.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Sussex County, Virg. May 17,
'

Mr. Skinner—
Sir—Reading some remarks in the American

Farmer, vol. 1, page 286 and 287, on the efiects

of Hemlock, (Cicuta Maculata) bioughtto my
mind the following case. Ifyou think it worthy

publishing you can do so.

In the month of March, 1817, about nine

dock P. M. I received a note from a friend

requesting me to visit a servant of his, who he

uspected was poisoned ; on arriving he related

the following particulars :

—

On that day some hands were sent to work

on a piece of meadow land, on which the year

before, he had some celery plants set ; about 2

o'clock, this man (25 years of age) dug up som

roots which he supposed were the remains oi

the celery, and ate heartily of them, givini'

some to another man working with him, of

which the latter ate a little. About dark he was

found lying on the ground in convulsions ; and

that the fits had continued until this time ( 1 1

o'clock,) he had been bled and taken sIk grains

of emetic tartar, without producing any efl'cct."

On entering the house where the man was, I

found him supported in the arms of another, to

keep him from being suffocated with phlcm,

which was constantly discharging from his nose

and mouth— his pulse very tense and irregular

—his eyes wide open and the pupils much di-

lated—the convulsions somewhat abated in force

though not in frequency.

Relieving it a case beyond the power of medi-

cine, remedies were given with but little regard
to accuracy as to quantity.

He has again bled, but being anxious to make
use of some stronger emetic, the arm was not

yed up, or any notice taken of the quantity of

blood lost. He was then given about twenty
grains of sulphat of zine, which produced no
fleet. He was then given fifteen or twenty

grains of sulphat of copper—this likewise pro-

duced no efl'ect—several other remedies were
made use of, but without producing the slightest

effect to tiirow off the offending matter. Eve-

y remedy had now been made use of, which I

believed could produce a good effect ; and
death seemed rapidly approaching.

Turning to quit the distressing scene, I ob-

ierved a pot of boiling water on the fire, the

dea immediately occurred, if a translation of

excitement could bs produced, to a less vital

part than the stomach, an advantage might be
gained thereby. This idea was no sooner con-

ceived, than I determined to make trial of the

boiling water on the skin ; his clothes were ac-

cordingly taken off, and the hot water poured
over the region of the stomach until the cuticle

as taken off, of a space about twelve inches

square. Tiiis application produced a little vo-

untary writhing of the body, but no other mark
of sensation at the moment. In about ten min-

utes the respiration became more free, and at

the end of twenty minutes the convulsions sub-

sided and he made a voluntary effort to turn

on his face, in which he was assisted. Believ-

ing the water had taken the desired effect,

several large blisters were put on the extremi-

ties ; he lay in a comatos state the balance of the

night.

Phencxt morning i found him labouring un-

der considerable stupor, and great debility ; I

gave some castor oil to carry off the offending

matter, and directed mucilaginous drink given

through the day. On the third or fourth day,

he was taken with a violent cough, of which he

was relieved in a few days by the common re-

medies, and is at this time a healthy man.

The man that had taken but little of the root,

was soon relieved by the emetic tartar.

I have since that time examined the meadow
and found large quantities of the Cicuta Macu-
lata growing- there, which leaves but little doubt

of its being that, by which he was poisoned.

I am, sir, vours, respectfully,

WILLIAM J. COCKE.

Occ'AsionaY TiXtvAc\s to tV\e

EDITOR.

A BRILLIANT STAR.
" Pray use your best industry, to give us

' through the medium of your paper, the name
' and history of the splendid star, which is so

" conspicious in the west—sets nearly N. W. "

ANSWER.
That resplendent Star which now appears in

the west, during the e\ening, and sets about

forty-five minutes past ten, is Venus, Hesjierus,

or the Evening Star. It is the second planet

in the solar system, reckoning from the sun,

and is nearly nine-sixty millions of miles from

that luminarv : its diameter is 7540 miles; it
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revolves round its axis in 23 hours and 20 min

utes, and completes its revolution around the

sun in 225 days. As the earth is travelling in

the same direction so as to complete its annual

circuit in 365^ days—it happens that Venus
does not return to the same situation in th(

Heavens, as seen from the earth, till the end o

583 days or one year, seven montiis, and tvvelv(

days. It will therefore have the same situation

about tlie end of the year 1821, that it has at

present. It is now at its greatest Eastern elon

gation, or distance from the sun (48°) and will

appear to come nearer him every evening, unti'

the beginning of August, when it will be in con-

junction. Passing then to the west of the sun

it will rise in the morning before him, and be

F/iu.'./i/iorus, or the Morning Star. Since Ve
nus like all the other planets, shine only by the

reflected light of the sun, and as it passes be

tween the sun and the earth, it exhibits all th<

phases of the moon, when observed through a

telescope : at present it has the appearance of

the moon at the beginning of her second quar
ter.—About the end of this month, Venus will

be in the position when her light to the earth,

is the greatest possible, and by, a good eye.

in a clear day, may then be seen when the sun

is shining.

dose of physic. The blood which has been
drawn, when coagulated, will be found to have
a thick coat of buffer size on it ; from this ap-

pearance we may be assured, that if the pulse
does not become slower, the breatliing more
easy, and the eye less red in a few hours, the

bleeding ought to be repeated. When the mus-
cles of the loins are affected, a fresh sheep's or

lamb's skin should be placed on them, the flesh

side under. In the partial chill the same treat-

ment is proper though it may not be found ne-

cessary to carry the bleeding so far as in the

former case. When the foot alone is affected,

bleeding and purging are proper ; and in eve-

stable for exercise or work. In suinnier the
only use of clothing is to protect him from flies

and dust, and for this purpose a thin sheet of
calico is (juite sufficient.

Clystehs or GLvsrERS. A liquid prepara-
tion forced into llie horses bowels by means of
a pewter tube, with a bladder tied at one of
its ends. Large syringes are sometimes used
for this purpose, but a bladder and pipe are by
far the best contrivance. Tiie tube should not
be less than a foot in length, and perfectly

smooth. The bladder should be large enough
to contain five or six quarts.

Clysters are of three kinds, opening, ano-

I''urther extracts from an ajxjiroved English
work on the management of horses and the

treatment of the diseases, continued from
fiage 336, vol. I. Am. Farmer.

Chill or founder. This is a term not to be
found I believe in any book of veterinary me
dicine or farriery, though often used by grooms
and farriers. It is a disease of importance
and has been often injudiciously treated, from
a mistaken notion, that if a horse has been
chilled, he must of course require medicines of
a stimulating or heating nature. This disease

appears to resemble the acute rheumatism of
the human body, and is perhaps precisely of

the same nature. It is either general or local,

and always accompanied with more or less of
fever. When a hoise has been heated by vi-

olent exercise, or fatigued by a long journey,
and in this state plunged into a river (a very
common practice among postboys, or tied up
in a current of air and washed with cold water,
or suffered to stand in cold wind or rain, he will

be found after being in the stable a few hours al-

most incapable of moving, and sometimes it is

with great difficulty that he is led out for exam-
irlation. The breathing is generally quicken-
ed, which may be seen by the flanks and nos-
trils : the pulse is often very quick, and the
membrances of the eye unusually red. Some-
times the foreparts only are affected, at oihers
the muscles of the loins and hind legs, and
sometimes it appears to be confined to the fore
feet ; this last is generally produced by very
severe and cruelly unfair travelling or hunting
and cooling the feet suddenly. And in some
instances the inflammation has been so violent,

that suppuration has followed, and the hoof has
separated from the sensible foot. (See Foot.

J

In that severe kind of Chill first described^
bleed to the extent of five or six quarts, and
unless the bowels are open or loose, give a mild

ly degree of chill it is adviseable to take ofF|dyne, and nourishing. For the first purpose
the fore shoes, pare the soles, and wrap up the take a gallon of warm water, with from half a
feet in large bran poultices for the purpose pound to a pound of common salt, dissolved in

of keeping them moist. The last case of gene-|it, to which add four or five ounces of olive or
ral chill that came under my care was of a veryllinseed oil for the second, take two drachms of
severe kind, and considered highly dangerous ;lsolid opium ; dissolve them, or rather mix them
one gallon of blood had been taken oflf twojwell with about a half a pint of warm water and
hours before I saw the horse ; five quarts more add from a ([uart to three pints of fine oatmeal or
were then taken ; as the symtoins had not aba-jwheat flour gruel. For the third purpose, rich

ted above four or five hours afterward, twojbroths, wheat flour gruel, and other nourishing

quarts more were drawn, which caused faint-fluids are recommended. With respect to the

ness ; no physic was given, as the bowels werejfirst kind of clyster, it may be observed that

open, but a ball of one ounce of nitre, one dram gruel is commonly preferred to warm water;
and a half of camphor. A lamb's skin wasbut according to my esoperience the latter does
thrown over the loins. The next morn-jjust as well as the former. As to the second,

ing the horse was considerably better, and re-jtincture of opium may be substituted for solid

covered contrary to the expectation of the pro-,opium, and is by some preferred to it, but the

prietor. I forgot to notice, that the fore shoes'quantity should not exceed two ounces, on ac-

were taken off and the feet poulticed ; thecount of the spirit in which this opium is dis-

soles however were not pared, because they solved. The third kind of clyster is required

were already too thin. For some further ob-|Only in locked jaw, or in diseases of the throat

servafions on chill of the fore feet, see wtAa»!a-!which prevent swallowing; and in these its

tion of thefoot. lutility seems to be very questionable. As soon

Chuonio. A term used to denote a disease »« the clyster has been injected, tlie tail should

1)6 kept close to the fundament for a fev

minutes, to prevent its being too hastily return-

ed. This is particularly necessary when the

anodyne clyster is employed. The pipe must
be oiled or greased before it is introduced

;

and if its passage be obstructed by hard dung
lodged in tlie gut, the hand should be gradually

introduced in order to remove it.

<I-» THE PnOPEIl EXPOSUnE,

WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF

of long continance, unaccompanied by fever oi

flammation. It is employed in contradistinc

tion to the term acute, which implies a sharp
nflammatory disease of rapid progress, which.
f improperly managed, either terminates in

death or some chronical distemper; but when
judiciously treated ends in a perfect recovery.

Thus inflammation of the lungs and fever are

acute diseases, broken wind is a chronic com-
plaint.

Chyle. The nutritious or essential parts of
the food, separated from the mass by digestion,

and absorbed by certain vesels named Lac
teals, the mouths of which cover the inside of

the small intestines; by these vessels the clule

is conveyed to the thoracic duct, whence it pas-

ses into a large vein near the heart.

Clothing. A very pernicious custom too

generally obtains among grooms, of keeping
horses constantly clothed in the stable, making|few thoughts which have arisen fr

no difi'erence in the warmth of the clothesjobservation and experience.
whatever the season of the year or state of the I agree with Mr. Harden, that the preference
weather may be. In a good stable it is probable given to a southeasterly aspect in England,
hat, even in winter, it may advantageously be arises much from their moist and cloudy atmos-
dispensed with; as the horse will be much lessjpherc, and likewise from their high northern

liable to take cold when he happens to standjiatitude, which would prevent the apple pos-

till in a cold easterly wind or rain, which must^sessing any fine flavour, unless cultivated in

ften be the case with hunters, but when he situations favourably exposed. These remarks

«l\>]p\e & Peaeli 0\!c\\aT!ds.

Burlington, May llth, 1820.

Dear Sir.—Since writing my letter of the

7th, I have seen Mr. liardcn's letter on the
proper exposure of orchards, and as you express
a wish that I should give you any opinion I may
have formed on the subject, I will give you a

my own

has been long occustomed to such clothing,

there would be danger in a sudden change.

When a horse is moulting, or shedding his

coat, clothing is certainly useful ; and then he

requires the greatest care when taken out of the

apply to our own country, in proportion to our
distance from the equator. From my own ob-

servation on the orchards of Nova Scotia, and
New England, they have been fully confirmed,

I have never considered our orchards as more
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liable to injury from IVost, llian tliosc of the

southern states; I am inclined to believe the

risk of iniui-y is less with us. I recollect the

snow on the 8lh of May, 1803, with several frosty

nights from the 4th to the 1 Uh, making ice ^ of

an inch in thickness, yet my fruit was all safe
;

I made a particular record of the fact. I have

never known the Virginia Crabs (a southem ap-

ple) fail with us in the alternate of bearing

year ; whatever may have been the degree of

cold, excepting last year, when they did not

bloom—the blossom buds being killed in a pre-

maturely advanced state, brought on by a series

of mild weather in January, 1819. The high

character of the Newark Harrison Apple, is, 1

believe, ascribed by all connoiseurs to the fa-

vourable aspect of the great orchards of this

fruit, on the south side of the Orange Mountain

near that town. The influence of the south

east aspect is not confined to the spring, it is

probably still more operative in ripening the

fruit in the autumn. In the preference I have

given to a south-east aspect in my treatise, I

had principally in view fruit liquor orchards, in

the middle states; I still retain that preference,

so far as respects apple orchards, which require

autumnal warmth and dryness, as the days

grow shorter to ripen*the fruit. With regard

to peaches, which ripen in hot weather, long

days and warm nights, and which are disposed|e^ab'in^^ti

from their being natives of warm climates to

blossom earlier ; they ought to be planted in si-

tuations calculated to check, rather than en-

courage an early bloom ; I have tried with great

success a northern aspect, and even the north

side of a building for apricots, the tenderest and

earliest of our fruits. The northern situation

of the rising and setting sun, is sufficient to

impart to them a large portion of heat in the

long days of summer ; while the blossoming is

ictarded by the greater shelter afforded by the

position of the sun in the spring.

Mr. Harddn's theory of the beneficial influ

ence of thaw, in the extraction of frost hom the Hudson

blossoms and ripe fruit, I believe to be correct.

A most interesting communication is contained

in the transactions of the London Horticultural

Society, proving the uniform benefit of water

ing plentifully the frozen limbs of trees before

sunrise. I have this year kep1~~the exquisitely

flavoured St. Germaine Pear in high perfection,

by sufTering it to thaw in a dark chamber with-

out fire, alter being in a frozen state for two or

three months ; I kept them six weeks after they

were thus thawed in great perfection.

Orchardists should never lose sight of the

different climates of England and America,

in reading the treatises obtained frem the former

country ; so in this country, the climates of Ken-

tucky and New York, are so different, that pro-

per positions for orchards of apples and peachs^

must depend almost as much on climate, as on

aspect or soil.

1 am with great respect, dear Sir,

Your obedient servant,

WILLIAM COXE,
John S. Skinner, Esq.

purposes, it will be near enough though not quite ex

ict, to reckon for struck measure, the feet X. 0.8,

many busliels of wheat will a room of

1000 solid feet hold .'

. 0.8

800.0 800 bushels :

which is but about one per cent, sliort. But to multi

ply by .791 is very exact.

.791

1000

791 bushels exactly.

A cart body containing 40 feet.

.791 .8

40 —32.0 bushels,

struck measure.

31.640 or 31 -.Vb-

^mm wAmmma,
BALTIMOUE, FKIDAY, MAY 26, 1820.

Present I'rices of Comiirtj Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, gl 2 to §1 4—Red,
97 cts. to gl 2—Cons, 44. to 46 cts.—Ute, 55 to 57
cts.—II.1T, per ton gl8to §19—Straw, <lo. gl2—Po-
fATOEs, 50 cts.—Fiorn, from the wagons, g4 62^ to

S4 75—Whiskey, from do. 33^ to 34 cts.

—

Bi'tteh,

25 cts.

—

Eggs, 12^ cts.

—

Lamb, per quarter, 50 to 87^
-Ueef, prime pieces, 10 cts.—Live Cattle, gfi 50

to g7—Baltimore Poiik, rrtail gl6—Baltimore Beef,
§13—Boston do. gl2 50 to gl3—Baltimore No. 1,

ANBLES, 20 cts.—Boston dc. 19 cts.—Cheese, 9 to 10
s.—White Beans, per b, shel, gl 50—BiArK-EvE

PE.A.S, per bushel, gl—HEim ngs, Susquehann-ah, No. 1,

retail, g2 75—Do. No. 2, 32 25—Mackeiiee, No. 1,

retail, g7—Do. No. 2, g6—Ho. No. 3, g5—Cod Fish.

g3 to S3 50—Feathehs, 45 to 50—Best London White
[), ground in oil, gl7—Do. dry, gl4 50—Boiled

Oil, gl 25—Tah, plenty, gl 75—Toiitenti.ve, soft,

g2 25—UosTX, gl 75 to g2 dull—Spirits, do. 30
cts.—Pitch, g2 50—Shad, tri] imed, g6, scarce.—Do.
untrlmmed, gS—Maryland To bacoo, a few hluis. Pa-
tuxeut, sold the present week 'or g5, 7, and g9, com-
mon quality—Wagon Tobacco, selling for gl6 to gl9.
No sales of Virginia Tobacco, that we have heard of.

^ None of our readers can have been more iihpa

tient to see, than we have been to shew them Mr
Pickering's Discourse before the Essex Agricultura

Society. It will be found like all his agricultural re

flections, plain, sound, and practical ; every sugges-

tion possessing i

should have been ^
cessary, since the^author himself' has arranged hi

flections under difiercnt heads, well defined—thereby

enabling the Printer to present, and the reader to con

independently.—The remaining topics

Root Cnors—II. IsDiAir Conx and Winteii

Gbais—111. On Lite Stock.

intrinsic value. The whole of it

en in one paper, butth.it is not ne

POETR
From the ^'Microscope," :

ternity of gentlemen
v;nrk edited by a fra-
New Haven."

GREAT WESTERN CANAL.

The Commissioners of the great Western Canal, arc

summoned by Gov. Clintox, the President of the

Board, to meet at Ulica, on the 20th of May, for tlie

purpose of prosecuting this vast work. 'I'lie njiddl

section {mnettj-six miles) is finished, and great jirogross

making in the Eastern and Western Sections.

It is probable that 50 miles more will be completed this

The Western Canal is open, and great quantities of

lumber are wafted from Champlain and its borders to

SOLID FEET REDUDED TO BUSHELS,

The foot contains 1728 inches. The bushel in use

3183 inches. For the fanner's estimates and gross

NEW JERSEY

^a\t Ma\'s\iCo\wpa\Yj.
The legislature of New Jersey has incorpo-

rated a Company, for the purposes of drai,

ditching, embanking, and cultivating the SALT
MEADOWS AND MARSHES, in the coun

ty of Bergen, in the above stale. The rich and

extensive improvements of the Messrs. Swar

wout's at Hobokcn and Newark, will go into the

hands of the company, and they are empowered

to make other purchases, until the capital origi

nally amounts to 300 thousand dollars. The
first Board of Directors consists of the follow

ing gcnliemcn :

—

Cadwallader D. Colden, Isaac

Chauncey, IVilliam Bayard, John S-.varttvout

Robert Sivartwout, Samuel Swartwouf, Peter Au-

gustus Jay, Charles G. Haines, Jose/ih O. Swift.

Robert Tillotson, Henry Eekford, David J
Green, Richard Ricker, John Graham, George

Buckmaster, Robert McQueen, John Targee

James L. Bell, of the city of New York, and

John Condit, Robert Camfibell, and William S
Pennington, of New Jersey.

This company will go into immediate opera

tion, and promises great and essential bcnefitsj

to the country. '

Thefairest rose is far awa'.

The morn is blinking o'er the hills

With soften'd light and cc'ours gay;
Through grove and valley sv eetly trills

The melody of early day

;

The dewy roses blooming fair

(ilitter around her father's ha'.

But still my Mary is not there

—

The fairest rose is far awa.'

The cooling zephyrs gently blow
Along the dew-bespangUd mead—

In every iield the oxen low

—

The careless .shepherd tunes his reed—.
And while the roses blossom fair.

My lute with softly dying fa'

I.iaments that Mary is not there—
The fairest rose is far awa'.

The thrush is singing on the hills

And charms the groves that wave around.
And through the vale the winding rills

Awake a softly murmuring sound ;

The robin tunes his mellow throat

Where glitt'ring roses sweetly blaw.
But grieves that Mnry hears him not

—

The fairest rose is far awa'.

Why breath thy melody in vain
Thou lovely songster of the morn—

.

Why pour thy ever varying strain

Amid the sprays of yonder thorn

—

Do not the roses blooming fair

At morning's dawn or evening fa'

Tell thee of one that is not there—
)"he fairest rose that's far awa'.

A quantity of Ruta Kaga, or Swedish Turnip

SEED, warranted genuine, received and for salt at

the reduced price of gl per lb. bv
ELY BALDERSTON.

61, Smilh's Uhwj:
Hay 26tli, 1820.
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Suggesting some Improvements in the .IgricuUure of th

County.

BY TIMOTHY PICKERING,
PUESIBEST OF THE SOCIETY.

[Continued from Vol. II, JV'o. 9, Page 66.]

II. ON ROOT CROPS.
Premiums having been proposed to encourage tlie

raising of Carrots, Rata Baga; and Mangel Wuvtzel

;

and as tli<;se articles, cultivated extensively, are of

vast importance to farmers ; I can perhaps in no way
better promote the views ot the Society in their vote

before mentioned, than by describing the methods of

cultivati\ig those roots, which elsewhere have been
practised with great success, but to which, and ii:

deed to the roots themselves (carrots excepted)
most of ' ur husbandmen are strangers.

The introduction of Clover, ana subsequently car-

rying the culture of the Common Turnip extensively

into the field, marked distinguished eras in the im-
provements of English Husbandry. At a later period,

('arrots were cultivated by some farmers : and within

a few years past, the Mangel Wunzel aKd the Ruta
Baga have become objects of general cultivation. And
now these five articles contitute essential branches
cf the highly improved Husbandry of Great Britain
Common Turnips. These for a long time were

raised (and perhapb this practice is still very gene-
ral) by sowing the seeds broad-cast, and weeding and
thinning them with hoes, till the plants stood at from
a foot to fifteen inches apart. But the most correct
practice appears to be that of drilling the seeds in

rows, thinning them to the distance of ten or twelve
inches in the rows, and hoeing and keeping them
clear from weeds. And this weak, watery root has
been the principal food of immense flocks of store

sheep, duringthe winter; and when plentifully given,
only with the addition of straw, has served to fatten
cattle and sheep for the market.
Carrots. Even these plants, which are so long

after they vegetate extremely small, were also raised

from seed sown broad-cast. But this awkward prac-
tice, I believe, has generally given way to the row-
culture, whether the seeds were sown by hand, or
by the instrument called a drill. In very rich land,
great crops have been raised where the rows v/ere
only from twelve to fifteen inches apart. The great
crop of 752 bushels, weighing eighteen tons and'three
quarters, raised on one acre, in Salem, by Erastus
Ware, in 1817, was in rows, about sixteen inches
apart. The seed was sown the 14th of May. But
1 am inclined to think a preferable mode would be,
to sow the seeds in double rows about ten inches
apart, with intervals of three feet between the dou
ble rows, so as to admit a small plough, as well as thi

hoe, in their cultivation. In this case, a deep fur-
row being opened by the plough, the manure should
be regularly thrown into it, and covered by four back
furrows, so forming a ridge over the manure ; and
this ridge being laid level with a light harrow, or
with rakes, or if the soil is in fine tilth, by a light

roller, will then be ready to receive the seed.—As
soon as the carrots are plainly to be seen, they should
be hoed and weeded ; or the weeds will soon outstrip
the carrots (which are of very slow growth at first)

nd vender their cleansint; vastly I'lore troublesom
and laborious. They should also be thinned, to stand
single, and only from three to five inches apart in the

i ; or the roots will be small, and cost much more
time in handling and topping (cut.ing or wringing

he tops) at the time of harvest ng them. Ti
entire crop, too, will doubtless be smaller than whe
the plants are thinned as here recommended.
The Mangel Wurtzel. Thi.5 plant yields

much more abundant crop than the Carrot ; and at

the same time contains, in the same quantity o
weight of roots, a great deal more nourishment
whence it is natural to suppose that it requires a

richer soil than Carrots. I have not inade sufficient

trials to enable me to express a decided opi

the best mode of cultivating the Mungel Wurtzel

;

and will therefore lay before you the successful prac
tice, on strong land, in the county of Essex, in Eng.
land, as it is stated, from a recent English publica-

tion, by the Philadelphia Society of Agriculture.*
The Mangel Wurtzel is sometim.-s called the

Great or Improved Beet, and Root of Scarcity
now, more generally. Mangel Wurtzel, its German
name. The following is the account of its culture,
at Bedfords, in Essex.

It may be proper, in the first place, to state what
is meant by strong land. The surface soil is loamy,
and from four to twelve inches deep, upon a bed of
strong clay mixed with gravel. It is too heavy, and
generally too wet, in the winter, even for sheep
eat a crop of turnips on the ground ; and although
good turnips are raised upon it, it is always neces-
sary to draw them for the sheep, stall-fed cattle, or
cattle in the yards."

Inthe middlc,orlatterendof the month of April,
the furrows are set out with the plough, two feet

apart, and double ploughed ; that is, tlie plough re-

turns on the [same] furrow to the point whence it sel

out, forming a ridge between each two furrows."
" Double ploughing with a common plough is pre-

ferable to single ploughing with a double mould
board plough, because it affords a greater depth of
loose earth than the double mould board plough
would produce."

In these furrows, the manure, which should be
rotten state, is deposited, after the rate of six

cubic yards to an acre."t
The ridges are then split by the plough, going

and returning the same way, as before-mentioned;
leaving the manure immediately under the middle
of the new ridges. A light roller is then passed
along the ridges,^: in the middle of which the seed

* Memoirs of the Society, Vol. III. Appendix.

f Six cubic yards contain 162 cubic feet, or three
cartlo.ids for a puir of oxen. A cart body, 7 feet long^
4 feet wide, and 2 feet high, in the dear, contains 56
cubic feet

i and three times 56 are 168.—I doubt the
lecessity of manure being " in a rotten state," seeing
t is to be so deeply buried, for this or any other rool
crop intended for the food of domestic animals ; espe-
"Hlly for Mangel Wurtzel, which, to obt.Vm a full crop,
ould be sown very early, .is soon as the ground is dry
LOUgh to be ploughed. The powerful fermentation of

fresh dung might imparl to the soil a salutary warmth
in the cool spring season. At least it may be worth
hile to try it.

i These narrow ridges, as formed by the plough, are
sharp : by passing a light roller over them, they are flat-

tened to a breadth of eight or nine inches. The light
roller, drawn by a horse, that walks in the furrow be-
tween them, flattens two ridges at a time.—Thus rolled,
the manure will be covered eight or nine inches deepi

dibbled, so that the plants m.iy receive all the bene-
fit which can be derived from the manure,"§
"The seed is deposited about an inch deep, whilst

the moisture is fresh in the earth, || and covered by
drawing a garden rake along the rows. After this,
the light roller is again passed along the ridges, [to
press the earth upon the seeds] and the work is

finished."
" When the plants are about the size of a radish,

they are hoed with a turnip hoe, leaving the plants
in the row about twelve inclies apart. If any of the
seeds fail, and there happen not to be an even crop, the
roots where they are too thick are drawn out before
the hoeing takes place, and transplanted to fill up the
vacant places, and insure a full crop ; which is always
certain, inasmuch as 99 plants out of 100 thrive and

well. In transplanting, care is necessary to pre-
vent the point of the root from turning upwards."

" The weeds, while the plants are young, are kept
hoed ; but after the head of the plant has once spread,

1 weed can live under its shade ; and the expense
hoeing afterwards is trifling indeed."

§ A dibble is a simple tool, which may be of difTerenc

sizes and forms, according to the uses it is intended to

serve. If for setting (in transplanting) cabbages or other
like plants, it may be a round stick about an inch and

quarter in diameter, shaved down at one end (in a
1; pe of eight or ten inches long) to a blunt point. An
Id spade or shovel handle is well adapted to the pur-

pose. If much used, the slope may be advantageously
covered smoothly with inm. But for putting in seeds,

the dibble may be in the form of the letter T. To make
one, take a piece of wood about three feet four inches
ong, and about an inch and a quarter square. In one
of the sides bore holes in a line, and insert teeth at the
proposed distance of the plants in the row : if for Man-
gel Wurtzel, at ten, eleven, or twelve inches apart

;

id let the teeth be as long (projecting from the head-
place) as the proposed depth at which the seeds are to

be sown. On the opposite side of the head-piece, bore
a hole in the middle, large enough to receive a handle
of convenient length. On the top of the handle fix a
cross-piece five or six inches long, to be grasped by the
hand in using the tool. With it, as many holes for seeds

II be made, at every movement, as there are teeth in

the head. The handle may require bracing, in like man-
rake handle and its head are braced by means

of bows.
It now occurs to me, that perhaps the light roller

used in levelling the tops of the ridges maybe set with
teeth, and thus perform the additional office of making
holes for the seed ; and with vastly greater e.xpeditioil

by dibbling. A light roller, long enough to flatten

two ridges at once, of tlilrteen inches in diameter, and
furnished with two sets of four teeth each, to pass
long the middles of two adjoining ridges—and the four

eeth of each set being inserted at equal distances in a

circle of the roller,—the holes for the seed would be
made at the desired distance of near one foot from each
other. The seeth should be so shaped as to leave the
holes made by them fairly open. Forthis purpose tliey

may be an inch and a half wide, and three quarters ofan
nch thick, where their shoulders are fayed to the roller,

md taper thence to a i-ounded thick edge at their ex-

tremities. The same teeth, if not too long, may serve to

regulate and expedite the sowing ofthe Ruta Baga seed.

It is very important to have seeds of all kinds sown
)on as possible after the ground is ploughed and pre-

pared to receive them, and before the moisture of the
fresli stirred earth is dissipated by the sun and drying
winds : otherwise some may never vegetate, or not till

fter a fall of rsun ; and so precious time may be lost,

roduiand an uneven crop be produced.
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ikt-n up in the month" The whole ot tlje crop is

of November,* in dry weathe
near the crown of the plants, and the plants, when
perfectly dry, are piled up in a shed, and covered

with straw sufficiently thick to preserve them fn

the frost. They kept last year till the latter end of

March, and they would have ktpt much longer."
" Where a tit-Id selected for a crop of beet, [ll-

Man<el VVurizel] happens to be in a foul state, the

seed had better be sown in a garden, and the whole

field plaiittd with the yi ung bi et, when of the

of a radish. This will give time for cleaning the

ground, and fitting it for a cr"p ; for although the

beets are destroyers of weed^, it is not meant to re-

commend sowing them on foul groiind, or in any way
to encourage a slovenly system of farming."
" The method of cultivating the beit root here re-

commended is the same as that used in ths cu'tiva-

tion of turnips, in Northumberland and other parts of rica, asserts, th

he tups are cut off be repeated once or twice: and it is saiu that th

roots thrive better for the stripping If not stripped

the North [of England] with this exception, that the

rows there are twenty-seven inches apart. There
may be reasons in the North for still preserving that

space ; but in Essex the effect of it, in the cultivation

of the beet root, would be, that instead of 48 tons

per acre, 43 tons only would be obtained.—Expe
rience has proved, that the roots do not get to i

larger size in lows three feet apart, than tliey doin
rows two feet apart. It may therefore fairly be pre-

sumed, that they would not be larger, in rows twen.

ty-seven inches apart ; and if not larger, the weight
of the crop, per acre, must be less, because the plants

decrease in number as the rows increase in space."
To the preceding account of cultivating the Man-

gel VVurtzel, I will subjoin a few
REM.\RKS

1 practice, both in England and Ame-
rgest crops are attainable by

growing the Kuta Baga in rows four feet apart, with
the plants about ten" inches or a foot distant from
each other in the rows : and that in this mode of cul-

ture he h;is raised, in England, 30 tons to the acre.

For this m'de of culture, the manure, being depo-
ited in furrows four feet apart, is covered by four

back turripws, two on one side and two on the other.

of each line of manure; by which litt'e ridges are before transplanting. Hut Mr. Cobbett recommends
formed : and if the ploughing be deep (as it ough
be) there will be a deep gutter between every
ridges.—The tops of the ridges being made fine with
a light harrow, or with rakes, the seeds are sown with

drilling machine ; or by l-.and, which Mr. Cobbett
says he prefers to a drill Two men sowed for h
seven acres in tliree days, usbig about four pounds of

seed, in this manner : a man went along by the side

In this mode it is intended that every two feet of "f each ridge, and put down twoor three seeds

ground should bear one plant: and as an acre con-

tains 43,560 square feet, there will be half of that

number of plants on an acre, and the roots must
weigh nearly five pounds each, on an average, to yield

48 tons. The land must indeed be strong to pro-

duce so heavy a crop If our lands, enriched and
prepared in the best manner conveniently in our
power, can be made to yield half as much, we shall

have reason to be satisfied : especially as the Man
gel VVurtzel, quantity for quantity, contains more
than twice as much nutritive matter as the Ruta
Baga, and even fifty per cent, more than Carrots
according to the experiments (by analysis) of a ce
i«i k—I Tr—i; u /'I :., c:„ l-I..™,.^u..«.. t%lebrated English Chymist, Sir Humphrey Davy,
which he stated to the British B>ard of Agriculture.
These experiments were made with the red and
white beets ; but it is presumed that the Mangel
Wurtzel produces as much nutriment as any other
beet.

Instead of six it may be adviseable to apply at least

twelve cubit yards (that is six such cartloads as were
before-mentioned) of manure to an acre ; and to dis-

tribute the same in deep furrows, four feet apart
This would give four square feet of ground to each
plant, the plants being at a foot distance one from
anotherin the rows, four feet apart would admit the
use of the common horse plough in their cultivation.

Carrots and the Mangel Wurtzel possess one emi-
nent advantage : that they are not, to my knowledge,
annoyed by insects at any period of their growth.

—

Whereas the Ruta Baga, and other turnips, while in

the seed leaf, are injured (in England whole fields

are often destroyed) by a small black fly: and the
Ruta Baga (like cabb.iges) when far advanced

ruined, by plant-lice ; as was my small crop in 1818,

The Mangel Wurtzel also possesses one peculiar
advantage above all other root crops, that as soon a:

the tops, or leaves, are full grown, they may be strip
ped off(leaving only the small heart leaves uninjured)

• The time of taking up the Mangel M'urtzel
be regulated by the climate. There is sometimes a same may be practised with the Ruta
frost in the latter part of October, in this county, severe
cnou^-h to injure this root, exposed as the greater part
of it is, above gfround. Light frosts, however, will do it

no harm, while the roots remain in the ground, and in

» degree shelterad by their leaves.

md given to cattle and swine. This stripping may|the raising of the Ruta Baga, by transfilantvig for en-

any of the under leaves perish.—The leaves vegetated. But then he considers it indispensable to
lie pronounced excellent for increasing the richness

nnd qiuiiitity of milk in cows ; and so are calculated

:o supply the deficiency of herbage in the comm
pastures, which generally fail, more or less, by the

beginning of August. An acre twice stripped will

Id several tons of leaves.

The Ruta Baga. This root may be cultivated

crops, is far
i

ind letting the pi;

tterable to the sowing of the seeds,
grow where their seeds first

perform this transplanting on ^ownrZ/rfi/i/j/oz/^-Afrf.
And by sowing the seeds in beds, to raise plants, as
wedo for cabbagc,a month's more time is allowed to
l)repare the ground for their reception.—In the work
of transplanting, the plain dibble before described is
a necessary instrument. The hole made by it must
be fully as deep as the length of the root ; and thisot may b

the manner just described for the Mangel Wurtzel ;]l)eing introduced (taking care in putting it into the
the ground being prepared in the same manner. Inlhole Botto bend its point) the dibble is thrust down by
England, they appear to be most commonly grown injits side, and by a dexterous twist, or circular motion of
rows twenty seven inches apart, with the plants at ajthe hand, the earth is pressed close against the root,
foot distance in the rows. But William Cobbett, who in its whole length. The largest crop of Ruta Baga

ik published in New York, has minutely he ever raised in England, Mr. Cobbett says, wasEngland, ivir. «^oDDett says,

by transplanting, on seventeen acres ; which produc-
ed thirty three tons fo the acre ; the rows (on rid-

ges) fi^ur feet asunder, and the plants a foot asunder
in the rows.

In this mode of raising the Ruta Baga, by trans-
planting the entire crop, so much time is gained for
preparing the ground, that two crops of weeds may
be destroyed, by that number of ploughings ; the first

the beginning of June, and the second immediately

places at about 10 inches from each other, just draw-
ing a little earth over, And. pressing it on the seed, in

order to make it vegetate quickly, before the earth
became too dry. But, he adds, the seven acres might
have been sown by one man in a day, by just scatter

ing the seeds along on the top of the ridge, where
they might have been buried with a rake, and pressed
down with a spade or shovel, or other flat instrument
Rut he I'sed a light roller, to take two ridges at once,

tlie horse walking in the gutter between
The time of sowing the seeds must vary with the

climate. On Long Island (State of New York) M
Cobbett's trials of one year led him to prefer the '26th

of June ; but in our own county, I would not pass the

middle of that month. Indeed I think it expedient
(in order to ascertain the fittest time) to commence
sowing the seed as soon as theground can be prepared
after the planting of Indian corn, and to continue to

sow, in small plots, weekly, until the middle of June
As soon as the plants are fairly up, hoes and the

fingers are to be used, taking out all the plants but

one in each ten or twelve inches. As soon as weeds
appear, hoeing is to commence, hoeing the tops of the

ridges to the width of about six inches, showing the

plants distinct and clean. Then the plough is intro-

duced, taking a furrow from the side ot one ridge,

going up the field, a furrow from the other ride;

coming down, then another furrow from the same side

f the iirst ridge going up, and another furrow fr

the same side of the other ridge coming down. In

taking away the last two furrows, you go within three

inches of the turnip plants Thus a ridge is formed
over the original gutter. The next process

turn these furrows back again to the turnips. This
growth, is sometimes infested, and in dry seasons half hoeing and ploughing is to be repeated, when the ap

pearance ot the weeds requires it; and afterwards,

the few weeds which may rise are to be hoed oi

pulled up. In this way Mr. Cobbett thinks a thou

sand bushels of Ruta Baga may be raised on an acr<

that will yield fifty bushels of Indian corn.

In describing the culture of the Mangel Wurtzel,
transplanting was mentioned, to fill vacant places. The

But UP.

less those vacant spots be dug afresh, the transplant-

d roots will be much inferior to their untransplanted

eighboiirs ; as I found in my last year's experiment.

And Mr. Cobbett mentions the like difference in his

practice. At the same time he strongly recuinmends

previous deefi tall ploughing, and another deep
ploughing in April, of the ground intended for the
Ruta Baga. The like two deep ploughings will be
equally proper and beneficial for the Mangel Wurt-
zel and carrots.

Among the advantages of the transplanting me-
thod, mentioned by Mr. Cobbett, one is, " that it saves
almost the whole of the Q/ifr culture. There is no
hoeing ; no thinning of the plants ; and not more
than ine ploughing between the ridges."

Harvesting of Roots. The Mangel Wurtzel,
growing chiefly above the surface, and thus exposed
to frost, should be taken up the latter end of October
or beginning of November, according to the nature
of the season. The harvesting of Carrots may fol-

low that of the Mangel Wurtzel ; and the Ruta Baga
succeed the Carrots. In the first experimental cul-
ture of these roots, in which but small quantities are
raised, they can be preserved in dry cellars not lia-

ble to freezing. Where large quantities are raised,
tlieymay be deposited in heaps, sufficiently covered,
in a dry field. The common method of heaping and
covering roots in the field, and which Mr. Cobbett
practised with the Ruta Baga, is iperhaps, as good as
any. Holes of a round or square form are dug about
a foot deep, and about fifty bushels are put into each,
piling up the roots above the level of the surface of
the land, sloping to the top : then covering them
widi straw, throw earth over the whole to a depth
sufficient to guard them from frost. Smooth the sur-
face of this earth by beating it close with the back of
a spade, or other instrument, the better to cast off

rain. On Long Island and in Pennsylvania, a cover-
ing of earth a toot or fifteen inches deep has been
found sufficient. A greater depth will probably be
necessary here. In throwing up this cover, a trench
will be formed on all sides of the heap, to receive
the water running off it. It may be well to sink the
bottom cf the trench lower than the bottom of the
hole in which the roots are deposited.—Where large
quantities are to be thus preserved, several loads may
be put into one hole : and then oblong heaps will be
best, as requiring less labour in covering them.—

A

quantity of roots, for feeding cattle till the middle of
December, may be kept in a barn or stable covered
with straw or any dry litter. I would begin feeding
with .Mangel Wurtzel—follow next with Carrots

—

and conclude with Ruta Baga ; for the latter root will

keep sound until the commencement of the summer
succeeding their growth.

^
All the roots, especially the Mangel Wurtzel and

Carrots, should be fully dried before they are housed
covered in the field, to guard them against rotting.

Roots for Raising Seed. Of the .Mangel Wurt-
zel I would select large and fair roots, of a red colour,

whose bodies have grown most above ground, and
with a moderate, if not the smallest, quantity ef
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leaves ; tor although these are valuable for stripping

the rooZi are much more valuable: and I am inclined

to think those with small tops ai-e least liable to rot.

Of Carrots, laige and fair roots of the deepest

yellow colour, and with the smallest tops in propor-

tion to the size of the roots, are to be preferred.

With regard to the Ruta Baga, Mr. Cobbett says

it is apt to degenerate if the seed be not saved with

care. " We in England (says he) examine well to

find out those that run least into neck and green.

We reject all such as approach at all towards a

whitish colour, or which are even of a greejiish co-

lour towards the neck, which there ought to be a lit

tie of a reddi&h cast."

Varieties of plants of the sa?ne kind (the different

sorts of cabbages, for instance, or of Indian corn) it

growing near logeiher and bearing seed, will impart
to one anothertheir respective peculiarities, and inju

riously, whenever it is desired to preserve their dis-

tinct qualities unmixed, and to prevent an inferior

engendering with one of superior quality : the im-
pregnating dust of the Bowers of plants falling on
the tiowers of other plants of the same kind, produc
ing effects similar to the crossing of animals of the

same kind but of different breeds. In a word, the
sexual system exists in plants as well as among ani-

mals : only in plants the male and female ai e gene-

rally united in the same plant ; as in Indian corn, the

male impregnating dust (the farina) is in the tassel or

flower, at the top : the ear is the female, and from
every cell of the future grain proceeds a thread
which together constitute what is called the silk, or

which the farina falling, causes the cells to fill, and
become, when ripe, kernels of corn. In most fruit

as the apple and pear, the male and female are in

the same ilower. But in hemp, some of the plant;

are exclusively male, and others exclusively female
The Kuta Baga, therefore, when set out for bearing

seed, should be placed at a distance from every other

seed-plant of the Turnip or Cabbage kind So like

wise the Mangel Wurtzel intended to bear seed,
should not be set near any other seed-beet plants. It i^ood as almost

may not be amiss to add, that for the same reasons,
pumpkins, spuashes, melons, cucumbers, in all their
varieties, in order to preserve them in purity, should
be planted at some distance from each other.
Pumpkuis, as food for domestic animals, seem

closely connected with the roots before-mentioned.
Every farmer knows their value for milch cows, for
fattening cattle, and tor swine. Their consumption
conveniently precedes that of the Mangel Wurtzel.
With ample supplies of the Vegetables whose cul

ture I have mentioned and described, our present
Stocks may be better fed, their numbers enlarged,
our coarse fodder be more advantageously consumed,
our manure increased, and pork and beef and the pro
ducts of the dairy, probably doubled. The latter,

particular, are miserably deficient, from the want of
juicy food for cows, in continuHnce of the supply yield

ed by our common pastures just at midsummer.
Pumpkins and the roots, indeed, will not be ready t
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Thefollowing Address t^as read before t/te Sodety at l/ia

nieeting Iteld on the 28th of February, 181(J, *;/ Thomas

Jlendeiihall, the same member who delivered the one on

the culture of the potatoes,published in the last Farmer.

Mil, I'B ESI DENT,

Sll{—AUliougU the period which has elapsed since

r lust quarterly meeang, has afforded hitle oppor-

iiity for practical operations in our professional pur-

its, and the season has been productive only of con-

mplion and expenditure, the menial (acuities of marij

may have been proportionally invigorated, and actively

ngaged in improving the old, or in developing new
sources of production, to repair these dilapidations.

Wliil^t sliapcltss ni;itter bound in winter chains,

Utndcr'd luutuve uaits Ok imUler thaws,

The niiiul niuiLd lu siicii restraint disdians.

To J ield Its independenee to his laws ;

But is iiulusli-iously pursuing the traceless paths o'

osugation and discovery, in order that the reflec

uons of a winter's day may be made to produce, il

lotbing belter ollcra, souieUiing to augment our stock

of theoretical speculations. Beheving my tellow la-

jourers were all" burning their lamps," and improv

ng " tlieir talcnls," 1 was feaiful of being found

among the fooasli virgins or the unprofitable servants;

ave therefore, endeavotired to be prepared, but lit-

Ue is given, liltle is also required ; and 1 claim this as

ly apology for the tritlc i have the honour to oiler.

Among some agriculturists, I have lieard the opin-

ion advanced, and in several pubhcations 1 have read

the assertion, 1 beheve without coiitradiction, " that stratcd

&c. among the unfriendly agents—where they
ibound as substrata, it is in vain to look for soil,

m, or a wholesome vegetation, and these premises
en, the principle that manure does not sink, as ma.

ly have erroneously contended, but is eaten up or
destroyed on the surface by the corrosive quality of
the poisonous and acrid perspiration of the earth in

those places ; for this reason, 1 consider it the next
thing to labour in vain, for man to undertake to mak«

d rich, that the Aluiiglitv made originally poor,
icli has been poor ever since the creation, and will

endeavour to continue poor as long as poisonous, and
Uy minerals or agents exists as its substrata,
iiiire IS plentifully laid on, the condition of the

surtace may be bettered for a time, but it will strive

coiitinuaily to return to its original state of poverty
ind barrenness ; whereas, if the land was found ori-

ginally good when first cleared for cultivation, it is a
irooi that tlie substrata is favourable, and the per-
piratioii of the earth wholesome, and friendly to ve-
;elation ; and where such land has been reduced by
lard usage and neglect, treat it kindly, and it will

:xert its natural powers to regain its original state of
productiveness—in this case the cultivator has natur-
.1 causes working in his favour, and in the other,

igainst nim ; nevertheless, in all probability there is

iiuch of our thin land, which partakes of neither of
nose qualities ; whose substrata, as well as the sur-

ace are of the neutral or negative kind, the surface

of these lands may be improved advantageously by
lime, plaster, and good manure : but had 1 a choice,

ke, I should certainly prefer the land, where
symptoms of a natural propensity to improve were

servable in its original state.

Upon the principles I have advanced of the laws of
attraction, and the centrifugal force sending a con-

pply of moisture from the fountain below, to-

wards the surface of the earth, in all lands elevated
abt>ve the level of the sea or adjacent waters, the
tlieory of most of our springs may be plainly demon-

particul.arly of those which are liitlc, if any.

soils manwe <

keep up that supply ; but o.its and barley, and above
all Indian corn, may be sown and planted, to be cut
green, and carry along our cows to the last of Sep-
tember, when pumpkins will begin to ripen. The
consumption of these green crops and roots, by pro-
ducing vast additions to our manure, will enable
to enrich our fields, and to make annual additions
theproducts of our farms.
The immense importance of providing for cows a

full supply of food, and of food which they relish, to

the extent of their appetites, has been demonstrated
by many examples ut very large products of m.lk,
butter and cheese, from cows so supplied. The fol-

lowing statement from a recent English publication
is a further illustration of the fact :

—" A farmer,
some years since, kept eighteen cows upon a Com-
7«o«,and was often obliged to buy butter for his fa-

mily. The Common was enclosed [which deprived
the farmer of his pasture ;] and the same person sup-
plied his family amply, with milk and butter, from
four cows well kefit."

(To be conii?iued.)

discourage the cultivatorfrom putting

Ids land." At first view this specious dogma, lias

so much the appearance of plausibihiy, that it is by

no means strange the error should have so readily

escaped detection ; but 1 believe a patient inquiry in

the operations of the laws of gravity and atlrac

lion, and a comparative examination of the specific

gravity of different substances, together with a close

investigation of facts intimately connected with the

subject, that opinion will be given up for one more
rational and equally conclusive ; this investigation

being naturally connected with, and involved in a

ries of active principles, and some known causes,

is necessary in order to arrive with certainty at truth.

should endeavour to acquire a knowledge of those

agents, adopt them as causes, and calmly submit to tin

effects they must produce on the elementary principles

of tlie subject of Inquiry

The objection 1 shall offer to the received opinion

that manure -will sj'/ifc on some land, is in fact founded

upon the fact, that water cannot sink in the earth be-

low the spherical level of the adjacent or surround,

ing rivers, and seas, with which it will always form a

corresponding, though invisible horizon ; lliere, de-

fended by the earth above from the pressure of th

itmosphere, and operated upon by the

k, disappear, and da so Utile afiected by our greatest droughts, and many such we
iiave, which I have no doubt receive their regular

id only supply from this subterraneous fog or dew,
condensing, uniting by natural interruptions, such as

strata of rock, slate, &c. through which it cannot
pass, and forming liitle streams in the earth above
the level of those springs, which pursuing various

])assages again and again united, are conducted by the
laws of gravity to the nearest favourable spot to dis-

ngage themselves from the earth, join some consoli-

dating stream, and seek their native fountain, the sea.

Ill concluding the subject of ray communication, I

have to observe that the hypothesis I have assumed
gainst the sinking of manure on any land, seems to

con-espond with, and is dictated by the harmony and
Qeauties of creation : on the contrary, if it were the

fact, that manure, or decomposed vegetable matter,

which is the same thing, will sink on some land in

the manner we have heard it asserted ; it must con-

sequently sink more or less on all lands, and this in-

volves the paradox, that nature is continually work-
ng against her own efforts at production and support ;

IS her spontaneous productions, if there were any, in

that case could accumulate nothing from their dissolu-

reproduction. Tliose who will persist in

supporting the sinking principle, to be consistent.

force, and the laws of attraction, it must have a ct-n

tinual tendency to rise in small particles towards the

surface of the earth, in a proportion corresponding

with the density of the conducting medium through

which it has to pass, and forms what may be called

the continual perspiration of the earth—when this per-

spiration passes through difl'erent strata of minerals,

&C. it must bring up more or less of these qualities

to the surface, wlier« the pure water is exhaled b\

the sun and wind, and tlie impurities, whatever the}

be, whether friendly or unfriendly to vegetation, ad-

here to, and amalgamate with the earth ; and these

if friendly, assist vegetation in forming what we call

a loam or rich soil, fimestone, marl, bitumen, he,
where they abound as substrata, may be received

among the favourable ingredients for forming a soil

friendly to vegetation, and iron, copper, alum, sul-

ifugal should shew us some utility to be derived from it.

that it agrees with the harmony of creation ; other-

wise we are called upon to believe in a principle con-

stantly working against infinite power and infinite

wisdom—an evil genii endeavouring to undermine and

ilestroy the whole vegetable and animal creation, by
carrying off from nature's laboratory, the indispensable

materials for their production and support.

As the ttggregate of society is composed of indivi-

duals, it becomes the duty of each to contribute some-

thing towards the general welfare ; and as nothing

tends more to obstruct the progress of the inquiring

mind in the pursuit of useful science, than the stum-

bling blocks which ignorance or design have placed

in its way, any humble attempt to expose and explode

tntiquated errors of any kind, if not entitled to the ap-

probation, may at least hope for the indulgence, and

protection of this society.
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ON THE PROFESSlOy OF

•IPlantei* oy a¥a\'\\veY,—Xo.S.
The inducements to the commencement of a sys

tem of measures, which may render the art and bu-

sineaa ofcultivation a regular, beneficial and dibtin

guished firofeasion, corresponding with its real and
superior importance, were the topics of the two
terior numbers of these essays.

Before we enter upon any other division of this sub-

ject, It will be well to consider what lias been the

course of the other professions in this rtspect

We find in a late stage of the Anglo-American
empire, that a formal operation, in the case of the

(irofession of the common law, was adopted in the

system of the most courtly institution in our former
national union. We mean the establishment of the

the important ques: ion occurs, as to the right means
to effectuate the inttrestin;; end

It is recommended, that every measure, great and
mall, local or general, easy or difficult, cheap or

costly, m practice .ind in theory, for the young and
the old, the judicious and the simple, the rich and
the poor, the bond aiid the free, which will promote
the great end, and make progress in improvement
shall be attempted by individuals, associations, socie
ties, and legislatures of the states and the union, b
public and private funds, with ingenuity, zeal and ac
tivicy, and without delay.

The novelty, ma>,iiitude and diversity of the vari
ous parts of the subject require, that it should be
com menced in the .irliest stages of life, and

'

infantine scenes of scholastic and domestic instruc
tion, and traced through all its forms and regularly
pwards by all its degrees until it shall reach the

dij;ested system of tliiory and practice of the Black
professorship in the University of Oxford, enriched «;o?zf'« the Gregory's and the 6'w;/(*« of Agncul-
by Viner, and adorned by Blackitone. The nature

and form of that attempt, is known to every man
ofreadingand may be examined, in a single even-

ing, by the careful perusal of that professor's admira.
ble prefatory lecture " on the study of the Law." &of
the heads of the divisions, sections or chapters of his

four books of clear and methodised commentaries.
The best tffectson the junior members of that pro
fession, are seen throughout the whole extent of our
former national dominions, as well on tlie western
and on the eastern side of the Atlantic Ocean. Even
the general scholar, the statesman and the public

functionary in America and Great Britain, wnuM
acknowledge themselves indebted to the able Black-

stone, for their systematic views of the learned pro-

fession of " a common lawyer,'' derived from his in-

troductory outline, and subsequent commentaries.
In the important profession of medicine, the most

distinguished of all, in regard to human learning, and
of indispensable necessity in a temporal view, an
elegant Enchiriodion, a beautiful manual has been
given to us by the benevolent Doctor Gregory, of

North Britain, in his book, concerning " the offices

and duties of a Physician " It will repay, fully for

the trouble of a perusal, and will amply prove that the
most useful of professions in a mere human view, has
found it expedient to promote, as a distinct and pro-

per object, " the jirofession" of those v;ho acquire
and practice the healing art.

A less distinguished example, in a more impor-
tant profession, to man as a subject of the empire of
the two worlds : as a momentary tenant of the earth,
and as a destined resident of the world to come, in
regard to the profession of a mmw^er ofreligion, is.

to be found in Swift's* letter to a young Clergyman
As an example of the measures which have been-
adopted, to form man in the profession of the minis-
try ; it is worthy of our attention, and is the work of
a man of a strong mind attached to the interests of
the body of the cleigy, and possessed of a discerning
and zealous public spirit. If our old empire has
not given us an example, of as able and impressive
an effort to promote as a profession, the ministry of
religion, it may be owing to its'connexion, rather with
piety than temporal benefit. But Swift's address, to
which we request attention, is a fair and important
example to our point, and " the profession of the
Planter and Farmer ;" the first and most necessary
pursuit of man, ought equally to engage our atten-
tion and our zeal.as well for the honour and interest
of its pursuers, as for the general welfare of our ris-

ing country.

If the considerations which have been suggested
in these three essays, should on reflection convince us,
that the public interests, and the honour and advan-
tage of the American cultivators themselves evident-
ly require, that there should be commenced a syste-
matic exertion to render, " the profession of a Planter
or Farmer" more and more respectable, technical,
scientific, lucrative and beneficial to the country then

jj,*
Doctor Jonathan Swift, Dean oi' St. Patrick'e ic

•the Columellas and Cincinnati of ancient
Rome—the Jiozier's and Chaptal's of France—the
Sittcluir's, Young's, and Millar's of Great Br

nd many of our distinguished compatriots of
whom a want of room prevents the fair nomination
We may h iwever observe, that among the evergreen
and durable honours tnat cluster over the memory of
the American Cincinnatus, those which belong
Washington the planter. Washington the farm
are among the purest, soundest, happiest, least envi
ed, best rewarded. Indemnfitd only as a warrior
and civilian, he grew up, hke his own well managed
crops, into a fruitful harvest of landed opulence.
True to the soil which gave him birth, whether he
was occasionally called from it by duties civil or du
ties military, you trace him always, that duty finish

ed, to his mother earth : Commencing Ufe in the sim
pie state of our culture in the year thirty-five of the
last century, with a sound judgment, he added year-
ly to the stock of his knowledge by a delightful addi
tion of the modern improvements iti the varieties of

griculture. Faithful history learns the young
Know him in the career of the soldier, arid many
faithful memories recognize him in the functions of
a statesman. It is the proper object of these lucu
brations to excite the rising generation, the youthful
hopes of our future prosperity to become. Washing
tons in the bloodless field of Agriculture : Farmers
by profession.

CINCINNATUS

»'£;, AND BEAUTIFUL SPECIES OF HEDGE
FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Charlest07i, (5. C.) April 3, 1820.

Sir—Your numbers on Hedgini^, I have read

with pleasure, and they are well worth the peru
sal and attention of every farmer.

Permit me to suggest among the varieties

enumerated in your essays, as fit for Hedging,

one which 1 have been trying for ten or twelve

years past, and succeeded equal to expectation,

known here by the name of Non Descript. I

large white running Rose, throwing out a

vast prolusion of flowers, armed with a great

quantity of sharp prickles, which thicken aud

enlarge in their growth. The proper name I

believe among botanists, is Rosa Multiflora. It

is impervious to cattle of every description, and

defies the attacks ol a hog. Eight or ten years

experience, empowers me to say so with truth.

Being a vine, it thrives best on a moist piece of

ground. The mode I adopted to obtain so valu-

able a fence was, in the first place, to make a

(3ost and rail one, sufficient to keep off cattle on

the surface ofthe earth (having no ditch or bank)

then turn up and pulverize the soil about six

feet wide from the fence, to receive the plants or

cuttings, then make three deep trenches with a

hoc, in which you plant the cuttings about li
or 14 inches long. I will represent it as well
as I can, in order to be understood—thus :

—
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FOR THU AMERICAN FARMER'.

On t\\e cwltWatiou of T\\Tn\\»s.

Pittsfield Ms. Dec. 22, ISIV.

Confirming mine of the 12tliinst. I enclose

an account of the method I followed for the

cultivation of turnips, agreeably to your re-

quest—and sliall be much gratified should it

be of use to you, or of any aid in your patriotic

endeavours, to better the system of agricul

ture in your vicinity. As you seem inclined to

try the experiment, I would observe, (though

perhaps already known to you) lliat the only

two difficulties to encounter in the cultivation of

turnips are the^?!/ and the ivorm ; the former

makes its attacks, between the time of shooting

out of the earth, and the expansion of the seed

leaf, the latter from the time of becoming e

bulb, until in its maturity. To counteract the

former the first stage of vegetation must be/c

ced—and this is attained by sowing the seed

immediately on the manure, and then top dr

ing with lime, plaster or ashes. The latter

are repulsed by means of the hoe.—By this

operation you thin out the superfluous plants,

and take the earth from those left for the crop

;

thus leaving the tali root only, in the earth

—

you must not be frightened to see them pros

trate like transplanted cabbages, for the first

two or three days,—they will soon raise their

drooping leaves.

By giving the full force of the manure, im-

mediately to the seed, the seed or rough leaf,

appropriate an acre on the farm belonging to

my father, and under my care to this experi

ment.

For this purpose I selected a piece in a lot

which was probably one of the first cleared on

the farm, and has entirely been, (from what 1

could learn from the neighbours) as often under

tillage as any other piece on it, and quite im-

poverished ;—the soil, a gravelly loam; in 1813,

it was sowed to grain and stacked ; 1814 and 15,

mowed; 1816, J to potatoes, and manured, and

i plastered and mowing.
On the 20th May, 1817, ploughed up the

potato ground, and green sward together, half

an acre of each ; harrowed it well twice—in this

state it remained till the 20th of June ; plough-

ed and harrowed it again, and formed into drills,

each drill about 28 inches apart, thus making 53

drills in the length of the piece, from north to

south—the next day, carried on 14 loads of

hog manure, 7 of sheep and 7 of common barn

manure, and spread it immediately on the top of

the drills ;—the same day (to preserve the

whole strength of the manure,) sowed the seed,

(on the manure) and rolled it in immediately.

The following day sowed on 30 bushels of

slacked lime and 15 bushels of house ashes;'

to attend the experiment, divided tlieir top

dressings equally on the ditferent kinds of

manure, (so as to ascertain which manure, and

which top dressing was most suitable for tur

nips) left about two square rods without either

re, or top dressing, and marked off three

about 40 pounds to the bushel, or 3ho\i\. fifteen
tons for the acre ;—the expense of cultivation,

has been, as at foot, S 17 75 cents—they were
liarvested, and got in, by a man and a boy, with

an ox team, in two days and a half.

The average weight of the turnips, is I think

from four and a half to six pounds ; several

weighed ten pounds, and one weighed 13|
pounds; whilst those without manure, and those

not hoed, do not average more than 1^ pounds
each.

MEMORANDUM OF EXPENSES, ON THE FOREGOING
ACCOUNT OF TURNIPS.

Ploughing, harrowing, and drilling,^

getting out and spreading manure
\

Seed and rolling, . . . "

5 bushels unslacked lime,

5 do. ashes,

Sowing lime and ashes,

Harrowing between drills,

Hoeing and cleaning, man and boy,

Harrowing drills, 2d time.

Hoeing and cleaning, 2d time,

is thrown out so rapidly, that the fly has little'driils, not to be hoed at all

chance to operate, and by taking the earth from In a few days, had the satisfaction to see that

the bulbs (hke radishes) the worm cannot findjthe seed had taken well,—at first, that part

means to attack it. The best time to put in the

seed is immediately after a shower—but be

certain that the seed follows immediately upon
spreading the manure in the drills and not

let it have a chance to evaporate or cool.

There is no danger of sowing too thick, not

less than three pints of seed to an acre, from
that to two quarts.

I would here remark for fear of misappre-
hension, that the seed of the acre of turnips, was
of the common English kind (red and green
lops) those called vjhite glebes are preferable,

but we could not obtain any—and I would al-

so observe that I intend to try next year, one
acre of turnips with plaster only ; if it succeeds,

the expense will not exceed S 1 5 the acre.

You will observe by the enclosed account,
that we rolled in the seed ; I will hereafter
transmit you a sketch of a roller, that I use for

the purpose and so constructed as to be made
lieavy or light, as the use needed of one may re-

quire. This is an implement of husbandry (iii

my humble opinion) very requisite in farming,
and not in use at all by our farmers.

Accept, Sir, my cordial salutation.

THOMAS MELVILLE, Jr.

Geo. M. Jeffreys Esq.

Pursuaded that the opinion prevalent in this

part of the country, relative to turnips was
roneous; that with not much more expense
than on potatoes, an acre of old imfiro-ced land
could be made to produce, as in Europe
much greater quantity than in the usual way of
raising them on new land recently burnt over
or in bog land, I determined in the spring ti

hich had sheep manure, offered to be the best

and most rank, while that without manure could
hardly be perceived to have pierced the soil ;

—

on the 10th of July harrowed between the drills

with a common corn harrow to loosen the soil

and extirpate weeds;—on the 15th examined
the field found no sign of worms ; the part with

sheep manure and ashes continued the most
promising ; that with hog manure and ashes

next. We now hoed out (with a small hoB;

about five inches wide, and four deep, well

steeled, and sharp on sides and face) so as to

leave but one plant in four or five inches, and to

take the earth from the remaining plants. Af
ter this first hoeing the drills with hog manure
and ashes took the lead, those which had neith

er manure or top dressing, and those not hoed,

were very diminutive in comparison
The 21st July harrowed again between the

drills, and the 26ih hoed out the field a second

and last time.

The 1st August began to thin out by hand
which lime the turnips were in size from 2a to

oh inches, except those not manured, and those

not hoed, both which were quite small) and
we thus continued every day or two, to thin

out, for the purpose of feeding out to the stock

—in this manner, 63 bushels were used pre

vious to the field being measured and examined
by Messrs. Strong and Osborne, for the purpose
of ascertaining its produce, which they estimated

800 bushels,

On the 5th ofNovember, began to takethemin
and we had twenty fi-ue ox cart loads, which we
estimated at good 30 bushels each, they weighed

g7 50

50
3

1

25

50

2 50

50

2

817 75

The satisfactory result of this experiment,
(entirely novel in this part of the country) may
I hope, induce many of my brother farmers, to

turn at least a small portion of their old natural
grass lands into turnip fields—the trial will not

cost much extra labour, or expense, and experi-

ence will prove to them, that they can, not only

keep their stock cheaper and better, but can
keep a greater number ;—besides the incalcula-

ble advantage of putting land in good heart for

grain, especially wheat.

THOS. MELVILLE, Jr.

Pittsfield, Dec. 1817.

P. S. I would always recommend fall filough-

ng of land intended for turnips.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

The Syru/is and Treacles of the Farmer and the

Planter, and the Saccharine Salt, or Sugar.

The catalogue of these sweets is swelling in-

to great importance, by the improvements in our
griculture, and the useful arts, and the sciences.

Chymistry is giving the most useful direction to

our industry.

It is supposed, that we consume in crude su-

gar, or to refine in powder, lump and loaf, with

the poi'tion of molasses used in substance and

not distilled, 60,000,000 of pounds of sugar, for

9,000,000 of persons. Of the various kinds, we
do or can make.
1. Sugar or salt of the cane, and its refine-

ments and candies.

2. Molasses, treacle, or syrup of the cane.

3. The sugar of the maple and other trees.

4. The molasses of the same.

5. The sugar of the beet in which France still

perseveres.

6. The sugar or treacle of wheat, and per-

haps other grain, after the manner of Mr.
Joseph Cloud, of the mint United States,

given in the Philadelphia Emporium of the

Arts, The wheat if first skinned in a fir-
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Further extracts from an ap/iroi'ed English

work on the management of horses and the

treatment of their diseases, continued from
page 71, -uot. II. Am. Farmer.

CoLiB, I'LATUi.ENT, Gri/ies or Fret. This is

very common disease in Iiorses, and is pro-

duced by various causes, such as drinking freely

of cold water when heated by exercise ; eating

greedily of food that is difficult of digestion

such as new hay or oats ; eating too mucii

green food when unaccustomed to it ; an ac-

mulation of hard dung in the bowels ; and fre-

quently it comes on without any apparent cause.

Some horses are particularly liable to the com-
plaint, and are griped by the slightest causes

;

this is generally the case with horses that scour

or purge readily even by moderate work, and

with ciib-biters. When a horse is attacked

with this complaint, the pain at first is not often

considerable ; he appears uneasy and restless,

sometimes pawing his litter, and looking round

to his flank : as the pain increases, he lies

down, groans, and continues to look round to

his flank; he suddenly rises again, endeavours stituting a pint of jjeppermint water

mily or hominy mortar, would yield the

purer treacle.

7. The molasses, syrup, or treacle of fresh

grape juice, boiled, or evaporated, before

the least fermentation, as is done in

France and particularly at Xeres in Spain

to enrich wines.

8. The molasses of fresh, pure cider, treated

in the same manner, by evaporation of

watery parts.

9. The molasses of fresh pure peach juice.

pressed like cider and treated in the same
manner, by e\aporalion of its aqueou
part.

10. Honey of bees.

The East Indians boil, distil, and evaporate

by means of earthen vessels, and it has been

thouglit, that as an earthen vessel is a slowei

conductor of heat, than an iron or copper ves

sel, they may thereby avoid burning the mattei

boiled, evaporated, or distilled. Experiments

made with care and judgment, in the evapora

tion (by fire) of fresh expressed juice of apples

(new cider) and fresh expressed juice of peaches

in the season, would be curious. Reports of

them would be acceptable. It is said, that thir-

ty gallons of fresh grape juice in Spain, will

yield by such boiling or evaporation, about fi

gallons of fine syrup or treacle, as thick as mo
lasses. In New Jersey (famous for cider) they

make syrup from the evaporated juice of sweet

and bitter apples, which are unfit for cider. In

seasons when barrels and hogsheads for cider

are scarce and dear, this manufacture of a/i/:le

syru/i, would be convenient and advantageous.

The East Indians evaporate and boil, and dis-

till, by a kind of fire-place, or furnace in the

ground. It is maue round, and about twenty
inches wide, and full three feet deep. An
opening is cut in the front, sloping down to the

bottom. The sides of this opening are perpen-
dicular, about nine inclies wide, and fifteen

inches long at the top from the circle, wher
earthen boiler of about 25 inches diameter i

be set. This hole, in front of the furnace,

put in wood and lor air. Another hole is made
in the side of the furnace for air, and to let

out the smoke, of about four inches by three

The earthen jar is 25 inches wide by 22, from
the bottom to the opening at top, which is ele

ven inches wide. It has also a neck rising two
inches. The jar is unglazed—the bottom
rounded up like a cup. When the globular.jar

is set on the top of the furnace, it sinks into its

proper bed. and is then coveiod above, all round
(except the fire and air holes) witli clay up to

within one filth of its top, wlien the fu

complete. This form of a fire place boiler, eva-

porator or still, is very economical of fuel, andO'>e ounce of common turpentine, one scruple of

Castor oil, one pint.

Oil of peppermint, one dram.
Oil of juniper, one dram.
Water, four ounces.

To be mixed together with yolks of two eggs.

—

The first thing to be attended to when a horse

is attacked with gripes, is, that he is placed in a

safe situation, and has a sufficient quantity of

litter, as he might otherwise be hurt when roll-

ing about in the violent paroxysms of pain.—
The state of the bowels is then to be inquired

into previous to the attack : if the dung was
soft, or if the horse scoured, he may be speedily

relieved by
Tincture of opium, from six drams to one

ounce.

Sweet spirits of nitre, two ounces.

Gruel or warm water, one pint.

This drench should be washed down with a

hornful of warm water, and then let him be led

about for a short tiine. This will rarely fail of

curing the disease ; and if it does, the dose may .

be repeated after an interval of two hours, sub-

to strike his belly witli his hind foot ; he then

lies down, endeavours to roll upon his back
and sometimes turns himself quite over. When
proper remedies are not given, he sometimes
continues in this state for several hours
length hov/ever the pain becomes more violent,

profuse sweats break out, the belly swells, and

the pulse becomes quick. If not relieved at this

period, inflammation takes place in the bowels,

hich is soon succeeded by mortification and
death. On the first attack of this complaint the

pulse is seldom altered, and it is sometimes so

inconsiderable as to be easily cured by common
don)estic remedies such as gin and peppermint-
ater with some ginger, or warm beer and gin-

k^er ; at others it is of a more serious nature

and requires the most prompt and efficacious

.saves the whole expense of niasoiuy. (The ac
count of this furnace and process, may be found
in a paper of Archibald Keir, Esq. in Jones'
Asia, page 526, vol. I. Dublin edition.) A side

of a hill, or slope, would be very convenient for
such a fire place

Grain and flour, which have been wet, or in-

jured, might be used to make syrup, aslhcy are
often used to distill on account of the sugar they
contain, which is the component part, that is

convertible into spirit,

for the

gruel. If the horse has not been observed to

dung for some time previous to the attack, or if

the dung was hard, in small knobs, and of a slimy

appearance, it will be proper to give clysters

and opening medicines, (see Clysters) in order

to remove the hard dung lodged in the bowels,

which probably is the cause of the disease ; and
if the horse is in good condition, more especially

if the eye looks red and the pulse is at all too

quick or full, it will be advisable to bleed him
pretty freely.

Opening Drink :

Barbadoes aloes, powdered, three drams.
Castile soap, half an ounce.
Oil of pepperment, one dram.
Water, five or six ounces.

Mix the soap gradually with part of the water

eatment. A great variety of remedies hasla"J t'>e oil of peppermint, then mix with it the

powdered aloes and the rest of the water; add
to this one pint of castor oil, or sweet oil, and
six drams of tincture of opium for one dose.

—

This drench will generally give relief, and by
ing the bowels remove tlie cause of the

disorder. The opening clyster should be re-

peated if the pain does not abate. The horse's

belly should be well wisped ; or if the pain is

violent it may be well rubbed with some stiinu-

ating embrocation, such as mustard mixed with
water and a little liquid ammonia. Post and
coach horses aie liable to a very dangerous colic

by being driven oft" at a quick rate, when the

stomach is full of food ; on such occasions the

horse should be immediately taken out, and suf-

fered to be at rest until the food is digested : to

assist nature in this office it will bp necessary

to give something strongly stimulating, such as

brandy, rum, or gin, diluted with warm water;
or il these cannot be procured, warm beer, with
a large dose of ginger or pepper. There is

another kind of colic, in which the gut breaks
through the mesentery and becomes strangulat-

ed ; this ah\ ays proves fatal. It is of the ut-

most importance to distinguish flaiulent colic or

gripes from inflammation of the bowels; and it

sliould be recollected, that if it is not seasona-

bly attended to, it often terminates in inflam-

mation. See BoivelSf inflamed ; or vol. iii. of

Veterinary Medicine, p. 1 15.

been proposed for this disease, and perhaps all

of them have occasionally succeeded. Taplin
has very injudiciously prescribed some carmina-

tive medicines in the form of a ball, which of

course would require some time to be dissolved

in the stomach. Whatever medicine is given

should be in a liquid form ; and if a ball be

taken on a journey for the sake of convenience,

it should be niixed with warm beer or pepper-
mint-water before it is given, or even with warm
water. JMr. Peck in his Feterinary Medicine,

prescribes one ounce and a half of tincture of

opium, and two ounces of spirit of nitrous ether.

Mr. Feron recommends four ounces of oil of

turpentine, to be given with gruel ; and when
the symptoms arc abated, a cordial composed of

opium, half an ounce of ginger, and half a dram
of oil of aniseed, to be repeated after four hours

if necessary. The following is Mr. Blaine's

recipe

:

Spirit of nitrous ether, half an ounce.
'i'ir.cture of opium, half an ounce.
Oil of turpentine, three ounces.
Mild ale or gruel, one pint.

When costiveness is the principal cause, he ad-

vises half an ounce of calomel to be given, made
into a ball with honey, and immediately after the

following drench
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ALDERNEY COWS.

Among the various subjects discussed iii this jour

nal, we perceive with regret that the importance of

paying more attention to the improvement of milch

cows, has not been sufficiently insisted upon—for, in

the various breeds of cattle, there is as much difFe!

ence, as in the several breeds of horses, dogs, or any
other animal. The hound and the spaniel, difler lit-

tle more in form and constitutional habits, and pro-

pensities, than did the Pennsvlvania Ox, and the
Maryland Heifer, lately killed in this market
From tliis inattention to breed, we often see that

half a dozen of the bad milkers, with which our farms
are overstocked, positively yield less than orie good
cow, whose propensities are lo the jiail, in whom na-

ture converts all her aliment into njilk. But this is

not all ; for, no fact is better established, than that

the milk of one breed of cattle will yield doulile as

much butter, as that of another—b. th being fed and
treated in precisely the same manner.
So well is the choice of blood understood in Eng

land, that the famous breeder, Mr, Bakewell, hire:

his bulls for, from 5 to 30 guineas each, for the sea-

son, according to theirform, an<l his bull. Twopenny
covered at five guineas each cow.—His stock is pre-

ferred for the butcher, because of its propensity to

fatten quickly, and from its carrying its weight in

the most valuable parts of the body—but for richness

of milk and projiortionate quantitij of butter, none,
it is said, can be compared with the Alderney
Cow. Having heard and read of the extraordinary
richness of the Alderney's milk, a few days since
we improved "an opportunity which was very polite-

ly oflFered us, to judge for ourselves—we saw the
Aldemey, and other cows milked—examined and
compared each at different periods after milking;
and we are firmly persuaded that the Alderney
milk taken in the morning and divested of the cream
at 2 P. M. is then richer than the milk of the com
mon cow, when first drawn—it msv be distinguish
ed in the pail or the dairy, with half an eye, by its

rich yellow colour, which passes tiirough the cream
and displays itself in the butter The most transient
observation of their superiority, in regard to the qua-
lity of their milk must serve to convince those who
keep a single cow for family use, as well as those
whose pride is to sell the best butter in the market,
that no time should be lost, in providing ttiemselves
with this invaluable breed of cattle. But it is belie

ed that very few have been imported ; they sc

very high, and we do not know thpt any are now
be had. The propagation of this excellent breed for
the purposes mentioned, cannot be too strongly re-

commended, and it is to be hoped will not be neglect
cd. A very beautiful male calf of this breed, procur-
ed from H. Thompson, Esq. of this city, has been
sent by captain Ridgly of the Navy, to his friend
S. Swartwout, Esq. of Hoboken near New York-
we mention the fact as an agreeable evidence of i

creasing attention to matters of this sort.

The examinations and comparisons here spokt
of were made near this city, on an estate which has
been highly cultivated and beautified by the indus-
try and taste of its hospitable proprietor ; to whom
the following letters were addressed. It was on the
same farm that we became thoroughly satified, by
demonstration, that hedges of the American thorn,
if culthiated and trimmed with punctuality and
•neatness, may be fully relied on for defence and
£mbellishment of fields and pleasure grounds.

Editor Amer. Farmer.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Phitadclfihia. May 6th, 1820.

Sir—Indisposition, together with a pressure
of business, has heretofore prevented me from
complying with your request, to give yoii

some information relative to the qualities for

which the Alderney Cattle were most celebrat-
ed. I cannot do this better than by referring

you to the 4th vol. of the Memoirs of the Phila

delphia Society for promoting Agriculture, and
by transcribing two papers on the same subject

presented by Reuben Haines, Esq. It is pro
per to remark that this cow was three months
on board ship, in the latter part of the fall

winter season, and the weather very stormy and
cold, and that she calved at sea ; from all of

which she suffered greatly. There were seve

ral older cows belonging to the same stock,

from which they made regularly, 1 1 to 12 pounds
of butter per vieek, without any extraordinary

keep. I regret to see by a letter from Mr. De
Gruchy to Mr. Haines, that you offer any part

of your stock at so low a price
;
you will ther

y only depreciate the value of these cattle in the

eyes of others not acquainted with their ([Uali-

ties, and render them less useful to our country

han they otherwise would be. I have declined

all applications to purchase heretofore, but have
now a bull that I would sell, but my price is

§200. If those acquainted with their good qua
lities, do not hold them in high admiration it is

not probable they will be sought after and used

by others.

I am, Sir, very respectfully,

and truly yours,

MAURICE WURTS.

(copy.)

" To the President and members of the Phila-

delphia Society for promoting Agriculture.

With this you will receive a pound of butter

made from the Alderney Cow, imported in 1815,

by Maurice and William Wurts, and now in my
possession. She calved on the 1 3th of last month,

is now in fine condition, running on excel-

lent pasture of orchard grass and white clover,

and yields on an average, about 14 quarts of milk
per day ; from this during the week ending the

7ih inst., we obtained 10 quarts of cream, which
produced 8 pouncVs 2 ounces of butter, and the

week succeeding, 104 quarts, which gave 8|
pounds of the quality of the sample sent. You
will perceive it is of so rich a yellow, that it might
be suspected some foreign colouring matter was
added to it, but you may rely on it this is not

the case. I may add that one of the good pro-

perties of this valuable breed of cattle is, the
ease with which the cream is churned, requiring
but a few minutes to convert it into butter."

(Signed)
« REUBEN HAINES."

Germantown, XOth mo.2Qth, 1820.

(copy.)

" Additional information relative to the pro-

duce of the Alderney Cow, imported by M. and
W. Wurts, in the year 1815, mentioned in the

4th volume of our memoirs.
This cow is a full bred Alderney, as will ap-

pear from the following certificate.

" ' I hereby certify, that the cow shipped by
Maurice Wurts h. Co. in the Catharine and Ed-
ward, captain Vickery, has been raised by me
from the full blooded Alderneys, which I im-
ported ; and that the bull shipped by them in the

same vessel, was imported from Alderney by
Mr. AUnut, of this place.

(Signed) « ' RICHARD PLATT.
Brixton, Surry, 7th Oc;.. 18 15.'"

She is now five years and eight months old'

and has had the following calves ;— 1st a bull)

12th month Isth, 1815, during her passage from
England—2nd, a heifer, 12lh month 3d, 1816

—

3d, a bull, llih month 13th, 1817,and4th, a
heifer, 9th month 2sth, 1818. All of which are
in my possession, and likely to do well, and I

hope will fend to improve the quality, of the
butter sent to our market, already justly cele-

brated.

On the !7th of 10th month, 3 weeks after the
last calving, we churned loj quarts of cream,
collected from one week's milk, which produc-
ed 8| pounds of the richest and yellowest but-
ter I ever saw; and yesterday, at the end of 16

eeks, upon winter food (brewer's grains and
hay, with about 1 quart of Indian meal daily)

e obtained 7-| pounds from a week's gathering,

of which the following is a detailed statement.

819, 1st mo. 9th, Evening, 4 qts. 1 half pint,

" loth, morning, 5 do. I do.
" — evening, 4 do. 1 do.
"

1 1th, morning, 5 do. 2 do.

" — evening, 4 do. 2 do.
" 12th, morning, 5 do. 2 do.
" — evening, 4 do. 2 do.

" 13tb, morning, 6 do.
" — evening, 4 do. 1 do.

" 14th, morning, 5 do. 1 do.
« — evening, 5 do.
"

1 5th, morning, 5 do. 1 do.
" -— evening, 4 do.
" 16th, morning, 4 do. 1 do.

Total, 67 quarts, 3 half pints of milk, yielded

8 quarts, I pint of cream, which made 7^ lbs.

full weight of butter, the quality of which the

members will have an opportunity of judging, at

the annual dinner of the Society this afternoon.

Very respectfully,

REUBEN HAINES.
Richard Peters, President, isfc.

Philadelphia, 1st mo. 19th, 1819.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

To take Honey withozit destroying the Bees.

Mr. Skinner,—As it is of some consequence
to be able to take the honey from bees without

destroying them, I send you a description of a
hive and the manner of taking the honey.

The hive is made out of three separate boxes,

about 4 inches in depth and 14 inches square,

they are confined one upon the other by a rope,

and only the upper box with a top ; each one
has sticks across upon the inside, for the pur-
pose of supporting the comb, also a small glass

window with a slide, to be able to see when the

hive is fit to take ; the bees begin to work at

the top, and when they have filled the top box
and have found a comb in the one below it, the

top one may be taken off, the bees being below,

and a top put upon the upper box that remain.

They are taken by slipping a knife between the

box you intend to take and the one adjoining it,

and then drawing a wire through to separate

he comb from the upper and lower boxes; you
may afterwards set another under the whole,

having an entrance for the bees only in the low-

er box ; care ought to be taken to leave the bees

honey enough to carry them through the winter.

Your obd't serv't,

A SUBSCRIBER.
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Additirmal quantity of Milk to be gained by keefi-

iiig Mitch Cows in the House.

In the management of cows, a warm stable i

highly necessary; and currying them like horses,

not only affords them pleasure, but makes them

give their milk more freely. They ought always

to be kept clean, laid dry, and have plenty of

good sweet water to drink. Cows treated in this

manner, liave given two gallons of milk at a time

when within ten days of calving.

To prevent Corns frovi contracting bad habits

while milking.

Cows should always be treated with great gen-

tleness, and soothed by mild usage, especially

when young and ticklish, or when the paps are

lender, in which case the udder ought to be fo

mented with warm water before milking, and

touched with the greatest gentleness, otherwise

the cow will be in danger of contracting bad ha-

bits, becoming stubborn and unruly, and retain-

ing the milk ever after. A cow never lets down
her milk pleasantly to the person she dreads or

dislikes.—The udder and paps, should always

be wasiied with clean water before milking; but

care should be taken that none of that water be

admitted into the milking pail.

To preserve cattlefrom Disease in the Winter.

When cattle are kept out in the winter, it is

recommended as a useful practice to rub some
tar at the root of the horn, which prevents the

wet from getting between the root and the skin;

and it is said, contributes to preserve the health

of the animal, and to keep it free from various

diseases to which it may otherwise be liable.

Present Prices of Couiitfi/ Produce in tins Marke
Actual sales of Wheat—White, 95 cts. to ^1

—

Rf-v,

92 to 95 cts.—ConN, while 45 to 48 cts.—Yellow
45 to 46 els—Mixed do. 43 to 45 cts. —Rte, 55 to 67
cts

—

Hay, good, per Ion %l& to §20—Smiw, do
gll. —Flocu, from the wagons, §4 50 to g4 62-i—

WuisKEY, from do. 33^ to 34 cts.

—

Butteii, 25 cts.—

Eggs, 12^ cts.

—

Lamb, per quarter, 51 to 87A cts.

—

Beef, prime pieces, 10 cts.—Live Cattie, S^ "0 to §7.
—Feathers, 40 to 45 cts— White Lead, Oil, &c. same
as last report—-Tah, gl 50.

—

Tuhpentine, soft, S2.
SriiUTs do, 35 cts—KosiN, common, '^2—Pitch, 552

—

SuAr.No. 1, trimmed, ^7. Do. untrimmed, S6 cotton
15 to 16 cts

—

Beans, white, jgl 25—Black-eye peas, 70
cts—Maryland Tobacco, 2 hhds. Anne Arundel, sold the
last week, for §9—Four hhds. common crop, ^5—
Wagon Tobacco, fired, §12 to §14 50—Virginia To.
BAcco, no sales the present week, that we have heard of.

Tlisoyiws M^iW Stones.

The subscriber has received a few pair of the above
Mill Stones, which are highly recommended by those
who have used them, for grinding of every kind of

grain. Orders can be executed for all sizes required.
Apply to

AVILLIAM G. APPLETON.
79, Boidy's WharJ.

June 2nd, 1820. 4t

"^WM s^^msai^Ss

BALTIMOKE, FRIDAY, JUNE. 2, 1820.

dj^rhe near approach of the time for sowing tur-

nips, will be a sutKcient apology for occupying so much
of this number with that subject ; we heartily wish
that the farmers of the middle and southern states,

w ould duly appreciate the importance of turning their

attention to the more extensive cultivation of root crops
—so ably enforced by Mr. Pickering, But it will be in

Tain to expect success in this or any other similar un-
dertaking, without taking the proper pains to put their

ground in good condition.—Should we hazard too muol;
in saying, that the remarks of Mr. Pickering and Mr
Melville, contained in this number, would of themselves
be worth, to every subscriber anxious to know and wil

ling to practice the best system, the price of his sub
scription for the year .' Jlr. Melville, we understand to

be an active, incjuiring, practical larmer-extensively
engaged in the pursuits of husbandry, and receiving as

lie deserves, much commendation for his enterprise and
good examples. He resided in France a dozen years
or more previous to 1810, and has acquired much of the
spirit and knowledge of their husbandry, with many of
their best implements of farming, being himself well
acquainted with mechanical principles ; we have some
other of his letters, which will serve to explain bis

economical and exemplary manner of feeding away
his turnips, by steaming or cooking them, and mixing
tlicm with straw. Also, a plan of his farm buildings,

steam house, the roller so highly recommended, &c.
all of which we shall have engr.ived, and take much
pleasure in presenting to the view of our subscribers,

«lg\"icw\t\\Ya\ lnap\ew\ei\ts.

REMOVAL.
My agricultural friends and the farmers generally

are hereby informed, that 1 have removed my Plough
.Manufactory to Pratt Street wharf, opposite to what
was tbrmeily Ellicott's wharf; where 1 am convenient
to water carriage, and well fixed to carry on the busi-

ness extensively.

In addition to my ploughs, I have on hand, and in-

tend keeping the following machines, viz :

Rnla JJaga, or Turnip Drill, to drop one row—Price
§10—This machine is very simple, and not liable to

get out of order ; drops and covers the seed in rows
with great accui'acy.

Com, Peas, Beans and Mangel Wurtzel Dropper,
Price §8—This is veiy simple and can be made to drop
either of these articles in drills, the distance and quan-
tity required, or whe.it in one drill or more.
Bmnet's Drill, for sowing clover and turnip seed-

Price §30 to §35.—This machine is wheeled on a

small Barrow by a man, with which he can sow 20 acres

in a day, with greater accuracy than can be done by the
most careful hand : and is so constructed as to increase

or decrease the quantity of seed at pleasure.

He will make to order, double mould board and h:

side ploughs ; cultivators of corn on an approved plan,

and horse r.ikes for cleaning stubble and raking hay.

The subscriber will be very attentive to any order
sent from a distance, and the same justice done them
as though they were present,—Letters directed as

above will come to hand.
ROBERT SINCLAIR

•Tune 2nd, 1820.

PEASE'S

"Patent C onnecticwt TlowgVis

.

A few of these celebrated ploughs may be had
the subscriber, at the following prices :

—

Cast Iron, Patent Moulds, . . jgll

Wood Patent, Iron Moulds, - - 10
Common, two horse. Wood Moulds, 7 SO
One horse. Seed Plough, - - 6 50

WILLIAM GORDON.
13, Bowl-fs Wharf.

Juno 2nd, 1820.

The above plough is highly recommended by a cor

g respondent, in the tir.st volome of the American I'ar-

mer, page 265—We know the person, and have con-

fidence in what he says ; the advantages of this plough
are known and appreciated in Talbot county of this

st,ate. Edit. Am, Far.

ONE OF HOTCHKIS'S PATENT

ST^AW C\5TTTiB=S,

Embracing the late improvements made upon
it, is nowstandinginthestableof the Indian Queen
Tavern, where it will probably remain through
this week. Gentlemen farmers and mechanics,
are respectifully invited to call and examine the
Machine, where they can see it in operation.

Every part of this Machine is of iron and steel,

except the bare frame aisd box. The Knife cuts

ainst cast steel, which steels are bolted into

cast iron, and are so constructed as to receive an
edge similar to the knife, and are taken out and
ground, and replaced with the same ease. The
proprietor for the State of Maryland, will remain
in Baltimore a few days, and can be seen at the

Indian Queen Tavern, between the hours of. 8

and 9 o'clock and I and 2 of each day.

SO^frice of the Machine, with two solid cast

steel knives, g65.
June 2nd, 1 820.

IIOMIKX 2NU1.1..

The subscriber having obtained letters patent on the

8th of May, 1820, from the President of the United
States, for a Hominy Mill for grinding or cracking com
and divesting it of the hull, and for spliting and hulling

peas, and for other useful purposes, offers for sale the

patent Right for any particular stale district or territo-

ry, on terms advantageous to purchasers. A handmill,

put in operation by one man, will grind a bushel of ho-

miny in 15 minutes, and if the corn be previously soak-

ed in hot water, it will be divested of the hulls Peas,

by passing through the mill, are split and hulled with

equal facility. The astonishing rapidity with which the

mill grinds can only be acounted for from its novel and
peculiar construction, and the perfect accuracy with

which it is led. It can be made of any size, according

to the power designed to put it in operation. The
fact is generally admitted, and by no physiologist can

be doubted, that corn gi-ound into hominy will afford a
third part more nourishment to horses and other ani-

mals than when given to them whole. The savings,

therefore, which might be effected by the use of this

cheap and simple mill are incalculably great, especially

in corn countries, where millions of bushels are every
year dealt out to animals in a crude indigestible state.

The mill has been exhibited in this city, where its con-

struction and operation have been seen and admired
by many of the fathers of the country, by members of

> several Agricultural Societies, and other p.^trons ofuse-

ful improvements. A domestic mill, so cheap that ev-

ery farmer can purchasf it, and so simple in its con-

struction that any man can work it, needs only to be
known to be brought into gener.il use. Portable mills

for the use of the army, and for .splitting and hulling

peas for the use of the' navy, will be found convenient

and economical. Hominy mills, of suitable size to be
worked by one man, will be constructed and delivered

in Boston for §30 each. Arrangements will be made
for shipping them by the first opportunity from that

place, at the risk and charge of tlie purchaser, to any

port in the United States which may be designated—
Apply to the Patentee,

NATHAN RF.AD, Belfast Maine.

H. 8c R. H OSGOOD, Baltimore.

THOMAS BULFINCH, Washington City.

N. B. All iiersons are cautioned against invading said

right.

June 2nd, 1820.

BALTI.MORE,

rCBLISHED EVEUT FTllnAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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ITT. ON INDIAN CORN AND WINTERGRAIN

The ancient, and to this day the general practice,

cultivating Indian corn, has been to plant it in squares,

and in the course of its growth to draw up earth about

the stems of the plants, forming hills ; under the idea

of supporting them against strong winds; but the ne-

cessity or utility of this practice has long been doubted

1 have sometimes cultivated Indian corn without raising

any hills about the plants ; and, from the result, am
satisfied that hills are not necessary. If, indeed, win

tcr wheat, or rye, is to be sown among the corn, at its

last dressing, I think the hilling must be injurious; for

the richer mould being drawn up into hills, the int

vals are robbed of what is requisite to produce an even

crop
I am aware that some intelligent farmers consider it

bad husbandry to sow winter grain among Indian corn

rop the ground. But if this be rich, and

lisposUion to make readily fui, which is indeecl uisfc-

riarable from small bones, or rather fine bones, and

fine forms, or true symmetrj of the parts." Before

Uewell's day, the rules which governed Breeders

of Live Stock) Mr. Yoimg pronounces " a tissue ot

absurdities."

He began his improvement of sheep, by selecting

i-om the best in his neighbcmrhood. And so little had

any correct principle of improvement been known
regarded, that a guinea or half a guinea extraordinary

?ould give Mr. Bakewell the choice of any sheep in

ny flock. And his uncommon sagacity enabled him,

by the best selections and judicious crossings, to form

a breed distinguished above all others, for the disposi

to fatten, early maturity, a form indicating strength of

constitiilion, -jieighl in the most valuable parts, with light-

ness of ojfals. Mr. Young expresses his opinion, that

there is not a breed of any sort of live stock in Great

Britain, that does not derive its improvement from the

skill, knowledge, and principles of Mr. Bakewell.

An' ther eminent Agriculturalist declares (and Mr
;s not think he exaggerates) " that Mr.

B,-)ke\vell enabled those who followed his ideas, to pro-

duce two pounds of mutton where only one was pro-

duced before."

Jlr. Young adds, that Bakewell was the most careful

feeder of stock that he ever met with, and who made
his food go the farthest. To horses and cattle in stalls,

did not permit more than a handful of hay to be

en at a time ; and the same economy was used in all

other feeding.—But his stocks were so large as to re-

one or more persons to be appropriated to that

service. This practice, on our small farms, and with

lall stocks, cannot be fully adopted : but it may__ donble-
t ^ ...

nfine tilth by deep ploughing, before the corn crop is be imitated, in some degree, during the season (win

put in, and good and clean tillage accompanying iti

growth, I can perceive no solid objection to the prac

tlce. With us, the early sowing of winter grain is of

the first importance, to insure a full crop, early ripe,

and most secure from mildew. The husbandry of Mr,

Ducket, already described, justifies the practice. 1

know it is already common amongst us; but without

the deep tillage vi\\ich enabled him to put in seven crop:

with only four ploughings. With such complete til

lage, of a soil so enriched as to yield forty or fifty

bushels of Indian corn to the acre, grown on a level,

without hills or ridges ; and if, in harvesting the corn,

it be cut close to the ground ; I see no reason why grass

feeds may not properly be sown on the winter grain,

in the spring. In this way, may be obtained a crop of

Indian corn the first year—a crop of wheat or rye the

second year—and hay the third and fourth years ; and

all from one deep ploughing, and a handsome culture

of the Indian corn.*

By the early sowing of winter grain among Indian

corn, it quickly vegetates, and sends forth

branches ; and soon covering the ground, pre

checks the growth of weeds. Probably, t

plants, acquiring so much strength by early sowing, (for

the roots must multiply and extend in proportion "to the

growth above ground) are less liable to be winter-

killed.

IV. ON LIVE STOCK.

I have now to present to your notice the other of

the three Celebrated English Farmers, described b

Arthur Young—Mr. Bakewell—the most distir.guishei

improver of live stock, on principles of his own, i

Great Britain. "The principles he began upon (say

Mr. Young) were fine forms, small bones, and a tm

' The rotation here mentioned, is spreading through
this state ; but as for the deep ploughing, too many are

unprovided with either horses or implements sound and
strong enough to accomplish it. Editor Am. Far.

ter) most requiring such attention. By feeding them
in this manner, the cattle will doubtless eat more, but

they will icasle less .- so that while, in the whole, no

more fodder will be consumed, the stock will be put

into much better plight.

Cleanliness, also, will materially contribute to the

health and thriving of stock. The common cattle

stalls of our country are so ill-contrived, and so strait-

ened in their dimensions, that the cattle are con-

strained to lie down, in part in their own dung. Thii

and forms a thick coat on their hind quartrrs,

from wliieli they are not relieved till they shed the'

r in the spring. They are thus rendered nncoi)

lulik-: to be vncomfortcble is to suffer some de^re

pain ; and no one will suppose that animals in pani

\ thrive, or preserve their plight, witli the same food,

equally with, others perfectly at ease. Even hogs,

though prone to wallow in the mire, in warm weather,

are always pleased with a dry bed, and thrive best

en kept clean. I have some where read an account

of an experiment made with two, confined in sejjarate

pens, and fed exactly alike : one was suffered to be

constantly foul with the mire of his sty ; the other,

washed every day and kept clean, far .outstripped Uie

former in thriving.f

It may be useful to add some further information on

ive Stock, from the writings of Sir John Sinclair,

President of the British Board of Agriculture. He
proposed to a gentlem;m in England.' who is em'nent

for his knowledge and accurate obsenations relativf

o plants and ajiimals, some questions concerning

,ive Stock In one of his answers, he says—" I have

found the food anim.als generally require, to keep
them in proper condition, is much more nearly pro-

portioned to their height and length, than to theii

weiehl" In confirmation of this opinion, he adds

that one of his neighbours made a comparative expe

riment with the Devon and Hereford cows ; anc iliougli

fond of the former for their neatness, he gave them up,

because " they would not nearly live upon the same
food which supplied animals stouter and more compact,

of the same weight."

To the question, " What is the best shape for feeding

well with little food .'" Mr Knight answers—" The
more deep and capacious the chest, and the shorter

and lower any animal is, relative to its weight, the bet-

ter adapted it will be to live and fatten upon little

food ; the more labour it will also go through ; and I

have always found the most short legged oxen to be
the best labourers Mr. Marshal also observes, in his

Rural Economy of Gloucestershire, that the best la-

bouring ox he ever saw, had the shortest legs."

will detain the Society no longer than to make a

few observations.

V. ON ORCHARDS.

I advert to this subject for the purpose of suggesting

the utility of propagating Sweet Apples.

After providing a due proportion of apples for the

ble, and the ordinary purposes of cookery, 1 do not

hesitate to express my opinion, that for all other

apples are entitled to the preference.—

The best cider I ever tasted in this county, was made
holly of sweet apples. They afford also a nourish-

ing food to man and all domestic animals. What fur-

nishes a more delicate repast than a rich sweet apple

baked and eaten with milk ?—1 recollect the observa-

tion made to me by an observing farmer, before the

.\merican revolution, that nothing would fatten cattle

faster than sweet apples. Mentioning this, a few years

since, to a gentleman of my acquaintance in an adjoin-

ing state, he informed me, that he was once advised to

give sweet apples to a sick horse Happening then to

have them in plenty, the horse was served witli them,

and he soon got well : and continuing to be fed with

them, he fattened faster than any other horse he had

ever owned (and he had owned many) that was fed

with any other food.

Mentioning to the same gentleman, what I had

long before" heard, that a good molasses might be
made of sweet apples, he confirmed the fact by an

instance within his own knowledge : and further ex-

pressed his opinion (and I have not known a man
whose practical judgment was entitled to more re-

spect) Thai it would not be difficult, by forming or-

cliiirds of sweet apples, to supply molasses for the

general consumption of the United States. I have ne-

er tasted any sweet apple molasses ; but 1 suppose

t has not (nor has honey) the rich sweet of molasses

from the sugar-cane ; yet, for family uses in general,

it would be a useful substitute for the latter. The
process in making it I suppose to be very simple.

—

The apples being ground, and the juice (or cider) ex.

pressed, at the cider mill, it is immediately boiled,

(that is, before any fermentation takes place) and tlie

scum being taken off as it rises, the boiling is con-

tinued until the liquor acquires the consistence of

molasses.

f See Massachusetts' papers.

* Thomas A. Knight, Esq.
Edit. Jm. Far

Sweet
Tho

;t apples are of different degrees of sweetness.

of the richest kinds should be chosen for the

purpose of making molasses. But in grafting, the

cions should be taken (as they ought to be for all

kinds of fruit) not from old, worn out trees, but from

those whr se originals are in full health and vigour.—

Kor it has beeii satisfactorily ascertained in England

(and proofs of it are not wanting in our own country)

that fruit trees have their infancy, (sprinping from

seeds) youth, maturity, and old age, and that when
I hey have reached this last stage, it is in vain that at.

tempts are made to continue them. Or if the cions

take, and grow for a few years, thej; are unproductive,

and soon decay. The reason is plain : every cion ia a
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pari ot tlie tree from which it is taken ; and if this bel what less than our acre) per day ; horses and mules

in a state of decrepitude, so will be the cion ; and al-|will plough a fanega and a half, but not so deeply or

though grafted on a youthful, thrifty stock,

of no avail.

IN fahmeh.

Ag\'icu\t\vYa\ Society.

OF ALBEMARLE, (Vir.)

ON THE USE OF OXEN.—No

Extract ofa letterfrom Geo. IV. Erving, Esq. late

MiniHter at the Court of Madrid, to a Committee

ofthe Society—dated at Paris, July 15, 1819.

Head, May 8th, 1820.

I noticed in the very interesting address (of May

1818.) to your S<iciity by Mr. Madison, a recom-

mendation to encourage the use of oxer in prefer-

ence to horses for agricultural labours : as oxen are

verv generally used in the greater part of Spain ; I

was induced by the President's observations to ex-

amine as far as 1 could, into the estimates made in

that country of the superiority of those animals, and

in the course of my inquiries met with a small work

containins; a great deal of important matter, and

some curious details and calculations, fully justify-

ing the preference which ought to be given t.i them
I beg leave herewith to offer it to you, pursuadef

that you will have much satisfaction in the perusal

of it, and that if the Society be disposed to adopt the

ideas of the President, you may very much promote

the object, bv causing to be translated and laying

before it, if not the whole, the most interesting pas-

sages of this little work, which as far as 1 can find,

is the only one of any merit on the subject which

has hitherto appeared. You will observe, that the

Avriter insists upon the still more general use of oxen

in Spain, as well as on the substitution of horses for

mules in those labours where oxen cannot be so ad

vantageously employed Though a great part of his

argument is founded upon circumstances peculiar to

Spain, and all his calculations will not therefore

apply to all countries, nevertheless there is much
general reasoning which is applicable to every coun-

try where agricultural economy is studied ; ant

which as appears to me, will tend very much to es

tablish a preference of horned cattle over horses and
mules in the United States ; I say " horned cattle"

liecause -is you will notice, the cow in Spain bears

her proportion of the labours of the field ; even

during the time of her pregnancy.
All that I have otherwise learnt from the most in

telligent persons in this matter, goes to confirm the

view taken of it by Mr. Madison. Oxen may not

only be kept in full strength without grain, but ii

Spain on straw principally ; perhaps the straw

there, has more saccharine juice in it than ours:

But may not our corn-stalks be a substitute for,

even a better nourishment than straw ? As to the

tractability of the animal, the President has fully

answered the objections ordinarily produced, and it

may be added that the ox when once subdued is al

ways to be depended on, whereas the horse when
high fed, or after a long repose, is likely to have ac

cesses of disobedience That the ox may be used

singly with a proper harness as the President says.

is abundantly proved in Castile, where nothing '- -

common, as to see in the light lands a single ox
row between a pair of small shafts. The superior

celerity of the horse is amply compensated by the

other qualities of the ox ; this last ploughs more
steadily and deeper ;—the horses vivacity jerks th=

plough out of the ground, and for the very reason

that he is lighter, he vacillates more in the direc

11 belso well done. The ox works in the field from dawn
till the heat sets in about 11 or 12 ; he then reposes,

eats and ruminates for three hours, after which he

works till night-fall ; some persons give him two
spells of repose, but that is considered as a bad me-
thod. For the field service it is not necessary to

shoe him ; on the road his shoes last a long while,

nd cost only about forty cents.

Mr. Madison seems inclined to allow that the ox
is less fit for the road service, than the horse or

mule ; as to the disadvantage which belongs to his

movement, and to the form of his hoof in a frozen

road, 1 suppose that the objections must be cotisi

(lered as solid; but in a sandy or muddy road (not

frozen) the broadness of his hoof as well as its clo

resolution into effect, and pay for the s-ime out of
any unappropriated funds belonging to the society.

Extract from the proceediiigs.

P. MINOR, Sec'ry.

NO. U.

Ov\ t\\e, CwltuYe of (^oUon.
It is recommended to our citizens engagi d in the

practic or superintendance of the cultival on of the
|, that they use every occasion to add to Iheir stock

of scientific and technical knowledge, concerning their
profession, and particularly in relation to eac! object of

form is a manifest advantage. On the roads of »S'-"^"'l";'e with which they may be engaged. The
Castile which are dry and hard, oxen will go with

loaded wagons a league in two hours, horses go the

same distance in an hour and a half. There usual

day's journey is from four to five leagues, when th

weather is not too hot; but though certainly the ox
suffers more from heat than the horse, yet it is found

n Spain that this disadvantage, is counter-balanced

by his exemption from numerous disorders to which
the horse is subjected i and perhaps the greater

number of accidents to which he is exposed, ought
also to be taken into the account.

AlU.w me to offer to you my best wishes for the

success of your patriotic institution, and assurances

of the very great respect with which I am,
Gentlemen, your very obedient serv't,

GEORGE W. ERVING
To J. A. Coles, "I .^ Committee of the

Tho. M. Randolph, t jigriculniral Society

P. Minor, Esquires. J of Albemarle^ Virg.

Premiums offered bij the Agricultural Societu

of Albemarle, May 8th, 1820.

As it is believed that great advantages would be

derived from the general use of oxen instead of

horses in husbandry, and other services—that by

proper training they can be made to travel not only

as fast with a loaded carriage if properly shod, but

plough as much land either singly or in pairs as

the same number of horses, particulbrly if geared in

horse harness, with such variati' ns as will adapt it

to their particular shape, or with improved yokes
strapped to their horns. The society in order to as

certain their powers in these particulars, and the

expense of maintaining them, offers a premium of

thirty dollars for the best set of experiments calcu

lated to place the suliject in a satisfactory point of

view.
!d. A premium of twenty dollars for the second

best set of experiments. These premiums to be
awarded in the autumn of 1821, and free for the

j

claims of any farmer, whether he is a member or

not.

3d. A premium of thirty dollars for the best im-

firoved and constructed plough for three horses.

4th. A premium of fifteen dollars for the best im-

proved and construct<d wheat cradle ; to be placed

and to remain as mc^dels in the society's repository

The premiums to be awarded in the autumn of 1821

and free for the claim of any person.

(IT" In order more generally to disseminate the

agricultural intelligence and improvements, made
throughout the United States, the society resolve to

present each of its members with the first volume
of the American Farmer, edited at Baltimore by

tion that he takes; whereas where the ox plants John S. Skinner, Esq. 'I'hose members already ii

his foot, his weight fixes him, and as his legs are Dossession of the first volume to be presented with

short, and his head is always carried low towards
tlie ground,. he cannot well deviate from his right

line—in this way he will plough a " fanega"( some-

possession of the first volume to be presented

the second, or the equivalent in money.
Resolved, that the Treasurer and Secretary joint-

ly be authorised and required to carry the foregoing

Cotton Plant or Gossi/mtn of the Botanists, n-dural his
torians in the vegetable kingdom, and scientil'.c writers

general, will be found so uniformly under that latin

name, in al! books of the circle of science, or of the
particular branch or art, that it is only necessr.ry to ob-
serve, that the reader will learn from such works its

original country, its climates, varieties and proper soils,

's ancient and modern uses, its difficulties and its faci-

ties in cultivation, and preparation for sale and trans,

portation.

In regard to the cotton district or regioi' of our
country, it is certain that cotton has long been culti-

vated in St Mary's county of Maryland, where the
Baltimore family and their companions made the first

settlement.^, and in Talbot county in that state, as has
been mentioned, and that it was raised during the
revolutionary war, in useful quantities, to meet the
wants of that time in the southern county of Cape
May, in New Jersey. As that county is nearly sur-

rounded by the salt bay of Delaware, and the ocean,
it is more generally exempted from frost, than lands

in the same latitude remote from the sea. Cotton
lias also been steadily raised, though in small quanti-

ties for family use, in the county of Sussex, of the
Delaware state, on the head waters of the Choiitank.

The country of the United States, then from the 39th
degree to the southern extent of the Lovisiana ces-

sion on the Rio bravo del JVorte, may be considered as

cotton region of the United States. This region
extensive district, will probably be found to be

the reirion of the -mine grape, and it is certainly all

thin the region of the maize, or Indian corn.

These climatorial facts, and characteristics are of

great importance, and should form a constant sub-
" reflection and comparison, as to capacity in

production, between the United States and all other

countries.

The three species of cotton cultivated in U?iited

V. .America—are, 1st, the green seed, which is a great

producer, and ripens early, but was difficult to clean

1 Whitney's saw gin was invented and improved.

It is popularly and rnercantilely called upland cotton.

Sndly, the black seerf grown most in the lower country
and oti the sea estonrfs,"producing a fine, soft, long, and
strong cotton, of a good staple, ordly, tlie Nanking,
Nankeen, or yellow cotton, which was formerly raised

in the midland and upper counties of South Carolina

for domestic use, to save the cost of dying.

These cottons are all cultivated nearly in the same
manner, but the saw gin is not used for the fine, silky,

long stapled, sea island and black seed cotton. Rich,

high lands is the fittest soil. In the interior, high
Hamp lands produce llie green seed cotton in great

bundance, and low tide and salt water lands and

marshes, when banked and drained, have produced
excellent crops of this last kind of cotton.

The plant of all the three kinds is annu.al in tin-

United States, but the perennial may grow in the

most southern part of Louisiana, on the Rio Hravo, or

in the peninsula of East Florida. The planting sea- .

son, in latitude 32° to 35°, begins in the latter part

of March or early in April. The plough is u.sed to

break up the soil, and the drill to plant at distances of

bout five feet. The quantity of seed for .an acre, i*

nearly one bushel When it' has risen to the height

f a "few leaves, the soil is ploughed up to the cotton

on both sides. Some plant in holes ten inches asunder.
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Cotton, in drills, should be thinned to facilitate and

promote its growth. In choice high lands, sixty beds

are made in an acre ; but in inferior soils, eighty beds

are made in llie same space. The plants are to be

tliinned, when about four, five, or si-^c leaves in height

A few are to bo left in each place, where the cotton is

desired to grow. These are thinned down till two, or

one only is lefi in a place. In very rich swamp lane

the plants are only suffered to be, at the last within

few feet of each other in the drills. In inferior lands,

the plants are left ten and twelve inches apart,

and are thinned eighteen inches or two feet. They
formerly used the hoe at the time of thinnig. Tlie

earth is always to be throw up to the plants, and tl:

'

is to be done unce in a fortnight or three weeks.

AVhen the cottjn is too rank or tall, some top the

principal stem, but this producing a multitude of

suckers is often omitted. Just before the mid-

dle of September, cotton is topped above the lowest

blossoms, because, after that time, no blossoms ma-

ture to bearing. This gives the sun access, opens

the pods, and the force of vegetation is not wasted

on abortive growihs. The grass must be taken away

from the roots at the first hoeing, so of the others,

raising the earth gradually into a point, to turn off tlie

fall rains. As the 15th of June approaches the plants

blossom which is tollowed by pods, and new blossoms

and pods, till the frost checks and destroys the un-

ripe. The harvest on the coast begins early in Au.

gust and in September is general in the middle and

upper country, continuing till December. The wool

and seeds are found in three or four divisions of the

ripe and bursting pods. It is picked and put intc

.shoulder bags of the coarsest linen or stuff, and car-

lied to the cotton house, and thence in a few days

J3 spread to dry on a platform, which prepares the

wool for the gin. The cotton-house and platform

should join, to facilitate turning out, curing and

turning in. The sea islands and lower country, pro

tluce from a 100 to 300 pounds per acre. The greer

seed is equally or more productive in the upper conn

try, and according to soil, seed and care, the acre

produces from 60 pounds to 300 pounds of clean cotton

wool.

There is to be provided a suitable house for gin-

ning by Whitney's gin, barrel gin, the gin of E-ve, and
the foot gin. Whitney's saw gin is a mill worked
by oxen or water. The teeth in the circular iron

plates; serrated, and about three fourths of an inch

apart, fixed to a cylinder, draw the cotton wool from

the seeds, through the openings of iron straps, out

of the bin and hopper, in which the cotton is placed.

These opening are too narrow to suffer the seed to

pass. The cotton is brushed off the saws by counter

moving brushes, on another cylinder. By an ox gin

6 to 900 pounds are cleansed in a day. After ginning,

the cotton is picked of all remaining broken seeds

and trash, and packed in bags of 250 to 300 pounds,

Cotton was formerly the meanest manufacture of

Great Britian ; but since the establishment of their

wonderful carding, spinning, weaving, printing and

finishing machinery ; and the substitution of cot-

ton for silken, woollen, linen, and leathern goods,

the demand for cotton has so excited to the culture,

that the whole crop of the United States, exported

and manufactured here in (of the crop of the year)

1817, was worth 42,000,000 dollars, a sum equal to

two and one-third times the whole value of

doraestick and foreign exports, at the commence
ment of the present government, thirty years ago.

Cotton is the wonder of Agriculture in the United
States, and the miracle of manufacture in Europe.

It has almost entirely occupied our old indigo grounds,

and labour ; interfered with rice, Indian corn, and to-

bacco ; and but for the modern sugar cultivation would
have been still more considerable. Preventing the

usual growth of Indian corn, it has raised its price,

lessened the proportion of pork, and increased the

demand for wheat, rye and beef. It has narrowed
the production of wheat, and all those other provi-

sions, and at the same time increased our manufac-
tures, so as to make new demandst or them, at bet-

ter prices than those of 1774 and 1784. Domestic

manufactures had so risen, by the infuence of the cotton

production, that the two oldest states of Virginia and N
Carolina had above one fourth of the loams employed

1810, before the impiUse given to manufactures by

: non-intercourse laws, the war, the double duties,

or the present tariff, which is 60, 70, and 80 per

on coarse cotton goods. The jwii/er of loom, already

making stout unbleached shirtings, at the expense for

weaving of one cent only per yard—and the British

, milking wide cambrick muslins at the cost for

weaving of only one penny and one tiirthing Stirling.

Cotton goods bid fair to supplant, in a very considera-

ble degree, many other fabrications. By the general

ise in the United States of cotton blankets, corduroys

md velvets, cotton Kendals, siamois, Canton-flan-

., and moUetons, or swanskins, as substitutes

lincy, &c. among the planters, farmers and ge-

neral inhabitants would render the cotton manufacture

he first upon earth, to the immense and steady be-

lefit of its own cultivators, and of the producers of

ugar, tobacco, x-ice, bread grains and cattle of every

lame. For planters and farmers who raise cotton can-

not produce those commodities, also, in any consider-

able quantities. COLUMBIANUS.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE AMERICAS FARMER.

Dear Sir,—enclosed I have the pleasure to trans

mit you an address of Mr. Law, President, to our So
ciety, which was read at the last meeting on Monday
22nd inst The Pesident of the United States, the

Secretaries of the Departments, the French minister,

English Charge D'Affairs, with their suits, the Attor-

ney General, and several other disiinguished person-

ages attended, besides upwards of one hundred visiters

of different parts.

Your obedient serv't,

A. W. PREUSS
The Vice President's communication was postponed

to be read at an adjourning meeting in June next.

It is highly gratifying to perceive an annual aug
mentation of Agi-icultural Societies, at the head of

hich are our late Presidents and Generals who after

receiving all the honours their grateful country could

confei', for beneficial services and long tried patriotism,

etire like Cincinnatus to their farms ; but instead of

njoying oliuin cum degnitate, still actuated by an un-

xtinguishable zeal to do good to their latest breath,

devote their leisure hours to imparting the results of

useful reading and of practical experience of nature'

works—justly it has been observed, that their commu
nications would give credit to the oldest and most en

lightened Societies in Europe. The Secretaries of

Government, also in the midst of pubUc avocations,

merit grateful acknowledgements for attention to the

mportation of seeds, plants, he. ; although our profita-

lie staple article, tobacco, diverts our attention from
farming and our communications .are few, yet we shall

s be entitled to commendation for being the first,

association established in Maryland, and it will alw.ays

be a consolation to us to have given a beneficial exam-

ple.

I had collected materials for this day's report from

books, and my own observations and inquiries; but

I have been induced to reserve them for another op-

portunity, or to insert them in the American Farmer,

which is so generally perused by us, on account of its

useful information.

A fact having been stated to me, which leads to many
important considerations peculiarly interesting to

I have preferred imparting the train of ideas which

it occasioned to any agricultural details.

The voters in Prince George's county have dimin-

ished, it is said from about 1900 to about 1300 ; whe-

ther this information be exact or not, must be ascer

tained by the next census :—All however agree, that

gration of whites has been seriously considera-

ble : many reasons may be assigned for this emigration

of whites:—1st, The temptation of rich hud at low

prices in the western country—2nd, The want of So-

ciety with equals—3rd, The deterioration of the inlands

by bad husbandry—4th, The diminution of wood—
5th, The want ofmarket towns—1 will not dwell upon

this unwelcome, and I might say alarming dimi-

nution of our yeomanry, but endeavour to point out a

remedy.

For this desirable purpose I must solicit your at-

tention to manufactures, which though at the first

glance apparently irrelevant, will be found essential

o the farming interest, and the only means to detain

nd increase our white population.—An Agricultural

Society in an adjoining state having deemed the

landed interest deeply affected by measures proposed
to congress for the encouragement of domestic manu-
factures, justifies me in making this much agitated

questii)n the principle topic of my present discourse.

Adam Smith has justly observed, that " the desiro

of food is limited by the nan-ow capacity of the human
stomach, but the desire of the conveniencies and or-

naments of building, dress, equipage and household
urniture, seems to have no limit or certain boundary."
' Nature" says Ricardcj, " has necessarily limited the
" Amount of capital which can at any one time be pro-
" fitably engaged in agriculture, but she has placed
" no limits to the amount of capital that may be eni-
" ployed in procuring the conveniencies and ornaments
" of hfe"—it is a truth that every new enjoyment is the

parent of a new desire.

That consumers for our agricultural products should

ncrease with augmenting food, &c. you will ac-

knowledge is most desirable, and that tlie consum-

should be rather at home than abroad, as they

must be adding to the wealth of the nation, by their

products of industry given in exchange for products

of the soil, will I trust be granted ; for double indus-

try is thereby obtained, and our country is rendered

ndependent of foreign nations for clothing, funlture,

ronmongery, crockery ware, glass, &c. which we al-

most exclusively import.

The first state of society is venatorial, pastoral and

scatorial, the second is agricultural, including the

rmer, the third is manufactural co-operating with

all, combining all for general prosperity. To the latter

we ai-e indebted for improvements in implements of

husbandry, and for labour saving machinery—chemis-

try, mechanism, astronomy,* in short a knowledge of

all nature's laws are essential to the two last—fellow-

feeling and consciousness of general interest recom-

mend their union.—Mr. Jefferson emphatically con-

cludes a letter on manufactures by saying, " he who
' is now against them must be for reducing us either

'to a dependence on another nation, or to be cloth.

' ed in skins, and to live like wild beasts in dens and
•' caverns."

An apprehension I am aware is prevalent, that for-

eign commerce will be diminished by manufacturing

for ourselves ; but much deliberation makes me con-

elude that it will increase as well as tiie coasting

trade. The only truly desirable commerce, consists

of the exchange of our indigenous products in a raw

or manufactured state for the products of loreign

climes, and it is evident that we shall bring back

more silk, coffee, sugar, tea, spices, wine, &-c. as in-

creased industry enables us to export more.—The
customs of Great Britain, are rated at about 50,000,000

of dollars, whilst ours do not exceed 19,000,000 and

will be reduced this year to 15,000,000. Great Britain

is tlie most manufacturing nation, and is also most

advanced in agriculture; the two great sources of

wealth, which co-operate to make her the admiration

of the world.

It is proved by Mr. Colquhoun, that poor rates are

heavier in a country merely agricultural, than in one

whose inhabitants are merely manufactural—tlie rea'

son is obvious, when the head of a family is sick or

dies who i9 a cultivator, his wife and children become

paupers ; but if he be a manufacturer his wife and

children can be employed in factories. Humanity ami

patriotism therefore dictate, that a nation ought not

to be merely agricultural.
. , , i

In seaport towns manufactures are particularly de-

sirable, as they support tlie wives and children of ab-

sent sailors.—Poverty causes crimes and vices, and 1

have observed, that there were fewer prostitutes, few-

er vagabondising boys, and fewer wretches in jails and

poor houses, in manufacturing seaports.—The moralist

and statesman, must therefore be an advocate for this

perfectioniiig last state of society.

• Quo sidere terram vertere, Sfc-are the subject of

Virgil's Georgics.
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Writers on political economy very judiciously make
a striking distinction lietween Kxed capital, and circu-

lating capital.—Land is a (ixed capital given by Provi-

dence to man, who with tlie aid of sun and rain, and

the study of seasons, &c. acquires, not only an abun-

dance for himself, but also a surplus to give in ex

change for articles of comfort made by others at home
or sent from abroad.—It is this bountiful dispensation

of our Creator, which causes the variety of employ
roeiits in a highly civilized prosperous nation. The
manufacturer requires a greater circulating capital

than the landholder, as he must establish as a fixed

pital in buildings and machinery, as well as pay wages

to daily workmen ; as our future advantages from agri-

culture and the resources of our nation, must depend
upon the multiplication of these capitals, I hope to b

excused for making the following quotations from Ri

cardo.
" Suppose one person to employ in any business

fixed capital of 150/. and a circulating capital of 50/.

and another to employ a fixed capital of 50/. and a cir-

culating capital of 150/. and each to have a profit of 10

per cent, on their capitals, their accounts will be as fol

lows :

—

" At the end of the year the former to replace

his circulating capital of 50/. with the profit

of 10 per cent., would require - - 55
•• And to replace his fixed capital, supposing it

to last only ten years with 10 per cent, pro-

fit, at the present value of an annuity for ten

yearsof24/. 4s. makes 150/. - - 24

Total required 79 4

The latter to replace his circulating capital

of 150/., would require with a profit of ten
percent. 165

' And to replace his fixed capital of 50/., be-
ing one-third of the former, - - 8 1

173

Again Ricardo says, " Suppose an Engine is

made which will last for a hundred years,

and that its value be 20,000/., suppose too
that this machine without any labour what-
ever could produce a certain quantity of
commodities annually, and that profits were
10 per cent, the whole value of the goods
produced, would be annually - 2,000

''And an annuity of 2s. lid. for 100 years, at

10 per cent, will at the end of that period
replace a capital of 20,000/. - --21

Total required to be received to give 1 <, nnr. o . i

10 per cent, profit 5 '
"" ^ "

" If the same amount of capital be employed in sup
porting productive labour, and annually consumed ir

paying wages and reproduced, then to give an equal
profit of 10 per cent, the commodities must sell for
22,000/."

Here let us pause and contemplate the wonderful
advantages of augmonting fixed capital, which consists
of buildings, labour saving machinery. Sec. Here we
see the causes of our rapid progress during the last

war, when our manufactures amounted to 28,000,000.
Here we have the mystery of British aggrandisement
developed—were one of the ancients to revive like one
of the seven sleepers, and to be shown a steam engine,
Arkwright's machinery, &c.—he would attribute all to
supernatural power, and worship the imagined Deity,
and with more rational idolatry than that of carved
blocks and stones.

This pamphlet in my hand, is the 182nil Bulletin
the Society for the encouragement of national indiis-

ti-y, under the heads of mechanic arts, chemical arts
economical arts, rur.il economy, &c. they pay com-
pliments to, and confer hnnoiirs on those who liberate
them, as they term it, from being tributarv to foreign
nations: their members travel to obtain 'the arts of
other countries, and they erect the busts of Watts and
others, who h.ave benefited the human race by
tions; if these scientific men are in an error, we shall

be singular for superior sagacity. Tiie CoKim
stitute at our metropolis, rushes into my mud, we had
he same objects in view. We had a President with

abilities and zeal, surpassed by no one—I refer you
ible address for expanded sentiments. 1 blush to

think how this society has been patronised, and dare not

ure to expatiate upon the benefits which iniglit I

arisen from it ; but perhaps we are wild enthusiasts not
e encouraged.
know that many complain of extortion by

faoturers during the late war, but it h^s been proved
that the farmers benefited three fold by the
the price of wool ; if every manufacturer's profits were
exorbitant, they could not have continued, for compe-
tition would soon have reduced profit, it being the ba
sis of all reasoning in political economy, that self inter

est actuates men to transfer their capitals to the most
advantageous trade, and to level profits ; remember al

so, the farmer will raise his price of food as manufac
turers increase, and thus increase his own profits, whilst

that of the manufacturer will be reduced.
Land speculations, and as my lamented friend Sir

William Jones calls it, a many-acred aristocracy, have
excited a manufactural phobia and antipathy, until at

ng^h agriculture is overdonef and manutucturers are

undone.
That this important subject may be placed in

triking point of view, 1 will suppose that our man
factures had continued to proceed with the rapidity

witnessed during the war, and before the order for

suming specie payments. I will suppose the numbers
supported by manufacturers, to amount to 2,000,000

md I will estimate their consumption of cottons, of

ivool, of food, of candles, &c. at only a quarter of a dol-

lar per diem, and it will amount to 182,500,000.-1
will now suppose that these hands were forced by the
suppression of manufactures, to become cultivators,

and that they only doubled the amount of products be
yond their own consumption, this would catise an aug-
mentation of agricultural products to an excess. The
Dutch bum a quantity of tlieir spices to prevent
excess in the market ; my proposition merely is to have
manufactural consumers keep pace with agricultural

producers.

Our exports in 1818, amounted in value to 93,281,13:

Ditto in 1819, do. to 76,142,52

ploy to builders and to a variety of workmen eqtial to
as many more, and employ hundreds of seamen in

bringing wool and cotton, lumber, &c. and each would
more consumption of food, &c. than the seat of

government. These would give us markets, and sup-
port the p;>or white women and children now soliciting

charity all around. Surely it must be wise policy in this

ntry, to introduce fixed capitals in labour .saving ma-
chinery, where hands are so scarce—surely it is desira-

ble to have consumers near our estates, as' the value of
lands rise by their vicinity to a market. It pains me to
liear of the intended departure of most of my esteemed
leighbours to the western country—their feelings are
so pathetically described by the Itev Mr. Bowles, that I

;frain from quoting his verses, written by a son
compelled to sell and leave his paternal estate.

" If I could bid thee, pleasant shade, farewell,
Without a sigh, amidst whose circling bowers
My stripling time was passed, and happiest hours,
Dead were I to the sympathies that swell
The human breast, tht se woods that whisp'ring wave
.Vly father rear'd and nurs'd, now to the grave
Gone down, he lov'd their peaceful shades, and said
Perhaps as here he mus'd, live laurels green.
Ye pines that shade the solitary scene.
Live blooming and rejoice—when 1 am dead
My son shall guard you, and amid your bowers,
Like me, find shelter from life's beating showers.

" These thoughts, my father, ev'ry spot endear,
.\nd, whilst 1 think with heart affecting pain,

\ stranger shall possess the lov'd domain,
in each low wind I seem thy voice to hear

—

But these are shadows of the shaping brain.
That now, alas ! my heart can ill sustain,

We must forget—the world is wide—th' abode
Of Peace may yet be found ; nor hard the road

—

•

It boots not, so, to ev'ry chance resign'd,

Whate'er the spot, we bear th' unalter'd mind-
Yet—Oh ! poor cottage, and thou, sylvan shade,
Itemember ere 1 left your coverts green
Where, in my jouth I mus'd, in childhood play'd,

I gaz'd, I paus'd, I dropp'd a tear unseen

—

That bitter from the fount of memory fell.

Thinking on him who rear'd you.

Now Farewell

!

For more particulars I must refer you to the pamph
lets and memorials which abound on this topic, the ad
dress can only admit of hints for inquiry. •

Hannah Glass, in her preface to the art of cookery. _

shrewdly observes, that every one is interested in her Olive Branch
work, as most of His Majesty's subjects amuse them-
lelves in her way.—Surely the farmer has a much
more consolitary idea in the multiplication of trades,

The autiior of Chrysal or the adventures
of a Guinea, has entertained his readers with family

anecdotes ; were I to write the adventtu'es of a five dol-

lar note, I would show how it went from the issuer to

carpt-nters, blacksmiths, &c. Sec. till it came to the but-

and baker, and ultimately to the farmer^rom

circuit. I have experienced too treqiiently the dispo-

sition of man to start objections to any novelty, rather

than to deliberate upon all its bearings; fortunately

for my recommendation of manufactures, there is one
I the adjoining county of St. Mary's, which supports
irectly and indirectly, about 150 persons. .Mr. Hebb,
brother member of titis Society, who has the merit of

first establishing this manufactory, will I hope give the
particulars of its progress—suppose the 150 to con-
sume of too 1, &.C. 35 cts. per diem, their expenditures

'"" amount to nearly 14,000 dollars; those employed
must have perished, or begged their way to leave the

of state, or must have been supported by the parish,

lished in Marlborouelmanufactory could be established in Marlborough and
Bladensburgh, we as farmers, would greatly benefit,

and our white widows and children would be made (

fortable.

Kach of these villages is at the head of a navigable

river in our county, with a command of water, if eacii

employed 5000 manufacturers, they would give em

t The price of wheat and of corn prove this.

Not only is the population of the old Atlantic States
diminished by emigration, but even emigration is check-
ed.—That I may avoid dwelUng on this unpleasant sub-
ject, I will cite some able remarks upon it from the
~"' ~ note.*

• " In 1817, 22,240 emigrants arrived in ten ports,

n 1818, in New York alone, from March 2nd, 1818, to
December 2lst, 1818, 18,929 were reported by the
mayor of that city. Thousands and tens of thousands
of artists, mechanics and manufacturers, with talents
beyond price, and many of them with handsome capi.
tals, escaped from misery and oppression in Europe,

whom it would again start to pursue the same vivifying and fled to our shores as a land of promise, where
they expected to find room for the exercise of their

industry and talents. Uut the fond delusion was soon
dispelled—as soon as they arrived, they sought employ-
ment at their usual occupations—none was to be found.
Those whose whole fortune was their industry, wan-
dered through our streets, in search even of menial
employments, to support a wretched existence. Many
hundreds h.ave returned home, broken hearted and la-

menting their folly, after having exhausted all their

funds in a double voyage. It is easy to estimate the
effects that must have been produced by the dismal
tales in the letters written by those who remained, and

If a the verbal accounts of those who returned. It is not
extravagant to suppose, that every returned emigrant,
prevented the emigration of twenty persons disposed

seek an asylum liere.

" I hazard an estimate of gain, that might have
been made by a sound policy, which would have en-

courageil manufacturing industry, and promoted emi-
gration."

'n page 240, the estimate will be seen, which makes
the increased population in thirty years, amount to
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That the temptation to emigration by the low price

of Western lands has also tended to our dep
tlon, and to the great depreciation of our estates,

cannot be denied ;—this causes great loss to fam:
'

whose lands are sold on a parent's death. On a

mer occasion I anticipated (alas ! too truly) the fall

we have expe enced the price of cotton. I will dustry, and from the

not cast a gloom upon this meeting- by foreboding a

decline in the price of tobacco, but let me
you to consider that European nations being
peace, are turning their attention to every profitable

article of cultivation, and that the press, with almost

the velocity of light, by publications, p
'

&c. imparts the mode of cultivation, the amount of

sales, &c. how then can we expect a monopoly, un-

less there be something peculiar in our soil or cli

mate.—Every article by competition must soon b
brought to its imrinsic valuation. I have given calm,

and, 1 trust, impartial attention to the arguments of the
opponents to governmental interference for domestic
manufactures, and seek in vain for any but short-sighted
selfish sentimenis, there is nothing in accordance
with the Roman axiom of the " Idem velle atque idem
nolle, qux demumfirma amicitix est." Fortunately, di

cussion will elicit light, and truth must ultimately pre-

vail.

It is a great satisfaction to us, to be favoured with

the attendance of so many respectable cliaracters,

and that the President of the United States w'
parental regard extends to every thing which pro-

mises to promote the prosperity and happiness of his

fellow citizens, has encouraged our society by hi:

presence.
I will exhibit my imported implements of husban

dry, and I solicit your attention to a very useful
double shovel plough, which saves much labour in cul-

tivating corn, tobacco, &c. surpassing in the opi

of judges, the cultivator and other preceding ploughs
of a similar kind,—the inventor is Mr. Ballthrope
In viewing my farm I am conscious that my enter
prise will be more conspicuous than my intelligence,

I am but a late beginner, and hope on this occasion
oral advice will teach me to correct mismanage
ment.—That I shall be requited for improvements 1

am doubtful, and my ardour is sometimes damped by
the cui bono ? You may smile at my apprehensions of
a loss by an excess of agricultural products, and at

my anxiety that the shuttle should be kept in motion
as well as the plough ; in my suggestions respectin
matmfactures, I do not flatter myself witli giving an
novel ideas,—I have been induced to submit them lest

the numerous pamphlets and memorials on the sub
ject should not have come to you, and that you may
consider the important question now so much agi
tated, dispassionately, both as planters and farmer:
I am confident that our society will be always conspi
cuous for liberal and enlightened sentiments, and for
brotherly affection towards all denominations of indus-
trious sustainers of their country's welfiire.—Only by
this spirit of amity can the several states of this exten-
sive continent be preserved in union, and only by this

consideration of mutual interest can we enjoy inde
pendence. Esto perpetua be our prayer.

May 22, 1820. THOM.\S LAAV.

Mr. Skinner—
Since the foregoing address, I have perused in the

64th number of the Edinburgh Review, the following
observations, which so forcibly corroborate the sug-
gestions I have hazarded, that I request you will indulge
me by the insertion of them as a postscript.

000,000—and their industry beyond subsistence, sup-
posed it to be a quarter of a dollar per Diem—amount
in the same period to 69r,500,000 dollars.

_
This estimate 1 think very moderate, for if we had

circulating capital enough to make a fixed capital, as
the manufactures of England, amount to '300,000,000
of dollars—and our population in thirty years will
double that of Great-Dritain. Steam engines, wheels,
Eic. are used successfully for locomotion, as travellers
support them by daily payments, in manufactures they
are standing still for want of money.

One of the most remarkable things in tile last tu

ble, is the superiority ot EiigUnd over France, in th(

value of her agricultural prod.ice, 8<.c. &c. We tiiul ui

excess in favour of England, a part of which muil be

attributed to the value which agricuk-ai-al pro.luce re

ceives from the perfection of every other br.uijii of in

: to which pi-

ed in this country, as tliey here feed the b-jings w
animate the machinery which gives a tenfold value

force. Besides a metallic and paper currency,
have another circulating medium, a more immediate
representative of labour, than either of these, tl

produce of our industry, our inanufactures ; wliich

.'ery operation of barter, are cash to him wlio pav
hile they are merchandise to him who receives ; tli

to say, they at once represent both cash and mer-
chandise to each of the contracting parties. Th-
higher price of provisions then in England, is a resul

of our manufacturing prosperity and consequently must
exist as long as that does."

ON THE CHARACTER AND atJALlTIES OF

HERDS, TIMOTHY, & OTHER GRASSES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FAHSIEH.

Brandymine, 25th 5th mo. 1820.

Esteemed Friend—I am pleased to find the

Editorial note in last number of the American
Farmer, discriminating between the difTerenl

kinds of clover as also the Timothy, and Herds'
Grass ; the two latter have been so long cultiva-

ted, as to be as I had supposed sufficiently known,
but I have found them several times spoken of

in the Farmer as the same, and lately by our re-

spected agriculturist T. Pickering.

The Timothy grass, with a cat tail head, as

some term it, is so general and well known that

I should suppose it scarcely needs further de
scriplion, only the common hay of livery stables °''i^'' sources, consequently requisition to

hty must give way to Jie strong spreading ii-

brous roots of ihj herds gi-ass, it seeding so ai)un-
laiitly as to predominate ; and the plough so
jfficacious to destroy every other kind is inef-

fectual as it regards this, without the aid of very
dry seasons, and even then it is ineffectual to en-
tirely destroy it ; as the fence side and road sides,
fiford seed enough to introduce it again into the

fields.

The excessive predominance of root is objec-
ionable on all high lands, as it lessens the pro-
luct of the top by the soil becoming so bound
with the abiuiclance of roots, as to make it a di-

minutive production after a few years, and the
quality not equal to many other grasses.

The soil becomes parched with drought in hot
seasons, under a crop of this or any other that

fills the siM-face with such a multiplicity of fi-

brous roots ; the same remark is applicable to

the timothy grass, though not so excessive in

roots, yet a piece of land under either of those

when ploughed in dry we-dther is remarkably ex-

hausted of its moisture, when compared with the

same kind of soil under a crop of either of the

clovers or ripple grass, under similar circumstan-
ces in every other respect.

Although it ought to be observed, that those
former described thirsty exhausters are very de-
ficient in ;heir succulent and neutritive qualities,

hen compared with several kinds less thirsty

for humidity of soil, and abundantly more juicy
in their constitution, which from my observation,

I am ready to believe furnishes a richer (bod

both green and dry ; but what is remarkable is

their requiring less from the soil, (of this 1 am
fully convinced,) they must receive more from

and taverns through the middle states.

riie herd grass is frequently sown and mixed
with the former in hay, supposed by many to

be equally good ; they ripen much about the same
time, the top or seed spreads into numerous
branches, resembling an oat's head, only more
numerous in branches, with an abundance of
seed, rising on good soils to 2 and 3 feet in

height, and is often termed red top ; one kind
that is generally cultivated is of a red cast, and
which in bloom has a remarkable red hue ; the
other kind is void of this red appearance, but is

otherways the same as the former as far as I

have been able to discover ;* they are both sown
in low grounds, and when first introduced bore
high character on account of the advantage of

thriving in wet drowned lands better than timo-

thy or any other grass.

This circumstance gave the lierds' grass a re-

commendation beyond its real merits—it filled

the soil whereon it grew with numerous fibrous

roots, so as to make wet groiuids more passabl

with teams in collecting the product of such
lands, and at the same time produced a belter

ubstitute for the product of those soils, thai

were too wet for other valuable grasses ; by this

means, it was propagated until the seed being

transplanted with hay on too high ground, the

disadvantages then began to appear; the numer-
ous roots as before mentioned, would take pos-

session of the soil to the exclusion of every

other kind, and every product of a better qua-

* Therefore usually caHed white top.—JE(/(<. Am, Far.

greater amount must be made from the sur-

rounding atmosphere ; being less in their de-

mand for moisture of soil, and yet retaining so

much sap througii the dry season, a time when
the juices are matured for preservation, appears
to me ample proof of furnishing a richer food,

when preserved in this state.

The herd grass therefore being adapted to wet
soils, cannot be of the first quality for hay.

It being a well ascertained fact that high lands,
from grasses calculated for such situations, judi-

ciously selected, produces the most nutritive pro-
vender for cattle either green or dry, but more
eadily discovered in a dry state, when preser-
ed at the crisis of perfection.

Thy friend,

CALEB KIRK.

FOR THE AMERICAN FAllMEU.
Mr. Skinner,—-

The terms, annual, biennial and perennial
will often occur in the American Farmer. I

have therefore ventured to send you Mr. Miln's
lefinition of them. To this definition, I may
add that the mere existence of a Plant in a
Piantule state from the fall of the year, through
the winter to the next season, does not make
it biennial—thus wheat and rye exist through
he winter, and are still annuals—and so of
many other plants, which become almost ex-
tinct to the eye in water. Biennials may do
the same, i. e. begin their existence in the

fall, and then live two complete succeeding
summers.—I suspect the Trifolium Incarna-
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turn commenced that way, or it could not havcol its woody stem, and becomes herbaceous, butjconsolidaied, so as to become firm enough to

reached the early maturity it was in when I sawjis metamorphosed in every respect

it last month on your taljle. nual plant, and loses both its stem a

Is this the Lupinclh or not ? I cannot brinj; end of the year. Culture, on the other hand

iTiyscU to believe, tliat Mr. Appleton intended

to send so antiquated an article, as Sainfoin

(Hedysacum Onobrychis) as a curiosity to this

country. Tlie seed vessel of the Trifolium In-

carnatuni, will be das^gered and barked I tliink

when ripe, and this might lead to some error

The word Lupinella, appears a term of diminu'

tion from its final,—and as clover has three

leaves, and Lupin five on a foot stock, it may ex

press that just as well as Lupinastcr expresses

another species of clover with quinate, or leaves

five united on one foot stalk

These two Genera are so closely allied in

natural character, that 23 Genera only are

comprised in it, and tliey might have been

confounded formerly. One of these is Psoralea

and Mr. Michaux has a Psoralea Lupinellus, so

named because it has a solitary seed in a prickly

seed vessel— this is the only place where I have

ever seen the word in print. There was in M"
chelius' day (the Florentine) a division of clovers

into three families— those with loose declining

flowers—those with round heads compact as in

cow clover ; and those with oblong hrjji heads,

the hop was then called Lupulus. The Trifo

lium Incarnatum, is an instance of this form, and

Linnseus has a division ol Lupulina, though not

established exactly on this principle—perhaps

this may be the root of the Provincial term Lu-

pinella.

The extract from the treatise on agriculture,

completely establishes the diversity of Saint-

foin and Lupinella, and till better informed I

shall think that Mr. Appleton never intended

to send the H. Onobryclus, but some other

cle, and most probably this fine clover. Is there

not a plate of it in Curtis?

Yours,

SILVANUS.
" Roots, in point of duration, arc either an

nual, biennial, or perennial ; that is, of one, two,

or many years' continuance ; the two first are

attributes of herbaceous vegetables only ; the

latter is applicable both to herbs and trees. In

some plants, both root and stem subsist for many
years. Of this kind are all trees ; the roots of

which may be termed, by way of distinction^

Radices fruticosae. In others, the roots only

subsist during the winter, whilst the stalks,

which decay and perish, are annually renewed

from the root. Of this kind, are all those herbs

from this circumstance termed perennial. Bien-

nials renew their stalk only twice ; annuals ex

jst but for one year, at the end of which time

both stem and root perish, and the individual is

at an end. The last as is evident, can only be

propagated from seed. Uniform and constant

as nature is in all her i)roductions, there are

many perennial roots which become annual,

when transplanted into cold climates. Nay
there are not wanting examples of shrubs losing

their stems annually in such climates, in the

same manner as the stalks of herbaceous vege

tables perish in autumn, whilst the root con

linues in full vigour: sometimes even, in such

circumstances, the shrub not only divcs'.s itself

may prolong the life of annuals. Thus, M. Du-
hamcl mentions a root of barley, which put

forth new stalks after the old ones were cut

down in harvest, and produced a spike of flowers

the following year."

Miln's Bot. Dictionary.

into an an- stand, it is taken out and set to drain, or dry and

nual plant, and loses both its stem and root at theiharden in a band of linen, which is fixed all
" " ' • i-ound it -piiis L,anij is changed every day till

the cheese has become firm and sufficiently dry.

They are eaten the next year, some persons pre-

fer to keep them till they begin to mould, when,
of course, they must be quite or rather over
pe. These cheeses are so rich and delicate,

as to become heated, and to suffer in a close or
ivarm place in a ship, and therefore are difficult

to bring to America, in perfect condition.

The curd is not to be broken, as is done in

making other cheeses. A sieve is used to drain

he curd. A brush is employed every day after

the cheese is formed and consolidated to brush
he coat. A cheese soil is used to lake the curd
out of the whey to pass it from the place of first

making into the hoop or mould.

HERD GRASS.

The article sold in Baltimore for herd g
seed, is the seed of what is called Red Top all

over Maryland—probably the Agrostis Capel

is of Linnaeus. This name (herd grass) the

seed sellers say prevails from this to Pcnnsylva

north of that, Timothy is called herd's

grass. This confusion might be easily avoided

it the sellers were willing to let it be known, that

our herd grass or red top are identical. It
'

grass of great worth, both for pasturage and hay.

It is the sweetest grass that grows, especially

in its young state. It will grow in poore

ground than Timothy, and in a wetter soil than

suits Timothy. It is i)robably not so permanent

though very easily reinstated ; the seed being

abundant and easily saved and taking without

fail where sown. It is a lighter grass than Timo
thy which is its only fault. It will grow foul

feet high in wet ground, and is a later grass

than Timothy. Our livery stables like it very

II. Cows are very fond of the hay, and alto-

gether it claims our attention more than any

other of the late known grasses.

It is a native of Europe. S.

FOR TUE iMEHICAS FAIIHEB.

Or bit' ;ii»l I'tllc leavc'l clover.

T\\e ^tiWon Clveese.
The most celebrated cheese of England, is

that made at or near StiUon, in Huntingdon-

shire. It is known by the name of that place.

It is not coloured, but it is a white cheese on the

nside. Its shape is cylindrical, like two hat-

ters' blocks set one upon the other. The pre-

paration on the great scale, requires eight cows.

The cream of all of one evening's milk is skim-

med, and mixed with the whole of the new

milk of the next morning. Then a tea-kettle

full of warm water is poured into the mixttire.

The quantity of rennet is very small, as it is a

ich cheese and of a very delicate flavour. The
process of lorming the curd is very slow as the

climate of England, as far north as Hunting-

donshire, is cool ; as the month of September,

when the milk is rich so long after calving, is

the season, and as the quantity of rennet is

small. The curd being so rich, when formed is

very soft. It is taken out so as to leave behind

as much as possible of the whey. The curd is

put into a linen bag to permit the rest of the

whey to drain or run off. This being sufficient

ly done, the curd is put into a hoop or case or

mould of the shape and depth of the two hat

tcr's blocks, and on the top a common wooden

is put, of a size a little less than the

hoop or case or mould, the weight of whicl

the only and slight pressure the moulded curd or

new made cheese sustains. It is never pressed

by force or u'cig/its, in the manner of inosi

other cheeses. When the curd has drained and

TO MAKE WALNUT KETCHUP.
Take half a bushel of green walnuts before

the shell is formed, and grind them in a crab
mill, or beat them in a marble mortar ; then
squeeze out the juices through a coarse cloth,

and wring the cloth well to get all the juice

out, and to every gallon of juice, put a quart

of red wine, a quarter of a pound of ancho-

ies, the same of bay salt, one ounce of allspice,

two of long or black pepper, half an ounce of

cloves and mace, a little ginger and horse
radish cut in slices : boil all together till re-

duced to half the quantity ; pour into a pan
when it is cold, bottle it, cork it tight, and it

will be fit for use in three months. If you have
any pickle left in the jar, after your walnuts
are used, to every gallon of pickle put in two
heads of garlick, a quart of red wine, an ounce
each of cloves and mace, long, black and Ja-

maica pepper, and boil them altogether till it is

educed to half the quantity, pour it into a pan,

and the next day bottle it for use and cork it

EXPERIENCED METHOD OF HEAL-
ING WOUNDS IN TREES.

This inethod consists in making a varnish of

nseed oil, rendered very drying, by boiling it

for the space of an hour, with an ounce of

litharge to each pound of oil, mixed with cal-

cined bones pulverised and sifted to the con-

sistence of almost i^aste. With this paste, the

ounds of the trees are to be covered by means
of a brush, after the bark and other substance

have been pared, so as to render the whole
as smooth and even as possible.

The varnish must be applied in dry weather,

in order that it may attach itself properly.

TO TAKE THE STAINS OF GREASE
FROM WOOLLEN OR SILK.

Three ounces of spirits of wine, three ounces

of French chalk powdered, and five ounces of

clay, mix the above ingredients and make them
up in rolls about the length of a finger,andyou

will find a never-failing remedy for removing

grease from woollen or silk goods.

N. B. It is to be applied by rubbing on the

spot, either dry or wet, and afterwards brushing

le pittce.
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IFFEBENT VIEWS

HotcJikiss' Patent Straiv Cutter.
ARE PRKSEXTED ABOTE

This Machine was first patented in August, 1808.

In its original form, tlie knife had but one edge, and
cut only in its downward motion ; and although it fed

itself, the feeding apparatus was very imperfect. The
next improvement made by Mr. Hotchkiss, was to

put two edges to the knife, so as to cut double the
quantity in a given time with nearly as much ease.

This machine was fed by a band. A wheel of two
feet diameter was attached to the bottom slider,

(where there is now a wheel of six inches diameter)
and passed over a small whirl placed on the uppe
shaft, inside of the fly wheel. This method of feeding
was liable to strong objections :—First, the band wouli

always stretch or shrink according to the weather—
again, the straw was constantly pressing against th

knife, even when it was cutting—thereby occasioned
gTeat friction and labour, and caused the knife to

spring from the frame, agaiiist w hich it cut, which pre
vented it after a short time from cutting clean. Neith
er did it cut any regulur precise length. This machine
took the premium of 75 dollars, for the cutting box,
from the ISoston Agricultural Society.

The Patentee obtained in January, 1817—a patent
(or the improvements which had been'then made on the

original struuctre.—But before the last patent was
granted, the present Proprietor, (Mr. Eastman) for
all the United States south and west of New York,
bad taken tlie agency, for these states—and he intro-

duced them into Philadelphia and Baltimore. After
levoting mucli time, and incurring considerable ex-

pense, be lias brouglit them to a state of efficiency,

not susceptible as we should think, of any further

material amendment.—They are decidedly the best we
seen. These machines now consist entirely of

iron and steel, except the mere frame and box—for-

merly the cast steel knife cut against cast iron, but the
nequality in tbe texture of the two metals soon put

the knife out of order, and steel facings are now screw-
ed into cast iron fronts. These stoel facings, one
above, the other below, are formed with edges, acting,

n relation to tlie knife like the blades of shears, and
may be taken out of the frame, and ground and re-

placed at pleasure—and may also be moved outwards
;is they wear away—so as to be kept at a proper dis-

tance from the blade of the knife. The gate in which
the knife is placed, is of cast iron, and runs in cast iron

slides, which may also, be moved backward or for-

ward with ease and precision. An idea may be formed
of some (fthe improving changes which this machine
has undergone—by comparing the diagram above with

the one in the fourth volume of the Agricultural So-

ciety of Philadelphia.

Ediior Amer. Farmer.

THE MULBERRY.
Public attention has been recently pointed in a more

emphatic manner, to the cuhivation of the Mulberry—
the food and means of breeding silk -worms, with
iew to raising the material of silk manufacture in

the Southern States—we give the following notice of it,

hicli, if it be not deemed useful, may at least be found
amtisiiig and serve to give variety to the columns of
;his .Toiirnal, without departing violently from its lead-
ing objects.

Editor Amer. Farmer,

COMMON MULBERRY.
M O R U S Ai- 1 G R A.

HISTORY.

The itmlherrv tree is a native of Italy, and is

low ciiltivaterl crenerallv over Europe, and thrives

/erv well in Fnfi;land. Tt is cnltivated not only
for its fruit, hut as vieldinir fruit for silk-worms,
which can onlv thrive on its leaves.

There are two kinds, tbe white and black,
that are ciiUivnted for Mie sake of the silk-worm

;

hut it is the white irulheiTV which is commonly
cultivated for its leaves to feed silk-worms in

France, Italv. &c. Tp Spain, as the Rev. Mr.
Townsend informs us,* thev prefer the white
mulberry in Valencia, and the hlack in Grena-
da. The Persians gjenerallv make use of the
latter, and Mr. M'ller was assured hy a G:entle-

man who had made trial of both sorts of leaves,

that the worms fed with black mulberry pro-
duced much the best silk ; hut that the leaves

of the black should never be triven to tbe worms
after they have eaten for some lime of the white,
lest thev should burst.

Georp-e Staunton says that the trees he ob-
served in China, did not appear to differ from
the common mulbe-ry tree of Europe ; that some
of them were said to bear white, and some red
or black fniit, but that often thev bore none ;

and that the tender leaves Efrowinp: on young
shoots of the black mulberry are supposed to be
the most succulen't.

Mr. Evelyn remarks, that the leaves of the
white mulberry are far more tender than those
of the black, and sooner produced by at least a
fortnight. Nor is this tree less beautiful to the
eye than the fairest elm, and is very proper for

walks and avenues. The timber will last in

water as well as the most solid oak, and the

bar'i makes g;ood and rou6;h bast ropes^.

The white mulberry and tbe silk worm were
imknown to Tbeopbrastus and Pliny. About
he year of Cbrist 551, two Persian monks,
mployed as missionaries in some of the Chris-

ian churches established in India, penetrated
into the conntrv of the Seres, or China. There
they observed tbe labours of tbe silk-worm, and
became acquainted with the art of working up
its productions into a variety of eleeant fabrics.-

They explained to the Greek emperor at Con-
stantinople these mysteries, hitherto unknown,
r very imperfectly understood in Europe ; and
ndertook to bring: to the capital a sufficient

number of these wonderful insects. This they

accouipliBlied by conveying the eggs of the silk-

vorm in a hollow cane. They were hatched by
he heat of a dunghill ; they were fed by the

leaves of a wild mulberry tree, and they multi-

plied and worked in the same manner as in those

* Travels, vol. iii.p. SJ64

t Embassy, vol. ii. p. 420.

t Sylvia; book ii. chap. 1.
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objects of liii

nibers of tlicse

climates where tliey iiist l>ec

man attention and care. \'z

insects were soon reared in different parts ol

Greece, particularly in the Peloponnesus. Sicily

afterwards undertook to breed silk-worms will

equal success, and was imitated, from time to

time, in scveial towns of Italy. In all these

places extensive manufactures were establish-

ed, with silk of domestic production.

From the reign of Justinian, it \v;is mostly in

Greece, and some of the adjacent Islands, that

silk-worms, which he first introduced into Eu-
rope, were reared.

Soon after the conquest of Constantinople by

the Venetians in 1204, ihey attemjited the es-

tablishment of the silk nr.anufacture in their do-

minions ; and in a sh.ort tim.e the silk fabrics of

Venice vied with those of Greece and Sicily.

About the beginning of the fourteenth century

the Florentine manufactures of silk appear to

have been very considerable.*

It came much later into France ; the manu

tri.es. Bradley sa\s that most of these were
planted in the time of king James I., when there
was a project of setting up a silk manufacture ii

England.

The trees which are designed to feed silk-

worms should never be suffered to grow tall,

but rather kept in a sort of hedge; and instead

of piillinsr off the leaves singly, they should be
sheared off together with their young branches, j'''"^!'™^''^"?^'' /"•

''Y'»? ""'V' T«;™f ^^^'-^^^
,..i,;,.u ;„ .„..„!, .1 -.,j:__r..__ :_:..: !"'^ ""y.""<l broken the ice. The difficulty

lo much credit to the ingenuity and public spirit

')(' their inventors. We have not now, either time or
room, neither would it become us, to anticipate a
minute report, either of these, or of the very beauti-
ful cattle of both sexes, and of various breeds exhi-
bited by different gentlemen ; but we mav say, in ge-
neral, and with gre.it truth, that they reflected much
credit on the taste and judgment of their owners : who
leserve the special thanks of the friends of Agricultui-

whith is much sooner done, and is not so injur:

ous to the tree.

It is surprising that this precept of IMr. Mil-
ler's has not been attended to, not only in Eng
land, but in many of the southern parts of Eu-
rope, where making silk is of some conse
quence, since the practice is followed in the

liast, and is in itself perfectly rational. Fathei
Loureiro informs us, that in Cochinchina they
root up the plants every third year, and make
fresh plantations of the cuttings, because the

young shoots afford a more delicate food for the

iworms, and produce a finer silk. Sir George
facture of silk, though much encouraged by,Staunton relates, that in a part of China through
Henry I\". not having been fully establishedjwhich the embassy passed, mulberries were
there, till under Louis XIV. by Colbertf. Inicultivated with the greatest care; and planted
England, it is well known, that all the endea-lin rows, ten or twelve feet asunder, in beds of

vours of JaiTies l.\ to raise mulberry trees, andja moist, but not inundated, loamy earth, thrown
make silk, utterly failed, and have never sincejabout a foot high above the surface. The trees

been revived to any extent. are frequently pruned or dwarfed, in order to

The difference which Linnseus sets down be- make them produce a constant succession of
tween the black mulberry and the white, is thatjyoung shoots, and tender leaves. Our planters

in the former the leaves are subquinquelobate.'recommend a dry soil for the mulberry : but it

bliintish, and rugged, in the latter undivided'appears from the authors just quoted, that in

and shining ; the fructification of the former China and Cochinchina it is cultivated in a very
dicEcous, of the latter monoecous. These dis-'moist one, by the sides of rivers, or where rice

tinctions, however, are not exact. The black is grown in trenches between the rows of trees

mulberry is a larger stronger tree ; and the

fruit ia a dark blackish red, and more acid.

Mr. Miller's account is, that the black mul-

berry has generally inale flowers or catkins on

the same tree with the fruit, but it often hap

pens that some of the trees which are raised

from seeds have mostly male flowers and pro

duce no fruit : and that he has observed some
trees which produced only catkins for many
years after they were planted, afterwards have

become fruitful. This latter observation agrees

with a general remark that I have made on

monoecous trees, that whilst they are young
they bear male flowers and very little fruit.

Mulberry trees of a certain age are not only

more fruitful than young ones, but their fruit is

much larger and better flavoured.

This tree grows naturally in Persia, whence

it was first brought to the southern parts of Eu-
rope. It is now become common in every part of

our coii'.iiient, where the winters are not very

severe. In the northern parts of Sweden it will

not live in the open air ; and in several parts of

Germany it is planted against walls, and treated

in the same way as peaches and other tende

fruits arc here.

It was cultivated with us in 1596, by Gerarde.

Tn some of the old kitchen gardens near Lon
don there are trees of a very great age, whicl

are veiy healthy and fruitful, and their fruit is

larger and better flavoured than those of younj^ti

• Robertson's Ind'a, p. £9, from Pmcopius; also p
no. See Gibbon's Hist. vol. iv. p. 71, under Justinian

t Evelyn, book ii. chap. 1.

t See part of king James' letter to the lord lieu

lenant of each county in England.

There yet remains a hope that the cultivation

of silk may be successfully introduced into these
realms,

The thanks of the Society of Arts were given
to Mr. Stevers, of Bauenhoff, in Livonia, the
author of an excellent paper, on the manner of
rearing and treating silk-worms in the northern
pans of Europe : and the Society, in conse
quence of this communication, elected him one
of their corresponding members

'^mm i^Ammmm^

D.\LTIMORE, FltlDAY, JUNE 9, 1820.

(Tj'Agreeably to public notice, the Agricultural So
ciety ot Maryland, convened on WedBCsdr-y last at 4 P
11. at tl>e Pavilion Gardens.

It was very gratifying to perceive that a much more

lively and more general interest is now taken in

the objects of this Society, than has been hitherto

manifested.—The meeting was highly respectable in

its numbers and character, and we had the satisfac-

tion to recognize in the midst of it, several distin-

guished farmers from this and from neighbouring

A very interesting address, appropriate in the se

lection of its topicks, with reference to the condition of

Mar\ land husbandrv—was delivered by R. SmiUi, Esq
ilic President of the Society. It will be recorded in

tl-c Ame rlcan Farmer, as soon as we shall have pub-

lisbed several now on file, which have been sent to us

by order of the Societies in other States. After the ad-

dress was delivered, the Society proceeded to the view

anil examination of various machines, some of which

were calculated by their labour-saving powers, to

proAC a great acquisition to the agi'iculturist, and to

hich
making a beginning, is now overcome, the

edge has entered—an honourable feeling of emula-
tion will spread throughout the state, and the time fast
approaches when we shall see on a given day, annually
n Maryland, an AgriculturaUubilee—where the Far-
ners and Planters from all the Counties, will congre-
gate to exhibit, to claim premiums for, to sell and to
buy, the most excellent in their kind ofevery species of

e stock
; grains, grasses, implements, &c. &c. In a

word, we regard the last meeting as highly auspicious
to the views of the Society, indicating beyond a doubt,
that the spirit of Agricultural Improvement, which has
accomplished so much in other states, is taking fast hold
of the public feeling in Manland. May an ardent
zeal for cultivating to the highest perfection, the best

rces of private comport and national wealth, sue-
ceed to other passions, under the influence of which
so little has been done, either for social harmony—for
the plough, or for internal improvements of any kind.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 94 cts. to gl—Heb,
90 to 95 cts.—CoHK, white, 46 to 48 cts.—Yellow do.
45 to 47 cts—Mixed do. 45 cts.—llvx, 55 to 57 cts.—
Oats, wharf, 37i cts—Hat, per ton Sl7

—

Stuaw, do.
§10-FLotin, from the wagons, §4 50—WnisKEv,
rom do. 32 cts.

—

Bvttkk, pr. lb. 20 cts.

—

Eggs, 15 cts

Green Peas, per bushel, §1

—

Lamb, per quarter, 50 to

62J cts.

—

Veal, per quater, Si—Beef, prime pieces,

10 cts.—Live Cattle, g6 to §7—Potatoes, per bushel
75 cts.—STnAWBEPRYs, per quart, 12^ cts.

—

Cherries,
do. 10 cts.

—

White Leap, groivnd in oil S17—Dry, do.

S15—Oil, SI 10 to SI 20—Tar, gl 75—Tubpek-
TiNE, soft, g2—Spirits, do. 30 to 35 cts.—Rosin, g2—
Pitch, §2 50—Beans White gl S5—BlackEye Peas,

62J to 70 cts.

—

Lard, in small kegs, 10 to 11 cts—
Bacon, 10 to 11 cts.—Maryland Tobacoo, a few hhds.
sold the present week of wagon fired, at gll and
§15 50—Virginia Tobacco, a few hhds. old crop, good
quality, sold on Tuesduy for g8 50, new crop, g6 and
§8 50—Kentucky do. g5 to g6. Kentucky Tobacco,
50 bogheads, sold this week for from 5^ to 6^ cts. per
pound.
Note.—An erroneous impression prevails that to-

bacco is sold by the long hundred—whereas it is sold

by the pound ; it is to be regretted that all commo-
dities are not sold in the same way, it would be the
means of avoiding much confusion. Coffee for exam-
ple, is sold in this market pei pound—Sugar by the
long hundred.—All south of this to Louisiana, Sugar
is sold per poiinJ, ui Maryland and Pennsylvania, by
the long hundred. How much perplexity would it

save, if the rules in all these cases were uniform, and
simple .'

In Louisiana, on Sugar of that state, ten per cent,

tare is allowed—in Maryland, 15 per cent, and in Penn-
sylvania 12 : !

!

Containing 165 acres of land, which, it is believed,

is not surpassed by any in the county for richness of

oil, purity and abundance of water, variety of wood
and convenience to market.

It is not hazarding too much to say, that if in the pos-

session of an industrious man, skilled in the manage-
ment ofsnch an estate, that the product of this farm

,

Id be greater than that of anv other in this state.

'inquire of the Editor.

PUBLISHED BY JOHN S. SKINNER.
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burg Jgrindtural Societt/, delivered at their last Semi
annual meeting, at the Farmers'' Hotel, in Fredericks
burg, on Tuesday the 23d of JMa^i, 1820; and commu
nicated for pttblicatiou in the Jimerican Farmer.

GzKTLEMEir,
Your ready adoption of our late remonsti'ance,

which has occasioned so many unwarrantable attacks,

not only upon ourselves, but upon all the agriculturists
of our native state indiscriminately, justifies me in

"

lieving- that the political rights of agriculture are
less dear now to the members of this Society, than they
were at that time. And it inspires the hope, that it wil'

not be unacceptable to use the present occasion for still

farther endeavouring to illustrate them ; rather than
occupy the time in those agricultural details, which on
ordinary occasions might be deemed more suitable.

Although we have escaped by God's mercy the de-
structive consequences of the new tariff recently rejected
by the Senate of the United States, there can be no doubt
that the advocates of this most pernicious policy, will
redouble their efforts at the next session of Congress
This circumstance, together with the vital importance
of the question, will, I trust, be considered a sufficient

apol'^y for the present address on the part of one who
lias 1^ ely been forced in self defence, to occupy a much
larger space in the pubhc prints than lie wished : and

who si"<^^ he met you last, has had access to some im-

portant documents and other information that he could

not then procure, calculated as he believes, to give great

additional weight to those arguments heretofore urged
against the policy of taxing foreign commodities in the

way proposed.

it has been matter of much astonishment to many,
that a measure so deeply interesting to all ; a measure
most obviously calculated vitally to wound, if not abso-

lutely to prostrate the two great national interests. Ag-
riculture and Commerce ; with the exception in the first

case of some two or three hundred sugar planters—and
in tlie other, of the few engaged exclusively in the home
coasting trade, should have been within two or three

votes of succeeding. But for this, the individuals who
were to be the victims of so ruinous a policy, may in a

great measure thank themselves. Whilst petitions, me-
morials, and pamphlets innumerable were pouring in

from all quarters to Congress, on the part of the manu-
facturers—whilst the newspapers were teeming all last

summer with their publications ; the commercial men,
comparatively speaking, said little or nothing ; and ag-

riculture, the great supporter of all other interests, ap-

peared (to use the very appropriate figure of Sir H.
\V^alpole,) as willing " to be sheared" as ever—having

made no public opposition that I have heard of, except

in three solitary cases ; although the agriculturists con-

stitute fully three-fourths of the whole nation. I have
?-0(i</ reason to believe, that this most unaccountable si-

lence on one side, and clamour on the other, got many
votes against the tariff in tlie first branch of the nation-

al Legislature—enough prol>ably to have defeated the

measure in the outset, as it passed by a very small ma-
jority. It is hoped, however, that our late escape will

effectually cure the supine of their fatal negligence

;

and that not a single member of Congress will be suf-

fered to return next November, without being fully ap-
prized of the opinions and wishes of his constituents on
this most momentous question. No one has occurred

probably, since tlu- organizaviuii <)> our gi

more important to the prosperity and happiness of tliis

nation. Not that it assumes any very serious aspect

present in a pecuniary point of view ; for it addresses

Itself to the mind's eye, only in the form of a certai

per centage upon foreign commodities ; but it involves

the alarming principle that Congress has a right to tax,

ad libitum, all the other great interests of the community

for the exclusive benefit of one only ,- and to create b)

force, at the expense of a majority of the nation, any

trade, profession or calling, that they may fancy will be

useful. But if they possess this po-i'er, what other need

they have to accomplish any purpose, whether salutary

or mischievous, which they please. In making this re-

mark, I have no wish to express the slightest doubt in

regard to the patriotism of our national Legislature
;

but merely to recall to your recollections that cardi.

maxim of our constitution, which can scarcely be

too often repeated—that, as no power was given but

such as was believed to be absolutely necessary to the

purposes of good government—none should ever be ex
ercised, but such as has been expressly and clearly de
legated.

The individuals to be benefited by the proposed mea
sure, compose, even according to their own admission,

only about 3-16ths of our whole population ; although
it is manifest that when you deduct from this number,
all that portion of manufiicturers who have publickly

.said, that they wanted no additional duties, together

th those numerous artisans who depend for their

support on the prosperity of our foreign commerce,
this deduction will probably reduce the assumed three-

sixteenths fully one half. For these then, and the two
or three hundred sugar planters, eight or nine millions

of citizens, consisting of agriculturists, commercial
men, artisans dependent on commerce, and every other
trade and profession, except the petitioning manufac

to be taxed, and taxed, until they can pay
no more ! If ever there was a complete illustration of
the fable wherein the goose that laid the golden eggs

killed in order to get all at once—this case sup-
plies it. The parable fits in all its parts ; the mistaken
avidity of the operators can be surpassed, only by the

folly of the victims of the operation ; for none but
geese, one would think, could quietly submit to be
thus eviscerated.—Even the petitioning manufacturers
themselves, if they exercised a common degre of fore-

Ar.d

sight, would plainly perceive, that the accomplishmen'
of their wishes as to the tariff, so far from affording

ihem all the benefit which they anticipate would in fact

injure them in various ways. It would inevitably intro

ducc by smuggling, considerable quantities of foreign

goods of particular descriptions, which exempt from
all duty would then contend against their raannfac

tures of similar kinds, whilst it would cause those

which paid duty, as well as their own of the

sort to come so much higher to the consumers, as to

reduce the profits of agriculture still lower. This
Id certainly compel our planters and farmers to

make all those articles within themselves, which they
manufactured in a domestic way, during the two
wars which we waged with England. Indeed, it is a

fact within my own knowledge, that this process has

Iready commenced in many lamilies upon a very ex-

tensive scale: and had the new tariff been adopted,
would have been carried much farther, both from pru-

lential considerations, and from feeling the measure
IS an act of injustice to themselves. It may, perhaps,

seem strange to those who are so fond of taxing agri-

culture, to be told, that it is their interest, even more
if possible than ours, to foster this great source of na-

tional wealth by every legitimate means ; I will noi

say equally with commerce and manufactures, bul

above them both, if inequality of protection must ex

proot ot this assertion is so
plain, that " he who runs may read." It consists in
the following self-evident fact :—Agriculture being
the producer of all food which is indispensable to life

itself, the agriculturists must first feed themselves, be-
fore any thing can be spared to feed others. But these
"men Will not aim to raise more than enough for bare
subsistence, unless they have a prospect of good pro-
fit tor their extra labour. It becomes then, most de-
monstrably the interest of all those who are not agri-
culturists, to encourage those who are, in raising as
much surplus produce as possible; because it is upon
this surplus and upon this alone, that they must all de-

(tend, in the first instance, for subsistence itself, and
in the second place, either directly or indirectly, for

ihe means of caiTying on their respective trades, pro-
fessions and callings. This view of the subject can
never be too much insisted upon ; for this single fact,
it appears to me, is the one by which the whole po-
licy uf every government, in relation to agriculture,
should be regulated. 'Ihe more she flourishes, the.

greater will necessarily be the prosperity of com-
r.ierce ; and the better will be the prospect for esta-

blishing such manufactures in the country, as can
maintain a permanent stand therein, without taxing
and oppressing either agriculture or commerce to

sustain them. Even, if her prosperous condition re-

sult in some measure from what are called protecting
duties—the greater part of which she herself pays,
being the greatest consumer ; still it must continue
to operate beneficially, upon all the other interests

in the community. Whereas, if the prosperity of
coinmerce and manufactures are produced by the pro-

tecting duty system, agriculture, the mother of both,

must have her profits diminished nearly to the full ex-
tent of what she is made to pay for this protection, and
although hard to kill, may finally be nearly destroyed,
as the case of England herself— 1 lie most commercial
and manufacturing country in the world, has most irre-

fragably demonstrated.

The circumstances under which this new tarifT was
proposed, are not less remarkable, than the avowed ob-

ject of it. For the first time, since the government
commenced, a system of duties upon imports has been
proposed, exclusively for the purpose of forcing manu-
factures. I say exclusively, because the Secretary of
the Treasury declared, when called upon, that if adopt-

ed, it would probably diminish the revenue for several

successive years, at least six millions of dollars. The
measure was proposed too, at a time when a deficit of
about five millions of dollars was declared in our trea-

sury, which could only be supplied by loans, or taxes,

at a time that the means of paying the latter, had been
diminished more than half, by the reduced prices of ag-

Itural products. None of our financiers, from Mr.
Hamilton to Mr. Crawford, had ever ventured to re-

commend any system of duties upon imports, specially

for the purpose of forcing manufactures. They were
all avowedly for revenue ; and if they achieved any

other object, it was incidental. Hamilton's report in

1791, Gallatin's in 1810, and Dallas's in 1816, were de-

gned, as I believe, rather to recommend a judicious

distribution of the supposed necessary e.xternal duties

mongst the subjects on which they were chargeable,

ban to create new branches of industry, or to supply a

evenue not required. Mr. Crawford's late report, to

which I have already referred, speaks for itself. Should

our consumption of foreign commodities remain, as in

the last year, of which there is any return, that is 1818,

near six millions of dollars would have been added by
the proposed tariff, to our taxes, and this for the

vowed purpose of forcing manufactures. Although

the consumption will, in all probability, be much less,

ilill the proportion between the actual revenue, which
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it is believed will not cxeed nineteen millions, and the

additional taxes that we should have liad to j)3y, had

the new tarifi' been adopted, would have been ;

ge.OOO.OOO are to §21.000,000, which was about tli

amount of the revenue for 1819. But this was not tli

only blow Uiat the agriculturalists, or rather the jMy-all

class, as I think it would be much more suitable to

call ourselves, were fated to sustain, had the whole

tariff' project succeeded. A pai t of tlie scheme was to

make all importing merchants pay cash duties for the

greater part of their importations, thcrcb} sweeping

at one blow, all our foreign commerce, except thai

which is carried on by a very few enormous capitalists,

whose support of the tariff" this admirable contrivance

to create an importing monopoly, would certainly have

secured. And lest this additional effort to render us

completely dt])cudent on our domeslic manufacturers,

should not accomplish the object, the few goods thai

might find their way here from foreign countries, were

to be subjected to another heavy tax when sold at

auction. This, it seems to have been calculated, would

enlist in favour of the tariff a very considerable sup-

port in those large commercial cities where the whole

of these auctions are made, and at which almost all

the goods that supply the southern states are pur-

chased ; but very few merchants, comparatively speak-

ing, south of the Potomac, having sufficient capitals to

be large importers. This auction tax, therefor?,

would have fallen principally upon southern agricul

tiirists, who, if they venture even to breathe a mur
mur against such glaring injustice, are to be adver,

tised in most of the newspapers of the union, as a set

of selfish, ignorant, parsimonious inhuman beings, alike

destitute of sense, knowledge, feeling and patriotism

1 will not call the mode in which this tripatite associa

tion of the tariff', the cash duty, and the auction bills,

was managed, legislative bargaining : but without

doubt, it much resembles it, and will certainly b

renewed, unless lho.se who are to pay the whole cost

interpose with their instructions, to prevent the

ous game.
Nothing, I think, can be more manifest, than that

the general interests, both of navigation and com
nierte, as well as of agriculture, are opposed to pro

liibilory duties for forcing manufactures; yet, several

members who represented the two first of those in-

terests, were found voting for the tariff, which they

ought not to have wanted; because, coupled with the

casli duty and auction bills Which they did -want, under

an idea, I presume, that they would benefit particu-

lar interests in their great cities. Yet when the tariff

l)ill failed in the Senate, the re-consider.ition of the

auction bill was moved, for the purpose of rejection

by some of the very gentlemen who had voted for it

passage, when re-considered t/iefrst lime , for it t.fic

underwent this most convenient legislative process

But thus it is, my friends, that we trouts and guanas

nre titillated and lulled asleep, until we are fast bound
in fetters, of which it will be somewhat too late to

complain, after we are throttled and tied.

I think myself warranted in affirming, that, at no
period since we were united under our present go-

vernment, has any attack half so alarming been m.-ide

upon the general interests of agriculture, navigat'

and commerce, as this combination and triple alliance

of destructive bills presented ; yet most wonderful to

relate,, the portentous miscliief seems to have pro
duced scarcely any sensation among those who were
to have been the victims of it, unti'

was past !
" Ah ! (says one) we have had a most for

tunate and narrow escape '." " Yes, truly, (replies

another) by God's providence we have missed it for

this once ; and it wijl give us time to talk the matte:

over with our representatives before next session.—

Somebody, surely, will stir in the business, so that

we need not take up trouble upon interest." "Aye
(exclaims a third) that Senate is a good thing afie

'.all, although we do sometimes complain of it. When
we are so guarded at all points, why should we cc

rem our heads about public affairs. It may be w
• iiough however, as this is a matter of niore than

I interest, to give our members a hint

and find us still conffding that it is impossible for

thing to go wrong where we elect our representatives

every two years ! Oh no, the thing is quite contrary

1 all fire-side, easy-chair calculation
;

particularly if

e have three or four good-humoured friends, and a

bottle or tw o of generous wine to assist in our prophe-
cies.

With the exception of two amiable memorials, the

one from Salem in Massachusetts, and the other from
the Chamber of Commerce in Philadelphia, (although

here may have been others.) I have seen nothing from
)ur mercantile: friends, who, if possible, are more
Iceply interested than we are ; and as to our agriculni-

al brethren, they have in almost every instance, I be-

lieve, given the national legislature reason to infer,

from their silence that they were not averse to a

scheme which woulel have capped the cUmax of their

present difficulties and distresses. Such indifference

to our rights ; and such apparent carelessness in re

gard to tlie means of preserving them, is truly unac-

countable.

Amongst the many extraordinary efforts made to

ecoramend the new tariff' system, it has been said,

that agriculture was protected by certain duties far

beyond what she had any right to claim ; and there-

fore that manufactures were also entitled to an equal

excess of protection over and above their fair propor-jtliose of
tion. Admitting the first part of the pro] '

'

consumption here, by our duties on these articles,

used to be purchased, chiefly by the products of our
agTiculture. Our s.iles of produce therefore, are evi-

dently lessened in all these countries to the full amount
of the quantity which, but for these duties, we should
give in exchange for these wines and spirits. The
revenue too, which would certainly arise from their

importation, were the duties considerably lessened,

Id greatly contribute to diminish the deficit. But
e must have high duties on spirits, let it be on all,

both foreign and domestic. No article could bear it

better ; the consumers alone would pay, and if it

ould have the effect of materially lessening the
consumption, the act would deserve the Nation's
blessing.

regard to the duty on sugar, ft-st imposed solely

•vemie, it is most obvious that the great body of
agriculturists are much oppressed by it ; as they all,

the exception of some two or three hundred
sugar planter.s, consume it, without making any. This
duty operates in fact, as a bounty to these few indivi-

thout any such aid, would still make a

gre.ater profit from their capital, than if it were in-

ested in any other branch of agriculture, and who
diminish the revenue to the amount of all the duty on
such portions of foreign sugars as .are excluded by

' growth ; at the same time, that by this

lose tlie sale in the West India markets

"f Congress." Yet " to-morrow and to-morrow,
licit session and the next, will probably come.

worse is, that the sugar planters of Louisiana want
nothing scarcely that we make ; and must be paid in,

money for the greater part of what we buy of them.
With bread-stuff's and every other agricultural pro-
duct, they will soon either supply tliemselves, or re-
ceive them through some of the numerous tributary

streams of the Mississippi, at the grand mart for wes-
tern and south-western commerce, the city of New
Orleans. From the same rapidly increasing source
we shall also soon be supplied with domestic molasses

and rum, to be paid for, not in fn-oduce, as is the case
when we purchase these articles in the West Indies,

bvt in cash. This also will diminish the revenue aris-

ing from foreign rum and molasses, and augment the
necessity for direct or other internal taxes, at the

time, th.1t a still further diminution in the sales

be true, it amounts to nothing more, than that one of all the provisions and lumber, that we should other,

rror in legislation sanctions another. But let us for wise exchange for Ihem. What makes the matter
a moment examine the ground of the declaration it-

hich is not less erroneous in point of fact, than

n other respects. The following articles have
been enumerated, as taxed to benefit agriculture :—
spirits, sugars, cheese, coals, manufactared tobacco,

snuff, cotton, hemp, tobacco in the leaf, potatoes, rice,

wheat, beans, oats, pitch, tar, turpentine, beef, pork,
hams. Of these, neitlier the eluties on coals, manufac-
tured tobacco, nor snuff, are any more in favour of

agriculture than the duties on cloth, muslins, or felt

hats. Agriculture in fiict, is the payer, not the re-

ceiver of these duties. A very large portion of the

others enumerated above, are merely nomin.il, as no
similar articles from foreign countries could be afford-

ed here, even if there was no duty, at stich prices as

Planters and Farmers usually obtain, for whatL
they sell. Leaf tobacco, I believe to be the only ex-of our agricultural products must necessarily take
ception among those on which the duty is rated at 15,p!acc. Yet the agriculturists of the South Atlantic

per cent. ; and tliis operates very partially, as only a'states, must not only, not complain, but submit si-

small portion of our tobacco planters make such to-llently to be reproached with receiving the benefit of
bacco as we imjjort. The two duties about which taxes which they actually pay, and which are grinding

e greatest clamour has been raised, I would most them to poverty, as fast as the operation can well be
illingly see greatly reduced—1 mean the duly on performed—all which, and much more they will de-

spirits and sugar. Although I have no doubt that it'serve, if they continue as heretofore, to take it for

ould be a great blessing to our country, could the granted, that because the agriculturists constitute a
use of ardent spirits be prevented altogether ; yet as very large majority of the whole nation, nothing can
that is an utterly hopeless wish, I would ask upon be either attempted or done, destructive of their best

irinciples of common humanity, if it would not be'interests. An overweening confidence in their own
,

etter, tliat our people should be poisoned, (since'slrength ; a proud consciousness of their own power;
poisoned many must be) with tolerable good rum, a rash belief in their own influence over the national

French brandy and real Holland's gin, than with in-councils, have kept them silent on many occisions,

tolerably bad deleterious whiskey, sour cider, brandy when every consideration of prudence, and of safety

and gin made of whiskey, turpentine, and soap ! As required, that by a public expression of their wishes

the destructive process would be much longer in .ac-and opinions in regard to their own interests, they
complishing, which is clearly proven by the number should avoid the hazards resulting from that species

of years that a soaker of " the olden time" rcquircd'of legislation in which questions of the highest possi-

to kill himself, compared with the very brief space ble importance are left to the decision of our represen-

which the modern proficient in this species of self-im- tatives, without any guide in relation to the opinions

ifter the danger molation, takes to achieve the same end—a bettei-of their constituents, but such as vague conjtfcture

chance for reformation—a greater hope of amendment supplies. If under such circumst.inces they suffer,

)f life might be aflTorded. But the fact is, that this they surely have not much right to complain—for if

;luty, like all the others, falls principally upon agri- the steed be stolen, because we are either too careless

culture, instead of being received by her ; the conor too lazy to shut the door, who but oiu"selves are the

sumption of foreign spirits being much greater by primary authors of the loss .'

igriculture, than either by commerce or manufac- ShotiUl this address appear to any of you, gentle-

tires, simply because the agriculturists compose by men, to have deviated too far from the usual routine

"ar the most numerous class, and all consume theii'of our business, 1 must appeal for my excuse to cer-

fuU proportion. As to domestic spirits, I do not be- tain occurrences, with which si.me of you possibly,

lieve they could well be lower, than at present, if m.iy be as yet iinacqusiinted. From the moment of

there was no duty. But the tax upon spirits, as well the publication of our remonstrance, uj) almost to the

as that upon wines, operates in another, and still more present period, we have been assailed from various

pernicious way against agriculture, besides what she qu.artcrs with numerous addresses and publications

—

lunild we fall in with them before the next meeting pays for their consumption. The wines and the spirits some of wirich I have thought it incumbent upon me.
of the West Indies, of France, Spain, and Portugal, as your representative, to endeavour to answer ; not

which are either excluded, or diminished in thcir'so much on account of any seeming argument that
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they contained, i'or most of them appeared to

been manufactured by tlie same prolific head, '

ill tlie number of yards, tliat a few very scant materials

have been made to rnn to the pound, lias far surpass

ed the poiver of any of tlie spinning .Tenniis dcsi;^'-ne(;

10 be vindicated a.i,';unst our supposed^ hnslility— hal-

ing' spun a thrca.l of so attenuated a lihve, t'.iat " tlie

lilmy gossamer" itse'F is quite a cablemiie to it. Hut

the web of impalpable texture fabricated therewith,

was interwoven witli so much personality, both against

ourselves, and all t.'ie agriculturists of our native state,

that justice to our cause appeared to me to require 'hat

something should be said in our defence. If 1 have done

wrong in noticing these unprovoked attacks, th

must plead my apology. One or tu-o of them, after tivated, such a book
hearing who were probably their authors, I liave passed

in silence ; for the same reason, that we get out of thi

way as fast as we can when we meet certain obscene

and offensive quadrupeds, to wliom by universal con

sent it is deemed no act of cowardice " to give the

road"—the apparent disgrace of retreat in ail sucli

cases, being far more bearable, than llie odour of vie

tory.

In the cases where I attempted our vindication, il

being impracticable at this time, to give you the whole
ground of defence, 1 have endeavoured in the preced

"ing address to condense the substance of it, that I

might meet what I presumed would be your wishes

on this subject. I shall now conclude, and will trust

to the usual kindness with which you have heretofore

received all my communications, for a reception

less favourable to the one which 1 have just had the

honour to deliver.

FOR THE AMERICAN FAKHER.

THE PROFESSION OF

«lT\ai\teie o\' TavifteY.—Ko. 4.

Since the happiest experience has proved

tliat the cultivators of the earth may be as

opulent and illustrious, as Washington, let us

proceed to inquire into the means of making
us a people great in the firofession of agricul-

ture ; intelligent in its theory, bright in its

practice.

The foundation of general education are

laid in the common schools of the townships,

hundreds parishes, villages, boroughs and cities.

We will denominate those schools, for reading

and writing, the ftrimary schools. From the

natural equality of men, these schools must con-

tain the same proportion of sound and strong

minds as our academies, colleges and universi

ties. In these little scenes of puerile instruc

tion, teachers should I)e preferred, who have a

talent and knowledge in farming, fruitery and
gardening. They should have a suitable teach-

er's glebe, as part of their support, and for the

exercise of the industry, talents, care and man-
agement of the children. The teacher should
study to instruct them in the practice, course,

and reasons of culture. He should have a
7>ianual of the farmer's profession, out of Which
portions should be read as exercises. It would
be worthy of the wisdom of the state legisla-

tures to offer a premium, in money, to such
persons as should compose and compile the

best hand book for that purpose, which should
be printed in a plain, cheap volume for those
schools, and for the families of planters and
farmers, male, and female. Women are often

distinguished in gardening and fruit, and are
respectable in the economy and management of

a farm. Cuts or plates, exhibiting " (he me-

chayiic powers," the lever, the wedge, the in-

clined plane, the. screw, the pulley, with their

uses, advantages, and reasons, or principles,

would be highly amusing and deeply instruc-

tive.* Competition, in little sections of the

teacher's ground, as to kinds, qualities, and
(|uantity, would have an excellent effect.

—

Every parent or guardian would cheerfully sup-
ply his child or ward, with seed for his little sec-

tion of the teacher's ground. Approved tools

should be a subject of particular consideration,

Whenever ground could not be obtained, or cul-

has been mentioned, would
be highly favourable in its effects upon young
minds, and most so in the cases of the children
f the ignorant, the unskilful, the poor and the

unwise.

The neighbouring heads of families should
nd to the teacher, a constant supply of articles

on agriculture from newspapers and pamphlets,
specimens of fine wool, or curious seeds, fruits,

plants, engravings, tools, implements, utensils,

of lead, iron, copper, tin. Sec. clays, ochres,
new improvements, processes, inventions, &c
&c. as they might fall into their hands from time
to time.

planter and farmer should send one to the teach
These two effects would be produced, the

teacher and the pupils would acquire a variety

of useful knowledge pertinent to culture, never
to be forgotten, and the pupils would carry it

home to their fathers and relations, and thus dif-

fuse knowledge, and increase its activity, at least

among the uneducated.
In the next class of schools above the com

mon or primary, and below the colleges, which
we call in America, Jcade/tiies; the same means
maybe used to excite to agricultural instruction

eading, observation and reflection. It may be
done in a more accurate systematic and exten-

sive manner. Dictionaries of agriculture ; con-

cise systems. Dictionaries of the branches of an
and science connected with culture, may be ea
sily and cheaply introduced.—The superior pro-

fessors would be warned on the subjects, by the

tpening ol it, proposed in the common or pri

mary schools, and assisted by conferences and
pondence, with the most powerful men

among the practical farmers and planters of

their vicinity and acquaintance. The best

American and foreign writers may be consulted,

Indian warriors were shown a beautiful pair

of compound brass pulleys, in the college of Philadel
phia. Each block had perhaps a dozen sheaves, and
was about as large in circumference as a common tum
bier, and capable of receiving only a good silk bobbir
of the thickness of the tenth of an inch.—The two stout

red children of nature were told by the interpreter, that

pulleys to come together. Each seized one of the
double blocks by the hooked metal handle, and stood

distance from the othei-, of about three or four
feet. The little boy began to draw the cord, and forcing
the Indians to approach by the poiiier of the pulleys, the
Indians with a little passion on their faces, set foot to

foot against each other, and endeavoured to keep
apart. The child, who was instructed, pulled upon
the string, and laughed archly. The Indians struggled,

with violence and rage, using all the force of their

arms, legs, and weight to keep apart, but to their great

ification, were brought together, with the scotch-

ed blocks of those powerful little pulleys. No pupil
n the college library, no savage of a dozen there ever

forgot that practical lesson upon the pa-a'sv of the pulley.

and the branch of landed culture in our acade-
mical economics may be rendered delightful, or-
namental, beneficial and accurately, technical and
scientific. Annual, quarterly, monthly or weekly
discourses of teachers and exercises of pupils,
happily mixed, might be practiced. A regular
compendium for the exercises of the pupils, is

as easy, and proper in this branch of economics,
as in those relative to money in coins, money of
account, commerce, government, &c. They are
all embraced in the enlarged system of moral or
habitual or customary or practical science of the
economy and business of human life ; which is

strictly " moral philosophij" or " moral sci-
ence."\ It must not be apprehended, that these
ideas are too formally learned and scientific for
the business of farming, for it is a truth, that it

is the real, simple and valuable character of the
present times, that the commonest things are no
longer done by guess, by mere practice, fash-

custom or imitation. It is known, that
there are philosophical principles and technical
processes for boiling spinach making butter,
cheese, soap and bread, constructing a spinning
wheel, or loom, making maple sugar, ferment-

After securing one for himself, every ing home brewed ale, cider and nvine, distilling

spirits, as real, true and sure as the princi-
ples on which the Almighty Maker of all things
has created and ordained the motions of the
spheres that roll throughout the universe.

—

Genuine Philosophy, in its correct sense, is the
whole system of principles on which God has
made, preserved, and applied every thing from
the atomic dust of the balance to the stupendous
luminary of the universal frame. Our philoso-
plnj is all we know of this immense mass of
divine wisdom ; and it may be safely affirmed,
tiiat the profession of a planter or farmer
rightly understood, involves more of its tempo-
ral materials, than any other single pursuit in

life, not even excepting that of the learned Doc-
tor in the healing art.

It will naturally follow from what has been
advanced, in regard to our common or primary
schools, and more reputable academies, that
the infusion of a knowledge of the principles
and arts of agriculture into the minds of the pu-
pils in our colleges and universities arises as
the next duty, and in a superior degree. It is

by means of the learned professors, the excel-
lent books, in the routine of instruction, and the
nvaluable collections, which fill their libraries,

that the maturing student elevated by means of
the two lower schools, may search into the
whole round of our subject. He may thus ob-
tain the best modern and tried knowledge of
the earth, its theorists and its operators, its

cultivations, its seed, its productions, its mis-
a little boy then before them, would force them, *^ carriages, its methods of prevention, support

„-..

.

.___.u._ „_-K _-
,

,.,
^^^ cure, and all its scientific and technical in-

struments, means and auxiliaries. Here too

the professors and the students may perform the

delightful task of exemplifying all the science

relative to agriculture, in the various crops of

the neighbouring estates, preparing the youthful

-f
Moral science does not mean mere ethical or vir.

tuous science ; but the science of the whole system^

or economy of civilized life, from the rules and ope-
rations of families and men of business in every line,

to those of corporations, states, governments, and na-

tions.
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minds for the next and most impoi-iant itage of

their juvenile instruction.

It is now proposed to submit a proposition,

which may appear new, or at least not to be yet

jiraclised in the United States.

It appears expedient to adopt in the educa-

tion of our sons for the firoffaaion of a fiUmtcr

or farmer, a measure which is common and ap-

proved in every other walk of busy life. The
youthful pupil in the ministry of religion is

placed by his parent or guardian, as a regular

student of divinity, under some suitable esta-

blished minister, of talents, learning, and virtue.

The pupils of the law and in medicine are

placed in similar situations, with established

])ractitioners of talents, learning and probity.

Voung men intended for the profession of ar-

chitects, masons and other branches of the fine

and useful arts, are treated in the same judi-

cious and faithful manner. If t/ie profession of

the /ilantcr or farmer, is to be rendered more

/trofttable and distinguished, for talent improved

by knowledge and ex/ierience, it is obvious, tha;

a like measure, in the last stage of the educa

tion of the rising generation, intended for rural

life is worthy of further serious consideration.

CINCINNATUS.

FOR TUB A.MEIHCAN FARXIEI!.

PHOOEEDINGS OF THE

OF ALBEMARLE, (Vihg.)

ON THE ROTATION OF CROPS.—No. 2.

Bremo, May 8, 1820.

It seetHS to be adnutted among the enlighten-

ed agriculturists of tlie present day, that a rota-

tion of crops is necessary to the most produc

».ive cultivation of the soil. And hence, what

is the best rotation ? has become one of the

most important questions in the science of agr

culture.

From the great variety of soils, difference of

climate, and the peculiar nature and nabits of

the various cultivated plants, it is manifest

there can be no rotation, that will be found ap

plicable in all its details, to any large portion

jif a country so much diversified as ilie state of

Virginia.

Where the circumstances of soil, situation,

and crops are similar, a great obstacle to the

extention of a salutary uniformity of |)ractice

is experienced in the want of precision in the

language of agriculture ;—especially in relation

to the nature and composition of soils ; so

sential to be adverted to in every agricultural

experiment, in order to arrive at similar

suits ; insomuch that the best efforts may
fail of giving the precise information intended to

be communicated. And to this cause may be

attributed in some degree, no doubt, the great

variety of courses which we frequently fin

pursued under similar circumstances, and th

same course under circumstances quite dissimi

lar.—We can hope for no remedy against this

*tate of things, but in the extension and im
provement of agricultural knowledge. When ii

its progress, it shall have advanced agricultural

chymistry to the elevated level of the other scien

ces, and classified the soils with the same preci

ion that botanists have arranged the plants, and

mineralogists the fossils of the earth—thus giv-

ing to agriculturists a scientific and definite

language, in whicii they may communicate with

the certainty of being understood, then, and

not till tlicn, can we anticipate, that the noblest

and most useful of the occupations of man, will

advance in improvement with the rapidity of

the other branches of useful knowledge,

The rotation 1 have adopted has objections to

it ; but as I have not yet been able to settle in

ny mind the best means of obviating them, I

shall submit it to the society with some of the

remarks in favour ofand against it, which have

occurred to me in the course of carrying it into

practice rather with the hope, that it may here

after draw forth something for the interest of

agriculture, than the expectation of its contain

ing any tiling new or important.

A considerable portion of my arable land con

sists of river bottom, on which I pursue quite a

ft'erent course. The following rotation is that

which I pursue exclusively on the high, hilly

nd adjacent to the river. The soil is a mix
lure of clay and sand in various proportions

the clay generally predominating in that degree,

which makes it more favourable to the growth of

wheat than Indian corn, often intermixed with

broken stone, slaty gravel, and occasionally

round pebbles ; and for the most part on a sub-

stratum of hard and poor claj', within easy

reach of a two horse plough.

Upon land of the foregoing description, I fol

lovv a six field course, in the order of 1st corn.

2d wheat, 3d clover, 4th clover, 5th wheat and

6th pasture.

Indian corn being an article of the first ne-

cessity with us, as it is the staff" of life to all the

labour employed in agricultural operations,

whether of man or beast, is at the same time ad

mitted to be the most exhausting of all the crops

we grow. While the first consideration there

fore renders it indispensable, the last rccom

mends limiting it to the smallest portion of the

arable surface, that will be adequate to a suffi

cient supply for the consumption of the farm

To pretend to make it for market in this

part of the country, may be pronounced bad

husbandry, without the fear of contradiction

One sixth part of the farm, appears to me to be as

small a proportion, as we can venture upon

the present state and habits of the country ; and

if all manured will prove more than sufficient for

the object.

To counteract, as much as possible, the de

terioration of the corn crop, I apply all the ma
nure I can make to this field. The rate a

which I use it, is twenty-five loads of thirty

bushels each to an acre. In order to be ac

curate and uniform in the quantity I check
the land with a plough fourteen yards each

way, and lay a load at the intersection of the

furrows. The eff^ect has been on an average of

years (excepting the last year Of unusual

drought) to give me four barrels or twenty

bushels of corn from the acre, on land which in

its natural state yields about two barrels. The
succeeding wheat crop yields twelve or fifteen

busiiels, according to the season, and the ensu-

ing clover crop is rendered much more certain

I have been induced to direct every effort

which could be spared from other objects to the

accumulation of manure, from the conviction
that the mere effect of any rotation, even with
the assistance of plaster on the clover, will not

upon my soil produce the great and speedy im-
provement to wliich we ought to aspire. On
many parts of my farm I have not yet been
able to discover such effects from the plaster,

as to justify the expense of using it ; but I have
continued to use several tons every year, hoping
upon the authority of the Reports of Judge Pe-

, that the beneficial effects which are there
stated sometimes to remain dormant for years,

will be finally developed. My experience so
far has brought me to the conclusion, that ths

liberal use of manure regularly recurring once
in every rotation, is the only basis to be relied

on for great and lasting improvement, upon
any soil of like nature to that upon which I am
operating. It may be objected, that the quan-
tity of manure required to cover one sixth of

the arable land of our farms will be found to be
more than can be made ; but we are tohl that

in the best cultivated counties of England they

manure one fourth annually. It is true, I have
hitherto fallen far short of one sixth, which I

have fixed for my ultimate accomplishment, in

order to attain the full benefits of my scheme
of improvement and profit ; but I am far from
thinking it unattainable, inasmuch as I have
not brought to my aid many resources common
to every farm ; and much of my labour has

been heretofore employed in clearing land.—It

is well understood among the best farmers of

England, that from every head of cattle kept
on the farm, from ten to twelve loads of manure
may be made.

I will here mention the practice I have
adopted in the management of my manure ;—
which I find prepares it earlier for use, and ren-

ders it more effectual, than when put out in the

coarse state in which it is usually found the

first spring after it is made. I have it dug up
the last week in February, or the first in

March, by which the fermentation is so much
hastened as to rot it sufficiently to be in a bet-

ter state for promoting the growth of corn, by
the latter part of March, or the first of April,

—

the time for casting it out. I have been disap-

pointed in using manure in the coarse and rough
state in which it is generally found without this

second fermentation. Corn-stalks and wheat-
straw with the dung of cattle fed on these on-

ly, will not ferment although thrown into large

masses as above-mentioned, in time to be cart-

ed out for corn. To accomplish this process

in due season, there must be some mixture of

stable manure, that from the fattening hog pens,

or some other materials with more of the virtue

of fertility in them. I believe it may be assum-
ed, that the value of manure is in direct pro-

portion to the value of the food of the stock from
which it is made.

My corn is always (except on the first year's

new ground) planted in horizontal rows ;

—

these rows are kept as nearly as possible on an
exact level, by frequent repetitions of the use

of the rafter level at dilTerent elevations of the

field, and running the remaining and interme-
diate furrows parallel to these. When these
horizontal beds are once laid off", care is taken
to preserve them through all the subsequent
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steps in the rotation ; obscrviiii^ to plough two

corn beds into one for wheat when fallowing

the clover field. These are easily divided again

when the corn crop comes round into the

tion, by the eye of 'he ploughman, without the

necessity of the rafter leve

Such, in my opinion, are the advantages of

the horizontal husbandry in hilly and rolling

land ; in preserving that degree of moisture in

the land required by the corn crop, in prevent-

ing the destructive effects of washing rains, and

in diminishing the labour of tillage to man and

beast, that I would not accept the labour as a

gratuity to cultivate my hill land with the con-

dition of following the old fashioned mode.

From the first year's clover field, I cut hay and

save clover seed ; and as a compensation for tak-

ing off the two crops of the first year, I give tlie-;

nd valuable correspondent, Geo. \V. Jeltreys

of North Carolina, to whom they were ad
dressed ; we elve them in the order of their dates.

id

Csquii

Caroline, Port Royal, Aug. \6l/i, 1816,

Dear Sir,—Yours, of the 29th ult. has just

come to hand, and I wish I could answer it

more satisfactorily. Of the agricultural books
which I have, most have been compounded from
theory, and have tended chiefly to prove that

fine writers may be bad farmers. Arthur
Vouiig alone seems to me to occupy the stati

among agriculturists, which Bacon does among
philosophers. He makes records, and reasons,

with great perspicuity, from a great variety of

periments. He was a practical farmer and
good writer. His works, under the titles of a

nals, travels. Sec. are very extensive, and would
alone, as they extend to about 20 octavo vo

second year's clover entirely to the land ; butjkimes, constitute a valuable agricultural library,

this practice is not approved by some of thejThey may probably be had in Philadelphia.

—

best informed farmers. Mr. Randolph Harri-|Several volumes published by the Agricultural

son of Cumberland, the most successful and|Society of Philadelphia, are particularly valua
judicious cultivator of my acquaintance, thinks ble, as being better adapted to our soil and cli

by deferring the fallow to the second year's

clover, there is more loss from the hard and

unlilled state into which the land gets, than

is gained by turning in the entire clover crop.

I must admit I have been disappointed hither

to, in the produce of my fallowed fields, and

from present appearances this part of my crop

is likely to fall shorter of my expectations than

ever. This I have ascribed to the unfavou

bleness of the late seasons for fallowing, and

should our summers continue to be as dry as

they lately have been, summer fallows can no
longer form a part of an advantageous course of

husbandry. In my pasture field, 1 rely upon
the volunteer clover which succeeds the fallow-

ed wheat, and find it generally thick enough to

improve the pasture considerably. I have as yet

mate, than most foreign books ; and as treating

miscellaneously, of a great variety of subjects
It is true that some of them do not apply to the
meridian of your country ; but others do. This
objection however exists to most books extant
upon the subject of agriculture, as the great
variety of soils and climates, must unavoidably
infuse into them a great portion of locality, sc

far at least as they are bottomed upon e.'cperi

ment. Intelligent readers will find no great
difficulty in accommodating their principles to

particular circumstances. Even Tu

hand two days ago. I wish it were in my pow-
er to fulfil the request of furnishing you with a
full and complete catalogue for an Agricultural
Library. For this first and most useful of all

human arts and sciences, I have had from earli-

est life, the strongest partiality. Yet, such
have been the circumstance of the times in

which I have happened to live, that it has never
n in my power to indulge it. My reading
that line, therefore, has been necessarily re-

strained, and for practice, I have had still less

leisure and opportunity until age had de«
prived me of the activity it called for. The
catalogue therefore, now enclosed, is sent ra-
her in proof of my readiness, than of my com-
petence, to serve your society. There is proba-
bly no better husbandry known at present, than
that of England. But that is, for the climate
and productions of England. Their books lay
tor us a foundation of good general principles

;

but we ought, for their application, to look more
than we have done into the practices of coun-
tries, and climates, more homogeneous with our
own. I speak as a Southern man. The Agri-
culture of France and Italy is good, and lias

been better than at this time; the former in the
age of De Serres, the latter in the time of Cato,
Varro, &c. Lessons useful to us may also be
derived from Greece and Asia Minor, in the
times of their eminence in science and popula-
tion.

I wish I could have been more copious in that

part of my catalogue : but my acquaintance with
their agricultural writings has not enabled me

work injto be so.

this view may with advantage be admitted into The horizontal ploughing, after which you
your library, for although he carried his en-|inquire, has been practised here by Col. Ran-
thusiasm in favour of ploughing too far, yet it is: dolph, my son-in-law, who first introduced it

a species of enthusiasm not likely to be veryiabout a dozen or fifteen years since. Itsadvantages
detrimental to our country. His errors are, an were so soon observed, that it has already be-

not ascertained the proportion of stock I canjunnecessary exposure of the soil to the sun by come very general, and has entirely changed
.,,ot.,,.» t^ .1.,. „„..= , ; „„f„„t —;.,f,„i,„too frequent ploughings, and too low an esti- and renovated the face of our country.

mate of the value of manures. A late publica- Every rain before that, while it did a tempora-
tion of professor Davy, containing a concise^ry good, did greater permanent evil, by carry-
chymical analysis of manures, is the most ing off our soil ; and fields were no sooner
scientific, and comprehensive work I have seen cleared than wasted. At present we may say

pasture to the acre,—an important point to be i

settled in every system of husbandry, which looks

to manure as a principal source of improve-
ment. But we may readily conclude, the expe
rience upon this subject, in a climate so entirely

different from ours as that of G. B. cannot be
taken by us for a guide. It is manifest, however
if no more than twelve loads of manure can be
made from each head of stock, that all we fall

short of two head of cattle, or an equivalent in

smaller stock, per acre of that portion ot the
farm devoted to pasture, must be made up by
compost, burnt clay, lime, or other resources, in

order to manure one sixth of the farm at the
rate of twenty-five loads to the acre.

The estimate of ten or twelve loads per head,
I understand is made upon cattle pastured
part of the year, and stalled, littered, and well
fed through the winter : if they are soiled in

Summer as well as stall fed in \Vinter, a much
larger quantity of manure may be made per
head than that above-mentioned.

JOHN H. COCKE
P. Minor, Esq.

Scc'ry of the Agricultural \
Society of Albemarle. ^

CATALOGUE OF AN AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY.

The following letters from three of our illustrious

countrymen, were put into our hands by our wortliy

on that subject, and seems to me to accord best

ith the modern ideas of agriculture. If you
had these books, together with the proceedings
of the board of agriculture in England, of which
Sir John Sinclair is president

; you would pro-
bably possess as good an agricultural library, as

is to be met with in the United States.

My live cedar hedges, are getting to be very
beautiful. A gentleman who viewed them near a

year ago, who had travelled much over England,
assured me that he had seen no live fences
in that country equal to them. If the book
called Arator, should awaken the rising genera-
tion to the great interest of our country, its de-
fects will speedily be detected by the superior
talents, which a just sense of the subject will

bring into activity. Exertion is the mother of

improvement, and to have been the cause of

exciting one gentleman's determination to give

efficacy to his talents is highly gratifying, to, Sir,

Your most obd't serv't,

JOHN TAYLOR.
Geo. TV. Jeffreys, Esq.

Morticello, March 2d, 1817.

Sir—Your favour of February 17th, came to

that we lose none of our soil : the rain not ab-
sorbed in the moment of its fall, being retained
in the hollows of the beds, until it can be ab-

sorbed. Our practice is, when we first enter
on this process, with a rafter level of ten feet

pan,* to lay off guide lines, conducted hori-

zontally, from one end to the other of the field,

and about thirty yards apart. The steps of the
level on the ground are marked by a stroke of
a hoe, and immediately followed by a plough,
to preserve the trace. A man or a boy of twelve
or fifteen years old, with the level, and two

Her boys to mark the steps, the one with
sticks, the other with a hoe, will do an acre of
this an hour, and when once done, it is for ever
done. We generally level a field the year it is

put into corn, until all have been once levelled.

The intermediate furrows are run by the eye of
the ploughman, governed by these guide lines,

and is so done as to lay the earth in horizontal

beds of six feet wide, with deep hollows or wa-
ter furrows between them, to hold superfluous
rain. The inequalities of declivity in the

• A drawing of wliich may be seen in volume ]

358 of this work.
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hill, will vary in places the distance of the guide

lines, and occasion gores which aic thrown into

short beds.

As in ploughing very sleep hill sides hori-

zontally, the common plough can scarcely

throw the furrows up-hill. Colonel Randolpli

has contrived a very simple alteration of the

share, which throws the furrows down-hill botl

going and coming. It is, as if two shares were

welded together, at their straight side, and at a

right angle with each other. This turns on its

bar as a pivot, so as to lay either share hor'

tal and the other vertical, and is done by the

ploughman in an instant, hy a single motion of

the hand, at the end of every furrow, I enclose

a bit of paper cut into the form of the double

share, which being opened, at the fold to a right

angle, will give an idea of its general principle

I have transferred this method of ploughing, to e

possession I have near Lynchburg, ninety miles

to the S. W. from this place, where it is spread

ing rapidly, and will be the salvation of that, as it

confessedly has been of this part of the country.

Horizontal and deep ploughing, with the use of

plaster and clover, which are but beginning to

be used here, we believe will restore this part of

our country to its original fertility, which

exceeded by no upland in the state. This is the

best account I am able to give you of the liori

zontal ploughing. Poor, as I am, in the prac

tJce.of Agriculture, and not rich in its theory

I can do no more than prove my wishes to be

useful ; adding those for the success of your in

stilution—and assurances of my great respect

and consideration.

THOMAS JEFFERSON.
CATALOGUE.

Geoponica Bossi, NiclasU Lipsiae, ITSl, or Lat. 2 vols.

8v(,.

Owen's TranslutioM of the Geopoiiics, Eiig. 2 vols. 8vo,

Sci-iptores rei riislicae veteres, (Cato, Barro, Colu-

mella, PallaiU'is,) the edition published at

Lcipsic by Schneider, about 1790—9 vols. 8vo.

Occonomie rulale de Saboureux, 6 vols. 8vo. [a Iraiis-

lution of Cato, Jiarro, Columella, PatlaiUus.]

Dickson's Husbandry of tlie Ancients, 2 vols. 8vo.

L'Agricultore del 'I'rinci, 2 vols. 12mo. or 1 vol. 8vo.

Dizzionario D'Agricultuva dal Honconi, 2 vols. 8vo.

Heflexions sur L'agriculture de Naples, par Tuppruti,

8vo.

Corso d1 AgricuUm-a dal Proposito Lastri, 5 vols. 12mo.

Istruzzione elemcntari di AgvicuHura del Fabbroni.

8vp.

Delia Coilivazione dcgli ulivi del vcttori, e degli

agninic, 8vo.

Thcitre U'Agriciiltiire de De Serres, 2 vols. 4to. //«

lale edilion inith modern hanied notes.

Duliamel's Husbandry.
Uozier,

[T/icie is a bndxj of French Husbandry jmblished btj

the Mbi Uozier and others, of high reputation, in

10 or 12 vols. ito. titles not recollected.']

TmU de la vigne de Itidcl et Duhamel, 2 vols. 12mo.

.Ahuipin sur la vigne, 8vo.

'Iniite s\u" la vigne, par Cliaptal Rozier, Parmentier et

Dussieu.x, 2 vols. 8vo.

l.asteyrie du Cotonnier et de sa culture, 8vo,

J>aubcnton's advice to Shepherds, 8vo. [translated and
published in Hoston.)

Lasteyiie sur les betes a laine d'Espagne, 8vo.

Home's Principles of Agriculture and Vegetation,

Mill's Chemical ElemcTits of Agiiculture, l2mo.
Kir\v:in on Maiuucs, 12mo.
Halc'^ si.M. il I. I,,, 2 vols. 8vo.

'I'uH'' il i I Uisbandiy, 8vo.
EveUn' 1 .: ., h iluiiter, 4to. -

Hale's 11. (l^ o, lliil.undrv, 4 vols. 8vo.

Home's tKinlcnan Farmer, 8vo.

Young's Itural Economy, 8vo.

s Farmer's Guide, 8vo.

Voung's Experimental Agriculture, 3 vols. 8vo.

V'oung's Travels in France.

[Vowig's Jnnals of Asricvlture, and many oth

works, -written merely for money, are scarcely

worth buyingJ—Tliose here named contain -what-

erer of his is worth having.]

vn's Rural Afi'airs.

Kural Socrates.

lioai-dley's Essays and Notes on Husbandry, 8vo.

Taylor's Arator, 12mo.
ters' Agricultural Inquiries on Gypsum, 8vo.

v'ingston's Essav on Stieep, Svo.

.Memoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, 2

vols. 8vo. [now 4.]

Transactions of the .Agricultural Society of New York,

4to.

{There are some good works published in the Fasten,

Slates, titles unhno-wn.]

.Millar's Gardener's Dictionary, folio.

.Millar's Gardener's Calendar, 8vo. [I2mo,

Abercrombie's Gardener's pocket Dictionary, 3 vols.

Every Man his own Gardener, by Mawe, 12m().

MacMalion's American Gardener's Calendar, Svo.

ll'hiladelphia.]

American Gardener, by Gardiner and Hepburn, 12mo,

[IFashington.]

atise on Gardening, by John Randolph, 16's

[liichmond.]

Culture de la Grosse Asperge de Hollande par I'i

las.sier, 12mo.
Tic la Brosse de la culture du figuier, 12mo.
l.angley's Pomona, folio.

Knight on the Apple and Pear, on Cider and Perry

12mo.
Forsythe on the culture and management of Fruit

Trees, 8vo.

Evelyn's Sylva.

lite sur les Abeitles par della Bocca, 3 vols

Farmer. INly life abounds with similar events,

associating, as I do, with the good and wise of

my days. Truly yours,

S. L. MITCnn.L.

Quincij, July 29M, 1817.

Df.au Sir—I have received your letter of the

1 5th, and rejoice in the establishment of your

Society for the promotion of agriculture. Our
mother caith is a kind, tender, affectionate pa-

rent, who will abundantly reward every filial and

rational attention that is paid to her.

But are you not too modest, in behalf of the

southern states ? Your cotton, your sugar, and

your hemp, are improvements, such as the

northern states cannot boast ; and the Arator of

your own Taylor, has not been equalled by any

northern individual who has come to my know-

ledge in the northern states.

My knowledge and experience are extremely

superficial, reaching no further than pulveriza-

tion and manure. Tull and Duhammel which

I read 50 or 60 years ago, have been my prin-

cipal though not infallible guides.

A catalogue of books upon agriculture and

horticulture, would be voluminous. I coidd

name from memory a respectable list. But I

will submit your letter to Mr. Quincy, the cor-

responding' Secretary to our Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Society, who I dare say will be glad to

communicate transactions and experiments witl

you.

With the best wishes lor the success of your

Society, and your individual happiness,

I am, sir, your obliged friend,

JOHN ADAMS,

GEOLOGICAL.
The tooth raised from the depth of Mr. Jero-

iman's Sand-stone quarry at BcUville, in Ber-

gen County, ten ni'les north-west from New
York, appears to be of the same species with

those found in the niarle-pits of Middleton and

Freehold in Monmou'.h, thirty miles south-west.

It evidently belonged to the jaw of the unknown
and extinct reptile of the Crocodile family, called

by the transatlantic naturalists, the animal of

Maicestricht. It is white ; composed of coucen-

tric layers; and more resembling ivory than

bone. The enclosing rock, consists of decom-

posed feldspar, granular quartz, and commi-
nuted mica, may be pronounced to be a modern
or alluvial granite.

The specimens of the roof, over laying the

vast and valuable beds of coal near the sources

of the Schuykill river in Pennsylvania, are dis-

tinctly marked with im/irensions of Perns. Some
of these equal the size of the largest Polypodces.

The pieces of argillaceous schist brought by

J. G. Swift and Charles Lass, Esquires, con-

tained capillary plants, very nearly resembling

the vegetable impressions in the strata, cover-

ing the bodies of coal near Wilkesbare, and in

Rhode Island, and all belong to the transition

formation, as may be seen in the pieces that I

possess. Nothing can surpass the splendid cri-

descence of the Schuylkill coal.

So the Bones of Land Animals disinterred at

East Windsor, for twelve miles north-west of

Hartford in Connecticut, and brouglit to New
jYork by Mr. Ebstworth, show the changes the

soil has undergone in the valley watered by Con-

necticut river. From a depth of twenty feet,

the greater part of the way, through solid

sand-rock, have been raised the bones of mani-

ferous creatures. Professors SniiUi and Knight

of New Haven, have behaved those fragments

of bones to bear so many marks of approach

to the human skeleton, as to render a more
minute inquiry, highly expedient ; and this it is

hoped they will soon be enabled to make, and

thereby satisfy or remove all doubts on the

subject.

for the american farmer.

Mr. Skinner—
The accompanying memorandums, relate the

occurrences of a few days. I hope you may
find them worthy of a place in your American

The Hill near Providence city, (U. I.) is

known to contain coal and carbonic gra/i/iite.

between the strata of coal are interposed strata

of argillaceous schist, filled with remains of

Ferns and Palmo. Th.ese lie in all direc-

tions, scattered through the mass of rock. By
splitting it into fragments, the vegetable re-

licks make their appearance in substance, and

not by mere iin/ircssion. The noble mount
from which there is a delightful north-east

prospect of the town, and on which are erect-

ed many valuable scats, and also the College

edifice, consists of such alternations of schist

and coal. Whether wells arc opened for w^a-

ter, foundations for buildings, or graves for the

dead, parcels of such organic remains are con-
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stantly raised by the spade. Indeed, as my friend

Josepli Mauran, M. D. observed— Providenc

liill may be contemplated as tiic magazine of

fuel for future generations of men.

On New-River, (N. C.) about fifty miles fron^

Wilmington, a very singular bone liPS been dis-

covered, in a slate of complete petrifaction. Ii

is nearly tliree feet long, and as heavy as a slone,

The shape is such as to resemble in some son

the beak of an enormous bird. I consider, how-

ever, the radius, or principal bone belonging to

the cubit oi?i. cetaceous animal. The species is

probably the Balcena boops, or pike-headed
whale. It is known to anatomists that whales
have noJiTis nor rays to them, like fish : on the

contrary, instead of pectoral fins, wiiales have
shoulder blades, with bones analogous to the arm
of the human being, and to the fore foot of quad-
rupeds. There is nevertheless this difierence,

that in the whale, the limb of the anterior ex-

tremity is not developed or expanded ; but is

enclosed or invested in a strong wrapper of mem
brane and skin. The present specimen, forward-

ed by Stephen Swain, Esq. evinces the great
dereliction of the ocean, along the coast situated

between Cape Hatteras and Cape Fear.

J3ota7!icaL

By the hand of Stephen L. Shclten, Esqii
comes from Calcutta a parcel of Teak-^eed, or
acorns of the Teak-tree (Teckona,) the valua-
ble timber of India, answering for ship-bailding,

all the purposes of the oak in America. With
these came a hundred and twenty parcels of

seeds, carefully put up in dry sand. They were
despatched by Dr. J\~. ira/lick, the successor of
the late justly distinguished Dr. Roxburf^'h, and
now acting Manager of the Botanical Garden,
belonging to the English East India Company,
near Calcutta. It is the earnest desire of Dr.
WalUck to receive American seeds in return ;

and he complains that many overtures he has
made to negotiate such exchanges with New-
York, Philadelphia, and other places in Fredo
nia are fruitless and discouraging. In this age
of Agriculture and Rural Improvement, some-
thing of reciprocity to the polite and generous
efforts of this gentlemen may be expected. His
letter now lying before me, seems to reproach
our nation, for neglecting that appendage oi

sovereignty and good administration, a Botanical
Garden.

From Firenze, the centre of horticulture and
the seat of fine arts, in Tuscany, arrives a pack-
et of books and pamphlets, forwarded through
James Ombrosi Esq. from the Roijal and Imjie-
rial Academy of the G-Eonvi-Li, in Tuscany; a

society established for the improvement of hus-
bandry and rural economy, as long ago, as the
time of Cosmo II. It is pleasing to find the Flo-
rentines, seeking our acqaintance, and desirous
of establishing liberal and advantageous inter-

course.

My letter from Governor Cass, of Michigan,
infonns me of his intended expedition to the
source of the Mississippi, by tlie way of lake
Huron, and the southern shore of lake Superior.

I expect, besides the exploration of the country

for mines of native copper, and for purpose of

military topography, a full herbarium of the

plants, growing in the places througli which that

enterprising gentleman and his associates, shall

pass. Should this my expectation be realized,

important additions will be made to the Flora of

North America.
Zoological.

The fine Tuscan bull brought by Commodore
Stewart, from Italy, is highly admired by the

connoisseurs. His colour is white and his figure

fine. Expectations are rationally entertained,

that our kine may be improved by an Italian

cross.

Two stallions, of the Arabian blood, one a fine

sorrel and the other a good grey, are now offer-

ed for advancing the breed of our horses. They
have been imported at great expense ; and high

hopes arc entertained of the benefit that will ac-

crue to our equine stock.

A pair of su/ierb Pheasants, that arrived in

the U. States ship Franklin, will add beauty to

the villa on the Delaware, of the gallant Com
mander, their owner. Should he succeed in add
ing these to the game-birds we already possess,

every ornithologist, and every sportsman will

have cause to rejoice.

Productions of the Fegee Island.

Captain Mackay, brings me from Toconroba :

I. A medal of copfier, in fine preservation,
left by Captain Cook, at the Friendly Islands, in

772, and now brought from Toconroba in Fe
ee ; showing the intercourse to great distances

between the people of Polynesia.

Idols, male and female, in wood, as wor-
shipped by the natives. They are hideously
ugly and rude. Where adoration is paid to such
trumpery, the aid of enlightened missionaries is

called for with a loud voice.

3. Shawls, cloths, and dresses, manufactured
of bark, without the aid of the wheel, the loom
or the needle. Their materials the inner bark, is

similar to that of which the Mexicans made their

clothes, and on which they figured their famous
painting. I know the exact similitude, from the
comparison I have made of these modern fa-

bricks, with the ancient and modern paintings
)f Mexico, now in my possession. You will in

stantly discover the bearing of this remark upon
the population of those Islands, and of New
Spain, evincing the inhabitants to be Malays, or

f the Malayain race. '

4. Various natural productions of il.c land and
water.

5. A collection of arms and utensils.

Productions of Egyp.t.

Egypt sends to New York, its mummies and
embalmed bodies, that have rested in their cata-

combs and coffins, for a duration ofperhaps three

thousand years or more. To the honour of our
Mediterranean navigators, as well as others, it

ought to be observed, that they almost invariably

bring home facts and articles of an interesting

and instructive nature. I owe them much, for

the pleasure and information they have given
B, and which they continue to afford.

Through the Rev'd. Dr. Hall, of the British

factory in Leghorn, and William Shafer Esq.
our Consul at Algiers, the head of a man, in high

preservation, as a mummy, has been brought
hither by tlie intelligent and patriotic command-
ant of the squadron. It is supposed with strong
probability, (the sayings of Rollin and Gold-
smith, modern compilers, and of Valerius Max-
imusand Appian, ancient writers, to the con-
trary notwithstanding,) that this is the head of
Caeius Pompeius, sir named IMagnus, the fa-

mous Consul and General of Rome. When I

held the head in my hand, is this the mouth, I

said, which uttered to the old dictator Sylla the
words " the rising sun has more adorers than the

setting ?" Are these the lips which had the pre-

sumption to declare, that in whatever part of

Italy, their owner stamped with his foot, there

would come up legions ?"

By the same channel comes an Anubis, or
embalmed Dog, from a deep recess in the Grand
Pyramid of Cairo. What a reflection, that those

stupenduous structures of art should be the se-

pulchres of beasts, or even be burial places at

11 ! One would suppose they might have been
raised for a nobler use.

Treasures of FJba.

The learned and excellent Chaplain Hall, has
forwarded the ores of Ilva, or Elba Isle, in an

extensive variety of specimens. This arrival, in

some measure, supercedes the necessity of our

travelling to Elba, by bringing Elba to us. The
splendid forms of iron, the sides of whose
chrystals reflect images like mirrors, or refract

light like prisms, are hereby displayed in extra-

ordinary elegance. The rare mineral, called

Jrnite or Yenite, (after the battle of Jena,) ap-

pears in many varieties ; and marbles, jaspars,

and porphyries, add to the variety and curiosity

of the collection.

I was about to write more paragraphs, but

am interrupted by your townsman, R. S. Hol-

lins, Esq. just returned from Europe in perfect

health ; and some other welcome visiters ; who
bring me a Diploma, certifying that I have been

elected a member of the Imperial Academy at

Moscow, in Russia.—Farewell.

ICr RULES FOR MILKING COWS.
Cows should be milked three times a day, if

fully fed, throughout the summer, and great
'don should be exercised by the /ierso7i3 em-

ployed, to draw the milk from them completely,

not only to increase the quantity of produce, but

to preserve its quality. Any portion which may
be left in the udder, seems gradually to be ab-

sorbed into the system, and no more is formed
than enough to supply what is taken away ; and by
the continuance of the same mode, a yet further

diminution of the secretion takes place, until at

length scarcely any is produced. This last mode
of milking is always practised when it is intended

that a cow should be rendered dry.

To prevent snow-water or rainfrom penetrating

the soles of shoes or boots in winter

This simple and effectual remedy is nothing

more than a little bees' wax and mutton suet,

warmed in a pipkin until in a liquid state, then

rub some of it slightly over the edges of the sole

where the stitches are, which will repel the wet,

and not in the least prevent the blacking from
having the usual effect.
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AGRICULTURE.

BTunrmich, (Ta.) Jpril 6th, 1820.

Mr. Skinner,
SIK,— Kiiclose:! yc , will receive an address deliver-

ed betore the AgricuUuial Society of Brunswick County

in spcci^il mtetme, the 4th of March, 1820, by EDWAnu
D. UicKs one of its members : and which, by a resolu-

tion ot said Society, I am directed to transmit to you for

publication in tlie American Farmer.

Our laws are now under revision, and as soon as they

are perfected, I will forward them also, for the same

purpose.

1 remain very respectfully yours, &c.

THOMAS W. JONES, Secretary.

" In ancient times, the sacred plough employ'd
" The Kings and awful fathers of mankind :

" And some, to whom compar'd your insect tribes

" Are but the beings of a summer's day,
" Have held the scale of empire, rul'd the storm
" Of mighty war ; then, witli unwearied hand,
" Disdaining little delicacies, seized
" The plough, and greatly independent liv'd."

Thomson's Spiiixg.

Mk. PllESIBENT,

Amongst the various pursuits to which the atten-

tion of the human race has been called, there can be

none so well calculated to call forth the energies of our
nature ; to make us cherish and perpetuate a filial love

for our country;—to promote happiness, and ensure

longevity :—and to show unto man his entire depend-

ence on the bounty of a merciful and munificent provi-

dence, than AoniccLTCEE. It is that occupation to

which the God of Nature seems to have assigned us,

when he decreed that man should live by the sweat of

his brow. And whilst it contributes so powerfully to

promote our individual and national happiness, it is at

the same time the barometer by wliich we may estimate

the degree of civilization and refinement to which a na-

tion has attained.

The feeblest and most degraded state in which a na-

tion can be viewed, is, when we find it in pristine igno-

rance and barbarism ;—its people " joint tenants of the

forest" with the beasts ;—and contending with doubt-

ful success for the supremacy of the wild and unculti-

vated domain. Such a people being divided and inde-

pendent of each other, having no laws nor superiors to

control them, soon find from their savage life and pur
suits that their insulated station is a source of continual

warfare and infelicity ; their numerous wants and fears

point out the necessity of concerts and combinations
;

and show to tliem that each man's own powers are fee

ble to protect him against superior strength and supe
rior cunning. And hence Individuals feel the necessity

of a closer alliance with their fellow men, until they find

themselves the members of a clan, or a tribe. From the

nature of human beings, and as it would seem, from an

ordinance of God himself—mankind are inherently dis-

posed to associate together : and in the rude and imper-

fect alliances, we may see civil society in embiyo ;—the

small and tender germs of future political compacts and
civilized nations.

But, although a people may have subdued the beasts

with which they had to contend ;—elected or acki

ledged a chief;—and secured the persons and property

..k, Ironi the violence of itie su-ong, yet if they

do not abandon their hunting and roving pursuits, they

must remain barbarous and savage, still.—The perils

nd toils of the chase must be encountered to satisfy the

oraciousness ot hunger. And their pursuits seem to

beget a contempt for agricultural labours. Nor does

man feel any of those sweets of home—those domestic

ndearments, nor love of country until he has a local

abitation, and looks to the products of the earth for

sustenance. The field which gives him food when the

of the chase cannot be procured ; the cabin which

shelters him from the " peltings of the pitiless storm,"

mpart to his heart some affection for the spot

where they are located.

Nor are the hordes of pastoral fugitives who march

from valley to valley, and from mountain to mountain,

objects of our envy or imitation. They may feel all

the endearments and sympathies for their families and

clan which mankind will feel in a more civilized and re-

fined state ; but the love of country makes up no part of

their affections- Their flocks and their chiefs are the

only objects of their solicitude and love. Place a man
any situation in which he does not feel an immediate

interest in the products of the earth, and his love of

country will be found weak and small. In this country

we are all more or less familiar with Indian manners

and notions. Did any one ever hear of an Indian who
ipoke with rapture and affection of a mountain, or a

plain .' But, on the contrary, how often have we heard

them, in strains of panegyric and adulation, hyperboli

cal indeed, speak of their chiefs ; their wars; their hunt

ing amusements and labours ; and their rivers from
which they take their food ?

Look at the Tartar tribes, which at present infest the

Asiatic continent ; whether we find them a corps of or-

ganized Cossacks, fighting the battles of Europe accord-

ing 10 the tactics and police of modern warfare ; or a

company of banditti, robbing and murdering a caravan

in the desert ; we shall see but few of those qualities

mongsl them which spring from, and reside exclusive-

ly among the humble cultivators of the ground. Devas-

tation is their pastime, and carnage the aliment of their

The Caledonians, of whom Ossian sings with such
exquisite rapture and liarmony, were remarkable only

for their intrepidity in the field, and devotion to their

chiefs. All the milder and salutary virtues of humani-
ty were held by them, as by all other semi-barbarians,

in the greatest contempt ; and fsw amongst them could
be found, that would not exclaim with Calmar, " O ye

dark winds of Erin rise ! roar ye whirlwinds of the

heath ! amid the tempest let me die, torn in a cloud of

angry ghosts of men ; amid the tempest let Calmar die,

f ever chase was sport to him, so much as the battle

of Shields !—the splendour of military renown, was the

object of their hopes ; and the boisterous vocations of

the camp were the only labour to which their haughty
feelings would submit.

Feelings and pursuits so incompatible with the well

being, and ultimate prosperity of a nation ; and so de-

ictive of the quiet and happiness of their neighbours,

Id only exist amongst a people as destitute of ail

knowledge of good government, as of agriculture.

But when precepts of order and good government
re inculcated;—v/nen the blessings and duties of rural

ife are properly appreciated, and well understood, man
becomes a new and renovated being. All the turbu-

lent passions of the heart are silenced :—many of his

prejudices are corrected ;—all impatience and restive-

ness of feeling is allayed ;—and he feels so much attach-

ment for his own home and country, that he looks upon
others, as objects of little or no desire.

—

As a husband,

and brother and father he is affectionate and provident;

—and receiving from heaven so many benefits and bless-

ings, it admonishes him to be kind and liber.il to all

around him, whether rational or irrational. Husbandry

having the power to mould muiikii.d into that form, in

Uicli we are taught to believe they are most accepta-
ble to the great author of their being, must be the oc-

cupation wliich it is their interest, both temporal and
eternal, to pursue.

Many are the joys and delights of the humble farmer
lioh disdain to bless the spoiled ciiild of wealth and

luxury, or the ambitious tyrannic sons of the sword.
He reels pleasure in the company of plants ; and the
g:iy luxuriance of cultivated nature ;—the rich foliage

of the trees; the treasures of yellow autumn; and
the gambols of the flocks, are sources of enjoyment
to him as exhaustlcss, as the riches of God himself.

It were impossible that one, having the taste to en-

joy, and the industry to improve these advantages,
can ever be deprived of that cheerfulness of temper,
which gives a zest to life ; can fail to be a good ci-

tizen or subject ; or wander from those principles of
rectitude, " which bind the moral elements of the world
ogetlier."

When we reflect upon the em ire dependence of every
other profession, trade or employment, on agriculture,

we are struck with its importance, and feel as though
were criminal in not liaving bestowed more of our

attention on it ; or given its votaries more of our es-

teem. The custom in China of the imperial hands
holding and directing the plough, once a year, is a wise
one, and is well calculated to give the employment a
dignity and credit, of which, I am sorry to say, it stands

ch need in this countiy. It is not the myriads
of soldiers—the full exchequer—the brilliant and sump-
tuous court—or the number of its artisans which lifts

a nation to importance and standing amongst the pow-
ers of the earth—or which secures to its inhabitants

happiness and plenty. But it is to the industry of its

people, and to the fruits of the earth to which we are
to look for individual felicity and national prosperity.

Before the discovery of America, Spain had agriculture

—and with it commerce and power, and high standing
amongst her neighbours. Under Ferdinand and Isabel-

la, Castile and Arragon were powerful and prosperous
states—and Spain under their son, Charles V.* was one
of the first nations of Europe. But since the mines of
the New World have turned its people to digging for

gold instead of bread, though millions are annually
coined in her mint, she is without commerce and
strength, and knowledge—enjoying the distinction of
being the most insignificant kingdom in the world, pos-
sessing a population of starved peasants and swindling
friars. All are dependent on agriculture—even the
lordlings of Spanish mines must give their gold for the
necessaries of life. These are solid substantial resources
which will never fail whilst mankind understand their

wn interest, and God keeps up the economy of the sea-

These remarks apply indiscriminately to all nations,

states and kingdoms ; but I believe there is no country
the world where the improvement and love of hus-

bandry so well comports with the wealth and happiness
of its people—with the prosperity and inlerest of the
country—and with the public morals, as the U. States
of America. Being all equally free—unambitious of
those things which constitute the pride and wishes of
people in other countries—we are, or ought to be, a na-

' in of farmers, improving the numberless advantages
th wliich we are so liberally supplied. Rut it grieves

; to say that to this subject we have not, in many
parts of the state, given the least attention—viewing it,

as many of us do, as too degrading and low for our re-

fined minds, and delicate hands.

This, gentlemen, brings me to our own country, and
to the objects of our meeting and society—to tlie af-

fairs and condition of " Good Quid Virginia." We

' Of Geh.mant.
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Iiave organized ourselves into this society for the pur-

pose of improving' our lands, and promoting rural

economy. We see our farms impoverished and sterile

hy the injudicious culture of our ancestors, and

our state losing some of her most hopeful sons by

fmigration. Let us then endeavour, hke affectionate

and dutiful children to increase her resources by en-

riching her soil, and to decor.ite her with all the

beauties of " smiling nature's universal robe." We
all have the honom- of being natives of the " Ancient.

JDominion," and is thei'C one amongst us who does

not feel a pride and pleasure in being numbered
amongst her sons ? Who does not feel tlie most lively

solicitude in her destinies—and delight in improving

her soil, and in multiplying her honours ; I dare be-

lieve that tliere is not one in this society, or scarcely

in this state, who does not love the soil of " Oidd

I'h-g-hiia," with a good and holy affection—who would
not" spill his blood in her defence, and devote his time

and talents to her welfiire and aggrandizement.

In what can we testify our love of our coimtry, or our

readiness to improve and multiply its resources ; and

at the same time improve our own fortunes, more
than in raising agriculture from the degradation and

neglect in which it has so long languished > Politi-

cians may scheme and theorize—demagogues may
bustle anil supplant each other—and pliilanthropists

may speculate and sigh for the public good— but it is

the men who increase the productiveness of the earth

and " scatter plenty o'er a smiling land," who are

the real benefactors of their country—who are to give

it the means of happiness and plenty in peace, and
who are its " main stay, its last resort in war." And
if our association shall be the means of reclaiming

from hopeless sterility the fields, which in every di

rectiou, salute our sight with appalling indications of

poverty, and present us with dismal prospects of fu

ure desolation and unproductiveness, I humbly think.

be to legislate against universal feeling and opinion.

Before mankind will enter into any employment or en-

terprise with alacrity, their pride must be reconciled

o it, and their judgment must be convinced of its

itihly : Heretofore, the farmers have been placed at

the very bottom of the gradations of rank, for we
a\e rank in Virginia, as they have it every whert

Ise.—I have been frequently mortified at the confusion

nd embarrassment under which honest respectable

farmers were placed by the giddy and forward spark of

ndolence and poverty. The little pert frilled-bosomed

fopling of the counter and yard-stick, never fails to turn

p his nose at rustic simplicity. No man will willingly

betake himself to a calhng in which he is to t^ dis-

graced.

The first thing then to be done in the promotion of

our desirable object is, to hft rural occupations from
the humble and discreditable station to which a false

pride has reduced them. Amongst men of liberal no-

ions and cultivated understandings, agriculture has

Iways been respected and respectable ; but

cumbent on its friends to make all think so, and yield

to it that deference and consideration to whicl

portance and utUity so justly entitle it. A contagion

of feeling and pursuit frequently pervades whole com-
munities, and leads to the most salutary, and some-
.:.,,— *i,„ ™— . r„*„i ii_ :., ;. — t. «„...^:ui« •„

unyielding resolution. I'liough we niay nut aHaiu suc-

cess in the grand purposes of our association, we shall

not fail to shed some light upon subjtcis i.ow little

understood, and to work some collateral advantages
that may hereafter stimulate inquiry, and arouse and
invigorate exertion. We may not wholly demolish the

towering citadel of ignorance—nor do we e.\pec.t it

—

l>ut our bodies may till up the ditches and trenches,

nd afford a passage to its walls to the next platoon of

besiegers.

FOU THE AMKUICAN FARMEU.

CULTIVATION, MANAUKMENT, AND F.MPLO

COTTOX.—No. 3.

I'he culture of cotton produced our most valuable

object of exportation to foreign countries, even in the

two last years, and in the lowest state of our markets,
it home and abroad. It is a very healthy culture,

easy, and not fatiguing or laborious Our whole crop,

at a medium of two or three successive years, cannot
be considered as more than 120,000,000 of pounds,

times, the most fatal results ; is it not possible to stir up'and it is produced, at 120 weight of clean cotton per
something of that sort for the encouragement and re- acre, by one million of acres ; a very small portion of

lief of agriculture ? In a word, can it not be madejthe lands of any one of the cotton growing stales or

fashionable > Nothing is wanting but to assert its;territories. The introduction of the plough, of horse

rights, and to place it in the hands of the most re-hoeing, and other improvements in the culture, saving

spectable of our fellow-citizens. If it be patronized^labour, and convenient to us, as possessors of a redun-

by respectability and talents, it will soon ascend to that dancy of soil, have given us immense advantages.—By
eminence to which every friend of his country must the practice of drills, set wide apart, we may cultivate

wish to see it exalted the same field three times without exhausting it, run-

And whilst in other p.arts nf the commonwealth we ning the drills first at four and one half feet distance.

see the most distinguished of our fellow-citizens as-*In the second year, we may cultivate, by drills one foot

sociating themselves together, and devoting their va. and one half before each of the first drills, and of course
.|iit utauiawu.. ....,ju..p..^>.>.^i..v...^^.,, ...... ..„.^

........,j^^^j^lp ^1^^ ^^ ^j^.^ subject, these may be considered as three feet behind the second and other drills. In the
tl^it we ought to be held, and thought to be be^^^^^^

indications of a spirit of improvement andthird year we may cut our drills one foot and one half
citizens, than the grog inspired patrols who howl

;^^^^ ^_^^, ^^ stimulate us all to exertions in.before the drills of the second year, and one foot and
w-ith such vociferation, and preach « ith such clamor

j, ^ • t\ause. The citizens of Brunswick'a half behind the second and following drills of the first
about the public prosperity. To rear a beautitul and, " „ . , , - .u .i • • .-...." ....
,.„..,„;„„, .U„.. Lm f„„J; n,» =.-,1 ...l,;.h fn. „„„Jiave, upon all occasions, been emulous in those things
luxuriant wheat field from the soil, which for years

had grown nothing but the worthless broom straw, is

an achievement more honourable and beneficial than

the petty triumphs of faction. To improve a patri-

monial estate, every object about which ought to lay

hold of the affections, is much more becoming the

\oung man who succeeds to it, than to sell it, and re-

tire to the forest of the west.

It is a prevailing opinion in Virginia, as destructive

of improvement as it is fallacious, that the soil and re-

sources of the state, are in a rapid course of de-

terioration i that the grand chililren of the present

generation, if they remain here, will not be able to

raise the necessaries of life. Nothing can contribute

so powerfully to inculcate such opinions, as that

ignorance of agriculture wiiich it is our purpose to

remove—When persons possessing these opinions be-

come acquainted with the results of judicious culti-

vation they will be as much astonished at the abun
dance of its products, as they are at present unwil-

ling to rely on their native soil fur future sustenance.

Altliough gullies may yawn, and old fields present

themselves in every direction, yet the soil is possessed

of an inherent quality, which, if strengthened and
protected, will restore itself to its pristine vigour

and fertility. Nor are the means of restor.ation and
resuscitation foreign or hard to be obtained : its own
herbage, and protection from animals, with judicious

ploughing, are the chief means necessary to be em-
ployed in this beneficial work.

But as easy as it certainly Is, to improve and re-

store our land to its wonted value, there is one thing

to be overcome, which has hitherto damped the ar-

dour of enterprise and deterred numbers from becom
ing votaries of husbandry. I mean the contempt witli

which the employment has been viewed. Before wc
inally expect to render this occupatioi

table to 1 fellow citizens it will he necessary to

reform the public opinion upon the subject. It

as vain for any Individual or association to attempt to

increase the number of farmers before the employineii

be properly se;i3oiied to the public taste, as it woiil

which raise a country to respect, and which give to

ndividual character, credit and distinction, and
they not also be emulous to equal their fellow-citizens

n the promotion and advancement of agriculture
"

The number of gentlemen who have joined this socie

ty, and their individual respectability, at once show that

the same spirit which formerly distinguished them is still

alive—that where duty calls,or honour impels, our coun
Irymen will never be found deficient.

The enthusiastic and volatile spirits which are at

traded by the novelties of the day—the ambitious

bustling characters who mix with, and join po-

pul.ar associations, merely to be heard and seen—and
the desponding irresolute drones of timidity, with
bom all enterprises are impossible, may diminish

our numbers by desertion, and injure our cause by
supineness, because success may not crown the first

ffbrt towards improvement. Ridicule may laugh,

contempt may frown, and slander may snarl at us,
' trust that there will be enough amongst us, so

well convinced of the importance of the objects in

view—of the impossibility of immediate success—and
of our own, and our country's interest, as to keep up
the zeal of reformers, and the dignity and liberality

of patrons. He who expects to see the whole coun-
try enriched by magic—without a systematic and long

course of improvement, will be as much disappointed
in his expectations, as he is certainly ignorant of th

process and labour of improvement. Providence seems
to have set a high price upon all valuable objects,

which tend to gratify our wants, and to administer to

our pleasures—so in the improvement of our land
nothing but the most persevering labour and consum
mate skill can effect it.

Knowing the futility of hopes of immediate improve,
ment—viewing the enterprise as arduous and difficult

—and seeing in prospective the great advantages
suiting from improved husbandry, let us meet our
labours with calmness and resolution—let us prepare
ourselves for disappointments—and let us humbly
hope for ultimate success—for success rarely fails to

reward the labours of diligence, and to smile upon

year. At the end of the third year, we shall have
' sed the field three years, in three several drills, dis-

mt from each other one foot and one half Thus we
shall always use fresh soil, and so proceeding, the land

of every drill will have lain tallow two whole years,

and have been cultivated but once in three ) ears. The
plough, the barrow, the horse hoe, (all labour-saving

machines applied in culture,) will have been used.

horse hoe is particularly recommended to the ex-

amination, consideration, and trial of the cotton plan-

ters.

The cultivators of many other principal productions
of the United States, have the deepest interest in the

effectual support of cotton planting. The reasons are

strong, and weighty. So far as a portion of our po-
tion and soil are actually and successfully employed

in producing cotton, they are prevented from producing
the bread gr.ains, swine, sheep, and cattle, tobacco, in-

digo, rice, and sugar; and the quantity of all these ar-

ticles produced, being so much the less, because of the

employment of m.iny labourers on cotton, the trial of
bread gr.iiiis, meat, tobacco, rice, indigo, and su-

gar, are the more favourable to those who raise them.
Another coiisider.ation in favour of the culture of cot-

ton is, that it is aided in its production, in its cleaning

and preparation for market, and in its manufacture, in

much greater degree by labour-saving machinery,
than any oti.er production of the soil, or any other raw-

material. This will appear by specifying our produc-
i, which are not and which are, raw materials. These
meat cattle, working cattle, hides, skins, lard, tal-

low, butter, cheese, oils, the bread grains, rice, to-

b.acco, flax, hemp, silk, wool, wood, iron, and lead.

A third and important reason, of weight with the whole
union, in favour of the culture of cotton is, that its

manufacture employs a great number of peojile, who
constantly demand for their support all our eatable pro-

luce, and all the drinks made of them, coal fuel,

vood fuel, lumber, and timber, bricks, stone, iron,

forage and working cattle, mill seats, town grounds,

milk, butter, cheese, &c. &c.

Cotton is susceptible of use in the finest and most
lelicate female apparel, and in every thing from th»t
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kind of goods to negro clothing: in cotton blanketsjbought for five or six pence sterling, while cotton was

swanskins, thicksetts, and corduroys for winter, and worth 30, 24, and 20 pence sterling. These heavij

.leans, dimities, and cambrick muslins for summer,l5-(-o(& reqxdred much
having become a universal substitute for linen and (i

flaxen goods, for many woollens and silks, and evenja

for leather, there can be no doubt that " the

bales of United Americu," are far more important to

us than the much talked of woolsacks of F,iigland. The
long wool of EngLnd,* of which they produce annually

33 millions of pounds, is worth but 8i to 9cl. sterling,

being less than 17 cents, which is below the medium
price of all our cottons, at our seaports, even after all

its reductions. But the United Kingdom, distressed

for land, di.es not produce as much of sheep'

as we proiUice of cotton ; and our power of |)roduce

is not used to the extent of one five hundredth p;

The British capacity to produce wool is exhausted and
even strained to the point of severe distress,

of poor tenants from farms, and expatriation of great

numbers of people ; while our redundant cotton lands

court the hands of the cultivators, and all the labour-

saving powers of mechanism, science, ingenuity, and

dexterity in the culture, preparation, and manufacture
of their wonderful production.

The oil of the cotton seed, managed and expressed
in the manner of flax seed oil ; or extracted by exces-

sive hot water, on the surface of which it will rise for

skimming, appears to be an object wortliy of greati

consideration than it has received. It will only be o

served, that in order to secure the seed necessary to

replace injured crops, it is advised, that cotton seed
never be used to manufacture oil until the possibility

of planting, in the current season, be entirely passed.

The feeding of cattle with cotton seed, and even of

the best milch covis, has been tried with perfect and from the places on the sea coasts, sea islands.

cotton, and suit

which should ever be attentive to the creation of

a .sinking fund for our great and increasing cotton

crops. Purchasers at home and purchasers abroad,

are all indispensably necessary to the important culti-

ion of the various kinds and qualities of cotton

ol.

The cotton of the United States, is all yet planted

lualli/. But it is possible that the perennial cotton

plant may be cultivated in the most southern parts o\

Kast Florida, or, if we should not cede it, in the part of

Louisiana, between the Rio Bravo del Norte and the

Gulf of Mexico.
The condition in which this article of our produce
found in the various markets abroad, is of the great-

t importance to its sale, its character, its price, its

lickness in the market, its preference to other cot

tons, and to the honour and reputation of our planters,

our merchants, and our country. It is therefore re-

commended to every individual and to all public bo.

dies, to p.ty, or cause to be paid, the utmost attention

to the exclusion of unsound and dirty cotton, to the

freeing it from seeds, whole and broken, and from
chips and trash of every kind, and to every circum-

stance which can render it unexceptionable and ac-

ceptable. The standing of the South Carolina rice,

and of all our rice that is equally well and fairly

handled in the United States, and of the Philadelph'

perfine flour, are strong proofs of the benefits arising

from the best and fairest preparation and inspect'

as to quality, condition, and weight.

It is understood, that the black cotton seed, procured

steady success. It has been said, that the fibres of the

cotton, which remain on the seed, and particAilarly on
the green seed, choak or incommode the cattle and
swine, which use them. But various devices may be
used to get rid of those fibres. By drying the seed in

the sun, so that no moisture would remain in the fibres,

they might be stirred in a large iron or earthen vessel,

quickly ; rapidly ; with a red-hot or hot iron, which
would destroy all the dry cotton fibres, and reduce
them to a powder or ashes easily blown away with

corn fan, or separated by a sieve. In the nianufactu

of many cotton goods, they take oft' the long pile, in

finishing them, by dextrously and rapidly passing a red
hot iron roller over their surface. This practice has

been successfully used during the last 35 or 40 years,

"

Lancashire and Normandy. The burning of well dried
.ind opened cotton wool is similar to an explosion,

this modern ingenious time, every given difficulty is

soon and effectually obviated.

The cotton blanket, best made and manufactured ir

the south of France, is worthy of the particular atten

tion of the American cotton planters, and of their

friends, as well as of the manufacturers of cotton wool
at home and abroad.

They are made in the twilled manner, and the fill-

ing is much best of short stapled cotton, because in

finishing blankets, both of wool and cotton, the pile,

or coat or nap is raised with a wire card. If the

staple is too long, the pile is difficult to get up with-

out injuring the texture of the web. Goods, called in

France melletons or twilled swanskins, are made of
cotton.f Canton flannels are made in China, also

twilled, of cotton for linings. In England, at a pi;

called Kendal, a tuoollen imitation of the African negro
cloth of cotton, has been made. It has been thence
called Kendal cotton, though made of wool- The
son was that the coarse part of the cheap wool

long wooUed heavy fleeced sheep, called the Lincoln
shire breed. It is however believed, that their large
carcasses and heavy coarse fleeces are produced by
feeding, on strong marsh meadow gr;isses, instead of
the light growths of the English South Downs, and the
arid pastures of old Spain.

t This article of proper breadth, and with a purple
or blue dyed border, is extensively made in France for
petticoat stuff, in lieu of linsey woolsey, much used
our northern, middle, and western states, which attend
to sheep and flax.

foreign countries where it best succeeds, amply re

wards the expense and trouble of procuring it, though
it probably degenerates in a few seasons, like the white
wheat of the south, which after three years becomes
hard and red, and unfit for the manufacture of the first

quality of superfine flour.

COLUMBIANUS.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

y rait) which beat off a great deal of the see

and tangled the clover, in the same field and

with the same machine I could not gather more
than 60 bushels. The man who uses it, should

e;o regularly through the field in rows, as he

would in mowing, and he will carry about as

wide a row as he would with a scythe. In mak-
ing from six to twelve strokes, he will get so

much as to require the comb to be emptied. A
small boy with a large hamper or open basket,

should attend his steps for this purpose, and the

boy can wait upon two gatherers. As the ham-
pers get full they should be emptied into a cart,

which must attend to remove the seed to the

place of keeping.

I have seen a machine upon this principle,

fixed upon low wheels, and drawn by a horse,

a cut and description of which is given in the

American Farmer, volume 1, page 253. The
objections to the horse rake are, that the horse

beats down a quantity of the seed, and if stumps

or stones intervene, you must deviate from a

straight course, thereby missing a great many
head's, and the operation of emptying the box is

tedious, and attended with waste. A gentle-

man who used the horse rake, saw my Hand-
Combs (as I call them) at work, and gave them

a decided preference, both for expedition and

effectual performance. The combs will work
around a stump or stone, as easily and as ef-

fectually as a grass scythe ; and although they

strip the heads perfectly clean, yet a sufficiency

of seed falls to the ground in the operation to

renew the crop of clover if the ground is in-

tended for a fallow.

P. MINOR.

rnOCEEDINGS OF THE

Agi'icwlturaV Siociet^

OF ALBEMARLE, (Viho.)

JVo. 3.

ACCOUNT OF A COMB FOR GATHER
ING CLOVER SEED.

Read, May 8, 1820.

I present for the inspection of the Society,

a simple implement for gathering clover seed;

which I used last summer with great advantage
and success.—It combines no new principle in

the construction

in common use

for I remember to have seen one similar to it

twenty years ago ; the recollection of which
induced me to have some made last summer,
when from the excessive drought which pre-

vailed, our clover did not get high enough
cut. It is recommended for the simplicity of

its construction, and cheapness, (the entire cost

not being more than 75 cents,) the ease with
OftheLincolnshire.Romney.Teeswater, and other which it is worked, and the astonishing expe-

diiion and success which attends its use. A
neighbour of mine, and a member of this socie-

ty (now present) gathered last summer, with

one exactly similar to the present model, 100

bushels in a day, commencing after the dew-

was off. But here it should be mentioned, that

the clover stood very thick and erect, and the

heads were perfectly full and in fine order for

pulling. A few days succeeding, after a hea-

I subjoin the dimensions of the comb, which,

however, are not ascertained to be the best, as

they were taken at random :

—

Whole length of the comb, • - 26 inches.

Do. width do. - - - 17 do.

Length of the teeth, - - - - 11 do.

There are eighteen in number, formed by pass-

ing a coarse handsaw through the bottom plank,

in straight lines, three-fourths of an inch apart

—the ends of the teeth pointed with a sharp

knife, and made more open on the under side,

with a small chisel or gouge.

Height of the handles, 20 in.

Depth of the box around the comb to con-

tain the seed 5 in.

, different from several others The bottom piece is three-fourths of an inch

; nor is it of recent invention, thick ; and the pieces forming the box, are half

an inch thick and all of light pine timber. I

find the opening between the teeth wears and

becomes much larger by use. Perhaps oak

plank would wear less, but might make the ma-

chine too heavy. P- M.
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After the engravi ig was tinishtd, and the forego.

ing in type, a lettei was received from Mr. Minor,

from which we make tlie following extract.

" The handles )i" the machine for gathering

clover seed, should all be perpendicular to the

side pieces of the box, and serve to strengthen

those pieces by beiag nailed to them. The two

front liandles are connected together by a convex
pi'jcc of wood, wlich plays loosely, but in the

drawing it is represented as a cord, and has a

concave appearance. If you have it engraved;

pray correct this. Perhaps a kind of hoop tnade

of flexible white oak, and nailed in part to the

bottom and sides, would answer as well, or bet

ter than the fiont handles I have given."

Foil THE AMERICAN FARMER.

To Aeslvo^ ¥\y mT\wi\\\»s.
Rockhdll, 5tli June, 1820

Dear Sin.—Observing in your last paper,

that as the season for turnip seeding is near at

hand, induced you to treat more largely on the

subject of their culture, I beg leave to suggest
to you a specific against the fly or little black

flea, wliich are so destructive to young plants in

warm and dry weather, provided you have not

liad this information before, which is simply, to

steep the seed in train or fish oil and sulphur, for

fifteen or twenty hours before seeding, the oil

may then be strained ofi" and the seed rolled in

plaster or ashes—the oil assists the vegetation of

the seed and impregnates the plant so strongly

that no fly \vill trouble it till it is well leaved out.

This antidote I have used for several years past

with all tlie small seeds I sow, also vine seeds,

and found it never to fail ; it would be well for

the tobacco planters to adopt this method with
their seed. I wish some of your experienced
correspondents could give the public as sure an
antidote against the green web worm, which was
so destructive to turnips and cabbages last year.

_ ETl-KA(;T7~
" The colony of Georgia, which began to be settled

in the year 173j, has not indeed answered the ex
pectaticns of the public ; but no branch seems so
likely to succeed and bring wealth to that colony, as
well as to this nation, as that of silk, the soil t)eing

extremely proper for the culture of the mulberry
tree, and the climate no less agreeable to the silk

worm. As a proof of this we need only observe, that
in the year 1739, M. Augspourger, a Swiss, brought
over a parcel of raw silk from Georgia, and deposed
before a master in Chancery, that he received it

from Mr. Thomas Jones, storekeeper to the trustees
for establishing that colony, who told him it was the
produce of Georgia. This being shewn at the trus
tees office to one of the greatest silk weavers in En-
gland, and to an eminent raw silk merchant, they
declared it was as fine as any Indian silk, and worth
at least twenty shillings a pound. Several otiier par-
cels of fine silk have been since brought from thence;
but its produce in this article has hitherto borne no
proportion to the demand for it. There is likewise
?reat reason to believe, that very good wines might
in time be made of the grapes in this colony, and the
same may be said of several of the British settle-

ments in America. The coat of the natural grape
indeed is not strong enough to contain the juice, so

that when it is ripe, it bursts ; and the frost about
the vernal equinox often kills the vines, when t

are shooting; and as for European vines, many are
destroyed by the insects of the country. Experience
however has shewn, that my grafting the Europi
on tlie wild vine, all those inconveniences are i

good measure prevented : for then it shoots later,

and so escapes the frost better, the skin of the grape
becomes thicker and stronger, and the insects do less

prejudice. Some vines brought from P#-tugal and

planters farmers, millers, and persons in general
in country life. First, that they never build their

dwellings, works, barns, or other out houses,
where their people live or are employed, on the
northern or eastern side of any stream, marsh,
mill dam, pond, swamp, or other watery, wet or

moist place ; and secondly, that they always
build their dwellings, mills, barns, £^c. on the
aouth and ivest sides of such waters, wet and wa-
tery places, particularly stagnant pools, ponds,
mill dams, marshes, swamps, ditched meadows,
kc. Sec. Every physician will confirm this sim-
ple advice. Holland, and the vicinities of the

Lincolnshire, Romney and Teeswater ; marshes
in England, are as famous for autumnal com-
plaints, though farther north than our most north-

eastern seaports. Even barn yards, tan yards,

stercoraries, and other things producing miasma,
vapour, smells, kc. should be placed to the

northward and eastward of our dwellings, and
places of labour and emfiloymcjit. These sug-

gestions arc of the deepest consequence to the

sound, vigorous and comfortable industry of our
whole population, and most so to our tender

wives and children. » • * »

FOR THE AMEniCAS FAnMED.

Mr. Editor,—In a late article on the subject

of tares, copied from your useful paper into the

daily prints of the city, it would appear from the

number of notes of exclamation affixed, that
Madeira have thriven veiy well, evenJh the mostLon^eihing like censure is aimed at those in this
barren parts of the province ; and, m short, nothing

^^^^^^ ^^,^1 ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,,^g ^j- ^^^ inequality be-

tween this and other places in the union ; and

pursuaded that your sole aim is the dissemina-

seems wanting but a sufficient number of inhabitants,

render Georgia a profitable and delightful colony."

Il'muters ofMature and Art, Vol. 6. /). 14'

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

theirfamilies.

The blessings of health are equally necessary

to profit and to comfort. It often depends upon

tion of truth and useful information, I have taken

the liberty to send you the following statement

of facts. I take it for granted, that the tare on
The health of the Planters and Farmers, and of ^^^y Orleans sugar alone, is alluded to in the

article above-mentioned ; because sugars from
the West Indies are still received at the old tare

of twelve pound, on the hundred and twelve
I lost two crops of the Ruta Baga by those reasonable attention to the mere dictates of plain'pound. It is but a few years since, sugars from
worms, after the leaf bad growm to the size of

.. ~ .

dollar.

I remain your respectful

humble servant,

THOMAS HARRIS.
.ToHN S. Skinner, Esq.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON THE UAISING OK
SILK IN THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

ylnna/toHs, June 9th, 1820.
The piece which appeared in your last num-

ber, page 87, respecting the morua nigra or
common mulberry, and the silk worm, has in-

duced me to have transcribed and send you an
extract from the second edition of a work, print-

ed in London in the year 1768, entitled " The
Wonders of Nature and .\rl " kc.

This extract contains facts which ought not to

be forgotten, and as the work itself is seldom to

be found, at this time, 1 trust you will insert it

with a view to preserve ii. from oblivion. This
work is in my collection, and as it contains a
number of old experiments made by the Anglo
Americans, I may at some future time and lei-

sure, furnish you with them, or a perusal of the
work. Yours, 8cc.

common sense. New Orleans first made their appearance in the

The autumnal diseases of the agueish andi Baltimore market, and they were then received

febrile character, form the chief and first class of at the same tare as sugars from the West Indies

;

country disorders ; tertian, putrid, and bilious fe-

vers. The confirmed tertian, repeated in the

spring, becomes the difficult and tedious cjuartan

Nothing contributes so much to produce these

disorders, as the situation of the family dwelling

and out houses of the planter and former. When
ever these buildings are placed on the northern

or e.7s«(;r?!sideof any freshwater, particularly of a

dull, sluggish or stagnant water, they are subject

to the reception of the evening damps, vapours

and fogs, blown from such water into the houses,

by the prevailing south west summer winds

where they produce sure disease. And in the

morning, the fogs, damps and vapours, that rise

upon these waters and upon wet and watery

places, are fimned by the southern and western
winds over to the eastern and northern sides,

are drawn from such watery and moist places by

the rarification of the air, by the north eastern

rising sun, over to the north and east, and pro-

duce the same morbid ill effects. Under such
circumstances third day agues and fevers, an

other autumnal complaints among men, women
and children are certain and unavoidable. Two
irulcs therefore are strongly recommended to all

but it was soon discovered, that a heavy loss was
sustained by the purchasers, from the fraudulent

manner in which the hogsheads were made.—
The heading was composed of shapeless masses
of heavy pitch pine, flat on the out side and in-

clining to a round log within—the staves of un-
usual thickness, with several huge canes, unne-
cessarily crammed into each cask ; such palpa-

ble im|)ositions led to the practice of weighing
each hogshead after the sugar was taken out, and
records were made of the loss sustained. A
meeting of the Grocers was publicly called, and

a conclusive mass of evidence was produced
from every quarter of the city, which satisfied

the meeting that something ought to be done,

but it was suggested that as the season was then

far advanced, it would be advisable to postpone

to the next year the contemplated alteration.

This was agreed to, with a view to afford the

planters of Louisiana an opportunity of correct-

ing the abuse ; but it was found in the ensuing

year, that with a few honourable exceptions, it

,

was persisted in. It then became necessary to

call another meeting, when the tare was fixed at

fifteen pound on the 112 lb. at which it has
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remained ever since. Tho other cities of ilie

union have hitherto abstained lor reasons best

known to themselves, from discriminating be-

tv^een the tare on New Orleans and West In-

dies sugar, except New York, where a meet-

ing was lately held, which tlireatens to increase

the tare next season, ii the abuse is not aban-

doned.—But so long as tlie matter is left to the

discretion of individuals, we may calculate on

its being. persisted in. An inspection law simi

hr to what we have on t'.ie subject of flour,

whiskey, and fish, would secure the honest plan-

ter against the odium and the loss brought on

liim by the fraudulent—and would soon cause

all the regulations which have been entered into

here from motives of self-defence to be rescind

ed.

The sugars from one plantation, which arriv-

ed here this season, lost on an average 30 lbs. per

hogshead at 1 5 per cent, tare ; the facts and cir

cumstances together with the owner's name, will

be made public in due lime.

A petty retailer, who would send home to a

purcliaser a barrel or keg headed up in the man
ner tnat his hogsheads were, would be deserv

edly blown up; why then should the planter who
cheats on a large scale be screened ?

A GROCER
P. S. The papers which published the first

article, will insert this.

VALUABLE BREED OF CATTLE.
The attention of Farmers being agr>in called

to the bull imported by Stephen Williams, Esq.

of Northborough, we have thought it might

gratify them to learn the high es'i nation in

which cattle of the same breed are hell in Eng-

land.— About two years since, the stock of a

celebrated Agriculturist of that country, rnnsisl-

ing of cattle of this breed, was sold at publick

auction :—One two year old cow, sold for

81,544; one four year old cow, for S'l*^''!
five year old cow, for 81,726 ; one one year

old bull calf, for Sl)426; one four year old

bull, for S2,898. And it appears by the cata

logue with the prices affixed, that 34 cows sold

for g 1 9,324; 17 heifers for g6,006 ; 6 bulls for

g6,'.^67; and 4 bull calves for g3,327—making
for 61 head of cattle the enormous sum of

S34,924. Massachusetts S/iy

FOR THE AMEUIOAN FAHMEH.

GAPES OF CHICKENS.
An old Story and a neiv Inverition.

In former days the illegitimate practice of

medicine extended not only to quacks, but to

mountebanks and conjurors; as may be proved

by examining Doctor Tissot's Advice to the I'eo

file. The world has nearly got lid of the two

latter pests, whilst the oldest root of iniquity

still adheres to the soil. The legislature of the

state of Maryland, has laid the axe to the root

of this tree also, and it must soon fall with

fellows in deception. The mountebanks confined

themselves to antidotes against worms and ver-

min, with some exterior applications ;—and thus

tion, on the Alderney breed of Cattli—noticing' mosdplaying, as it were on the outside, were not

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER

ALDERNEY CATTLE.
Account of the sales oj" some in this city.

We took occasion in a late number of the Farmer'

make some remarks, founded on personal observa-

especially, the extraordinaiy richness of their niilk.ldangerous set ;—moreover, they joined some
Since then, curiosity has led us to obtain, through the diversion, and often made the company laugh
politeness of Mr. Creighton, (to whom the public i

much indebted for their importation

—

) the followin

account of the prices at which they sold at public aui

tion in this city.

A cow with broken

;

horns, 3 years old, '

A red cow, 2 years

old,

A cream white cow,

3 years old,

A COW with a star on
her forehead,

A large bull 3 years

old,

A large bull half a

year old.

Editor American Farmer.

SI 40 to R.Cato.

g200 to Isaac McKinn.

- g2 1 5 to Ily. Thompson.

• gl55 toC.Ridgely of II

' g2r5 to Hy. Thompson.

I g230 to Geo. Howard

Guernsey and Alderney, and was assisted i

the selection of them by colonel M'Crea.
the Royal Invalids in the former island ; and

by the governour (colonel Le Messurier) of the

latter. They are of the pure Alderney breed

The bull which Mr. Henry Thomson purcbas

ed, obtained two prizes from the Agricultura

Society of those Islands; and was esteemed
one of the finest animals that had been raised for

many years. I bought them without any desire

of making money by them ; and they were of-

fered to several gentlemen here before they

arrived at cost and charges : they were finally

sold at auction for much less than I paid fi

them. JAMES CREIGHTON.
Baltimore, 3d June, 1820.

hilst they took their money—a sure criterion

to distinguish them from their brethren the

quacks, who too often wrenched the money from

hands clasped in misery. One of those moun
tebanks (as the story goes) after tumbling oi

the stage and drawing together a numerous
company, offered them some powders as a sure

antidote against flees, which were readily

bought by sportsmen of the chase as also by

some plain countrymen, who are always seduc-

ed to buy what they see others bidding for.

But after the sale, it was discovered that there

were no directions ; which being applied for

by one of the company ; the Doctor, whose
trade it was (in part) to make the people laugh

told them they must squeeze the flee by the

The above cattle I bought in the Islands of nape of the neck, and when he gaped push tht

powder in with the other hand. A simple coun
tryman taking this in the literal sense, actually

made an attempt to administer a powder ; and
in the attempt squeezed the flee to death. It is

added from as good authority, that Hodge in a

rage, pursued the Doctor, who had ere this

tinished his business and decamped, declaring

he would have his money returned, or medicine
more palatable to the flees. In his journey,

however, he met an acquaintance of more intel-

ligence, who advised him to desist from the pur-

suit ; assuring nim that he (Hodge) had disco-

vered a far more certain and less expensive

plan of destroying flees than the Doctor, and at

the same time recommended him to get a pa-

tent for his new method.

Now this story apparently so U eign to cur-

ing the gapes in chickens, remin is me of the

nany remedies proposed by old women and
earned Doctors, to prevent or cure this disease

;

when at the same time, it never entered the

lead of the most learned pathologist, to squeeze
lie insect to death that caused the tiisorder. And
low I claim a patent without clashing with my
Viend Hodge, ./"or aqiirezing to death, between
the thumb andfirrjnger ofthe right hand, the in-

ject that Cannes the ga/ies in young chickens of
the galinaceous order.—Directions—the chick-

neck must be a little extended with the fin-

gers of the left hand, and the feat.iers raised,

/hen holding it up to a good light, an opaque
pot may often be discerned in tht windpipe,

which being a soft tube admits oi' sufficient

iqucezing to kill the worms without any injury

to the chicken. If no spot is to be seen, the

whole length of the pipe maybe gently squeez-

ed. It will happen about once in ten cases, that

the worms are too near the lungs to be pressed

—

in that case, no good can be done ; nioreover it

must be done early in the disease, while the

chicken is in good plig'.t : for as these worms
kill by mechanical obstruction rather than by ir-

ritation, it is evident that when dead, they will

form an equal obstruction, till they dissolve and

come out ; which takes two days at least.

If the chicken is suft'ered to have ih^. disease

till within two days of the time of dying, the

operation is punishment without cure, therefore

lose no time ! No person who has lost a

chicken need be long at a loss to know the

cause of the disease. They will readily find

the worms about midway in the windpipe.

But there our knowledge ends—we know not

how they got there, nor from whence they

came, nor their origin. There are generally

from three to five worms entwined in the

pipe, each about as thick as an Oznaburgh nee-

dle, from ^ths to Jths of an inch long, of a light

blood red colour, variegated with large blood

vessels of a very dark red running over the

whole body—each worm has two necks and as

many mouths formed for sucking. It is re-

markable that those are not regularly forked,

but formed as a limb from a trunk, so that it

would appear as if a spiracula, or breatliing

hole had been elongated to form one of tnese

necks and mouths. Upon separating the

worms and irritating them, they seem disposed

to move by drawing up the extreme end in con-

tact with their straight head, and elevating the

body into a bow, at the same time push forward

heir heads—just as the green worms do, that

pin their web about the grass and box in gar-

dens ; and which are so delicious to the young
wrens. There are certainly no larvas common with

us, of this singular constrtiction of plurality of
neck.i and beads, nor are there any worms like

the tape worm without the animal body (excor-

pore.) There is, therefore, good reason to suspect

that these changes have been effected by the re-

ation of their new situations ; and if so, these

chicken worms may be the larvae of some very

common insect, probably of the moth fly that

we call millers, which young chickens are con-

tinually hunting down. The ova of this insect

seem to be furnished with a glue, that will fasten

hem to any thing for hatching. The chicken's

lungs being braced to the ribs, (see Bell's anato-
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my) they cannot couj^li or get ritl of small eggs
that are drawn into the windpipe, where they

hatch—nor of the carcase immediately when the

%vorms arc destroyed.

All this family of birds, (Gallinaceous) though

they frequent grassy and wet grounds for hunt-

ing, yet seem to be incapable of living in them,

without having an opportunity of dusting tlicm-

selves frequently, and returning to dry ground

—and, tlicrtfore, we often meet partridges and

other game of this order wallowing in the dust

of the roads. Some farmers on this account

inake it a rule to break up their chicken ground
once in a while, and where it can be done, it is

no doubt very acceptable to the chickens, Ii

is a fact, that SO yards will often divide a heal-

thy from an unhealthy yard. These remarks
may be of some use to a naturalist as well as to

a farmer, and I hope some one of the former will

not think it beneath him, to let us know the ori-

gin of the worms, for which I will promise him
a privilege of squeezing a few to death without

buying my patent privilege. PATENTEE,

ron THE AMEBICA.-* FABMEH.

GRAFTING THE ENGLISH ON THE INDIAN WALNUT.
To the Editor.—Did not one of your corrcs-

spondents say that the English walnut would not

take when grafted on tlie stock of the country

or black walnut ? If any gentleman will call at

Mr. Wrightson'sin Talbot county, about six miles

from Haddaway's ferry, he will find in Mr,
Wrighlson's garden a thriving tree, grafted about

eleven years since, and which has been bearing

scves'al years. The stock was about 3 of an

inch through when the operation was performed
was cut off horizontally 9 or 10 inches above

ground and crowned with a graft of the English

walnut—I have never seen the nut, but have been
informed by Mr. Wrightson that they are half

large again as the common English walnut.

RUSTICUS.
[We embrace this opportunity to inform the author

of the above, that the translation from a Prussian work
of a method for reviving old and decayed fruit trees,

though valuable if well understood, has been so imper-

fectly rendered in English as to be incomprehensible
If Rusticus will give us his imderstanding of the article,

in his o-mn taii^'iiage, it will be very acceptable.

Edit. Atn. Far.

FHOM THE PLOUGH BOY.

Mr. Southwick,— I have 'frequently remar
ked, in the newspapei-s, very lamentable accounts

of—barns being destroyed by fire

—

and a numbe,

offine horses being burned t^ death—after every

possible exertion to get them out of the stables.

On two occasions I have known several valu

able horses saved under such circumstances, by

simply covering their eyes with a bag, a man'
coat, or a new pocket handkerchief—any thing

that will prevent their seeing the fire ; the mo
nient this was done, a child might lead them
thus blinded out of all danger, when ten stout

men had laboured in vain to drag them out

while their eyes were open. 1 am almost certain

this simple expedient will be found an effectua

ol Galls, two drachma. The cloth must be first

wetted with the following liquid, viz :—Salt of

Tartar, one ounce, water one ounce and a half

and must be perfectly dry before any attempt

is made to write upon it.

man family, and ncne perhaps with the same pro- Early in the seventeenth century, the circulation of
ted iiitiuencc, produce a greater deterioration of the blond was defined by the immortal Harvey. This

the constitution, than Pulmonary Consumption.
The vitality of the parts on which it spends its treatment of consumption. It was absolutely im-

force its hereditary predisposition, the susceptibility possible to treat this disease with any thing like uni-

of the lungs to inflammation, all tend to multiply its.form success, without a knowledge of the circulation

victims. It is a disease to which every class of per-pf the blood

sons are more or less subject, but most commonly it But since

selects for its destruction, those between the ages of science of medicine has bi

eighteen and thirty-five ; thus attacking the most
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OX PHIHISIS PULMONAUS, Oil

l3oi\s\u\\\it\o\\ of t\\e.luungs.
By Ih: Ely S. Davis, of Abbeville, (S. C.)

There are but few diseases more fatal to the hu

" We think our fathers fools so wise we grow,
" Our wiser sons, I hope, will think us so."

I must confess that there is no great display of mu
sic, or eloquence ; yet it certainly paints in colourK
as indelible as life itself, the idea which is intended
to be conveyed. We find that the system of Boer-
haave, governed the practice of medicine in Phila-
lelphia, as late as the year 1766 Diseases were re-
fi-rn-d to morbid acrimony in the blood, and the
practice was regulated accordingly. The aim of the
physician was to attenuate, and incrassate the blood,
and in order to change its qualities, large (juantities

of diet drinks were administered—with a view to
excite a revulsion of disease frcm the superior parts
of the body, blood was often drawn from the feet.

discovery in my opinion, was the dcsideiatum in the

valuable part of our population

In the cities north and east of the Potomac, more
persons die during the winter months of this, than
any other disease. As an evidence of this fact

would advert to the bills of mortality with which
those cities furnish us. If then, this is a disease so

fatal, and in its attack so insidious, is it not higli

time to repel its incursions ? and is it not astonishing
that our more learned brethren, have not devoted
more of their time to its consideration ? There

disease of equal frequency and mortality of which
i is said by medical writers. Is it because its ap-

pearance among us is so common that we evince
such criminal negligence of its ravages .'

The very circumstance which familiarizes us with
inpending danger, should, instead of rendering us
mert, prompt to the most vigilant exertions to guard
against its fatal recurrence. We are under a polit-

cal as well as moral injunction, to preserve as far

as possible the physical force of our country, inde
pendent of the claim which the whole human race
have upon us.

Like the people of Portici, we repose in a secur
ty as false as our fate is inevitable. They no more

we, should forget the melancholy destruction of
Pompeia. Yet we are informed that this event did
not seem to have added in the least to their stock of

prudence. This degree of temerity can only be equal-

led by those who daily witness a disease, the pre-

valence of which consigns so many of our fellou

creatures to their " dark and narrow home," and
who carelessly fold their arms and await the ap-

proaching storm without a single exertion to put the
ship in a position to ride the pending tempest.
My design in this memoir is to give a faithful and

unsophisticated history of the pulmonary consump
tion, without embarking in the least into visioHary

theory. In doing this I shall commence de novo
and review the opinions of such medical writers,

whose authority on most questions has been deemed
good. To go farther back than Sydenham, wi uld

perhaps he useless, as those who preceded him must
have had but an incorrect idea of the disease. Hy
pocrates although emphatically and justly styled the

father of medicine, could have known but little of

the true seat of this disorder, when he imagined
the heart and lungs received a part of our drink,

and that the liver was the root of the veins and the

fountain of the blood. This however, was consonant
with the philosophy of that day ; and it may be that

the doctrines which we hold as irrefragable now,

But since the year to which I allude above, the
irradiated with the

most brilliant lights. Men whose names and repu-
mpart at once authority and dignity to the

profession of physic, and whose minds have united a
fiame of progressive improvement which can only be
extinguished with the destruction of literature, could
be adduced in confirmation of this fact Yet dis-

ases are more frequent more diversified, and more
iolent now, than when Celsus flourished, or when Ga-

len with his pecipatic philosophy reigned. Are we
then to infer from this, that the pro^;re3sion of med-
ical science augments instead of diminishes the cat-
alogue of diseases.' This would indeed be a mourn-
ful reflection.

Let us then inquire whence this seeming paradox
arises ? In times of old when an industrious, rural
life was preferred to the facetiuua science of the vc
luptuary, when an active vocation was preferred to

glorious ease, when libertanism and quaffing of
spirituous liquors were but little known, diseases
were as simple in their commencement, continu-
ance, and termination as men were plain, frugal and
temperate in their mode of living.

In short should we not look to the various luxuries
with which the world has become inundated, for the
origin of all the aggravated aspects, and diversified

types which diseases assume. It is my serious opin-

ion, that the introduction of ardent spirits, has been
the cause of more destruction to the human family,

than all the wars and pestilence with which man-
kind has been visited.

Intemperance is a fruitful source of consumption
of the lungs, of which I shall speak more fully here-
after.

(To be Continued)

FROM BOHDLEY S HUSBANDRY.

OF POINTING ROOFS OF HOUSES.

The difficulty of preventing driving rains from
entering where the shingling of houses and chim-

neys join, or between houses or one pan of a roof

with another has been sorely experienced, and

complained of without finding the means of re-

lief. Many substances, and modes of curing the

causes of complaint, have been tried without ef-

fect. Bricklayer's mortar alone, mortar mixed
with blackmith's cinders—with brickdust—with

plaster of Paris—plasterer's common plaster with-

some hundred years hence be rendered by the supc- out as well as with hair, all to no purpose ; the ve-
and easy means of removing horses and cattle,]rior knowledge of the future entirely obsolete. In'ry first rain that fell on the work, swelling the
in cases of fire. EXPERIENCE, ithe poetic eflPusion with which Doctor Rush con-Uj^(,.igs^,^^. p,.t,ssi„j,t],cm closctothe brick work,

Pcrn^anent J.L- for Marking Linen. h't^Wdlial'Tempirwith his usual elegance re-
-"'"--'y --ked and generally forced out some

Take of Lunar caustic (now called argentumL^arks, that in poetry are assembled all the powers'P3''tofthcoppnsingsubstance,callcd pointing; and

intratum> one drachm : weak solution ortincture.of eloquence, of music, and of painting. I'hus left openings for every future rain to enter,
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and the trosts ot the siiccetding winlcrs com-

pleted tlie destruction.

The desire formed by my next door neigh-

bour, in pointing, was to find out an elastic sub-

stance that when pressed on by a swelling of

the shingles, should give away, and when the

shingles became dry again, should by its own
elasticity return to its former close state. It

also was necessary that such substance should

be able to resist the injurious effect of driving

rains in not easily giving way or decaying.

The tow of hemp my neiglibour found to have

all the requisite elasticity ; and when defended

by a coat of glazier's putty was proof against

Ihe weather for seven years that it had then

been tried by him, although it was very imper-

fectly pointed with the tow and putty ; so that it

required to be renewed ; he therefore directed

it to be better done ; thus, the joint or junction

between the shingles and brick work was well fill-

ed with tow forced in by a brick-layer's trowel

and kept down half aninch belotu the upfier sur-

face of the shingles ; then putty was pressed

dentin with the trowel on the tow ; and lastly, scra^

ed off smooth, even with the shingles,—so that

no part remained on the top of the shingles, but

even with them. Several rains have happened

sinse, yet his house proves perfectly tight

without the least crack in the pointing, or devi

ation of the stuffing from the state in which it

was placed. The putty when partially dried, is

yet sufficiently tough to admit of being pressed

by the wet, swoln shingles, without cracking

and he took some putty, used on the former tria

out of a joint or bend when it had been there

above a year, which still retained its toughness,

and had not even then acquired the stone-like

hardness that it shews on old glazed window
sashes.

The pointing should be done in dry, settled

weather, that the putty may acquire some de

gree of hardness in a hot sun, four or five days,

lest a rain by occasioning the shingles to swell

should press with too much force on the putty.

Soaking the low in oil would be an improve
ment, he thinks, if it did not deprive the tow

of its elasticity—because then if any acci-

dent occasioned the putty to scale off or crack,

the tow filled with oil would be indestructible

by the weather, and would keep the house al-

ways tight.

FROM THE AMERICAN WATCHMAN.

TO FARMERS.
In the winter of 1818-19, a gentleman ii

this city made the following experiment. He
placed a turkey in an enclosure about four or five

feet long, two feet wide, and three or four feet

high. He excluded as much light as he could

without preventing a circulation of air, and fed

the turkey with soft brick broken into pieces,

with charcoal also broken, and with six grains

of corn per day. Fresh water was daily sup

plied. The box or coop in which the turkey

was placed he alwaysMocked up with his own
hands, and is perfectly confident that nobody in-

terfered with the experiment.

At the end of one month he invited a num-
ber of his neighbours, among others two physi-

cians. The turkey, now very large and heavy,

was killed and opened by the physicians, and

was found to be filled up full with fat. The
gizzard and entrails were dissected, and nothing

was found but a residuum of charcoal and

brick. To conclude the examination satisfac

torily, the turkey was eaten, and found to be
ery good.

Last winter he again repeated the experiment

'ith the same success.

The circumstance by which he was induced

to make the experiment is a very curious one.

One of his neighbours informed him, that being

driven from the ciiy by the fever of 1793, his

family recollected that some fowls that had lived

in a kind of loft over his workshop, had been for-

gotten in the hurry of their removal, and would
certainly be starved. They were absent six or

eight weeks, and on the retiring of the pesti-

lence returned. To their great astonishment,

the fowls were not only alive, but very fat, al-

though there was nothing but charcoal and sha-

vings that they could have eaten, and some wa-

ter that had been left in the trough of a grindstone

had supplied them with drink.

C. R.
N. B. The Editors of the National Record

er say this comes from known and respectable

authority.

FROM THE DEMOCRATIC PRESS.

MUSHROOM.
This has been the favourite vegetable of epi

cures from the earliest ages. Scarcely a sea

son has passed away during" the dark backward
abyssof time," without recording the history of

some melancholy death, occasioned by indulging

n this unwholesome article.

Among the celebrated personages who ha

died in consequence of eating mushrooms, are

the wife and children of Euripides—the Empe
Claudius—Pope Clement the sixth-

Charles the sixth, and the widow of the Czar
Alexis. These accidents will continue to occur,

unless the proper authorities place some
restraint on those who heedlessly gather these

vegetables, and offer them for sale in our mar
kets.

Gassicourt states that " the Parisian Prefect

of Police being justly alarmed, by the frequent

accidents occasioned by eating mushrooms, has

commissioned a botanist to inspect all those that

are brought to the city for sale. He has also

ordered the council of health, attached to his ad-

ministration, to digest, and publish instructions,

by which persons thus poisoned may be prompt-

ly and efficaciously relieved,"

The wisdom of such regulations must be ob-

vious, when it is known that in this great family

of plants, we have a variety of nearly five him
dred : and the esculent are so readily compound
ed with those that are deliterious, that none but

men of science can make the proper discrinii

nation.

As the best however, are indigestible, i

would be prudent to banish them altogether from

our tables.

If our Bans Vivans cannot be persuaded

abandon their favourite dish, they ought, at least,

to take such precautions as have been used in

other countries, to prevent unhappy consequen-

ces. An eminent physician of Padua is of opin-

ion, that the poisonous qualities of the fung'

(Musl'.room) are destroyed by maceration in vi-

negar. He has therefore recommended that

they should never be eaten except in a pickled

state. The Italians are so well convinced of the

corrective property of acids, that they always eat

this vegetable with a white sauce, which is call-

ed Moutarda Bianca, and of which lemon juice

forms the principal ingredient.

IIUMANITAS.

PATENT GRIDIRON.
Mr. Thomas Massey of New London, has

invented a gridiron, which combines economy
with excellence and neatness in cooking. The
great advantage it has over the common grid-

iron now in use is, that all the juices of the

meats, (commonly called gravy) cooked upon
it, instead of falling into the fire, are received

in hollow bars and from them conducted into a

tin pan. All the greasy smoke, therefore,

which imparts a bad flavour to the meat, is

wholly avoided. Attached to the hinder bar is

a tin reflector, which prevents much of the heat

from escaping, and thereby facilitates the cook-

ing. The pan and reflector can both be remov-

ed from the gridiron at pleasure. All who have

used them do not hesitate to bear testimony in

their favour. They can be seen at Hyde and
Bantes' store, 93 Maiden-lane.

[J\'e-ai York paper.
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Xj" A liberal intercourse among men of generous
hearts and superior minds of different countries, is in

no respect more happily exempli tied than in the cases

of Aithur Voung, Sir John Sinclair, Mr. Coke, of

English Norfolk, and Lord Erskine, with regard to

United States of America. The first ot these distin-

guished theorists, and practicians in agriculture has

been recently taken from a country—a quarterof the

globe—a world to which his acute and active mind,

and well directed energy, have done incalculable ser-

vice. His tour through France and into Upper Italy,

his Lincoln survey and report, and in general, his

various labours in the field and the literature of agri-

culture, have been peculiarly beneficial to us. In all

his intercourse with respectable individuals of our

country in letters, conversations and more formal

conferences our landed and travelling citizens have

met a liberal friend.

The North British Baronet, Sir John Sinclair, has

made us rejoice in America, that we are masters of

the language in which he delivered to the world his

inestimable and immense collections of agricultural

literature. Had his been a foreign tongue, we should

not have expected to have seen a translation of them,

and the vast body of simple & precious truths—truths

in fact and truths in reason—with which hisextensive

works are filled, would have remained to the many in

America, unknown secrets. He has taught us, by the

happiest examples and the most effectual means, how
to examine and how to make a perfect exposition of

the agriculture of a country, from the scale of a king-

dom and a province down to a county, a hundred, a

tything or a township. He has drawn, by innumerable

traits so perfect a landed picture of Great Britain,

that no traveller of any nation, (however familiar

with the English tongue, can ever hope to obtain

such a knowledge of the kingdom by his own senses.

He has a title also to our gratitude from the generous

views he has frequently taken of the colossal stature

and natural capacities of our landed interest.
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Mr. Cuke, whom nature made an Kiiglisli gentle-

man farmer of ilie highest order, and who is under
stO(Kl with a mixture of native manliness and sense,

to have declined tlie honours of a peerage, has ex-
tended to ourcouiitry and our compatriots at home
and abroad, many evidences of respect, regard, es-

teem and friendship, hi that noble round of rural in-

telligence, activity and hospitality, which in a coun-
try distinguislied for its union of intellect, energy
culture, have pre-eminently marked his uncommon
character

The extraordinary mind of Lord Chancellor Er
skine, as full of discrimination as of ardour, has
stantly recognized our country with decided and often
entliusiastic warmth, whenever he has believed us
right, and the reports and correspondence of

travelling countrymen have borne strong and
merous testimonies in favour of his language, opinions

and deportment towards them and our country. He
has turned his mind and fortune in latter years to the
utmost use of the capacities and soil of Great Bri
tain, where land, and particularly good land, has be
come a real monopoly, and art and science has been
seditious'y applied to cure the inferiorities of soil and
climate. We shall conclude this article with an ex
tract from Liord Erskine's speech at one of the an-

nual sheepshearinj'.s held for several days at Hoik
lirim, the residence of Thomas William Coke, Esq
where the most powerful practical and theoretical

fanners of the United Kingdom with many foreign
guests, constantly assemble. Lord Krskine said
pleasantly that " he had studied Coke at West
" minster, and that he was then studying Coke al

"Holkham: that the perfection of the culture of
" the latter was such, that he did know, by the
" eye, the great bread corn, wheat, as produced on
" Mr. Coke's estate ! He descanted upon the jmrs
" ofagriculttire as a most liberal firofesision, In which
" in a beautiful order and regularity, the finger of
"Heaven points to certain conclusions; where the
" fruits of our skill and labour rise to give testimony
" and where the very earth is eloquent and speaks
" nothing but the tiiith. If, he continued, we only
"consider the subject of manure, we shall perceive
" one of the most striking beauties and benefits of the
" divine ordination, and of that wisdom, with which
" we are blessed, in a thousand ways, without know-
" ing it. This very substance, the refuse of every
" being, had it been useless must have accumulated
" in heaps, intollerably noisome and perpetually
" pestileniial ; but by the bUssinj of providence,

'

" is every man's interest to remove those otherwise
" increasing mountains of filth, and by decomposition
" in various ways, in a great measure concealed
•' from us, it gives increase to our fields, and adds
" to the means of industry, and the reward of the
" husbandman

"

Present Prices of Covntry Produce in thh Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 95 cts.—Hed, 90 to
93 cts.—Corn, 41 to45 cts.

—

Rtk, 52 to 55 cts.—Oats,
33to35 cts-IUy, per ton §18—Straw, do. gH
§12

—

Flour, from the wagons, g* 50—Whiskev, from
do. 31 to 32 cts BrrTF.H, pr. lb. 18J cts—Kros, per
doz. 15 cts—Mf iTO.x, per quarter, 37^ to 62^ cts—
Veal, per lb, 6 to 8 cts—Bkkk, prime pieces, 8 to 10
cts.—Live Cattle, gfi to S7—I'otatoes, per bushel
old crop, 62.\ cts.—New t}o. Si 75—Con Fish, per
quintal, retail g.) to S3 50—Tah, scarce, §2—TcHrEs-
riNK, soft, 8'3 to S-25—Hi)fi\, S2—Hricu, §2 50—
Shad, No. 1, initrimmed §6, trimiutd S6—Herrings,
No. 1, §2 75— fJiroN-, hoij round, 8 to 9 cts.—Lard, in
kegs, n to V2i cts.

—

Cotton, Upland, 17 to 18 cts—HlackF.vk Peas, 65 cts.—Shinbles best Deep
Creep, S8 50—Do. Small, S4 75 to gS-FLooniNri
I'LAXK, 5-4, S26—Maryland Tobacco, the only sale \vt

have heard of since last report, is 2 hhds. Calvert coun-
ty—one second quality, at S4, and one good quality,
at Sn 75—Virginia Toiiacco,-afew hhds. Richmond,
niftnour quality, sold the present week for

S7 50.

J. P. CASEY,
SEEDSMJJ\r, tfc.

No. 2, Hanover street, next toBarnum
Begs leave to inform his friends and the public, that

he is appointed Agent to Harrison & Tor rey, of Ne'
York, lor the sale of the following

A<55 VVcuWwYal lm\)\emeuts

.

PLOUGHS.
Lord Somervi!lc'si)atent double Furrowed PloughS45
IJo. do. single do. ~

Wilkie's iron Plough, (two horse)
Do . of wood do. ....
Small's Scbtch do.
Hill's Patent, with paring shares - - 35
Freeborn's (Wood Patent)
No. 3, (heavy) §16 : do. locked coulters and

wrought share - .

No. 2h, (heavy two horse) §15 ; do. do.
No. 2, common do. 15 ; do. do.
No. U, (light) do. 14; do. do. - 17
C^ist shares, 55 cents each
No. 0, (one horse) §12 50 without cutter
Seed - 11 do.
Corn - 8 do.
Cast Shares for the above, 50 cents each
Peacock's Patent - - from §17 to!
Paring Ploughs, made to order
IVIole, or under draining Ploughs, the pair with

wheels ....
Double mould-board Plough, made to order
Ducket's skim, or Sculp Coulter, made to order

HORSE-HOES AND CULTIVATORS.
The Patent Exjianding Horse-Hoe, for corn,

potatoes, Sec.

Do. with Cultivators . . . 3y
The Cultivator and earthing up - 7 and 8
The Expanding Cultivator and Harrow for corn,

potatoes, &c.
With cast iron shares
Extra shares, 60 feet each
Scarifiers and scufflers made to order.

CHAFF CUTTERS.
Rowntree's to cut different lengths
Hill's three knives
Passmore's four knives
Bishop's Patent two knives
Common do.

Cast Steel Straw and Hay Knives.
DRILL MACHINES.

To drill any given number of rows, at any dis-

tance, made to order, lor wheat, corn,
barley, &c. &c.

Turnip Drill, (common) - - glO
Hand Drill for corn, wheat, turnips, &c. 20
Do. do. with one wheel - • 12
Do. do. Hill's, (with cups) - . 12 50
Bennett's Broad Cast Drill, sows twelve feet

width, for grain, grass-seedsor turnips

TURNIP SLICERS.
With any number of knives, to order
Do. with one knife .... ;;

CORN SHELLERS.
Phinncy's Patent, cast iron frame, largest size

most approved - - - 25
Do. do. smaller size do. do. - 2C
Do. do. in wooden frames - 20 and 25
Cylinder do. .... 15

FANNING MILLS,
On the most approved constructions from 60 to 25

FLAX MACHINES.
Lee's (English) to dress the flax without rotting §70
Hill & Bundy's ditto made to order.
Scotch Carls, iron axle.trees, and iron or wood-

en naves, made to order
Iron axle-trees, for do.

THRESHING MACHINES.
English and Scotch Threshing Machines for any
power, fixed or portable, furnished to order

SO &].^ four horse portable Machine, witli horse
' power ... . g5yo

S50

SI

Sioo
30
70

15 and 20
from 30 to 7

HARMOWS.
The expanding and Hinge Harrows, p.iir «2;
Common do. do. from 15 to 10 50
Harrow teeth of all sizes

,, .
POST AUGERS.

Hoxie's Patent t(.T boring post-hcles
from 20 to 9 inches

SOincii

Ijii.ch

12 inch
9 inch

ROLLERS,
Cast iron and wooden Roller

WEIGHING MACHINE.
To weigh cattle, &c alive
Beard's do. in cast iron fi ame, on wheels, for

fli ur, butter, &c. with weights to 1500
weight

FLEXIBLE TUBES,
To relieve cattle when hoven or choked, with

gag for oxen and sheep, the pair

CHURNS.
Pendulum Churn to make butter

time

80

gl5U

S5

in a given

825
Burder's Box Churns from 12 50 To 9
Common Churns

WHEEL BARROWS.
With wooden and cast iron wheels, from §6 to >i

CASTINGS.
Orders for Castings received and attended to.
On hand, Sash Weights, Window Frames, Plough
Castings, and Castings for Machinery, &c.

Drag Rakes for gleaning ge
Grass and Cradle Scythes

g20 Scythe Snathes and Cradles
Scythe Stones

In addition to the above, CASEY has received per
le Franklin, from Liverpool, the following articles,
hich will be sold on pleasing terms for ready mo-

ney, only.

Miners' Shovels

3 and 4 pronged Forks, with and without handles
Weeding Forks
Edgeing Hooks
Grass Hooks
Turnip Scoops and Hoes
Patent Hoes from 3 to 23 inches
Dutch Hoes do. do.
Planters' Hoes
Hoes with forks

Triangle Hoes
Garden and scoop Trowels
Garden and Hay Rakes
Pruning Saws and Chissels

Garden Shears of all sizes

Patent and common Sheep Shears
Mole I'raps Reels and Spindles
Brade's Patent Scythes of sizes

Cast Iron Hand Glass Frames for gardens
Pruning and Budding Knives
Flower Scissors of sizes, very curious

Botanical Magnifying Glasses of sizes

Bright Box Handle Garden Spades—No. 1, 2, 3

Do. do. Toy do. do. for ladies

Oak chests of Garden Tools, ijolishcd.

C has for sale. Agricultural, Garden and Flower
seeds, (in particular, Ruta Ha^a of a superiour quali-

ty) Bird Seeds, Garden iMatts tor shading in summer,
Handles for Tools ; a lew pounds of best Durham
Mustard, not to be equalled in the city ; handsome
Ornamental Plants in pots ; and out of pots, at gl
per hundred, which will bloimi this summer ; a few
splendid works on Botany and Asriculture.

All orders punctually attended to.

S.30

BY JOHN S. SKINXF.R, KDITOU.
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

PHOCEEIIISGS OF THE

AgYicwW^val Society
OF ALBEMARLE, (Vine.)

No. 4.

Jv JonsEss, delivered at their stated viceting

in May, 1820. By Thomas G. Watkins

M. D. member of the committee of coresfion

dence, is'c. of said Society.

Mr. PRESIDEiNT,

Whatever subjects are connected with the

condition of Agriculture, and Agriculturists in

any way, are made by the principles of the

constitution of our society, just objects of aiten

tion to its members. But in conformity to the

examples of its most distinguished members,

who have taken the lead in its useful contribu-

tions of practical information ; it would have

been more desirable to me, even in an address,

admitting greater latitude than ordinary com-

munications, to have been enabled to confine

myself to a similar course ; and to have called

the attention of the society to practical facts,

rather than speculative opinions. But I am ad-

monished by experience, that practical agri-

cultural facts, to be properly ascertained and

thereby made satisfactory and useful, requ

to be conducted with a series of uninterrupted

attentions, which it is not my good fortune to

be able to bestow, consistently with more im
posing duties. When I first had the honour of

becoming a member of the society—it was my
expectation, as it had been my hope, to make
agriculture my exclusive pursuit ; but fortune

has ordained it otherwise, and I am compelled

to devote my time almost incessantly to the

labours of a profession, whose more responsi

ble avocations are in perpetual confliction, with

my wishes to complete many agricultural ex

periments, which I had prepared to make
Still my zeal for the interests of agriculture

has continued, and yet continues unabated

and my solicitude for the useful and honourable

progress of our society, will dispose me at all

limes to contribute my might in some way or

other. The more so at this particular time,

when the late infliction of providence, in an

unparalleled drought, seems calculated to co-

operate with other recently multiplied causes,

in rousing the attention of Agriculturists, al

least, to the intrinsic importance of Agriculture.

Our country, abounding in the most extended,

cheap and fertile soils, that could be asked of

a beneficent God, to contribute to the wants,

the comforts and the wishes of mankind, in an

agricultural point of view, has exhibited to the

world the strangest anomalies, hostile to

own true and permanent interest. Attending
to the debates in congress a few years ago, one
would have thought that America was in Eu
jope, and her subsistence upon the Ocean.

—

To the state legislatures : ibat our grcaicsliAgriculturc, which is the great interest of our

prosperity consisted in banking operations and country—is commerce : for if it is not, the ma
acilities—and to our fashionable routes, that

the happiness of society depended upon thei

extravagant and dissocial interpolations, upon

the republican simplicity of our once plainei

;>.nd happier intercourse. The delirium which

produced these delusions, and the unhappy pa-

oxysms which accompanied them are fast sub-

siding, and may soon leave us in a condition to

contemplate our wreck, and think about the

best means of repairing the shattered remains

of exhausted estates. And here we shall be

forcibly reminded, after all this crash of empty
peculation, that from the earth we derived our

prosperity and independence, and to the earth,

rural and domestic economy, we must return

meet them again. But before entering upon
the subject of some particular operations and

experiments connected with the earth, which

it is my principal object to propose ; I must beg

permission to remark, incidentally upon some of

the causes, which have tended to mislead the

public mind from the proper influence of Agri

culture. In adverting to the causes, which have

conspired to stifle the voice of Agriculture, and

destroy its due influence upon the manners, the

ustoms, and the councils of this nation, a mis-

taken notion about commerce, presents itself as

their chief source. Commerce, the offspring of

Agriculture, was originally designed to be her

handmaid ; but by partial combinations against

the true interests of mankind, this just order of their necessary support. Our present embar
tilings according to the dictates of reason and

providence, has been perverted—and commerce
has assumed to be the mistress of her parent

;

introducing in her train all the idle fripperies of

her corrupt and corrupting system, in subver-

sion of ingenuous, dignified and substantial use-

fulness. These things have been imposed upon
us, too, under the impression ingeniously made,
that our true interests were to be permanently

subserved by them. As government was to be

supported, taxes must be raised—and by com-
merce was the easiest, the best way to raise

them. This subject deserves to be closely

viewed, and attentively considered by agricul-

turists ; it is most intimately connected with their

vital interests.

The most prominent argument, and that most
relied upon by the advocates of commerce in

support of their favourite system is, that by

its rich resources it frees from the more odious

form of direct taxation, our restifF citizens.

The proper subject for agriculturists to con-

sider is, not, whether any mode of taxation is

odious—but, whether it is right or wrong. If

wrong has been made more popular, by contri-

vances practised upon our ignorance, our ava-

rice, or our vanity, and our representatives have

not had the bold integrity to set us right—let

us set about it ourselves. Let us examine
vhether this assumption is right, that the best

jority of our people, I am persuaded, need only

a correct knowledge of the right way to in-

duce them to follow it. Any other mode of

taxation is better than that which beguiles us,

however slowly, to our ruin. We pay a very

great price for the protection of commerce, be-

cause commerce enriches the treasury ; but the

best resources of a nation consist in the perma-
nent and substantial wealth of the citizens 1

Does commerce always enrich these ? But
wliat is more to our present purpose, does it

pay their taxes independent of themselves ? or

does it doubly tax them?—first, for the full

amount of its good and bad commodities, and
then an ample indemnity for all its own charges

and extravagancies ? Thus at the same time
drawing from the pocket of our hood-winked
farmer (with the amount of his tea and his

taffety)—the taxes with interest, for the sup-

port of government, and its own luxurious in-

dulgencies. Never fear commerce, let it alone

for indemnity and profit.—But it does enrich

the individuals of a nation, enables them to

procure its commodities, and leaves them a
surplus for taxes, and the enjoyment of foreign

luxuries, over and above their necessary sup-
port. All this may in some degree be true, but
by increasing their expenses for its own support

their extravagance their corruption, and
their appetites, it reduces them again Ijelow

rassments sufficiently prove this. They have
grown out of a perverted commerce, and its

ruinous consequences^its examples and influ-

ence ; and this at a time, too, when our re-

sources have been greatly multiplied upon us,

by the peculiar operation of foreign causes ! Its

old advocates, sensible of the truth of all this,

and perceiving its expiring influence, would
eviscerate their former protegee, to pamper a

new favourite, to the prejudice of agriculture-

just at the only time, perhaps, that, the interest

of the latter has been particularly involved in

the unshackled existence of the former.

If our embarrassments have been growing to

their present pitch, while we have been receiv-

ing two dollars a bushel for wheat, and twenty

per hundred weight for tobacco—foreign goods,

too, cheaper then than usual—what are we to

expect, if we continue our former system under
the present price of foreign produce ?—and is

this a time to raise the price of articles by sud-

den restrictions,—when by the errours of a for-

mer policy, agriculture has been rendered abso-

lutely dependent upon them ? Seeing our blind

rage for an excessive commerce, foreigners have
practised upon us for their own advantage. If

one nation has exchanged its shadows for the

real substance of another—that is, its useless

trifles, that minister to vanities and follies only,

for the solid product of the other's soil—the

source of taxation, as it respects the interest offormer might have been substantially and per-
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maneiitly benefited, while the other could at best

be but apparently or temporarily so. How
many rich tobacco planters have gutted their

soil—the very goose to lay their polden eggs.

and exchanged the product for foreign com-

merce ? and what have they in return for their

exhausted fields ! ! ! The necessaries and com-

forts of life, a competency according to the

dictates of nature ^nd reason, require but lit

tie ; but what shall suffice for the pride of lux

ury and the appetites of corruption ? I have

nothing to say against a necessary—a suitable

commerce—I would more especially now, be

its warmest advocate. Rut I would at the same

lime, more than ever, cherish Agriculture and

its concomitants, as the true sources of the pri

vate and public virtues of industry and econo

my of internal independence republican

strength and individual happiness. And if the

councils of the nation cannot so regulate

foreign commerce, as to prevent its ruinous and

corrupting consequences— let agriculturists re-

gulate their part of it for themselves—let every

farmer subsist upon his own means as far as

practicable—that is, eat his own meat and bread

—drink his own rye or chickory coffee, and

wear his own home-made cloth. We si

soon see w here the taxes come from, and who
support government. And then, and not til!

(hen, classes will rank according to their in

triiisic, and not factitious merits—and the coun

cils of the nation obey the right impulse. I

is the interest, and therefore the duty of agr

culturists, to understand and examine into the

operations of the government which they sup

port, and particularly those operations which re-

late to taxation ; I need make no apology, there-

fore, for having dwelt upon this subject. It i:

in vain to labour if we do not take care of, and

give a proper direction to the product. The
mode, (more than the amount of taxation,) has

greater influence upon the other operations o,f

government, and upon the manners, customs,

and dispositions of a people—than might be

imagined upon a careless view of the subject.

Those immediately concerned in the adminis-

tration of any government, are more apt to con-

sider the temporary facilities of providing for

that administration, than the ultimate tenden-

cy of the modes proposed upon the moral and

political sentiments of a nation. A circumstance

that might increase the evils of government,

should it ever be our misfortune to come under

a weak or a wicked administration. Amitting

them virtue, a majority might lack the foresight

to resist the more partial and keen-sighted

views of a time and self serving policy. Hence
a reason, perhaps, why the interests, the way;

and the fashions of commerce have command
ed more of the respect and patronage of our

government. The taxes were derived direct-

ly from commerce, and her agents—their wits

polished by business, and their influence

strengthened by combination, her followers were
more competent to take advantage of this cir

cnmstance in promoting her interest ; while hum
ble retiring Agriculture has been told not t-

meddle with things which did not concern her.

imtil she has been driven to act, as if it were

ally true that nothing belongs to her, but dirt,

toil, and passive obedience. Insomuch, that while

commerce,areaudaciouslyvociferating upon men
ind measure, with a boisterous confidence

—

he different advocate of his country's best in-

terests—if he but opens his mouth in defence

of a better cause, is astounded, and made to

feel as if he were treading upon consecrated

ground. But after all. Sir, what is there in our

proud cities, which commerce has not wrested

from the wants or the profusion of Agriculture ?

and if they will abuse the precarious boon, by
their haughty and extravagant display—let the

country withhold her contributions—their lofty

edifices will moulder to the ground—their

splendid equipages vanish away—and their tin-

selled greatness sink again to the just level of in-

sulted Agriculture.

In a republican society whatever is most
useful ought to he most respectable ; and in

the end it will be so in this country, notwith-

standing the predictions that our republican in-

stitutions must yield to the torrent of foreign

fashion ; a faithless sentiment, got up in hos-

tility abroad, and handed over among us, to be

repeated by those who are willing to see it

verified. Agriculturists are not alone in-

jured by the undue influence, the perversion of

commerce—too many of her own immediate
followers, faithful patriots, friends to whateve
is due to her just rights, and long fortunate

upon her good old plans, have been unable to

stand against the host of novelties conjured up
in her train, and sink embarrassed in their old

age. Parasitical plants, springing up at th

same time like fungi from her corruptions

—

seem engrafted upon society, to extort from the

liberal or unwary, their ancient means of im
parting whatever is noble, generous, or hospita

ble in our country. The correctives of these

evils is only to be found in a proper spirit of

.\griculture, with the industry, economy, and

virtue which naturally follow in her train,

Domestic manufacturing too, will soon be called

into her aid, and if we do not commence it di-

ectly from prudent precaution, we shall very

soon be driven to it from necessity. Hitherto

we could depend upon the product of our soils

to supply us with articles, necessary and un
necessary, from the markets of Europe. But
the condition of that country is greatly chang-

ed, and Europe will soon want nothing from
America but at the most reduced prices, or in

exchange for things comi)aratively trifling, and

hich ought not to be indulged in by Ameri
cans, but as a production extra of their own
necessaries, or derivable from their own inge

nuity. Suppose all Europe and her dependen
cies sunk into the ocean ; what should we
then do

ut it is time to come home to our native

soil, and to enter upon the subject of my pro-

posed agricultural operations and experiments
A want of greater precision in conducting agri

cultural labours and experiments, may be justly

considered as the chief cause of the lingerinij

progress of agricultural knowledge and
provement—Erroneous tradition is taken for

established experience ; received opinions for

matters of fact ; and mere calculations have

been served up for experiments ; or, if these

have been made, it was under different circum-

stances of season, climate or soil, or with so

coffee-house gentry—the windy votaries ofllittlc precision as to afford no satisfaction to

the discerning, while they mislead the incon-
siderate. Experiment to be relied on, must be
reduced to a science, and to erect a system we
must begin with the elements. My plan is to

opose a set of elementary experiments, de-

signed to lead to i)recisc and indubitable results,

and in order to afford each member a clear idea
of it, and the facility with which it may be
conducted, as well as the amusement, pleasure,

d interest likely to be afforded by it, I shall

venture with much deference to sketch out and
offer a detail illustrative of this plan, which
can be altered or modified to suit the object in

any better way that may suggest itself to the

society, or any member, if it should be judged
practicable, and likely to be useful at all. The
great object of Agriculture is permanent sub-

sistence ; accordingly such experiments as

may lead to a knowledge of the greatest pro-

duct that any given soil is capable of, without
deteriorating it, if already fertile enough, or

with progressive amelioration, if that is practi-

cable and necessary, is a principal desideratum
in Agriculture. In most of the affairs of hu-

man life, the more nearly we make our efforts

of art, conform to the original design and exam-
ple of nature, the more likely, I am led to be-

lieve, shall we be to attain general success :

and the more correctly we observe and under-
stand the process of nature, the better may wx
be enabled to regulate the imitations or im-
provements of art ; and in none of our con-

cerns, perhaps, will these observations better

apply, than in agricultural pursuits. Thus if

we turn our attention to the example of nature

in contemplating the first objects of experi-

ments, viz. the greatest product consistent with
the stationary fertility and the progressive

amelioration of the soil, we shall find that it is

her uniform practice, to draw from the earth

such an annual supply of timber, grasses, fruits,

seed, Sec. for the use of animals, as shall be suf-

ficient for their reasonable wants, and still

leave for herself a just proportion for continued
improvement. The propriety of this remark
will readily be conceived by any judicious ob-

server, who has contemplated the progress of

an old field, which having been taken new and
fertile out of the hands of nature, was first ex-

hausted by art, and then returned again to the

just and salutary dispositions of nature : or who
has observed the vast productions ol timber,

cane, &c. $;c. in the extensive regions of the

west, upon a soil whose fertility has at the same
time in the hands of nature, been advanced
to an inconceivable extent ; and according to

the ordinances of nature, there is little reason

to doubt, but that she has given to the earth a
capacity to supply all the reasonable demands
upon her, and still to retain for herself, enough
10 improve her own condition in a ratio propor-

tioned to the increasing demands of increasing

animals.— .\dmitting that the interference of

art lends to increase the number of animals,

rather than diminish ; she may also aid the ope-
rations of nature in advancing the improvement
and useful productions of the soil, as expe-

rience has already demonstrated ; and although

it is unhappily true, that the instances of this

fact, are not sufficiently numerous within our

inuiieiiiate vicinity, still there are not wanting

instances ; and if each member would contrive
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by some means, lo add one tenth part as much authority of a name, a favourite theory, one';

as has been added to the preservation as well asown prejudices, or any other influence—than :

improvement of our soil, by the introduction steady regard to _truth and the general interests

among us of the system of horizontal plougliing

by our first vice-president, we should see these

instances multiply. By such generous and pub-

lic spirited exertions and expenditures for the

good of our friends and society, we may it ia

true, embarrass for a time our own affairs, or

cramp the means of our own enjoyments, but

by improving our soil, which is the soil also of

our country and our own posterity, we shall at

least live with the consoling reflection, that our

efforts have been useful and approved by the

one, and may die, without the reproach of hav

ing robbed the other of its rightful inheritance.

But it is Ijclieved that a plan of experiments

leading to the most extensive and useful results

may be conducted so as in no material degree

to embarrass the moat limited resources ; for

this purpose we should regard chiefly economy,
just and easy calculation to enable us to apply

facts and principles, the result of cheap experi-

ments to extended practice, with exactness in all

comparative circumstances. Accordingly, in ma
king any exi)eriment respecting the production

of the soil, I would have the smallest quantity

of ground that was susceptible of easy calcula

tion, and the experiment upon tliis piece of

ground to ascertain a required fact ; should agree

in every particular with that conducted upon ano^

ther, to determine which was preferable. For
this purpose I would first propose, that a conve
nient piece of ground should be secured by a

proper enclosure from all intrusion or depreda-

tion ; next I would have it laid off into squares

or fields in miniature, exactly bounded and con-

taining 4.125 feet that is 4} feet square, which
is the 2560th part of an acre, each.—Now to

certain precisely whether plaster of Paris was
advantageous to a crop of oats, in proportion to

the additional cost of using it ; I would sow the

same quantity and the same kind of oats upon
two of these squares, after first reciprocating

their contents, that is, I would mix for a foot

deep each portion of eanh contained in each
square with that of the other, and then divide

this equal mixture, equally between the surfaces

of the two squares—liere the soil and oats be-

ing as exactly alike as might be, I would roll

one portion of the oats for one square in plas-

ter—ascertaining the quantity of oats in respect

to a bushel and the weight of the plaster ; I

would then sow them as immediately at the

same time as possible, and of the same depth,
and in the same order in every respect, and in

every thing else, except the further use of plas-

ter, on the one, and not on the other—their

chances should proceed, pari passu, to the com-
pletion of their growth ; I would then cut the

product of each, level with the earth, and weigh
the whole of each distinctly ; then I would se-

parate every grain of each from its own straw,

and weigh first the grain of each parcel se-

parate, and then the straw—to ascertain if one
weighed more straw and grain together, whe-
ther the other might not have a proportion of

superior grain, sufficient to give it the prefer

ence ; and finally all these operations should be

of agriculture. By this experiment upon soil of

a given quality, the value of the plaster would
be ascertained according to one season, by ex
tending the experiment through a succession of

seasons, the relative value of the plaster, would
be determined in more or less, wet or dry sea
sons.—The same experiment conducted upon
poorer and richer soils, would not only lead us
to the knowledge of the greatest product of oats,

that a given quantity of ground was capable
producing ; but also to the relative value of
plaster on soils of different quality. I have
heard it expressed as an opinion, that the poor
er land is, the more plaster it requires and
will bear, and e converso ; but I am satisfied

from my own observation, that from a just pro
portion of plaster applied to soils of different

luality, the increased product from the richer
will be greater ; whether in exact proportion to

the full sum of its superior fertility or not, 1

cannot tell, but I think it is probable it will

just as the interest of two sums of money, when
this is made to act upon the principals, will

give a profit proportioned to the amount of
each—and there is this further parallel between
the two cases ; it takes about the same trouble
for a money-lender to bring the interest of the
borrower to operate upon a large sum.
small one—it being very little more labour to

write a bond for a thousand pounds, than for

one pound ; but the proceeds are always in pro-

portion to the sum.—It is just so with the cul-

tivator of the soil—his product is governed more
by the quality of the soil cultivated, than the
amount of labour bestowed.—Hence the impor
tance of making land rich as fast as possible, and
keeping it so as long as possible.

Upon the plan I have laid down, with equal specially trcited
precision and cheapness, ten thousand useful
xperiments may be completed, tending to as-

certain and establish the best principles in hus-
bandry, as— 1st. The best depth to sow any
grain, in a given soil and climate ; and the best
thickness.

2nd. What kinds of grain and grasses are
most productive with least exhaustion.

3rd. What productions are most benefited by
plaster, and what is the best quantity in general

4th. What manures and what quantities of
them are best.

might, by habituating them to perform the ne«
cessary manipulations, be taught to invigorate
their bodies and improve their constitutions

—

that labour is honourable, because it is useful

—

that in a well regulated government and society,
whatever is dependant upon and connected with
agriculture, will at last be most popular and re-
spectable, because the most virtuous and inde-
pendent, and because the great majority of man-
kind must ultimately look to it for a support

;

and finally, that if fashions and manners are
made to take at any time, a contrary course in
an agricultural republic, it is only because par-
tial and corrupt influences, by cunning and art-
ful contrivances, have blinded a people and mis-
led them from their true course of interest and
happiness ; and the consequence must always be,
sooner or later, a revolution in the government,

a reform in the practical application, of its

principles to society.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

TH'E PROFESSION OF

Planter o\* Tavmei*.—Ko. 5.

In the four preceding papers of this series, a view
has been taken of the considerations, which should in-

duce the landed citizens of the United States to set
part the collective pursuits in life wliich relate to Ag-

riculture, as a distinct and respectable profession : and
to form the rising generations of all present and futui'e
times, who are to be engaged therein by well devised,
and appropriate systems of education. In the two lat-

r numbers of the preceding four papers, the instruc-
tion of the pupils and candidates, in " the profession ofa
planter or farmer'' during their attendance at the pri-
mary and common schools, and at the academies, was

5th. The relative value of the varieties of the
same species of grain grasses, &c. and a great
many others, which it is unnecessary here to

enumerate—my object at this time, being only to
propose a plan of precision, &c. in making ex
periments.—Whenever the principle of the ex
periment is ascertained upon our little field, the
product there multiplied by 2560, will give the
ratio per acre—Before concluding this address
sir, I cannot forbear to remark, that since we
all cannot be lawyers, judges, foreign ministers
and merchants ; it becomes the more important
for fathers to teach their sons to be useful, sci-

entific and practical farmers ; and this little

plantation which I have laid down in miniature,
performed with rigid impartiality, without re- would afford a good opportunity for giving them
jard to received opinions, hoary tradition, the|useful lessons in labour and virtue. Here they

It is necessary, particularly to observe here, and it

is believed to be one of tlie most important ideas con-
cerr ing every form and subject of education, that the
dmnestic instructions of young persons in agriculture,
tlirough the examples and conversation of their pa-
rents, and other members of their family and house-
hold, is one of the most sure, impressive and easy
methods of teaching the rising generation. The fact,

mentioned in the first paper of " Columbianus" on
cotton, proves that a young female, under eight
years of age, so distinctly and eftectually retained her
recollections of the cotton culture in the garden of
her father, a planter and lawyer, as to narrate the
fact at the lapse of twenty-five years, and to com-
municate it to her children ; and to render it an ex-
citement to the most serious course of subsequent
practice throughout the cotton region of the United
States. From a multitude of interesting recollec-

tions, as to the various branches of limited culture,

the writer of this paper, though bred in one of our
largest cities, in the strictest academic and collegiate

discipline, well remembers a number of very interest-

g facts in gardening, fruitery, the breeding of ani-

mals, the culture of grain and grass, the draining and
rrigation of lands, exotic plants, the structure of
farming implements, utensils and tools, the culture,

of farmer's vegetables, the making of butter and
home brewed liquors, the preparation of flnnity and
hominy, &c. &c. which occurred before the age of

14 in their city family, which owned and cultivated

three pieces of land in the vicinity of Philadelphia^

for purposes of economy, health and amusement.
It is therefore, on the whole, most emphatically re-

commended, that the heads of families among the

planters and farmers, pay the most constant and par-

ticular attention to the instruction of the male and
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female members of their families from time to time, in of their neighbourhoods and countries, their soils,

all the useful arts of rural life. It will prove like the woods, waters, implements, and especially theircl

best seed, happily sown, in a fit soil, (which will exclude
the seeds of noxious moral weeds,) sure to bring forth

all future seasons.the best fruits in abundance, and
blessing all concerned

After the education of the candidates for the profes-

sion of a planter or farmer, being thus made the subject

of preparatory measures, not only in the common or

primary schools, and in the academies—but, in the houses

of their parents, relations, connexions, guardians and
friends, a regular acquisition of that profession, in form,

after tlie manner pursued in law, physic, divinity, com-
merce ; the fine and the useful arts follow, as the next
.ind final operation of agricultural and rural education.
To Uiis then, we proceed, with our closing suggestion
in these numbers.
The proper time for the commencement of the ca

reer of a student of practical agriculture, appears to bC;

that when according to the property, plan, and course
of the parent, the young person's education, in the
schools, academies, colleges or universities, is consider-
ed to be ended and finished. Plain, sound educations,

of the children of families not willing or able to be ex
pensive, are often terminated at fourteen. Academic,
(ollegiate and university educations in this country, in

families of early and pointed attention ; and among
young people of good dispositions and habits, are sel-

dom protracted beyond seventeen or eighteen. At the
.•^ges then of fourteen to eighteen years, the young
members of families, intended by their parents and
friends/or landed pursuits, may conveniently become re-

gular *apprentices, or regular students of the profession

of a planter or a farmer, according to our proposition.

This important step in life, important to the youth-
ful individual, his family and his country, may be be com-
menced and pursued in two modes:—1st—the young
student, having assumed the toga virilis, may commejice
Ills new character, in the house, family and business of
his father, or other near friend with whom he resides,

and who has the care of his person, happiness and es-

tablishment in life. Secondly—the juvenile student
may be placed in the manner of young lawyers, physi
cians, clergymen, merchants and artists, under the di

rection of a person of good mor.il and reUgious charac
ter, good manners and standing suitable landed pos
sessions of his own or tenanted, of judgment, know-
ledge, experience, ingenuity, care, attention, good lo-

cal situation and successful practice.

Whether our young pupil of agriculture lives with
his father, as a practicer, or professor of planting or
farming ; or whether he lives as a pupil, with some other
head of a family practicer, and professor, he is still to

consider himself as engaged in the acquirement of the
theory and practice of all the useful arts and secrets of
country life. He Is to be as useful on the estate or farm
as he can be, and render himself d.Vdy more and more
useful, by attending to the practical course of agricul-

ture and the times, objects, and reasons of every act

;

not a blade of grass, or an ear of grain, nor a tree that
grows upon the land of the est.ate or farm, is to be in-

different to him, or deemed foreign from his duties
The capacity of attention,—effectual attention—is the
./Jr«( human talent. Everything is to be examined,
considered, and methodised, inconveniences are to be
watched, considered, prevented, removed or lessened.

livery conversation on farming, every news paper arti-

cle on agriculture, is to be heard or read. All useful

mates. All spare money should be applied to the hire

or purchase of farming books. Many may be borrow-

ed, and should be carefully and neatly handled and pre-

served, and duly returned. Townships and county li-

braries by contribution, should be liberally encouraged
nd useful books shoHld be presented by parents and

friends. Evenings, days of rain and stoi'm, winter, sea-

sons of heat, times of sickly confinement, and all other

table times, should be employed in reading, consid-

ering, noting in the memorandum book. Meetings of the purest, the most prudential, the soundest

proposed to give to our sons. The cheap and sure con-
tribution, which this measure will afford to the virtuous

and permanent resources of the sex, is manifestly a con-

sideration of the utmost importance in value, as it is of

deepest interest to our best feelings, and our most
rational expectations. The opportunities of a well edu-

cated woman, to read and select for her busy and ac-

tive husband, are as much greater than his, as the lies

of women at home are more tavourable to such employ-

, than the unavoidable avocations on the estate

and on journeys of their male connexions. The wisest,

gricultural men and bodies, should be attended

the modest manner becoming youth. The old and
perienced, are pleased, and indeed best respected by
such attentions of young and rising men. Notes should

be made of subjects of inquiry, to be requested of the

mature and experienced on such, and all other proper

occasions. Matters of science in farming, can often be

learned from the physician of the neighbourhood, and
from his books. Cyclopedias, and other books of the

arts and sciences, contain an immense stock of useful

knowledge, whicli can be acquired by reading what
written under the 7iame or word; such as cotton or

wheat ; sugar or ox ; indigo or horse ; tobacco or cheese;

vine or hog
;

grass or pulse ; various fruits, irrigation;

horticulture, &c. &c.

derations, ought to decide us to take care that

our female friends be well instructed from their earli-

est days, in all the proper details of the most approved
cultivation, rendering them the best and purest friends

d associates of their husbands, and the safest compa-
nions of their brothers and their sons.

CINCINN.\TUS.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

SM\JT IX WttEAT.
It is very common in several of the professions, tc

give fees to men of established character for honour,

abilities, knowledge and experience with young pupils,

to induce the receiving them into their offices, and

places of business. Some in the arts and trades of late,

have asked and received the largest suras : and some
fuse to take young men, especially in the arts, wishing

to keep their business secret and to themselves; all

which shows the utility and necessity of a regular course

of application in the young learners of seven, six or five

years. Sometimes, even in the cities, the person re-

ceiving, prefers to take the youth into his family, at

board and bed: In some cases the youth only attends in

tlie whole hours of business. Residence with the fam'

ly would be necessary in the country.

Such are some of the suggestions, as a mere outline, of

what appears expedient In this last stage of agrlcultu

ral education. An attention to such a plan with daily,

monthly and yearly improvements upon it,—by refl^

tlon, care and exertion, would facilitate and etlectuate

the formation of the regular character of " a professoi

practitioner of the liberal arts and pursuits of the plant-

andfanner, "to the immense benefit of our country—
the happiness and comfort of parents and guardians—
the honour and interest of the rising generation—the

respectability of the landed profession, and the purest

fame of our young nation.

It is a fact, in the circumstances of busy life for the

purposes of liberal gain, that it is not possible,

other profession, to derive from our female connexions

so large a share of useful and judicious aid, as in the

various branches of agriculture. The dairy and its pro-

fitable and comfortable fabrications- ; the kitchen gar-

den ; the more exquisite frultery, and the busy hives of

bees, making our houses literally flow with milk

honey ; the whole system of household manufactures,

our home made farmer's fomented drinks, and the wholi

variety of culinary objects constitute, in the hands o

our wives and daughters, a province : a department li

rural afBiirs, nearly all their own. Their happy talents

in superintending the fiu'iner's assistance,—their dome
tic habits subjecting the interior and contiguous apar

ments to their constant observation, prudent manage.

Eastern Shore, JuneiTth, 1820.

books of agriculture, are to be read, or referred to by
their indexes or tables of contents, to acquire know
ledge for the daily business of' the farm, or a stock of ^ decorous order during the frequent avoca-

':l°:r'l-±/S!;'i:i :!:^"f.: ^.'!™^°!'"_^r?".^'rLf tlons of their husbands and thiir ,ons,4heir natural
times, farmer's operations, crops, &c., ought to be
rmtely kept, and indexed, after the manner of a com
raon place book. The conversations ofstrangers, should
be turned to the subject of the cultures and productions

* From apprendre, French, to learn. There Is nolhinS
degrading in the expression, or character. 'I'o apply
the mind of a young person to any profession, is to learn
that profession, as the person's pursuit of the business
of life. Our language has no otlier appropriate word to
signify a person learning a profession, or occupation
for practice.

characters as the fi-iends and counsellors of our bosoms,

the superior purity of their moral and religious charac-

ters—their familiar practice of doing things by writtei;

recipes and settled rules—their general separation fron;

the practice of all other professions certainly fit—pre

pare and dispose them to the acquisition of agrlcultu

ral knowledge, and skill in the course of its economi
cal and regular practice. It is earnestly advised, there-

fore, in regard to the tender sex, that in addition to

great present acquaintance with culture, every possible

attention be paid to forming their faithful minds In the

same knowledge of rural aflairs, which we have here

Sin,—T have the misery to inform you that the most
terrible of all diseases to which the wheat crop is sub-

ject, what we farmers know as the fa;tid, stinking smut,

has made its appearance in several fields in Talbot.

And as there was no smutty wheat seeded last autumn :

ndeed, 1 have scarcely heard of an affected head since

1816—I fear that it is the efi'ect of some peculiarity of

the season, or of the attack of a peculiar insect, that

produces the malady, and that it m.iy therefore be ex-

tensively destructive.

As this calamitous distemper is generally believed to

be infectious—and as the foetid black powder of one
sick head will infect a thousand of its well neighbours,

only to the injury of the flour, but of the seed wheat;

and, if not prevented, will carry its ravages with dread-

ul increase into the next crop, we must entreat your
mmediate assistance and directions.

Can any thing be done before the affected crop is cut

by way of separation ?

The cutting, handling, binding, shocking, inning,

stacking, treading, or threshing, every different opera-

tion, will tend to break the black balls, scatter the pow-
er, and spread the infection.

Do give us the best directions for preventing these

sad effects.

The learned, I believe, call this malady, ustilago.

—

My present impression, as to the next crop is, that who-
ever has the misfortune to have his present crop thus

affected, had best get entirely lid of it, if he can possi-

bly obtain seed whe.it, that has never been infected by
the same disease. The utmost attention should also be
paid to purging your barn and barn-yard, of the infec-

tious powder. Tliorough scouring and whitewashing
your barn, is among the best modes of cleansing it. If

a change of seed cannot be effected, much is to be

done by cleansing your own seed.—The best and most

expeditious mode i know of, is, thorough washing .and

liming, as much every morning, as you will seed that

day.— Thus, place your wheat in a slipwood basket, or

baskets wove so close, as to prevent the grains from
going through.—If you are on the s;ilt water, this is to

be preferred ; take your basket of wheat into it, and
wash it perfectly, rubbing it well, and frequently hofd-

ing it up, to drain off the polluted water, and immerse
it In another place. Next to this, use brisk running
fresh water in a stream, or from a pump, or even an ele-

vated tub ; but, in every case, let the washing by hand,

rubbing and passing the water through, and also scum-
ming off \vh.it floats, be perfectly done.—While the

washing is going on, let your lime be shicking in the

proportion of about one bushel of the best lime you can
obtain, to five bushels of wheat—and while your lime is

yet quite Warm, and your wheat drained, but the grains

yet wet, mix them well together, and the more you stir

and rub them the better.
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But sir, you know vastly more of llus matter, than

I possibly can.—My crop and my neifilibours crops

are sick, and stand in grievous need of a pliys.ciau :

and we will be deeply indebted to you for uselul ad-

vice.

Your obedient serv t,

RUSrlCUS.

FOR THE AMBIULAN FAlOtEll.

lable commu-
Farmer," on
whicb wheat

Mn. Skin.ver,—Having seen many val

iiications in your paper, the " American

the subject of the different disasters to

crops are subject to, at difterent stages durmg its

growth ; and as there is a general complaining ot the

effects of one of those disasters, in the crops now

growing, viz. : (the fly,) and tlie time nearly approach-

ing when another generally makes its appearance, 1

mean the smut, which I rather conceive to be the worst

of the two.—1 think it advisable for persons generally,

to throw out such hints and remarks, on the different

disasters incident to our crops, as might be suggested

by or known to them.

Smut is a disaster in wheat crops, generally known

the effects of which have been known and felt by lar

mers in many parts of Europe, for a century ;
yet have

only been partially felt in the United States, until some

years ago—since which it appears yearly to be extend

ing its progress ; and altliough many able pens havi

been employed, both in Europe and' the UnitedStates,

on the subject, nevertheless, the real cause of smut,

appears not yet to be known to a certainty, which ap

pears evident, by the different causes assigned, by the

different writers on the subject.

Several valuable pieces on the prevention of smut,

have appeared in your useful paper. But when once

the real cause of smut is known, the attention can be

more satisfactorily employed, in suggesting ways am
means to prevent the evil.—Although 1 have not bee

injured by the smut in my own crops, yet 1 iiave for

several years (when an opportunity offered) turned my
attention to the subject, to discover whether any of

the causes (which 1 have seen) assigned for the smut,

could be reconciled by inspection and practical expe-

riments ; but I liave not as yet been able to satisfy my
mind fully, that either of the many causes, which 1 have

seen assigned, is the true one, and I am strongly led to

believe, that the smut in wheat is produced by a very

different cause, from any that 1 have yet seen given, or

heard of. Some of the leading motives which induce

me to believe so, I will briefly state.—Some short time

previous to the harvest of 1818, several of my neigh.

hours informed me, that tliere was considerable ap

pearance of smut in their wheat crops; I took the first

opportunity of leisure time to examine their crops, and
found in one of their fields (in my estimation) about

one fifth of the wheat, smut. I examined the smutty

heads of wheat, and found several heads, part of the

grains of which were good, when the other part of

the grains in the same head were smut; this

make me doubt the correctness of the causes geiier-iUy

assigned for the smut, as I could not reasonably recon
cile the causes given, with the facts discovered in ex
amining the smutty wheat. Some days after, 1 tool

up several stalks of smutty wheat, for the purpose of

examining every part of the roots, stidks, and head:

thereof, minutely.—I was very careful in taking up the

stalks, to take up every root (as far as practicable) to

have an opportunity of fully examining the roots, in

the first place—to see wliether I could discover any
defect there, which might be the cause of the head
not producing sound grains ; I examined the roots

carefully, and compared them with the roots of stalk

of good wheat, but could discover no cause in that

part.—I then took a sharp pen knife, and carefully

split several of the stalks, from the root to the top,

and carefully examined the joints, and insides of the
straw or stalk, and compared them with other stalks

of good wheat, split in the same manner, but could
discover no defect, whicli I could reasonably suppose
to be the cause of the smut.—I then took several
heads of the smutty wheat on a smooth plank, and

part of tiie chaff or covering, out of which I took the

grains, but discovered nothing material to my re-

searches—I then turned my attention to examining

grains of smut, (on the board) which I h.ad taken

out of the heads. From the shape of the grain, I was

led to believe, that there must have been some waste

of the inside, while in the milky state, (in which

state the smut makes its first appearance in wheat.)

I then, with my pen knife, cut several of the grains

through the middle, and carefully took out the black

ubstance out of the shell, or bran of tlie half grains

with the point of my knife, carefully examining the

different particles as I brought them out of the bran ;

but I had not examined many half grains before I dis-

covered a speck of a different colour enclosed in the

black substance, or smut, and on minute examina-

tion, found it had tlie appearance of a small maggot.

I found similar appearances in several other grains of

mut at the same time. Some days after I went to

nother field to examine the grains of smut, in the

manner I had done before, and on further examina-

tion, found that the substance of a different colour,

contained within the black substance or smut, was ac-

ally a living substance, and resembled a small mag.

got—and on succeeding examinations found them
larger, and more conspicuous, and when taken out

attempted to crawl—and by the time of the harvest-

ng, I found many that had arrived to that state of

maturity, that they were cutting their way out througl

the shell or bran of the smut grains, which enclosed

n further examination, after the wheat was

cut and in stacks, I found that numbers had cut their

way through the bran of the grain, and through the

chaff enclosing the grain, and had disappeared—simi-

examinations, previous to the harvest of 1819,

produced similar results.— I also had turned my at

ention (the last year) to discover what could pro

luce the living insect which I had found to be coiv

tained witliin the grains of smut, and have satisfied

mind, that the living insect in the grains,

the offspring of an insect, which insect is the cause

smut ; and by considering the effect of instinct,
'

ik it may (quite satisfactorily) be traced to it

origin.—Should you think this scrawl worthy a place

in your paper, or that it might have a tendency to

draw the attention of some person of more ability to the

subject ; please insert it, hoping the reader will excuse

the phr,aseology, being the production (only) of a plain

FKEDERICK COUNTY FARMER.
P. S. If time permits, 1 will hereafter give a fuller

detail of my experiments, and impressions, relati

the siiliject, and the insect which 1 think is the cause

of smut.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

A Xe^ T\\res\ving M.acVune.

Mil. SiciNNER—The avidity with which the

numbers of the American Farmer, are sought

for, and the pleasure with which they are pe
rused, is very gratifying to those who consider

agriculture as the principal support of our na
tional independence—your excellent paper has

derived much importance from the particular at

tention you have given to the description, and re

commendation of labour saving machines.—The
United States are differently situated from any
other nation ; land is cheap and abundant, labour

is scarce and dear—and whoever invents an in

strument whereby two days labour can be per
formed in one—is as much entitled to the grati

tude of his fellow citizens, as /lim who teaches

them how to produce two grains of corn where
only one grew before. In travelling through the

different sections of this country, a man can
lot but observe the labour and expence of sepa
ating all kinds of grain from its straw. In

New England threshing is in general performed

of smut, and took out the grains, examining every

carefully opened the chaff which enclosed the gi-ains with a flail— 10 bushels out of the hundred, is

there considered as a fair compensation for

threshing—In New York, Pennsylvania, and

amongst the Germans of Virginia, and several

other states, treading with horses and cattle is

the customary method of getting out grain.-—

This though more expeditious than beating, is

very objectionable. The grain will be gritty,

filthy, and often gets luet ; this reduces its value

in the market.—The miller always preferring

that which is threshed with flails or machines.

Moreover, the horses employed in treading are

always injured, and often ruined. Their vio-

lent exertion, instability of footing, circular

movement, together with the hot sun of August
and September, are sufficient to explain the fact.

The section of country east of the Blue Ridge,

and in some parts of Maryland and New York,

e the only places where I have seen machines

for threshing grain much used.

These machines although of much utility, are

not in general well adapted to the piirpose pro-

posed They are expensive, complicated, and

majority of instances, do not thresh per-

fectly clean. If any heads of grain pass un-

threshed, they are gone for ever.

Enclosed I send you a drawing of the ma-
chine lately invented by Mr. Ransone, of Mat-
thews, Virginia,—which machine I deem much
superior to any thing of the kind I have ever seen.

This drawing which is taken from a small mo-
del, is only intended to give an idea of the prin-

ciples upon which the machine is constructed.

—

Braces, hoops, and other minutiae, being omitted

to prevent confusion.— It consists of two wheels,

two floors, a lever, and a thresher. In addition

to this I would observe, that the proper method
of making the lower floor, is by excavating the

side of a hill of such ascent as to form it on the

bottom of an under-ground room. This will

enable the grain to be threshed to be placed

back of the machine, upon a level with its up-

per floors—from whence it is easily brought to

be spread upon it. These floors should be 36

feet by 40, both surrounded by a circular hoop,

12 inches in heiglit, and the upper floor lat-

ticed in such manner as to let the grain pass

through, but to retain the stra^vi. The team

attached to the lever, walk outside of the hoop

on the lower floor, while the grain falls within

it. The thresher is a solid wooden cylinder, 12

inches in diameter, and seven feet in length,

filled with long teeth or cogs, which are gradu-

ated to the circle of the hoop, on the upper

floor;—within which it travels at the rate of

about 12 miles an hour.— It is fixed in a frame,

which is attached to an arm projecting from the

shaft of the second wheel, about 3 feet anove

the upper floor.—The number of threshers may
be increased in proportion to the strength of

team and machinery. The thresher makes 4

revolutions in the same time that the lever

makes one. Each flooring of grain requires

turning once, at which time it is necessary to

stop the machine.
The advantage which this machine possesses

over all others that 1 have seen, I conceive to

be

—

First, Its cheapness, the cost is estimated

at about glOO.

—

Second, The possibility of

threshing all kinds of grain perfectly clean with

it ; also of threshing corn.

—

Third, Less dan-

ger of injuring the hands employed in working

it.

—

Fourth, The difficulty with which it can

be deranged in its operations, and the ease
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with which any derani,'cment can be repaired.

Machines, like gnvernnienls, are generally use-

ful in proportion to Uieir simplicity. The ex-

cellency of both depends upon the fitness, and

connexion ihroui^hout; and where either arc

too much incumbcied with straps, and bands

and wheels within wheels—some fmrt is too of-

ten out of joint, to the annoyance of the whole.

Fifth, The facility and cheapness of working =•

Three horses, or a yoke of oxen and a horse,

arc a sufficient team ; two good hands and a

boy can lend it.—This force will be sufficient to

get out from One to two hundred bushels per

day.

The clea/iatch with which a crop of wheat can

be prepared for market, is many times an es-

sential consideration. The market is often

best iii the most busy part of the season, when

few hands, and few cattle or horses can be con-

veniently spared from the plough and other em
ploymcnis.
These considerations have induced me to

present you this brief sketch of observations

and if you think them ofany value to the agricul-

tural interests of our country, you are at liberty

to publish them.
Yours respectfully,

AUGUSTUS M. HICKS,
Matthiius, Va. Mmj 27th, 1820.

FOH THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Is Salt a ^iawwYc '\

Much difference of opinion has prevailed

with respect to the value of salt as a manure

and I think it is the duty of farmers, -who have it

in their fioiver, to make accurate experiments to

ascertain its effects—writers differ very much
in their opinions.

In Young's Annals of Agriculture, vol

page 149, it is stated by Mr. Legrand, that the

proper quantity is 16 busliels per acre, and he

highly recommends it as a manure in that pro-

portion. In the memoirs of the Agricultural

Society of Philadelphia, is a communication by

(the Arthur Young of America,) Judge Peters,

stating, that it succeeded best with him, when
sown in small quantities, say one bushel pe

acre; but although he was not pleased with his

experiments, he does not discourage others from

trying it. Judge Peters is a very close ol)serv-

cr, he has given much of his time to agricultur

al experiments, and his opinions are entitled to

great respect ; his ideas, and experience.

ahvays given with much candour, but I presume

the Judge has not made much use of salt as a

manure; for if, as Mr. Legrand says, 1 6 bushels

is the proper quantity per acre, the article is al

ways too expensive, to be applied to land, as

manure, in the vicinity of Philadelphia. And
the Judge has chosen another hobby,* on which

he has triumphantly mounted the hill of fame,

and I (jucry very much, whether there is, o;

has been a man in the world, who has contribut

cd so much as he has done, to give to gypsum,
its value and proper character.

•On itReclion, 1 think this word is improper, but

I will let it remain. I am sure the venerable J udge
will only smile at it ; I do not mean to disparage,

hut to extol him, for his indefatigable exertions

improve the agriculture of our country.

To recommend impracticable, or too expen-

sive, applications for the improvement of land

renders very little service to the great mass of

agriculturists. Gypsum is cheap and powerful

and can be generally applied ; lime, in the vi-

cinity of lime quarries, can be procured at a mo-

derate price, and perhaps it makes the most

permanent improvement of land ; but if you

|would recommend the application of lime to an

Eastern Shore farmer, who is not in possession

of a bank of shells, as the best means of improv-

ng his lands, he would tell you at once, it is

not in his power to procure it, and that he can

not apply even 50 bushels of lime, which would

here cost him 30 or 40 dollars, to an acre of land

which would not sell for twenty dollars, and filty

bushels of lime is a light portion.

If salt will enrich land, and I cannot doubt

it, how easy would it be for all the farmers who
own lands, or reside on the sea, bay, or salt wa-

ter river shores to fertilize their lands with the

salt waters ? If salt is a manure, the salt waters

fford an inexhaustible source, and the mode of

application might be made cheap ; carts could

be constructed, water tight, and one hand, with a

good team, and water cart, would pass over

much more land in a given time, than could be

manured by the same hand from a manure heap

if the distance from the stable and shore were

qual.

I am so situated, that I cannot manure with

salt or lime, and I have noticed this subject,

merely to draw the attention of those, who might

be benefited by their proximity to salt waters

Every farmer conveniently situated, might make
the experiment this season, on his young c

or on his grass lands, on a small scale. I be-

lieve, if pure salt will improve land, the bay or

river water would be equally fertilizing, if ap-

plied in proper quantity ; it is combined with

vegetable matter, constantly passing into the

rivers and creeks. The grass which is collect-

ed on the baysliores, driven up by the wind and

tides, is known to be a very valuable manure.

The vegetable matter impregnated with salt, has

a powerful effect.

will beg leave, with great deference, to sug-

gest to those who own marshes on the bay oi

ivers of the Chesapeake, another source from

which their lands might be improved. 'J'hose

marshes are generally covered with coarse or

dinary grass, which cattle will not eat heartily

after the early part of the season, and it has

taken such entire possession of the surface, that

no other grass can grow there. If those marshes

cannot be banked and made to produce a more

valuable crop ; the tussocks which might be

aised, and dryed and burnt, would produce an

immense quantity of fine ashes. If any farmer

will try an experiment, on making that kind of

manure, he will be astonished at the quantity

an acre will afford. If it is profitable to burn

clay, or mud for manure, how much stronge

would the ashes be, made from those fibrous

tussocks, composed almost entirely of vegetable

matter. I have had some experience lately on

burning tussocks, and was agreeably disappoint

ed to find the bulk diminish so inconsiderably

I have made these remarks to invite the attention

others to the subject.

A
oof<

Foil THE AMEHIOAN FAKMBH.

ON PHTHISIS PULMONALIS, OR
l* ons\u\\\»t\o\\ of tV\e liwngs.

By Dr. Eli S. Davis, of .ibbeville, {S. C.) .

Men are too much in the habit of referring

lie generation of disorders to the influence of

limate. Gibbon says that, the severity of a
winter campaign that chilled the courage of the

Roman troops, was scarcely felt by the hardy
sons of the Danube, who in their turn were una-

le to withstand the summer heats, and dissolv-

ed away in languor and weakness under the

beams of an Italian sun.

Now had this able historian said they were
unable to resist the licentious habits, and exqui-

site luxuries of Italy, he would have perhaps
been more correct in his induction.

I wish it not to be understood however, that

I deny altogether the influence of climate on the

human constitution. I am free to acknowledge,

and shall attempt to prove its happy operation

in the cure of the disease under consideration.

Sydenham in discussing this disease appears

to have confounded it with hypocondriases,

and from the brevity with which he treats it,

I presume the consumption was a disease less

common, and far less fatal than at the present^

day.

Indeed, one would suppose that it was a mere
digression into which he had fallen, for after

devoting but a few remarks on consumption,

hich appear rather incidental than studied, he

says he must return to the business on hand.

What this business is we must judge from the

context of his book ; from which we very readi-

ly perceive that the subject of illustration is

epidemic diseases. I am thus minute in order

to shew that consumptions were not so mortal

so frequent in times which were distinguish-

ed for their rustic simplicity. I will now pro-

ceed to state the remote and exciting causes of

consumption. It is proper to remark however,

that pulmonary consumption is induced by pre-

disposing debility. Its exciting cause is expo-

sure to alternate heat and cold. Its remote

:auses are numerous ; such as asthma, scro-

fula, grief, intermitting fevers, measles, re-

pelled eruptions of the skin, intemperance, ex-

ternal violence acting on the chest, viceral ob-

structions, humid state of the atmosphere, and

in short every thing that has a tendency either

directly or indirectly to expend the energy of

the system. From the general debility with

which the disease is preceded, and the causes

hich produce it acting so universally upon the

system, we must believe it to be a disease of the

whole system. Tliis is the opinion of Dr.

Rush, than whom there was no better judge.

In evidence of this fact, he introduces the tes-

timony of diseases obviously belonging to the

whole system, with which consumption often

alternates. In the year 1770, Dr. Fothergill ap-

pears to have viewed Phthisis Pulmonalis

with that scrutiny and close research which the

importance of the subject demanded. The
changes wliich took place in society about this

time seems to have made a correspondent

change in the aspect of diseases. To aid

practitioners Dr. Fothergill has given a review

of his observations in three memoirs, addressed
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to the medical Society in London, from which I

must beg leave to make the following quota-

tions.

" When we consider the structure of the

lungs, the tenderness of their fabric, the impor-

tance of their use, the many accidents they are

unavoidably exposed to, and in comparison with

many other parts, their insensibility to immedi-
ate lesion, we shall be more surprised there are

so few persons die of consumption, great as the

number is than that so many perish by tl)is dis-

temper."
" The time at which a physician can be of

most use in the cure of consumptions, is at theii

first beginning. The slightest catarrhal de-flux

ion ought not to be neglected if it does not go off

in a few days. The beginning of most consump
tions is a cough more or less violent. This cough
is produced either by a thin saltish defluxion, irri

tating the membrane that lines tlie trachea, so as to

bring on a general spasm of all the parts, in or-

der to dislodge and discharge the irritating mat-
ter, or else by an inflammation of some part of

the lungs or bronchea, produced by one or other

of the general causes of inflammation."

Inflammation of the lungs usually terminate

either by resolution or suppuration. The first is

not so productive of permanent and dangerous
consequences as the latter, but both should be
sedulously guarded against. When a suppura-
tive state of the lungs occurs, the extent of inju-

ry inflicted is generally commensurate with the

predisponent causes. If, says Dr. Fothergill, the

inflammation terminates neither by resolution

nor suppuration, it often leaves a schirrous hard

air can be cnemically graduated, reciprocally

contribute to aid our perceptions when consider-

'ng the subject of consumption.
{To be Continued.)

On the use of Oxen and deefi filoughing in A''ew En-
gland, by JosiAH QuiNCY, Esq

[Communicated for the American Farmer,]
BOSTON, Nov. 2, 1817.

My Dkar Sir,—In reply to your inquiries in your
last letter I answer:—Oxen are used almost wholly
for plough and team work in this quarter of the
country. A single horse is usually kept by our prin-
cipal farmers, to go to mill and to church, and for the
convenience of the family. Occasionally he precedes
the oxen at plough or on the road. This is so univer-
sal as to be almost without exception among mere
farmers. They certainly answer all purposes except,
perhaps speed ; and in this, on a long journey, they

considered as quite equal to horses. But of this our
farmers have not many opportunities of comparison,

are so universally used. They are " worked"
with yokes, and " broken" when very young, pretty
much as men break horses. Our farmers are so satis-

fied with their utility and economy that no argument
would induce them to change.
A very good yoke of oxen will cost, when well

broke, and about five years old, if well matched and
of good size, from 80 to 100 dollars. They continue
good without accident and with good usage, until ten

years old ; then they are usually fatted, and bring
from the butcher according to their size and fatness,

from 100 to 120 dollars.

Whether oxen are not more susceptible of heat
than horses, I am ignorant. My opinion is that they

A circumstance in your climate to be ascertain-

ed in forming an opinion of their comparative utility.

With respect to " deep ploughing," a considerable
ness, whereby this particular part of the lungs change is producing in this state, in the opinion and
however small and confined, becomes of little

no use in the economy of this organ, but by oc-

casioning an obstruction of circulation and respi-

ration in one single point, subjects the sound
parts of the lungs to greater labour.

This partial induration of the lungs I have
v;itnessed in several dissections ; an induration,

not very dissimilar to that which takes place in

the liver during hcfratilis.

The very able experiments of Spallanxani,

furnish many useful ideas on respiration, and
consequently develope much necessary informa-

tion in relation to that important viscus, the

lungs. In page 105 of his memoirs on respira-

tion, he states that the common air which we
inspire contains 0.27 of oxygen gas, and 0.73 of

azotic gas, not taking into the account the very

small quantity of carbonic acid gas which is mix-
ed with it, but in inspiration the oxygen gas is

very much diminished and with the oxygen and
azotic gas remaining in the lungs, we find inter

mixed a considerable quantity of carbonic acid

gas. I introduce this paragraph not so much for

its accurate division of the component parts of

the common air we inhale, as from a wish when
treating of consumption, to never lose sight of the

importance of the most minute operations of the

lungs.

The astonishing rapidity with which chemist
ry is advancing, and its successful application to

the physiology of the animal body, disclose facti

in regard to animal organization, as practical as

they are brilliant.

A knowledge of the phenomena of respiration,

^nd the accuracy with which the atmospheric

practice of farmers in this respect. Deep ploughing
begins to be more general than formerly. I should
state^fre inches to be the most approved practice on
turning up the sord for corn. With respect to deep-
ening it for other crops after the sord is broken, it de-
pends upon the nature of the crop and the resources
of the farmer, and also the state of his soil. My own
rule is never to lay down land to grass until it has
been turned up to the depth oi fourteen incites. But
my practice is peculiar, as I carry a regular succes-
sion of, 1st corn, 2d potatoes. .3d carrots, 4th grain,

5th grass, over my whole farm ; considering, as I do
that carrots is of all farm products the most profita-

ble,* and using them as the test of the actual state

nf the depth of tilth on my farm.
Undoubtedly when the depth of ploughing pass

the old tilth, and enters upon the virgin soil, "ma-
nuring" must be in proportion to the depth of the
virgin soil, which you turn, otherwise you sacrifice

present crop to future crops ;—a practice very dis

couraging to any farmer.
I enclose you the newspaper account of our last

cattle show. A more detailed statement will appear
in our Repository.

Respectfully,

I am your humble servant,

JOSIAH QUINCY.
GKoncE W. JicrFiiiEs.

* We should be glad to know if Mr. Quincy ad-
heres to this opinion since the culture, uses and pro-
duct of Ruta Baga and Mangel Wurtzel are better

understood.— Ed. Am. Farm.

FROM THE PLOUGH BOY.

TO CLEAN FLAX SEED.
Mr. Sont/iwicfr.—I will give you my plan for

cleaning flax seed. You are at liberty to publish

it in your valuable paper if you think it worthy
of notice.

Make a comb of wood, similar to toe woo"
comb, only one row of teeth ; bore a hole in the
middle post of your barn : a boy often or twelve
years will comb off bowls enough in one day for

any farmer's seed. When this is done, take your
wheat riddle and riddle the whole, leaving the
bowls by themselves ; clean your floor, thresh
the bowls—after which run through the mill,
and your seed will be perfectly freed from all

kind of foul seed.

Any mechanic can make a comb for 25 cents.

Take hard wood, six inches long, split it half or
three fourths of an inch square ; try out 2 inches
for the butt end—taper from this to the point in

the shape of a hand saw file, only tlie point verg-
ing upon one side, so as to leave one side per-
fectly flat and straignt ; set the teeth in a mortar
or groove, cut on purpose, with the fiat sides all

one way. This done, put a stem or handle in

the piece of wood which has the teeth in ; drive
this stem in the post (as above) firm, with the
teeth inclining towards the post. A.

P. S. If any farther description be necessary,

I will endeavour to explain more fully.

FOR THE AMEKICAN FARMER.

Queen Anne's County, June 22d. 1820.

Mr Dear Friend.

On examining my wheat this morning, I found in a
small lot of blue straw of about 1^ bushels seeding,
that it was partially effected with the disease called the
Smut. A few heads of smut were also found amon^
my white wheat, of which my crop principally consists.

As the smut is by far the most destructive malady
that can assail the wheat crop, when any considerable
proportion of it is affected, converting by its offensive
smell anil character, the whole crop into a fetid mass of
mpurlty; I was induced to examine the agricultural

books in my possession for the origin and remedy of this

disease. In the first volume of the A. Farmer, page
269, I found an account given of this disease, by F.
lakie. Bailiff of the Earl of Chesterfield, the origin of
hich he ascribes to inoculation in the seed wheat,

from an intermixture with the black /c^k/ dust of smut-
ted wheat, and recommends different steeps of the seed
heat as a preventive. This is a disease, 1 have never
^fore seen in wheat, and is of late and rare occur,

rence on the E. S. of Maryland, and I believe in this

country. Although my experience must necessarily be
very imperfect, and consequently I feel indisposed to

controversy with the bailiff of his lordship, either with
regard to the proximate cause, or efficiency of the reme-
dy he suggests—yet while I am inclined to doubt the
cause he alleges for the disease, I should rejoice, though
I can hardly hope, that he has recommended an efficient

remedy.
The wheat which grew from the seed of the smutted

blue straw I have mentioned, was picked out to the

amount of a half gallon, from a half bushel of mixed
heat that was enft're/i/ unaffected with smut; and the

seed^llheatoii\\e present smutted crop, was eqiinlli/ pure

;

which evidently evinces, thiit the smut in this case, and
most prob.Hbly In all others, arises from some other

cause than the one suggested by the bailiff of his lord-

ship. I am much inclined to believe this disease origi-

nates from a puncture made in the grain of wheat, by
small black hug about the size of a flea, after the grain

IS, or nearly so, attained its natural size, though yet

jmaining in a green and succulent state ; which punc-

ture speedily converts it into nauseous putridity. Almost
invariably more or less of those small black winged bugs
were found busily engaged on the heads of wheat affect-

ed with the smut; which were alway the most green and
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succulent, and the gr-iins affected, exhibited this punc

ture in the side or end. In cxrimining my v.hite wheat tor

this disease, a peat variety of insects were found on

the heads of wheat, hut very seldom on the lieads at-

fected with the smut ;
yet whenever those small

black bugs were founil on the wlifat, if in a green and

succulent state, the licads are almost invariably affected

with the smut ; and from the exterior of the grain

beinff found still Rrccn, while the interior was black

and fetid, I am disposed to thmk, they produce this

effect very speedily. Should the smut originate trom

those bugs, as suggested, it is very doubtful, whether

any process to which the seed wheat can be subjected

would avert their direful devastations.

I hope some of vmir intelligent and patriotic coi^

respondents, will gne you their opinion with regard

to the course of this disease—for although like tl:

liessian fly, we may not possibly be enabled to ave

its ravages, yet a correct knowledge of the cause, may

at least prevent much useless trouble and expense, and

aflibrd the best guide in quest of remedies.

I send you herewith some of the bugs to be ex.

amined with your magnifying glasses, and minutely

classed and described, should you ileem it necessary

And presuming you have never seen the smut wheat

I send vou some heads for your inspection—Should

you find herein, any suggestions that may lead to uti-

lity, they are at your service without my name.

Your friend.

[Some remarks in our next.]

Ed. Jm. Fa

1 HE CAUSE OF THE PLOUGH,

-ejlections drmmfrom reading nn account of the last

WBM l3»iilBMliBs

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1820.

CC? The proceedings of the agricultural society of

Maryland, with the valuable address of the President

thereof, will appear in our next.—We are happy also

to acknowledge the receipt of .Judge Earle's, deliver-

ed before the Agricultural Society of Queen-Anne's

County—where we hope justice will speedily be

done to that much abused soil, for which provi-

dence has done so much, and human skill so little.

These addresses have been precluded by others

previously received. It is not desirable to have more
than one article of the kind in the same paper, and tl>e

farmer must observe the Miller's rule.

CCj" The letter of Mr. Singleton on Marie, is in type,

and will be in pur next, with the letter of the farmer

who sent it—unless forbidden to publish it.

(Xj*A Mahtland Fahmeh, is informed that many
communications, equally pressing, though not more
interesting than his—have been on file, some of them
more than two months,—It shall either appear very

soon in the Farmer, or be disposed of to his satisfa'

tion ; for we perceive he has the liberality and good
sense, not to be offended with the Editor for not
" pleasing every body."

Qrj" EDiToniiL Exgabrmekt Explained.—The great

er number of our subscribers, have closed with the

proposal to have the actual receipt of each number of

their paper guaranteed. It is therefore proper now
to make it known to them, that in writing for missing

numbers, they will be expected to aver distinctly that

the number or numbers called for were never rcce'

ed. It cannot be expected of the Editor, that he should

resupply his subscribers with such papers as they

may have lost or permitted to be destroyed. He has

no printing office, nor any concern in or knowledge
of the printing business.—The Farmer is put out to be
printed—and each number therefore, costs a specific

sum to the Editor. Every subscriber, whose pape
does not come to hand in due course of mail, is re

quested to wait the arrival of another mail, and if not

then received, we shall expect to be immediately appriz- and extended his improvements to them.

Ilolkham Sheep Shearing.

The diff"erence in profit to the United States, be-

leen good and bad cultivation, is a primary object,

hich cannot be rendered too manifest to our cultiva

tors, our statesmen, and our men of industry of ever)

description. We not only have our own experience,

knowledge, and learning, and the gradual mtroduc-

tions of rice,. indigo, cotton and sugar, which were

not cultivated in the metropolitan countries, from

which our population has been principally derived

but by a sufficient knowledge of the languages of tht

modern clvihzed jnations, by means of good books of

travels, translations, and especially by means of « rit

ten works from our late sister states. And in the book;

ind example of England, we may have a most entertain

ng and profitable mass of knowledge in agriculture,

and all the relative arts courting us to mental plea

sure, individual profit, national honour and prosperi

ty.

This train of reflection has been produced by the

perusal of a copy of the report of the agricultural en-

tertainment of three days, given in the first week of

July, 1817, by Thomas William Coke, Esq. of the

parish of Holkham, and county of Norfolk, in Great

Britain.

This distinguished British farmer came to hi

ternal estate, all in that county, in the year 1775

when its whole annual rents amounted to 2200/ ster

ling. A large portion of this estate, which was si

tuated in several adjoining parishes, was then let at

three shillings sterling per acre, free of tythes on a

long lease. Another lease was attempted, for. 21

years, at five shillings per acre. But the tenant de-

clined it from mere prudence. At that time -u'heat

was not raised in the district, and Norfolk is not a

country for maize, grape vines, and other produc-

tions of France, Spain, and the United States. It

was believed that -wheat -would not groic there. The
system of farming was very bad, and the produce was

of little value, so late as the year 1775. Now, in the

wettest summers scarcely a weed is to be seen on Mr.

Coke's estates, for he extirpates them by every care

and means, as the -masters of the nourishment of his va-

rious crops. After reaping his wheat of which he

makes noble production, his ground is as clean, as

his barn floor. Young men from Germany, are sent

over to reside with this gentleman's tenants to learn

the noble art of culture, for his fame has extended to

the European continent. Since Mr. Coke came to this

estate he has been able to advance his rents in Nor
folk to 20,000/ sterfing per annum, having made his

old or poor farms of 3s. and 55. per acre, worth 30s

iterling per acre, though he is not in the vicinity of

uiy large town. English South doim Sheep, for fine

v/ool and carcass, common turnips, sweedish turnips

called the Jiuta Saga, the yellow Scotch turnip

mangel wurtzel, saint-foin, the clovers, large and ex

cellent crops of wheat and barley, the succession of

four or even five different crops, the use of the

pulverized rape seed oil-cake as manure, improve

ments in the whole system of manure, irrigation

wherever practicable, the drill and horsc-hoeing bus-

bandry, liberality in the quantity of seed, the Devor

breed of cows, immense plantations of 1500 acres of

wood land or forest trees, building for himself and

his tenants from his own wood and timber, improve

ments in the instruments, implements and utensils of

agriculture, increased population, the finest breeding

animals, flagging thin grounds with grass suds of 3f
inches, and all the modern novelties and improve

ments in culture invented or imported by Great Bri

, have been the means of this great improvement

of Mr. Coke's estate. The best moral consequences

have accompanied this increase of value, crops, and

rents, one strong proof of which is the actual demo
lition of the poor house, always before necessary in

the three adjoining parishes, is no longer requisite

for so well employed a population. The number o(

separate farms on the estates is twelve more thai

when Mr. Coke received them by descent, or pur

chase, for he has bought more lands with his profits

ixtended his improvements to them. The meri

!no sheep of the country, exhibited to the luinicrous

guests at the shearing by a respectable neighbour,

were admitted by a large company of proprietors, far-

mers and tenants' from the three kingdoms, to be the

best they had ever seen.

It appeared to be an object of the British govern-

ment, promoted by this great farming assembly, to

send some «of the most judicious fiu'mers of the east

of England over to the Netherlands, to examine into

and learn wisdom from the fanning of that rich and
highly cultivated country.

The most valuable writings on agriculture, were
topics of conversation among the noblemen, gentle-

men, clergy, physicians, lawyers, officers of the army
and navy, and other persons of reading collected at

Holkham! Such as Sir John Sinclair's coc/e of agri-

.ullure : Sir Humphrey Da^'y's elements of agricultural

:liemistry : the voluminous and important pubhcations

)/ the 'British Board of JIgricullure, ^c. iSc The
questions of prefereiicc''between ploughing with oxen

and horses,—the drill and common plough husbandry—
the merino and South dou-n sheep

—

long and short,

leases—the union of capital and skill, or large and
small farms—with many others important to agriculture

were agitated.

It will appear to ample satisfaction and decided

conviction tliat there are few branches of natural

philosophy, chemistry, natural history, mechanics,

&.C. which may not be profitably applied especially

on those extensive bodies of land, which are yet in

the hands of many in the United States. To take

the utmost advantage of these, the cultivator ought

to be a man of education, and disposed to use books
of promptjand easy reference, and to read in evenings,

inclement seasons and other leisure times. He
should be so far prepared by education, or by the pro-

per and necessary reflection or excitement, as to be

ompetent and disposed to his own progressive scien-

fic improvement, by reading, observation and in-

tercourse with intelligent men. Few, who soberly

and energetically pursue this course for a series of

years will not fail to ad<l materially to their own fair and

honourable gains, to the general prosperity, and to the

respectability of " Me profession of a planter or far-

ner." Doctor Coventry, the professor of agriculture

n the University of Edinburgh, regulary illustrates

the actual and extensive connexion of the cultivation

of the earth with natural philosojihy, comprehending
chemistry, natural history in its several great depart-

ments, particularly the vegetable, ind the physiology

of vegetation, as it stands "connected with the growth

of cultiviated plants. Well educated men, whose in-

tellectual powers are judiciously and actively employ-

ed in any useful art, effect more, and at a less ex-

pense, than much greater numbers of uninstnicted

persons. We conclude therefore with repeating what

e ventured at first to advance, that the difference

.profit to the United States, between gnod and bad

iltiv'ation is a primary object of honourable proilt

hich cannot be rendered too manifest to our culti-

vators, our statesmen and our men of industry of

every description : and by way of opening the subject

ipon the great scale ami in the right places, we re-

pectfuUy submit a recommendation, that a com-

uttee of agriculture be regularly appointed, and

maintained by each house in the "legislatures of the

union and the states. As reservoirs of all pertinent

nformation, tlieyi would send forth streams, which

would happily move the great wheels of the landed

ntcrest.

Present Prices of Conntni Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—Whitk, 95 els—Red, 90 to

92 cts—Corn 46 to 48 cts—Kye,52 to 55 cts—Oats,

32 to 35 cts-Hay, per ton §16 50 to gl?'-Sthaw,
do. ^7 to §9—Ftouii, frorn the wagons, g* 50—
WuisKET, from do. 30 to 314 cts—Bctteii, pr. lb. 18J
cts—Eggs, per doz. 12i cts

—

I^ajih, per quarter, 37J
to 75 cts

—

Veal, per lb. 6 to 8 cts—Beef, prime

pieces, 10 cts.—Live Cattle, §6 50 to §7—Peas, pet

bushel SO cts—Potatoes, per peck 50 cts—.Maryland
louAcco, Shhds. Calvert county, at S-' 50—One do.

Charles county, at §9-Two do. at gS 50, and all

that we know of since last report—No sales of Vir-

ginia Tobacco, the present week that we have heard

of—North Carolina produce, same as last report.
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AGRICULTURE.

(Jj-Editors of newspapers in the state of Maryland,

would promote improvements in agriculture and render

an acceptable service to their country patrons by insert-

ing the following

PBOCEEWUGS OF THE

OF MARYLAND,

At their semi-annuat meeting, held at the Pavi-

lion Gardens, in the City of Baltimore, on the

7th of June, 1820.

The meeting being organised, a number of respecta-

ble names were added to the list of members. A great

variety of grains and grasses were submitted to the view

of the Society—many of them recently introduced into

cultivation, and promising valuable additions to the

stock of agricultural productions :—among them

samples of beautiful wlieat, imported from the Black

Sea and from Smyrna, by Major Isaac M'Kim. Some
from Friesland, from Tuscany, from Chili, and the grains

of a stalk from the native wheat, discovered in Onedia

County, in the state of New York, and sent by Governor

Clinton to the District of Columbia—besides thirty va.

rieties of other grass and grain seeds.

The exhibition of machinery was various and interest,

ing. Besides ploughs upon good principles, there

were a threshing machine, worked by hand, capable

of getting out about iifiy bushels pep day; various

wheat fans upon different and new constructions ; a

straw cutter, simple in its mechanism, and powerful in

its execution ; a turnip and potato cutter, calculated to

prepare with ease, these articles as food for live stock

;

a mill to grind corn with the cob for cattle, worked by
hand : a turnip drill ; a machine for the sowing of clo

ver with exactness, facility and economy as to the seed

;

the American cultivator, for keeping clean and in good
condition, corn, potatoes and all drill crops—md s

great variety of other valuable implements of husband-

ry.

Some farmers brought with them from their fields,

specimens of their lucerne, their orchard grass, theii

mangel-wurtzel, &c.

The society then proceeded to view a variety of most
beautiful and valuable neat cattle. Of these. General

Kidgely, of Hampton, exhibited

A pfed cow, with large semi-circular horns, of the

full bred, Bakewell breed.

A dun bidl, fifteen sixteenths of the Bakewell breed,

by repeated crossings from an English cow, imported
by the late Harry Dorsey Gough, Esq.

And a yearling bull, also fifteen sixteenths of the

Bakewell breed, through frequent crossings from
Holland cow, imported by the late John O'Donnell,

Esq.
And a large black and white milch cow, with a calf,

half Bakewell and half Holland.

Mr. William Patterson, exhibited three cows, two of

eight years old, and one of four years old, three-fourths

Bakewell and one-fourth Irish blood.—These it is un-

derstood, were from a stock imported by Mr. Patterson,

and Mr. John O'Donnell. For the bull, 100 gui

was paid to Mr. Bakewell on his farm. For the two
heifers 50 guineas each ; the three head cost the import-

ers 2400 dollars, delivered here.

Two heifers and a bull, of a breed remarkable for

ere also impor.ed from Ireland by tlie same gen.

tlemen.

Mr. Henry Thompson, exhibited two red heifers of

fine growth, and elegant figure, 2 years old—they were

out of cows raised by him from a common breed, by a

bull imported from England in the ship Mohawk, for the

Honourable Hepry Clay, in the summer of 1817; although

in very high condition, the Society was assured tl-.at they

had no other food all last winter but hay, and nothing

last spring but common pasture, a fact worthy of notice

it goes to show the nutritive qualities of our natural,

well as of our artificial grasses.

Also, three yearling heifers, all by the Alderney bull

ported by Mr. James Creighton, in the summer of

18.—Two of them out ot cows of the country breed

and one (which was esteemed the handsomest) out of a

beautiful cow, raised by General Ridgely, being a mix-

ture of the imported Bakewell and Dutch breeds. Thi:

cow was presented by General Ridgely to Mr. Thomp-
son, and is a very valuable animal ; she is five years old,

uncommonly docile, and gives between eighteen and

twenty quarts of milk daily.

Mr. W. Gibson exhibited specimens of tares sowed

last fall, of very heavy and luxuriant growth.—Mr. Gib-

son's success in cultivating this grass and the lucerne,

e them to be eminently worthy of more general at-

tention—he showed, also, a beautiful bullock of two

years old, entirely white and of large size, from a coun-

try cow by the Alderney bull before-mentioned.

The cattle exhibited by Mr. Rusk, consisted of seve-

ral bullocks, purchased on the South Branch of Potow.

mac. They were generally and very highly admired, for

their uncommon size and beautiful form.

The number of persons present, was much greater

than on any former occasion, amongst them were some
of our most exemplary agriculturists, whose attendance,

together with the lively interest manifested by all pre-

sent, inspires the hope that the institution will accom-

plish all the useful purposes for which it was establish-

ed.

J. S. Skinner, the Editor of the American Fanner,

was appointed corresponding Secretary of this Socie-

ty-

The following address, published by order of the So-

ciety, was delivered by the President, R. Smith, Es-

quire.

The Society adjourned, to meet again on the second

Wednesday of October next.

J. E. HOWARD, jr. Secretary.

Ag. Society of Maryland.

To the JMaryla/id .Agricultural Sodety, at the SemUannu-

) ; by the President, R. Smith,

ilk, and by which the Bakewell stock has been cross-lpreferable to either.

al Meeting, in June,

Esq.

The address, which I had the honour of submitting

to the Society at our last meeting, inculcated the expe-

diency of a systematical rotation of crops.—It, at the

same time, stated that no system would suit universal

ly ; but that every person ought to form one for himself

according to the soil, the size, and character of his

farm.

In this selection of the proper course, it, among other

things, ought to be kept in view

1st. That grain crops ought not to succeed each

other ; but that there ought to be an alternate succes-

of grain and green crops.

1. That a long course of rotation !s more favoura

ble to the soil than a short one, i. e. that a five year's

rotation is better, as to the soil, than a three or a four

ear's system, and that a six or seven year's rotation is

Every plant, findi. iii the soil, its appropriate food.

It, therefore, such plant be cultivated, for a serie.s of

years, in the same field, its peculiar nutriment, will,

eventually, be exhausted, and, of course, the plant will,

in such case, perish with hunger. Hence results the

necessity of some change in crops. Of this no practical

farmer entertains a doubt. The only question then is,

what ought to be this change? or, in technical language,

what ought to be the rotation of crops ?

The ingredients of the soil, which constitute the nou-

rishment of all farinaceous crops, are homogeneous;
and, consequently, wheat, following Indian corn, can

have but a diminished portion of the pabulous matter

necessary to its perfect vegetation. The same principle

is applicable to leguminous—to esculent root and to

other green crops. And this principle ought to have a

powerful influence in the selection of whatever system

of rotation may be adopted.

The earth, by a certain process in nature, has provi-

dentially, the faculty of regaining those nutritive ingre-

dients, which it may have parted with in the produotioti

of a crop- This, however, does not take place imme-
diately. It requires time. To afford, tlien, the requi-

site time for such renovation, and to allow the field, in

the interim, not to rest but in some green crop, ought
to be the primary object in every system of rotation.

With this view, the protracted course of rotation and
the alternate succession of grain and of green crops

are both earnestly recommended. Without this course,

the crops may, to a transient observer, appear, upon
good land, to have been, year after year, abundant and
in quality good ; but, upon a more accurate examination

and comparison, they would prove to have been, by a

perceptible gradation, diminished in quantity, and de-

generated in quality.

I have known a square in a garden, which had produ-
ced cabbages for a series of years, without the interven-

tion ofany other crop, so that, in the end, it became in-

capable even with the aid of manure, of producmg cab-

bages fit for use. And yet this same square yielded

the following year a very good crop of peas and beans.

In the language of the gardener, it had become tired of

cabbages. But, in the language of truth, the peculiar

aliment of that vegetable had been exhausted. Similar

complaints are made, as to clover, by some of our farm-

ers, and may be made, as to corn and wheat, by all whose
course of rotation has not been sufficiently diversified,

and at the same time so short, as not to allow to the soil

the time necessary for its regeneration.

Instead of wheat immediately following Indian corn,

as is our general practice, it is worthy of consideration,

whether there ought not to be an intermediate crop of

Swedish Turnips, Mangel Wurtzel, or Potatoes. Be-
sides the immediate relief thereby afforded to the soil,

these valuable articles of food would enable the farmer
to fatten an additional number of cattle, hogs and sheep

for sale, and of cows tor the dairy. And these stocks,

over and above the profits of their sale and the products

of the dairy, would furnish a vast accumulation of ma-
nure. Such an accession of manure would necessa-

rily contribute to the augmentation of the succeeding

crop, and to the permanent improvement of the farm.

From the increased quantity of manure, procurable

under the system of alternate white and green crops,

it may be assumed as a fact, that the farm would, in

the course ofa few years, yield at least twice as much
per acre, as it now does under the present impoverish-

ing practice. In that event, instead of the thirty acres,

for example, in corn, and thirty in wheat, there

would need be but fifteen in each. And as these two
fields of fifteen acres each, would yield as much as

the two fields of the thirty acres each now do, the

corn and wheat crops would, of course, be not at all

diminished, whilst the expense of their cultivation

would be reduced, in the proportion of 15 to 30
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And this diflercnce of e pensc would t'onn no incon-

sUlerable part of tlic pr .tits of the corn and of tlie

wheat. But this is not :ill. 'I'he great and essential

advantage to be gained is, that the remaining thirty

acres would, uiuler this ^> stem, be in green crops for

the food of an additional number of cattle and other

stocks. And it will not escape observation, tliat all

the profits and advantages immediate anil remote,

arising from tlie sale of these cattle, hogs and sheep,

from the cows of the dairy, and from the great acces-

sion of manure, cannot lie considered but as a cleai

gain, resulting exclusively from the proposed greei

crops, and attended, moreover, with no diminutioi

whateve r of the products of grain.

It is ;-itrenuously maintained by many practical far

mers, that the cultivation of food for the use of catth

and other stocks is as profitable as the cultiv.ation of

food for the use of man. Be tliis as it may, it is ob
'

ous to every understanding, and it is confirmed by sc

rowful experience, that no farm can be profitably con

ducted unless it furnishes an adequate supply of food

for as many neat cattle and other stocks as may be

sufficient to prod\ice all ihe manure necessary to its

progressive improvement. When a form does not fur-

Ivantages of such a course of husbandry, are in-

calculable.

Under this system, there ought to be on every
farm, a barn with stables for horses, and cows giv-

ing milk ; and also open sheds for dry cattle. These
niprovements ought to be made ofdimensions and in a

itfle correspondent to the size of the farm and to the
circumstances of the proprietor. Without such ac-

commodations, the crops cannot be preserved and
managed to the best advantage ; the various stocks on
the farm cannot be kept in good condition ; and above
all, there cannot be so large an accumulation of stable

manure. Upon this object, all important in every
view of good husbandry, I have expended different

• sums of money from five thousand dollars to a very f<

hundred.
I sliall, this summer, build a barn, which as to cost

and dimensions, would suit the poorest class of far-

mers in our country. The total expenses, including

the materials to be purchased, will not, according to

the estimate of my carpenter, exceed §250. This barn

will be 40 by 22 feet, with an open barrack, 22 by 14

feet, attached to each end. It will have a threshing

floor of 20 by 12 feet in the clear, and 2 stables 20 by

nish the requisite food for this number of cattle and of 12 feet each. The whole building, barracks as well as

other stocks, there will, from a deficiency of manure, barn, will be imdcr a good roof of the best shingles.

be a gradual deterioration of the soil, and of course, a Phis statement, apparently trivial, I have deemed it

gi-adual diminution of the produce, and of the value of not amiss to make, merely because it goes to shew

the estate. This annual tendency, from bad to worse, that it is in the power of every farmer to have

must, inevitably, in the natural course of things, termi

iiate in the utter rain of tiie proprietor. Of this di

mal, melancholy result, our country, iinliupplly, exliibits

too many illustrations.

Swedish turnips were sowed by me last year, part

in drills on the 12th of May, and part broadcast on the

12th of June. Both crops, notwithstanding the exces-

sive heat, and the long continued draught of last sum-

mer, were very abundant, and in quality excellent.

Those sowed in May were esteemed the best. The
roots continued to be remarkably acceptable to the cat-

tic until the 15th of May, when they were all consum-

ed. The affording of green and nutricious food in the

spring, when our cattle in general, suffer much, is one

of the characteristic recommendations of the Swedish

turnips, and is, of itself, sufficient to induce its univer-

sal cultivation. So useful and profitable, ni my estima-

tion, is this root, that I have just finished the sowing,

in drill, often acres more than I did last season. The
sowing of this year, as of the last, has been performed

by a machine, the coulter of which, I this season had

fixed in such manner as to make the furrow so deep

that would answer all the purposes of good manage
ment. A person capable, as every farmer is of per
forming by himself and his people much of the work,
ould necessarily find the cost to be greatly dimin-

hed.
If in our husbandry, there should be adopted a me-

thodical rotation, comprising an alternate and pro-

tracted succession of white and of green crops ; and
our farms, there should be erected suitable

barns, stables, sheds and barracks, then will the

assuredly, be on every such farm, a competent supply
of food for as many' neat cattle and other stocks, as

may be necessary to produce all the manure reciuired

for the best cultivation of such farm ; then will all

such food be administered to the best advantage, with

the utmost convenienceand witliout any kind of waste,

and then will our stocks of every kind be carefully

preserved and gradually improved. In such a favor-

state of things, we shall have the consolation of

beholding the progressive improvement of the soil, and

of the stocks of our country ; an improvement which
n its progress and in its result, cannot fail to ensure to

thaVthrse^dr'weredeVoV.teTaVouVa^nVnch'anT full share of all the happiness, which the good

I may also add perhaps, that no soil is more benefited
by the application of calcareous manure.
We Eustern Shoremen, my dear sir, have besides,

another motive"for wishing Mr. S's letter again pub-
lished.—To shew that we have had at least one farmer
.'hose skill and enterprise was of the first order,
nd who practically demonstrated that the lands here

are as capable of rapid and high improvement as they
e any where.
Our climate and our soil, have long been a subject

of misapprehension and sometimes of derision, by per-
sons who never/e« or m:a the influences or power of
ilher ; and Baltimorians particularly, used formerly to
xercise a sort of prescriptive right to this rare enjoy-
ment. The complete interruption however of our com-
merce during the late war, -anth the city ,- effectually cor-
rected this error and it is with much astonishment and
regret, that we find such men as Mr. Maxcy, lending
his intelligence and eloquence to disseminate an error
which he certainly could not have acquired from per-
sonal observation

Gentlemen who have never seen this .shore, are very
apt to consider it a continuation of marsh, sand-hills, and
liine barrens, and when they happen to visit the marly
-cgion before noticed, and find neither of these great
maginary bug bears, they express as much surprise, as
f they had fallen on another planet.
Taking an aggregate view of this marly region, em-

jraced between the Choptank river and the high
lands about EIke, and it may be found that for its

esrtent, no tract of countiy in the Atlantic states has
een more liberally fertilized and contrived by the

hand of nature : none more cruelly treated at the hands
of man ; and none possessing more extraneous means
of restoration, by shell marl, oyster shells and sea ores.

Very truly yours,

THOMAS EMORY.
20th May, 1820,

below the surface of the ground. By such deep
ing, the plant when it makes its appearance above
ground has so vigorous a root, that it soon attains the

third or rough le.af, and is then beyond all danger fr

the ravages of the fly. To the fore part of this Drill-

Machine, there is attached a very light roller, whicli

smooths and prepares the ground for the coulter, and
to the back part, there is a chain, whicli draws thi

dirt into the furrow, so as to cover the seed to th(

depth of about an inch and a half. The roller in return

ing, presses to the seed, the earth that had been drawn
thereon by the chain, and at the same time smooths
and prepares for the coulter, the ground of the next
furrow. It may perhaps not be amiss to state; that

from these deeply sowed seeds, the plants have come
up in great profusion

Ground in good condition, as mine is, has produced
from six hundred to one thousand bushels to the acre

Tlie actual produce ofmy crop shall be accurately as-

certained next fall.

The Mangel Wurtzel I have, by way of exiieriment,

sowed this year in manured drills on a small scale.

Should this plant, agreeably to my expectations, prove
to be productive and valuable, its cultivation by me
will, in that event, be greatly extended. My present

intention is to cultivate, every year liereafter, the whole
of the corn field of the preceding season in Swcd
Turnips, .Mangel Wurtzel and Potatoes. There ought
to be no dread of a redundancy. Every farmer, great

as well as small, will find it immensely profitable to in-

crease his stocks of cattle, ho^s and sheep, in propor

tion to his increased supply ot green food. The ult'

things of this world can bestow.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Oir THE USE OF

SMai'le as a ^lauwTe.
"roofs of its abundance and efficacy, on the Eastern

Shore of Maryland.

DtAii Sin,—I have obtained the enclosed paper,

ontaining a letter from Mr. Singleton, to Judge
rilghman, from my friend T. C. Earle, Esquire, on
condition that you will return it to him, or one of

your papers containing it, should you think proper to

publish it.

Although this letter has been before published, 1

am well assured it will be very acceptable to many
of your subscribers in this state, and perhaps else-

This worthy old gentleman was the first ]

believe in this state, who used marie, and thus brought
this valuable treasure from the hidden bowels of the
arth, into nseful and profitable operation,

mple is followed, and his success emulated by some
scores of enterprising and spirited farmers, who bid
fair, if perseverance continues, to be an ornament to

their vocation. An immense bed of this valuable

fossil abounds on our shore, running from the mouth
of the Choptank, in a north east direction, to the vici-

nity of Wilmington. According to the celebrated

Cuvier, Mitchell and other geologists, these fossil

,ins are found in almost all parts of the world ; and
none perhaps .are they more accessible than on this

peninsula, owing to its small elevation above the sea

FROM THE EASrON GAZETTE.

ON THE IMPBOVENEXT OF

liauAliy t\\e wsfc ol SVieW-^laYle.
Talbot County, .1W. Dec. 21, 1817.

Dear Sin,—I received your letter of November 10th,

by post, and should have answered it sooner, but it

has not been in my power. For twelve montlis past

my health has been very precarious ; I have not, in

that time, been as far as Easton on any business. The
whole, almost, that I am capable of doing, is to ride

out on my farm, in good weather, for exercise, and to

see how the business is carried on ; and I can scarce-

ly at times even write my name legibly, and very sel-

dom can write a letter. Your goodness will therefore
excuse my seeming inattention to you. I will endea-
or to answer your inquiries as well as I can, and it

all give me pleasure, if my answers are such as may
be satisfactory to you.
Your first question is whether what I use be marl,

or soil mixed with shells.

Whether it be marl or not, 1 will not pretend to de-
termine, as I have seen no description of marl that

answers exactly to it ; but Mr Tench Tilghman in-

formed me, he had seen a description of marl used in

Scotland, exactly similar to what I use on the farm
on which I reside, and which is the improved land

you mention. I have not seen the account myself.— •

However, this, and all mixtures of broken marine
shells, of which there is a great variety, are now de-
nominated mar), here. What I consider the best, and
which I most use, is composed of small piirts of ma-
rine shells, chiefly scallop shell, about one-eighth of
an inch square, or somewh.it longer or smaller, with
scarce any sand or soil with it ; some of it seems to be
petrified, and is dug up in lumps, like stone, from
four or five, to forty or fifty pounds in weight, hard
to break with the edge of an axe, and will remain
for years tumbled about with the plough before it is

entirely broken to pieces, and mixed with the soil i

indeed you may observe it in some parts of the bank,
where the soil has been w-ashed from it, appearing
like rock-stone ; but if broken and pulverized a little,
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find

it elterveaces very mucU with acids. It lies trom

tliree to hve and six feet deep, from tlie surface of a

liglit or sandy soil, on tlie banks of tlie cove, but liow

deep the marl, or bed of shells goes, we cannot ascer-

tain, having never dug tlirough it. When we get

from two to four feet deep into it, the water springs,

so that we have never gone deeper, but ffll up the

hole with the surface soil, and open another, ll does

not lie level, but waving, sometimes dip|iing so deep

that we lose it ; nor is u of one colour, but some white,

hke dry iiiurtar, some the colour of yellow ochre, some

red, like red ochre, and some bhieisli : but I do i

know aiiv diifereiice m the qualily, from the colour

In diggiiig it IS generally loose and crumbly, I

mixea with hard lumps as above described: W(

sometimes whole shells of scallop, oyster, and barni-

cles. 'Ihe kuid 1 estimate most, is of the foregoing

description, and 1 am of opinion it lies nt differenl

depths, under the whole of this peninsula, which has

been gained from the water, and that the shells arc

of the diilerent kinds of hsh wliicii inhabited tlie wa-

ters while tliey covered the land. In some places, al

heads ot coves, 1 have traced the shells b_, cutting a

ditch from three to five feet deep, ddwn the valley,

and even tliroug'h the marsh, till 1 came to tide wa-

ter; but in this kind of low ground there were more
whole and larger shells, and none of the large, stone

like lumps above-mentioned. It appears as if it hai

been the bottom of the creek, and as if covered b,

the water more lately than the first described: a]

these are on this farm. At my other farm, where my
imcle formerly lived, anil which is at the head of thi;

creek, 1 find it by digging deep into the ditches, m
the meadow ground, which empty into the head of

the creek : but that kind ditt'ers from what I have

here ; as, besides the scallop shells, which are not

so much reduced as here, there is, for perches toge-

ther, the clam shell, perfectly whole but so soft, that

when thrown out of the ditch and exposed to the air,

they soon fall away to powder : but the scallop shel

seems most abundant ; and of this kind of shell-fisl

we have no knowledge. The beds of shell are to bt

discovered in many places, on the edges of the creek
and even out into the water : and are found through
out the county, in most places where carefully sought

for, but generally, 1 believe a good deal mixed
sand. However, I have no duubt they may all be

usefully applied as improvers of the soil : they are

now coming into the use of many persons in this coun
ty, who have discovered them on their land, and
have adopted a regular system of manuring
Your next question is, to what kind of soils, and how

is it applied; as a top dressing, or ploughed

I have applied it to all the soils on my farm, some
of which is cold white clay, and wet ; others a ligh

loam, and sandy. I find it useful to each kind, and
manure my land all over with it, without distinction,

and to advantage ; putting a smaller quantity upon
the looser soils. 1 have applied it as a top dressing

on clover, and also where clover has not been sown
with a view of improving the grass, and also to be

satisfied whether it would not be best for the ground
to let it lie spread on the surface for a year before the

ground was put into cultivation : but it has not an

swered my expectation. I could not perceive any ad
vantage from that mode of application. 1 now con-

stantly apply it to the ground cultivated

carting it out in the winter and spring, and putting

on from twenty to forty cart loads per acre, according
to the ground, and the previous quantity that had
been put on, in former cultivations, dividing each load

into from four to eight small heaps, for the greater

ease in spreading, according to the size of the load,

—

Some is put on before, and some after the ground is

broken up, but it is all worked into the soil by the

cultivation of the corn, and it never fails of consider-

ably improving the crop of corn, as also the ground
wherever the marl is, especially in largest quantity.

—

There is a small green moss, and black moist appear-
ance on the surface of the ground, when not culti-

vated : as you perceive about old w^lls, and in strong

ground. Though the preceding is the common mode
In which 1 use the marl, 1 do not think it the best

:

I mix some in my farm yard, with the farm yard and
stable manure ; and would prefer mixing and apply

all that I used thus mixed, but for the labour of

double cartage, which I cannot as yet accomplish, ma-
nuring so largely as I do. I cultivate one hundred acres

rly, and constantly manure the whole ofwhat I cul-

ite ; employing- only four carts, and four hands with

which do all the manuring and carting on thethe car

farm.

Your
crops.

lext question is, v/hat has been my rotation of

lid mode of cultivating, since I have used this

Since I began to use the marl, and bend my atten-

tion to improvement by manure, I have cultivated on-

ly corn and wheat, sowing my ground in clover, and
sing the plaster. Instead of cultivating all my ground
1 corn, and sowing wheat on it as heretofore, 1 di-

idcd my cultivation into two parts of fifty acres each,

putting one jjart into corn, which I was able to ac-

complish manuring time enough for the corn, and
king a fallow of the other part, manuring as much

of it as I could accomplish before the time for sowing
wheat ; and disregarding, in a degree, all smaller

crops, which 1 could not attend 'to as an object,

itliout increasing my number of hands, and inter-

fering with the main business. I went on in this man." found 1 could easily accomplish manuring
one hundred acres and upwards per annum : having
got my ground to that state that I can risk making a

op withoul manure, I am now about discarding
low, being able to manure my whole hundred acres

igh for cropping in the spring, by beginning
e for the next year as soon as the spring ma-

naring is finished. I shall in future have no wheat in

fallow, but sow it after corn and other crops, from
hich 1 am satisfied I can make more from my ground

than by naked fallow, which I always considered un-
profitable, though you made more wheat, except for

the advantage of having more time to manure. The
stiinding annual force on my farm, is eight hands
(men) with one hired by the month : of these hands
bur are employed with the carts ; two in ploughing.
larrowing, he. for the cultivation of the crop ; and
the other two or three, as may be, do the blacksmith'

and carpenter's work, as also the fencing and other
work, necess^iy on a farm ; the six hands employed
with the carts and ploughs, are not taken off for

other business, except in the time of harvest, and
sowing wheat, when they are probably stopped. / do
not -work so mtich -with tlie plough as fonnerty, but mon
with the harrow, widch lessens and qmckens tlie laboin

if adtivation, keeps the ground cleajier, and, I think
in better tilth. Occasionally I hire or employ some
women, for, hoeing work and spreading manure ; I flusli

my ground in large lands, and harrow and roll as it

may require ; then, instead of hsting, as common,
mark it out each way with a plough, very shoal, so as

b the grass filoughed down, and after drop-
ping the corn, cover it with the plough or harrow, and
mmediately put in tlie harro-w, keeping it going,
the weather will permit, till just before harvest, when
we plough the ground, and finish the cultivation with
the harrow, except something should occur, making
it necessary to plough again after harvest. This

"

have found the best mode of cultivation for corn,
plant my corn about four feet apart each waj', and
have from three to five stalks in a hill or cluster, for

convert the scouring- of our ditches, the head-lands
the fields, and all waste-ground that we can, into

manure, by carting htter from the woods, yards
manure, or litter, &c. &c. and mixed with them ; so
hat 1 can nearly, or quite, now accomplish making
farm-yard and this kind of manure, sufficient to go

my whole hundred acres, annually. For the two
last years, I have made more manure than I could

plisli or eflect carrying out, though I have
manured from ten to twenty acres more than my hun-
dred each year, wiih pan marl and part farm-yard,

not the whole with both, as I hope to be able to
do in future ; but it will be necessary to increase my
carling force to eflect it, and I clearly see, I can raise
sufficient manure for the purpose ; heretofore I have
manured my corn-ground, fifty acres, with marl, and
my fallow with part farm-yard manure, and part mar),

mentioned before ; so that you will perceive the
improvement made on my soil has not been affected by
larl alone, but in conjunction with farm-yard manure,
lover, and plaster, and by making it a point to manure
tith sometldng all the ground I put into cultivation ; so

that every time I cultivated a field, that field was
improved, and not in any degree impoverished by the
cultivation. By this means, and the Divine assistance,

have eft'ecteu that improvement of my farm, which
so very striking to the observation of every person

acquainted with it. I can say nothing as to the com-
parison of crops, before and since my improvement

;

it has been a progressive thing for many years, and,
till 1 adopted the present plan, I was an experimental
farmer trying every thing I met with in books, ov
heard of; so that there is scarce any rotation of crops,

mode of cultivation, but what I have tried.

This, I believe, will answer all your questions,
except as to the time when I began to use the marl,
and how soon I experienced the beneficial effect of it ?

your fourth question.

(\ugust, 1805, in digging down a bank on the
side of a cove, for the purpose of making a causeway,
I observed a shelly appearance which it struck me

ght improve clay soil ; 1 took some of it imme-
diately to the house, and putting it into a glass with
negar, found it eil'ervesced very much ; this deter-

mined me to try it as a manure ; accordingly, in Sep-
tember, I carted out about eighty cart-loads, and put

piece of ground, fallow, preparing for wheat,
trying it in different proportions, at the rate of from
twentj-seven to about a hundred loads per acre, and,
the ground was sown in wheat : I could not myself,
be satisfied that there was any difference through the
'inter and spring, although general Lloyd, who was
iewing it with me in the spring, thought he could

perceive some difference, in favour of the marl ; but at

han-est time, the wheat though not more luxuriant

in growth, or better head, was considerably thicker
the ground ; and, after the wheat was taken offi

the gi-ound where the marl had been put was set,

with white clover, no clover being on the ground, on
either side of it. The next year, 1806, I discovered

it in the drain into the head of the cove, which I im-
mediately ditched, and from the ditcli put out seven
hundred loads, on the fallow ground : the effect as to

the wheat and clover, was the same, (this was put
for experiment, at the rate of from foi-ty to a hundred

1 endeavour t(> keep down the hill, and have the ground and twenty cart-loads per acre,) though the marl
level as possible. In saving my corn crop, I cut it

up, without pulling it from the stalk as usual, anc
cart it in altogether, then husk it out, leavhig the
husk to the stalk : I lay these near my feeding yard
nd throw them into it twice a day: this

large quantity of strong healthy food forlhecattle
hich serves them all winter, and keeps them in good

condition, without any other food; makes a larg
quantity of excellent manure, and a fine dry ieediiisf

yard As o])[iortunity can be found, we cart marl
fuller's earth, clay, &c. in good soil that is convenient
'nto the yard, which being mixed with the stalks, and
straw, or any thing else, penning the cattle

through the winter and summer, instead of penning
on the field, in the common way, we have a large

quantity of manure to go out in the fall, and
winter ; it is put into the field, in the intermediate

rows, between the rows of marl, as far as it will go
and they all get mixed in the cultivation. We also

not of the same kind as the other, but more mixed
with sand and surface soil being taken from the low
ground, by ditching, and all mixed together. I also

tried it on corn ground, spread out as above-mention-

ed, and found the effect immediate, as to the corn,

and in the same manner as above described, as to the
wheat sown on the corn ground ; tliis induced me to

persevere in the use of it, which I have done ever

since, adopting the mode 1 mentioned before putting

it .It first from forty to seventj loads per acre, till 1

li.ive now come down as low as eighteen or twenty
loads per acre, going the third time over the ground
with it.

1 believe I have now answered all your inquiries,

as well as 1 can, except as to the average comparison

of the past and present crops, which I cannot well

do, for the reasons above given, and also that ray

fields are entirely changed, neither containing the

same grounds, nor the same quantity of ground in
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each ; but 1 believe I shall not be much out of the way,

if I say that 1 think the soil now capable of producing

between two and three times as much per acre, as it

would before I began to use the marl ; and though the

marl has not solely produced the improvement, yet the

aprovement vould have been far short of what
if It had not been for the marl, which has contributed,

in a very large degree, towards it ; and no small mat-

ter in favour of the marl is that, by the blessing of God
on my endeavours, 1 have, in twelve years, been ena-

bled to improve three-hundred acres of ground, to the

pitch that these are, and am now in a fair way of increa-

sing in the same ratio that a snow-ball increases as it is

turned over.

I fear you will not be able to read, and hardly to un-

derstand, this tedious letter, in many parts ; if you can,

and it is in any degree satisfactory to you, I shall be

compensated, and will cheerfully answer any inquiries,

in future, that you may wish to make.—The fir.st fa-

vourable opportunity, which may probably be by some
friend in the spring, I propose sending you a small bag

of marl, which may be more satisfactory than any de-

scription.

With every sentiment, &c.

JOHN SINGLETON.
Hon. WlLLIA-M TiLOaMAN.

AMEHICAN FARMER.

OS THE CtrLTITATIOJT, MANAOEMENT, AJTD EJIPIOIMENT OF

Cotton.—Ko 4.

It appears from respectable oral informalion

that a species of cotton, till lately unknown to

us, has been introduced into Louisiana. I

called the Mexican cotton. It is found to ripen,

in a greater degree at one time : has a shorter

season than any other cotton known among us :

and is collected in much greater quantities, by a

labourer, in one day. The cotton wool is re

presented to hang out of the pods of this species

of the plants, and even to drop at times from
them. It is recommended to travellers from
the other cotton states into Louisiana and the

whole south west, to inquire into this matter and

procure seeds and instructions for the culture of

this new description of the very important cot

ton plant. Those who have a knowledge of it,

would serve the cause of agriculture by commu
nicating information to the Editor of " the Amer
ican Farmer" of Baltimore.

It is the opinion of respectable planters in the

upper part of the country acquired by the Lou
isiana purchase, below 31° north latitude, that

the proper sea Island cotton seeds of the Geor
gia, and Louisiana gulf coast will produce cotton

of a very superior quality, without degenerating
But great care must be taken, as to the selec-

tion of the soil not rich, and as to the method of

cleaning this cotton or freeing it of the seeds

If it be sown in a rich soil, it runs up into a high

bush or growth, docs not flower or pod in time
for the season, and is destroyed by the weather
and frost. The lightest soils are therefore to be
used in planting the sea island cotton, in th

30th degree of north latitude or higher in order

to insure early blossoms and pods, and product in

the crop.

The gin to be used is of the utmost impor
tance. The saw-gin must not be used, for i

puts the long fibres of this cotton into a font

and condition, for which the manufacturer';

cotton machinery, in Europe, either for the

short bowed and saw-glned cotton, or the long

cotton cleaned by rollers, is not fit. Excellent

cotton, from sea island cotton seed, cleaned by

the saw-gin, has been refused by the manufactur-

ers, at its value, for this reason, that it was not

cleaned by the proper gins or rollers for long sta

pled, silky, fine sea island cotton.

It is highly important to the cotton planters

to examine well into the means of promoting the

use of cotton, at home and abroad. The writer

of this paper has seen a cotton chamber garment,

of a twilled texture like an English kersey,

which was first used in January, 1803.—It is now
fit for the same use. The ground is a double or

treble twill. The substance was and remains

stout. Millions of yards of this kind of goods of

various dyes, and white and unbleached, might
be profitably consumed in garments for men
and boys, for women's skirts, for bed and cradle

covers. The cotton blanket, or of cotton and

wool, has been before mentioned. Nine millions

of people in 4,500,000 double beds with two
blankets of 3| pounds each, would occasion the

use of cotton, allowing 10 per cent, for waste to

the amount of 34 to 35,000,000 of lbs. If the

ritish bury their dead in woollens, by law to

consume their sheep fleeces, our good sense

ought to instruct us to keep ourselves warm
with our redundant cotton. It is earnestly re

peated, that since we have not half wool enough
since our wool is much higher than that of Eu-
rope, and since we have none of the English

Lincolnshire, and Leicester mixed sheep's wool

the former of which is worth in England only

seventeen cents, we ought to import or make
strong subatitutes for the common woollens of

Europe out of our low priced, common and
hort cotton, which is produced at low and fall

ing prices. Lest the European and American
manufacturers should be led to enter into a com-
petition, to supply us with every variety of com

heavy, strong, coarse, useful cotton goods

in lieu of woollen goods. In the severest wea-

ther of the north a stout corduroy, velveret, or

cotton kersey, lined witli woollen flannel, would

be abundantly warm.— It is once more suggest

ed, that importations of cotton blankets, cotton

swanskins or moUetons, or cotton twilled kersey

and petticoat stuffs, common, fine and superfine,

ought to be made by our southern agricult

societies, by way of samples for future imitation.

The common dyers iron water (being the ordi

nary ley of wood ashes, with the clean fragments

of any iron steeped in it,) would make a very

firm and lasting cinnamon coloured die, for

tripes, mixtures, and entire colours, costing no

hing and for all uses. Those who expect us to

use their manufactures should use our raw ma
terials, and give us goods profitable to our agri

culture.—Let some respectable planters order

out Kendall cottons (negro cloth) x\o\x made of

wool, but to be made, as formerly of cotton, by

way of exp'.:riment. The aggregate weight and

consumption of these stout, useful, heavy goods,

would be very great in every year. In order,

lo estimate it we should remember, that th

weight of the Lincolnshire quality of coarse

blanket and kersey wool is equal, every year

to 33000,000 lbs. in Great Britain. Before we
conclude this head of our subject, we must ask

leave to urge strenuously to our cotton plan

ters, and to all who believe, that the encourage-

ment of cotton planting is highly beneficial to all

our cuKivators, that the most steady care be ta-

ken to use cotton substitutes for woollen, silken,

flaxen, nempen and leathern goods, in our ap-
parel, furniture and other uses.

The restoration of our Indigo culture, is of

eat importance to the consumption of cotton

at home and abroad, as are the growth of woad,
madder and otiier dye stuffs. T/ie clieniistry of
our agriculture requires tliat our planters be
improved in the manufacture of the indigo

paste, or colouring matter. It has been taken

up in India with success, by British artists,

who had no knowledge of any congenial busi-

ness, except the growth and preparation of woad,
.vhich succeeds to utility, in Nori h Britain. The
.voad plant is in a small degree indigofcrus.

There are many occasions to know and use

:he knowledge of tl:e ireig/it and measure of

the cotton seed produced by an acre of land, of

the black seed cotton and of the green seed cot-

ton, after they have been separated from the

cotton wool. Curious planters may furnish us

with the facts, and stale also the quantity of

clean cotton produced by the same quantity.

—

Facts, well as ccrtained, are so often applicable,

to producing sound results, that this informa-

tion as to the weight and measure of cotton

seed, is very much to be desired. If 1000 lbs.

of cotton in the seed give 300 lbs, of cotton and

700 lbs. of seed, then our whole crop, comput-
d at 120,000,000 lbs. of clean cotton, would

give 280,000,000 of pounds ol seed, which, at

50 lbs. to_the bushel, would amount to 5,600,000

bushels. The quantity used per acre, comput-

ed upon our whole cultivation of 1,000,000 of

acres of land in cotton, at 1 20 lbs. of clean

cotton wool per acre, would be an important

object for consideration and correct estimation.

The ordinary or best uses of our whole quanti-

ty of 280,000,000 pounds of cotton seed merits

statement.

The unforced growth of manufactures in the

United States, as pioved by the digest of the

returns of the Marshals and territorial Secre-

taries in A. D. 1810, before the double, the war

and the present duties, with the acquisition of

machinery since that time, clearly prove that

home manufactures, so enforced, have supported

and will continue to support our agriculture ; la-

bour, skill, provisions, forage, fuel, rents, grounds,

buildings, materials and raw materials in the

cotton branch, are reduced in prices so as great-

ly to benefit the home manufacturer; and as our

imports are lessened, according to American
and British evidence, one half, or 60 per cent.

perhaps of manufactures 66^ per cent, or two

thiids of our two largest former years, good,

sound, common cotton goods, must be manufac-

tured with increased advantage both in house-

holds or families, and in great and complicated

manufactories. Since no wool, flax, hemp, silk,

or hides and skins, are exported, it follows, that

all those raw materials, produced or imported,

are manufactured. .\nd it is manifest, tfiat we
can only rapidly impede cotton of all our raw
productions. Wc do not argue here in favour

of the present duties, or any increase of duties;

e only say, that many present circumstances

favour our cotton manufacture and the produc-

tion of that important crop and material.

COLUMBIANUS.
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The following communication, on some points of

especial interest to all persons concerned in husban-

dry, confirms an old impression with us—that the

most enierpnzing and skilful cultivators of the soil

are not always those who have been from their infancy

regularly trained in the practice of agriculture. That

in short, the best farmers, have been men oi science

and of travel, whose minds untrammelled by a cer

tain routine of fixed habits, leaves them the capa-

city to exercise their reason on all occasions (without
" favour or affection" in behalf of this system, or that

implement, in preference to another,) carefully exa-

mining all, and holding fast upon " that which is

good."
An anecdote in point, was related to us by a friend,

who recently crossed the peninsula, between the

Delaware and Chesapeake. Wherever he saw a

farm remarkable for neatness and econniiiy of ar-

rangement, and cultivation—out-buildings and fences

of appropriate construction and in good condition

:

gates well made, properly hung, and painted ; trees

trimmed up handsomely—in short, where the whole

concern wore an air of thriving industry and enter-

prise ; it turned out, in most cases, to be the farm of

a lawyer, or doctor, or some person who had, in early

life, followed some other study or pursuit.—So uni

formly was that the case, that, passing a haiidsomi

establishment he asked the driver, to wliat doctor

does that handsome farm belong > Why, said the

driver smiling, " you seem to take it for granted, it

must be a doctor's ! to tell the truth then that's Doc
tor Black's."

The article which follows, though coming to u

anonymously, as well from its singularity as from thi

jeux d'esprit which enliven it, we take to be from
one of our sons of the ocean—" distinguished by dar-

ing enterprise and fertility of genius;" and if out

conjecture be correct, all we wish him is, that his

toils on one element may be as profitable to himself,

as they have, on another, been honourable to his

country. Thfe harvests reaped by the sickle, if not

as glorious, are generally more solid and useful, than
those which are gathered by the sword.

Strange as it may appear at the first suggestion,

there are probably few callings which better prepare
a man to make a good farmer, than the life and ex-
perience of a sea L'afilain. Observing the nations

and customs of every clime, absolves his mind from
the dominion of prejudice, that great barrier to light

and improvement in every thing —He compares all

practices and projects, and selects the best, and the
habits of ejcacC discipline and punctuality, the allut-

ment of particular times and places for every, the
most minute thing on board ship, when transferred
to the management of a farm, can hardly fail to
produce the best results.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Sir,—For some lime back I have been on tl

point ot making to you some communications
on subjects connected with agriculture, horti

culture, &c. ; but have been deterred from do
ing so, from the apprehension that my writings

would not be sufficiently polished to go before

the public ; but reflecling that they would be
read mostly by farmers, who in general look
more to the matter than the manner, and prefer
useful facts to beautifully rounded periods and
fancied expressions, I determined on the whole
to get over my scruples, and give you the facts

of my experience, and in my own vvay too

My farm consists of about one hundred acres
" more or less." I have about five acres in a

garden, in which I raise vegetables suitable for

the market, for I live within less than two miles
of one, where there is a demand for all my sur
plus produce.

I keep a dairy also, consequently have some
portion of my grounds in clover, and other
grasses.—I pursue the ordinary modes of rota

tion, raising corn, wheat, rye, clover, &c. £cc.

&c. ; but in these operations I have been trou-

bled with many pests well known to I'arniers.

—

Cut-Worms destroyed my corn, I was obliged

to replant it over and over again, until the sea-

was lost, and I gathered nothing but nub-
bins. They destroyed my cabbages, until both

my patience and my stock of plants were ex-

hausted ; worms and insects of various kinds

infested my garden, my vines, my orchaid, &c.
and every time my grass grounds were broken
up, fresh torments attended me through a pro-

fitless season. I began to look around to see

hat was to be done, some remedy, said I, must
be applied ; for these devils, these natural ene-

mies of mankind, this bane of our happiness,

there certainly must be some antidotes, they must
also have their enemies, i/jcir destroyers ; nature
never intended that they should remain useless

after thus gorging themselves to fatness. While
these things were running in my mind, I noticed

the children and gardener driving away the
rens and blue birds which were hopping about

the garden, and as they supposed, picking up the

leeds : but in watching more closely, I observed
that they were after the insects which infested

the plants. 1 immediately directed twenty or
hirty wren boxes to be put up in different parts

>f the garden, they were soon taken possession
if, and their inhabitants are the most useful force

employed there, and I have never had a cab-

or any other plant cut down or injured
there since they were erected and occupied
You may see the little creatures hopping from
plant to plant, closely examining every one, and
wo betide the bug-worm or caterpillar, who
dare show his ugly face when they are abroad !

They are early risers too, at dawn of day you
may hear them twittering at their work. I leave

my garden therefore, to the care of my wrens,
and shall now proceed to show how I protect

my corn and vines. I do it simply by feeding
the worms, and inviting the crows and black

I cannot place houses for them, but 1

give them every inducement to come, and nevei

suffer them to be disturbed ; they seem to be
ensible of their security, for you may see them
n numbers following the plough, and picking up
the worms from the fresh ground, as it is turned
out of the furrows, and show no alarm on a near

e approach to them. They also destroy field mice.
Sec. &c. ; but do they not destroy your corn ? I

answer no ? I put plenty for them to eat Aftei

my corn is planted in drills, I sow between the
Irills broad cast, at the rate of between two and
hree bushels per acre, and harrow it in.—This
s for the worms and crows. Sec. ; not tliat I sup
pose they would prefer it to that which is planted

to stand, but they are just as likely to eat one
the other, and there is this difference, that if

there was no corn sown between the drills, all

n the drill would be eat up; but, as Jhere is

mough elsewhere, a great proportion of that in

the drill escapes. Then when the corn is

high as the knee, I send men into the field with
spades, and when any is miss ng, I make them
dig a hole, then take up a spade full of dirt

iih two or more of the most healthy stocks of

corn, and place them in the hole, observing
to place them in the same position in rela-

tion to the compass as they occupied before;

the dirt is then packed down with the feet, all

is safe, and there is not the least stoppage in the
growth of the plant. My pumpkins are in my
corn field—not in the rows of the corn, they
have rows to themselves. My corn field is in

my young orchard this year, planting in drills,

of course I can only plough one way, and cannot
plough at all in the row of trees ; this space
then is occupied by my pumpkin vines at 10 feet

apart, and around the hills the corn is strewed
pretty thick, it soon shoots up and shades the

ills, and the bugs and insects which are the

greatest enemies to them) will not go in the

shade, consequently they are protected— first,

by the inducement which the worms have to eat

the corn—secondly, by the shade which the corn
affords them. This corn is of benefit to the
vines in another way ; it extends its long leaves

far beyond the limits of the pumpkin hill, and at

night receives the dews of heaven, which they
conduct as in spouts to the roots of the vines

—

in the morning you will perceive them wet when
the neighbouring ground shows no moisture.

But you will say, how do you get clear of all

this surplus corn ? I cut it down for my cows,
that is, as much as I want, and the rest I plough
in to make manure, by running my plough
twice each way, turning the furrow from the

corn which is in the drills. I completely bury
that which is between the drills, and in a short

time it rots, and I have a fine ridge of compost
laying between the drills, to turn over towards
them, which I do by running the shovel plough
through the ridge. " The proof of the pudding
is in eating it"^and the best test of the efficacy

of my plan, is the appearance of my corn field.

Thus it is this 29th day of June, corn as high
as the waist, and not a stalk missing. Old clover

land, part ploughed in the fail and winter, and
part in spring.

The corn on my pumpkin hills cannot be
ploughed in, that I pull up by the roots, and a
better cultivation of pumpkins 1 never had, than

given by this pulling up of corn, which leaves

the ground not only clear from weeds, (which
have been smoothcred by the growth of corn)

but loose and light to receive the rains and
dews, I do not however yet deprive my pump-
kins of the benefit of their friend the coi n, for

I lay it around the vines to protect their roots

from the scorching rays of the sun.

I am now preparing to put in my turnips. I

observe some correspondent of yours the other

day, asks how to protect them from the fly— I an-

swer sotu corn—which will shade them, and the

urnip fly was never known to go in the shade.

When the turnips are sale from the fly, destroy

their friend the corn, by cutting him down or

tearing him up by the roots; the latter is prefer-

able, as corn will shoot again after being cut

—

besides corn, sow with them any thing else that

the flies will eat, such as radishes, cabbages,

Hanover turnips, &c. Sec. and cut them up when
you no longer want them.

Excuse this long rigmarole, and accept the

best wishes of your friend,

Ju7ie20th, 1820. JEREMIAH SLMPLE.
P. S. I had like to have forgotten to mention

that a friend of mine lately from Spain, made
me a present of some choice seeds a few days

since, from the Botanic Garden of Ferdinand

—

of course they were highly acceptable—and

when I came to look over their names, I thought
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myself in possession of a treasure. So I mus-

tered up all the flower pots that my maiden aunt,

Simplicity, had carefully stowed away for pre-

servation, in the cellar, and alter filling them

with fresh earth, carefully planted my seed and

put labels t . each. There was, Kumix—Uffij/i-

tianus—Phlonis—Lychintis—Anthenis Maxtti-

ma Sina/ii' Diriota—Marubiuni Scro/ihidarii—
Lavatua Mivaus, and various other high sound-

ing names, but as some of them had the appear-

aocc of old acquaintances, I thought I would

take a look at M'Mahon's catalogue, and sec if

I could make out what they were in plain Eng-

lish. My Rimix turned out to be Dark Mud 1

My Phlonin, sage ! Sina/:u-, mustard seed !

Marubium, horehound ! My Lavatua, some-

thing like a Hollyhawk, and my Ai/ienis, camo-

mile, or rather a thing that children have ano-

ther name for, and although they nine times out

of ten deserve the name themselves, never like

to be called by it. Thus it is that what we most

despise here as more than useless, is cultivated

with care in Europe, and our most noxious plants

are returned to us as treasures, and perhaps too

5n a degenerated state. Something like some

of our dashing young Bucks who visit Europe

to be refined and return to us rather greaterfools

than they were before they left us. J. S

ion THE AJIZBICAN FARMEH.

III^DGII^.

John S,

Sir,-

Statebitrg, S. C. June \6t/i, 1820.

Skinner, Esq.
The tenth number, (Vol. 2) of youi

American Farmer, contains some excellent re

marks in a letter from Mr. Rowand of Charles

ton, on the cultivation of a species of rose for

hedges. This letter I have read with great

pleasure, because I have long considered thi

plant, of all others yet tried or known in this

country, as best fitted for the purpose of mak
ing a strong, impenetrable, and durable hedge

and am glad to see an attempt made to spread

a knowledge of it, by one who has been so sue

cessful in cultivating it. But the rose which

Mr. Rov.'and describes and wishes to sec propa

gated, is not the Multijlora, and I hope tlie im

portance of the subject will he considered a suffi

cient excuse for the liberty I have taken to

correct the mistake. The Multiflora

exotic, but t/iis is a native plant, and has been

generally called in South Carolina, non-dcscri/it.

It is now more properly known by the name ot

Cherokee Rose, on account of its being found

in the greatest abundance in the tract of coun

try inhabited by the Cherokee Indians. Mich
Icnberg places it in his catalogue of American
plants under the name of Cherokecnsis, with

out further description. It is an evergreen,

and has a stout, running Caulh, (stem) which

with the Petioles is covered with numerous
strong, shuip-pointed prickles, (acuUi.) The
leaf consists of three smooth and glossy leaf-

lets, somewhat paler on the under side. The
(lowers, which make their appearance in April,

are composed of five broad, white petals, a

thousand stamens with their golden anthers,

and an oblong-ovate hispid germ seated upon a

short smooth peduncle. It in every respect

differs from the btauuful, deUcatc and orna-

mental Multiflora; which I would suppose to

be altogether unfit for the purpose that this is

so admirably calculated to answer. Besides Mr.

Rowand, I understand several other genilcmer

of Carolina have succeeded in making witi;

this plant, very substantial and im|)crvious

hedges, which, for beauty must surpass ever;

thing of the kind known in this country. It:

growth is exceedingly rapid and luxuriant in v

soil suited to its culture. A loose moist soil

with a clay foundation is the one which seems to

suit it best. I have not the smallest doubt thai

it would grow well in Maryland, and the othe

middle states. If this comnmnication is, in you

opinion, calculated to convey to the public a

more correct knowledge of this useful plant,

and is likely to aflbrd the smallest assistance toi

those who may wish to make a trial of it, I will

thank you to give it a place in your paper.

I am very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

WM. W. ANDERSON

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Cambridge, June 2it/i, 1820.

Dear Sir—In compliance with your request

to know if I had obtained further knowledge of

the insect, which last Summer committed such

ravages among my tobacco, and of which I then

gave you a description. I have only to

that it has again appeared in my tobacco field,

though in small numbers ;—1 have ascertained

that it is the variegated Cassida, an insect

usual in the East Indies, and the low latitudes

of South America ;—but I cannot learn that

has ever before been seen in this country. It

is a species of the beetle tribe, and called Cas

ida, or Tortoise-Beetle, from a peculiarity of its

head being concealed in its thorax, like that of a

tortoise. The description which I formerly gave

you of this insect, I find to be quite correct, and

therefore need not repeat it.

What has given rise to the emigration of this

lostile race of beings from their native country

ir what has suddenly produced them here, will

emain, perhaps for ever, in the long catalogue

of " Arcana Naturae," which the presumption of

man so frequently and vainly attempts to ex

plore. Yours, 8cc.

JOSEPH E. MUSE.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON PHTHISIS PULMONALIS, OU

By Dr. Eli S. Davis, of Abbeville, (S. C.)

{Continuedfrom page 111.)

I believe the decarbonizing function of the

lungs is a point conceded on all hands. The
lucid experiments of Davy, Seguin, Accum
and others prove the decarbonizing agency of

this viscus. The influence that exercise has

in the production, augmentation, and discharge

of carbon from the lungs in'rcspiration is prov-

ed very satisfactorily by Mon. Seguin. In ex-

perimenting on himself he found that in £

state of rest he consumed 1344 cubic inches ol

oxygen per hour. But when under the influ-

ence of exercise he consumed 3200 cubic

inches in one hour ; making a difference of
856 cubic inches more than when in a state

of inaction. I repeat it, that in all reflections

on pulmonary consumption, the lungs should be
he principal object of consideration. They are

absolutely the great alchymist of the human sys-

tem. Their agency in the transmutation of the

blood, and their chymical action on the common
air, on which the perpetuity of life itself hangs,

place their importance in the most command-
ing and elevated view.

It appears from the experiments of Mons.

.

Seguin that under the influence of exercise the

lungs evolve an increased proportion of carbon.

This perhaps accounts for the salutary influence

cise in the cure of consumption. In
the 96th page of the first volume of the Physico-

Medical Transactions of the city of New York,
Dr. Pierson makes the following remarks. " If

tiien a surcharge of carbon follows a protracted

and habitual inactivity of body, may we not in-

fer from our knowledge of the consequences of

the more obvious retentions of this principle,

that a morbid action of the system must result;

and that the long train of affections that follow

a sedentary life, may be ascribed to this cause ?

We might mention general debility, dispepsia

with its innumerable concomitants, all of which
originate in a depressed and enfeebled state of

the whole system." It may therefore be safely

inierred that the consumption may be produced
from a deficiency of oxygen ; or in other words
from the retention of carbonic acid gas.

Having mentioned some of the cUuses which
induce the disease, I will now proceed to enu-

merate some of the causes by which a cure is

sometimes influenced. National, as well as do-

mestic difficulties, very often produce a cure

of this disease when all other remedies have

failed. Dr. Rush mentions three cases of pul-

monary consumption that were perfectly cured

by the diet and hardships of a camp life. I have

aid that the introduction of luxuries and their

consecutive results, together with the changes in

society, tend to increase the violence and fre-

quency of this disease. In the second volume,

and 62d page of Dr. Rush's Inquiries he states

that, the consumption is unknown among the In-

dians of North America, that it is scarcely known
by those citizens of the United Stales who live

in the first stage of civilized life.

During the late war, and whilst with the

army on the frontier of Georgia I had an op-

portunity of witnessing the fact that, while

r troops were labouring under the most dis-

tressing coughs in the months of February and

March, the Indians who had neither clothing or

tents, were with a very few exceptions entirely

exempt. In a conversation with the late vene-

rable Col. Hawkins, than whom no man better

understood the Indian character, and whose
long residence among them gave him ample
opportunity of marking the nature of the diseases

to which they were liable, informed me that he

had never heard of an Indian who had died of

the consumption of the lungs.

It is certainly less common in country place-,

than in cities. Some writers impute this to th

pure state of the air in cities, but I shour
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really think it safer to refer it to causes more de

literious, namely, intemperance in all the allure

ments of a city life. So far from believing that

the air of a city possesses a latent property ca

pable of producing this disease, I have knowi
patients to visit cities in order to be cured, and

to have returned evidently better.

A change of climate often produces the most
happy effects in this disease. I have known emi-

grants from the north who were seriously af-

fected witli pulmonary consumption, become
perfectly rid of every symptom of the disease

in South Carolina and Georgia. Sea voyages and

journeys are recommended by most writers.

—

The latter is very confidently recommended by

Dr. Sydenliam, as I have before stated. Vomits
and nauseating medicines are proper under
tain circumstances. Bloodletting and digitales

were the favorite remedies of the late Dr. Rush,

Vegetable bitters, a plentiful and regular perspi

ration, lilisiering, setons and issues are also

strongly recommended by him, as well as sucl:

exercises and employments as give the greatesi

vigour to the constitution. Dr. Bennett says that

a defluxion on the lungs had often been relieved

by salivary evacuations. Dr. Cullen thinks acids

of all kinds, as antiseptic and refrigerant

useful ill cases of phthisis. But the native acid

of vegetables he prefers to the fossil acids, be
cause it can be given in larger quantities. Not
withstanding leanness is considered an almost

universal symptom of consumption, yet I have
seen cases of its existence in persons whose ro-

tundity of abdomen, and superabundance of fat

rather indicated an excess of ingcsta than an ap
preaching dissolution through the medium oi

phthisis. This Dr. Brown calls a sthenic a|)yrex-

ia ; in which, in consequence of an excess of

health, rich living, especially in the article of

food, and an easy sedentary way of life, the fat

increases so much as to incommode the func
tions of life.

{To de conlinued.')

FREE TRADE.
The Chamber of Commerce and Manufac

tures of the city of Edinburgh have presented a

petition to the House of Commons against the
prohibitory system adopted by Great Britain
They state

;

" That the system, so long persevered in, of
laying heavy duties on im/torts from foreign
countries, tends directly to lessen the demand in

those countries for the produce of the industry
of our own nation.

" That the doctrine maintained by many states
men, that, in order to accumulate wealth by
trade, a nation must export more than it imports,
is erroneous.

" That upon this erroneous doctrine is found
cd the present commercial policy of this coun-
try.

" That it appears to your petitioners, that the
sure way to encrease foreign commerce is to en-
courage the industry of other nations with whom
we trade ; or, in other words, to enable them to
become our customers.

" That, to that end, we should admit, on low
terms, the raw produce of other countries, and
such articles of commerce as we are precluded

from producing by climate or other circumstan-

ces.

" That your petitioners consider that the higl

duties on the Baltic wood and iron, on wines,

and more particularly on French wines, on raw
silk, and on many other articles of trade, the

produce of foreign countries have directly, or

indirectly lessened the demand in those countries

for the productions of the realm ; for, by check
ing the industry of those foreign nations, we disa

ble them from being our customers, and we hold

out an example to their governments to lay on
heavy duties on the manufactures and other ex
ports from the country.

" That it appears to your petitioners, that this

system of restrictive commerce has been follow

ed since the peace by the government of almost
every nation with which we trade, in strict con-

formity with the system adopted by Great B:

tain.

" That whatever may be the perseverance of
other nations in this system, the British govern
ment should begin a more liberal and wise com
mercial policy without regard to reciprocity of
benefit between us and any particular nation

because by encouraging an increased import
from one nation, we are certain of gaining an
increased export directly to that nation, or inter

mediately to some other nation.

That it appears to your petitioners, that

such a liberal system of commercial policy
which is thus humbly submitted to the conside-
ation of the honourable house, would produce

a greater revenue, from the increased quantity

of imports, although subject only to low duties
;

ind at the same time would promote national

ndustry, as a consequence of a proportional in

urease of exports."

There is so much plausibility in these succinct
but pregnant statements, that we ought to weigl:

well before we abandon the principles on which
they are founded. It is really singular, that, just

as the practical men of London and Edinburgh
are about abandoning the restrictive system, we
should fall into it. Why is this ? Let us look-

well before ii<c leafi.—\_Comfiiter.

The G^jvernor of Massachusetts in his speech
to the legislature, maintains the doctrine of free
trade, and directly deprecates the proposed
tariff.

" Hitherto conformable to the genius and maxims
of tree republican governments, all the departments
of industry have been equally protected by the laws,
The destination of labour and capital have been
controlled by the option of individuals ; and in this
freedom of choice our liberty greatly consists, We
are characterised by no Asiatic casts, nor degraded
into villainage by the tyranny of feudal laws, but the
citizens of our Republic, having equal constitutional
rights, are entitled to equal protection in the pursuit
of happiness " " Excessive restrictions on trade, les-
sen the amount of imports and induce a resort to di-
rect taxes ; which the people will be the less able
to pay, as the products of agriculture shall be reduc-
ed in value by the diminution of commerce."

The answer of the H. of R. re-echoes these
sentiments in a still louder strain ; They con-
tend, that,

" The fundamental principles of a republic and
sound policy in all governments require them to leave
industry unshackled, by giving equal protection to
every pursuit and permanent and exclusive privile-

ges to none.

The new house of Commons appears, in some
degree, to be formed of an odd cornpound of

professions, beasts, birds and lifeless things ; as

there are returned to it—s;> Siniths, two Coo/i-

ers, two Taylors, a /tltimber, a Carter, a Monk,
a C/ia/ilin, a Clark; a Butler, a Wildman, a
Childe, and a King ; a Foj:, a Lamb, a Hare, a
Hart, and a Ramsbottom ; a Drake, Cocks, a
Swan, a Martin, and a Crickett ; a Wood, a
Tem/ile, a Bankes, a Milbank. a Pitt, a Coffin,
Wells, Bridges, a C/ierry, a i?ose,a Fife, a Pole,
a I^egge, a Wall, Rice, Coke, Brick and Fellows ;

and after a severe Winter, a. Mildmay

.

To make a liijuid for staining bone or wood of
diffeirnt colours.

Take strong white wine vinegar in a glass ves-

sel, and put to it the filings of copper, with some
Roman vitriol, rock allum, and verdigrise, and
leave it thus infused for seven days : then boil it

in some vessel ; and by putting into it bone, ivory

or wood, it will penetrate and give it a green
colour. If any other colour is required, as red,

blue or yellow, put Brazil wood, indigo, French
berries, or any other such colours, to infuse in

the vinegar, with a little rock allum.

ron THE AMEniCAN TARMER.

EPITAPH.
Elegiac Epitaph on a Yellow Bird, who fell on his

first essay to fly, and was instantly killed by an old

hen near him. A gentleman present covered him
up under a sod and stones, and gave the following

Impromptu to the ladies present, who did not seem
to like it for some reasons best known to themselves.

Beneath these Stones,

repose the Bones
of poor little Flave.

He could not fly,

and yet his belter part hath fled and gone,

and lo ! his beauty too.

To where,nor Hens, nor Termagants can come.
He died by one Hen pecking,

whilst 1 am doomed to bear severer fate,

and feel a thousand pecks upon tny pate,

THE CHRISTENING,

Bonum nomen,
Bonum omen.

A hundred names were soon propos'd,

But every one the Wife oppos'd

;

No tongue could e'er run faster ;

" Well Peter, then," the Husband cried

;

" What ! Peter?" the good Dame replied
;

" No! he denied his Master .'"

" Through all the list," said he, " I've run,

"And know not then, what's to be done.
" To close this sad distress

;

"Suppose my dear, he's Joscfih call'd ?"

" No, never, no !" she loudly bawl'd,
" For he denied his Mistress !

CURE FOR TROUBLE,
By S. Osii.mxE.

Ben Brisk a philosopher was.

In the genuine sense of the word ;

And he held that repining, whatever the cause,

Was unmanly, and weak, and absurd.

Tom Tipple, when trouble intruded.

And his fortune and credit were sunk,
By a too common error deluded,
Crown'd trouble, and made himself drunk.
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ect to be destroyed. He has no piiiuing office, nei

any concern in or knowledge of the printing business

—The Farmer is put out to be printed—and eacl

number therefore, costs a specific sum to the Editor

Every subscriber, whose paper does not come t(

hand in due course of mail, is requested to wait tlit

arrival of another mail, and if not then received, wc
shall expect to be immediately afifirised oi it.

THE CAUSE OF THE PLOUGH,
Or further reflections drawn Jrom reading a.

account of the last Holkham Sheep Shearing.

Oiiminm rcnim erqnibus ahgiiiU exginiitur iiiliit est

agi'icuttura vieliits, uberius, iiomine tiboro digiiiits.

CicKno.

Our travelling citizens will do veiy well toprcicure

in England the various pamphlets, written by Mr
Blake, the Steward of Thomas William Coke, Esq
of Norfolk, G. B., which gave a clear and full ac-

count of the methods of farming pursued by Mr,
Coke, and his most successful tenants on his estatt-s

Holkham, and in its neighbourhood. One of these,

on the management of farm-yard manure, togethei

with the pamphlet which gave rise to these refiec

tions, was kindly placed at our service by General
Harper, along with some other agricultural tracts,

collected by him on his late tour in Europe. The
means by which gravelly and other poor lands,

without a sward, and producing no wheat, have
been brought by Mr. Coke to yield 42 bushels of

But Ben had a way of his own.
When grievances made him uneasy ;

He bade the l)lue devils begone .'

Brav'd trouble, and made himself—nosY.

When sorrow embitters our days,

.\nd poisons each source of enjoyment,
The surest specific, he says.

For trouble and grief, is—Empicit^iknt.

^:hi^ iS^AIBSai^IB^

B.\LTIMOKE, KUIDAY, JULY 7, 1820.

RANSONE'S THRESHING M.\CHINE.
On the day the last paper went to press, the Ed:

tor was out cf town and did not discover until it was
too late to rectify the mistake, that the following' en-
graving of the Threshing Machine, was omitted—It

ought to have accompanied the letter signed Augus-
tus M. Hicks, to whose kindness we are indebted
for the drawing.
Of this same machine, S. S. Griffin, Esq. in a let-

ter to the Editor, dated York-Town, Va. January
9th, 1820, speaks in these terms :

"A Threshing Machine upon a plan entirely new
and extremely simple, has lately been constructed by
Mr. William Uansone of Matthews County, Va. for
•which he has just obtained a patent. It is said to be
extremely valuable, not only on account of its almost wheat, and 65 bushels of oats per acre, and to be
incredible execution, both as to de^jiatch and the covered, in parts, with a fine grass turf of the best

complete separation of the grain from the straw, but|condition are well worthy of the attention of the
also on account of the ease with which it may be re- practical American farmer. The Scotch method
paired, and the comparatively small degree of ani-

mal power requisite to put it in operation."
of cultivating turnips, according to the ridge system,

appears to have received the decided approbation of

Mr. Coke, after visiting Scotland and making expe
riments on his own lands. He believes it to be the

best mode ofproducing large and certain crops

Great Britain is taking lessons from us in th(

of Gij/isum, with which, in 1817, the English far-

ers were very little acquainted !

In Liverpool G. B , it will be easy to procure ac-

counts of the proceedings and management of G
Wilbraham, Esq. of Cheshire, (the next county to

Lancashire) who, though now alive and active, is

called the father of the Cheshire husbandry. The
cultivation of mangel wurtzel by Dr. Edward Rigby

may be procured at Norwich.
It appears to be the opinion of Mr. Coke, that the

good effects of salt, as a manure are very doubtful—
lie is satisfied, that it is serviceable to cattle. The
duty in England is stated to be so high, as to consti-

tute an objection to the agricultural use of salt

i distinctlv stated, that at the meeting of the

i;xTiiA(T TO TiiK r.DlTon.

PlUUidtl/ihia, June ?0, 1890.

Twelve hundred bushels Nnrth Carolina wheat

arrived here this week, never before seen in Phila

delphia. It must have been good and clean, for i

brought lS-16ths of a dollar cash.

i)7-EniT0RiAL Engagemkkt Expi.ainkd
'I'he greater number of our subscribers, have closed

with the proposal to have the actual receipt of each
number of their paper guurauteed. It is therefore

proper now to make it known to them, that in writ-

ing for missing numbers, tt

aver distinctly that the number or numbers called

lor, were never received. It cannot be expected of

-No public poor-house. i"he
boarded, or pensioned, at lit-

decrepit and innrin.-

helplrss, as above ar

; expense.
One of the greatest comforts and improvements in

modern husbandry is in the increase of milk, butter,
chtcsc, poultiy, fruit and garden and field vegeta-
bles for men and other animals. The European
books u])on the dairy, gardening, the i)oultry yard,
grasses, farmers vegetables, and irrigation are in-
valuable tons. Upper Italy (Piedmont, Lombardy,
8cc ) are perfect in irrigation.

In the range of subjects, which occurred at Mr.
Coke'syrtf, it does not appear that the heavy flee-

ced, long woolled large Lincolnshire breed of sheep
was noticed though Lincoln joins Norfolk and has
considerable reclaimed and unreclaimed meadows.
It appears to be a reasonable modern opinion, that
the sheei> called the Lincoln breed, are produced in
their size, carcass, quantity and quality of wool by
feeding upon luei and marshy meadow lands and
grasses, like all those of the districts famous for these
»heep ; such as the reclaimed or drained meadows
of Lincolnshire, Romney-Marsh, Teeswater, &c. It

does not appear, that the curious mixed breed, call-

ed the Bakewe.ll or Dishley or Leicester breed, in

which flesh, quantity and improved wool for the
comb are obtained, was noticed at the meeting at
Holkham. These two descriptions of wool with
their heavy carcasses of mutton, would be valuable
in our country. But the late high prices of pork and
beef and Indian corn have rendered them better ob-
jects for the farmer than sheep. To this and to the
substitution and mixtures of cotton and not to the
destruction of sheep, is our slow progress in sheep
farming principally ascribable. The reductions,

which have occurred in the prices of beef and pork
will occasion a less forced production of them, and
mutton will resume its real natural proportionate
value occasioning more sheep to be raised than with-
in the last four or five years. The turnip culture,

which suits our middle, northern and eastern states,

will greatly facilitate this branch of husbandry.
It has appeared well worth the time to submit the

remarks to the public, which arise on a cursory pe-

rusal of Dr. Uigby's account of llr. Coke's annual
sheep-shearing with some collateral observations,

which present themselves at the same time. Ame-
ricans are generally entertained on those occasions,

and our practices in husbandry are noticed, though
our great surplus cf agricultural productions con-

sists of things, which the climate of the United
Kingdoms does not admit : sugar ; cotton ; rice ; and
indigo; or of those things which like tobacco, and
pot ashes and hemp they do not raise, or make for

sale. ]VhatevBr men are doing in agriculture from
It is distinctlv stated, that at themeetingot tne»<"'=-. .. "".ciu. „.c,» u, c t^^/.-s ... -5... ,.^.,., .......

London Horticultural Socieiv, (whose publications our river St. Croix to the coasts of the gulf of Mex-

are well worthy of our purchase) specimens of roots

'

of the mangel wurtzel were produced, yielding sixty

tons weight per acre ; and that a Mr. Jenk'

1816, produced for gnvernment, from nine acres, in

the Prince Regent's Park, a cropof mangel wurtzel,

that cleared a profit, after all expenses of 600/. ster-

ling 2666 and 2 3 dollars. Mr. Feny, the intelligent

Etiitor of the London Morning Chronicle, observ

that the keepers of cows there use the leaves of the

mangel wurtzel, with great benefit in the beginning

i)f November, and the roots during the winter, as

profitable nourishment for their milch cattle.

There appears to be a great deal of question

among the English farmers on the subject of the 7ne-

rino and the English South down (Sussex, &c.)

breeds of sheep. Mr. Coke is a decided anti-merino

man. He objects to " their small and bad carcasses,

backs as narrow as rabbits, and generally, incorri-

gible faults." Mr. Goke considers it very rare that

a good carcass is supported under ten or twelve

pounds of such close and fine wool ; and concludes

with the rtnurk, that he has long been convinced,

will be expected to that " good carcasses and fine fleeces together, early

maturity and a quick return, which they have in

South down sheep, will always beat the merinos
"

.^_, _. in any foreign country, is worthy of our at-

tention . worthy of our consideration : worthy of be-

ing compared with our own course of practice and
experience.

the Editor, that he should resupply his subscribers There are no mannfactures in Mr. Coke's part of

with such papers as they may have lost or permitt- Norfolk, nor any idle hands : no poor, but the agedl

Present Prices of Cuuntrxj Produce in this .Itarket.

Actual sales of U'iikat—White, 95 cts IJed, 85 to

90 cts.—Cons, 45 to 48 cts.—Rie, 52 to 55 cts.

—

Oats,

33 cts.— Hat, per ton §16—Stuaw, do. §8—FLorn
from the wagons, g* 50—Whiskey, from do. 32 to 33

cts.—BiTTEii, pr. lb. 20 cts.-Ecss, pr. doz.18 cts.-LAjiB,

per lb. 5 to 7 cts.

—

Veal, per lb. 7 to 8 cts.

—

Mutton,
to 8 cts.—Live Cattle, ^5 50 to §".—Pobk, per lb.

6 to 8 cts—Hams, 10 to 14 cts.—Peas, 12i cts.—New
Potatoes, per bushel, 50 cts.

—

Beef, 12i cts.

—

Chick-

ens, per doz. S2 50 to §2 75-MaryIand Tobacco, 4 hhds.

Heiring- Bay, at S8 and S12—Two do. at glS. No
sales of Virginia Touacco, since last report—North
Carolina produce, no variation from last prices.

BAI.TIMOHE,

I'l'DLISBKU EVKnr FIllIU

BY JOHN S. SKINNEK, EDlTOl!.
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AGRICULTURE.

COMMUNICATED FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER

J. S. Skinner, Es<^
Onar Sir—I enclose you an extract from tlie proceed

ings of the Agricultural Society of this County, wliicli

led to the President's Address to tlie Society, and a f

py of the address itself.

Very truly yours,

THOMAS EMORY.

Queen Anne's County, 7
7th June, 1820.

proceedings of THE

AgYicwltxHcal Society

OF QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTS.

At a Lite meeting of the AgricuU'jral Society of Qi

Anne's County—It was unanimously resolved, that the

thanks ol the Society be presented to the President,

Richard Ttlghman Earle, Esquire, tor his able and hand-

some address ; and that he be requested to furnish the

Secretary with a copy for publication, in the American
Farmer.
The President having been previously requested to

plcndid, bui imi more honourabli:, nttices ol tlie stale, ready represented it

lieir wisest legislators and best warriors were often

summoned. In these our days, Agriculture is liicewist

n high esteem with the world. In the extensive em-
pire of China, it is perhaps more fiivoured by policy than

any other region of the globe ; and for its greater en-

ui'Bgement, and to show his sense of its inestimable

benefits, we are told, that on an appointed day annually,

lie Emperor undertakes the laborious occupation of di-

ecting the plough in person. At this moment, too, in

nany parts of the United States, to say nothing of the

distinguished personages in Europe employed in its pur-

suits, the rural art engages the best talents of the coun-

tr)'. Some of our most enlightened citizens, connect-

ing it with natural history and other branches of science,

making it tlie object of deep study and profound re-

rch—and others equally enlightened, are practically

busied in experiments thai directly tend to its highest

improvement ; while in every part of the Union all ap-

pear to agree, that it is among the most useful arts that

ever attracted the notice, or occupied the time of man.
And the wortli of Agriculture is not to be alone test-

ed, by the esteem and veneration of mankind. Eminent
men iiave maintained it to be the sole cause of the wealth
nd power of Nations ; and every where witnesses are

at hand to testify, that it is a delightful occupation, and
affords an illimitable source of individual contentment
and happiness.

Whether Agriculture is the sole source of national

greatness, or yields tkut honour to manufactures or com
;e, it is not my present purpose to determine. Let
fTice for me to siate, that in this respect there is a

address the Society on the importance and utility of triotic men can exert to promote it. Without
thfiir institution, then about to go into operation, ex.

pressed himself as follows:

—

Centlemen of the AgnmU^ral Society

of Queen .lime's Coimti:

From early youth devoted to professional pursuits,

my mind has never been emlpoyed on Agricultural sub-

jects. For some time past, it is true, I have ranked
among farmers,

rivalry among the s

ever it belongs, Agricultu
the prosperity of nations.

: for pre-eminence, and to which
ranks high in the causes o
' '

1 worth all the efforts pa

to touch the point, an opmion which I have just dec
express, I hope I may, however, be allowed to di-

gress a moment with the assertion—that the wealth
flowing from manufactures and commerce is precarious

and fleeting, liable at all times to be transferred with its

to any other part of the world, while the
wealth arising from the solid improvements of Agricul-

ture, is permanent and durable, and being in its nature
have bestowed on the culture of stationary, is always in readiness to subserve a nation i

the soil no more than a superintending care ; and th

has been subject to long intervals of interruption, in the

most busy seasons of the year. Candour then must el:

cit from me the unwilling acknowledgment, that I am
illy fitted for the chair 1 occupy, and that I am still less

qualified to pertorm the task your partiality has assign

cd to me—the task of delivering an Address to an as-

sembly of enlightened agriculturists. Counting largel;

on your friendly dispositions towards me, I shall, how
ever, venture on a few general observations for your ex
elusive consideration. They will have in them nothing
interesting, yet they may serve as an introduction to the
more useful andjiclive duties ol the society.

The promotion of agriculture among us is the avowed
object of our association, and whether is is really valua-
ble and worth promoting, is a question that seems first

to challenge attention. When this is disposed of, a

brief inquiry will be made into the importance and util-

ity of our institution.

Agriculture is the art of cultivating the e.irth, so as

to make it produce in greater abundance aud perfection,

and f'roiTi the earliest ages to the present hour, has been
held in the highest estimation among
The expulsion of our first parents from the Garden of

F.den, was followed up with the divine injunction, " tc

till the ground ;" and so honourable was tillage consi
dered in ancient times, that it was the principal employ
ment of some of the most celebrated characters of anti-

quity. Frojn the active labours of the field to the more

every emergency.
Contentment and happiness are perhaps inseparabl

attendants on a course of virtuous industry, be the pur-
suit what it may. But there is a circumstance peculiai

to the occupations of a farmer, eminently calculated tr

enhance his happiness that must not be passed unnoti
ced. His principal labours are in the field with his cat

tie, but it is not from them alone he receives assistance

Nature labours powerfully with him, and from seed tim«

to harvest, is unceasingly aiding in the process that i;

to fill his garners, and reward his toils with plenty

What a store of pleasant reflections does this mysteri
;s and inscrutable co-operation unlock to his mind
d how admirably suited is it to keep him continually

reminded of his dependence on supreme goodness, and
to swell his bosom with gratitude, for Heaven's favours,

onferred as it were, immediately on him ! Thai the bus
bandman's life is for the most-part a life of contentment
and happiness, is moreover, in the. mouth of all, and

ds but little illustration. I shall then assume it, gen
tlemen, as a concession, and beg to urge it upon you as

hother argument of the high value of the noble Art,

id of the deep interest we all have in the promiolior

of it.

The greater part of the people of these states are em
ployed in cultivating the earth; and, considering the ex
tent of country they possess, Agriculture may justly he

called the trade of the Americans. If it is emphatical-

ly our trade, and it is to us as invaluable as 1 have al

ht, I utrlj ilie most erra:u seep-,

tic that ever lived, to doubt our obligations to improve
it by all the means in our power. When the end in

view is so momentous, every method that conducts to it,

we ought to pursue with ardour; but m the selection of
means, it becomes us to make choice of those the most
efficacious in attaining the object contemplated. That
such is the character of the means of improvement em-
braced by agricultural societies is sincerely believed;

They are more effectual than all others to the advance-
ment of Agriculture. This point appears in a measure
to be established, in the encouragement every where
given to those societies. In the Old World those asso-

ciations abound, and to their influence is generally as-

cribed the acknowledged prosperity ot European Agricul-

In the United States, they are continually rising

every direction. To the north and to the south
of us they are to be found in almost every county, re-

ceiving the countenance and support of men of wealth
and talents, and in some of the states they are taken un-
der the fostering care of government, Maryland too has
its agricultural societies. Although the coniemp.ated
State Society seems to have failed through the very cul-

pable neglect of its members—several have sprung up
on the Western Shore, that are conducted with a zeal

becoming the exalted purposes of their institution, and
promise fair to be of great utility to the public.

If these multiplied examples are not convincing, our
own reflections may satisfy us of the superior competen-
cy of these associations, to the improvement of Agricul-

ture. The successful cultivation of the invaluable Art,

depend upon a series of useful discoveries, matur-
ed and ripened by experiments into an improved sys-

tem, which operations evidently require the combined
efforts of associated numbers. And it may be asked, if

gricultural societies do not afford the most efficacious

means for conducting these operations to fortunate re-

ults, what methods more effectual can be named, to se-

cure to us the system we are in search of? For it we
vain look to theoretic writers on Agriculture and ru-

ral economy. They have teemed in all ages, and almost

"countries. Volume upon volume has been written,

and Agriculture almost every where languishes. Upon
these writers we cannot depend for a system of husban-

dry, although it is admitted they are not without their

Their number and efforts are at least sufficient to

sty us, that after the fine arts and learned profes.

sions, the farmer's trade requires a greater variety of
knowledge and experience than any other, and demands
unremitting industry to improve it.—Is it then to the

energies of enterprising and opulent citizens, we are to

be indebted for a method of culture adapted to our sit-

uation > Using freely their time and money, it is cer-

tain they can do much, but may they not do more, as-

sisted by the associated labours ofothers, in all respects

their equals, if not their superiors, in agricultural know-

ledge and experience. The adage says, that two heads

are better than one ; and where the subjects are various

and complicated, leaning upon chymistry and other sci-

ences for an illustration of their principles. Reason tells

us, that the same enterprise united with that of other.«,

can effect more than it can of itself, and single handed.

And those associations are not more efficient in di-

gesting and maturing useful inventions, than, they are in

the dissemination of them. It is their peculiar province

to give publicity to the profitable results of experience:

nd when suggested improvements have been examined

nd re-examined, and tested and proved by them, they

,ire published with an authority that naturally inspires

confidence, and readily gains for them an admittance ia-

o common use and practice.

I have thus attempted. Gentlemen, concisely to de-

nonstrate the high estimation and value of Agri-

culture J and -that its improvement is most effectually
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promoted llirou; h llie :iKr-.K\ of associated *arir-irs

and from the Nihole 1 tliink 1 iT.ay infer, that the .\gn

cultural Institution we liave formed, may be rendcree

of great importance and utility to ourselves and the

public. But those liappy consequences cannot

sonably be looked for, without extraordinary attention

on the part of its members. Devoting a portion ot

time and thoughts to the institution, and performing its

duties with a scrupulous exactness, we must exert our

best endeavours, individually and collectively, to ni:ik-

it-useful. Like the sterile soil we plough, it will proy

unprolific, unless assiduous care is bestowed open

and due diligence is used to make it productiv

useful.

And that our most sanguine anticipations may be

realized, in the complete .success of our undertaking,

I implore our Great Benefactor, in the plenitude of his

power and goodness beneficially to grant,

of a copy fo" every county and public library, is real-ltn many, the jjublicatinns of sevtial respectable agri-

bject deserving the early attention of the land cultural societies ot the United States, which are an-

ed interest of the United States.' The latitudes ofnually received by the public with great pleasure,

and

ON THE PJiOFESSIO.^• OF

.2 tiew systematic manual, for the echication ufyomig Far

mers and Planters, andfor the pleasure and aid of If,

mature and experienced.

In the former numbers, under this signature, the

importance ot a manual, or ha7id-book of agricul

hire, was respectfully held up to the consideration

of cur landed citizens. A work of this character i;

seen in the book of the right honourable Sir John

Sinclair, a Baronet of north Britain, the founder, under

the British legislature, of their national board of agri

culture. The work is comprised in a single octave

volume of eight pages of introduction, four hundred

and ninety pages of the body of the composition •

Great Britain arefiom 51° north in Cornwall, to .58'

SC in Caithness, corresjionding with 41° to 48" SC,

in North America. We have very little of our tevri

tory above the latitude of 45° though an acute angle

of it runs up to 46° 12', It is certain therefore the in-

structions of Sir John Sinclair to the northern British

farmers, residing in their rigorous climate, must be

amply sufficient for the farmers of the United States,

our most northern and eastern states and counties.

In regard to the planters in the most southern

states this code may not appear at first, so impor-

tant ; but there are many and various thingsdisplayed

by tliis very industrious, persevering, scrutinizing,

and judicious writer, which apply to all countries and

climates. Knowledge is a faculty and power, as well

as reason. What is it that gives to one person, of

equal bodily and mental strength, a superiority over

another ? It is knowledge. The knowledge of pro

ducing a more plentiful crop of sugar, or grass, oi

rice, or oats, of cotton or wheat, of the appropriate

mechanism and devices to effect operations or

labour, of skill in the cleaning, employment, and

transportation of the productions of the land, of

judgment in converting grass and grain into labouring

and alimentary animals, ai knowledge of the cheap-

est methods of feeding the people and cattle employ

ed on our farms and .states, of irrigation, of clearing

lands, of climates, soils, and subsoils, of exposures tor

vegetation and for health. The savage know
any of these, and is a naught in agriculture.

To preserve the strength of the soil, to tree it from

injurious moisture, to cultivate, with the utmost ad-

vantage and profit, to raise its productions at the

least expense, to procure the best instruments, to se-

lect the most promising kinds of productions, and tf

benefit and gratitude, do not extend to all, and are
cnstly in their whole amount. But the work of Sir

John SiiiClair, now under disquisition in this paper, is

si)ectfu!ly conceived to have been effectuated untler

any extraordinary and favourable circumstances,
calculated to render it safely fundamental, \ery Com-
)rehtnsive respectably literary, nicely methodical,
easily uuderstO(.d by men of good conimon sense and
plain educations, calculated to promote Regularity of

practice, and the best habits of moulding of observa-

tions and reflections, on the subject of agriculture,

into regular and beneficial order; and. in short, to in-

struct and educate the young and ur.inforvied, and
o improve and facilitate even the intelligent, expe-
ienred, and judicious planter and farmer. Itisbe-

ieved, that no single book of the same size and mo-
derate cost, now existing in our language, or perhaps,
in any other, is so well adapted for a place in the first

little collection of every farmer's and planter's son,

and of every planter and farmer himself, as a manual
or hand book of the first utility in the formation of

intelliKent, successful and respectable men in the

landed profession.

CINCINNATUS.

aiid ninety-four"pages of appendix, explanations oflperform all the operations of culture, jiieservation

plates and index.— It is entitled "the Code of Jgn-..a,nA sale, require, in all countries, the best use of

i.. ;/.,-« » :„».u,riin!» lint onlv arable lands, but ear- many of the same faculties and acquirements of the

mind.
The advantages, which may be caused to result

from the best written agricultural instructions, in re-

gard to the proper farmer, and every planter's farm

also, are thus briefly stated by Sinclair " The means
'• have been explained, by which, in fertile districts,

" and in propitious seasons, the farmer may, on an

average, confidently expect to reap from 32 to 40

bushels of wheat, from 42 to 50 bushels of barley,

from 52 to 64 bushels of oats, and from 28 to o2

bushels of beans per acre. As to green crops (as

as they are called in Great Britain) 30 tons ot tur-

nips, 3 tons of clover, and from 8 to 10 tons of po-

tatoes may be confidently relied on In favourable

seasons the crops are still more abundant. Such

crops, he observes, spread over the kingdom,

would produce more solid profits, than foreign com-

merce ever could afford."

culture," including not only arable lands, but gar-

dens, orchards, woods, and new plantations of forest

trees for building, cover, and fuel. Besides a good

table of contents, the index in eighteen pages, is al-

phabetical, copious, minute, simple, and plain. Sir

John Sinclair's code of agriculture i.s rendered, by

this index, a book of easy reference ; so that .iny

subject may be selected em which the farmer has

occasion for information or rules Those subjects

may be avoided or postponed for which the farmer

has no desire, or no want, at the time. Brief and

methodised as is this work, it is founded— 1st. On
the statistical accounts of the 893 parishes of all

Scotland.—2ndly. On the county reports of Great

Britain, from Cornwall to Caithness, containing 85

districts—3rdly. On the general report t>f Scotland

in five volumes.—and 4thly, On a number of writers

and books of respectable authority, of various na

tions, as well ancient as modern, which with the

above-mentioned reports and accounts, < ccupy nearly

six pages, in small type, merely to exhibit their

names. As this work was began, in the first Scot-

tish statistical accounts, in May, 1790, and was

finished in the latter part of 1817, it was elaborated,

in all its parts, in twenty-six years, and was effectu

ated through the assistance and agency of abnvi

1000 persons.—It has thus been brought into its fiiia

compact shape, a handsome single octavo volume ot

about 500 pages. The first president of the board of

agriculture was Sir John Sinclair, and the first secre-

tary was the late venerable and judicious Arthur

Young, Esq.—The native county of the president

Sincl.iir, is supposed to be Sutherland or Caithness,

where that north British clan prevails, and the coun

ly of Mr. Young was Suffolk, in the south of Eng
land. The second president of the board was, as is

supposed, the right honourable Lord Somcrville.—

The secretary, is presumed to have continued in his

station, tni his death or resignation. These two

officers had salaries of 1000/. and SOOl. sterling per

Jinnum, which with the contingent expenses of cle-rk

ship, printing, engraving, office rent, stationary, &c.

were paid enit of the national treasury

The republication of this work, or the importation

RURAL ECONOMY.
We are not advised to what extent the late frosts

of the past spring have injured or destroyed the ap-
ples ; last year, from some cause, there was little or

no good cider made. The Editor of the Farmer ad-

vertised his willingness to give the current price of a
barrel of whiskey for a barrel of good cider, but

had not the good fortune to get sujjplied.

It is to be expected that in the general spirit for

mprovement in rural economy, the manufacture of

cider will receive its proper share of attention,

The fir.st volume of the American Farmer contains

much valuable information on this subject. To what
s there said we shall neiw add what is to be found in

I book of 250 pages, entitled, Coxe on fruit trees.

Fhe author, William Coxe, Esq. of Sunbury (his

seat) near the city of Burlington in New Jersey, has

been elected an honorary member eif the London Hor-
ticultural Society, with marks of distinguished esti-

mation in some of their most valuable branches.

The following is fr< m his pen, the fruits of his ex-
perience and science. £dit. jlm. Far.

ON THE

PROPERTIES AND MANAGEMENT OF CIDER.

This is unquestionably,- the most difficult

branch of the business of an Orchatdist ; and
,

hat on which the Success of his plans must

societies for the improvement of its future practice,

with societies to promote the emfiloijment of our crops,

have already pr.^duced very great advantages. The
numerous volumes ot the memoirs of the various so-

cieties for promoting agriculture, which have been

published in a series of late years, have diffused a

knowledge of many evils to be cured, of many good

practices to be pursued, of many excellent principles

and rules in agriculture, and have contributed very

materially to the improvement of the profession Ota

farmer, and to the union of the relative knowledge or .ire full of such valuablj

science with the practice of the various arts of landed

cultivation.t These observations, though they extend

The Editor of the American Farmer, has it under

consideration to republish this work, with Mieiican

•lotes, suited to our country. .„.,,,,•
t It appears from the papers of the Philadelphia

Agricultural Society, for example, in volumes 3 and 4,

that vast benefits mav be derived from the leaves and

roots of the Mangel' VVurtzel or scarcity root, or ini

proved beet. The quantity produced has amounted to

'
to 90 tons per acre. The family table, the milch

cows, the beef cattle, and the pigs aro all most agree.

The"stablishme„t of bokrds of agriculture and of chiefly depend. It involves some principles of'

- " chemical science, not easily comprehended or

explained by men of common education, yet ne-

cessary to be known to every cultivator of or-

chards, who aims at any degree of perfection,

in the selection of his fruits, or the management

of his liquor. In the explanation which I shall

..bly supplied with this wonderful root, and the milch

.ind beef cattle with its abundant leaves.—These works
formation, but they are a col-

lection of single operations, not intended to be given to

the public with anv svstem, or with a view to any set of

general results. But Sir .lohn Sinclair's work is the re-

sult of nine hundred or one thousand reports ofparishes,

counties, and kingdoms, of the literary labours of one.

thousand well educateel and experienced persons, of

twenty -six years of personal exertion of a man of ge-

nius in the arts of agriculture, of ancient and modem
scientific education, and of improved modern landed

practice, aided by public funds, and quickened by pe-

cuniary and honourable rewards. The world affords no

other example of such a concurrence of materials an^

of circumstances in the formation of a hand book.
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attempt ol' these rules of the ait of cider makintf,

with their principles and details, I shall avail

myself of the opinions, and sometimes of the

language of men of high reputation and great

skill, in preference to any exposition of what

might be offered as the result of my own [>iac-

tice and experience. Those respectable writers

have been my instructors, in what may be pro

pcrly denominited the mysteries oi the art ; 1

their rules and practice, as tested and confirmed

by my own experience.

The properties of a cider and table apple arc

very"differint, although sometimes combined in

operation of the nuts, the various fluids which
occupy the vessels of the fruir, are mingled
with the juices of the rind and seeds, and with

the macerated substance of the cells themselves.

If the juice of an apple be extracted without

bruising the fruit, it will be found thin and de
fective in richness, compared to the juice of the

same apple, extracted after it has been some
exposed in a bruised state, to the influence

can therefore confidently recommend to others of the air and light; it then becomes deeply

the same apple ; toughness, dryness, a fibrous came bruised ; though it may be difficult to ex

flesh, and astringency, are all good properties i '

a cider apple—yellow flesh indicates richness

and strength—the heavier the must, the stronger sugar are known to be vital air.

the cider—in the Vandervere apple, the must is

eleven penny weight in the pint heavier than

water— in the Coopers russeting, the heaviest

must we know of, it is twenty-four penny weight

in the pint heavier. All cider apples should

ripen as late as the first of November, and not

later, to prevent the expense of housing—if

be necessary to house them, it will be of great

importance that they possess the pro

keeping without rotting. The merit of cider

depends much on the proper separation of the

fruits—those whose rinds and pulp are tinged

with green, are inferior to those tinged with yel

low, and should not be mixed together.

Apples which fall fully ripe, make better ci

dev than those which are shaken, they should

all be kept till perfectly mellow ; the strength

and flavour of cider are increased, by keep
the fruit under cover before it is ground ; but

unless exposed to a current of air, and spread

thin, it will contract an unpleasant smell which
will affect tne taste of the cider—much water
is absorbed in wet weather—as the fruit becomes
mellow, the juice will be higher flavoured, bul

will lessen in ciuaniity. The flavour is sup-
posed to iricrease, as long as the fruit continues

to acquire a deeper shade of yellow, without
decaying— all decayed fruit should be carefully

picked out before grinding: apples not ripe ai

the same time, should never be mixed : but

three kinds, one of which possesses flavour, ano-

ther richness, and a third astringency, may pos-

sibly be found to improve each oiher : the finest

liquor I ever Iwve seen,, was made from the

crab, with a small portion of the Harrison ap-

ple of Newark, and the VVinesap of West Jer-

sey. The practice of mixing different varieties

may often be found eligible, for it will be mar
easy to find the requisite quantity of richness

and flavour in two kinds of fruit, than in one
;

it is a fact generally understood, that ciders

from mixed frqits, are found to succeed with

greater, certainly, than those made froni one
kind—although this practice would deprive tlie

dealer of cej-tainty iii the quality of his liquor,

and- ought not thereiore to be recommended for

general adoption, vet ii is wortliy the attention of

an admirer of fine liquor, when providing for his

own consumption,
• '. The fruit, in grinding, should be reduced as

nearly as possible to a uniform mass—the ad-

vantage which cider receives from ttie perfect

grinding of the rind and seed are well known,
but not so well understood. By the mechanical

tinged, less fluid, and very rich, in the form
state, it apparently contained but little sugar
in the latter, a great quantity; much of which
las probably been generated since the fruit be

plain satisfactorily, the means by which this warm weather, and in cider made from weak or
ffect was produced. The component parts of immature fruit, it commences in a few hours

—

flammable air,

and charcoal ; the two latter substances are evi-

dently component parts of the apple ; and it is

probable, that during the process of grinding,

they may absorb and combine with a portion of

the vital air of the atmosphere. In the operation

of grinding slowly, the liquor acquires good
qualities that it did not oefore possess.

In making cider from almost every fine ap
ty of pie, the liquor becomes more saccharine and

improved, by the pomace remaining twenty-foui

hours in the vat, previous to being pressed ; tc

this the must of the Hewes's crab is an cxcep
lion , it always losing part of its delicacy and

disposition to become fine, if not immediately
se|)arated from the pulp.

It is a generally received opinion, that the

middle running of a pressing makes the finest

liquor ; the first third will be found to contain

most saccharine particles, and less purity, re-

quiring more fermentation; in the last running
tliere will be greater purity, but the saccharine

part will be considerably diminished, the middl
running will be found to combine strength and
jiuriiy in the highest degree
The fermentation of liquors has been divided

into three stages ; the vinous, the acetous, and
the putrefactive : the first takes place only in

bodies containing a considerable portion ol su

gar, and is always attended with the decompo
siiion of that substance: the liquor gradually
loses its sweetness, and acquires an intoxicating

quality ; and by distiUatibu yields a greate

less quantity of ardent spirit, according to the

quantity of sugar, and the skill of the distiller.

—

When this fermentation proceeds too rapidly.

It is sometimes confounded with the acetous

;

l)ut the product of that is entirely different

—

henever the fermentation, though purely vinous,

becomes violent, it tends to injure the strength

of the cider, by carrying of a part of the ardei

picii with the disengaged air—the acetous fer-

mentation follows the vinous; sometimes wh-

the liquor is in small quantity, and exposes a

large surface to the air, it will precede it — in

this, the vital air is absorbed from the atmos-

phere, and the vegetable acid, ardent spirit, and

sugar, if any remain, are alike converted into

vinegar.

In the putrefactive process, which succeed:

! acetous, the vineijar loses its acidity, be

comes foul and viscid, and emi-ts air of an offen

smell ; an earthy sediment subsides, and the

remaining liquid is little but .water.

As sugar is the only component part of the

apple which produces ardent spirit, it might
thence be inferred, that the strongest cider
woult: be afforded by the sweetest fruits : the
juice of these sometimes, when the flesh is not
highly tinged with yellow, is deficient, in what
is termed " body" in liquors ; and is frequently
apt to pass from the saccharine to the acetous
state. In the opinion of some skilful managers,
much of the strength of cider is derived from
the skin and seeds, hence arises their attention
to grind them thoroughly. The strongest ciders
are made from fruits which possess some degree
of astringency.

The time which will elapse before the vinous
fermentation commences, is very uncertain-

but if the fruit is ripe, and the weather cold, it

will he delayed for a week, and sometimes for

a month : the fermentation of the exquisite crab
cider, blended with the Harrison and Winesap,
of which I have in another place made mention,
was never farther apparent, than in the swelling
of the liquor out of the bung hole, without any
sensible effervescence—and even that did not
take place till near the Spring, although the
cider was in a light cellar, secured by glazed
windows. In general, the fermentation is de-
layed in proportion to the clearness and strength
of the cider.

In the commencement of fermentation, the
dimensions of the liquor are enlarged, intestine

motion is observable in the cask, and bubbles of
fixed air vise and break on the surface : if the
casks are placed in the open air, or in cool well
ventilated cellars, the fermentation will proceed
moderately, and will gradually subside, as the
proper degree of it has been attained, accord-
ing to the purity and strength of the liquor.

—

Two modes of conducting the fermentation are
practised ; the first is with large vessels open at

the top, to permit the feculent particles of tlie

pomace to be visible as they rise to the surface,

and form a skum—when the liquor has suSi-

ciently fermented, this skum begins to crack ;

he fissures are at first small, but soon enlarge,

and open to view the fermenting liquor oozing
through them—the critical moment is to be
seized as this scum begins to crack, and before

begins to subside, which will, if permitted,
destroy the purity of the liquor. At the time
when the openings are first perceived, the cider

may be drawn off in a pure state, free from any
with the skum above, or the heavier

particles which sink to the bottom : it will be
obvious, that this process can be conducted only

on a small scale ; is attended with expense, and
requires a close and minute attention, which few
can conveniently devote to it—it is therefore not

much used, but in the manufacture of the finer

liquors, by very nice managers, on a very limited

scale. The other mode is that which is univer-

Uy practised.

The cider is placed in casks with the bungs
out—eitner in cellars or in the open air. As

fermentation pioceeds, the pomace issues

from the bung hole—once or twice a day, the

casks are filled from an ullage of the same li-

quor, which should be kept bunged to prevent

an excess of fermentation : in one, two, or three

Weeks ; according to the purity and strength of

the cider, and the coolness of the season and
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situation, the process of fermentation will be

completed, sufficiently to permit the casks to

be closed ; which must be done gradually, by

first putting in the bung loosely ; then, as the

fermentation subsides, driving it in tight, leav'

ing loose the vent spile, which, in a day or two

may also be driven in tight ; the liquor

then settle for a fortnight, previous to its being

racked off in clear weather. In the second mode
of maniiging the process of fermentation, less

judgment is requisite to conduct it safely—the

time of closing the bung and checking theft

mentation, can be pretty well ascertained by

the state of the froth, or cream, discharged from

the bung-hole; when that is perfectly pure.

there can be little danger in stopping the cask

—the less fermentation takes place, the sweet-

er will be theli(iuor; a little experience will

soon give the requisite skill to any attentive ma
nager in this operation.

If a cask be placed in a situation where there

is little change of temperature, the fermentation

will generally proceed, until the whole of the

saccharine part is decomposed, and the liquor

becomes rough and unpalatable—but as ciders

which contain a large portion of sweetness ar

most valuable, much attention is employed to

prevent an excess of fermentation ; this is usu-

ally done by placing the casks in the open air.

which is the most effectual method ; or in sheds

through which there is a free current of air

;

and by drawing off the liquor from one cask to

another.

By these means the liquor is kept cool, and

its decomposition, in consequence, retarded

but the effect of racking off, unless the liqu

be bright, does not seem so well ascertained..

It is generally done with a view to cool it ; but

heat is rarely or never disengaged in the fer-

mentation of cider—and the air through which
it passes when the operation is performed, is

usually warmer th.^n the body it is supposed to

cool : some degree of cold will, no doubt, be
produced by evaporation, but, never sufficient

to produce the total cessation of fermentation,

which takes place after the liquor has beer
drawn off from one cask to another. It no
doubt gives out something, and may receive
something from the atmospheric air, with which
it can never have been properly in contact, hav-

ing always been covered with a stratum of fixed

air—this may at any time be proved, by holdin

a lighted candle close to its surface, where it

will be immediately extinguished.

The process of fermentation, if the weather
be cool and settled, will generally be completed
in a few days ; and the liquor will then separate
from its impurities. Whatever is specially

lighter, will rise to its surface ; whilst the
heavier lees will sink to the bottom, leaving the
intermediate liquor clear and bright : this must
instantly be drawn off, and not be suffered on
any account to mingle with its lees; for these
possess much the same properties as yeast, and
would inevitably bring on a second fermentation
the best criterion by which to judge of the
proper time to rack off, will be the bright
ness of the liquor—this is always attended with
external marks, by which the cider maker can
judge—i-the discharge of fixed air, which always
attends the progress of fermentation, has en

tirely ceased ; and a tliick crust, formed of fra>;-

rnentsof the reduced pulp, raised by the buoyant
air it contains, has collected on the surface.

—

I'he clear liquor being drawn off into another
cask, the lees maybe put into small l)ags (such
as are used for jellies) to filtrate, and will be
come bright—it may then be returned to the

cask, in which it will have the effect of pre
enting a second fermentation—it seems to un

of the liquor, never can have any considerable
portion of feculence to be discharged by fermeii-

taiion, or separated by fining.

Cider made from good fruit, and properly
manufactured may, if put up in casksafler care-
ful racking, be kept over the summer in deep
dark cellars or vaults. In the practice of I'^ng-

land, it is almost universally kept over the first

season ; in America but seldom : and that onlv
considerable change in the progress of in ciders of great purity and strong body.

filtration ; its colour becomes deep, its taste

harsh and fiat—and it has a strong tendency to

become acetous—should it become acetous, i

must not on any account be put into the cask
If the cider, after being racked off, remain
bright and quiet, notliing more need be done to

it till the succeeding Spring ; but if a scum col

lect on tlie surface, it must be again racked ; a:

this, if suffered to sink, would be injurious: if

disposition to ferment continue, it will

cessary to rack off again, wlienever a hissing

noise is heard. The strength of cider is much
educed by frequent racking ; in part, because

1 larger portion of sugar remains unchanged
which adds to the sweetness at tlie expense of
the other qualities ; and probably because :

portion of ardent spirit escapes, whilst the li

quor presents so large a surface to the air. The
juice of those fruits which produce very strong

aults or lower cellars ; such as are frequently
constructed in large cities, but never, that I have
seen, out of them.
The bottling of cider is usually done in the

months of March and .April, before the blossom
fermentation takes place ; or, in ciders sponta-

neously clear, it may be delayed till after this

period of fermentation, and be performed late

in May ; but never during the season of blos-

soming—for the finest ciders are then somewhat
affected in clearness, and all will have a tenden-
cy more or less, to break the bottles.

Great care should be observed in making the

bottles perfectly clean—free from oil, from tar-

tar precipitateti by wine, or any kind of matter
incrusted on the sides, which frequently resists

washing with water, and will remain until de-

composed by the acidity of the cider—the bot-

tles should be carefully cleared of remnants of

cider, often remains muddy through the whole cork, which always injure the taste of the cider,

winter, and attention must be paid to prevent, Cider should remain twenty four hours in the

an excess of fermentation—the casks into whiclvhottle before it is corked ; it requires some time

liquor is put, whenever racked off, should be.to take the bottle when thus treated, but finally

made perfectly clean by scalding, with aboutl's a better liquor, and less dangerous to the bot-

one pailfull of boiling water, and about one pintitles ; about an inch of vacant space should be

of fresh unslacked lime, in each barrel, or in l*^'! in the neck of the bottle below the cork.

that proportion for a large cask, taking care tc

keep the bung in while the lime is slacking,

which will effectually destroy any acidity or
must in the cask: To prevent danger from
bursting, air may be occasionally given by the
ent—the cask must be rinced out carefully, af-

ter the lime and hot water have been in one
hour. The excess or the renewal of fermenta-
tion, is very much prevented by the operation
of stumming with brimstone, into which, whil

in a melted state, strips of rag about six inches
long are dipped, then fixed to a hook on along
bung, and burnt in the cask with a few gallons of

cider tightly bunged up ; the cask is then
shaken well, to incorporate the fumes with the
liquor, before it be opened to receive the cider

which is racking off.

About the end of February, or beginning o'

March, in fair weather, the cider should be
again racked off. If not spontaneously fine—it

must be cleared by the aid of Isinglass, about
one ounce to half an ounce per barrel, according
to the clearness and strength of the cider : all

artificial finingsomewhat diminishes the strength
and richness of cider, as I have fully proved by
various experiments—still the cider must be
perfectly fine previous to bottling, otherwise it

will break the bottles, and without great care in

decanting will be unfit to drink ; indeed I do
not recollect to have ever seen any very deli-

cate bottled cider, that had not been perfectly

fine previous to bottling, either spontaneously
.' artificiajly, except in the case of Crab cider,

hich from the singular organization of the ap-
ple, and from the natural tenuity and clearness

when placed on its bottom, which should be al-

ways done during the first season—the bottles

may then be placed on tlicir sides with safety.

Wiring with brass or copper wire, is a correct

practice, when cider is to be kept a length of
time ; in liquors intended to be preserved for

some years, and in those of great vinous flavour,

and delicacy of taste; with this mauagement,
I have cider of 1310, the mixture of Crab and
Harrison and Winesap, before spoken of, which
annually improves like the finest wines.

Bottled cider should be kept in the coolest

cellar in the house : if the light can be exclud-
ed by shutters, it will be a great additional pro-

tection against the heat of our summers—the
bottles should never touch, for the concussion
which usually attends severe strokes of thunder
in our climate, frequently will crack them when
in contact with each other. The best situation

for them, is on a brick or earthen cellar floor,

with clean dry sand up to their necks; to ex-
clude the air and prevent their jarring. No
pains should be spared to procure good corks,

but they should not be immersed in iiot water,
as is frequently done—this produces a tempora-
ry pliability and softness in the cork, which
lessens the labour of corking ; but it invariably

followed by a contraction and shrinking of
the cork, which proves injurious eventually to

the cider. With every possible attention to the
nanagement of cider, it will retiuire the strong-
est bottles to withstand its disposition to fly in

• warm climate—with strong bottles, and
eful attention to the foregoing rules, the

breakage will seldom exceed three per cent the
first summer ; after which there is but little risk;
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When cider lias become haish Jy excess oi

fermentauon, the addiiion of a small quantity

of bruised wheat, toasted bread, or other lai'ina-

cious substances, will muc;h diininibh its dispo-

sition to grow sour.

It has been discovered by medical gentlemen

of eminence in England, and is sUUed by Mr.

Knight with many other interesting facts and

opinions, for wiiich I acknowledge niyselt in

debted to iuni, that strong astringent ciders hav;

been found to produce nearly the same eflect in

cases of putrid fever, as Port wine ; the tannins^

principle which abounds in both liquors, and i=

said not to be found in the Peruvian bark, is

probably the agent ; and this in cider, might by

a proper choice of fruits, be increased to almost

any extent. A friend of mine, a son of an emi

nent physician in this State informed me, that

his father was accustomed to the use of fine bol

tied cider in this way among his patients ; ant

I perfectly recollect, to have produced an entire

cure of the fever and ague, in a delicate young

lady of thirteen or fourteen years old, who felt

confidence in the remedy from the recommenda
tion of a respectable friend, and applied to me
for a bottle of crab cider, which she drank on

the approach of the paroxysm about five o'clock

in the afternoon, and immediately fell mto e

sleep, from which she awoke next morning per-

fectly cured.

TO THE EDITOR OF THF AMERICAN FAIIMER.

Mr. Skinnek,—From your prospectus to

the American farmer, I was lead to believe that

your columns would be reserved, almost exclu-

sively, for useful essays, and notices of disco-

veries and improvements in agriculture.—Un
der this impression, I became a subscriber to

your paper, and anticip.tted much benefit from

the establishment ot this medium, for the ex

change of ideas, and the suggestion of improve
ments on a subject so generally, and highly

interesting to the people of the United States.

You will judge then how much I was disap-

pointed anil mortified,* when this work was

* Now we take leave to declare our astonishment,

at the surprise expressed by our correspondent—How,
with the head line of this paper in his eye, he could

experience disappointment, at seeing in it,

" AN ArURKSS TO THF, PUBI.ir,

FROji THE DBLEGJITIOJV OF THE

\5v\ited Ag\*icxi\tuxa\ ^ociet'iGS
OF VIRGINIA,"

is to us utterly inconceivable—does our subscriber

suppose, that this pajjer was established mei-eli/ to re-

cord the details of actual experiments in making corn
and potatoes .' If so he has indeed misapprehended
us, or, we have misrepresented our own views.—It

is, truly, our design to appropriate the greater part

of it, to practical essays and facts, and we desire that

-this should be the most prominent feature in its cliar.

acter ; but it is our aim also to let this paper discuss,

and vindicate the poUticut rights of agriculture in .the

abstract. Nay, we go further—we sincerely lament that

.farmers are so little given to tlie study of their politi-

. cal rights, as a class of political society—the main pil-

lars of our government.
Manufacturers and merchants, congregated in

cities, constantly interchanging opinions and views
;

within reach of public and private libraries, and all

the best sources of intellectual improvement, become
sharply Whetted and better informed and earlier ap-

prised of every thing which concerns their particular

progressing, with a Utr prospect ol mucli pub-

lic lienefit, to find your paper of the 19th of

May, which came to my hands two days since,

almost wholly occupied by a delegation Irom

he Union Agricultural Society of Virginia, in

n unmerited, and I think, an ill-judged attack

on the manufactures of the country, a kindred

branch of national industry, intimately, and

cesaarity, connected with the public good.

nterests—does any proposed public measure threatei

o invade their rights, "the esprit du corps calls them
into simultaneous motion ; they meet, confederate and

levise plans to protect their /u'tjc—and, not always sa-

istied with mere defence ; but true tothe]!»-jHc(/)tes of our

luture. they cast about for the means of securing

xclitsive privileges—They live in towns, they co/t-

\titute the population, on tile advertising support of

vhich all the newspapers depend for their very exis

ence. In these then they naturally Pjid ready advo

;ntes of their particular policy. These papers circu

late through, without depending upon, the country

—

ice the Farmer is not only uninformed, but often

informed and deluded, as to his true interest!!—

In a conflict between the interests of the country and

the city, town papers must subserve the latter

—

hey would be guilty of suicidal folly if they did not

—

Hence, as we thought, the necessity of oftering to tli

public an AMERICAN FARMER'S PAPER, in th

true sense of the word—a sort of common register,

where eacli should be invited to record for the b

fit of the agricultural community, whatever might
have a tendency to enlighten and improve them
the practice of their calling ; that this Register should

be at the same time a zealous advocate to explain

and defend the political rights of Husband
such.—If our correspondent, whum we do not know,
but whose intelligence and feelings we highly respect,

lias not understood us as having reserved to ourselves

this width of range for the Farmer, we beg him
and the public to accept this explanation as a sup

plenientary prospectus of our views—with mere parti

politicks it is known that is does not intermeddle-
To revert to tlie particular source of the Maryland
Farmer's " suiprise and disappointment," what is

nature .' why the pubhcation of an address—headed
thus :

" Priuce-George, {I'irg.) Jlpril m, 1820."

Sir,—" In obedience to a resolution ofthe delegation

of the United Agricultural Societies of Virginia ; 1

lotify you of their request, that the contents of the

Pamphlet which you v/ill receive by this mail, may
be published in your valuable paper. As you have al-

eady printed the memorial, our request is no-M limit-

ed to the " Address to the Public."

Respectfully yours, Sfc.

EDMUND RUFFIN.
Secretary to the Delegation,

J. S. SiciNSEii, Esq."

Now we repeat, that if any thing may be considered

as coming emphatically within the sphere of this pa-

per—this address is most eminently entitled to in-

sertion ; and to tell the whole trudi of the matter,

e had filed the address to be published as soon as

e could get room, and would have given it, even
witliout having been requested—and did we not pub
sh the address of Mr. Law, whose views are so op

posite ? Nay, have we not published many essays ii

favour of the encouragement of manufactures as wc

now do, cheerfully that of a Maryland Farmer i

And why have we thus freely admitted them .' Not
from any desire to foster them at the expense :

culture ! On the contrary, we freely avow, that our

partialities all lean towards the plough, over the

oom—Men may live and nations may prosper under

Every farmer recollects with regret, the im-
pediments which retarded our progress, which
enfeebled our efforts, and held in check the
proud spirit of the American soldiery, during

the late war with Great Britain; the suflFering

that was endured, and the lives that were lost,

for the want of timely attention and support to

the manufactures of the country. We could
not clotiie our soldiers, and consequently, could
not enlist men, with that facility and promp-
titude, which were necessary to impart life,

energy and success to our military operations ;

the war was thereby prolonged, and the ex-

pense greatly increased ; our brave soldiers

were frequently obliged to contend with supe-
rior numbers, by which, thousands of lives were
sacrificed, through the mistaken policy of ne-

glecting our domestic manufactures.—I have
seen the recruits, for months together, encamfied

ij fitantation, with no other clothing than

the tatters in which they were enlisted, covered

with a tow linen frock, such as hostlers wear,

while engaged in the drudgery of their profes-

sion ; and I have been informed by officers,

that there was frequent suffering by those en-

gaged in active service for want of clothing.

But whence came this scarcity of clothing ? it

may be asked. The answer will suggest itself

to every one, on a moment's reflection ; we were
then engaged in war with Great Britain, the

nation whence our clothing and necessaries

were principally derived ; it was then unlawful

to have any commercial intercourse with that

country, consequently, our supply of foreign

clothing was cut off; and we had very little cul-

tivated our own resources to supply the deficit:

and to this may be attributed much of the in-

efficiency and languor of our miliiary opera-

tions during the late war ; and although it was

brought to a glorious issue, by the superior

bravery of our fleets and armies, yet it cannot

be dotjbted, if we had taken the field with suf-

ficient numbers, well equipped and clothed, the

object would have been effected in less time,

is necessary to, or compatible with, the welfare of

the agriculturist.—It is not by a lop-sided discussion that

truth is to be elicited, nor is it in the spirit and cha-

racter of coantry-men to object to heanng both sides.

They are, however, we are sorry to admit, too apt to

repose themselves in the shade of indolence, leaving

all great political questions, involving the dearest con-

cerns of themselves and their posterity, to the book
men, the learned men, and the keen hawk-eyed busi-

ness-men, of the a&'es—ingloriously contented to drive

their own oxen, leaving others to manage the Republic

—if in the end they are driven into political insig-

nificance, and made hewers of " wood and drawers of

water" for bodies corporate and privileged classes, it

shall not be for the want of one medium at least

through which their friends may admonish them of

their danger.

We have taken this occasion to explain our views

somewhat more at length than we might have done ;

not apparent from the present course of

things, that such explanation would soon be necessary.

To conclude for the present,, we frankly confess, that

we have not a clear and satisfactory view of the merits

f this great question, about which the wisest politicians

hats—" silks and sattins, sarsnets and velvets, put out

the kitchen fire, as poor Richard sa3s ;" but bread

the staff of life, and the produce of the soil is the

basis of population—of national wealth and strength.

—

We have chosen to publish what has been offered on

selves, ho-ui far the encouragement of manufactures

free government, without fine muslins and beaver differ so widely ; and we think it more becoming at

once to confessour ignorance, than either to propagate

false politicks, or to wrap ourselves in gravid silence,

oft-times the mere affectation of wisdom. There is one

fact of which we entertain no doubt, that of all classes,

the tillers of the soil are the least capable of, if not

both sides that/anners may read and judge for them- the least disposed to, a monopoly of political advafl.

tages
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with less expense and a great savinp; of Anieri

can blood. When we consider how indispensa-

ble the article of clothing is to military opera-

tions, and, that we may be again, and again, en

gaged in war with that nation whence we derive

our principal supplies of this indispensable

means of defence ; I should not expect any

friend to the general interests of the country, to

say exfUicitly, that he would leave our manufac

tures to be run down by foreign rivals, unless

they can protect themselves. They aie clearly

identified with the general interests of the na-

tion, and equally entitled to'prolection from fo-

reign rivals, and foreign enemies, with any other

of the national interests—and no more.

The Virginia delegates appear to be under

an impression, that the nation has been already

in common with the farmer, the mcrciiaiit, th(

mechanic, and the labourer, for regulations tc

restrain the importation of foreign merchandiz

within the limit in value of our exports, so as !

avoid an unfavourable balance of trade, whici

las drawn away the specie, checked the circulu'

on of money and involved tliousands in ruin and

istress. Every department of our industry

would be benefited by a regulaiinn to effect

this object, and every class of our citizens, will

the exception already mentioned, calls lor it.

But the delegates are fearful of taxes, if the

country should manufacture for itself; it will

than not consume so many foreign commodities,

and consequently, the amount of import d

will be diminished. This idea might be allo\yed

to have some effect, if we were now receiving

burdened and oppressed to protect manufactures the liberal prices for our products and labour,

by the duty on imports. This is not so. Manu-

factures have been benefited by the duties inas-

much- as they enhanced the price of foreign fa

bricks in our market^, but the duties were all

laid to raise revenue for the government, and

were all expended by it for public purposes

and principally for the protection of commerce
and agriculture. The manufactures never

ceived one cent from the duties, nor was ever

one cent of the money so raised, in any way ap

plied for their benefit or protection. How thei

has the country been burdened for their protec

tion ? All the benefit they received from the

duties, was indirect and incidental ; flowing in a

great measure, from the necessity the govern

ment conceived itself under to protect the com
merce and agriculture of the country, and from

the particular mode of raising revenue for that

purpose, which it deemed most congenial with

the general interest and the wishes of the Ame
rican people, namely by a duty on imports. The
Virginia delegates must knoWj that Congress

have not imposed more duly on imports than

was necessary to meet the public expense ; and

from the quantity imported, since the late pacifi

cation of Europe, far exceeding our exports

they must know, that the duly iriight have been

encreased, without any injurious diminution of

the supply. They ought also to know that tin

is iin actual deficit in the revenue for the preseni

year, and a greater deficit expected the coming
year ; and that Congress have called for a loan

of three millions of dollars. All this might have

satisfied them that imports have not been unneces

sarily burdened wiili duties for the protection of

manufactures. The entire amount of their pro

duct has been expended for other purposes, and

still more we see by the proposed loan, is requir-

ed to meet the ordinary expenses of the govern

ment.

The delegates appear to be alarmed by fear

of their own creating; they say " after what has

been done for the manufactures, they know not

how many millions would satisfy them." Nothi

has yet been done for them, and they ask no

thing to be done for them, which is not cquall

called for by the merchants and the agricultu

lists ; those in the coiton and tobacco growing

tlistricls excepted. These aic getting good

prices lor their products; their labour is busily

and beneficially employed. Manufactures suffe

no more than every other branch of industry

that we did two years since. The present price

of our products will enable the country to pay

very little to government, whether in the <"orm of

impost or otherwise. Flour, at four dollars and

a half, the present price in the Baltimore mar-

ket, yields very little to the farmer, and if

brought any considerable distance to market

will not pay the expense of transportation ; and

other articles of produce are in proportion.

—

Ought not then the agricultural delegates, in the

lischarge of their pnblic duly to have said, if this

itate of things be continued, the country will not

lie able to pay for any considerable amount o'

-oods, consequently the revenue derived from

hat source will be diminished, and ihe govern

ment will be obliged, however reluctantly, to re

t to internal taxation. This would huve been

much more correct
;. it is now perfectly -ascer

tained that the government cannot, in the pre-jtr;

sent depressed state of our labour and products, pi

derive sufficient revenue to meet its expense;

om impost, and that we can only be saved frunr

taxes, or disgraceful loans, in this time of pro

found peace, by a European war, a failure-of

crops abroad, or some other contingency equally

nceitain. I ask nothing for mnnufactures, mprc-

ly as Kuc/i, hut for the public good. They are an

important item in the general interest of the

country, and entitled, with other branches of this

interest to protection ; they require nothing par

ticul

tnt catastrophe. The provisions and law male*
ials required liy the manuficturers would have
realed a market lor a considerable portion of

our products; specie would have been retained

n the country; %ve would have had a regular

circulation of money, and the labouring class

nslead of being a 'mrden on the country, as vast

numbers of them now are, would have support-

ed themselves in comfort, and encreased the na-

tional WL-alth by their industry. These benefits

might have been secured without any diminu-

tion of the revenue from impost. It only requir-

ed to repress our imjiorts within the amount of

our exports to effect this desirable object ; that

is the greatest amount of foreign commodities,
for which the country can permanently pay, and

the greatest from which it can permanently de-

rive revenue ; and that our foreign trade must
ultimately be regulated agreeably to this princi-

ple, there can he no doubt. Buy less than you
sell, is a maxim of the soundest policy, both to

nations and individuals, and none prosper that

grossly neglect the admonition.

But a monopoly like a sfieccrc, appears to af-

fright the agricultural delegates, in the event of

manufacturing for ourselves. If the country

should reserve to itself the monopoly of its own
supplies, it is likely that it would more abuse the

privilege, by demanding unreisonable prices for

its fabricks, than foreign nations would, if suffer-

ed to break down our manufactories and take the

monopoly to themselves ? I think not—there is

nothing to warrant the suggestion ; nor could

the manufacturers much abuse the privilege.—

The business Would be open to the whole coun-

try; any ^e might become a manufacturer at

easure, and thousands would rush into it, if

they saw it was a money making business, and

soon reduce the profits to the lowest rate for

capital and labour.

that will protect tlie general imerest, and restore

prosperity to the countrv, vvill secure their suc-

cess. Foreign nations, the enemies of our pips-

perity, have been suffered to run them down, to

favour commerce, t)r rather to augment, the re-

venue derivable from impost; but this unnatural

commerce has exploded, like the frog in the

fable, and brought ruin on all concerned with it,

and on all that was within the sphere of its ope

rations; the expected encrcase of revenue has

failed, and the country is exhausted by the expe

riment. T.>X3S or loans are the inevitable re

suit.

When the nations of Europe were restored to| I write as a farmer, without any direct inter

peace, and at leisure to supjily their own wants,

had the United States been led to rely more on

its own resources for the supply of its wants ;

had manufactures been protected; had the la-

bour of the country, that is now without employ,

been brought into action, for the supply of these

wants instead of supplying them from foreign

f the districts already excepted, and they askjnations, the country would have avoided the pre

But it is sickly, say the delegates ; great num-
bers of children are penned up in confined un-

wholesome air, in the factories. The gentleman

must have taken this on trust ; nothing is more
foreign to the fact ; I have visited occasionally,

five or six cotton factories in the vicinity of Bal-

y for their protection; the same measures timbre ; the only one's I have ever seen ; the

buildings are all handsome, extensive, and well

ventilated. I have seen no houses in Virginia or

elsewhere, better calculated for health than they

all are, and I have noticed with peculiar plea-

sure, the cheerfulness, the health, activity and

good order that prevailed in these useful schools

of industry. They were mostly worked by chil-

dren from 8 to 12 or U years of age, and from

the extent of the buildings arc not at all crowded

in any part with the hands necessary to attend

the machinery. The work requires attention,

but is perfecttly light, easy and healthful.

est in manutactures, but from aconviction of

iheir utility to, and connection with the gene-

ral interest of the nation, and that the protec-

tion they require, in the present state of suffer-

ing and distress, is equally required by every

oiiier branch of national industry, and dictated

Dy the soundest principles of political economy,

and regard for the public good. We ought not
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to depend on (oreign nations luv indispcnsabk-

necessaries, such as food, cloUiing, and the

means of defence. We should plant, as tlie

venerable Jefferson has s.iid, our nianiif;ictoi'ies

by the side of Uic agriculturist, and draw on

our own resources for all indispensable supplies.

We should reasonably circuniscrilje and limit

imports, and patronize our own industry.

Havins no interest in the protection of manu-
factures, other than a general interest in the

protection of every branch of domestic indus-

try, I have deemed it unnecessary to follow

these gentlemen farther in their remarks. I do
not wish to see your paper filled with discus-

sions of this nature, but as you have opened your
columns to the opposite side of the question, I

leave you to judge whether it may not be proper
to give the aforegoing remarks an equal circu-

lation.

A MARYLAND FARMER.

The farmer will very soon have gutliercd in his crops
of grain and grass, and it behoves liinfi, of all men, to
anticipate the seasons as tliey approach

; taking care
to have all his tools and iinplements in order, to per-
form in the best mminer the labours allotted to each
period of the year. Next, in the order of revolving
seasons
" Autumn nodding o'er the yellow plain
Comes jovial on : ."

And the husbandman must prepare for sowing the
various fall grains and grass seeds which, according
to his system, he may think it expedient to cultivate
—we take the liberty therefore, to throw out some
general reflections to our patrons, by way of advice, and
as a sort of introduction, to a series of papers v'hich
we propose to olfer them on the natural history and
habits of the //essittH-/^, and, in connexion therewith,
some remarks on the jn-olier depth ofsowing -wheal.

In the tirst place, it occurs to us as a gross and
obvious defect that so little pains is bestowed i

preparation of the ground for seed. In many parts of
our country, that indispensable implement, th
is scarcely to be seen in the course of a summer day's
ride, and the harrows are for the most part ill ci

structed and ineflicient—how then is the groimd to
be thorougnly cleared of weeds, fikh, and clods, as
it ought to be, to put it in a clean fine mellow state
Again—it often happens that in many pars of the
field the water, having no sufficient vent, settles, and
stagnates and destroys the crop ; in such cases
the farmer protect his grain or grass, by high raised
lands, and by deep well directed' drainin'r ftrr
carry off the superfluous water. It is scandalous in the
eye of a good farmer,, to leave any field so situated
until this precaution is taken—and again—if there hi.

in his field, any poor ugly galled spots, let them by
all means be sprinkled with manure, be it ever so lit-

tle, raked up in the woods, about the headlands, or
the line of old fences, or from about his farm houses
The great necessity for this dressing of poor spots
IS not so much for the sake of the mere increase ir
the succeeding grain crop, but because it enables
the grass setds (some of which should always be
sowed with or upon the gr.ain) to take root, and
hold on, until a top dressing of plaster, lime,
ashes or something can be applied to help on the'
grass through the scorching sun of the next sum.
mer. The grass so

.
kept alive on these poor spots

being turned in, makes thtm produce equally with
other parts of the field—and in a few years the thrif
ty farmer, in viewing his field, has the satisfaction to
see It presenting one nniform state of increasing fer-
tiHty, instead of being filled with shame and disgust,
at seeing It interspersed with ugly gullies and blotch-
es, like a poor lialt naked neglected sheep, sufl:"erine
under the scab.

Having done all in his power to have his ground
the test possible condition his next solicitude
should be about his seed. It requires no more labour
to sow, or to plough or barrow in, or to reap the growth

of good ^ifil than bad—but there is a great ditii-rence ii

the harvest.

farmer then inquire, and by all means endea-

vour to get the best seed. If there be 0)1^1 defect in hib

let him .sendjt to market and request, if he can't

ir;self ; that his commission merchant or agent, will

nr him, al no matter now much higher price, the

choiccsl seed, and h-om the greater distance, perhaps the

belter—we h:ive heard it said that seeds improve in tra-

ling Crom Nnrtli to South, and working animals the

itArv ; hut we don't know that there is any truth in

i reiii-.rk—for ourselves, we are well satisfied, that

h grai:) a-, well as animals, if you are satisfied with

kind cir lire, d iioii hatv, then 'he best plan is to se-

-villi great care tl;e best or most promising of this

d or breed, .so tried and approved from year to year,

ynur sped or breeders. Under this course of pro-

ceeding, we thii.k, that if your grain, or animal slock,

does not go on progressively improving, at least, there

no d.anger of degeneracy—however, let us repeat,

ke sure of the best seed, and even then, stee/j

before you sow it—not merely on account of the eflect

hich some steeps may have on the produce of the seed

iwn, but as it affords a certain means of separating niiiiij

cleaiung off alt rotten imperfect grains, and exlraneons

h we had lime .and room to dwell a lil-

some of the points to which we can here merely
glance—one thing is indispti table—that unless the farm-

er will learn to think for himself and to do his own part

of the work in good time and well, he has no right in the

f w:int ordespair to call on Jupiter fur assistance.

He has no right, at harvest home, to complain at the

poor result, to which his own hiziness and improvidence
have mainly contributed.

To wheat crops, with all the pains that can be taken,

the Hessian fly is known to be a most implacable and

enemy. Whatever then has a tendency lo|

make us better acquainted with the natural history of

his insect, and the means of preventing or checking
ts ravages, will, we are sure, be acceptable to the read-

ers of this paper—we are, therefore, much indebted to

die enlightened and public spirited President of the

agricultural societv of Fredericksburg for some num-
bers of the Richmond Inquirer, containing an interest-

ing controversial discussion in regard to tl.e hiibits of the

Ifessianfij and to the proper depth of sowing wheat.

It will require some careful obser^-ation on the part

of the reader to consider these papers in the proper or-

der of connexion, because we have already published
two of them without, at that time, having the others in

our reach—let him then take notice that the first paper
—or what we shall now call No. 1 of the series, is the

letter signed J. H. Cocke, dated October, 1817—com-
mencing in the last column of page 295 of the first vo.

lume of the .American Farmer.
No. 2 is the paper given below—signed, a King Wil-

liam Farmer, without date. The next, which we shall

present, or No. 3, is signed, A Frederick County Farm-
er, and ought, we suppose, to be dated, 1817 instead of

1816—No. 4 is signed, A King William Farmer, and is

without dale. The letter in reply to this last of theKing
William Farmer—signed William Merriwether, and
published in the first %'olume of this work, pages 125

—

6, may be reckoned No. 5. Then comes a rejoinder

from the King William Farmer, making No. 6, and last

ly, a letter from James M. Garnett, Esq. to the Edito

of the Farmer, together with some engravings—if Me
can be made to give additional illustration to the sub-

ject.

After having first turned back to, and re-peruse
letter from Mr. Cocke, the reJider's attention v.'iil

to the following :

—

On the Hessian ¥\^,

AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWIKG

WUEAT.—JVo. II.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE INqUIREH.

SIR—In your paper of the fourteenth cur

the secretary ol the Albemarle Anm uiuiral.

Society, a letter from a gentleman deservedly
of high standing, said to contain soine new facts

in the history of that insect commonly called the
Hessian fly—I am well acquainted with the
writer of that letter, and believe him to be one
of the best practical farmers in our state—

I

therelore was not without hope that the means
of destroying that scourge of our wheat crops
were now within my reach.—You cannot well
conceive iny mortification, on reading the let-

ter, to find the only remedy suggested for the
evil, in my opinion (of itself) a much greater
one— I allude to grazing—I am not actjuainted
with any stock, except sheep or horses, that
can bite a blade of wheat at that early stage
of its growth below the egg of the fly ; nor do
I believe that grazing would in the lea.st insure
any benefit, if every blade in the field could
be swallowed with all the eggs on them ; un-
ess the stock were so fortunate as to take into

their mouths at the same time all the flics at

work.—What surety have we when a tooth
leaves a blade, that a fly will not deposit on the
stump, and belore the wheat from its growth
can invite to its aid another tooth, that the
maggot may not have commenced its journey
with thanks to some friendly tooth for having
so much shortened it ? I am of opinion, that the
fly deposits in the central blade in a few days
or hours after the w heat conies up, and is sure-
ly moored in its fast hold, before the wheat
would bear grazing ; and that they continue
to deposit as long as they live, I have no doubt.
—In our section of country wheat, if attacked
by the fly, evidently declines by the time the
blades make their appearance. If this idea
be correct, grazing can have no other than a
destructive tendency. Should the poor lacerat-

ed wheat recover strength by the spring to

contend with the fly, (which I think on ordi-

nary land impossible,) will not the chances of
its having the rust be manifold ? Besides, sir,

suppose it should hereafter be ascertained that

grszing is a safe-guard against the fly, I should
like to be informed, how farmers residing in

the maize districts of our country, and sowing
none but their corn ground in wheat, can ever
avail themselves of the benefit, unless they sub-
mit to a double grazing ? I have been inform-
ed, that a gentleman on the Rappahannock
grazed one of many fields last winter, which
was entirely destroyed last spring, in conse-
quence of the branches of the wheat, being all

young, inviting the fly, and never having
strength to recover.—Last spring the wheat
first attacked by the fly recovered, and made a
partial crop, while the late sown wheat in ma-
ny places was not worth harvesting, particular-

ly if of the late kinds. The above facts are
stated to shew, that any thing having a ten-

dency to make the wheat crops late, must place
it at the mercy of the spring fly ; and that

grazing will not make wheat forward, I be-
lieve, is generally admitted. It has been my
practice for some years past, and still is, to put
my wheat in beds as high as I can raise them,
and water furrowed very deep, to accomplish
which, half of each bed has been formed by
large double mule ploughs, drawn nearly as

deep as they could be, in order to form the
ent, I was much pleased to see announced byedges of each bed as high as their centre.
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Most of the wheal, that was covered deep aiK

sown early, is now puuinp; ioith new shoo'.s

from the mother root, while the blades hrsi

formed with the central sl;vlk have been entirely

lulled by the maggot ; they having never pcni

trated more than two and a half inches below

the surface, leaving the mother root uninjured,

while a laige portion of the wheat covered shal-

low is entirely destroyed—I have no doubt, that

if wc would sow our wheal early and cover it at

least three inches deep, our crops would be bet-

ter guarded against the fly than they ever can be

by grazing. .i King William Farmer.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

PHTHISIS PULMONALIS, OR

Couswrniption oi l\ve liungs.

Bij Dr. Ell S. Davis, of Abbeville, (S. C.)

{Continued from fiage 119.)

Doctor Hosack is clearly of opinion that con

sumption should be divided into two stages the

acute and the chronic, pretty much like that of

Morton, who makes the division incipiens an
'

confirmata. It would have been impracticable

for me to have extended the limits of these pa

pers, so as to have embraced all the various di-

visions which physicians lay down, and for which

each respective one contends.

My object will be attained as soon as I excite

the necessary vigilance to the premonitory

symptoms of this disease.

My wish is to prove the necessity of checking

it in its incipient slate

In all diseases ol weak morbid action, labour

acts as a stimulus, which overcomes thtm by

producing a greater degree of excitement thai

the diseased "aiUon. Its efficacy in consumptions

been often witnessed ; but there is no case

;h I could so conveniently lay my hand at

present, as that detailed by Doctor Jennings, of

Virginia, in a letter to Doctor Rush, of which

iKe 'following is a literal copy.

before it invades the

cred spot where life itself resides. Like all other lungs to have gained some strengtl

Dear sir,

" That theory only is to be considered

tional one which is supported by facts, and will

admit of the most practical utility. If the fol-

lowing facts can be of service to you, it will af-

ford me singular satisfaction to have communi-

cated them.
" I, myself furnish the case. My maternal

grandmother, my mother, five of her sisters and

four of her brothers, my sister being my moth

er's first child, and a brother next in succession

to me by birth, all of them have been swept off

the stage of life, in the course of my recollec-

tion, by the fatal disease Phthisis Pulmonalis.

From my youth up to the age of twenty-nine, I

was sensible of great debility of the lungs, and

was never during that time, able to call aloud,

read, or sing with the ease which is common tc

other people. I had generally lived a studious

and sedentary life, except that I had been th

two last years partially engaged in the practice

of physic. An offer was at that time made me
to take charge of an academy. For the sake of

gaining more leisure for the purpose of reading

and stiidy, I accepted the offer. In the mean

I had been three years occasionally employ

ed in speaking publicly upon religious subjects,

om this last engagement I considered my
It follow

on a sharp and higli key, can speak two hours
together ; and in one word, I consider myself
freed from every symptom of that disoider."

hi\.cx relating the case of his wile, which was
similar to that of his own, and which was cured
by a similar ])lan, he concludes thus:

—

" I shall offer a short n flection or two,
drawn from my own case. In the first place, I

am persuaded that hard labour, if employed in

an early stage, can cure the hereditary predis-
position in some cases.

Hence I further conclude, that consumptive
parents ought never to choose sedentary or light

ploymeiits for their children.

' Secondly, I conclude, that although a trot-

ting horse may afford a sufficient exercise for

many, yet labour will be far more successful.

And lastly, in all cases, the labour should
be such as to icquire considerable efforts on the
part of the patient.

I laboured continually, and rarely with suffi-

cic nt intervals to refresh myself by rest.

I am sincerely, Sir,

Your most obedient,

SAMUEL K. JENNINGS."
From this letter it would seem that the con-

sumption had assumed in Virginia, an attitude

inheritable as her laws of primogeniture.
{To he Continued.)

enemies, it acquires confidence and strength in

proportion to the extent of its encroachments.

and its advances are directed to the points most

susceptive of dilapidation. I believe it to be ac-

knowledged on all hands that the antiphlogistic

treatment is the best in the tuberculous, or sup-

purative stage of this disease. The

Tm^ '^Jkmm.m)^,
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, JULY, 1820.

thod of treatment will no more succeed in this

disorder than it formerly did in the small pox and

measles,

To diminish excitement, and remove debility

should occupy our first moments in the treat

ment of this disease. The first can be done by

bleeding and blistering, the latter by tonic and

exercise.

Manual labour is recommended both as a pre-

ventive and cure in many diseases, and in none

perhaps, has its happy influence been more clear

ly illustrated than in iheonenow under considera

tion. Fuller's Gymnastica contains many useful

remarks on the influence of exercise in preserving

health.

The inedical effects of labour did not escape

the close and judicious observation of the illus-

trious Rush, who declares it a blessing in disguise

Labour imparls tone to the whole system, but

more immediately to the muscles, and from them

a corresponding tone is translated to the blood-vcs

sels and viscera. The lungs do not fail to enjoy

the salutary effects of labour in a high degree

whilst it sustains their capacity to oxygenate th

ed, however, that study and confinement did less

agree with me than formerly— I could see a daily

clcnsion. And at length having been caught

in a moderate rain, I was seized with a very se-

erc and obstinate cough, I was bled again and

again, to no purpose. After a considerable deple

lion, opium was tried, but in vain—debility, the

cough, and every inflammatory symptom increa

ed.
" I had recourse to riding—took a journey of

several weeks, and continued to let blood as often

as the pains were severe, but still in vain. In the

mean tiiTie, I obtained your Inquiries, and imme-

diately turned my attention to the subject which

most concerned me. After having read that part

of the work, I purused the following plan, viz :

—

I let blood moderately every third day, especial-

ly if affected with inflammatory symptoms, until

with the previous blood-lettings, I had been bled

fifteen times in the course of five weeks. By

this lime I was much reduced, but my cough

no better. I tlien had recourse to the use

of the axe, and to labour of the severest kind

" I could not at the time x-epeat ten strokes

thout rest. It would seem in the first instance

to increase my cough. The result was, that in

two weeks I was nearly recovered.

"Finding much amendment, I grew remiss

in my labour ; and in a few weeks relapsed, and

was nearly as ill as before, for I lost ground

rapidly in the second instance. Two bleedings

CCj- If our subscribers will look under the editorial

head of the duplicate number 7, which has been sent to

them - they will there see an explanation of the reason

for issuing the second edition of that number. This re-

k is made here, because many of those to whom
the duplicate number was sent, have returned it to the

Editor, under the supposition, that it had been sent to

them unintentionally.

quantity of blood which is necessary to insure the and similar labour, however, finally restored

production of health. line to good health, and I can now sing loud, and'

EBnOB CORllECTED.

CC/" In the last number, page 1 18—in a postscript to

Solomon Simple, for dark mud, read dock weed.—Solo-

;s with a stiff hand, owing perhaps to the

great difference between the diameter of a pen and a

'ough h.mdle.

03* Pheventiox "BETTEn THAS cuiiE.— I*" has been
•oved that smoking chickens in the way described in

the first volume of the Farmer—will /irei'eH* them from

having the giipes.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Hat, per ton glS

—

Sthaw, do. g^

—

Flohb, from

the wagons, §4 50—AVhisket, from do. 33 cts.

—

But-

Ib. 18J to 20 cts EoGB, per. doz 15 cts—
Veal, per lb, 6 to 8 cts.—Mutton, per quarter, Sri

to 62* cts

—

Beef, prime pieces, 8 to lU cts.—Live Cat-

§6 to S7—Cop I'lsu, per quintal, retail S3 to g3
Ta«, §2 50—Turi'Entise, soft,S2 to §2 25—

HosiN, S2—Pitch, §2 50—Shad, No. 1, untrimmed Ba-
'

hog round, 8 to 9 cts.—L.vni), in kegs, 11 to 12J cts.

Do. do. trimmed S6 50—Hebbinos, No. 1, §2 75—
—Cotton, Upland, 17 to 18 els.-Rlack.Eye Peas,

65 cts.—Shinrles best Deep Creek, 88 50—Do. Small,

§4 75 to gS— I'l-oDi'i^n Plank, 5-4, §26—London
White Lead, §4 -iS cts.—American do. gS 75—Boil-

ed Oil, Si 37i—Ff.atiieiis, 50 to 624 cts.—Country

Oats, 35 cts—Maryland Tobacco, no sales the present

eek, that we know of—Virginia Tobacco, little in

market, and no sales since last report.

This being h.arve.st lime with the farmers, very

ttle grain of any kind was brought to market the pre-

L'lit week.—The prices much the same as last report

-one cargo of corn, sold for 50 cents. ^^
HTBLISHED BY .lOHN S. SKINNEH.
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AGRICULTURE.

FROM THE PHILADEtPHIA nURAl'MARAZINE.

Officers of the Philadelfihia Society for Promot-

ing Agriculture, elected January 18, 1820.

President.

lUCHAUD PETERS.
Vice-Presidents.

WILLIAM TiLGHMAN, I GEORGE LOGAN,
JAMES MEASE, |

ROBERT COLEMAN.
Treasurer.

EDWARD BURD.
Secretary.

ROBERTS VAUX.
Assistant Secretary.

RICHARD WISTAR, Junior.

Committee of Correspondence.

RICHARD PETERS, I JAMES MEASE,
ZACCHEUS COLLINS,

|
WILLIAM TILGHMAN,

JOHN VAUGHAN.
Curators.

ISAAC C. JONES, I JAMES M. BROOME.
STEPHEN DUNCAN,

|
JOSEPH R. PAXSON,

REUBEN HAINES.

At the annual meeting of the Philadelphia Society

for promoting Agriculture, held first month 18th, 1820,

it was
Resolved unanimously. That the thanks of the Socie

ty be presented, and they are hereby presented to Wil
iiAM TiLGHMAH, for his able and very valuable Address
delivered this day by the appointment of the Society

and that he be requested to furnish a copy for publica-

tion.

By order,

ROBERTS VAUX, Secretary.

An Address delivered before the Philadelphia Soci-

ety for Promoting Agriculture, at its Anniversary Meet-

ing, January 18th, 18a0, by William Tilqhmak.L.L.D.
chiefjustice of the State of Pennsylvania, and one of

•the Vice-Presidents of the Societj'.

Id not be obeyed. There could be nothing wortliy

the name of art, or science, or literature. When I cast

my eye on the map of Pennsylvania, and view the vast

quantity of excellent land, in the rude state in which

nature formed it, I am struck with astonishment at the

multitudes which throng our cities, struggling with hun-

ger, cold and disease. Nor is my wonder confined to

the lower orders of society. For I see many of liberal

education, and with the means of acquiring a compe-

tency in the country, wasting their lives in disgraceful

idleness, or fruitless efforts to force their w,iy through

the crowds which block up every avenue to profit or

preferment. Tlie flood of commerce which set upon

our shores during five and twenty years of war and

disorder in Euroiie, has given to our cities a premature

growth. In every branch of trade and commerce there

too many competitors. Labourers are too nume-
rous. Every mechanic art, every liberal profession is

overdone. Happy would it be for the city, and happy

try, if any efforts of this society could in-

Gentlemen of the Agricultural Society.

When you did me tlie honour of requesting me
to deliver this Address, you did not expect that

should enter into minute details of the process of
Agriculture. Such an attempt might expose my own
ignorance, but could not add to your information.

—

The object of our Society is, the Promotion of Agricid-

titre. Whatever conduces to this end, either immedi
ately or even remotely, is wortliy of our attention, and
within the scope of our Association. In this view of the
subject, I perceive so wide a range, that there is less

difficulty in finding objects, than in making a proper s"

lection. To call forth the exertions of the Society i

zeal must be excited. But zeal is not to be excited,

without a conviction of the importance of the cause
which we are engaged. May I be permitted then, to

declare my conviction, that amidst the profusion of so

oieties with which the present age abounds, there is

none more useful, or more dignified, than that for the
promotion of Agriculture. Indeed, in point of utility,

might justly say that it precedes all others. Because,
even if mankind could exist without Agriculture, yet

they could exist only in a savage state, and in small

numbers. The great command "increase and multiply.

for the . , . .

spire a respect, and a taste for an art in which no man
need be ashamed to employ his faculties ; for a condi

hich, after all, seems most congenial to the na

ture of man. It is a life, to which, at one time or other,

we all aspire. For who is there, that amidst the eager

pursuit of wealth or ambition, does not sometimes pause,

and console himself v/ith the fond, though often falla-

cious hope, of passing his latter days in the indepen-

dence, tlie ease, the plenty, the safety and the in-

nocence of the country ? In Pennsylvania, young men
of education would have peculiar advantages in spread

^ themselves through the country, for it is a fact (and

we are every day feeling the effects of it,) that

'

state in the union, is education so much confined to

towns. There are many inliabitants of this city, who
hold extensive tracts of land, which neither they nor

children have ever seen. This is a bad state

things. For, through ignorance of the quality, the situ

and value of their lands, these persons are some-

times a prey to speculators ; and sometimes, erring on
the contrary extreme, they conceive extravagant no-

tions, and refuse to sell at a fair price. Hence Agri

culture suffers—either the land remains a desert, oi

they are occupied by poor intruders, who knowing the

instability of their title, are afraid to attempt any valua-

ble improvement. These people, with few exceptions,

lead a wretched life, and are apt to imbibe sentiments

hostile to the proprietors of the soil, whom they consi-

der as natural enemies. Could the parties but see each
otlier, very different feelings might prevail. A little

kindness and condescension on the part of the proprie-

tor, might convert a discontented trespasser, into a use-

ful tenant or purchaser. That this has happened, in ma-

ny instances, I know ; which induces me to think, thai

the trial made, it would happen in many more
Where large property of this kind, is in the hands of

heads of famiUes with several children, one or two of

ight manage the estate to great advantage,

by living on the spot. Agents are expensive, and oft

en unfaithfid. But one may confide in his own blood

Besides the very circumstance of a well educated young
man residing in any place, will natur.illy attract others

of similar qualification, to the same spot ; and thus an

agreeable society might be formed, and great encou-

ragement afforded to the labouring poor of the neigh-

bourhood In this kindof pohcy, the state of New York
has set us a good example. And the consequences of

her conduct are obvious ; a greater proportion of

lands is settled, and her unsettled lands, of equal qua-

ty, sell for a higher price than ours. Although the

iews of our society are not confined to the limits of

the state, and our earnest wishes are for the prosperity

of the whole, and every part of the union, yet it may
be considered as our duty to direct our attention more
particularly to Pennsylvania. We cannot be accused

then of acting- with ungenerous policy, if we endeavour
to promote the settlement of our own lands in prefer-

ence to those of our neighbours. We may, without im-

propriety, suggest .ill fair and honourable arguments, to

convince the emigrants from the eastern states, and
from Europe, that it is their interest to establish them-
selves here, rather than seek a residence in a distant

country, to the west or the south. It is not my inten-

tion to enter deeply into this subject. It might be
enough, to suggest to the Society, the utility of circu-

lating good pamphlets, wliich have already been writ-

ten, or may be wrhten hereafter. But, one or two lead-

ng facts it may not be amiss to mention. The rich pro.

ductions of the south, are not to be attained but by men
of considerable capital. The object is tempting, but

hen offered to the consideration of emigrants from

Europe, or our sister states to the eastward, they will

remember that the climate where rice, cotton, tobacco,

ndigo and sugar flourish, is generally unfavourable to

health ; and that these articles are not to be cultivated

to advantage, without slaves. They have therefore to

engage in a new kind of hfe, opposed to the habits and

principles in which they have been educated, and which,

however flattering the outset, will probably terminate

an enfeebled body and discontented mind.

But the great class of emigrants, is that of people

who have small capitals, and must seek their bread,

by the labour of their own hands. To such persons,

health is every thing. The languid eye of sickness

dwells without pleasure, on the fairest prospects of na-

ture. In vain is the fertile bottom, or the rich prairie,

offered to the arm unnerved by disease- It is a notori-

ous fact, that rich, low, level countries, are subject to

fevers. They should therefore be shunned by those

who are to live by their own labour. Another great in-

convenience in those countries is, that they are badly

of supplied with water, either for drinking or machinery.

If, indeed, the lands in the western region were ex-

tremely cheap, and those in Pennsylvania at a price be-

yond the reach of a poor man, he must go to the west
from necessity. But that is not the case,—our lands

ure believed to be as low priced, as those beyond the

Ohio ; and much more so, when there is taken into the

calculation (as there ought to be) the expense of the

journey. Another important circumstance in ourfavour,

is a much better market for the sale of our productionSj

the purchase of necessary articles. This is import-

ant at all times, but peculiarly in war, when the Missis.

sippi, the only inlet or outlet of the whole western

country, may be blockaded by a hostile fleet.

Let it not be supposed, that the interests of Agriculture

nd of Commerce are at variarice. On the contrary, they

re inseparable. Of this, the agriculturists of the United
States have had good proof. No persons on earth have
profited more by commerce.—During the long wars of

Europe, the staple productions of the middle states

sold at double price, and those of the southern states

were very high, both during the war and after. Those
prices were produced, in part, by the influx of wealth,

which occasioned an increased consumption at home,

and in part, by exportation to foreign countries, but

principally by the latter. Both causes, however, sprang

from commerce ; and both, as long as commerce ex-

ists, will continue to operate in a greater or less de-

gree. Indeed, if we could suppose a nation cut off

from all intercourse with other nations, (that is, from

all foreign commerce) that nation, though abound-

ing in all the necessaries of life, would be barbarous,

selfish, illiterate and ignorant. Neither let us give

way to the idea, that either agriculture or commerce,

are incompatible with domestic manufactures. Un-

wise laws, may injure either one or the other, by unjust
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Preferences; but under pr-.per leiruUitinns, they wiUlunhappy facility ot borrowinfj. 1 he money

aid, and invigorate each otlier. tIiis is not the place rowed, must be made use of in some way.

for enterinff into a disquisition of the degree of en- tiie bon-owers havmg no good

couragement which should be afforded by Uno to ma- it away, in unnecessary expenses,

nufactures. That important subject is before the na-

il! no doubt, receive an

hen bor
-many of

for it, e'ither trifled

nication between the most distant parts, the intelli-

gent mind must be animated and enlarged by the ex-

panding anticipation. The probable consequences of-

tional legislature, where
impartial and mature consideration. Rut thus much

may be said, with certainly, that it is the dnty, as well

as the interest, of all of us, to use ow own, in preference

to foreign manufactures, where they can be furnished

on reasonable terms. It cannot be denied, tli

facturcs afford a sure market, for the productions of

the neigbbnriiig country; and as they are multiplied,

in tlie same ratio, are the markets increasecl. And
there is a peculiar advantage in markets of ibis kind,

at a distance from navigable waters ; that, the co

sumption being at home, the expense of carriage

saved. But, there is a kind of manufacture, domestic

in the strictest sense, the benefit of which is inestimable,

because while it adds to the sioch of the family, it pro-

tects ther morak I allude to spinning, weaving, and

such things as are done by the hands of the husband,

the wife, or the children, without leaving their home

It guards them against idleness, that c liild of folly, and

parent of vice, and is often clear gain, as it occupies

those hours which would have been passed in inaction

I am afraid, that in this kind of industry, we have rather

degenerated A very respecLable gentleman, a mem-

ber of the .Society of Friends, informed me, that about

the year 176 1-, he attended a meeting in Chester coun

»y, near the borders of Maryland, and that most of his

society in that neighbourhood, were clothed completehj

and handsomelii in dresses of their own manufacture,

Were he to visit thai meeting now, I doubt whethei

he would see his friends in the same kind of apparel.

Yet meritorious examples are not uantiiiEr, even now,

and 1 hope I shall be excused for mentioning one

lately communicated to me. In the western part of

Pennsylvania, on the side of the AUegliany river, lives

a man, who, ten or twelve years ago, seated himself

on a tract of land, to wbiclihe had no title, in the

humble character of a squatter* Tliis man has con

verted a wilderness into a fine farm ; and, with tlie as

sistance of an industrious wife, brought up a large fa

mily of children. He raises on his farm all the mate

rials for clothing the family ; and whatever they wear,

of linen or woollen texture, excellent in their kinds,

is spun, woven, and manufactured in the house. They
also make their own sugar, from the maple ; and the!

own leather ; anilpurclmse (or rather barter for) nothing

but iron, and salt.—Their farming utensils are chiefly

homemade. But wh.it is more commendable than all

(and perhaps the cause of all) venj little -whiskey or a

ilent spirits is drunk by any of them. To finish the p
ture, I have to add, that the proprietor of the lar

with views no less fmlitic tlian' liberal, has confirmed

these good people in their title, on moderate terms

—

so that this little story contains a moral, from wliich,

both settlers and proprietors, may profit.

It has been apprehended by some, that the late fall

in the price of land, and its productions, would damp
the ardour of cultivators, and deter men of capital from

employing their funds in tlie purchase of real property

This apprehension appears to be ill founded- If tlie

profits of farming have been diminished, so likewise

have the profits of all other business ; so that there is

no particular reason for witliholdiiig funds from
vestment in land. We are in a state of distress, whicli

I trust will be but temporary ; for the country has great

resources, and suflticicnt knowledge to bring them into

action. A stagnation ofcommerce was to be expected,

on the cessation of the wars in Europe.f But this stag

nation is not peculiar to .\nicrica—she shares it in com
mon with all the world—we have indeed, particulai

distress, arising from our own errors, on the subject of

banks. An immoderate issue of bank paper afforded a

• A term in use, in Xew York and Pennsylvania, t

denote a man who seats himself on land to which li

has no title.

t In a letter of the late President .\dams, published
since the delivery of this Address, he says he remem-
bers that the like depression of commerce, manufac
tures, ami real estate, took place after the wars which
ended in 1748, 1763, and 1783.

land, which soon rose, nominally, to twice its val

Such a state of things could not last long—the delusion

s past. It is to be lamented, that many good peopi

have been the victims of this infatuation ; but we must

comfiirt ourselves with the hope, th.at some good will

result from it, if a cure is not attempted by rash and

olent means, as a people, We had become too extra-

igant and too luxurious. The slow but sure progress

of industry was despised. Every man was in haste to

be rich, by some visionary project, dignified with the

name of speculatian. But we are now suffering for

these follies, and by suffering, we shall be purified,

and brought back to better habits. This will be a last-

ng good. Instead of desponding then, let ns prosecute

)ur business with increased vigour and economy, anc

we shall soon find, that .ilthough we have fewer papei

ollars, we have more real wealth, and what is of much
greater importance, better morals, and of course more

the purchase of such facility of communication are calculated to pre-

sent such a splendid view of future greatness, pros-

perity, union, and happiness in a community of

strength, reason, and love, that it is diflicult for the

mind to be sober in the contemplation. Industry will

be promoted, bccausa man may enjoy freely the fruits

of his labour—idleness will be left without excuse

—

poverty and crime will diminish—and the sphere of

sound and practical morality will be enlarged. In-

ternal commerce will be facilitated—sections of

country, so distant that the inhabitants are now
strangers to each other, will constitute, as it were,

one neighbourhood The wants of one part will be
supplied by the industrv of another, in a reciprocity

of interest. In such an intercourse, bigotry, supersti-

tion, prejudice, and local jealousy will be dissipated

—liberality towards one another will grow up in their

stead, and a harmonious standard of public opinion

happiness. A large lital present locked up.

because the owners are in doubt how to employ it

When business shall flow in decided channels, this ca-

pital will be brought into activity. It is almost certain

that neither commerce, nor bank stock will be as pro

fitable as they hnve been ; so that there is a strong pro

bability of aii investment of a large capital in real es

tale, which, after all, possesses a stability unknown t(

any other kind of property.
(Try be continued.)

The following little essay was hastily written in

the beginning of the year 1818, during the session of

Congress, at the opening of which the Preside t of

the United States declared his opinion, " that C
gress has not the power to make roads and canals

"ts object was to stimulate attention to a subject

eemed by the writer very important to our country,

as a powerful auxiliary to its wealth and prosperity

and a cement of its union—to excite inquiry and ex-

amination, by the proper authorities, at what places

and at what expense, communications for the pur-

poses of commercial intercourse are practicable and

expedient—and to form a school for the exercise of

our onvn yoting men in the practice of civil En-

gineering" As the wi-iter anticipated, the demand
for civii Engineers, properly qualified, is already

great, and is increasing ; and surely it is time for us

to aim at indefiendence in this as well as in othei

respects. This little essay, with all its imperfec-

tions on its head, is freely offered by the author, tf

the Editor of the '• American Farmer," and it is

re ferred to him to judge whether its publication,

now, can be useful.

) Henry St. G. Tucker, chairman of the com-
mittee of the House of Re/ireicniatives of the

United States, on Roads and Canals.

My esteemed Friend —I am honoured by thy

note, dated " .January 19, 1818," saying that " in-

formation from me in relatinn to water communi
cations would be very acceptable tothee individually

although, in the present state of things, the commit
tee cannot proceed to act upon it."

In venturing to offer information to those whose
knowledge m.iy be far superior to my own, I may
give proofs of zeal, but perhap- not of wisdom. Bf

that as it may, in addressing my sentiments to thee

and, throui^h thee, to the committee on Roads and
Canals, and to all othercitizens whom the mnmentnu
subject may concern, I cast myself on your candour
and liberality- The statement and remarks I shall

make are entirely and freely at your disposal.

When with a map of the United States and their

territories before us, we contemplate the possible

connexions between the numerous rivers traversing

and intersecting our country in all directions, which
may afford an easy, cheap, and safe water-commu-

may be expected.
The states of New York and Virginia have actually

commenced the noble work—Pennsylvania, North
Carolina and Georgia are making preparations

—

Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan are

looking on, with a deep interest—and the other states

may be expected to follow the laudable example. Can
it be supposed the United States will, witli a cold in-

difference, stand aloof from the interesting object ?

I wish not to touch the constitutional question of the
powers of the general government. That question is

ery able hands. I shall confine myself to the ex-

pediency of making an object of such vital interest a
national one, so far at least as yielding to it the over-

fioivings of the treasury. To set apart and pledge

particular specified branch of the revenue, might
sometimes, in case of deficit, be inconvenient to the

fiscal operations of the government ; and I think it

very probable that, in general, it would be an aid far

'ess eflScient than would be a dividend among, the

states of such surplus as may remain in the treasury,

after the civil list, the sinking fund, and every tangi-

ble object of expenditure are fully satisfied. Should
a general system of interior communication by canals

be organized, and a commencement made en a judi-

cious selection of parts, some of them might, in a

few years, come into operation, and. by a very small

toll, yield abundant revenue, beyond what would be
necessary for their own maintenance and repairs,

btil! leaving conveyance vastly cheaper than it now
is, or can be by land-carriage. The avails of labour

wnuld be much increased by the cheapness and fa-

cility of conveyance to market ; of course, activity

d expansion would be given to enterprise—national

we.ilth would be greatly augmented—and the sources

f revenue would be multiplied, enlarged, and in-

reasingly productive.

Taking it for granted that those whom I now ad-

Iress, are not only acquainted, but familiar, with the
considerations I have presented, I have endeavoured

be concise. I proceed to state ;

1st. Such water-communications as have been ex-
amined, and actually commenced.

2nd. Such water-communications as appear to be

collateral to a primary canal, and naturally connected
with the project And

.^rd- Such primary canals as from the proximity of

bnys and rivers appear practicable, and, if practi-

cable, of such importance as to invite examination.

I. Such water-communications as have been ex-
amined and actually commenced.
Two canals have been projected in the state of

New-York : one from Lake Erie to Hudson river at

Albany, ''iio miles in length, and the other from Lake
Champlain to the Hudson about 47 miles—together,
400 miles of canal- The legislature of the state of

New York, at their last session, authorised to be made
the Champlain canal, and the middle section of the

Erie canal, from Seneka river to the Mohawk. The
excavation was commenced on the 4th of July last;

and, notwithstanding a very unfavourable season, as

much work has been done as would Jinish about 15

miles—the ground has been broken and the canal
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partly made, for a much greater distance. More
than 65 miles are under contract. Every step taken

in the progi'ess.of the enterprise has proved more
more its easy practicability, These canals, when
finislied, will open a direct water-communication be-

tween all the shores of lakes Superior and Michigan.

Huron, Erie and Champlain, and the Atlantic Ocean
at the city of New York.
There has been made a canal which affords ar

inland navigation from Norfolk in Virginia to Pam
plico-sound in North Carolina, connected with tht

numerous and fine rivers of those states. Its advan-
tages are already extensively felt and enjoyed by

their citizens,

II. Such water-communications as appear to be
collateral to a primary canal, and naturally connect

ed with the project.

The grand Erie canal of New York, traverses in

its course 353 miles of a fertile and productive coun
try, intersecting the water-communications of tht

numerous small lakes with lake Ontario, and joining

the tide water of Hudson river at Albany. Several

different branches of Susquehanna river approach
near to those small lakes, and to some of the waters
of the Mohawk; the head waters of the Delaware
approach near to the Unadilla branch of Susquehan
na. A thorough examination and detailed report of

tvery circumstance of the intervening spaces will be

very interesting to Pennsylvania, Delaware and Ma-
ryland, as will also be the practicability of connex
ions of the waters of Susquehanna with those of the

Schuylkill, tliose of the Brandywine, and those of

the Patapsco in Maryland.
It is confidently believed, that the water-commu-

nications are not only practicable but easy of execu
tion, from lake Erie to the Alleghany river, to the

Muskingum, to the Sciotaand to the Wabash ; from
lake Michigan to Illinois river, and from Greenbay
to Ouisconsin. A communication across from De-
troit river to the southern part of lake Michigan is

worthy of examinaiion. These communications will

be deeply interesting to the states of Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Missouri and IViichigan.

III. Such primary canals, as, from the proximity
of bays and rivers, appear to be practicable, and, if

practicable, of such importance as to invite exami-
nation.

A grand navigable internal communication, near-

ly parallel with the Atlantic coast of the U. States,

from Massachusetts to Cape Florida, safe from the
dangers of the sea, and from the attacks of armed
vessels, is perhaps the first object for examination,
and is interesting to all the states. 1 will mention a
few points in this course as obviously presenting
themselves. Round Cape Cod is a circuitous and
dangerous navigation. A canal through the isthmus

4th. Between Okemulgee and Flint rivers.

5th. Between Tennessee, Tombigby, Yazoo, and
Pearl rivers, mutually.'

In the course of investigation, many other usefu

and practicable connexions might probably be discov-

red ; but admitting the practicability of these men-
iuiicd, or even the greater part of them, it would
eem almost an indecorum in me to attempt to dis-

play to you consequences bO obvious as their immense
benefits ; in the glow of patriotic feeling we may
iijoy the perspective—but who can calculate th

magnitude or their amount?
"n relation to firacticabitity

;

—give us but a little

water, in constant streams, higher than our tsii?n?t,

level, we have then the desideratum of Archinndi
and even the most elevated mountains cease to be
barrier to navigation.

Let us beware of fettering our minds within the
iuiits of the knowledge of former times, by thi

hunty of celebrated names. The American mind
lias the vigour of youth and the sobriety of manhood
L.et us emulate the Philosophers whom we admire

;

instead of following them with an implicit faith, let

nvestigate their theorems and their problems,
examine well their works, and then think and judge
for ourselves, and, if we can, add something of our
own. Science and art are rapidly progressive, and
in no department more so than in that of the civil

nginecr.

it has been fashionable with some politicians, to

predict the severance ot the Unittd States at some
future period, because (says they) nature has divia
ed their interests and placed between them a barri-

er ol mountains ; but if we have a proper confidence
in our resources, wisdom to cultivate and direct
tht m, and perseverance in effort, we may throw
across those mountains the strongest cords of union
Were congress to authorise to be made surveys,

levels, examinations ot the ground, and detailed re-

ports of every circumstance, with proper maps and
drafts of those spaces between bays and inlets of the
sea, and between the sources of divergent rivei-

would not such specific information greatly aid their

deliberations on a subject so important ?

If the idea be a correct one of making, among the

stales, a dividend of such surplus as may remain in

the treasury, after providing for the accurate and
specific topographical information before mentioned
I presume it would be unnecessary to make any spe-

cified object of application, a condition of the grant,

Without doubt the states would apply it to that ob-

ject in which they have a paramount interest.

In a government like ours, founded in honesty :

resting on the virtue, and having in view the happi
nessof a whole people, I do not believe a public debt

( whether it be duefrom the government, or from
(apparently a short distance) from Barnstable bay to the citizens to the government) to be a public bless

Buzzard's bay, would completely avoid the difiiculty

and interpose between such a canal and the stormy
cape an impenetrable barrier. After passing Long
Island sound and the East River at New York, £

canal from the Rariton to the Delaware, and ano-
ther from the Delaware to the Chesapeak, would af-

ford us an inland water passage to Norfolk in Virgi-
i.ia. There has been made through the Dismal
Swamp a canal, which extends the communication
through Albemarle sound and Pamplico sound to
Cape Fear. This canal I am informed, already af-

fords obvious and great benefits ; yet it is probable,
that some enlargement of it will be found expedient
It is my decided oiiinion that the difficulty of extend-
ing this inland navigation to even Cape Florida,
would bear a very small proportion to its advantages.
From an inspection of the best maps we have, it

.".ppears highly probable that canals may be made to
afford a safe, easy and cheap navigation, without any
or with very little land portage, forming the follow
ing very important water connexions.
1st. Between the Potomak and Monongahela rivers
2d. Between James, Roanoke, Yadkin, Kanawha,

and Holston rivers, mutually.
3d. Between Ennoi ee, Keowee, Tugalo, Oconee,

French broad, Chatahouchee, Talapoosa and Coosaj
rivers mutually

agement or iiom accident, has discouraged
many IVom the undertaking ; while the more
successful enterprise of others, instead of being
liffused for the general information, through the
medium of our periodical publications, is known

ly in their immediate neighbourhood and their

example slowly adopted.

In this Stale, vast quantities of land have been
banked and ditched, chiefly for the cultivation of
ice, in the swamps adjoining the livers near
the sea coast as far as the fresh water ebbs and
flows. The only difficulty is in slopping the
creeks at first, or in closing a breach, should the
bank subsequently bust or blow up. As the mud
in such cases is very soft, vast quantities of the
earth thrown in, will sink, and still more be car-

ried ofT by the lorce of each ebb and flood tide.

The plan most successfully adopted is practica-

ble with labourers of every description, and the
materials at hand on every farm or plantation.

—

A sufficiency of earth is collected either by dig-

ging in the vicinit) or by transporting it from the

nearest high ground. A number of poles or

kes are then cut and brought to the breach,

and at low water driven into the mud, so as to

form an angular pen in advance from each side

of the gap. I may possibly be better understood
by the annexed draft, although rough.

i-

ing, neither do I believe that a very rich treasury,

would be favourable to the purity of a republic. If

we have resources from which we can with certainty

derive a revenue sufficient for every proper pur
pose, would it not be best to provide for the imme-
diate application of any surplus which may accrue ?

The preceding statements and remarks are with
entire deference and respect, submitted to thy con-

sideration and disposal, and to those of the commit-
tee on roads and canals, by your friend and fellow

citizen, ISAAC BRIGGS
1 mo. 29, 1818.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Charleston, Feb. 21, 1820.

Mil. Skinner—Some attention has been paid

in your excellent publications, to the reclaiming

of Marsh and Swamp Lands. Attention is sur

ly well bestowed, when we thereby obtain the

richest lands in the world, and promote the

health of those employed in their cultivation.

But the failure of some from injudicious man-

B. The Bank. A. The Gap.

The poles are left thus driven in until the next
low water, that they may adhere to the mud
more firmly by suction : the earth is then thrown
into the pens, and is protected by them from the
friction of the tide until the next low water.

—

Other poles are then driven in advance of these

on the same plan and filled with earth, until the
gap is gradually, but certainly closed.

In reclaiming marsh lands, the difficulties

have been much greater, chiefly because of their

eater exposure on the sea coast to severe gales

of wind, and high spring tides. In a great mea-
sure to the spongy, light nature of the marsh
land, it being in a degree composed of the roots

of rushes and marsh grass. Likewise from want
of attention in yearly repairing and raising the

bank, which settles and contracts very much as

oots decay ; the mud also by drying, moulders
into a fine dust and is blown away by every

high wind. They who succeed best, have a suffi-

cient space between the edge of the river or creek,

and their bank, to save it as much as possible

from being washed by the spring tides, or under-

mined by the encroachment of the river or

creek. They form the bank by earth taken alto-

gether from within it, and leave no diich between
the bank any the creek or river. They likewise

leave a considerable margin between the bank
and the ditch, formed by digging out the earth,

and cover the top of the bank with highland-

earth to mingle with the rnud as it cracks by dry-

ing,and to prevent it from being washed and blown

away. The trunks should be set so low and in such
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number, as to be icaciily capable ot drawing all

the water that collects in the ditches : and this

water ought to be constantly let off during the

summer after each fall of rain, not only for the

preservation ol liealth, but the more speedy re

claiming of the land. Every shower washe;

the salts that had encrusted on the surface into

the ditches, and if not let off, they would be re

absorbed. They are found to be copperas, alum,

and common salt, all of which are destructive

to vegetation, except in very small quantities.

When the land is in this dry slate, it is much
better to bum thp upper vegetable surface or

turf than to rot it. When it has been burnt

and freshened, if you can overllow in the winter

and irrigate it from a reserve while under cu'

tivation in the summer, your crops will be very

fine. In setting the crop, as the soil is very

Jight and dries rapidly, it must not be on beds,

but rather in trenches, indeed some think it

necessary to throw a little highland earth in

with the seed.

But the most important operations of this

1-ind, and those capable of being adopted by

most of the states in the union, are in the im
mense inland swamps. The soil is believed to

be ineNhaustible, but the great height and force

of the freshets had, until within a few years,

rendered them too precarious for cultivation-

Mr. William G. Richardson, near Manchester.

had an extensive piece of swamp in one of the

lowest and most unfavourable situations on Wa
teree river. He observed ridges of consider

able elevation, running nearly in a line with the

river in every part of the swamp, that were

scarcely ever overflowed, and concluded, that

a bank run across from the extremities of two

such parallel ridges must secure the interme

diate space. Many had lost their banks and

had failed even in choice situations ; he inquired

of those who had succeeded, as to their differ

ent proportions and modes of conducting the

work—he tried the experiment on a small scale

and succeeded completely, and has since con-

trived it with great advantage.

The first thing done is to fix on the line of the

new bank, and from its varying relative height,

to stake out its proper breadth ; the pvoportion

deemed requisite, and now usually adopted, is

three feet at the Ijase for each foot in elevation.

—From the intermediate space designated by the

stakes, every stick and limb or bough of a tree

is carefully cleared away, lest water should be

admitted into the bank by their decay. A cen

tral ditch is then dug from one to three feet

wide according to the elevation, and many think

it likewise necessary to break up by the spade
or hoe the intermediate surface of vegetable

mould, that the superstratum may adhere more
firmly to it. This central ditch is considered all

important to the success of the undertaking,

and as indispensable as the tenon and mortise

in the framing of a house. The earth is then

dug where it can be most conveniently had.

without risking the strength of the bank, always
providing proper ditches within to drain the

field in wet weather. Some think an additional

precaution still necessary ; they tread and
pestle the successive strata of earth to promote
its adhesion throughout, especially at the base
where the greatest pressure of water exists in

the time of freshets.

All who have been engaged in such work
agree, that there is no difficulty attending it,

and that apprehension arising from former un
successful inexperienced efforts, are now the

only obstacles to the general improvement.
May not this central ditch be advantageously

adopted in relaiming marsh lands ?—I submit it

for the consideration of those who are
judges.

If your patience is not exhausted, I will add
an improvement lately made in the cultivation

of our light sandy soil on the sea coast and near

It is deficient in loam and all the common
manure that can be put on it produces but little

effect. When the planters lay by their crops
as safe from grass, they dig marsh mud in the

most convenient situations, and strew it between
the hills. It is left exposed to the weather all

the autumn and winter, by which the salt is

washed out, and the mud moulders so as to be
more easily incorporated with the sandy soil.

In the spring they list and bed over the mud
and the field improves yearly.

Is not this applicable to all the sea coas
south of New York ?

A SOUTH CAROLINIAN.

To im\i\'OYe o\A^voin\ owt land.

It is generally acknowledged, that the best

land may be reduced to sterility, from an unju
dicious rotation of crops. It remains in a great

measure to be proved, whether a farm, which
from bad management had been rendered bar

ren, can be restored to its pristine fertility, by
treatment, not beyond the reach of every

farmer, (nor without the farm) who posse

the land, free from incumbrances, which are

nearly equal to this supposed value of his worn
out farm.

When an inquirer examines the publications

of those, who have given the results of theii

experiments, it appears not only practicable

but easy : frequently, however, some circum-

stance is not mentioned in the communication
or some thing not attended to by the reader,

who intends to make the same successful ex
periments, but fails from the causes stated.

The Rockland farm, exhibited a subject for

experiment, as it had not only been reduced by

cropping, but generally, became a common for

every animal, to take wliat remained of the

scanty natural, but coarse herbage : having read

various books the result of sowing plastei

and clover, it was presumed, that sowing pias-

ter and clover, Avould be the extent of the ex-

penses, required to fertilize the fields, in a few

years ;—a few experiments proved that the clo

ver seed and plaster were both lost, as no one
could at any season of the year point out what
field, or upon what part of any field they had

been deposited, unless where the briars and
bushes had been eradicated.

It should however have been mentioned, that

the soil was generally a cold or heavy clay, some
blue, white, light browni and a few spots of red

clay, loaded with hard blue stone and rocks

chiefly quartz, mixed with iron and copper

Some of the experiments were made with plas-

ter, others were made by top dressing with lime,

at the rate of twenly-five to thirty bushels per
acre : the lime was brought twenty or twenty-
five miles from the kiln, and laid on the field at

25 cents per bushel : it was formed into a bed
of about half a loot thick, and covered with
earth, ploughed and thrown over it, before it

was slacked, that all the phosphoric principle

disengaged by the water, might be united with

the earth which covered it ; a heavy harrow
was afterwards passed over it, so soon as the
shell was reduced to powder ; the bed of lime
and earth, was then frequently turned by the
plough and harrow, until the whole assumed
the appearance and smell of soapers ashes, con-
tained about ten parts of common soil, to one
of lime. It was then carted, and spread regu-
larly over the field, and in every instance it

gave a return of clover, equal to ten loads of
stable manure to the acre. The idea of mixing
the lime and earth, was suggested from spread-

ing the refuse mortar of lime and sand gathered
from about buildings, and laid upon the field,

the effect of which I observed was more im-
mediate than any equal quantity of lime : though
mixtures of lime and earth, were equally so,—
in both cases, the lime was completely pulve-

ised, and the sand and earth, broke up the com-
munication of lime with lime, and the succeed-

is carried the fertilizing principle of the

lime, as from a sieve, into the soil where it was
pread,— it completely divided the soil, render-

ing that open and warm, which before was com-
pact, and too cold for the roots of the grain to

live in.

The whole soil which before felt dead under
foot, became so elastic, that persons of ob-

servation, by walking over the field in the

night, distinctly told how far the lime and
earth compost extended. The colour of the

soil was likewise changed into that of cho-

colate.

These effects presented several ideas which
had not occurred to me before, viz. :—That any
thing which would separate the particles of the

soil, and admit the air, would render these cold

and heavy clays warm and fertile ;—that the

free admission of air, would carry off the

acid ; to meet this, ploughing in the fall was
adopted, and found successful ; one half of a

field six years ago was ploughed in the winter,

the other half ploughed in the spring, tliat part

which was ploughed in the spring, has never
brought grain or grass, equal to the other. It

should have been observed, that the field had
not been ploughed for upwards of twenty years;

and, of course, a great body of rubbish and
roots were ploughed in, after the briar-hook

grubbing-hoe bad smoothed the surface.

Spreadmg of manure in the autumn, from the

compost bed, has also been introduced with

universal success, both upon grain and grass

fields, the lye or salts, of the manure, being

carried into the soil by the rains upon the

breaking up of the frosts, which have, in some
measure, prepared the soil to receive it. High
agricultural authorities, even bottomed on ac-

curate observation, are opposed to the practice

of spreading out manure in autumn ; amongst
these we find the justly celebrated lord Kaims,

in his gentleman farmer, a work upon first prin-
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ciples, and deservedly of the liii^hest aullionty.

A departure from his judgment is only to be al-

lowed, where facts would censure silence ; nor

should his name have been mentioned, unless to

will produce clover luxuriantly, there is no farm-

at a loss how to make his field as rich as he

pleases, and having got them into good heart, it

will be his interest to put them in such rotation,

avoid the charge of writing without attending to as shall increase the vegetable soil and conse

what has been said on that subject ; it is no con-

clusive objection that " the strength of the ma-
nures, will be carried off by winter rains, or

exhausted by the frost ;" are not the warm show-

ers more likelytodoso,and are not the exhalations

more copious in a warm than in a cold tempera-

ture ; is the descending of the sap in trees no

monitor, as to the season for spreading out ma-

nures, and about the operations of nature, for

renewing, and invigorating the process of vege-

tation.

Briar-bushes, and all vegetable substances

have been covered up with earth, rotted and

used with the same success as stable manure,

and so far, and so long, as they separate parts

of the soil, and admit the air, they fertilize an('

change the colour of the mould. These experi

ments tested by frequent repetition, have laid :

foundation for operations less expensive, and

equally fertilizing, for the production of grass

and grain.

—

Ploughing and sawing for the fiu

[uent fertility of his field

It is almost unnecessary, lo mention, what
will make its way to the understanding of

ery farmer, viz. The many advantages

gained from treating his barren field in this

ay.

1st. Early and late sweet pasture from such

fields, which otherwise produced a scanty coarse

herbage unpalatable to every animal.

2d. Immediate reward for his labour; the

stock are supported by it within two months
from the time seed is sown—the two returns

gave six months green food ; he is not how
ever to depend upon it for all his summer
pasture.

3d. Perhaps it is one of the most effectual

means to root out garlick, because what has es

caped the plough in the spring, is eaten down
with the pasture from the first sowing of oats

and prevented from going into seed—the plough
ing in July and August exposes so many of its

fiose of producing pasture., and accumulation 0/ bulbs to the sun that few shoots are to be found

vegetable soil have 6ceti adopted : for this pur
pose wheat, rye, Indian corn, (maize,) buck
wheat, and oats, have been sown upon fields

ploughed, which were incapable of producing

any crop ; none of those grains, have produced
pasture and vegetable soil equally valuable, to

that from the oats—where the others have fail-

ed, its roots have pierced, disarmed, and van
quished the inhospitable soil, and rendered i

fertile ; the winter ploughing is continued, and
the oats are thrown in, as early as the season

will allow, sometimes in February, either upon
what has been ploughed in autumn, or in the

fields which were m corn the preceding year

or in pasture oats, the preceding fall. In gene
ral, they afford early pasture, and when they

are re-ploughed in July and August, and sown
again with oats, they furnish excellent pasture

from early in September, until late in Decern
ber, during that season when all the pasture is

generally dried up. The first sowing of oats only

and remainnig herbage affords a manure for the

second sowing, and this always yields four

months valuable pasture, which no othei

course known to me will afford. In Septem
ber, October, November, and December, con

siderable attention is required, to preserve the

young clever, which the field will be able to

raise in the second year of the oat pasture : if

sown with the oats in the spring, the cattle

should never be put in while the ground is too

moist, as they would destroy and tread it into the

soil ; and sometimes dry seasons are also highly

injurious to the clover. When the clover

sown with the second sowing of oats, the same
care is required to prevent its being trodden in

by the live suck, for this purpose it is always

necessary to have a spare field of old

which they will feed upon in wet weather, and
which they would not relish in dry weather.

To guard against a dry season it is most prope
never to pasture the oats, where the clover is

sown, so much as to prevent the herbage fron

giving shade to the clover. So soon as the field

in oats sown for fall pasture,

4th. It is an easy and profitable way of clear-

ing grain-fields from every species of injurious

weeds ; as it will convert them into vegetable

and enable the farmer to raise whatever
grain or grass he shall judge most suitable to

the soil

5th. It will save the expense of a fruitless

summer fallow, and the green herbage will aid

the dairy,

6th. It enriches the farm from within itself,

d no expense is required beyond the reach of

any farmer—by rising one hour earlier, and

vorking one hour later than usual, for two
weeks, he may plough and sow two acres as an

experiment. The pasture will recompense
his labour, while his soil is greatly improved; it

is equally evident, that the fertility of the soil is

acquired, partly from the roots of the oats, open^

the soil and introducing the air, and warmth
of the sun, and partly from accession of vege

vegetable soil produced from seven or ten acres'

It is to be remembered, that the object proposed
was to render worn out, or barren fields pro-

ductive ; and in no case have I found a field,

which was not, after two years oat pasture, ca-

pable of producing clover, and receiving the

gypsum with evident advantage. So soon as a

field produces clover, no one is at a loss, how to

produce advantageous crops afterwards. It is

in every one's power, to estimate what the

ploughing and seeding per acre of oat pasture,

will cost, and according to circumstances, so

will the expenses be, but in general where the

expenses are high, the value of the pasture is

qually so, and if even granted that the cost of

ploughing and seeding, shall be double in value
to the pasture produced, let the comparative

alue of the field be fairly estimated, before the

course was begun, a waste, or worn out field,

and what it is now, when the course is comple-
ted, and laid down in clover, timothy, or orchard

grass.

It will be of the first importance to have at

least two fields, otherwise if the cattle are con-

stantly upon the same field it will not be found

so productive, and in wet weather, they should

be turned into some field where the herbage was
too hard in dry weather. It will be eaten

greedily by the cattle after they have been sati-

ated with the soft blades of the oats ; under this

management, beeves have been fatted for family

use, and taken off in December without any grain.

It is observed that the oats scour at first, but the

free use of salt, readily corrects the complaint,

and in no pasture do they rise faster in flesh ; and

the juices of their meat become uncommonly
grateful.

The fields which have been in corn the pre-

ceding year, have also been sown in the spring ;

without being reploughed, and did equally well,

except upon heavy clays, when the spring has

commenced with heavy rains, which have ren-

dered the soil too compact to be opened, even

with a heavy brake harrow drawn by four horses.

The fields from the oat pasture the foregoing

tumn, have also been sown, without replough-

ing, when the spring has set in without much
rain, after severe frost—not only the oat pasture,

gives about two months pasture, but the roots table soil, produced from the decomposed roots but also the clover sown therewith, have answer-

such pasturage ; but even before the roots

are converted into soil, they produce the most
beneficial effects. Those from the spring sow
ng, retain the moisture, and supply the summer
sowing with it. The roots from the fall p;

turage, being full of sap, introduce winter frosts

every wliere, into the soil, which swelling with

the congelation, separates the particles ; for

but are more numerous, than when the plant

matured into grain. It is however necessary

to sow at least double the quantity of seed, to

that required for crops of grain, the pasture

ing so much the thicker, and the increase of

getable soil from the decayed roots so much
the greater.

It is not to be expected, that one or two

petitions of the series of oat pasture, will make
the soil equally rich as a common dressing of

stable manure, which from a farm of 100 acres,

will not, in general, extend over more than 10

to 15 acres; this gives to one acre nearly the

ed well.

Oats have also been sown amongst the hills

and drills of corn, after it has received the last

dressing. It has succeeded, without any visible

injury to the corn, provided, care has been taken

not to injure the roots by the plough or harrow
at the time the oats were sown.

It has been inquired, are not all the crops of

is to be observed, that roots while the stem is oats exhausting, if so, how can two sowings of

eaten down by the stalk, do not become hard oats in the same year, render the soil fertile ?

it is granted, if oats shall be matured into seed

they will certainly exhaust, but if cut off while

in the blade, they, and all culmiferous plants,

will fertilize. The experiment was made with

Indian corn, sown broad-cast, cut twice and
carried to the stable, and a crop of turnips

taken off the ground the same season—the ma-
nure was laid on before the corn was sown, but

none was given when the turnip seed was put

in.

Another way in which oats fertilize, appears

to be from increase of vegetable soil ; this is

within the view of every observer ; the remains
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of 'he pasture ploughed in, particulurlv in July

and A u(;ust, is speedily decomposed, iis icnder-

ness and moisture aiding the dissolution. Hut

dry stubble and husky roots are difficultly de-

composed, nor do they produce so much car-

bonic or coally matter in the soil, which chem
ists say decomposes the water, and produces the

air required to promote vegetation. As the

vegetable is jiroduced from air and watei-, and

not from earth, which seems to be no more than

the laboratory where the process of vegetation

commences, and finally serves as a matrix to

hold one part of the plant, while the other

parts are raised aloft, in quest of superior aid,

to complete the inscrutable operations of the

vegetable fabric.

It has also been inquired, will the (jfocess of

oat pasture fertilize every where ? it is an-

swered, that where the soil and climate are the

same, the effects will be the same also. A de-

scription has been given of the soils, where the

experiments were made, and are still to be

made, and are still going on. If experiments of

the same nature shall be made upon a dilTerem

soil and climate, the result will be different, and

more or less favourable, according to circum-

stances, and for which the practice now men-
tioned, cannot in justice be rendered accounta-

ble. If my shoe fit my foot, I am warranted tu

say, it will suit a foot of the same shape and size

every where : let no one conclude that it will fit

a foot of larger or less size, ordifferent form ; but

I itiust confess that passing over things equally

obvious, I have run into numerous and expen-

sive errors.

But when it is inquired upon what evidence

it is to be received—the reply is at hand, living

evidences are at the command of every one who
chooses to make the trial ; let him, however, be

on his guard, against suffering himself to take a

tropin place of the spring pasture oats.

If it shall be inquired, how does the oat pas-

ture fertilize ? It may be also observed that

constant verdure and green herbage prevent

the rays of the sun from parching the soil and

depriving it of its moisture and air, both of which

are highly necessary to vegetation. The dou-

ble portion of juicy vegetable matter arising

from the two crops of pasture in the same sum-
mer, being every where united with the common
soil partly mechanically and partly chemically,

renders the soil capable of retaining sufficient

moisture and elastic air, to make it open and

warm, and by which the soil does not only be-

lome thicker by going downward, but actually

expands, or rises, so as to give a furrow, con-

siderably deeper, than formerly, over immovea
ble rocks. Some years ago, a field in view of

the farm-house, marked the broad rocks, during

the course of every crop ; they are now cover-

ed with so much soil, that they are seldom ob-

served. Tile two ploughings also contribute

to the increase of the air in the soil, without

which no soil can be fruitful, there being no ve

gelation in vacuo. Tull's horse hoeing bus
handry was introduced under the idea, that the

fabulum of plants was pulverized earth ; iht

fact daily before us is, that pulverized earth re

tains the moisture and air, as the handmaids
of vegetation ; some cxpeiiments have lately

been made, the results of which favour these

eniarks, viz. " that toilis aflbrded quantities ol

lir by distillation, somewhat corresponding to

he ratios of their -values."

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Sill—When my aunt Simpy read the letter

which you printed for me the other day, said

she, " Jeremiah my dear, I have a few ques-

tions to ask you, which I beg you to answer me
with your accustomed frankness and candour.

In the first place," (taking out her spectacles

,nd wiping them, then putting them on, and

unning her eye down the side of the paper

containing my letter,) " in the first place" said

she. " I wish you to inform me in what cata

logue, or book of gardening, or botany, you
found the name of a plant called Dark Mud .~"

Dark Mud ! said I, why what do you mean ?

I mean" said she " Rumex Egij/itianus, Dark
Mud."—I was somewhat confounded with my
aunt's question, coupled with her grave & formal

manner, and was rather at a loss to know precise-

ly what she was at : but on casting my eye to the

place where she directed her's, I discovered

that the printer had mistaken Dock Weed for

Dark Mud !—Well said I, this is really pro-

voking, after I had hammered my brains so

long to produce something fit to go before the

public, and taking such uncommon pains to

oid every thing like pot-hooks and trammels
;

besides too, I made my letter as short as possi-

ble for fear of mistakes, and after all, the point

of the very best part of my letter is destroyed

by cilling Dock Weed, Dark Mud I I do

believe in my very soul, these Printers can't

print ten words without making some mistake
;

and this one reminds me of the Player who was

always making blunders, and to avoid which,

they gave him as his part—" My Lord, stand

by and let the coffin pass"—this was all he had

to say in the whole play, which he repeated

over and over, until his turn came, when after

bracing himselfup for the occasion, and hemming
to clear his throat, he in an audible voice, said

" My Lord, stand by and let the Parson cough I"

Dock Weed, Dark Mud ! I shall never

get over it, for although the mistake is not

mine, I feel like the poor player, covered with

confusion, and hare almost sworn that this

my first, shall be my last appearance on any

tage.

" Well," continued my aunt, " why do you

recommend that the transplanted corn should

always be placed in the same position in rela-

tion to the compass?" I must acknowledge

hat this question of my aunt surprised mc
more than the other ; not that I found any

difficulty in answering it, but that a woman
of her good sense should allow herself to ask

such an idle question. Why, aunt Simpy, said

I, placing one hand on my hip and throwing

my head a little on one side, in a sort of a quiz

zical, not exactly " a Grecian attitude," is it

possible you have lived so long in the country

and don't know that every stalk of corn grows

exactly alike in regard to the compass ? throw-

ing its leaves cast and west and having one

flat side of the stalk on the south ? and the

other on the north ? My aunt shook her head,

btit at the same time cast her eye out of the

window into the corn field, and discovered that
I was light. " ^VeU" said she, " I now per-
ceive the reason why you plant your hills of
corn north and south, at the distance of three
feet from hill to hill, while the rows are five feet

apart"—certainly, said I, it is that they may
stand with their flat sides towards one another
in the rows, and that there may be room be-
tween the rows for their long leaves to spread,
and catch the dews and rains which they con-
duct to the roots. Besides, said I, do you riot

know that every tree and plant accommodates
itself in its organization to its particular posi-

tion in regard to the sun, inclining itself, its

limbs, and its leaves, so as to receive the great-

est benefit from its rays, and that this arrange-
ment once disturbed, the plant never thrives af-

terwards. Take for instance one of your pots
of flowers, or even Day-/: Mud, as the printers call

it, and turn it around every day for six weeks,
and the plant will perish. I perceived that my
aunt had several other questions she intended

to ask, but having been detected in her ignor-

ance for the first lime in her life, siie appeared
as much confused and mortified as either the

player or myself, and took the first opportunity

of slipping out to squeez the gape worms out
of the throats of her chickens, and to feed her
turkeys on brick-bats and charcoal, a plan which
she highly approves of ; but, she thinks that she
has lately made the discovery, that it would be
a very great improvement, and hasten the fatten-

ing very much, by giving them at the same time,

as much corn as they can cat.

Your obedient servant,

and friend,

JEREMIAH SIMPLE.
P. S. What mortifies me most, is to see other

papers copy the Post Script of my letter just

for the purpose, I suppose, of making people
laugh at the blunder. But I beg you will let

them know it is no blunder of mine.

J. S.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON THE CULTURE OF

Indiaw Co\*iv, AVlveat & Tu\\ot\\y
Hardy County, Fa.

Mk. Skinner—In your paper I see Mr.
Pickering's remarks on Indian corn and win-

ter grain. The business of this county is chief-

ly grazing and feeding stock with corn. If my
experience in that line is thought by you, wor-
thy of communicating, you may do so. Our
former practice was to hill our corn—I now
think it wrong. In case of storms when the corn

is bent with wind and rain, the earth falls in the

vacancy on the windward side, and the rain beats

it so as to prevent its rising as much as it would
do if not hilled.

As to sowing winter grain in the corn, it was
our custom fifteen or twenty years ago—ex-

perience shewed us that there would be vacan-

cies round the stub and in the furrow. Our
method now is to cut up our corn when fit,

which is generally about the first of October, to

sow our wheat by the corn rows, which arc

About four feet apart, to plough it in with a

shovel plough, running as close to the stubs as

possible, then take a heavy iron tooth harrow
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run it over the stubs, one liorse walking; in the

furrow on each side. As I raise but little

winter grain in proportion to Indian corn, 1

always grass the land I sow in small grain

with a view of improving it by mowing and

feeding on it, while in meadow—when it is

liarrowed once over, I sow it in Timothy grass

seed, and then grass harrow it, which puts

the surface quite level for the sythe—the timo

thy will come up with the wheat, and will stand

the winter, and will not be so easily smothered
and destroyed by heavy grain, as it is if

in the spring on the grain—also comes much
more regular. I have tried red clover in the

same way, but I found it would not stand our

winters, the frost killing the greater part.

For eight or ten years past I have followed

the above method, and have not yet missed

having a good crop of wheat, say from twenty

to thirty bushels per acre—and some fall pasture

from my grass in the stubble—and the next

season as good a crop of hay as any afterwards.

I have found it necessary twice in my time, to

run the harrow over the stubs the last nf March
or the first of April, to level them completely.

Our land will produce forty or fifty bushels of

corn per acre, if the season is good. The small

grain sowed in this manner will be as regular

and as good as any other way that I have ever

put it in. We cut up our corn sixteen hills

square, and set each square in a stack in the

centre on the end, and it stands there until

drawn out in the winter to feed to our stock

—

and if any more than wanted for that purpose
it is husked out in April and cribbed for suin

mer use. If it is set up well, it will be safe from
damaging. Your's with respect,

ABEL SEYMOUR,

AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWING
WHEAT—Xo. III.

PnOM THE NATIONAL INTHLLIGENCER.
AVHEAT FI.Y AGAIN.
FIIEIIEHICK COUNTT, MD. DKC, 26, 1817

.Messrs. Gales and Senton,

Being one of your subscribers, I observe in

your paper ofthe 19th inst. a piece on the subject

of that destructive insect, commonly called the

Hessian Fly, by a King William fiirmer, which
appears to be in answer, to or remarks on a com
munication from general John H. Cocke which
was read before the Agricultural Society of Al
bemarle, on the 3d of November last, on the

same subject. There is much credit due to the

gentleman who made the communication to the
Society, for his attention to the subject, and
his liberality in communicating the result of his

labour and information to the public ; it must
have cost him time and close attention to the sub-
ject, and I think it one of the best, and minutest
descriptions on the subject, that I have yet seen
published, so far as it goes.

The King William farmer rather treats with
derision that part of the subject of the commu-
nication which recommends the experiment of
grazing the crop at a certain stage thereof, for

"the purpose of in part preventing the ravages of
that insect, and states that, he had been inform-
ed that a gentleman on the Rappahannock,
grazed one of many fields last winter, which
was entirely destroyed last Spring, in conse-

quence of the branches of wheat being all young,

inviting the fly, and never having strength to

recover ; that last spring, the wheat first attack-

ed by the fly recovered, and made a partial crop,

while the last sown wheat, in many places was
not worth harvesting, particularly if of the same
kind.

The King William farmer certainly did not

give the subject that deliberation whicl

susceptable of, for I do not think the case cited

by him, of the Rappahannock farmer extends
to th.it proof of the inefficacy of grazing, on
I'hich he seems so much to rely ; for I have
ery little doubt on my mind, that if the Rap
pahannock fanner had grazed all his fields of

heat at the same and in the proper time, whicli

were adjoining each other, he would have found

he result of grazing very different from the re

ult of the one field only, which he did graze
for it is a fact well known that late sown wheat
las frequently produced tolerably good crops,

vhere the more early sown has been inuch in-

jured ; therefore the causes of such opposite re

suits should be well known before a person can
condemn a recommendation in either way. I

satisfied that grazing wheat crops at a cer^

tain stage of the crop, if affected by the fly, is a

partial advantage to the crop, by arresting it

from the ravages of the spring fly ; provided all

the fields affected adjoining each other are graz
ed at the same time ; but where one field only

is grazed among many which are affected by the

ily, it is put into a situation more subject to be

injured by the spring fly than if it hat! not been
grazed, for wherever several fields are sown
adjacent to each other, the more regular and
uniform their growth, the greater is the pt

pect of the crop ; and the greater the disparity

or difference in their growth the less prospect,

for there are few instances where two fields ad-

jacent to each other are to be sown with wheat,
and wliere one of them is sown at the beginning
of seed time, and the other is left unsown until

the end or late seed time, that both fields pro
duce good crops. I think it almost impossible

If any fly exists at all, very frequently both

fields are destroyed, the one by the fall fly the

ither by the spring fly ; greater prospects might
le expected from both the fields, in any other
ituation than that of joining each other.

I make the above remarks, not that I think

grazing the crop, is the best or only remedy
gainst the ravage of the fly, but that I think it

may be serviceable in certain instances to crops
;

for I think a little attention to the situation of

fields, to be sown with wheat, as to what nurse-

ies of flies are adjacent to them, what risk

there is by inducing the fly into the fields, by
sowing them at an unreasonable lime, is of m
ervice in preventing the disaster than all the

emedies I have yet heard of. Much depends
on the situation of fields, to be sown with

heat as to their situation to other fields.

—

Some situations will bear early seeding, others

not ; for I am satisfied that two fields, although
adjoining each other, may nevertheless be so

situated, in respect to other adjoining fields

that the one would bear early seeding without

much risk when the other would not.

It is the prevailing opinion of many, that the

flies take their flights at certain periods of time
;

and wherever cliance causes them to light in a

field of wheat, that field must iuevitiibly he de-
stroyed ; and being so impressed with the opin-
ion that the destruction is caused in tiiat chance
way, their attentions have been more taken up
with devising remedies, to be resorted to when
the cause exists, than with devising means as

preventives. I am convinced by many years
practice in farming, and particular attention to

tne subject that the latter is most to be relied

on. The flies are a numerous insect, actuated by
instinct, as all other insects are

;
young and

tender vegetation appears to be their element;
f therefore wheat is sown, at a time, and in a
situation which will induce them into it out of
m adjacent nursery, existing al the time, the
prospect of the crop must in that event, be not

y flattering, although the grain be nicely put
and although the land may be strong.

A FREDERICK COUNTY FARMER.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

SesaTafvwiw oy ^eue.
T/je o;7 and the food (or man and heast produced by

the vine called the Sesanmm Orientate, or Bene bush,
vine, are well worthy of the attention of the peo-

ple of the United States. The Bene vine or bush,
has been produced for some time, in small quanti-

'n the southern states, from seed imported di-
rectly or indirectly from Africa, and from Asia—It

ibounds in the former, and in Bengal. Many of the
bhicks of the Mississippi, have continued the propa-
gation of the seed of the Bene, and make soup of it

p.arching-. The seed may be procured from
them .ind from the blacks in the Carolinas and Geor-
ia. Several planters of the latter state h.ave cultivat-

d it largely, particulary Col. Few and Col. Milledije ;

lie last of whom published a paniplet on the sub-
ject. Doctor Samuel Brown the senior medical pro-
lessor of the Transylvania University of Kentucky,
made a crop of sixty acres in the late war, in the 32nd
legree of north latitude, near Fort Adams. It will

any land suitable for cotton, if properly
planted in drills four feet apart, in the latter part of
April, and gathered in the latter part of September,

';2nd degree of north latitude. It iias been
ricd with success in 34" 50' ; and as frosts do not af-

fect the crops in October in higher latitudes, it is

(irth trial wherever cotton is produced, and even in

the tith and 41st degrees The experiments will cost
ttle money, time or labour, and land is abundant.

—

Some accounts of this plant may be obtained from the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, the archives of useful know-
ledge by Doctor James Mease of Philadelphia, and
other general books of science and agriculture.

The Bene, or Sesamum. produces a very good salad
oil, not distinguishable from fine olive oil of France
and Italy. It may be applied to all the other uses of

and coarse oil. It is pressed by the same means
as the flaxseed oil. The oil cake is very pleasant at

table, is eaten freely by horned cattle, swine, &c. and
is often used, when fresh, to boil with other vegeta-
ns, rendering butter unnecessary.
The Sesamum, is an annual plant. It grows like

cotton, from three to six feet hii;h, bearing numev-
square pods, about one inch and a half in length,

Klled with seeds about the size of flaxseeds. It" re-

no sticks, poles or other support. The product
of seed is about twelve or fifteen bushels to the acre.

It has been reported that each gallon of seed will

eld three quarts of oil. This appears to be impro-
bable, but it has been thought that two quarts of oil

might be expected from a gallon of seed. The oil

may also be extracted, by bruising the seed, and im-
mersing them in boiling water, when the oil rises on
the top and is easily skummed off". Good casks filled,

or bottles filled, and well bunged or corked are pro-

per to preserve this oil which doubtless, will become
rancid by heat, time, impurities and air, like other
oils, vegetable and animal.
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FOR THE AMERICAN FARMEK.
To General T. M. Fouman, near Saviyi^ton, Cecil Coun

ty, J\farijland.

SiH,—I have been, for a long time, under the im-

pression that the United States might derive im
mense advantages from the introduction of plants,

animals, aids and operations into its practical agri-

culture, from countries of corresponding tempera-

tures and circumstances. Of this American expecta-

tion, indigo, rice, cotton and cane sugar are me-
morable examples in the south. The Flemish red

clover, gypsum, the varieties of wheat and othei

bread grains, the irrigation of lands, the mangel wurt
zel, and ruta baga are interesting examples in the

middle, northern and eastern states.—The grape vine

and olive are on trial. The former is sure : the lattei

hopeful.

Among the objects of promise, not yet duly regard

cd is the Hene* plant, of great value for its excellent

oil, similar, to my actual knowledge, to that of

Florence and Provence olives. I am led to address

you, on this subject, because it appears that you
have paid to it, the most useful attention, from the

brief, but just notice taken of it in the last paragraph

of your letter from Hose-IIill, of the 9th of October,

1815, published in the 4th volume of the memoirs of

the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, page 1 and 2

I infer from your letter, that you have found by the

planting of your half gallon of Georgia seed, by your
self, your friends and your tenants, that the Sesamun

or Bene of Africa and East India, will grovv to matu
rity in Cecil county of Maryland, the most southern

part of which is in about 39 degrees, 20 minutes north

latitude. A scientific agricultural friend of mine had

raised it in 32° and in 34° 30' in the present states of

Mississippi and Alabama, and I have eaten salad dress-

ed with the oil made in South Carolina, with the

greatest satisfaction as to smell, flavour and agreement
with stomach throughout my family. But your ex-

periments if, I am right in presuming them success-

ful, give us four or five degrees more of northing.

—

Permit me to ask you to furnish the zealous and intel

ligent editor of the Baltimore American Farmer, and
through him our country, with a statement of all

the circumstances attending your experiments in the

cultivation of the Sene or Sesamum, from the local

source of the seed, audits age, and cost, to the pre-

paration of the grounds, by various planters, the time,

manner and course of sowing or planting, dressing

propping, poleing, sticking or supporting the busl

or vine or plant, the time of gathering or cropping,

the quantity per acre, the shape, form and size of

the pods, and seeds, their uses in feeding mnri aiu'

beast, the mode of pressing, or extracting the oi

used by you or in Georgia, whether by the press or

by hot water, the uses of the pulp or oil cake left af-

ter pressure, in cooking or for cattle or for

with such other matters as may be, in any -way, useful

on anew subject. One great point I submit to your
most careful reflection, that is whether there is spring,

summer and autumn warmth and season for its growth,

in your exact degree and minute of latitude, which it

will be useful to state with precision.

Our country is full of good things. There i

pediment of church or state to the free use of the

pen and the press in the communication of what we
know. Men blessed with education, understanding

and property will not keep their talents, wrapt and un-

used in an idle napkin.

In a late communication to the Editor of the Far-

mer, the principal facts, which appeared in Alabama
and Mississippi states, in a culture on the scale of si.xty

acres, were given. The cultivator joins to a strong

and intuitive mind, education, great opportunities of

observation in American and foreign culture, general

education and a strong improved taste in science

pertinent to fijrming and planting. All his facts are

therefore to be relied on. It is proposed to pursue

and condense the floating information on this subject

the most material part of which is the climates, and de-

grees of latitude in our country, in which the Sesamum
or Sciie will produce good and sure crops of its admi

* .S'e«iwii:m orimwte, in the books of Botany and ge
neral science.

rable oil seed. As the culture of the olive tree is only
commenced and is yet to be matured in the United
States, this easy plant the Bene will be useful in all

places in the mean time ; and if it has succeeded in

tlie county of Cecil, it will produce oil in latitudes

too far north to preserve the olive in safety from the
frost.

A FRIEND OF THE VLOUGH
PhilailellMa, Juhj 4, 18:20.

Oj^Theguf.at TiEsinEBATCM.—To prcvcut /^ from
destroying turnips, always choose a piece of poor land
for your turjiip patch, plough and harrow it until

you get it very fine, then manure it well with ashes or
7vell rotted stable manure ; sow your turnip seed with
Indian meal, that you may see whether you sow it too
thick or too thinly, then harrow in the seed
ron tooth harrow, be not afraid of putting them in

too deep—if you hush them in, they are scarcely co-

vered, they are up before the root has taken any hold;

nd lying on the surface of the ground, they nearly
all perish the first dry spell that follows after their

coming up, and you find it very convenient, without
further inquiry, to cry out—Oh ! the cursed fly has
eat up all my turnips ; but choose poor land, make it

fine and rich, and cover your seed deep and the_^^ will

fly away to your neighbours.—The advice here gi

veu rests on the authority and practice of an experien
ced cultivator, on the Reisterstown road, who has not

ssed a crop of turnips for thirty years ; for the com
mon turnip sow between the 20th and the last day of
July. If you want them swee/, a week or ten d-ays la-

ter will make them so.

U*lii; S*iiIBllIliIE«
BAL'flMOKE, FRIDAY, JULY 2 1 1820.

Ctj' MoLF.s—Who can tell how to destroy them ?

We have heard great complaint of the ravages com
mitted by them, and one Farmer-ess exclaims in des-

pair—" Sir, if you don't tell us how to destroy the
moles, the moles w ill destroy us."

(Ij= Thb Ox Shovel PiorRB, oh ScnAPEn, used
making turnpike roads, and which may be used for

ditching—might be advantageously used to a much
greater extent on farms than it is now. The Editor
will be thankful to any one who will send him tl

exact dimensions, and a drawing of one, if that should
be thought necessary to enable persons who have

' "m, to make them—we are not aware that it

has been patented.

Would not this Implement be highly useful,

scraping up for the cart, the manure of old dung-hills,

head-lands, &c. 84c. after it had been loosened with the

plough. ^^^^m
CO" There is one light in which we beg to present

the convenience and usefulness of this journal, to the

lew of our readers.

It now circulates, we may say extensively, in every

state of the Union, but especially in the southern and
western states. It constitutes an intellectual foun

tain in the centre of our various degrees of climate,

from -which agricultural experience an<l intelligence

may be m.ade to flow over all the states—so that if in

one part of the country, either from its having been
longer settled, or from any other cause greater perfec

tion has been attained in any particular branch of hus-

bandry—this paper may at once convey a knowledge
of these superior practices through other districts of

the country, where the subject ofthem is less perfect-

ly understood.

To reap the benefit of the advantages thus oiTered

the more effectually, we propose that, when any one
of our patrons, reside where he may, shall desire to

be informed as to any particular agricultural opera-

tion, or pursuit ; which is either already introduced,

but imperfectly practised ; or which he thinks might
be advantageously introduced in his district—in such

case we propose that he should briefly submit, in s

letter to the Editor, such inquiries as may be neces-

sary to elicit the information desired. 'Whereupoi:

the Editor will either answer him directiv, if in his

power to do it with confidence, or he will insert in the
Farmer, the substance of the inquiries—and here

to our object—which is to entreat our rea-
ders who may happen to be conversant with the mat-

question, when they see inquiries of this sort
to take up I'leir pen and ansiuer them with the plain-
less and promptitude which becomes the honest frank-
ness and benevolent spirit oiAmerican Farmers.

It is easy to see how useful would be a compliance
ith this request. There are none of us so wise, as

to be independent of the experience and acquirements
of others—and how can we require others to inform us
on subjects in which we are inexperienced, if we, from
indolence, or a fastidious disinclination to write, re-
fuse to hold out our own lights when entreated to
do so ?

Let us repeat that to communicate for a paper like
this, the habit of writing for the press, is by no means
essential. The plainer the language in which agricul-
tural facts are communicated the better, and the
simple, unadorned modes of expression used in the
field or fire side conversation of Farmers ; is best

ited for the columns of this journal. If a word
happens to be spelled amiss, why it is the duty of
the Editor or the Printer to correct it—or if they
fail either from ignorance or inattention, no great
harm is done, since if the meaning be clear, the spell-

ng or phraseology is of not so much consequence.
Take, as an example of the spirit of free communi-

cation we would inculcate, the following extract
from a friend in North Carolina. It would seem that

the agriculture of that district, may be greatly pro-
moted by the application of shell-rock lime, as a ma-
nure ; yet the process of burning and preparing it, is

not perfectly well understood. -Is it not then matter
of courtesy not to say of duty, with those who do un-
derstand it, to communicate their information for the
good of others .' may tfiei/ not want information some
day on some other branch of husbandry? It is in this

free offering and interchange of the fruits of expe-
rience, that the gi-eat blessing of the art ofprinting con-
sists.

One additional suggestion—when the pen is taken
to describe any system or process in agriculture—the
better way is to suppose your reader entirely ignorant
of the subject—then begin at the beginning, to use a
vulgar saying, and go on from point to point, describ-

ing plainly and minutely every particular.

" The farmers in this vicinity are turning their atten-

tion to lime as a manure. We have an abundance,
of the stone called shell-rock—it yields excellent lime,

but is very hard and a portion is frequently left un-
changed. If some of your correspondents would
give directions for building kilns, and burning stone
upon the plan found most successful, we should be
greatly obliged, and the interests of agriculture essen-

tially promoted.
Very respectfully, your ob't. serv't.r'

JN'cwiefn, .V. C. July 3.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.
Actual sales of Wheat—White, 95 cts.

—

Red, 90 to

93 cts—CoBN, white 51 to 52 cts—Yellow do. 50 cts.

Hte, 50cts

—

Oatb, 33 cts

—

Hat, per ton §16-Sthaw,
do. S7^FLorii, from the wagons, S4 62^—Wuisket,
from do. 33 cts—Bvtteii, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts.—Egos,
per doz. 15 cts

—

A'eai., per lb. 6 to 8 cts

—

Mutton,
per quarter, 37i to 62^ cts—Beef, prime pieces, 10 cts

—Live Cattle, §6 to S''—Potatoes, 50 cts—
Hams, 15 cts—Midhlings, 11 cts.—Tah, §2 50, scarce

TunpENTisE, soft g2 to g2 25—Spjkits, do 35 cts—
Rosin, §2, plenty—PiTtn, §2 50—Black-ete Peas,
65 to 70 cts. plenty—Maryland Tobacco, 2 hhds. crop,

nne Arundel, sold the present week for §9 to 89 75
wo hhds, seconds, at g?—Richmond Tobacco, no

s.ales, price nominally, 7 &.9 cents.

BALTIMORE,

rVBLISUED EVEHV EUIDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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>f the SusqiielKinna ami tlie Schuylkill, which emp-
ties into the Delaware. That being accomplisheil,
we may look westward to the waters of the Alleglia-
iiy, anil northward to the Seneca lake, which being
once entered, and entered it may be with no great
difficulty, wc have the Delaware connected with tlie

great northern lakes, by means of the magnificenl
work now in rapid progress, in the state of New Y<}rk.
The project is grand ;—I may not hve to see it exe-
cuted, but it is by no means so improbable as many
things once appeared, which in my time have been ac-
complished.
Yet it must be confessed, that in canals, we linger

behind other states, who have boldly led the way.
Kxcept the works now currying on for the improve-
ment of the navigation of the Schuylkill and the
Lehigh, we have nothing to .show but the Conewa^o
canal of a single mile, which will be of little use,
unless the Susquehanna and Delaware are united, fully shown by one of our Vice Presidents^ on a former
Our tardiness may be accounted for. Five and twen- occasion,
ty years ago, when the Conewago canal was begun, 'I'he limits of this discourse confine me to hintK, on
[jubhc spirit mounted pei-haps too higli. Great ef- subjects which merit treatisen. May not means be
forts were made, which, trom causes not necessary taken to tincture the youthful mind with the spirit
now to mention, proved abortive.—Hence, a desi)on- of Agriculture ? In colleges, natural philoso|ihy and
dence on the subject of canals, from which we have chcmistiy might someunies be directed to that special
scarce yet recovered. But it is high time to rouse our- purpose Dut something may be done at an earlicv
selves. On the one side we have New York making a^j-e .• particularly where opportunities are offered in
great and successful exertions ; on the other Marvlaiul, teaching the learned languages, which being acquired

leavouring to avail hei-self of the road, made at slowly and with difficulty, leave lasting impressions ;

Earclis, miiurals, and manures of all kinds are ana^

lysed. Philosophy is in the right path. Facts art

first ascertained, and then accounted for. The in.

creased power of magnifying glasses, lays open tht

bidden parts of plants, and minute animals. Hence
may be iliscovered tli;; causes, and consequently the

cure, of many disorders by which plants are infeslci"

Already it is iisserted, (I vouch not for the truth of it)

that the disease in wheat called the smut is no othe
than a parasite plant, which adhering to the seed wheat,

grows with it, and may be destroyed by proper appli

cations hcfore the seed is sown. Perhaps some furlu

natc observer may let ns into the nature of that scourge
of Af;riculture, known by the name of the Hessian fly,

so that we may get rid of it as we did of the ueavel
fly, some forty years ago. Such a man would deserve
a statue of gold, and 1 tiiink the farmers would gladly

erect it.

Another point of duly, to which we have not been
wanting, is the importation of such foreign grains,

grasses, and plants, as are suitable to our climate.—O!
all the grains which now grow in the middle states, 1

recollect none but maize, (Indian corn) wliich is na-

tive Perhaps we have not yet collected all which
might be profitably cultivated ; and even if we have, a

change of seed is of great importance. What wealth
has flowed into the southern states, from cotton, which
thirty years ago was scarce known there ! Something
XKW is always turning up, and we should be on the alert,

to avail ourselves of it.

The Society has heretofore given avlmonilion of the
necessity of change in seed-grain. 1 do not mean
merely the change of one grain for another of a dif-

ferent kind, (as -wheat for rye, &c.) but a change of

seed, where there is no change of kind. Farmers do
not seem aware of this necessity, nov of the great ad-

vantage of procuring seed of the very best kind, and
cleaning it in the most perfect manner. Or if they are
aware, they are deterred from paying attention to it, \>\

a little trouble and a little expense. It would be v. eii

to keep the subject before theii- eyes, uiiul a convic-
tion of its importance sliall produce an alteration of

practice.

The importation of foreign animals is not to be ne-
glected. It is not the business of this Society, nor
have they the means of importing them ;—but they
may point them out.—We have, in Pennsylvania, good
horses ; but in the best breeds of cattle, hogs and
sheep, we are defective. I know that some enterpr
ing gentlemen in the city have gone to great expense
in importing cattle, and others are in possession of ex
cellent breeds of hogs, but they are not yet difl^usee

through the state. It is understood, that in the Eastern
States, no pains or expense have been spared, in pro
curing animals of the finest sh.ape and quality.—But il

may be some time befor* they have a surplus for ex-
portation.

We are well situated for obtaining models of all

newly invented implements of husbandry. Our work
men are ingenious, and able to execute any thing
which is planned for them ; and the genius of our
countrymen in the application of the mechanic powers,
is conspicuous. The high price of labour, rendered
its abridgment of primary importance. What
derful efi'ects have been produced by Whitney'
ton gin ? We are well supplied with implements for
breaking the earth, and for cutting all kinds of straw,
and cheap machines for shelling mdian corn. But a

machine eileclual for the tlireshing of v. heat, and not
too high-priced, is a desideratum. The machine for
dressing fla.x, of British invention, is said to be a very
great improvement, but is not yet much in use among
us.

Hoads, bridges, canals, and all internal public
provements, are subjects, which though not within
our control, have such an immediate bearing on Agri-
culture, by expediting and cheapening carriage, that
it will be always proper to do what little is in our
power, for their success. Works of such magnitude
are not to be executed, without the combined exertions
of many persons, sanctioned by the authority of tin

legislature, anil assisted by the public purse. Our
legislature has <lone nobly for roads and bridgi
we trust it will iln the same for canals. The first

great object of that kind, is the junction of the \vatcrs

the expense of the United States, from Cumber;
on the Potowmac, to Wheeling, on the Ohio

;

ich wagons travel free from Soil. But, if we
e water caiTiage from Philadelphia to the

qiiehanna, we shall be on a better footing than
imore

; and preserve oiir wagon carriage to 1

jurg until tlie Susquehanna shall be joined to

\lleghuny. This wagon carri.ige is of' immense
pposed, that beti

vhich is necessary to keep it in order, may
fleet on the maimers of the family, 'I-he fe-

males might execute a good deal of the work, and for
their sake it should be interspersed with flowers. I

believe my feehngs are not at all singular, and I de-
clare that 1 am struck with a sensation of pleasure, ut
the sight of a flourishing, well enclosed garden. -Vlny

1 be allov/ed to add, that 1 have the same feelings, at

in front of the dwell] hotisesight of a neat enclosiii

separating it from the highway. With surprise^and re-
gret, I perceive this often neglected by wealthy and
liberal farmers, merely because they have been in
the habit of hving without it. Such things might
be remedied at a very trifling expense, but tliey are
of no trifling consequence. They have an influence
on manners.

I say nothing on the subject of /leilgen : their impor-
tance, and the best mode of raising them, have been

corgics of Vi whichance, besides the
on are in general use, select passages might be read from
can (Columella, onf of the most ancient writers on rural af-

S;is-(aiis, wliich have reached us, in the Latin tongue. I

I!.il-ani afraid mischief is done by putting into the hands of
'itts- boys, those finished models of Grecian and Uoman elo-

the.qiifcnce, in which are painted, in too vivid colours, the
im- pleasures of wine and love, and the glory of war.

hila-] Having touched the subject of education, 1 will add.
ilclpliia and Pittsburg, the yearly sum paid for cai-iUi;.! when the benevolent intention of the constitutii
rin^j amounlcd to 73u,U00 dollars. Nor is this ihciol l\ nnsylvania, shall be carried into ettect, by " t/)e

c;ily consideratinn. .\ very great sum is e\\>e\\t}.'ji\ cstubUshneiU of schools throughout the state, in such man-
all along the line of the turnpike road, which \Aiier that the poor may be taught gratis," SigyicvL\iute V/WX
difluseil thioiigli the country to a considerable dis-'reap her full share of the benefit. Heading, writing,
tance. A six horse wagon consumes five bushels of and common arithmetic, if not essential, are very
oats a day, besides hay. Now, it appears from an serviceable to the farmer. And even the labourer
official return, made by the keeper of the turnpike will derive incalculable advantage from the improve-
gate, at the Chestnut Ridge, between Stoys Town ment of his intellectual faculties. Work cannot be
and Greensburg, that there passed through that gate, continued without intermission, and time hangs heavy
during the year ending .May, 1818, among otheron the mind which is torpid during the hours of
things, 281 four-horse, 2412 five-horse, and 2698 six- repose. Exercise is as necessasy to the mind as the
horse teams

i
and it is said, that a gentleman, living body. How desirable then, that men should be qua-

on the road near Pittsburg, in the year 1813, counted lifted for that kind of reading which gratifies and
the number of wagons laden with merchandize, which strengthens the mind, without the fatigue of severe
passed his house that year, and that they amounted study, while the body is at rest during the intervals
to 4055. Through the counties of Bedford and So-lof labour ? Our legislature is not unmindful of the

luty imposed by the constitution—the act " to pro-merset, the road being generally on ridges, run:

through a poor countri', to which the market af

forded by the wagons, is essential. Somerset aboundi
in gra-!s ; and for oats is superior to any county in

the st:ite. But the soil is not favourable to' wheat ; and
except in the southern part, Indian corn will scarce
arrive at maturity. It appears clearly therefore, thai

the Agriculture of Pennsylvania is very much inter

ested, even in parts far west of the Susquehanna, ir

a water communication between that river and the De
laware, as the most eflTectual means of preserving the

land carriage to Pittsburg. Another weighty consi-

deration is, the protection which ought to be afforded

I Pittsburg, against the effect of the United Slates'

irnpike from Cumberland to Wheeling. Pittsburg
ight to be to the western part of the state, what
hiladelphia is to the eastern : the reservoir of wealth

sufficient to afford a market to the surrounding coun-
There is no rivalship between these cities. The

prosperity of one promotes the prosperity of the other.

Why then should wc hesitate > New York has com-

than two years and five months. By a line of less than
half that length, the Delaware and Susquehanna may be
united.

Pennsylvania has been accused of want of attention

to gardening, and 1 am afraid she must plead guilty to

the charge. A good kitchen garden contributes much
to the health, and even the elegance of life ; the
saving of meat makes it a source of economy, and the

de for the education of children at the public ex-

pense within the city and county of Philadelphia,"

is working great good. By the first annual report of
the controllers of these schools, made in February
last, it appears that 2845 children were then in a
course of education ; and T am informed that the
number is now much increased. Moreover, a mos(
important fuct is established—that by adopting the
Lancasterian mode of teaching, which will do in all

thickly settled districts, the annual expense will not
exceed four dollars for each child. Upon efforts like

these the blessing of God may be confidently hoped
for.

Nothing can be more efiectiial for the diffusion of the
spirit of Christianity, than a moderate cultivation of the
understanding. Men will thus become more mild, bet-

ter content with the condition in which Providence has
placed them, more attentive to their duties both moral
and religious, more charitable towarils each other,

ess jealous and vindictive in their feelings towards
pleted one hundred and twenty miles of canal in less foreign nations, less prone to rapine, under whatever

name disguised, and less easily dazzled by the false

iplendoMr of war.

Hut I must indulge myself on this topic no longer,

lest it seduce me from my main design.

Closely connected with Agriculture is the subject

of leases. Though not so important in the United
i, as in other countries, because the body of
try is smaller here, yet it is not undeserving of « i
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attention. The leases generally in use, are for a short

term, with a reservation, by way of rent, of a ce

share of the produce of the" land. This system is liable

to two great objections. The shortness of the tenure,

precludes all hope of improvement of the soil, and the

mode of payment, (the rendering a share of the crop,)

holds out inducements to fraud, which lew tenants ar-

able to resist. When the landlord lives upon the es

tate, he ha* some chance of cliecking- the tenant, b;

obtaining an accurate knowledge of the amount of th-

crop 1 and if he is liberal, he may liave something don

in the way of improvement. But where he lives at :

distance, the probability is, that the estate will go to

ruin, while he receives but a small part of his due

The objections to long leases, for rents in money, are,

tliat if the landlord parts with the possession for a long

time, he may be injured by a bad tenant ; that he pre-

cludes Inmself from the chance of a sale, if a good
price should be offered, and that the great fluctuations

in the price of grain, make it impossible to fix a

rent in nfmey without danRcr to both parties. Where
a man has it in viesv to sell his estate, he may be right,

in making a short lease ; that case forms an exc^ ption

to the general rule. Uut where he means, to keep it,

the objection is removed ; then, as to fluctuation of

price, the matter might be easily managed, by reserv

ing a rent of a certain quantity of grain, giving the ten

ant an election to pay the market price, in money
which might be more convenient than delivering the

grain. That point being settled, a lease for a longer

term, fixing the rotation on which the fields snould be

cultivated, with other proper covenants, would leave

the landlord sufficiently protected, while it gave the

tenant encouragement to meliorate the soil for his own
interest. At the end of such a lease, the value of the

estate would be increased, and the rent might be raised

With great deference I submit these remarks to gen
tlemen of the city, who have farms at some distance, or

even in the neighbourhood, which are intended as a

provision for their families.

One thing more remains, which I cannot in con-

science pass by, and in which, perhaps the Society may
find means to do some good. Can no method be devi-

sed, to check the inordinate use of spirituous liquors >

This shocking habit strikes at the root of agriculture,

by robbing it of the labour necessary for its support
It would be a waste of time, to enumerate the ills which
flow from this disgraceful vice, because they are obvi-

ous to every one. Perhaps a small addition to the wa-
ges, would induce labourers to forego the use of this

poisonous liquid ; or they might consent to take as a

substitute, beer, or cider, or some other harmless drink.

The subject deserves the deepest consideration, and I

cannot help hoping, that when societies shall be or-

ganized in the several counties, a plan may be formed,
which being acted upon at once throughout the state,

may greatly lessen, if not eradicate the evil.

I have endeavoured, gentlemen, to obey your com-
mands, in hopes that my example may call forth the

efforts of others, better qualified to do justice to the
subject.

FROM THE MiSSACarSBTTS iOBICXJlTUHAt JOVBSAI.

OU THB AariKTAGES OF

Oxen U\ "pTcfeTence to Hoyscs.
Jirighton, Wth Feb 1820.

Dbar Sib,—the decision of the Committee on the
last ploughing match, caused some adimadversion, in

consequence of their rejecting the performance of Mr.
Deiibt's plough on account of his horse team. It has
also led to inquiries, as to the relative merits of oxen
and horses for rond teams ; and as you will observe,
that the Trustees have excluded horses from compe-
tition at the next ploughing match, it is desirable to

collect all the experience possible of the advantage
of oxen in preference to horses for the road,- and I

believe, sir, no person can afford more practical in-

formation on the subject than yourself, from the im-
portant use made of os teams in the war of the revo

tioii, particularly while you was quarter-master general

—Tliough a stripling at that period, 1 can well recol

lect that the principal transit of stores and provisions

for the .army, from New England, was performed by
ox-teams. This fact was confirmed by Dr. Eustis ii

late conversation relative to the present object of

quiry, who at the same time remarked, that the heavy
ordnance intended for the siege of York-Town, could

not, without great delay and difficulty, have beer
brought up, had not the quarter master-genera! had
the foresight to order oxen from New England for th.i

service. These facts are, in my opinion, of importanc
to the Agricultural interests of the nation, and shouli

be promulgated.
Will you have the goodness, sir, to communicate

such information on the premises, as may occur to your
recollection.

With particular esteem,
I am respectfully, yours,

S. W. POMEROY,
Hon. Timothy Pickehing;

Wenham, Feb. 29, 1320.

Kin Sib,—It was not till yesterday that your let

)f the lUth instant came to my hands. With plea
sure I comply with your request, by communicating
hat knowledge and information I possess, of the use

and value of oxen for the road, and for all the labour:

if husbandry.

You particularly mention the employment of ox
earns, in the public service, in the war of our Kcvolu
ion. The considerable destruction of horses in th<

operations of the war, and the great expense of procu
ng and supporting them, induced me, in the winter

of 1780—81, (at which time I held the office of quarter
lister general,) to cause ox teams to be provided for

the campaign of 1781. These were obtained, of course,
in Xew England, where alone they could be furnished
and they fully answered my expectations.

When in August, 1781, disappointed in the expected
co-operation of a French fleet, against the enemy

'

New York, the commander-in-chief decided on the i

pedition a(;ainst the British army under lord Cornw
LIS, in Virginia, I received his orders to provide for

moving the troops destined for that service. The
:iius effectually performed the transportation of bag-

gage and stores, to the points where they were relieved

ater conveyances. From the head of Elk in Mary
land (sixteen miles eastward of the Susquehanna,) to

Jame's river in Virginia, the ox-teams (without loads,)

travelled expeditiously. The heavy artillery, shot,

hells, &c. brought from the head of Elk, by water,

were landed on the shore of James' River, I think at

or near James' Town, whence they were transported
by the ox-teams, to our camp before Yorktown, a dis

e, I believe, of about fourteen miles. In the per-

formance of this service, those teams were of essentia]

importiince.

The late Col. Jeremiah Wadsworth of Connecticut,
(one of the most judicious and efficient men in business

I ever knew,) was then the contractor for supply
ing the French army with provisions, teams, carriages

;

in a word, with every thing necessary for it, in the
quarter-master's and commissary's departments. I in

troduce his name, because he had provided a great
number of ox-teams and wagons, for the use of the
French army during the same campaign and these also

travelled to Virginia.

1 always understood that the great transportation of
ovisions and stores, from Massachusetts and Connect
It to the troops on Hudson's river, was almost wholly

performed by ox-teams, during the war.
Just at the close of the war, in the summer of 1783,

I recollect being at the house of an Agricultural gen-
tleman of Princeton, in New Jersey, where Congress
was then sitting ; and that Charles Thompson, the Secre-
tary, was present. One of Arthur Young's Agricultu-
ral Tours, in England, lay on the table, and gave rise

to a conversation on the use of oxen for the draught,
particularly when ge.ared with collars, hames, and tra-

ces, like horses ; and Mr. Thompson, related the fol

lowing fact, now, for substance, perfectly in my recol-

lection. Travelling in that part of Chester countj', in

Pennsylvania, which lay between Lancaster, in that

state, and Newport on Christian Creek, Mr. Thompson
fell in with a team of a novel character in that country,

imposed of one pair of horses and one pair of
oxen ; and the latter -.cere accoutred with harness like

?s, only -iviih the collars tnnieil upside dou:'i. His cu-

ty being excited, he stopped, and made some in-

quiries ; and received from the driver an account as

follows
i that he and a neighbour, each having a horse
1 wagon, liad entered into a contract to trans-

port a quantity of flour, (1 think in a given time,) to

wport ; that in the midst of the work, one or two of
horses failed, (fell sick or died,) and he was not
circumstances conveniently to procure others ; but

he had a pair of oxen, and he concluded to try whe-
ther they would supply the place of his horses ; that

he made the experii'>eiit and succeeded. He told
Mr. Thompson, that the oxen were more useful to
him than horses ; for after some fall rains when the
roads had become miry, he continued to carry his full

plement of barrels of flour, while his neighbour's
horse team frequently getting stalkd (the familiar

in Pennsylvania, when a team gets set fiist in a
slough) compelled him to lessen his loads. But he
added, that in returning from Newport with their wag-
ms empti/, his neighbour had the advantage in «^<?e(i,-

Itliough none in the actual performance of the con-
tract.

Horse-teams for the I'oail vtre tiniversal in Pennsylva-
a ; at least, in the many years I resided there I do not
collect observing any other. But I have noticed some

of their teams of large horses travelling at as slow a rate

IS any loaded ox-tenms in New England.
1 have been inclined to entertain the opinion (per-

laps an erroneous one) that oxen might be trained

beginning with their first acquaintance with the yoke)
greater quickness of movement than is common ;

and that this might be rendered habitual.— I have seen
pair of oxen in a plough keep pace with another

plough drawn by a pair of horses. And Sir John Sin-

clair, in his account of the Improved Scottish Husband-
, mentions two distinguished farmers, of the name of

Walker, who, contrary to the general practice of their

neighbours, persisted in the use of ox-teams, as profita-

ble on their farms. Two oxen, harnessed like horses,

in a plough, performed the same labour, without lo-

sing a turn, \fter the experience of twenty years,

these farmers pronounced oxen lit for every agricultu-

ral labour, tr.avelling on hard turnpike roads excepted.
It would seem that horse harness is generally, if not

universally used for oxen in Scotland, the collars being
reversed. Sir John Sinclair says "the principal objec-

to the use of oxen is the difficulty of shoeing

them." The facile mode of shoeing oxen in New En-
gland, would remove that objection : and I take the lib-

erty of suggesting the propriety of the Trustees of our
State Society of Agriculture, communicating to Sir

John, a drawing and description of our simple frame
nd apparatus for shoeing oxen, for the information of

British Agriculturalists, to whom we are so much in-

debted for instruction and examples in the most ap-

proved practices in Husbandry.
bjoin from Sir John Sinclair's book, his state-

ment-of the expense of supporting one plough, in Scot-

land.

Mr. Brown of Markle keeps twenty work horses.

The food of each, in 1812, was 125 10

Interest of money, wear and tear, 7 10
The same for the second horse, 42 10 10

Horse tax, smith's account, and keep- ^ -2
ing in use harness and implements,

)

Total expense for one pair of horses, I. 97
The ploughman, including all emolu-? „q

ments, 3

1 8

Total expense of one plough, in Ster

ling money.
1.133

In dollars, 599 72 : only 28 cents short of §600.—
For the horses alone 1.^7 1 8, equal to 8431. Does

support of a pair of good working oxen cost a

New England farmer more than a fourth part the

latter sura ? It is true, that the open weather of a

British winter enables the farmers to plough and do
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other farm w ork during a good, or perliaps the greater,

part of that season ; and consequently their horses re-

quire good fteding tlien, as well as in other seasons.

The WiLKKRs break tlieir steers for work at three

and a half years old, and work them till they are six

and a half, when they are fattened. " Tl:

proves, (Sir John remarks) until six or seven years

_old ; and is then easily fed and brought to market,

a greatly increased weight and value." Anoth'

Scotch farmer breaks Ins steers at two years old, gl

ing them only light work so as not to'prevent their

growth. At that early age they will be more docile.

Such, and for the same reason, I suppose, is the com
men practice of New England farmers. Resides that

an ox ceases to gain in size after he is six or

years old, he perliaps begins to abate somewli
" '

' '
'i the

his

activity ; and botli these reasons may operate with the

Walkers then to fatten them.
I am pleased that tlie Trustees of the State Socie.

ty, " have excluded horses from competition at the

next ploughing match. We have done the same fo!

our first essay in Kssex : because we would not encou
rage the substitution of horses for oxen, in the great

labour of a farm.

I am dear sir, with great esteem,

Your obedient servant,

TIMOTHY PICKERING
S. W. PoMEnoT, Esq.

First Vice-Pesident of the Massachusetts ?
Societiifor promoting ^gricitUxtre J

Wenham, .tpril 22, 1820.

Deab sin,—Since the perusal of your letter of th(

3d instant, in reply to mine on tlie subject of ox
teams, there has occurred to my recollection a paper
to the same point, in the first volume of the Memoir
of the Philadelpliia Society, for promoting Agricul

ture ; it is a letter from William Ashford, to ,Iohn

Vaughan, Esq. Mr. Ashford, says—" There is another
thing in which I was wrong in not taking your
vice, viz. not keeping o.xen instead of horses : i

spring all my horses became sick, and I was forced to

buy a pair of oxen. I supposed I should be tired

them ; but on the contrary, I am tired of horses ; as

I find that with my two oxen, I can do more work
tlian I could with four horses, and with half the ex.

pense. I have worked horses for forty years, and if I

had used oxen in their place, they would have put
five hundred pounds in my pocket. My oxen go to

the lime kiln once a week, twenty-one miles, in the
morning, and return the next day in the forenoon

:

afler resting two hours, they go to work-horses cannot
do this."

This testimony of an experienced farmer of Penn-
sylvania, whose prejudices were opposed to the use
of oxen for labour, and where horses, with very few
exceptions, constitute the farmers teams, is peculiarly

valuable.

I am dear sir, with great esteem.
Your obedient servant,

TIMOTHY PICKERING.
S. W. PoMEnoT, Esq.

^ovae ite\uav\cs on liu\»\ne\\a.

On sowing luheal after corn, arid on the um
and comfiarativc value of Oxen and Homes.

TO TBt KlPITUIl OF THE AMUllICAN FAHMEB.

Mr. SKiwNF.n,—As a considerable space in

your valuable paper, has been filled with con
jectures as to the true name and qualities of the

plant that has been lately introduced from Leg
horn, under the name of I.nfiinella, it may al

ford satisfaction to soine of your numerous rea

tiers to know from unquestionable authority

that the plant called by that name in Tuscany,
is the Trifotitim Incarnatitm of Linnaeus In

Simonde's Tableau de I'jlgriculture Toacan
most valuable and interesting work written as

the title imports on the agriculture of Tuscany,
the Lupinella is frequently mentioned as a

plant much cultivated there, and is so describ-

ed. The writer being a highly distinguished

literary character,* and liaving resided for se-

veral years in Tuscany as a cultivator of the soil,

it is hardly possible he can be mistaken. He
speaks of it as an annual plant, sown in Sep
tember, and mown in April or May, and as

occupying nearly the same place in their course
of crops, tliat the common red clover does in

ours ; whether it is the most valuable plant of

the two, and whether it would withstand the

cold of our winters, or could be sown in the

spring and cut in the autumn ; I can only con-

jecture, but am rather inclined to think there

must be objections to its being cultivated in a

colder climate than that of Tuscany, as Du
Hamel in his Lcttres Ecrites de I'ltalie in 1812
and 13, frequently mentions the Trejle faruch,
which is undoubtedly the same plant, as being
much cultivated south of the Appenines, and
speaks of the clover without the appellation

faruch,^ by which I presume he means the com-
mon red clover, as belonging to the most gene
ral rotations of crops in the north of Italy.

Neither of these works I believe is often to

be met with in this cotmtry ; the first was pub-
lished at Geneva in 1801, and is well known ii

England, and is spoken of in terms of high com
mendation by reviewers and writers on agricul-

ture in that country, and the latter, puljjished

at Geneva and in Paris in 1815, is a work of

merit. They give a minute and interesting,

and! doubt not accurate account of the state of

husbandry in Italy, and perhaps a more favoura-

ble one generally than most of your readers

would expect. I know not whether they would
bear the expense of printing in this country,

(the first and I believe the second has been
translated and published in England) but thev
would give information with respect to some
practices in husbandry that are not known here,

and yet might be suited to the soil and climate
of the middle and southern states. One prac-
tice which is very general with us, and whicli

me judicious and well informed agriculturists

•ongly object to, that of sowing wheat im
ediatly after a crop of Indian corn, is sane-

per, are in favour of the latter. In England,
while ihe cultivators of the soil very generally,
use horses, most of those who write on the sub-
ject condemn the practice, and strongly recom-
mend the employment of oxen. In the old
edition of the French Encyclopaedia under the
article Firmier^ is an Essay by the celebrated
Quesnay, (who has been called the Father of
the Rronojnisis, and to whom Adam Smith is

said to owe many of the principles contained in
his Wealth of nations,) written in order to prove
that horses are greatly preferable in agriculture
to oxen, and that the general use of the latter in

France is a public misfortune, occasioned by
the poverty of the farmers. The subject is

treated at large and as might be expected, with
much ability, and there are arithmetical calcula-
tions shewing clearly if the data are admitted,
the great superiority in nett profit of horses.—
I do not send you a translation, as well from
want of leisure as because it might occupy too
large a space in your paper—The work no
doubt can be met with in Baltimore. My own
opinions on this subject are of no authority, and
are probably of no value ; but I am strongly in-

clined to think that the practice in France, and
in England, in the wheat country of the middle
states and in New England, although opposite
to each other, grow out of the situation of these
different countries and their inhabitants. In
the greater part of France oxen were used from
necessity ; the metayers or farmers on shares by
whom the lands were generally cultivated, hav-
ing too little capital to provide horses. In
England where there is no want of capital the
farmers prefer horses, as though they cost more
and are maintained at a greater expense, they
do much more work and on the whole yield a

greater profit. In the New England states

there being much more land occupied in pas-

turage and meadow than under the plough, they
have large stocks of cattle and little or nothing
is lost by working their steers till they are of a
fit age for the slaughter house, and the plougli

being subject to frequent interruptions, and a
slow draught through an uneven soil encumber-
ed with stones, oxen are peculiarly fitted for

tioned by the opinion of t lese writers and the'''^' work, while in the wheat country of the

general usage in the southern parts of Italy,i""f'«"e states, where a large proportion of the

and I cannot but think, that the usage in bothj'ai'ls must be subjected to the plough at parti-

coumries is right, where the climate will admifCi'lar seasons and within short periods, horses

of cutting up the Indian corn and afterwards

ploughing and seeding wheat in the same man
ner as on a fallow ; this may be done in due
season in the eastern and southern parts of

Virginia and Maryland ; whether it can

done in Pennsylvania, I am unable to say.

This subject brings to my recollection the

opinion of another foreign writer of great cele-

brity, upon a question that has been much can-

vassed in your paper ; whether horses or oxen
are preferable for the plough ? In the middb
states horses I believe are very generally em
ployed, while in New-England oxen are almost

universally preferred, and most of the writers'

whose opinions are given or quoted in your pa

* .\uthor of a celebrated Historical work on the Ita

lian republic.

+ The word faruch, I think is certainly not Italian,

and I cannot find it in any French Dictionary : proba-
bly it is a provincial appellation in the south of France

are generally much more useful for this purpose
than oxen. Indeed the form and action of the
horse compared with that of the ox, would leave

little doubt of the superiority of the former,
wherever strength and long continued exertion

should be wanted. Most of the calculations

which go to show that oxen are preferable to

horses proceed on the admitted fact, that an ox
costs less than a horse and is maintained at a

smaller expense ; but I think without a suffi-

cient allowance for the greater number of the

former that must be employed to do the same
k, and the additional number of hands that

they require.—Still there are various uses in

hich oxen rtiay be employed on a grain farm
to advantage, as in hauling wood, grain, hay,

e, &c. when the draught is slow, and fre-

quent interruptions to load and unload afford

time to rest, and when not wanted for other

purposes, they may occasionally be employed
with the plough or harrow ; but auy judicious
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an active fainier prepaniit? in the hot inontht

of August and September for a large crop

of wheat, on lands free from roots and stone, 1

believe would have very little hesitation in giv-

ing the preference to horses on a fair compari-

son. These loose hints are hastily thrown toge-

ther, you will make whatever use of them you

may think proper.

ONE OF YOUR SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

GeogTaip\\^ ol Botany,
Or the effect of climate on Corn and other pro-

duelions of the earth.

Essex, June 24, 1820.

Dear Sir—I received your present of the

Golden Sioux Corn a few days ago, for which

be pleased to accept my thanks: it shall cer-

tainly have a fair trial. As this is the first lei-

sure which I have had since, I could not sooner

reply to your inquiries—" whether plants do

not change character by transplantation, and

accomodate themselves to climate ? and whe
ther this corn, for example, will not take

advantage ofthe long summers of the South, and

give itself more time accordingly, for coming to

perfection ?" Investigations of this kind belong

to what has been called " Botanical Geography""

a branch of science, comparatively speaking, of

very recent origin ; and one to which, I believt

no person in our country has yet devoted suffi

cient attention to have collected facts enough for

forming anv thing like a rational theory. At
least I can answer positively in regard to myself,

by saying that I have no knowledge derived

from my own experience, which would enable

me to give you any satisfactory information

The little, however, which I know of the opin-

ions and researches of others in this interesting

study, I will communicate with pleasure, as it

may be the means of eliciting from those who
are much better informed, some details which
may lead to useful practical results. M. de
Humboldt, and Monsieur De Caudelle, appear
to be the individuals who have most distin

guished themselves in this science ; and
indeed they seem to have done all that dilligent

research, accuracy of observation, and great

sagacity of intellect, aided by much learning

could accomplish within the period which they
have devoted to these inquiries. The latter

according to his own account, spent six entire

years in prosecuting through the different de-

partments of France, such investigations as

were calculated to determine with all attaina-

ble precision, the general laws by which the

Geography of Plants is regulated. The 8th

number of " The Journal of Science, and the

Arts" contains a very interesting and instructive

article extracted from the v/orks of this writer,

which appears to me to detail many facts, obser-

vations, and reasonings applicable to the subject

ofyour inquiries. The whole taken together

seem to prove very conclusively, that although
temperature arising either from climate or ele-

vation, light, moisture and aspect, exercise

each, a considerable influence over the growth
of vegetables,—the distribution of heat in the

different seasons of the year, has more power
than any other cause whatever ; and conse-

quently that where plants have most heat in

given time,—supposmg nearly equal moisture,

(hey will mature soonest. The northern sum-
mers being much shorter than southern ones ;

and a certain quantity of heat being essential

to the ripening of all vegetable productions,

this quantity must be given, either by each day
in the north, being actually hotter, than each
corresponding day in the South ; or by the heat

of the northern summer-day being exerted, as

is the fact, for a longer portion of the twenty-
four hours, than the heat of the southern sum-
mer-day. In either of these cases the quan-
tum of heat required for the maturity of plants

within the limited time, would be received
;

and they would of course ripen sooner afte

their growth commenced, in high latitudes than
low.

I know not how the article alluded to, might
suit the tastes of others, but I certainly have

seen nothing of the kind, the perusal of which
has gratified me more ; nor do I believe you
could well give any thing of the same nature in

the American Farmer, which would generally

prove more acceptable to that class of your
readers who are anxious to extend the science

of Agriculture so far as to embrace every
connected with it.

I am, dear sir,

Your sincere well wisher,

JAMES M. GARNETT

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

St. Mary's River, Great Mill, P. O. June, 1820.

John S. Skinner, Esq.

SIR,— I duly received the several enclosures

together with the small packet of Golden Sioux
Corn you sent me, and noticed the request you

e pleased to make for my ideas " on the

effect of our long summers, upon this very ear

ly ripening corn of northern growth, and whe
ther our climate would not cause it to degene
rate?"—which I understand to mean, whether
it would not grow and ripen slower, as well as

yield less abundantly in the climate of Mary
land, than in the north west region whence it

comes ? I felt thankful to you for the corn, but

I was puzzled by your inquiry, never having

given any particular attention to early ripening

plants. However, your request induced me to

think on the different causes and effects of the

short northern seasons of vegetation, and the

long southern season, in general without refer-

ence to the peculiarities of any one kind o,

plant ; and such loose thoughts as have occur-

red to me, are all I can offer as an answer to your

inquiry.

The circumstances under which vegetation

commences and progresses in a climate far

enough north, to limit almost all grains to one
short season, to germinate, grow, and ripen, are

these :—The snows and fast binding ice.

such high northern latitudes, seldom leave the

ground uncovered and open during the winter,

but continue to accumulate in large quantities.

This accumulation of snow and ice, protracts

the reign of winter, until the sun is well ad

vanccd on the zodiac, towards the northern

tropic, and the days have become long and the

influence of warm weather has become settled

and completely predominant. This greater and

more settled continuance of heat being neces

sary to free the earth, by dissolving the high
incumbent banks of snow, and the deep fetters

of frost, before vegetation can swell a single

grain into motion. Thus the higher the latitude

the shorter is the spring and autumn, and the
summer and winter are nearly the only seasons
far north. And I believe it is also true, that

the higher the latitude the greater and more
uniform is the increase of the temperature of
the air from its commencement, to the highest
degree of summer heat. These circumstances,
causing in the out-set of vegetation a greater

" heat and moisture, and a more invaria-

ble increment of heat, are favourable to rapid
growth. Again, the deeper the snows have been,
the more deeply saturated will the earth be,

when they disappear, and the more open, mellow
and friable the soil. Moreover, snow is said to

contain a considerable quantity of nitrous parti-

cles, and its water to have a greater tendency to

putrify than rain water. These are also very fa-

able circumstances. We may then readily

conceive, that when vegetation commences un-

der somany more favourable circumstances in the

north than in the south, that its first stage of

thing growth must be much more rapid, than in the

south. And I imagine, that the effect of the

preceding winter's moisture is scarcely lost in

the earth, or in the vapours, (which must rise

and fall in mists and rain, for a long time thick-

ly, from the deeply saturated soil exposed to a
very warm sun,) before plants have nearly at-

tained the size and strength, to dispose them-
selves to bear flowers and fruit.

Such is the early growth of plants in the

north ;* with us in a more southern latitude, ve-

getation commences, while "as yet the trembling

unconfirmed ;" and timidly advances amid
continual checks from the frequent alternations

of heat and cold.— .And though we possess a

richer soil generally than in the countries limit-

ed to one short season, yet vegetation com-
mences with fewer advantages than in the north,

and is more checked, and therefore progresses

lower. In the next period of the growth of

plants in northern latitudes, after the tempera-
ture of the air has arrived at the highest degree

of summer heat, and when it is more than pro-

bable the greater part of plants have arrived at

the critical stage of their growth, and are large

enough to dispose themselves to bear fruit

;

these circumstances— 1st. The excessive heat

ith diminished moisture while it lasts—And
2ndly. The decline or diminution of heat which
immediately succeeds the acme of summer heat,

occasioned by the declination of the sun, is no
less rapid, and regular in decrease than was
the increase of heat on the approach of the sun ;

both operate as checks to the further growth

of plants and hasten their maturity. Prema-

ture ripening, occasioned by excessive heat and

Irought, as well as by too much cold, are

circumstances of frequent occurrence as every

farmer must know. The same thing occurs if

plants are checked in their growth by being

vounded. This is known to our tobacco plant-

* It will be recollected that my remarks are alto-

gether general, and have no allusion to the country

of the Sioux in the fork of the Mississippi and Missou-

ri, which though more north, yet is a mild climate and

highly fertile.
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ers, who in the dread of frost split younR plants

while standing, to make them lipcn. Fruit in-

jured by birds or insects is the first to ripen,

from the same cause.

From the above remarks we then see that the

principles of vegetable life are these :

—

1st. The more plants are favoured by the tetri-

pcrature of the air and the condition of the soil,

and the fewer checks they receive in their first

stage of growth until they attain the necessary

size to bear friiil, the more rapid in tliat stagi

their growth.—And 2ndly. The more checks

they receive (provided they do not amount to

destruction) in their second stage of growth, the

shorter will be the time of forming fi uit and ri-

pening.—Consequently, if what I have said is

true, it follows, that the higher the northern ln-

titude, the shorter will be the whole time of

plants growing to perfection.

Thus admirably has the God of nature order

ed the laws of vegetable life, without any change

or complication of principles to be suited to dif

ferent climates.

The Golden Sioux corn you say is fit for use

in 69 days, and dead ripe in 90 days.f In Lap-

land it is said, that some crops grown there;

come to perfection in 2 1 days. In Norway it is

said, that they sow and reap in the space of six

or seven weeks. In the climate of Maryland

we have from 7 to 8 months, according to the

year, for the growth of plants, and this period

of vegetation is divided into two seasons

moisture, the early and the late. The hardier

grains, as wheat, rye, barley, &c. by being sown

in the autumn, and being in posbcssicm of the

ground, avail themselves of the entire early sea-

sen of moisture and heat, and ripen in the sea-

son when drought and heat prevail. The great-

est growth ot all plants which ripen on the ap

proach of winter, is in the late season of niois

turc and heat. The common large Indian corn

endures heat and drought, as well as wheat, £cc

endure cold and snow, and that quality enable;

it to avail itself in part, of the two seasons of

moistiire ; being planted in the first, existing

through the mid-summer drought and heat, and

making its greatest growth in the late season.

This is generally the case with Indian corn, ex-

cept when the early growth has been extraor-

dinarily favourable, it then makes its greatest

growth in the early season, and ripens in the be-

ginning of the late season. The plants that en-

joy the benefit in part of two seasons of mois-

ture, are the best I think we have. All dwari

ish plants, and dwarfish weeds and grasses, and

all the lighter kinds of grain have a constitution

which either cannot endure cold as does wheat,

Sec. or which cannot endure heat and drought

as does Indian corn, and therefore are necessa

rily limited to a sint;le season of heat and mois-

ture, the early or the late, to complete theii

growth. Those whose constitution unfit then

to bear cold, being unable to live through the

winter, and those nut fitted to bear considerable

heat and drought, being tinable to live through
the mid-summer season. All the early ripening

kinds of Indian corn that I have seen are dwarfish

and I suspect that the spring wheat, spring bar

Icy, and spring rye, are generally lighter in stock

and grain, and have less saccharine juice, and

t So stated by the seller of the corn hi New York

ess nutritive than the winter grains of the

same kinds.

Among the roots that occur to me, I think

those which take the most time to come to per-

ection, are sweeter and more nourishing than

those which are limited to one season. The
parsnip, beet, and carrot are for instance more
nouiishing than the potato, turnip, and radish

Among the melons, the most nutritve and those

that keep best are longest growing, as the com
mon kind of pumpkin.

do not so exactly know the properties of the

grains and plants I have spoken of above, as to

peak with precision about the relative merits of

each. But enough I think I do know to settle

decidid preference for the long growing plants this is followed by another kind requiring more
over the quick growing, in common equal cii

cumstances and soils, and keeping in view the

general maxim of Chaptal, " that nature forms

her prod'uctions, according to all the circum

lances which may infiuence her operations."

climate, require the whole of one season, the

early, or the late, like the other kinds of early

corn we have before had in use ; if planted

early in the spring, it will ripen in all July ; if

planted the last of July, or early in August, it

will ripen on the approach of winter. But it is

neccssaiy to understand that although it is said

nd it may be true, that this corn will be dead

jpe in 90 days, yet that these must not be any

ninety days. But ninety days from the first of!than the common turnip

pring, or ninety days of the late season. The stead of the month of J

arf kind being unable to sustain so long a con-Cobbett, the first of August would I rather

tinuance of drought and heat, as occurs regularlyjthink, here, be a better time to sow it. I have

general principles 1 have attempted to give.—
On the very first opening of spring, indeed when
we are not sure, whether it is spring, or winter

weather, the very first kind of plant which I have
observed to put out leaves, is a very small dwarf-

ish species of weed, tasting like weak mustard.

Tliis very little dwarf runs to seed in about 8 or

10 days. The next thing that makes its appear-

ance, while yet nothing else has dared to vege-

tate in the open field, is another species of the

same genus, in taste at least. This is rather

larger than the first kind, but still very small ; as

well as I remember, it is about 3 or 4 inches

high, in good ground, when ripe. This second

kind requires a few weeks more to ripen ; and

time, and so on according to their size and good
qualities.—The table mustard ripening last, being

the sharpest, strongest, and finest flavoured, and
longest in coming to perfection.

The earliest garden peas, such as the early

The Golden Sioux Coin, will I think in this frame, and hot spurs are dwarfs, small and de-

icate in haulms and pods, while the marrow-
fat and rouncivals, which are the largest and
richest, are longest ripening.

If from those peas we required grain to feed

stock animals, we should soon discover that the

long ripening kinds would give in quality and
quantity of grain and haulms, the best crop.

—

The Ruta Baga may be a hardier and belter tur-

nip, and therefore require inore time to grow
if it is not, in-

, as recommended by

some of the Liverpool Ruta Baga, said to be a

better kind than Cobbett's, on which I mean to

make the experiment.

I am, sir, yourobd't serv't,

ATHANS. FENWICK,

^AlKT TOiX.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Belmont, July 15th, 1820.

Sir—On the receipt of your letter, with the stalk

of the annual, or Italian clover, I immediately put it

into the hands of our professor of Botany ; under a
hope that he could, and would furnish a more cor-

rect account of it, than I am capable of doing. But
he has not favoured me with any reply to my re-

quest. I see in your several i)apers every tiling our
knowledge of the subject admits; and therefore any
addition in my power, would be superfluous. But lest

it should seem that I overlooked and neglected your
very laudable endeavour to gain the information re-

quired for public benefit, 1 have deemed it right to

apologize for the apparent inattention on my part.

1 think too well of your editorial merit, and of your
paper, as a vehicle of Agricultural intelligence, vo-

luntarily to neglect any contribution I could afford (

in July or thereabouts, while the common kind

of corn is rarely killed by the usual summer
dry season. That is, you must be careful not to

plant these dwarf corns, so as to throw the criti

cal time of their growth during the common
drought of summer; if you do, it will dwindle,

ripen, or rather perish, and give very little, if

any crop. This I know froin experience, for I

have planted some of these kinds so late as to

lose the seed, although planted in the richest

quarter 1 had in my garden. What then would
have been its fate if I had attempted to replant

with it, the missing hills of my corn field, where
the land is poorer and worse cultivated than the

garden ? In the common time of the last re-

planting, that is in June, there is no doubt in my
mind, but that the crop from these hills so re-

planted, would have been little or nothing.

Therefore let farmers beware, when they at

tempt to replant with these early ripening

dwarfish kinds of corn, otherwise they may lose

every replanted hill. If they replant with it at

all, it must be after the middle of July, so as to

give it the late season of moisture and heat to

form grain in. The crop from these early kinds its usefulness. And yet the zeal for the subject

of corn is scant and precarious; and even when
two crops can be made in one year, as has some-

times been done, the two crops are scared)

equal to the single crop of the large common
kind. Its utility then, I think principally con

fined to the garden.

It just occurs to me, and as what I am going

to add, confirms what I have already said, I will

mention it. The hot, bitter tasted species of

of Agriculture, and for the real independence, plenty,

and comfort it produces, is so universally spread
throughout our country, that an old labourer in the

vineyard may be excused from further service ; when
so many cultivators, vigorous and intelligent, have
come forward, with highly meritorious evidences of

the most valuable kind of public spirit

SAIN FOIN.
The Hedysarum onobrychis— Sainfoin, or Lufii-

riella, (entirely different from the Italian clover,) I

know well, Mr. Crawford was pleased to send some
plants, such as partake of the mustard flavour, of „,-^|,j. sted'tooiir Philadelphia .'Vgriculiural Society;
iwhich there arc many, which make their appear- ;„,(! no doubt of the same parcel noticed in your pa-

lance very early in the spring, conform to Ihtiper. 1 wish I could give any agreeable or instructive
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gir.g in its adoption in

thrive, no nrovendf
account ct this p:ant, enc
our country.—Where it

can exceed it, in plenty and durability. 1 have, liow-

ever, never bten fortunate in its cultivation; although

I have, in several periods of my life, tried it in eve-

ry way, and in every kind of soil (common in our

country') recom m; nde'd in books, or gU'aned from con-

versations with Europeans who came from the coun-

tries in which it alxmnds. When young it is the ten-

derest of plants. W^eeds, grasses, droughts, and
other annoyances, <iften overcome and destroy it. In

its own countries, it is almost invulnerable, after it

arrives at a proper age, when it exterminates other

plants interfering with it. I have had no success in

drilling ; or sowing in broadcast and weeding by hand,

or with hoes Our winters are frequently fatal to

it, when young and tender : and I have had it des-

troyed by froit.. at three and four years old. It is a

beautiful flower in t\\e parterre ; and I have continu-

ed it in my garden, wherein it was called Cockshead
for many years But I was often obliged to renew it

from the seed. In Europe it will continue 20 years,

and that in cold countries. I have, in my experiments
from time to time, used many bushels of seed, both

imported and of my own saving.

I was much mortified under my failures ; suppos-
ing I had not skilfully managed it. But the late

Governeur Morris told me it had been tried unsuc-

cessfully by himself and others, in New-York and in

some other part of our country, which, I forget. My
failures ought not to discourage further trials. I deem-
ed myself, however, bound to mention them, to warn
against cultivating this plant, at first, on an exten-
sive scale. It may succeed in better hands, ar.d in

some parts of our country more genial to its growth
and culture. But it would be prudent to begin with
small experiments, and extend the coltivation as it

may be ftaind successful. By cleaning and preparing
the ground well, previously to sowing it much sub-

sequent labour and expense would be saved.

After all it vvould appear that the Sain foin is but

a substitute for less troublesome and better grassis :

in lands whi-rein none others will profitably grow.
Clay and v.'et sods are hostile to it, and rich grounds
choak it in its infancy with weeds and natural grasses.

Soiling it green, is preferred to saving it for hay, al

though both are practised. It is difficult to cure or

keep. It is strong food, most proper for working
horses; and cattle are most fond of it cut green ; but

care must be taken to prevent their eating it ton ra-

venously, and becoming hoven. The hay is nutri

live, but coarse and puffy ; and that in proportion to

the burthen of the crup, which is often two, and
sometimes three tons to the acre.

Pasturing, the first year of its growth is injurious

and not desimble at any time, although it is practised

We have superior grasses for gracing, in all stages of

growth, to the Sain foin, yet it.aftords great ahund
ance of forage where no other can be so plenteously
obtained
The culture is well worth attempting in mountain-

ous, and second or third rate and light lands, where
in the root can penetrate deeply, for its roots ex
tend to almost incredible depths, and the longer and
larger the root, the more the plant will thriv

In Swiizerland and other such countries. Sain foin

is a mdin dependence, because in many parts of those
countrirs the finer grasses will not grow profitably.

In Eyigtand it is cultivated in their thin soils for the
same reason. Sinclair notes it as indigerK)us in Bri-

tain.

The ^eed is very subject to being faulty, because tht
jdant is often cut before maturity , the hay being
more valuable on this account Fr m one bushel tc

five, accordingly as the seed is ripe, light, or heavy,
are required for sowing an acre Some recommend
spring sowing, others seed in the autumn. It must
be lightly covered The seed is difficult to pre-
serve, being apt to heat, and thus become worthless
Some sow it with grain ; others disapprove of this

mode. Sometimes cli-ver is sown with it ; and the
clover, like a bad nurse, will often overlay and
smother its firot^g^.

Drilling and horse hoeing are most generally in-ac-

fdto insure cleanliness; and frequent stirring the

soil is essential—so that much labour is requirtd in

cultivation ; and its being sown in meagre soils

such lalwur in the first stagesof its growth, is indi;

pensable. Yet, in some parts of Europe, large fields

"it sown with grain, are to be seen in great plenty,

without such expensive and laborious attention. I

have not succeeded in this way.

—

Dung produces its

foes—weeds and grasses—marl, ashes, and such a.ix-

'iaries are, in preference applied I have failed by

sowing imported seed, which is often like most otht-rs

heated in the ship, or neghgently collected, and ill

prepared for transjjortation. It Bowers in June, and
pens its seed in July, in this country. In Europe,

much later.

Having repeatedly tried the culture of this plant,

in drill and broad-cast, I found it to interfere so

much with my other engagements, that I abandoned
cultivation. Where labour is cheap, and at com-

mand, it would make, however, an agreeable variety

cultivate a small spot with Sain foin, both for in-

struction and amusement. I do not hold my experi-

ence as exemplary, or in any wise as a test. But 1

have candidly given, so far as I know, or have learn-

ed from books or conversation, the debtor and credi-
• in relation to it.

France is accounted the country most favourable
Sain foin, which in Europe is commonly called

French gvass. It is as often styled sain foin

—

whole-
some, as «amf foin, holy hay. Luftinella is to me, a

new appellation. It is not of the same botanical class

with tlie Lujiin ; though its flowers and leaves bear
distant resemblance to some of that tribe. Botan-

ists must decide on the propriety of this nomen-
clature. Some seed of the Lucerne has been sent

hither from Italy, under the name " Lufiinel/a."
In the appendix to Sir H. Davy's -Xgricultural Che-

mistry, it appears by Sinclair's " Experiments on
Grasses," that in grounds in which clevers grow
thriftily, the Hedysarum onobrychis or Sain foin,
grown on the same kind of soils, is inferior to the
clovers of the best species, both in grass, hay, and
utritive matter. But Sinclair conjectures, that on

dry, hilly situations or chalky soils, " it would be su-

perior in every respect." The corollary to be
drawn from this is that the soils last mentioned, are
good for Sain foin, and improper for clovers. The
Trifolium macrorhizum, is astonishingly productive.
It may be the same with, or equal to, that whereof
you sent to me the specimen. It is a native of Hun
gary, and an annual plant : but more fit for use as

green forage than for hajr. It sheds abundance of

seed, from which constant successions arise ; sothat

it is 'juaei, perennial. See pages xliv. xlv. of the ap
pendix.* With my best regards,

I am your obd't. servant,

RICHARD PETERS.
John S. Skinner, Esq.

Sinclair's ex-periments was made on Sainfoin
pro<lucing far under two tons to the acre. It lost al-

most t-A'o thirds in drying : and the nutritive mat-

ter in 3539 pounds of hay, was only 314 pounds. All

the clovers are equal to it ; and the T. mai

exceeds it in weight of nutritive matter, as 5 to 67.

In pages xlii, xliii, iv, v. and vi, the comparative
weights of nutritive matter, between the Sain foin

and other grasses may be seen.

On thfc Hessian ¥\y,
AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH 01 SOWING

IfHE. IT.—M-o. IV.

FROM THE IxqUIRER.
I am indebted to a iriend, for the perusal

a piece, in the National Intelligencer, of the

tenth of January last, signed a Frederick coun
ty farmer, in reply to some remarks of mine
published not long since, in the Inquirer.

I there attempted to convince my brother

farmers, that grazing wheat, was no security

against the ravages of the Hessian fly. Noih'

ing, that this Farmer has written, convicts me
f error, although 1 am willing to admit my in-

competency, to give the subject that delibera-

tion, of which all its bearings may be susceptible.

He certainly has not replied to the objections,

there exhibited, against grazing. It was stated

as my belief, that the maggot was inaccessible
to a tooth, before the wheat could be grazed
vithout destruction ; that while the stock were
ceding, the fly might be also depositing its eggs
after them, with all the injury to the wheat, that

it could have sustained, if it had never been graz-
ed ; and that any cause, tending to make the
heat later (and grazing produces that effect)

might subject it to a spring attack of the fly,

with all the other evils incident to a late crop.

In answer to which not one word has been said

by this writer.

For his own refutation, he has selected one
paragraph, on which, he is pleased to think, I

very much rely. In that paragraph the fact

was stated, that a field of wheat, which had been
previously fed down, was totally destroyed by
the fly. In reply we are told, that the destruc-

tion was owing to the owner's not extending the

same benefit to all of his fields. The Rappa-
hannocker, no doubt rejoices that he could not.

Fortunately for that gentleman, he can never
ollow the advice of the Maryland farmer, as he
seeds from fifteen to eighteen hundred bushels

of wheat aimually ; which, I suppose, would re-

e more stock to graze, than he could con-

tly collect in his neighbourhood.
In this opinion however, I may be mistaken,

since this Farmer has not been so kind, as to

inform the farming community, when they
should commence the operation of feeding, nor
low long it would probably take the stock, to

finish catching all the maggots in so large a
field ; presuming that to be a part of their duty,

well for their master's sake, as from gratitude

to the poor wheat, for the loss of all its blades.

If the stock should not be able to accomplish
this microscopic task, then let me warn all owners
of wheat fields, by no means to turn stock in, par-

liculirly, if a little corn should be standing, lest

they have fat meat and no bread.

The Frederick county farmer has great con-

fidence, in the local and relative situation of
fields intended for wheat. Once believing this

opinion to be reasonable, I commenced, last fall

to seed wheat, at least three quarters of a mile,

from my stubbie field. But all would not do,

the maggots are as numerous in that, as in any
wheat on my plantation. Let me ask the gen-
tleman, whether locality or relative situation

may not semetimes make against his grazing
system ?

I cannot help thinking, that as grazing is so

nice an operation, it would be imprudent in any

farmer to try it, until all his neighbours consent,

to unite in the experiment, or at least, until it

is better ascertained, how many miles, yards,

feet and inches instinct may direct the flight of

ofjthe fly, in search of wheat, in the proper state

tor their operations.

One of the minutest observers of the wheat
fly in our country, who is a practical farmer,

and knows the impossibility of eating down se-

veral hundred acres of wheat, in time to cut off

the retreat of the maggot, recommends the ex-
periment, on a feasible scale. This Farmer jg
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clear for sweeping the platter, grazing all oi

none. When Doctors differ so widely in thei:

prescriptions, I hope it will be excused, if I fol-

low the advice of neither, but with the leave ot

my brother farmer of Maryland, adhere to my
former opinion, that grazing ought not to be to-

lerated under any circumstances !

A KING WILLIAM FARMER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

loniitlian (so famed for wares and iiivemions) to mttke

I likeness and set it up in the Museum.

BiMmore, 19lh Julii, 1820.

Sia—1 liavc just received a variety of turnip se

from England, among which are two kinds not known

by us, or if known not cultivated for their superior e.\-

ceUence, One is called " The Globe T\irnip," and the

other the " Scotch yellow under ground Turnip.

The gentleman who kindly furnished me with these

seeds, observes, "ihatthry are with the Ruta Baga, the

•' best kind known to the Knglish agriculturist. The
"Globe is sown in Kngland, from the 10th to the 2Utl

" June, in ridges 27 inches apart, and should be woik

"ed with the horse-hoe, as soon as the plant appears
" above ground ; and when in a state to hoe they sliould

" be set at the distance of 12 inches apart from pi

" plant, a little more, or less according to the situation

"of the strongest plants, which the hoer will judge (

" The Scotcli should be diilled on the flat at tiK- d

" tance of 16 inches, and hoed witl) a four inch hoc, and
" the plants set not further apart than six inches, as they

" never grow to a great size ; but i,y setting them thick

" in the rows, as great a weight may be obtained pel

" acre, as of any other kind ; and no frosi, not the se-

" verest will injure them, as they grow deep in th(

" ground. For spmigfeed they are the best plant we have,

" amlinileed the only one to be dejiemled ujiun, unless it bt

" the Mangel fVurtzel, -which -me house before thefrost sell

" in, andfeed on in the spring."

1 have distributed portions <if tiiese seeds to severa

gentlemen ; and 1 think 1 cannot better fii f\. the liberal

views ot the benevolent and patriotic donor*, than by dis

seminating them. As the editor of one of the best ag

cultural papers, possessed by this, or any oti;

country, I take the liberty of sending you two quarts ol

seed, that you may distribute them to such of your sub.

scribers as will cultivate tliem, and diffuse their bene-

fits. The best time ofsowing turnip seed with us, is dif-

ferent fr .m that of England ; what we have toconiend

with is drought ; but as our vegetation is more rapid,

we have more latitude. 1 should prefer about the 20tli

May for Ruta Baga, and if dry in July, the ndof thiii

month or the beginning ol August, for other kinds.—

Some u.^eful hints on the subject of tuniips having lallei

into mv hands; 1 will furnish you with them, thattlj*

American public may benefit by the experience of

0t.;eis.

With much respect, I am sir.

Jobs S. Skinnteii, Esq. R. C.

Jonathan.
Hail mighty monster of the deep.

Described by Job, though not of late,

Come ne«r, O ! let me have a peep.

And then go back thy voyage relate.

SEA SERPENT.
Your Invitati. n is quite kind.

Relations quick their likeness find,

So we are call'd a slipp'ry race.

And ocean is our feeding place.

JONATHAN.
Now jot me if I hurt your shin.

Your form' and length I wish to know.
And when that's done, off you may swim.
Leviathan's great strength to show.

SEA SERPENT.
We both were born on fish to feed,

Of my great skin you have no need ;

Perhaps you might this hide strip off,

And boil my blubber on the wharf.

JONATHAN.
I'll swear by all my wooden bowls,

By all my onions, all my cheese,

By all the cod that swim these shoals.

My only objeot is to please.

SEA SERPENT.
Jonathan ! your quick invention.

Can without the least contention.

Make a likeness quite as easy.

For the Museum and to please ye.

N. B. Soon after this Dialogue the public was fi

voured with a princely account of the king of the

fishes. Though some say, it was no more a fish than

a whale is, and ev ry one knows a whale is

more a fi.sh than a man."

For ourselves, all we can say is, that it was the dept

and originality of Jeremiah's remarks, that made us

think of wisdom, and thinking of wisdom, we thought

of Solomon, and thinking of Solomon, we forgot his

brother Jeremiah the Prophet.

^lEii^ iFiiiBiiiima

William Coke, of Holkham.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

In Rome's best days Imperial pride

To a palm tree the serpent tii-d,

As falsely on a me<lal sti-mp'd it.

" JVemo iinlea Religavit t" AunusTus
SiH,—Not hearing from the Sea Serpent lat ly,

thought to fill up the chasm of time, wiih a rough Pe.

terpindari'. dialogue ; and in imitation of old Peter,

1 ave given you the argument for a previous conception

of the strain. P. F.Jun.

Jonathan prays the serpent to come near thai he may
ascertain whether he be L via; ban described in the book

of Job. The serpent acknowledges the kindness of tli

invi nt on, attributing it sarcastica.ly to a likeness of

manners. Jonathan by this discovi-rs 'he penetration of

the serpent, and resorts to a common pfo incial oath, as

securi.y that he will not hurl even his skin. '1

skin alarms the serpent lest il might be wanted for thi

Museum. Jomthan seeing the serpent so wily,

as the last expedient, to tlit great oath of New England,

but all in vain, the sirpent rctir.s, after recommending

BALTIMOTtE, FRIDAY, JULY 28, 1820.

itT" No. 1 of abstracts trom accounts of Northern

Cattle Shows, is in type and will appear in our next.

gj- The Editor's compliments to his friend Jeremi

ah, not Solomon, Simple—he acknowledges Jer^ miah'

last epistle wherein Jeremiah di-courseth not in a gooi

hand about bad writing and divers other matter., am
gs connected with agriculture ; such as D.rk Mud

the Printer's Devils, the family pride and claims of ihe

renowned family of the Simples, manfully assents 1

vn identity and protests agains his being confoundi

ilh his brother Solomon, and winds up with a learned

disquisition, which we choose to consider and shall p. b

ish as No. 8, ON the Hessiak Fli
Apprehending that Jeremiah was a "practical man,'

Lnowing more of a hoe than of Homer, it was not sup

josed by.the Printer or the Printer's Devil, to whom
\e commit tliese matters, that he would discover such

mall mistakes as dark mod, for dock weed, and Solo-

mon for Jeremiah : but alas, they find to use a corn-

field phrase, they have got the " wrong sow by the

ar," and would fain get back to the beginning and

start fair again with Jeremiah, if they could.

Seeing our friend Jeremiah take so much at heart

e loss of his dock weed, we overhauled the Printer'

THE BREWERY IN FAMILIES.
Qj" The Pennsylvanians are wisely attending to the

nployment of their crops. They are the greatest dis-

tilling and brewing state in the union from all kinds of
grain. In the July number of R. Si C. Johnson's Phila-

delphia monthly " Rural Magazine," the process for

family brewing is given with cuts, under the auspices

of their 1 ng established and useful PIdladelphia Jigri-

adtural Society. Grain should be manufactured, in the

most improved manner, into superfine, common, mid-
Uing flour and ship stuff, buck wheat and Indian meals,

firmity, great and small hominy, mush, sepaun or Indian

meal,'and other puddiUiiS, pies, tarts, dumpliiis, vermi-
celli, wafers, sizing, paste, treacle or syrup, beer, ale,

jjorter, whiskey, geneva, all tlie breads, hard and soft,

ch, hair powder, and every other f irnt that good
se, ingenuity, art and science can from time to time

devise to render our crops more pleasantly convenient-

ly, and profitably consumable and exportable. Much
grain with its chaff, leaves, stalks and straw, should be
converted, by feeding, into working and meat cattle,

sheep, pigs, poultry and other full grown animals. The
late ingenious and beneficial measure of breaking up

it quan ity of corn cobs or spikes, into food for

ind swine, is a most valuable economic. 1 opera-

riie paper of our respectable correspondent. Dr.
Calvin Jones of North Carolina, on this subject, merits

urticular attention. For this and the Philadelphia do-
mestic brewing we are thus indebted, as is often the

to the medical faculty, whose modern learning

gives the Ugh of science to all our operations. Doctor
James Mease, the editor of the Archives ot Useful Know-
ledge, is understood to have bestowed his usual exer-
tions on tlie get'ing up of this plan of Jomesd'e brewing.
We take occasion to observe, that there is a great

quantity and variety of useful rural knowledge, practice

and instruction to be found in the Archives, which is

yet sold by Mr. Hogan of Philadelphia, It is a valuable

b ok for the libraries of societies, counties, towns, and
individuals, and is almost sold off.

While we are on the subject of the employment of

griin, we are led to observe, that Hayti has prohibited

the importation of distilled spirits We presume this is

with a view to make rum like Jamaica and Antigua,

from their own molasses, This measure will have the
f-flect to render our sugar cultivation more valuable by
ncreasing the dtmand for molasses, and it will help the
Miltivators of grain, fruit, hops, &c. wherewith to manu-
facture fermented ad distilled liquors It will have its in-

fluence on the manufacture ofgram and fruit syrups, by
the evaporation of the juices of fruits, and by Mr. Joseph
Cloud's management of wheat in the manufacture of

molasses Whenever foreign countries keep from us

their raw produce they increse the demand for our own
for unforced, and everspringing useful and necessary

fabric.tlons.

Uevll lo know how this unlucky mistake could happen,

ly," said he, " when I read the sayings of Jere-

miah, I found them so unlike the sayings of any other

farmer, that, it run in my head he must be a true

lant of Jeremiah the' Prophet ; then, " said he
cflectlng on the f;Ue of his old ancestor, who you

know was thrown into a dungeon, ' and in the dungeon
there was no water, but mire ; so Jeremiah sunk in th

and was it not a natural tra sition from mire t

mud .' and so. I tvirned dock weed into dark mud : and

J'nsent Prices of Country Produce in tUs Market.
Actual sales of Wue,»t—White, 94 cts. —Rtii, 90 to

91 cts,—Corn, wh.te 55 cts —Yellow do. 52 cts —BiE,

SO cts.—OiTS, ol to 35 cts,- Hai, per ton S'^—
Straw, do. ^7—Flour from the wagons, §4 75

—

Whiskey, from do, 34 cts,— Bdtter, pr. lb 25 cts.-

E«Bs, pr. doz. 15 cts.- Veal, per lb. 6 to 8 cts

—

Lamb,
per quarter 37i to 50 cts

—

Beef, prime pieces 8 to 10

cts.

—

Hams, 15 cts—MinnLisos 11 cts.

—

Live Cattle,

S6—Chickeks, perdoz.g2to §2 50-Potatoks, 37i to

5U CIS.

—

Tab £2 50 scarce—Tckpcntine soft S52 to g2
25—Spirits do, 35 cts —Rosib g2 plenty—P-tch, g2
50—Hlack V.xr. Peas 65 to 70 cts plentv—Sbinc.les,

best Deep Creek g.S 50—Do, small g4 75 to g5—
Flooring Plavk 5-4 g26—London White Lead §4 25,

f," added the Printer's Devil " your friend Jeremial;]Ainerican do. S J "5-Boiled l>ii, gl 374

—

Feathers,

:ouldas quickly convert his dock"weed into dark m«d,;50!o 62* cts.

—

Lard In kegs II to 12i cts.

—

Cotton,

t would prove more profitable than raising wrens lo eat|lplaiKl, 17 to 18 cts—Maryland Tobacco, 2 hhds. from

lis insects^ and his raihsli seed, and crows to protcctitiie neighbourhood of Friendship, Anne .Arundel coun-

hls corn." Thus stand and thus we leave Jeremiah aMd|ty, in this state, sold the present week for glO—Virgi-

ihe Printer's Devil for the present. i.ia Touacco, little in market, no sales.
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Our market then for these articles would be so farcommodities, caused

lost; and if we now feel the ett'ects of a diminished

demand for our produce in consequence of the es-

tablishment of ])eace in Europe, how can it be

thought a wise policy to suffer other embarrassments

and losses, by excluding ourselves entirely fron:

every foreign part where we might calculate upn
its sale ? Where then is our produce to find a vent

For assuredly the most enthusiastic friend of domes
manufactures could never imagine, that the most ex
tensive establishment of them Oiuld ever give ai

adequate consumption for the present amount of

our agricultural productions.

The bill then imposing heavy duties on foreign

articles, besides diminishing the number of the cul

tivators of the soil, would in some degree operate a;

a tax on its fruits, because, while the price of man
ufactures was enormously increased, the value of

produce would be more than proportionally dimin-

ished. For the cultivator, not only deprived of the

Iwnefit of a competition between the domestic and
foreign consumer in the sale of his articles, is obliged

to jjurchase those of his neighbour, at ai^y price

persons in our country to

embark their for tunesin cotton and woollen factories

These factories were brought into bein^ by a tempo-

rary and unnatural state of things. On tlie return of

the peace of 1814, many of these manufacturing es-

ablishments came of necessity to an end. Some
stablishments remain and ought to succeed, because

they prove that the profits of their capital may en

ter into competition with that employed in agricul

In this case the transfer is not only natural

but conducive to national wealth,

But we are asked to patronize manufactures at the

expense of agriculture, on the ground of our being

rendered really more independent by them. Th'
however, but an attempt to conceal private interest

under the garb of patriotism, § and ought at least to

aken suspicion. We are not to be called depen-
dent merely because a state of war might give rise

to many inconveniences. We can do without silks

or broadcloths, while we

of his design, as those travellers who have employed
themselves upon inquiries commonly thought as in-

teresting, but certainly not as usctul. JM. de Cha-
teauvleux appears to be an enthusiastic admirer of

subject on which he writes, as well as to have a
practical knowledge of all its details. His book is

ery little known aniorig us, though it has lately been
translated in England, and formerly occupied the
attention of a celebrated critical journal of that
country. It is our intention in this article to put our
readers in mind of its existence.
The author divides Italy into three regions, dis-

tinguished by their different systems of cultivation.

The first extends from mount Cenis and the Alps of
Suza to the shores of the Adriatic The fertility of
Lombardy is proved by the constant succession of its

crops, and to this province he has given the name of
Pays de CuUure par assolement,' or the district of

culture by rotation of crops. The second of the re-

which his cupidity and the tariff may determine.
The expenses of the state being still the same and
its usual resources dried up, a general but unequal
system of taxation would be adopted, which in fact,

the farmer bending under the weight of this partial

policy, is less able to pay whatever contribution may
he levied. These assertions are by no means novel,

they are mere corollaries from the plainest and
most undoubted principles of political economy. Dr.
Adam Smith, the great father of the science, and all

whose views on this subject, though not acted upon
in a country whose domestic policy was too firmly

established to be changed without a most seriousre-
volution, ought to have great weight with us in the
adoption of any permanent system, speaks in this de
cided manner in his Wealth of Nations, vol. iii, p
201. ' It is thus that every system which endea-
vours, either by extraordinary encouragements, to

draw towards a particular species of industry a
greater share of the capital ot the society, than what
would naturally go to it ; or, by extraordinary re-
straints, to force from particular species of industry
some share of the capital which would otherwise be
employed in it ; is in reality subversive of the great
purpose which it means to promote. It retards in-

of accelerating the progress of the society to-

sustenance and defence. But these factories once

established, say the advocates of this interest, the

citizens ought to support them in their present lan-

guis'Tnig condition, and therefore ought not to buy,

ven at a much less price, foreign articles in prefer

nee to our own. The force and propriety of such
reasoning would appear to be similar to that of a gar

dener, who having in winterdevoted himself to the

cultivation of flowers, &c. by means of artificial heat,

should in the spring apply for an act of the municipal
authority, forbidding all persons to pluck a daisy

violet in the field, and requiring them to resort to

his hot-house. So far from there being a necessity

for any interference on the part of government, we
believe we may assert tliat our manufactures never
were so flourishing as since the peace. It is true that

many establishments have been broken up and much
capital sunk, but it is a fact that those factories which

in the hands of individuals, have generally been
successful, while those conducted by incorporated
companies wanting the circumspection and prudence
of private interest have as often become bankrupt.

the real means of gions reposes on the southern declivity of Ap-
pennines, from the frontiers of Provence to the
boundaries of Calabria. This is called the District
of Olive trees, or, by an association somewhat forced,
of Canaanitish culture. The third region is that of
Malaria or patriarchal cultivation, from a supposed
resemblance, which we are still less able to enter into,

between the shepherds of the older and the present
time. It is found from Pisa to Terracina, and com-
prehends the plain between the sea and the first

Jge of the Appennines.
Lombardy has been often called the Garden of

Europe, and st ems abundantly entitled to the appel-
'ation. The snii is not only rich and alluvial, but deep
and perfectly level. The climate is humid, and the
system of irrigation supplies water to almost every
field. These circumstances united to the heat of a
southern sun, cause a most rapid and luxurious vege-
tation. Nothing can be more important in the eco-
nomy of a farm than the situation of the farm-house
and its out buildings. In this respect our American
farmers are lamentably deficient, and though we
would not recommend as a model the one described

In the western states this branch of business hasby de Chateauvieux as common in Lombardy, still

greatly improved, and recent information enables us;we think it would afford some valuable hints. I'he

to affirm, that the profits which are now realised are

nearly as large as those during the war. In the east,

we might cite an instance, which must put down all

cavil on this subject. The cotton factory at Walt-
ham near Boston, II

begun when manufactures were

wards real wealth aKd greatness ; and diminishes in-PX "° '^leans m so promising a situation as at present

stead of increasing the real value of the annual pro-P/,.M''""'P'>-'^"t ="'s^f'' to every one who demands

duce of its land and labour. All systems either of
^'''"""'.^al encouragement for the loom, and a new

traint therefore, being thus compreference
pletely taken away, the obvious and simple system
of natural liberty establishes itself of its own accord.
Every man, as long as he does not violate the laws of
justice, is left perfectly free to pursue his own inter-
est his own way, and to bring both his industry and
capital into competition with those of any other man
or order of men.' JVI. Say, a man no less remarka-
ble for his practical knowledge of manufacturing in-
dustry, than his profound acquaintance with evLry
branch of economical science, has given his marked
disapprobation of that system which we are discus-
sing. ' Lorsqu'au travers de cette marche natur-
elle des choses,' says he, ' I'autorite se montre et dit

;

le produit, qu'on veut cr£er, celui qui donne les
meilleurs profits, et par consequent celui qui est le
plus recherche, n'est pas celui qui convient, 11 faut
qu'on s'occupe de tel autre ; elle dirige evidemment
une partle de la production vers un genre, dont le
besoin se fait sentir davantage.'—Traite d'Economic
Politique, torn i. p. 168. We can only refer to
pages 172 and 201 for the expansion of these ideas
It is thus we find that the arguments adduced in fa
vourof this system neither accord with the convic
tions of fact nor the suggestions of reason. When-
ever the increasing capital devoted to the Kind can
no longer be profitably employed, then manufactures
will flourish and the surplus profits of agriculture be
legitiniately devoted to their sujjport.
During the late war, the jirospect of large gains

caused by the extravagant price of all European

tax on his brethren to extend its operations
But we hasten to return from our wanderings, and

to introduce our readers to the work, of which we
lave prefixed the title to this article. It is in the

form of letters addressed to Professor Pictet of Ge-
from various places in Italy, and contains the

author's remarks upon that country. He dwells not

on the palaces of Venice, neither worships at the al-

tar of Roman genius in the Pantheon, but taking h'

silent way through the fields, he describes that which
gave birth to both ; he informs us of the processes

buildings raised on the four sides of a square, pre-
sent on one side a central elevation of two stories.

The lower part for the farmer, the upper story for
his grain—Adjoining this, at each end, is a stable
plastered so as not to let the dust descend, for the

and oxen : the other three sides of the square
are enclosed by a sort of portico, open within, and
supported by columns, which serves as a depository
for straw, hay, &c,—This structure is about twenty-
four feet broad and fifteen high. Half the court 'is

paved, the remainder is used for threshing out the
corn, which, in the primitive way, is still done by
horses. The place for manure ;s outside of the
court. This plan presents the most space with the
least building, and assures the preservation of every
product.
The farms in Lombardy are small, and do not often

contain sixty arpents ; notwithstanding M. de Cha-
teauvieux asserts against Arthur Young, that they

the general state of Italian agriculture And, in our
opinion, he has shewn as much taste in the execution

§ ' Qui est-ce qui sollicite des prohibitions ou de
forts droits d'entrce dans un ^tat .' ce sont les prodnc

de la denree dont il s'agit de prohiber la concur
, et non pas les consommateurs. lis disent, c'est

pour I'inl^ret <le I'^tat ; mais il est clalr que c'cst pour
leur uniquement. N'est-ce pas la meme chose, con

tinuent-ils, et ce que nous gagnons n'est-il pas autant

le g.ignC; pour notre pays ? point de tout :—ce que
.ous ga^^nez de cette maniere est tire de la poche de
,oti'e voisin, d'un habitanrdu meme pays et si Ton pou
.ait compter I'exccdant de dipense far par les con-

ionimateurs, en consequence de votre monopole, on
rouverait <

'" ...
I valii.' Traite d'Economie Politique par Jean-Bap
liste S.iy,tom. 1, p. 203.

II
See Letters on the Eastern States—Letter on Ma

'lufacturcs.

of Italian farming, of the effects of irrigation, and of bring more to market than the large farms, and that
' ' ' " ' ' - ' ... there is no country in the world which can dispose of

so large a portion of its productions as Piedmont. If
the fact be so, it may possibly arise from the peculiar
character of the persons who cultivate the laud.

—

Our author, however, remarks, that this system of
small farms can never take place till the advances of
capital have carried agriculture to its highest point.
Lombardy is cultivated by a species of farmers, call-
ed metayers. They pay a small fixed rent, valued at
one half the produce of the meadow, or forty francs
the arpent. The clover belongs to them entirely :

the crops of wheat, Indian corn, and flax, and the
wine and silk are equally divided between them and
their landlord. The latter advances nothing but the
taxes, and of course must find such an arrangement

surpasse le gain que le monopole vous singularly advantageous. Father and son continue
the same engagement without the formality of a lease
or any registry of the contract. M. Say regards this

• An arpent is to an acre nearly as five to four.
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system as unfavourable to agriculture, and in his

treatise on Political Economy, book ii. chap. 9, vol. 2

says, ' ily a des cultivateurs qui n'ont rien, et auxquels

le proprietaire fournit le capital avec la terre : on les

appelle dcs Metayers. Us rendent comm>m£ment au

jiropriecaire la moiti^ du produit brut. Ce genre de

culture appartient 4 un ^tac peu avance de I'agricul

ture, et il est le plus defavourable de tout aux amiS

liorations des terras; car celui des deux, du pro-

prietaire ou du fermier, qui ferait I'amelioration a

ses frais, admettrait I'autre a jouir gratuitement de la

moitie de I'liiteret de sesavances.' Though the cul-

tivation ot land by metayers may be unfavourable to

its amelioration, still it may be eas.ly imagined, that

the smaller products of every little farm, will be

greater as each must possess both a garden and a
poultry yard. Every field in Lombardy is encircled

•with a band of poplars, mulberries, oaks. Sec. and
they are (.lien so thick that the eye can scarcely

penetrate the rich growth of leaves. From the

boughs luxuriant vines hang in festoons, and present d'

to the passing traveller a scene of rural beauty and
enjoyment which he may search for in vain in other

countries. The shade of the trees does not injure

the crops, such is the invigorating effect of a humid
soil and an Italian sky.

Of the constant succession of crops, we here know
very little ; indeed it is the result of experience
alone. So much depends on climate, that we imagine
the rotation practised elsewhere can never afford

certain information to us. The largest quantity of the
most valuable product, which may be taken from a

spot of ground in any number of years, is a problem
whose solution is of the greatest importance. In

Piedmont the rotation is generally as follows

:

as it is capable of supporting the cold of the sever-
est winter. It is sown in the beginning of September,
audit must have considerable growth before autumn
to resist the attacks of the cold. The stalk then per-
ishes by the frost, but at the moment the geiiial

warmth of the spring is felt, two or three new stalks
arise, which bloom in the month of May, and the
beans are fit to gather at the end of July. The man
Kgement of this important vegetable we give in the
words of the author. ' La culture est extremement
simple

1st ye

3d

C Indian corn, manured,

I Beans—hemp.
Wheat,
Clover turned up after the first cutting,

and followed by a fallow.

4th " Wheat.
This rotation, says M. de Chateauvieux, is one of

the most abundant, and may be pursut^d indefinitely,

notwithstanding the recurrence of wheat, though
perhaps the result may be attributed to the abun-
dance of manure furnished by a meadow cut three
times. After stating that a farm of sixty arpents sup-
ported a family of eight or nine persons, who kept
twenty two head of large cattle, of which two oxen
and a cow are fattened every year, as well as one or

two hogs, that it gave about one hundred and twenty
five dollars worth of silk, and furnished more wine

be introduced among us and with great adv; ge, ease in all the surrounding country. The unfortunate
'-- peasant rarely escapes its deleterious effect, and the

government, sensible of this constant draft on human
life, have prohibited the further extension of the
culture of this grain.
One of the most singular features in the physical

character of Italy, is the constant elevation of the
beds of rivers, particularly the Arno and the Po, by

> of depositions of earth and stones, brought
by the heavy rains from the mountains. They

had become so alarming, that the raising of dykes
pres a r^colte du bl£ tuni£, on retourne la yielded to a very ingenious operation called Culmata,

by which the water of the river was allowed to over-terre par un seul labour et on la laisse emietter pa
Huence de la saison. Aux premiers jours de Si-p-

ibre on seme les feves, soit en les enterrant a U
charrue, soit en les recovrant a la herse, soit enfir

avec le semoire, qui les place par rangees, de ma
a pouvoir au printemps les sarcler avec la

houe a cheval. Si on ne suit pas cette derniere ni^-

thode, il faut les sarcler a la main, dans le courant

The culture of the winter bean is suited to

argillaceous soils, and while it allows the proper in

tervals between ploughing the ground and sowing
wheat which succeeds, it is admirably calculated
maintain the fertility of the ground.
The plains which border on the Po, in the vicinity

of Parma and Lodi, support those fine animals,
whose milk is converted into the celebrated Parme
sian cheese. The grass is here far more valuable
than any crop of grain. In the summer the cows are
housed and fed with the green grass of the first and
second mowings ; that of the third is converted into

hay. At the end of autumn the cows are allowed to

pick up whatever may be left in the fields. These
meadows are perhaps the most fertile on earth ; they
are generally mowed four times a year. The cheese

here never made from less than fifty cows, and as

the farms are small, there is one common establish

ment, to which the milk is brought twice during the
day ; an account of it is kept by the cheese- maker,
and settled in cheese every six months. The same
plan has been introduced in Switzerland.

In the Milanese, the farms are larger than in

other parts of Italy, because the culture of tiie grass-

es demands less care and labour than other branches
of farming and fewer advances. Irrigation is here
carried to such an extent, that every two or three
arpents can be inundated by its own canal. The good
quality of the grass however, in time becomes
iorated, other plants gradually spring up in the
place of the gi-asses ; the sluices are then closed, and... . ... ^

than could be consumed, that the preparatory cropt^he ground is ploughed for hemp ; after which,

of Indian corn and beans almost subsisted the metay-,^ "^^R °^ legumes, oats, and wheat, it is again laid

ers. and that nearly all the grain might be sold is'^°^" '" grass. A meadow will generally last fifteen

well as a great quantity of smaller products, he cele-y«"s, and the course ot harvest returns every five,

bratesthe industry and management of the Piedmont-i^-de Chateauvieux gives the following remarkable

ese proprietors in the following terms : " It will be°""'"^
'

easy for you after this, to conceive how Piedmont i:

perhaps, of all countries, that where the economy
and management of land is best understood, and the
phenomenon of its great population and immense
exportation of produce will thus be explained.'

In the neighbourhood of Piacenza, cattle rather
than grain constitute the wealth of thefarmers. The
cows and oxen are distinguished by immense horns
and beautiful figures, and we believe that our Ame-
rican race is in no way to be compared with them.
Their origin is said to be Hungarian ; the males are
noble animals, but the cows give littie milk. To
remedy this inconvenience, two thousand cows are
imported from Switzerland, and the valuable qual
ties of the animal are thus perpetuated. The cattle

are almost universally of a slate grey colour. The
dotation of crops is here as follows

:

1st year, Indian corn and hemp, raanureil,

2d " Wheat,
3d " Winter beans,
4th " Wheat, manured,
5tli " Clover ploughed after the first cutting,

6th " Wheat.

_
This succession however, can only be pursued in a

rich soil, which is manured every three years.

—

There is one article we beg leave to notice particu-
larly. We imagine that the winter bean might easily

1st year Hemp, followed by legumes,
2d " . Oats,

3d " Wheat followed by legumes,
4lh " Indian corn,

5th " Wheat,
15th " Natural meadow, dunged every three years,

and mowed four times a year.

20 years C7

Of these sixty seven crops from the same ground,
there are sixty one for the use of animals, five for

the sustenance of man, and only one for his clothing.

There is, perhaps, no country on the face of the

earth which can boast such a proportion of agricul

tural products. To obtain this result, the ground is years, a circumstance which abundantly proves th

manured, very profusely, however, five times in

twenty years, and it is a singular fact, that this

nure is applied always to the grass and never to the
grain.

The culture of rice occupies a part of Italy, and
is a source of great profit to the owner of the soil.

The difficulties in its cultivation are so trifling, that
contrary to the usual custom, the ground is let out at

a fixed rent of one hundred and sixty francs the ar-

pent ; three crops are received every five years. As
with us, these rice grounds are most unhealthy, and
the stagnant water which covers them produces dis

flow a certain space, and this very deposition about
three or four inches in a year, made to raise the level
of the adjacent shores. But this process, which is
fully described by Sismondi, must necessarily have
a hmit. Embankments are resorted to and in some
places the bed of the Po is absolutely thirty feet
above the level country. The Po even now frequent-
ly overHows and devastates its banks : the inhabitants
provided always for the calamity which unfortunate-
ly is not unfrequent, take to their boats and wait till

the inundation has subsided. There would seem to
be little doubt that at some day not far distant, the
whole delta of the Po or Polesino, as it is called, will
become one wide and wretched marsh. Even now
the roads are often impassable. Ferrara, con-
secrated by the genius of Ariosto and Tasso, will be
extinguished, and Ravanna, already fallen from its

high honours, be known only as the deserted capital
of a potente of the lower empire.
M. de Chateauvieux, climbing the mountains which

separate Tuscany from Modena, and leaving behind
him the fertile plains of Lombardy, entered those
lofty regions, where the earth does not produce suf-
ficient sustenance for the inhabitants, who are em-
ployed with their flocks of goats and sheep in con-
stantly traversing the mountains in a manner some-
what similar to that of the Spanish shepherds. The
author employs himself in describing the scenery of
the Cormiche, and though it is perhaps among the
finest in Europe, and he might have felt all its

changeful beauty and sublimity, still we think that he
- far more fortunate in his delineations of rural
economy.
The agriculture of Tuscany has been so fully and

ably investigated by Sismondi.* that little was left to
M. de Chateauvieux. The valley of the Arno in
truth, the only fertile part of the dukedom (for the
rest is composed of precipitous mountains, or that
lent and hideous district the Maremma; stretches

from Cortona to Pisa, and forms about one sixth of
its whole territory. The farms are very small, being
from three to six arpents, so that one pair of oxen
supplies the necessities of ten or twelve metayers, ia
the working of their little plat of ground. They
manifest, however their extravagance in maintaining
a horse which may transport their produce to mar-
ket, and their wives and daughters to mass or a rus-

tic ball. The most general rotation of crops is here

:

1st year, Indian corn, beans, peas or other legumes,
dunged,

2d « Wheat,
.Sd " Winter beans,
4tli " Wheat.
5tli " Clover sown after the wheat, cut in the

spring and followed by sorgho.
This sorgho is a sort of parsnip, which is reduced
into flour, of which they make a bad soup and a poor
polente. The ground is manured only once in five

chness of this deep alluvial soil. Notwithstanding
all this fertility, and a cultivation which resembles
rather that of a garden, than a farm, the country
does not produce enough to resist the effects of a bad
year. The metayers live with the greatest economy,
and though their cottages are built with a taste

which seems indigenous to the country, the interior

exhibits a total absence of all the conveniencesof life,

and supplies but a frugal subsistence. Such is the

Tableau de ragrlculture Toscane, par J. C. L. Sis-

mondi.
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view wliich M de Chateauvieux has taken. But in

our opinion the peasantry of Tuscany under all cir-

cumstances, are not only more neat in their persons,

but better clothed and apparently enjoying more hap-

piness, than thatof any other district in Italy. There
can be little doubt that all this distress and privation

arises from the system of the metayers ; a system,

which deriving its existence from the feudal state, is

equally to be deprecated, whethei- we consider the

political character of the community or the indivi-

dual happiness of it members. The man who has

other possession than his industry, and who cannot

hope to change his situation, can never have such a

stake in the state, as to render him either an intel-

ligent or valuable member of it. On the other hand,

toil, to go back after having respired the elcmemshnld its mantle over the queen of cities, and to pie-
of a miserable death. Some days had elapsed i

the harvest began, and only two labourers had been

attacked by the fever of the Malaria; every day 1

would, however, increase the number, 'till at the s

completion of their task, scarcely half of them t

would remain. 'What then becomes of these un-1

fortunate people.'' said SI de Chateauvieux. ' They t

get a piece of bread and are seni off,' was the in- c

human reply. ' But where do they go to ?' ' 'l"o the i

mountains; some stop on the road, some die, others;Junius Brutus, or the eloquence and wisdom of Cato
get home almost expiring with miseiy and famiHe.lthe censor. But we must leave a subject, on which
only to follow the same life the next year
The Malaria is one of those singular phenomena
hose oiigin has baffled every effort at discovery,

tSe metayer bound to furnish half the seed and to and the remedy for which has never yet been ascer-

divide and sell the produce, pretty generally con-

sumes one year tlie fruits of the last ; or if the:-

be a surplus, how is it to be invested ' There wou
seem to be no other mode, than in the sticks which
he is bound to supj)ly, for the support of the vines,

for the landlord provides the stock and repairs the

house. He then can only lay up his money in his

chest or spend it on his pleasures. Thus the end
of a year finds him no better ofT than at its com-
mencement, for want of such an interest in the soil,

as would secure him from the effects of his negli-

gence and indifference in its cultivatiim.

Before leaving this part of Italy, we ought to men-
tion a subject which is of some little importance;
the manufacture cf straw hats, which has just com-
menced in our country. It is doubtless a most pro
fitable exertion of industry. The raw material costs

nothing, and M. de Chateauvieux informs us that this

branch annually amounts to three millions (we pre
sume) of francs. The straw is of beardless wheat,
cut before it is ripe, and whose vegetation has been
thinned (^tiolee) by the sterility of the soil This
soil is chosen among calcareous hills ; it is never
manured, and the grain is sown very thick. Th(
women who are employed in making the Leghori
hats, earn from about thirty to forty cents per day
no trifling sum in Italy.

The Maremma or country of the Malaria forms the

third distiict, extending from Leghorn to Terracina,
and from the sea to the mountains, and having a

width of twenty five or thirty miles. M deChateuu-
vieux speaks of this singular country in the following

terms :
" Le ciel reste egalement pur, la verdure

aussi fraiche, Pair aussi calme ; la sercnite de cet

aspect semble devoir inspirer une entiere confiance,

et je ne saurais cependant vous exprimer 1' espece
d'effroi que Ton eprauve malgre soi en respiraiit cet

air a la fois si suave et si funeste." A country so

very singular in its character would necessarily r<

quire a very peculiar system of management. Ou
author devtlnpes this system in a visit he made to

domain called Campo Morto, in the most deserted
part of the iMaremma. Here was a Fa itore, charged
with the administration of the farm. The whole
Maremma of Home is in the hands of eighty proprie
tors, who are called mercanti de' tenuti, and reside
as well as their Fattori in the city. On this farm
there were four hundred horses, of which one hun-
dred were broken, two thousand hogs, which ran in

the woods and fed on the acorns; some hundreds of

cows, who give no other revenue than the sale of the
calves, which is estimated at about eight dollars each
cow; one hundred oxen used to the plough, and
about four thousand sheep. The rent of this farm
was about eighteen francs the arpent of cultivated
land, amounting in all to about §22,000 The annual
profit was about gSOOO, besides interest at five per
cent, on the capital of the flocks.

In the midst of this establishment there was avast
caaale or farm house, destitute of furniture, and in-

habited but a vejy few days in the year. Every thing
around breathed the most perfect desolation ; all was
vast and silent The harvest had just commenced,
and a thousund labourers, of whom one half were
women, had descended from the mountains to gain
a small pittance during a few days, by reaping the
rich grain of six hundred and sixty arpents for the
Jord'v proprietor, and if they did not perish at their

tained. Attempts have been made to cultivate the

soil <i the Maremma, and colonies were established

within its circuit, but the resistless scythe of sure

and silent death swept away the presumptuous intru-

deis. During half of the year, a few miserable beings,

armed with lances and clothed in skins, the living

mages of death, wander over these devoted plains

with their flocks; and if accident should delay their

to the mountains, fall certain victims to thisjagiiculture, which, should it ever be protected by
fatal disease. Immense numbers of sheep, cows.jan enlightened government, will again yield nourish-

horses, and goats find a subsistence on these wasteslment to the principles of liberty, and raise her to a
ai id supply the markets of Rome and the Val d'Arno.Ilt vel with the most respectable nations of Europe—
The soil is extremely steril ; the whiteness of thelM. de Chateauvieux has devoted himself to the illus-

pure argil being only alloyed by a mixture of sul-|tration of this noble subject.and we are confident

pare by a fate as extraordinary as its fornier his-

tory, to blot it out fiom the admiration of mortals.
Eiicompassed already by the awful stillness of a de-
solate waste, once filled up with sixty towns, which
the antiquarian in vain attempts to trace, perhaps
her own site may be hereafter unknown ; and some
future traveller may boast with enthusiasm of having
once again penetrated its deserted streets, of having
visited the spot ennobled by the heroic virtue of

wecould dwell still longer with delight, and conclude
our notice of a book, of which we would hope our
aders have received a favourable impression. The
ibject of the work is not only important in itself,

but most interesting to us. Italy is essentially an
agricultural country ; she is neither a manufacturing
nor a commercial state. It is by her agriculture,
that she supports more than ir,O00,00O of inhabi-
tants, or about IS."?? to a square league ; a population
far superior to that of France or England. It is

her agriculture which laid the foundations of those
splendid cities which crowd her plains; it is her

phur, which is produced in great profusion. The
cause of the Malaria, as we before remarked, has

ped all the investigations of science; it still

mains a mystery no less profound, than its effects

are dreadful Some have supposed it to arise from

the low pools of stagnant waters, which collect on

the face of the Maremma; but the disease prevails

on the heights of fiadicofani and within the lofty

precincts of Volterra.

Some have supposed that the disease was caused

by exposure to the sudden changes of temperature
at the going down of the sun.f This is supported,

it is true, by the very weighty fact related by de
Boiistetten in his Voyage au Latium, of a man who
resided at Ardea sixteen years without being indis-

posed. But we doubt whether any solution th;

ever been proposed was so perfectly ridiculous, or

so completely destitute of foundation. Do the peo-

ple then die in the towns of this disease, where we
know it to be a custom not to go out after dark, of

mere exposure to a changing atmosphere ? A short

distance from the Porta del Popolo at Rome, are two
illas, one on each side of a small lane, but both si-

tuated on high ground. We were informed that

during the summer season, a man would run very

imminent danger of death in sleeping in one, while

he might remain in the other with perfect impunity.

How is this to be reconciled with the doctrine that

the disease caused by the Malaria is 'nothing but

fever and ague, brought on by exposure ? The truth

is, this dreadful enemy every year makes further

inroads ; no longer satisfied with pursuing the

wretched thousands of enervated labourers and

shepherds, who at evening crowd for safety into

Rome, it is advancing into the city in the midst of

darkness, and spreading from the Porta del Pnpolo,

on the one side, and from the Palatine on the other

up the sides of the Quiiinal. In 1791, says M. de

Chateauvieux, Rome had a population of 160,000

at the time of this visit, it numbered only 100,000,

of whom more than 10,000 were gardeners, sliep

herds, and vinedressers Four years afterwards we
heard it computed at from 80 to 90,000. Undoubt
edly political events have had no small effect in di

minishing the number of inhabitants ; but still we
believe the Malaria must have had a no less power-
ful influence. Annually it roams over the finest

villas without the walls, and ravages large districts

of the town within ; and neither the magnificence

of the villa Borghese, nor die luxuriant beauty and
towering pines of Doria Pamfili, can resist the as-

saults of this silent and deadly foe. Time seems

that his work will not only afford many valuable hints
the practical farmer, but some lessons to our

statesmen, in any future attempts which may be
made to elevate manufactures at the expense of the
most dear and invaluable interests in our country.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

METHOD OF CUTTING OFF CORN AND STACKINf.

IT IN THE FIELD, DESCRIBED.
Mori-ficUl, Hardy County, Vu.

De.\r Sir—You inform me that the experi-

ment made in yuur state of taking the corn off

the field witl; the fodder, has not succeeded.
That the coin was subject to rot, if the weather

was warm or wet ; also, that it increased the la-

hour.

Pur method is as follows :—We are prepared
with cutting knives made out of worn out or
broken grass scythes—one cut in the middle, will

make two corn cutters—the back of the but end
drawn into a spike, and a piece of wood put on
something like a sickle handle.—We begin on
the side of our field that seems to he the driest

A boy goes on between the 8th and 9th rows,

and counts to the 8th hill, then ties, or locks to-

gether the four centre hills above the ears, which
four hills are not to be cut, but left for a sup-
port to begin the stack—he then counts on six-

teen hills farther, and ties the four hills in the

same manner, and so on to the end of the rows,

and field.

The two first cutters take one the seventh and
eighth, the other the ninth and tenth rows, the

two next cutters take the fifth and sixth, and the

eleventh and twelfth—they walk between these

ows and take the corn hill under their left arm,
and cut it near the ground, and cast it forward,

so as to put five or six hills together;—the car-

iers lake it and set it round the four hills tied

and left standing: setting it up straight and well,

putting as near as they can an equal proportion

all around, if we are doubtful our corn is too

green, or the weather too warm or wet. After
the first eight rows are cut and set up, we begin
the next row of stacks, and go on leaving eight

and cutting eight rows throughout our crop~-
in a few days the half stack will be cured : we

1^ See Edinburgh Review for March 18ir, p. 57. Ithen begin with the first, and cut and put to
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them the last eight vows ; when the stacks

have had three or four days to cure, we tie

them about two thirds of their height from

the ground to prevent the fall winds from dis-

turbing them. In this way, eight hands will se-

cure ten acres per day, and the fodder will be

good. We find it better than hay, so much of

the sacchuine substance being retained in the

stalks, that large cattle eat it too near the ground

I believe that ten acres saved in this way will be

nearly equal to twenty any other way that

have saved it. The part of our crop that we
want for immediate use, to fatten pork. Sec. we
husk on the stalk, and cut a',d slack the fodder

in the same way, only we finish the stacks as we
go. Care should be taken to cut near the

ground, or the stubs will be in the way of cut

ling the grain with the cradle, as there will be

some the harrow will not pull up.

The above method we have practised for at

4east twenty years, and could not keep the stock

we do now any other way. There will be found

a great difference in corn. The hard, white, or

yellow flint, will do to cut up, when the fodder is

much greener, and better than the large deep
grained corn. It is also advantageous to cut

green or young corn, that will not ripen before

frost—as much more will become good by being

cut up and stacked, than will be so if it is frost

bit, and the fodder will be very fine—it appears

to receive sustenance from the stalk long after i

is cut up.

I am sir, with respect. Yours, Sec.

ABEL SEYIVIOUR.

l-'ommiinkatcil for publication in the .imeiican Farmer.

Pimfield, March 2ith, 1818.

Sin,—By tli.-^ last mail I had the satisfaction of ad

dressingr you on the ever interesting and inexhaustible

subject matter of our correspondence, in which I en-

closed a small sample of Lucerne, and at the same time,

and in two separate enclosures, some trefoil, and a few

JViiiler Squash seeds, from Palermo, which if as good as

I have eaten in Italy, are far superior to any 1 have met
with in America.
As in your first communication you intimated a wisli

to he made acquainted with my practices in farming,

and of the tools we make, and use ; I had contemplated,
as the most effectual way to answer your views on th:

head, to communicate to you a plan of the Homestead,
a sketch of our barn-yards and offices, a copy of oi

Jiirm journal, with sketches of some tools, and a pli

of the system of rotation, laid down, and now acting

upon, for tlie homestead farm.

With this, you will receive a part of these items, the

rest shall follow, as soon as time will permit me to work
on and finish them—for I should remark, that

hard climate, a farmer who must get his living by

farming, can have little time which he can call his own
—as it takes every moment of spring, summer, and au
tumn to prepare for winter, and every moment of win

ter, to be in readiness for the ensuing campaign.
No. 1—Contains a sketch of the principal Barn

Yard, and farm buildings, on my father's farm, which
we call the Jlelvill Homestead ; it contains about an acre

and a quarter, and with the help of bog earth, muck
from the pond, weeds, and straw, we are enabled to

make in it about 900 loads of manure per year, includ

ing about 100 loads made in the Hog Yard.—At the

Farm Barn, and at the Shed N, we make about 300
loads more.
No. 2.—Is a plan of the Steam House, which from

perience, I consider, one of the most interesting parts

of the farm establishment ; as by means of it, the farm
can keep, (and keep well) double the stock it could
without this system, and it procures us the best possible

market for .ill the turnips and potatoes we can raise

No. 3.—Drawing of seed Harrow anil ItuUer—from
both which we have experienced tlie good effects—

until this experiment Seed Harrows were almost un
known here—in fact I may say totally, for what they

call one, is a good load for a pair of horses

[ was at work on them (the fall before lUe last) one
neighbour laughed at the idea, thought to ridicule it

with the name of the fne toothed comb. I let them
laugh, finished the harrows, used them, and those who
had laughed most, when they saw the fine smooth sur-

face of our grain lots, and those stocked in, would fair

have borrowed them, to use themselves.
In a country where labour is so expensive, it is abso-

lutely necessary to investigate every method to econo
mise it—this was one of my calculations in introducing
this kind of harrow, and the manner of using them.—
The common harrow in use here, is about 4 feet square,

(or 16 feet) and very heavy; it requires a yoke of oxen,

or a pair of horses, and a man or boy—now with a man
boy and 3 horses, we work three harrows, and of

course we go over 27 feet of ground (and in less time)

md do the work, as it ought to be done—thus saving

l-8th of the team, and more than l-3rd of the manual
labour.

Our large harrows are made in the sa

t to use separate, or connected together, as circum-
stances require ;—on one side of one of them, we have

link, and a ring, at about 6 inches from each end, and
on one side of the other, a link and toggle, at the same
distance from each end; we then turn the head of one

harrow, to the heel of the other, (side by side,) thus

making a long square—connected by tlie links and tog-
gles—we then draw from the centre, oy means of a draft
chain, one hook of which is attached to the front centre
square of each harrow, and the chain of the evener, (if

draivn by horses) or that of the yoke, if drawn by oxen,
hooked to the centre of this draft chain—of the former
we put in 3—of the latxer 2 yoke, and driven by one
man—each harrow 22 teeth.*—The Holler is so de-
scribed, that it is necessary to enlarge on it.

I rejoice to see that by ilie projected improvements
in your water communication, your section of country
is about to be induced to diminish at least, the cultiva-

tion of Tobacco, which I conceive diametrically opposed
lo a good system of agriculture—being on the subject,

it occurs to me, that I remarked in the I'.elgique, and in

Alsace, where they cultivate this vegetable, or weed, to

great extent for Europe, they make use of niffhl soil

reduced to powder, as a powerful stimulus to a soil

already exhausted by this culture—in fact, the tobacco,
when cured, partakes a little of the smell cf what
forced it into existence.—These improvements will also

facilitate the means of procuring plaster, with which,
clover, herds, and rye grass, you will soon be able to

turn your worn out tobacco fields into luxuriant fields

of grain, green crops, and grass.

I must close for the present, by offering my most
cordial salutations.

THOMAS 3MELVILL, Jun'r.

I have made on the drawing a kind of hook and
chain, where we fix the connecting chain.

Sketch of principal Barn Yard, and Farm Buildings, on Melvill Farm—Pittsfield,

No. I.

A, The house, front yard and garden, (2 acres.)

n. Back yard of house.

C. Barn, for horses and cattle, and for storing turnips

on the ground floor—above, hay, straw, Ecc.

D. Cattle shed.

E. Steam house, or boiling house, with cellar, under
it for potatoes—a shed on each side (with i

gers fi.\ed to the sides of the building) for the

cattle to stand under to feed—(turnips, or pota-

toes mixed with chopped straw.)

F. Principal entrance to barn yard.

G. A building, for corn house and granary above,

and below, for carts, wagons, ploughs, and farm

ing utensils generally,

H. Hog pen.

I. Hog yard.

K. For hay and straw stacks,

L. Manure heaps.

M. Well and spring.

N. The centre building, contains below, a cyder

mill and press—and the shaft, and lower ma-

chinery, which by horse power, propels a machine
for cutting hay, straw, and corn stalks, and a
grind stone (situated in the story above ;) a hop-

per on the floor, facilitates the descent of the cut

food immediately into the cart, wagon, or other

vehicle, for transportation where it is needed—on
the ground floor also we have our conveniencies

for the necessary carpentering, joinering, &c. re-

quired on a farm, (we make all the wood work of

our tools) and for storing the necessary woods for

seasoning. The buildings on each side of the

principal one, are sheep sheds with lofts above

for hay.

O. Yard for the flocks.

P. P. Principal entrance and passage through the farm,

About the centre of the farm, is what we call the farm

barn, for grain, with two sheds, adjoining, (with lofts

above for hay) for cattle and sheep, the whole enclosed

in a yard about an acre, well situated for making ma.

nure—which is greatly facilitated by havmg a piece of

bog of about 4 acres, within 50 rod.
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tfcklemath. U is to be regretted, tliut the botanies

name was not given ; and the propi-iety of still inform

ing as of it, is suggested. These bonnets, when com
Dared with many of the first of foreign fabric, were

found not to be excelled for beauty of workmanship
or texture—one of tliem was sold for §30. This is an

important fi*ct—not less than one million of dollars are

annually sent out of the United States tor the single ar-

ticle of bonnets ; all of which might be saved by making
them at home, and at the same time giring employ to

some thousands of women and girls, who are now ab-

solutely idle, and many of whom are driven by abso-

lute necessity to follow the paths of vice. It is to be

lioped that the ingenuity of New England will be ex-

erted in bringing forward the manufacture of these

home-made bonnets, and that machines for weaving the

article will be substituted for the hands.

The names of the young ladies to whom we are

indebted, for this particular specimen of an important

article of dress, are Sophia Woodhouse and Sally
Hanmeh, and they deserve the tlianks of every true

friend to their country, for the originality of the thought,

and for giving another proof of the resources which

our country possesses for independence, and for full

einployment to ingenious and industrious females,

for whom the objects of occupation are at present so

few.*
Silk dresses, sewing silk, white and coloured linen

thread, hearth rugs, and cotton counterpanes, made by

several ladies, were also exhibited : and when it is con-

sidered that all these articles were made, without in-

terfering with the main business of the persons thus

employed, they may be considered as so much added
extra to the national wealth. As to silk, it is well

known, that before the American war, it was raised to

a considerable extent in Connecticut, and in Pennsyl-

vania, and that numerous ladies were clothed in gowns
of it, from silk worms propagated in their families

j

there can be no reason why they may not do the same

laudable manner in which he is educating his sons

the profession of farmers.

Capt. Goodman, of East Hartford, they remark :

by a judicious use of peat earth or marsh mud, has

converted a barren blewing sand hill of five acres

fruitful field ; and has moreover by this ope
ration saved his other Kinds in the vicinity from being

erwhelmed with drift sand. This experiment is of

greater consequence, as it demonstrates the utility of

peat earth as a manure on sandy soils, and parlicu

larly as there are l.trge tracts of sand land and peat

earth lying contiguous to each other, and extending
on the east side of the river from north to south,

gh the county. Farmers may learn from thi

the gre-it benefit arising from a proper mixture of

soils

he farms of Messrs. Graves and of Deming, are

noticed with commendation ; and they remark, the

high gratification they experienced during their tour

of examination, by the evidences which have every

here appeared, of increasing attention to improve-

ments by the examples of others. This has been in

nothing more remarkable, than in attention to

nures. Reibre the institution of the Society, Composts

hardly known in the county ; whereas now, they

engage the attention of a great proportion of their best

farmers ; and, in one farm, the committee noticed

collection of 800 loads, all from materials which a

still very abundant on the farm, and such as are

within the reach of almost every farmer. Bogs
peat earth have constituted the basis of most of these

composts, with lime stratum super stratum, on suci

earth, or the rich earth of head lands, the sites of old

fences, hedge rows, or the cleansing of ditches, water
courses, or small ponds—all farmers have it in their

power to form quantities ofcomposts, and no one should

leglect them. Pennsylvania owes much of its fertility

lothem.
The committee properly bear testimony against thi

water in the barn yards. Manure should receive no

water but that of the cattle, and this should be

veyed into pits, and pumped up on the heap.

again. The business is much better understood here adherence to the old practice of having reservoirs of

than formerl)', and the mulberry is more abundant ; our

common red mulberry leave?, answer as well as the Ita-

lian, to feed the worms. Premiums were distributed

for various articles of domestic manufactures.

4. Ploughing matches formed part of the interesting

spectable—five competitors entered the field, each with

a single yoke of oxen, and without leaders.—The field

was d.vided into sections of one rood to each team. One
of the ploughs used on the occasion was made by Mr.
King, of Enfield ; the other two were Wood's patent

ploughs i and the committee were unable to say which

of them produced the handsomest and best work. Mr.

Spencer, of East Hartford, finished his rood in 31

minutes—Mr. Mills in 32, and Mr. Mather in 42 mi-

nutes.

Another object of the Society being to stimulate far-

mers to good husbandry, by giving premiums for the

best specimens of farms. A visiting committee consti-

tutes one of its departments, and the following is part

of their report

;

They notice with praise, the plan which Mr. B. I.

Boardman, of Hartford, has adopted, in draining and

improving a bog meadow, which had hitherto been

but little better than a marsh—the irrigation of his

permanent meadows, and the judicious course of cul-

tivation which he has commenced to improve his

other lands, and give him due credit for the very

• Note—It is well known, that straw is extensively

used for the material of bonnets in Europe ; but it is

not generally known, that the person who set up the

manufacture of straw bonnets during the late war,

Philadelphia, and turned out most beautiful work,

still here, but was forced to break up the manufacture
on the return of peace, and disperse eighty young wo-

men who were employed in it.—The Philadelphia arti

cle was much superior to those of Boston and Provi

dence. This was proved by the preference given to the

former over the production of the New England
facture. The Philadelphia article was quite equal to

the British.—What a reflection is it upon the Senate of
the United States, that when such proofs are given of

the ability of women to furnish an abundant and cheap
Bupply of an expensive article of dress, they should re-

fuse to patronise and encourage home industry.

On tUe ttesslan T\y,

AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWING

WHEAT.—JVo. IV.

[The letter signed William Merriwetlier pub-
lished in thefirst vol. of this ivor/c, fiages 125

—

to which this is a reply—matj be reckoned
-Vo. 5, a?i(l ought Co be first read in connexion
with ;/(K'.]

FOR THE INQUIRER.

To Doctor John Mams, Secretary of the Agricultural

Society of Virginia.

Sin—In a letter lately published by order of

your society, from a gentleman of Amelia
King William Farmer is there attacked for his

heresy, in believing that, " if we would cover

our wheat three inches deep, and sow it early,

our crops would be better guarded against the

fly, than they can ever be by grazing."

At the time that advice was given, it was
not believed, that any recommendation of an

anonymous writer, would induce one individual,

to cover his wheat deep ; who from experience,

knew it to be injurious.

It appears to be quite fashionable now a

days, to compliment gentlemen of high stand-

ing. It is not intended to detract from the

merits of the communication made, to the

Albermarle agricultural society, by a gentle-

man of riuvanna, and least of all from the good

intentions of the writer—he will, it is hoped,

be convinced, that any allusion to him is in

self-defence, and extorted by some of his other

friends. If I know that gentleman, he will

never Ije displeased with a friend for differing

with him in opinion.

The fact of the ily depositing its egg, on the

blades of wheat, has been known to the nor-

thern farmers, for years, and how much have
they been benefited ?

As the gentleman of Amelia is desirous his

friend should make him belter acquainted with
the natural history of the Tifiuli vaginalis

tritici, the liberty is taken (in the interiin) of

ecommended for his perusal, the most learned

history of that insect that has yet been pub-
lished. It is from the pen of Doctor Samue!
Akerley and may be found in the American
Monthly Magazine, for August, 1817, No. 4,

page 275. As no certain means are there

pointed out, for destroying our enemy, and
every recommendation is still hypothetical (ex-

cept that of making our land rich) it yet re-

mains for the scientific knowledge, and thirty

years experience of the Amelia gentleman, to

furnish that great desideratum.

To be better understood, reference is made
to the society's engraving. Premising that it

epresents wheat as much matured, as we
sometimes see it in April, when it has survived

the fall, and has only to contend with the spring

fly. It is known to all practical farmers that in

attempting to cover wheat at any given depth,

some of the grains will be deepest. Now to

practical facts.

If wheat is sown on the banks of the Pamun-
key, from the last of September, to the middle
of October, and covered not more than three

inches deep, sliould the weather be dry, the

grains covered deepest, will first come up ; if

seasonable the reverse will happen. If the

fly should deposit on the first blade, at any
time before the coronal roots form at D. or

elsewhere tiie maggots will force their way
down the stalk, two and a half inches at most,

destroying in their passage, and malce their

exit between D. and B. That nature being

baffled in her first effort, new shots are pro-

truded by the seminal root (which ought to be)

at B. That some of the v/heat now stacking

at the barn, is the product of these shoots.—
That if not attacked by the fly, before, the co-

ronal roots are formed, and the wheat begins

to branchj the seminal roots will invariably

die, so soon as the first named roots, can sup-

port the plant. Wheat covered not more than

from one to two inches deep, if attacked by
the fly, before the coronal roots form, that the

maggots will easily find their way to the em-
bryo crown at D. and destroy the plant in toto.

That after the coronal roots to either wheat

formed, and the gentleman's daughters

make their appearance, the f5y is attracted by
their superior charms, and my mother is of

course neglected.*

From the above facts, may be drawn the

following practical deductions. That by seed-

ing wheat early, and covering it no more
than three inches deep, in a light silicious

loam, it has no unnatural effort of nature what-

That the wheat rooting deepest, will

n winter and by the spring will best resist f

TOW most
eiJy.
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ever to perl'onin. That il tlie fly slioula de()osii

on the first blade, before the coronal roots form.

the maggots have a very unnatuial ollice to per-

form that of digging their ou n graves, two and a

half inches at most from the surface. From
which may be inferred, that like the gentlemanS

wheat they like to be about his vegetating point.

and that they too, require a little atmospheric

In corroboration of the above fact and deduc

tion, Dr. Ackevly on the Hessian fly may be con

suited. He believes that by ploughing up our

wheat stubbles, as deep as can be effected, im-

mediately after harvest, the chrysalis must die,

lieing thereby placed in a situation not congenial

toitsnaturc.t

As the ceremony is now over of introducing to

the gentleman's better acquaintance my mother,

he may tell you " ^ome lahat about where," to

find his daughters.

Can you, INlr. Secretary, say whether he has

ever seeded wheat in a light silicious loam
'

Should he ever do so, he will be convinced that

wheat covered three inches deep, in such a soil,

is as near the influence of the atmospheric aii

(and his vegetating point) as it would be, if cov-

ered only two inches in the clay of his county.

It appears that some of the farmers of Amelia

are as tenacious of bad habits, as the soil they

cultivate. That notwithstanding their wheal

rots in the ground, from being covered too deep,

they still persevere in doing so ; and that the

practice of late years has very much increased.

Has it not an awful squinting when we are told

these things ? Why do the neighbours of that

gentleman with thirty years ocular demonstra.

tion of his superior skill, in the cultivation of

wheat, now make it necessary, for him to com
plain to you, sir, of their obstinacy ? Is it possi-

ble they can be of opinion that his wheat only

looks better than their own, when handsomely

engraved by your society, for the Inquirer ?

It is said to be such a pretty thing to see one's

name in print, that we publish right or wrong,

and what difference does that make, a letter is a

letter, aUhough there is nothing in it. The fore

going remark will well apply to a letter lately

addressed by a gentleman of Amelia, to your

society. .

With the request that you will have the good

ness to present this communication to your so-

ciety at their next meeting, I subscribe myself,

A KING WILLIAM FARMER

t That wheat covered deep, if attacked by the fly

before the coronal roots form, will produce wheat from

the seminal shoots, which is not the fact, if covered

shallowr, and that the wheat covered deepest, is best

protected from the effect of frost in winter. No small

.-idvantage in clay soils.

FOU THE AMERICAN FARMEH.

ON VIITIIISIS PULMONALIS, OU

^owswwvvtiou of U\e 3uu\\gs,
• Bxj Dr. lUi .V. Davifs, of Abbeville, {S. C.)

No. V.

Persons in whose families this disease has a

hereditary predisposiiion should not intermarry.

Offspring from such a union would be very apt

eceive a transmission of the weak morbid
iction of the lungs to which the parents were
ubject.

Men predisposed to consumption, should em-
)ark in no business that would require a sedenta-

y more of life. Manual labour as I stated in my
ast number, is of itself a preventive and often a

cure for consumption ; but should this be deem
ed too irksome, exercise on horseback or on foot

will be found salutary.

We cannot be too watchful of the promontory
symptoms of this disease, nor can I close these

emarks, without adverting to an opinion of Dr.
R. Thomas, a late and judicious writer, on the

modern practice of physic.

" The incipient symptoms of Phthisis, will vary

with the cause of the disease ; but when it arises

in persons of a strumovis temperament or from
turbercles it is mostly thus marked

:

" It begins with a short dry cough, that at

length becomes habitual, but from which no
thing is spit up for some time, except a frothy

mucus, that seems to proceed from the fau

ces. The breathing is some what impeded, and
upon the least bodily motion is much hurried
sense of straitness, with oppression at the chest

experienced, the body becomes gradually
leaner, and great languor with indolence, dejec

tion of spirits and loss of appetite prevail.

The face flushes particularly after eating, the

palms of the hands and soles of the feet are af-

fected with burning heat ; the respiration is dif-

ficult and laborious, evening exacerbations be-

come obvious, and by degrees the fever assumes
the hectic form.

" The cause of hectic fever is generally sup-

posed to be the absorption of vitiated purulency

but possibly it may proceed from other causes.'

I perfectly accord with Thomas, in what he

has said on consumption except the loss of appe
tite. So far from losing their appetite, patient

most commonly have an inordinate inclination

for food.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

AccVAewts to Cattle.
Many valuable cattle are lost at this season of

the year by their feeding near apple trees. In
twisting their necks to get at the apples on the
lower limbs the Epi-glotlis is thrown open, and
the apple if small is just as liable to roll into the
vindpipe as the gullet or trachea ; in which case
he animal is infallibly suffocated if not relieved

in a few minutes. A gentleman who has been
much among the Spaniards, informed me of the
lollowing plan used by them, and which he saw
performed with success. Two or three men
seize the animal and lay his neck over a log of

wood, and then the operator feeling with his

hand the obstruction, he strikes a smart blow
with a mallet or billet of wood immediately
over it, sufficient to crush tlie apple to pieces,

which instantly begins to blow out, and the ani-

mal is speedily relieved. Not knowing any plan
used in this country, I thought this information

would be acceptable.

SUBSCRIBER.
A'ote. This and the cure for the gapes, pub-

lished a few days past, is a hint to attend more
to comparative anatomy.

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1820.

This disease is thought by some to be conta

gious, on which subject Thomas himself does

not appear to be altogether decided.

Morgani, Van Swieten and others, were decid-

edly of opinion that it is contagious.

The Sicilians are so strongly confirmed in

this opinion, that they are fearful to approach a

consumptive patient, whose bed and bed clothes

they consume with fire as soon as he dies. In thi

Venetian states the same erroneous idea prevails,

and to a greater extent, for there they not only

burn the clothes, but furniture of those who have

died of the disease. Thomas informs us, that

not only the natives but also the physicians of

the Levant, entertain an opinion that phthisis is

a disease of a contagious nature.

As to my own part, I do not hesitate a mo-
ment to say, that I do not believe it is conta-

gious. In formiiig this opinion I have not been

innuenccd by vague and superficial data; it is

tlie result of sedulous inquiry.

(7'(a be continued.')

(O" " A Virginia Farmer" in reply to "A Maryland
Farmer," is in type, and will appear in our next.

(C/" So fe\v of the first volume of this journal are on
hand, and they are going off so rapidly, that those who
have subscribed for the second, would do well to se-

cure the first

—

-while they can.

03° The letter from " A Subscriber," in Somerset
county, setting forth the obstacles which there occur to

the execution of the Soiling system, so bighlj' recom-
mended by Abator, (the great exemplar and father of
improvements in southern agriculture,) has been com-
municated to a friend, from whom we hope to obtain
the information desired.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.
Actual sales of Wheat—VVbite, 90 to 93 cts.

—

Red,
85 to 88 cts.—Cons, 50 to 52 cts.

—

IIti;, 48 cts.—Oats,
25 to 30 cts—BuTTEB, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts Eggs, per.

doz. 12 to 15 cts

—

Veai,, per lb, 6 to 8 cts.—I.amb, per.
quarter 37 J to 50 cts

—

Beef, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.

'

Hams, 14 cts

—

Middlings, 10 cts—Live Cattle, §6—
Chickens, per doz. §2 to §2 50—Potatoes, 37i to

50 cts—Tab, §2 25 scarce-TcHPENTiNE, soft, §2 25

—

spiBiTS, do. 35 cts—Pitch, S2 25—Bacon, hog round,
7 to 8 cts.—I,ABn, 11 to 12 cts.—Pobk, prime 12 to 14
cts.

—

Black.Eye Peas, 65 to 70 cts.

—

Shingles best,

Deep Creek, gS 50—Do. Small, S4 75 to gS,—Flooh-
isn Plank, 5-4, S26—London White Lead, §4 25,
American do. §3 7.5—Boiled Oil, gl 37i—Feathkks,
50 to 62* cts.—Shad, No. 1, trimmed S7

—

Cotton,
Ijpland, 20 to 21 els.

—

Floi-h, from the wagons, §4
75

—

Whiskey, from do. 36 cts.—Virginia manufactured
ToisAcco, sales the present week at §9 and §9 50.

published evebt fbida

IIV .lOHX S. SKtNXK.l!, KDITOU.
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ISAAC H. WILLIAMSON, Governor ofdrainecl. The method of iiccoroplishini; this

the State of New Jersey, to all to whom these

presents shall come.
Know ye, That James Linn, whose name is

subsciibed to the forc^oins; Ceitifitate, is Secre

lary of the state of New Jersey, duly authonse(

to grant such certificate, and that to his acts and

attestations, full failh and credit ought to be i^iven.

and that the said certificate is in due form of law.

and by the proper officer.

IN TESTIMONY whereof, I have

hereunto siihbcribed my name, and

caused the gre.it seal of the State to

(SE.'\L.) be hereunto affixed, at the city of

Trenton, the twenty-eighth day of

January, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and twenty.

ISAAC H. WILLIAMSON.
By the Governor.

JAMES LINN, Secretary.

In conformity totlie foregoin,^ ch.irter, the Directors

convened, .iiid appointed tlie following officers:

CADWALLADEU U GOLDEN, Presitkn

C/IAULKS G. HAINES, Secretartj,

DA\ID I. GREEN, Treasurer.

The following Gentlemen were appointed a Com-
mittee to explore the lands belonging to the Company
ascertain the present situation, and report the same,
with any other essential facts connected with the ob-

iect of the Company :—Isaac Chauncey, James L. Bell,

Kobert McQueen, Henry Eckford, Joseph G. Swift,

.lohn Swavtwout, John Targee, Robeit Tillotson, and
Charles G. Haines. The following is the Report which
they presented :

—

The Committee appointed by the ^''env Jersey

Salt MarKh Comfiaiiy, for the purpose of ex

ploring and examining the lands belonging to „
, ,. , . .

•

^jjl^g,, factsltiially created, within sight ot tnis city

Ijject is at once plain and simple. The tides

must be excluded, and the land redeemed from
its wetness. If will be necessary to raise an em-
l)ankment, similar to tha'. already described, and

extend it about five miles, and to ditch that part

ich remains in a state which precludes cultiva-

tion. When this is cHected, two thousand acres

the most excellent soil will be ready for im-

mediate cultivation, and the remaining thousand

be in a similar state in two years. The whole
of the remaining work could be executed in

ninety days.

he advantages to be derived from this great

internal improvem.ent, are manifold and palpa-

ble. The value of the soil increases in propor-

tion to the density of population. Lands in

he vicinity of large cities, capable of produc-

ing the means of subsistence, must always be

enhanced in their worth, as the wants of the

community are multiplied. No city in the

union unites so many advantages for a vast ant

active population, as the "city of New York:

—

And when she commands, as she will ere Ion

do, the commerce of that immense country on

the lakes of the west and the north, and be

comes the great eiTiporium of trade and ex

change between the interior and the distant

quarters of the globe ; the fertile and produc

tive lands in her vicinity, which are compara
lively limited and of narrow extent, must be

called into rigid requisition. While popula-

tion continues to augment, their value will con-

tinue to be advanced. The inference then,

which pertains to the subject under considera-

tion, is strikingly apparent. To have three

thousand acres of fertile soil, in one sense

the Association, and ascertaining

connected with its object, respectfully

REPORT:
That the extent of Salt Marsh, or meadow,

belonging to the Company, is 30 1 6 acres.

In 1813 and 1814, the Messrs. Swartwouls
purchased the Newark Meadows, and in 1811

commenced ihe work of their improvement.—
They were then in a dreary, sunken and deso
late situation, subject to the inundations of every
tide from the river, and totally destitute of culti

vation. Few or no attempts had been made ii

this section of the union, to reclaim salt marshes
of any extent. The most economical and im-
proved method of draining and embankment,
was not understood, and the price of labour much
higher than it is at present.

The former proprietors of these meadows
however, under every discouraging circum
stance, calculated to defeat a great undertaking
in its incipient stages, commenced their opera
tions and succeeded, as far as individual enter
prise and capital would permit. They embanke(
two thousand acres, making an embankment of

five and a half miles in lengtli, sixteen feet wide
at the base, and five high. One thousand
they ditched and drained, making a length of

ditch of seventy miles and upwards. By these

facts it will be perceived, that a great portion ol

these meadows is already reclaimed ; and w<
may also add, that a part of them has been cul
tivated.

There remains to be embanked one thousand
acres, and two thousand acres to be ditched and

show an extent of land now capable of sustain

ing thousands of people, which but recently pre

sented a dreary and noxious waste, is sufficient

to excite admiration in the eyes of an intelligent

and enterprising people.—Such will be the

tual accession of soil to the city of New York,
when the Newark Meadows are completely re

claimed.

The nature and advantages to accrue fron

the cultivation of these meadows, require but i

brief enumeration. Every article of vegetable

consumption to be found in the Nevv-Y
markets, can be produced from them in abun-

dance. The basis of their soil is a rich, deep
loam, whose fertility has been continually in

creased by alluvial deposits from the river, and

by vegetable decay. When the encroacl

of the tides are once prevented, and the process

of draining commenced ; the surface of the

i;round, consisting of a texture of grass and

other roots, becomes decomposed, and a soil of

inexhausiible strength is immediately fit for cu
tivalion. For grazing, reclaimed marshes are

unexcelled in every part of the globe ; and dii

ing the last summer, the meadows at Ilobokcn,

similar in their nature to those at Newark, sup

ported over one hundred cows, whose milk was

sold in the New-Y'ork market, and afforded ai

a price that has produced a permanent reduc-

tion in the expense of this article. When the

whole extent of the Newark Meadows is

claimed, and prepared for tillage, beef can be

furnished from them equal to three thousand

head per annum. In other necessaries of prime

consumption, these lands pronuse great and
solid advantages. They yield wheat, corn,
oats, rye, peas, potatoes, asparagus, and other
garden vegetables. Hay, flax, and hemp, the
latter of which articles is daily becoming more
an object of national consideration, can be easily

obtained from them. I'hese are not assumed
statements, whose only reliance is on specula-

tion :—they are abundantly fortified by facts.

During the two past years, the Hoboken mea-
dows have furnished some of the most excei-

ent vegetables found in our markets. From
;uch circumstances, are not the advaniagcs of

mproving these meadows strongly presented

10 the most prejudiced mind ? Is it no! evident

that they will not only open a source ol comfort

to our city, but a source of wealth iiid pro-

fit to those whose enterprise leads them to par-

ticipate in the work of their improvement ? One
year ago the corporation of the city of New
York were invited to take an interest in the

mbankment, draining, and cultivation of the

marshes now owned by the Company, for which

your Committee act ; and it is to be deeply re-

retted on many accounts, that the stale of the

times, and the financial concerns of the Cor-
poration, were inauspicious to the application.

But the Board were not blind to the value and

esources of these lands. We take the follow-

ing from their Report on this subject, dated

23d August, 1819. "It is well known," says

he Report, " that the quantity of fertile land

n the immediate vicinity of this city, is remark-

ably small. Our markets are supplied with

getables, almost wholly from the west end of

Long Island, and from a very fev/ spots on the

Jersey shove : and our hay is principally brought

from a distance. Few cattle are fattened for our

consumption, except in distant pastures.—The
milk too, which is used in the city, is produced

by cows kept in the city itself, or its suburbs, or

else within a very limited tract in its neighbour-

hood. It therefore requires no arguments to

show that a considerable increase of land, united

to all these purposes, would be an acquisition

of great public importance. More gardens would
lower the price of vegetables ; more meadows
would diminish the p-ice of hay ; a large addi-

j

ion to the pastures within the circle of a few
j

miles would reduce the expense of milk; nor

could this fail to have a beneficial effect on our

eat market. I

Within a few miles of this city there exists [

a marsh of immense magnitude—yielding, in '

some parts, a coarse hay of inferior quality and

value ; and in others, nothing but rushes and

other useless plants. The Messrs. Swartwouts !

have i)roved, by actual experiment, that the |

hole of this marsh may be converted into a \

fertile soil, at once valuable to the proprietor-

and beneficial to the inhabitants of this city.

But this successful experiment has been made
at the expense of great anxiety and a large for-

une." .\fter indulging in other remarks of a

similar nature, the Report concludes as follows : ij

Resolved, that this Board consider the under- '|

taking of the Messrs. John, Roliert, and Samuel -

Swariwout, to drain the salt marshes in the neigh. '

bourhoid of this city, as one of public utility, and

feel an interest in its success, but that, at present,

it is not expedient to comply will) the prayer of

the Mcmofial."
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Tliis testimony, so ckar, so s rung, and so con

elusive beats the signatures of a committee, ap

pointed on behalf of tlie Corporation, to view

the piemises, including the names of Peter Au
gustus Jay, Stepeii Allen, John Hone, Johi

Morss, Judah Hammond and Jacob Ta)»lor.

—

The niducmenls here set forth, are sufficJLnt t<

convince any candid man.

As lo the practicability of draining and em
banking the salt marshes, your commiucc consi

dert'iiL'.t the question is at rest ; it is as practica

ble as any otlier undertaking can be within the

range and grasp of human indubtiy. How cai

the suixess of such a work be denied when the

most invincible proofs are before us ? Why have

rich and abundant crops been gathered fiom th

reclaimed part of these meadows, if the scheme
of their improvement is visionary ? Why liav

the finest harvests of grain, why have hundreds
of tons of hay been taken from them, and brought

to New York, if they are to be for ever barrel

and useless ? To those who are prone to con

temn projects intimately interwoven with the

prosptiity of the whole community, withou

having a single reason to assign for their prema
ture condemnation, without turning an eye or :

thought on the proofs that irresistibly enforce a

different conviction when duly weighed, wt

•would urge but one remark ; Let such fiersoju

go and examine for themselves. The meadows
are within sight of our city ; and instead of

nouncing them as sterile and worthless, let them
traverse their surface, examine their soil, and

look at their products.

The embankment and draining of meadows
will soon become an object of much considera-

tion. So it has been with other countries. What
was Holland but a sunken marsh, before the

was shut out and the hinds drained. It is well

known, that some of her most fertile soil vvas

once deeply covered by the ocean, and is now
forty feet below its surface ! Four hundred years

ago, the British Parliament began to aid indivi-

dual enterprise, in reclaiming meadows and
marshes. The Bedford level, once a waste, con
tains 300,000 acres of reclaimed soil, and the

Romney marsh 4-0,000 acres. Embankments i

England have been erected to the height of 1

and 20 feet, and extended to the length of ten

miles. In the counties of York, Lincoln, and
Cambridge, hundreds of thousands of acres have
been gained in this manner. In the county of

Norfolk, the marsh land between the Wyn and
the Ouze, to an extent of more than thirty thou-

sand acres, composed like the Newark meadows
of " muddy depositions, left by the tides and
floods," have been secured at great labour and
expense, and now yirld from ten to fifteen per
cent on the capital invested. In Denmark the

government have encouraged individuals and
companies to embark in these substantial and
profitable speculations, by large loans of money.
In one year, upwards of one million of rix dol

lars were advanced for these purposes. Such ha'^

been the extent of unoccupied lands in the Uni-
ted States, and the ease with which the fee is ob-

tained, that draining and embankment have not

constituted an object of general interest. In the

Southern Slates, however, some advances ar<

made in this kind of industry. Draining and em
bankment have been successfully undertakei.

on the Cape Fear, Waggermaw, Santee, Ashley

Cooper and Savannah rivers. As population cl

, The Messrs. Swartswout's are among the pro-
prietors of the company ; and after displaying an

irs upon the seaboard and upon the margins of enterprise and a perseverance in the prosecut
our bays and rivers, we shall find a new channel

opened to the uidustry and capital of our citizens,

from which individual gain and general advanta-

ges will result,

To illustrate these remarks, and to convince

those who arc willing to examine and investigate

before they embrace an opinion, we present ihe

following calculation, in relation to the Newark
meadows, which, in the opinion of your commit
tee, is within the bounds of reason.

The Capital Stock of the Company is, S300,000
and divided into six thousand shares at 850 each,

as will be seen by the Charter.

There remains to be made~1
1 700 rods of embankment ( <,

i ?
20 feet wide at the base, and T O'">000

6 feet high at glO per rod J
Sluicing, - - - 3,000

Ditching and draining, 10,000

Cost of land S75 per
3016 acres. 226,300
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presented, read;object of the association,

and unanimously accepted.

Voted, That tiie said report be published, and

entered in the book of minutes.

Voted, That Co). Wm. I-'ew, T. B. Wake-
man, Francis U. Nicholl, John Swartwout, and

Charles G Haines, or any three of them, con

stilute a Board of Commissioners to receive

subscriptions of slock in the City of New York

and Wm. S. Pennington, Silas Condit. and Gen.

Cunimings, be also appointed Commissioners

to receive subscriptions in the Statu of New
Jer.sey.

Tlie following resolution was adopted :

—

Resolved, That ten dollars per share be paid

on subscribing, and that the residue be called in

by instalments of Ten Dollars on each share

it may be wanted.—Said monies to be handed

over to the Treasurer.

Voted, That Messrs. Pennington, Tillotson

and Haines be appointed a committee to draft

By-Laws for the Corporation.

Adjourned.

Extract from tlie Minutes.

C.ADWALLADER D. COLDEN, Fres't^

CHARLES G. HAINES, Sec'ry.

for me to add a wortl in reply to those remarks
of your correspondent. Strange indeed ! that

when merchants, manufacturers and stockjob-

bers, have uncensured, continually petitioned to

congress for exclusive privileges at the expense

of agriculture—when a single manufacturer o

Rhode Island, demanded the absolute prohibi

tion of cottons from India, without a word being

uttered of his unexampled presumption—when
such demands were incessantly repeated, and in-

creased as they were yielded to—that tlie far-

mers of Virginia should have showered on them
eproaclies loud and long, for asking—no ex

imption from national burthens, or exclusive

privileges at the expense of their countrymen— the previous establishment of manufactures

of defence would have been more efPeciual,

had that want not been felt. If the previous
establishment of manufactures would have re-

midied this evil (which I do not admit,) still

here would remain the question, may not even
I'-fence be too dearly purchased ? A standing

army of 20,000 men, a hundred frigates and
ips of the line—heavy tiixation and funding
-each and all of these wo\ild have secured us

much more effectually ag linst foreign aggres-.

sions; yet all (and ivunufactures not the
least) would have tendefl to weaken and de-
stroy our country's best deiencc, the prosperi-

ty happiness, and freedom of the people.—But

To the Editor of the American Fanner

Sir—I find in your last paper, (July 14)

that you are severely reproached by a " Mary-

land Farmer" for inserting the address of the

United .Vgriculuiral Societies—or rather, that

the societies and their delegates are lashed

over your shoidders, for presuming to oppose

the establishment of manufactures by protecting

duties. My respect for the author of the stric

tures, is not at all lessened by the honest warmth
with which he expresses his indignation, at

what he conceives calculated to injure the " ge

neral interests" of our country. But that he

has been very illiberal to the United Agricultu

ral Societies, I think will be admitted by even

his own better judgment. It is not a little

strange, that he should censure the publication

of the address, as improper in an Agricultural

Journal, and as a deviation from your plan,

when he does not notice the previous insertion

of at least two regular series of essays, by anon-

ymous writers, in iiu/}/iort of the legal establish

ment of manufactures. The first essay appear

ed as early (I believe) as your 3rd number, and

their publication induced me, and others to

pect that your paper was one of the tools (and

by far the most efficient) in the hands of the

manufacturers—that its object was to increase

the products of the soil, not for the benefit of

the cultivators, but to gratify the avarice, and

swell the power of an artificial separate interest,

This unworthy suspicion was totally efl'aced by

your voluntary publication of the memor
from the Societies, of one of which I am an

humble member ; and by your excellent re

marks on the attack of the " Maryland Far

mer," in which are proved not only the firo/iri-

etij, but the (ib«olnie necessity of Agricultu

rists attending to the preservation of their inter

esls, you are entitled to the gratitude of our so-

cieties, and of every friend to agriculture, icclion costs

but that the fruits of their labour might remain
with themselves, instead of being transferred by

the juggle of protecting duties to the pockets of

the manufacturers.

The " Maryland Farmer" remarks on but

few points contained in the address ; and I shall

onfine myself to his objections. His letter is

merely an analysis (though a very good ana-

lysis) of the doctrine contained in the volumi-

nous publications of the Philadelfihia Econo-
mists ; and like them he has offered much as-

sertion, but little argument and less proof.

After describing the sufferings of our soldiers

in the late war, for want of clothing, your cor

espondent adds, " When we consider how
" indispensable the article of clothing is to mi

litary operations, and that we may be agair

and again, engaged in war with that

nation whence we derive our principal
" supplies of this indispensable means of de
" fence ; I should not expect any friend to

" the general interests of the country, to say

Jilicitly that he would leave our manufac-
res to be run down by foreign rivals, imless

" they can protect themselves. They
clearly identified with the general interests

" of the country, and ei/ually entitled to firotec-

" tion from foreign rivals and foreigJi enemies,

with any other of the national interests—and
710 more. In the opinion expressed in the

last -sentence, I most heartily concur ; and

was it carried into complete effect by congress

neither the agricultural, mercantile, manufac
luring, or any other interest would profit :

cent by its /irotection. Governments have nc

means of giving encouragement by direct or

indirect bounties to one interest, but at tl

pense of the others ; and if all were equally

/irotected, it would be exactly the same thing

as leaving all to themselves. Could congr
give rain to our parched fields, fair winds to

merchants, and water power to manufacture
there would be no question as to the value of

their protection ; or if they possessed the phi

lusopher's stone, or an inexhausiible treasure.

not derived from the people, they would great

ly benefit the whole community (putting aside

fwlitical objections) by paying fifty millions

year for the protection of mani\factures, and

the farmers would then nearly derive those ad
vantages, which they are firomised, from pro-

tecting manufactures at their own expense
Manufactures in themselves are certainly good
—the evil consists in the price which their pro

Your defence of our conduct in that respect, is

80 perfectly satisfactory, that it is unncccssarj

I readily admit that our soldiers suffered

nuch for want of clothing, and that our means

would not have prevented the scarcity and
high price of clothing. Wool can be grown
and sold so much cheaper in Europe than in

this country, that nearly all our cloth, (without
protecting duties,) would be imported : every
person the least conversant with trade, knows
that in this case, the importers would always
take care to have on hand, a supply of cloth

fully equal to the usual demand, and not much
re, as all the excess would be dead and un-

fitable capital : the quantity in the country
then would be generally ti.e same, and I will

suppose that quantity to be equal to three
years economical consumption, which would be

the liands of the merchants, whenever war
might cut off the foreign supply. If instead of
" nportalion, we were supplied with cloth by
home manufacture, the results would be much
the same : the cloth would be principally made
with imported wool, for the simple reason that

it is cheapest ; and if the manufacturers could
not afford to give the present price of wool, it is

idle to expect from them, an increase of price
and quantity. The interest of the manufac-
turers would teach them (like the importers,)
to provide no more clotli than fully sufficient

for the demand, and at the commencement of a
war, there would be no more goods accumulat-
ed in the hands of manufacturers, than would
have been in the hands of the merchants ; and
the supply of their materials would be as effec-

tually cut off, as they could be if in the shape of

cloth. But, it may be said, that the demand for

wool would immediately increase, and of course
the quantity raised : true—but it would be cau-
sed by the war, and not by the existence of man-
ufactories. Had we plenty of the materials, the

hole population of the country might be sup-
plied in one month, with coarse but comfortable
clothing, though there had not been previously a

yard of cloth in the country, or a protecting duty
on the statute book.

Was a foreigner, unacquainted with our si-

tuation, to read the many pathetic descriptions

of the nakedness of our soldiers, and the argu-
ments thence drawn to prove the necessity of

establishing manufactures—he would naturally

conclude that at least all the poorer class of

our population were in the same destitute con-

dition : yet, as far as I have learned, there was
eal suffering on that account, except in the

army ; and for the nakedness of our soldiers,

there existed causes much more operative, than

the scarcity and dearness of woollens—the

emptiness of the treasury, the negligence of

ofliiers ; and the incompetency and frauds of

commissaries and contractors. Provisions were
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plenty and cheap—yel by the news paper ac-

counts, the cost of the Hour with which the

north western army was supplied, was gSO per

barrel ; and it was stated on the floor of con-

gress, that' some corn cost perhaps S ' 00 per

bushel, it having been broui!;ht from a place so

distant that the "team eat the whole on t!ie jour-

ney except two bushels, which were delivered

for the use of the army. Cloth certainly was

dear—but I was able to buy, throuiihout the

war, my whole supply of coarse woollens for

my negroes, at a price not higher than would

be the fiermanent ficace firice of home manufac-
tures, of equal quality, if protected by Mr.
Baldwin's tariff. Had the war lasted longer, the

evil would have lessened every year, by the

increase of sheep, which oursituation then made
profitable.

" The Virginia delegates" continues the

Maryland Farmer, " appear to be under an
" impression that the nation has been already

" burdened and oppressed, to protect nianufac-

" tures by the duly on iniporis. This is not

" so. Manufactures have benefited by the du-
« ties, in as much as they enhanced the, firice of
^^ foreign fabricks in our market ; but the du-
" ties were all laid to raise revenue for govern-
" ment, and were all expended by it for public
" purposes."—And is this enhancement of price,

in domestic goods which pay no duty, as well

as foreign goods which pay the amount impos-

ed no burden on the consumers ? Our dele-

gates have not complained of the duties because

the yield revenue, but because they yield

none; when a duty is so high as to prohibit the

importation of any article, the consumer still

pays the full amount of tax, but it is received

by the manufacturer, instead of the govern-

ment. Your correspondent affects to consider

the existing protection of manufactures as im-

posing no burden, because " all the benefit

" they received from the duties was indirect

and incidental :"—if iin indirect tax is no tax

at all—il>en is our government supported with-

out cost to the people ; and indirect bounties

are just as effectual as indirect taxes, or as di-

rect bounties would be. Indeed, direct boun-

ties would be much the cheapest ; was a manu-
facturer paid a bounty of glOOO out of the trea-

sury for the production of as many yards of

cloth, that sum would be the extent of the na-

tional loss—but to enable him to get it indirect-

ly by a protecting duty, the people would always

pay more, and sometimes three or four times

as much; his SIOOO being fully, tliough in-

directly paid by the consumers in the " enhance-

ment of price," besides the loss of duty to the

treasury, or. so much of the foreign commodity
as would otherwise have been imported. Go-
vernments do not prefer indirect to direct boun-

. ties and taxes, because they are less burden
some to the payers, but because they are less

visible, and therefore more v/illingly sulimitted

to. I should not have the least objection to

the protection afibrded by Mr. Dallas' tariff,

or even by Mr. Baldwin's tariff, provided tiie

bounties were made direct instead of indirect

;

it would cost much less—but notwithstanding

that advantage, we should see every man pay to

the manufacturer, a tax of g 1 or 2 on each pair of

boots, and as much on a hal—glO on a coat, to

be divided between the weaver and the tailor

and gS or 9 on the other articles of dress : for

S80 paid to the collector of the revenue for the

support of the government, we should pay him
glOO for the support of the manulacturers

—

and every manufactory would present instances

of persons rcci'iving from the treasury S6,000
annually, to carry on a trade, the profiis o! which
egularly fell short of the expenses, by 2 or 3

or 84,000 ; our legislators would be astounded
It the effects of tiieir own economical re-

searches and plans—the manulacturers them-
selves would be ashamed of the barefaced plun-
der which the laws allowed them, and the

hole system of bounties, direct and uidirect,

would vanish before the indignation of the peo-
ple.

Whether " the duties were ail laid to raise

" revenue for the government," or for protect-

ig manufactures, is nothing to the purpose;
e arc affected by tlieir operation, and not by

iheir intention. But even this statement is

ncorrect. Does the " Maryland Farmer" se-

iously assert that the long list of duties which
amount to prohibitions, and consequently have
destroyed the revenue which a lower rate

yielded, were intended by congress to increase

the receipts of the treasury ? Had that been
he case, they would have corrected their mis-

take, by lowering the duties ; instead of which
the Iwuse of representatives passed a bill, which
would have reduced near all the receipts of du
ies on manufactures to the same ebb. Among
many other such duties, that now are imposed on
he cheapest India cottons (near 100 per cent.)

presents a striking example of the opposition

of the real effect to the supposed intent

a lower rate of duty this commodity was largely

imported, and after the payment of a very con
siderable revenue, furnished the people with a

cheaper kind of clothing than any now to be
procured. The duty noiu prohibits the imjjor-

talion, and that source of revenue is totally

destroyed. Even on playing cards, there is a

ohibitoty duty of 30 cents per pack, by which
at branch of " national industry" is " ade

(juatcly protected" and our card playing " citi

zens are rendered completely independent oj
^^foreigners."

The " Maryland Farmer" ridicules the fear

of monopoly ' in the event of manufacturing for

ourselves." '* The business would be open
to the whole country ; any might become a

manufacturer at pleasiue, and thousands
" would rush into it, if they saw it was a money
" making business, and soon reduce the profiis

to the lowest rate for capital and labour." It

very true that these causes would ulliinately

prevent any combiyiation among the u.iinuf;

and that is what he appears to mean
by "monopoly" Competition would compi
the, manufacturers to sell at as low a price ;

they could afford ; but that price would still

be higher than foreigners could send us such
goods for, by more tnan 25 per cent. This is

fully stated by the manufacturers themselves,

in their numerous petitions, which pray for

further protection on the ground that they can-

not afford to meet in our market, foreign goods
which are " enhanced in price" by the exist-

ing duties of 25 per cent., besides freight and

all other charges. Under these circumstances,

if the laws prohibit our purchasing from all

hose who can afford to sell at a fair price, our
nanufacturers are necessarily vested with the
nonoiioly of our supply ; and they must sell at

I monopoly price— or starve.

The healthiness of the " cotton factories near
Baltimore," or any others in this country, has no
bearing on that part of the " address" to which
your correspondent refers. It evidently does not

llude to the infancy of manufactures, but states

hat " by the operation of ihc system, the la-

bourers will hereafter" become miserable, in-

firm, ignorant, and depraved : that this is a true
picture of a manufacturing population, England
offers sufficient proof: whether the prediction

will be fulfilled in this country, time, and the po-
litical economists of the Philudel/ihia SchoolyiWl

determine. Laws for the support of the poor,

and the manufacturing system produce similar

esiilts—the immediate effects of both, are, to

elicve the destitute, support the young, the

aged, and infirm, and to lessen the number of

beggars and paupers : their ultimate effects

are to produce a hundred times as much po-

verty and wretchedness, as they at first re-

Dved.

The balance of trade " appears like a spectre

to affright" the " Maryland Farmer" and the

supposed necessity forits regulation by congress,

forms the foundation of his opinion with regard

o manufactures. As I presume he has read

Smith, and other writers on that subject, without

being able to quiet his fears, it would be both

presumptuous and hopeless for me to make the

attempt. Certainly, congress can regulate the

balance of trade, beneficially lor the country,

with as much ease, as they can encourage ma-
factures free of cost to agriculture ; and with

equal ease and certainty, can they regulate the

storms of heaven, or alter the courses of the

planets. That they, in their wisdom, may see

fit to leave all these things to regulate and direct

themselves, is tne earnest wish of

A VIRGINIA FARMER.

On t\\e lafvanagement of aTarift.

Baltimore County, June 27th, 1820.

.ToHN S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I have ever since the publication

uf your valuable and widely circulated paper,

intended writing you my experience in farm-

ing, which has been pretty successful, at least

esteemed so by my neighbours ; but not having

a sufficient control of eloquent words, 1 almost

declined it, until being informed by one of my
neighbours that it is matter you take, not

.vords. Well, if this is the case, and the fol-

owing meets your approbation, you are at H-

lerty to give it a place in the American Far-

mer, for the consideration of those in the vici-

nity of Baltimore who have been troubled

about fencing, that heretofore very important

item on a farm. I allude particularly to those

farmers who have a scarcity of rail timber.

Among the variety of plans recommended for

fencing, such as stone, board, post, and rail,

md hedge, none appear to answer the pur-

pose so well as the latter, if even but poorly

attended to, because the former is too expen-
sive and too difficult to make ; the latter though
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slow 111 lis gi'owlh when it has attained it, is a

most lormidal)le fence.

Stone fences will answer on a small scale when
securely built, the tops particularly witli lime and

mortar, and arc frequently used for the breasts

of low meadows subject to fretiuent inundations;

but to build a stone wall for the enclosure and

cross division fences of a farm of 300 acres,

would be folly in the extreme.
For my own part, all that I think is necessary

is to enclose the farm well, with tlie old chesnut
timber which has attained its growth, and is on

the decay, and properly to secure the stump for

the growth of the suck
strong way—the enclo:

tageously fenced off witii a lam.- from the bar

yard, it would be well, and tlie cattle would in

prove with two or ihree hours run in it each

day ; in the construction of a barn yard the com-
fort of cattle !,'reatly depends. Barn yards ge-

neraliv have springs or branches through thenj

at the loivesl part of the yard—now this is very

wrong, for the yard ought to be in the shape of a

basin, with a contrivance for letting an ovci

abundance of water that might accumulate by

rains or snows, than might be good for the m
to escape ; now tlie water for the supply of

drinking shoidd be raised if possible to a conven

nost convcnientjient heiglit to drink at, or so high as not to le

fence to be staked,|them dung in it, for it is a fact that when call

ridered, and pig tightened, with strong substan-jgo down to those springs or branches, (upoi

tial gates or bars for out-lets ; then with the ba- tlie old plan and lowest part of the yard) aftei

lance of your rails, (if sufficient, if not buy thcm),bein^ completely satisfied with water, they turn

enclose a circular good watered barn yard, of and immediately dung either in the water or im
strong post and rail fence for a square, for a inediaiely in its neighbourhood ; so that the first

worm fence has so many corners for a fighting rain or Hood sweeps it off and it is consequent

goring cow to catch another in, this will not do.

The barnyard being prepared, put all your
stock of horses, cows, hogs, and sheep in ; then

the service of one boy will be all that is required

for their management and care by cutting a suf-

ficiency of clover to be hauled to the yard, or

whatever food you may have for them. By
keeping them off your clover land, the same
(juantity of clover which would last them one
month by feeding on the field, would last them
two by feeding in the barn yards ; because one
half the clover is unnecessarily trod under foot.

A person in adopting this plan will not be able

to keep a great many stock, but those that he
does keep (say for instance cows) will be kept i

much better order, and consequently yield mor
profit, and this is done without any occasion of

cross fences. Now, Mr. Skinner, let us only ask

how much money it takes to cross off a large

farm in good substantia! chesnut rails and white

oak posts ? and sir, the amount of our calcula-

tion is this, that the interest of the money invest-

ed in division fences would be sufficient to fur-

nish a boy, a cart, and a horse for the supply of

the stock for the whole grass season.

The balance of clover or timothy when ripe

will of course be cut, cured and hauled to the

barn, for their winter food. By keeping cattle

off your clover lands the young clover has

chance, the land is not trampled, your clover

does not run out so quick, and you hav

casion to be at the expense of cross fences and of

keeping them in order, which is of itself a great

relief. Now, Mr. Skinner, let us see how much
more manure is made in this way froin a moder-
ate slock (which should always be in proportion

to your produce) than the old—and what an

abundance more ; then sir we must admit that

this difference in manure, together with the

terest of ll'.e money invested in cross fences,

sufficient to employ a boy or even a man to haul

ihe food to the yard, sjy even if it occupies his

whole time.

Now, let us take into consideration the loss oc-

casioned by the decay or rot of these fencc>

which is most generally in twenty years ; and

what can we call it but a dead loss with the in-

terest for ever. By my saying this plan of keep
ing cattle up in yards is best, you are not to infer

from it that they arc not to have an occasiona

run ; for I think that if a wood could be advau

ly lost. By building yards upon the construe

lion I mentioned, a great saving of manure
would be found which is a great inducement.
From my little experience in the cultivation

of land, I am confident that the system I havi

adopted is a saving of a handsome per centum
In the ensuing spring I intend planting locust

the length apart of a rail and hedge between
;

and by keeping my cattle up I shall then hav

no occasion to train the hedge to a fence, and if

he hedge will not succeed I have a durable post

left. MELIB.EUS.
F. S. If you should consider my pieces wor-

thy of your notice, you may confidently rely up-

on their being the result of actual experience
k1 not meic theory ; for no one has had to work
id twist more about fencing than I have ; but

I am so pleased with the plan I have now in use

that if the timber was given to me to fence with

I would not maul it. Enclosed I send you some
locust seed of a very forward kind, and if you
should plant them please scald them a little to

release the gcrme ; they are well worth planting.

They were given me by one who has been very

successful in rcdsinsr that valuable tree.

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS OF
Northern Cattle Shows and Fairs

NO. II.

Communicated for tin; Farmer., and published

for the consideration of Southern Agricultural

Societies.

The Show held under the direction of the Agri
cultural Society of M.issachusetts, took place at
Brighton, on the I'Zth and 13th October. After an
address by Mr. Qaiiicy, the company, of which the
Governor and other jjublic otficers formed a part
went agreeal>Iy to the good and imposiiij; custom ot

New England in procession, to the pens containing

the animals to be exhibited. 'J"he pens were 80 in

number—one ox. the property of Mr. Luke Fisk,
weiglied 2798 lbs.* There were many fine bulls

three or four of which were imported. Many line

specimens of swine, and numerous sheep were also

shown. The premiums for the best native (Massa-
chusetts) bull, were awarded to John Whitman.—
For the best cow, to Dr. Luther Stearns—gl

• This ox has since l)een killed, and the following

lie the weights:—J. in. 1820.

Fore quarters, 979 lbs,

Hinds, 815
Hide, 196
•|:i!low, 305

were awarded to Goriiam Fiirsnns, Esq. for Hit Oest
mported bull, and §75 for the second best do. §75
for the best imported cow to C. Tracy, Esq. and
§25 to C. Cooldige, for his heifer, which was im-
ported vvhenacalf. The breeds of the above stock
are not mentioned. The premiums for all tlie stock

;re 12 in numbir.
Ploughing Matches—Seven ploughs started, each

had a lot of a. quarter of an acre of firm grass sod to
turn, depth of ploughing to be five inches. The first

was awarded to Mr. Isaac (^oiike's plough ;

one yoke of oxen drew the plough, which was held
by a lad. 15 years old, J. Cooke, Jr. ; the driver, D.
I'hilips, 16 years old, and the work (3J furrows) was
finisliedin S5 minutes, 30 seconds.
The second premium to Mr. G. Parson's plough,

no driver, one yoke of oxvn drew the plough, and
33 furrows, were turned in 55 minutes 15 seconds.—
The ground was er.eumbered with a number of fixed
stone, and being part of a head land, by far the
hardest ground.
The third premium was awarded to Josiab Quin-

cey, Esq. 39 furrows were finished in r-ne hour and
49 minutes ; one yoke of oxen, no driver. The
judges say they were " constrained in some measure
by their construction of the terms on which the pre-
miums were offered, viz : the best work with the
least expense of labour," to place lime against good
work, as it was unquestionably the best on the field

and the team under exemplary discipline."

Mr. H. Derby's team of two horses, and no driver,

fin ed 25 furrows in 65 minutes. The judges say
that his plough exhibited very regular handsome
work, and in reasonable time ; but when they take
into consideration the expense ot a horse team for

farm work, cumpared with oxen, keeping in view
the continual deterioration of capital vested in hors-

es, they were impelled to a decision different from
what the same performance under other circum-
stances would have been entitled to. They hovj-

er, awarded a gratuity to the ploughmen.
Trial of 1Forking Oxen—16 yoke were entered

for the premium. The committee say they were
gratified to notice the increased competition for the
premium this year. The effect has been to display

a fine specimen of well matched and well broke
oxen, of great strength, beauty and docility. These
qualities were carefully compared, and the usual tri-

als made of their power and facility of movement,
particularly in what is termed " backing^' a loaded
wagon. Six competitors obtained premiums from
SSOtoSlOeach,
Domestic Manufactures.—Broad cloths, kersey-

meres and superfine sattinetts, were exhibited.

There were such a number of excellent cloths

brought lorward, that the committee were at a loss

to determine, to which the premium ought to be
adjudged, and it was great praise to these who ob-

tained them to say, that they exceeded the others.

One piece of drab kerseymere was said to be super-

ior to almost any imported goods of the kind. The
Bellingham and Rook Bottom Company's cloths and
kerseys, are particularly commended. 17 premi-
ums were awarded.

Articles of Household Manufacture.—Woollen
cloths, fine kerseys, blankets, sewing silk, butter !

!

cheese, sole leather, calf skins ! ! turkey down tip-

pets, straw bonnets, and one made of gr.iss, (name
not given|) an excellant imitation of Leghorn. The
tippets and bonnets were much admired, and the
latter were purchased by two of the most wealthy
and fashionable ladie.s.

A machine for weaving cloth, and another for shel-

ling corn; splendid specimens of glass ware; of

thread lace fabricks, from the Watertowri factory ;

fine linen thiead, spun by a lady of Worcester : ele-

gant artificial flowers, by Mrs. Millington, of Cam-
bridge ; hearth vugs, counterpanes, knit and woven,

also shown. The domestic household manufac-
tures obtained premiums; 28 in number were award-
ed.

: made of ticklcmath giass ;
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The double milled tlrab kersey, offered iiy Mr

Cranston, oftheKdck Uuttom Company, was thought

by judges the best piece of drab cloth of tUe kind,

they had ever seen of American manufacture, they

were of opinion th it any so good is very larely im-

fiortedjrom Eurojie.

The clotiis ol the Bellinaham factory were so

good that the committee were for some tune, u\ide

cided between them and those which obtained the

second premiums,

Agricultural Premiutns—The following were
awarded

1. To P.Williams, of Fitchburgh, for 28 bushels

and 30 quarts of spring wheat, raised on one and one

eighth of an acre ; and for 535 bushels of potatoes

raised on one acre and one-tentfi nt an acre

2. D. Stubbins, of Uecrfitld, for 612 busiiels of po-

tatoes on one acre

3. Dr. J Thatcher, of Plymouth, for 428 bushels

of ruta baga on one acre.

4. Mr. E Tliraslier, of Salem, for 635 bushels of

beets on one acre.

Worcester Co Show, was held Ojnl'hursday, the

7th October. The Society was established in 181S,|

weighing 153 lbs. ; and 10 weighing 100 lbs. all made
in New Braintree.

Berkshire Show and Fair. The show of this well
iltivated county of Massachusetts, is held at the

town of Pittsfield. It took phice on the 6th .ind 7th
of October. This Society wasformed aljout ihe year
1810, under the auspices' of that steady friend t.i ag-
riculture, Elkanah Watson, Esq. in consequence of

the example set by the Cattle Society of Philadel
phia, (as stated in liis first address to the citizens of
Berkshire) and has been continued ever since. The
display of fine animals gave evidence of the valuable
improvements which ai-e making by the Berkshire
farmers in their breed of cattle.

On t\\e Hessian Y\^

.

AND ON THE PROPER DEPrH OF SOWIN

WHEAT—m. VII.

TO THE EDITOR

DtAR Sir— I insiSt on 1

AS rAHMF-n.

owing to the
and already numbers 5,i0 members, and has fundSidifference between the diameter of a plough handle

and a pen, that Dock Weed was m.staken f .r Dark
Mud ; but owing to some cause not originating with
me or my writing. A man may write with a " stiff

hand," anil yet write perfectly intelligible, and if

your publications wen confined only to such as were
not written in a stiff hand, I am afraid we should
loose many of the valuable essays which enibellisl

your paper ; nay, I apprehend that much of the Edi
torial matter would also go unpublished. But I ani

under the impression that tlie mistake in this instance
occasioned by my taking such uncommon pains

with my letter, that the Editor thought the Printer
coularead it, without any explanations, and thai the
Printer thought his DevU could do the same thmg.
and the Devil being bound only to thn'W together
the types, without being any ways responsilile for the
errors, it not bieng his business to correct them, and
thinking dark mud would fill .is large a space as
dock weed, took that, not perceiving the jioint of

the thing. Well, in your next number you corrected
the error, but how did you do it ? By giving to ano-
ther person all the credit which properly belongs tc

me—you speak of the Postscript to Solomon Simple
and say Solomon writes with a " stiff' hand." Now
be it known unto all men, that I, Jeremiah Simple,
Esq. wrote my name at the bottom of an essay " on
matters and things in general" in a plain schoolboy
hand, without any flourish or other usual means of
disguise, and that it was so read and understood, 1

firesume, as it was so printed in large letters and
you run you may so read it." Now this name written
so plain, anA printed so plain, a name which if it had
been written with a chicken's foot instead of "a pe
r " a plough handle," one would suppose could r

er be mistaken for Solomon, was so mistaken and so

afifiears in your apology. Now ray Dear Sir, I beg it

to be clearly understood that Solomon Simple, Esq
is a brother of mine, a man of too much modesty tr

claim any of the merit arising from mv productions
and of too much pride to permit any blunders of mine
or any one t Ise to br foisted off on him, and sir /ha' e
ton much family pride to pt rmit them to be impro-
perly attributed In either, when they belong to others
and 1 am sure you have too much generosity not tc

remove them to your own shoulders when they pro
perly belong to you, or yours, which is the same
thing, you being accountable as you ought to be for
thf errors of even the veiy Devil himself I have
heard it laid down as a good rule, that whatever
sent to be printed, should be written in so bad
hand, that it will require the united efforts of the
whole concern, to make it out ; and experience
proves the truth of the adage. So much in self-

fence, now for agriculture.

In number 16, " A King William Farmer," writes
on the subject of Hessian Fly, and recommends sow
ing wheat early and filoug'hing it in deep. Now I

early sufficient to entitle it to tlic sum of 600 dol

lars annually from the state treasury, for five succes

sive years. Mr- Lincoln jr. delivered an appropriate

address on the occasion.

Sixty pens were prepared for the cattle, which
were all filled 135 animals were exhioited, of which
120 were presented for premiums. I'he heat of the

day prevented many sheep and swine from being

brought.
Trial of working Oxen—Fifteen yoke were enter-

ed. The tests to which they were subjected were cal-

culated to exhibit their strength and docility, and the

jierfectly good management of their drivers. 1 he

cattle were uncommonly tine in size and appearance
and great as were the expectations of the public

from this part of the exhibition, anticipation was
more than satisfied. The oxen were tried by the sin-

gle yoke upon a cart, weighing 11 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lbs

and loaded with 44 cwt of stone, making an aggre-

gate <.f 55 cwt 2 qrs. 14 lb gross Weight, which was
drawn upa hill of the elevation of4 deg. 5J min. and
which elevation many of the cattle also backed up.

They were next attached by the chain to a drag,

loaded with 17 cwt gross weight, up the same hill,

and were afterwards tried with a plough on a piece

of unequal and partly tough sward ground. Aft(

all these trials, the whole were placed on a line, and
were carefully examined and compared, and thi

premiums adjudged. Among the m.ichines, were a
turnip slicer, a drilling machine, a garden r.ike with
a double row of teeth, a Scotch churn, a straw cut
ter of simple but excellent construction, patented by
Giles Dayton, of Blandford, Mass. There were al

exhibited, a variety of vegetables, of extraordinary
sizes, among which were seven Swedish turnips or

ruta baga, of the average weight of 10 lbs. ; a winter
squash weighing 115 lbs. ; do. weighing 126 lbs.

;

another 3 fett 4 inches long ; and a monstrous pump
kin.

Seven premiums were awarded to different gentle

men for the best specimens of farm stock named ;

and premiums were also awarded to several others,
for fine bulls, cows, bull calves, steers, merino sheep
and swine. These were in addition to the advertised
premiums, and the judges reported that there were
many fine cattle for which they were unable to do
justice to the care and attention of their owners.

Domestic Manufactures— ViTos-A cloths of first and
second qualities, kerseymeres, sattinets, wool hats,

and calf skins, were exhibited antl obtained premi
ums. Besides these specimens of broad cloths, and
other goods from different manufactories, wi re e

hibited with a large number of articles of household
manufactures, among which were, sewing silk

pieces of woollen cloth, nine skeins of tow yarn from
33 to 23 skeins to the pound, spun on a great wheel,
by a lady in Worcester ; five cheeses, weighing 175
lbs. ; 4 weighing l^X lbs, ; 4 weighing 110 lbs. 4 have a word or two to say on that subject, and 1 feel

myself authorised to do so, having taken the means
of protecting all kinds of plants and grain from all

kinds of insects, under my particular consideration.
The first thing wt have to do, is to ascertain the ori-
gin of a Hessian Fly. Where does it come from ? I
say that it is born with the grain. When the grains
are about half ripe, a small maggot, may by a close
examination, be discovered in every one of them,
jwliich continues to " j^row with its growth and
strcn'^then with its strength." When the grain is

arly fit to cut this worm has become a small black
crawling %, and if at this stage yciu take a head of
wheat and rub the grains <iut in your hand, for every
grain you \n\\ find a fly When the wheat is full ripe
the fly leaves the grain, and the air becomes filled

with them, and they may be found on every thing
ite ; they are not yet however at their full growth,

but by the time early w-heat is sown and up, they are
ady to deposit their egijS on the young stock, and
us bv some wonderful operation of nature, produce
new generation-

Hew the deposit of a single egg on a stalk of wheat
is the means of impregnating every grain which that
stalk may produce, is not my province to show, but
hat is perfectly familiar to every one who has ever

raised peas, may satisfy them of the fact. In every
pea, however young it may be, a small maggot may
be found without ariy visible means by which any in-

could have deposited its egg. As the pea in-

creases in size so increases the worm, and when the
pea is rijje the worm is full grown; in process of
time it becomes a bug, is planted with the pea, and,
by some mysterious operation, is enabled to produce
its species in the manner described. No evil results

the pea, we therefore have no interests in the de-
struction of the insect, and hence no means have
Ijeen devised ; but it is far different with the Hessian
Fly, as the whole of our most valuable crops are de-
stroyed by its ravages Having therefore the progress
of its formation, and the time of depositing the egg,
a period at which vast numbers of the fly may be
found in the fields, t concluded that if the grain 'was
not sown until after a frost, it wnuld escape the fly,

and I was induced more strongly to think so, because
observed that as soon as frost appeared, the flies

disappeared ; I have therefore laid this down as a
•ule, never to sow my wheat until the Hessian fly

have all been killed bv the frost, and in consequence
I have never been troubled with them since, while
they have been the source of vexation to all my neigh-

who have not adopted the same practice "Doc-
' they say, "will differ," and my practice and

th it of " A King William Farmer" are directly at
varance, but still the effect may be the same. He

his grain early andploughs it in deep—I sow
my grain after a frost, it is of no consequence how
early the frost comes, and put it in at the usual depth
Mine is sure of not being touched by the fly

—

his may
70? come up until after the frost, in consequence of
the deep ploughing and thereby escape ; but it may
so happen that the frost may come late, and his

heat may appear above the ground before the frost

has destroyed the flies, and if so be injured by them,
for I conceive that its only s. ciirityisin keeping out
ofsigh> until the flies are gone Now therefore I do de-
clare in fav ur of sowing wheat after afrost in prefer-
ence to sowioi; it before, ploughing in to the contrary
notwithstanding, for it has been the practice of the
Simples, ever since the days of their great progenitor
Id Fee Simple, never to give up a certainty for an

uncertainty, while the contrary has been the rule

ith the Simpleton family, who have had the vanity

to claim relationship with us, without any foundation
for the claim. I beg you therefore not to permit the
one to be mis'aken for the other, for there is a much
greater difference between the Simples and the
Simpletons, than between dark mud and dock weed,
and what we may be willing to consider harmless
in the latter case might not be believed so in the
other. With this friendly caution I take my leave of

you, wishing you may live to enlighten the world a
thousand years,

JEREMIAH SIMPLE.
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CE OF THE

^avbei'Y^ BusYi on Grain.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMBRICAN FARMER.
Cecil Countii,Jul,j 3r,l, 1820.

Sir—It has been a matter of long surprise to me,
that in your highly valued and useful paper, no men-
tion has ever been made of the pernicious consequen-
ces of farmers having on tlieir farms or in thi-ir gar-

dens, the Barberry Tree—It is a pretty well estab-

lished fact, that where the Barberry Tree grows, no
wheat, rye or barley will within some tiundrea yards.

I may say, perhaps with safety, within half a mile of

this tree, crops of those grains cannot be reared.—

1

have known it tried year after year, on farms that

had long been celebrated for their grain crops, and
in the best cultivated fields of those iarnis the crops
had constantly failed, until the Harberry trees were
entirely taken away, and every vestige of thtiti re-

moved ; when those fields resuming their former
characters, have again produced abundant and fine

crops of grain.

M'hilst these trees were standing in a neighbouring

garden, the grain sown would vegetate, grow, head
and blossom "very finely, giving the farmer hopes of

a full and abundant crop; but when cut and thresh-

ed, would not produce in some instances more than

tlie quantity of grain sown, but the straw was as good
as upon any fields in the neighbourhood.

It is therefore an undoubted fact, that no certain

crops of wheat, rye or barley, can be calculated on
within the reach of the farrina of the Barberry tree.*

A FAKMER.

riie facts mentioned above, have been disclosed

ING, Plask, 5-4, S26—LondonWHiTE Llau, §4 25

American do. go 75—Boiled Oil, gl 37*

—

Fkatheus,
50 to 62^ cts.—SuAD, No. 1, tiimmed S?

—

Cotton,
Upland, 20 to 21 cts.—Maryland Tobacco, Two hogs-

heads, 1 first and I second, from Friendship, Anne
Arundel County, at §7 and glO—2 crop and 4 second
h-om Calvert Coiintv, at §8 25 and §6—3 hhds. fra

Monti;omgry. ci-opa't Sl4and gl^— 1 second at gS.

MATTHEW MURRAY.
l'\ougA\ .'NVakev, Hagews-To^n,

MARYLAND
Begs leave to inform the public through this useful

paper, that he continues the plough making busi-

its various branches, and has on hand and will

constantly keep an assortment made of tlie best ma-
terials and workmanship, at the reduced prices

adapted to the times as near as possible-

The double plough for hill sides - S28 —
Theimprnved clover plough No. 1, from 18 to 20
Thefour hi.rseplougli, - do. 18 to 20
The three horse Peacock plough No. 2, 17

The common size 2 horse do. do. 16

The light do. do. do. do. 15

""he cast heboe plough for three horses 16

The two horse do. - - 14

The light do. do. - - 12 —
The one horse ploughs, - from 8 to 10 —
Double shovel ploughs
Single do. do. - - . 4 50

The Iron Cultivators - - - 10 -
Harrows and other implements for the use of far

mers, will be made to order at low prices.—Order
post paid will be duly attended to, the work well ex
ecuted in due time, and the ploughs warranted to

We the subscribers farmers ill Washington Coun-
ty, Maryland, having used Mr. Murray's ploughs for
several years, particularly his Peacock Patent
Ploughs, do recommend them as the best we have
lieretofore used.

M. VANLEAK,
WM. B. WILLIAMS,
OTHO WILLIAMS,
.)\0. 15UCHAXAN,
TIIO. BUCHANAN,
.lOHN SHAFER.
.IDIIN WAGONER,
ALLEN DOItSEY, at the Poplar Springs.
llUUEinCKDOKSEY, Anne Arundel Countv.
.lAMES CHESTON, do. do.

llENUy JACOBS.

^'MM WAmmmm,
VUGUST 11, 1820.

in some essays of Caleb Kirk's, in the first volume—!run well and do good work.—Any number of plough

in the midst of ess;ivs un other subjects—We thanl;|w>ll be forwarc|ed agreeable to order bv assurance of

the writer for cai;ingatton:ion to the subject in this tlie cash on delivery, the carnage will be added

spnarafp mill specific foi-m. Edit. Jm. Far. Iwhich shall be low. A tew ot the above described—-'

—

'

.ploughs may be had at .Mr. Charles Gillespie's near

Mercersburgh ; at Mr. George Forman's, Waynes-
urg, at Mont alto Furnace, Pa. ; at Mr. M. Stone

biaker's, Boonsborough ; at Mr. Weaver's Stone

Mills, Pleasant Valley ; Messrs. Hauser & Levy's,

Frederick Town : at Mr. A. logman's, New-Mar-
ket ; at Mr. A. Dorsey's, Poplar Springs; at Mi
John Lansdale's, Rockville, Md. ; and at Col. H
Stemble's, George-Town, District Columbia.

The stubble or " Clover Plough," is a late improve
ment by Mr. Murray to prevent choaking, it is from

20 to 24 inches in the clear before the coulter—the

for.mer is shown by the plate 1.—The commou Pea
cock Patent Ploughs are made on the most improved
plans, with an iron brace through the helve rivetti d

to the beam before the coulter, and extends to the

clevis and tUe clevis pin passes through the end of it

BALTIMUKE, FRIDAY

(O" The friends of Internal Improvement will not

require any apology for ine occupation of so large a

portion of this number, wiili the act of the Legislature

of the state of New Jersey, for incorporating the

NEW-JERSEY SALT-MARSH COMPANY. Our ob-

ject is not merely to record tl;at paper, as connected

with a particular and magnificent project of Internal

Improvement, highly des^-rving ofpublic encourage-
ment, but to invite for it the attention of legislators

and wealthy individuals in other states. We know
of no practicable means of improving the agricultur-

al resources of our country, which promises so much
profit and honour to those who would undertake it as

might be derived from reclaiming marsh lands. How S'^^P'^',^
,

many thousands, we miglit say millions, of acres are

there on the tributary waters of the Chesapeake bay,

th;it might be made infinitely productive, if hay and
grain were raised, upon such as now produce nothing

but musquitoes, flags and fevers. It is not extrava
gant to assert that an acre of marsh land on naviga-

ble water, at the distance of 100 miles from this city

is as advantageously si'.uated for our market, con

sidered with reference to iheexpense of transporting

its produce, as a farm on a turnpike road five miles

distant.

Present Prices of Countrii Produce in this Jlfarket.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 92 to 93 cts.—KEn
first quality 90 cts.-Coiin,43 cts.

—

Uti:, 42 cts.—Oats
25 cts—Frouii, from the wagons, ^4 62A—Whiskey
from do. 36 cts.

—

Butter, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts.

—

Eobs
per.doz. 12tol5cts

—

Veal, per lb, 6 to Sets.—Lamh
pr.quart. 37J to 50 cts—Beek, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts

Hams, 14 cts—Mli.i.i.iN«3, 10 cts—Live Cattle, gfi-

(;B!CKEKa, per doz. g- t" S2 .50—Putatcie?, 37^ to

50 cts—Taii. S2 25 scarce-TunrBsTiNE, soft, g2 25-

Si-iniTS, do. 35 cts—Pni:H, §2 25

—

Bacom, hog round,

7 to 8 cLs.

—

Laud, 11 to 124 cts.—PoiiK, prime 12 to 14

cts—BlaikKyk Peas, 65 to 70 cts.—Shisrles be

Deep Creek, gS 50—Do. Small. g4 75 to g5,—l'i.o

^Ve the subscribers being appointed judges of the
working of Peacock's Patent Plough, made bv Mr.
Murray of Hagers-Town, and Freeborn's New'York

rnt Plough, did plough with each on a level bot-

tom and on a hill, where there was some lime stone
ocks, and after an impartial trial, we decided that
Mr. Murray's plough was tar superior.

EDMUND M'COY,
EZEKIEL CHANKY,
JACOB KNUUE, Jun'r.

April or May last.

I am induced to state that I have made use of Mr.
Murray's left hand ploughs, and can with justice re-

commend them to the use of every farmer ; they
claim a decided preference over the right hand, in as

much as they work with greater t'acility to the
ploughman and horses, and 1 am further of opinion
that a general trial is only wanting to establish their
superiority.

MICHAEL KlMMi:!.,
Baltimore, July 18th, 1820.

No. No. 2.

The double Shovel Plough is an invention by Mi
John Breathcrd, and its utility is great.

For a further recommendation he refers to gentle

men of the highest respectability and practical fai

mers, who have those ploughs in use.

N. H. It may be well to state that the left hand
plough is preferred in Washington County, in conse-

quence of the great advantage of the line horse walk
ing in the furrow, which guages the regular land lo

the plough without variation—as a proof of it, I makt
and sell at least fifty left hand ploughs to one right,

for Washington County. M M.
P. S. Those gentlemen not having used every

kind of my ploughs as described, have given certifi-

cates accordingly. M. M.

We the -iubscribers farmers of Washington County
arvland, having for several years used the ploughs

as above described by Mr. Murray, particularly his

Stubble or Clover Plough, his Peacock improved,

and his Double Shovel Plough, beg leave to recom-

mend them to th^ particular attention of the Farmers,

FRISBV TIL(;HM.A N,
I
J. SCHNEBLY, .

WM. BOOTH, WM. FITZHUGH. Jr.

JOHN HARRY, | 1. s.SWERENGEN.
July 10th, 1820.

pvDLisnEn EVEur ehidat,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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AGRICULTURE.
From the London Farmers' Journal of May 11

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Palace Yard, Westminster, May 1, 1820.

At a meeting of the general Committee of

managemeni appointed by a general meeting

of the associators from the several counties

in England, then present, to conductt and

prosecute, in both houses of Parliament, the

claims of all the subscribers to this association,

and of the whole Agricultural Communit
throughout Great Britain and Ireland, to ec|Ui

protection with the merchants and manufactu-

rers upon the terms and conditions of the origin-

al resolutions of this association, agreed to on

the Uth day of January, 1819.

The proceedings of the last general meeting

were read ; when the chairman made the fol

lowing repori to this meeting.

The report of Geo. Webb Hall, Esq. chair

man of the general committee of man
agement for the Agricultural Associations

in Great Britain and Ireland, made to the

said committee at Henderson's Hotel, on
Monday, the Ist day of May, 1820.

Gentlemen,
I have to report to you, that in execution of

the trusts reposed in this committee by the

general meeting held in this place, on Monday
the 25th (lay of October last, I have taken

upon myself to send to the chief magistrate in

every town in England, Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland, and to circulate, in various other parts

of the United Kingdoms, copies of the origin

and proceedings of the Agricultural Associ-
ations in Great Britain, which has produced a

very considerable effect in confirming, extend-

ing and enlarging the Associations then for

med, and has added many new associations to

the general cause : that 1 have held a most
extensive correspondence with almost every
county in England, and with several in Wales
in Scotland and in Ireland, and I have parti-

cular pleasure in reporting to you, that the
sociations, generally have acquired no incon-

siderable accession of strength and consistency
since I had last the honour of meeting you in this Colquhoun, in his treatise on the wealth, Pow

tore It IS that the interests ul our agricii

have Ijeen for centuries past more or less sacri-

ficed to the supposed, although mistaken, in

terests of her commerce and manufactures

But those who investigate this matter more

profoundly will ascertain, that it is from the

unceasing industry and energies of her inhab

itants, protected as they are by her unrivalled

Constitution, the fertility of her soil, her bound

ines of coal, and the union of agriculture

commerce, and manufactures, in one and the

Slime people, that the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland has surpassed the

hole world in wealth and power, as she has

arts and in arms ; and that all the present

sufferings of her people arise simply and solely

for want of preserving a due equilibrium

tween her agriculture, her commerce, and her

manufactures. She has sacrificed the former

to the mistaken interests of the two latter

sources of her wealth and power ; and being

well assured that no redress can be expected

until this committee shall satisfy the Legi

lature, his Majesty's Ministers and the pub-

lic, of the dependance not only of the

merce and manufactures of this country, but

of THE REVENUE also upon her agriculture, I

have spared neither lime nor pains to demon-

strate this fact by such a comparative state-

ment of the profits of each to the country at

I doubt not when it shall be thorough-

ly investigated, will set this question at rest

for ever. I therefore crave your most serious

attention and your most minute investigation

of the following comparative view of the firojil

to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, arising from her Agriculture, her

Commerce, and her Manufactures ; by

which it is clearly demonstrated, that the de

preciation of her wealth, occasioned by the

import of foreign produce, duty free,—and

•which she might grow on her own soil—
amounts to a much larger sum than she ever

leared by all her commerce and manufactures

put together whether from home consumption

or foreign markets : from whence it may be

fairly inferred that all her present embar

rassments arise from this single cause. Dr

place. er, and Resources of the British Empire, esti

Gentlemen—We are now assembled for the mates the firo/ierty created in Great Britain

purpose of entering on one of the most ardu-
ous tasks ever before confided in this or

any other nation, to so small a number of

men.
Gentlemen, I will not conceal from you

that the most difficult point we shall have to

encounter, is the opinion which men of all

ranks and descriptions, not only in the United
Kingdom but throughout Europe, have imbibed;
viz. That the amazing wealth and power
which this mighty nation has displayed is

derived from her commerce and manufactures,
rather than from her agriculture ; and there

and Ireland in the year 1812-13, s

Agi'iculture and all its

branches,

Mines and Minerals, coals, &c.

Manufactures in every branch.

Inland trade in all its branches,

Foreign commerce and shipping,

Coasting trade.

Fisheries, exclusive of the colonial

fisheries of Newfoundland,

Chartered and private Bankers,

Total,

Without staying to inquire whether the

Doctor is correct in all these branches, it is

fficient here to state, that this estimate ha-

ig been prepared anterior to 1814, and pub-
hed in that year, it could not be fabricated

to serve the purpose of the agriculturists ; and

f we check this estimate by the payments on
the property tax, we shall be astonished at

the coincidence and corroboration which the

Doctor's estimate derives from this criterion,

therefore take the estimate altogether for

better for worse, in all its branches, as suf-

ficiently accurate to draw a comparison of the

national profit on each branch, and which, when
analized, will appear as follow :

Agriculture, and all its branches in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, / 216,8ir,624

Of This creation, I may fairly

estimate l-4th as the rental or

net profit to the land owners
for Great Britain and Ireland, 54,204,406

To the cultivators of the soil for

the profits of stock, skill, and
capital, I allow 3-4ths of this

sum as clear gain, viz. for

Great Britain and Ireland,

40,653,304/. of which I es-

timate for the cultivators of

Great Britain 4-5ths, 32,522,644

To the cultivators of the soil of

Ireland l-5th, 8,130,660

Tithes for Great Britain alone in

1814, 2,732,898

Deduct these four sum from

the amount created and we leave

9, 227,016, for wages, main-

tainance of working cattle, seed,

poor's rate and taxes, &c. &c.

Mines and Minerals, Coals,

&c. 9,000,000/.

Of this creation I reckon ISj per

cent, or l-8th for the lord's

share,

The like for the farmers or wor-

kers of mines.

Deduct these two sums from

the amount created and we leave

6,750,000 for wages and working

he mines. Sec.

follows : Total profits on the production

of the soil in 1813,

/2 16,817,624 By which it appears «Aa» in 1

9,000,000 DUCTioNS OF THE SOIL of Gixat Britain and
114,230,000 Ireland yielded to the owners and occupiers

31,500,000 thereof the net clear firoft of 99,840,608/. to

46,373,748 be expended in this country, whereby all ranks

2,000,000 and conditions of men were alike benefited

and employed, and the taxes were paid with

2,100,000 facility : but in 1814, by the import of foreign

3,500,000 produce, duly-free, or nearly so the produc-

. tions of the soil were deperciated one half of

/ -12 5,52 l,372(their furr.xr value, and they have since arera-

1,125,000

1,125,000

99,840,608

3, the PRO-
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ged a depreciation of about one third of thcii

value in 1813, which depreciation has dimin-

ished the currency of the United KinRdom

and reduced the value of every other species

of property in tlic same proportion, and produ-

ced the universal stagnation in every other busi-

ness of which all complain, but so few, can

solve the cause.

jManttfactures in every branch

1 1 4,330,000/.

Of this creation, I cannot reckon

more, and I presume the ma-
nufacturers will not claim, as

net firofit, than 12| per cent ;

the residue of the sum crea-

ted is all capital, waives, and

dead charges ; the total proft

therefore to Great Britain and

Ireland on all her manufactures

is, <J 14,278,000

Inland trade in all its branches,

31,500.000/.

Of this creation, I reckon for the

same reasons, the same 12^ per

cent, net profit, 3,937,500
Fortit;n Commerce and Shififiing,

£46,373,748.

Of this creation, the same 12i per
cent, net profit, 5,796,718
Coasting Trade £2,000,000,

Of this creation, the same 12^ per
cent, net profit, 250,000
Fisheries, C2.\00.000.

Of this creation, the same I2|^per
cent, net profit, 262,500
Chartered and Private Bankers,

3,500,000.

This being the creation of profit up-
on a capital of £40,700,000 we
carry the whole as profit, 3,500,000

Total net profit to the nation on
all the boasted commerce and ma-
nufactures of Great Britain and
Ireland only ! ! ! £28,025,468
I will now proceed to check these results by

the several payments on the property tax.

First, I deduct 1-5 of the sum of £4204,406
above stated as the rental of Great Britain
and Ireland, for the shaie of rent on land in

Ireland, not charged to the property tax, which
leaves the sum of £43,363,525 as the net ren-
tal of Great Britain according to Dr. Colqu
houn's estimate.—The payment to the proper
ty tax in Great Brit.iin in 1814, 15 to Sche
dule A, property in land, was £5,297,247
which multiplied by 10, ascertains the rental
of Great Britain according to the payments on
the property tax at the sum of ;C42,972,470,
leaving only the trifling diflerence between the
Doctor's estimate and the actual pavn)ent on
the properly tax, of £39 1,055 —The fiVst item,
therefore, may be taken to be proved to demon-
stration as the profit from rent in Great Britain
and Ireland.

The next item is for profits to the cultivators
of the soil of Great Britain, £32,522,644.
i'hey were charged and paid to the property
lax the sum of 2,176,228, which at the rate of

7i per cent, on their profits for England and
Wales, and I believe less for Scotland, charges
them with a profit of £20,016,375. So tliat

liere again wi; liav demonstration, almost to

fraction of the truth of the Doctor's estimate,

and of the proportion of it which I have allot'

ted to the cultivators of the soil of Great Bri-

tain as profit—for I apprehend the allowances

made to small tenants will fully balance the dif

ference.

I have no mode of checking the estimate of

profit for the cultivators of the soil of Ireland,

but the amount is so reasonable and so propor-

tioned to what we can check, that I think no
man will dispute any slight variation which
might exist lietwien the sum I have estimated

and the fart.

The next item is for tithes, £2,732,898 ;

this being the amount returned to Parliament

for 1814, no man can deny that this was so

much net profit IVom the soil of Great Britain

n that ye.ir.

The last sum is for mines, minerals and
coals ; and supposing that Dr. Colquhoun
ght in the aggreejate, no man can assert that

llie respective projiortions of profit which I have
assumed are at ai; unreasonable, but the fair ant

lal returns of profit actually derived from the

rking of mines in general.

Thus I have established by facts and figures,

borne out and coi roborated in every instance

by the actual payments to the property tax

which amount to demonstration, that the net

clear income of Great Britain and Ireland, aris-

ing from the land and the skill, capital, and in

dustry of the cultivators of the soil, did amount
in the year 1813, to the enormous sum of, al

least, 99 millions eight hundred and forty thou-

sand six hundred and eight pounds ; and we
have the evidence of facts before us, that up to

that year, and as long as this stream of wealth

was received and flowed through every vein and

artery of the state, our taxes were paiti with

facility, our labourers were fully employed,
our commerce and our manufactures flour

ished, and all ranks prospered in defiance of

our heavy taxation ; at that time mucl
greater than it is at present. But in 1814, a;

soon as foreign productions, virhich might be

grown upon our soil, were admitted duty-

free, or nearly so, to compete with our owi

productions, the agriculture of the country

was first para'.ized, most of our productions

fell 50 per cent, v/hile sales were made with

difficulty even at this depreciation ; confidence

in men and in properly were alike annihilated

moment, and all our subsequent embar-

rassments are but the effects of that mistaken

policy, which induced the Legislatures in 1814
to listen to llie pi.pular, but fatal cry, of chea/i

bread ; and ij permit the import of any pro-

ductions which might be raised from our own
soil, upon terms v.hich might produce an a

ficial reduction in the value of our own
j

duce.

But let us now compare the Doctor's esti-

mate of property created by our commerce
and manufactures, and the profits which I* have

allotted on such creation, with the payments
which the merchants and manufactures have

made on the property tax.

Estimating the profits all around, on the sums
created at 12^ per cent, except the chartered

and private bankers, which on a capital of

£40,700,000, the Director has estimated at

considerably less than 12^ per cent, we obtain

a sum total of the profits on manufactures in

y branch. Inland Trade in all its branches,

Foreign Commerce and Shipping, Coasting
Trade, Fisheries, and Chartered and Private

Bankers, ofno more than the sum of £23,025,468
Great Britain and Ireland. Of this

sum I write off one fifth for the share of Ire-

land, which leaves a net total for Great Britain

alone of £22,420,375 for profit, and no more
;

and I then turn to the payments under the Pro-

perty tax, and find schedule D. trades paid

£2,000,000, which again proves to a demonstra-

how nearly the Doctor's estimate of the

truth is to the fact. For if the merchants and .

manufacturers of Great Britain really paid to

the property tax, upon profits to the amount of

£20,000,000, and actually made no mote than

£22,420,375, no man can say, when all the

contingencies of trade are taken into account,

that they did not pay most handsomely ancl

honourably to the Property Tax.
Thus gentlemen, have I at last placed upon
ock, which all the merchants and manufac-

res in Great Britain can never assail with

effect, the true proportions of profit to this

great nation arising from her Agkiculture,
her Commerce and Ma7iufactures. The pro-

ductions of the United Kingdom, up to 1813,

did yield a profit to the nation of no less a sum
than £99,140,608

hile her commerce and manu-
factures during the same period,

yielded a profit of only £28,025,468

Leaving a preponderance in fa-

vour of agriculture and the pro-

"uctions of the soil over com- ——

.

lerce and manufactures, of 71,815,140

Or considerably more than twice the amount of

all the profits made by the commerce and ma-
nufactures of Great Britain and Ireland put to-

.^ether. Yet this agriculture, this unfathomable
mine of wealth, as long as it shall be duly pro-

tected, has this great nation sacrificed to the

mistaken views of her merchants and manufac-
tures, who contend that they cannot complete
with foreign manufactures in foreign markets
with their woollens, their earthenware, their

hardware ; and their manufactures ijenerally,

un'ess bread be artificially cheap in this coun-

try ; and by which artificial reduction, a defal-

cation in ll>e returns of tlie productiojis of our
)wn soil for the last six yeare, of considerably

nore than twice the amount of all ihe profits

ever made by our commerce and manufactures
for both our home and our foreign markets have

amounted to, has arisen, and a great propor-

tion of our labourers, bolh agricultural and
manufacturing, have been thrown upon their

parishes for subsisteni'.e. Such, gentlemen,
are the facts, the figures, and the results on
which we ground our application to the Legis-

lature for that protection, on all the produc-
tions of our soil, which the merchants and ma-
nufacturers have so long enjoyed for their skill,

capital, and industry.

The data which Dr. Colquhoun has afforded

me are corroboiated and borne out in every in-

stance by the payments to the Property Tax ;

and from the statement of profits respectively
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which I have formed, we have the glorious re-!salted, the

suit, viz: That the cultivators of the United

Kingdom did by their skill, cipital and in-

dustry employed in agriculture in 1813, earr

for the land-owners, the clergy, and themselves

a net clear profit of /-99,840,608 ; while in the

same period, all the boasted results of all the

coimTierce and manufactures of the United King

dam, both at home and abroad amounted to no
more than a profit of /-28,025,468.

If this statement will not convince the Le
giilature, His Majesty's Ministers, and the

British public, of the justice, the policy, and

the necessity of equal protection for the skill,

capital, and industry of the cultivators of the

soil, with the merchants and manufacturers,

nothing but a continuation of their present suf-

ferings can ever do so. For it is as clear as

facts and figures can demonstrate, that if the

productions of our own soil have depreciated

one third in value per annum since 1813, by

the introduction of foreign produce duty free,

then has it cost this nation the third part of the

i-2 16,8 17,62 4, or the sum of X72,272,541 per

annum, for the single purpose of enabling our
merchants and manufacturers to vend from
1,10,000,000 to il 5.000,000 worth of their

commodities in foreign markets, whereby
profit of a million and a hall, or at most two
millions sterling, may be gained, to set against

this awful depreciation of 1.72,272,541, and

by whicli depreciation the labours of every man
in the United Kingdom, seeking to gain a live

lihood by skill, capital and labour, have been
arrested, a large portion of our agricultu

and manufacturing labourers have bten sent to

the parish for subsistance, the value of our
lands have been reduced ; our cultivators are

dispirited and broken down, and finally, every
other branch of industry is paralized, because
no longer supported and fed by the copious
stream which gave motion to the whole, as long
as our own productions maintained a remunerate-
ing price in our markets.

I have the honour to be Gentlemen,
Your most obedient and most faithful

servant,

GEO. WEBB HALL.

ig crop has invariably escaped the
mildew, although that disease has affected all the
corn upon the lands immediately adjoining, on w
Salt has not been used.
" There is also a practice in Cornwall of manuring

the lands with sea sand for the sake of the Salt that
it contains ; and so vei-> efficacious is this found to be.
that a writer, ninety years ago, computed the money
laid out in that and the adjoining county for sea-sand
to amount to thirty-two thousand pounds per annum

;

and so much has the practice increased of lute years.
that Dr. Psris considers " the expense of land car^

riage for sand used as a manure in Cornwall alone as

now amounting at least to thirty thousand pounds an-

nually.
" The efficacy of Salt in destroying noxious weeds

grubs, worms, flies, and insects, is well known in

many districts, and those who are incredulous may
very easily satisfy themselves by direct experiment.
For instance, if a few common earth worms be taken

of the ground, and sprinkled with a little Salt,

they will be seen to writhe for a few minutes and
then expire. Thus Salt does, as it were, perform two
operations at once, for, by destroying the worms and

weeds, while the land lies fallow, it prepares the
ground most effectually for the reception of the corn

the plants, before it can possibly take any effect
upon the crop itself. And besides this peculiar ad-

ntage, the extreme luxuriance and verdure which
common Salt gives to grass lands, when properly
plied, would be so satisfactory to such farmers who
would make use of it, and so convincing to all the
neighbouring agriculturists of every description, that
f only one or two gentleman in each district were to
employ it in a few instances, I am certain this mode of
top-dressing would very soon engage the attention of
every person in the empire, who had even but a gar
den to manage and cultivate.

think it necessary to remark, that where Salt is

used as a top dressing for grass-land, the quantity
employed ought to be much less than is commonly
used for ground, that is to be afterwards ploughed

crop of grain. Six bushels, or three hundred
and tiiirty-six pounds of Rock Salt, ground vcryf,

rnojl THE MASSACHUSETTS AOBICULTOHAL JOnHNAl.

Of Salt as a Mauuxe.
[In England, considerable attention has been at-

tracted of late, to the use of salt as a manure. The
following extracts from a work, recently published in

London, entitled " A letter to the Farmers and Gra-
ziers of Great Britain on the advantage of using Salt,

in the various branches of agriculture and in feed-
ing all kinds of farming stock, by Samckl Pahkes."
will present to the farmers of the United States, the
leading facts and considerations connected with th»
topic of salt as a manure.]

" In some parts of Great Britain, particularlv in

the neighbourhood of the Salt Works, the value of
Common Salt, as a manure, is well known and ac-

knowledged ; and it has lately been given in evidence
before the select committee of the house of Com-
mons, by a gentleman of the highest credit, that the
farmers in Cornwall are so convinced of the value of
Salt as a manure, that whenever the waste Salt that
has been employed in curinir fish is on sale, there is i

violent contention among tlie occupiers of the lane
who shall obtain the largest share. The same gen
tleman informed the committee, that where wheat or
karley has followed turnips on land which has been this circumstance will be found to'be very important,

and regularly sown upon the i would be pro-
per quantity for an acre of pasture-land : whereas six-

teen or twenty bushels may be used upon fallows for
cleaning the ground preparatory to the putting in thi

grain. For Meadow-land, two or three bushels of
crushed Rock Salt may be carefully sown upon each
acre, immediately after the hay is got in, with great
advantage, especially in hot and dry summers.

" From the evidence whiclvhas already been collect-

ed upon this subject, it is obvious that a great por-
tion of land in this kingdom might, by the proper

of Salt, be made to produce nearly double the
mt of the present crops of grass as well as corn.

How greully this would serve the manufacturing, and
indeed all other interests of the country, I need not
attemiJt to explain to you. Moreover, by foicing
the land with a sufficient portion of Salt, our crops
would be brought to maturity much sooner than they
now are, a matter of considerable importance in the
northern parts of this island, where much of the corn
is frequently spoiled by the autumnal rains before it

can be sufficiently dried by the sun and wind to stack
ith safety. And in the hay harvest, should the f

mer be induced, from the uncertainty of the weathei-,

carry his hay too soon, a small quantity of Salt

sprinkled upon each layer of the rick will prevent thelupon the ground ; then immediately after the sowing
hay from becoming mow-burned, as it is called ; and'of the salt you shall sow your wheat, which wheat
hen hay which has been thus treated is presentedlwould be thus prepared before you sow it. The day

prefen-ed by them to before you are to sow your grain, you shall take bay

particularly in the grazing districts. It has repeutt-d-

ly been observed, that if land be manured with dung
after the hay has been carried off, the neat cattle will
refuse to eat the eddish which grows upon such land.
On the contrary, if a field be dressed with about two
bushels of fine Salt per acre instead of dung, soon
after the hay is cut, this inconvenience and loss wi]l
be avoided, antj a large crop of aftergrass will be ob-
tained, possessing such jjeculiar sweetness, that all
kinds of cattle, as well as horses, will eat it with the
utmost avidity.

" The farmers in some districts, are accustomed
to steep their seed-corn in lime-water, and doubtless
the practice is often useful ; but I am decidedly of
opinion that a strong brine, made by the solution of
Rock Salt in water, will be infinitely more efficacious.
Crops of wheat are often reduced one h.ilf in value by
disease to which this kind of grain is very liable,
died the smut or iiist ,- but when the seed has been

properly prepared with Salt, this misfortune can ne-
r happen. It ha.- also been proved by some public-
irited individuals, who have made the necessary ex-
periments, that the scab is never found upon potatoes
lich have grown upon land that has had a proper

dressing of Common Sah.

[n many parts of Flanders, but more particularly
Lisle, it is the practice to preserve the urine of

those cattle that eat Common Salt with their food.—
This is preserved in appropriate re.servoirs and when
the farmers apply it to a certain description of land,
hich experience has taught them to select, the ef-

fect, even without any . iher manure, is not only ad-
vantageous, but it is truly astonishing."

Extracts from old ^oriters of credit on the employment of
Common Salt in Agricidture.

Gervase Markham, a learned writer in the reigns
jf James the 1st and Charles the 1st, who was equal-

y noted for his skill in many foreign languages, and
'or his knowledge of the various branches of agricul-
ture published a great variety of treaties on the
management of land, and closed his agricultural la-

bouts by the publication of a work entitled " Mark-
ham's Fai-well to Husbandry" in which the following
passages occur. " If you be near unto any part of
the sea-coast, thence fetch great store of the salt

sand, and with it cover your ground which has been
formerly ploughed and hackt, allowing unto every acre
of ground three score or fourscore full bu^hels of sand,
hich is a very good and competent proportion ; .and
lis sand thus laid shall be very well spread and mix-

ed among the other broken earth. And herein is to
be noted that not any other sand but the salt is good

labia for this ])urpose, because it is the brine
and saltnesse of the same which breedeth this fertility

and fruitfulnesse in the earth choaking the growtli
of all weeds, and giving strength, vigour, and comfort,
to all kinds of grain or pulse, or any fruit of better
nature." Page S.

methijiks I hear it objected, what if the
ground do lye so farre within the land, that there is

no salt-sand within many score miles of it, how then
shall I make good my barren earth ? To this I answer,
that albeit this salt-sea-sand be of infiitite good and
necessary use, enriching grounds wonderfully much ;

but if your ground lye much within land, and farre
from the sea, then to every acre of land you shall

take two bushels of very dry bay-salt, and in such
manner as you sow your wheat you shall sow this salt

horses aiid cattle, it will

that wliicli has been put together in a more favourable
on, and not treated with Salt.

The late Dr. Darwin, in treating on Salt as a

manure, remarks, that "as it is a stimulus wh.ch ex-

tes the vegetable absorbent vessels into greater ac-

Dn than usual, it may, in a certain quantity, in-

crease their growth, by enabling them to take up
more nourislmient in a given time, and perform their

circulations and secrttinns with greater energy."
The clecwliness of Reck Salt as a manure is like-

wise another considerable advantage- In many cases so much as saltness." Page 12.

salt and water, and mixing them together make
a brine so strong that it will bear an egge j then put
the wheat you are to sow into that brine, ai;d let it

steep therein till the next day; then drain it from the
brine and so sow it ; and no doubt but you shall find

a marvellous great increase thereby. Neither is the
thing itself without good and strong probability of
much increase, and strength for the Bettering of all man-
ner of arable grounds ; for there is nothing which kill-

and other offences of the ground.

In the chapter respecting tne treatment of land
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overrun wuh weeils, he ilirtcts

vered with a certain black plant gi

shore, whicli . _ . ,

rowed 1 it is then to be sown with pigeon

let's dung mixed together, allo-.ving to e

two or three bushels thereof, and he adds, but ni

case you can neither get Salt, sea-sand, nor sea-weeds,

then you shall by no means omit the steeping ot your

seed/neither shall you fail before you sow your seed

to mixe with your pidgeons' and i)ullets' dnng a tuU

equal part of bay-salt well dried and broke, and so

sown with the dung upon the land, and then the seed

after it." Page 1". ,.-.1,1,^
In chapter V. entitled " of the ordering of all bar

ren clays that are over-run with ling or heulh, atier

giving directions how to make and dress the and. he

tdds, '• And if the ground have been sanded (with

salt sea-sand) you may sow your seed wheat simply

of itself, without any doubt of the plentitul increase

thereof : but if it have not been sanded, then you sha

not only steep your seed in brine, but also you sliall

mixe your «eed with bay-salt

ground." Page 27. , ,

In the chapter which treats of tlie method of recover

ing such land as had been rendered steril by the over

flow of sea-water, Mr. Markham writes thus :

" In all my former relations, touching the bettering

of ground, I do apply, as one of my chiefest ingre

dients, salt-sand, salt-weeds, salt-water, salt-bruie

ashes, and many other things of salt nature, as in

deed all the manures and marles whatsoever must

either have a salt quality in tliem, or they cannot pro-

duce fruit fulnesse ; so that it might be argued, it

Salt be the occasion of fruitfulnesse and increase, tlien

there cannot be much hurt done by these overftowes ot

the salt-water, that it should rather adds a fattening

and enriching to the ground, that any way to impover-

ish it. But experience shews us the contrary ;
and

that there is nothing more noisome and pestilent to the

earth, than the superbundance and too great excess cl

saltnesse, &c. Page 50.

In the chapter of enriching on barren grounds toi

the growth of hemp and flax, he directs first to

plough it, " llien with the salt sea-sand, you shall

sand it very plentifully, but if that be not to be got-

ten and you be very well assured of the natural ricl

ness of the earth, you shall then sand it with the best

red sand you can find near unto you, and upon every

acre of ground you thus sand with fresh sand, you

shall sow tiiree bushels of bay-salt, and then plough

up again tlie earth, sand and salt together, which

should be done about the latter end of the yeare, a:

after Jlichaelma-.-, and so let the ground rest till seed

time, at which time you shall bring sea-weeds to youi

hemp-land, and cover it all over with the sanric, and

then you shall plough it again, burying the weeds with-

in the earth. As for the wee lint;- of this ground, y.u

shall not respect it at all, for it ii'lll put up no weed.

Pages 67 and 69.

In the chapter on vermine, Mr. Markham says,-

" The next great dev(jurers of grain are pismires

ants, which although it be but a little creature, yet

it is so laboursome, that the gram which they carry

away or destroy, ainountelli to a great quantity. If

you manure your corn lands with ashes or salt sand

you shall be well assured it will never breed pismires."

Page 75.
«' The great Loi-d Bacon, who flourished early in

the seventeenth century, having noticed the adv

tages which the fanners of Cornwall, Devon, and other

maritime counties, derived from the tree use- of sea-

sand, -which upon those coasts chii^ft/ consist of broken

ehells impresnaled -with salt water, declares tliut the

best manure next to marie is sea-sand, which no d .ubt,

(says his Lordship) obtaineth a special virtue by the

salt-water, and concludes by aflirming that salt is the

first rudiments of .A-J'—'Mitural History Cent. 6,

arthy parts ' shells being chiefly salt, the sail
such land to be co-ltl

, . ^ v , :

<rp,>rvinir on the sea- incorporates with the sulphur of the plants, and
a cerunin o'^ck p,a,.. S ^'" f'"^^^fj h^.Leni'^r.t for the vegetaticin ofnew plints, which further

: ihcnto'be s^ow^Wt pgeon-sand pul- appears from thist viz.- that those stalls which have
> ihcn to be sown wnn pi^eo

^^^re been under the salt water, are much better than such

lie dry on the strands. Some thousands of acres liave sometimes about, and after that, by dipping

rther ingredient of that kind, and, having a pump
ear at hand, or some conduit or spring of water, fill

the pit up by degrees, at first to three or four feet

high, letting the injjredients dissolve in the water, by

being there twenty-'four hours at least, stirring them

proved by these shells, ard what formerly was

orlh a groat per acre is now worth four shillings

Some years ago they made Ume of the shells, and ma
nured their lands with it, but a poor man, who from

s or poverty, had not provided to make lime,

threw the shells unhurnt on his land, and his crop

proved as good as his neighbours, and the second and

bird crop better ; and all took the hint, and have used

them so ever since. Where slieHs are not to be jjrocur-

ed, sea-wrack or sea-sand supply the want."

—

Philoso-

phical Transactions, JVo. 314.

after the formation of the Royal Society, Dr

Bury delivered a memoir, containing an account of the

manuring of land in Devonshire, with sea-sand, which

is much to our purpose. " Salt" says he, " quickens

dead land, and is used in the south-west part

county, which would otherwise be the baiTen

lis now the richest part thereof The inhabitants go as

far as the sea will permit them at lowest ebb, take th«

sand in bags and carry it on horseback 14 miles inti

he country, and spread it on the land, thereby improv

iiig it both for corn and grass. Crude Salt alone, 1

strewed upon the ground, does not improve but coi

rode it.

finger it will be found whether the water is salt enough

(as near as you can to the strength of sea-water :) if it

is not sufficient, then may be added a reasonable quan-

tity more of the al>ove-mentioned materials ; but if it

be too salt, then more water may be poured in till it is

just right and fit for use ; and being possessed of a

moving pump or a skip, pump tlie water into a hogs-

head, with a leather pipe, and a watering rose at the

end of it, just as is practised in watering the streets

in London, and so (having the hogshead placed on a

roll) may both meadows and corn land be watered

to a good advantage."

—

Practical Husbandman, vol. 1.

page 74.
" To show an acquaintance of mine the ellects and

advantages of Salt properly applied to vegetables, I

made the following experiment, in an extreme dry

summer, upon a bare piece of pasture land, out of

which the cattle were all taken lor want of gi\ass: I

marked four places with .slakes, each ot which I wa-

tered nine nights successively, in the following man-

er—the first with spring water alone, to the quan-

ty of a gallon ; the second with the same ([uantity of

Extracts from ;
the use of Salt .

Jtgriculture.

am well assured from a Scotch gentleman, that

nga of common salt : the third and

they have long used salt in that part of feat Britaan^
^^,^^ ^ ^^^^.^ ^^^

always sowing ten or twelve bushels by hand of their], > . , .^

fourth with the same quantity, mixing the water in the

third place with two ounces of salt; and that in the

fourth with three ounces, which produced the following

diflTerent effects.

The grass in the second place grew more and ot a

darker green than that in the first ; in the third, it

only grew by spots, for a part of it was killed where

the crreatest quantity of water fell, and the fourth

hich it appeared that j

1 greater comp.as; than the third

;

of salt in a gallon

coarse salt on an acre of young green wheat, sometime! -.

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ hMev effect than the water had alone

November, December, January or February,^ it|_^^^
-j^^^. ^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j- g^^^ ^i^ed with a gallon of

In the Philosophical Transactions, is a memoir by

the Archbishop of Dublin on the manuring of lands in

the counties of Londonderry and Donnegall, in Ireland

with sand and shells from the sea-shore, from which 1

extract the following passages. Treating of boggy

land, he says :—" The turf is nothing but the pro

duct

being from the several accounts which I have had of it,

very effectual in the kilUng of tender weeds amongst

corn, yet at the same time cherishing the corn—and

though it does not add altogether to the bulk or height

of the straw, yet it does much to the goodness and

plumpness of the grain. And whoever has been curi-

ous in their remarks abroad, will find that it is tlie

usual practice of the Milanese to sow Salt on their pas-

tures, as 1 have been informed by one who has sold

great quantities for that purpose ; as also by a merchant

of Liverpool, who is well acquainted with that trade,

who affirms that the finest crops they have of hemp

and flax amongst the Dantzickers and others, who

raise those commodities in those countries, are from

lands on which salt is strewed." The Practical Has

bundman, 8 vo. London 1733, vol. i. p. 48.

" Salt certainly sweetens the grass much ;
and it ni.a}'

on all such occasions be mi.xed with a pro.ier quantity

of dung, which is more sulphureous than Salt, and will

make grass shoot away much faster than any other

manure. Lime in its own nature makes grass sour, but

when mixed with salt, ih.at acidity will be taken away.

Practical Husbandman, vol. i. page 57.

" As to the proportion of Salt to be used on land it

ought to be according to the nature of it ; cold, wet,

clayey land requiring more, and loose soft sand though

it be poor requiring less. Again, the proportion of

Salt ought to be either mnre or less according to the

crops of grass or grain you would improve. For cold,

wet and spewy land, ten loads of dung, six of earth, and

eight bushels of Salt per acre.

lean, hungry sandy land, fourteen loads of pond

earth, six loads of dung and six bushels of Salt per acre

when employed for corn and grazing.

For meadow land fourteen or fifteen loads of dung

five bushels of Salt .and four of pond earth, the quantitj

of each to b'- ahered according to the quality ot tlie

ground." Practical Husbandman, London, 1738, p. 59.

On watering meadows with a solution of a.alt, we

directed to make a large pit, about twenty

thirty feet square, and five or six feet deep, more

less, as there will be occasion, in the method tan or

salt pits are made, and put therein ten or twelve

more than the grass could immediately

ceiv'e ; but the fourth place in the ensuing spring

as the most fertile of them aXV—Treatise of Fruit

Trees, by 'Ihos. Hitt, 8vo. third edition, London,

!, page 17.

Having tried Salt upon a small scale on a sandy

soil, I can assert sixteen bushels to be a proper quan-

tity for one acre. It gradually advanced 111 its effects

to sixteen, and as gradually diminished to forty

bushels, when vegetation was destroyed. Twice only

have had an opportunity of buying a few tons of

d used it both times in a barley tilth, sowing

of vegetables, which rotting, there remains only bushels of salt, and as much of lime, soot, or any

foul salt i

the salt immediately after the barley. The event was

perfectly sjitisfactory. The verdure of the spring ex-

ceededany thing of the kind I ever saw; and the

ipened appearance was whiter by many shades than

evT beheld. N. B. Salt is noxious both to weeds

nd vermin." R. Legrand, Ksq. on Manures, in the

innals of Agricullure, vol. V. page 149.

" Salt," says Mr. Hollinshead, " will be found to be

he cheapest, best, and most durable manure ever yet

made use of."

When Salt is used upon pasture-lands, it may

either be sown upon them in its simple neat state,

sifter the r.ate of sixteen bushels the acre, or mixed

...ch compos:, iiuid, or loamy earth ; sixteen bushels of

Salt to twenty loads of earth, and turned in the heap

or three 'times to incorporate it properly ; this com-

post should be laid on and spread in the autumn. —
Piige 13—18.

For meadow-lands, we would advise the farmer

to sow six bushels of Salt per acre, immediately after

the hay is got in. This would be found peculiarly

neficial in hot and dry summers, and upon lime-

stone and sandy soils ; which, after they are mown,

are often so much parched by Uie heat of the sun, that

not only the eddish is destroyed, but also the crop of

the ensuing year is very materially injured ; but by

sowing it with Salt, mUsture would be attracted and

retained, sufficient to assist vegetation so powerfully,

as in a short time again to cover the face of the ground

with grass, and by that means effectually to screen the

roots, which would otherwise be too much exposed to

the direct rays of the sun.
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It may, indeed, be said, that dung will answer tht

same purpose : in some degree it miffht, but dun.c

cannot always be had, and never in sufficient quanti

ties : besides if it could, this objection lies against it

that neat cattle will not eat the eddish after dufig-, con
sequently one valuable crop is lost to the farmer,
which, if Salt were used, would be both producti\

and wholesome. Also, the hay, when put into the mo
or stack, should be sprinkled wltli salt on every laye

When hay is housed sort, this should never be omitted,
as it would prevent what the farmers call the v

and make the hay far more pleasant and nutritious for

the cattle in winter."—Page 18.
" Mr. Beck, gardener in Chorley, has constantly made

use of Salt in his garien for upwards of thirty years,

principally upon his onions ; and he has invariably found
the Salt to exceed every other kind of manui
he could have used for the like purpose ; his method
is, to sow the Salt immediately after the seed is coverer
in. But as he never had any thought of coiiimuni

eating his observations and experiments to the public.

he took no care to ascertain the exact quantity neces.
sary to be sown on an acre, and proportionably upon
any smaller quantity of ground: yet he thinks, if he
might hazard a conjecture, that he has not sown less,

but probably more, (of waste Salt) than si.rteeii bushels
per acre. One year, by way of trial, lie sowed the
usual quantity of Salt upon a plot of onions, after they
had begun to show themselves above ground, and the
crop, so far from being improved, was entirely spoiled;
from this he infers, that the experimental 'g.irdener.

who may be inclined to make use of Salt, will do well
to throw it on as soon as possible after the seed is sown."
—Page 20.

" A farmer at Glasson, near Lancaster, has for some
time been in the habit of carting Salt-water to put
upon his dung whilst in the heap in the yard, before it

was taken to be spread upon the ground, which he has
found by experience very much enriches the dung, and
makes it better manure. A great advantage might also

be derived to the farmer from spreading sea-sand undei
and amongst the dung, whilst it is collecting, during tin

winter, and also in the cow-house, stable, and yard
not only on account of the particles of the Salt con
tained in it, but likewise by its retaining and absorbing
the urine of the cattle, which is itself a very excellent
manure."

" A farmer in the county of Sussex, some years ago,
had a field, one part of which was very wet and rusliy,

and the grass produced upon it was of so sour and nn-
pleasant a kind, that the cattle would not graze upon
it ; he tried several methods to improve it, but to little

purpose i at last, having heard of tlie benefits of Salt

as a manure, be determined to try that ; for which pur
pose he procured a quantity of Rock Salt, which in i

random way, without any regard to the precise quan
tity, he threw upon this rushy ground, fencing it off

from the 'other part of the field; the first effect of
which was a total disappearance of every kind of
getation. In a short time after, however, it produced
the largest quantity of mushrooms ever seen upon an
equal space of ground in that county. These in the
spring following were succeeded by a most plentiful and
luxuriant crop of grass, far e.^iceeding the other part
of the field in the richness of its verdure and the quick.
ness of its growth : the cattle were remarkably fond of
it J and though the Salt was laid on it ulnmrds of heen/ij

years ago, this part is still far superior to the rest of the
field." Ahpendix to JMr. JlulUnsheiul's Immhldet, paire
33—35.

_

I
1

i b

" Salt is the mother of all manures, as every kind of
manure is higher or lower in value according to the
Salt it produces ; and every kind of manure is por-
tioned out to the land according to the ciuantity of Salt

or nitre it is thouglit to have in it. Formerly, Salt w.as

thought to be an impoverisher of land, but experience
has taught us wisdom ; it is now found to be otherwise,
provided it is duly proportioned to the st.ate the land is

in, and mixed to mollify it as fellows : take ten bushels
of Salt, and six bushels of dry ashes, and mix all toge-
ther ; then spread them on the land, and harrow them
in with the seed : this is a sufficient dressing for ani

English acre, as it is better to rejjeat the dressing than
to lay too much on at once. By being thus mixed one
particle in-orporates and mollifies the other. Salt it.!

of ba

self is rather too severe and h
laid too thick on, might prov(

but if conveyed into the earth by a soapy, iimxjtl

Ihod, will prove the real enricher the '^rtli \v;u

send forth veget.ation ; this dressing i'. ill 1; ;
i

,

crops. Seaweed, shells, fish, sea water. ^' ,

n them a proportion of salts or nitre, ;:'i,
.

must be esteemed a manure."—From \ ;i 1.
_.

,

communicated to the Chester Chronicle fiy the A't

Duere, of Alosely near J)Ianchester.

" The following curious anecdote mav be related as

serving to illustrate the effect of Saft : Mr. Seckler
I a little heap of earth in the midst of a fie

the top of which a cart load of refuse Salt was th

the earth in the heap itself, and (after its removal)

lllike every other excessive stimidant, to disorganize
;jand destroy the vegetable substances with which it

-pimes in contact ; but in moderate quantities, it promotes
>|ilie growth of vegetables.

"It lias been proved by Pringle, and Macbride,
I It though Salt will, in large quantities, prevent

,
,

:itrctactibn, owing to its antisceptic properties, yet
lit it has an evident tendency to promote the pro-
ss, when used in small quantities. Hence the advan-

tage of mixing it in moderate quantities with farm-yard
ung, and other .anini.al and vegetable substances.
" An experiment was tried "in Cheshire, of mixing

grass I'oots and other rubliish harrowed off' the land,
uith foul Salt

; it was then incorporated with other

of barley and grass seeds, is said greatly to liave ex-
ceeded the most sanguine expectations that had been
formed of it.

" A farmer mixed up a quantity of refuse Salt with
the earth taken out of water furrows, and another por-
tion of the same earth with lime. Of the two, the
egetation of that part of the field which had the salt

(impost laid upon it, was by far the healthiest and most
igorous.
" Vermin. Salt destroys vermin in the ground, by

making them void tlie contents of their bodies, such
evacuations being too powerful for them to withstand.
It has this additional advantage, that the vermin thus
become food for those very plants, which otherwise
they would have destroyed.

Turnips. " Equal quantities of salt, and of turnip
seed, were tried on a small plot of a garden, by the au-
thor of this paper; and the produce was more abundant
than from the same quantity of turnip-seed sown with,
out Salt. The efficacy of Salt, as a destroyer of the

earth under it, for upwards of two feet deep to

he clay, was rendered so perfectly barren, that the

nost common weeds would not vegetate in it. Thi
barren earth, however, furnished the richest dressing
" • the remainder of the field. Mr. Seckler found

It the best preservative against the mildew in wheat
When the wheat followed turnips with Salt, it escaped
he mildew which attacked other fields which were
lot salted ; and this he finds to hold universally

good, as far as his experience goes. The improve-
ent of bad hay, by Salt ap])lied in the proportion of

ibout one hundred weight to three tons, and sprinkled
between the layers, is very striking, preventing mi'
dew, and rendering it more grateful and beneficial to

cattle, especially if the h.ay is bad ; and even in good
lay it is very greatly ameliorated. A testimony in

"ivour of the benefit of Salt is furnished by the strik-

ng fertility of the land in the neighbourhood of the

;ea-shore in Cornwall ; more especially in those situa.

tions which are favourable to the general distribution _. ^

of the saline spray, as is exemplified in the parish of turnip fly, or beetle, oi'ight to be ascertained
Fennor."
" An interessing detail from the Rev. E. Cartwright
11 be found in the fourth volume of communications

to the Board of Agriculture, which is conclusive, as

the application of Salt as a manure for potatoes.

—

It appears from this communication, that the experi
ment could not have been tried on a soil better adapt
ed to give impartial results. Of ten different manures
hich were resorted to, most of them of known and

acknowledged eflicacy, one only excepted. Salt was
superior to them all. Its effects, when combined
oot, were extraordinary, yielding in a row two Inindred
nd forty potatoes, whilst one hundred and fifty only
were produced from the row manured with lime. It

observable also, where Salt was applied, whether
by itself or in combination, the roots were free from
that scabbiness which often infects potatoes, and from
which none of the other beds (and there were in the

field near forty more than made part of the experi.

ments) were altogether exempt."
' Sea-sand is very generally used in the county of

Cornwall for manure, and the quantity which is every
season carried away from different parts of the coas't

for the purpose of manure almost exceeds belief.

—

From Bude, in the parish of Stratton, it has been as

certained that in one day as many as four thousand
'lorse-loads have been taken ; and from the harbour of
Padstow, it has been computed, that fifty-four thousand
cart loads are annually carried. The expense of land
carriage for sand, used in the county, has been consi
lered .as amounting at least to thirty thousand ])ounds
annually,

" That the beneficial operation of this sand depends
pon the presence of calcareous matter, there cannot

be any doubt, but, at the same time, we are borne
out by unequivocal facts, in believing that the Sea
salt, with which it is impregnated, contributes mate-

lly to its fertilizing powers."—Dr. Paris' Memoir in
the Transactions of the lloijal Geological Society of Corn-

all, vol. i. 8vo. London, 1818, page 193.

Extractsfrom Papers published by the Right Honourable
Sir John Sinclair, Baronet, en the Uses of Salt for
Agricultural Purposes.

" Salt, if employed in large quantities, in its natural
state, is hostile to vegetation, yet it operates advan-
tageously, in various ways, when judiciously applied
to arable land. In large quantities it has a tendency

manures ; and the effects of this compost, on a crop

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS OF
Northern Cattle Shows and Fairs.

NO. 111.

Communicatedfor the Farmer, and jmblished
for the consideration of Southern Agricul-
tural Societies.

We now come to the state of New York, a state
that has taken the place of Pennsylvania in public
pirit, internal improvement, noble views of domestic
policy, the importance of exciting emulation to excel
n agriculture among her citizens, and in which, amidst
heir political squabbles, all parties now agree, all

second and support those patriotic measures to advance
the permanent interests of the country, which have
been brought forward by the intelligence, unremitting
zeal, and perseverance of Governor Clinton, in spite of
the opposition that w.as at first directed against him,
especially for his revival of the Grand Canal, after it

had been put aside, as was thought, for ever, by a vote
of the legislature in 1816; a work that will be an im-
perishable monument to his honour, and to the wise
men who advocated it.

The 2d Jefferson Co. show and fair was held on
the 28th and 29th Sept. at the village of Watertown.
The stock and domestic animals far exceeded the ex-
hibition of last year. The stock was chiefly young,
and evinced an attention to this important branch of
griculture, surpassing the most sanguine expecta-
ioiis. The domestic (household) manufactures were
of a superior kind. On the 28th, the Committee of
the society entered on the duties assigned them ; on
the '.'9th a ploughing match with horses, and one with
oxen took place, and was engaged in by many—

a

quarter of an acre was the extent assigned for the
trial of their skill. After this match, a procession

formed to the court house, accompanied by the
1 of 2d U. S. Infantry, then stationed at or near

Watertown. The exercises at the court house began
with the laudable custom of prayer, by the Rev. Mr.
Banks—the Vice P. Major Gen. Brown, then delivered

;e!lent address, in which he noticed the pro-
gress of improvement in the county, from the time
when it " afforded neither a supply for man's wants,
nor a theatre for his virtues," to its present improved
state. But his own introductory words must be
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used :—" Our first labours were in the desert, and

some of us know how solitary they were—the ele

ments of society were yet to be assembled and coin

bined. The combination has been made, and society,

having formed its own g-radationa from the incipient

and intermediate states, is now before us in the

sliape of confirmed institutions, with siifxlivisions

and advancement of most of tlie useful, and many of

the ornamental arts in jurisprudence and in abun-

dance.
" I'lie extremities of these two periods are spanned

by the short space of twenty years. I, myself, and

some of you present, have traced the whole of them ;

the recoUecimn of the incidents of this interval af-

fording as the history of them does, a better com-

mentary on the formation and progress of society

in tUe United States, than any dcscripiion which th^

ingenuity of man could give. 'I'lie change wrouglit

in' the face of nature, in your condition, my own
deeply altered slate, justify my first declaration,

that 1 address you under circumstances of peculiar

citement."

The geographical division of the countiy is next

given, as connected with agricultural purposes ; his

own plan of farming ; advice on useful crops not

com raonly attended to in the U. S.~ particularly car-

rots ; means of preserving the earth in heart, while

under successive crops ; wheat and grass husbandry
i

the importance of encouraging home manufactures,

and other topics suitable to the occasion and circum-

stances of the county, follow. The whole address is

most excellent—the General shews, that like his

companion in arms, Jackson, he can write ably, as well

as defend the cause of his country, by his arms.

Premiums on tillage, stock, domestic (household)

manufactures and ploughing, have been offered

Committees were appointed to award them. In tlie

first department 32 premiums were declared for tlie

first and second best of various crops. The amount
was given in some useful article of silver. Mr. Seth

Bayley received a silver pitcher, value forty dollars,

for the best managed farm in the county. The quan-

tity of produce per acre is not mentioned, nor other

particulars for which the premiums were given, but

it is enough that improvement was indicated by
them, and that superiority over other compel'
evident.

2d. 24 Premiums for stock were awarded. Tliis

is an imijortant point, and should claim immediate at

tention from all spirited frontier settlers, where
the range of pasture offers cheap facilities to con
sta'nt full keep. One good pair of any stock in ;

country would, in a few years, work a great change
in the appeai-ance of the animal, and add to the profits

of the farmer.

.')d. The specimens of houseliold manufactures were
numerous ; cloths, flannels, carpeting, yarn, cheese

maple sugar, currant wine, the most useful inventions ii

agriculture and manufactures, tlie best plough, stra-w

hats and bonnets, were the subjects. The committee
notice the superiority of the samples over those of last

year, and particularly of tlie neatness of the bonnets,

which were the work of females.

•Ith. Four premiams for ploughing were distributed,

particulars are not mentioned. The procession

was then formed to a large building granted for the

purpose, (the successful candidates by themselves,)
where a dinner in true farmer style was prepared
'I'he head of Washington and the declaration of liv

dependence, with the fac simile of the hand writing
of the signers thereto, were placed at the head of the
table.

Tlie show of the Oneida county society. New York
took place on the 5th and 6th October, at Whitesbo
rough. Two acres had been provided and divided

into pens, by the citizens of that place. The Court
House was open to the reception of specimens of

grain in one room, and the east room, extending the

whole length of the building, was soon filled witli

domestic manufactures. Carpets anel cloths, of every
kind, quality and finish, evinced the ability of on

country to be independent of foreign aid. The ani

mals were of the first rate for size and beauty. Thi
fat ox of Mr. Gridley was very superior : llie work
ingoscnofMr. Torrey,,of Sangersfield, might stand

for models of that useful animal. 'I'he three years

)lcl steers of Mr. Tuttle, were unequalled in point of

size and form. Twelve pens were filled witli uncom-
monly fat hogs. But a regret is expressed at tlie in-

sufficiency of the celebrated grass breed of pis'->

liicli enable the farmer to make his jiork at lillK

(pense. Will the editor of the Ploughboy, (,r \i-

baiiy, favour us with a history of this breed, ami of its

peculiar merits .'

The ploughing matches proved that the ox
Theained to an equal pace with the li

lium plough, the name of which, however, is omit-
ted, it is said, will be found to be the most perfect

instrument of its kind ever exhibited in this county

;

improvement on the famous Small's Scotch
plough, and which is daily adopting by the farmers
round Albany and other counties,

igricuUural Produce.—The following persons ob
tained premiums—Keuben Gridley, of Paris, for the
' est two acres of winter wheat, viz : 72 bushels to tli

ere.

Benjamin Northrop, of Deerfield, for raising 71
bushels of wheat per acre.

Sjiring ir/teat—Jn. Wilcox, 44 bushels per acre ;

Isaac Miller, 34 bushels per acre.

Jos. Castlemaii, for 40 bushels of winter rye on ai

acre.

A. Kingsbury, of Boonville, and Joseph Phelps, o
Paris, also gained premiums for spring rye, but til

quantity per acre is not stated
Indian Com.—Samuel Carey, of Deerfield, raised 119

bushels on each of two acres ; Asa Tyler, 111 bushels
and 19J quarts on each of two acres ; A, Peck, 124
bushels on one acre ; and John BeUinger, 119 bushels
on one acre. These are excellent proofs of noble in

iustry, and good cultivation.

Barley—56 bushels and 28 quarts per acre, on 2
acres ; and 60 bushels on one acre, were raised, the
first by K. Southworth ; the second by J. Sexton.

Oats.—84i bushels were produced on each of tw
acres, by J. Sanger, and 83 do. on one acre, by U. Bar-

Peas.—Best two acres, D. Barton, 52 bushels per
acre ; 2d do. L. Hall, 51 per acre ; on half an acre, G.
A. Carey, 55 bushels per acre.

Potatoes.—Best one acre, Ab. Bartlett, 505 bushels
;

st half acre, C. Brooks, 571 bushels per acre ; 2d do.
B. Allen 464 bushels per acre. Premiums were also
given for the largest quantity and best quality of
butter, and of cheese from one diiiry, and in propor.
tion to the number of cows. D. Barton had alrea-

dy made 3107 lbs. of butter from 21 cows. Nor
was the great present to the American Farmer from
Providence, maple sugar, forgotten in the list of pre
miums.
Mr. Jason Parker exhibited six acorn squashes, the

produce of a single seed. The largest of these squashes
measured 5 feet 9 inches in circumference, anel weigh
ed 100 lb". 4 oz.: the whole weighed 317 lbs.—several
smaller ones grew on the same vine.

Domestic Animals.—36 premiums of different sums
were awarded for the best specimens of various domes-
tic stook.

Manufactures,—Cloths, flannels, pressed
flanm-ls, carpeting, table linen, linen sheeting, ilo. shirt-

ing, were shown, and premiums were awarded for the
St of the several kinds.

As no building in the county could have contained
a quarter of the spectators, a platform had been
erected untler some large locusts in the front of
ifudge Piatt's house, on which the President occu-
pied an elegant chair, made for the purpose, and
presented by Mr. Hurlburt, of New Hartford

right and left sat the Vice Presidents, and aroimel
him were placed the clergyman who honoured the
society with their company. About gSUO worth of
plate, assorted into 84 parcels, were arranged ii

three rows, on an elevated table immediately befon
the platform. Here the Treasurer and Secretaries
were placed. Marshal Pease sat on an elegant steed,
in an open area. The first circle was composed of

the gcn.lemen officers of the Ij^th Itcgiment of Mi-
litia and the members of the Society, tliis rank
.vi-rc seated ; behind them stood the spectators. On
the right and left the fair daughters of Oneida at

acted more eyes than even the dazzlinK plate. The
hole filled the beautiful court yard which the hbe-
lity of our excellent judge had accorded for the
;casioii. The whole business of the two d.ays was
Jii.lu. led with an order and decency, highly' credi-

li!i t(i tliL- character of our county, and much praise

i!ni- lo tlie slit-riff', who, at an early perioel, evinced
s determination that no scenes of gambling,

drunkenness, or immorality, should interrupt the pro-

ceedings or disgrace the occasion.

Eighty pivmiums fiom §4 to 830 were given for dif-

ferent subjects.

Shu^ll of Saratoga Comity—Mr. Earl Stimpson had
a premium awardeei lo him, for the best cultivated farm
n the county—150 acres.

Indian Corn, 1U4J bushels,*"!

Barley, 60J do.

Spring Wheat, 26 do. ^P'^r cent
Potatoes, 714 ' do. I

Beans, 40 do. J

Garden, 1 acre 50 roods.

Yard of poultry, 250 fowls.

The hills of corn were planted at the distance of
feet 8 inches apart. There were 285 pumpkins to the

acre, which grew on tlie same land with the corn. A
cabbage from Mr. Stimpson's garden which was exhi-

'led at the tUir, weighed 33i lbs.

Saratoga, in the article of potatoes, has fai- exceed-
ed Schenectady, Oneida, Otsego and Herkimer

lilies, as appears by the premiums awarded in

each of these counties at the late Shows and Fairs,

hich were as follows

:

Schenectady, 492 bushels per acre.

Oneida, the largest yield, 571 do. do.

Otsego, 600 do. do.

Herkimer, 622 do. do.

Saratoga, 714 do. do.

Those who recollect the admirable dry, mealy, well

sled ])otaloes, which are grown in tlie ligln soil of

iiratoga countj , will agree, that Mr. Stimpson has a

leat stock of a real luxury.

The fair of the Duanesbiirgh agricultural society

for the county of Schenectady, was held in the town of

Uuanesburgh on the 14th October. The President

of the society, G. W. Featherstonhaugh, Esq. de-

livered an address : exhibiteel samples of his Swe-
dish turnip, weighing from 6 to 8 pounds, and stated

they were computed, on as accurate a calculation as

growing crop would adtnit, to be standing on the

round at the rate of 1250 bushels to the acre.—The
following premiums were awarded to the active and in-

dustrious farmer.

1st. Lewis Eaton, for the best cultivated farm, goO
2d. Archibald Buchanan best 4 acres of spring

wheal—41 bushels and 15 quarts. 25
I. John Tulloch, best acre of Indian com

—

91 bushels and 12 quarts.

4th. G. W. Featherstonhaugh, bestacre ofpo-

tatoes-402i bushels, 20

th. Thomas Liddle, best bull, 20
6tli. Freelerick F. Cady, best cow and calf, 20
nil. Lewis Eaton, best breed of hogs, 20
8th. Anson Eaton, for the greatest quantity of

stone wall, in proportion to the size of the
farm, 20

9th. James Cantly, best road district, 15
Lewis Eaton, Esq. of Dnanesburgh, pulled from his

patch since the show, a Uussia turn.p measuring

2bi inches in circumference, and weighing 12 lbs.

completely trimmed.
Among the premiums awarded at the Otsego county

how, were the following :

Vats.—95 bushels per acre, for largest quantity and
best quality.

Indian Com.—125 bushels and 26 quarts per acre ;

109i bushels : lOSJ de). : 106 do. and 2o quarts per elo-

104 and 9 quarts ; 9,>i bushels ; 92 do. ; 89 elo.

Potatoes.—(MO bushels per acre.

Turnips.—22& bushels, the best half acre.

At the show of the Rensselaer County Society,

* The Cayuga Patriot says, that Samuel Chjtsey, of
Scipio, has rarsed this season, 133 bushels and ten
quarts to the acre.
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besides llie usual exhibition of tarin slock ;iik1 plotigli

ing matches, a calf four mnnlhs old, supposed to weigl

400 lbs, was shown by Mr, CoJden : Colonel Pawling;

presented several squashes, weighing 107 lbs. lOU lbs,

and 91 lbs. ; there were twelve, the produce of twc
seeds, and weighed in the whole between "and 800 lbs.

This h s been the seison of large squashes. Mr Sa-

muel Benjamin, of Livermore, Mass. raisu-d 4 squashes

from one seed, one of which weighed 160 lbs. th

whole number ws ighed 4o3 Ihs.

At the Gcnessee County Show, Captain D. Sco'.t ob
tained the premium for the best farm. The visiting

commvttee say, " It has not a parallel in the western
district, for the display of agricultural taste, connected
with economy and convenience." Some of the animals

were remarkably fine, particularly tlie bulls and merinn
sheep.

On tVie. Hesslan-Tl^,

AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWING

WHRAT--N-0. nil.

TUB AMEBICA

Frederick Cottntij, Maryland, July 25th, 1820

Mr. Skinner,
I observe in your paper, the American Far

mar, No, 16 of Vol. 2, dated the 14th instant

that you have taken up the subject of that ties

tructive insect to our wheat crops, the Hessian
fly, on which subject and the proper depth of
sowing, you promise to give us several pieces
in proper order of connexion. Several of the
pieces alluded to I have seen, and from my own
observations in practical farming, think

useful and valua'ile communications. That
piece which you place as No. 5, which was puf
lished in the first volume of the American Fai
mer, page 125, signed William Merriwethei
came to my hands, at the very time when I was
in the act of elucidating the manner and form ol

the growiny: of wheal fromthegraintill it branch
es, to an old farmer of my neighbourhood, with
whom I had many a long argument, relative to

deep and shallow seeding, &c. The elucidation
given in the piece, and the delineation represent
ing the growth of wheat from the grain, so exact-
ly corroborated my argument, that the old fa

gave up his point, by saying that it might be so,

but thought it very extraordinary that it could
be so, an<l he never to have observed it. Our ar

gument was more particularly on the effects o
results, that deep or shallow seeding would have
in keeping wheat from being thro.vn up by the
winter's frosts.

I am fully satisfied by upwards of twenty years
practice in farming, that the depth for seeding
wheat recommended by Mr. Merriwether in the

piece above alluded to, is the best depth foi

every purpose wherein there can be any eft'ecl,

dependant on the depth that the grain ie put in

the ground, and am also satisfied that shallow
seeding is advisable, in some degree, against the
ravages of ihe fly. Nevertheless my own opinion
is, that these ravages of the fly cannot be pre
vented effectually by any one act, nor by a num
of acts, where wheat has been sown in a silua
lion to be injured by them, without lieing ac
quainted or knowing the nature and propensities
of the inaect.

It will scaiely be denied by any rational man.
that almost every species of animal, the feather-

ed tribe and insects, are actuated by, wliat wt
call, instinct. Birds of different kinds have tl-

pLxuliar choice in the situation for building tr

nests. The different nests of the same species of
l)irds are uniform ; the manner of propay:niiii

iheir young, feeding them and the choice (

food, are all uniform, this we have reason to bt

love is instinct : therefore, we have siilificici

eason also to believe, that every species of inse(

s also led on by instinct, to niake choice of its

ood, to infest places and situations, proper or
suitable for bringing into existence its progeny,
&;c. This once known, will naturally, and with
much more certainty lead a farmer on to devise
ways and means, in a great measure, to counter-
act them, and, which I believe, is in the power of
almost every farmer who will give the subject
due consideration, by observing the situation of

fields of grain that have been materially injured
by the lly.

Having for upwards of twenty years, paid par-
icular attention to the subject, and tried numer-
ous experiments to find out the nature and pro-
pensities of the insect, and by paying proper at-

tention to the situation of fields to ascertain which
would admit of early seeding and which would
not, I have almost entirely escaped their ravages
lor the last eighteen or twenty years.

Every farmer should bear in mind, that of all

kinds of vegetation that grow out of the earth
ihat of grain, to wit : wheat, rye, and barley, ap-

pears to suit them best ; for although they infest

almost every species of grass, where there
none of grain, yet as soon as the vegetation of
rain appears, the greater bulk of the fly imme

diately leave all other vegetation, and resort to

the grain, which appears more congenia!

them, and when once in a field, they seldom
leave it that season in search of any other ; there
fore the risk is great, when a field of wheat is

sown early, and adjoining to fields which have
considerable vegetation of grass on them, and no
other vegetation of grain near; for it does not so

h depend on the time of seeding your wheat
as it does on the situation of the field which is

intended to be sown. As for instance a farme;
his first field of wheat on the 20th of Sep

tember, and the season favourable for its coming
up ; he sows an adjoining field with wheat on
the 25th of September, only five days later than

the first, yet the risk of the first sown field

more than double to the risk of the second ; f

the first sown field producing the first vegetation

of grain, the fly that were harbouring in the
grass of any other adjacent fields, will immedi
ately resort to the grain, and having found the

gelation that suits them, they give over search-
ing any farther; but on the contrary while ever
here is no other vegetation but the grass, they
ire continually in searchof that which suits them
better, and having found it, as I before observed,
they are content, and seek no farther ; conse-

quently the first sown field, above alluded to, ha-

ving collected the bulk of the fly, the second
sown field does not run half the risk of injury,

by the fly, that the first sown field does.

A case of this kind occurring, might lead some

to believe that the 20lh of September had been
too early to seed because the fly had injured it,

but that the 25lh of September was not too early,
because the second field was not injured, but the
impression would be erroneous; for if he had
nol sown the first field until the 25th of Septem-

and sown the second field five days after,

ihe result would have been the same.

Another thing necessary for a farmer to bear
in mind in seeding his farm, is, not to seed his
fields promiscuously all over his farm, by first seed-
ing a field on one side of his farm, the next seei-
ng a field at the other side, and perhaps the last
field sown adjoining to the first. The farmer who
sows his fields in that manner, runs the greatest
isk of the depredations of the fly ; for he runs

liie risk of collecting the fall fly in every field

sown by ilsclf, and having his last sown field de-
troyed bv the spring fly—for it may be proper
ere to note, that it is a rare instance to find two

fields of wheat adjoining each other, and both to
be good, when the one had been seeded early
and the other late ; for it will be found that the
fly act on the same principle in the spring, that
hey do in the fall; for in the spring so soon as
he most forward wheat or rye begins to joint,

and the leaves or blades thereof are closed around
he stalks, it then no more suits the fly to depo-

sit their eggs, and they immediately go in search
of that which is not yet jointed, and more ten-
der ; it is then that the late sown field adjoining
the early sown is inviting them, and many a field

in that situation, however flattering the prospect
might have been, is entirely destroyed ; it will

always be found to be most advisable when seed-
ing has commenced at any part of the farm, to

continue seeding the next adjacent fields which
are to be seeded, and to finish seeding'thefaithest
off from the first seeding ; always observing the
rule never to have late sown grain, adjoining to

.my that had been early sown, and never to sow
your first wheat very early, where you have rea-

son to believe or know, that there are nurseries
of the fly near at hand, such as fields having
considerable vegetation of grass, grassy corn-
fields, oats stubble, or other stubble field, having
considerable volunteer grain coming up, and
hich are intended for fall pasture.

Great caution is also necessary with a farmer,
who holds a small farm and farms in a small way,
whose farm is situated or adjoining a large farm,

I which there generally are large crops of corn
ised. Part of the corn gioiind is generally

early seeded with rye, to get that part of the
seeding done with, before the regular seed time
for wheat comes on ; should that early seeding
of rye be adjoining the small farm, on which
heat is intended to be sown, that wheat should

be sown soon after the rye is well up, for if the

wheat is kept out of the ground until late seed
'ime, fearing it to be too soon to sow wheat, for

ear of the fly destroying it, the owner may have
the gratification of seeing his wheat look promis-
ing, until the early sown rye joints in the spring,

hen he will see all his hopes of a fine crop blast-

ed, he will discover that his wheat begins to have
sickly appearance, it grows worse and worse

daily ; he is at a loss for the cause, but at length

finds that the fly are in his wheat, he then supposes
that a chance flight of the fly must have lit on his
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mc other field

wheat field, and arc destroying; it ; and it he

goes on year after year seeding his wheat in that

situation, he will iind that this supposed chance

flight of fly, will find his fields of wheat almost

every year ; Imt if the wheat on the small farm,

was sown soon after the early sown rye in the

corn ground had come up, although rather early

Tor seeding wiieat, there still would be a much
greater chance for the wheat keeping clear of

injury by the fly ; the early sown rye having

collected the fly, the wheat although sown earlier

than usual, docs not run the same risk in the fall,

that wheat sown in any other situation would do.

and by not being much injured in the fall, and

being early sown, it wouUl also joint early in the

spring, and be out of the way of the fly by the

time Ihcy were leaving the early sown rye, and

the fly would have to seek ft

more congenial to them.

A gentleman living a few miles from whei-e I

live, is situated nearly similarly—holding a farm

adjoining a large farm ; he had entirely given up

raising wheat in consequence of having it yearly

destroyed by the fly. I happened to be at his

house in the early part of the fall, about fifteen

or eighteen years ago, when he mentioned the

circumstance to me. We walked out into his

fields, and he showed mc a fallow nicely prepar-

ed, beside other fields in good order ready for

seeding, and told mc that it was his intention to

sow down all bis ground with rye, that he could

not raise wheat. I suggested my ideas of the na-

ture of the fly to him, and told him was it my
land, 1 should seed it with wheat, without much
apprehension of the fly. At my recommendat;

lie seeded his fields with wheat, made a fine

crop, and has continued making good crops of

wheat every year since.

There is another circumstance which every

farmer ought to be cautious of, which has caus-

ed the destruction of many a field of wheat by

the fly. It often happens that fields are sown

with wheat adjoining to stubble fields, on which

there has come up much volunteer grain whici

had attracted the fly, and not having been pas

tured or fed down previous to seeding the

wheat ; but about the time that the wheat is well

up, the stock is turned into the stubble field
;

the stock soon deprive the fly of their harbour

by eating oft' the volunteer grain, the fly imme-

diately go in search of another—they find the

wheat in the adjoining field in a fit state for

them, and they take immediate possession there.

of.

These few remarks I have drawn up in a hur

ry, and, no doubt, if they should ever come un

der the eyes of men of learning, they will be

found out of form and regularity : however

should the reader be able to judge what was in-

tended to be said in the remarks, it is all I can

expect, having no pretensions to grammatical

writing. Should you think the above remarks

worthy a place in your paper, the American

I'armer, while treating on the subject, please to

insert it whenever you think proper, as the

production of a

FiiEDERicK County (Aid.) Farmer.

On Ihc Jliiess of the JMulti/lora, or Cherokee llose, for

AND OK ITS MEDICINAL qUALITIES

Abbeville, S. C. July 12, 1820.

Dear Sir—Having read Mr. Rowand's com
municalion to you, in which he proposes the rosa

Alutliflora* as a hedge fence, I would beg leave

to suggest a few additional advantages which
fence of that description would have over all

others.

Its growth is remarkably rapid, and would as

Mr. Rowand states, form a fence under proper

management m three years.

Its branches which ramify in a most astonish

ing manner, possess in common with the trunk

innumerable thorns. These are its defences, and

of which animals are extremely fearful. I'

fowls I have observed to approach this hedge

with the utmost precaution.

If then, this shrub forms a fence at once per

manent and impenetrable, how superior must be

its advantages over ordinary fences, when it is

known that its petals, or flowers, of which it is so

productive, constitute a valuable article in ou

domestic medicine.

The properties of the rosa damascena and

osa rubra, are known to most parents as a plea

sant and useful laxative for children. The Multi

flora possess these virtues in a high degree. The
petals or flowers, when intended for medicinal

use, should be gathered and dried in the shade

as I believe the action of the sun impairs and

diminishes their virtues. An infusion of the

flowers is perhaps the best mode in which thi;

medicine can be given to children.

The dose shi uld be governed entirely by the

age, strength and habit of the child. In this way
it manifests a cathartic quality, which by increas

ing the dose obviates costiveness in adults, and is

never attended by tenesmus.

On distillation the flowers yield a fragrant

leutyracious oil, such as is brought to this coun
ry from India and sold at a very high price.

—

There are other officinal purposes to which the

flowers of this new and beautiful fence could be

appropriated, such as the aqua rosa, the aroma
tic cordial, the solutive honey, and the conserva

; but to give a minute direction in what way

these are prepared would be an intrusion on the

columns of your very useful paper.t

The plan suggested by Mr. Rowand, for the

management of this fence, I suspect to be the

best that could be adopted. I therefore beg leave

to refer such as feel disposed to adorn their pre-

with this ornamental and very valuable

fence, to his letter published in the tenth num-

ber and second volume of the American Far-

mer.

I am most respectfully

Yours, &c.

ELI S. DAVIS.

* See Mr. Anderson's letter in No. 15, of present

TOlume. Ed. Jim. Farm.

i Uy no means Doctor—all good mothers and liouse

wives, many of whom honour this journal with a careful

peiiisul would join mc, in thanksVor minute direction.^

in all such cases. £d. Am.

wsm WAmmMm,
BALTIMOUE, FllIDAY, august 18, 1820.

(rj= The report of George Webb Hall, Esq. in behalf
f the agricultural associations of Great Britain and
reland, making the fir.st article in this paper, may
serve to convey some useful hints ; anil prove a source
if profitable reflection to those of our readers, who
gree with us in believing that : While other classes of
ociety are searching into their political titles, and con-

erting plans not only to fence in, but to extend tiie

boundaries of their present political possessions. It may
be well for those who follow the plough, to keep a
shjirp look out. The actual condition of the people of

land, with scarcely any alternative but starvation or
the gallows, should admonish American statesmen to

beware of whatever policy may have conducted for

many of them portions of that industrious and enter-

prising nation to famine and despair.

iXj EniiATuM. For " Caudelle," read CandoUe, in the
etter signed James M. Garnett, published in number
18, volume 11.

Present Prices of Conntry Produce in this .Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 90 to 94 cts.—Reh,
85 to 90 cts.—Conif, 42 to 45 cts.—Rye, 40 to 42 cts.

—

Oats, 20 to 25 cts,—Flour from the wagons, g4 50—
Whiskey, from do. 35 cts.

—

Butter, pr. lb. 20 to 25
cents.—Enos, pr. doz. 12 to 15 cts.—Veal, per lb. 6 to

8 cts.

—

Lamb, per quarter 37i to 50 cts

—

Beef, prime
pieces 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams, 14 cts—Minnrixcs 10 cts.

—

Live Cattle, §6—Chickens, per doz. g2 to §2 50

—

Potatoes, 37^ to 50 cts.

—

Tar g2 25 scarce—Tciipes-
rixE soft g2 to S2 25

—

Spirits do. 35 cts.

—

Pitch, §2
25—Bacon, hog round/ to 8 cts—Lard, 11 to 12 cts.

—

Pork, prime 12 to 14 cts.

—

Black Eye Peas 65 to TO
cents—Shingles, best Deep Creek, gS 50—Do. small

S4 75 to S5—Flooring Plank 5-4 §26-London
White Lead §4 25—American do. §3 TS—Boiled On,
gl 37^

—

Feathers 50 to 62i cts—Shad, No. 1. trim-

med, g7—Cotton Upland, 20 to 21 cts.—Maryland
Tobacco, actual sales since last report 3 hlids. crop, 2
at gl2 50—1 do at gl3—2do. at gU'and gl2—2 do.

.at g7 and gU— 1 do. at §16 25, wagon, well fired—
ids. from Montgomery, 6 crop, at glG—2 do se-

conds at g8—2 do.'from do. fired at gl7—2 do. at gU
nd glj, from Anne Arundel—No salts of Viriginia

i'oBAiuo, that we have he:ird of.

KIRK'S PATENT THRESHING MACHINE AT
EIGHTY DOLLARS.

Cutting Boxes for Stra-w, from gr 50 to §50 Ind ,

Straw and Rula Baga Cutter, at g30.
At the old Stand, M'Elderht's Wharf.

Hasfor Sale, verij low, for Cash.

Wm. Kirk's Patent Threshing Machine, to work by

hand.

J. Bromwell's Patent SelfFeeding Wheat Fan, much
esteemed by those who have used them,

Newly Invented Machine for cutting Straw, Ruta

Baga, or other Vegetables.

Patent and common Straw Boxes.

Common Wheat Fans.

Wire Safes, Sieves assorted.

—ALSO—
Wove Wire, all sizes.

And Wire wove to order on the shortest notice.

August 18th, 1820.

BALTIMORE,

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EUlfoi!.
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AGlilCULTUKE.
iCo, fd for ImblictUion i:i the Ameyican Fo

" At a meeting of the Roanoke Agricultural
" Society, at Clarkesvilie, in the County of
" Mecklenburg, on Thursday the 7th July
" Voted that the thanks of the meeting be
" turned to the lion. T. M. Nelson, for his <

" propriate address, and that he be requested to

" furnish a copy for publication."

Test—
CHAS. L. WINGFIELD, Sec'ry.

(.1 ENTLEMEN,
This being oiu" first meeting since the adop'

lion of a constitution for the government of this

Society, 1 feel it a duty to say something in fa

vour of our object, and tom?ke a few remarks
of a general nature, applicable to our climate
and soil. An unexpected absence from home,
of several v/eeks immediately preceding thi-

meeting, must be my apology for the very few
and desultory observations which 1 shall offer foi

your consideration ; time was wanted to prepare
any thing like a systematic plan.

In no country under heaven, is a race of men
to be found, better qualified to govern them-
selves and pursue their own interests, than in

the United States. Possessing healthful bodies
and active, energetic minds, with the world of
knowledge, political and scientific, open to their
enterprise and industry ; that must be a false po-
licy which shall by means of premiums, protec-
tions or prohibitions, attempt to control the oc-
cupations of freemen. This proposition is too
clear, to require it to be more than stated, to re-

ceive your concurrence. The union of these
states, is the pride and interest of every Ameri-
can : let the government be careful, how it

weakens this lie of pride and interest, by im-
pairiiig in any manner the cord that binds us :

man is a selfish being, and the surest way to en-
list his feelings, is through his interests ; let

him calculate the advantages of any system or
measure, and you immediately secure his ac-
tive and zealous support. I will not trespass
upon your time, by speaking of the effects of a
separation of this union ; which can never take
place until the few shall predominate over the
many, and the great interests of the nation shall

be sacrificed to a clamorous action.

I lay it down as a maxim, that the less inter-

ference on the part of government with the hon-
est pursuits and employments of its citizens, the
better for both government and citizen. " Let
u» alone," is all we ask for, to be happy and pros-
perous.

Agriculture, Commerce and Manufactures,
constitute the wealth, happiness, independence

great body ot American people. With a bound-

less region of uncultivated soil, and with a cli-

mate adapted to every variety of vegetable pro-

duction, a hardy industrious and enterprising

population ; the God of nature directs us to

pursuit ; calling loudly in the voice of rea

and of justice, to untrammel it from all restric-

government
It is with pleasure I witness the increasing

interest felt and expressed on this subject througl

out Virginia and many other states.— I hope to value on a good implement than I do.

tion, save wrhat is necessary for the support of strength of team ; without this, it will be vain

see a spirit of inquiry yet more generally awali

ened, and the example of resistance to the mad
policy of protecting a minor branch of employ-
ment, to the manifest injury of all others ; fol

lowed by the Agricultural and Commercial
parts of the country every where. I lay before
the Society a letter from Doctor Richard Feild
of Petersburg, covering the articles of union, of

the United Societies of Virginia, and inviting us
union

; you will take such order on the sub
ject, as may seem best.

In this section of Virginia and our neighboring
sister state North Carolina, we are exclusively
Agriculturists, and it is admitted by all, that

many defects exist in our system, to eradicate

which is a principal object of our individual ef-

forts—to communicate for the information of
other, our successive experiments, witl

their results, is a principal object of our asso-

ciation, and I hope that every member will feel

If bound, to impart to the society, the most
minute information he may possess, or hereafter
obtain, and not be restrained from doing so, by
any false modesty or lukewarmness on the sub-
ject. I for one, will thank him for the effort, as

well as the information,

That some change is essentially necessary in

our preparation, culture or crops is evident,

from the fact, that of the five years last pastj

four have been called bad crop years, and not
without cause, for except in 1818, there has
been a general demand for grain and provender
for our stock ; corn never selling for less than
three, generally five, and sometimes seven dol-

lars per barrel. So distant as we are from
market, and cultivating a good soil, it is self

evident, that to our system alone, may be
ascribed the high prices demanded for grain
used exclusively within ourselves. When I

say, there have been four bad crop, years ou
of five in succession, I mean to say so, as it re-

gards our crops of corn and oats, upon which
mainly we depend for bread and provender for

stock ; it certainly cannot be said so of the

cropc of wheat and rye, they have been produc-

tive to overflowing ; but our prejudices are en-

listed against them, because we have not gene

ally applied them to the sustenance of man oi

beast.

and strength of every nation. The first of To surmount the obstacle, which the increas-

the se,seenis best suited for us ; I mean theling dryness of our seasons presents, is a point|ter of Paris much has been said by othersj

of viiiil importance. Wuhoul making any pre-
tensions, to the adoption, or formation of such
system. I would suggest as a leading princi-

ple, deep winter ploughing, and free use of
plaster of Paris. Of the first of these, little

need be said of its advantages ; but more of
the means to effect it ; and the first requisite is

to encounter the expense of valuable and costly

ploughs
;
give me a good team in preference to

good plough, although no one sets a higher

Of the various kinds of ploughs, which I have
seen in common use, I would give the prefer-

ence to Wood's patent, generally called Free-
born, manufactured chiefly by a man of that

name. These may be procured of any size at

the Penitentiary, or of Freeborn's Agent in

Richmond. I should prefer those made at the

Penitentiary, because they are there sold cheap-
er, and of equal quality. I would recommend
the plough with iron beam, on account of

trength and durability ; there exists a mistaken
prejudice against its weight ; the difference in

dimension, reduces it nearly the same, with

the wood. It is generally admitted, that the

coulter increases the draught, and I have seen

no large plough in common use without, except

the Dagon, so well known among us, the in-

efficiency of which in hard, strong or rooty land

is as well known ; constituting my principal

objection to it, to say nothing of the cost of re-

pair, and the difficulty of restoring its shape
when once out of order. A Mr. M'Cormick of

Fauquier County, has invented a plough called

by his name, which I think calculated to remedy
il the disadvantages ascribable to the Dagon,
nd possessing its greatest recommendation,

that of being without coulter. I will not at-

tempt any description of it, as I hope in the

course of a short time to receive one, which
has been made for me some months by the in-

ventor, and now on its way. If I am not mis-

taken in my calculation of its wedge and screw

form, and deceived by those who are judges oi

plough work, it will answer our purposes bet-

ter than any other I have seen. The Chenoweth
plough of Baltimore, is good in its operation ;

but i think hard of draught and difficult of re-

pair, by our tiadesmen; I ploughed with one

of these last winter in stiff, heavy, deep soil,

ten inches deep and turned sixteen, with three

good horses, the labour was heavy. I have ne-

been able to get the Dagon in so deep, ex-

cept in soft turf land ; as a cultivator, I know
no implement that surpasses the single horse

Dagon, in soil already well broken ; but I should

prefer the small Freeborn, to be procured at the

Penitentiary with cast shares, because ,of the

diminished expense and its durability, although

not better in its operation.

Of the benefits resulting from the use of plas-
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whose experience alone would satisfy me of its

utility, had I not seen the effects myself : I

would recommend to every one, liberal experi

ments. The cost of transportation, has hereto

fore, deterred us generally from the use of it :

but I am fully pursuaded, that in dry seasons

particularly, we should be more than doubly

remunerated for its cost, were we to apply it

freely. I trust a better state of things is about

to take place, and that we shall be enabled in

a short lime, to procure this valuable manure by

the way of Norfolk, up the Roanoke, at a

price that will ensure its general application to

our crops. In the experiments which may be

made, I would recommend the purchase of

lump plaster, as the surest method to avoid im
position, sometimes unintentional, because i

must be obvious, that long exposure to ai

and sun while in its pulverised state must lend

to lessen its effect, by decomposing some por

tion of its active, stimulating qualities, and to

this may be ascribed many of the disappoint-

ments we hear of. The pounding it in a trough
with pestles, is a trifling operation, if the softer

lumps be selected for that purpose. I know
two gentlemen on James River, who use

great quantities, and pound in this manner, all

they do use. It is true they do not cultivate

tobacco, and during the wet seasons, when we
are managing that crop for market, they cannot

employ their labourers better, than in pounding
plaster.

If a system of preparation or cultivation be
found inadequate to increase and make more
certain under the favour of heaven, the present

products of our plantations and farms, I can see

but one other resource : a change of crops to

suit our seasons. I am not fully authorised to

speak positively on this point at present, but

am inclined to suggest an opinion which is gain

ing upon me, the more I reflect on it. That
our winter small grains, wheat, rye and barley,

are the most certain crops we make, and that

the spring grains, corn and oats, have become
the least certain and productive. If this be true.

as I think it is, the time is at hand when
volution in our system is about to take place.

—

We should hail it as tlie forerunner of an im
proved husbandry, and see in it, the hand of that'

providence, who we often think is afflicting and

distressing us, when he is blessing and providing

for our wants.

of the trees, the roots can supply is little; if any, more
than enough to feed the years gi-owth of wood. At
best the produce is but a small quantity of half grown
legenerate fruit.

Many farmers think no attention necessary to young
trees after planting, unless it be to keep the ground
open round the roots for a year or two. The stocks
re then left entirely to tljeir own instinct of self preser-

ition and natural tendency to grow and fructify. The
innate vigour of the plant is all its dependence ; its self

renovating power is its only means of recovery from in-

juries inflicted by insects. If a tree survives early neg-
lect, the untamed luxuriance of its top, seems lo re-

proach the farmer for his want of care, as its redun-

ith branches like whip sticks ; hide bound, cankered in keeping the trees in order, is very trifling, if he-
ld covered with moss. AU the sap which, in this state stowed seasonably. Most of what is required should

be done in the spring, before the frost leaves the ground
and other busniess is pressing.

It is well known that fruit trees may be cultivated
with advantage in ground too rocky for tillage, with-

losing the use of it as pasture, provided stakes
are set to keep off" the cattle. The soil must, however,
be kept open about the young trees to obtain a
free growth. It is unnecessary to say that manure
may be applied with advantage, and that the viilue of

"not be lost when so applied. The declivities

south sides of hills, which are too ^teep, or
too rough, for the plough, afford fine situations for
fruit trees. So that on many farms, extensive or-

chards of various kinds of fruit may be had, without

Whe
fruit.

Bad cider is as common as poor orchards,
ther the great consumption of ardent spirits

, or the effect, of the indiflTerent quality of the
cider made in this state, the use of them is at least

countenanced by it. Not a tavern keeper, or
older thinks that the credit of his house is in

egree affected by the quality of the cider he may
offer to his guests, however poor it may be
pology enough, that any better than his is rarely

found in private houses. There are but two states

n which this liquor is commonly seen,
lyrup or verjuice. A farmer's' family

themselves with th

the cider comes from the press, and then drink the
latter all the rest of the year, unless indeed, its corro-

perity should render a recourse to rum or brandy
necessary.

Perhaps not many of the tables of our farmers,
mechanics and labourers, are regularly supplied at

meals with ardent spirits, as a family beverage. Bui
the heads of families and hired men drink but spar
ingly of sour cider, knowing that such an indiilg

ence as woul<l satisfy their craving for liquid, would
be attended with severe colic and other unpleasan
effects. The complement of drink for workmen i

;ommonly, therefore, made up with ardent spirits

aken at other times during the day. It would bi

5<)iiig too far to assert, that the farmers, as a class,

ue intemperate in the use of ardent spirits. It is

lowever, a subject of regret, that the practice

more disreputable, and that young men in their full

liealth and vigour, should so often require of the

ployers an allowance of a half a pint of spirit per day
as a necessary of life. Sound cider would invigorate

more without impairing the tone of the stomach.
But how few farmers have it in their power to offer

the alternative. A good method of making, in th

lirst place, and then of preserving, cider, is so rare

ly practised, that farmers are themselves to blame that

they are at so much expense for rum, when there
can be little doubt, that their hired men and they

FROM THE 5HSSACBU,SF.TTS AGRIClLTUnA UEPOSITOnT

ON THE BAD
Miauagfcmcnt ot Ovc\\ards.
Vhy arc farmers so neglectful of their orchards i

Our farms are portioned out into orchard, mowing,
tillage and pasture grounds. This is so common a di

vision, th.it a plantation of fruit trees must Irave been
considered a useful occupation of the soil. But in what
a neglected state are fruit trees to be seen in most
parts of the counti-y > tiood orchards are, however,
sufliciently numerous to shew that good management
in this branch of husbandry is as profitable as in any
other.

If some districts are well stocked with trees, others

exhibit only a few, scattered along on the road side,

old and in a decrepid state, the remnants of fine or
chards of better days.

But, in respectable farming towns, in all parts of the

Commonwealth, one may see, in the fields, apple and
other fruit trees, bristled all over, from root to top,

iicy of wood is incompatible with the production of interfering with, or diminishing the amount of other
crops.

I'he varieties of the several species of fruit which
m.iy be brought to perfection in this Commonweallh,
are numerous, and are cultivated with success near
the coast, but are little known in the interior. They
are, however, common enough to furnish scions for

county in the state. Our farmers have only to

decide that they will turn their attention to the rais-

ng of fruit, aiid they will have no difficulty and lit-
~

tie or no expense in obtaining scions of the best.

But it ought at the same time to be recollected, that

It is either as the improved and most delicious fruits have come
of careful cultivation, and are derived from originals

of very ordinary character, so if the trees are treated

th neglect, tlicse fruits will degenerate and in a short

time be no lony-er cognizable as the same.

It may not be universally known, that by taking oH'

portion of the fruit from a heaUhy tree at an early

stage, what remains will become larger and be finer

than if the whole v.ere suffered to remain—because
more sap is at liberty to be expended upon them.
Keeping the earth loose about the roots, and mamiring
produce the same effect—enlivening tlie roots anl
encouraging them to put forth more fibres, and in

consequence a greater quantity of nutrition is absorbed,

of which the fruit will get its proportion.

Whatever promotes a free circulation of the sap, as

cleansing the bark from scales and scr.iping it to make
it tender and yielding, and whatever helps to perfect

the maturation of the sap in the leaves of the tree, by
giving them a full exposure to the sun and air, as by
cutting out the central branches wlien the head

bushy, and giving it an expanded form, jiro-

motes the growth, general health and productiveness'

of the tree.

It would require little time to satisfy any rational

mind, that the caterpillar, the canker worm and the

slug, by devouring tlie leaves, destroy a part of thd

machinery necessary to the work of vegetation and
fructification. The tree must therefore decline if tluy

are permitted to invade it, and to keep possession year
after year.

A large stock of fruit trees may be raised with very

little trouble by fencing in a few rods of good ground
as a nurserj', and sowing pomace on part, and reserv-

ing part for the seeds or stones of other fruit. There
should be space enough within the enclosure to admit

of tr.insplanting the shoots the second year. The fol-

lowing year they will be in a state for budding or for

[grafting. In the mean time, the farmer may learn by
a little inquiry where the buds and scions may be ob-

tained when wanted.

This nursery will not only supply his new planta-

tions, but afford fine thrifty trees, to t.ake the

places of such as decay in the orchard. He will thus

avoid the effiscts of the ignorance, or deceit, of nur-

sery men, whose trees have frequently proved not to

be of the kinds for which they are sold. This is true

n many instances of trees which have been ordered
from New York.

lave before adverted to the number of fruit

trees which m.ay be seen scattered over the face of

the country in the more populace districts. But
from the languishing state in which they are, they

seem to have been thought worth merely the trouble

themselves would give a preference to cider,

sour. They have but to cherish their orchaids, and to

pursue well known methods in manufacturing and cur.

ing the liquor, to be relieved from a vexatious expense,

and the still more vexatious evils of occasional, or ha-

bitual, intemperance
Pruit is not a staff of life, but it is an innocent and

refreshing luxury. Us medicinal uses give it also no
inconsiderable value. Taken in all the variety which
our climate admits of, it may be made to contribute

largely to health, comfort and enjoyment. As it is

not a principal article for the sustenance of life,

neither is it one which requires any great or constant

labour to secure. Compared with bread stuffs and
culinary vegetables, and considering the labour be
stowed' on these, it is almost a free gift of Provi

dence. Fruit trees may be grown in fields in which
grain and vegetable crops are cultivated, not only

without interfering, while young, with the processes

which these latter require, but so as to derive benefit

from them without diminishing the ground crops,

And when the trees have attained to their full size,

the soil occ\ipied by their roots, and the space shaded
by their tops, if lost for tillage, will pay a greater pro- ofplanting.
fit from the trees, if well pruned and kept clean, than If, indeed, they are not worth the little additional

it would, employed in any other culture. The labourlcare of pruning and cleaning, they are but cumberi
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make vinegar, will not be lost if thrown into the hog
pen. The great tendency to heat in swine makes the

acid of fruit grateful to the animal and useful to the

work, nor slaughter, is another cai-case. If tiiere is more fruit than the farmer can

ume in iiis family, it will give him an oppor-

tunity to make a nicer selection for the cider press,

and thus obtain cider of a better quality. For in

keeping the apples late, in order to mature them more
perfectly before taking them to the mill, he need not

be scrupulous in throwing out from the heap, for his

gs, all thai are in the least decayed, as the cider will

t be so likely tu have a flat taste, or be so liable to

t; acetous fermentation.

Besides the advantage of a wholesome and refresh-

ing beverage which is yielded by the apple, it may
an article of food, be made to tbrm an agreeable

d no unimportant part of the diet of a family. Other

fruits in their seasons are entitled to the like recommen-
dation.

It is as obvious, as striking, how much more moral
happy and prosperous our commonwealth would be
were a general and simultaneous attention now given

to the restoring of our old orchards and the planting

of new ones, on every farm where they are wanting

The debasing Jind wasteful habit of rum diinking would
rapidly disappear with the increase of the crops, and
proper exertions on the part of our Country Agricultur

al Societies, to dittuss the knowledge of the best me
thods of making and preserving cider.

ers of the ground ; and both for appearance and use

the soil had better be converted to some other pur-

pose. For what is more unsight.y than a neglected

orchard ! and as to profit, one might as well keep a

Hock of scabby sheep, which can never come in contact

with bush, or br.ar, or splintered rail without leaving

wool by the ounce behind them. A lean ox with a bro-

ken limb, fit neither for work, nor slaughter, is another

• mblem of neglected fruit trees.

I'he cultivation of fruit for the market is a minor

object in parts remote from large towns. But in dis-

tricts where tjood fruit would command a ready market

and good price, tlitre prevails an unaccountable inat-

tention ana iiiditteience. On some farms, in a condi-

tion otiierwise respectable, and with orchards of from

one to two hundred trees, ail that is obtained is about

twenty barrels of cider, a few barrels of eating apples,

a bushel or two of pears, and a small quantity of the

stone fruits. Again, on a few other fiirms with or

chards of the same number of trees of equal age

the ban est yields ten times as much. Not that it

the latter case the year's wages paid out amount to a

larger sum, or that more hands are employed.
"

what hands tiiere are, are better directed. The

of trees is considered by the proprietor an important

branch of husbandri/, and as such is attended

lematicaUy as any other branch. In truth the whole
difference in the result'of the year proceeds from this,

that the farmer in the one case insfiects his orchards

carefully in the spring' and puts them in order, while

the farmer in the other throws away the same time

in idle conversation or listless inaction, waiting for the

frost to be gone and reserving all his strength for the

plough.

The length of time required to bring fruit trees into

a bearing state—the accidents to which they are liable

,—the uncertainty of the harvest—and the smallness

profit at the best, these are thought, by many, sufficient

objections to the cultivation of orchards, at least with

any great degree of care.
The first objection may be answered by a direct ap

peal to the farmer's sense of interest. What, sir, will

it cost you to purchase and to set out your hundred
young trees and to take proper care of tliem the first

year > Will not your farm be worth the second, third,

and fourth year and so on, as much moi'e to sell, or to

keep for yourself, or your children, as it will have
you, in the mean time, to take good care of

young orchard > And wlien it shall have come
full bearing, at twelve or fourteen years, will you not

be indemnified by the increased value of your farm,

which a productive orchard will give to it ? Will
not your profit be fifty fold in proportion to your ex-

pense ?

But, you say, your trees are liable to premature
decay and to accidents .' A thriving nursery, which
costs little, will supply losses which care could not

prevent.

Then comes the uncertainty of the harvest.—But
what harvests are not uncertain .' You toil and waste
your strength in tlie corn field ; and yet your harvest
is uncertain. A bad fruit year comes, av.d a few days
labour in pruning and cleansing your trees is all you
can have lost.—Even this is not lost, for the quantity
of fruit, even in a bad year, will more than pay you,
Besides, commonly, the succeeding year is very abun-
dant in fruit.

nut there is the fourth objection—the smallness of
profit. The word profit is a relative term. He who
gains ten cents on one dollar, makes a greater profit,

than he who gains five per cent, on one hundred dol-
lars. Calculate what it has cost you to raise your or-

chard and to make your cider—to gather and barn.-!

your fruit fur the market, and if your cider will bring
but nine shillings the barrel and your fruit but tw-

doliars, the absolute gain may be twenty per cent
taking the rent of the laml employed into the account,
although the whole amount received may not be a

tenth part of the income of the farm, the probabi.
lity is, however, that from a large stock of trees of
various kinds of fruit, the profit may amount to a

considerable sum, and thus from a very small origi-

nal cost, the sales of fruit, may come to be the prin-
cipal income of a farm, in other respects in good condi-
tion.

any pan of the Commonwealth a fruit harvest dantly throughout the country, some^fmes effmim^- (o Me
from a good orchard, will pay a profit for consump-|?e>/« 0/ the highest trees, (a most important natural Indi-

lion at home, if no sale can be made of it. The early cation) pink root, clima root, sarsaparilla, cassena, black

d falls, if noc ripe enough for cider and not used to poplar or cotton tree, sugar maple, ginseng, persimmon

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

THE AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED
STATES.
NO. I.

Opinions prevail among persons in Great Britain of

high claims to agricultural literature, that we are far

behind them in our knowledge of that art, and that

indebted to them for the portion of that hi,

ledge itihich -we possess. It is proposed to offer to the

Lmerican and to the foreign world, some illustrations

f our agricultural course, which will at once place

is in a fairer light, and which may assist our own
young cultivators, and liberal foreigners, who may
settle among us, in forming their future landed esta

blishments.

We shall first invite the attention of our readers to
" A view of South Carolina," written in the year 1802

by John Drayton, Esq. then Governor of that state.

This gentleman has united in the circle of his en

gagements the profession of a planter or farmer with

the practice of the law, subsequently the station of

a judge, and at one time governor of his native state.

We omit to notice all the interesthig objects in his

v/ork, ^llhich do not immediately relate to the productions

of the earth, remarking only, that they merit the peru-

sal of the statesmen, the economists, and the scientific

of our own and foreign countries.

From the actual and proper latitudes of South Caro-

lina, Mr. Drayton's Book relates to all that zone of our

American continent, which lies between 62 and 35 de-

grees and 8 minutes of north latitude, embracing part:

of Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North
Carolina, and the country west, of the meridians of 32'"

35" 8'.—The lands, within that extensive belt, and
all our lands south of them, have the agricultural c.<pa

cities and practice indicated as to South Carolina, in

Mr. Drayton's view of that state.

His catalogue of native plants occupies twenty-four
page.s, among them are the Walter Grass, the oral

p grass, the oat grass, the rye grass, wild m.tdtier,

wild Hax, the buck eye, and the silk grass, the roots

of both which are used, in lieu of soap ; the Indian

fig or prickly pear, the common black cherry varinus

loes and plums, the raspberry, blackberry and straw-

berry, the Carolina alspice, trefoils, wild pea, water

lats, 22 different oaks, black walnut, 16 various pine.s,

Cyprus, very large, wild olive, mulberry, myrtle (cere-

fera) several species of grapes (vitis) grow abun-

cedar, honey locust, sumach, and Indian
or maize (zea.)

It is manifest from these natural subjects of the vege-
table kingdom, that nature did not enable Great Bri-

tain and Ireland to give our vast important region,

south of 35° 8' its lessons of culture from their parts

of Europe north of the 50th degree of latitude.

It is accordingly found, on page 34, of Mr. Drayton's
work, that Rice, Cotton, Tobacco, Indigo, the Almond,

Olive, the Fig, of several kinds, the Pomegranate,
the Okra, the sweet and sour Orange, the Lemon, the
Lime, the Palma Christi, the Tallow tree, and, of late,

varieties cF t!ie Sugar Cane, foreign plants unknown '

among the cultivators of Europe north of SO**, have
been introduced from countries more congenial with
the climate of this Carolinian, western and more
southern district. The attempts to introduce the

Cane, while Great Britain held tlie Floridas, are

known to have been abortive. In consequence of the

disorders in the French Colonies, Mr. , a French
gentleman formerly of St. Domingo, introduc-

ed that valuable plant into Louisiana. Our produc-
tions which rose from naught to 10,000,000 pounds

1810, is computed at 36 millions of pound weight
in 1819. The progress in cotton, since the year

1786, has raised it to 120 to 140,000,000 of pounds,
atid it would have been far greater, but that sugar
employed many of the labourers, and we happily abol-

ished the importation of slaves. These observadons

are not made in an unfriendly spirit as to any foreign

nation, but to prove that the United States have pro-

fited by the observation, consideration, and capacities

of their own country : and by a due attention to the

nature productions and operations of all foreign na-

tions, as well uncivilized as polished, ancient and
modern. We know of the unrivalled distinction in

gation of Upper Italy, and the fame of Germany,
itzerland and I''rance, which grew up under half a

re of independent jurisdictions, while Britain em-
ployed her waters in mills and canals, or suffered them
to run Huused into her navigable rivers. We have
attended to the culture of Hice from the vale of the

Po, and Turkey into its original Asiatic birth place,

and it will be seen in page 115, that tlie valuable,

large, white rice, for which South Carolina .ind its

neighbours are so justly tjamed came to us, without

book or direction from the most savage of the African

slands, and from the fields of Hindoostan, ihen.entirely

under their native Princes, in 1688 and 1696 ! Rice was
at first planted on uplands ; afterwards in swamps.—
K\\ our country, from the Roanoafce south will pro-

duce swamp or upland rice, which may be irrigated

like the rice of Piedmont and Lombardy; the grape

vines of Madeira, and the orange trees of Portugal.—

So long ago as the year 1691, the legislature of South

Carolina adopted measures for the invention of ma-
chines, engines, and mills for the aid and benefit of

agriculture, and had reached a perfection in 1800 not

only unequalled jn the rice culture of the world (page

121,) but far superior, in effective complication, to

arty system of machinery ever before produced, by the

ancient or modern world, in aid of the cultivators pre-

paration of any kind of landed production. Our very

valuable author's ov.'n account of the introduction, pro-

gress and completion of the Sice cultivation, with all

its aids, (page 115 to page 12r,) is strongly recommen-

ded to the owners of lands, in our five or six southern

degrees of latitude, to every amateur of the art, and to

every American, who desires correctly to vindicate the

genius, talents and character of our country in this its

first great permanent pursuit: its highly diversified

agriculture.

Indigo follows next in Mr. Drayton's specification.

We learn from him, that seventy years ago, about

the year 174.5, this colouring plant, the first in the

world, was introduced into that state by its enter-

prising planters. At the end of two years these en-

ergetic cultivators, besides the supplies of their house-

hold manufactures, and their sister states on this

side of the Atlantic, sent 200,000 pounds weight to

England. Its culture was pursued with some anim»-
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has
tion and force in »11 the lower, ami part of the micldleiany thing- beyond the common routine ot crops

country, that its planters, in many instances, made fnr-'huherto been little eymced, and where such powerful

tunes* The excitements to the cotton culture in 1786,iobstaeles as soil and climate have interfered with the

vvere strongly felt on both sides of the Savannah river,|industry and zeal of those who were really desirous to

in Georeia and South Carolina. The indigo culture oflimprove
. • ,. , ^ .•

British li.dia.which is like one great estate of 100,000,000] Since the shows held by the Agricultural Societies

of coloured people, directed by 31,000 whites, civil and in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York, the so-

military has been carried by the dictation of the gocletyof Cheshire county, New Hampshire, has led a

vernmfnt, into such a form and course, that 7 or 8 mil- show, on the 4th January last and the Executive Com-

Hons of pounds of indigo have been made there, for mittee have announced the following premiums : The

exportation, in a single -year.—Partly from this powcr-|first premium may probably surprise many farmer

ful competition, but in a considerable degree from (heiPennsylvania, who may allow that the quantity ot wheat

temptation of our new cotton .ind sugar cultures, indi- for which it was awarded, was merely a passable crop,

"o is now little planted, in comparison with former but he must recollect that New Hampshire lias hitherto

Times. The price and excellency of /lice occasioned never been considered a wheat growing country that

what little flour they used, was imported from the

middle and southern states. The crop therefore of

twenty-six bushels of wheat to the acre, was highly

meritorious, and even in the more genial climates of

the United States, a similar crop would be accounted

great one.—Thus, in Virginia, (the members of whost

Agricultural Societies are now meeting to pray Con

gres for permission to " manage their affairs in then-

own way," and not to encourage domestic manufac-

tures) ten bushels of whest is the most common crop,

and such will be the case, so long as they determine

inue their wretched management, and neglect

to adopt the good practices of their northern fellow

it to preserve a greater share of the labour, than in-

digo. The lands for rice were not so fit for either cot-

ton or sugar. But the indigo lands would often pro-

duce sugar, always cotton. This intelligent versatility

in our southern cultivators is much to the honour of

their understandings and their energies. Similar re.

marks occur, as to the culture of tobacco, which was

formerly little pursued to the southward of the waters

of the IJoanoke and Neus Rivers. The generous hos-

i)it.ilitv of the more southern states to their northern

comp-itriots in arms, carried m.iny tobacco planters,

after the revolutionary war, into the counties of South

(Jarolina and Georgia, where this new object of their

agriculture, then high in the markets of America and

Kurope, was extensively adopted from their own good At a meeting of the Executive Comm
sense, familiarity with rural pursuits, and the absence of

those governmental restraintSj which prevented the

maritime European states from proceeding, fiari fmxsu,

with us in this branch of agriculture in those pl.ices,

where soil and climate permit. The consequence is, To Ezra Jones, of Claremont, for the greatest quan-

that foreign cultivators and books, and particularly tity of Wheat raised on one acre of old ground, being

Uritish cultivators and books, have not been our in- twenty-six bushels, glO.OO

structors and manuals on the subject of the tobaccoJTo Silas Reed, of Plainfield, for the^greatest quantny

planting, more than those of rice and indigo. " ' '—
"

'^' * ' '"'' *—'-''-'

of til

Chfshire Agricultural Society, held at Salem Sumner
in Keene, on the 4th day of January, 1820, the follow-

ing premiums were awarded on Agricultural products.

CINCINNATUS

.

The 6th day of the month of independence, 1820.

• The European cultivators had no knowledge, <^

practice in indigo to give to us. The woad raised i

Great Britain, is slightly Indigoforous, but there i

no trace of woad cultivation on the South Carolin

7one.

.•VBSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS OV

Nbvthern Cattle Shows and Fairs.

Communicatedfor the Farmer, and published

for the consideration of Southern Jigricul

tural Societies.

Tlic last Show of the New York Societies, of which

any account could be obtained is, that of the county

of Greene, and being its first, of course an exhibition,

equal to those of the longer established Societies,

could not be expected ; what was shown however, may
be considered as highly creditable to the concerned,

:<irl demonstrates, that however some farmers may wish

to " be let alone," and to have permission to go on
'

the old jog trotr-that spirited minds only require a pro

per stimulus to excel. T/iat stimulus is a premium pub

liakli' aviartled by a respectable society.

The exhibition of domestic fabrics, which it is to b

hoped will never be forgotten in any exhibition of a

Agricultural Society, is said to be very respectable.—

Mr. r. Benton obtained a premium for 87 busliels of

Swed'. ;l» Turnip, or Ruta Baga, raised on less than one-

eighth )f an acre, one of them measured 22jth inches

in circi;mference. A Beet 1-i lbs. in weight, was
xhown. The best of two acres of Corn, yielded 175

bushels to the acre—2d best, 14(5 bushels.—215 bushels

of Potato » were raised on halfan acre.—Such produce
in one year's prepar^ion by members, not yet fairly

" WDUiul UT ." promises great things in future times.

It is grui'fying to see the Agricultural spirit pro

of Indian Corn on orte acre, being 102 bushels and 3

quarts, ^WM
The other claimants for premiums on corn were Sa

muel Grant, of Walpole, who raised 90 bushels, Tho
mas Bellows, of Walpole, who raised 78 bushels 6

quarts, and Joseph Stephens, of Claremont, who raised

71 bushels.

To Samuel Grant, of Walpole, for the greatest quan-

tity of potatoes on one acre, being 528 bushels.

810,00
To Alexander Grout, of Acworth, for the greatest

quantity of Flax on one acre, being 46S pounds.

810,00
The other claimants for premiums on Flax, were.

Prentice Sholes, of Claremont, who raised 460 pounds
from one acre. Obadiab Shumway, of Charlestown,

who raised 4504 pounds from one hundred and twenty
seven rods of ground. This, although being the great

t growth, yet being less than one acre, was not con
sidei-ed as entitled to premium.
To Thomas Bellows of Walpole, for the greatest

quantity of white beans, being '^5 bushels and 6
quarts, S5,00
By order of the Committee.

K. VOSE, Chairman.
Isaac IIobbaks, Sec'ry.

Tlie genus of Agricultural improvement, passing

Irom the eastern part of our continent, without stop.

ping in Pennsylvania, (the former favourite seat of her

residence) visited the western states, whither the tide

of population is rapidly progressing. Kentucky has

set the first example of an Agricultural Society iliere;

and here follows a short account of a very full and in

leresiiiig detail of a Show ; it is believed the second
which was held on the 30th Sept. at Capt. Fowler's,

Lexington. The following animals were exhibited :

By Mr. Smith—An imported bull, " Bright," of the

long horned breed, 4 years old.

By Henry Clay, (Speaker of the House of Repre.

sentalives) An imported bull, "Ambassador," of the

Herefordshire breed 4 years old

By N. Hart~An imported bull, " .lolin Bull" of the

short horn breed.

By John Harl—An imported bull

of the short horn breed.

By Stephen Fisher—A line red bull, 3 yean okl, sun
of captain Fowler's bull " Buzzard," for which a silver

Cup was awarded.
By Robert Crockett—A bull, nearly 2 years old,

from Capt. Smith's imported cow of the i'eeswater
breed.

By W. T.Uanton-A bull, nearly 2 )ears old, son of
Mr. Munday's imported cow Mrs. Motle, of the Tees-
water breed, whose sire was Tecumseh, an imported
bull of the Holderness breed.

The premium was awarded to Mr. Crockett's bull, by
majority of one only. A proof of the general excel-

lence of the stock.

By D. Harrison—A bull calf, sire Ambassador.
By H. Clay—Oo. same sire, and an imported cow.
By \Vm. Smith—A bull calf, sire, San Slartin, an im-

ported bull ot the Teeswater breed, dam, an imported
short horn cow.

By John Spears—A bull calf, of Patton's old breed.

By E. Warfield—.\ bull call, by Comet, an imported
bull of the short horn breed.

The committee awarded the premium of a silvercup,

to D. Harrison, for his bull calf, by a majority of one
only.

By W. Smith—An imported cow, 4 years old, of tl.e

Durham breed.

Some line horses, promising colts, and farm stocks

were shown. Some home bred, and others the pro-

duce of the sires and dams before-mentioned—several

of which obtained premiums of silver plate

An uncommonly line eight months old calf, by a

bufl'aloe (bison) bull, and a cow, the property of Mr.
George Thompson, was also shown. This' is here
particularly noticed, because our anatomists have pro-

nounced such a cross injudicious, by reason of the

bunch upon the back of the bull; but the fact wai
inserted in print 20 jears since, that in the early settle-

ment of Ohio, such crosses had been effected, and that

the produce were anim.ils of uncommon strength. It

ould be desirable to know whether they are common,
and whether no difficulty in parturition takes place, on
account of the dorsal protuberance.

The excellent imported slock introduced into Ken-
tucky, during 3 or 4 years past, promise to effect a

complete revolution in the fiirm stock of tlxat stale.

Some of the best blood of Engl.-ind, as the fore-

going account shows, has been transferred to the

vicinity of Lexington, where each of the two bulls

that arrived in Philadelphia, it was said, sold for one
thousand dollars at public auction. And when we take
into consideration the high price of the animals in

England, the expenses of freight, insurance, and of
"

getting them to Kentucky, too much praise cannot

given to the spirited gentlemen who imported
itiem. They have added to the solid riches of their

country, and deserve liie thanks of the farmers of Kcn-
ucky in particular, and praise from us all. Now
that they have such fine breeds in their state, it is to

le hoped that they will take cure of them, and by a

lue provision of juicy winter food, secure the con-

stant flush of milk to their breeding cows, and regu-

lar growth to their young stock. If they do not,

they will find that there is much truth in the old

English proverb, " that the breed goes in at tlie

louth." The size and very form of the animal';

fill diminish and alter, by bad and irregular keep,

y overfeeding in summer, and seamy fare in winter.

"he stimulus to exertion will be great, if they con.

inue their Society and annual shows, and that they

may do so, is our sincere prayer. It is to be hoped
Iso, that they will have an eye to the respective

merits of the various breeds in their possession, and
ill duly inform the public of them ; particularly as

to the great points of early matu;iiy, with gootl

proof ; disposition to throw flesh and fat on the most

valuable pi.rts ; fair return of milk, for the quality

and quantity of keep, and disposition to hold it ; and

last, though not least, let them beware of the im-

proper and hasty practice of the .\merican farmer,

in permitting the unrestrained intercourse of the

heifer with the male, however young—none should

Prince Regent," be permitted until the former arc two years old. Inat.

teniion to this great point will endanger the life of

pressing in the slates, Avhere a disposition to prociuceWie best bull.

.Mr. Smith obtained the premium, a silver Cup for the female, and infallibly deteriorate the produce. This

the dictate of experience, whatever opinions may
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be formed from occasional success from premature

births.

Domestic Fairies.—Several pieces of excellent car.

peting, were exiiibited by different persons.—Mrs,

John Hart's had the superiority in point of texture,

but taking into consideration all the circumstances,

particularly tlie important one of colouring, Mrs.

Warfteld's was preferred, and obtained the premium
of a silver cup. The industrious and economical

ladies of the western country, would find it the

interest to possess Professor Cooper's Treatise on Dye-
ing, published by Dobson Pliilidelphia, which wil'

teach them new processes, and an economical employ
meiit of the materials in common use. The best piece

of flax linen was exhibited by L. Saimders, imbleached,

spun by Mrs. Gillespie, and wove by Mr. G. for which
tlie premium of a silver cup was awarded Mrs. Hart
shewed a piece beautifully bleached The same lady

carried the premium of a silver cup for the be
of table linen. Several pieces of Jean and Cassinetts

were shewn. Mrs. M'Kenney, Jr. obtained the silver

cup far the best sample of Jean. Mrs. J. Hart's

the next best.

The gallant Governor Slielhy is President of this

Society, and from the spirit already shewn by the

members, great things may be in future expected from
(hem.

On tUe liessiaii Yly

.

\ND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWING

WHEAT—m. IX.

TO THE EDITOIl OF THE AMEIIICAN FABJIEH.

Essex, March o\st, 1820.
Dear Sir,

In your 16th number of volume 1, you published
letter from Ur. Merriwether of Amelia to " The
\'iiginia Society for promoting Agriculture," on the
subject of wheat. Tiiis gentleman is now dead, but
since his communication will live as long .as your pa-
per, and the proceedings of our society continue to be
read, it becomes important to agricultural people, that
opinions emanating from so respectable a source as the
Doctor, should be controverted, if they contain any
thing which may lead to error. That they do so, I am
induced to believe, from circumstances hereafter to be
mentioned.
You may, perhaps, remember that the Doctor i

the course of his letter, spoke somewhat with an air

uf ridicule, of certain opinions in relation to the sow-
ing of wheat, which had been advance<l by a writer
in the Richmoml Inquirer, who assumed the signa-
ture of " A King VViUiam Farmer." This writer, who
turned out to be a much valued acquaintance, was
not very well pleased, as you m.iy readily suppose,
tvitli wliat he considered rather cavalier treatment
But instead of relying on angry invective, as Is too
commonly the case under similar circumstances, he
chose the wiser course to prove himself riglit by
ral minute and accurate experiments. The res'u

these he made known to our former Vice President, of
which as soon as I heard, I voluntarily offered to com-
municate them for your paper, upon seeing that you
had published Doctor Merriwether's letter.

' A varfety
of circumstances, however have prevented me until

now from addressmg you on the subject ; but before
I proceed to a statement of the experiments themselves,
permit me to assure you, that the gentleman who made
them is one, than whom we have very few more suc-
cessful as farmers, and none more esteemed as men.
His veracity is unimpeachable—his talent for accurate
and laborious ob.servation equal to that of any agricul-

turist in our country—and, in short, whatever he asserts

i8 as much to be relied upon as any oral testimony can
possibly be.

Let us now state his experiments. Some time be-
fore the seed stems appeared, he took up several
samples of wheat plants growii\g at different depths,
together with some bunches of voltmteer wheat,
which came up in August from straw previously
spread upon cow-pens. These bimches were number-
ed 1, 2, 3, 4—the last being tlie volunteer wheat.
They vi'ere .ill sent to our former Vice-President, but

unfortunately, 1 have been able to get only one plant

of number 1, which I now enclose to you.* It fur

nishes an occular demonstration, that Mr. Merriwether
was wrong in asserting that " if the seed is placed

any where between the surface, and Urn inches below
there will be onli/ one set of roots and branches."
This plant you will perceive, has two sets both of

Rotts and Branches; although it is evident, that the

grain could not have been more than an inch and a ,ettled down,
half or three quarters below the surface. Number 4,

the volunteer plants demonstrated the same fact.

Number 2, proved that the seminal stalk was destroyed
by the maggot ; the root had put forth new and vigor-

ous shoots capable of producing wheat. Number 3,

shewed the total destruction of life in the plants

covered very shallow, when the fly had penetrated
the full depth. The " King William Farmer" in still

farther confirmation of the opinion which he had at

first expressed,—tliat deep seeding was a better pre.

caution ag'ainst the fly than " grazing,"—in the conn,

try where he lived, examined with great care a part

of his wheat field, in which he had observed, that

more wheat was injured in the centre of his beds
than near the edges, where it was buried deepest,

He removed the earth very carefully from several of

the stalks which appeared dead near the centre of the
beds, as well as from several of those near the edges,
hich were living. This operation discovered, that

almost all the wheat covered shallow, was dead
hereas that which was buried the deepest,—after

losing the seminal stalk by the fly, had put forth from
bottom, fresh and strong shoots, which (to use his own
words,) " did actually make good wheat." But as if

•

fa
- - .

William Farmer" has recently furnished me with five

eparate bundles of wheat plants, all going to place
lis opinion beyond the possibility of being controvert,
ed. These bundles I now send you, together with
the first mentioned plant, number 1, which to distin

guish from the rest, I have marked " number 1, old."

I hardly need recommend them to your careful

nation, as they go very far towards settling a much
controverted point in regard to sowing wheat. Num.
bers one and two, demonstrate the incorrectness of
Dr. Merriwether's assertion " that if the seed is placed

ere between six inches and two, from the
face, there will be a set of coronal and seminal i

and branches ; but if the seed is placed any where
between the surface and two inches below, tliere will

be on!;/ one set of roots and branches, and these im-
mediately progressing in their different directions

from the seed." Number 2, also proves, that when
the maggots destroy the seminal stalk, the root be
low the retreat of the maggot will force out new
shoots capable of producing wheat. Number 3,
proves the effect of the fly on shallow wheat, and
hews, that the maggots easily find their way to the
embrio crown, between the points marked E and B

Doctor M's drawing, to the destruction of the
plant, if no corcmal roots are formed. Number 4,
evinces the instinctive propensity of the maggots to

descend as near to the crown of the plant as the}' can
mber 5, demonstrates that a double set of roots

and branches is no proof that wheat is covered an
unnatural depth, and also shews that the maggots do

penetrate the caudex to the embrio crown, when
that is so far below the surface as the plants ir^ this

wheat about the 10th of October last. ,;i spo
of well prepared earth, and regulated the deptli
each grain by a graduated stick,—depositing them
two in a hole, from one to three inches. Upon ex-
aminali 111, about the first of this month he found the
wheat wliicli had been buried three inches at first, was
then out more than an inch and a half below the sur-
face :—so much had the soil, which was stiff and livery.

These are the facts furnished by the King William
Farmer in confirmation of the opinion which he had
at first advanced ;

" that early and deep seeding was
certainly a better precsution in his soil and climate,
against the fly, than " grazing," or perhaps any other
.imdej and probably would prove so, in the other
soils and climates of Virginia." The soil In the sec-
iion of country where he lives is generally poor, ami
lias a considerable mixture of sand : yet his crops of
ivlieat for 1817, 1818, and 1819,. have exceeded by
about one thousand bushels the crops produced in
my three preceding years, although his latter prac-
tice has been to sow early and deep. Whether his
facts and conclusions agree well together, must be
left to every man to determine for himself ;—we must

agree however, that they merit the closest and
most attentive examination. Dr. Merriwether, for
whose character I entertain the highest respect, with-
out having any personal acquaintance, was, I am
confident, entirely to be relied upon, for any matter
of fact, which he would publish as such. Bllt his
opinions and conclusions were, I presume, no more
exempt from error, than those of other equally re-

,1 r .
.^ £c - »i I

- .1 « i^- spectable men. An attentive revision of his letter,
these facts were not sufficiently conclusive, the " King nnrl of iiio ^nmm,,,,;^.!;^ u- i i,^ -i i •., •* i,

w;n: •;-„-„„.. i ...i., f...„:„i,„., I t.i.£..°*™ "* the communication which he assailed m it, has
satisfied me of two things :—The first is, that he mis-
understood the " King William Farmer," in thinking
that he had laid down, as a universal proposition,
what he only maintained from his own experience, to
be true in regard to his particular section of country;
and the amount of his wheat crops for several years
which have been continually increasing in defiance of
the fly, affords a tolerably conclusive proof, that as
far as it goes, his opinion is correct. The second
conclusion which this investigation has produced in
my mind is, tliat the Doctor's drawing, like many
other Diagrams by which we undesignedly deceive
ourselves and others,—is tin illustralion, rather than
a fact. In other words, it is not a representation (if

I [understand his letter) of wheat plants, actually
sown by him at different depths, and examined at
that particular stage of their growth, with a view to
ascertain the truth of conjectures previously formed
on this subject ;—but it is rather a delineation of an
mage fornied in the mind's eye, and there accommo-
dated to certain opinions, before adopted by the
writer, for the better elucidation of which he uses this

device,

I can in no other way reconcile the palpable contra-
dictions which appear between him, and the " King
William Farmer;"—both of them being men of un-
questionable ver.acity ;—the first producing only a
drawing in confirmation o." his opinion, whilst the last

exhibits a numoer of actual wheat plants in a state

which appears irrefragab'y to refate all the conclusions
deduced from the aforesaid paper delineation.

I trust sir, that you will readily believe me inca-
bundle evidently prove it

each bundle, were at first buried considerably
deeper than their present appearance would lead us
to believe, the " King William Farmer" proved by
Tie following experiment. He sowed some Chili

• We h.ave caused to be made a correctly engraved
representation of these plants, and the reader will see

that it justifies Mr. Garnett's conclusions. The smut
ch we apprehend will prove even a more dire-

fill pestilence than the fly—will, we hope, under.
go the most rigid investigations of gentleman farmers.

How can men of inquiring habits, more usefully or

pleasantly spend their leisure moments than in prose-
cuting investigations, so essentially connected with their

prosperity ?

Editor .imericaii Farmer,

That all the plants pable of being actuated, in the smallest degree, by
spirit of controversy in what [ have written, or that
my regard for a living friend, can have led me to

aim at depreciating departed worth, in the character

of a gentleman with whom I had no personal acquain-
tance. Amicus Plato, sed magis amica Veritas, is

my motto; and I trust will ever regulate my prac-

ice. My sole motive for what I have said, is to pre-
ent, so far at le.ast, as depends upon me, the pro.

ceedings of a society in whose success I feel a deep
' iterest, from being instrumental in disseminating

erroneous opinions connected with the objects of its

institution. If any such shall at any time find their

way into our Pamphlets, or Books, it is the duly of

every member, I think, to endeavour to show wherein
the error lies. That kind of pride which makes ug
persevere in \vrong, from the shame of acknowledging'

is of all others the most pernicious in its con-
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sequences i it is in fact one ot the greatest obstacles to

iraprovement in evciy art and science, the friends and

lovers of which should make a common cause in waguig

war against it—usque ad in'.erniciimeni.

Tliere arc some general reflections suKgested by this

variance of opinion between two good farmers, wliicli

1 beg leiive to submit for the consideration of our bro-

ther agriculturists. Upon careful examination we shall

find that the same plant, be the kind what it may be,

will, where nature (who never does jouvney-work) has

the entire management protrude its roots deep or shal-

low, in proportion to the nature of the soil. Hence we

should think it would suggest itself to every one occu-

pied in planting or sowing, that they could not do bet-

ter than to practice the lessons of this all wise and

bountiful Counsellor, by varying the depth of whatever

they sow or plant according to her unerring rules. Al'

that man has to do, is to fuid out, as well as he cau;

what these rules are, for when he does he can no long

er go wrong. If there be any truth in these remarks^

no particular depth of sowing wheat, or indeed any

thing else, will answer equally well in all soils and situa

tions J but each man must ascertain it for himself, where

his farm dillers materially, eitlier in situation or soil

from the farms of those, who have given him the result

of their experience. This accuracy 1 think, we may

venture to say, no farmer has yet attained ; so that the

subject is still open for farther investigation, It hap-

pens, however, very fortunately for us, considering the

insuperable difficulty of human precision in such mat-

ters, that a beneficent Providence has so ordered in

Allth

this, as in other things, that absolute preci.slon

essential to a considerable degree of success. Hlajits

are endowed with an aptitude to flourish, and to mature
their fruits and seeds under circumstances far from
being the most favourable to the attainment of their

highest degree of perfection. That their is some pre-

cise point, better suited than any other to ensure this

result, I think we can have no reason to doubt ; and it

is surely very desirable (o ascertain it. But to apply tli

reasoning to wheat. Since we can make very good
crops, although the depth to which we bury the seed
may vaiy from 1 to 3, 4 or 5 inches ; there seems to I't

>o valid ground, either for ridiculing each others prac
tice in this particular, or for an-aigning each others un-
derstanding. It is sufficiently diffijcult by any means to

prevail on agricultural men, pub icly to communicate
their experience, either anonymously, or under their

own proper names. Let us carefully then abstain from
any thing calculated to prevent it ; at least until we are
in danger of being overdosed with such kind of med'
cine. Perhaps when you get through this long epistle

you may think the writer himself in some danger of
transgressing his own precept against too much physic
of this kind. If he is, let him receive that sort of cas-

tigation which preaching one thing, and practising ano-

ther, ought always to provoke. With every wish for

the success of your highly laudable, and (as far as I can
judge) judiciously conducted undertaking, in publisi

ing the "" American Farmer."
I remain, sir, your obed't senant,

JAMES M. GARNETT.

= J*o. 1.01.1. New Wo. 1,

=-No. 1. 01(1. A. Seminal shoots-
No. 1. Neu, Similar to till first ; In

No. 2. Here llie coronal shoots at B.
Ko, 3, But one set ofshoots entirely
Kof. 4 Here in the first figure, il,. I

fn-shsctb. Th. ^.

Tather more than .^•.

No, 5. Here the coronaUli- put forth fi'oui the

ndles ofplants, numbered 1. 2, 3, 4 , and 5,
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" O happy, if he knew his happy state,

'J'he swaiuj who free from bus'ness anti debate,
Keceives his easy food from nature's hand.
And first returns of cultivated land."

TO MY NEPHEW.
In a few years, my dear boy, you will come

into the possession of eight hundretl pounds, left

you by your uncle P n. 1 thought I re-

marked, when 1 heard from you the other day,
that you had not yet determined what profession
orc»llin(r to adppt. But I ihouRht I discovered a

hankering after some one of the various callings

which have, unfortunately for themselves, and
for our country, fascinated loo many of our youtli

for the last twenty or thirty years. Ditssed out
by ignorance in the gaudy trappings of a false

geniilily, these callings and others, though well
enough when jtrofierhj chosen, have leil away
from the great avenues of independence, and]

happiness, thousands who have permitted them
selves to be unwittingly fancy-smitten by them
Law, Physic, the compting-house, oflice, (even
though it be the place of a mere copying clerk)
and other avocations rise to the view, invested
with ideal harms, absorbing all other thoughts,
as if the Mechunic eiris, and ylgricutture, were fit

only for clowns and slovens ! I am no enemy to
^judicious selection of any of these professions
or callings. Lawyers may be useful. Physicians
certainly are so, especially in our age of' foolish
luxury, so are merchants and clerks. Bui I cai
see no reason why every child nov. -a-days, shouUi
be taught to look out as soon as he can sec, after
one or other of these ; and have no power ovei
his vision by which to direct it to an observation ol

avocations, which, to say the least of ihem, an
erjually honourable, and certainly promise a larg
er portion of happiness.

Now thei e is no reason for this universal look-
ing after certain professions to the exclusion ot

others, but certain it is, that pride, toolish pride,
engendered by laziness, has taught too many
young men to believe, that any calling, even
though it be to lounge life aw-ay behind a pine
counter, dealing out smoke-pipes and whiskey,
is more respectable than farming ! this ridicu-
ous fancy must have had birlh given to it by the
tame which commercial men acquired, when
even the humblest adventurer was more dignifi-
ed than are the proudest and most successful of
the present times : and when the tide of nier-
hant carried along with it a just import of res-
pect and dignity. But the name has long since
ceased to be the criterion of honour. Even shop-
keepers have assumed this hitherto dignified
title, and we find " Merchants" even down to
our very cross roads, whilst the noble depart-
ments of Mechanics, the arts, and Jgriculture,
the first and last especially, the very pillars of
our individual and national glory, have been
abandoned, too generally abandoned, as if fit

only for clowns and beggars ! Cinchmatus nor
Washington neither of them estimated tliose dis-

tinguished callings by such a standard as this.

And it would be wisdom,—nay it would be hu-
manity, it would be patriotism, in Americans to
turn the current of their children's taste away
from such falsely honoured callings, to irrigate,
enrich and adorn the face of our beloved coun-
try, and by thus doing it honour and enrich
themselves.

But " we must have Laioyers." Well, be it so,
But pray my dear boy, do not you be a lawyer:
unless indeed you can be certain that nature has
amply provided you with the raw materials and a
good set of machinery to work them up. Look
at the American bar, full of lawyers, office manu-
factured lawyers ; but how few of nature's own
make ?Patrick Henry was indeed strongly mark-
ed, but he took the law as some people lake the
small pox, in the natural way ; and if you can
catch it thus then my dear boy be a lawyer.
And we must have Physicians ; true, but then
highly as I honour the healing art, do not be a
physician, unless you can assure yourself of pos-
nessing an intuitive faculty for the profession, and
unless your education shall be perfect in all the
branches into which this profession runs. We
have too many doctors now-a-days, and that may
be one reason why we have so many deaths. Iii-

temperance, and its companion idleness, kill

about one half of mankind ; and Doctors, so call-
ed, nearly the other. To be a physician implies
a great deal. Nature and education must go
hand-in-hand, or the practice must be in general
deathly affair. I love the healing art, but I do

not like to see it undertaken by any, save those
whom jEsculapius himself would delight to ho-

And we must have Merchants," very true,
nor can I have any objections to your becoming
merchant, legiiimately so called, provided you

ran command means of your own, and provided
you have that vast compass of knowledge which
'mplied in the undertaking. Without these the

ship is less liable to be overturned by the blasts

which assail her, or the storms that often whelm
her in the deep, than you would be to be ruined.
\nd as to the local pin-counting, tape measur-
ing calico-folding unfortunates, (for unfortunates
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they truly ?re) who crowd our towns anc\ villages.

(I know we must have such conveniences) but

I never see one of these my fellow citizens, thus

employed, unless he be lame or halt, or has

been overtaken by some disabling calaniity,

without a sentiment of commiseration and pity !

Who if he h:id health, and strength, would choose

to imprison himself thus, and fade, and idle his soonest

life away in an employment fit only for the weak

er sex, or for invalids, when the Earth invites,

and poiniing to her broad lap, bids the youth re

pair to her and reap health, wealth, and happi

ness ? Pray never go behind a counter, unless

you shall be doomed to it by some calamity that

shall unfit you for the nobler honours of the field,

And leave copying-clerk's births, to the unfortu-

nate and dccrepid ; to the aged and worn-out

and to those who love to dream over a sort of

endless vacuity, to whom Ihought is painful, and

intellectual exertion too intolerable to be borne

Never consent to dangle your fine well made
legs around a three-legged stool ; nor cramp
your breast over the edge of a writing desk

though it be made of mahogany, or covered with

green cloth.

Id my next I will point out more particularly

the course I should love to see you enter upon

:

meanwhile I beg leave to assure you that I am
sincerely your friend -

but when once heated, they will retain their tern

perature longer, than substances with a rough

face, or a dark colour. But bodies of the

latter description, radiate best what heat they con-

tain, and of course co'ol soonest, as well as /leat

Hence we see that the prudent housewife

does more than merely consult her taste, when
he /leats her coffee in a dark vessel, and then

retains it /lot on the table in a highly polished

«!7w7- coffee-pot orurn.—From this circumstance

too, it is, that a while painted or stuccoed house

throws off so much reflected heat, and absorbs

little, that it is always cooler in summer than

tnother house, and on the contrary it is always

FuR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

On Heat a\\«V CloiLlving

We have all been for some time complaining

so much of the heat, which so incessantly pours

upon us, that I was induced to put together Ih

following observations on radiant heat, or free

caloric, and the manner in which the laws of

radiation and reflection, may be practically ap

plied to the comfort of man in those seasons

which are disagreeably warm.
Experiments have proven that rays of heat

are transmitted to us from the sun, accompany
ing those of light, yet distinct from them in every

respect, but that of the velocity of their flight,

and a nearly equal capability of reflection.—

I

addition to this rejlectibility, heat can also be re.

dialed. Ey radiation in contradistinction to n
flection, is meant the tendency that heat has, to

leave a body possessing it in a sensible state. This

tendency like reflection is dependent on, and

modified by the colour and condition of the sur

face of a body ; and is but little influenced by

the internal conducting powers of the substance,

Bodies that radiate heat well, absorb it also

equally well, when radiated on them. They
consequently heat sooner than other bodies

By rejlection of course is understood, the

throwing back again from a surface those rays

of heat which fall upon it, and cannot readily en

ter the substance, on account of its peculiarities

of surface.—A curious difference obtains be-

tween the process of radiation and that of re-

flection ; and it is in availing ourselves of this

difference, that we may render the laws of heat

subservient to our comfort. It is a fact that a

colour or surface which radiates or lets off heat

well, refiects it badly ; and on the contrary, the

surface of a body, which from its gloss or colour

reflects h luell, radiates or loses its internal heat

filowly. Polished surfaces and light colours re-

heat best, and resist our attempts to heatlexpended. Of the errors of their predi

hem, when we direct calorific rays upon them ; the managers of these undertakings do not avail

mer in winter ; as it will not so readily let conveying 2i tons of coal, and at a

themselves, w ith a view to their avoidance for the

future, and most especially in this state. For the

viodus ojierandi which has been the source of

expense and failure in New York, (see a late

statesman,) has been pursued ab originie in S.

Carolina. However, leaving all this mismanage-
ment and extravagance to speak, as it will and
loudly too, at the meeting of the legislature, I

would beg now to ask your opinion, and that of

some of your numerous valuable correspondents

on the subject of rail ways. As a very triumph-
ant and decided proof of their success, I would
quote to you the one framed by a Mr. Blenkensop,

f Leeds, (Eng.) on which he has fixed one steam
wagon, which impels, I believe, 20 others, each

very trivial

he heat which it possesses pass out of it.—

F

the principles laid down, we should also infer the

propriety of white washing our sitting rooms in

the winter, and dark washing them in the sum-

mer. And also that hats, umbrellas, /larasols,

d all other screens intended to keep off the

heat of the sun, should be of a white colour,

ut to apply these remarks to clothing : it will

follow that when the external heat is as great or

greater than that of the body, we should wear

white or light coloured clothes, to repel the flood

of calorific rays that infringe upon us. Again if

we are in the shade, where in hot weather the

temperature is mostly below ninety-eight de

grees (the heat of the human body,) we sho\dd

wear dark clothes, to render ourselves more
comfortable. This would let the superior tern

perature of the body be diminished by the free

passage of heat from it. Heat always tends

to an equilibrium, and soon effects it, where

none of the above-named obstacles are inter

posed.

If v/e wish then to keep out heat, we must

wear non radiating or reflecting colours ; and the

same also when we want to keep off excessive

external heat. A man whose occupation leads

him to be more out of doors than in the house,

ought to wear light colours winter and summer ,

whereas one who pursues his business under co

ver, ought to wear black clothes in the summer
and white in the winter.

July 7th, 1S20. FRANKLIN.
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ROADS AND CANALS.

Camden, S. C. 4th July, 1820.

Sir,—The highly useful character of your

paper, together with its rapidly increasing cir-

culation, induces me to hope you will pay the

attention, now really become necessary, to the

subject of roads. To those at a distance from
the parts of the union where the high-ways

ceive due attention, it is reall/ a subject of the

last importance ; and more especially in those

states, where large sums of money are now
pending in making roads, and in such a manner
as in no way to promise a beneficial result. Th.e

modern approved and experienced theory of

making them is abandoned, and not being made
by contractors pledged to a faithful execution of

their work, the public treasure will be fruitlessly

expense. A view of the wagon is to be found

in Blair's Preceptor, recently republishe'd in Phi-

ladelphia, and would furnish a valuable addition

to the numerous and beautiful wood-cuts, with

hich you have favoured your readers.

I am fearful of intruding on you a subject

not popular, " roads, v/hich" as Mr. Darby in

his Emigrants' Guide well observes, " should

precede instead of follow emigration," are al-

ogether left to themselves, while rivers that in

the more fruitful seasons as to water, are par-

tially closed for 6 or 8 months in the year, are

eceiving sedulous attention. Towns and cities,

that by the opening of a few road outlets might

become doubly wealthy and populous, are wait-

ing for a circuitous and uncertain channel by the

means of rivers. These good people forget the

rapid process of evaporation and aljsorption, go-

ing on in a climate so warm as the United

States. They forget that where one person

can use a navigation, one hundred can use a

road. They forget that in a country abounding,

as this now does, in the necessaries of life, land

may be made cheaper than water carriage. They
forget the immense mass of capital heaped to-

gether by the united efforts of land carriers.

They forget how rapid and easy communica-
tions in a country contribute to diminish local

prejudices, and unite the feelings of its people.

It would be well if the gentlemen now en-

gaged in Philadelphia, on the subject of internal

manufactures, would take this part of the subject

nto their consideration ; for while people in the

Southern states find it more easy to procure either

necessaries, conveniencies, or luxuries from Eng-
land or France, all the exertions of their eastern

friends to supijly them will be unavailable, and

no advantage will be reaped to the United States

from the low price of labour in the middle and

Northern sections. This leads me to observe

how useful it would be, to obtain an accurate ac-

count of the price of labour in the various parts

of the Union, with a view to an equalization of

its benefits. The national wealth that might be

accumulated in this way would be immense

;

for w hat is now forbidden by the vast expense

would then be adopted, and in no more impor-=

tant instance than that of building. As an ex-

ample of the fact, I would beg to state the ge-

neral price in the upper parts of S. Carolina of

bricklaying, the moderate charge of two dollars

per diem, this has operated to the prevention of

brick buildings in many instances, so as to now

become imperatively necessary, at least wherev^
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cr it is practicable. But the state ot the roads

in-eclude that IVee communication, which circu-

lates the labour of the country. It is such as to

allow only men oCwcaltli to tiavcl. It keeps pro

visions high in one district, while it is rotting in

another, as was the case eighteen months since

in llie middle of South Carolina, and southern

counties of N. Carolina, Corn was sellinp; here,

and scarce, at gl 00 and SI 50, while at the

same instant it was selling in Mecklingburgh,

between 80 and 100 miles distant for 75 cents.

Proof upon proof could I adduce, but I hope

it is unnecessary ; however I would close the

communication by asking if the state of Virginia

had opened a road from Kichmond and Peters-

burgh to the north cast corner of Tennessee

—

another in a direction towards Augusta, (Geo.)

What would not have been the commerciaj|rest

wealth they both would have amassed ?

I am sir, yours, lk.c.

A C.\MDONIAN.

P. S. When Brindley, the Duke of Bridge

water's Engineer, was before the House of Com-

mons, in order to urge a canal bill, one of tiie

members asked him very triumphantly, "and

what Sir would you do with the rivers?" " I

would keep them'to fill my canals." This hovv-

ever was in a climate remarkable for its humidi-

ty. In this country, as remarkable for its aridity,

if Brindley had b'eea asked the que.stion, I have

little doubt he would have said, " to drain the

soil." This is their legitimate use.

Some of the reasoning of a Camdonian every one

must think just. In favour of good artificial roads of

rail wavs and of promoting the easy and cheap dis-

tribution of the iiroducts of labour, I accord with him
luUy, but we are at a loss to imagine why he seems
to think it necessary to his argument to lay violent

hands on rivers and canals, the best and cheapest ii

their uses of all possible highways ; and further,

how can a drain be useful in an arid soil, and how
can a river be useful for that purpose ?

E,l. Am. Fi.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER

Bon/iland's useful exertions in the region -water-

ed by the river La Plata.

The distinguished naturalist, Mr. Bonpland

continues as much occupied as ever, at Buenos

Ayres, in his Botanical and other pursuits. He
is himself a colossus of industry and science-
Through the hon. S. L, Mitchell andC. A. Rod
nev, Esqrs. several particulars have reached us,

concerning this amiable and valuable man.

Mr. Bonpland, entertains the warmest friend

ship for Mr. Rodney, from whom, among other

good offices, he had received a box of the Sea-

Island Cotton seed of Georgia. The Dictator,

Fraucia, has granted him permission to visit the

country which he governs, and of which every

body entertains high notions. He believes he will

erijoy the high satisfaction of planting the cotton

of ihe Fredonian states in the soil of Paraguay,

siuiated in about the 33d degree of south latitude,

and he promises to proclaim to the world, if this

agricultural experiment succeeds, the signal be

nefil that South America has derived from the

north. Since the thanks of his fellow 'citizens

irom the warmer states had been tendered to

him, for his instrumentality in introducing the

of the Jrabian Date bearing Palm into

South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Louisia-

Dr. Mitchell has on no occasion experi-

enced a more cordial sentiment, than on learning

the probable result of planting our Sea-Island

cot'on in Paraguay, for the benefit of the great

'ly of man. Mr. B. since Mr. R's departure

has made three excursions to the Panama Islands

Buenos Ayres. Those spots of earth, never

before visited by any scientific explorer, afforded

him a considerable number of plants, insects,

birds, and other interesting objects. In the mean
time his botanical garden has not been neglected,

tablishment in which he procures and com
bines every thing that promises benefit to the

country, or utility to science. Should this land be

ed to quiet, and the inhabitants lay aside the

ferocious spirit of making war upon each other,

which so unhappily possesses them, the sciences

would be truly the gainers. As soon as practica-

ble Mr. B. intends to perform a journey through

Paraguay. This gentleman professes the most
lively desire to be useful to the United States,

by sending seeds, roots, specimens, and articles

of every kind, from the southern hemisphere

that we may desire from curiosity or improve
ment. It must be agreeable for our fellow ciii

zens to know that measures have been taken, by

the United States ship Constellation, to request

a supply.

roB THE amehicajj iabjieii.

THE EMPLOYMENT
Of owx Cri-ain, T\'\\it, &c

The employment of our grain, in the brewery and
distillery, is an object of immense importance. It is

said that from the state of the foreign molasses trade

of 1819, we might rely in the next five years, upon
0,000,000 of gallons of foreign molasses heintr

imported, of which 8,000,000 gallons would be used
in preparing spirits and other drinks, our own dis-

tilleries from grain, fruit and the cane, including this

foreign molasses, distilled, were computed in the

A. U. 1818, to be 36,000,000 gallons of spirits, besides

beer from grain and molasses. The government of

Hayti or St. Domingo, having forbidden the impor-
tation of spirits, are manifestly determined to distil

their molasses. It will no longer come to us. What
we do get from other places must rise to a price too

high for profitable distillation. We shall want
much grain then to make spirits and beer, in lieu of

molasses as will supply the place of 8,000,000 gallon

of that foreign molasses. This at two and a halt

gallons of spirit to the bushel, will occasion a new
and great demand for 3,200,000 bushels of grain, and
must seriously tend to keep up the price of our pre

sent crops of 1820.

All our grain, flour, and meal exported last year

was less than 5,000,000 of bushels ; so that the above
new demand for grain in lieu of foreign molasses,

will be more than sixty per cent upon our late ex
pons. We recommend to the producers of grain,

fruit, molasses of the cane, and all other materials

for the brewery distillery, with domestic wine, cider

and perry, the most serious and timely consideration

of the obvious and sure ctfects of the prohibition of

the importation of spiiits into the kingdom of Hayti,

which lias been recently promulsated. The culture

of 36,000,000 lbs, of sugar in 1819, with 140,000,000

lbs. of cotton and tobacco, and rice, have reduced
our exports of grain, flour and meal one half The
growir.g consumption of our manufacturers, internal

improvements and navigation, and' the supplies for

foreign and coasting seamen, have doubtless contri

butcd. Our tierj culiures and our new occuJtaUojit

have certainly reduced our exfiorted surplus of
sjrain. Hour, and mt.iL We are not lik'-ly to have
very heavy surpluses of these to send abroad. The
mprovement in the distillation and lijiennig of our
domestic liquors should be remembered The vine
vill aid us on the subject of liquors, in wine and
irandy. We should try to supplant foreign distilled

pirits by the cheap and good manufacture of our
iwn. We yet import several millions of gallons of
foreign spirits. * • * #

^mm w^mm^,
BALTIMORE, FUIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1320.

i^ Among the labours in the field of American
agricultural literature, the last address of Richard
Peters, Esq. President of the Philadelphia agricul-

tural Society, merits particular attention. It will be
found in the 4th volume of that society's memoirs,
under the title of " A''otices for Young Pai-mers,"

" an epitome of good husbandry," in L\'.
pages. It is the 8th article in the table of contents,

prefixed to the volume. Mr Peters, accustomed to
all the walks of a liberal education and manners,
has a peculiar facility in adapting himself to the
youngest and the plainest men in the corps of indus-
try. His epitome deserves an early republication,

with his amendments, and a perfect index, as a first

hand book for the states producing the disposable
surplus of our bread grains, green esculents, and
meat cattle, and as a book which will be useful as to

general principles and views throughout the union.

It is a concoction of the experience, reading, and re-

flection of a life through full half of which he has
been practically agricultural, and in the habit of

written and oral communications, with many very
considerable men in that pursuit, of all parts of our
union and various countries of Europe. Though dis-

tinctly and emphatically /;rac«ca/, from the turn of

his life, conversation and character, this gentlaman
exhibits the real and diversified advantages of " a
book farmer," derived from the ancient pages of

Cato,"Varro and Columella, and those of Rozier and
Sinclair, Chaptal, Young, and Davy, and his own
American precursors and contemporaries. The four

volumes ot the Philadelphia Society's memoirs com-
prising a long series of years, constitute a monument
of his patrioric, steady and beneficent exertions ap-
parent on their face.

Present Prices of Couiitn/ Produce in this Market.
Actual sales of Wheat—White, 90 to 93 cents, de-

clining—Red, 85 to 90 cts.—Corn, 42 to 45 cts-—Rri!.

40 to 42 cts.—Oats, 20 to 25 cts—Hay, per ton S14 to

S15-STRAW, S^ to S^l—HeRbi-vgs, No. 1, S2 75 to

S3—»o. No. 2, S2 12i to 82 50—Shah, No. 1, S6 to

S5 50—Do. No. 2, §5 to S5 50

—

1'okk, prime percwt.

814 to S14 50—Beef, from S^ to §12 50—Flovh.
from the wagons, §4 25—Whiskey f: cm do. 35 to 36
cents

—

Butter, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts

—

Eggs, per. dozen
12 to 15 cts

—

Veal, per lb, 6 to 8 cts.—Lamb, per. qrt.

i7l to 50 cts

—

Beef, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams,
14 cts—MiDDLiKGS, 10 cts—Live Cattle, §6.- Chick-

ens, per doz. §2 to §2 50—Potatoes, 37* to 50 cts—
Tar, §2 25 scarce-ToBPESTiNK, soft, §2 25—.spirits,
do. 35 cts—Pitcu, §2 25—Bacos, hog round, 7 to 8

cts.

—

Lahd, 11 to 12 cts.—PoBK, prime 12 to 14 cts.

—

Black-Eye Peab, 65 to 70 cts.—Shingles best, Deep
Creek, S8 50—Do. Small, §4 75 to S5,—Floorisc
Plank, 5-4, S26—l-ondon White Lead, §4 25—Ame-
rican do. S3 75—Boiled Oil, SI 37*—Feathers, 5ii

to 62i cts.—Cdtton, Upland, 20 to 21 cts.—Marylan.l

ToiiAcio, actual sales, 3 hhds. from Anne Arundel, :u

§17 50—1 do. at S8—2 lilids. from Montgomei

fired, at SlO and Sl4—4 do. from do. unfirod, afge .i-

9 hluls fioni Calvert County, 5 crop, at 7S—4 do. .:<

second at B4—3 hhds. from Frederick, fired, wagon. :•

gl4_I2 hhds. from Charles county, at 88 and §1-"-

" lot do. do. at gSSl^ and §13-No sales of Airg^ .

ToH.u.o. .

JOHN S. SKIXNEB, EDITOR.
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AGIUCULTURE.

H^emavls^s ou SioiVmg.
[Commimicatcil bu the Hon. Josiah Quincij.]

The practice of " soiling' cattle," as it is called, or

keeping them, all the year round, in their stables,

with only a daily and short liberty ot' a yard, having

been a frequent subject of the attention, and an object

of a proffered premium, by the Board of Trustees of

the Massachusetts Society tor promoting Agriculture,

1 shall, in conformity with their request, communicate
my own practice and experience, on that mode of ma-
naging stock.

Previously, however, to stating any observations,

upon the results of my own experience, I think it

may be useful to abstract and digest into a regular form,

some of the princip;d tiicts and reasonings of transatlan

tic farmers. These may tend to attract the attention of

our practical husbandmen more forcibly to the subject

and enable those, whose farms and capital are in a con
dition that auihcrizes the adopting of this mode, to do
it with more faciUiy and success.

Tliere are six distinct advantages, which those, who
advocate soiling, propose to themselves by the practice,

and on which they establish the preference of this mode
to the common one of pasturing cattle during the sum-
mer.

1st. The saving of land.

2d. The saving of fencing.

3d. The econoraizinsr of rood.

4th. The better condition and greater comfort of the
cattle.

5th. The greater product of milk.

6th. The attainment of manure.
The only offset to all these advantages is the labour

of raising and cutting the food, and feeding and taking
care of the stock,

Isl. The saving of land. In relation to this fact,

there can be no question. All European writers assert

it. They differ only as to the degree of saving which
results. Some assert that it is as one to three. Others,
as o7ie to seven. Others assert the saving to be yet
greater. That is, one acre kept for soiling inllffo as fat
as three or seven kept for pasture, in the support of stock
It is not important to analyze this point farther. For
every practical purpose, the evidence is sufficient, to
satisfy every mind, tliat a very great saving of land
suits from this practice, and that on farms, -where the
ivhole soil is capable of being- ploughed, the economy of
soiling is great j and on all sucli farms may profitably
be adopted, provided that the expenses, incident to the
mode, do not counterbalance these advantages.

It may be, however, useful to observe that the rea-
son of the diversity of statement, in relation to the de
gree of saving, among European writers, results from
the different ways, in which the land, used for soiling,

is cultivated for the purpose of raising food. Some

and asevere one very sensibly; a tact, of which everyman
may convince himself by observing cattle, at pasture,

in dry seasons. Now one great benefit, resulting from
stall feeding, is that it makes the condition of cattle,

in as grtat a degree as possible independent of varia-

this economy. Nor does it seem to be practicable, to|tlons ot the season ; and although an absolute inde-

be made, upon any principle, applicable to farms in ge- pendence is impossible, yet it is always much greater

leral. 11 will be obviously greater, or less, according in stall feeding than it can be in any mode of]

nee ; ana of keeping it in repair ; but also of the

land occupied by the fences ; and of all the headlands,

hich are necessarily left on each side the fence ; and
hich are usually an apology for slovenliness and a re-

fuge for vermin. I have seen no precise

to the previous condition of the fences, and the ordi-

nary necessity of erecting such as are usually deemed
equisite on each particular farm. Here also the great-

less of the economy is, every where, so obvious as to

render any particular calculations unimportant. The
general effect of soiling cattle is, to render all

fences absolutely useless ; excepting those which surround
the buildings, and lead from these to the highway. A
farm thus relieved from interior fences, not only en
joys all the exemptions from great actual and great
mnual expenditures, but also there are other facilities,

n its management, resulting from this absence of in-

terior fences, which are obvious and considerable.

There is no waste land. The whole may be divided
into cultivation, with precise reference to the state of
soil. When the plough runs, the length of the furrow
is determined only by the judgment of the projirietor.

It presents to the eye a scene of cultivation ; neat, or-

derly and beautiful

id. The economy offood. There are six ways by
which beasts destroy the article destined for their food.
'.. By eating. 2. By walking, 3. By dunging. 4. By
taling. 5 By lying down. 6. By breathing on it. Of themselves against posts provided for the purpose. If

tisfy themselves with enriching the former pasture
and cutting the grass it produces, for the soiling use.
Others plough up the pasture, raise cabbages or other
succulent food, on which they support their stock. Now
it is plain the result of a comparison of saving of land
made between an acre of enriched pasture, and an acre,
appropriated to the latter of thess modes of husbandry,
must be very different.

In either case, the economy is sufficiently great, and,
if nothing else be an offset for the advantage, this must
be decisive.

2rf. Saving offencing. Here also is a great and de
cided economy. It includes not only the saving of the
material used for fencing ; the labour of making tht

The want of sufficient exercise, which is insepa-

rable from this mode of feeding in stalls, is a popular,

and when not tested by fact, is deemed an unanswer-
able objection. Yet all those who have made the ex-

• periment, and whose opinions I have seen expressed

upon the subject, are unanimous in declaring that no
ill effect results from this circumst.ance. One writer

asserts that he has kept a large herd for several years,

in this way, and during the whole time " he never bad
an animal essentially sick, had never one die, and had
never one miscarry."

It is to be observed that stall feeding; of cattle, does
not imply keeping cattle in stalls, or in the house the

whole time. It only intends, always feeding them there,

and keeping them there the chief of the time. On
the contrary, it is an essential part of the system, to let

them loose in yards, well shaded either artificially, or

by trees, at least two hours in the forenoon, and as

many in the afternoon. Here they lay themselves at

their ease, in the best ruminating attitudes, or move
round taking some exercise in that act, or in rubbing

six, the first oiJy is useful. All the others
wasteful.

By pasturing, the five last modes are exercised with-
out any check, or compensation. By keeping in the
house, they may be all prevented totally by great care

;

and almost totally, by very general and common at-

ention.

It IS on the saving, resulting from this prevention of
vaste, that much of the economy of this mode of keep-
ing beasts depends. In pastures, whatever is trod upon,
or is affected by their dung, or their urine, is laid upon

'ong breathed upon, is lost. And thi^ waste is

always in proportion to the richness and the productive
power of tlie pasture ; for just in that proportion is the
quantity of food injured by all the five modes of de-
struction above stated. Wliereas the s.irae being cut
and delivered to them sparingly, in point of time, but
sufficiently in point of quantity, will every particle of it

' consumed. Besides, it is found by experience, that,

in this mode of feeding, beasts will eat many products
of the earth in the stall, which they will absolutely re-

ject in the pasture.

ilh. T/ie better condition and greater coinfurt of the

cattle.

The condition of cattle will always depend chiefij

upon the quantity and the quality of the food, and re-

gularity of their supply. In all these respects, feeding
in the stall has the advantage of pasturing, because in

stall feeding, all are under the guidance of intelligence

and discretion, and nothing is left to accident ; whereas,
pasturing, the beasts are left to their own care. When

the pastures are good, and there is a great surplus of
food upon them, the difference is not, in this respect,

great; but as soon as the pastures become "pinched"
as it is called, by drought, the difference is alway per-
ceptible. Farmers, who pasture their cattle, seldom, if

ever, provide a supply of succulent food, to be in rea-

diness in case of any accidental deficiency of pasture.

The consequence is that, on the pasturing .system, the
summer condition of cattle always depends wholly on
the state of the pastures. Now as every farmer, where

able, does, and ought to stock his pastures up to

their full pasture power, it follows, that even

person will observe the slowness, with which cs.X-

tle' usually walk in their pastures, that while in feeding

they do little more than stand ; and when full, that they

almost invariably lie down, he will hardly believe that

the difference between the exercise thus attained, and
that which they get by having four hours in the day ex-

clusively devoted to that object, can scarcely materially

affect their health. When to this is added the consi-

deration, that when fed in the stall, they are wholly

protected from eating any noxious vegetables ; from
Irinking bad wiiter ; from all injury from being wor-
•ied by dogs, or one another; that they are kept
through the'heat of the day in the cool shades ; under
-over

; protected from flies ; it cannot be a question

ut that this mode is far more conducive to the health

f the animal than pasturing possibly can be. Expe-
rience is also decisive upon the subject. If the condi-

tion of the animal be, as is here shown, better, it fol-

lows that this state must be more comfortable; for the

one is dependant on the other.

5th. Greater product of jnith. Although it is gene-
rally stated that this is the case, yet I do not recol-

ect having met with any precise comparison upon the

subject. The general apprehension among farmers,

to be, that although the condition of the animal

miiy be better, yet that the tendency of the food to

milk is not so great as when they are permitted to

range in pastures. The truth, however, upon this

point can easily be explained, and in a manner per-

fectly conformable to my own experience. During
the flush of feed, that is, for perhaps the first month
after cattle are turned to pasture, there is little dif-

ference, so far as respects the milk product, between
pasturing and stall feeding. At that time there is

g^enerally a great supply of food ; the cattle are eager

Lifter it. They h.ave great opportunity to select.

—

rhey feed quietly, and take only the most nutritious

and palatable. After this month, if the stall feeder

will, this equality will gradually cease ; and in his fa-

vour. The pasture food almost always grows more
or less scarce, according to the particular character

of the season. Whereas by taking care to provide a

;gular succession of succulent crops, he who feeds his

drought will affect the condition oftheanimalsometliiiigi beasts in stalls may keep the milk product unaffected
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by the slate of the season, to the end of the autumn.|Vember, incUisive, may be considered, strictly bpeak-

6th. The attaitiment of mamins. This is a greatiiig, the soiling season ; by which is viiijerstood, thai

and characteristic benefit, resulting from soiling ; or in which they are fed wit'.i green food in the house.

stall feeding of cattle through the year. In pasturing,

the summer manure is almost wholly lost. It falls

upon rocks, among bushes, in watercourses, on the

sides of hills. It is evaporated by the sun. It is wash-

ed away by the rain. Insects destroy a part.—The
residuum, a dry hard cake, lies sometimes a year upon
the ground ; often impeding vegetation, and never

enriching the eartli, in any thing like the proportion it

would do, if it had been dispo.sited under cover and

kept free from the action of the sun, in appropriate and

covered receptacles, to be carted out annually in the

proper season, and ploughed at once under the surface.

The gain by this saving of the summermanure ofbeasts,

although stated by Kuropean writers, yet it is gene-

rally loosely done, and often in measures of quantity,

or capacity, not easily reducible to those, which pre-

vail in our country It is however, unequivocally very

great and important, and ivell worthy of the solicitude

of every farmer As tlie great object of every farmer

ought to be, to increase his quantity of manures,

there can be no mode preferable to the one liere sug-

gested For suiUible receptacles, or recipients being

provided, every tiling of the nature of excrementitious

matter is preserved and deposited in the soil, at th

leisure and at the discretion of the farmer.

It was the conviction, resulting from the preceding

facts and statements, which lead me to adopt, two or

three years since, the idea of putting my farm into

this mode of management. The particular situation of

it, seemed to point it out as ))recisely suited to such a

mode of conduct. It is a level plam, constituted of

alluvion upon clay, occasionally intermixed with lighter

quality of soil. U has no i'ences but post and rails, so

that by adopting this mode, it might be wholly relieved

from interior fences, the expense of which had ahvifys

been a heavy item in my farm accounts. For the three

J'ears past, I liave been,* in this practice. During tlie

two former years with some occasional deviations.

During the last, regularly, and systematically, without

any deviation. I'he result has been all th.it I anticipa

ted, in every respect. Indeed it has been so satisfac

tory that I think no considerations would induce me to

adopt a different mode in the management of my stock.

The result of my experience has been perfectly con
formable to the statements made by European writers

t My stock has been uniformly healthy ; in a condi-

tion generally superior to my neighbours' ; all of whom
pastured their cattle. In point of milk, during the flush

of feed in June, the product was not inferior to any,

according to the number of my cows, with which I had
an opportunity to compare. In July and August, in my
vicinity the drougth was severe, and the milch cows in

ray neighbourhood fell off in their milk, nearly, and
some, quite, a half. Mine were kept during the

season, witliout any sensible diminution, which could

be attributed to the want of food or its quality. The
cows throve and showed no marks of discontent. None
were materially sick. 1 lost none

With respect to stock, the practice upon my farm

had been from almost time immemorial to keep from
ten to fifteen head of cattle. For the support of

these, about fifty acres of land were appropriated
iluring the summer months. Besides which they

were permitted to range in the autumn over the mow
ing. The result was that in good seasons, the stock

throve anil were kept well. When the seasons were

dry, they fared badly. When the drought was sevti-e

they were shut up and fed upon corn stalks or hay.—
'I'his was the usual course. And the practice aiu

the result is at this day very similar, in all my vicinity

My practice, and the result of the past year were the

following

:

My slock, consisting at an average of twenty cows,

were kept in their stalls through the whole year.—The
practice was to feed them about six times in the d
and to permit them to range in a yard about eighty feet

square, twi. hours in the forenoon and two in the after

noon. Tliey were ke:)t well littered and well ciimed

;

while thi-y were nut of the stahle, the attendant took
that opportunity to clean the stalls, and to supply fresh

litter. During winter, they were fed, as is usual, with

salt and fresh hay and vegetables. From June to No

As this is the critical period, I shall be minute in the

account of my preparations and proceedings.

in the autumn preceding 1 had caused rye to be
sown upon an inverted sward, very tliick, on about

ree acres. Early in April 1 prepared and sowed, in

inner as shall be stated afterwards, about thret- acres

d one quarter of land with Indian corn in drills, 1

io sowed about three acres of oats and buckwheai.
broadcast, at the rate of threi' bushels to the .icri:,

bout the latter end of the month, file whole quan
:ty of land I thus prepared to be used in soiling, in aid

( my grass, did but little exceed nine acres. Of
these, that which I sowed with rye, turned out so poorly,

that 1 never soiled from it more than five days, so that

in fact the land thus prepared did, in efficiency, but

little exceed six acres.

(To be continued.)

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

THE AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 11.

In the opening number on this subject, it was in-

tend i;d to commence such an expositii n of American
agriculture, as would prove our re i'. acquaintance

th the subject, our considerable acquisitions of thdt

knowledge Irom sources abroad other than Engllsli,

and the impossibility, that our knowledge of agricul-

ture in our most considerable and most productive
branches, could have been obtained from the incon-

genial climate and destitution of the cultin'e of tho.se

principal productions in Great Britain and Ireland
The -irticles of rice, indigo, and tobacco, have been
first specified. Before we proceed with our subject,

; cheerfully admit the respectable progress of the
small grain, cattle, and green crop farming and of

gardening and the northern fruits in the United
Kingdom, the use of their pubUcatinns on those

branches, and their progress and improvement in

most things, which pertain to the culture of the 1'

mited productions, of which their two Islands are

apable. It is in a spirit of amity and candour, that
these remarks are made, and not of invidiousness

Fhe subject is too interesting for the admission into

its demonstrations of any little extraneous passions.

A profound and faithful inquiry into the causes,

which have made us a great imfiroving, and agri-

c«/<;«-ci. people in two centuries, will have to us all

beneficial consequences of self examiiiation.
and will be as useful to Great Britain and Ireland,

and the rest of Europe, as our lessons and examples
in the abolition of the slave trade, in the creation

and establishment of religious liberty, in the deposit
of legislative power, in just and wise proportion in

the hands of those who inhabit all our counties,

and in those great moral civil institutions of the unior

and the states, which subjecting the ecclesiastical

and military, to the civil power, secure the devotion
of our own nation to their own country, and receive

the approbation of illustrious men in the most e

nent stations in the old world, and in the remotest
parts of the old and the new world.

we return to our subject and proceed with
the production of cotton in the text book of Mr.
Drayton.
» It appears, that the culture of cotton was so far

known in South Carolina 1754, that a very small

quantity was then exported. We have seen authen
tic evidence, that it was raised in 17J6 in Talbot, o

Maryland. But though it had been grown from those

times in patches in those and the intermediate and
neighbouring provinces or states, it received no par-
ticular attention. The necessities of the revolution-

ary war occasioned it to be raised for home use, so

generally in the cotton region, as to cause production
in the counties of Caoe May and Sussex, on both

sides of the bay of Delaware. But the excitements
of our country to those new cultures and forms of

general and diversified industry, which were ren-

dered necessary by the consequences of the revolu.
tioii, occasioned the cotton to be taken up, and pur-
sued with a new and intelligent spirit, and with
such wonilerful success, that 140,000,000 of pounds
weight were raised for exportation and consumption,
worth, at the value in our various seaports, the vast
sum of 42 millions of dollars. In leading to this cul-
ture the truly respectable powerful Sinclairs, and
Youngs, Somervilles and Davys, the Roziers and
Chaptals of Europe, had no participation. It may
l)e justly affirmed of the American cultivators, that
while they paid considerable attention to the rules
nd practices of the countries of Europe, they have
ot suffered a blind veneration for them to overrule

the suggestions of nature here, nor their own inqui-
ries, reflections and opinions. To this intelligence,

and to their own energy, they owe the creation of
their marvellous cotton crops, which so completely
engaged the southern industry before the establish-

ment of the sugar culture, that not only rice, tobacco,
and indigo, were reduced in quantity, but the grass
and grain farmers of the other states were invited to

iupply them with meat, horses, mules, and bread
stuffs. We refer our readers at home anil abroad
fi,r a neat view of the culture of the various kinds
of cotton, to our author, Mr. Drayton, in his ten
pages 126 to 136. On this subject, we are compelled
to add, that the proudest foreign claimant of an ef-

ficient instrument, in aid of agriculture and tht fire-

/laralion of the culti-vator's crop, must yield the
palm of success to Mr Eli Whitney, the' inventor
of our saia cotton ginning water-mill.—This simple
machine frees cotton from the seed so as to save, by
one man, the labour of 1000 in familiar practice.
Before this invention, we could only raise as much
cotton as we could pick from the seeds or clean by
rollers. Now our agriculture, thus before enchained,
is free and able to supply any demand and produce
any wanted crop.

The Indian corn, or maize or zea has a proper and
regular district, more extensive northward than that

cotton ; though it is raised with considerable
profit and convenience in our five most nortnern de-
grees of latitude, it spreads south and west over our
ten lowest degrees of latitude, as a natural, certain
and valuable crop. In the production of this noble
grain, found among the red natives of America, the
armers of Great Britain and Ireland had no prac-
tice, no knowledge to teach us. We make of it

various kinds of bread, of cake, and of other ali-

mentary preparations the fione ; hominy ; the hoe-
cake j the mush or se/iaun ; the Indian meat pud-
ding ; the boiled and roasting ear ; the kiln dried
and boulted Indian 7ncal for exportation, unheard
of among English culiiuators, milters, baicers, and
house-wives. It was a favourite grain, at the table

our illustrious farmer Washington down to the
epocha, when his glorious sun shed its parting rays
upon the broad field of our national agriculture. We
have opened with this grain new tracks of commerce
and practices in the arts unknown in its region on
the continent of Europe. Freer than any other
species of corn from mucilage, we employ it. in

large proportions without ?nalti?ig, in our breweries

)f ale. and use it, in the same state, in the distillery

)f spirituous liquors The origination, culture, va-

rieties and soils of this production are perspicuously
given in the view of South Carolina, in 136, 137, and
138 pages of our author's work, and in some other
occasonal passages, with other American works. It

is a very general crop ; much more so than wheat
in the Island of Great Britain, or in the southern
moiety of Ireland. The culture of rice, indigo, to-

bacco, cotton, and sugar, the feeding of cur best

pork, and fattest and other beef cattle occasions

far the greatest part of our Indian corn to be con
sumed at home. From its highly saccharine char-^

acter, the leaves, stalks, husks and even lately the
cobs or spikes on which the large grains closelv

srow, ground to a cliaffare a favourite food for ai!

kinds of cattle, and have materially influenced, in

the true Indian corn district, the clearing and cul

tivation of common grass lands,
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A Swisscolany intrixluced the culture ot silk near-

ly seventy years ago in South Car ilina or Puriys-

burg on 'tlie Savannah river, 10,000 pounds were

brought to market in a year. The mulberry suc-

ceeds in various states. A Dutch settlement, '33

years ago, produced excellent silk on the Ashley
river, which flows along one flank of the city of

Charleston. But rice, cotton, tobacco, indigo and su-

gar, have postponed the culture ot silk at least for

the present, but not without the conviction, that an

ample knowledge of it is secured'witUout the bene-

fit of instruction of the ablest Britons from .Caith-

ness to Cornwall : from Cork to Londonderry,
A very important catalogue of new productions of

the U. States entirely unknown to the British cul-

tivators, is now on our agricultural table, somt arc
'

greatly advanced. The respectable Frenchmar
Mr Bosie, who introduced the effectual culture o:

the sugar cane, and the emigrants from the Cana
riea, who before introduced it on a small scale, an
all dead but the crops, which had grown to ten mil^
lions of pounds in 1810, besides the treacle or moias-jtimore, Alexandria, Richmond, Norfolk, Wilming
ses, amounted, in cane sugar, in 1819 to 36,000,000 ton, N. C. and Charleston; while English flour

Ga'way horses, v.l Shetland sheep, and ot be t-f and
inilch cattle on tne Scottish Hills. Examine the ac-

counts of our cattle shows in the northern and eastern

states, in New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, ii

the coluams of the American Farmer. Compare th^

Sleep of Pennsylvania raised by the Germans, the

Irish the Welsh descendants, with the condition of

the Scottish, Welsh Irish and even the Norfolk sheep
when changed by Mr. Coke, of Holkham, after our
revolutionary peace, and the destitution of sheep in

British Cheshire. Compare the destitution of th
British county of Norfolk oi wheat m 1775, with th.

noble white wht-at crops of the great counties on the
rivers of the Ciiesapeak Bay. Compare the early

leading Philadelphia standard of superfine flour bot

L/d nil the supplies of those beautiful wheats wit!

first flour of England, in the markets of Cadiz,

Barbadoes, Antigua and Jamaica, and determine
the perfection of the seed, the kinds, the culture, the

cleaning and the manufacturing. This standard is

now extended in America to the first brands ot Bal

of pounds weight. Mr. Drayton's vigilance and ac-

curacy hiis not been exercised on this production, be
cause it was unknown and unexpected at the date of quality or condition. We did not obtain our new seeds

his publication in 1802. For the same reason, he
only gives the strong natural indications of our ex
tensive capacity for the nvine grape, which in Kin
tucky, Indiana, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ala

mams stationary. They cannot have taught us in

heat what they do not themselves perform, in kind

of wheat tojmprove our crops from the wet, unfilled

and kiln dried samples of the cold northern and
moist temperature of Great Britain. The wheats of

he Ukraine, the Ganime, of Spain, of Sicily, of Italy

bama, and other states, has taken the firmest hold of northern Africa, were sought or found by
of the minds of our cultivators, economists, statesmen;terprising voyagers, and tried for the selection of the

and of the learned friends of our agriculture. On:best and fittest in our soils and climates. We know
this article of culture, we are obliged to remember- that from the universal capacity to read among our

that Great Britain has been able to give us no lesson,

of her experience, except that on such authority as

the venerableArthur Young, she cannot produce the

wine-grape. We learn otherwise, from the amiable
^nd judicious Rozier and his excellent and powerful
successor Chafiial and others, and from our own
searches, that our favourite Madeira wine, made in

that island from the grape of the Greek or Turkish
Cypress, and vines ot various acceptable qualities,

can be confidently expected, in the corresponding
temperatures of our own coimiry fiom foreign and
native vines. America is stimulated liy the reflec-

tion, that France makes a wine crop annually worth
100 millions of dollars. We extend our atteiiiion.

our exertions and our hopes to the olive, sesamum,
and poppy-seed oils, unknown to English, Irish,

Welch and Scotch cultivators ; to these we add, on

white population, the valuable publications ef great

Britain on grain, and cattle, farming, horticul

ture, and the fruits of the north, and of farmers ve
getables, have been freely used here and have been
highly serviceable. But the soils, climes and people,

that gave them the German Mangel Wurtzel, the

Swedish Ruta Baga, the Flemish red clover the

wheats of the Polish and Italian granaries, the mer
no sheep, the Spanish barb and the true Barbary horse
thepeacii, the apple, the plum, the cherry, have beet

open to us thmugh books, emigrants and travellers

and not neglected. The grapes, the grains, tht

grasses, the choicest table fruits and breeding ani
mals of southern Europe, and of the coasts and
islands of the productive Mediterranean, cultivated
when Britons were imperfectly clothed in habil
ments, manufactured by Providence, have been

sufficient experiments, the oil of the Palma Christi,}transferred in every form, and for a long series of

which is familiarly and successfully made here- Weiyears to our numerous seaports.— The agricultural
bend alike attention to the gum opium, the fig, the writers of Great Britain, have been circulated in our
date and the prune, never naturahsed by Britons country and read by part of our planters, and a very
for their profit or our instruction. ismall part of the farmers and the inhabitants of our
We leave, with our respectful compliments, thejtowns, but the ancient Roman writers, Linnjtus, Du

neat, concise and valuable work of Mr. Drayton, but Hamel, Turbilly, Switzer, works and essays on agri-

cannot suppress an ardent wish, that a revised edi-lculture, from the other three quarters of the Globe
tion with the favourable results of time, in this our the Rural Socrates of Switzerland, our own examin
country, and of his observations and continued ex-[ations of our capacit es, climates, soils and culture
perience could be obtained by his grateful fellow ci- of this and other countries, were among the regular
tizens. means by which in two hundred years, we have
We now enter upon the field of more direct rela-made out of the howling wilderness a cultivated

tion between the agriculture of the United Kingdomjcountry maintaining us in plenty, and yielding
of Great Britain and our country. In regard to our
energy, industry and progress, it is a stupendous fact,

that since the year 1620, when our first permanent

larger value of surplus landed productions in propor-
tion to our numbers than any other country in the
world. We intended to pursue this subject furthi

forest and prepared for the plough 120,000,000 cf

acres of land, a quantity of soil greater by one hun-
dred' per cent, than all the cleared lands" uncovered
by water in England, Ireland, Wales and Scotland-
cleared by their nation, now IS to 17 millions of peo-
ple, from' their first existence.

This body of cleared lands of the United States
embracing the region of the cotton, the cane, th
grape vine, the oUve, the maize, the many bread
grains, the fig, the prune, the orange, and the many
grasses, is certainly in a more teeming portion of the
temperate zone of the earth, than the soils and climes
from Cornwall and Munster to Caithness and Uerry
of British Europe. Where do we find with the intelli

gent industry of north Britain, the stunted breeds of

settlements were made, we have disencumbered of but we fear to give it an adversary complexion, when
we mean only a reasonable defence against allegations

injuriously circulated and grounded on irforma
tion, at once defective and erroneous. We finally

remark, that the United States have climes, courses
of crops and productions more diversified and of

more neat value for their numbers, and yielding

a greater exported surplus than any of the several

old countries of Europe from which their white
population has been drawn, and that therefore

we may console ourselves with the reflection, that

the coniinent of Europe views us and our various

perations with great and increasing confidence, and
that we may safely appeal to the blood relations, in

the United Kingdom of that part of our population

who migrated from thence, whether those who re

niani and five beyond ths Atlantic, or those who hve
.'W our side of that ocean are most happy, and virtu-
ous, and most comfortable in their actual situations
and reasonable prospects .'

CINCmNATUS.

TaYwvfcYS \ooli. at this \ \ \

"he following is an authentic account of a recent
sale of cattle in Kngland. It will serve to shew
the importance attached to breed, and the high es-

timation in which the best is held in that country.

—

We record it as an article of interest and curiosity in

its way. Edit. Am. Far.

ANNUAL SALE.

.4 catalogue of the imfiroved short-horned Coivn

and Heifers belonging to Mr. Cham/lion, of
Blythe, (near Baivlry) A''ottinghamshire,

which will be sold by .Auction, {without re-

serve) by Mr. J. Boutton^ on Friday the 28lh

of January, 1820.— On the same day several

Bulls and Bull-Calves will be shewn to be

let or sold, by firivate contract.

LOT
1.— Georgiana, six years old, by Mr. Charles

Ceiling's George, a son of Comet, dam by
a son ot Mr. Charge's old roaned Bull, a

son of Mr. CoUing's Favourite.—Bulled
15th September, by Warrior.* This cow
gained the Sweepstakes of 25gs. for the
best cow, at Doncaster, in July, 1818.—
70 guineas.

2.—Rosabell, five years old, by a son of Mr.
Charles Colliiig's Windsor, dam by his

Comet.— Bulled 10th July, by Blylh
Comet.—26 guineas.

3.— Princess, nine years old, by Neswick.f

—

This cow is own sister to Prince and Mr.
Marfleet's young Neswick ; she is also

the dam of Pilot, the Gamston Bull, and

Pompey.— Bulled 13th October, by War-
rior, lame.—26 guineas

4.

—

Beauty, fifteen years old. This cow is the

dam of Prince, Young Neswich, Lot 3.

and Mr. Oglesby's Bull.—Bulled 15th

November, by Warrior, infirm.—26 gui-

neas.

5.— Cathalene, seventeen years old, (sold at Mr-
Charles Calling's sale, 1810, for 150gs.)

she is by Washington, her dam the sister

to Mr. Charles CoUing's Phoenix, which
cow was the dam of Favourite and Comet.
Bulled 20th July, by Warrior— 17 %ui-

ncas.

6.

—

May-Day, four years old by Blyth Comet,
her dam a good short-horned cow.—Bull-

ed 19th July, by Blyth, Comet and War-
lior.—30 guineas.

TTarrior, by Mr. Robert CoUing's WelUngton, (the

son of Comet, dam, Wildair) dam Young Diana, by
George ; (the son of Favourite, dam Lady Grace)

grandam, Diana, by Favourite ; the great grandam, Wil-

diar, by Favourite ;
great great grandam by Ben ; great

great great grandam by Hubhack ; great great great

great grandam by the sire of Hubback.

t JVe^ick, by own brother to Patriot dam by a

bull bought of Mr. Charles Colling ; grandam by a twin

brother to Ben, (bred by Mr. Robert Colling ;) great

grandam by Mr. George Coats's bull, (from Old Mil-

)ank) the sire of the Driffield Cow.
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7.'—Bunny La.is, six years old, by Mr. R. Col

ling's North Star, dam by own brother to

his Moss Rose ; grandam by his noted
bull Ben.—Bulled 17lh August, by War-
i"ior.

—

i\ guineas.
S.—^Gaucli/, four years old, by BIyth Comet, liei

dam by Mr. Coat's Patriot ; grandam by
the sire of Patriot

;
great grandam b> tlu

sue of the Driffield cow.—Bulled 2011;

July, by Wivvlor.—60 guineas.
'—Brilliant, three years old, by Warrior, hei

dam descended from Mr. Mason's breed
of Chilton.—Bulled :8th December, by
Magnet, the son of ^Varrior, from Mag
dalene, Blyth Comet, d^^m.— i^ guineas.

10.

—

Aurora, two years old, by Mr. Mason's
bull Charles,! with a Heifer Calf, by VV
rJor ; her dam by Blyth Comet ; grand;-.m
by Neswick.—This heifer is own sister

to Young PhcEbe, Lot 7, in 1819.—SO
giiitieas.

1 1.— Young Profit, two years old, by the Mar-
quis of Exeter's bull Meteor, a son of

Blyth Comet, her dam, Profit, (Lot 21, in

1818) by Neswick.—Bulled September
13th, by Blyth CamtU— '20 guineas.

'
-'

—

Flora, two years old, by Warrior.—Bulled
26th October, by Magnet.— 13 i'!<ineas.

13.

—

Charmer, one year old, by a grandson of
Comet, dam by Palmflower, grandam by
Palmflower.—Bulled 9th October, by
Warrior.—23 guineas.

'4.

—

Da/ihne, two years old, by a son of Mr.
Colling's Barmpton, dam Duchess, bred
by Mr. Brown, of Aldbrough, by his cele-

brated Paddock bull.—Bulled 1st July, by
Blyth Comet.—26 guineas.

15.'—Julia, two years old, by Meteor,
Blyth Comet, her dam. Jubilee, (Lot 19,

in 1818) by Prince ; grandam by a son of

Patriot.—Bulled 12th October, by War
rior.—33 guineas.

.
—Honey, two years old, by Charles, dam,

Honesty, by Blyth Comet ; grandam, :

remarkably fine short-horned cow.—Bull
cd 16th August, by Magnet.—58 guiiieas

' 7.—Sno-udrofi, one year old, by Warrior, dam
by Charles

; grandam by Prince.—Bulled
1 1th October, by Blyth Comet and Mag
net.—48 guineas.

1 3.

—

Elegant, one year old by Blyth Comet, dam
Stately, (Lot 22, in 1819) by Charles:

grandam by Prince.—Bulled 23d Decem-
ber, by Magnet.— 65 guineas.

19.

—

Jlls/iice, iwo years old, by Charles, dam.
Cinnamon, by Prince ; this cow is the dam
of Hero, sold the last sale, and also of

Rival
;

grandam, ChesniU, (Lot 1

1819) by Blyth Comet ; great grandam,
Cherry."Bulled 12th December, By War
rior.— 33 guineas.

',

—

Matchless, one year old, by Warrior, dam
Myille, by Mr. Charles Colling's Wind-
sor ;

grandam by Windsor.—Bulled 28tl]

November, by Magnet.— 65 guineas,

BULLS,
7'o be Let or .Sold, by /iri-nate Contract,

Horatio, by Warrior, dam Honesty, by Blyth
Comet."-Calved 27tb July, 1819.

Plastic, by Warrior, dam. Young Primrose, by
Charles

; grandam by Blyth Comet
; great

grandam by Prince
;
great great grandam

by Patriot.—Calved Sth June, 1819.
Lorenzo, by Blyth Comet, dam, Lavinia, by

Charles ; grandam, Latona, by Old Comet
great grandam, Lilly, l)y Mr. Colling'
son of Favourite

; great great grandam by
the same.—Calved 1st June, 1819.

Rival, by Warrior, dam. Cinnamon, by Prince
grandam, Chesnut, by Blyth Comet

; great
grandam. Cherry

; great great grandam
Old Chance.—Calved 16th March, 1819,

Points, by Blyth Comet, dam, Tulip, by Charles;

grandam by Prince
; great grandam by Nes

wick.—Calved 10th February, 1819.

Rocket, by Blyth Comet, dam. Spangle, by
Prince. This cow is also the dam of Ro-
bin, Planet, and Sulton.—Calved 1st of I'e-

bruary, 1819.

Pomfiey, five years old, by Blyth Comet, dam
(Lot 3) by Neswick

; grandam Old Beau
ty, (Lot 4.)

Clirispin, six years old, by Prince, dam Magde
lene, (Blyth Comet and Magnet's dam) by
Old Comet ; grandam by Wasliington

An ox by Blyth Comet, 2 years and 11 months
old, weighed (the four quarters) 1424 pounds

—

fed on turnips and straw. His portrait is at the
Society room. This breed, fattens easily, and
at an early age. J. M.

June "iXst, 1820.

N. B. Blyth Comet is the sire and grand-sire

son of of the young Steer, shewn at Sadler's Yard;
December, 1817.

however, totally disappointed ; not a fiy was to
be seen ; but, on examining the plants with a
glass, I found the work was completed ; an as-

tonishing number ofeggs were deposited, scarce-
ly a plant bad escaped, and some had more than
twenty eggs each. Next day I met with one
of the young caterpillars, that had just bursted
its shell, and was moving down the leaf : the
day after I discovered a i)lant where the cater-

pillars had all left the leaf (which I could rea-
dily determine by the mark or crust of the egg)
and by carefully stripping down the leaf, I saw
them on the stalk, about a dozen in number,
and some of them within an inch of the root.

On the 18th of the same month, the caterpillars

had generally passed from the leaf, and many
of them had reached the end of their journey.
.\bout the middle of November, in a warm ex-
posure, some of them had changed to the flax-

seed or chrysalis slate ; and at this time the most
of them are in that state. During my research-

es, I found them much the most numerous in

stubble fields that had been pastured, and that

grain sown after September had sustained no da-

mage.

t Charles, by Pope, d;im by Chilton ; grandam (Mar-

I ia, for which Mr. Mason refused 700 guineas) by Si-

mon ; or, the White Bull ; great grandam, Gaudy, by
l-'avourite ; great great grandam by Lord Boling'-

broke ; great great great grandam by Foljambie

;

gi-eat great great great grandam by Uubback.

AND ON THE PROPER DEPTH OF SOWING

lVH£jr—JVo. X.

FROM THE NATIONAL RECORDEU.

Sharon, Buck's County, Pennsylvania,]
February 1st, 1820. <

Dear Sir—Among the valuable memoirs of
your society, there are several communications
elative to the Hessian fly; but none of them

sufficiently traces its history, or offers any plan
that can be relied on to prevent its ravages.
Indeed, it is lamentable, that an insect of this

grade could have been suffered so Ion

committed such devastation as has been ascribed
to it. I, however, trust tliat its career will soon
be closed, having during the last fall had an op
portunity of investigating the subject, much to

my own satisfaction ; and as the society appear
to feel a deep interest in it, I will now give you
my ideas upon it.

On the 9tb October last, my very intelligent

and worthy neighbour, Mr. John Linton inform-
ed me, that, on the preceding day, he saw the fly

in the act of de[)ositing its eggs upon the leaf of
the young wheat in the stubble field. Taking

The history of the insect and its laws, as far

as I have ascertained by actual observation, is as
follows :—The fly certainly deposits its eggs in

the gutters or furrows of the leaf, on the u|)per

"de, from half an inch to an inch or more from
the stalk, choosing a position sufficiently expos-
ed to the sun, and affording a sure passage to ths

stalk, preferring plants having only two leave|

fully out ; in a few days, probably not exceeding
f the weather should be favourable, the

eg.?s (which are oblong, of a brown or somewhat
yellow colour) become hatched, and the young
caterpillar, of a redish colour, moves down the

leaf to its junction with the stalk, then passes be-

tween the footstalk of tlie leaf and body of the

ant to near the root, where it is usually seen ;

it soon afterwards assumes a transparent white

appearance, being proliably bleached by its co-

vering (I infer this, because I met with two cas-

es where there was an aperture at its lodgment

—

it was nearly black) ; it there feeds on the sap of

the plant, until it attains its full growth, and

passes into the chrysalis state ; it seems only cal-

culated to perform a passage from the leaf to

near the root ; an outer coat or tegument is

there formed, which renders it incapable of

further motion ; it then appears perfectly at

rest, and is mistaken for an egg or knit (its pri-

or state not having been noticed) and the inju-

y sustained is supposed to be by its pressure up-

on the stem of the plant, when in fact, it is a

tvially feeding on its juices : as soon as

it changes to tiie flaxseed coloui', by rolling it

lightly with the finger, the tegument can be

taken off, the worm will then appear with a

greenish stripe through it, which is evidently the

ubstance extracted from the plant : neither the

egg nor young caterpillar, during its movement,
can be distinctly seen without a glass ; which

every farmer ought to have, as it would enable

him at all times to know the state of this and

other insects. I think it probable, that an-

other deposit of eggs will take place early in

this valuable and well timed hint, on the 1 1th I the spring, and perhaps a third between that and
went into the stubble field, to witness the inter- fall ; but this conjecture remains for future in>

esiing spectacle stated by Mr. Ijinton, I was.,,vestigation.
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It appears to me that this insect can be utter

ly exterminated, by deferring to sow all grains

affected by it until the fall deposit takes place

in which case the eggs will be lain on the young
plants in the stubbie field ; then immediately

afterwards commence pasturing or burning,

which will destroy a large proportion, and any

time during the larvse state, (about the first of

November the last season would have been :

good time, but even now would answer) plougl

up the stubble fields well, which will finish the

remainder, except such as are among the plant:

about stack yards, which must also be attended

to. I have satisfactorily proven the efficacy of

this plan, by ploughing a field where myriads

were lodged ; but it will probably fail of sue

cess, by not being generally gone into at the

proper season, and it will be in vain for a few
individuals to make the attempt. Let us then

endeavour to ascertain that time of sowing

which will be attended with most advantages
;

the first week in October, I have often heard

mentioned by experienced farmers, as the most

safe ; but there have been instances of its being

too early on account of the fly, and at other

seasons too late on account of the winter. W(
may now, however, guard against the fAll depo
sit, by observing the state of the insect, and

sowing accordingly ; and should the wheat be

sufficiently rooted before winter sets in, I pre-

sume the Spring deposit need not be dreaded,

where the ground is well manured, and the sea-

son favourable : for although it will certainly

destroy the branch upon which it is lodged, yet.

ilie root being strong, it will throw up other

branches sufficient to insure a good crop : ne

vertheless, we may be disappointed in our calcu-

lations, by an early or severe winter, and there.

by sustain more damage than we should have

done by the fly if sown earlier ; besides, should

the wheat not be well rooted when the Spi

deposit is made, it undoubtedly will be seriously

injured. Under all these circumstances, I am
clearly of opinion, that it would be best to sow
the grain as early as possible, not later than the

first of September, and immediately on the fly

completing its deposit of eggs (which can easi-

ly be known by proper attention) turn in sheep
(ir cattle, sufficient to pasture it close in the

course of a week or ten days ; if the deposit

should not be made before October, (as was the

case last season) the grain will not be injured

by pasturing : the cattle, or whatever may be

turned in, will be benefited ; and the roots of

the plants will then have attained strength to

resist the attack of the fly in case pasturing

should prove ineffectual. I can now show
roots in the stubble field, that have completely
resisted the attack, even where a great number
of the larvae are lodged. If it should so happen
that it will be imprudent to pasture, and the

ground is not too rough or stony, I would sug-

gest the propriety of rolling, commencing

ous growth, that the stem will resist the fly

;

if the fly attacks it at all, it is the root thai

must be depended on, and it is idle to suppose
that sowing oats with wheat (as recommended
by some writers) can have any good effect.

This is fully proven by the practice of sow-
ing wheat on oats stubble ; the usual com-
plaint is " too much oats," without in the least

degree preserving the wheat ; besides I have
during the last season carefully examined the
oats, and did not discover a single instance of

deposit amongst it. The fly is remarkably
gacious in depositing its progeny, its eggs being
exactly fitted to the gutter of the leaf of the

plant, where it is securely lodged. I therefore
fer that, if there is a kind of wheat which the

msect avoids, it must be on account of its leaf

being smooth and not offering a place of safe-

ty. I do not know that there is any such
kind, but I think it deserves examination. I

shall consider it my duty to endeavour to trace
the insect and its effects throughout the whole
year, and should any thing further appear worth
communicating, you may expect to hear from

soon as the eggs are hatched, as the caterpillarjdrawn to New York.

Yours very respectfully,

JAMES WORTH.
RoBEUTS Vaux, Esq. Secretary of the Phila-

ddfihia Soeiety for promoting Agriculture.

FROM THE COLUMBIAN.

The progress of the New York Canals, and
probability of the speedy completion of the prin-

cipal one between lake Erie and the Hudson,
has drawn the attention of the intelligent and
enterprizing citizens of Kentucky and Ohio, to

consideration of the effects which might be

produced thereby, on their trade with the sea

l)oard. In October last there appeared in ;

Kentucky paper and subsequently in several of

the papers of Ohio, and other parts of the Union
a publication evidently the result of a deep and

intimate knowledge of the trade and interest of

the western states, wherein the importa;ice of a

Canal, for connecting the waters of the Ohio
river with Lake Erie, was urged with no ordi-

nary ability, and accompanied by calculations

of the time and expense of transporting produce

to New York. It was stated, that the hot and

humid climate of the lower Mississippi had been

no less fatal to the persons engaged in the rivei

trade, than injurious to the produce (flour, to-;

bacco, provisions, &c.) which comprised the ar-;

tides of barter. The fluctuations of the market
—want of capital and shipping at New Orleans,

and the hazards of the river during low water,

were taken into the account; and the conclusion

irresistibly drawn that the trade of a large por-

tion of that western country would inevitably be

IS then in a tender state, and while on the leafj

or upper part of the stalk, might be easily

crushed. As a further precaution, I would
think it adviseable not to sow near a stubble

field ; but where it cannot be avoided, perhaps
sowing rye on that side might have some tenden-

cy to preserve the wheat. I conceive it an er-

ror to say that any kind of wheat is of that vigor-

There appeared no doubt on this subject, and

accordingly the legislature of Ohio, at their last

session, enacted a law providing for a survey of

the rout of the contemplated Canal, in case a

certain tract of land, through which it must pass,

could be obtained of the United States, That
object has not been obtained, and the preparato-

ry surveys have in some measure been suspend-

ed, but with every prnspect of being taken up
with renewed energy at a future day.
For the following view of this subject, so high-

ly important to this city, as well as the western
states, we are in a great measure indebted to

fV. Steel, Usq. of Ohio, a gentleman, who it is

presumed has had ample opportunities of form-
ing correct opinions and obtaining accurate
statements on the subject. It appears that the
fall from the summit level, between the waters
of the Scioto and the Sandusky, is 300 feet ; and
it has been ascertained by the civil engineers,
employed by the state of Virginia, lliat the
Ohio river, at the mouth of the Great Kenhawa,
is 83 feet below the level of Lake Erie. The
amount of fall in the Ohio from the mouth of the

Great Kenhawa, to the probable point where the

Canal would connect with the Ohio, is estimat-

ed at about 340 feet, which would make the

whole amount of lockage on the Ohio and Erie

canal, about 720 feet. The country through
which the canal will pass, is represented as fa-

vourable to excavation—there being apparently

no rock to obstruct, and many circumstances

highly propitious to the undertaking.

The produce whicli must pass through this

line of canals, would be immense. The quanti-

ty of tobacco raised in Kentucky, in 1818, was
about 25,000 hogshead, and about 100,000 bar-

rels of flour are exported annually, and also

large quantities of pork, beef, hemp. Sec. Were
the canals completed, it is calculated that one

half the produce of Kentucky would come to the

New York market. Ohio ships annually about

200,000 barrels of flour, and large quantities of

beef, pork, whiskey, &c. &c. nearly all of which
would come to New York.

The freight on a barrel of flour from Cincin-

nati to New Orlearis, is g I 50. In steam-boats

it is carried down in 8 or 10 days, and in flat

boats from 20 to 30 days. The Ohio Canal will

be 200 miles in length, and travelling with pro-

duce may be at the rate of 50 miles per day.

Produce may thus be transported from the Ohio
river to the city of New York, in 14 days, viz.

four to Lake Erie, two to Buffalo, seven to Al-

bany, and one to Nev/ York. Packets for the

conveyance of passengers only, can perform that

distance in much less time.

The cost of transportation on the canal, is es-

timated at the rate of one cent per ton per mile,

which would be, on each barrel of flour, from the

Ohio river

—

To Lake Erie, - - 20 cents.

To Buffalo, - - 20

Buffalo to Albany, - - 35

Albany to New York, - 15

Total cost of transportation, 90 cents.

Rate of toll not ascertained, but

supposed to be about - - 30 cents.

Total cost, per barrel, 120

Making the whole cost of transporting a bar-

rel of flour from the Ohio river to this city, gl 20
which is 30 cents less than the transportation to

New Orleans.

The western traders universally prefer the

New York to the New Orleans market, for the

foregoing and other reasons, which might be

given ; and when we take into view the vast
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and intreasiiig population of the west—the cur-

rent of enii!;ialion—the hardy enterprise of the

people—the facili'.ies for canal navigation, anc'

the light shed on such works by the example oi

the stale of New York, wc cannot doubt that a

few years will bring about the accomplishniem

of the Ohio Canal—a work of high and lasliiii

interest, not merely to the contiguous states, but

to the whole federal union.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMEHICAN FAUMEIl,

Harford County, July 25th, ISiO

Friend Skinner,
In the seventeenth number of the second

volume of thy valuable publication, is a second

epistle from friend Jeremiah Simple, (caused

by a monstrous typographical error in printing

his first) wherein he takes occasion to observe,

in his factitious manner, " that every stalk of

corn groi:>s alike in regard to the cotn/iass.

throwing ita leaves east and west, and having

one fat side of the stalk on the south—and

the other on the north"—and expresses great

astonishment, upon finding that his aunt Sim
plicity had " lived so long in the country'

without knowing that. On coming to the part

of friend Jeremiah's letter where he makes the

above observation, in the form of a question,

put to his aunty, I involuntarily exclaimed, an-

swering for her : " Well, indeed now, I have

lived so long in the country, without knowini

it ; and (though it would afford me pleasure to

find the fact so,) without having acquired ere

dulity enough to enable me to believe it ' ufion

trust' " : whereupon I immediately ran to

corn patch, of about three hundred hills, (thou

wilt perhaps hear more of it, if it be worthy of

further notice) standing about fifty yards from

the house, where I found testimony that con

firmed not, in my opinion, friend Simple's atti

tude ; for there were as many, at least wit

nesses testifying against as for it, by their at

titude ; some stood stretching their leaves nortli

and south—some east and west : indeed I saw

different stalks extending their blades, in dif-

ferent directions towards all points of the com-
pass, from the ofiliosite narrow sides of the

stalks. Not being able to establish friend Jere-

miah's position there, and wishing to find him

at least generally right, (for I had contracted a

partiality for him,) on account of what he told

us in his first letter about his garden and feath-

ered gardeners, cornfilanting, raisnig pump-
kins, &(:. I hastened to a corn-field, distant

about three hundred yards from the house, to

see if 1 could find more favourably dis/iosed wit-

nesses there : but they appeared to have con-

spired, with those in the patch, to prove that corn

grows, with its narrow sides, from which the

blades grow east and west, or otherwise, ac-

cording to the attitude of the germ, or as it is

familiary called, heart of the grain in the ground :

I therefore, despaired of finding testimony to

support firmly, friend Simple's assumed atti

tude.

Friend Jeremiah has also taken the attitude

that even Dark Mud, if tvnned around '^ ever\

day for six weckfc" " will /lerishf Now friem

Skinner, I will relate a fact. In the beginnin};

of last winter, my wife had a number of laven-

der plants in a small box, about fourteen inchei

square, all vvhirli, except two, died in onbe-
quence of having been roughly treated in mov-
ing late in the winter, she planted early York
cabbage seed in the said box, which produced
upwards of seventy plants for setting out; al-

ihough, together with the lavender, w hich is stil.

ilivc and nourishing in the box, they were turn-

ed daily in the window where they stood, dur-

ing the time that they remained in the house,

in order to prevent them from having crooked
talks ; which because of the propensity of ve-

getables to lean towards the light, would have

been the inevitable result of their remaining

constantly in the same attitude.

For the purpose friend Skinner of calling the

attention of thy readers to what I am disposed

to consider instances of the antipathies of plants

or, of the deleterious effect produced upon some,

by the vicinity of others and thus preventing

them from labouring in vain, I would observe

that in the summer of 18 19, a cabbage came up
in a hill in my water melon patch, a short time

after the young melon vine made its appearance, j""' satisfied with the mowing of horned cattle,

the vine, I hope that I may not be laughed at|a"d the close paring of horses, have generally
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the CONTINUF.n USE OF

said to exhaust land, is it so ?

Mr. Skinneu,
In many parts of this state there are gen-

tleman, who once were among the warmest ad-
vocates of the fertilizing effects of plaster, now
denouncing it as impoverishing their land.— In
all such instances of complaint, where I have
iiad an opportunity of witnessing tlic manage-
ment of the complainant, I have thought but
little observation was necessary, to detect the
lallacy of tlic idea of the pernicious effects of
plaster, and that as little examination was ne-
cessary to ascertain the true cause of sterility,
in such cases. In all cases to which my obser-
vation has extended, (and it has not been very
confined,) I have invariably found close grazing
adopted, and the proprietors of those estates,

for bull-making never ran—it dwindled and

died. This spring I made a very nice rich hill,

in the middle of a bed intended for cabbages,

and planted therein two seeds that you gave me,
of a remarkably large squash ; one of which
came up and grew flourishingly, until the cab-

bages began to grow, when, though it was not

shaded by them, it ceased to run, assumed
yellow hue, and is now irrecoverably gone,

despite of all I could do to save it. During the

present season, also, two young and thriving

water melon plants were moved from the situa-

tion that they occupied before, and placed (with

a spade full of earth taken up with them so as not

to impede their growth) between some cabljages,

in such manner as not to be shaded by them—

1

believe that they will be uiore apt to die than

bear, unless the cabbages be taken away from
them,

I, friend Skinner, am in my noviciate, as well

as friend Simple, though I am so prolix as tc

endanger thy patience ; and have vanity enougl;

to wish to see my bantling dressed up and sent

abroad in thy vehicle ; though I feel somewhat
apprehensive lest it should make rather a g;

ky appearance. n tl is should be adjudged
worthy of a place, it may encourage me to send

thee another at some future day ; but until I

shall become better satisfied with them, it will

be necessary that thou shouldest take them with

out the name of their PARENT.

ailed in these efficient auxil lanes to paring,

[We believe the secret to lie hi this—that tl

blades of the corn, like the branches of trees, wi

im out into the widest space, in search of light and
ood. If the corn be planted in drills east and west, th.

blades will run north and south, and if drilled north

and south, tlie blades will spread east and west—so
with trees, let two saplings grow up near to each otii.

er from the same stump, or root, it will be found that

on the side of each, next to and near the other,

branches will put out—after they have attained a con
siderable «ro\vtli, cut one dinvn, and you will find th

other resembles a tree split dow n in the middle, with

one half taken away—having no limbs on that side

but as soon as jou take away its neighbour, and giv

it pasture to feed and grow in, limbs will put out from
ilie nuked side. Ilranches of a tree will not grow u
affainsl a dark brick wall—but they will against the bac
of a light open summer house.]

Edil. Jmer. Far.

shtep, by which all vegetation that has ventur-
ed above the surface is removed, thereby ex-
posing a bare surface to a summer's scorching
sun, which prevents succeeding vegetation, and
if a decomposition of what is below the surface
should ensue, the vapour arising therefrom is
dissipated in the air by the volatilizing effects
of heat, and the excrements of the stock share
the same fate.—Can those who have observed
the effects of summer's fallow, be at a loss to
account for sterility in land thus managed ?—
The mode of operation of plaster of Paris, is

involved in much obscurity ; be it by producing
a combination of substances before inert as ve-
getable food, or by stimulating plants to seek
with more avidity for nourishment, I believe
it is universally admittetl, that some impover-
ishment of ground succeeds the growth of all

crops, which are entirely removed from the soil

m which they grew, and if so, is it not evident
that land treated as above must be impoverish-
ed, and that in proportion to the fertilizing
effects of plaster ?—The theory that plaster of
itself affords the pabulum of vegetation very
illy accords with the fact, that from 1 i to 2 tons
of vegetation is afforded from a space of ground,
from the use of one bushel of plaster, which,
without this aid would not have yielded as many
hundred pounds—although this theory has the
sanction of a great name, I still think it erro-
neous. If any vegetation has escaped the de-
structive effects of the solar rays, and lingered
out its existence till winter, its destruction is

then inevitable— If it be tap rooted, it is thrown
on the surface, where it is withered to nothing
by the blasting winds of this season—and how
fares a bare surface during winter ? The sen-
ses of any intelligent agriculturist says that an
uncovered surface during the winter as well as
summer is impoverished, while one that is co-
vered, if it do not acquire fertility, retains what
it had.— I may be asked, will not the vegeta-
tion left on the surface, by light grazing share
the fate of .the roots alluded to ? I admit a fiart

will, but the advantage of having the surface
covered is paramount to the consideration of
loss of manure in this way, and the most con-
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elusive argument thai I can adduce to establish

the correctness of the position 1 have taken, is

the result of the practice in Frederick County,

Maryland, where they graze lightlv, or not at all.

A SUBSCRIBER.

lERICAN FAHMEH.

InjvidVciows use. of the P\o\\g\\.

Mu. Skinker,—
If you can obtain a sight of Mr. Gregg's

Pamplilet,* referred to by me in a letter some
time ago, and would have the goodness to pub
lish his most admirable system of management
upon the wet low grounds which he farms in

England, its publication would be extremely
valuable; particularly to tiiose who cultivate,

like me, soil of a similar description. A plate

of the Crab Harrow used in Pennsylvania, with

coulter tines 9 or 10 inches long, drawn by t

horses, one on each side of the row of Indian

corn, and contrived with benches elevated so

that the corn (which may be from 18 inches to

2 feet high) is passed over without injury, is

very much wanted. I am persuaded that the

old system adopted in the cultivation alone of

Indian corn, has contributed no small share of

its power to the exhaustion of the soil's fertility.

I allude to the abominable practice of plough
ing our corn fields so frequently during the pro
gress of the corn's vegetation, and in this man
ner preventing that sod which was originally

turned down by the plough from being decom
jiosed, and of course from furnishing by that

decomposition, its alimentary supply to the
growing vegetable. It seems now to be an es-

tablished doctrine among the scientific agricul-

turists of England, as well as our own country,

with some few exceptions, that land should be
ploughed as deep as possible, and that the sod
once turned down by the plough should never
be exposed again to the evaporating influence of

the sun's rays, but suffered to pass through its

different stages of decomposition with as little

molestation as possible. Our corn fields, then,

in place of being cultivated, a.? the custom even
now /irei'ai/s, so frequently with the plough
after being deeply fallowed, should be culti

vated entiiely with the tooth and coulter harrows
used in Pennsylvania, and with Col. Taylor's
Skimmer. By this mode of cultivation we shall.

1 believe, contribute a greater share o! renova-
tion to the soil's fertility, than even the ami-
grazing system so loudly eulogised would sup-
ply. I may probably at some future period of-

fer a few reflections upon this system of exclud-
ing the hoof and the tooth from our arable fields,

and must frankly acknowledge my scepticisrn

as to the great advantages resulting from its

universal adoption. Indeed I am rather inclined

to think tliat the advantages will be as a fea-

ther, when put in the scale of the actual losses

sustained by the practice. Nor can I account
in a manner satisfactory to myself, why land,

which has been de/iaslured u/ion by cattle/or a
scries of years, should, when at last broken and
reduced to cultivation by the plough, be capa-
ble of producing such luxuriant crops, if poach-
ing and grazing be attended with such wide-
spread mischief, as the advocates for the anti-

• We will thank any gentleman for the loan of it.j

grazing plan so warmly contend. JRest to land

and judicious cultivation afterwards when that

land is roused from its state of quietude, will

operate more beneficial eff"ects, than we sh;ill

ever experience from the enclosing system. By
rest, no doubt, a chemical change is effected in

the soil, most lavourable to vegetation.

I am. dear sir,

Very respectfully, yours, &c.
Gloucester County, (Va.) July 21s/, 1820.
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DOUBLE SHOVEL PLOUGH.
Oak Land, June \7th, 1820

Dear Sir,

Having observed in your valuable paper an

quiry for the Double Shovel Plough, and having

eceived one from my friend in Loudon county

I embrace an opportunity by my brother. Doc
tor Mason, to show you the model. I wished to

have you one made, but time will not permit, ai

he is now on the eve of starting, and the mode
sent I wish to be returned by the vessel ; how
ever I hope you will have time sufficient to have

me made. You will find at once the great uti

ity and advantage of tlie improvement made on

the old shovel plough, and I must acknowledge

for the cultivation of corn and tobacco, it sur

passes any instrument I have seen. You will

observe the dimensions on the plough of every
In great haste, yours, Sec.

RICHARD B. MASON

from a VIRGINIA PAPER.

THE T.\RIFF QUESTION.
In the list of the revolutionary worthies of

Virginia, few names are more conspicuous and
imposing than that of Edmunu PENDLEroN.

—

Mr. Wirt covers it in his life of I'atrick Henry,
with a profusion of his most brilliant superla-
tives. He represents Mr. Pendleton as one
who, wliether in the capacity of a lawyer or
statesman, had " few equals, no superiors."—

A

friend has put into our hands an autograph let-

ter of this eminent person, written eighteen years
ago, on a subject which is now undsr the most
earnest discussion throughout the United States.

We publish the letter as the expression of his

opinions, but do not wish to be undur.siood as

hereby giving them our assent. —The experi-
ence of the United States since its dale has, we
think, stamped the character of mere delusion
upon the plan of " leaving tiic respect to our
flag to rest upon the fair dealing and good be-

haviour of our citizens in foreign countries, and
on their carrying valuable commodities to mar-
ket." And it is pretty well ascertained that " all

the world" is not disposed " to scramble for the

trade of purcliasing our produce and furnishing

supplies of necessaries."

Virginia, December i, 1792.

Sir,—By my friend, Colonel Taylor, whom
I mentioned to you at Richmond, I have to thank
you for the two pamphlets presented me ; which
I have read with attention and pleasure, per-

haps for the tnost powerful of all reasons, that

the sentiments in general coincide with my
own.

A moderate impost on imports and tonnage
on vessels, may properly be made part of every
fiscal system, and five per cent, seeivied to have
been fixed on as a standard of moderation by
the general consent of America, but the ob-

ject should be merely revenue, unmixed with

other purposes; so that if sumptuary laws or
other projects :ire to be tried, let it be by other

detached laws to stand or fall by themselves

:

and let not the impost be expected to answer
all governmental purposes however extensive

;

for that would be ruinous to trade and of course
to the citizens, and they would yet be insensi-

ble of it, not knowing they paid the tax, al-

though they did so, with large increase. No,
let them at least feel, this increased burden, and
they will then inquire of their representatives

why it is laid, and how the money is disposed

of, as they ought to do.—Laws which inter-

fere in, the private employment of citizens, and
encourage one kind at the expense of others,

by premiums, bounties, or prohibitions, are as

impolitic as unjust; they violate private rights

not ceded to society, and fetter occupations as

well as barter of the produce of labour, both of
which succeed best, v/hen left free to the will

and contracts of those concerned. It is a falla-

cious argument indeed, that the agricultural in-

terest is benefited by opening one new market
for their produce and supplies, when the acqui-

sition is made by meafts tending to exclude all

competition, and give monopoly in both to the

new agent—and such is the effect of these laws,

the weight of which fall upon tillage; whereas
when manufacturers are left to grow out of the
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natuidl order ol' iliings, they come lo tlie as^ri

cultural market as new competitors, upon equal

or better terms ; and until they can afford to do

so without the aid of premiums, it is better for

them and the community too, that they should

remain in tilling the earth. I cannot conceive

any reasoning, however specious, which is less

solid, than a kind I have frequently met with,

" that the whole price paid for imported articles,

which might be made here is lost to the com-
munity," which is fully refuted by a familiar

case put to prove it: .1. is a farmer; who has

produce to barter for necessaries ; a foreigner

offers to allow him 10/. for his produce, and to

furnish the articles he wants at 8/. B. is a neigh-

bouring manufacturer, who wants and will allow

^. for the produce the 10/. but must have 10/.

for the necessaries in exchange, cither for want of

skill or industry in his business, for want of pro-

per hands or instruments to carry it on—or most

probably from the superior value of labour em-
ployed in husbandry to that of the other. If .'^.

barters with B. how is the 8/. saved to the com
munity ? Is it not obvious that trade with the

foreigner would have entitled jL to a balance of

40s. in cash, clear gain to him and to the com
munity too, (who are as a body only interested in

the balances paid or received in cash in foreign

trade.) Now if the legislature add a tax upon the

necessaries of 40s. to prevent the foreigner from
underselling B. they not only improperly inter-

meddle with the private dealings of A, and B.

but in plain English tax j1. 40s. a year to save

Ji. from loss, for he gains nothing, having laid

out the sum in increased expenses. Is this just,

or consistent with the equal rights of both ? or

for the interest of society? by no means; let

both alone, and B. will either improve his sys-

tem so as to save his 40s. without loss to J. or

take up A's occupation and gain 40s. and add
that sum also to the gain of the community.
The spirit of the British navigation acts,thougl

applauded there, and by most governments in

the world, is founded on a narrow, selfish policy,

INqUIKIES CONCERNING
ORCHARD GRASS-(DEFERRED BY ACCIDENT.)

Fredericksburg/i, {Firg.) July 20th, 1820,

Mr. Skinner—The principal object of your
ery useful paper, being the diffusion of agricul-gj

^^ gg 50-Potatoks, m fo 50 cts._T*R, §2 25
tura! information through our country ;

I shalliscarce-TuBPENTiNE soft g2 to §2 25-SpiniTs da 35
feel myself much obliged if some one ol ourlcents.

—

Pitch, gS 25—Baco.v, hog round, 7 to 8 cts

—

farming brethren, who is acquainted with the|LAiii>, 11 to 12 cts.—Poixk, prime 12 to 14 cts.

—

Black

valuable union of orchard grass and clover, as Kie Peas. 65 to rOjcents—SH^NGtEs, best Deep Creek,

chant, carrier, seaman, or tradesman, vviUiou

clog or restraint. I beg pardon for having trou

bled you with my crude thoughts upon subjects

you appear so much belter acquainted with ; and

am with much respect, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

EDMUND PENDLE ION.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

"mm WAi^mMw^^i
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, rEMBER, 1, 1820.

Present Prices of Coimtrij Produce in this Market.
Actual sales of Whkat—White, 85 to 90 cts.—Reii,

80 to 85 cts—Cons, 40 to 41 cts.—Rve, 40 to 42 cts.—
Oats, 20 to 25 cts.—Hat, per ton §14 to §15—SriiAW
89 to Sll—Hebkings, No. 1, 82 75 to §3—Do. No. 2,

82 12i to 82 .50—Shad, No. 1, §6 to §6 50—Do. No. 2

§5 to 85 50—PouK, prime, per cvvt. 814 to 814 50

—

Beef from SH to 8l2 50—Flour from the wagons,
84 50—Whiskey, from do. 35 to 36 cts.—Bctteii, per.

lb 20 to 25 cts.

—

Eggs, per. doz. 12 to 15 cts.

—

Veai,
per lb, 6 to 8 cts

—

Lamb, per quarter 37J to 50 cts.

—

Beef, prime pieces 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams, 14 cts

—

Mid.
dlings 10 cts.

—

Live Cattle, 86—Chi per doz.

constituting in my judgment the best hay next

to timothy, will answer the following queries in

the " American Farmer."
1st. What quantity oforchard grass and clover

seed should be sown to the acre ?

2nd. What season is the best for sowing, au-

tumn or spring ?

3rd. Should they be sown alone, or with

wheat in autumn, or with oats in spring ?

4th In what market can the orchard grass

seed be procured, and at what price per bushel ?

A FARMER.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

July 31s/, 1820.

Ete Pea
§8 50—Do. sm.all 84 75 to 85—FtooninG Flask, 5-4

826—London White Lead 84 25—American do. S3
5—-Boiled Oil, gl 37^

—

Feathers, 50 to 62J cts

—

Cotton Upland, 20 to 21 cts.—Maryland Tobacco, ac-

tual sales the last week 5 hlids. from Poplar Springs,

Anne Arundel county, 2 crop, at g 17.-1 do. do. at 814,
2 do. seconds at 88 -5 hhds. from Friendship, Anne
Arundel 2 crop, at %W—2 seconds at gB— I do. do. at

89—4 lihds. from Montgomery, 2 do. fired at glO—
3do. at S13—4 hhds. from do. fired, 2atSll and glS,
2 at §16 25—4 hhds. from do. unfired, at gS 25—No
sales of Virginia Tobacco, th.it we know of.

Ca\\e,\'t lianA fotc Sale.

I will sell for the proprietors, at private sale, a
tract of land, lying in Calvert County, on the Patux-
ent river, containing from 800 to 1000 acres, bounded
on the south and east by battle creek, and on theMr. Skinner,

The economy of wood is becoming a deeply west by the Patuxent, forming a peninsula.
- g immense ^^^ '""^""^ '^ ^'^^^ known in the neighbouringinteresting subject to the farmer. The i

consumption in most negro quarters, employs
nmcli of the time of both hands and teams, that

ought to be applied to taking out manure. You
could scarcely do any thing more acceptable to

unfriendly to the general interests of mankindJmany farmers, than to induce stove venders to

and therefore, when adopted, must be supported advertise in your useful paper a description with

by a powerful navy at a niinous expense. I b

lieve upon a fair calculation it has that way cost

Britain 100/. at least for every penny benefit she

has derived from this favoured policy ; although
her insular situation and remote colonies made
a considerable navy necessary for her security.

America is not in that situation ; and I hope ne-

ver to see a navy attempted, beyond what is ade-

quate to secure our coast from pirates and ma-
rauders, and keep the peace between our own as

well as foreign trading vessels in our ports and
on the coasts; leaving the respect to our flag to

rest upon the fair dealing and good behaviour ol

our citizens in foreign countries, and on their car-

rying valuable commodities to market, as is now
the case.

This will admit of a noble, liberal and beneB-
cial policy, to open our ports to all the world,

without descrimination, or retaliating regula-

tions ; let all scramble for the trade of purchas-
ing our produce and furnishing sujiplies of ne-

cessaries, whilst our citizens are engaged in agri-

culture, the most profitable, as well as the most
independent and honourable employment of man.

at the same time let all employments be free

and open to such as choose ihem, whether mer-

the prices of those that would best suit the above

purposes. The size that would be most general-

ly useful, would be one to cook for twenty or

twenty five persons big and little. And the

points most requisite, are to combine the great-

est saving of fuel with the greatest capacity for

boiling water or otner liquids, and the power of

using the fire by night, so as to give light to the

stove room.
Your obd't serv't, RUSTICUS.

above we will make known gratuitously any propo-

.sitions or advertisement on the subject.]

Ed. Am. F,.

TO THE editor of the AMERICAN FARMER.

Sir,—You will render a favour if you wil'

publish a good receipt for making beer ; one that

a plain farmer can understand. The proportions,

for one barrel, of barley, hops, and water. We
surely ought to make as good " October" as any
" 7fc" in John Btdl's dominions. Your attention

will particularly oblige,

NO. GROG MAN.
Jlh August, 1820.

„ coun-
ties, and can hardly need description,"more especially

as persons inclined to buy will look at it. The pre-

sent crops of corn and tobacco will best speak its

character, and persons desirous of purchasing will

do well to call at the place and view them. The
tenants to whom 'tis rented, and judges of such crops

say there will be a product of 1000 barrels of corn,

and more than 60 hogsheads of tobacco.

This body of land will make two good farms, and
will be sold either separately or together, but the
latter mode would be preferred.

It lies well, is as little broken as any body of the

same quantity perhaps any where to be found.

The river is well known at home and abroad for

ts easy and bold channel and the Creek equally de-

serves this character. The navigation is almost to

the very door, and the bay craft lie in the creek with-

n ten yards of the shore.

This place is from 20 to 25 miles from the mouth
[Fully concurring in the views of the writer of the of the Patuxent, and receives from this river and the

creek an abundant supply of the best fish, crabs and
ysters, and is visited by almost every kind of wild

fowl.

Terms of payment will be made easy. Letters,

post paid, addressed to Dr. Oct's. C. Taney, at Low-
er Marlborough, Calvert county, or tome at George-

town, District Columbia, will be attended to.

AUGUSTUS TANEV
Georgetown, August 26.

BALTIMORE,

'BlISBED EVERT FBIDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNEB, EDITOR.
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l\.emaTlts on Soiling

.

{Communicated by the Hon. Joduh Quhict/.]

(Continued from Ko. 23, Vol. II. page 178.)

About the first of June, cattle in general were this
season turned out to pasture. On the 30th of May
my farmer began to cut the sides of the road leading
to my house from the higliway and orchard. He con-
tinued to soil from this and from grass growing in my
orchard until the seventh. On this day he abandon-
ed cutting the grass for soiling, and began to cut
from the winter rye. This was found too umgh, and
it was quitted and my farmer returned to soiling
«pon grass. Having cut over all the refuse of my
grass, by the 24th of June, he then went into th
|)oorest of my mowing land, and afterwards into my
clover. From this he continued to soil, until the 6ih
of July. By this time he had gone.over not much
short of three acres of mowing land. On the 6th of
July, he began to soil from my oats. He continued
to soil from these until the 21st of July. On the 21st
of July, he began to soil on Indian corn, on which he
continued until the 26th, when he began to cut about
two acres ot late and light bark y. On this he
tmued until the 30th of July, when he recommenced
soilmg on corn fodder, and continued upon it until
the 31st day of Augubt. On this day he began to cut
over the road sides, winch had been first cut early ii

June. This was continued only to the 2d of Septem
ber, when he began to cut the second crop of Indian
Com, growing upon the three and one fourth acres of
Indian corn, which had now shot up in great luxu
riance, from the roots of that, which had been cut

^!^:^-^.:^^3-^^^^'i^'^^''t^
soiling continued until the 8th of September.
On the 9th. and 10th, he soiled upon about a fourth

<jt an acre of millet and buckwheat. On the 11th,
soiled on a second crop of clover. From the 12th to
the 15th, inclusive, on corn stalks of about an acre of
sweet corn, and on the 16ih on a patch of millet and
oats. This was continued to the 20th, when he be-
^an on two acres of Indian corn sown in drills, on the
hrstot August, on land from which a crop of peas
had been previously taken. Soiling was continued
on this corn, until the od of October. From thi
time until the 15th of October, the soiling was wholly

my mowing land
From the 15th of October, to about the 20th of

Pfovember, they were kept wholly upon carrot and
turnip tops arising from the topping of about twelve
acres of both ; being allowed always one foddering of
salt hay. This finished the summer feeding. From
this time Uiey are kept wholly upon salt and Enrlish
hay. The result then of this experiment, so far
relates to land, is the following

:

The twenty head consumed the product of
2J acres, roadsides and orchard.
3 do. mowhig land.
3} da Indian corn, cut as fodder.
2 do. late and light barley.
5 do. oats.

2 do. late sown Indian corn after a oea crop
i do. Buckwheat.

1 do. millet, buckwheat and oats.

17 Acres;

This is the whole land which was cut over for soil-

>
iig

;
with the exception of the after feed on the mow

ing land, and the tops of carrots and turnips,
comparing this result with the former practice of my
farm, I apprehend the following statement to be just.

I offset the keeping from the 11th of September to
the 20th of November, against the old manner of let-

ting the cattle run at large during the autumn months,
on the mowing land, to its great injury, by poaching
and close feeding,—If this should not be deemed suf-

ficient, I then make no estimate of the difference
between keeping fifteen head of cattle, the old stocky
and twenty head of cattle, my present stock. After
these allowances and ofFsetts, which no man can doubt
are sufficiently liberal, then I state, that my experi
ment has resulted in relation to land, in this, that I

have kept the same amount of stock, by soiling on
seventeen acres ofland, which had always fireviously
'equiredfifty acres. The result is, in my opinion,
even in this respect greater than what is here stated,
This however, is sufficient to exhibit the greatness
of the economy of this mode so far as relates to land.
With respect to saving of fencing, the previous

condition of my farm was this. I had at the lowest
estimate five miles of interior fence, equal to sixteen
hundred rods, which at one dollar the rod was equal,
in original cost, to sixteen hundred dollars. And an-
nually, for repairs and refitting, cost sixty dollars.
I have nonv not one rod ofinterior fence. Of course
this saving is great, distinct, and undeniable.

In relation to manures, the effect of soiling is not
less apparent and unquestionable. The exact amount
of summer product I have not attempted to ascertain,
but I am satisfied that, every thing considered, it is
not less than one buck load per month per head, or
on twenty head of cattle, one hundred and twenty
load for the six soiling months. In this estimate, I
take into consideration the advantage resulting from
the urine saved, by means of loam, sand, or some

cutting it, and distributing it to the cattle, is com-
pensated by these savings. Upon this point, my owt
experience has satisfied me that the value of the
manure alone, is an ample compensation for all this
expense. Leaving the saving of land, of food, and
of fencmg stufiF, as well as the better condition of the
cattle, as a clear gain from the system.—As an evi
dence of this, I state my expenses for labour in con
ducting the soiling process.
During the month of June, I hired a man to dt

every thing appertaining to the soiling process, that

:;«."i='?^^^-=<^^^^^^^^^^^ the day time, for fifteen dollars the month,
he finding himself. In this arrangement it was esti
mated, that I avail myself of half his labour. At the
end of the month I had the manure measured, and
I found that the manure collected in my receptacle,
which was a cellar under the barn, and not including
that which had been made during the four hours
each day, in the yard, amounted to fifteen load. A
quantity of manure, which I could not have placed
on my farm, for thirty dollars; and which I could
have sold there for twenty dollars, upon the condi
tion it should be carried away. It cost me as above
stated, fifteen dollars, in the labour of the attendant.
During the remaining five months, I added another

man, because I found that a great economy in vege
table food, would result from the cutting it into pieces
by a cutting knife, and mixing with it about one
third of cut salt hay or straw. This was done, and 1

kept an accurate account of all the labour of cutting
the fond in the field, bringing it into the barn, cutting
it up there, cutting salt hay or straw, to mix with
it, mixing this food, and delivering it to the cattle,
and found that it amounted to one hundred and forty-

eight days' labour. This estimated at a dollar the
day, is one hundred and forty-eight dollars, to which
adding fifteen dollars paid for labour, in the month
of June, the whole expense was one hundred and
sixty-three dollars.

I'he manure at the end of the soiling season, cer-
tainly equalled me hundred and twenty loads, and
could not have been bought, and brought there, for
three hundred dollars. Let it be estimated at only
two hundred dollars in value. No man can question,
think, the correctness of my assertion, that the va-

lue of the manure obtained, is a clear compensation
for this amount of labour ; and this including all the
expense of labour, connected with soiling.

It remains to be shown, in what manner the whole
process ought to be conducted, by anyone, who may
originally attempt it, and ahohowfar it is applicable
othe farming condition of New-England, and what
pecies of farmers would find their account in at-

tempting it.

(To be continued.)

[We are sorry to inform our readers that the se-
quel of the foregoing valuable Essay of Mr. Quincy
on Soiling, is not yet completed, nor will it be until

sometime in January next. So soon as it comes to

hand it shall be inserted-] Jidil. Am. Far.

Mx. JefffeYson's JVLowlA-Board.

'rom the Domestic Enctclopedia, first Amc
tton, -iinth additians, applicable to thepresent
the United States, by James Mease, M. D.

Plough, in agriculture, a machine for breaking or
turning up the soil, by the draught of cattle.

No implement has more essentially contributed to

the comforts of mankind than the plough ; for, witliout

this contrivance, much time, labour and expense, would
be wasted, in digging the ground, and preparing it for
the reception of seed. Hence, ingenious men have
invented a variety <if ploughs, but, as a detail of their

various constituent parts, would exceed our limits, we
shall confine our attention to an account of such ma-
chines as deserve more particular notice.

[The great points to be attended to in ploughing,
are, 1. to open a fair regular furrow, and 3, to do this,

th as little resistance as possible. It is believed
that these advantages are to be obtained, by the use
jf a plough, to which the mould board invented bj
Thomas Jeffebsos, is affixed : and of which the an-
nexed views will give a clear idea.

The following account of this mould-board, and of
the principles upon which it is constructed, are taken
from a communication addressed to Sir Johk St. CtAiit,

in 1798, then president of the British board of agri-

culture, and inserted in the 4tli vol. of tlie Transac-
s of the American Plulosophical Society, vol. 4, p. 314.
The mould.board should be a continuation of the

g of the ploughshare, beginning at its hinder
edge, and in the same plane. Its first office is to re-
ceive the sod horizontally from the wing ; to raise
it to a proper height for being turned over ; and to
malce, in its progress, the least resistance fiossible ,-

ind consequently to require a minimum in the mov-
ng power. Were this its only office, the wedge
vould ofier itself as the most eligible form in prac-
ice. But the sod is to be turned over also. To do
this, the one edge of it is not to be raised at all ; for
to raise this would be a waste of labour. The other
edge is to be raised till it passes the perpendicular,
that it may full over with its own weight. And, that
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this may be iloiic, su as to ,^l^e ulsi) tlie least resis

tence, it must be made to rise g-radually from tli

moment the sod is received. The mould-board tlier

a this spcoiid otHce, operates as a transverse, or rising

wedge, the point of whicli sliding back horizontuUj

(111 the ground, the other end continues rising till it

passes tlie perpendicular. Or, to vary the point ot

^ iew, place on the ground a wedge of the breadth

of the ploughshare, of its length from the wing back-

wards, and as high at the heel as it is wide : draw a

diagonal on its upper face from the left angle at the

point to the right upper angle of tlie heel : bevil the

face from (lie dia^nal to the right-bottorr.-edge which

lies on the ground. That hdf is then evidently in

the best form for performing the two offices of rais-

ing and turning the sod gradually, and with the least

-jfiort : and if you will suppose the same bevil conti-

nued across the left side of tlic diagonal; that is, if

vou will suppose a straight line, whose length is at

least equal to the breadth of the wedge, applied on

the face of the first bevil, and moved backwards on it

parallel with itself and with the ends of the wedge,
the lower end of the line moving along the right-bot-

toni-edge, a curved plane will be generated, whose
characteristic will be a combination of the principle of

the wedge in cross directions, and will give what

seek, \\\(i mould board of least resistance. It offers too

this great advantage, that it may be made by the

coarsest workman, by a process so exact that its

form shall never be varied a single hair's breadth. One
fault of all other mould-boards ij that, being copied by

the eye, no two will be alike. In truth it is easier to

form the mould-board I speak of with precision, when
the method has been once seen, than to describe that

method either by words or figures. I will attempt how-

ever to describe it. Whatever may not be intelligible

from the description, may be suiJpUed from the model

f send you.
" Let the breadth and depth or the furrow the far-

mer usually opens, as also the length of his plough-

bar, from where it joins the win^ to the hinder end,

iie given ; as these fix the dimensions of the block of

whicli the mould board is to be made. Suppose the

furrow 9 inches wide, 6 inches deep, and the plougl

bar 2 feet long. Then the blocks Fig. 1. must be 9

inches wide at bottom (4. c.) 13* inches wide at top,

(a. d.) because if it were merely of the same width

with the bottom as a. e. the sod, only raised to the

perpendicular, would fall back into the furrow by its

own elasticity. 1 find from experience, that, in my
soil, the top of the mould-board should oyerjet th.

perpendicular 4^ inches in a height of 12 inches, to

insure that the weight of the sod shall preponderate

over its elasticity. This is an angle of nearly 22°,

The block must be 12 inches high, because, unless

the mould-board be in height double the depth of the

ofth

furrow, in ploughing friable earth, it will be thrown

in waves over the mould-board : and it must be 3 feet

long, one foot of which is added to form a tail-piece,

by which it may be made fast to thif plough-handle.

'I'he first operation is to give the frst form to this

tail-piece, by sawing the block. Fig 2. across from

<i. b. on its left side, (which is twelve inches from

its hinder end) along the line b. c. to c. within 1^

inches of the right side, and to the corresponding ]>oint

in the bottom, Ij inches also from the side. Then
saw in again at tlic hinder end from d. e. (IJ inches

from the right side) along the line d. c The block

a. b. c. d. e.f.g. drops out and leaves ihe tail-piec

( . d. e. h. i. k. IJ inches thick. The fore part of th

block a. ft. c. k. I. m. n. is what is to form the real

mould-board. With a carpenter's square make n

scribe all round the block at every inch. There wili

of course be 23 of them. Then from the point k

Fig. 2. and 3. draw the diagonals k. »». on the top,

and k. o. Fig. 3. on the right side. Enter a saw ;

the point m. being the left-foreupper corner, and sa

in, guiding the hinder part of the saw along the di

goual m. k. (Fig. 2. 3 ) and the fore part down the

left edge of the block at the fore-end m. I. O'lg- '•:.)

till it reaches k. and t. in a straight line. It will then

have reached the true central diagonal of the block

k. I. Fig. 5. then enter the saw at the point o. being

the right.fore-boltom corner, and saw in, guiding llie

hinder part of the saw along the diagonal a. k. (Fig. 3.)

iiid the fore part along the bottom edge ot the fore

end 0. I. till it again reaches k. I. Fig. 5. the same
:entral diagonal to which you had cut in the other

lirection. Consequently the pyramid k. m. n. o. I.

Fig. 4. drops out and leaves the block in the form Fig.

5. You will now observe that if in the last operation

instead of stopping tlie saw as the central diagonal

k. I. we had cut through the block in the same plane,

we should have taken off a wedge /. m. n. e. k. b. Fig.

3. and left the block in the form of a wedge, also

k. b. a. p. k. which, when speaking of the princi-

ple of the mould-board, I observed would be the

perfect form if it had only to raise the sod.—
; it is to be turned over also, the left half of the

upper wedge is preserved, to furnish on the left side,

the continuation of the bevil which was proposed to

be made on the right half of the bottom wedge.

—

We are now to proceed to the bevil, for which pur-

the scribes round the block were formed before

the pyramidal piece was taken out ; and attention

must be used not to mismatch or mistake tl

that they are disjointed by the withdrawing of that

piece. Enter the saw on the two points of tlie 1st

scribe where it has been disjointed, which is exactly

where it intersected the two superficial diagonals,

and saw across the hollow of the block, guiding the

saw, both before and behind, along the same scribe,

till the fore part of the saw reaches the bottom edge

of the right side, and the middle of the saw reaches

the central diagonal ; the hinder part will of

continue the same straight line, which will issue

somewhere on the top of the block. Then enter thi

saw in like manner on the two projecting points oi

the 2nd scribe, and saw in, along the scribe, before

and behind, till it reaches the same bottom edge

the right side, and the central diagonal. Then the

3d. 4th, 5th, &c. scribes successively. After ciiting

n several of the earlier scribes, the hinder part of th'

saw will issue at the left side of the block, and all

the scribes being cut, the saw will have left straight

from the bottom edge of the right side of the

block, across the central diagonal. With an ad;

dub off all the sawed parts to the bottoms of the

marks, just leaving the traces visible, and the

face of the mould-board is finished. These traces

ill shew how the cross wedge rises gradually on th

face of the direct wedge, which is preserved in trace

of the central diagonal. A person may represent to

himself, sensibly and easily the manner in which the

raised on this mould-board, by describing

the ground a parallelogram 2 feet long and 9 inches

broad, as a. b. c. d. Fig. 6. then rest one end of a stick

2~A inches long on the ground at /;. and raise the

other 12 inches high at e. which is4i is inches from

and represents the overhanging of that side of the

mould-board. Then present another stick 12 inches long

from a. to b. and move it backwards parallel with itself

from a. b. to d. c. keeping one end of it always on the

line a. d. and letting the other rise as it recedes along

the diagonal stick b. e. which represents our central dia-

gonal. The motion of the cross stick will be that of our

rising wedge, and will show how every transverse line of

the sod is conducted from its first horizontal position,

till it is raised so far beyond the perpendicular as to fall

reversed by its own weight. But to return to our work

We have still to form the under side of the mould

board. Turn the block bottom up. Enter the saw or

the first scribe, at what was the bottom edge of tlie left

side, and cut in, guiding the instrument at both ends by

the scribe, till it has approached within an inch, or anv

other distance, according to the thickness you choose of

the face. Then cut in like manner all the other scribes,

and with the adze dub out the sawed parts, and the

mould-board is done. It is to be made fast to the plough by

resting the toe in the hinder edge of the wing, which

must be made double like a comb case, to receive and

protect the fore end of the mould-board. Then pass

screw through the mould-board and helve of the plougl

share, where they touch each other, and two others

through the tail piece of the mould-board and right

handle of the plough, and cut off so much of the tail,

piece as projects behind the handle diagonally, and the

whole is done.
"

1 have described this ojieration in its simplest

mode, that it might be the more easily understood.

practice, I have found some other modifjca
lions of it advantageous. Thus, instead of first form-
ng my block as a. b. c. d. Fig. 7, where a. b. is IZ
nches, and the angle at b. a right one, 1 cut a wedge-
ike piece b. c. e. off the bottom through the whole
length of the block, h. e. being equal to the thickness

of the bar of the share (suppose \\ inches) because
the face ot the wing declining from the top of the
bar to the ground, were the bUick laid on the share,

without an equivalent bevil at its bottom, the side

(1. b. would decline from the perpendicular, and a. d.
'

0111 its horizontal position.—Again, instead of leav-

g the top of the block 13^ inches wide from »ii. to n.

Fig. 8, I cut a wedge from the right side n. k. i. c.p.

A niches thick at top, and tapering to nothing at

bottom : because I find that the tail-piece, being by
IS made oblique, as c. i. instead of k. i. is

brought more advantageously to the side of the han-

dle. The first superficial diagonal is consequent ly

brought from m. to c. and not from m. to k. as in the
first directions."

letter (of 19th August, 1803,) with which the
editor vas favoured from Mr. J. on the subject of his

mould-board, he says ;
" I have since thought of an

alter.ition in the form of that mould-board, which
Id recommend it more to common opinion, and

perhaps improve it. In the one described in the '

Phil Tram, the toe of the mould-board is at a right

angle with the bar, and is lodged in a duplication of

he hinder edge of the wing like a comb-case. Bu
would propose to make that duplication parallel with

he fore edge of the fin ; and two or three inches back
ffrom it, consequently the mould-board would be
pointed at the toe, instead of being square. To do

after the pyramidal block is cut out, the fore-

right corner of the block should be sawed off by a
line leading from the fore-left corner, parallel with

the fore edge of the wing. This being done, the

bevil is to be formed by exactly the same process, as

in the first description. The principle of this is ri-

gorously the same with the first ; it is only rne of
those accomodations of it to different circumstances

and views, which practice may produce. It will pro-

bably enter and pass on with less resistance ; but it

vill at the same time lose a beautiful and advan-

ageous efi^ect, which I observed produced by the

first form, which being fiat in front like a wedge, the

earth of the furrows rising on it, kept it steadily in

the ground, w ithout any wabbling, and without any

effort of the ploughman. Its motion was as smooth
as that of a ship through the water in a steady wind,

and smooth surface."

" These variations will be easy to any one after un-

derstanding the general principle. While these

mould-boards have been under trial, and essays have

been making of greater or less projection for the up-

per right edge of the block, and of different heights

in proportion to the depth of the furrow, 1 have con-

tinued to make them of wood. Hut now satisfied by

a sufficient experience, that for a furrow of 9 by 6 in-

ches, the dimensions I have stated are the best, I pro-

pose to have the mould-board made of cast iron.

" I am seasible that this description may be thought

too lengthy and elahorate for a subject, which has

hardly been deemed worthy of the application of

science. But if the plough he in truth the most useful

of the instruments known to man, its perfection cannot

be an iiUe speculation. And in any case whatever, the

combination of theory^ which may satisfy the learned,

with a practice intelligible to the most unlettered la-

bourer, will be acceptable to the two most useful class-

es of society."

Robert Smith, of the Township of Buckingham,

Uucks County, Pennsylvania, has obtained a patent

from the United Stales, for a cast mould-board plate,

constructed upon mathematical principles, which is

much approved of. The editor has been favoured

with a copv of the specification, but as no figures ex-

planatory of the progress of the work accompanied it

any description would be unintelligible.' He will

• The patentee's agents, are Bobeson and Paul) I'hi

adelphia.
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therefore only add the fullowmg- useful i-emarbs by M
Smith, on the construction of ploughs.

In constructing ploughs the beam ought to be

placed directly over the land side of the plough, so the land of a two horse plough. A plough wit!

tliat the cut of the coulter may be square with the

cut of the share ; and the land should be given to the

plough, between the coulter mortice, and the fore end
of the beam ; for if the cutting of the share and coul

ter makes an acute angle in the land, then the i)lough

will incline to fall to the right ; but if it makss
obtuse angle, then it will incline to (all to the left.

A plough for two horses ought to be not less than
nine inches, nor more than ten inches wide in the

bottom, and for three horses, from eleven to twelve
inches wide. The share should never differ much in

width from the plough. The cut of the share and
bottom of the plough, should be exactly in one plane.

Sections of Mr. Jeffers

A three horse plough requires no land m its construc-

tion. A crook of three inches and a half in the be.-ini

before the coulter mortice to the right, will suffice for

beam runs the steadiest, and it being long, prevents

the plough from kicking; and long shafts gives

ploughman a greater command of its direction.

ast iron plate ouglit to be scoured with a grit s

efore it is used."

The

In ploughing down weeds, or long stubble;

well known, that
"

' ' '

the difficulty with which they are completely buried
To remedy this a farmer of Pennsylvania, connected,
loosely, one end of a small chain 'to the end of the

large swingle tree, and the other end to the coulter,

with the desired ellect.]

Jllould-boaril.

Outside Ftev

I*rom the .'Ne-7y York Statesman.

¥oYest Tvees.
Extract of a letter, dated

Canandaigua, July 1320.

The larch, or pinus laiix, takes a high rank
among European trees, tor the excellent qualities of

viTood and bark. " I'iie most barren rnouiitains

will grow larches," say-, bishop Watson, and the ex-

periment has been successfully and repeatedly tried

Scotland, whose bleak and rugged mountains now
h ' trouble' is 'experienced from exhibit vigorous vegetatiun. From this tree the Ve-

nice turpentine is extracced. Tak'-n internally, its

resins are aperient, sudorific, diuretic, and stoma-

chic : and applied extenally, they are anodyne, de-

tersive, and antiseptic

in this country there tre two species of larch, al

though they have been ger.erally considered as varie

ties, and they are denominated tarmarack, or hack
metack.—The larix pendida, or black larch, is

found in cedar swamps, and the larix micro-carpa, or

red larch, on high mountains, according to Pursh.

L'hey closely resemble each other, but that they are

specifically distinct, has been satisfactorily establish-

ed by Mr, Lambert, who observed, that they always

keep distinct, when raised frcm seed.

The American larch is said to resemble the Eu-
ropean, where there are also two species : but wheth-

er they are the same tret, I cannot distinctly say.

This tree has never been transplanted or cultivat-

ed in this country. You now and then perceive a

solitary one before a court yard. It is a beautiful,

ornamental tree, and its i-apid growth, and adaption

to the most barren soils, .ecominend it decidedly to

the attention of the American agriculturist.
" By cultivation," said bishop Watson, I " mean

tillage, pasturage, and plantation." The last, ex-

cept for fruit trees, is totally neglected in this coun-

try. This is owing to th- abundance of wood : but

even already, 'he inhabitaBts of cities have been

forced to import their coal from England. Every
farmer ought to devote iO acres to the planting of

trees for fuel and building—and using an acre a year,

and continuing to replant, the deficiency will be

supplied, allowing twenty years for the growth of

wood. The Hindoo who plants a tree, digs a wel,

and has a son, is sure of heaven. It is to be regret-

ted, that some strong ar.d similar inducement does

not operate in America.
All the roads and canals ought to be lined with

forest trees. The shade will be agreeable, and the

view delightful to travellers.

The Americans are a siiip building people. A 7i,

is calculated will take the wood of fifty acres. Is

not time for them to look out for futurity, and not

to anticipate the supplies of distant generations .'

In passing from Rome to Syracuse, you see noth-

ing but one great forest, which must contain many
millions of cords of wood : but already have the axe
and the fire brand been applfed, and before the

lapse of 50 years these immense woods will fall be-

fore the hand of cultivation. What then will be-

come of the great manufactories of salt, unless coal

is discovered, or plantation adopted .' Both must be

attended to—wood will always be required for navi-

gable and architectural purposes. The swamps
west of Rome are filled with turf or peat, as I per-

ceived from the canal packet.

Teae\v Tvees.
The cultivation of this tree has become very in-

teresting to gardeners in the vicinity of this city. A
very simple mode of preserving and restoring them

when apparently neaiiy destroyed by the disease so

fatal to thtm in this quarter, and commonly called

the " Yellows," has been accidentally discovered by

a gentleman in this city. A statement of the fact,

as it occurred, will convey all necessary information.

In the fall of 181G, a very fine tree standing in his

yard, was apparently dead from the effects of the

above-mentioned disease—throughout the fall and

winter vci-y large quantities of common wood ashes

were casually thrown by the servants about the root
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of the tree. To the astonishment of all who had
seen it the preceding fait, it ))ut forth its leaves vi-

ijoroHsly the next season, and bore abundance of fine

iruit. A small quantity of wood ashes was again

thrown round its root last fall, and the tree is now
become so full of fine fruit that it has become
saiy to prop it up. This is a very simple remedy,

and certainly worthy of trial.

The foregoing paragraph is from Mr. Lang's Ga
zette ofthis morning. A gentleman has since call

ed upon us, who has tried the same experiment

with all the success he could have desired. He wish-

es us to recommend this simple method of preserv

ing this valuable fruit tree to the public and he also

suggests to the New York Agricultural Society, the

expediency of having printed hand bills of the above

article, stuck up in all the markets, and given tt

every countryman who attends them, that the infor

niation may be as widely diffused as possible.

[jV. Y. Com. Adv.

Exlracl of a letter from Henry Bry, Esq, receiver ofpub-

lic monies at Ouachita, {Monroe) July 1, 1820.
" Oil the 23d of May I sowed the seeds of * Barilla

fma, whicii you transmitted. I shall take the great-

Jefferson, and Mr. Pickering on the subject ol

Parmesan Cheese, to which we now add the follow-

ing extract from a late English publication, enti-

tled " .\ .lourncy in Carniola, &c. by W. A. Cadell

Ksn. F. U. S."
Eclit. ./Imer. Far.

of supplying ice for cooling the creanf. whicli is put
into the churn. This they find facilitates the making
of butter at certain seasons of the year.

In the farm-yard is an inscription, commemorating
he visit paid to this dairy by the Austrian Emperor
nd the Archdukes, two years ago."

)n the 14 April (1818,) I went to see a large

cheese dairy, three miles from Milan, one of the dai-

ries at which that kind of cheese called in commerce
Parmesan, is made. It is called in Italy, Formag^i

ili grana, because it is commonly used in a granula

form, being grated, and brought to table to be eaten

th soup. Much of this cheese is also made near Lo-

di and Pavia.

The word Formaggie is from Formaticum, which

gnifies, in the Latin of the middle ages, cheese prepar-

ed in a form.

The cheese is made in the morning before sunrise.

The morning's milk, and that of the preceding

evening, are put into a large brass vessel, five

feet in height, narrow at bottom, and widening

out like a trumpet to three feet diameter at top. This

vessel is placed over a fire which is sunk in the groimd

and the vessel can be removed from the fire by ;

crane.

When the milk is heated, runnet, in form of paste, i

little saflTron, to give the cheese the yel- put in, and
est care of the plant if it germinates. He who intro-jiow colour
duces a useful plant renders an essential service to when tlie coagulation has taken place, the copper

his country. The successful cultivator is entitled to U taken off the fire, the curd is taken out in a cloth

our gratitude equally with the ingenious mechanic wlir

teaches us how to stem the rapid currents of our migh-

ty rivers.

"Permit me to make a few remarks on the culture

of the barilla. In my travels in the south of Europe.

t took notice of the cultivation of that valuable plant

barilla, viz :

—

Salsola sativa, Linn, which he des-

cribes, Salsola diffusa, herbacea, fotis, terelibus, gin-

Ms, floribus conglomeratis, is cultivated in the vicini.

ly of Alicant, in Valencia in Spain, and was, in the be-

ginning of the French revolution, cultivated, witli

itreat success and profit, about Aries, and almost

ftom Perpignan to Marseillei. In Spain they sow it

in November ; in France sometimes as late as April

The seeds must be sowed thickly, as not one half ol

them are ripe, and the practice is not te wait foi

their maturity before burning the plant. Wlier

smved in land not salted, (viz. on the sea shore or

salt marshes,) the plant degenerates, and the third

crop yields almost nothing but potash. In this coi

try it will grow well—the climate is congenial to the

plant ; but, if I mistake not there can be no great

crops, except on the sea shore and about the Salines,

which are very numerous in the vale of Mississippi.

Between this place and Natchitoches there is about

four or five hundred acres of land in one body,

taining a large quantify of muriate de sonde, and

there it will flourish. Although we now extract the

soude from the muriate de sonde, (common salt) by

the aid of sulphuric acid, yet the value of the soudi

from barilla wdl not be much diminished ; for, ii

some particular dyes, the soude of common salt will

not answer the intention. If the plant succeeds, I will

send seeds to friends who live in the neighbourhood ot

Salines. I have no doubt it is worth cultivating

the sea-shores of the United States, from latitude 36,

to the southernmost cape of Florida. That will be the

country for barilla.

H. BRV
The Commissioners of Gen. Land Office."

and put within a broad wooden hoop, the sides of

whicli are as high as the cheese is intended to be.

This hoop can be straitened by means of a rope. A
bourd is placed on the top of the cheese, and a small

weight on the board. The cheese is not put into a

ess.

After this, the cheese is taken to the salting room

and two cheeses are placed together, one above the

other, with broad hoops tightened round them

Much salt is laid on the top of the uppermost cheese

the salt dissolves, and the brine filters through the

cheeses.

The cheeses are shifted from one place to another

all along the benches of the salting room, and are

beaten with a flat piece of wood, cut with straight-

ined furrows intersecting each other.

The cheese is next taken to the magazine, where eacl

cheese is placed on a shelf.

The sides of the cheese are painted with a mixture

of litmus, otherwise called tournesol, and oil, to give

hem die purple colour. The tournesol is a plant col-

lected in the south of France.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

AGRICULTURAL CHYMISTRY.—Mo. 4.

When the analysis of the chymist has decom-
posed any substance, which may have attracted

his attention, the final result of his operations,

usually eventuate, in an acid., a metalic,

or an earthy base ; we may therefore conclude,

that the immense variety, and forms of matter,

are composed only of different proportions ot"

these few simple substances, whether any fur-

ther reduction can be made to their number,
will remain for future discoveries to decide ;

hese are alone sufficient to show the effect of

hat almighty and wonderful power which has

created these substances, and has given to them.

laws by which they have formed, and are daily

forming countless millions of new forms and
varieties of matter ; tl>e light of chymistry as

it shines forth ever lends to convince us of the

boundless wisdom of what may seem but plain

language among the great truths of the Holy
Scriptures ; already do we see that " mountains

and hills," praise the Lord, and will " magnify

him for ever," and how wonderfully just ap-

pears the holy expression that, " the Lord is

able to raise up from these stones, seed unto

Abraham." When we find by our progress in-

to the knowledge of science, that there arc

daily raised up thousands of human beings, and

millions of animated bodies from the dust of the

earth by the process of vegetation, from the

soil, and the rise and change of that vegetable

matter into animal bodies, these, if we analyse

them, become again reduced into an acid, me-
talic or an earthy matter. I am however, de-

viating from that outline of system, which I

had pursued in the numbers already furnished,

but it is difficult to advance in the paths of

science, without occasionally stopping to enjoy

The cheeses are set on the shelf in the same order the expansive, and wonderful views which are
in which they were made; and the cheeses of each

3jj.gjj,,^gj ^^ before us. The system which I

^ThosroF'^thfSTf October and of May are have in some measure pursued commences

the best, and bear the highest price The best cheeses with the theory of vegetation, proposed in my
can be kept longest, and are improved by keeping for first number ; this theory being founded on ac-

tual experiment, and connected with the ac

The seeds of Barilla Fina were transmitted by

Mr. Forsyth, Minister of the United Stales in Spain

They have been distributed extensively. In the Manu-

facture of glass, of hard soap, in dyeing, &c. ihe soda,

obuined bv the incineration of barilla, is of very great

value. J- M
Gen. Land Office, Aug. 26, 1820.

Yavmfesan CUeese-Daivy.
We have n. . previous number of the Farmer pre.

sent! 1.1 our readers with communications from Jlr.

some years.

There was .-in October cheese which had been kept

five years, and was to be sent to the Emperor.

After the great cheese is made, the liquid in the cop.

per is again heated over the fire, and curd is collected

from it to make small cheeses, called Mascarla.

The numoer of cows kept for making cheese in this

dairy is eiglity. They are always in the house in

winter, and at this season of the year. They are fed

pnn grjss all the year, excirpt perhaps in December

The house in which they are kept is not above nine

fL-et high to the ceiling. They are not kept very

clean. In summer, they go out to the field to feed

during the day.

The cows are of a dark colour, and are brought

from Switzerland, which is found more profitable than

rearing them in this country. The bull is also Swiss,

and fourteen months old.

It is estimated that 2000 head of cattle pass the

Mount Saint Gothard every year, coining fr"

zerland into Italy. Considerable fairs for the sale of the

cattle are held at Lugano.
The evening's milk is put in flat copper vessels, three

feet in diameter, in order to collect the cream

There is an ice-house at the dain-, for the purpose

tion of earthy and saline substances (or ma-
nures) on vegetable life, may be considered the

basis of this system, and in connexion with the

mineral substances which I have already notic-

ed, 1 shall proceed to tlic consideration of the

Ifihuric acid, which is commonly found in

the earth connected with a metalic or earthy

base ; with metals, its combination with iron is

the most common, and with earths, it is usually

found in a small proportion in the alluminous.

Its presence in any sensible decree to the taste

is destructive to vegetation, all its combinations

as far as I have been able to judge from experi-

ment and observation, are highly beneficial t«

vegetable life, when used in small proportions,

or in connexion with other saline substances

or vegetable matter. In those districts of coun-

try which are denominated " Slate Lands" on

mountains, and hilly situations, there exists a

kind of sulphuret of iron, (or natural combina-
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tion of sulphur and iron,) which on exposure to

the surface, or atmosphere, becomes decom-

posed by the absorption of oxygen, by which

the sulphur becomes acidified, when the quan-

tity of iron is small, in proportion to the sul-

phur, there will be an excess of acid, there

will consequently be no vegetation where this

process is going on ; the excess of acid is taken

up by the first stratum of clay, in which it usu-

ally finds a small proportion of iron which it

combines with and changes the colour, as well

as consistency of the clay, and by this means
produces the crumbling kind of hills and ravines

which are frequently met with. That propor-

tion of acid which is washed off by the rains,

goes eventually to produce the gypsum, or sul-

phate of Lime. I shall proceed to show how
this coaibination is produced, and will designate

those districts of land in which the sulphuret

abound by a common, though not always cor

rect, appellation of " Slate Lands," and those

districts in which the calcareous earths abound,

and where the carbonate of lime appears on the

surface, as " Limestone Lands." The latter

usually make their appearance in extensive

valleys; the former is mountainous, and hilly

situations : having these circumstances in view,

the formation of gypsum will be evident in the

following process. The most remote sources

of water from the permanent streams, is always

in the hills and mountains ; in those situations

the " Slate Lands" are predominent, and the

springs and streams are saturated with su

phureiic combinations, these are carried in their

course to the valleys of limestone lands, where
the springs are copious and very generally sa

turated with carbonate of liifte ; when tliese

small streams from the limestone springs, flow

into those streams which arise in the mountains,

the law of chemical affinity is immediately
brought into action, and the sulphuric acid

leaves its metallic base to combine with the

lime, forming the sulphate of lime, or gypsum,
the carbonic acid of the limestone is disengaged
from its basis of lime, and exchanges its place
for the iron, or base, that was occupied by the

sulphuric acid, forming the carbonate of iron,

which is usually the character of those rich

iron ores which are found embodied in lime
stone ; this carbonate of iron, is the first sub-

stance which the water deposites. It may there-

fore be found nearer the sources of the streams,

than the gypsum, or sulphate of lime, which
being held partly in solution, is carried to a

greater distance, and is not deposited until a

situation favourable to evafioration, or real, oc-
curs to induce its deposition. Its situations fa-

vourable to the deposition of the gypsum should
not occur in the river's course, it will conse
queiitly be carried to the ocean.
These observations relative to the jormation

of gypsum are made with a view of directing the
attention to those places near our rivers, (which
have their sources in mountainous and lime
stone lands,) which have been favourable to the
deposition of that valuable mineral ; and to fui

ther this object, I would direct the attention

particularly to nuch alluvial formations along
the Potomac river ; this river having its rise and
sources in various mountainous, slaty and lime
stone districts, the quantity of sulphate of
lime which has been formed, and is continually

forming on this great river, must havens place

of rest, either in some of the alluvial situations

formed in its course from the mountains, or in

that part of the river where it meets the tide

water.

The great utility of gypsum in agriculture

arises from the fondness which most plants of

the grass kind have for saline substances whicl

contain the sulphuric acid, and the very small

quantity of such substances that are necessary

for supporting vegetation ; this pioperty, is not

however peculiar to the sulphuric acid, thi

combinations of the nitric acid, appear to have

a much more powerful effect, and consequently

a still less proportion of them will produce the

same effect. Gypsum being a natural produc

tion, which is obtained at a very little expense

has claimed the entire attention of agricultur

ists, while other saline substances of the sam<

utility, and more active in their operations, are

comparatively unknown to them. That the ac

tion of the sulphate of lime or gypsum on vege
tation, is c/iiejiy owing to the sulphuric acid

is perfectly evident from the circumstance of

its being used with success on limestone lands,

where there already exists an excess of its base

(lime,) there consequently is no adrlitional sub
stance to the soil, bat the sulphuric acid ; wher
applied to lands which contain no limestone

its operation is still more useful, by furnishing

a small proportion of lime; the effect of the

lime is to render the acid neutral, and to pr
vent too large a portion from acting on the

plant at once; the acid if applied alone, wou
be destructive and unprepared for the use of

the plant, it would also be carried off by water

or taken into combination by the affinity of

some of the earths for it ; lime uncombined is

not less destructive to vegetation. It is an in

finite wisdom which has given these two sub

stances laws of action to seize upon others

which render them neutral, and useful ; was
lime or sulphuric acid permitted to remain on
the earth after their formation, without any
operating law of their own to combine with

other substances, the world by this time would
have presented a scene of wild, and barren

desolation ; but, by the wonderful laws whicl

they possess, they produce substances of the

most powerful fertilizing powers, which when
scattered by the industrious hand of man, be
come the source of comfort, and happiness to

him, and of gratification and health to that

pertion of the brute creation, which appears to

be placed under his especial care.

Many attempts have been made to get at the

" modus operandi" of gypsum by means of the

imagination, but that method having proved
very unsatisfactory, I shall endeavour to ac-

count for it by the actual operation of this in-

teresting mineral. When gypsum is strewed
on the soil in powder, it immediately becomes
softened by the dampness of the earth, it re-

mains in this state of preparation, until the

earth becomes furthur saturated with water,

either by rains, or cappillary attraction. The
gypsum being soluble in about five hundred
times its weight of water, imparts itself to the

earth in solution at the rate of 1 lb. for every

500 lbs. of water in the soil, this solution acts

as a stimulant to the roots of vegetables, and

duces them to stretch forth a greater num

of small fibres ; in search of this enticing food,

the growth of the pl.int above ground is pro-

portionally increased to the number of fibres

which are exerted to support it, and as long as

these fibres find any thing to exert their action

on, they continue to supply the parent plant, as

hey perform the same duties to the plant that

he secretory vessels of the stomach does to ani-

tnal life : in this respect the soil may be consid-

ered ibe stomach of plants, and the small fibres

the secretory vessels ; the extreme delicacy with

which these vessels effect a change of the sub-

stances, presented to their action, has so far elu-

ded the prying reach of man, both as it respects

animal, as well as vegetable life: we can there-

fore only behold and admire the effects of that

infinite wisdom which has commanded the most
delicate fibre of a plant, to change by a certain,

and silent operation, the sulphate of lime into a

vegetable matter. A. B. M.

TO THE EDITOE OF THE AMERICAN FAHMER.

Sir,— In a considerable portion of the state

of Maryland, the offal of corn, particularly the

blades and tops of ttie plants, form a very large

share of the best winter food of our horses and
cattle. 1 am told, indeed, that the most know-
ing of the gentlemen of the turf consider nicely

cured blades as the choicest long food for their

nags, when in severest training.—It is gene-

rally supposed, however, that stripping the plant

at the time necessary to secure the best crop of

fodder, detracts more or less from the crop of

corn, by presenting the ear and grain from
filling as perfectly, as they otherwise would.

—

By some experiments of Mr. Lorrain of Penn-
sylvania, if I recollect right, he states the loss

at f , or more than 20 per cent.— If this be the

fact, as this species of fodder is absolutely ne-

cessary to many farmers in both Maryland and
Virginia, and perhaps in some other states, it

is a question of no small interest in what order

these operations may be performed with least

injury to the crop of grain.—As regards the

crop of provender, farmers pretty generally

agree, that the blades should be first secured

;

but as regards the injury to the crop of corn

there is a grent division of opinion. The gen-

tlemen agriculturists and theorists range them-

selves on the side of cutting the tops first.

—

The practical, the labouring farmers, small

land holders, tenants, and intelligent overseers

pull the blades first.—Several years ago, at the

usual time I pulled the blades from every other

ovv of corn on a small piece of my field, and

ut the tops of the alternate rows.—In noting

the effects of this experiment I observed, that

tl»e blades, and the husks or cover of the ears

ed much faster on the plants without the

tops, than the blades of the tops and husks of

he ears on the plants, that had been stripped

of the blades below the ears. And the object

to be eftected in the order of the operations be-

ing to continue the nourishment to the ear as

long as possible, I felt satisfied that the facts in

the case were with the common farmers, and

have ever since pulled my blades first.

The theorists tell me, "you are certainly

wrong," for, say they, " you may head down
plant not only without injury, but with ad-

vantage."—I consider it sufficient to reply.
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geyitlemun, there is a time for all things. If you

head down a plant or tree early in the spring,

it will often put out a more vigorous shoot ; hui

if you head down this same plant or tree in

August or September, you will not only stop iu

growth, but generally kill it.—Besides, says the

practical f.umcr, who has often performed the

work wjih his own hands, stripping the blade

offers little or no violence to the plant— for, if

the plant be so far advanced, that the silk of the

car has become tolerably dry, and the barrel of

the blade, or that part, which encircles the

stock, has become tougli, though the operation

entirely denude the stock, the ear is then so

nearly ripe, as not to be much injured by it.

—

But in every field while many plants are thus^

far advanced, and the time has arrived, wlien

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

you should begin this work, many will still have

the silks more alive, and the blade, fresh and

green. In this stage they will also be brittle,

and instead of the stocks being stripped by the

operation, the stem of the blade will break at

the barrel, leaving a covering to the stock, and

scarcely wounding it. This view of the ques

tion has long since settled my practice. But

when you add to these facts what appears

to be now well established, that tlie food of

plants ascends through the heart or body of the

trunk, and after being elaborated in the leaves,

nourishes the fruit, and produces the principal

increment of the plant in its descent under the

skin ; the perfect propriety of leaving the top

part of the plant undisturbed as long as possi-

ble, seems to be established beyond conti

sy. In doing every thing, out of a great choice

of modes, there is but one best; and it is of

great consequence particularly in agricultural

operations to be certainly in possession of the

knowledge of this best. Should these few re-

marks tend to fix the order of these operations,

they will be far from useless The work of

saving both the blades and tops ought if possi-

ble to be '.otr.pleted before the equinoctial storm

and this may be generally eflected, and under iny

view of the subject, with very trilling injury to

the ear, by beginning the blade pulling a few

days, even a week earlier than usual, and com-
pleting it before you cut a top—thus the whole

business may be accomplished by the middle of

September—and if the farmer will then turn to,

and cut off his corn stocks by the ground, and

take them to his barn-yard, corn and all, keep-

ing the cutting and carting in forward of his

wheat seeding ploughs, and have his stocks with

the corn on them neatly ricked up ; beginning

the rick narrow, not more than five feet, at base

with buts down and ears up, and continued in a

long string, coming back every two or three

days, and doubling and trebling it, till his whole
corn crop is secured in a weather proof rick ten

or twelve feet wide, and as many high

;

will have taken his corn entirely out of the

way of his wheat seeding, and will, in my
opinion, have secured it better, and with less

shrinkage of the ears, than the Virginia far-

mers, who take ofT corn, blades, tops, and all at

one operation

What I have given was the best practice of

.Tohn Singleton, the discoverer of Marie on the

Eastern Shore of Maryland.

CORN PL.\NTER

On n\e ^wst of W\veat.

Mb. SiaxNiai,—In the pages of the Ameri-

can Farmer, I have no recollection of seeing any

bservations relative to the rust of wheat, which

proves so destructive to the wheat cultivated

moist and fiat land. In the year 1804, the

crops of England were almost entirely destroyed

by the rust, or as it is sometimes called by far

mers, the blight and mildew.

The attention of Sir Joseph Banks, has been

directed to the nature of this disease, and from

the character of the learned President, much
confidence should be reposed in his opinions,

He thinks the rust is a fungus or mush-room
All perfect plants are furnished with pores

upon their stalks and leaves, to enable them to

absorb from the atmosphere, the watery particles

held in solution, as well as to profit by any aquc

ous particles, which may fall upon the plant in

times of rain and dew. These pores or little

iiouths are always open in moist weather and

closed when the atmosphere becomes dry.

An examination of a straw of wheat will ex

)it to the view stripes, placed laterally and al

ternately. One set of these stripes are firm, the

other cellular. The first set seems formed for

the strength of the straw, so as to keep it from

falling easily—the other set seems exclusively

useful in conducting the juices from the roots of

the plant upwards, and in taking up moisture

from the surrounding atmosphere
At the time these little mouths are open, the

wheat takes the rust, by the introduction of the

farina of a fungus ; as soon as this farina is thus

located, it takes root and shoots its fibres along

these cellular stripes and becoming a growing
vegetable or mush-room, appears upon the sur-

face of the straw. There it matures very rapidly

in warm weather, and if permitted to ripen be

comes a nursery of numberless fungi, which in

like manner impregnate other stalks. Sir Josepl

Banks calculates that each pore may contain for

ty fungi and that each fungus sheds a hundred
seeds.

I have heard the rust accounted for, by sup-

posing the stalks of wheat, perforated by an in-

sect, and that the rust on the outside was prouu
ced, by the sap exuding through these perfora

tions, and becoming encrusted. The rust is not

peculiar to England or America, but is found in

the wheat all over Europe, and also in that im
ported into England from New South Wales.

It is produced by many varieties of grass, and

abundantly by the Berberry bush, which if per-

mitted to grow in or near a wheat field, will ge-

nerally infest the wheat with rust.

Upon this subject professor Davy observes
" the popular notion amongst farmers, that the

Berberry tree in the neighbourhood of a field

of wheat often produces mildew, deserves at

lention. This tree is often covered with a fun

gub, which if it should be shewn capable of de-

j;encrating, into the wheat fungus it would oi-

ler an easy explanation of the etl'ect."

Every farmer of observation must have no-

'iced, that when the rust first makes its appcar-

ince in wheat, it is of an orange colour ; in this

state, Sir Joseph Banks recommends, that the
bunches of wheat infected should be carefully

emoved. As the fungus matures, it becomes
of a reddish brown colour; in this state its seeds

condition to be diffused by the air, and
taken up by surrounding wheat.

Sir II. Davy observes, that " no remedy has
as yet been discovered for this disease ; but as the
fungus increases by the diffusion of its seeds,

great care should be taken that no mill -dewed
straw is carried in the manure used for corn." A
partial remedy seems also to exist, in freeing the
rround from superabundant moisture, by water
furrows, and in sowing the grain so thick as to

prevent an excess of juice, in the stalk of wheat.
When wheat is thick it ripens sooner than wlien
it is thin, and the air cannot convey the farina
or seed of the fungi, so easily as it can when it

very thin.

Every body knows that the grain of the wheat
is injured by the rust, by the juices of the stem
being taken up in the production of these nuish-
ooms. In like manner do the ivy, mos, and li-

chens, injure the vegetation of trees though in a
ery different degree.

There is every reason to believe from the re-

searches of Sir Joseph, that the smut in wheat
is produced by a very small fungus, that fixes on
the grain. The products that it affords from anal-

yses, arc similar to those afforded by the pufl'-

ball ; and it is difficult to conceive that without
the agency of some organized structure so com-
plete a change should be effected in the consti-

tution of the grain. Before the head has been
exposed without covering to the atmosphere, I

have divested it of its covering and have always
found the head a»mass of dark powder. It must
be very difficult for the farina to impregnate the
head, when so securely covered.

VIRGINIENSIS.
Virginia, August \2ih, 1820.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Dear Sir—A correspondent in your last num-
ber, has introduced the Old Story of the influence

of the Berberry Bush on grain. It has long been
admitted by farmers in this and other countries,

though never believed by botanists, that wheat in

the neighbourhood of this bush seldom escapes
the blight. It appears from this communication,
that Rye and Barleij failed from the same cause,

the farina from the blossoms of this dreadful plant.

The Berberis, pipperidge or pipe-ridge bush,
which grows in England spontaneously in hedges,

and cultivated in our gaidens for the beauty of its

blossoms—for its fruit for pickels and preserves,

and its bark and roots for medical purposes ; it

does not I am sure possess such baneful effects.

The Berberry blooms in Maryland about the

same time the gojseberry and red currents blos-

soni, sometime before the Triticum is in flower.

The distinguished President of the Royal
Society of London, Sir Joseph Banks, has pub-
lished a paper on the maladies of wheat, princi-

pally those denominated Blight, Mildew, Rust,

Sec It is his opinion, that the blight or rust,

is occasioned by a yellow parasitic fungus.
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This may be the ca?

our climate is too he

in England, but 1 suspect certainly better than steeping. Bnt I must deficiency in the grain. I have also known
for the production of this confess I have not discovered any difference fields that were the admiration of this neisylibour-

variety of the mushroom, on the wheat filan

It may be possible that the Berberry bush, may
be troubled with the raising and scattering the

seed of the Fungi, or some other destructive

plant, but I have not been fortunate enough to

make the discovery.

It is true the bark of this bush will make :

handsome yellow dye, and is used for that pur
pose, but its being of a dark brown colour some
thing like the blighted heads of wheat, is no
proof of its being in any way injurious. The
sagacious Tull, and some other farmers of great

observation, attributed the loss of the

wheat to this plant more than a century ago
and recommended that they should be carefully

eradicated from all lands appropriated to tillage.

But if my memory serves me correctly, I think

the late Ar. Young recommended it for hedges.

It is affirmed by others of equal reputation, to

between soaked and unsoaked seed wheat. I

am glad you have introduced into the " Ameri
can Farmer," the communication of the Cecil
Farmer. This gentleman no doubt believes in

the miraculous eflfects of the Berberry Busf
on grain crops, h'e differ greathj—\ do not

believe it is attended with any more pernicious
consequences to the wheat crop, than the
Saint John's IVort, or Indian Corn. I km
will so turn out, when proper experiments are
made.

I did understand, and I know it is believed

ops ofjby many persons of great information, residing

in Elkton, that a Berberry bush, once growing
a garden in that place, was the only cause of Hanson, who in the few last years of his lif bi

the failure of wheat for many years, until Mr.
Henry Alexander of your city, discovered the
plant, and had it destroyed. It is reported
since the destruction of this fatal bush ! the

be the work of an insect having a striking re- crops has been remarkably productive . .

semblance to a louse, and when first distinguish- You have the means of collecting the facts,

ed by the eye, to be of a red colour, resembling'Although this bush is destroyed and the crops
a boiled lobster, which gradually changes fromlhaye been since good, it does not change my
red to a dirty black colour. jopinion. The loss of the crops must be attri

This insect is represented to be more destruc-jbuted to some other cause. It was not the

tive in wet than in dry seasons. This I do not blight that caused the loss of grain ; there was
mention on the authority of my own observa- an abundant crop of straw, which must have
tion, as I have seen but very few blighted ears, been bright, as it did not appear to be
But I am sure whenever the true cause is ascer- as the deficiency of grain was not discovered

lained satisfactorily, it will turn out to be at- until it was got out. It may be fashionable to

mospherical ; and that the insects or mushrooms charge the poor bush as being the cause of the

follow the blight instead of preceding it. Atjdisappointment.

one time I had an opinion that the smut in\ I rnust regret its loss, as it most certainly

wheat, was occasioned in the first instance by|died innocent of the charge. Can any one be
little insects, resembling wood-lice in shape,lbrought to believe that the farina of this bush,
but considerably smaller—and I was about would be gifted with the power of destroying

making you a communication, but discovering whole field of wheat ? If it has such power it

a quantity of small black bugs about one fourth surprises me. Had the Cecil Fanner thorough
the size of the small beetles, called by children'ly examined into the time of the flowering of

the lady birds, much about the smutty headsJthe Berberry bush, into the quantity of tiollen

I in some manner changed my opinion. I now the blossoms afforded, he would have been con
suspect this bug feeds upon the lice that subsistlvinced that the wind did not act as a conduc
upon the farinacious aliment of the grain. Lei

any one examine with attention a new smut
ball, before it has turned perfectly black in the

sun, or by a candle, or with a burning glass

and these little animalcula will be discovered
I have made some interesting experiments with

smutty wheat, and intend soon to furnish you
with the particulars,

tor to scatter its blasting dust over the whole
field, to make war on the farina of its harmless
neighbour's wheat, rye, and barley. " It would
have required a vast quantity of farina in

deed." But unfortunately the two plants do
not blossom precisely at the same time, if they
did, I am sure the one would not behave so ba,

barouslij to the other. It would certainly have

fhe result is different from the statement of P^'y »"'' compassion if it was only for the sake

the Hon. Mr. Barber. I consider all the steeps

recommended as idle and absurd—and that the
smutty powder has no more power of entailing

the smut in the next crop, than if you had roll-

ed it in lamliblack. I must beg you to put
down what has been published about burning,
liming and medical steeps, as applications for

removing the smut to be a hoax. I suspect
the smut will turn out to be partly owing to

the capriciousness of the atmosphere—and that

the little insects only feed on the putrid sap.

Whether they come before or follow the change
of the head from green to black, I cannot speak
with certainly. I must take another year to

satisfy myself on this head, as my experiments
are not conclusive. The practice of putting
the seed of wheat into a vessel to be filled with
\yater, to be stirred frequently to bring up the
light grains, and to be carefully skimmed off

"

of man.—I cannot therefore believe, that wheat
has so severe an antagonist. I think I can now
account for the loss of grain, to your satisfac

tion ; there is no doubt on my mind, although I

have not seen the field, that the loss was oc
casioned by the farinas being washed away, at

the time the wheat was in full blossom. That
it was certainly washed away and not destroy
cd by the farina of the Berberry, appears fiom
what is stated regarding the straw, it being
represented equal to any in the neighbourhood.
This is proof of its being a luxuriant crop.

I have known entire fields of wheat to be in

the same situation, producing little or no g
from having its fecundating dust washed away
from hard rains. This is the occasion of th

* It is impossible that the blight should make th
grain miscarry. It is impossible that the farina coul
be destroyed by the same .icid disposition.

hood, to fail in producing the fourth of a crop
from rotting at the root from too much mcisture,
the rays of the sun, not being able to penetrate,
from the luxuriance of the plants.—The
wheat of the Cecil Farmer must at one time
have appeared pleasing to the eye, and offered a
handsome return for his industry, or its sickly
appearance would have been mentioned in his

communication. That there was neither blight,
rust, or mildew I am certain, or the heads would
have been examined before harvest, and the
short crop, ascertained.

A few years ago a similar occurrence took
place at Belmont, the farm of the late Mr. A. C.

came distinguished among us as an agricultur-
ist. I have understood that he considered the
failure as owing to the Berberry. Judge Ridge-
ly lost a field of wheat, the same season. There
is a bush it is true growing in his garden, in fact

they are found to be growing in gardens of all

the old established farms in this neighbourhood.
Dr. Allen Thomas, a neighbour of the Judge's,
had his best wheat growing this year, in the vici-

nity of a Berberry bush. The fly and blue grass
have been great enemies to the wheat this

season, but I have not heard the Berberry blam-
ed for the deficiency.

Now for the conclusion.—Let the lovers of
the wonderful, sow some wheat around the fa-

vourite Azis/^, and I am sure they will have the
mortifying disappointment, if it is only put on
well, and in proper time, of reaping a good
crop !

There is nothing so easy to be decided by
periment, as the time of seeding is fast ap-

proaching. I wish this Berberry bush affair

submitted to the slow process of trial, one year
will be enough to overturn the old story by the
undeniable test of proof. R.

Felicity Farm, Aug. I4t/i, 1820.

To J. S. Skinner, Esq.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Locust mil, Franhli:i County, Ky. 30th July, 1820. '

Mr. Skinner,—The subjoined preparation
of the nut of the native Coffee Bean tree, or
Pea Locust Tree, has been found to destroy
flies more certainly than any preparation I

ever saw. It is now used by many in this

neighbourhood.— I never heard of it until this

season.—There is no danger to children or any
animal fiom the preparation.—I have been fa-

miliar wilh the nut for more than 30 years ; it

grew in my father's yard, and is in abundance
in my wood pastures. I have several times
eaten tlie kernel of the nut raw, but never of
many at a time—when roasted many are fond
of them, and I have eaten a good many that way,
I have never myself seen them used for coffee,

but have heard of their being so used as a mat-
ter of curiosity noi of choice or econo?ny.—The
cattle eat the pods including the nuts in the
inter, as they do the wild honey locust pods ;

but the nut owing to its hard shell does not
digest, but passes off whole. I have known

ildren eat the green glutinous matter within
the pod, as they would that of the wild honey
locust, but it brings on sickness and puking.

—

The nut itself is so well understood to be harm-
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and eatable, thai the coffee mill has been have communicated may prove serviceable to my

inosl usually made use of to prepare the nut for

the flies. Yours, kc.

M. D. HARDIN.
Take the nuts of the native pea locust or cot-

fee nut tree,* crack them and take out the ker-

nel raw ; reduce them to meal or powder, (a cof-

fee mill or mortar are commonly used) put this

into as much sweet milk as would make it into

a paste. To this add some sugar to make the

flies more readily eat it, put it into a plate or

other vessel, and set it where you want to des-

troy the Hies.

fellow farmers.

FOn TBE AKEHICAN FABMEIl.

• Two names for one tree, not two trees.

See American Farmer, No. 52, Vol. 1, page 412.

Ed. Jim. Far.

FOR THE AMEKIC.\N FAKMER.

lllciS^\AX ¥ii"i.

Farmers have long been divided in opinion, whe
;her the egg of the Hessian Fly is deposited on the

leaf of the wheat in the fall, or in the blossom, or

tender grain in the spring of the year. I have often

been surprised that no attempts have been made fi

nally to settle this contested point, which could easi

ly be done, were a few of the numerous gentlemen

who have green houses, or who could spare a room

for that purpose, to sow little parcels of wheat in

boxes at the time they sow their fields. I would advise

that the boxes be carefully housed at the time it is

supposed the fly is depositing its eggs in the field

;

to do this the more effectually, the room in which "y"

the boxes may be deposited, should be pertectly

tight, and the windows and doors be kept carefully

closed, so that it would be next to impossible for the

fiy from abroad to enter. When there is good reason

to think the danger over, the boxes should be re-

moved to the open air, and suffered to remain there

till the wheat ripens. If the wheat sown in the box

es and in the field be alike, and if that sown in the

boxes escape, whilst the other is injured by the fiy,

there will be reason to think that the egg is deposit-

ed on the leaf in the fall ; if, on the contrary, the

wheat so carefully housed, as well as that in the

field, be attacked, we may conclude that this great

enemy is in the seed grain itself. In this case our in-

telligent farmers will see the utility of soaking their

seed wheat in strong brine, lie, &c. as has been so

often recommended. It is to be hoped, -Mr Editor,

that some of your many correspondents will try the

BieA Tiugs again.

Traveller's compliments to the person who select-

ed and altered one of his prescriptions, and informs

him that those receipts were not tormed without due
consideration. In the first place as to their scientific

character, as well as their convenience and validity.

Spirit dissolves very small portions of corrosive sub-

limate, and requires much time to do that.* It also

increases the danger of the article, for drunkard's
like the Cimex, are enticed by smells. But water, im
pregnated with a little crude sal ammoniac, has no
smell, and will readily dissolve an ounce of corrosive

sublimate in a porter bottle of water, and this may be
coloured blue, black, or green, so as to alarm any

person to whom it might be incautiously presented

By dissolving so much corrosive sublimate, a small

chrystallization may be made, where the wash is

freely applied, and without that the prescription is

nearly good for nothing ; for if we are to apply it to

the hug we might as well apply a hammar to his

head and make a sure work. The bottle with

prescription, though so much more efficacious, may
be marked one fioison, whilst the spirituous tincture

which is greatly inferior, may be marked tivo poi-

«o?!«t or poison for men and bugs.

P. S. In B. iVl'Mahon's gardening, there are some
prescriptions with the corrosive sublimate, to destroy

=-sects m hot house and garden plants, and the solu-

s directed to be made with sfiirit of sat ammo-
and water, but 1 hope none of those who intend

to follow my prescription will be so unfortunate—

for this article, though nearly the same in some re

spects, completely destroys the poison.

Occasional ^xtiract.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER
Carlisle, Penn. 5lh July, 1820.

I wish very much to procure some seed of Tala-
era Wheat and potato, Oats, and a good breed of

Hogs, and Cows, and if these or any of them are to

be obtained within a reasonable distance, 1 will thank
you to inform me where 1 can be supplied with
them, and their probable cost.

I am, very respectfully, 'sir.

Persons having any of the above articles for sale,

3uld do well to make known their quality and
price, through the medium of this paper.

Ed. .Urn. Far.

POETRY.
IROM THE FRJ' iLlN GAZSTTE.

It is probably owing to putting quantities of cor

rosive sublimate to spirit or whiskey, which only dis-

solves a little, and leaTes the balance adhering to

the bottom of the bottle, that such dreadful acci-

dents have happened to those who buy old bottles to

put beer and cider in. They should be scoured with

f A aim/Uc for bugs, a simple compounded.
Another for men, where both.aie confouwled.

roa THE AMERICAN FARMER.

STANZAS,
TO A LILY HALF BLOWN.

Lovely blossom welcome here,

Flowret which I love so well

;

Fairest of the gay parterre,

Lily of the spotless bell.

In the low sequestered dale.

Sheltered from the mountain storm,
Sweetest of the sylvan vale.

Spring unfolds thy slender form.

Dearer far thy virgin hue.
Shrinking from the gaze of light.

Than the rose which loves to shew
Conscious beauties to the sight.

In retirement still concealed.

Type of modesty art thou ;

To the graces half revealed.
We delighted, willing bow.

Bloom, O bloom, thou lovely flov.-er,

Fairest of the laughing dell

;

Queen of Flora's native bower,
Lily of the spotless bell.

experiment and favour us with the result. R.

FOR THE AMEKICAX FARMER.

3fc\n\sa\en\ Aiticlvolte.
Mr. Skinner—Among the valuable roots men-

tioned in the American Farmer, Ihave not yet seen

the Jerusalem Artichoke. It is, nevertheless, from

what little 1 have seen of it, much more valuable

than either xMangel Wurtzel or Ruta Baga, and of

course must be well worthy the attention of the agri-

culturist. Ill the first iilace it answers almost in any

soil, but of couise the richer the lietter. It gives from

«0C to 1000 bushels per acre. It stands our most se-

vere winters, and requires but once planting, which

is done after the manner of the potato ; it is greedily

devoured by hogs, and milch cattle are greatly im-

proved by the use of it, which requires but little

trouble in preparing it for them, which is merely

done by washing them, (requiring no cutting as with

potatoes.) You will perceive that by their requiring but

once planting, that they should be put only in ground

that shoulil be appropriated solely to it, as it is very

difficult to be eradicated. I think that the stalks

might be convened into a valuable fodder, by cut-

ting as the SI ed ripens (which is like that of sun flow-

er) and put on a house as corn tops. Hoping what 1

WMte Was\\.
Now is the time to white wash, both for health

and neatness ; but as money is scarce, and the

price for performing that operation very high,

it will be omitted by too many for want of know-

ing how to compose a good wash. The articles

are salt and lime, which almost every body

knows ; and yet few make a good wash because

they err in the quanity. The water must be

made a strong brine, and even saturated witf

salt before the lime is put in to slack It will

then adhere. To this, some put a little soap

others a little molassscs, but it is not necessary.

In cities the white wash soon becomes defaced. Actual sales ofMarviand Toba>

BALTIMORE, FKIUAY, SEIIEMUER 8> 1820.

I'resent Price) of Country Produce in this Markc:.
Actual sales—\V'b»at, 80 cts. Corn, 42 cts.

—

Hte, .

42 cts.—Oats, 20 to 25 cts—Ha r, per Ion, Sl4 to

815-Stbaw, g9to SU—HiBRisns, No. 1, S2 75 to

g3—Do. No. 2, g2 12i to g2 50-Shai), No. 1, g6 to

S6 50—Do. No. 2, gS to 85 50—Fobk, prime percwt.

S14 to gl4 50—Bur, from %n to gl2 50—Fiorn,
from tlie wagons, g4 50

—

Whiskii from do. 34 cts

—

ni-xTBR, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts— Eufis, per dozen, 12 to

15 cts

—

Vbai, per lb, 6 to 8 cts.

—

Lamb, per quart^^r
'

; to 50 cts

—

Bbbi, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.—Ho
14 ct.s—MiupLiKss, 10 cts—Live Cattii;, go—Chi.

KS, per doz. g2 to g2 50—Potatoks, 3"} to 50 ct-

Tab, g2 25 scarce.-TcBPKSTiHK, soft, g2 25—-SriniTs.
do. 35 cts—Pitch, g2 25—Bacok, hog round, 7 to 8

Lahb, 11 to 12 cts.—PoBK, prime 12 to 14 cts.—
Biack-Ete Pba«, 65 to 70 cts.

—

Shinbiis, best. Deep
Creek, g8 50—Do. Small, g4 75 to g5,—Floobisp
Pla»k, 5-4, g26—London White Lkad, g4 25—Ame-
rican do. gS "5—Boiled Oil, gl S'i-Fkatuers, 50

62i cts.—CoTTOj;, Upland, 20 to 21 cents.

owing to the dust of vegetable matter flying in

the air, which when lodged on the walls or paint

ed wood, only requires to become wet by a damp
spell of weather, to give out a true manure wa
ter, of the same colour and quality, running like

an alkali in every direction. It is therefore tloub

ly necessary to wash the walls often.

If molasses is used, it makes the wash yellow

r a fc-v 'Ku'S; it is best on brick works.

E.A.I

ce last repot .

August 31st, S lihds. from Baltimore county, at
'

fired—2 hlids. one second, g6, 1 crop, at gl4 fi.

from iMontgomery county—September 1st, 11 hlulf

sccoiiU at g8—9 hlids. crop, at gI3, do. from do.—;
hhds. crop, at gl5 37^ fired from Poplar Spring, Anne
Arundel county—2 hhds. crop g]8 25, fired from do,—
Sept. 2nd. 8 hhds 2 second at g6—5th crop, .it glO—
1 do. at g8 from Friendship—2 crop, nt gl2 50, from
Montgomery county—10 hhds. crop, at gl3—3 second
at gll, from Elkridge, Anne Arundel county—Sept.

-1th, 41ilids.atglO— 1 do. at g8, from .Montgomei'v

county. No s.iles A'u-ginia Tobacco,
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THE NECESSITIES, COMPETENCY, AND PROFIT OF

AGRICOLXaRE, BY COLONEL JOHN TAYLOR
PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

However superfluous it may seem to the learned,

an inculcation of correct elementary ideas of Agricul

ture, will be highly useful to the ignorant. Even a pro
found g-eologist or a skilful chemist, if he is an agricul

turist, may derive some benefit from practical essays, re

ferring to the surface of the earth, and the visible course

of vegetation. Milton makes an angel warn Adam
against star-gazing, and Eve damned mankind by an in

temperate curiosity for unprofitabte knowledge. To
be diverted from the use of warmth, by contemplating

the sun, or from a thrifty cultivation of plants by pro-

found researches after their food, would evince a dis-

regard to these admonitions. By shooting our thoughts
on the wings of imagination into the regions of ab.

struse knowledge or utiiilvocal conjecture, far beyond
pressing necessities .ind immediate'benefits, we should

advance in the improvement of agriculture, as a studen

would advance in arithmetic by beginning with algebm
An attempt to soar at a bound, to the summit of agri

cultural science, would retard a progress, step by step

and by suffering our attention to be absorbed by the

end, we should be seduced into a forgetfulness of the

means. Whatever useful results may occasionally pro-

ceed from profound Inquiries into the arcana of agri-

culture, it is not improper to moderate the disposition

of the human mind for penetrating into obscurity, and
discovering secrets; by shedding new light upon
known truths, and soliciting a greater respect for ac-

knowledged facts. We are more pleased with being
reminded of what we know, than with being instructed

in that of which we are ignorant. Intellectual

plation is sometimes an obstacle to judicious exertion,

and too often alluring, as an agreeable luxury, instead

of being devoted to beneficial effects. New attitudes

may recal us to a more careful consideration of old cer

tainties, and rouse us to efforts which laad to the bene
ficial employment of present time, and save us from the

disappointment of distant anticipations. The food of

plants, like that of man, is sufficiently known for gene
ral use ; they are nourished by rich earth, as men art

by fat meat j and whatever benefits may ensue, in par
ticular cases, from abstruse prescriptions, yet an ex.

change of the plainer suggestions of nature, for the
conjectural iliet of the most profound physicians

would hardly add to the general health of either. Hatl

we exhausted the obvious means for improving the state

of our agriculture, and propelled it to the point of per-

fection to which these can conduct it, imagination might
give itself the rein, dive into theories, and soar in spe-

culation after discovery—but where it now stands, we
must start, before we can gain the station, which maj
suggest other resources, inspired by necessity, or de^

rived from new circumstances. These consideration;

have suggested the propriety of treating of agricul

ture, in a state of infancy or of decay, rather tlian as

having arrived at a great degree of perfection ; and ol'

preferring an attempt to awaken the mind to a more
attentive contemplation of what it knows, to adven
turing upon the more arduous task of bestowing re-

condite instnictions, of which it may be unwilling to

accept- " 1 tell you that which you yourselves do

know."

THE NECESSITIES OF AGRICULTURE
These are, fertility, tools, industry and houses.

Without fertility, tools are useless; without tools,

industry must fail: without industry, fertility and

tools are unproductive ; and without houses, crops

are lost and stocks perish. A capacity in land to pro-

duce something, does not satisfy an indispensable ne-

cessity of agriculture. It must produce enough to

defray all the expenses of cultivation, to supply th

inevitable wants of the labour employed on it, and to

pay the taxes. If it produces less, the farmer must

perish, or resort to some other mode of subsistence

Hunger, the loosest professor of moral rectitude,

must become his preceptor; and the poverty arising

from heartless attempts to gain subsistence, is hi;

last comforter. No refuge exists from a calamity, pro-

duced with inflexible certainty by an insufficiency

n the soil, to supply him with necessaries, but to

desert his home, to enlist under the banner of vice

r to improve his land. The insufficiency of a great

umber of farms in Virginia, to yield the bare neces

saries recited, must drive many farmers to one oi

these remedies. The first is a voluntary banishment

from our country and our friends ; the second,

banishment from Heaven ; and the third, an exertion

of a strong, virtuous, and patriotic mind. The
cess of the last is certain, if we use the means placed

by Providence within our reach. Land, in proportion

to our numbers, abounds, nor are we less bountitiiUy

endowed with simple means for its improvement,
which carefully husbanded, and skilfully applied, wil!

save us from exile or guilt, and bestow upon us sub-

sistence and wealth.

These means are, manuring, good ploughing, grass

seeds sown with, or ^upon small grain, and enclosing

An opinion exists, that the common resources for ma.

nuring are scanty, and unequal to the end of fertiliz.

ing a poor soil. This opinion is the offspring of a

want of industry or skill to collect or combine them
with the other specified means.—The deity, far from
committing an egregious blunder in balancing expen-
diture and supply, has provided the latter amply for

the encouragement and reward of industry. By abso-

lute sterihty, nothing is produced, and, of course,

nothing is furnished for improvement ; but what^

ever be the degree of productiveness, it furnishes

resources for improvement, which will exceed the
expeniliture of the soil. By preserving every sjjecies

of litter, especially cornstalks, and applying it be-

fore or about the commencement of fermentation

;

by penning every species of stock in summer, slightly

littering their pens even with leaves or broom-straw,

and folding them on litter in winter ; and by preserving

the manure arising from both means, from being wasted
by premature putrescence or evaporation, a poor farm

may be gradually improved, until it will yield in

ternal resources adequate to a copious annual ma,

nuring of one seventh, at least, of its arable con
tents.

Such cultivation, as will produce both subsistence

and an improvement of the soil, is indispensable to

any tolerable system of agriculture. On rich lands,

that which is bad, applied to a large space, or that

which is good, applied to a small one, may yield sub

sistence ; but a large space of poor land badly cult!

vated, or a small one well cultivated are equally in

competent to the object^ A multitude of farms in

Virginia, are so exhaust^^s to be unable to supply

the wants of their cultivators, the expenses of culti

vation, and the taxes. Good ploughing is an essential

ally of manuring, for redeeming their owners from a

state of bondage ; Not that kind of ploughing by

which tlie earth is exposed to reiterated strokes of

the sun, or a thin soil is exchanged for a barren one
by. a deep reversal of a level surface ; but that, which
by the use of nariow ridges, will diminish the injury

from too much heat, deepen the soil by a revolution be-
tween ridges and furrows, and admit gradually of being
very deep, without exchanging a surface having some
fertility, for a substratum having none.

The efficacy ofgood ploughing towards fertilizing the
earth, depends in a great degree upon embalming a

mass of vegetable matter below the surface, and thus

pretecting it against the depredations of heat, mois-
ture, and air, until its essence is caught and absorbed

by the crop, instead of being evaporated into tlie at-

mosphere. Manure is vegetable matter, and of course

vegetables are manure. By sowing grass seeds with
grain, we prepare a coadjutor for the plough, from
which it derives its chief eflricacy in fertilizing the

th ; and provide a copious supply of food for other

vegetables, which, like fish, subsist and fatten by eating

each other.

Enclosing vastly accelerates the process for fertilizing

the soil, by increasing the quantity of vegetable matter
or manure to be consigned to the plough. To practise

it successfully, however, it must be combined with some
resource equivalent to the loss of the scanty pasturage,

from which it excludes the emaciated cattle. Artificial

grazing and hay meadows, of high or low land is a re-

source by which, whilst nineteen acres are manuring
themselves without human toil, one may be made to

produce more grass, than the whole twenty now do

;

and stocks of every kind may be thus rendered infi-

nitely more valuable, both for furnishing subsistence to

man, and for fertilizing the earth.

Such are the elementary principles for coming at the

first necessity of agriculture, which, if too siojple for

a country, wherein this science exists in practical per-

fection, may yet be more suitable for our circumstances,

than the chemical experiments of Sir Humphry Da\y
himself. The vast portion of our lands deficient in fer-

lity, ought to be the object of solicitude ; and a mode
within the reach of every farmer, for removing this

barrier to his prosperity, and destroyer of his hopes, is

preferable to a vain reliance upon gypsum, lime or

marl, so generally unattainable ; or to curious inquiries

after new discoveries, so frequently abortive. From an
experience of many years, during the use of several

hundred tons, I believe that even gypsum, the prince

of mineral manures, whatever may be its temporary
effect, will have no lasting influence in fertilizing a farm,

unless it is associated with the four specified means.

Then indeed, it becomes an ally, which will accelerate

a victory they are able to gain in its absence, but to

which gypsum is wholly incompetent without their as-

sistance.

This plain and practical mode of coming at the cai'-

dinal agricultural necessity, is not less adapted for feed-

ng the moral nature of man, than for supplying his

physical wants. Hope, however liable to be mortified

Dy disappointment, or satiated by gratification, continues

to animate the human mind, and will for ever be the

best source of human happiness. A discovery, by
which it might be constantly enlivened, without

being discouraged by fruitless efl^orts ; and constantly

gratified, without being cloyed, would satisfy the ut-

most wish to which man can aspire, and disclose the

utmost felicity, of which he is capable. Some approach

iwards this moral longitude; is made by the farmer

ho gradually enriches his land. Though fruition in-

cre;ises, as he proceeds, it generates new hopes, and
kindles new ardour ; nor will he in fertilizing his land,

during the longest life, have occasion, like a satiated

conqueror, to weep, because he has nothing more to

.ittain.
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Tools are a necessity of agriculture, next to tcr

lility. 1 will not assert, tliat the ilifli'ereiicc between :'

water mill and a mortar for reducing corn to ii" :il

could be used as a just illustration of the ditU i.

in efTect between an excellent stock of agri' li' ,

tools, and those now used in tlie state. But ;.^ i I

init my ow itlc to a share of the censure.

that our tools are extremely defective, i

bom's cast iron ploughs, of his largest size (a recent

invention) saves one half of the labour necessary

to do the same work, with those I used a (cw years

p.ist, which w ere at least ecjual to the average of the

ploughs used in the whole state. This immense
saving results in some measure, from the superior

facility with which they work, but chiefly from the

superior effect of the work itseif, which renders the

customary repetitions, not only superfluous, but per-

nicious. These ploughs remo\e the necessity of re.

pcated exposure to the sun and laceration of roots,

required by bad ploughs, and bestow a larger crop

from diminished labour. The loss from bad ploughs

and from the deficiencies of other tools, weighs hea.

vily upon pri\ate industry and national prosperity,

To exchange this silly debit for the gain arising

from good tools, would manillstly produce both a

jirivate and public profit of double the loss. My
unsTcilfuIiiess in mechanism, and inexperience of the

great variety of agricultural tools, compels me to

regret an inability to display the vast imiiortaiice of

this subject. But I am so thoroughly impressed witli

it, by the inefficacy of most of the tools we possess,

and the total absence of many, undoubtedly, of great

v.ilue, that 1 believe a tool office, for effecting im-

jjrovements uncligged by monopoly, and collecting

foreign models, which might be used with impunity,

would be more usefiil than the patent office for new
inventions. A practical agricultural commissioner,
whose duty it should be to collect and try agricul-

tural tools in use throughout the world, applicable

to our circumstances, at the public expense ; and to

make annual experimental reports of their efficacy

might be a great national benefit. Blinded perhaps by
fervour, I do not discern that even this suggestion is

extravagant or impracticable ; but one plainly prac-

ticable and not less beneficial to Virginia, may per-

haps obtain more approbation. The imperfect state

biuicu. Ihe miscliiels ot this opinion are

;r.-Miti.-d by the consideration, that wealth

n ability to exert industry with discretion,

< ulI Its benefits with most eft'ect. A con-

nl charity or generosity, sometimes found-

n , and often productive of evil, is the solace

() tor the neglect of a virtue jiUvays pro-

ductive of gooil. The rich, who bestow money, may
possibly nurture idleness, and never add to the

general stock of subsistence. A monkey, possessed

of a heap of guineas, might scatter the shining

baubles amongst his species; but one which by his

labour should augment their food, would render them
more essential services. Where is the mighty

off
d from our ancestors, or obtained by the dice ; as

an oblation to vanity or to fortune ? Whether it shall

xcite the industry or feed the dissipation of the

Bceiver, is a matter of indifference to the giver,

hen his object is either to gain popularity on earth,

r to compound with Heaven, by purchasing for him-
self an impunity for idleness, with the donation of

casualty, or the virtuous labours of another. What-
ever may be the motive for industry, its fruit is indivi-

dual and general good. A mere exchange of money
from hand to hand, creates nothing, and does not aug-

ment the n.ational prosperity. Comfort, plenty, free-

dom and virtue all spring from industry. The sur-

plus of its labours bestows power, knowledge and
morals upon a nation. Its loss would beget debility,

cause the vices resulting from want, and lead to bar-

barism. The industrious man alone, can exercise

charity and liberality, from a principle, radically

founded in virtue and unalloyed by vanity. Unlike a

broker, between an ancestor and a beggar, he gives

portion of his own industry to advance the happi-

ness of others. Not seduced from honest duty, by
the deceitful theory—" that idleness compensates
society f .r its vices, by giving employment to indus-

try," he feels that his idleness would produce an ir

retrievable loss, incapable of being compensated bi

his extravagance, and sure to settle somewhere in the

garb of want and misery. If this reasoning did noi

conform to the general sense of mankind, the action

of the caliph Molasscm, who contributed his personal

labour to advance the happiness of a poor man, by
tools will be jierceived every where, by mixinglassisting him to raise his cart out of the mire, would

with the class of farmers, of inferior wealth, but of not have been commemorated for ages, whilst all his

high national importance, and much individual

'I'hey have no means of travelling abroad to look for

them, and if they had, it would be better to find

them at home Next in importance to arms for defend-
ing our country, should be instruments for culti-

v.-itingili and the latter e'nhance the value of the

former, in the degrees that they render the country
more worthy of being defended. Next also, to im-
proving the soil, this object deserves the attention of

our society, and the fitness of Richmond for effecting sation, let them not beguile themselves into an opi

it, looks us full in the face.—Water, wood, iron, coal,

and a wide '•ommunication with the slate, decide it

to be the proper place for the experiment ; and with
adequate funds, the society might awaken a degree
of indivia;ial enterprise, not liable to the inertness of their fives in

public undertakings, which might contribute largely calculating eel

towards diminishing a national misfortune; and be
come a nest from which would issul- broods for pro-
pagating throughout the state, samples which might
relieve us from it entirely, As an himible illustration

of the impoifancp of tools, drafts of three, namely, i

plough for opening the furrow on a ridge for plant
ing corn by a string, a skimmer and a pronged hoe
are liere-.ith forvvardeil. They are ^•ery sample in

strumcii's, ^.nd yet by the first, the corn ground
receives a valuable working when it is planted

manure,
Industry is the third necessity of a prosperous

state of ',
,'r cul lire The high authority v-bich has

decl;.i,.i, t;i:',; , Ik-ncss is the root of evil," d^-ci-les

that .
'. I , ;!ii root of good. Yet it unfortunately

happ.-h- ,1 wiuliti is to-;i often considered, as dia-

charj.ini; us !r m an o1)li.;atioii, a compliance with
tvliich IS iicce.isary, to render us hsppy ourselves and

iiey which we ; earned; whether do-

donali ins of money have sunk into oblivion. The
temporal punishments attached to a deficiency of in

dustry, prove that its nature is not neutral, and that

it cannot gain the rewards of virtue. No success in

any science or employment useful to mankind, is ex-

perienced without industry ; and in that of agricul-

ture, its absence more certainly predicts calamity,

than in any other. However skilful gentlemen i:>Tm.

ers may be in theory, or however ingenious in conver-

nion, that may dispense with this necessity of agricul

tore, and yet keep their estates. Without active ef

forts to produce substantial effects, they resemble
astronomers who sliould feed their vanity, and waste

dering the nature of comets, and
without regarding the.r sublunary

necessities. If productive industry was more paiii.

fill than laborious researches in the regions of theory
i

if its solid fruits were too light to preponderate against 1

the imaginary lading of the opposite scale ; yet the in

justice of shrinking from our due share of the burden,

and of subsisting by accumulating its weight upon the
shoulders of others, is still to be compared with Ih

honesty of contributing our active efforts to the social

treasur)', and the beneficence of lightening the incum-

brances of existence

second, one thrd of the labour formerly applied to An election between the arts of employing or
iU cultivati- n is saved, and by the third, at least half killing time; between fleeing from the miseries of
of that usually applied to raising and scattering idleness to the pi of industry, or to an uneasy

estltssness and vicious habits, would seem to )5resent

no difficulty, and to suggest no hesitation ; and by this

(-Icctio.i the fate of agriculture in Virginia must be
decided. ^,
The remaining necessity of agriculture to be notic

ed, is the want of houses for tlie comfort of man,
the security of crops, and the preservation of beasts.

The process from hollow trees to caverns, and from

caverns to cabin?, out;lit to impair larihcr \iew.s,

nd to eradicate out of tree and civilized countries,

estiges by wliich sav,iges are designated. Yet the
habitations of freemen as well of slaves, remain in

, multitude of cases both insufficient for comfort
nd lor health. They are therefore deserted without

regret, and a pernicious wandering habit infuses itself

intp the mind, because nothing worth retaining i.s

irrendered, and no evil not already endured is an-

cipated. Whilst men suficr, beasts perish in mul-
titudes for want of a protection against the severities

the winter, which the.r involuntary domesticalluii

gives them a right to expect, and which it is the inie-

est of tiieir ov> ners to bestow. But the loss of crops
s yet a greater evil arising from this deficiency. In
the articles of small grain, fodder and hay, it is so

enormous, that when computed from some extent of
ibservation, the conclusion, that it amounts annually
<) twenty five p.r centum, seems witliin the fact.

When It falU upon individuals who make no profit, it

jfieii crushes them ; and when it is deducted from pro.

fit, it impoverishes those classes of society which are

gricultural. Tl.is will be demonstrated by the
following considerations.

The competency of agriculture, in this country es-

pecially, is a phrase of infinitely greater scope, than
would be conceived without an attentive examination.

Its duties, like the duties of moral rectitude, spread
from the narrow circle of providing sustenance for

one man or one family, into a wide expanse, created

by the obligations arising from society, and the in-

terests iiiterttoven with national prosperity. In the
United States, the responsibility of agriculture does
lot stop at food for all eaters. It e.xtends to the sup-

p irt of government, to the encouragement of com-
merce, to the sustenance of the learned professions,

the introduction of the fine arts, and to the support
of the more useful mechanical employments. This

ponsibility, the sponsor for knowledge, for good
liners, for liberty, and for national power, consti-

tutes a demand upon agriculture, which must be

paid, to win and combine blessing^s, in which, if she

he will largely participate. Being the source
fiom which all classes, and particularly the numerous
family of the nati conmmere /ruffes, must derive their

subsistence and prosperity ; all classes have a deep
interest in rendering it more copious, because the
success of each must expand with its growth, and
i-ontract with its decline. Its exuberance cannot
1 ke an exuberant treasury, or a pecuniary specula-

ion, be monopolised by idleness or corruption, but
must be diffused to excite industry, and nourish vir-

Uie. Whatever shall cripple its cap-acity for render-
ing to society, services, in comparison with which,
even those of the hero and the patriot become dimin-

utive, ought to be avoided by every wise politician

with care, and resisted by all who understand their

own interest, with firmness. Kvcry stab given to

agriculture, reaches their own vitals ; and every folly

by which she is injured, must be expiated by their

own suffering. Where then, can be found a diff'er-

ence of interests between agriculture and the other
useful occupations of society, when their prosperity

must result from hers, and she can only reap the bles-

sings of a well organized social state, by providing

for them .' As agriculture is not an isolated interest,

ke a political project or a fraudulent artifice, capable
of being dissevered from the body politic, without
producing its death ; rendering it less productive by
measures, however honest, or by the dexterities of
i.varice or ambition, however plausible, must gradu-
ally produce the impoverishment they promise to pre-

vent, and prevent the common good they promise to

produce. A common interest ought to suggest the

national policy in regard to agriculture. As it is

worthy of a" univers-al p-itronage on account of
the universal b-.'iiefit, every intelligent individual,

however distantly removed f'Oin its labours, may
perceive the sirongest motives, for exerting his re-

publican influence, and uniting with agricultural so-

to increase a profit, by which his own prospe-

riiy mu-t be graduated. In a scali combining agri-

culture with its effects, barbarism stands opposite

utmost incompetency; and the most perfect

of society, to its capacity for discharging its
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various duties ; and bet

several correspoiidenc

pouni'

tliese extremities, lie the

nseparably linked, corn-

et" accessions of competency and advances

towards social happiness. To what object more glori-

ous, can the powers of the mind and of the purse be

directed, than to one wliich \vith oracular certamtj

,

deals out happiness or misery in extremes, and in all

the intermediate gradations > In considering the com-

petency of uijricuiture, we have seen that its profit and

henetit to society, must begin and proceed together

must exist or perish together; and that neither cai

contract or expand without a strict concomitancy of

fate. Kence resiilts a demonstration that any policy is

erroneous, by which the profit of agriculture isdimir

ished, to foster a personal or local interest. As agr

culture is a national property, such a policy is simply

that of a farmer, (vho should starve some of his family,

for the sake of poisoning a few with ice cream and syl

labub. .\s our country is one great farm, and its inhabi

tants one great family, in which those who work the

least receive the gi-eatest share of the profit, those who
are not farmers have a deeper interest for increasing

the profit of agriculture, than the farmer himself; be-

cause his subsistence must precede theirs, and theirs

can only be supplied from his surplus. The larger this

surplus the greater will be their gain. An expectation

therefore of benefiting the other classes of society, by
laws tending to diminish agricultural profit though they

may have a personal or local effect upon some partial

selection, must be injurious to the rest of the family.—

Agricultural profit being the aliment of the whole fami

ly, every member of it except the patronised, loses ;

portion of his share by its diminution ; and every par

tiality to a co-heir, inflicts the injustice in some degref
suffered by those beggared to enrich one, under thi

policy of primogeniture.

To illustrate these opinions, I shall refer to the two
cases of taxing iron and barns. An enhanced price of

iron during embargoes and wars, has constantly sug-

gested a degree of economy in its use, from whence has

resulted bad agricultural tools to a vast extent. This
generates habits of long duration and hard to eradicate,

Bad tools impoverish the soil, diminish crops, and
check or obliterate improved modes of cultivation.

—

The poorest farms require the best tools, but as they

also require the greatest economy, the evil becomes
aggravated by a necessity for submitting to it : and re-

trogradation ensues, where an advance in improve-
ment is most needed. Whether the price of iron is

enhanced by war, embargoes, or taxation, this eflfect

will be commensurate with the extent of such enhance-
ment. In the same mode the taxation of barns operates.

It prevents to a great extent the erection of houses for

the preservation of that portion of the profit of agricu
ture, upon which the prosperity of the other classes of

society depends. The frugality in iron diminishes crops,

the frugality in houses loses them. Whatever is lost by
bad tools, or want of houses, comes out of the surplus

upon which all other classes must subsist. The I

falls almost exclusively upon them, as the farmer m
first live upon what he can save. If there is good
ground for computing the loss from bad tools and want
of houses, at twenty five per centum of the crops, how
erroneous must be t!ie arithmetic which adopts a loss

so enormous, for the sake of acquiring a pittance so
considerable, as that which is produced by taxing iron

and barns .' And how miserable the policy of other
classes of society, which is unable to discern that the
endowment of some few individuals with this plitance,

inflicts an enormous loss upon themselves > Other in-

stances of this political arithmetic are omitted, as being
less evident, though founded in the same principles ;

and because it is sufficient merely to suggest the subject
in a country abounding with patriots, more able to ex
plain it.

One intention of this essay is, to impress the error of

beginning at the wrong end to improve our agriculture
It would be premature to wander away from its primary
necessities after some brilliant discovery, before we have
established a sound foundation for beautiful superstruc-
tures ; and would be probably nearly as useless as the
compass to the hull of a ship without rigging. Fertility

tools, industry and houses, cited to illustrate this inten
tion, are indispensable portions of the tackle, by which
agriculture must prepare for being steered by the rud-

der of chymistry. the harbour of opulence.

mean not to decry the labours of the learned in disco

vering new sails for accelerating the voyage, but only to

insist upon the necessity offittingthe ship tor withstand-

ing storms, before she is launched into an ocean oi

theory, after new discoveries \ beautiful feather ntiay

be pleasing, and the entire plumage of a beautiful bird

may be admirable ; but a fine feather stuck into the

voung bird, just as its down begins to spring, might re

ard 'its growth to maturity, and become a deterring

example.
Among the necessities of agriculture, tools occupy

the second place, and their improvement is recommend,

ed with solicitude, because if the society should happi-

ly acquire pecuniary means adequate to the object, its

accomplishment is evidently more attainable than the

accomplishment of many oiher objects of infinitely less

importance. A large sum loaned to a capable and en-

terprising individual, for several years .without interest,

der conditions insuring the erection ot the works,

d securing the re-p:iyment of the principle, might

uarantee snccess, both by enforcible stipulations and
private interest.

The univeisal range of the benefits diffused hy agri-

culture was adverted to for the purpose of soliciting an
(Tectuai patronage for the efforts of the society, by the

loquence of self-interest, and the prayers of national

prosperity. A conviction that national prosperity and
individual comfort, can only flow from its competency,

I unite even an oppressive government and avari-

cious confederacies, in the policy of increasing the pro-

fit of agriculture, however they might differ about its

distribution ; what then must be its influence on a go-

vernment which loves the people, and subsists to ad-

vance their happiness ? A policy calculated to diminish

the profit of agriculture, would be precisely equivalent

to a project for preventing the accumulation of rain

invariably distilled in refreshing showers over tlie earth.

Agriculture without rain, would flourish as all other

Dccupations of society would, without agricultural

profit. The staple occupations upon which all others

engrafted must flourish, or the scions will dwinled.
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Jixfilanation of the forrffoinff Cuts.

No. 1.

a a An iron bar li inch wide, and 1 inch tliick.

At one end an eye for the helve, at the other a duck's

bill, 25 inches long, having a small crook at the jnnc-

tion of the wings next the eye, to raise the eye two
inches, that it may not drag on the ground.

6 b The outer edges of the wings, to be 26 inches

apart.

ccc c c c The cutting edges of the wings, to be

on a level with the lowest part of the bar.

d d d. ddd The upper edges of the Avings to be

three inches higher than the lower edges. The
wings are to be made rounding to increase the ease

with which the earth falls over them.
eH eH Length of wings, 20 inches.

//Width of wings, 5 inches. The lower edges
of thewingsto be sharp, and had best be steeled.

The depth of its work is regulated by the traces.

Far preferable to the harrow as a weeding plough.

It is drawn by one horse or one ox.

No. 2.

a H Length of the hoe, 20 inches—a (/ Length of

the eye, 5 inches.

cc Width of the hoe, 16 inches—He He The
cutting edges of the hoe, 18 inches long. The edges
are to be near two inches lower than the centre Hrf;

so that the eye may stand that distance above the

earth, so as not to drag in it, and also to cause the

under part of the plough to be hollow for the same
reason.

H b The point of the coulter, 8 inches—The coul-

ter is in a line with the eye. H / the length of the

coulter, 22 inches.

H e The lower part of the coulter, 12 inches long,

with the cutting edge g^^^"- The coulter is fixed at

the end ef the plough by a tenant and mortice—The
former on the end of the plough, the latter in the

head of the coulter, e s Width of the upper end of

the coulter, 2 inches, of the cutting part three.

alvcK Mould-boards—Length IS inches, width 9

inches. K K Width between the mould-boards, 20
inches. In the eye is fixed a wooden helve to which
the mould-boards are nailed. The upper end of the
coulter is made fast in the beam, i A pin one inch

diameter let into the mould-boards and wedged, to

keep them from being pressed together. It is the
best plough I have tried for opening water furrows,

to be drawn by two or more horses. The deeper
these furrows are made, the more efficacious they are
in improving the soil, m n Interior mould-boards to

be added when the plough is used to plant corn, to be
12 inches long, 6 wide and 6 apart. Then it is drawn
by two horses, and works on the top of the ridg
list, to which the exterior mouUl-hoardsgive a wide
dressing, whilst the interior make the furrow narrow
at bottom, in which the corn is dropt by a string and
covered with the foot.

No. 3.

a b Length of the hoe, 19 inches—a o Length of

the eye, 3 inches

—

c d Width below the eye, one and
one tenth of an inch—eysize of prongs seven tenths

of an inch square. The centre prong from the eye
and the external prongs from the bend gradually di-

minished towards their points. The eye beginning
to bend between the points c d, form an angle of 45
degrees with the plane of the prongs.

It is far preferable to the horizontal pitch fork for

raising and scattering manure. It is also an excel
lent garden hoe.

. and Woodland Departments ,- a General Accormt

ofCash, and an Account of Charge and Discharge up-

on each Department. The whole selected from the

Jiooks of real business ii/hich have for many years been

kept in the sameform by the Author. By John Mather,
Castle-Hill, Caise of Gowrie. Dundee, 1819.

It is about eight years .since we endeavoured to

draw the attention of our readers to the importance
of a simple and correct System of Bookkeeping,
adapted to the use of Farmers; with what success,

we have no means of knowing. Since that time, and
indeed before, there has been no want of Forms, pub-
lished under the name of Farmers' Account Books,

fficiently minute perhaps, but probably too compl'
cated, as well as expensive, for general use, and
which have been therefore chiefly confined, we sus-

pect, to gentlemen's stewards and bailiffs, with whom
it is a matter of necessity to exhibit a view of their

proceedings to their employers. The results afford-

ed by these methods ofjbook-keeping, are also, gene-

rally speakmg, confined to an account of outlays and
eceipts, and do not present a satisfactory solution

of several questions, which it is of importance
farmer, upon an extensive scale of business,

learly stated and correctly resolved. All that seemsjperhaps be advantageously cl.issed into Two Parts

:

be thought necessary is, an account of the cash re-pf which the first would contain all that is now com-

ceived and paid away, and of the debts and credits of monly exhibited in farm accounts, and the second

the concern ; so that the balance between these men those subsidiary and less perfect entries which seem
and their employers may be ascertained periodically : required to give a farmer a correct view of his con-

And this purpose is usually obtained by a sort of em-'cerns. We wouldjby no means recommend, that sums
pineal method of entering the particular sums.iestimated somewhat arbitrarily, for straw, dung,

thout such classification or arrangement as would Sec or generally all the articles of home growth con-

[We have on several occasions endeavoured to draw
the attention of our readers to the utility, and in-

deed necessity of correct and detailed accounts of

farming : we are glad to see that the subject has

attracted the attention, and been reduced to a sim-

ple system by an intelligent farmer of Scotland—
we recommend to perusal the following review taken
from " The Farmers Magazine," for May, 1 820
Periodical work exclusively devoted to Agriculture

and Rural Affairs, published quarterly in Edinburg
:]

Edit. Amer. F,

Speci-'^ov manufacturer; and, from the very nature of hisThe Farmer and Land-Steviard's Assistant ;

?nen ofFarm Book-keeping ; exhibiting, in a cojimcljusincss, it becomes difficult, perhaps impossible, to
andsimple Fonn, the Transactions in the Arable Gra: .- .i.- ^.—- ...i.r.u _.f .if . _, ._separate the transactions which properly belong to

each of these characters: and, besides this, much of
his produce, which he consumes on his farm, has no

form marketable value, and if entered like a mer-
chant's account, under the heads of Dr. and Cr. must
l\ave a value set nn it somewhat arbitrarily. This
value, too, ought to be higher or lower, not merely
according to the quantity and quality of the produce,
but also according to its comparative scarcity or abun-
dance in differant seasons. Owing to a difference in

the sea.sons, also, the prime cost of articles which
have an ascertained marketable value, such.as wheat
and other kinds of corn, will vary considerably : the
quantity may be less, while the expense of obtain-

ing it is the same ; or the expense may be increas-

ed, by wet and otherwise nr unfavourable seasons,

while the quantity is the s.ime.

It may be useful at any rate, though not always
worth the labour of reducing to practice, to keep in

view such questions as we have adverted to. Upon a
large scale of farming, under a lease of twenty years

or more, the necessary labour, we think, would be
ajexceedingly well bestowed. The accounts that it

ght be necessary to keep with this view, would

be required to show the profit or loss on each depart-

ment, and on every article of each department.

—

Even where a subdivision of the accounts is made, as

nto Corn-lands, Grazing-lands, the Dairy, &c. the

transactions under each of these heads are commonly
all brought together, without any discrimination to

show from what particular fields, or species of grain,

or descriptions of live stock, the profit or loss on
eachdepartmentarises; and still less can it be known
from these accounts, what particular rotation of crops
is the most advantageous ; whether it is most pro-
fitable to breed, rear, and fatten stock, or to carry
on only one or two of these branches ; besides seve-

ral other matters, upon which the success of a far-

mer materially depends.
Nothing can show more clearly the imperfect man-
r in which farm accounts are generally kept, than

the offer lately made by the Board of Agriculture of

a con.siderable premium to the person who should

lay before them a correct method of keeping accounts

taken from real business : a premium which, as far

as we know, has not yet been awarded, or perhaps
not even claimed. W'e will venture to say, that

there is not one farmer among a hundred, even con-

fining the number to such of the class as have had
the benefit of a good education, who can show, from
their books, what is the expense of raising an acre

quarter of wheat and other kinds of grain on

their farms, or the prime cost of a stone of beef or

mutton ; or what any particular field has paid them
for a series of years, under a variety of crops.

It would be still more hopeless to expect, that the

eturns from capital laid out, not in such a way as to

be returned with its profits within the year, but in

the more durable improvement of the soil itself,

should be exhibited in their books. And yet few
things certainly can be of more importance to a far-

iner; than to ascertain whether a sum so expended
a thousand pounds, for instance, on lime, drainage,

f!cc. has increased the produce of the land so much,
as to replace that sum, with a profit, before the end
of his lea.se-

Itis not to be denied, however, that it is a much
more difficult matter to attain any thing like accura
cy in these and other points, than in the transactions

of a merchant. One reason—perhaps the principal

reason—seems to be, that a farmer unites in himself

two different characters ; he not only buys and sells

sumed on the farm, should be mixed with actual pay-

ments or receipts. Such an intermixture could not

fail to lead to some degree of confusion or uncertainty

to the amount of the real profit or loss on the whole
concern. To separate them would also have this ad-

vantage, that if it was found inconvenient to proceed

with the latter description of accounts, they might
be given up, without occasioning any alteration in

the certainly more important record exhibited under
Part First.

According to this method, we would have a Day-
book and Leger, under Part first, from which should

be seen the daily operations on the farm, and the

transactions connected with it; with inventories of

stock, crop, and implements, once a year or oftener.

In the leger there iiiight, as in a merchant's, be both

real and personal accounts. Under Corn, for exam-
ple, there would be placed, on the Debit side, the

seed, labour, and, generally, the whole expenditure

incurred in raising it, including the interest of capi-

tal ; and, on the Credit side, the quantity of the pro-

duce and its value, whether used for seed, paid to ser-

vants, consumed in the family, or employed in feed-

ing horses and other kind."; of live stock, as well at

what was actually sold. The balance on this account

would thus show the profit or loss on corn—or at

least on the tillage lands generally; as, if it was
found inconveiiient to separate the labour and other
expenses of corn from those incurred for turnips,

potatoes, and other green or fallow crops, the value

of these crops would have to be placed, on the Credit

side, along with that of the corn. In case of turnips

or other crops consumed by the farmer's own stock,

the value might be somewhat arbitrary; and they
should therefore be placed by themselves, or the esti-

mated price might stand in an inner column. By
similar accounts, the profit or loss on live stock,

generally, might easily be ascertained: and it is

scarcely necessary to mention, that the personal ac-

counts should exhibit a correct view of the debt and
credit of every one with whom the farmer has any
dealing, even with his day-labourers.

In this general view of his aftairs, any sum that

might be expended on the improvement of his farm
might be converted into an annuity of such an amount
as would suffice to replace that sum, with its profits,

before the end of the lease ; and such annuity would
fall to be added to the rent. Strictly speaking, the

like the merchant, but is at the same time a producer price of horses and implements, which require to be
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replaced in a few years, sliould also be converted into

an annuity ; but except that of a threshing macliiue

an article of considerable value, perhaps such a degree

of accuracy is not very easily attained, and hardly

worth the trouble of atiempting- ; as the inventories

taken at dittereni periods may show the decrease in the

value of the horses and implements, or what is lost by

their tear and wear, better than a previous estimate,

founded on their probable duration ; and this decrea-^e,

if thought necessary, may be added periodically to the

general debit of the farm.

From tliis Part First, it would be easy to form an

annual abstract, which should show, in a few lines,

the profit or loss on that portion of a farm which is

kept in tillage; and the expense and produce per

acre ; and also the profit or loss on live stock, or

rather the difierence between the price at which they

were bough;, and at which they were sold. To make
out the real profit or loss under tiiis department, the

extent and quality of their pastures, and the quantity

of the other kinds of food consumed by them, and
the expense incurred for them in labour, &c. would
have to be take'i into account. The difference be-

tween the sums at their account in the ledger, or be-

tween what they were bought for and what they sold

fur, would be the sum received for keeping them, or

for the pastures and other food they consumed, and
the expense of feeding them ; and it would be easy,

on comparing the acreable profit of those pasture's,

&c. with that of the corn lands, to ascertain generally

whether tillage or grazing was the more profitable em-
ployment of ti.e liind. This could not, however, be as-

certained with all the certainty that might be wished ;

because, though the pastures might appear to pay less

than the corn land, yet in that state they might actual-

ly be kept for a time with greater advantage than in

corn, inasmuch as the soil might be improving in its

future productiveness when brought into tillage.

Whetlier the stock was bought, as we have here sup-

posed, or bred upon the farm, would not make any
difference ; though, in the latter case, we would have
the estimated price of them, as has been already ob
served with regard to turnips, &c. kept separate from
the other money columns.
But whether it might be thought expedient or

to separate the tillage and pasture lands, or the crops
produced anniiallv, from those that continue in the

ground for several years, such as cultivated or natur

al herbage, there can be but one opinion as to the ex-

pediency of ascertaining, with perfect accuracy, the

outlays and receipts, the debits and credits, and, by
means of inventories, the stock, crop and implements
on hand at different periods, at least once a year ; and
from these to exhibit a pretty exact, though a general

view, of the profit oi- loss of the whole concern. T"
is nearly all that Mr. Mather proposes to do, as

shall see immediately ; and his method is so easy, that

any one moderately skilled in common arthmetic can
find no difficulty in adopting it.

As to what we would call Part Second, we have

hardly room to say a few words. The object of it

woidd be, to furnish answers to the following questions

1. What crop—wheat, barley, &c. do you find most
profitable on your particular farm ?

2. What rotation of crops—alternate white and
green crops, or two or more years pasturage of the

land sown to grass before being ploughed ;—or,

case of clay soils, whether a coiu'se of four years, or of

six years &c. i'

3. Whether your corn land, or the land employed
feeding live stock, yields the greatest profit ; and what
kinds and sub-spices or varieties of live stock, pay best

for the food they consume ?

4. AVhat is the expense and produce, and tlie pro-

fit or loss, on the different fields or soils of your farm .'

These questions, and others to which they lead,

are evidently important ; nor does it appear difficult

to frame a series of accounts in such a manner as to

give the answers sufficiently near the truth for every
useful purpose. A Day-book, such as ought to be
kept at any rate, if sufficiently comprehe

pense incurred on it ; and Creditor tor the produce it

yields, whether it be an annual crop or pasture. In the

latter case, the time for which a specified number of

sheep or cattle were kept on it, must be entered in the

first place ; and the general profits of the stock, ascer-

tained afterwards, would fall to be divided between
this and any other fields, of which that stock consumed
the produce.
But it is our purpose at present to make Mr. Ma-

her's method of Book-keeping known to our readers.

The first is the Dan-Book, which begins with an In-

ventory and Valuation of Stock under the following

divisions—1. Furniture, &c. or Implements, 2.

Grain ; Potatoes and Vams, and Hay and Oatmeal.

—

Live Stock, Horses, Milch Cows and other Cattle,

Swine and Sheep. And, lastly, Unthreshed Corns,

to which the quantity or value is not affixed. This
book is not, however, confined to the .irable farm, but

contains the transactions under the three different de-
partments to be afterwards menlioited. After this,

the entries are made in the usual way, according to

the date of the transactions. With a view to the

purpose we have adverted to, these entries are not

fficiently minute ; the Day-book contains no record
the labour performed : the thrashing and sales of

grain are entered, without mentioning the fields on
hich it grew, &c. Besides this, we should have

thought it of some importance to have prefixed, along
with the Inventory, a short view of the farm, mention-
ing the state of every field, or what was its last crop,

and what was to be its next ; but instead of this, we do
not know even the extent of it. The book begins with
the 22d November ; and if any wheat was sown at that

time, the seed and labour, and, if after fallow, the pre-

ceding year's rent of the land, should have appeared in

the Inventory itself.

The next is the Cash-Book, which also embraces all

the three departments, and contains the sums received

and paid, acconling to their dates, but without refer-

ence to either the Day-book or Ledger. Many of the

sums on the credit side, including all those paid for la-

bour, tradesmen's accounts, &c. have not been previous-

ly entered in the Day-book ; and here, as in the Day-

book itself, the sums received for corn and other pro-

duce are entered generally, or without any notice of the

adds from which they were obtained

)n the Ledger, which is the next in order, the first

account is, • Farm Furniture and Labouring Utensils ;'

m the Debit side of which under the date of 22d No-
vember, IS 16, stand the articles and their value, as

prefixed to the Day-book ; and on the Credit side,

under the date of 22d of November, 1817, the same
cles, and their value at this last period, and the

1 sides, are balanced by a sum to cover the de-

crease of their value during the year. The Horses'

account is balanced by a similar loss, and the Cattle

and Swine accounts by a profit. On the Debit side of

the Butter is the quantity churned at different tiines,

.ind on the credit the quantity sold : of which, and of
,ts price, a particular account is subjoined, and also

of butter salted and of cheese sold. This last, by
the by, as well as some other accounts, has no corres-

ponding entry on the Debit side ; and in regard to

both the Butter and t'heese accounts, and also Milk
sold, if there was any, we think it would have been

quite as methodical to have placed them under the

head of the Cows ; or, at least, the cows from which
these articles were obtained, should have been particu-

arly mentioned, and the quantity of milk they yielded,

Mr. Mather seems to consider these accounts as

forming a separate branch or division of the Ledger

;

for, after a blank page, he returns to the Inventory

for the corn, &c. thrashed and unthrashed in Novem-
ber, 1816, adding the unthrashed corn in November
1817 ; and then the regular Ledger accounts a

suined, beginning wltli Wheat, and following

the other kinds of Corn, Potatoes, Grass-seeds, Lime,
Tares, Hay, &c. It seems a strange oversight that

Potatoes are not credited with any sold ; though

there is a separate account of Potatoes sold to a consi-

also minute in its details, would afford the materials

wanted ; along with a Field-book, in which every field

should have a separate portion allotted to it ; and
appear as Debtor for the seed, labour, and other ex-|'one which bears the title of

' ,in AccousT of Chargk a7ul Dlschakge,'
which contains the receipts and outlays on account of
the Arable Farm alone ; the same, so far .is they go,

th the Cash-book. But here these articles are ar-
ranged under separate heads j and this branch is clos-
ed with a Profit and Loss account ; of some of the
articles on both sides of which, we can make nothing
They do not appear to agree with the balances in the
Ledger ; and like tlie rest of this Account of Charge
and Discharge, it contains no reference to either the
Day-book, Cash-book, or Ledger.
We have already noticed the Sheep account, which,
ith Black Cattle, and Pastures let, form a separate

branch under the head of Pastures : all the preceding
accounts in the Ledger belonging to the arable farm
exclusively. The Sheep accounts seem to be stated

much neatness and accuracy, showing the num-
ber of every description of that stock. And this is

followed by an Account of Charge and Discharge for
this Pasture department, similar to that already noticed
which is subjoined to the arable farm ; but without
any Profit and Loss account.
The Woods, Plantations, &c. form a third depart-

nent ; of which the first account shows, on the one
ide, the account of Sales ; and on the other, the Cash
received ; the Outlays appearing only in the Charge and
Discharge Account; which completes tliis like the two
former depsirtments.

A general account of Charge and Discharge for all

these three departments, under the several heads of
m. Pastures and Park, and Pkmtations and Es-
is subjoined, and may be said to complete the se-

ries of accounts. All the sums that appear in the Cash-
book are here brought together. But, as we haveal'
ready noticed, in tlie case of the Pasture department,
there is still no Profit and Loss account either for that
or the Plantations.

The work concludes with a ' Time-Bsok,' exhibit-

ing a form for entering the employment of the yearly
servants and day-labourers, and their rate of wages ;

and a ' Weekly Report,' containing a similar form ;

and one for entering ' Sundry Occurrences.' Both
these forms are too limited for being useful, as they
do not seem well calculated for showing the kind of
labour performed, nor the fields on which it is perform-
ed.

It will be seen from our preceding remarks, and
the incidental notices given in the course of this

slight examination, that we by no means think this a
perfect system. We might object to the valuation of
the Live and Dead Stock ; not because it is inaccurate,
but because it is necessarily in some degree arbitra-

ry ; and therefore, the suras should not have been
biendid with real payments and receipts, but kept
always separate ;—to the want of a distinct view of
the extent of the concern, and the mode of cropping
the arable farm,—of references from each of the books
to the others,—and, above all, of an accurate Profit

f|and Loss account under each department. It would
have been also satisfactory to have had a view of the
capital employed, upon the arable farm at least, willi

some notice of the rent that might be got for it from
a tenant : But, at any rate, not to ask too inuch, we
should certainly have seen the extent of land under
the several crops, and their produce per acre, and
also the expense of obtaining it. This produce and
expense cannot be known from the Charge and Dis-

charge account, which is confined merely to the cash

received and paid, and does not show the full wages
of the labourers—oatmeal, &c.—nor the value of the

corn and other food given to the horses—nor even

that of the seed when it is the produce of the farm
itself. Notwithstanding all this, however, we sin-

cerely agree with the author, that his work ' may be
' useful to a very numerous and meritorious class of

his countrymen,' and, as such, we earnestly recom.

mend it to their attentive perusal.

and deiable amount. Of the sheep on the farm, as shown

in the Inventory in November, 1816, and of their Wool,

there is no entry whatever in this part of the Ledger

;

though a separate account is found for this stock after

roH :

BLUE THISTLE.

In all good farming the destruction of nox-

ious weeds, is a consideration of the very first

mportance. If we expect good crops, all com-
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petition should if possible, be prevented. The nn our sea-board. The general character of the

Crain sowed to meet our wishes, and our inter- ^o'l>s a .ght sandy loam ; much of >t is ot a redd.sh
^irtiii sowcii lu nil. I. 1

,•,.„,.,•, or chocolate colour, some clayey and stifT; and that
est sho.dd monopolize all the surface ol the .oil,

^_^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^.„^ j^ ^^.^^.^ ^.^^^ ^^.^^ ^1^.^^

all its internal strength : to effect which, vegeta-
^^^j, ^^^ gravel, near the banks of the river, and its

tion of every description, except the crop sow- creeks, tliere is to be found the greatest abundanci

cd, sliould be prevented, the ground loosened by of rich shell marl; which on actual experiment,

deen olouuhint, and well pulverized by repeat- has been proved to possess as strong fertilizing quali-

cd 1 allowing, 'ro attain these desirable objects,
'^l^^^^Z^^.:^^";^.^, near Port Reyal

we have sometimes many difr.cuHies to cncoun-
.^ ^^^ residence of Colonel Taylor the Virginia Jra-

tcr ; to surmount or lessen which ought to be the
^g,.^ whose farm is distinguished by the verdure of it.

unceasing aim of all common brethren of the fields ; the abundance of its crops, and the cedar

plough. In this neighbourhood we have a weed hedges, which for several miles in length, over a

ofbiennial growth, called, "Blue Thistle," every level surface, present a beautiful round top, ever-

effort to eradicate which, has hitherto proved green ridge absolutely impassible by hogs or any

vmavailing. Wherever it orice gets well taken,^^''^^^
kind ot^stock.^^^^^^

^^.^^^

without the land he well fallowed early in the
^f j,^g ..

^^
j>^.

^^^^ tangere -^^eeds," which Mr. Buck-
spring and crop ploughed, after harvest, the „er seems so anxious to have every where eradica

chance for a crop of any kind of small grain, ted, we understand from one among the most skilful

would be a poor one ; and even with all this ex- and successful farmers of the valley of Rappah.-ai-

tra cultivation, it is sure to prove considerably nock, that it is by no means so pernicio, .has been

injurious. To Indian corn it is harmless; but to-W-^^
^Hiri:'c^'aKr. wc^lft l^niy

wheat, sowed between the rows in the common
i^^ innoxious, but serviceable, it it could, like clover,

\Yay, without taking the corn off, stalk and alljbe removed at pleasure. It has been observed of si-me

and flushing the land, it is very destructive. Ha- fields in the plains of the Rappahannock, which had

k-ing a very long tap root, and growing vigorous-

ly upon all soils, no matter how poor it is believ-

ed to be an improver ; and could wc say to it a

we can to clover " thus long shalt thou grow

and no longer," it would be a valuable, a desira-

ble plant. But this is far from being the case.

The tables arc completely turned. Could the

Thistle be endued with the power of speech, with

a sarcastic smile, it might without the least devia

tion from truth, proclaim to man, nay, to nearly

the whole animal and vegetable creation, in

the emphatic language of Scottish defiance " nole

me tangere 1" The fine bottoms on the Rappa-

hannock are generally overspread with this plant

and I am very much astonished, that the enlight-

ened proprietors of those lands, who have paid so

much attention to agriculture generally, should

never have instituted inquiries as to the means of

its extermination. In a publication ofgeneral A
strong's which appeared about twelve months

since, in the National Intelligencer, the applica-

tion of salt is recommended. This I have tried

without success. The object of this paper is to

request information of some of your many sub

scribers, as to the way (if any be known) of get

ting clear of this pest. If it be said " dig them

up with the hoe," I answer at once, it cannot be

done ; it certainly is impracticable to dig up

Thistles as closely set over a surface of fifty or

a hundred acres, as wheat is commonly sowed

and in many instances, more so. And worse

than all ; even this operation, troublesome as it

undoubtedly is, would have to be repeated many
years in succession, without any proof more con

elusive than a conjectural inference of the final

result. Like the rest of the Thistle species, they

bear a great quantity of seed, which are wafted

on wings of down to immense distances.

RICHARD B. HUCKNER
rint-Uill. Fauquier Countij, Virg. Se/it. 2n]. 182(

been covered during one or two summers from the

intense rays of the sun by this Thistle, and then bro-

ken up, according to the modern system of very deep
ploughing, that the land had been much improved,
as much perhaps, as if it had been sprinkled with

gypsum, and covered with clover. Whatever of an
opening or fertilizing operation which really belongs

or has been attributed to the strong tap root of do-
er, must in like manner, be allowed to the similar

oot of this Thistle ; and then, the Thistle, as is ad-

mitted, without drawing so much of the powers of

vegetation from the soil, affords as good a covering

from the fervid heat of the sun, and as much fertiliz-

ing vegetable matter, when well turned under by a

strong deep cutting plough, as the best clover.

—

Many of die farmers of the Rappahannock who plough

deep, have found that the Blue Thistle can be sub-

dued or eradicated at pleasure, and therefore, they

esteem it a beneficial, rather than a noxious weed.

—

Hut perhaps their success in removing it may be, in

a great degree, owing to the loose nature of their

soil, and the ease with which any plant can be torn

from it ; and the stiff, clayey lands of Fauquier and
other parts of the country may present difficulties,

and give a tenacious hold to the Blue/rhistle with

which the farmers of the Rappahannock are wholly

unacquainted.—This subject strikes us as well wor
thy attention and further inquiry, on account of the

important facts it is likely to develope, as to the

manner in which covering, tap rooted plants havi

a tendency to protect all sorts, and to restore those

which have been much exhausted.—The dry, sandy

plains of the Rappahannock have not been found to
' ery friendly to clover, or indeed to any kind of

grass ; but in the most sterile portions of such soil the

Hlue Thistle is known to have a very refreshing and
invigorating effect. £dil. yim. J''

Note—The valley, or bottoms, as Mr. Buckner
calls It, of the Rappahannock, through which th

iver of that name winds its way in a snuth-east

direction from Fredericksburgh to theChesapeaki
a distance of seventy or eighty miles, and which
on an average about six miles wide, taken all in

ghty
iles w

TO THE KDITOn or THE AMERICA

is one of the' most beautiful and productive valliesfar towards it.

Dear Sir,—The first thing I do generally,

when I get into a difficulty is to scratch my head

and the next is to put on my considering cap,

you may well suppose the remarks in your 1

paper about my corn theory, to which you tack

ed a note like the tail to a kite to keep it ste;idy

made me scratch to some purpose, but I had n-

sooner got on my cap, than it appeared to me as

plain as day, that if what you and your corres

^.^pondent had said respecting my theory., did not

ififully confirm me in my " attitude," it went very

Now be it known to all the world, as well as

" thee" and "thy" Harford County correspon-

dent, that I wish it to be clearly understood, that

1 my opinion, the natural disposition of Corn is

grow with its leaves towards east and west,

nd that when it is planted in a manner to enable

it to lake this position (or altitude if you please)

will thrive belter than when growing in any

less natural manner, in consequence of its abili-

y to throw out its leaves and to receive the rains

\nd dews. I also wish it understood that to ena-

ble Corn to grow with its leaves east and west, it

should be planted in rows north and south, or as

nearly so as may be. I have never contended that

corn planted in hills with perhaps half a dozen
stalks in each hill, would uniformly grow in this

manner, but to the contrary, have agreed, that

every plant accommodates itself, in a degree, to

the particular circumstances under which it is

placed, whatever may be its natural disjjosition ;

thus for example, although they never " ran" in

his cabbage patch, and although their natural in-

clination is to creefi, yet would they if placed in

a room where the light comes only from above,

be found soon to show a disposition to mount to-

wards the ceiling, while his cabbage plants,

vhosc disposition when left to nature, is to stand

traight, could not be kept so while in the house,

and " standing in the window" without " turning

them round daily in consequence of the propen-

sity of vegetables to lean towards the light,"

each of them would say, if vegetables could

speak, " let me see the face of the sun, the foun-

tain of my life."

This " turning daily," is mentioned by your

correspondent to overthrow my theory, that turn-

ing a plant frequently will cause it to perish, and

while he asserts that it kept his wife's cabbages

straight, acknowledges that the '^ rough treat-

in moving killed the lavender " in the

tx ;" now all I can say on the subject is,

that if it killed his wife's lavender, it is not unlike-

ly the same rough treatment would have killed

my Aunty's Dark Mud.
~
ut the fact of his v/ife's early York not dying

by turning in a warm room, with a fire in the

winter, in every part of which the temperature

was no doubt nearly equal, and where lights by

ght supplied the absence of the sun, is no rea-

son they should not have perished turned as often

the open air, dependent only on that blessed

luminary for light and heat, and although seven-

ty plants were produced for setting out by these

artificial means, it is no proof that more or better

plants would not have been produced if the box

had been left sialionary ; out of his own mouth it

is clearly proved, that vegetables have particular

inclinations which if permitted they will indulge,

and this granted I have no disposition to combat

his theory o( antifiathies, because it has nothing

to do luith the suhjcct under consideration. Ve-
getables it seems are Ibnd of light, and will grow

in the manner best calculated to receive it; this,

my dear sir, you clearly demonstrate by the ex-

imple of the two sapplins " growing from the

same stump or root," throwing their branches

oil' in opposite directions, and looking like a

'<«/j/.'/ tree ;" until you allow one or the other

more room to " /lasture" as also the differ-

ence between the growth of a tree against

;i
" Dark Brick" or I presume, a " Dark

^Mud" wall, and one growing against the
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back of a light open summer house."—Now sir,

grant me the fact, that trees as well as cab

bages and squash vines have their inclinations

and I shall not combat your theory of trees go

ing to '^ pasture," or contest the point whethei

they like best the front or the back of a summer
house, and for the same reason that I yield to

your coi'respondent, l/iey have nothing to do

nuith the growing of corn. Some people tliink

that if they prove their adversary wrong, ii is

an evidence of their being right ; but as thi

opinion is far Irom being correct, I shall confim

myself solely to what concerns mi/self and en

deavour to prove that 7>ii/ opinions arc rij^lil

witliout any regard to the correctness or incor

rectness of the "altitudes" of " thee and thy'

correspondent.

Let it be ever borne in mind then, that I havi

spoken of Corn planted in rows north and

south ; and let it also be borne in mind, that

your correspondent has tested my theory by

running to a corn ^'- fiatch" of about 300 hilts,

standing about fifty yards from the house

where he found testimony confirming, not in hit

ojiinion ray "attitude," for tiiere was about as

many, at least, witnesses testifying against a;

for it, or, which I presume is the same thing

for as against it.—Not being able notwithstand-

ing all his '^ fiartiality" for me to establish my
position here, he hastened to a corn "field,"

(planted also it is presumed in hilts,) distant

about 300 yards from the house—but it seems,

that the feld and ftatch had " consfiired" to-

gether, notwithstanding their distance from
one another, (meeting occasionally at /lasture

no doubt, as I see no reason why Corn should

not occasionally " ritn" to pasture as well

trees) to overthrow my theory, as they grew
east, west, north, south or otherivise, according

to the " a«i7urfe" ol the germ. I shall not

pute with him the distance of the feld and the

fiatch from the house—and from one another,

the fact of the conspiracy or the manner in

which corn grows when planted in the hilt for a

reason similar to that which caused me to dc
cline a contention on the other points, viz

that all this has naught to do with corn planted

in rows north and south.—Grant me that corn

will grow at all, and grant what you have said

with respect to the propensities of trees and
other plants—and I hope to convince both you
and your correspondent, that corn so far from
being an exception to those laws wh)c!> govern
the vegetable kingdom is under the particular

influence of them ; we know that the sun flow-

cr turns to the sun and it occasions no surprise

:

we know that trees of every description turn

their leaves and throw their hmbs towards the

sun, and this occasions no surprise ; we know
also, that the north part of the bark is thick

and the south side thin, this occasions no sur-

prise ; we know that cabbages cannot be kept
straight in a window without " frequent turn

ing," that vines will creep or " run" to the

light—that w!ien shaded will " dwindle and
die," and all this occasions no surprise—but
when it is asserted that corn grows in the man
Iter most conformable to the laws which govern
all other plants, the fact is not only stoutly deni
ed by your correspondent, but every argument
that can be hit on, is used to disprove it, and
in addition, they are countenanced by the

ight and influence of the opinions of one
whom all your readers must allow is better

qualified to " handle" the subject with his pen,

than they are to " handle" their ploughs,—

I

do not make the same boast that Archimedes
did of his Lever.—Grant me however, that corn
grows and I ask no more—you cannot deny
that it has roots, stalks and leaves, that its leaves

only on two opposite sides, and that these

sides are on its greatest diameter ;—we will

now suppose a stalk of corn growing by itself

—

hat position would be most favourable for it

• reci-ive the full benefit of the sun ? Certainly
Jt with its leaves north and south—because

the north leaves would be shaded botli by the
slock and by the south leaves— the stalk would
also be shaded by the leaves on the south side,

and its greatest diameter be placed in opposi-
ion to the sun.—Then does it not appear na-
tural thai it should turn (for as you allow other
plants have the power to do so, you cannot
deny it to a corn stalk) to receive the benefit of
the sun ; if then the leaves north and south is

the most unfavourable position for a single stalk

you must allow it would be the most'so for e

whole field—for your correspondent has shown
us that corn fields, and corn patches, and con-
cquenily corn stalks think and act alike, oi

otherways how could they " conspire ?"—but
I do not mean to let this rest on mere hypo-

thesis ; neither shall it rest on your admissions,
the admissions of your correspondent, or my
own experience, to settle the question, whether
laws are established for the government of
plants, whether they are influenced by particu
lar propensities or not, and if they are, whe
ther corn is an exception.—I mean to prove
rom unquestionable authority, that they arc
thus influenced, and hope at least to show, that

corn is under the government of the same laws
that influence other plants.

It is shown by the Scriptures, that " the

ush cannot grow up without mire, nor the flag

without water ;" that " a tree planted by the

iver will bring forth its fruit in season," that

• a good tree bringeth forth good fruit," and
hat " the tree is known by its fruit."—I could
show that nature's laws govern every thing, that

the ways of the Almighty are mysterious, and
beyond the ken of mortal man ; we are told to

our seed in the morning and in the even-

ing to withhold not the hand, tor we know not

whether shall be right either this or that, ov

whether they shall both be alike good ;" bui

thus much is given us to know, that " the light

is sweet, and a pleasant thing, it is to behold
the light of the sun."—Ecclesiastics, 12 chap.

6 and 7 verses.

If then the rush cannot grow up without mire
nor the flag v/lthout water, if the tree planted

by the river is sure to bring forth fruit in sea

son, if a good tree brings forth good fruit, if the

tree is known by its fruit, if we know not whe
iher it shall be right to sow our seed in th(

morning or in the evening, and it is only given

tcj us to know that the light of the sun is sweet—
shall presumptuous man presume to say that

corn planted in a manner to be deprived of the

benefit of its rays, will be likely to (jrosper

well as that which enjoys the full effect of its

influence ? The immutable laws of nature were
established when God said—let the earth bring

forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the
fruit tree yielding fruit after its kind Wc
know that things are so, but we know not for

what wise pur[iose these laws were established.

We know also, that plants having long project-

ing leaves, like those of corn, present them in

the position most favourable to receive mois-
ture—but lest this fact may be doubted on my
mere assertion, we will hear what Saint Pierre
has to say upon the subjtct. " This adapta-
ion of the leaves of plants in elevated situa-

tions for receiving the descending distillations

of the rain, is varied without end—but the
character of it is discernable in most, not only

in their concave forms, but likewise in a little

canal scooped out on the pedicle by which they

ttached to their branches. It has some-
thing of a resemblance to that which nature has

traced on the upper lip of a man—to receive
" e humours which descend from the brain, it is

particularly perceptible on the leaves of arti-

chokes, which being of the nature of thistles,

agree with dry and sandy situations, these have
besides collateral awnings to prevent the loss

of any of the water that falls from Heaven

—

Plants which grow in places very hot and very
parched, sometimes have their stems or their

leaves transformed entirely into a canal."—"

Again, " this aqueduct is traced on the pedicle

of the smallest leaves of mountain jilants, by
means of it, nature has rendered the forms
themselves of aquatic plants, susceptible of ve-

getation in the most parched situations."—

I

could quote many other authorities in support
of this fact, but 1 presume it will hardly be
thought necessary, it will undoubtedly be ad-

mitted, that limbs and leaves, were given to

plants for use as well as ornament, and that a
plant having theyree use of its limbs and leaves

or as some and among others Sir Humphry
Davy calls them, " Lungs," (a term you and
your correspondent will not deny them, consi-

dering their pasturing and running powers,)

would be more likely to prosper than one more
cranif ed in its position. We will now come
down to the latest, and if not the best, the most
practical authority we know of—Dr. Samuel H.
Black, submitted last year to the Agricultural

Society of Delaware, an essay on agriculture,

and confined chiefly to the best mode of raising

corn and potatoes, for which he was voted by
said society a piece of plate with suitable in-

scriptions commemoratitc of the estimation in

which his communication was held— In page
65, he charges you particularly, to remember to

place the rows north and south, to receive the

full influence of the sun and southerly winds.—
Nov/ here is a fact asserted, by a first rate agri-

culturist, and admitted by a society of practical

men, that corn thrives best planted in rows
north and suuM,—whether the reason assigned

by the Dr. is coirect or not, others can deter-

mine as well as myself—it would appear to me
however, that its prosperity must depend on
•some other cause besides those assigned by the

Doctor—and this can be no other, than the

ability it has of assuming that position most na-

tural to it ; for whatever benefit this arrange-

ment may enable it to receive from southerly

winds, it does not appear to be the most favour-

able for the reception of all the benefits of the

light and heat of the sun. It has been asserted
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by St. Pierre, lliat the use of the leaves ol

plants like corn is to convey moisture to the

roots ;" it cannot but be adraitted then, that t(

have the proper vise of the leaves, when planted

7iort/i and sout/i, tliey must grow east and west—
familiar facts prove to us that plants are under

the iniluence of light and heat—the Scripturo

tell us that laws are established for their go-

vernment—you and yotir correspondent both

acknowledge the fact, and none surely can be

bold enough to assert that corn is an excep-

tion of the modus o/icrnncU, I know nothing,

whether like the camclion and your trees, it

" pastures" on air, or whether like your corres-

pondent's squasli, it grows best in a " nice, rick

hill," I do not pretend to say ; all I know is

that when allowed to grow in its owji way, with

a/rec ttsc of the powers which nature has given

it, it will thrive best, as may be further proved

by comparing viy corn field with those of my
neighbour's tdanted differently.—My aunt Sim-

plicity once disputed with me whether a cow
had ears, and insisted that the horns occupied

the very spot where cars should grow—the only

means we had of deciding the dispute was to

examine the cow. I have pursued the same
rule with respect to my corn field, and the re-

sult is as follows—on counting 100 stalks in a

rovj, it was found, that 73 stood cast and west—
9 north east, and south west— 12 south east, and

north west, and only 6 north and south.—Being

as fond of my bantlings as my neighbours, may I

ask you to give this one a ride, keeping it if you
please, out of the mud, particularly Dark Mud.

Your friend and well wisher.

JEREMIAH SIMPLE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Se/item/ier \st. 1820.

Dear Sir,—-In your 20th number, you have

published two communications, upon which I

will take the liberty to offer a few remarks.

—

The first is from " Jeremiah Simple," and the

second from " A Farmer" of Cecil County—
If novelty be merit, Mr. " Simple" is unques
tionably entitled to a great deal, for having
struck out on the subject of the Hessian Fly
an opinion not less new, than surprising.—
That very intense frosts do not kill the breed
of Hessian-flies in Virginia,—whatever they

may do with the iMaryland breed, which I hav
never understood was different from ours I

could prove by fifty or a hundred respectable
witnesses, were it necessary. I could also

prove by full as many persons, that in many
instances of late years, the wheat last sowed,

—

that is, after hard frosts, has been more injur
ed by the fly in the tide water country of Vir-
ginia, than that which was first put into the
ground :— Still, late sowing is admitted to be
the general practice. If it were true that every
grain of wheat contained the maggot of the
Hessian-fly, there must be some period when
these maggots would hatch, and come out of
their prison-house ; when as each plant would
have at least one formidable enemy, one would
imagine from any ordinary principles of calcul:

tion, that all wheat makers would soon get ei

tirely out of seed. But without meaning to

deny, that Mr. " Simple" may have found mag-
gots in some grains which he has examined, yet

search to some hundreds of grains, and found

them in all, without exception, I must be ex-

cused for wanting faith in his opinion. Nay
more, had he examined ten thousand grains,

and discovered that all were impregnated, some
other proof, than any man's ipse dixit, I should

think would be required, to show that thesc-

maggots were not Weevil, instead of Hessian-

fly ;—the first, as every body knows, being bred

in the grain, whilst the last, I believe, have

never been found there, until Mr. " Simple's"

researches ferretted them out.

I differ materially from Mr. " Simple" on

another fioint. He says;—" How the deposite

of a single egg on a stalk of wheat is the means
of impregnating every grain which that stalk

may produce, is not my province to show."

—

Now with submission to his better judgment I

humbly conceive this is the very thing which

he /s bound to show ;—seeing that he has ad-

vanced an opinion not only contrary to all ex-

perience of cause and effect, but altogether in-

credible in itself. His illustration from the

Garden Pea, is a very unfortunate one ; for it

fact well known to hundreds of gardeners,

that the fly which lays the egg from which the

pea-bug comes, perforates the pod whilst green,

exactly opposite to each jiea, and therein de-

posits its egg. These perforations are often so

plain to the naked eye, in the form of small

round specks of a different colour from the rest

of the pods, that it is a wonder a man of Mr.
" Simple's" industry and microscopic vision has

never discerned them.

I have offered these remarks in opposition to

Mr. " Simple's" opinions, not I assure you sir

from any ill will to him, for he seems to be a

jocose, good humoured fellow, and moreover a

reat friend to you, for which I like him the

better; but because I think him decidedly

wrong ; and am promted, like him, to contri-

bute my mite towards the detection of error in

a matter deemed important to agriculturists.

In regard to another disaster to which wheat

is liable^—I imean the Rust, I perceive that

your other correspondent, " A Farmer" from

Cecil County, has expressed his belief, that

the Berberry Bush communicates it. He per-

haps, as well as many of your other friends may
be gratified with the following extracts on this

subject from Marshall's Rural Economy of Nor-

folk, which appears to me quite conclusive on

this subject. To endeavour to ascertain the

truth of this opinion, I had a small bush of the

Berberry plant set in February or March 1782,

in the middle of a large piece of wheat. I ne-

glected to make any observations upon it, until

a little before harvest; when a neighbour (Mr.

John Barker from South Reps) came to tell

of the cft'ect it had produced. The wheat was

then changing, and the rest of the piece (about

20 acres) had acquired a considerable degree of

whiteness (white wheat ;) while about the Ber-

berry Bush there appeared a lonjr, but some
vvhat oval-shaped stripe, of a dark, livid colour,

obvious to a person riding on the road, at a

considerable distance. The part affected, re-

sembled the tail of a Comet, the busli itself

representing the nucleus ; on one side of which

the sensible effect reached about twelve yards ;

but on the other, not more than two yards
;

that probably the effect took place during a

north east wind. At harvest the ears near the

bush stood erect, handling soft, and chaffy ; the

grains slender, shrivelled, and light. As the dis-

tance from the bush increased, the effect was less

discernahlc, until it vanished imperccplibly. The
rest of the piece was a tolerable crop, and the

straw clean, except on the part that was lodged :

where the straw nearly resembled that round the

Berberry ; but the gram on that part though lodg-

ed, was much heavier than on this where the crop
stood erect." To ascertain the comparative weight
of the sound grain, and that which was smutted,
Mr. Marshall states that it took twenty four of
the latter to balance ten of the former ; but upon
actual trial he found that the vegetative virtue of

the smutted grain was not wholly destroyed.

—

He mentions several other instances where it

was ascertained beyond a doubt, that the Berber-
ry Bush communicated the rust. This disease

has been long known to be a species of fungus
propagated by exceedingly small seed, of which
the Berberry Bushes always produce more or

less. ^Vould it not be worth inquiry whether
they may not be other bushes and plants which
produce it i" Thick sowing, and steeping the

seed in strong brine, are believed by many good
farmers to be effectual precautions against this

disease. A CORRESPONDENT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
I have a Nectarine tree the only one on the

farm, I know of no other in this neighbourhood.
This tree blossoms and bears fruit, until more
than half grown, when about the 1st of July the

fruit becomes gummy, rots, or drops off.

Perhaps some of your subscribers have expe-
rience in cultivating this species of fruit tree,

and can give a remedy. It is a delicious fruit

when brought to perfection. Respectively, &c.
A. Mc. J.

until he assures us that he has extended this the tail pointing towards the south west

^mi^ s^iiiBiEiiiBi

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1820.

Present Prices of Counlnj Produce in this Market.
Actual sales—Wheat, 76 to 78 cts. Cobs, 42 cts,

—llTE, 40 to 42 cts.—Oats, SO to 25 cts—Hat, per ton,

S14 to Sl5—Straw, §9 to gH—HEnHiSGS. No. 1, g2
75 to S3—Do. No. 2, S2 12i to S2 50—Shad, No. 1,

S6 to ge 50—Do. No. 2, §5 to gS 50—Pohk, prime
percwt.S14 to ^U 50—Bekf, from gH to §12 SO—
FLOiin, from the wagons, g4 50—Whiskey from do.

j4 cts—BfTTEn, pr. lb. 20 to 25 cts Eggs, per dozen,
12 to 15 cts

—

Veal, per lb, 6 to 8 cts.—I.amb, per
quarter, 37i to 50 cts

—

Bef.f, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.

—Hams, 14 cts—Mibdunos, 10 cts—Live Cattle, g6
—CmcKEss, per doz. §2 to g2 50—Potatoes, 37i to

50 cts—Tak, g2 25 scarccTriiPESTixE, soft, g2 25—
Spihits, do. o3 cts—I'lTui, S2 25

—

Bacon, hog round,

r to 8 cts.—Lahh, 11 to 12 cts.—Pork, prime 12 to

14 cts.—Black-Eve Peas, 65 to 70 cts.

—

Suhtgles best.

Deep Creek, gS 50—Do. SmaU, §4 75 to g5,—Floor.
iMj Plank, 5-4, S26—London White Leap, g4 25—
.-American do. §3 75—Boiled Oil, gl 37}—Feathkbs,
50 to 62i cts.

—

Cotton, Upland, 20 to 21 cents. No
sales of \'irginia, or Maryland Tobacco the present

week, that \vc knov.- of. ' '

HALTlMOItl'.,

PUBLISHED EVERY rHIUAT,

BY JOIIX S. SKINNEI!, ElUfOU
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continue to rcKuIate to them by a comparison
with the price of labour in other occupations. In

like manner, a bounty to the workmen or na

vigators or manufactories, must sttlle in the pock
els of their employers, even if it was paid to the

workmen ihemselv.s ; but when it isati-.ched to

the goods sold by their employers, the chance of

the workmen to receive any portion of il is so

very feeble, that no symptom of such an cfiect has

ever been observed in England. And thus ilie pro
tcclin}^ duty system imposes a tax upon the pooi

of all other occupations, which will be received
by the rich of the manufacturing occupation.

It has been supposed, that in a home trr.de be
tvveenmanufactur<is andasriciili^ rists, two capi

tals are retained;—whereas one is exported by the

purchase of foreign manufacturers. But the truth

of this idea is also denied. No rapital is lost by

the purchase of manufactures; it is only exchan
god, and both parties may profit bv the exchange,
Without exchanges, consumable capita! can never
be increased ; but it must be diminished for the

same reasons that an individual who should only

use what he fabricates, would possess lessconsu
enable capital, than if he avails himself of benefi.

rial exchanges. Excliangos consist of consuma
ble articles. If consumption desiroys what we
receive, it desiroys also what we pay. No perma
ncnt capital is produced either by commerce oi

manufactures, except by causing an improvement
of land and buildings. Neither commerce nor
manufacturing can create and embalm a capital

against consumption. Wealth in consumable
capital, is constituted by the plenty of commod
ties ;

poverty, by their scarcity. Both mercliants
and capitalists offer to supply the community
with consumable capital. Which is best, a small
annual consumable capital or a large one ? The
large one can feed all our wants, encourage in-

dustry in all its branches, enhance all our com-
modies, and spare annually a sinplus to meet tht

expenses of government. The small consuma
ble capital can feed but a few of our wants, dis

courages industry in all its branches but one, de
predates all our commodities, and can spare
nothing for government. By supposing that the
little consumable capital could utterly exclud
the great one, and contemplating the protecting
duty policy in its utmost success, exactly as we
Itavc felt it occasionally in the cases of wars and
embargoes, we may calculate its gradations. A
large consumable rapital is so essentially connect-
ed with national wealth, that governments, where-
evcrit exists, inay afford to be extravagant—but
wherever the small one only exist, which manu-
factures without commerce can produce, they
must be frugal. The difference lies between
making a mercantile profit by foreign exchanges,
and making no such profit.—A frugal govern
inent, united with a free conunerce, by leaving to

the nation that portion of consurnablc capital,
which oppressive governments take from it to
pamper exclusive privileges, would probably
pursue the most effectual policy for advancing
the wealth, comfort and happiness of the people.
A great annual consumable capital is so univer-
sally agreed to be among the good things of this
world, that it is^e very thing which all exclusive
interests are in pursuit of. The protecting duty
system proposes to deprive the community of a

great mass of this species of wealth, the only kind
really valuable to man

; and to give it in return

supply of the same species, of an inferiortent to the sneers and sarcasms of seU'concfittd par
amount saddled with a tax for the benefit of a few
rich men, and attended with a necessity of resort

ing to some new mode of taxation for the support
of gover

It has been fairly tried, by a gradual progress
for thirty years ; and having increased public ex
pcnses, exhausted the treasury in lime of peace,
contributed to a ruinous reduction in the prices of
her commodities, and caused in no small degree
the general distress : another dose of the drug
which has produced such consummations, is pro-
posed. Might it not be wiser to give a short tria:

to the rival policy, by repealing the present tariff,

imposing duties exclusively with an eye to reve
nue, and re-establishing the freedom of com-
merce : than to persevere any longer ? If

half the duties were taken off, it is probable that

the revenue would not be diminished, asconsum
able capital might be doubled, and an increase
of value by an increase of currency brought to

purchase our rommodities, might recover and es-

tablish the fact, that the greater are our comforts
and enjoyments, the easier we can pay our taxes
We think it a question between the nourish-

ment of a monopoly by a tax to enrich the rich;

and the nourishment of all useful occupations
by equal laws; in which a very few individuals
occupy one interest, and all the rest of the com-
munity, with the government itself, another ; and
therefore we respectfully submit these remarks
to the wisdom of Congress, with a conviction
that t!ie subject will receive the attention which
its iimportance requires, and that the distresses

under which we are labouring will not be aggra-
ated.

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will
ever pray. Sec

SC\Jlili CAP.
[The gratitude of the publick is justly due to every man
who employs his time and exerts his talents in endea
vours to discover remedies for any of those afflicting dis-
eases, which are incident to human nature. Mr. Cole-
man, the editor of the "New York Evening Post," willi
a jiersevei-ance highly meritorious, has laboured to ob-
tain satisfactory evidence of the efficacy of Scull Cap, as
a remedy for that most dreadful of all diseases, hydro-
phobia. tVe have much pleasure in copying to day 'from
his paper the history of a case, the facts of which are
well authenticated, which furnishes a highly gratifying
proof of the complete success of the remedy.]

[Erlil. Fed. Gazette.

From the A'em York Evening Post, of Jtugust 26.

It may be recollected, that some time last winter,
I more than once alluded to an extraordinary case of
hydrophobia, in the county of Ulster, which would,
my judgnnent. demonstrate the curative quality of

the Scutellaria, in that direful disease ; and that I
entiired to promise the details of the case : which I

IkI on the assurance that I should be furnished with
tlicm f()r such purpose, by someone of the physicians

visited the patient. After waiting and writin:,' re-
peatedly m vain, I, the week before last, made a
jninney to the place of her residence, saw the family
and the attending physician, and in his presence drew tacked with th

ty zealots, from -i hatever quarter they may proceed.
CASE OF HYDROPHOHi \

Mary Tice, of Milton, in the county of Ulster, in
the fourteenth year of her age, and a girl of robust
make, was bitten in March, 1818, in her left arm, just
above her elbow, by a small b'ack dog, which her
father suspecting him of madness, had confined in
an empty barrel in his stable, forbidding any of his
children to go near him on pain of severe punish-
ment, and which his disorder increasing, he after-
wards killed. But Mary and her eldest sister went,
in their father's absence, to the barrel, for the pur-
pose of feeding him, in attempting to do which, he
jumped up and bit her: making a small incision
with his teeth, (of which the scar is slightly visible)
but which they concealed from their parents, at the
time for fear of being punished. The wound, how-
ever, did not heal up so as to cicatrize, till some
time in the latter end of November, 1819, but con-
tinued to be a very small running sore, resembling
an issue, being occasionally covered by a little scab,
which was easily and often rubbed off Early in
December last, she felt an uneasiness in the region
of the stomach, wnich gradually increased for about
three weeks when she was attacked with a tingling
pain in the scar on her arm, shooting upwards i«jt6

her neck, throat and shoulder, and extending to her
left side and stomach accompanied with a glandular
swe: -lie le" rni pit, which in a short time in-
creased to the size of a small hen's egg.
On Saturday the 18th, she felf generally unwell

;

had a hot fever, and complained to her mother of
being sick.

On Sunday morning she arose quite ill, having
passed a sleepless and restless night, with her fever
unabated ; and at nine o'clock, was seized with deli-
rium, in which she fancied she was beset by a black
dog ; crying aloud that a black dog was coming at
her. Dr. Gedney being now sent for, came and ad-
ministered an emetic which operated well, but with
no perceptible good effect ; about the middle of the
afternoon she had a convulsion fit, which lasted 5 or
7 minutes. A blister was then applied by his or-
ders to her left side and another to her arm, of both
which she complained very much. At dusk she was
attacked with so violent a pain in the head as seem-
ed to threaten the loss of reason .-ind even life itself.
She leaped from the bed, tore her hair from her
head by handsful, and attempted to dash her brains
out by running against the wall, screaming and en-
treating the by-standers to kill her and end her tor-
ments. This scene of misery continued till nine
o'clock the next morning, when it was succeeded
by a fit of raving madness ; in which she attempt-
ed to tear her own flesh with her teeth, and to bite
those who held her hands—frothing ,and slabbering at
the mouth during the whole time it lasted

;

which was, with intermissions of about ten minutes,
till one o'clock the next day.
On monday evening, the 20th, Dr. Renton was
nt for to see her, in consultation with Dr. Ged-
y. Thev were at a loss what the disease was.

but concluded it to be a case of hysteria; yet, it

was observed by them both, if she had been bitten
by a mad dog (of which there had yet seen no ev-
dence,) they should pronounce it decidedly hydro-
phobia.

On Tuseday 21st, at the suggestion of a friend,
half a spoonful of water was dropped into her mouth
by way of experiment, and it immediately produced
the most frightful spasms and deprived her altogeth-
er of the power of swallowing.—From this time
until about 8 o'clock the next morning she was at-

up a report of the particulars of the case, then visit
ed each of the consulting physicians, living remote
from each other, and at the end of seven days accom-
plished my purpose. The reader will now see the
result in the following statement and document,
which are submitted to the impartial judgment of
he i)ul)lic, and particularly to the reflections of the
faculty I shall only observe that in the conscious
ness of having been actuated, in this affair, by

liese spasms, in succession, with short
intervals, during which she barked, snarled, and
snapped alternately like a dog ; seizing the bed,
clothes with her teeth, growling and shaking
them in her mouth, with a quick motion from
de to side, as that animal does when he gets a
nailer one into his month and intends to kill it.

She jumped up and run round the room on all fours
ncreasing in rapidity, and yelping like a whiffet, thatue« ,), idv ng oeeii actuated, in this attair, by pure was in pursuit of some game of which it appeared

and philanthropical motives, I feel entirely indiffer-lon the track; and she became more and more vie
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lent, u'lul ii was found necessary to confine her i

bed.
This day, in a lucid interval, she for the first time

told her parents of the circumstance that she had been

bitten last year in tlie arnn, by the little dog in the bar-

rel, as she' was attempting to feed him, and that the

reason she had not told of it before, was because she

was afraid lier father would whip her, as he had pro-

mised he would if she went to the stable.

In the evi ning-, Drs. Barnes and Cooper of Pough-

keepsie, an i Dr. Heaton of PlattskiU, were sent for to

hold a consultation upon her case. They found the pa
tient in the most deplorable situation ; an agitation of

the whole frame, perpetual restlessness, hurried and la

borious respiration, bloated face, contracted features,

eyes suft'used with blood and staring wild, and
power of swallowing entirely gone. To asce

whetlier the disease was hydrophobia, they took an

empty bowl and pitcher of water, went unobserved

to an adjoining room, and opening softly a door near

the head of lier bed, but unperceivetl by her, poured il

into the bowl, so that she could hear the noise, and no

sooner did the sound reach her ear, than it instantly

threw her inti the most violent convulsions. This ex-

periment was repeated by Ur. Heaton, the next day, in

the same manner, and with tlie same effect, at a time

^hen her mind was intently engrossed with a hymn
W.ok she was reading aloud, in the presence of several

neighbours. The moment she heard the noise of

uncontrollable s,ia-^:ns seized her wliole frame. Warm
teas she could hold in her mouth without apparent diffi

ctilty, but cold water she could not endure to touch, to

look at, nor even hear the name of water mentioned
During their stay, upwards of an hour, she rose from

her bedj as she before had done in the presence of Dr.

Urenton, on Monday evening, and commenced a kind

of a trot in a circle round the room,* frothing and
keeping up a constant yelping, resembling that of a

small dog upon the scent,f a copious and viscid saliva

the whole time running from her open mouth. She
continued this action with increasing velocity, until be.

coming exhausted she fainted in the arms of somebody
Who stood ready t . catch her. Similar paroxysms oc-

curred often every day and night throughout her illness,

The nature of the disease could no longer be mistaken

a By this time, the scull cap, came, of which a strong tea

immediately prepared; by pouring a quart of boil-

,vater upon a halfounce of the pulverized herb, and

as soon as it was ready it was presented

after attempting once or twice to swallow it, she de-

clared she could not. At this critical moment, it for-

tunately occurred to her mother to mix a large spoon

ful of the tea with an equal quantity of the wine, which
he offered her ; and found it set well. Her drink

then repeated every ten or fifteen minutes during the

night, lessening gradually the quantity of the

,nd increasing that of the lea until she was able to take

he latter alone, and actually took a quart mug full

before morning. As she had tasted nothing solid since

tbe day before at noon, she asked for something to eat,

and mentioned pumpkin pie, as what she should like
;

of which a large piece was procured and she ate il with

t experiencing the least inconvenience.

From this time she made the tea her only drink, ac

companied wiih the sulphur as directed in the recipe,

and was going on gradually mending, when, strange tc

relate, her parents, with a fatuitous credulity, suftered

themselves to listen to a wandering impostor who en

gaged, if they would lay aside all their teas and trus

alone, to cure her in less than a week ; and they

actually discontinued the use of the scull cap for rathe:

more than tliirty-iix hours. But they were roused frmi

heir delusion by the most alaiming symptoms of re-

turning hydrophobia. They immediately recommenc-
ed the use ot the tea, and gave it in strong and often

repeated doses, once every fifteen minutes or oftener,

as she could bear it. It happened to ' be in time, and

proved effectual in mastering the disease ; but was fol

" by the loss of the use of her lower limbs, accom-

panied with total blindness, for nearly two days.t Tc
use her mother's expression, " she had no biting fits

fter this ;" which was a fortnight from the time of the

lirst attack. The imposter who had nearly been the

of her death was, on the complaint of some of

the neighbours, arrested and carried before a justice of

the peace upon a warrant under the vagrant act, bu"

discharged, on his expressing his contrition, with :

promise of amendment and departure.

Although the curative effects of the scull cap con

tinued to manifest themselves daily in the removal of

The three physicians agreed in recommendinga trial of the principal disease, yel, she complained much of

the scull cap, to be administered while the imposibility

of swallowing .continued, as an enama, with half

ounce of laudanum ; and to be repeated till the desired

effect should be produced ; but as soon as the power of

swallowing returned, to give a strong decoction of the

plant as often as she could drink it. And there being no

scull cap to be found in the vicinity, they promised to

.send some on their return home to Poughkeepsie, seven

miles distant-—After they were gone, her poor mother
cmplayed lierself in sitting down and making up her

shroud, in the expectation that her death was speedily

approaching, and that nothing remained but to perform

the last sad offices to her ciiild.

While the messenger was gone for the suU cap, Dr.

Gedney the attending physician,' arrived, and ordered

that a piece of linen should be folded and thoroughly
wetted with ether, then laid across her throat and kept
there soaking wet. In about half an hour the power of

swallowing returned, and to the surprise and joy of her

mother, she heard her daughter ask in a low whisper
for a tea-spoon full of wine ; which with no little dilR

culty she got down, and asked fin- another and then an-

other, which were given her with the same success.

* A persim who
mentioned- that he

tlog, and that Ihey

ssed thii

very one

ngul..

iHcc

symptom,
: by a mad
n precisely

f I am aware that this barking has been ridiculed

by some medical writers, but tlie witnesses all nniti^

as to this fuel, and fidelity to tlie truth did not allow

me to suppress it. The respectable Dr. Heaton told me
that had he been riding past the house and heard the

noise, he should have no idea but that it proceeded
from a sipall dog. That this feature of the disease is

not mentioned or observed by some respectable authors.
may be accounted for by adverting to the fact, that

scarcely any two cas--s of hydrophobia resemble each
ot'.isr in all their symptoms tliroughout.

pain in the wound, attended with great swelling in

the arm ; she was still tormented with excrutiating

pains in the head, accompanied by an indiscribable

heat in the pit of her stomach, which she said burnt

her up ; nor had the tumor in her arm pit ever subsid-

Dr. Gedney took from her arm, sixteen ounces of

blood, which was found to be in a dissolved state ; but

some reason, to repeat the operation,

afforded only a temporary relief, at the end of a week
ler head ache returned with its former violence ; r

ture, however, stepped into her assistance, and by
pontaneous and copious bleeding at the nose every day
or oftener, freed her from this distressing sympti

For the burning in her stomach he ordered a glass of

lime water, to be taken three times a day. And for

glandidar swelling under her arm, 75 grains of calomel

to be divided in five equal parts; of these three of

grains each, to be given, one every other morning, with

fever powder to be given on the days the calomel was
omitted ; another part to be divided into two and given

twice, and one to be divided into four equal p:

and given every morning ; the sulphur to be wholly !

pended during the time of taking the calomel, but

he sull cap to be continued in somewhat diminis

d doses.—In a little more than a week the glandul

welling in !ier arm pit entirely disappeared ; the bin-

ig in her stomach left her ; the wound in her arm su

purated, broke and discharged for about ten day
entirely healed; and at the expiration of s

t vestige of disease was to be pcrceivei

nor has the least symptom of hydryphobia shewed :

If since.

i The great powers of the plant were mentioned
me by two persons who each took too large a dose

t, as a preventive in case they had bee-n end.-ingerf

i-oin her saliva, the one a physician and the other ;

pothecary ; wlio both were much alarmed by the vi

lenoe of its effects.

Ihe following certihcaie by the respectable physi-
cians who attended the patient, or saw her in consulta-
tion will form a proper and satisfactory conclusion.

" We, the subscribers, whose names are mentioned
in the above report of the case of Mary Tice, do here-
by certify, that so far as it relates to us individually, it

is correct. And further, we do give it as our opinion :

F«-s?, that Mary Tice was seized with hydrophobia,
m consequence of the bite of a mad dog, as stated
m said report ; Secondly, that she recovered from the
diseases, as there likewise stated; and iMStly, that
the plant, called Scutellaria lateri-Jlora, or scull cap, was
successtiiUy employed in the cure of said disease. Au-
gust, 17, 1820.

\VM. GEDNEY,
JOHN BARNES,
JOHN COOPER.
BARNABAS BENTON,
ADNA HEATON."

I may now be permitted to remark that it is hard-
ly probable that there will ever occur another case
so decidedly demonstr.ative of the medical proper-
ties of the Scutellaria as the above. Indeed, tlie im-
agination could scarcely fancy a tissue of facts better
calcutuied for such purpose. The disease was com-
pletely formed, and dissolution, with sure and rapid
strides, approaching, when this humble plant inter-

posed and arrested its progress ; a strong and unex-
pected occurrence suspended its use ; the disease re-
sumed Its sway ; at this critical moment the plant
was again resorted to, and again was the disease ob-
structed in its course, and eventually mastered.
How irresistible is the conclusion that forces itself

upon every mind not warped and poisoned by pre-
judice .' This case also shows how essential it is to
nave a judicious physician at hand to aid the ope-
ration of scull cap, and lend assistance in any exi-
gence that may occur in the course of this disease.
The timely interference of Dr. Gedney in the latter
stage of it reflects great credit on the discernment
and practice of that gentleman. Indeed the above
case is pregnant with matter to exercise the judg-
ment of both practical and theoretical men, wherever
'• I. read. That it may be productive of the great
benefit to the community that he so ardently hopes
tor, is the heart felt wish of the editor.

[The following essay " on the Culture of Potatoes,"
we extract from Evans and Ruffy's Farmers' Jour-
nal and Agricultural Advertiser, an English paper
of the 24tli July, 182(;. We believe there are few
dissenting voices among the farmers of our coun-
try, as to the propriety and good effects resulting
fraui deep ploughing

; yet in England, it would
appear from the following essay, that the utility

of deep ploughing is still a disputed point among
the cultivators of the soil. The use of Gypsum as

a manur lias been long well known and estabUsh-
ed 111 our country ; yet in England we understand
it has beiu but lately introduced for that purpose.
It is with pride, we express the belief, that our
country is not far, if at all, behind any of the nations
ot Eur ipe in the science of Husbandry ; the most
useful and delightful of all the various br.anches of
luiniaii knowledge—we hope to be able, from the
arr.intfements we have made, to apprise the farmers
of the United States in due season, of all the latest

and be-'t exjieriments and improvements in hus-

bandry in Kngland in particular ; and, if possible.,

in some otiier of the most improved portions of
Em ipe, so that our countrymen may keep pace
with those of other nations, in that science which
shall make this land the mtjst abundant and beauti-

ful, as well as il is now politically, the most safe

and happy country on earth. Recollecting that the

rice for excellence among farmers of all nations, is

generous, eager without passion, and warm without
envy.—There is matter in the following essay from
which the cultivator may draw some useful sug-

gestions, as to deep ploughing, and ploughing in

long manure and weeds, as well as the mere cultl-

vation of potatoes—bearing in mind on reading this,

and all other observations on husbandry, from the
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same region, tlie Iift'erenct of soil, climate, tillage,

Editor Jmerican Fanner.

On U\e CwlUwe oi Votatoes.

Sjjovt Bank, Ajnil 11, I8'2U.

Sir— I take the liberty to send ).»u the following

Method of cultivating Potatoes, which, if you think

wrrthy acomer of your Journal, it is at your service.

Thfre are great quantities of this valuat)le mot
grown in this coui.ty (Lancashire, of course there

are different modes of cultivating tluin ; but I shall

only state the method which I have taken for thn

or four years back, and which has answered better

for me than any other 1 have yet followed.

In the preceding autumn, as soon as the crop is re

moved, give the land a deep ploughing, in order for

it to receive all lUe benefit it possibly can from the

action of the frosts. Sec, anil at the same time the

htiibble will be decomp- sing. In t!ie latter end o"

M trch or beginning of Ap: >:, harrow it well across

after which, give it another dt-ep pi mghing : the:

let it lie two or three wreks for wi eds to vegetat-

and then harrow it well :!cross again, when it will

be ready for drawing into ri.lges, except the land bt-

very full of wetd.i ; if that be the case, it ought to

have another plou>;hiiig and harrowing. AU.'W m
her. , S'\\\ to digress a little. I am g "ing to advanc
something which 1 am almost afraid to do, as

ku' w the opinion of the generality of farmers, i

agai St me ; but, however, 1 am dttcrrnined to do it

boldly. It is a general practice for farmers to cnl

Icct weeds and burn them on the l.nd. or cart them
of}' and make a compost of them, wi ion I should

prefer to burning them. I do neither : I have ne

ver collected a weed since I commenced farming, as

howtver, full the land was of them, and whatevei
kind there were of, 1 should just as soon think of

setting fire to my dunghill as collecting the

and burning them. One half of my f.irm, ^^

began farming, was almost as full of weeds as it

possibly Could be, and of nearly al! sorts, and now
think it is as clean as mcst farms are ; at least, I am
not ashamed of it on that head. 1 have sown on<

field with oa's this viar, which, when I began farm-
ing, was nearly a furrow thick of couch grass, be-

sides other weeds, and now there is scarce one to

be seen in it ; and you must remember it is the last

crop in the rotation, that is, it is to be turnips next
year ; and this field has never had a weed collect

ed from it yet since I begun. And, as I iiave said

ia a former communication, when land is once clean,

it ought to be kept so, and is easy to keep so. I

never yet knew a wpedy crop turn out a productive
one. Yru m,,y perhaps, think. Mr. ICditor, this

savours a little of egotism : but I hope. Sir, you
will not think me guilty of that erroneous ciimc.

I am only stating real facts ; I am far from thinking

myself a .nerfect farmer. The above practice is

not original' with me, I am only an imitat' r. Two
orthre.-of the best farmers in this neight)ourliood

foUrw the same practice, and whose farms are

as clean as any which can be found in most par's

of England : one in particular, which an uricle

of mine did farm, and which, at that time, I durst

liave challenged it against any 1 ever yet sav;, Mr
Cocke's excepted, and at the same time had nearly

one half of his farm each year in white ci'op. The
incthods 1 have taken to clean my farm have bi'en

deep ploughing (especially when fallowing, and for

whatever kind of crop I am fallowing for;) adopt

ing bitter rotations, drilling/;oza/oe«. lur/ii/is, beans.

iSc. : and well horse and hand -hoeing tliem ; and
by what I have seen of drilling corn crops, 1 am far

from being an enemy to that systenj, though 1

have not practised it much. Hy adopting the above
practices, the farm which I now occupy has nearly

floubled its produce. 'I'he turnip crops have been
more than four times the weight they were before I

followed the Northumberland method of cultivating

them.

On deep ploughing, there are various opinions,

and no doubt ever will be. Some who are advocates « In th

for it on good land, are not upon bad. It is a gene-

ral saying amoni; farmers, that if you plough such

and such land deep, it will produce nothing but

weeds. That is the very thing wanted ; for if land

will produce healthful weeds, my opinion is, it may
be made to produce something better. 1 am for

ploughing deep in every case but where rocks pre-

ent it. I may be wrong, but what practice I have
lad, and what 1 have seen, say 1 am not. There is

I farm about ten miles from here, which is a com
.)lete refutation to every argument which I have ever

yet seen advanced against it. When the farmei

commenced his operations, it was the general opi

nion that he was ruining his farm : it was poor, thin
", and a bad subsoil, but is now one of the be:5t

But to return to
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esteem of uncomipted reason, tvbat is of most

use is of most value.'"—Doctor Tili-.h^ian.

TO MY NEPHEW.—.A^. 2.

I had intended, in this lelter, to have marked
out the course of life which I should be pleased

to see you enter upon—but I will present you
first with a few additional, and desultory remarks,
leaving you to act the part of a gleaner, in pick-

up what promises to be useful, and leaving

the refuse behind.

It has long appeared to me that too many of

the present, and not a few of former generations,

have failed to cultivate a suitable regard for sim-

ftUcity. Nature, in all her diversity of opera-

jtions, has been too much disregarded, and fromfarms in the neighbourhood ^ _ ^ ^

potatoplanting which I had nearly forgotten. In]|,(.r simple7but wholesome, teaching, man has
th. bestntung of May, form the land into three feet^^,,^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^, ^j^^^ ,^.,3 attention to the les-

sons of corrupted reason.—These being invested

with the charms of gorgeous and ornamented de-

beginning of May
ridges, which will be done by one bi-ut with the

plough ; it is then ready for the dung. It is the com-
mon practice here, to put the dung into small heaps

;

one row of heaps in every third drill. The quantity

I put on is about 20 tons per acre. I prefer Ion:

dung. Spread the dung in the bottom of each dril!

thpn lay the sets upon it, ai\d cover them up by one

bnut with the plough again, laying as much soil upon
them as I possibly could do, but by all means cover

t!ie dung as soon as possible. I prefer whole pota-

toes rather than cuts, and planted at eighteen inches

asunder ni the row, A neighbour of mine, who de-

si 1 ves great praise for his experiments in potato

I)lanting, always found the produce to be greate

from whole potatoes. I had whole potatoes planted
last year, at both nine and eighteen inches di

tance in the row, but the produce of the eighteen

inches, I believe, was more than double that of thi

nine inches. The potatoes intended for planting

should never be allowed to sprout before they are

, planted. When they have been planted twelve or

'^^"J
fourteen days, I take a small harrow, and harrow

"^" 'the top of each drill down to within two or three

inches of the sets ; then harrow the intervals well,

with an implement called here a drill harrow ; after

hich go I nee round each ridge with the plough,

covering the top of it with soil about two or three

ches; this should be done just at the time when
the plants are offering to make their appearance.

When the plants are got about four inches high, take

a furrow from each side of each ridge with the

common plough, going within three inches of th

plants For this operation I generally have two
horses, and go about nine inches deep j I then

hand-hoe the plants well in the row : there should

ncithing left lurking about the plants; what
the hoe cannot do the fingers must do : after which,

I harrow the intervals well again with the drill har-

iw. I then let it lie in this state about fourteen days,

hen I hand-hoe the plants again ; then go once

round each ridge with the plough, throwing the soil

the plants a little. Just before they close up
I go one bnut with the drill-harrow again in each
interv.1l, and then with the plough, going as deep
pos.sible, which will complete the process. The
jrts 1 generally plant are Red Prussians, ox-nobles,

nd white russets. Of the red Prussians 1 gene-

ally get about 400 bushels of 6'tlbs. each, per acre

;

ox nobles more ; russets less. This produce is small

comparison to some which I see in print som^

times, but then it must be recollected my crops are

not made in the closet. It is very easy to make
rest crops by a warm fire on a cold winter's day,

and a glass of grog at their elbow. As Mr. WLite
house wishes me to give the management of my bean

crop, I will sometime in the course of the summer
I had not forgot it, but there has been such a press

f what is in general deemed more important mat-

ter, that I gave it up at that time.

I am, Sir, yours,

WM. ROTHWELL,

tails, have succeeded in disorganising, not only

the plans of Providence, but the system of hu-

man happiness ! How is this exemplified in our
employments—our dress, and equipage—our
houses, tables, and even our workshops. Every
thing has ceased to be good that shall not be
leemed fashionable and pretty—and to make
things pretty a thousand inventions are resorted

to, till the simfile principles are burdened with a

host of nameless appendages, and the eye, and

he feelings are both carried away on the mere
surface of things. The original principles, lum-
bered up with the exterior show, perish at last,

and then away goes the whole together. Even
governments have exemplified this departure

from simplicity, and Greece and Rome, were less

happy in what is called their proudest days, than

before they had attained to this—(what proved to

be an imaginary) height. Every thing without,

indicated glory—but it was then that the true

glory was departing. We now look upon these

republicks as we sometimes behold the remains

of splendid beauties, whose charms have been

preserved by the artist— we gaze upon them,

and our admiration is excited, but so is our pity.

Even friendship, itself, (alas!—how deeply is

his to be deplored !) is not free from a liability to

become thus lost amidst all this outside show;

and its influence, which was intended, like that

of the sun, to cheer and animate the world, is

ckly and feeble, and promises to shed a light

even yet more dim and lurid.

It is time to return to nature. It is time to re-

trench. It is time to cut away all superfluity, and

of every sort ; and come down in every depart-

ment of life, to the good old fashioned order of

hings, when the une/ul was chiefly consulted

;

when every thing was exactly that which it pur-

ported to be ;—and when men entered upon their

various employments, influenced by the proper

motives. Then it was that every man, and every

man's son, estimated their relations to each other,

to society, and to their country ; and considering

themselves as being at the service of the state,

ere found profitably and therefore vsejully em-
ployed. Then there were no such names for li-

quors, as npirit of Cupid—Jire 0/ love—pleasure

,f Veniis^perfect love, and all this kind of stuff

—but things being ample in themselves, were

called by simple names ; and having simple qua-

lilies contributed, like our native Cider, and our

spring water, to nourish and preserve the health,
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Happiness appeals to be, and is really, ti>c ob

ject otevery man's pursuit—and nobody disputes

this—and yet how veiy few are employiiisi; liie

right means towards a possession of it ! Perhaps

the only certain step, as a firsi one, m this pur-

suit, is tiiat which leads to a ri^lu e.itimate of

things—as without this, importance is just as

likely to be attached to trifles, as to tnatters oi

worth and disunity. Is not this exemplified in

the present generation to a degree that makes

reason reel ;—Are not the plain, common sense

parts of the community quite wond^rstruck at

witnessing the crowds who are in full pursuit af-

ter trifies ?—-Things, which when acquired, im-

part to their possessors neither hounur, wealth,

nor happiness !—Do you see none of the young
men of yourneighbourhood engaged in an end-

less routine of idle and profitless rounds, who.

if they were not led away after phantoms, undei

the influence of a false estimate of things, mighi

be forming themselves into polished members of

society, and preparing to become pillars of the

state, and defenders of its liberiy ?—Every younu;

man ought tocim at being useful

—

(^I shall be par
donedfor adding, and every young ivomav, too)

useful to himself, to his family, to his country

—

He should study to turn his labours intothe great

channels of private and public utility. He should

learn to think it honourable to labour for the

welfare of others. The relations of society are

such as to admit of no course of conduct by the

few that shall involve the interests of the many.

A state of society is a state of dependance—and a

right estimate of every man's rights, will bring

out of these relations mutual benefits and en-

joyments.

Next to the right estimate of things, may be

placed right motives. On these much depends.

When a young man steps advisedly into any of

the departments which divide the occupations of

the great family of mankind, he should be sure

that his moral balance is well adjusted. His mo-
tives should be looked into and scrutinized.

Without tliis, society has little or no security

against his hability to encroach on its general

rights, to gratify t!ie predominating influence of
selfishness and crime. For example, when a ci-

tizen consents to goto Congress—what ought to

be his governing motive ? The good of his coun-

try, dou iless. But suppos he goes for the

sake of the honour which this station is supposed
to confer ?— Will he, cnn he serve his country

as faithfully in the latter case as in the former I

Will he be as useful ? Or will he be as respec-

table ? Doubtless he will not— Does a citizen

engage in the practice of the Law ? What ought
to be his motive ? The defence of justice and
protection of innocence, you will answer.— But
suppose he engages in this profession purely for

the sake of the gain which it is generally sup-
posed is to be realized liy the practice of the la\v.

Does it strike you that, however he may be dis-

tinguished for ins capacity and talents, he is likely

to promote the great ends of the law, in the lat-

ter case, as in the former ? What becomes ofjus-
tice, and where is innocence to find a friend ?

Are they not both left in hazard, if the, firofessed

advocate of both, shall be influenced by other
motives than those wliich ought to influence him"

It should be the business of every citizen to

maintain all the relations which one department
of human enterprise bears to the other—Agri

iikuic, Commerce and Manufactures,;—L;

hysic and the Arts, should all of them rece

the encouragement to which they are eiUilled
;

and the citizens of a country ought to take care
of them all alike But I have a charge to pre
sent—a charge against, especially of the citizens

)f my country, for having permitted themselves,
for so long a time, to be led away from the teach
ings of nature, and from that noble regard to

that which gives motion and support to the
est,—merely to gratify a false honour—and er-

oneous conceptions. Yes, every thing, even
down to nothing, has been decked with imagi

ry charms, which have led away, captive, thou
sands of the young men of our country, in the
very face of agriculture, suffering and interest-

ing agriculture ! Which alone has been neglect
ed ; though adorned with intrinsic excellencies.

—and inviting them by the verdure of spring

—

he musick of the groves ; the ripple of streams,

the odour of the meadows and fields, the delica-

cy of fiuits ; by health, and even by wealth, and
honours ! Wonderful infatuation ! And all this

gainst the current which nature has caused to

flow in the breast of every man !

What think you would have been the aspect of
our country at this day, had the young men who
have risen up since the struggle which gave us
liberty, (or their parents for them) have looked
out upon the great relations of society with the

noble view of giving mutual support to them all.

Think you that the science of agriculture, that

noblest and most independent branch of the whole,
that occupation in which manreceiveshisincrease,
(I was going to say from the hand of his God, di-

rect,) would have languished to this day, till our
very fields, sick of such treatment as they have
eceived, have become pale r.nd profitless ? No,

surely. But how has it happened that agriculture

has been looked upon as unworthy our regards
As not sufficiently honourable for our children to

be broutiht up to ? As a science in which it has

been thought too mean to educate them ?— Has it

not been owing to the false estimate which has

been taken of it ? And how has the earth been
treated ? Even by those vifho have condescended
to bestow some notice upon her.—A little random
work applied to the surface has been looked upon
as all she merited, and this being done, rewards
have been presumptuously looked for as thougl
they had been merited ! As to the --icience of this

branch of industry, it has been thought not only too

ily of, but to be incapable of more ; and sicitl

in management, has been taught to take its place

long side of industry, and bcth have been asleep

together. But the earth revolting at such indig-

nity, has, by her repeated refusals to give back her
increase, been giving out her lessons, and pro
claiming in this plain language, that her treasures

are only tc be gathered by the hand of the dili

gent—The toils of the diligent have been alway:

rewarded ; and the earth is no more to be trifled

with than are other branches of science, but she

is as accessible, (and even more so,) as the rest

and her rewards are sweeter.—Yes, of all the re-

muneration that man receives, that which he de-

rives from the soil is the most grateful. It is liki

receiving it from Heaven. For when " the har-

row shuts ill the scene," " labouring man has

done his part," then the showers, and the dews,

the sunshine, and the seasons, all of them images,

though faint ones of the Deity,) perfect the rest

and man walks forth and reaps the Heavenly
bounty. And yet the department of agriculture

glected !— It is high time (and the signs of
the times to show the itnpression to be becom-
ing general) to conceive more truly of this sub-
ject. And here I would enlist your patriotism.

' ulture is one of the main arms of the na-
tional strength.—For the same reason, therefore,
hat danger from the approach of an enemy should
command the observations of all eyes, and the aid

of all hands, and a noble and spirited emulation
for the common defence, should agriculture, be-
ing essential to us, and the most neglected de-
partment of our strength, be entitled to at least,

is much patronage as wotild secure to it the place
.o which its honour and importance entitle it.

What think you would be the aspect of things !

how would the earth smile ? what abundant har-

vests would wave over the land, had agriculture
shared in the science and industry that have been
;arried into the Law, for example—or into Phy-
ick, or Commerce ? And especially if men had
engaged in this noble work from motives of pat-

riotism, as well as those relating to private emo-
lument.

Seeing the soil neglected, and impoverishing
daily (with some encouraging exceptions) under
the course of bad management, and knowing the

products of the earth to be essential to life and
comfort, and that even our national resources are

dependent upon them. Every friend to liis coun-
try should feel it to be his duty, in some form or

other, to enter upon the great task of improve-
ment, norrelax in his work of restoration till fruit-

fulness and plenty should cover the surface, as-

ociated in delightful harmony with scientific

management.

There is a wholesome stir on this subject

;

but much is to be done. The dignity, the in-

lependence, the happiness of the farmer's life

must be unveiled before the eyes of our young
men. It should not be looked upon as the de-

partment for clowns, the great store-house of

drudgery. It should be looked upon as the grand
theatre where man and his God dwell more inti-

mately together, for

" God made the Coimtri;, and Man made the Town ;"•

i the great area where health, and wealth, and
honours are to be won—and where man will be
moving in the current of its native impulses, yes,

for

Of Rural «

Theglir 1 Gfreen pasture, how i

The Citizen !—Braces liis lanpfuid fran

A ptrdeii, ill which nothing thrives has cliarms
"ITiat sooth the rieh possessor : mnch consol'd.
That here ami theix- some springs ofmoumtui mint,
Of NiffhtsIia(le,or Valerian, s:race the wall

That nature li\es : riiat sigtit-refreshin^ green
Is still the liv'ry she delights to wear,
Though sicliy samples of the exuberant whole." Cowper.

But there is something in this stir which is mak-
ing, that teaches us to beware how we run after

less important good, regardless of that which is

so essential. You may see how nature gets back
into her own channels, though they have been so

long choaked up. I trust, if the times shall

change, and the fascinating objects which have hi-

therto led us all off"from agriculture,again present

Cowper.
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themselves to our sii^lu, and beckon us to follow

them, that we sliall disregard them, and go on

in the marcli ofylgricullural imfirovcment. We
see how, like virtue, it is resorted to after indul-

gences have proved their insufficiency to give the

bliss they promised. Then let us not forget this

For one, my dear boy, come out into the fields

If you can lead the way in your neighbourhood,

do so, and march out before your young compa-
nions, waving the standard of our common mo-
ther. Get up a Juvenile Agricultural Society.

Go to work on small pieces of ground, with

theory in one hand, and practice in the other

;

/iractice is Iht test—and the " Practical Farmer"
aided by the lights of experience, and regarding

science, is more no1)le in the eyes of God, and

all thinking men, than the Persian monarch,

though his glory be added to that of one—the

bloody conqueror— v.'hose deeds have made such

a Slain on the page ol' history. It is the plough,

after ail, my dear boy, around which true honours

will be found to lie ; and to follow it is the sui:est

way to wealth, health, and happiness.—You shall

hear from tne again.— Meanwliile,

I am your friend,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Salem, .V. C. 2\st jluguat, 1820.

John S. Skinnek, Esq.

&r,—In the month of March 1803, travelling

then in East Tennessee, near the French Broad
River, I staid one night at a place, where my
horse could get nothing else, nor had any thing

else than raw corn, and that plentifully, as much
as he would eat. In the morning, the horse drank
very freely, and I suppose too hastily, and too

much at once.* Having rode on, in less than a

mile, my horse began to walk lame, and I ob-

served that he was foundered. A short time after

I was met by a man, who, observing that my horse

was foundered, told me, that as soon as I observed

it, I ought to have dug up a piece of sassafras

root, and tied it to the bridle-bit ; he then alighted,

and with his pocket-knife dug up a piece of that

root, and assisted me in tying it to the bridle-bit

;

then advised me to lead my horse to tlie next

plantation, about a mile distant, if I could get

him there, and to make a strong decoction of

• It is, we believe, universally the practice of all riders

and drivers of horses, particularly those of public stages,

in tlie United States, to slop and water their horses fre-

queiilly on the road ; all agree in the utility of watering-

oflen, but some conceive that the animal ought not to

be permitted to take much at a time—and yet we very

often hear ofa founder being produced by allowing the

horsi^ to drink too much when warm. We know too,

the very fatal effects sometimes produced upon tlie hu-

man frame by taking a copious draft of cool water when
thL body IS much healed.—The preventive against

which, as recommended by medical gentlemen, is first lo

chill or cool the wrists or hands with the water before

it is drunk. The natural inference from which as it

seems to us is, that cold water when taken by a man
without this precaution, or by a horse when much heat-

ed, has a tenilency to propel the blood violently to the

extremities and fix it there, so as frequently to produce
death in the man and founder in the horse.—The Span-
ish maxim is to give little food either to man or hors

through the day -wliile travelling, and the horse is neve
all'.wed to drink until he is stopped for the stage or th

day : and not then, until he becomes quite cool.—

W

throw out these sMg);'"stions with the hope th.it some n

our readers may be induced lo consider the subject ma
turely, and tr;at it scientifically. Edit. .Ini. far.

sassafras root, and drench the horse with it, am
he would be well.— With some difficulty I g i

my horse to said plantation, put him into the yard

and had hardly time to unsaddle him, before In.

fell ; and there he lay, not being able to stir. I

went at it immediately, dug up a quantity of sc

safras root, washed them clean, l>oiled ihcni

water, so as to make a strong decoction, and 'ii

poured out some in order to cool the sooner. B\

this lime the landlord came home, who addc
some common salt to my decoction, say a sma
handful to a quart, and assisted me in drenching
the horse, pouring down his throat a black Ijotlle

full of the decoction at a time. We had a gooi

deal of trouble to do it, as the horse lay motion
less on the ground, not being able to biir, and i

was with difficulty that we raised his head. It

was about U) o'clock in the forenoon that we gave
him the first bottle full of the drench, whicli Wi

continued to do frequently, and repealed it in tlie

fternoon, say once an hour. .-Vbout four o'clock

in the afternoon, we first observed some rest!

ness in the horse, but could not yet rouse him on

feet ; in this we succeeded about five o'clock

and the good man offered me to take my horse

upon his wheat field, if I could get him th

The field being near, I led him there, stiff as

was, where he picked a little of the green wlieat

for about half an hour, when night coming on,
'

led him in again. No other enclosure being con

venient, I was under the necessity to put the horse

into a stable, which was dry. He had not any

food given him that night, except a few blades

corn fodder, which lay scattered in the stable.

—

Ne.Kt morning I went early to the stable, and oh

served my horse standing,seemingly quite well.

—

I put the saddle on him, and walked my way fur

ther a few miles, leading the horse after me.

—

Observing the horse to walk well at his usua
gate, I ventured on him, and rode him. He
walked as well as ever, nor was the least sign of

sickness or sliffiiess observable on him, and he

and continued to be as well as ever before. I

gave him, however, on the first day after his foun-

der no other food than some blades of corn fodder.

What virtue the sassafras root had, or if it have
any, to restore a foundered horse, I leave tc

others to determine.

I have been a hltle verbose, but I think it bet

ler in this case, than merely lo say, my horse was
quite gone by the founder, and was wonderfully

md quickly restored to good health by a drench

of the decoction of sassafras root.

ABRAHAM STEINER.
P. S. No unsoundness was afterwards observ

ed in the hoofs of the horse.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMEHICAW FAKMEB.

Sir,—Although I am not a constant reader of

your paper, I hive l)een occasionally amused with

the theory of some, and edified by \.\\G firactice of

othersof your agriculuir-al correspondents. How-
ever sir, as I have neither rich land to work, nor

industry to work it if I had ; it shall be my hum
ble lot to render more pure, if possible, the pro

duce of those who can make something to boast

of.— (larlick, I presume is one of the most ge

nerally detested nuisances among farmers, and

which I think may l)c destroyed by proper cul

tivalioii. This noxious plant first made its ap

iicarance on the fiirm I now occupy, I think

about 45 years ago, in one corner of afield; m)

father who was then living, exerted evtiy endea-
vour to destroy it, by pulling, digging up, kc.
&c. but in vain; at length it gained upon us so
lar that we gave up the contest, and attempted
only to arrest ni>'general progress by working that
corner of the field in a cut of 6 or 7 acres by it-

self, and stacking a.nAfceding the produce of that

^pace on the ground upon which it grew.— After
my father's decease (in 1801,) I adopted the mode
K)i fall ploughing for the ensuing spring crop. It

so happened one year, that I did not break up
liiat space until late in December, or early in

January ; the effects on my crop of oats were
((jually pleasing and astonishing, having, I think,

not the one iOth part' as much garlic as before.

1 could not at first, conceive the cause of this

unexpected victory, at length it occurred to me
that as the roots of garlic, generally speaking, are
.ibout the depth of oldfushioned ploughing, (say

2i to 3i inches deep,) and the garlic being turned

up and exposed to the frost in \\.% juicy state, all

liie power of vegetalion was destroyed by freez-

ing, the same as that ot an onion, a turnip, or a
potato would be by the same cause. The expe-
riment may easily be made by those who may be
inclined to do it, and no doubt the eftect would
be still greater, if the ground was stirred again

m the winler, as it would expose more of the

roots lo tiie frost. At any rate, sir, by such
means, ;iiid by walking over my fields generally

ui tne spnng, and taking up carefully, any chance
sprigs that may by any means have been scat-

tered ; I have not now, tiie one hundredth part as

much as 1 nud 40 years ago.

To conclude sir, (by wandering a little from the

subject,) I have always conceived, that where two
parlies can both be benefited by an exchange of

properly of any kind—such a swop, is not only

lawful, but advisable. Therefore, if your cor-

responiieiit, who last year, wrote \n favour of

liilifite Grass, is still attached to that article, I

should be fond to drive a bargain with him, upon
almost any terms. I'o be explicit, sir, and make
short work, I would give the whole that my farm
contains of it, roots, to/is, and all, for the one

tcjith /lart as much of any thing else that bears

the appellation ijf grass ; and by the by, sir, I

claim no singular merit of generosity from of-

fering this great bargain, for most of my neigh-

bours, like myself, being entirely ignorant of its

good qualities, are, I believe, both ready and wil-

ling to trade upon the same liberal terms, as

those offered by

Your very humble servant, T. H.

FOB THE AMEIllCAN FARMEB.

UNION OF

Oi'cVvaTA (irass ai\A CIoycy.
Culfiefi/ier Court-House, \2th SefiC. 1820.

Mr. Skinner,—In your last number, a Far-

mer requests information respecting the union of

Orchard Grass with Clover, 8cc., and having my-
self for about 20 years followed this system—

I

will with pleasure offer my experience respecting

it.—Perhaps there are no other two grasses that

can be sown together with so great advantage : By
their union I am convinced, that the crop is nearly

louble what it would be if either were sown sepa-

ately ; they grow and flourish well together, come
to maturity about the same time, and ihecloveris

supported from falling by the uncommon strength
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o!' the oicl'iarc! grass. The common red clover*

and orchard grass are among the cailiest of aU

grasses, they suit admirably well ioG;cthei- it" pro-

perly managed—tliey sliould be sown on enclosed

lots, and never be pastured, or the tender clover

will soon be destroyed by the treadint? of the

pear in firofiria fiersona, as my friend the School

master says, and be answerable for his own sins

if any he commits.— I have been led into these

remarks from reading a piece in your paper. No
25, vol. II. page 200, (you see how particular 1

am obliged to be,) signed " ./l Corresfionderi

beasts and even the croj) of orcliard grass, tliough]in reply to mine on the Hessian fly, as well as ir

uncommonly hardy, will thereby be greatly cii- reply to a piece signed" A Farmer" on the sub

minished. I commonly commence cutiing antl.jtT.i of rust.—Your correspondent being a inar

feedini; from my lots in April, when the grass gets of business no dotibt, wished to kilt two birds

up to about 1 2 or 18 inches ; one acre affording a

sufficiency of green food for 8 or 10 head of horses

or cattle from that time until frost.—From the

conveniences and advantages to be derived from

lots like these, is it not wonderful they are not

more common ? The ground to be s(;wn in or-

chard grass and common red clover, should be

•well manured and ploughed deep in November,
let it lay undisturbed until March following, then

as early in that month as the weather will admit,

give another dressing of manure, cross plough

and harrow the ground until it is well pulverised ;

this done, mix, a half bushel of orchard grass seed

with a bushel of plaster which sow on one acre

—

with one «(07ie. Perhaps it would be fair to hold

you accountable for the errors of those anony
mous pieces, but making you so, would be acting

the part of the foolish dog, who gnawed the stone

instead of the hand which threw it, and by
so doing I fear I should come off " second beat."

Let every one answer for themselves— I have

nothing to do with his remarks about the Smut
of Wheat, or its resemblance to the " tail of a

Comet."—My business is on the earth and luith

the earth, I cannot soar so high as your " Cor-
respondent" to find resemblances.

To begin then, I am charged with having pro-

pagated error by asserting that frost will kill

then 3 quarts of clover seed in as much moreiHessian-fly, and the opinion is called " no less

plaster and sow it likewise—give the ground ajnew and surprising," while it is acknowledged by
light harrowing to cover the seed.—Oats migl

be sown and ploughed in before the seed is sown
but I would prefer omitting the oats, as fror

their growth they are apt to smother ihe young
grass—should weeds put up, they should be drawn

up and the grass while young be kept clean

About 12 bushels of orchard grass seed will be

sent to Mr. William A. Knox, merchant, Fred
icksburg, in the course of a tew weeks.—Persons

wishing to be supplied can be furnished at S3 50

per bushel, by leaving their orders with that gen-

tleman. A CuLPEPPEii Farmer.

* There is a sort of grass called Sapling Clover,

much like the red, only that it comes later—a union
with it and timothy, no donbt would answer well they

beuig matured about the same time.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AIVIERICAN FARMER.
Dear Sir,— I wish every body would tell their

names, it would save a vast deal of trouble to those

who have any thing to say about them—instead of

Mister what do you call him. Mr. what's his name,
Mr. Thingumbob ? Sec. &c. &c. you would
call him by the one which was given to him by his

God-fathers and God-mothers, or the one which
his father and mother have before him, or if you
liked better by both.—Now sir, when a man calls

himself " A Correspondent," he takes on himself

a title which evey one may claim who has the

honour to write for vour paper.—You will readily

perceive what confusion would ensue if a// of

were to call ourselves by the sariie name, which
we might do witii as great propriety as any one

of us can take a name common to all.—Why si

we should be eternally making mistakes, never
be certain of our man, and whenever a stroke

aimed at the head of one, how easy would it be
for him to dodge out of the way and let it fall on
the head of another—what good then would, " 1

ask your pardon sir," do ? W^ould it cure a bro
ken head—vi^ould it avail any thinf; to say the

blow was not aimed at your Mr. " Correspon
dent," it was intended for one of a hundred othei

Mr. " Correspondents" whose cogitations embel-
lish the Farmer ?—Let every one do as I do, ap

your correspondent in the same breath, that " late

sowing is admitted to be the general practice,"

even on the tide waters of Virginia, where the

breed of Hessian-Hy is the same as that of Mary-
land, (of which he has by some means, unknown
to me discovered that I am a resident)—nay, he

can prove the fact hyjifty or {^even) a hundred
witnesses more rf necessary.

Passing over his sage conjectures as to the coia-

sequences that would result to farmers, if every

grain of wheat produced a fly instead of a lueavil

and his denial upon my mere ifise dixit., that they

were Hessian-flies, (any more than fleas are lob

sters,) and his assertion that " these maggots were
weavil" " which every body knows are bred in the

grain"— I come to the last point affecting myself
here I am called on to show the ma!i?ier in

which a Hessian-fly propagates its species.—Nay
I am told that I am bound to show." First, then

I am called on to prove that a maggot (which Ik

says is a weavil) is a Hessian-fly, and next I an^

called on to show how this fly firofiagatcs it.-

fiecies.— Now I do not perceive the obligation :

for if I show how to kill the fly and the " gene
1 practice" of " late sowing, would seem to

justify my mode ; I think there is no more rea

son why I should be called on to prove that a

maggot is not a weavil, than there is to prove it

not a Rat. If a maggut is u weavil, let your cor-

espondent prove it one—I have nothing to do
with the matter—he admits that these maggots
are bred in the grain. I .say they are born with

it, they must of course be bred before they are

born, and having taken the advance of me in this

research, having gone one step further than I, he

is bound, if any body is bound, \.o show the means
by which the grain is impregnated, which he can

do, no dnuht, firove it too, since he can get " hnn

It seems that I have " advanced opinions con-
trary to all experience of cause and effect, and
Itogether incredible." Now I will ask is it " in-

credible," that frost should destroy a Hessian-fly,

"len It is known to be fatal to almost every other

insect ? Is it contrary to all experience of cause
and effect, that a worm should become a fly as

well as a weavil ? Or that it should exist in a

grain of wheat as well as in a pea ? And is it

" surprising," that I should recommend the late

sowing of wheat, when "late sowing is admitted
to be the general practice ]"

It was once argued by the good people of our
town, whether the Hen that laid the egg, or the

Heii that hatched the. egg, was the mother of the

hicken,—debates ran very high on the subject,

nd many strong arguments were used pro and
con. Indeed nothing else for a time occupied
lem ; an appeal was at length made to my Aunt

Simplicity, who gravely decided that the Hen
that laid the egg was the mother, and the one
that hatched it the Foster-mother.—Now, sir, I

should be glad to know from your correspondent
what relationship a Weavil bears to a Hessian-

fly, both coming from the same mother ?

Your friend and well wisher.

JEREMIAH SIMPLE.
[ have a valuable mode of destroying the worm
trees, but am afraid to make it known lest I

may be furlher involved in disputation. P. S.

ireds of Gardeners" to prove the manner in

which a pea is impregnated with the egg that

produces the bug—Strange liowever as it may
appear, the fact was unknown U) my'^ Gardener,"

and every other " Gardener" I have inquired of

respecting it, until made known to them by you
infallible " Correspondent."

From the Jilbany Argus.

It is truly gratifying to observe the interest that

the subject of agriculture has excited in almost every
part of the union—Althougli a science of all others,

most deserving the attention of mankind ; yet, for

ages, it was in a measure neglected in Europe ; and
we all know that it is very recently indeed, that

much thought has been bestowed upon it in this coun-
try. The Europeans derived their knowledge of

liusbandry from the Romans—and what is most sin-

gular, in England, from whence we brought our
knowledge of this subject, little improvement was
made in the Roman system, until within the last cen-
tury ; Ibr in Virgil's Georgics, we find the general
precepts of husbandry as practised in England under
wluil is now denominated the old system. A new
system «as introduced into that country about sixty

or seveiify years ago, principally through the instru-

mentality of a gentleman by the name of TuU, which
aided by subsequent improvements, has been pro-
ductive of the most astonishing advantages. Under
this new system, the English farmer has doubled the
quantity of his produce without any increased expense

the cultivation.

While in every other art and science, the human
nd throughout the European world was making a

constant, rapid and splendid advancement, the sci-

of agriculture, for centuries in succession,
seems almost wholly to have escaped the notice of

e learned, and the employment itself to have been
jjeneraliy undervalued, if not held in disrepute : It

' e a subject worthy the attention of the phi-
losopliical agricuhurist, to inquire into the cause of this
singular phenomenon.
We would hazard a single reflection on the subject.
I the destruction of the Roman power, the feudal

policy and laws were established in every kingdom
turope ; during the prevalence of this system,
cultiv;ition of the ground was wholly performed

by a description of people called serfs and villains-
over the persons of the serfs, who were the most nu-

class of cultivators, the masters had the most
absolute dominion, like the worst species of negro
slavery in modern times—the villains, as they were
called, paid a fixed rent to their masters and what
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tliey earned beyond lliat, they li:id lor themselves

;

but they were annexed to tli'e si.il and transferable

with it, as is the case, at present, in some parts of

Russia;—there was indeed, ano her class of people,

who at first were freemen, and who were owners of

the soil, of small farms, and i's cullivalors ; but, siicl

were the defects of this system, that the governmen
olVcred no security to tlie rijjhts or proprrty of these

humble subjects : and to get rid of tyranny and op
pression of a more odious kind, most of these free

men surrendered their liberties and became the slaves

of some powerful lord or baron, who could afford

them protection : tlie cultivators of the earth beinp
of tliis degraded condition, probably gave a charac-

ter to the employment itself, whicli continued while
the feudal system lasted ; and when tliat began to

be ameliorated and to disappear, the character of
the employment may have remained the same, though
the cause, which at first prolonged it bad ceased to

exist :—May not tliis account, for the different estl

mate, in which ajrricultunil pursuits have been held
in Europe, from what we find to have been the case

among most of the enlightened nations of antiquity

but wliether these suggestions be well founded or no
is not >ery material—it is sufficient that agriculture

is now assuming the rank to whicli it is entitled, and
enlisted in its behalf, the voice of both the old world
and the new.
Few among us are fully .tpprlzed of the immense

advantages to he deri%ed'from an improved state of

husbandly. The soil of this country is not inferior

to that of Great Britain, and yet it is supposed that
the English farmer raises double the amount of pro-
duce from the same quantify of acres, that we have
been in the habit of doing. It is almost incredible
see the difference between the old system and the
new; it has been computed by persons who have
made it their business critically to examine into the
subject, that the net i)roceeds of a farm of 139 acres,

cultivated under the new system, exceeded by 275/,

sterling that arising from the old system—the expense
of both bein^ about eciual.

Ill navigation, in commerce, in the science of go.
vcrnment, in political economy, in the mechanical
arts, the Americans have ri\alled the most successful
of the European nations—why may we not also rival

them in good husbandry ?

In this state, in common with many others in the
union , the land is generally owned in fee by the cultiva-

tors themselves : they have theref'ere, greater induce-
ments to improve its value, than where they are mere
]y tenants for a short period of time. All which the
husbjndman liere does to better his farm, is done er.

cliisively for himself and his children. We are protect
cd in the enjoyment of the fruits of our labour ; we have
no idle drones, claWning an hereditary right to be
supported at the expense of the sweat of our brows

—

we have, indeed, abundant cause of gratitude, that a

kind Providence has cast our lot in a country where
the climate is healthy, the soil fruitful, and where
civil liberty and the rights of conscience are secured
to all. In such a country agriculture peculiarly me-
rits the attention of the patriot and statesman: its

pursuits have always been found favourable to virtue
and general unrightness of character; and some of
the noblest examples of disinterested partiotism, of
stern unyielding integrity, which are to be met with
in the r^ cords of past times, were practical cultiva-

tors of the soil. Uegulus, who as consul headed the
Koiiian armies in their first war with Carthage
was the most accomplished captain of his time, and
who voluntarily devoted himself to suffer the most
cruel tortures and death to promote the honour and
hupj)incss <.f his country was the owner and cultiv.v

tor of a small farm, his only fortune, and its produce-
was all he had to support himself and family. And
can v,e possibly conceive of any spectacle more in-

tcr.-eting, or of such true mond sublimity, as to figure
t% our imaginations the celebrated Fal>ricius silting
bv hi» fire side in an inimble dwelling, prepariog with
ins own bands his frugal meal of turnips, raised by
his .iwn labour, viewing the ambassadors fi-om the ene-
mies of his country ; and while rejecting witii dis-

dain the presents they supposeil his poverty would
Tiot permit him to refuse, pointing to his homely fare,

and ttlling them that his appetite required no other

food, and therefore he desired no increase of riches.

It was this same Fabricus who caused a generous
foe to cxr.laini "admirable man, it would !)•; »•-

ea-y to turn the sun from its course as thee from the

paths of honour " VVhat a contrast between the mo
rals of the Roman people of that day and afterwards,

when Jugurthn bribed to his intcve.<t the tribunes an

the senate ; and when leaving that renew ivd cit

Baney, the CeUbraiid
il-' uld bring to this niarkt

Grazier, of Delaware,
sale, some of his

mil sheep ot the Hakeuell or Nev; Leicester breed,
wi are authorise! to say. thiit he will send a few—
l«>lh male and female, tobeexhibled and sold at the
M< xt meeting of Uh Asricultiiral tjociely ot Mary-
land—which will take ; lace on the llih ai.d I2th
1,1 Dctiibtr next—The superior qu.dity of this breed
i)f shttp is loo Well established to require any notice

he couid 111 t avoid uttering the sarcasm i s venality at this lime. F.^niiers who mny desirt to purchase,
so richly deserved : O " Rome, how readily wouldst w uld do well to attend the meeting of the society ;

thou sell thyself if there were any itian rich ennughjiii the mean time, they will of course take care not
to be the purchaser!" The Roman people had then to let the common ram have access to their fiocks.

lost their frugal habits, and with those their virtue ;

and we soon after find them the willingslaves of dic-

tators and triumvirates.

Nor is our own country destitute of examples well

calculated to recommend to our notice and esteem
the pursuits of agriculture. Our beloved Washin-/-

ton was a practical farmer ; and after presiding, by '*» *^'s. pei' bushel,

call, over the destinies of a nation X>^—^Siiiii, No. i

hich had gratefully stiled him its father, he vol-'S'^
'^"''o'l','"'"^

untarily retired to his farm; and while cuUivatingj" ?;•''> "''

Present Pricca of Cojmtry Produce in tliis .Market.

HiY, per ton Sl5—Sthaw S7— \Miarf Oats 31J
cts.—Hkekixu.s, No 1, §2 r.i—Do No. 2, S2 12A to

S2 5lj—Cod Fisu, per quintal, gJ to S3 50—N- E.

per bushel, §1—Do. Bla( k >.ve I'jas, pei- do.

S6 to Sf> 5U—1) .. No. 2, S5 to

50—
84 50untaruy retired to lus tarm ; ana winie cuiiivacing,--"-' "V :t

-
,:

••
,; ;

-„-- ,j- --

that, instructed his neighbours in the peaceable em- '' b* I'^i-WmsKKv, from do. ..4 cts.-lieTTtii, per

ph.yments of husbandry. We may also point to an ' 2^. '^ ,•'' <'s-E«gs, per doz. l»i r^ts.-VEAL, per

Adams, a Jeffrrson, :i M?.dison, who, after having '• " ^o 10 cts-LA.Mii, per qua, ter, o7^ to 52J cts-

IMPORTANT TO
P\o\\?(\\ Makers and yavTi\e\'S.

;r haviii,, long been desirous to bring

l^MilS i'AHmjsjJio
BALTIMOUE, FKIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1820.

(Cj' A meeting of the Agricultural Sfxiety of Ma-
ryland, will take place at the Pavilion Gardens, in

the city of Baltimore, ntfWednesday and Tlmrsday
the nth and 12th days <if October 'luxt.

On the first of the above mentioned d:iys, the
society will convene .it .S o'clock, V M. fur the pur-
pose of receiving such communications as the Presi-

lent and other nu-niiiei s may have to make, and for

he transaction lit' ihf ordinary business of the Si cie-

,V. On ThursUn tne liih, the meeting will take
place at ten o'clock, A .M. for the exl-ii)ition and
inspection of Ai^ricultural Macli nery, Live Sixck,

&c. &c.—for vthich purpose ' suitable lots will be

provided.

Sale of Bakkwkli. Shi.ei'.—Farmers in

he neigh bniir.'iood of Baltimore and the adjacent
Muritiy, having exi)ivsacd a wish that Mr. John

Boiled Oil, §1 o7i—Keathkiis, 50 to fiiii cis.

—

Cot-
•rox, Upland iO -o i\ cems.—Maryland Tobacco, Ten
hhils. from Calvert C .nnty, 3 second 2 ai %f^—l do.
at S", and 7 crop, at §9, sold the present week-
No sales Virginia 'I'oaAcco the present week, that we
know of.

been successively raised to the most dignified sta:!-^"-^' P-^'f^ P"^'!;^ ^ ^° ^^ "^"T Al' ItT'T^l^'
tions in the world, havhig bv the unbought voice of "^^-«. I" ^}^--'-'\]^^^^^' V^^' <!"^; S? 50 to 2 7S-

free people, been entrusted with the highest pow-!*'"-^-^-^"'^''. -' ^l^ ti m .'T /"'-I;,:!!?'T"S.VjV
er and authority known in their government, veturn-[;:';^"^'j

^"f'- J"
J'' "^^^^^

ed to their farms ; devoting the.r time mhe ^^'"l^^"^ fSl^^^L^::^^7^:^5^
bandry. These are examples of which we may well j'-""''"" ^"^'^ '•""' ^^ ^5_A.nerica„ do. g.'J 75

be proud ; for where is the nation that can show us
any so illustrious i"

In whatever manner then, we consider the subjecl

of agriculture ; whether in the more limited and
confined sense as connected with the immediate in

terests of the husbandman alone, or with a more ex-

panded view, in its probable influence on the futurt

fortunes of our country, it equally deserves the atten

tion and countenance of an enlightened public.

TO DES'rROY MOLES.
Extract to the Editor. Kentucky, 27th .iutpist, 1820.

I noticed some time ap^o, in your valuable pa

per, a complaint from a lady against the Moles,

advise her (in your cnvn way) to try the effect of

planting a few of the Palma Cliristi, or Castor

Beana in her grounds, say ten or twelve in an

acre, so disposed as to equalize their influence

in all parts of it.

My own experience has induced me to believe

this remedy greatly beneficial, if not aljsoltitely

c3ectual; ullhougli when advised to try it, 1

bought it ridiciilouB, and am indebted to acci-

dent for the introduction of it into my irrounds.

The

Iron Mould-Board PLOUGH,
which siK^uld comoi.e aii me advantages of tiie best.

Cast Board, as to shulie, with the superior durability

of the wTonglit iron, plated Mould Boai d, and its con-
venience of repair, has now the satisfaction to state,

that by the combinati m of wrought iron and steel, he
has succeeded in constructing Mould Boards, \\ hich are
generally in use in this neighbourhood ; and which com-
pletely effect this desirable purpose, together with rid-

ding the farmer of the serious disadvantage of having
bis Mould Board to break, without the possibily of get-

ting it repaired, which must always be the case with

the Cast Iron Board.

Should the Mould-Boards- of the Subscriber's

PLOUGHS fitil by wealing (which cannot be the case

under a very great lengtii of time) they can be repair-

ed by any common Blacksmith, possessing sufficient

capacity to weld two pieces of iron together. As this

mprnvement will be obvious at first view, to any one
possessing the slightest knowledge of a Hlough, ali per-

sons interested, are invited to call at the subscriber's

manufactory,Ki.i.icoTT's I'atapsco Mills, or at the ware-
house of his agent in Baltimore, and judge for them-
selves.

The subscriber is now prepared to execute Ploughs
fall the various sizes, with this importantimprovement,
and to furnish Plmigh Makers widi the Wrought Mould-
Uoards in any qtiantity desired. ^^'lLLlAM IlINKS.

Elicoti^ PiUupsco MilU, Sept. 18, 1820.

The undersigned, agent for the sale of the above de-
scribed I'LOl'UllS, has now and will contnue to keep
a sup|)ly of them, of the various sizes and patterns.

W. E. COALE,
Coiner of Pratt Street ;ind Public alley.

22nd. 1820.Sent,

PUBLISHED BY JOHN S. SKIN.M.:!, CDITOK.
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INTERNAL IMPROVEMEXTS. s

[The
jf
reat advantage which must result to all cUssc.-

of citizens by multiplying and cheapening the means

of internal commerce, has come to be generally un-

derstood and acknowledged—and we may reasons.

bly suppose, tliat under the combined influence of

the want of external commerce, for the employment

of capital, and of the existing active spirit for inter-

nal improvements, the present routes of inter-corn

munications between different districts of country

will be shortened and improved; and the fruits ol

the nursery, and the produce of the plough, wliicl

are now, in some parts almost valueless for want ot

easy transport to maiket, will yield to the laborious

husbandman a liberal reward.

Seeing, then, the probability that large investments of

the public resources, and of individual cajiital, are

to be made in the stock of highways— it is obviously

an object of the first consideration, that those ur

der whose management these investments are t

take place—should, in the first place understand,

according to the principles of science .which belong

to the case, the most economical, solid and effectual

manner of doing the work.

Under this view we have selected from theLXIV.num
ber of the Edinburgh Review, the following article,

not doubting that our subscribers will find
'

interest of the subject, a sufficient apology for the

length of the essay—considering the comparat'

infancy of all our institutions, we are not to be

preached for want of enterprize in attempts to i

prove ttie means of internal correspondence and

tercottrse, but may we not well inquire, especia

with respect to Turnpike Roads, whether these

forts have not been most a-uikzcr.rdlii, iwsiilful/y and

ill 7nosl particulars incJ'ectuaUr; conducted? In i

great number of instances, the whole system ha'

been organized on wrong principles and the rcsul

naturally is, that many of our turnpike Companie:

instead of receiving tolls, otight to be made to pay

the Smith for the jshoes broken—travellers for loss

of tirrie by slow travelling, and sometimes the Due

tor for the restoration of dislocated or broken limbs

—without mentioning some near at home, we will

instance the turnpike, so called, from Middleburgh

to Alexandria—where the traveller is ever and anon

required to p.iy for being jolted to death on a road

which seems to have been studiously made with a

view to give employment to the Horse Doctor and

the Wheelwright—Two or three disinterestt^d citi-

zens, acquainted with the science of road imdinff,

ought to be paid to superintend our turnpike roads,

with power to suspend the payment of toll, or not,

according to the state in which the road is kept by

the Companies : either this or some other equally

effectual method should be adopted.]

Jin Essay '

By U
md Carr

RD LOVELL EDG-EWORTH, Es(j.

1. M. R. I. A.—London, 1813.

In the abscence of all highev groundb of con-

gratulation, it is no doubt consolatory to see the

time of Failiameni so much occupitd with siil

jects of economic polity, and to find that, in tlii^

department at least, sound principles are ma
king so much way against those ancient prejudi

ces, and miachievoiss habits, which have so loni;

stood in the way of necessary reformations. O
the many subjects of inteinul economy whici

were submitted to the con.'ideration of Com
mittees of the House of Commons in the las

sio:i, there is none which is more immedi-

ly interesting to the public than the state of

he Highways of the kii gdom ; for, next to the

geneial influence ot the seasons, upon which

he regular supply of our wants and comforts de-

leiul, there is perhaps no circumstance more in-

eresting to men in a civilized state, than the per-

fection of the means of interior communication.

Although it is common for Englishmen to

')o:<st that no foreign country possesses, in so

j;ieat a degree, the advantages of numerous

•ojds as England, it ousht always tobe remem-
l)ered, that there is a vast difl'erence between u

road without form or solidity, and which is no-

tiiing more than an open space in an enclosed

country, along which travellers and carriages

may piss, and a road fit to allow of carriage

i)eing drawn with rapidity, with little labour to

the horses, and perfect security to the passen

gers. Hut this way of viewing the subject has

iiecn little considered, and our southern fellow

sul)jects have hitherto been willing to put u;

with a very aljsurd system of road-making am:

nu'nagement, and with roads in all essentia,

iioints extremely defective. The evidence,

for instance, contained in the Reports at the

head of this article, shows how great a differ-

ence there is between a hard and soft road, thai

is, between a good one and a bad one ; and how
much pr.jperty is wasted, by more horses being

-niployed on bad roads, than are necessary on

•.^nod roads. .Mr. Walker says, with reg.trd t

1 he paved commercial road from London to th

West India docks, that he does not overstate

lie advantage of paving, when he says that two

!orses will do more work upon such a road

han three upon an ordinary, or even e

;ood gravelled road. Supposing the loads an

lUally carried on this commercial road to be

2 50,000 tons, at the rate of 3s. a ton, which is

he established price, in place of 4s., which is

he price on gravelled roads, the annual s.ivini,

v.'uid be 12,500/. He further states that ih

East India do'k branch has not cost SO/, in the

lepairs of the paving in thirteen years. Mr
Waterhouse, Mr. Home, and Mr. Eamcs, thiei

of the priiscipal coachmasters in London, say

that where the roads are smooth and hani

rir^ht horses, on an average costing 15/. ea<:l

will work a stage coach over twelve mile

through a year, at the rate of eight miles ai

hour, and that they will last, one «ith anolhei

lor six years ; but that where the roads art

heavy, twelve horses, costing 30/. ejch, are ne-

cessary for twelve miles; and these will last

only from three to four ye.irs. Mr. Foment ot

Fhatcham, who works different coaches above

500 miles a day, says, he has killed some huii-

vlrid horses (extra) in pulling through dii>

gravel heapetl up in the middle of the road
;

•ndthat he is convinced one-third less labour is

required to woi k a fast coach over part of thu

lad oelween Reading ana LuihIou, wliei>- Mr.

M' Adam's plan has been adopted, than is neces-

saiy over other parts of the road, where they

till continue the old plan.

What makes it at this time particularly ne-

cessary to inquire into the soundness of the

ystem, by which the turnpike toads ,,ie mana-

ged, is the rapidity with whicli .iddijoial tolls

every where established, and thed'bv which

is owing by the difi'erent trustees stiil rtirlher

ncreased. Mr. M'Adam states in his evichn-ce,

hat in the years 1816, 18 17, and IS 18 no ioss

han ninety petitions were presented to the

House of Commons for bills to levy ail !ition;il

oils. Mr. Waterhouse says, that the lo:ls on

he roads whicl: his coaches travel h -ve been

duuMed in the last fif.een years. Mr. M'Adam
computes the roid revenue of England and

Wales at no less than one million and a quarter ;

nd the total debt due by the trusts at tteven

millions. And when it is considered how easy

t generally is for a body of turnpike comniis-

joners to obtain a new act, to levy additional

oils, whenever they think proper, and th;it m.-

ney may be borrowed by them on the secuiitv

jf the tolls ad libitum, it is surely high time to

inquire whether the system of leaving ihe ma-

gement of so large a revenue to numerous

bodies of irresponsible local commissioners,

ought to be continued any longci-.

if the roads had been improved in < degree

orresponding with the additional lolls and iii-

reasing debts, there might be little reason to

om plain : but this is so far from being the

ase, that the concurrent testimony of all the

witnesses goes to establish a very opposite re-

sult. Mr. Telford, for example—a most com-

etent judge—says :

" With regard to the roads of England and Wales,

ley are in general very defective, both as to their

direction and inclinations ; they are frequently carried

)ver hills, which might be avoided by passing along

he adjacent valleys; the shape, or cross-sections,

iiid drainage of the roads, are quite as defective .as

he general direction and inclinations ; tJKic has been

lo littention paid to constructing good nnd solid

foundations ; the materials, whether consisting of

gravel or stones, have seldom been sufficiently select-

ed and arranged, and they lie so promisciuuisiy upon

the roads, as to render it inconvenient to travtl upon

(hem,—but so as to promote their speedy destrticlion

.

I'he shape of the road or cross-section of the surface,

is frequently hollow in the middle ; the side* incum-

bered vtith great, banks of road dirt, which have occu-

iilated in some places to the height of si.i seven, and

,i;ht feet ; these prevent the water from ialling into

I'e side drains—they also throw a considerable shade

upon the road, and are gross and unpardonable nui.

ances. The m.aterials, instead of be.ii.i: cleaned of

he mud and soil with which they are mi.iLed in their

native state, are laid promiscuously on ihe road : this,

n the first place, creates an unnecessary expense of

larriage to the road and afterwards nearly as much

n removing it, besides inconvenience and obstruction

to travelling."

This description of the turnpike ro: ds of Eng»
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land and Wales docs no great cvedit lo the abi

lity and attention of the country gentlemen who
have the eniiie manai^enient of 1,250,000/. of

annual revenue. In a country where the nume-
rous magnificent bridges, docks, liarbours and

canals, testify so proudly to the talents of Jiri

tish engineers, it is not a little strange lo find no

trace of skill, or a particle of science, except in

a few recent instances, throughout the whole

extent of the turnpike roads. There surely

must be something in the composition of an

English turnpike trust, of a niiture most abhor

rent from science, to have thus completely ex

eluded our great national acquirements in civil

engineering from one of the leading branchei

of the profession. The consequence is, that

in respect to roads, England stands, confessed

ly, far behind Ireland and Scotlanil ; and is even

greatly outdone by France, v;hose great roads

at least, are remarkably perfect in regard to di-

rection, inclinations and cross-sections, and also

as to the state of the surface,—unless the go

vernment lays hands upon the funds applicable

to repairs.

The causes of this universal mismanagement,
may perhaps receive some explanation by at-

tending to the constitution of a trust, as esta-

blished by the Legislature under the usual pro-

visions of a turnpike act. The fundamental

principle is always to vest the whole mt.nage-

ment in the hands of the country gentlemen ;

and as they act gratuitously, it has been the po-

licy of the law to appoint in each act a prodi-

gious number of commissioners—frequently

iVom one hundred to two hundred, for the care

often or fifteen miles of road : and thus a bu-

siness of art and science, is committed to the

discretion of a promiscuous mob of peers,

squires, farmers and shopkeepers, who are cho-

sen, not for their fitness to discharge the duty

of commissioners, but from the sole qualifica-

tion of residence within a short distance from

the road to be made or repaired. The conse-

quences are, as might be expected, that the

whole time at these meetings, is occupied in tu

multuous and unprofitable discussions, and ii

resolving on tilings at one meeting, which run

a good chance of being reversed at the next

that the well informed and civilized commis
sioners become very soon disgusted with thi

disorderly uproar, or the want of sense, teinper

or honesty of some of tlieir companions ; and

that the management finally falls into the

hands of a few busy, bustling, interested

persons of low condition, who attend the meet-

ings with no idea of performing a public duty,

but for the purpose of turning their powers, by

some device or other, to the profit of them
selves, or of their friends and relations.

The origin of a plan so radically wrong,may
be traced to the vulgar notion, that there is no
thing so easy as to make or repair a road ; and

as it isevennow-a-daysavery common doctrine,

that every one is born a good roadmaker, it may
be of use to show, very briefly, how far road

making is an art, and in what way the aid o

science may be serviceable. As there is n(

where any very great extent of country free

from bogs, ravines, precipices, rivers, hills

it is plidn, that to lay out a line

oad which shall be as shon an possiljlc between
two places, and yet without any great declivities;

ind avoiding Al local difficulties in the most ef-

fectual and economical manner, must require

ume conbiderable portion both of skill and ex-

perience. In forming a road, therefore, to the

best advantage, whoever undertakes ii, ought

to be accurately acquainted with the sciences of

levelling, surveying and mensuration; he should

e thoroughly well versed in the best practical

methods of removing large quantities of earth ;

must understand the principles and the prac-

tice of building abutment w.dls and bridges,

and of draining land. For forming the surface

of a road, he ought also to know many of th

ineralogical qualities of stones and other hard

materials ; and practically how to clean o

break them, and how to manage the disposing o

hem so as to give the road a proper form, and

to secure the greatest possible degree of

moolhness, solidity, and durability. These are

a few of the preliminary qualifications to be uc

quired by a person before he can be entitled to

he name of a tolerable good load-maker. Yei

liuw few commissioners possess any of them,

have ever dreamt of their necessity ! In

point of fact, the stale of the roads display no

symptoms of well qualified commissioners.

They leave the art and science of the business

o their surveyor,— who is commonly just as

much in the clouds as themselves, as to his own
proper calling. With a laudable veneration for

liis forefathers, he proceeds according to the

ncient system of things, without jilan or me-
thod ; and, fearing no rivalry, and subject to no

intelligent control, he proceeds, like his prede-

cessors, to waste the road money on team-work
and paupers, and leave nothing for the public

like a road> but the name and the cost of it.

Whenever other extensive works requiring

the employment of various sorts of labour are

undertaken, the constant practice is, to have a

plan and specification made out of all the par-

ticular things to be done, with an estimate of

the expense—and a contract entered into for

the performance of them, and a rigid inspec

tion to ascertain that all the sonditions are com-

plied with before the money is paid. IJut turn-

pike commissioners scarcely ever require any

plan or specification of the work to be done
;

but leave the surveyor to spend the money as

he pleases: There is no inspection ot the

work he executes ; he merely hands in his bill

the treasurer, and receives what is due by

bis own showing. Although ninety-nine peo-

ple out of a hundred believe a surveyor to be a

professional peculator, the inquiiies of the

Committees did not go far enough, to establi-h

he correctness of this opinion. It is vvaste,

probably, and not robbery, that is mostly to be

complained of. Waste in every way,—by un

necessary team work ; by employing old parish

paupers as labourers ; by bills of costs ; by ma-

king use of badly prepared materials; by leaving

the road in such a shape that they are constantly

wet, inconsequence of which, the materials put

upon them are immediately destroyed. Mr.
M'Adam says, ' This waste of public money, I

of[conscientiously belieye, amounts to one-eighth

he road revenue of the kingdom at lai;-

and to a much greater proportion near Loiid-j::

The small extent of road of which most turn- .

>ike districts consist, is another great defect ot' '

i

the system ; because the funds are seldom suffi- ''

cient to allow of employing a qualified surveyor.

But notwithstanding tliis defect, surveyors woull
be better than they are. if the best that could bt:

got were always appointed. In place of this,

however, it is a matter of general notoriety, that

the appointment, nineteen times out of twenty,

is a perfect job. 'i'he following is a small speci-

men, taken fioni theevidence before us :

' Question—When was the present surveyor ap.

poiiUed ? ^ins-wer, I believe he was appointed twu
years and a half ago.—What station in life did he fill

before ? I believe he was a miller in the neig-libour-

hood of St. Albans, under Lord Verulam ; there was
a serious objection to his appointment by several of
the commissioners, who brought forward a proper
person qualified for the situation.—In what state did

you find the executive department of these roads

when you took charge of themM found at Epsom a per-

son as surveyor, wlio had been an umlertaker ullMtyd'a

Coifee house, atasalary.as 1 aminformed,of 60;.ayear,

and who was allowed to keep the carts and horses,

and do the cartage of the trust. 1 found at Clieshunt

three surveyors ; one an infirm old man, another ii

penter, and another a coal inercnant. I found, on
the Wadesmill trust, three surveyors also ; one of
them was a very old man ; another a publican at Buck-
and i

and another a baker at Uiirkway. I found on
the Koyston road a publican as surveyor; and 1 found

Huntingden a bedridden old man, who had not

been out of his house for several months.'

Another great defect in the system of turnpike

law, is the want of a provision to compel each

trust to account, before some competent tribunal.

Road commissioners are the only persons en-

trusted by Parliament to levy a large revenue

from the public, without being required to ac-

count in any way for what they receive. A still

more glaring defect is, the want of any proper

emedy, when a set of commissioners abuse their

trust. They may suffer their road to become a

|;erfect ruin ; they may embezzle the funds, and

it every sort of malpractice, and yet go on

levying tolls, keeping possession of the road, and

defying all complainants. As to the legal reme-

dy of indicting a turnpike road, this is in fact

punishing the innocent for the guilty ; and every

one knows it never operates as an effectual re-

medy.
In this case, as in most others of inveterate

abuse, it is certainly far easier to point out the-

than to provide the remedy. But the first

measure perhaps should be, to appoint a Parlia-

mentary Commission, with full powers to ascer-

n the state of every trust in the United King-

dom ; and to report the result to Parliament. It

would be too much, perhaps, to repeal at once all

the turnpike acts now in force, for the puipose of

substituting the more simple and effectual mea-

sure of one Board of Commissioners for the whole

United Kingdom. All that can be done probably

, to leave them to expire by degrees ; and, in

the mean time, to pass a general act to oblige

each trust to elect four or five Directors, who
shall have the whole active management ; and

providing that, whenever a turnpike act ex-

pired, the magistrates of the county should

elect five or six commissioners, in whom it

should be vested ; the debt, if any, to remain
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secured ujioii tne "ili : jntl i:iu^, as each ex-

istins^ act expiied, each road would, in siicces

sion, vest in the same commissioners : sn that

in the end, they would have the management

of all the turnpike roads of their county.

In respect to a new road, and the best plar

of framing an act of parliament for making one.

it seems to us, that it v;otild be a valuable im-

provement to -.lUow all persons, who may bt

willins^ to subscribe their money, to proceec

in the same way as is followed in regard tc

canals. Let the right of levying certain lolh

be granted to the subscribers ;—the surplus

after paying all outgoings, to be divided a;

ptofit. Let the subscribers elect five or '.h

directors to manage for them, and, in crdei

to protect the public from any neglect on their

part, let there be a power given to ihe Court of

Chancery to sequester the tolls, andtoappoin

commissioners to manage the road, if a suffi

cient case can be made out against the Road
Company.

But, even if there should he no radical

change in the present system of turnpike law,

a great deal of good may be done by the com-
missioners under the existing acts, paying

more strict attention to their duties. If each

trust would appoint a committee of four or five,

with full powers to manage every thing be-

longing to the road repairs, more ability and

economy would soon become conspicuous upon

the roads : And with regard to the art of ma-
king the roads themselves, and the things thai

are to be attended to by the managers and su-

perintendants, we are sure we cannot possibly

do better than to lay before our readers the fol

lowing extract from Mr. Telford's Report to

the Parliamenlary Conimissioners for impro-

ving the Holyhead road. Mr. Telford says

—

' It may be useful, in concluding tliis Report,

to recapitulate sundry matters which apply

generally to all districts. 1. It appears thai.

from the interference of a great number of

commissioners, (although each well intention

ed,) the multiplicity of opinions and directions

tends to perplex the surveyors, and prevenf-

the carrying any well-digested scheme fteadily

into effect ; and therefore it would be advisable

to have general meetings, say only once or

twice a year, in order to receive reports, make
general regulations, pass accounts, and cli-ct a

committee of five persons, who should manage
the executive part of the business, as is the

general case with regard to canals. 2. That
it is advisable to have, annually, a regular spe-

cification made out of what is required to be

done in each trust, during the ensuing twelve
months, and this work to be let to some res-pec-

table contractor, upon conditions distinctly de
fined i and without any restrictions as to em
ploying old and unfit workmen: it would then

become the interest of the contractor to take

active measures, both with respect to piocurinv;

materials, and using them, and keeping efftc-

tive persons constantly upon the road. 3. 'l"his

would relieve the surveyor of all the detail of

employing workmen, seeing that they workeil

faithfully, also as to procuring materials ;— ;dl

he would have to do, would be to see that liu

road was conducted, in ail respects, agreeably

to the specification ; and an able and respectable

surveyor might in this way attend to at least

30 miles of road, and have an adequate salary

4. Having distinct specifications, as a written

law, all discretionary directions from different

trustees, or even the surveyor, would be pu
an end to : the contractor would know his duty

and could be fairly checked. 5. As to the

practical part, it is of importance to keep the

surface of the road above that of the adjacent

fields ; where it is got too low, it should be

raised, or removed to fresh ground. 6. The
load should be kept open to the sun and
therefore, cut down and remove high hedges
tnd trees, slope banks, &c. 7. The roadway
should be well drained and kept dry ; the cross

section of the road should be made, and kepi

of a flat form ; the whole curve of thirty fee

sliould not exceed eight or nine inches, th<

water should never be suffered to run fa'

jloT>g the road, before it is conducted into i

cioss drain, which ought to be particularly at

tended to, and conducted into natural water-

courses or field ditches. 8. Particular atten

should be paid, either to find a naturally

dry bottom for the roadway, or to construct

one ; and avoid, as much as possible, suffering

he workable materials coming into contact

with clay : And this may always be accom
plished by means of gravel, sand, vegetable
soil, chalk, or bottoming stones ; but this hot

toming should be made perfectly firm and

egular, so as to receive the top woikable
metal of an equal thickness. 9. This top work
able metal, or layer, or stratum, should be of

qual and uniform quality, freed of all clayey

or earthy matter, by soning,sifting, skreening.

nd, not unfrequently, by washing. If the ma
erial be stones, they should be broken, so a;

not to exceed six ounces for repairing old roads

and eight ounces for making new roads. If it

s gravel, all round stones of above one incli

hould be separated and broken, and put upon
he road without any mixture of the smaller

tones. 10. The roads should be regularly

haped between the footpaths, or, where there

are none, between the fences. This admits the

ater to get off freely, or to evaporate by the

action of the wind and sun. In the country

about 1 5 or 18 feet in the middle of the roac

hould be made and repaired with broken quar

y stone, or broken gravel stone ; the sides may
be made and repaired with inferior materials, but

near large towns, or where there is much traf

fie, the whole breadth should have broken stone

I. Where a road has been originally conatruc-

d, or by improvement brought into what is

here described, it should never be suffered to

go into disrepair. This is to be accomplished by

unremitting and judicious attention, so that nt

ivater be suffered to lie on the road, but, as t

lefect occurs, to have it immediately remedied
by thin coats of hard materials frequently ap
plied. The mukingand maintaining roads should

considered as a separate business. Work
men should be bred, and induced constantly to

pply themselves to road-work only, the same
s any other distinct trade. They would then

ecome acquainted with the quality of materi-

IS) and the proper method of using them ; and

contractors, by attending to roads only, would ac-

quire experience, and have better profits from
lower prices. Hitherto road-iDaking and repair-
ing have not had sufficient importance attached
to them.' Mr. M'Adam on the same head says :

' Now, the principle of road-making I think the
most valuable, is to put broken stone upon a load,
which shall unite by its own angles, so as to form a
solid hard surface. What 1 find fault with in putting
quantities of gravel on a road is, that before it be-
comes useful, it must move from its situation, and be
in constant motion. The defects of the roads proceed
principally from the larg-er use of a mixture of clay
and chalk, and other matters that imbibe water, and
are affected by frost. Such roads become loose in

/et weathe as to allow the wheels of < ag-e»

to displace tlie materials, and thereby occasion the
roads to be heavy and rutty. In digging- gravel in

places where there is loam adhering to it, i recom-
mend to le.ive the small part of the gravel in the pits,

and to make use of the larger part only ; which can
be broken, for the double purpose,/r5(, of having the
gravel stone laid upon the road in an angular shape ;

and, secondly, because the operation of breaking quar-
ry stone is the most effectual operation for beating off"

the loam that adheres to the pieces of gravel.'

It is very satisfactory to collect from the re-

ports, that all the improvement that can be de-
sired in respect to the repairing the roads, may
be obtained without any new charge to the pub-
lic. In the Bristol district, the commissioners
incurred a debt of 43,000/. in 20 years, and had
the roads in a very bad state. Mr. M'Adam,
with the same annual income, in three years,

made them excellent roads—paid off a floating

debt of 1400/.—made a considerable reduction

in the principal debt—and, at the last settle-

ment, had a balance in hand of 2790/. At Ep-
som, the roads have been put into a good state

of repair by the same person, at an expense
considerably under the former annual charge.

The road between Reading and Twyford has
been made solid and smooth, in the course of 12

months, at an expense of 1 5/. per week ; the for-

mer expenditure being upwards of 22/ per week.
The truth is, as admitted by experienced road

clerks, who are in general more fit to manage
a trust than the commissioners, that the prac

tice of employing inen past hard labour, to

take them ofl' their parishes, and relieve the

poor-rates, has become so general, that the

road-revenue is now a regular poor-fund, and
the labour performed by each man, is not

worth more than one fourth of a good day's la-

bour by a regular workman.
After what has been already said to prove the

utter failure of the existing system of road

management, it is impossible to pass over that

part of the Report which says, ' that many im-
portant reasons exist for leaving generally the

direction of the affairs of the different turnpike

rusts in the hands of the respective conimis-

ioners, whose experience, character and in-

erest, afford the best pledges of ability, at-

tention and economy.' Now, unfortunately for

he inference of the Committee, the stale of the

roads, as described by such a number of the

most competent witnesses, gives a flat contra-

diction to their proposition ; and proves, be-

yond all question, the want of all ability, atten-

tion and economy: And if the experience,

character, and interest of the commissioners,

have not, up to this time, produced good roads
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tliej sll^^ly^i^el>ll^ Sad pledfTPs of liL-ttrr managemem
f'oi the fiinire. Tlial a commiltee ol'ilic house ofcom-
mons, however, should speak tenderly, and even fa-

vourably, of turnpike commissiont-rs, is not to be won-

dered at.—The county members of whom no doubt

the Committee was principally composed, are always

commissioners themselves; and receive a pfreat dca

of county support from that class of landed proprie-

tors, who are also, as a matter of course, road com
missioners- These circumstances diminish consi

derably the authority of this pari of the report; ant

therefore, it ought not to operate as any discourage
ment to any attempt to take the direction of the road:

out of the hands of the local commissioners ; for un
li;ss this is done either at once, by appoinlinfj one se

of commissioners for the whole of the turnpike roads

or by a commission for each county, the same radi

cal vices which have hitherto prevailed, will be found
to exist in all turnpike meetings; the tolls and debts

will go on increasing—horses be tormented and kill-

ed in the same prodigal -and the roads rema
in their present defective state ; at once a disgrace tr

the nation, and a serious inconvenience to the pub
lie at large.

There is no more reason for doubling the practica

bilily of one set of commissioners managing to advan
tage all the turnpike roads of the country, than there

is for doubting the practicability of one set beii

able to collect thirty millions of excise revenue. 0\

eminent civil engineer for every 1000 miles, as a chief

inspector, with sub-inspectors for each 100 miles of
road, would relieve the commissioners from almost
all trouble. The patronage of such an establishmen
might easily be so arranged as to keep it free from
the taint and control of the Treasury. We take th

liberty to suggest this plan, because it is science and
philosophical experience that is requisite for mak'
good loads ; and not those other numerous qualiti

tions, which are possessed so abundantly and .idn

islered so usefully for the benefit of the public, by
that most meritorious class—the country geijlleme

of England.
OBSKUVATIONS

On sowing wheat among Indian corn—before and af-

ter the corn is gathered— the result compared—oi

white clover—horizontal ploughing—Cedar hedge:
—highland meadow oat, &.c &c. in a letter from
Col. -loHN Taylor, of Caroline County, Virginia
toG. VV. Jeffreys. Esq. of North Carolina. Com
municated for publication in the .American Farmer

Virginia, CavoUne, Port Riiyal, March 2d, 1817-

Dear Sir— I have repeatedly tried the difference

between sowing wheat among Indian corn before it

is gathered, and sowing it after taking off the stalk*,

without being able to discern any. Forward corn
especially \n }our climate, might be cut and removed
in time to sow wheat, but this cannot he done to any
advantage in large crops. Because the labour cannot

be performed in time by the hands on the farm, and is

leaving the corn out to dry after being taken off.jop

hat the summit of this bunk shall be one foot higlu r

han its sides, where the cedars stand. This will aid
the closeness of the hedge at bottom. The ctdat^
ire also to be two feet apart in the rows, but insit >

if standiiiiJ opposite to each other across the f..r;:

hose in one row, are to be planted opposite to li.

center of the vacancies in the other, in the f 'Uowii -

"
.

'
.—r^ I he dots are the ctd..is

and the line the summit of the bank of the ditch. At
me year old they should be topi with garden shears
o one foot high, and the side branches clipi to with-
n six inches of the stem. This is to be done yearly

d friable for it. Hence, I have seen it extirpated
from soils by changing their texture with inclosing,

it existed previously in some degree. It is

er decidedly the best grass I ever saw to be
combined with grazing. Treading the ground >eenis

necessary for its existence- And when red clover is

rely grazed, it never fails in st If land, to be
eaten out by white. Perhaps in land so strong as to

proiUice tne luxuriant growth you mention, the white
clover ou;;hl to be encouraged. That ."ipecics of ma-
nure which will have the least eff ct in loosening the
-xtm-eof the soil, must be the best. This is ashes.

Kut any, combined with grazing to prevent the earth or half yearly, e-xcept that at each dressing the
from becoming too friable for it, will highly improve dars art- to be left four inches higher and wider, nn-

his closeness of the soil, with the natnie ofiistii they acquire the height and width, at which they
roots, causes deep ploughing to be more difficuli in are to be kept by yearly dressings As some bianclns
wliite than in red clover sods. Yet in lands so pccu- become too large for garden shears, tin- pi-rson dress-
liarly adapted to white clover, it is probable that it iiig the hedge, has a knife made of a piece of an old
may be preferable to any other grass ; and that by scythe blade, with a wooden handle, to cut oft these,
partial and judicious grazing, united with manuring An annual dressing is indispensable for the thicken-
to the utmost extent, it may be made to atl.ird co-ing of the hedge. The richer the giourd the sooner
pious supplies of vegetable matter to the earth. Fioni 'lit- hedf;e will arrive at peifection. In Kurope they

periments I have not discovered that it d( rives always manure it highly bcfie planting The ce-
much bencht from the gypsum, but as these have ilars must be hoed twice a ytar, until they gain the
been attended by inclosing, which soon extirpated size at which they are to remain. This is done by
he white clover, 1 do not consider them as coiiclu- thinly drawing down the cailh, and returning it al-

sive. Had my soil been as congenial with it as your's, teriiaiely. Hy gradually returning more than i.s drawn
Id have excited a greater degree of atteiitionidown, furiislu-d in part by the scrapings of the ditcli,

to the point. they are in some degree manured. Cicen pine, or
One of my sons, having a very hilly plantation, has cedar brush, laid on the siiks of the hank, and co-

gone into the horizontal ploughing with considerabU vered with earth, after remaining a year, is a cheap
in ridges of only 5 1 2 feet width. The steep-jand good manure to them. Apple trees of the wild-

ness of his hill sides required them to be thus nar-jing or Hughes' crab species, planted two feet from
row. ^Vherever the declivity is mo<lerate, they ought the inner line of cedars, so that the hedge when full

to be made wider. The success depends on the ex- grown will nearly touch ihem, thrive well, and jiro.

actness of the level to suspend, and the depth of the mise to become the least expp nsive mode of ra
ploughing to absorb the water. It has not be

much loss is sustained. In your climate, I suppose
the season for sowing wheat extends from the iOlh

of September to the last of October. Even here it is

done in that period. By this time, the fodder being
gathered, the corn sustains but little injury, and the

wheat may be equally distributed. All depends upon
ploughing it in properly. To make the earth meet
in the line of the corn—to plough deep and cover the

wheat shallow—and to leave very deep and wid<

water furrows, are the objects to be attained- The
hoes following the ploughs only for the purposes of

chopping the few spots in the line of the corn re-

maining uncovered, and hanging to the ears that ma)
be broken off. In sowing wheat, 1 mix up g)psum
or wood-ashes, bushel to bushel, with the seed, and
find it useful to check insects—to preserve the sted
from theft—and in some degree to improve the crop.

The white clover, having horizontal roots, and be-
ing a dwarf species, seems to me to be less calculated
than the red for improving land. Nor can it 1 think be
brought into general use, or made to flourish under
the inclosing system, because it requires a close soil,

*n(l that system will render even stiff Und too open

plete, but yet so considerable as

value of his land in seven years, in union with inclo

sing and manuring. Inclosing is indispensably ne-

cessary to make it beneficial, as by that, the earth is

brought into a proper state for absorbing more
water, and the suspension of the progress of this

water by its vegetable cover, allows more time for

the operation of absorption. In heavy rains, how-
ever, when the ground is in tilth, instances occasion,
lly occur of breaches across the horizontal beds.

—

The remedy is to fill them immediately with brush
laving the leaves on, well packed. These however
have been inconsiderable, and easily thus cured —
The result is, that a large plantation, as hilly as any
1 know, from being excessively galled and gullied,

relieved probably of nineteen parts in twenty, of
these calamities. Its soil was particularly liable to

be washed away.
No apology for your letters is necessary. It is a

social duty to do good when we can, and if such
should be the case with any effort of mine, the effect

sufficient reward. To evince the sincerity of this

ion, 1 will give you the trouble of readinir a more
icular account of the cedar live fence, than i:

Arator, because its great importance to agricult

now visible on my farm, and I really think it

3St a panacea for its maladies.

The cedars should be transplanted in the th

nter months and in March. Tiny should be tal

1 in a square sod, of the size of a spade, and de-
posited in a square hole to be made by a similar
spade, without breaking the sod in which the young
cedar stands, so as to fit as nearly as possible. An)
ttle crevices made by the sods not fitting the holt
xactly, are to be well closed with part of the earth
coming out of this hole, and the rest of this earth is

be crumbled close around the young cedar. The
i with the young cedar is to be taken up as deepi)

as possible, in doing which the spade ought to be
Iriven perpendicularly into the ground, on three
ides of the young cedar, but aslant on the fourth, so

as to cut the tap root of the young cedar, lest in rai-

sing the sod, this tap root should hold the cedar, and
so loosen its roots. The smaller the cedars arc, the

better. 1 hey are to be planted in two rows, oiii

each side of the bank of a dilch, two feet apart

orchards. This process has the appearance of being
troublesome by being particularly described, I. tit ex-
perienre has taught me, that live fences coi.-sume

uch less labuui (and they consume no wood) than
ad. 1 was obliged to repeat much of Arator, to

nder a very few new -dtas comprthtnsible.
For ten years past 1 have been irj in jj a glass called
re the "highland meadow oat—the Egyptian oat
and the Peruvian grass." It is probably known

among you by some of these names. At first I was
discouraged by its growing in tussucks. But by
iwing it thick, I find it to be the best highland grass
know ; and I would sooner rtlinquish tlie red clover

than part with it. Its qualities are— to produce heavy
crops of fine hay in strong land—to bear drought

;r than any other grass—to live in land where red
clover perishes, and to afl'ord to it cover, and vege-
table matter— to bear grazing well—to adliere long
to ihe land—and to vield both good seed and good
hay at the same cutting. The greatest defect 1 have
perceived, is a propensity to shed its seed whilst yet
green. Tins is only to be waiched and remedied by

ing it at the proper juncture for the sake of se-

curing sted It is an excellent grass to be sow n with
red clover, by rendering the hay more easy to be
cured It may be sown with oats or wheat, or alone,

s power of resisting drought, and preference of
high land, and capacity of existing in sandy soils,

seems to aiiapt it for North Carolina and Virginia

ave given its character to induce your society to

; it a trial Lest jou may not have it, a few seeds
inclosed ;

planted this spring and properly nursed,
they will be a stock equal to that which has furnish-

d me wiih many bushels. This grass for high, and
the red top for low land, are likely I think with us to

prove more valuable than tlie red clover and timothy.

Perhaps the bookstores may afl'ord some new agri-

cultural books, but being old, retired, and not con-
ersant w ith them, no knowledge of any such have
leached me. I remain, sir, your most oL'dt servant,

JOHN TAVLOU.

UL'SBANDMEN akd the honour iaid to
AtatlCLlLTUKE in CHINA

From Aavurttle, Le Comte, l)u Hattle, &c.
1 ht Husbandmen in China, as to rank, are prefer-

ed to Jlerchants and Mechanics. They are endowed
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with larifc privileges, tlieir profession being consider-

ed as the most necessary one in a state. Navarette

observes, that tlie Chinese say, that the Emperor

ought to take them iimler his particular care, and to

allow them as lurj^e pri\ ih Kes as mny be ; because all

the Empire subsists by tlu.ir labour and industry.—

Nay, i' could not subsisi without the strongest inch

nation and applicaiionoi'tht- country people that way !

China being so vastly populous, that if every inch of

arable land was sowed, as in fact it generally is
; yet

the produce would be scarce sufficient to support the

Itiultitudes of inhabitants; and tiie Empire is too ex-

tensive to have its wants that way sii|)plied from fo

reign parts, even if it kept up a correspondence wi'h

the'm. for tliese reasons it has always been one of

the chiefest cares of the goveniiiient to promote

Agriculture, by honouring Husbandmen and their

profession. With this view a festival is instituted in

honour of agriculture : and tlie Emperor liinisilt, cum
a year turns ploiighinan, in imitation, as it is sa'd, .if

the early monaichs, whose history seems to be cal

culated for the same end.

The common opinion, according to the Missioners

is, that Husbandry was first taught by S/iin-nong-

who is at this day reverenced as the mventor of so

u»i till an art; which has still gatned farther credi.

from what is related in the Uooks of their ancieni

philosophers. The emperor law, who began to reign

four hundred and eighty years after the monarcli, it

seims, set aside his own children in favor of a young
hu'bandman, whom he chose for his successor.

This choice of an Emperor out of the eoiintiy, has

inspired the Chinese with a great esteem for agricul-

ture. l'« who succeeded .S/iun, came to the throne

afl< r tht same manner. It is said, he found out th

wa^ by means of canals, to drain off' the water into

the sea, which at the beginning of the Empire over-

floued several low countries, and afterwards mad^
ust of them to render the soil fruitful. U is added

tha he wi ote several books concerning the manner of

cul Ivating land, and watering it, which induced Sh

to appoint hiin his successor, and has Contribui

n uch to raise the credit of ,\gricul;ure, as they s

it has been thought worthy the care and applicati

I fa great Prince.

Several other Emperors have expressed their zi

for this art. A'un^ f''">'S'> third monarch of the CVicto

family, caused land marks to be fixed, to prevent di

putes among the husbandmen. AVng Vinff, the twe

ty fourth of the same race, in whose reign Co^fun
was born, five hiuidred and thirty one years befo

Christ, renewed the laws that had been made for pr

muting agriculture. In a woiu, the Emperor Ven

who reigned three hundred and fifty two years afte

raised its esteem to a great pitch : for this Trim

g plays. In this manner they march to ih, Govern-

•'s palace, where they strip the cow of her orna-

ments ; and drawing out of her belly a prodigious

number of small cows made of clay, they d stiibute

them among the multitude, as well as the fragmmis
f the cow, which they break into pieces. Afterwards

le Governor makes a short discourse, recommend-
ng the care of liusbandry as one of the things most

conducive to the good of a state.

The attention of the Emperors and Mandarins to

he cultivation of the land is so great, that when de-

nities arrive at court from the Vice-lloys. the Chinese

nonarch never forgets to demand in what conditio i

h.- fields appeared to them ; and the fiillmg of a s^ a-

onable shower furnishes a proper occasion forvisii-

iig a Mandarin, to compliment him thereupon —
'^very year, in spring, which falls in February, thi.

Emperor (according to the ancieni custom) goes hinj.

self, in a solemn manner, to plough a few ridges of

I, in order to animate the Husbandmen by his ovv

mple ; and the Mandarins of every city [lerfin-m

ceremony, which is as follows—The tribunal ot

perci ivmg that his ntry

to engage his subjects to cultivat

an example himself, by ploughir

ing to his palace : which obligi

gentlemen of his cou he sa

It is
'

,.ht ih.

led
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any order; bul when it lias shot about a loot, or afoot aclly with those in liii- axle-trer ol the drum, turn the

and an half hi^h they pluck it np hy tlie roots ; and^Biachine with a ureal deal of ease,

makinp it into a sort of small sheaves, plant it by aj When a canal is to be cleansed, which often hap.

line, and chcckerwise ; to the end, that ears, resting pens, it is divided at convenient distances, by dikes:

upon each other may stand more firmly, and resisland every neighbouring village, being allotted its

the winds. I!ut, before the rice is transplanted, they share, the I'easants immediately appear with theu-

level the land, and make it very smooth, after the Cliiin Kngines, whereby the water is conveyed fro'hi

following manner : having ploughed th;: ground ilirce one to the other : this labour, though painfid is soon
or four times successively, always to the ancles in tniled, by means of the multitudes of li-inds. In

water, they break the clods with the head of their some pans, as the province of Fo-hyen, the moun-
locks; then, by the help of a wooden machine (onjlains, though not very high, are coniiguous and with

which a man s'ands uprieht, and guides the buftalo scarce anv vallies beiween : yet they are all cuhivat-
y the help of a wooden machine (onilain

ds upright, and guides the buftalo scar

ed by the' art which the Husbandmen have to convcv

ater from one to the other through pipes made
of Rambn.
To this surprising industry of the Husbandmen, is

owing that great plenty of grain and herbs, that reigns

(;hina above all other regions. Notwithstanding
licli, the land hardly suffices to support lis inha-

bitants i and one ma.y venture to say, that to live com-
fortably they have need of a country as large again.

After all, the Husbandmen are generally poor peo
pie, and have but a small parcel of land each. The

is for the Landlord to have one half the

pay all taxes ; the Husbandman has the

other half for his pains.

that draws it) they smooth the earth, that the

may be every where of an equal height ; insomuch
that the plains seem more like vast gardens than
open fields.

The mountains in China are all cultivated; but
sees neither hedges nor ditches nor scarce any I

so fearful they are of losing an inch of ground,
is very agreeable to belujld, in some places, plains

three or four leagues iiv length, surrounded with hills

and mountains, cut from bottom to top, into terraces

three or four feet high, and rising one above another,

sometimes to the number of twenty or thirty. I'hese

mountains are not generally rocky, as those in Europe,
the soil being light and porous, and so easy to be cut

in several provinces, that one may dig three or four

hundred feet without meeting with the rock. When
the mountains are rocky the Chinese loosen the

stones, and make little walls of them to support the

terraces ; they then level the good soil and sow ii

witli grain.

They are still more industrious. Though in some
provinces, there ate barren and uncultivated moun
tains, yet Ihe vallies and fields which separate then
in a vast number of places, are very fruitful and wel

cultivated. The Husbandman first levels all the un
rcjtial places that are capable of culture. He then

divides that part of the land, which is on the sarr

level, into plots ; and that along the edges of tl:

vallic!, which is unequal, into stories in form of a

amphitheatre : and as the rice will not thrive wilhoi

w:-ier, they make reservoirs, at propor distance
and diiiTerent heights, to catch the rain and the water
which descends from the mountains, in order to d:

tribute it equally among their nce.plots ; either by
latting it run down from the reservoir to the plots be
low, or causing it to ascend from the lower reservoii

to the highest stories.

For this purpose they make use of certain Hydran
lie Engines, which are very simple, both as to theii

make and the manner of playing them. It is com
posed of a chain made of wood resembling a chaplet

or pail- of beads, strung as it were with a great num
ber of fiat boards, six or seven inches square, anc

placed parallel at equal distances. This chain passes
through a square lube or gutter : at the lower end
whereof is a smooth cylinder or barrel, whose axis is

fixed in the two sides : and to the upper end is fas

tcned a sort of drum, set round with little boards tc

answer those of the chain, which passes round both
it and the cylinder : so th.at when the drum is turned,
the chain turns also ; and, consequently, the lower
end of the gutter or tube being put into the water
and the drum-end set to the height where the watei
is to be conveyed, Ihe boards filling exactly tin

c;ivity of the tube, must carry up a continual sirean
^o long as the machine is in motion; which is per
J'ormcd in three ways :—1st. \Mth the hand by means
of one or two handles applied to the ends of the
of the drum.—2d. With the feel, by means of cer
large wooden pegs, about half ;t fool long, set round
the axle-tree of tlie drum for that purpose. These
pegs have great Icngush heads, rounded on the out-

.side, for applying the soles of the naked feel ; so tha
i^ne or more men, may with the greatest ease put thi

engine in motion, cither standing or setting; their
hands being employed all tlie while, the one "holding
an umbrella, and the other a fan.—3d. By the assist

ance of a buftalo, or some other animal made fast to ;

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Sir,—You commence your American Farmer <

iig.ist 18lh, with a report by Mr. Webb Hall, wl

uigines he proves that agriculture is sacrificed to

aniifactures ; and who endeavours to prove, that the

glier the price of grain the greater the prosperity of

e nation.—There was long a contest whether the

mind operated upon the body, or the body on the

, and at length it is decided, that the body in-

fluences the brain, and the brain the body. The price

n depends upon the number of mouths, and the

capability to pay for food, without manufactures, ship-

s, sailors, &c. the cultivator could not be paid
grain. Wheat cannot be imported into fireat

Britain until the price exceeds 80 shillings perquar
hillings per bushel—and yet the farmers

complain of low prices, high rents, tythes, taxes and
poor rates ruin the farmer; and as the manufactures
ecline in consequence of rivalship in France, &c.

prices of grain must fall, as the quid pro quo cannot

he given. In this country grain is low, because wt
ant consumers—if there were more m.anuractures,

e should have more to receive in exchange tor food

;

) man can produce without benefiiing society, there-

fore all industry should be encouraged—The general

argument in vogue is, if plenty of food be produced it

11 be cheap, and labour will be cheap, and capital

II go into manufactures; capital is here vaguely ap-

plied.—Suppose there be no money in a nation—how
land to be converted into manufactures ! Land has

been always first cultivated, because it is a capital

given by our Creator. Agriculturalists at first culti'

.ated the soil only for their own subsistence, a super
Unity was given, which were useless if manHfactures
had not been introduced—a horse-shoe, a plough, i

barn, a road, cloth, candles, &c. are manufaclures.-
If a nation has capitals in old established factories

vested in buildings, machinery, &c. the possessor;

afford to receive a trifling interest on their fixed

capitals, and if labour be cheap by surplus popu!
they can afford to glut foreign markets and to cheek
rising manufactures. In this case as a farmer 1 say

that it is the interest of agriculturists to have maiiu
factures protected by all legal means. The situation

of farmers in Great Uritain bears no similitude to ou
situation—as the price of grain rises, they have
monopoly fund, there not being more land to culti

vate ; but when the surplus population cannot obtai

employ, they must fall on the I'arish and the farmer
must support them.
The Kdinburg Kevicwers, attribute the great popu

lation in England to manufactures, which by giving

ploy to women and children encourage marriages.
great wheel, about four yards in diameter, placedjThis consequence cannot be objected to here,
horizontally. Hound ita circumference are fixed a! Mr. Mehb's calculations of the superiority of the
great number of i:e!;s or teeth ; wliich tallying ex- amount of money received for .^gl•icuUure, does not

convince me that agriculture should be partially en-
iged : we farmers find ourselves actually dis-

tressed by low prices, which will not rep.ay the ex-
pen.se of cultivation. We are deeply interested in

he promotion of manufactures, the subject is most
intimatelyconnectf d with that of agriculture.—I hope

will not exclude the essays of farmers who en-
or to demonstrate that willioutdomestic manufac-
i they will be ruined. Pardon me for suggesting

tliat you seem to me to be biassed against manufac-
rather to view them as irrelevant ; you cer-

tainly are not to admit details about machiiie'ry ; but
who endeavours from his own conviction to

demonstrate, that without manufactures in this coun-
try, farmers must continue in distress, deserves a cor-
ner in your very useful and widely circulating paper.*

* jVote bii the Editor.—If we be not mistaken in the
person of our correspondent, he is one of the most
lionesi, liberal and zealous men alive.—We are sorry
therefore, even to suspect that he could entertain any
doubt of our impartiality in the discussion and treat-

ment of a great question of national policy—Our ob-
ject we repeat, is that the Farmer shall attain by a
decent and enlightened discussion, the best under-
standing of his true interests—a portion of our Journal
is at the service of those whose studies and attain,

ments quali'y and dispose them to conduct this dis-
cussion. All we ask, is that the combatants shall ob-
serve temperance and moderation—both as to the
quantity and quality of what they write. There is,

e conceive, no necessity to apologise to the readers
f this Journal, who are generally speaking, practical

farmers, for the admission of essays—the object of
hich is to prove the policy of encouraging domestic

manufactures by higher duties on imported articles

—

for, on which side soever it may be found, it is the
farmers interest to arrive at the truth ,- and truth in a
question like this, where so many men are of so many
minds, is only to be elicited by a comparison of the
reasoning and opinions of enlightened men, who take
diffei-eiu views of the subject—this is not the age for

men to take opinions by prescription, and swallow
dogmas in religion or politicks, as we do pills about
which we know nothing, except what the Dr. tells us.

We take this occasion however to observe, upon
the course pursued by other Editors generally, and
especially in the seaport towns—When the very volu»

minous essays prepared in a systematic form by the
Iricnds of domestic manufactures were put forth—

-

there seemed to be no difficulty in having them in-

serted in almost every paper in the union. They were
diffused throughout the country You could not
unfold a newspaper for many months that you did
not see one or more of the links in the long chain of
argument Vv-hich had been wrought by the concerted

labours of the friends of protecting duties—Now to

this we have no objection to offer—on the contiary,

as they were serious appeals to the understanding of
the nation on an important question, we should say

the wider the diffusion the better—" give us but
light," say the people and wewilljudge for ourselves

but mark ! 1 iXj" Why have not the opposite views
of the question, presented in the memorials and re-

ports by the Agricultural and Commercial classes,

been disseminated with equal freedom through the

same channels ? Many dutli; Journals in our seaport

towns, wherein sufficient room was made to give
place to the long series of long essays in favour of
manufactures, cannot find room now for the Kich-

mond and other memorials against higher piolecling

duties. 'I'hey would come in to the exclusion of too

much precious news about the Queen of England, the

King of Spain, the Emperor of Kussia, and other vir-

tuous, pacific and pious potentates, friends of peace,
" liberty and .\merica."

'Ihe one-sided course here mentioned, which has
been pursued by the netaspapers generally speaking—
might seem to justify us in reserving this Journal as

a weapon of defence for the use of the advocates of
the plough—but this retaliatory course would not

comport either with our own views, nor witU the
vvishcs of those for whose benefit this Journal was
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Your Editorial remarks on Mr. Hall's report, in

duced ine thus to address you, the internal policy o

Great Britain in respect to ag-rieultiire and manufac

tares, cannot have comliicled that indastnous and en

terprising- nation to famine and despair ,- I'or bjtli are

flourisliinjj ; tlie taxes, state creditors, hirg-e armies

and navies, and poor rates, are too heavy to be borne

a wise protection of all internal industry has hitherti

enabled the nation to supjiort the superincumbeni

weiglu heaped upon it by wars of ambiiion—all tht

world has been astonished. Other nations are pnrsu

ing the internal policy of Great liritain, and her mo
nopoly of manufactures is broken. Were she to ad

mit our wheat, her farmers would be ruined ; if the

monopoly of the grain market be continued to ag

culturists, her manufactures must decline; and if her

manufactures decline, her farmers cannot be paid

usual for food. These United Stales have too many
producers and too few consumers—could a por

cultivators become manuf.icturers, or if we could

have retained manufacturers from abroad, who hav<

been driven back, and if we had encouraged the emi

gration of more—farmers would not now be penny

"less. ^l-

Having published tlie remarks of Melibceus, ii

the following extract from the private letter of ano

ther correspondent, we present another view of the

picture.
" Your paper is important to agriculture, as a faith

fill source of agricidlural art and science ; but I deem
it vastly more important, as a medium for the commu-
nicalion of correct infnrmution, to the farming inter-

est relative to llieir political rights and interests. They

require information on those points ; and it is also

necessary for them to know the sovereign strength oi

their elective influence ; and to be enabled to act in

concert, as those minor classes do, that have so long

oppressed this great, prominent, and important inter-

est of our country. I am confident, that millions have

already been sacrificed to this nation, by the unjust

oppressions of agriculture, and instead of deriving

revenue from import duties, which the farmers have

the greater part to pay, with an additional per cent,

to the shipper, wholesale and retail merchants. 1

would greatly prefer making our seaports the empori-

ums of the world, by taking off all import duties, and

thus inviting the trade of the whole world to sell then-

merchandise, and compete for our great agricultural

products. We as an agricultural people should buy

at the lowest prices the articles we wanted, and sell

our produce at tlie highest price ; for foreign ships

would take back a return cargo, if they only realised

one per cent, rather than return empty ; and thus

agriculture would flourish beyond calculation, by re-

calling the labourers from less important avocations,

and possessing the means of permanent and valuable

improvements, I would prefer a direct tax for the

support of the national government, (in lieu of im-

port duties,) imposed on real and personal estate and

on the capital of other avocations, as far as ascertain-

able. The pre-eminence of agriculture would then be

evident to our government, and the nation and the

vorld ; and agriculturalists would then receive pro-

per attention from government—and tlie clamonr ol

other classes he silent for ages. But, alas ! this is too

much to hope for."

TOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.
,Mr. Siinner,

What we call smut in wheat is increasing in a very

alarming degree, ard it is the duty of every one to

endeavor to check its progress.

1 find in Duhamel's Elements of Agriculture, Vol.

1. page 274, a very long chapter on the distempers of

corn, in which he has closely investigated the sub-

ject—he calls the disease we complain of Carbon, or

bnrnt grain, and particularly distinguishes it from

established.—Let the investigation be free and liberal

not interfering with private feelings nor excluding
by their number or length practical esset/s, and we
and our subscribers will be content.

sjtiit, whicli 1 sometimes have heard called i/asf— ca-ials and rivers. -\t present, the access to the Seats
however the name is of no consequence. of Improvements is so difficult, as to give the public

.Mr. Duhamel and Mr. TiUet made a variety of e.\-no fair chance of the competition necessary to the duo
periments on the subject, and although they could and cheap completion of its works. At the time the
not ascertain the cause, they were satisfied that llie Jii st work was done in Columbia, S. C. (in 1818) corn
ilisease was communicated by the dust of the disiem- was at 150 to 200 cents per bushel, and bacon from
pered grain, and by clearing the' seed wheat of tl

black grains, as well us possible, and wasliing

such steeps as they recommended, their crops were
not very materially injured. This is a fatal disease,

preading far and wide, and must if possible be

20 to 25 cents per lb. while at the same time, m
-Vlecklenburgh, N. C. tliey were selling at half the
price. The obvious remedy would have been to have

menced a road from llie source of supply so that
the prices in the respective places should have equali.

checked. The remedy is perhaps within the reach of zed, and thousands of dollar

every one, and if you can find room in tlie Farmer,
for Uuhamel's chapter on the distempers of ^'ram,

you will I think render service to those who wish in-

formation. Duhamel's Elements, is a book perhaps
not to be found in every library, but the chapter is

also in .Mills' Husbandry, vol. 2, page 381, as taken
tVom Duhamel. 1 would transcribe the chapter if il

was not so lung, and not doubting that you have the

book, or can readily procure it in Baltimore. 1 will

ask you to look at it soon, and if it meets your appro-
bation, notice it in the Farmer.

Kespecling the benefit of washing grain for seed,

I can speak with some confidence, and will relate a

circumstance proper to connect with the subject of

.his address.

Some years ago I had procured some seed oats of

1 very superior quality, and continued to sow them
"or several years, the only objection to tlieni was,
.hat they had too many blasted heads, (.Mr. Uulianiel

ivould say smutty heads ;) this disease continued to

ncrease, until sometimes the dust was oilensive

hose who secured the crop. Our crop in parlicul;

vas so much infected, that the cradlers were iiearl)

IS black as colliers. I cut that crop when rather toe

green to lie up and shock, and let them lie wiihou

g, to cure i before they were sutticiently dry to

a heavy rain fell, and 1 was obliged

and the rain so invariably succeeded llj

ing, ihat 1 believe 1 turned them four or five times

before they were sufficiently cured to stack.

consequence was that 1 had clean grain, but little ot

1 seeded this same oats the next season,

though I sought for, I could not find any blasted

eads i I continued to sow the same kind scvt

years afterwards without being injured by the bl

jldl
: been saved

.

[We are very solicitous that this subject, the

n wheat, should be thoroughly investigated,

)nce more invite the assistance and co-operalion ol

)ur correspondents and friends. In subsequi

numbers we shall offer the chapters referred to

Uuhamel, with extracts from such oiher au.honl
at hand as may appear to be relevant and useful. In the

mean time as not a moment is to be lost, we take Ih

opportunity of acquainting our subscribers that i

the progress of the tour lately made by the EdiK
through the upper counties of Virginia, he was a;

ed by several gentlemen farmers of great iniell

gence and experience that they fully confided, after

trial, in the efficacy of lie used as a steep for seed
leat, to guard the product against the smut.]

The Editor's absence prevented an earlier attention to

the follovimg.

Camden, S. C. 4th Sept. 1820.
Mr. Siinner,
You must permit me to correct an error or two in

your publication ofmy communication of the 4th July
—As to the price of Bricklaying in the Southern

converted myjive into a two. It isfve
(sometimes more) dollars per thousand. The v/ords

to" (line 2, p. 176) should not at all appear.
I will now thank you for your attention and hope to

make my MS. more legible, if 1 should again intrude
yself on your notice. I would disclaim the idea of

laying violent hands on Rivers and Canals." Clear
and form them, if yon can ; but, as we know there is

no-w a scarcity r,f water for nearly two thirds of the

year, open your roads in the first instance, if it be on-

ly to accommodate those who are to work on your

•• une fourth," observes a late Salisbury, N.C. paper,
" and frequently one third of ihe labour of the Uowan
Farmer is consumed in getting his produce to mar-
ket." You ask " how a drain can be useful in an arid
soil, and a river be useful for that purpose >" You
iiave overlooked my 1'. S. and forgotten that I spoke
of the a-idity of the Southern States compared with
the humidity of Great Britain. I siil', at least in the
greater number of instances, do but view rivers as
great natural drains.

However, this as well as other subjects tending to
the public welfare is aHoat—the ball has received its

impulse, and in the main, will go on well, although
many blunders will be committed. In the correction
of these, your paper, still 1 believe (at least it is in
this quarter) increasing in circulation, will hold an
honorable station. Permit me to refer you, and your
readers, to liees' Encyclopedia, Philadelphia edition,
article Slaihmn, vol. uO, part GO—plate 4, (for models
of road) Canals.

You speak of rivers :;i)d canals as " the best and
cheapest within use of all possible highways," I wilt
not go into tlie subject, but rei'cr you to tlie actual
state ot land and water carriage in Great Britain. I
believe 1 could make an equally good use of France,
>vere I to add her experience in support of my opinion.
Oliver Evans was with me. A host in himself in either
Theory or Practice—Precept or Example.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.

A CAMDONIAN.
P. S. Amidst the abundance of Patents taken out

last winter, there was one " for a Columbian Level,
or improved Railw.ay, by a .Mr. Charles Willi.ams of
Uichmond. Is it gone like thousands of others, to tha
" Tomb of all the Capulels ?" He would now h.ave a
fine opportunity of testing his experiment, in a road
at present, (from this town to its boat landing on the
water,) on nearly level ground. Us length does not
e.vceed two miles.

From the Lang-hland Star.

THE Li) CT3ST TSIE¥.

,

I have seen a piece in thy piiper on the sub-
ject of raiiin',' l.ociist Tices, which has been
• opied in otb.er papers. I have had some ex-
perience in this article—and if my observations
-ire (bought to be worth attention, thou art at

liberty to give them an insertion in thy paper ;

and perhaps it may prevent disappointment
wish those that may be influenced by the other
publicaion on the subject.

I planted the seed of Locust some years
since, and they flourished for five or sis years,
dfter which an insect attacked them and de-
stroyed thousands of the trees. I then cut
them off by the ground, and in one year they
grew again from six to seven and eight feet

—

t owing to the insects they are now turning
yellow.

I made an experiment on the natural locust
of the country that does not bear seed. I set
out about an acre taken from a grove of this

kind ; and although adjoining a piece of the
^eed locust, ihey are fresh and grecDj and
thrive remarkably well.
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jCC s lu
J
evtinuall)

I think ihe common
It is ijoaiible lliJi llic

leave the seed locust—

:

locust moic certain, foi I have observed laigt

trees ol t.iC st-ed kind to be very rough am
sickly.

Th;;re is so difficuhy in propagating these

trees. By setting them out like an oici'arii

and keeping the ground under constant ullage

they will sprod rapidly, in case the cattle .md

sheep are kept out fur a few years ; and as sooi:

as the trees are out of the reach of the stock

the land will afTuid abundance of sweet pasture.

Any person h.ning a small piece of l<icust,

or even a few trte^, l)y cu ting them otV and

fencing it, nuy plant the ground wiin potatoes,

which by tilling foi- one year and keeping the

gruuhd mclloiv, will furnish a constant yearly

supply of young trees, and will increase on hi-,

hands in rapid piogrcssion.
./ L'jTiif-IUund I'arrner.

Clover and Orchard Grass Seed—
(jUiinlity jier ucrf, and common firice fur

bu.'.hil.

Ri.spECTED Friend.—Over the signaluie

of a I'armer, coninuinicating to thee, fron

Fredericksburg, under date of the 20ih of Jul}

I observe inquiries made concerning Clove

and Orchard Grass Seed, in liiy paper o

the 1st instant,— io which 1 give in reply

as the result of my experience— First, thert

should be six quaits of Clover Seed sovvr

to the acre for mowing ; for pasture, 4 quart;

is sufficient—the mist appiovt,d lime fur sow

ing in this slate, is fioni the middle of the 3,

moo'h (March) till the 20th of 4th niu. ti

(April) though some few farmers sow witi

their whe it in the fall se.ison—at the same pe

riods. Orchard Grass is usually sown, and ii

requires three pecks to one bushel per acre

which is found to be sufficient to yield a 1u.»;ij-

riant pasture, coming earlier md remaimny
later than any other wc have amongst us.

My observation and some experience, ha;

proved it most udvan:ageous, to mix those seed;

for pasture lands, reducing tht Clover to foui

(juarts, and the O: ch ird Grass to h.df a bushe

per acre; the Clover will come forward first

and by the second year the Orchard Grass will

take the lead.

Those seeds are kept in their season by tht

subscriber, and heretofore I have sold the Oi

chard Gruss at five dollars at retail, four dol

lars by large qi;aniitics, and Clover at nine tc

ten ; but the prices of those aceds, are ahvay

governed by their being in abundance, oi

scarce, and will of course vaiy accirdingly.

Respectfully thy friend,

Kl.Y ISAI.UKRSTON,
No. 61, Siiiiths' Wharl

FOR THE AMEKleAN TARMEr..

I'KOUUCK Ol' L.\NI) IN FL\X.
Cecil Cuunly, near EUtan, Sept. 1820.

i»iR.SKINNEn,
SIK,—On the iilh of March last, -I sowed Iwenti

eiRlil quarts of Klax-Seed oyer two acres of lund

wiilioul any manure of any kind ; the flax has beet

pullt'l and rolled, has an excellent coat, from a fail

calcuLition tin re will he 45U to 500 lbs.—also fioir

.the same, J2 IjusluU.of clean seed.

(lu iliink tile abo
ed in your paper

account wo.thy of be-

you have the liberty of

A YOUNG FAUMKU.

Tq make Portable Balisfor removinif a/iols

from Cloihvs in geiu ral.

Take fullers' earth, perfectly dried, so thai

ciumbles into a powder, moisten it with the
clear juice of lemons, and add a small quantity
ol puie pearl ashes ; then work or knead the
hole carefully together, till it acquires the

consisience of a thick elastic paste, form it in

I eoijvenient small balls, and expose them to

le heal of the sun, in which they might to be

couipleiely dried. In ibis slate they are fit fn
u^e in the manner following :"first nmisien th.

s|>ot on your clothes wuh wa;er, then rub ii

with Uie ball just dosciibed, and suffer it again

o dry in ine sun ; after having washed tht

.pot Willi pure waiei, it will entirely dis .ppe..r.

VJR.VISH I'OH FURAITURE.
To one part of virgin's while w^ix, add eigh;

pans of oil of petroleum, lay a slight coat ol

this mixture on the wood, wiih a badgers brusi.

while a lille warmed. The oil will ihen er.-

,K)raie and Ic.ive a thin coat of wax, whie..

should afici wards be polished with a coais^

woolen cioi!;.

TO DESTUOY J.VTS.
Ants that frequent houses or guldens, ma)

be desiiiiyi.d by taking tlower ol brimsione hall

i-"i':i.'l. in.; [i'r-,ish four ounces ; set them in

11 n I . . ;;ii, p.'.ii over the fi:e tilldisaol

i.i i.ii.i rniuil ; aleiwardsbcat tbem to a pow
r, and infuse a liitle of this powderin waiei,

d wherever you sprinkle it, the anis will d'

or lly the place.

means oj subsistence itself, hiuI leaving leisure for tlie

improvement of the mind and the refinement of the
moral faculties, thus elevates the social above the
barbarities and abjeclnessof savage life—the Plough
may be said to lay the foundation of the social edifice,
and without its fruits, whence should we derive the
commodities of commerce, or the refinements and
pleasures corporeal and mental, that follow in her
train > In our next, wiih a view to show the estima-
tion in which agriculture is held in modern times in
naiion wiih whose policy we are more familiar, we
lall commence the publication of the account of the
St Agricultural festival, at Mr. Cuke's in Kngland.

(Cj=- We are assured thai the Capes in Chickens,
may be cured by dippintr a feather in oil of VVormseed
iiid thrusting it in the throat of the Chicken afiiicted.

(Ej" Our agricultural friends are again reminded,
(hat the next meeting of the Agricultural Society of
.Mai > land, will take pUace at the Pavilion Gardens in
Ihis City, on V\ tdnesday and Thursday the lUh and
12tli dxys of next month—as more particularly stated
111 the last number of the Farmer. An opportunity
will nftc-i- of purchasing some of Mr Barney's cele-
1)1 Hcd Bakewell Sheep; and it is expected that all
tanners, who can make it convenient will bring for
i-\liibei<,n any Live Stork, or other prodnctiuns of
ihi'i hirnis, v.hicli may be in any degree remarkable
iLM I lull- giii>,i i|u.aitjes. It will be a jfood opportu-
i.iu tur ihc- imxiuuis of Agricultural Machinery to
..xii.bii tlic til. lis of iheir genius and labours The

ii; rent l.ilnwib uf papers in Maryland would do a
Ml lOc li\ i.iiiiiig iniblic attention to this meeting.
W > nia\ \. 1 IK, I hope in a short time to have Agri-
ijiiuial I air.s liL-re, equally numerous and productive
of public benefit, as those held annually at Boston
lid elsewhere ; where thousands assemble and where
Ik best of every thing in the agricultural line may be
e^nand bought.

"mm WAMmMu^
li.VLTl.MORE, FUID.VY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1820.

Cy In regard to the ess.ay signed "A Maryland
Farmer"—we find ourselves in a very awkward di-

lemma. It was put amongst other papers, into ihe

Is of the Kditor, on his return from a tour through
upper counties of Virginia, undertaken for the

restoration of his health. Finding it hnig, and wish-

to peruse it attentively, he took it home to his

dwelling, where by some mischance it has been mis-

laid, and tills awkward apology, is the only one that

can in truth be made to the author. "MELiBnius"
ever, in this number upholds the same side of the

question, and " A Maryland Farmer" may be assur-

ed, that if by repealed and dilig«nt searches his es-

say in reply to " K Virginia Farmer" can be found.it

shall be pul>lished. Perhaps the author has the rough
copy—as the Editor has been accused of being a

i,'ain5t the advocates of higher protecing duties, he

feels the more embarrassed and mortified at having

mislaid an argtimtnt prepared by such a r.spectable

and able supporter of that side of tlie question. A;

an Kdilor, and for truth's sake, he wishes to give fail

play to both sides.

(Ij=-\Ve are indebted to a highly valued cotrespon

dent for the communicalion going to show the honors

paid to the Plough in »:luna-r-and most assuredly if

.ill) calling deserves more than another the homage
and gratitude of society, it is that which provides th

Genercil Post OJ?ce —TUe number of Post Offices
in the United Slates is four thousand eight hundred
ind tinny, and the length of post roads is 71,522
nules. ihe amount of post;ige for the year 1819 was
S|,~^J4,68U

; the cost of transportation of the mail
b?'l'',Siji and the compensation of Postmasters
gjr5,964.

Present Prices of Produce in this Market.
AcUial prices of grain the present week—Best

White Wheat, 9U to 95 cts— IJo. Red, 85to86cts
Uo. Yellow Corn, 45 cti. Do. White do. 42 to 43—
Hay, per ton §18—Straw, do. §7-Oats, 25 to 28
c s —Ry e, 40 CIS—Flour, from the wagons §4 75
Whiskey, from do. 34 to 35cts

—

Butter per lb. 31
cts— F.GGS, per doz. 18^ cts—Ve al, per lb. 6 to 8 cts.

La.mb, per quarter 37i to 62i cts.

—

Cod Fish, per
quintal §3 to S3 50—N. England Beans, per bushel,
retail, SI—Oo Black eye Peas, perdo. gl-Beef,
prime pieces, 8 to lOcts—Chickens, per doz.§2 50
to gJ— Potatof.s, 37i !0 50 cts—Tar §2— ''cr
pen une. suft, S^-5—Spirits, do. 35 cts—Pitch
S2 50-Rosin, g-'-Lard, U to 12 cts—Bacon,
lio.i; round. 8 cts—Shat, No. 1, trimmed, new, g7

—

While Beans, gl i!5—Peas, Black-eye, 65 cts—
Shingles, best. Deep Creek, g8

—

Ship and Floor-
ing Pi.ank, §26-London White Lead, g4 25—
American do. go 75— Boiled Oil gl 37i-—Feath-
ERS, 50 to 6vJ cts—Cot ion, 18 to 20 cls—Mary-,
land Tobacco, the only sales that we have been able
to obtain an account of, i.^ 2 hhds. from Patuxent, I

crop at, gS— 1 second at gS-Virginia Tobacco, lit-

n market, and no demand for it.

Printed every Friday at gfrper annum, for JOHN S.

SK.INNE1!, Editor, by .fosepU fiobiiisan, at the

N. W. corner of Market and Belvidere streets,

Baltimore, where every description of Hook and
Job Printing is executed. Orders from a distance

for Printing and Binding, with proper directions,

promptly attended to.
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AGRICULTURE.
From the J.ondon Farmer s Journal.

HOLKALM GRAND ANNUAL
S\\eep Shearmg MeeVmg, 5ke.

Tliis noble and useful festival commenced on Mon
day last, the 3d inst. and notwitlistanding the wetness
of the morningf, a very numerous field of horsemen
joined Mr. Coke and his friends from the Hall to

"commence the business of the day, according to the

arrangement previously made, winch stood in thi

printed bills delivered to the company, thus : "Exhi
bition of horses, pigs, implements of husbandry, and
shearing sheep at the farm premises, Longland's
spection of South Creek, Walerden, ligmere, and
Quarles Farms Dine at Holkham H
The animals and the implements will be e

ted hereafter. The novelty of the occasion was the

exhibition of horses, which were successively shew
and led off in view of his Royal Highness the

Duke of Sussex, who accompanied Mr. Coke ii

his carriage. It is with unfeigned sorrow tliat wi

state an accident which happened two or three day

before, and which prevented Air, Coke from riding

en horseback, as he always used to do, to explain

every thing to every body. He was passing a grip,

and from an unexptcted jerk of the horse and the

loose state of the s iddle, he came to the groimd and

was mucli hurt. This is the more remarkable, from

its coincidence with a sprain in the ancle received by

his Royal Hlgliiicss the Dake of Sussex about the

same time, and which it was feared would have pre-

vented the gratification the company received in his

Royal Highness's presence.

The following Noblemen and Gentlemen, with ma-
ny more, were nvf-s^fnt on the first day

—

His Royal Hij-^huess the Duke of Sussex, Prince

Totemkin (Russia) Prince Trabetzkoy (Russia,) the

Marquis of Downshire, Earl of Albemarle, Lord
AVatcrpark, Lonl Krskine, Lord Anson, Lord Kbring-

ton. Lord Lyncdock, Lord Uelawar, Hon. Mr. Kep
pel, Hon. ticorge Walpole, Hon. (;cn. Fitzriv, Hon
Mr. Thelluson, Sir Joint Sinclair, I!;ul. Sir William
llosle, Bart. G. S. Ketl, Esq. (H.ali Sh..r,:Tof Nuifolk)

^Marshall, iisq (lli;.h ShL-riirol\V»rce--.uri,lii;-e) T.

W. Coke, jun. Esq. M. P. Colonel S..-vt-r.s..u, Cinlain

EdgiU, R N. (Somersel-sliire,) C: l)i>;.,n, l';lv,;ud

Roger Pratt, E.-,q :.: Civv.ci,, M P. Mr. Piiinjle,

(Selkexihire.) - ;;ishirt-,) Mr. Wynd-
ham, \V.itsli.> . (Staiibrdshire,) G.

W. Hall, Esq ',) Mr. Rhoades, and
Mr. ToUie, (V. . :..a (ireg, Esq. (Herts,)

Robert Patle;s<';, i- -^ i: ianiore,) R. II. \V\att,

Esq. (StafTordahire) c' D-tring, E-q (.M.aai-se:;,)

Monsieur Petit (Paris,) .\ir. Owe-, (\V.i',es.> Mr. .\r,-

ilerson, (Hamburgh,) Ktv n- P, .1 ,,r l,, : : r- r.i

M. F. Rishton, Esq. EJ
derman Foster, Rev. Aj

Jun. Esq. Wm. Lukin, .

(Sheriff of Norwich.) Ail .,..>. ,^r v.ii:,-.^::,;, .

Thomas B.Beevor, Esq. ,loin, EliP.ian, Esq. (Sussex,)

A. Hammond, Esq. Kev. G. Prcs'.on, Rev. R. OJell,

Rev. G. Glover, Ktv. Henry Wilson, Rev. Wm. New
come.Rev. R. Elwin, Kev. P.Ward, A Hudson, Esq
P. A!. Case, Esq. AVin. D;ilryn\plp, Esq. Thomas
Wildmati, Esq. Lieuttnant P Ich, J ilm Foster, Eiq
(Bedfordshire.) S. Lar^:-. i. F. j. (i'.sscx,) Mr. Wal
ker (Worcesteraiiro,) •,

. .1, ar.d .!

Smithies, (Hants,) I!. ! -. s'. Tav! ir,

Mr. W. Pratt, and -Mr. . shire) M
Kimplen (Hens,) M iiire,) &[

Curteis, (Kent,) p.;r O '

.
.' '.Wales

Mr. J. Bailey and Mr. J. Maxwell, (Thorney,) Mr.. meetings, the objects of

J. S^ickney, (Holderness,) and many eminent Agri- ments in industrious pui

oulturists irom Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and various jects of charity, or associ:

gdoni.

lich are

parts ofthi

About eleven o'clock the company rode off to

Creake to view a farm only two years in the occupa-
tion of Mr Oakes, jun. The state it was in when en

ed upon was detailed to the company, and the im
provements made by the present tenant were very

great and striking ; not only for the cleanliness of

lusbandry, but for the great increase of produce

h it presented. A piece of Talavera wheat, fron

three years grass lay, autumn ploughed, and folded

attracted particular attention. It is not in the com-
a newspaper report that we can enumerate

and comment upon the various objects of field man
gement ; happily the facts are clearly presented to

le visitors, and remain on the mind as pictures,

which they may transfer to their own fields ;
—no es-

says on husbandry, useful as they are, can equal the

'mpressions made by these exhibitions; and many
)ersons to whom reading may not be a very inviting

amusement, may see here, in the book of Nature,
facts which thuy can neither overlook nor forget.

—

.\bout 3 o'clock the company returned to the Hall and
about 350 sat down to an excellent dinner.

After the cloth was drawn, Mr. Coke g.ave " Con
slitution and King." He tlien introduced the health

of the " Bishop of Norwich," with a very affectionate

and just eulogium. The Archdi:acon returned thanks
" Live and Set live."

Mr. Coke then rose, and addressed the company
on the origin and object of the meeting ; it was for

the improvement of Agriculture in all its branches,

d for that alone, that the meeting had been es-

tablished. He would not say much on the subject of

the misconstruction which had been put upon it, nor

ould he imitat-e the conduct of those who (for what
reasons he would not undertake to s.ay) had often

misrepresented the objects of the meeting. It had
never been his intention, nor had it ever been his wish,

political matters should be mixed up with the

business of the meeting. He invited to attend it men
of all parties, and it would ill become him to give of-

ce to liis visitors and friends by such a discussion

le invited persons from every part of the empire,

1 foreigners from all countries ; and surely he
jht be allowed to know that party politics could

. be welcome, nor well received, nor well under,

stood, in such an assembly. He believed he might
say, tliat some improvement had followed the institu-

tion ! that some good, and no harm, had been done

y the meetings, wliicli had been stigmatized with a

eproach which he hoped what he now avowed would
i.ally repel and remove. Mr. Cuke then alluded, in

1 llie most respectful manner, to the honour done
iiiM i)y ;lie Uuke of Sussex, and delivered an ener-

cu'.ogium on his Royal Highness's character.

.:; lil)y.d Highness the Duke of Sussex," with

i.i.Tcs tlireet This toast was received and drank
.,.1.1 t!ie utmost enthusiasm. His Royal Highness
ruse, and the desire to hear immediately subdued the

applause. I Is Royal Highness spoke as ioUows :

—

" Gentlemen, it would be extreme presumption on my
part to make a long speech in such a place, where
important instruction is both expected and prepared,

insicuciion in which I should be glad to partake, but

riuve no pretensions to bestow. 1 came here to learn j

and that I may learn, it becomes me to be silent. 1

.cannoi, however, but highly approve of the wisdom
and pro'priety of what we have just heard from my
noble friend Air. Coke. Certainly, political cavils,

cind political feelings, sometimes may be injurious to

iiprove-

, in sciencf, or in ob
s for the benefit of so.

all these cases the introduction
may do harm, or obstruct the

good, and ought therefore especially to be avoided.
In expressing my sense of the very kind and flattering

testimonies of your regard, I cannot omit to congra-
tulate the company, as a body of agriculurists, on
I he excellent spirit of these meetings. I entertain
feelings of the highest gratification in loc king on the
advances in industry and knowledge which have been
so happily promoted by the exertions of my nobl;.'

friend : his wise views, his liberal conduct, the re-

sults that are diffused, cannot fail to be highly bene-
ficial, and promise, with the prospect of permanent
peace, to issue in the greatest blessings to mankind.
Such is he, that hospitality is synonym 'us with his

nd I wish it were in my power to portray the
feelings and the esteem which such a character de-
serves. I may call him the greatest Commoner in

England (1 don't say the first Commoner, for that is

the Speaker of the House of Commons,) —1 say the
greatest Commoner; and the very county of Norfolk
partakes of his virtue and his fabcination ; for I can-
not set my foot in it (lame as I am) but I leave all

my cares behind me :—the name of the Norfolk
yeomanry carries a charm (I do not seek to account
for it at this moment,) and I no sooner come among
them but I banish sorrow, and pleasure takes posses-

my heart." The grace and afiiibility of his

Royal Highness in the delivering of this speech, were
greeted with long continued applause.

" The good use, and not abuse, of the plough."
•'The mayor ofNorwich, and prosperity to the city

."

" The Mayor, and prosperity to the town of Lynn."
" The town of Yarmouth, and may it continue to

preserve its independence."
Mr. Coke prefaced "The High Sheriff of the Coun-

ty of Norfolk," with an apology, for having omitted
due course. The High Sheriff returnedthanks.
Mr. Coke then rose, and expressed his gratification

seeing so large and respectable a meeting. He
lamen'.ed the accident which prevented him from ri-

ng with the company as formerly, to point their

attention to the particular objects of the occasion ;

' ut that necessary, and to him delightful task, had
been undertaken by his noble friend Lord .Albemarle,

and a more able and zealous friend to agricultural

mprovement could not be found. By his skill and
ingenuity he had done wonders at Quidenham ; and
had lately so changed the appearance and disguised
the quality of a tract of poor wnste, that it migitt be
now mistaken by its productions for some of tiie best

the neighbourhood. This occasioned him to

remark how erroneous, and how very unjust and in-

jurious it might be, to estimate the value of land by
ts productions, and to set a rent upon it by a given
proportion of those crops, which could not be pro-

duced but by the application of that skill and capital,

and that spirit and perseverance, which should be
encouraged by long leases and liberal terms :—this,

hough true and right in its nature, was especially

due to good managers ; the others deserved to be
charged a little more, to enliven their exertions and
sharpen their wits : but if this were not the best
mode of forcing them into the right way, the other
would certainly effect it ; for if men were not uni-

ersally awake to observation, they might yet he
guided by that which was their interest. This he
said with the greatest freedom, because it must
Isobe the interest of the landlord ; and he sincerely

egrettcd that it was not more generally received
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and acknowledged. Mr. Coke then adverted in his

handsome manner to the r,Ue of the room, which,

though large at all other tinues, was by Car too small

oJi these occasions ; and ho regretted, that on that

account he could not accommodate his friends as he

wished, lie concluded by returning to the subji

of Lord Albemarle's improvements, and giving his

Lordshifi's lieallli, wiih three times three, which

drank w itii unbounded applause.

Lord Albemarle, in returning thanks, said, it was
impossible for jiim to express his sense of tho-se

testimonies of approbation which he had the happi-

ness to receive. His hon. friend Coke had paiti

him some high compliments on his management ;

he must acknowledge that his f;»rm was in a higli

state of cultivation, since Mr. Coke said so ; for cer-

tainly he was a fit and proper judge, and a irian

whose report was not to be contradicted. Notwitli-

standing, however, he (Lord Albemarle) had very

little merit, and might escape the charge of vanity,

though he allowed the justice of his friend's praise,

for his farm was managed by a bailiff of such mer-

it, that lie could not resist the opportunity of ascri-

bing the success of his farming concerns entirely to

the talents and skill of that person. Lord Albemarle
tlien, in a strain of happy humour, adverted to the

friendly sparring whicli had been often witnessed be-

tween his Hon. Friend and himself, to the no small

diversion of the company. " For though I am sure

(said his lordship) to get the worst of it, I alw.iys

arm myself with patience, and endeavour here and
there (if there be any chance) to pick a hole in his

coat, for the credit of my observation and judgment.
On the present occasion my hon. friend has taken

another ground; he has found no fault with me;
iie has been over my farm, and has rewarded me with

such abundance of approbation, that 1 cannot in de-

cency find any fault at Holkham. But there is ano-

ther reason why I can find no fault at present with my
friend's farm, and that is, 1 have not yet seen it

:

l>ut I would not have him reckon upon my forbear-

ance : he must not think to cajole me out of roy sen-

ses, nor purchase a flattering report by the example
he has set. 'lo be serious : Gentlemen, there never

was a time when it was of more importance to shew
what land is capable of producing; the expences of

cultivation are chiefly in labour, and if inferior lands

should return to waste, what must be done witli the

people i" The Noble Lord concluded by expressing

the happiness it would give him, to shew his farm
to any of the company after the present meeting; for

an introduction to Holkham would always be a cer-

tain and sufficient passport to the hospitalities of

Quidenham.
Sir John Sinclair rose, and expressed his approba-

tion of the sentiments that had fallen from the No
ble Lord. It v.'as unnecessary for him (Sir John) to

enlarge upon the benefits of good husbandry, or the

necessity of employment ; but there was one point

of great importance to the present subject. It was
.a question that he must particularly ask, whether
ihe great improvement in the experiment alluded to

had been made without foreign manure ? He con-

ceived that great improvement yet remained to be

effected by better husbanding the manure made on

a farm ; and it required to be distinctly stated, to

prevent misconception, what part of the success

might depend upon the point in question.

Lord Albemarle explained. His Lordship observed,

that no foreign manure, nor any pulverized manure,
w-ts used ; but to prevent the possibility of mistake,

lie would recapitulate tlie whole process in a few

words. It was an old and poor sheep down,
covered in many places with ling, of which it was
cleared by ploughing and so on, but not pared and
burnt. The first crop was oats ; the second crop
was turnips, fed off : the land was tlien marled,

and prepared for turnips a second time, which
crop was grain fed ofl'; and the present crop is

v.heat, which has been estimated by its appearance
at forty bushels to the acre. J'or the sake of brevity,

he merely stated the facts, and left others to reason
upon them.

'

Sir John Sinclair was peculiarly happy to hear
such an explanation, and pronounced the experimen
to be one of great merit and importance; he would
merely notice liis satisfaction, and beg leave to give

as a toast—" The pleasure of enclosing wastes."

Mr. Coke then rose, and, in a highly appropriate

and afi'ectionate eulogium, proposed the liealth of
" Lord Erskinc ;" which was drank with three times

three, with great applause. Many of the company
remembered tlie entertainment liis Lordship artbrded

tliem two years before ; and Mr. Coke alluded to

his Lordship's agricultural studies, in a strain of hu-

mour which called up similar expectations. He (.Mr.

Coke) remembered the time when he (Lord E.) did

not know wheat from lavender, and therefore his

Lordship's improvements were the more creditable

his Lordship had also been an advocate for Merinot
but he did not know whetiier he ever kept any ; and
if he did, he should be anxious to know whether he
had them yet. Mr. Coke regretted the absence of M:
VVesterd, and some other gentlemen, from whom the

company might have received correct information

Lord Erskine rose to return thanks. His Lord-
ship began, by observing that his Hon. Friend per-

formed every thing by plan and system, but he
thouglit that there was some error, or hardship, in

the present instance. His Hon. Friend knew very
well the importance of a suitable rotation of crops,
but did not appear to consider that there might be
advantages or propriety in a suitable rolation oftoasts
" Here am I (said his Lordship;) held up as an exam,
pie in agricultural knowledge, but the instances are

no proofs of my judgment ; and 1 am placed next in

rotation to my Lord Albemarle, where I cut as good
a figure as acrop of thistles where you ought to have
wheat. To mend the matter, my Hon. Friend has
cumplimenled me on the subject upon wliich I am ig-

noi-am, or, at least, what 1 know of it best is, that it

is the moit ineiiiaustible source of industry, and fund
oTnational riches. 1 will, therefore, take up my brief
from tl;e good report of Mr. Curwen, happy to hear
and to believe that enlightened minds, and competent
skill and capital, can turn the labour of men's hands
to the means of advantage and happiness to all. When
I look round this noble domain, I see that which
makes noble men honoured, and labourers contented;
1 see encouragement that puts the machine in mo-
tion ; I see mutual confidence—good understanding

—

liberal covenant—capital—skill—and rewardfir siill

ur.d capital; and this it is that makes men busy
and successful—that promotes employment, good
morals, and public prosperity. It has been said, and
I think said in a mistaken sense, that labour is a
curse :—if so, it would be considered as happy if so-

ciety coidd do without it ; but then men must be very
different beings from what they are, and from what it

appears they were. The first man was placed where
lie h.ad nothing to do ; where the soil, untitled, pro.
duced spontaneously all the necessaries and all the
enjoyments of life, agreeable to his tlien nature and
wants ; he knew of agriculture no more than \ do ;

he had no occasion for industry—he was idle—and
mischiif broke in vpon him .' It is just the same
now, and has been ever since,—that idleness leads to

vice and misery ; and from all that we see, and all

that we know, it appears not only that employment
is necessary to man, but that labour is a blessing, and
not a curse ! Well then, if men must be employed,
and ought to be employed, what must they do '.

They cannot all weave stockings, and muslins, and
cloth ; or make watches and trinkets : we have had
persons advising us to let the land, or good part of

it, go back to a state of nature—to wastes and fox.

covers, and lo get from foreigners the bread upon
which the people of this country should subsist.

Gentlemen—There is a very large building called the

New Hedlam, which I never pass without a sigh :—
1 hope it is not full ; nor do I know whether all the

people get there who are most worthy of such a pro

vision ; but 1 do think that the people 1 have just

alluded to have a striking claim to that national

charity, and I wonder that their best friends don't

apply to tbe statute, and place them in a receptacle

adapted to their unhappy case. They say we should
havc/ree trade .- no doubt but this is best for all na-
tions who are on equal terms, but otherwise it is sheer
madness, and deserves no consideration from reason-
able men. Gentlemen,—I should be thought to over-
step the precise line of my duty, were I to expatiate
on the causes of that difference which makes free
trade impracticable with us ; but it is necessary to
state the fact, although 1 do not dwell upon the cause.
Observe that I should not be understood to provoke
any evil imputation, or couple pohtical discussions
with the matter in hand. 1 may explain my notion
in this by a short anecdote :—A gentleman, whose
name w.as Caaivell, was ajlJressed by a friend, who
said, " Sir, if the O. were taken from your name, it

would be as well." " What do you mean," cries the
gentleman, "by punning upon my name, and ridi-

culing me !"—" I do not ridicule you," said his
friend ;

" I only state a fact." Thus it was in many
cases ; and those who would run to meet oftence,
were pretty sure to find it, and might often fancy it

where it was never intended Now 1 say, Gentlemen,
is it possible—is it tolerable—is it fit, that while
foreign nations can grow wheat at 36s. a quar-
ter, and bring it to the London market at as little

expense as it can be brouglit from Yarmouth ;—is it

fit, or is it fair, that it stiould be brought against
British grain free of duty ? What I though my friend,

Mr. Coke, with all his skill and capital, might keep
his barns and his granaries full of corn, rather than
meet so injurious a competition,—what is to become
of the tenant farmer, who must go to market—who
must sell fop money to pay the most pressing de-
mands—who must sacrifice his property as long as he
has property left ?—Gentlemen, this is the fact—

I

do not go any f;iriher. I do not blame any man ; per-

haps 1 do not think that all this is as veil as it might
be ; but I cast no reflections. I only beg to say, in

my humble and mild way, that I do not see how they

[iviih vehemence'] can acquit themselves of dereliction

of duty, who blindly look on, and calmly persist in

the course that leads to agricultural ruin ! Without
encouragement to agriculture, it is impossible

that this nation can recover from the distress that

surrounds it. I do very earnestly hope, and recom-
mend, when this question is before the Legislature,

that they may look to their own knowledge and
experience, as men who have pr.actical acquaintance
with the facts of the times j but whether they do
so or not, it does not follow that the cultivators of
the soil should suffer and bear, without speaking, and
without complaint ; it cannot be thought that an ag-
ricultural meeting should commit suicide, and pro-

mote their own destruction by silence and irresolution.

Here is the plainest case—the moat consistently ar-

gued—the most clearly proved—the most important

to all—referred to a committee to examine -whether

and two make four, while deeper distress and
more imminent misfortune hourly environ us ! Gen-
tlemen, to recapitulate the points of this question,

or even to name them, would take up too much of

your time. CHear .' hear .'J The most able report
that ever issued from the house of commons, the re-

port on the poor law, has been suffered to sleep in

oblivion, while all the evils continue and are increas-

ed : we have not only men to m.aintain who can get
but litlle work, but men who -aill not work, and
chuse to l.ay the burden of their idleness, and their

stubbornness, upon the funds which should maintain

the unfortunate and the incapable. What is the re-

medy ! The power is lodged (and very properly, since

it must be lodged somewhere while it remains,) witli

the Magistrates. I have great respect for this body ;

their task is arduous, and unhappily it is difficult : the

laws do not provide for the exigencies : the Magis-
trates can appeal only to each other, and must act from
necessity, and according to their own discretion.

This is unfortunately the case ; but how liable are
we to err, and how unlike is this to those principles

of law which leaves only the e.xecution to the consli-

tued authorities ? 1 have wandered. Gentlemen, from
the subject of agriculture, but not beyond its inter-

ests. With regard to corn, by the present system it
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is brought here when the price is high ; but would

xhHit price be high if the liiws were properly adjusted,

and placed on the basis of duties ? )f apriculture were

encourai^ed—if capital were kept available for labotir

and good husbandry—if the farmers were secured in

prosperity, and enabled to return to the soil that

which its produce took from it; if the expenditure

necessary for the maintenance of the kingdom were
distributed among its cultivators ; then would the

poor be employed—the farmers encouraged—the land

lords paid—the manufacturers active—and all inter-

ests relatively supported. Instead of this, what do
we by the present system ! Is it for the general inter-

ests of commerce, that we should nominally shut the

ports or the markets ! No, but it is for the advantage

of speculators, who hover over the nation's situation,

and pounce upon its distress like a hawk, making a

prey of the exigencies of society. Gentlemen,,! am
really surprised that this question should not be un-

derstood by those, whose duly it is to decide the

point. Go to a race, and ask any one, if 10 stone is

to be put upon the back of tliis horse, and that is to

caiTy only the weight of the saddle and bridle, whe-
ther it be' a fair match ? There is not a man but will

say it can be no race ; they know this well enough j

but the other case is just as plain, and the odds will

be as all the globe to a China orange that we are dead
beat." His lordship then entered into a very feeling

appeal on the present deplorable state of the poor,

And drew a forcible picture of what oufht to be their

situation, where industry should meet its due reward-

and the labour of men be justly valued. We are ob-

liged to pass over a number of happy allusions, and
come to the conclusion of a most able speech, which,

as well for the manner as the matter, was truly gra-

tifying. His Lordship observed, that his Hon. Friend

had been pleased to repeat the story of the lavender,

and he (Lord Krskine,) could do no better than repeat

his defence. The truth was, he knew a crop of wheat
well enough, but had never before seen it under the

drill. Let any body look at a raw country recruit,

with his long frock and red handkerchief, and see

liim (afterwards when his uniform was on, his toes

turned out, and his shins and fingers had been rapped
every day for three months, and he would defy even
his father and mother to know him. "With regavd
to the Merinos, (said his lordship,) which I am called

on to defend, I own I was once loud in their prai

it was at a time when wool was dear, and many
good things might be said to encourage them ; but
the fact is, I never had one in my life, and cannot
speak from experience. I do not think lightly, how-
ever, of the Spaniards altogether; but I'may take a

little longer time for observ.ition before I say any
.more about them-" His lordship concluded with

. thanking the company for their kindness and atten-
' tion, and sat down amid.st the loudest plaudits.

Lord Albemarle then rose, and proposed the health
•of Mr. Coke, in term.s the most affectionate and gra-
tifying. The toast v/as drank with longcontiiv:.-d p-
plause, and Mr. Coke rose tn return thtuiks.ev'dcnlly

much impressed with the tokens of esteem a;u' admi-
ration with which he was greeted. He commenced
with returning his sincere thanks to the company for

their kindness and their attendance, observing that it

was the most respectable meetinghe ever had thehoi;
our to see at Holkham. He adverted to the benefit

\yhich must accrue from such an assemblage of prac
tical farmers, and hoped they would severally carry
home some hints for improvement, and that they
would communicate them to their neighbours :

friends. This he said, because he had been often
sured that advantages had followed, and he was ven
glad to believe and hope that it was so ; in such cases
the progress was slow at first, but the late of increase
would be greater with time. Mr. Coke then alluded
to similar useful and praiseworthy exertio;-.s, andes
pecialiy to those of his friend Mr. Curwen, to whosi
skill and perseverance he paid a high compliment ; a

more cold, stiff, and intractable clay than that gentle-
man had to work upon could not easily be found, and
he had really performed wonders] upon it, which, for

the example to the occupiers of such land, was es

pecialiy Mr. Child had done him (Mr>die whole family of mankind in tiie bonds cf nv, ual

Coke) tiie honour to -present him with a copy of -Mr

Curwen's late Keportof the proceedings of the Cum
berland Agricultural Sociaty, which he strongly re-

commended to the perusal of practical farmers, as

well as the code of Agriculture. In short, there wai

no person more deseri'ing of public esteem, nor more

useful to his country's improvement.
Curven, with three times three." In rising

1 thanks, the hon. gentleman delivered one of

the most impressive speeclieoever heard at Holkham;
but we are "sorry to be reduced to the necessity of

barely giving a sketch of it, as it would be difficult

to do ju.stice to the argument, and impossible to con-

vey the force and elegance of the elocution. The
speech in the outset was of a retrospective kind, and

related to his early acquaintance with the scite of ertion. May your example, and the splendid success

Holkham. Jlr. Coke had observed, that he (Mi

prosperity. This has been the course pursued by
you. Sir, and there is not a man who ever saw, or who
ever heard of such beneficence and wisdom, but his

heart has leaped in his bosom with joy, and he has

wished that such a man could live for ever. Sir, the

example you have given is noble—the instruction you
have bestowed will never be forgotten—and thougli

such actions are not bla-.5oned in history, they will

pass from generation to generation, propagated by
thousands of tongues; you have increased the fruits

of the earth—given bread to the poor, and employ-

ment and reward to meritorious industry—and finally,

you have shewn that men are to be governed by libe-

ality, and excited to action only by a just assurance,

that they shall reap the advant.iges of their own ex-

i) had never done him the honour of ;

before ; but Mr. Curwen stated, that instead of being

the newest he aas probably the oldest visi

Holkham then in the room, for he had know
countiy 50 years ago, a more miserable country, a

barren and deplorable, and neglected place, he

had never seen. To view it now, and to look back

that time, might be likened to the effects of the

sorcerer's wand : for surely no real scenes in nature

-no efforts of human skill and perseverance—had

ever wrought such a change on any other spot on the

globe! But Mr. Coke's exertions—his knowledge

his sagacity—his liberality--his example—had made
the men, as well as the land, quite different from

hat they were ; by his progress and encouragemeni

he had made ths men a new race, and had advanced

them as much in the scale of character and of human
lappiness, as he had changed the land from a barren

waste to a beautiful garden. Such efforts were c

Lainly prodigious, and such effects were consoling to

our hopes of the most extensive benefit to mankind

at large. Mr. Curwen then applied his remarks to

the county of Norfolk in particular, which was once

bought to be only fit to cut up in slips to make roads

for the rest of the kingdom, but was now in a condi-

tion to hold out an example to the kingdom, accom-

panied with this assurance, that if such improve-

ments were practicable there, none need despair of

like comparative success and superiority over their

farmer state of culture. " The riches of the county

of Norfork (said Mr. C.) are not in the 6oil, but in

the intelligence and iiidustry of its cultivators.

Look round tlic country—observe the tenantry—con-

sider the fields—the stock—the produce oi tlie land—
and the comfort and respectability of the occupiers—

and then reflect, that all this is owing to the wisdom
and liberality—to the unequalled encouragement that

Mr. Coke has given to that pursuit in which he de-

lights—the pursuit which of all others is most calcu-

lated to ennoble mankind, and improve the condi-

ion of humanity. To this example I owe what little

I deserve of the compliments my hon. friend h-aspaid

, and the landlords of Great Britain ow" a debt of

tit\ide to Mr. Coke, who has raised the character

he yeomanry, and infused a spirit of intelligence,

which will spread to every pan, and produce bene

fits incalculable. I caught this spirit of my hon

friend— I fostered it—I knew that, by connecting and

ing the powers of example and precept

would be led to observe and adopt new methods,

and that the moral eflects of general communication

and competilion would not be less beneficial to social

improvfm.ent than to individual advantage. In jour

hands (continued Mr. Curwen, addressing himself to

Mr. Coke) these effects are visibly pre-eminent—I see

here the smile of content—the evidence of good wide

ly diffused—the face that mantles with love—and the

eye that sparkles with gratitude—if there be any that

are ignorant of the benefits of such conduct, let the:

come here and learu discretion—let them come here

and behold the fruits of condescension, the advanta-

ges of mutual confidence; let them catch some in

of such conduct, be impressed on the minds of the

great of this and all future ages." Mr. Curwen con-

cluded by expressing his thanks to the company for

the honour done him, and the attention which they

had extended to his remarks on the subject, which,

though inadequately treated, was ever most welcomt;

to the hearts of idl who visited Holkham. Mr. Cur-

en's speech was greeted with the most heartfelt tes-

timonies of applause and approbation.
Mr. Coke look notice of the observation of Mr.

Curv/en, that the people, the farmers around him and
elsewliere, were an altered race of men. They cer-

tainly were much improved; for now, neglecting their

own enjoyment, they leave the tables, and crowd to

hear what is said in' this room, and sorry am I that it

is not large enough to afford them better accommo-
dation. ISlr. Coke added some spirited compliments

on the character of the Norfol'c. yeomanry, and gave

Ihe health of Mr. Child, regretting that he could not;

come to the meeting.
" Mr. Foster," with many thanks for the honourof

his company. Mr. V. expressed his acknowledg-

ments for so unmerited a favour, and took the oppor-

tunity of saying, that the good example set at Holk-

ham had extended generally, not only to the county

of Norfolk but to many parts more distant. In Bed-

fordshire, where he resided, great improvement had
taken place. He remembered when their implernent.4

d their operations were as bad as they covild be:

but now he could say with pleasure, that their im-

plements were good, and their husbandry commenda-
ble. He would not occupy the time of the company
by any further remarks, because the day was far

spent, and much remained to do.
" The Duke of Bedford's better health," with three

times three ; which was drank with that .ipplause

which always accompanies the noble house of liussel.

" Sir AVm. Hoste, ai.d iho Wooden AValls of Old

England," with three times three. Sir Wm. returned

thanks.

General Walpole," with three times three. Mr.
Coke never failed to pref.ice the toasts with suitable

comments on the character of the individual, and the

kindest expressions of the sense he felt of their at-

tention in coming to his meeting. He paid the gal-

lant general some handsome compliments on his skill

in agriculture. The gallant general returned thanks,

and begged leave a second time, to propose the health

of Mr. Coke, which was received with the warmest
testimonies of attachment.

" Archdeacon Bathurst, and the clergy of the

county ofNorfolk." The Archdeacon returned thanks,

and called up ihe Rev. Mr. Glover, who delivered an
mphatic eulogium on the conduct of Mr. Coke, and

its effects on the surrounding people—an example
worthy to be followed, for ihe good of mankind, and

the truest evidence of Christian charity. The com-
forts of the poor, and the prosperity of the tenants,

were equally promoted by the wisdom and liberality

of conduct of the noble founder of these meetings.
" Mr. Windham,"—who returned thanks.

Mr. Coke next gave the health of " Mr. Rishton,"

with some affectionate observations, as one of the

spiration from that homage of the heart which is paid oldest friends he had in the room.

to those who do good ; then let them convey to others " Mr. Alderman Foster."

the lesson they have learned, and contribute to unite! " General Fitzroy," with three ti:times three. Jfr,
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Coke p;ii sonn>' conulimen s to vlie R-allant general,
as a spirited and irittliigeni agriculturist. General
Fitzroy rettirntii ihatiks : nharcMv merit he had asa
faiiticr, he learned all he knt \v ;.t Holkhain—and if he
had not some skill it was l,is own fault, for he went
to a food school. He expressed his happiness in

following his friend's steps as far as lay in his power,
and hopi d thai application and perseverance would
make him a crchiiuble pupil. The evening being far

advanced, Mr. Cokt rose from the (able, and the
company withdrew to the Cattle Yard, where the
prixe shtep were exhibited, and .some curious an.)

meritorious extra stock.

FROM DUHAMELS ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURE,
OF 1 H B

DISTEMPKKS WHICH MAKE CORN BLACK.
It must not appear sui prising that many have con-

founded the Sniut, (A<i A'ielle) properly so called,

with Burnt Grain, (La Charbon.) For 1. The smutty
and burnt grain are both met with in the same fields.

2. When the grain is much infected with the smut,
a great many burnt ears are generally found : these

two distempers very commonly come together. 3.

• hesc two distempeis attack several kinds of grain,

the substance of which ia farinaceous. 4. In both

distempers, the farinaceous substance is converted
into a powder more or less black, and of a bad smell.

These distempers have, nevertheless, distinct char-

acters, which should distinguish them one from the
other: we shall therefore treat of them separately,

in two separate Articles.

Art. I. Of the Smut, properly so called.

There are three points to be observed ; the charac
ters of the Smut; the causes of it; and the means of
preventing it.

Characters of the Smut.

Since 1751, we have observed in the Smut, proper
ly so called, the following characters.

1. This distemper entirely consumes the bud and
substance of the grain.

2. It does not only affect the ear, but the whole
plant is in some measure affected when it has got to

a great height.

J. When aplant of Wheatis attacked, itis very rare

to find an ear on any of the branches exempt from it.

4. In March and April, by carefully opening the
sheath that covers the e.ir, and by examining the lit-

tle ear which was then not above two lines in length,
and was near the root, I have perceived the embryo
.ilready black, and attacked with this distemper; per-
haps the other plants might have been infected later.

3. W hen the ear comes out of the cover, which the
leaves form for it, it appears small and lean; the co-
verings of the grain are so altered, that the black
dust appears through them ; and thenceforward, in-

stead of the grain, nothing is to be found but a black
stinking dust, without substance. As the particles
of this dust have little cohesion, and the coverings
are destroyed, it is easily carried away by the wind,
or washed off by the rain; so that nothing is generally
housed but the skeletons of ears; if any of the dust
remains, it is taken off in the sifting, and I have not
found it contagious like that of burned grain.
M. Tillet has also observed, that corrupted ears

are often found in the sheath, though the sheath,
which appears green and well-conditioned, has no
signs of a decay. The upper part of the stalk of
smutty plants is seldom straight at about half an inch
beneath the ear. On pressing the stalk in this spot,
it resists, and scarcely yields to the finger. On cut
ling the stalk two or three lines beneath the ear, ii

proves almost entirely full of pith ; so that a verj
small aperture is to be perceived at the heaii, where-
as in sound plants this aperture is large. M. Tillet
has hence concluded, that smutty plants are choaked
lip at the top of the stem.

Bearded W heats are as subject to smut as tl

that have no awns. But neither M. Tillet nor myself
have toimd any cars of Rye smutty.

J-Sni/uiri/ into the Causes of Smut.
The Smut cannot, as has been hitherto imagined,

pifccecd ftom the g ains not being impregnated, since

fleets and destroys the organs ibat distinguish the
sexes of plants long before the lime of impregnating

It can neither be attributed to the wet hanging on
the ears, to fogs, nor the heat of the sun; since we
have seen ears smutty long before they were disen-
gaged from the coverings afforded them by the leaves,
hich still continue green, if the distemper is not

got to any great height.

These same observations absolutely overturn the
opinions of such as think that the cause of the smut

to be found in the grain already formed, but as yet
of a milky substance.

has been pretended that the dampness of the soil

will occasion smut ; but it is not perceived that corn
is more smutty in the bottoms of fields than in the
parts that lay higher; besides, why should one dis
tempered plant be found amongst many that are heal,
thy ? Yet, as it appears that grain is more subject to
smut in wet, than in dry years, it is possible that,

hough wet is no immediate cause of smut, it may be
favourable to the progress of ihp distemper.
Some Naturali.its have ascribed this distemper to

insects. If I cannot absolutely contradict llii.s, I can,
at least, assert that, being at first of that opinion, all

the researches I could make to establish its reality
were of no effect. I have, it is true, been showed
some Slaphi/lins, and other insects, that were on
ty ears ; yet, as I found the like on those that were
healthy, I believe, with M. Tillet, that these infects
are in no respect the cause of this distemper. We
are sensible that the corn-caterpillar destroys thi

farina, yet it does not cause the smut. iMany flies

deposite their eggs in these seeds ; worms proceed
from them and gnaw the seed ; but we do not ob,
serve that they occasion any thing like the smut. M
Hales, being willing to try whether grain bruised with
the flail became smutty, chose a certain number of
seeds of different sizes, and bruised them with a ham
mer; this seed sprouted, and bore ears that were not
smutty. This experiment, made by so able a Natu
ralist, subverted in this manner an opinion that had
been formed on the cause of this distemper.
The dung of pigeons and sheep have by some been

thought to cause smut ; but without reason. We
have large dove-houses, the dung of which is spread

ur Wheat-lands, where our sheeps' dung is also
laid, and we even fold our sheep there; yet it is not

observed that these fields are more subject to smut
than others. This opinion is, therefore, void of all

proof
M. Wolf imagined that .^mut was occasioned by the

unnatural form of the embryo ; but .M. Aimen has re-

futed this opinion, by demonstrating, that in certain
plants the male Rower is attacked by the smut ; and
these flowers haye no embryo.
M. Aimen has very judiciously observed, that the
mut cannot be owing to any defect in the sap, as all

the parts of the plants, excepting the ear, appear
healthy, and there are plants perennial in their roots,

hich seem very vigorous
; yet is their seed every

year smutty.
This same Naturalist, who has made some very

useful researches into the cause of the smut, properly
so called, says, that this distemper arises from an ulcer,

hich, in the first place, attacks the stamina of the

seed, and afterwards infects the different parts of the

;r. But the remote cause of this ulcer will, per
haps, be required. To discover this cause, M. Aimen
xamined several grains of Barley with a magnifying

glass ; some were larger than others : many were hard,
others yielded to the pressure of the nail ; some were
of a deep, others of a light colour; many were oblong,
some rounder; their husks were cracked in several
places ; whereas in a natural state this part is smooth
and even: finally, in some he perceived black spots,

and through the magnifying glass these spots appear.
«d to be covered with mould. These grains were
carefully sorted, laid in little he.ips, and sowed apart,

but in the same land. All the grains that were mouldj
produced smutty ears : the parched and shrivelled
grains, and such as had been attacked by insects,

either did not come up at all, or was not smutty. He
then took some sound and healthy grains ; he sowed

them, and some time afterwards took iliem up to ex-
amine them with the glass ; some of them he found
mouldy, and, putting them again into the ground,
they produced smutty ears.

.M. Aimen, without asserting that there is no other
cause ofsmut, concluded,from the experiments I have
mentioned, that mouldiness is one of the causes of the
Smut.

It is not easy to conceive that this mouldiness, or,

if you will, this kind of moss, is capable of causing
this distemper; for as soon as the grain has sprouted,
and formed its plant, the whole substance of the seed
is exhausted Whether the husk rots or not seems
to be of little consequence to the plant, which no
longer depends for subsistence on the seed that had
hitherto supported it. It is easily conceived that

mouldiness may either kill a plant, or make it weak-
ly. But it is not so apparent how this mouliliness

can affect the organs of fructification only, and totally

destroy them, without any other parts of the same
pb.nt beinf; visibly affected ; and this, though the
plants should even be perennial. As to the rest, M.
Aimen relates facts j and, in some measure, to account
for them, one might conjecture on a supposition that
the growth of plants is only an unfolding of their

parts : that the organs of fructification, which exist,

ed though imperceptibly in the seed, were aflfected

with mouldiness before the grain was put into the
ground. But let us keep to well-observed facts : it is

of much more importance to collect them, than to be
in haste to explain them by conjectures, which hither-

to have been little founded on probability.

J\lethods ofguar<li7>g against this Distemper.

To prevent this distemper, M. Aimen recommends
that the finest and ripest grain should be chosen for

seed ; that it be thrashed without delay, and imme-
fdiately limed, either to prevent its becoming mouldy,
or to destroy the mould, if already formed. Accord-
ing to this principle, the lye recommended by M.
Tillet should be equally serviceable in preventing the
smut, and preserving the e.ars from being burnt. We
shall make no addition to M. Aimen's advice, not

having observed so much the nature of smut as of the
Charbon, or burnt ears. As this last distemper is

much more terrible than the other, it has chiefly en-

gaged our attention. According to some observa-

tions made M. Tillet, it does not appear that the
black dust of the smut, properly so called, is con-
tagious : and we should speak more decisively in this

matter, could we have collected a suflicient quantity

of this black dust ; but, as we have already said,

there is little to be found in the barns, on account of
its being before carried away by the wind and rain.

—

We recommend it to the lovers of Agriculture to

make fresh trials, in order to find whether smut is

really contagious ; but we warn them not to confound
the Smut, properly so called, with the Charbon or

burnt ears : this has led many N'aturalists into errors.

Art. U Of the Charbon, or JIuntt Grain.

This distemper of com is confounded by almost

every writer nn the subject with the smut, properly

so called : it is, nevertheless, very different, ami
much more dangerous.
The Smut, properly so called, occasions the total

loss of the distempered ears ; but as the black dust is

very fine, and the particles of it have no cohesion, the

wind and rain carry it off, so that scarcely any thing

is housed in the barn but the straw, which is not in-

fectious, and does very little damage to the flour.

—

The Charbon, or burnt grain, is, on the contrary, of-

ten laid in the granary with that which is sound, to

which it communicates a contagious distemper, and
also darkens the flour, and gives it a bad smell.

Characters of the Charbon.

The characters of this distemper are, I. The I'lants

that prodece burnt ears are strong and vigorous.

3. The infected ears are not at first distinguishable

from those that are healthy ; but when they are past

their bloom, they appear of a deep green colour, ap-

proaching to blue ; they afterwards becoine whitish,

and are then easily known. As this change of colour

is effected by the sun, when a number of white ears

have been suddenly perceived in looking over a Wheat
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field, the sun's heat has been often thought to cause

this distemper, or a fog preceding that heat.

3. Though all the ears produced from one grain are

commonly infected, yet M. Tillet, Aimen and myself,

have met with sound ears on planis that had produ-

ced others which were infected. We have even found

some ears, part of which only were vitiated, and

finally some grains enclosing partly a white flour, the

remainder black dust.

4. In burnt ears the chaff, or outward coat, was
commonly sound, with this single dilference, that

when the ears were near ripe, it appeared more
withered and dry than in the healthy ears.

5. The bran which immedi.itely enclosed the grain

is not destroyed, as it is in the Smut, properly so

called; but has consistence enouf^h for the grain to

preserve nearly its natural form, willi a whitish look

6. The burnt grains are shorter, rounder, and light

er, than such as are uninfected : they are sometimes
larger, sometimes smaller. The furrow which runs

the length of a grain of Wheat is sometimes totally

effaced, at others'ls visible : the pistils at the estremi-

ly of the grains are dried up.

7. The but of burnt gra ible.

8. Till the blooming season, there is very little

difference betwixt the burnt grain and that which is

healthy : they are only a little more swelled. 13ut,

in the blooming season, the infected ears assume a

bluish colour; the chafi'israore or less specked with

small white spots : the grains are of a deeper green,

and larger than in a state of Nature ; and, as long as

they preserve that colour, they adhere strongly to the

chaff. The distemper has often attacked very young
ears whilst yet enclosed in the sheath. The stamina

on the sides ofthe grain are then dried up and sickly

;

the embryo in part takes the deep green colour above-

mentioned ; the infected ears have not the consis-

tence of those thai are healthy ; in the same measure
the distemper advances, the chaff becomes dry and
whitish.

9. The grains have some degree of firmness. On
opening them, which m.ay easily be done with the

nail, there appears an unctuous, dark brown stink-

ing substance, not at all resembling the light dust

of smutty ears ; the dust cf burnt grain has some
cohesion, and through a microscope appears to con-

sist of larger particles than that of the smutty ears.

10. Some time before the blooming season, the

grains appear to be filled with a whitish substance, a

little burnt towards the bottom, and this colour ex
tends by degrees over the whole ear : the grain then
appears divided, as it were, into equal quarters by
furrows; which disappear as thegrain increases in size.

11. By what has been said, it is evident that Smut
infects corn much sooner than the Charbon.

12. Grains that are much burnt are evidently in-

c;ipable of sprouting. Hut I have had some sound
grains taken from an ear greatly burnt, which, 'i a

kitchen-garden, have produced very strong plants :

and though the birds disturbed my experiment, it ap

peared to me that there was seme sound ears amongsl
many more that were infected.

13. A part of the burnt gr;.in is bruised by the flail,

and their black dust is scattered over the sound grain

,

this unctuous dust chiefly sticks to the hairy extre-

mity of the grain near the bud ; it there forms a black

spot. Corn so affected is called Spotted Grain : many
of the grains which escape tiie flail remain entire, on

account of their lightness ; a great deal is separated

by winnowing, bat the spotted grain remains, as well

as many that are burnt ; and this is enough to daiken

the flour, and give it a bad taste.

14. To remedy this inconvenience, and make the

best bread, they pass the corn through drum-seives

Ccribles d tambourJ made of pierced iron plates, like

the graters with which they rasp Tobacco ; the corn

is then washed, and all the light grains that swim skim-

med off, which are mostly burnt. The water takes

ofFlhe spots, which are but superficial; forif a spotted

grain is wiped, the spot immediately disappears.

Of the Cause of the Charbon.

With respect to the cause of this distemper, I con-

feis we are hitherto as much at a loss as in the case

of Smut. Some have attributed it to dntitr; others tr

togs ; many to the heat of the sun ; some to insects

others to the moisture of iha land ; and not a few tc

le seed not being ripe : but these opinions are con
futed by good observations, and by experiments ven
carefully made. We refer to what has been said ol

Sm.ut.

It may seem improbable that a mere superficial

dust, that only sticks to the bran, without penetrat

ng the grain, should be so contagious as to infect all

the grain it touches with a distemper ; what is more
urprising is, that it should injure the organs of fruc-

fication only. Yet, however improbable this may ap
pear, the experiments made by M. Tillet put it past a

doubt; they shew that the Farmers are not without
reason cautious in avoiding to sow spotted grain.

As it would take up too much room to mention, at

large, all the experiments made by M. Tillet, which
are to be found in the papers published by him or

that subject, I shall content myself with relating the

result of these experiments, and the inferences this

able Naturalist draws from them.
Several writers having mentioned dung as the im

mediate cause of this distemper, and others having
asserted that it was hereditary, all M. Tillet's expe-

riments were calculated to clear up these two points

he was at the same time in hopes, by means of the
same experiments, of finding some method of guard
ing against this terrible distemper.

1. The several kinds of dung had no visible effects

n producing burnt grain. The infected seed produ
ced as much burnt grain in the ground that was not

lunged as in that which was. He did not find that

dung had any effect either in favour of, or against the
distemper.

2. Dung made of the straw of Infected grain did
not seem to communicate the distemper ; but the

'

fected straw unrotted seemed to communicate it.—
Yet the effect was most visible when the dust of burnt
ears was mixed with the earth.

3. All grain naturally spotted, whether it grew on
the land, or was brought from another place, beard
ed Wheat, Summer-wheat, and Wheat without awns
produced a great deal of burnt grain.

4. Picked Wheat taken from the finest ears, an'

carefully selected grain by grain, that none of it mighi
'je infected, being sowed, some in dunged, and the
•est in undunged beds, without having received any
preparation, yielded little or no burnt grain.

5. Some ofthis same picked Wheat being sprinkled
with the dust of burnt grain, produced as mary dis-

tempered ears as that which was natnraliy spotted

6. The picked Wheat, being prepared with lime

and a solution of the o'^-oait, yielded still fewer in

fected ears ths" ""^n unprepared.

7. Thp»->= were still fewer from what was prepared
with lime and nitre.

8. Early or late sowing seemed to be a matter of
ndifference.

9. It appears by M. Tillet's experiments, several

imes repeated, that the dust of burnt ears is conta
gious, since sound Wheat sprinkled with it, or sowec

drills in which that dust had been put, produced ;

great number of infected ears. He also found tlia'

this dust, though exposed to a strong heat, as of six

y degrees, is still contagious, unless it is absolutcl}

burnt by the fire, when it has not that cITcct. Thoiigi
it is kept for years, its infectious quality continues as

ong as ever.

10. Some Farmers wash the sacks in wliich thc\

put their seed. And it appears by M. I'iliel's cxpe
riments, that they are in the right ; for if the sacks

had any of the dust on them, it would certainly infec:

some of the seed corn.

. M. Tillet thinks he has observed, that the in

fected plants are more susceptible ofinjury from frosi

than others.

If this is the case, hard frost must be serviceable,

ince, by destroying the infected plants, they would
have the same effect, as if such plants had all been

pulled up. The land being cleared of these useless

plants, would be better able to supply such as .are

sound with nourishment, and the crop would be e

ipt from infected ears, which are a 151 -at iiurt to it.

12. The black dust, so contagious, ia not so to Rye
or Hear; but thedust of U.arnelis perniciousto Wheat.

13. Smyrna Wheat is less subject to this distemper
m other grain ; but Summer-wheat is greatly in-

f jured by it.

Jllethod ofguardins against this Distemper.
It must be allowed that the knowledge which has

been acquired, of the cause of this distemper, has put
the curious observers in a train of findi.ig proper pre-
servatives. In fact, as the dust of burnt grain infects
all the gr.aln it touches, it is probable that every me-
thod should be deemed efficacious, that is capable o£
taking away this dust, provided the virus haJ*not
from its first contact affected the imerior part of the
seed intended to be sowed- In this case, the several
sieves which we h.ave recommended in the treatise of
preservation of corn, and the washings with fair wa-
ter, which in many places is used on spotted grain,
may be mentioned as eflicacious preservatives, as
well as lime-water which our Farmers use, the strong
brine used in some provinces of France, and the solu-
tion of Arsenic, of which some persons have made
such a secret ; all these preparations should be of
service ; and, according to M. Tillet's experiments,
they are so : yet they are often insufficient. This
point, therefore, merited to be cleared up by particu-
lar experiments, and with all necessary care. M,
Tillet set about it with spirit, and the following are
the inferences that may be drawn.

1. The effect of the black dust on the seed is only
superficial till it is put into the earth, not at all af-

fecting the interior parts.

2. Therefore every means that can tend to clear

them of the dust must be of service to keep them
healthy, and free from the distemper.

3. Grain perfectly free from this, and from rolten-

ness, will yield no distempered plants.

4. Grain blackened with this infectious dust, may
be made healthy by clearing it of such dust.

5- Sifting seed, and washing it in several waters,

lessen, it is true, the effects of the contagion ; but this

is not sufficient, as many infected pl.ants will be pro-

duced, though the seed was washed in several waters.

6. Lime, which is more efficacious than water, is

not always enough so. I shall observe, on this occa-

sion, that seed was formerly limed in a manner differ-

ent from what it is now. The seed was then put into

baskets which were plunged into lime-water, very
hot. The seed was stirred in the baskets, and all

that swam on the water was taken out with a cullen-

der; by this means they got rid ofthe infected grain ;

and the good seed was better cleaned, than by only
throwing, as they do now, lime-water on a heap of
seed, which is ttien stirred with a shovel, or ty only
mixing the seed with the slacked lime reduced to
powder.
One of our Farmers, a careful man, being obliged

one year to sow spotted seed, he limed it by immer-
sion, in the manner above described ; and the year
following had no burnt grain.

Some experiments made in the country of Caux,
by M de GoufreviUe, have been published ; they
evince the good effects of lime used in the manner
W2 have mentioned. And what is still a farther con-
r.rmation of this is, that whenever our Farmers sow
seed that has not been limed, their fields are amaz-
ingly infected.

7. It is a good precaution to wash spotted grain

in several waters ; but it should be soaked in brine,

and this brine should be absorbed by lime, by immer-
sion, as we have described.

8. A strong brine of sea-salt is very good, and may
be employed to great advantage in countries where
salt is a merchandize.

9. One part of nitre to nine parts water is more
efficacious than sea-salt ; this, therefore, should be
used where nitrous earths abound.

10. Strong alkaline lyes are still better; salt wort,
pot-ash, ashes of tartar, lyes of common ashes much
impregnated with salt and human urine, or cows
urine, alkalised by putrefaction : of these various ar-

ticles such may be chosen as are most common. For
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instance, in Normandy ashes olsea-wrack, which are

very cheap thei;;, may be used. This which is re-

jected for (lyinfr aiid Ijes, as being more impregnated
than alkali. je wiili sea-salt, may be advantageously

used in ihc preparation of seed.

11. As h is evident that seed picked with care

yields a very few infected grains, it must, of course,

where a farmer has spotted grain, be of great advan-

tage to him to change his seed in order to procure

what is uninfected.

12. M.Tillel's process maybe comprehended
what follows: If the seed is spotted, it should first be
washed in several clear waters, till the black is quite

gotW; it should then be put into the steep. If it

is not spotted, soaking it in the following liquor will

be enough. Jlake some lye, such as is used for linen,

in a bucking-tub,putting four pound of water to every

pound of ashes. If one hundred pound of ashes are

used and four hundred pound of water, there will be

two hundred and forty pound of lye, to which must be

added fifteen pound of lime, which will be enough to

prepare si.xty French bushels of Wheat (betwixt six-

teen .ind seventeen bushels English measure.) When
this steep is to be used, it must be heated as hot as

you can bear your hand in it; the seed, being put

into baskets, must be plunged into it, and stirred

with a stick ; the baskets must then be raised, and
kept up by sticks on the edge of the bucking-tub for

the lye to drain ; the seed being thus prepared must
be laid on the floor of the granary till it is dry enough
to sow. If it is prepared long before it is wanted, it

must be from time to time stirred with a shovel, tc

prevent its heating ; with this precaution it may be

fcept a. month, or even a whole year.

We prepared some seed in this manner at M. Ta
ponat's near Rochefoucault in 1760 ; and in 1761 vit

saw with pleasure that the corn so prepared was un
infected, whilst in the neighbouring fields, a fourth,

a third, and even half the crops were spoiled by this

distemper,

All the trials that have been made evince that acrid

substances are proper remedies for this distemper: 1

also believe all the steeps to be good ; but prefer M
'fillet's as being more acrid, and least costly. I im-

agine lye that had been used for linen might do, only

strengthening it with some sea-wrack, and putting

twice as much lime. I know this lye to be very acrid,

but cannot answer for its eflicicy in preserving corn

from being burnt, because for several years past we
have scarcely had any of our grain so infected.

13. Several farmers in different provinces have

used a solution of Arsenic to- prepare their seed.—

Great complaints have been made in all quarters of it.

Among others.a Physician published an essay, to show
of h^w much importance it was to prohibit the use of

this poisonous steep. He there enumerates all the

accidents that h.ive happened to the sowers and toi

, province that was beforefootin

with i

It is rcidily allowed that this distemper may be at-

tributed to other causes besides the black dust: but
.M. Tillcl's experiments incontestibly prove this dust
to be contagious ; and his researches supply us with
the means of lessening considerably, if not entirely

extirpating this distemper : thus we may have larger
crops, better bread, and corn more proper for keep-
ing. What a satisfaction must it be to a man to have
made a discovery so useful to his fellow creatures,
hose chief food is the several sorts of grain ? We

shall soon see whetherhabit, supineness, and ill-judg-

ed economy in the Farmers, will not prevent them
from reaping any benefit from M. Tillet's labours,
who yet proposes tothem simple and cheap methods
of attaining an end, which to them ought to be of in-

finite cor.sequence.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMEU,

OYit\\c Smut Vti 'Wlveat.
Ihrdy Countij, Va. Sept. 25, 1820,

Mr. Skinner,—I made an observation on
the smut in wheat, I have not seen mentioned
by any of your correspondents, in the begin

ning of Augtist, on a visit to a young friend

ho had the smut in his wheat. I had ne

seen it only in the cleaned grain, and wished to

examine it in the head. I walked with him to

is stacks, we found the heads that were hang
ig outside the stacks eat, the chaff cut as if an

insect had cut its way into the Eraiii, or out.

On further examination, I found the passage to

be into the grain through the bran, and the

black dust entirely consumed, leaving the bran

of the grain nearly whole, only the small

ound hole for the passage into the smut. W
soon found heads with several small brown or

brindled shelled bugs on them, such as describ-

ed by one of your correspondents some weeks
past. I observed they were what consumed the

smut. My next object was to see whethc
they cut their passage in or out of the grain
by br^^aking a few grains that appeared whole
we found il:chug inside the bran in several that

had no appearance of perforation, and the black
smut entirely consumed, i pulled several
handfulls out of the stack, but ccmid fmj no
appearance of the bug being hatched 1

the men that made the preparation, of which himself grain in the body of the stack. It may be th

was a witness. Since M. Tillet h:is given us amethodjihe egg is prevented from producingits bugby
e and innocent in itself, but liitle costly, and of]the heat and pressure of the grain, or for want

,^T'^''iy'?-"=]"":*P°!I:!'^.!!:?''^„.'l:l*::!°.''!,i:.'!iofairo^ If gentlemen that have grain

stacks near them that have the smut will ex

simp!
great

sumed tliat no body will use this pernicious drug,

from which such melancholy consequences may ensue,
. •„ , , , • , ,

ifby accident any ofit should be mixed with the meal, amme them, they will be able to judge, by ob

and if the Ught corn is given to the poultry or cattle ;lserving if the heads outside the stack are eat,

besides, this poisoned seed must kill all the partridg-jas I have said, and also can see whether the in-

1 and pigeons that eat the uncovered grain

As some people are fond of making objections,

may, perhaps, be urged, that if the black dust was so

infections, this distemper would make iiom year to

year such progress, that in the end we should have

nothing but burnt grain. But we need not be appre-

hensive in this re.spect; and a year in wliich much
corn is infected, succeeds one in which scarcely any

burnt grain was to be met with. Scarcely any \

to be found in the crops of 1754, 1760, and 1761.

In reflecting on this objection, which has some
weight, I think I have found an answer to it in M
Tillet's observations, which is, that hard winters

past all doubt killing the distempered plants, stop its

progress.

It may also be said, that if this distemper is only

caused by the infectious dust, how can it at first get

sect has hatched in the body of the stacks. I

have no grain near me with the smut, or I

would have examined farther.

At that lime I was convinced that the bug
hatched inside the grain, and was supported by

the black dust, until it came out after the smut
was consumed : as I have not seen it mentioned
by farmers of more observation and better op
portunities of seeing smutty wheat near them
i begin to doubt that I was too soon convinced

of what perhaps may not be a fact—but the

point will not be difficult to determine.

Sir, your's with respect,

ABEL SEYMOUR.

acquainted] to THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER-
SALT.

The reasons ivhy that made in the JVestern Coun-
try does 7iot answer as a fireservative of Beef
and Pork.

Mr. Skinner,
A tour through the Western Country led

me into, an inquiry of the causes, why the salt

made there would not answer as a preservative
of provisions. It is well known, that the meat
salted on tlie Ohio and sent to New-Orleans,
after a short exposure to that climate, becomes
either tainted, or totally unfit for use, unless re-

packed, and the cause assigned therefor, is ei-

ther the impurity of the salt with which it is

packed, or want of strength in the salt itself.

For all culinary and domestic purposes, the salt

made in the west answers every purpose ; and
probably the high prices obtained for that arti-

cle have caused the makers to feel indifferent;

to improvement, as a ready sale is always ob-
tained for that which is offered. If this be the
case, which I believe to be so, would not the

alue be enhanced, if it were so prepared, as to

be an effective condiment for provisions ? The
advantages tiierefrom would not only be an
increased price of the salt, but the western
people would be enabled to send their produce
to market in a cheaper and Icgs laborious man-
ner, than driving their cattle to the Eastern
tates. Those who are acquainted with the

subject will admit, that the beef and pork rais-

ed in Ohio and Kentucky are superior to that

of the Eastern states, which indeed is obvious,

nd as long as the soil is more productive and

the sustenance ofanimals more easily procured,

must be the case.

After some intiuiry, I am induced to believe,

that the cause may fairly be attributed to the

manner in which the salt is prepared, and this

opinion is strengthened by a cornparison of the

processes adopted by other nations, with those

of our Western Brethren.

Some years ago the salt used for the preser-

vation of provisions for the Navy of Great Bri-

tain was imported, although it is well known
tiiat few countries abound more with that arti-

cle, and after much investigation, it was disco-

vered that the process pursued in the manufac-
ture, would not produce a salt suitable for pre-

serving provisions in warm climates, or on long
voyages- A different metliod has since been
adopted, which has proved successful, and Bri-

tish salt is now used for those purposes, for

which, formerly, imported salt was required.

To preserve provisionr., it is absolutely re-

quisite that the salt should be of large grain,

and if, in addition to general experience, [if

proof therefore were required, there could not
be a more decisive one given, than that the only

remedy used as a preservative of the provisions,

v/hich arrive in the Atlantic ports from the
Western states, is simply repacking them with
coarse salt—and almost in every instance the
provisions brought to the Eastern market re-

quires this procedure, which is attended with

considerable expense. If it be a fact then, that

fine salt will not answer the purpose of pre-

serving provisions, it may be useful to suggest

a method, whereby a proper granulated salt may
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be prejjaied, and which is liere given in tiie

woi-cls of Ml-. William Henry, a gentleman

eminent for his abilities, and surpassed hj few

for his chymical researches.
" The method now adopted by the manufac-

" turers of this article, (large grained or fishery

" sail) to make a salt proper for preservinij

" meat for the Navy or for long voyages is pre-
«' pared from brine, heated from 100 to 110

"Fahrenheit; no perceptible agitation there-
" fore is in-ocluced in the brine, and the slow-

" ness, oi the process which lasts from 7 to 8

" days, allows the muriate of soda (or salt) to

" form in large and nearly cubical chrystals,
" seldom however quite perfect in their shape.
" For ordinary domestic uses, stoved saUisper•
" fectly sufRcient.—Common salt is adapted to

•" the striking and salting of provisions, which
<' are not intended for sea voyages or warm
" climates. For the latter purposes the large

" grained or fishery salt is peculiary required."

The process of making salt in the Western
states is so very different from the method
here given, that it may not be unreasonable to

suppose, that the cause of the salt not answer-

ing the purpose of a condiment, arises princi-

pally from the manner in which it is made.

—

The limits of this paper will not permit a de-

scription of the method of preparing this arti-

cle in the west; it is however proper to state

that the favourite process is hastening evapora-

tion by application of great hea , which is essen-

tially different from the plan adopted in Eng
land and Holland, and experience has taught

them the benefit of pursuing a contrary course

In reasoning on the cause of the differences

among the several species of salt, Mr. Henry
conceives, that the trifling variation in strength

between the coarse and fine salt, is not suffi-

cient to account for the properties imputed to

them—as upon experiment the finest stoved

salt, and coarse fishery salt differed, in a very

trivial degiee, as to the kind or proportion of

their ingredients, and which are adapted to

different uses, the large grained salt being pe
culiarly fitted for the packing of fish and oihe
provisions ; for which the smaller grained salt

is much less suitable, and for which he accounts

as follows :

"Their different powers of preserving food musi
" depend on some mechanical property ; and the on
"ly obvious one is, the magnitude of the chrystals,
• and their degree of compactness and hardness.
«' Quickness of solution, it is well known, is pretty
" nearly proportionate, all other circumstances beinj?

"equal, to the quantity of the surface exposed. And
" since the surfaces of cubes are as the squares of
" their sides, it should follow that a salt, whose crys-
" tals are of a given magnitude, will dissolve four
«' times more slowly, than one whose cubes have
" half the size. That kind of salt then which ?pos
•' sesses most eminently the combined properties oi

" hardness, compactness, and perfection of chrystals,
" will be best adapted to the purpose of packing fish
" and other provisions, because it will remain perma-
" nently between the layers, or will be very gradual
•' ly dissolved by the fluids, which exude from tht

"provisions ; thus furnishing; a slow but constant sup
"ply of saturated brine. On the other hand,' for the
" purpose of preparing the pickle or striking the
"meat, which is done by immersion in a saturated
•' solution of salt, the small grained varieties answe
"equally well, or, on account of their greater solu
"bility, even better."

From the foregoing it appears that the salt,

necessary for preserving provisions, should be

of large hard grains, and which can only be

prepared by a gentle heat. Violent coction in-

variably produces the reverse, which is of a

ft loose grain, and disposed to grow moist

in the open air ; the latter method is generally

dopted in the Western Country, and to which

may be attributed the r3ason why it will not

answer as a proper preservative of laeat.

Baltimore SepI, 22nd, 1880.

FOR THE AMBRICAN rAHMEB.
Mr. Skinnee,

Sir,—Agreeably to what you, (and thrcugl:

you •-oo public,) have been led to expect in sup
port of the theory i lu.. - »rivanced, the practi-

cal application of which was to roast Cuffee and
ye in such a way, and by such a process, that

the whole essential properties of Coffee may
be so far transferred to an equal quantity of rye

that it is nearly if not utterly impossible for the

nicest judges to discern the shadow of a differ-

ence, I shall here attempt to support the abovi

position, by explaining the nature of the pro
;css ; and to make the secret plain will be thi

.ubject of the present communication.—And
f I should be so successful as to have cent

buted by any means my feeble effort to facili-

ate the very laudable exertions so general
hroughout all ranks of this vast community to

etrench and economise, 1 shall consider my
self in this alone amply remunerated.
The article of Coffee is one of great national

consumption, and not the least cxpen.sive in

domestic economy ; hence great efforts havt

been made, and numerous and multiplied ex
periments assayed, (particularly of late) to

find out a cheap, wholesome, and pleasant sub
stitute for Coffee ; and hence the whole vege
table kingdom has been explored, and almost
every hero of domestic culture, together with

every species of grain that waves to the breeze
lave been minutely tried, but without arriving

It the desideratum.

It appears, however, that Rye has obtained :

preference over every thing yet tried or knowr
as a substitute for Coffee, if its more general
use is a fair criterion by which to judge ; and
ilthough it is generally believed, that it actually

possesses qualities approximating nearest to

hat of Coffee, yet stili there is a nauseous, flat

unpleasant taste,m.uchcomp!aincd of even when
used in equal quantities, and v/hich has opera-
ted very considerably againstits universal adop
tion. How far the plan now proposed will go
to correct this rank, unpleasant taste, so as to

remedy the evil—I shall leavejto the candour ol

those who shall try the experiment for them
f selves.

The leading principles of the process are as

follows :—The Rye is roasted first perfectly

the instant it is done, the Coffee must be put i

v.'ith the Rye, and kept regularly moving until

the operation is completed.—The practicabi

lity of the mode of roasting, as above stated

appears to be very much doubted, while the
effect intended to be produced seems to be
admitted by all. And indeed it does look so

very likely at first view, that the Rye at this

particular moment (up to the highest degree
of heat that is required to roast it completely)
should not be literally burnt to coal, by the time
the Coffee shall have become perfectly done.

But the nature of the process, and the peculiar

mode of the operation, need but be glanced at, to

show that the principles upon which the roasting

is performed is perfectly philosophical, and yet

as simple, as the effect intended to be pro-

duced is certain.

Which may be explained as follows—When
the Coffee is put in v/ith the roasted Rye, it will

be recollected, that it is in a cold (or at least a
cool) state, consequently the moment it is put in

and becomes intermixed (which will be as quick
as the cylinder is put in motion,) it will have the

effect, immediately, to check and reduce the heat

in the Rye many degrees, in the same ratio as

the respective properties of heat and cold are
equally transferred to each other, by which
means they both come to a perfect equilibrium of

temperature, and of course several degrees be-
hat the Rye stood at when the Coffee was

put in with it. It will also be recollected, that

ye requires a much greater degree of heat to

roast it perfectly, than what is required to per-
fect the roasting of Coffee. It therefore follows

of necessity, that coffee may be roasted with

the roasted rye without the least danger of burn'

g the rye, for this ^ery obvious reason, that

the Coffee will invariably have acquired a per-

fect roasting, before it ever can arrive at the de-

gree of heat required to roast the rye.

To explain the nature and manner, and to

what extent the aromatic quality and essence of

Coffee is communicated, or transferred to the

oasted rye, would be very difficult, if not im-
possible, yet the fact itself is not therefore less

certain.

It may be explained and demonstrated as fol-

lows—It is well known to all, that a very con-

siderable proportion of the essence, and flavour

of the Coffee actually escapes and evaporates in

air. The object in view, then, is so to manage
the process in roasting, as to arrest and confine

this rising vapour within the sphere of the roast-

ing vessel, and thus transfer the essence of the

roasting Coffee to the roasted rye. To accom-
plish this desirable object, a close vessel or

cylinder must invariably be employed, other-

wise the end will be entirely defeated.

The Rye, then, being roasted, under which
operation its juices and vegetable oil have been
thrown out, it is put in the best possible condi-

tion to imbibe the real essence of the coffee, as in

this instance each grain of rye is somewhat hke
an empty vessel, which may be filled with what-

ever can be transferred or communicated to it.

It perhaps would not be unworthy of remark

hereto observe, that if it was practicable toroast

Coffee and rye at one and the same time in any

possible way, that it would be just and reasona-

ble to suppose, that the rye would impart to the

Coffee as great a proportion (if not greater, it pos-

sessing evidently more juice) of its flat, unpleasant

qualities, as that the Coffee would tranfer its

aromatic quality and essence to the rye. A like

process will produce a similar effect, in roasting

any other grain, which requires more heat than

Coffee in the roasting. Having myself discover-

in the course of experiments, that a small
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parcel of Coffee being put in with the rye,

(before the hitter was roasted,) and both roasted

tc^ether, the Coffee became so much impregna-

ted with the flavour and spirit of lye, as not to be

dSstinguishable, by smell, from the rye.

While I am not insensible to the very considc-

rarable improvement, and economising, which I

have already realized, 1 would respectfully call

the attention of men of science and othei's to a

further examination, and even severe scrutiny,

into this interesting subject—a subject vastly im-

portant to individuals and nations.

P. WILLIAMSON.

FOB THE AMERICAN FARMER.
I observe in the l::st American Farmc

tice by T. 11. who recommends winter ploughini;

for the killing of Garlic, which I agree with him
to be a good mode, and one that has been well

understood in this part of the country for '20 to 30

years past, and I believe notcil in the first vo

lume of the Farmer.
And further, T. H. assures us, (by wandering

a little from the subject) as he says, that if the

correspondent who wrote last year on the Ripple

Grass is still attached toil, he is disposed to bar-

gain an exchange of his for almost any other on

any terms—and prnposes something like .in agen

cy in the business for his neighbours, as they have

not yet discovered it to be valuable.

I think nothing strange of their want of know-

ledge on this head, as in the outset he obs»rves

to the Editor, that he " has neither rich land,

nor industry to work it, if he had."

Under those circumstances, neither he nor his

neighbours, if they are of the same cast, and la

bouring under the same difficulties, can expect,

either to discover the true value of any produc-

tions of good soil and good tillau;e, or make any

advantageous change of products with the latter

description—tlierefore such a traffic must not

be expected, as it would have an unequal bear-

ing on the parties.

As to my attachment to the article in question,

it is so far from being diminished, that it is in-

creased from further experience ; two succeed-

ing dry seasons, that are now passing on, prove

its advantages, in affording a succulent herbage

when many others fail.

I am well aware of the impression made by a

deep rooted prejudice, having laboured under it.

and often contrary to my better judgment, as was
the case respecting the grass in question.

It is treated by some with disregard, and by

many more with hostility—then, the comparison

of those kindly treated, and the product of it, is

pl.iced in competition, and what is the result?—an
erroneous conclusion no doubt.

And it is well understood at this enlightened

period in the history of vegetation, that good cul-

ture and judicious management in the selection

of seed has a powerful effect on the product of

many, or, I might say, all of our valuable plants.

— I shall at present leave this part of the sub-

ject until more leisure to state facts, that have
come under my own observation, respecting

that matter, .ind return to the Uipple Grass
which has cl.-iimed my attention upwards of twen-

ty years on such soils as I have had most to do
ffith—and in the mean time conversed with the

most eminent gracing farmers in this and the

neighbouring states, especially Pennsylvania, and

although divers of them called it a good grass-

I could not at first give into the same opinion with

full assent ; my prejudice stood in the way until

experimental facts removed every doubt. My
is both hilly and dry land, as well as creek

bottoms adjoining—the latter produced of it this

season, in conjunction with clover, a considerable

portion three feet high; they have been cut twice,

ar« now luxuriant pasturage, and in a high state

of verdure : it will grow until hard frost.

I did not consider this hay as good as on the

high ground, where the stalks were smaller and
clear of weeds ; this was the first year's product

after wheat; that of a second year's growth is

still better pasturage, the green grass begiiini"5

to rise amongst it in plarpi, and a. cessation of

ploughing britifis n into a much better pasturage

he bottom fills with a thick pile of fattening

herbage—I prefer cutting but once a year.

Respectfully, from C. KIRK,
Brandijwinf, 27 ih, 9 mo.

P.S. If T. H. or any other in the unbelief, will

do me the favour of paying me a visit, I shall

with pleasure give them occular demonstration of

facts, as in the foregoing ; an intercourse of thi

kind would do more than volumes written theore

tically, and under ficticious signatures. C. K.

Artificial stonefloors and coverings/or houses, a

made in some fiarts of Russia.

The floors and coverings of houses in somi

parts of South Russia are made in the following

manner :—For a floor, let the ground be made
en, and some stones of any shape be put on,

and with a heavy wooden hammer force or break

th? stones into the ground, continuing to beat the

floor until it becomes quite even and incapable of

receiving any further impression. Then rur

lime, immediately after it has been slaked,

hrough a fine seive as expeditiously as possible,

because exposure to the air weakens tlie lime.

Mix two parts of coarse sand or washed gravel,

for tl'.ere must be no earth in it, with one part of

ime powder, and wet them with bullock's blood
;

io little moist however, as merely to prevent the

lime blowing away in powder—in short, the less

moist the better: spread it on the floor, and

thout a moment's loss of time, let several men
be ready with large beetles to beat the mixture,

'hich will become more and more moist by the

xcessive beating requisite. Then put on it

some of the dry sand and lime mixed, and beat it

till like a stone. If required to be very fine, take

for the next layer finely sifted lime, with about a

tenth part of rye flour, and a little ox blood ; beat

t with a trowel. The next day again smooth il

vith a trowel, and so continue to do daily till it

be entirely dry. When it is quite dry and hard,

b it over with fresh ox blood, taking off all

which it will Tiot imbibe. No wet will pene-

trate this composition, which, however, after

some time, is often painted with oil colours. The
whole floor appears as a single stone, and no-

thing will affect it.—The drier it is used the bet-

ter, provided that with much beating it becomes

like a very stiff mortar, and evidently forms a

compact body.

On flat tops of houses, the beetles or rammers-

ends must be smaller, to prevent the rebounding

of the boards and timber, which would crack the

cement ; but when the thickness of a foot is laid

on, it will beat more firmly. A thick coating of

ox blood, flour and lime, being beat in large,

strong wooden troughs, or mortar, till it can be

spread with a trowel, may be used without beat-

ing it again on the floor or house-top : but it must
be very stiff and used most expeditiously. Even
frost will not affect it. With this composition,

artificial stone may be made, rammed very hard
into strong wooden frames of the required shape,

pasticularly to turn arches for buildings of ram-
med earth. It is well known that earth which
is not too Argillaceous, with only the moisture it

has when fresh dug, on being rammed between
frames of wood till the rammer will no longer im-
jjicss it, makes eternal walls ; but a mass as
hard as stone may be made with a little lime
added to sand, horse dung or ox blood. The
more the lime is beaten, the more moist it be-

comes, and it must contain so much moisture as
to become by beating a solid mass, adhering in all

its parts, and not remain crumbling, that will

properly set as a mortar. If there be too little

moisture at first, it will remain a powder; if

there be too much, it will become a soft mortar.
Lime is of no use mixed with clay or vegetable

earths, which, if well beaten, are stronger with
out it.

^•1131 S\^IEmBIBc»
UALTIMOKE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1820.

Oj" The account of the Grand Annual Sheep Shear-

J, as it is called, at Holkham—ihe name of Sir.

Coke's estate in Norfolk, Kngland, will be found
liiglily entertaining. We publish it to show the ho-

nours due to, and the pleasure to be derived from,

agriculture. It is not saying too much to aver, that

.Mr. Coke's munificence and public spirit have laid

the foundation of improvements, which give him a

claim on the gratitude of the friends of agriculture in

all parts of the world.

In our two succeeding numbers, we shall give the

proceedings of the second and third day's meeting.

—

These proceedings are copied from the London Far-

mers' Journal, and we are happy to inform our sul>

ci-ibers, that arrangements have been made, whcr
by we shall hereafter receive regularly the best

]

Ddical publications of Kngland, Scotland, a.

France, on agriculture and Internal Inipiovemen'

If for our zeal in accumulating the means of givli

them valuable information, our subscribers ihink .1

entitled to .^ny thing beyond the mere price of si.i

scription, they can manifest their kindness in no wa
more effectually, than by sending us some addition,,

subscribers.

We are in no danger of being in want of valui:.'

materials for conducting this Journal, in a spirit ai

le to make it still more usclui than it has bt

—provided the number of subscribers should con

nue to justify and encourage it; but all depends
that, since we can have no reliance on adverti,^

racnls. *

(tj"Considerations on the Smut in Wheat have !'

cupied more room tlian would have been given

them, if the season were not so far advanced—our
I

ges will seldom be so monotonous as they are U-

week.

I'resent Prices of Counlrv Produce in this Marlr
Actual saleof WHEA-r,"83 to 83 cts—Corn, 41 ;

43 cts—llYE, 38 to 4U cts—Flour, from the wagi

§4 75 to S4 87i—Whiskey, from do. iS cts—Ha
per ton glG—Straw, do- S7—Maryhaiid Tobaci
I hhd. fiom Calvert county, at ga—J hlids. ci

.

IVom Anne Arundel, .it S^- * '" ''• <lo- =" Sl'J-
hhds. do, second, at gfi—No sales of Virginia To n .\ l -

CO—North Corolina produce, same »s Usl report.
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would lead to important alterations. His Lord-lthat some of the first breeders in North Devonjcattle that intry, and that they iiad no

ship's speech was very highly applauded. He
concluded by proposing the health of " Mr.

Coke, witli long life and happiness, and the

most heartfelt gratitude for all he has done for

his country and for society ;" which was drank

will) loud appbusc.
Mr. Coke returned thanks, and begged to

give the health of Lord Lyndock, prefacing the

toast with some handsome compliments on his

spirited improvements in agriculture. H'

Lordship was the first person who had carried

inoculation beyond the Tweed, wliich he (Mr
Coke,) hoped, when men began to turn their at

teniion to new things without slighting them be

cause they were new, would be allowed to be

one of the first improvements in agriculture

•IJut ninety-nine men out of one hundred, gen

tlcmen, (continued Mr. Coke,) pass through

the world, and do not think for themselves at

all ; otherwise there would be no doubt about

the value of it. What you have seen to-day

may serve to convince any body of its great ef-

fect in a poor country
;
you may have good per-

manent pasture by it on sharp soils, where you

can get it by no other means. But this year

you do not see it to advantage : the wetness of

the summer has made all pastures green. M
C. then adverted to the overstated estimates of

the expense, which had been done, he believed

by individuals interested in the seed trade, to

deter persons from transplanting turf to their

injury
" Lord Lyndock," with three times three,

which was drank with great applause.

His I,.ordship returned thanks, and address

himself to Mr. Coke, said, " After what you

ere present to see even their own country need of Devons to improve them." Mr. Coke

have said, and what you have shown the com
jiany to-day, I shall not weaken the arguments

by dwelling on the subject." His Lordship re-

turned thanks to Mr. Coke, and to the com

nany, for their warm testimonies of approba

tion.
" Lord Ebrington," with three times three

which was drank with distinguished applause.

His Lordship rose and expressed his thanks

in the following manner :
—" I really feel at a

loss to express my sense of the honour that has

been done me, and the handsome manner in

which my health has been drank ; an honour to

which 1 can have no claim from any knowledge

or reputation in the pursuits of agriculture

pursuit in which I have every thing to learn,

and nothing to impart. But I should be want-

ing in the cause of that important source of in

dustry, if I did not state my admiration of the

character and example of our worthy host ; if I

did not declare in this house, that the wisdom

which eminates from it, ought to pervade every

noble breast in the kingdom. {A/ifilausc,)

feel proud as an Englishman to see such great

and useful paths open before me such as no

other country can boast ; nor can any thing

contribute so rauch to the improvement and

happiness of mankind as following such exam-

ples, {(i/i/ilause)—as following the paths that

lead, even in these times, almost to content

and prosperity." {Great J/i/ilau^c.) His

Lordship then took notice of the excellence of

the Devon cattle, and adverted to the beautiful

specimens of that breed of stock which he had

seen exhibited that day : he could heartily wish

stock surpassed by skill in selection. They

_ t at the same time take a leaf out of the

booM of Norfolk management, for their further

Advantage. His Lordship concluded by giving

' The Yeomanry of the County of Norfolk,"

vith three times three.

Mr. Coke said a few words on the topics last

ncnlioned, and gave " The Yeomainy of all

the Countries in the Kingdom, who have come
to this meeting," adding, he hoped they would

11 return next year, and each man bring

friend, and that they would profit by what

they saw. The toast was drank with loud ap

plaiise for the hospitable sentiment that accom-

panied it. " Lord Waterpark," with three

times three.

His Lordship, in returning thanks, said he had

been twenty years a farmer, but never knew
what farming was till he came to Holkharn.

His Lordship then paid some brilliant compll

ments to the character of Mr. Coke, and conclu

ded by proposing " Mr. Edward Coke," with

three times three. (Loud afifllause.) " Lord

Delaware," with three times three.

His Lordship rose and said, " I cannot bet-

ter express the sense I feel of my own unwor-

thiness than by taking up but a very small por-

tion of your time. But allow me to say

should think very meanly of the head and the

heart, that did not feel raised by such an honour.'"

" Small in size, but great in value."
" General Walpole."—The gallant general

eturned thanks, and very handsomely alluded

to the improvement and prosperity of agr

ture.

" The Marquis of Landown." Mr. Coke
in proposing this toast, regretted exceedingly

that circumstances had prevented his lordship';

attendance. The noble marquis's promise to

come was conditional, and it unfortunately hap-

pened tliat the proviso decided in the negative

Mr. Coke then mentioned the Code of Agri

culture, and alluded to the discussion of the

previous year relating to the drill and broadcast

systems. He was liappy to observe, as the

company would remember, that Sir John Sin

clair went away a convert to drilling ; he stood

the argument stoutly, but he was overcome by

the facts, and like a good general he retreated

where otherwise he must have been routed in

the contest. He was happy to say, that he (Sir

John) was now come to allow the superiority of

tlie drill to tlie fullest extent : if there was any

reserve or doubt remained before, or any share

of piejudice remaining, (for it was hard to con

qucr it at once,) he (Mr. Coke) believed that it

was now wholly done away and discarded. Mr
Coke observed with pleasure, that several gen

tiemen from Scotland had done him the honour

to come to that meeting—who were intelligent

md well-informed, as ne believed tlie Scotch

:;euerally were. " If they have any fools (said

Mr. Coke) they keep them at home, for all

see are very much the contrary. I am proud

to have sent the first drill into Scotland, where

the use of the drill is becoming very general

The drill husbandry has also extended to Ame
rica, to which country I have sent a number ol

implements—as also Devon cattle; but M
Bloomfield assures me, that he found excellent

hen adverted to the several breeds of cattle

wliich were most in vogue. The long liorned

cattle, he said, were bad in their form, and
though care and skill might do a great deal,

were too many difficulties to get over.

Had IJakewell began with the short horns, the

Devons, or the flerefords, he would have nro-

duced twice the quantity of beef in the same
lime. Mr. Coke then reverted to the drill, and
explained the several reasons of its superiority;

poke of the company who came from all parts

ride round his neighbourhood to see and t<^

learn. " I am, and I ought to be a proud man
(said Mr. Coke) to bring together and to re-

ceive such a numerous assemblage, and so long

as I shall have my health, (by the blessing of
God) so long shall I be happy to see you all."

Mr. Coke concluded by giving " Sir John Sin-

clair," with three times three, which was drank
with much applause.

Sir John rose, and after expressing his thanks
to the company, and confessing his embarrass-

ment on the occasion, he regretted his want of
abilities to do justice to the subject, and called

upon his hon. and gallant friend who sat near

him Gen. Fitzroy,) whose character as a farmer
was so well established.

The General rose, and with much facetious-

ness expressed his astonishment at the proceed-

ing of the hon. baronet. He had not the small-

est conception of what it would be proper to

say. As to farming, he was but a young begin-

the utility of the drill husbandry he had
never doubted ; he had nothing to unlearn, be-

cause, fortunately for him, he had the rudiments
of his education in the school of Holkharn—
{^/ifilause.)—Sir John had been pleased to be-

peak his assistance by complimenting his know-
ledge ; no doubt but knowledge was highly pro-

per and requisite in order to give instruction,

but in the knowledge of practical agriculture

great numbers present were superior to himself:

But, gentlemen, (said the gallant general)

although I cannot bring my hon. friend out of

his difficulty. I will tell you what happened
hen he came to pay me a visit : I had then a

.

tolerable crop of barley, and the hon. baronet,

iding by the side of it, said, ' you are late with

that ivheat of your's*

—

{Laughter.)— Sir John

* In the next subsequent number of the Farmer's
lournal, the editors n>ake upon this remark of Ge-
neral Fitzroy's, the following explanation.

" We are sorry to find th<t a jocose allusion of
General Fitzroy's, at the Holkharn Meeting, should

e been by many persons not present, taken seri-

^ ly. The substance of this friendly sparring which .

was perfectly in keeping with the hilarity of the oc-

casion, is correctlv reported in page 220, (July 10th)

of this Journal. VVe are quite sure that none of cuV

readers could take the gallant General's meaning as

a serious inuendu on the knowledge and abilities of

Sir John Sinclair: neither, we are persuaded, can
iny imputation remain with any one against the

well known reputation of so well informed, and so in-

dsfatigable and tried a friend of Agriculture. But we.

have another argument, if this be not sufficient, that

is, if the meanini; had been serious, no gentleman

could have uttered it It was a jeu d'es/inte, suited •

to the occasion, which made the company extreme-

ly merry : and no one entertained the joke with

more evident good humour than Sir John himself.''

£(IU. filler. Far.
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U replied) this crop is ratlier late, bui you are

not to expect to see it grow so tall, because it is

not wheat but barley."—We came presently to

a piece of land where I had been, I hope pretty

successfully, trying an experiment with inocu-

lation. Sir John- who had been some time in

a musing mood, suddenly looked up, said, " I

take that to be an excellent piece of broadcast

clover."

—

[Much laughter.)—The hon. baronei

afterwards wrote to me to desire my opinion of

the two modes of husbandry—and I believe he

has omitted no pains to correct his errors

that subject. This is highly creditable to his

candour—for though it appears he is a bad f.ir

mer, he is nevertheless a delightful good-natured

man."

—

(J/i/ilau.se and laughter.)

Sir John rose when the gallant general sat

down, and with a solemnity of humour that in-

creased the mirth of the company, protested

that he had a high opinion of the gallant gener-

al's abilities but he would never fee him as an

advocate '.—{Laughter.) He must endeavour
to plead his own cause, and he might safely

rely on the court for their indulgence

—

{A/j

/ilause.) Sir John then thanked Mr. Coke foi

the remarks he had made on the Code of Agri-

culture the second edition, he hoped, was con-

siderably improved from the first ; it had been
revised by Mr. Blaikie, and other intelligent

agriculturists ; and the third edition, which was
now, preparing, he trusted would be still more
worthy of general esteem, as no pains would
be omitted to make it as complete a body oi

agricultural knowledge as could be drawn fron

the best sources of information. On the subject

of drilling, he stood before the company under
some degree of embarrassment, (as he had ob-

served before,) but that should not prevent him
declairing the conviction he had derived fron

the progress of inquiry. He had long recotfi

mended the drilling of all leguminous crops
;

and for many reasons it was obvious that drill

ing grain on various soils was advantageous, and
there had been no doubt about it long before the

discussion took place in that noble mansion last

year. But there were two points which he had
stopped at as objections to the practice, and which
it is necessary to get fairly over before he could
conscientiously proceed to a universal propo'

sition. "• -

toast, " May the subjects of Great Britain

be fed by the produce of its own soil," which
was received with great applause.

Mr. Coke then entered on the subject of

sowing an increased quantity of seed, and be

cause, as Lord Abermarle had remarked,
here were at leat 200 persons present who
had never been there before, he must be a

little tedious to the others, for their sakes, in

relating the origin of the thick sowing prac-

tised in the neighbourhood of Holkham. He
then related the circumstance, with suitable

acknowledgments to the parties, which is short

ly this :—At the death of Mr. Wright, who
had been baiUff to Mr. Coke for thirty years,

Mr. Blomfield suggested to Mr. Coke, that if he

would sow more seed he would find his advan-

tage in it, but that he (Mr. Blomfield, did not

wish to hint this in the life-time of Mr. Wright.
Mr. Coke, ever ready to adopt experiments,

began to sow from two and a half bushels to

four bushels per acre, and having tried the

quantities, experimentally for three years, ful thing to witness the applause and homage
he then recommended it to the public. This, that waited upon the footsteps of great and
Mr. Coke observed, was his constant practice

;
good men ; that followed their names, and

he was ever ready to adopt any suggestion, cheered their actions—so that you cannot men-

the drill promoted too much growth in the

straw ; the other, that the short and tillered

ears gave inferior wheat, to the deteriment of

the sample.—Now the latter, he was assured

was not the case ; but where could he receive

this assurance upon such good authority as at

Holkham ?

—

{Afifilause.) It had been his

duty to be fully satisfied by facts before he re

corded his conviction. On the other point, he
was assured that by drilling the wheat thick

in the rows, the crop was less liable to lodge
than broadcast ; and by the facility of cleaning

a more extended and profitable rotation might
be adapted to the fertility of the soil. " In

conclusion (said Sir John) all my objections

Lord Albemarle rose, and with a very ele-

gant and affectionate eulogium, gave the health
of " Lord Anson," which was drank with great

applause.

His Lordship returned thanks with perfect

ease of manner and propriety of expression.
" Young as I am (said his Lordship,) and little

practised in agriculture, God knows how I have
deserved the honour now conferred upon me, and
those testimonies of approbation which have been
so liberally bestowed by this company, I believe,

and I am happy to say so, that they do but add
another proof of attachment and regard to that

house to which I bear so near a relationship."

—

{jl/ifilaune.^.)

His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex rose,

and adverted to the example of lord Albemarle,
claiming for himself the same privilege ; his

Royal Highness very energetically expressed
his conviction of the interest which every one
present must feel in the welfare of the house of

Holkham. It was a most pleasing and delight-

but he could not receive and recommend
mode on mere assertion ; he always tried it.

Upon this evidence he recommended thick

sowing he recommended four bushels per
acre, drilled at nine or ten-inch intervals

and cleaned with the inverted hoes. The com-
pany had seen his wheat in the park, and it was
all done so, and to-morrow he should have the

pleasure to shew them Mr. Blomfield's wheat,

from whom he derived the hint as before stated.

Mr. Coke then adverted to the presence of

several gentlemen from Essex, to whose atten-

tion a Coke but there are peals of approbation.
—[Great Jfifilauses.) His Royal Highness
had heard it said, that too many cooks spoiled

the broth, [laughter,) but in this instance the

proverb was belied, and he should therefore give

the health of " Mr. Thomas William Coke."

—

[Long and loud a/ifilause.)

Mr. Thomas William Coke returned his best

thanks for the handsome notice of his Royal
Highness and the company in general.

Mr. Coke then rose, and in his accustomed
manner recapitulated the objects to which they

tion he recommended this subject, and that of had paid attention during the day, and the im
the drill husbandry in general ; he was afraid

it had made but little progress there, but he
was glad lo see that the gentleman had come
to take lessons, and he hoped they would carry
back improvement. " The way to improve
ment (said Mr. Coke) is finding fault, foi

wherever there is fault there should be amend-
ment. I can assure the gentlemen, from expe
rience, that what I recommend is the way to

reduce the length of the straw, and increase the
The first was that on rich mellow soils value of the crop. If this be so at Holkham

it may also be the case in Essex, and it is the

duty of every body to try it before they can
say it luili never do with us. Try it on a small

scale, gentlemen, I do not recommend extensive

changes at once, because they put people out of

their way ; they have not the labourers ready

taught, and perhaps are deficient in implements,
therefore experiments should be small at first

:

try an acre, then two acres, and sow and man
age the rest of the field as you did before. Do
but begin, and you will get along I am sure-

and will live, I hope, to say " you have made
some improvement by coming to Holkham.'

to the drill husbandry have been completely supposed to be characteristic of farmers. It

removed by the inspection of Holkham, and I

now recommend it without reservation, as a

mode of husbandry which, if properly follow-

ed, which render the importation of foreign

grain completely unnecessary."

—

[Great aft-

filause.) Sir John concluded with proposing

'hich had been made in regard to the habits

was said that his farmers drank port wine

not sorry for that (said Mr. Coke ;) I wish

they drank claret ; why should I envy or deny
them the enjoyments 1 delight in myself ?—This
benevolent sentiment was applauded with un
common cheering.

provements that had always been held in view,

.s they were founded on liberal leases, and on
he exertion and good management arising out

of them. He gave due praise to every one who
had contributed to the advantage of Holkham
agriculture, and spoke in terms of the highest

commendation of several noblemen and gen-
tlemen who had contributed largely ; by their

patronage and example, to strengthen and ex-

tend those improvements which had been the

chief pride of his life, and which involved the

best and most extensive interests of the coun-

try.

—

[Applauses.) In mentioning the change
of sheep from the Norfolk breed to the Downs,
Mr. Coke appealed to Mr. Blythe whether the

Down flock had not given more increase of pro-

fit upon a given extent of land than amounted
to the whole rent of the farm ? This was
repeated and stated again, so as to fix the

attention of the company, and Mr. Blythe

confirmed the statement on his own ex-

perience. Mr. Coke proceeded to observe that

from peculiar circumstances connected

with the manufactures of Norwich, it appeared

Mr. Coke then adverted to the illiberal remarks that a cross between Downs and Leicesters

might be worth more than either ; he should,

therefore, divide his ewes the approaching sea-

son, and keeping all the heads for his Down
flock, he would put 200 of those which were
not so good to breed cross fleeces as tegs,

and the progeny would feed off the ensuing^

spring : he by no means intended to breed from
the crosses ; but he thought the plan so far a
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good one, and niiifhl help lo improve the select-

ed flock. " Tlius (said Mr. Coke,) I am ready

to state every thing ; I am desirous to leaiii, and

ready to teach and cominuiiicate whatever may
benefit the company and the country.

—

{J/.

filausc.) Another object, gentlemen, is a point

in which opinion may waver, between the supe

riority of the drill and the dibble, in cultivating

wheat. I ov/n I am partial to the drill for many
reasons, which I need not now repeat ; but it has

Ijeen observed, that the dibbling process employ:

many children, and gives employment to the

poor, an object ccriainly of great imporiance.

It is true, that all improvements in cultivation

tend to increased employment, and we feel no

want of that sort here. But I consider it my
duty to do all I can, and especially to act with

fairness and without prejudice ; and I have of-

fered a premium for a comparative statement of

expense and produce, quality, quantity, and so

on, in this case. There is another object which

is a proof of the sagacity of Mr. Blaikie, to

whom I owe it : it may have occurred to others

and it may be new to many : it is to drill a field,

having a southern aspect, north and south, if ii

be a fertile soil ; but if dry, and in want of shade,

drill it east and west. I would not dwell so long

on these things {hear, hear .') but this is an agri

cultural meeting, and I believe sincerely that the

company come to be informed, and I am unwil-

ling to omit any thing that may be useful. The
ridge system for turnips is working its way in

Norfolk, and it is not the least tiling to say in its

favour, that the flies seldom hurt the crop: cer

tainly, from the manner in which the ridge is

laid, with the warm dung enclosed, and the

seed deposited together in a line, makes the early

growth quicker, and enables the plants, or a suf-

ficiency of them, to escape. To this may be

added the early hoeing with the horse-hoes, for

it is highly probable that the operation disturbs

the flies when they are numerous. By these

means I have beaten the fly ; insomuch, that 1

have dismissed all anxiety about it. This is

still, however, a subject of great interest in most
places, and I would earnestly recommend the

system I have now spoken of:—let those who
suffer, copy these practices, and they may escap

likewise." Mr. Coke concluded by adverting

to the intelligent and spirited conduct of the

Yeomanry of Norfolk, and their kind assistance

in spreading the system. He thtii spoke of the

bright example and noble character of Lord Al
Albermarle, who, he expected, now he (Lord
Albermarle) had been round his farms, would
have a great deal of fault to find for the instruc-

tion of the company.
(7*0 be continued.^

To " The Alaryland AgricuHural Society,"

Fbom THEin PnKSiDENT, U Smith, Esa.

JJeUverecl at their Semi-JtnmMt Afeeiing; on the 12th insl

Those, who study the physiology of vegeta-
tion, have to encounter diflicultics not met with
in other physical researches. The Rationale
of the effects of experiments in agriculture can
not, in general, be traced with the scientifick

exactness attainable in other disquisitions,

—

Besides the great length of time required in

ascertaining the result of each individual trial,

the silent progresslif vegetation is affected some-
times, by some unknown principle in the soil

and, at all times, by the varying indeterminable

state of the atmosphere. Solid foundations

however, for rational illustrations in this depart-

ment of knowledge, have been formed from a

careful examination and collation of experiments
furnished from time to time by judicious, pains-

taking cultivators of the soil.

In the estimation of some agriculturists, sci-

ence is unfortunately considered as nothing
but the imaginary speculation of visionary

theorists. In its true point of view, it is re

gardcd as " the refinement of common sense,'

improved by a knowledge of princi))les, that

have been established by a series of facts and
by the diversified experience of many years.

—

It is only in this point of view, as warranted
by practice, that science is, in any degree,

worthy of the attention of the practical culti-

vator.

Agricultural chemistry, it is true, is, as yet.

but in its infancy. Its admonitions ought,

therefore, to be received with all the circum-
spection of the most wary caution. They, ne-

vertheless, are indubitably, at all times, en-

titled to respectful and mature consideration.

—

It is from chemistry that we have learned the

most useful lessons in agriculture. It is by

the aid of this science that we have discovered

the commixture of those ingredients, whicl:

constitute good land, and of those which con-

stitute bad land.

" The soil is the great Laboratory in which
the food of plants is prepared."—The atmos-

phere is but an auxiliary. And hence it is.

that the qualities of soils are universally consi-

dered objects of the highest importance. All

soils consist of certain primitive earths differ-

ently combined. These have been enumerated

and classified with great precision by the che

mists. To their classification, however, it is

not my intention, on this occasion, to resort. In

language more familiar, although less exact, I

shall content myself in stating, as sufficient for

the practical purposes of agriculture, that the

soils of our country are, in general, clay, sand,

gravel, clayey loam, sandy loam, and gravelly

loam.

Clay, sand and gravel need no description.

I would only remark, as to sand and gravel

that the difference between them is merely in the

size of their constituent parts ; viz. the grains of

the one and the pebbles of the other.

Clayey loam is a compound soil, consisting of pi

clay and sand or gravel, with a mixture of cal-

carious matter, and in which the clay is predo-

minant.

Sandy or gravelly loam is a compound soil,

consisting of sand or gravel and clay, with a mix-

ture of calcarious matter, and in which the sand

or tlie gravel is predominant.

Calcarious matter is any substance that bums
to lime.

By chemical tests, we are to ascertain all

those primitive earths, and the proportionate

parts thereof, which compose a soil naturally

fertile. By the same means wc are able to as-

certain which of those salutary earths and what
proportions thereof are not to be found in a soil

naturally sterile, and also what principle, if

any, noxious to vegetation, may be therein con-

tained. We are thence necessarily led to the

conclusion, that the absence of those salutary

earths, or the presence of that noxious princi-

ple is the cause of the sterility of such a soil.

.'Vnd, of course, with a view to its improvement,
the surest method is to supply by artificial

means such defects, or to destroy by an appro-
priate specifick such noxious principle. But in

the practice of agriculture, as in the practice of
medicine, the greatest difiiculty is in ascertain-

ing with precision the proximate cause of the

malady. " Felix ijui fiotuii rerum cognoscere

caiisas,"

The sterility of a soil proceeds from one or

more of the following causes ; viz.— 1st. Its bad
texture.—2nd. The absence of some essential

ingredient.—3rd. The presence of some noxious
principle.

The requisite texture of a soil is such a com-
position of the different earths, as is best adapted

to absorb and to retain such portion of moisture

as is the most conducive to the purposes of ve-

an excess of clay, its texture v,\\\ be improved
by the application of sand or gravel. If it should

be too light and hungry from a redundancy of

sand or gravel, its texture will be benefited by
the use of clay. And if the calcarious matter

should happen to be too abundant, the applica-

tion of clay or sand is recommended.
Calcarious matter is an essential, component

part of all lands naturally fertile. Should there

be a deficiency of this ingredient, lime is useful

to supply the defect, and thus to improve the con-

stitution of such a soil. The benefit of lime, in

such a case, is from the calcarious matter it con-

tains. And the benefit of the calcarious matter

is from the carbonic acid gas with which it is

combined.
Carbonic acid gas is a compound fluid consist-

ing of charcoal dissolved in oxygen. In its ope-

ation as a manure, this compound is decomposed
by the process of vegetation, its charcoal i. e. its

carbon is absorbed by the plant, and becomes a

constituent part of it. It hence would appear,

as a necessary corollary, that the carbon of car-

bonic acid gas is the ingredient by virtue of

which lime is a manure.
The beneficial effect of carbonic acid gas on

vegetation, is illustrated by the experiment of

infusing it into water. Impregnated with this

element, water acquires a vast accession of nu-
tricious virtue, and when applied to the roots of

ants is most powerfully efficacious.

The powder of limestone, pounded by any
kind of mechanical means, retains the carbonic

acid gas, which the stone originally contained.

It consequently by virtue of this gas has an im-

mediate operation as a manure. But limestone,

hen reduced to powder by burning, loses, for

a time, this nutritive ingredient. In conse-

quence of this loss it is, that quicklime is in

all soils, with the two exceptions hereafter

stated, prejudicial to vegetation.—Nay, water,

in which quicklime has been dissolved is so in-

urious to plants as to kill grass watered with

t. Nor does this lime become a manure, until

it has gained anew the carbonic acid gas of

hich it had been deprived by the process of

burning. This principle it, in due time, does

regain by absorbing it from the atmosphere and
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from all vegetable and animal matters with which

it may come in contact,

By the chemists, however, it has recently been

(liscoverecl, that the quantity of carbonic acid gas

in the atmosphere is very small and that there

fore this essential ingredient is drawn principally

from the vegetable and animal matters in thi

soil. This discovery may serve to explain the

common practice of applying a large quantity of

quicklime to rich land and a small quantity to

j>oor land.

A rich soil abounds with various vegetable and

aninaal matters, with which the lime lies in con-

tact and from which it absorbs the carbonic acid

gas. In proportion to the richness of the land

will be the abundance of these vegetable and an

imal matters ; in proportion to such abundance

will necessarily be the supply of carbonic acid

gas, and, of course, in such ratio ought to be thi

quantity of lime applied to the land. As poor

land contains little or no such vegetable and ani

mal matters, lime used thereon will have to ab-

sorb the requisite carbonic acid gas almost alto-

gether from the atmosphere ; and as the atmo-

sphere affords but a very small supply, lime,

applied in a large quantity, to such a soil, must
necessarily remain for a considerable period of

time before it can be saturated with this ingre-

dient. During the whole period of such depri-

vation, it will be injurious to vegetation. If,

then, the vegetable and animal matters in the

soil should be so scanty as not to furnish carbo

nic acid gas sufficient, for example, to saturate

only one tenth part of the lime applied to the

land, the other nine parts of such lime would

be prejudicial, and thus the soil by this applica

tion would be injured in the ratio of nine to one

And such lime would, moreover, continue to be

prejudicial, more or less, until it should be duly

impregnated with this essential gas from the

small supplies slowly afforded by the atmo-

sphere.

In the use, then, of quicklime, as a manure, it

is desirable to apply only as much as will be speed

ily saturated with carbonic acid gas from the ve

ge table and animal substances contained in the

soil. As this cannot be ascertained with precis

ion, it is advisable not to incur the i-isk of apply

ing, at one time a very large quantity. A small

portion occasionally repeated would be the safest

course. And the quantity, each time ought to be
regulated by the estimated quantity of vegetable

and animal substances in the soil.

If, however, the lime should have been expo-
sed, previously to its application, so long as to

have become perfectly mild, that is, completely
saturated with carbonic acid gas, no apprehen-
sion ought to be entertained as to the quantity

used on either poor or rich land.—Containing,

in that state, as much of this nutritive ingredi-

ent, as it is capable of absorbing ; it, in virtue

thereof, operates at once as a manure on all soils,

and in proportion to the quantity used, except in

In this mild state, lime, at all times and
all lands, ought to be used, unless there be in the

soil some noxious principle, which quick-lime
might have the effect of correcting ; or unless

the soil abound with hard or inert vegetabl

matters, which lime, when caustic, would bring

into a state of more rapid decomposition and
lution.

There is a species of limestone, which contains

a large quantity of Magnesia. The lime of such
stone has by some, learned as well as unlearned;

been deemed a poison to vegetables. This hy-

pothesis merits, on the present occasion, a short

explanation.

Magnesia, like lime, is, in its natural state

combined with carbonic acid gas, and is, in the

same manner, deprived of it by calcination.

—

It also, like lime, regains this principle by ab
sorbing it from the atmosphere and from vege
table and animal matters. Magnesia, however,
has a much weaker attraction for carbonic acid

gas than lime, insomuch, that it cannot be com-
bined with it, as long as the lime, united vvitii it

emains in a caustic state. The lime, in such
state, attracts by its superior powers carbonic
acid gas, not only from all vegetables and animal
matters in the soil, but from the Magnesia itself,

and consequently the Magnesia can absorb no
portion whatever of this element until after the

lime be completely saturated.—But Magnesia af-

ter it becomes combined with carbonic acid gas,

instead of being a poison, is like lime, by virtue

of this ingredient, a useful constituent of soils

and it is only when deprived of it, that it is, a

in the case of lime, injurious to vegetables.

The essential difference, then, between them.
Is this, that Magnesia needs a much longer
time than lime in recovering this nutritive in-

gredient and, of course, in becoming a ma-
nure. It is hence presumable, that the opin-

ion of the deleterious effects of the Magne-
sian lime has proceeded from the very great
length of time, which the Magnesia requires in

regaining the carbonic acid gas, and especially

as, during that long period of deprivation, it

either occasions sterility or greatly injures the

ps. The extent and duration of such injuri-

ous effects must necessarily be in proportion to

the barrenness of the soil to which the Magne-
sian lime may be applied and to the quantity

that may be used.

calcareous matter.—Instead of extracting, as m
the process of quicklime, the nutritive element
from the vegetable and animal matters in the

remedy recommended was lime, which convert-

ed the sulphate into manure. And from that

time the field has proved to be productive and
valuable.

These few observations, imperfect as they are,

have been submitted to your consideration under
a faint expectation, that, in some small degree,
they may have a tendency to induce an opinion
that the practical cultivator and the inquisitive

phisiologist ought to go hand in hand with a
view to the advancement of the great interests

of agriculture. To have given to these obser-

vations the extent required by a full examinatioii

of the subject, would have been an unreasonable
trespass upon the time and probably upon the

patience of the Society.—It has not been my in-

tention, on this occasion, to range in so vast a
field, as to discuss the multitude of direct and
collateral matters, which, in such an examina-
tion, would necessarily have occurred. My
humble purpose has been merely to sow upon

land a single handful of the grain of ::ctcri'C>.i

in the fond hope, that, from the cultivation

thereof or from the selection of a better seed,

we may, hereafter, one and all, reap an abun-
dant harvest.

The University of Maryland, an institution

highly reputable to our state and extensively

beneficial to the community, intend to consti-

tute a new chair for a professorship of Geology
and Agricultural Chemistry. Judicious as the

Faculty have hitherto been in all their appoint-

ments, no doubt can be entertained as to the
talents and acquirements of the gentleman, who
is to occupy so honourable a station. Enveloped
in darkness as is, at present the theory of agri-

culture, a vista from this chair will, I trust, be

opened, which will afford us a distinct perspec-

tive of the subjects obscurely presented by me,
and of other agricultural matters infinitely more
interesting.

Land apparently very good, as to its texture,

and as to its component parts, may, neverthe-

less, be extremely sterile. The cause of this

sterility is sometimes, not within the reach of

common observation. There m.ay be in the soil

principle noxious to plants, which cannot be

discovered but by the application of some che-

mical tests. For example, there may ba the

salts of iron, which are prejudicial to vegetation.

These salts can be discovered by means of re-

agents employed on such occasions by che-

mists, and wlien discovered, they can be de-

cases where there is in the land a sufficiency of composed and neutralized by the application of

quicklime. A few years since, a case, wor-
thy of notice, occurred in England. Sir Joseph
Banks had a field remarkable for its sterility,

soil, the mild lime leaves them just as they although it was apparently of a very good qual
\yere, and takes with it into the soil the acces-'y. He put some of the soil into the hands of
sion of immediate food aftorded by the carbonic an eminent chemist to be analized. It was found
cid gas with which it was combined.

ON THE

liistewvpeTcs of Gi*a\n.

FROM DUHAMEL's ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTUUE.

Contimtedfrom the last American Farmer, page 222.

Though ail I have hitherto said principally re-

gards the culture of Wheat, yet the same princi-

ples may be applied to other grain : I shall now men-
distemper which often attacks Kye, and

sometimes also affects Wheat. What follnws will

give an idea of the nature of this distemper.
1 Tlie affected grains, being larger and longer

than such as are liealthy, push out of the chaif, ap-
pearing sometimes straight, often moreor lesscrooked.

2. On the outside they are brown ov black. ; their

surface is rugged, and three furrows are ofveii seen
in them, which extend from one end of the grain to

the other : finally, the outward end of the grain is

Iways larger than that which adheres to the chaflF;

and this large end is sometimes cleft into two or
three parts. It is not uncommon to see on the sup-

face cavities which appear to be made by insects.

3. On breaking an infected grain a whitish flour

perceived within it, covered by a reddish brown
ilour. Though this infected flour has some consis-

tence, it maj- nevertheless, be crumbltd betwixt the
fingers.

4 On being put into water these grains first s,wim,

but afterwards, sink to the bottom ; on chewing they
l^ave a pungent taste on the tongue.

5 The cliaff appears healthy, though what is on the

to contain the sulphate of iron. The obviousloutside is somewhat browner than in its natural state.
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7. The affecied grains have less adiierence to thi

chaff than the others
8. M. Aimen attributes this distemper to the em

bryo's not being impregnated, no eerm b. ing found ii.

such as are infected. This same Naturahst, in a pa
per which he has sent me, has collected many reflec-

tions and microscopical observations ; but I shall pass

them over in silence as being more carious than useful

9. I shall not take up the reader's time in refuting

the opinions of such as have asserted fogs, dews,
rain, and the moisture of the soil to be the causes of

this distemper. But I cannot omit mentioning, that

M Tillet, as well as Aimen, thinksthat other plants

as well as Rye are subject to the Ergot; M. Tillet,

has seen, and Mr Uelu has shewed me grains of

Wheat infected with it. .So the Ergot must not

be confounded with the Charbun, or burnt grain ;

they are two several distempers , and what seems
best to confirm this difference is, that the experi

ments of M. Tillet prove, that the dust of the Er-

got is not contagious like that of burnt grain.

M. Til'et is much inclined to think, that the Ergot

proceeds from the puncture of an insect, which makes
a kind of i^all nut of the Rye-kernel ; and he suspect;

a sitiaii caterpillar of being the cause of this distem

per. But neither he nor I can positively assert this

If what Dodard, Laugius, Fagon, Delahire, Noel,

and M. Saleme say of this distemper, is referred to,

the diseases caused by eating grain much infected

with the Ergot will be fully laid open

It is very easy to separate the greatest part of the

infected grain with the help of a sieve, because they

are generally much larger than such as are sound ;

the peasants of Sologne do this when corn is cheap

;

but in years of scarcity they will not lose even the in-

fected grain ; then it i> they are attacked with a dry

An ox, unworkcd, eats about 32 pounds of meadou
hay per day.

An ox at work eats 40 pounds a day.

If fed in the stable each head of horned cattle will

at lot) pounds green clover just cut, or 30 pounds
lover hay a day.
At work, j horses eat in all, 48 stones a week ol

hay, also 48 quarts of oats a week each horse.
At work IS horses in 12 days, eat 430 stones ol

hay which is 14 stones i>. week for e. ch horse nls

64 quarts of oats a week for e.ich

An idle horse eat 14 stones of hay a week and nc
corn.

We republish the following article, with additional

particulars, by the special request of subscribers.
From the Commercial Herald.

IIEMKUY FOIl INTERNAL HfliMOHUIIAGES.
Mr. Gray—Allow me through the medium of your

paper to recommend to persons who are troubled with
bleeding at the lungs, the use ot a tea made of the

weed commonly called Bugle Weed, but by some
persons called iVater Hoarhound. It grows sponta-

neously in most parts of New England and in the

state of New York. Its botanical name is Lijco/iiu

Firg-micita. It is now the proper season for gather-

ing it ; but September will be equally good-

Mr. Eaton, in his manuel, gives the description of

the genus of the plant Lycofius ; " Calyx tubular, helf

5 cleft, coral tubular, 4 clct\, nearly equai, one divi-

sion emarginate ; stamens distant, seeds 4 refuse.'

by an Indian of Windsor in this state, to staunch
the blood in an external wound from a scythe. Its
healing efficacy here was equally astonishing. In
this case it was bruised soft and applied to the wound.
New Canaan Academy, August 21, lfi'20.

From the Dutches!, 06sen>er.
[Mr. S. Bosworth has politely furnished us with

he lollowiiig description of the Water Hoarh(.und.]
Messrs. Editors—On examining the plant you men-

tioned as a remedy in Hcenirptosis or spitticg of
lilood from the iunts, I find that it belongs to the
class Diandria, order Monogynia, nat. order Labials

:

(i class, 1 order lipped Hower.) Some authors have
numerated 7 species, as 1 Lycopus Vulgarus, 2 Vir-

ginicus, 3 Puniilus, 4 Obtusifolius. 5 Exaltatus, 6
Angustifolius, 7 Sinuaus ; but part of these are no
doubt only varieties.

Lycopus Virgiiiicus, commonly known by Water
Hoarhound, or Bugle Weed, grows spontaneously
about the creeks and low lands in the northern and
eastern states; I have found it on the banks of the
Falkill (north of town :) height from 18 inches to 5
feet, root jomted and fibrous, stalk square, grooved,
giving off branches, leaves thin narrow, sharp, notch-
ed, colour yellowish green, coming off opposite and
alternately upon different sides. Blossoms in Au-
gust and September. Flowers are small white,
growing in clusters, and situated at the base if the
leaves, sometliing similar to those of the Maraubriuni
Vulgare, (common Hoarhound,) and when gone to
seed, appears like a burr surrounding the stalk.

And of the species r>Tginicus, ht says, " leaves Calix (flower cup) tubular, 5 cleft, acute or accumi'
broad lanceolate, serrat ; at the base narrow and ei

tire ; calyx very short, spineless." I would also add,

thflt the leaves are opposite, subovate, subsesde and
frequently of a bright purple ; joints ot the stem ge
nerally thicken upwards : stem quadr.ingle, anc

gangrene, whichcausestne extremity of their bodies branching from one to IS inches high : flowers oppo

nate. Corolla (blossoms) monopetalous tubular, 4 lob-
ed and nearly equal, the upper segment broader and
emarginate. Stamina distant ; seeds 4, naked and
retuse, (forming a hollow.) Taste quite bitter.

PETER DUDGEON.

to drop off, almost without pain or loss of blond ;

these tniserable wretches have been seen in the Ho-

tel-Dieu at Orleans, with nothing but the trunk ol

their bodies remaining, and they have nevertheless

lived in this state several days.

As the Ergot does not every year produce these

terrible consequences, Lauguis imagined there might

site and sesile, white, and resemble in some mea
sure the common hoarhound.

I have been troubled by turns, for seme years with
the hemoptysis, or raising blood from the lungs, and
was requested to drink a tea of this bugle weed
made about as strong as common hyson tea—to use

it cold, as my only drink. I did so, and found imme-
be two kinds o'f Ergot ; one that was not pernicious.jdiate relief—had no return for two years—again re

and the other that which causes the gangrene we
speak of. It is, however probable, there is but one

kind of Ergot : and that this grain does not hurt, 1.

When the Peasants are careful in sifting their corn ;

2. When there is naturally but little Ergot amongst

sorted to the tea, and was again restored—and though
I had bled for some days previous had no relapse af-

ter using the tea—have used it as my only drink for

mo:iths together. Its effects on me have been won
derful. Whenever I perceive the symptoms of sud

the good corn. It is also said, that infected corn losesjden bleeding—a violent flush of the face, pressure at

its noxious qualities by being kept ; and it is per- the breast, &c.—by drinking the tea, the symptom:
haps, on this account that the peasants are attacked'

' i:-.-i- j--^ " - 'i-i-:- 1 1 j-.- , _

with this gangrene in years of scarcity, because they

then eat their corn immediately after harvest.

Estracied from C. E'l. Common Place Book.

Chea/i food for homes, from J\T Arthur's Fi-

nancial Sacts, 8vo. /I. 258.
The author lived in London and kept three horses

which he fed as follows.

Two trusses and a halfof clover or meadow hay cut

and mixed with four trusses of wheat, or barley straw
when cut up, make nearly equal quantities in weight

;

two heaped bushels of this mixture equal to fourteen

pounds weight, are given to each horse in twenty-four
hours,beiiit; previously mixed with half a peck of corn
(in England oats) ground or chopped, weight 5lbs.

with waterto wet it; thatis7pnuntlsof hay ; 7pounds
of straw ; 5 pounds of meal ; given in parts at six

different times, each day and evening. And
'^

pounds of hay at night, makes 24 pounds to each
horse in t.venty-four hours ; and it kept them much
fatter than with double the corn each day
ground, two trusses of hay a week.*

were immediately dispelled. This Ihave dont 1

dreds of times, when 1 have every reason to believe
il)licatioii, I must in many instances

have raised blood.

I am not alone in this opinion. Twenty or thirty

persons within my knowledge have drank it with
equal success, and are ready to testify to its invalua
ble excellence

Imagination may hpve great effect on the system in

this way ; and it is well known by all that the'tea cai:

not touch the lungs or the rupture of the blood vet

; that it must act by sympathy, and in no other

way ; and this is the operation of all other medicines

* Aceoi ding to this calculation the daily expense
of keeping a horse, independently of any allowance
for grooms attention, is about 23 cents or about S7 per
month, Cilcu'atinghay at §18 per ton, straw at §10
and ci:rn at 48 cents per bushel, the present cost of

ke. ping a horse at livery in this city is Sl2 per
month. Jidit. Am. Farmer.

felt sensibly cooler after drinking it. It may perhap;

be sometliing of an astringent, though not a powerful
one. It is well known, that in complaints of this kind,

the circulation of the blood is unequal, frequently giv

iiig a high flush to the face while the body and limbs

are in perfect agues. 1 have generally conceived

that the essential quality ot this plant was to equahze
the circulaiion of the blood, and that in an eminent
degree.

I'here are three species of this weed, the Europe
IS, Virginicus and Uniflorous ; the latter, however,

being pretty much confined to Canada, and the Vir
ginicus the only species I have ever used The plant

and its qualities have been known in England fo

ire than a century, and is there called bugl

ed. The first knowledge I can learn of its use ii

this country, was about thirty years since. It was used

Letter fr
G. fr. Jeffrexjs, Esg.

I'ublication in the Ameri,

FOR THE AMEUIGAN FARMER.
Col. John Taylor, of Caroline, Virginia, It

mnnicated by the loiter for
•n Farmer— On the Jied Top

Urasa on the neatest mode of so-u-ing wheat -with plovghs
best adapted to that use—on soiling cattle, objections to—on grazing—on haiTowing -wheat—on the Holly fn
live fences, &c.

Pout Rotai, (Virg.) .\.ug. 1, 1817.
Dear Sir—The pleasure of answering your fa-

our of last May, has been deferred for the purpose
f enclosing the requested red top seed. This had

best be sown on a small spot of high land, rich,;clean
and in high tilth, very thin, in drills one foot apart,
one eighth of an inch deej}, and covered at that
depth nicely by the hand. It had better be sown on
the surface than covered deeper. This trouble is only
ntended to secure a good parcel of seed next spring.
The neatest mode of sowing wheat I have ever

tried, is the following— All the pkiughing is done
with the trowel-hoed plough. One of a size less by
a third that you received a draft of, drawn by one
horse as near to the corn as possible. It has a
mould board ten inches long and four wide, to be
nailed on the helve three inches above the top of
the eye of the plough hoe, so that its end towards the
corn shall droop to a level with the said top. This

It appears to operate as a refrigerant, as 1 always plough runs only one furrow on each side of the corn,
and the drooping of the mould-bo-trd is designed to
make the earth meet on the top of the ridge, and to
prevent the wheat from being too thin at that im-
poi tant point.

Next to this conies the same kind of one horse
plough, having a mould board 6^ niches long, and 4
wide, nailed on square with the helve 3 inches above '.

the top of the eye of the plough hoe. This does all the
work to the middle furrow. That is opened with the
:arge trowel hoed plough, and two wide and long
,noiild-boards, of which y lu had a draft, as deeply as
possible by two horses or four oxen. The intentions

to plough as deep, and cover the wheat as shal-
low as possible, and to save hoe labour by making
the earth meet. Yet the hoe follows the plough, as
r.uch for the purpose of hanging up any corn shaken
ofl'by the horse, as for chopping in any small species
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fhere the earth may not meet. The deep middle

furrows will throw out the wheat sufficiently.—I only

scrape them out witl> hoes in wet land requiring very

high ridges. The small mould-boards of the tw o hrst

mentioned ploughs, are adapted fur helves ot a me-

dium size ; excess either way may materially affect

their operation. This, as well as angles of the mould-

boards, must be regulated by practice, until the work

is completely done. The two first ploughs must run

deep before the mould-board touches, so as to plac

the earth under the wheat in high tilth.—There ar

quicker modes of sowing wheat, but I have nevt

tried one by which the crop was equally benefited.

1 have no doubt, that the sooner oats are sown in

the spring the better the crop, if they escape the

frost. I once had them entirely killed. Of this

there is less danger in ynur climate.

I sow 1^ bushels of wheat to an acre, able to pro-

duce 20, and one to an acre, able to produce 10—
Worse land is not worth sowing, but the seed un

joubtedly must be reduced according to its quality.

The old books err on this subject, respecting our soil

and climate. I increase the quantity of seed wheat to

meet a deficiency of vegetation from any foreseen

cause whatsoever.
Flies in houses, and the sun without, oppose the

soiling of cattle in our climate so considerably, as

with other circumstances, to have caused me after

trial, to reject it, as a general practice. It produces
either a dirty muck in houses, or requires vast labour:

when the stock is large, to keep them clean. In the

.si)ring of every year however, I resort to it in favour

of a few milch cows, which are also fed with other

food. The labour, to cut and cast green food to a

large drove of cattle, is very considerable. The
best mode of keeping them, tried by me, and which
I constantly practice, is to drain dry, good meadow
land, lay it down in grass, and keep an old man and
bw, who regulate the feeding of the cattle, so

b^gin at one end, and proceed gradually to the other,

bL:fore the grass seeds. They ought to be put on
early, and the grass should never be suffered to seed,

bicause it greatly checks its springing anew. By
this practice the grass is fed off successively in plots,

the grazing is frequently repeated, it grows afresh
faster than when cut for soiling, it is cropt sooner
and oftener than it can be cut, the labour of cutting

and casting is saved by the trifling labour of an old

man and a small boy, and the inconvenience of wait-

ing until the grass is high enough for the scythe, is

avoided. Indeed the period between its acquiring
this height and becoming too old is so short, as alone
to oppose a great objection to soiling.

1 have never practised harrowing or rolling wheat
in the spring ; both as the harrow scarifies conside-
rably, are spoken of by agricultural writers with ap-
probation. The latter, however is, I conjecture to be
preferred.

The holly promises every thing as a shrub for live

fences, but 1 have never tried it, nor do 1 know
whether its seed will vegetate more kindly than
those of the cedar. The seed of the latter, picked
up under the tree in snows, when they are seen in

great numbers, after having passed through birds,
would probably sprout well and soon ; or the pulp
both of those and the holly seed, might be taken off

by a preparation of quick lime, and would by gradua-
ting its warmth and causticity, promote their vege-
tion. But I liave never tried it

My hedge of cedar is the best 1 ever saw, and im-
proves yearly.

I am with respect, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

JOHN TAYLOR.

The object of the writer of the following, is so

clearly stated, and is so manifestly desirable, that we
need not add one, to the words of the respectable au
thor of the suggestion ; we hope the hint he has giv
en wiil have the desired effect, when it meets the eye
of our enterprising booksellers; absence from home
prevented an earlier insertion of his letter.

Ed. Am. Far.

FOB THE AMEBICAN FAKMEU.

Frederick County September 7th, 1820.

Mr. Skinner,
Dear Sir—Will you allow me to suggest to you

who are on the spot, and have evinced on all occa-

sions a disposition to active usefulness, that it would

be a valuable service to the people of Maryland, ti

have published in pamphlets, (in detail) the census

if our state. I am sure our marshal would readily fur-

lish the returns from each town or district in eac/i

county, and it would be very profitable to the print

Such a pamplet would be highly useful in state

legislation, and such particulars from each state,

would be so to our mtional government My idea is,

that the return usually printed is not sufficient in de

for state purposes ; of this you are the better

judge.
1 am beginning this day to sow (by way of expe-

riment) on my cornfield (without grain) clover seed,

after a good harrowing, if it answers well, it will be

a beautiful succession to o rn, wheat may then fo'

low in 12 months on clover lay.

To the Editor of the American Farmer.

Mr. Skinner,
The following rtceipt is from a Lady, who assures

e, the Cider Wine she made by it. has been drank

at her table for good Madeira, and the longer it is

Ikept the better it gets. As this is the proper time

for making it, I send you the receipt which you will

please have inserted, if you think it worthy a corner

in your useful paper.^ '

A SUBSCRIBER.
CIDER WINE.

To a barrel of Cider from the press, add four gal-

lons of honey, put the whole on the fire in a clean

copper vessel, boil it as long as a scum rises, or

til the liquid is quite clear, then put it into a new
tjarrel well scalded. The bung must then be put

and carried to the cellar, where it must remain for

twelve months, then it must be drawn either into

kegs or bottles, (bottles is best.) The liquor m
bear an egg previous to boiling.

hirty years ago, in the state of Delaware, he

harvested his wheat crop in the early stage re-

commended in his essay on this subject, aiidthat

it was then the general practice of the southern

tates ; and that the great advantages of doing it

vere discovered more th;in seventy years ago,

rom a mere accidental circumstance, by a far-

mer in the state of Maryland.

In your paper as far back as the 9th of May
of the present year, I read the most respectful

notice of Mr. Brush's performance, by Doctor

Mitchell and General Baily, of New York, suf-

ficient, in my opinion, to recommend it to uni-

versal atteniion And that he was the first to

ngest any thing on this subject, is confidently

believed by myself and others to whom he made
communications on it, se\. -' vears ago. In fact,

I know that fourteen years ago, %.ben he was a

farmer in the state of New York, he then harvest-

ed his wheat at this early stage, and recommen-
ded the practice to his neighbours. " Honour,
then., to whom honour is due."

In giving this communication, I am conscious

that I do hut an act of duty to a man who has ever

deserved well of liis country ; and therefore re-

spectfully request for it a place in your paper.

October 6, 1S20. JUSTICE.

From the A'ational Intelligencer.

TO THE EDITOHS.

Finding in your paper of the 4th instant, un-

der the Paris head, notice of a publication by

Mr. Cadet de Vaux, containing observations on

the advantages of harvesting the Wheat crop in

due season, I feel myself bound by my regard

for my native country, and for a worthy individu

al, to say, that the honour of this discovery be

longs neither to France nor England, nor any

other country but my own, America.

I have long had in my possession, a manuscript

copy of an essay on this subject, by .hhn C
Brushy Esq. of this city, which he submitted to

me for my examination and opinion. Upon
the perusal of it I gave it my full and entire ap

probation, with my request that he would without

elay, furnish the public with a work so excel

lent and of so much importance to tiic great in

terests of our country ; and I know that he is now
under the most distressing circumstances of sick

ness, and almost every other affliction and em
barrassment that can oppress a man in this life

labouring day and night to prepare his work thai

it may appear before the public in a manner to

be advantageous to them, and honourable to him
self.

I hope he may live, and have strength and

perseverance to accomplish an object which pro-

mises so much reputation to himself and benefit

to the world.

Mr. Brush has satisfactorily proved, that

From the National Intellig

ON SHOVEL-PLOUGHS.

Fauquier Comitij, September 30, 1820.

Messrs. Gales isf Seaton :

Gentlemen : Some incerest has been lately

excited amongst the farmers in this county with

regard to a late improvement on the shovel-

plough, said to be invented by John Ballthrope,

of Loudoun county, commonly called the dou-

ble shovel-plough, relative to which plough we
have seen this day, in your paper of the 23rd

inst. a publication, that said Ballthrope had
ately obtained from the government a patent for

a machine called the " double shovel-plough ;"

and, as it is doubted by some whether said

Ballthrope is the inventor or not, we deem it

ut justice to investigate the matter through the

medium of your paper. It is asserted that the

double-shovel plough has been in use in Mary-
land for upwards of five years, made by Matthew
Murray, of Hagerstown, under the direction of

J. Breathard, near Hancock in Maryland, who
it is said is the inventor, and deposited in the

Patent Office a model of the same free for the

use of any person, as he claimed no patent for

If Mr. Breathard is the inventor, Mr. Ball-

thrope is doing great injustice by claiming a pa-

tent right as the inventor. But, if Mr. Ballthrope

is the inventor, it is but just that there should be

no doubl with regard to the fact. AVe there-

fore, beg the favour of you (if it does not impose
too great a burthen) to obtain from the Patent

Office a certificate relative to these facts, and
publish this letter and the certificate in your tru-

ly valuable paper, which will do justice to the

injured party, and can do no injustice to any.

Your complaisance will oblige youis, &c.
Several Farmers of Fauquier Coimty,

P. S. It is said, also, that this plough has been
recommended in the American Farmer, as one

thai has been long in use.
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The Efiilors presented the foregoing letter to thr

Patentoffice, and received the following information

which at the request of their resbectable correspon-

dents, they think it their duty to lay before the pub-
lic:

Patent Office, October \0. 1820.

Messrs. Gai.es & Seatox,
Gentlemen ; In answer to your inquiries, res-

pecting; the Shovel Plough, &c. Mr. J. Breath-

ard deposited two models in the Patent Office,

ofliis invention of the shovel plough, dated on the

8th of March 1817. These models are similar

in shape, though not exactly the same, as that

patented by Mr. John Balllhrope, on the 20th of

September last.

Mr. John Lupton, also took out a patent for

the same object, but differing a little in form

from both of the above on the 3 1st July, 1817

As patents arc granted for im/irovements in

any machine, it is very difficult to say (when

'there fs'a difference in the form) whether the

pritici/de is varied so as to make a patent tena

ble. A jury in a court of justice, can alone de-

cide that point legally.

I am very respectfully, your obedient servant

WM. ELLIOT,
Clerk in the Patent Office, for

WM. THORNTON.

COMMU^JIOATlOIf.

"In the fall of the year 1813 or 1814, Asa

Farrow, of Lexington, Kentucky, obtained from

the steam mill, o?ie bus/iel of a peculiar large

wheat, said to have been brought there by an old

man (probably a foreigner) and exchanged fo

flour. The wheat was so remarkable that it was

not ground, but saved for sowing and given to

Mr. Parrow, by Mr. Winslow, one of the pro

prietors of the mill, for that purpose. It was ac

cordingly sown on a lot of ground containing a

little upwards of one acre. On the fourth of July

the following season it (the crop) was gathered

in, and in the month ol October it was threshed

out, when it was found to have produced largely

between sixty and seventy bushels. It weigh

ed about 66 lb. to the bushel. What was remar

kable in this wheat, was, that it produced in the

field sometimes fifteen or sixteen stalks from one

grain. The stalks were larger than the common
and approachhig in colour those of rye ; the

grains were also white and much larger, and the

heads fuller than common wheat. About sixty

bushels were sold at one dollar per bushel ; and

this, together with several bushels which the f;

mily used, were the product of one bushel and

one acre. Harvest for this wheat about one week
later than common white or red wheat. About
10 or 12 acres of red bearded wheat were sown

adjoining this, and the winter being very severe,

did not produce as well as usual ; it was also

much injured by the lueavcl, while this remained

perfectly freed from its ravages. Noted from

Mr. Farrow's own statement."

.\ny s^fntlenian who may have any of the

above wheat, will confer a favour on the editor

of this paper, by furnishing him with a small

sample,

—

Kent, Gaz.

Safely for Carriage Travelling.

M. Laurent Joanne, of Paris, has invented a|

plan for obviating the accidents occasioned by

his contrivance nothing more is required than to

pull a string, to lock the wheels and unharnes;

the horses, whatever may be their violence, or at

whatever speed they may be running. His me-
chanism is applicable to every kind of carriage

Comfiosiiion for a Cement to resist the action of

Fire and Water.
Take half a pint of Milk, and mix with it an

equal quantity of Vinegar, so as to coagulate the

milk, separate the curds from the whey, and mix
the latter with the whites of four or five eggs
after beating them well up. The mixture of

these two substances being complete, add sifted

quick lime, and make the whole into a thick

paste of the consistence of putty. If this mastic

is carefully applied to broken bodies or fissures

of any kinds, and dried properly, it resists water

d fire.

POETRY.

Quaker friend has a peculiar vein

Dost thou not love in the season of spring,

To twine thee a flowery wreath,

And to see the beautiful birch-tree fling

Its shade on ihe grass beneath ?

Its glossy leaf, and its silvery stem ;

Oh ! dost thou not love to look on them t

And dost thou not love when leaves are greenest.

And summer has just benuii.

When in the silence of moonlight thou leanest

Where glist'ning waters run.

To see by that gentle and peaceful beam.
The willow bend down to the sparkling stream ?

And oh ! in a lovely autumnal day.

When leaves are changhig before thee.

Do not nature's charms, as they slowly decay.

Shed their own mild influence o'er thee ?

And hast thou not felt as thou stood'st to gaze.

The touching lesson such scenes displays ?

It should be thus, at an age like thine ;

And it has been thus with me ;

When the freshness of feeling and heart were mine
As they never more can be

:

Yet think not that 1 ask thee to pity my lot.

Perhaps 1 see beauty where thou dost not.

Hast thou seen in winter's stormiest day,

The trunk of a blighted oak.

Not dead, but sinking in slow decay,

lleneath time's resistless stroke ;

Round which a luxuriant Ivy had grown.

And wreath'd it with verdure no longer its own J

Perchance thou hast seen this sight, and then.

As I at thy years might do,

Pass'd carelessly by, nor turned again

That scathed wreck to view ;

But now I can draw, from that mould'ring tree,

() smile not! nor H.l.ik it a worthless thing.
If it be with instruction fraught.

That which will closest awd longest cling,
Is alone worth a serious thout;ht.

Should ought be unlovely which thus can shed
Grace on the dying and leaves on the dead ?

Now in thy youth, beseech of him,
who giveth upbraiding not.

That his light in thy heart become not dim.
And his love Ije unforgot

;

And thy God in the darkc st of days will be
Greenness, and beauty and strength, to thee.

"mm WMmimm^
nALTlMORE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER

TO CORUESPONDENTS.
The communication from a Subscriber, about

Gideon Davis' Adjusting Plough, it has been thought

most expedient to send to Gideon Davis himself.

CC?" The Editor of the Farmer, conceives it to be,

in some sort, hib duty, to apprize those who have
subscribed to the second volume of this work, that

there are now on hand not fifty copies of the first

volume, and the few that remain, are selling off dai-

ly ; those therefore, who wish to have the work
com/ilete, cannot apply for the first volume too soon

;

the price is S5, and the paper will in no case be

sent without the money.

(Cj' A s to the quantity of Orchard Grass to be
sowed to the acre, we incline to think that friend

Balderston, in the Farmer, page 216, gave too small

a quantity ; we should say certainly not less than
two bushels to the acre of Orchard Grass seed, and
four quarts of clover seed. It happens with a variety

of grains and grasses, that too little is often sowed,

From the ISriiish Review.

Barton's Poems.—These poems being produced by

one of the society of Friends, we regard them with

the greater interest as a specimen of what poetry may
do as the organ of a peaceful community, whose ha-

bits must in consistency, restrain its favours within

the province of tranquil and tender feeling, or high

and holy aspiration. It is the first production of a

Quaker poet which has ever come under our critical

notice, and we trust it will lead the way to other

members of the same society till it shall be no long

er said of them, that the whole creation appears to

their vision in a sort of drab-co'oured suit ; but ar

rayed in its more proper glories and varieties, and

receiving and giving back, in its commerce with the

delighted fancy, the kindling charms of enthusiasm

and pathos. „ „ .

The following verses we present as a specimen of but very rarely too much. The head of the orchard

the touching simplicity, of which we think ourS'-^ss ripens very irregularly, commencing at the

bottom, while the farina has not yet left the top, and
considerable portion of the seed does not vegetate.

When the farmer has been at the trouble and ex-
pense of getting his ground in good condition, it Is

better to make sure then of putting on seed enough,

leaving the rest to Providence ; v/e should say two
bushels of orchard grass seed to the acre, grass will

regulate itself if too thick, and this is conformable
with the practice of one of the neatest, most intelli-

gent, and best managing farmers, on a smallscale,in

this neighbourhood.

Present Prices of Country Piocliice in this Market.

Actual sales of "Wueat—Red, 80 to 82 cts—Whiti;,
90 to 93 cts.—Cork, 37^ to 40 cts.—Flour from the

wagons S4 50

—

Whiskey, from do. 34 cts.

—

Hat, per

ton S'S

—

Stiiaw do. §7—Maryland Tobacco, 8 hhds.

6 crop—2 seconds Baltimore county, sold the present

week for S7 and §9—Cotton, Upland 17 to 18 cents.

Other jtrticles of North Carolina produce, same as last

report.

the fright of horses in a carriage. According to Thoughts which are soothing and dear I

An OyeYseeT Wauted.
FOR A SOUTHERN FARM.

I will give three hundred dollars jier year to any

person, who can come well recommended by any

member of the Maryland or Virginia Agricultural

Societies, as a good jractical farmer, of sober and
steady habits. Inquire of the Editor.

BALTIJIOIJE,

i;V JOHN S. SKINNER, EDIIOU.
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the iruils of his ingenuity, that he could not

bear to see the gray horse pass by his peas.

—

The truth was they were pressed for time, and
he did put the horse into a gallop, from which
he believed neither had received any injury.

—

(jljifilauscs.) But of these peas, he would tell

the company, that the rows were sowed alter

natcly at seven inches and 14 inches apart, sc

as to bring the crop to the appearance of double
roivs, witli a wide interval : how it might answer
he should know better by cxpeiience, and might
give his opinion another year. " But my noble
friend (said Mr. Coke) has been looking out for

some spots that are faulty, while he has passed

over a whole field of Talavera wheat which 1

had sowed to oblige him." {Jl/ifilausc aiid

/aug/itc7:) Mr. Coke then adverted to the con-

clusion of Lord Abemarle's speech, and observ-

ed, that there could be no doubt of the country's

growing corn suflicient for its ov/ii population, il

properly cultivated ; nay it was well known that

the last harvest was a deficient one, and yet we
have now subsisted a year and a half with the

ports closed : there is a considerable deal of

wheat on hand, the markets are not i ising, and
the harvest is looking well for the growing crop.

This part of the country certainly grew only rye

many years ago, and other parts, yet not improv
cd so much, might be made w heat countries with

the same treatment ; others again, too cold and
and intractable at present, were to be reclaimed
by c/ay-as/tei; which was a most important mo
dern improvement. Mr. Coke hoe repeated
the exertions of Mr. Curwen, and then pioposed
the health of" Mr. Toilet." saying that he (Mr
T.) could afford some information on burnt clay

which the gentlemen from Essex and many others

would be glad to hear.

Mr. Toilet's health being drank, he rose, and
stated at considerable length, the benefits he
had witnessed fiom burnt earth, or clay; but

it was principally surface earth, as old banks
and headlands that lay in the way. The ex
perjmcnts lie alluded to were principally tiied

by Mr. Child, and their success was higlily sa

tisfaclory. It was certain that burnt clay was
a corrector of cold and heavy soils, but to dry
and light ones he did not conceive il to be ap-

plicable. Mr. Child's land was intractable and
wet, sterile and obstinate clay ; he drained il

throughout with draining tiles, and burnt iht

headlands as aforesaid. On one piece he (Mr.
Toilet) saw t!ie stubble last autumn, and it was
the best crop in the parish. He believed M
Child had used 200 loads of ashes per acre, and
il had quite changed the soil. It was important
to this operation that there should be a facility

of getting coals or brushwood to assist in the

burning ; and, with these at hand, there might
be wonders performed in every cold clay coun
try. " In a word (said Mr. Toilet,) clay land

contains the means of its own amelioration, and
il is to be lamented that none of this land 1

round Holkham, where the means would be

used, and the efiecls exhibited." The improve-
ment he believed came from Ireland ; it had
been tried in Pembrokeshire, and other places

and would gradually gain ground wherever the

land was cold and heavy. Mr. Toilet conclud-

ed by thanking the company for their attention,

and alluding to the grateful recollection of his

many happy visits to Holkham.

this should be altered: here is an ex;iniple so

persuasive, that it seems astonishi^ig ii has not
universally prevailed. If we go back to the time

The High Sheriff of the County rose, and in

handsome speech, proposed " The Ladies ol

the House of Holkham ;" which was drank with

unbounded applause.—Mr. Coke then gave,

Mr. Phillips," who returned thanks in a very

ipressive and happy manner.
Mr. Coke then expressed his high sense of the most part, tl^ey had continued tl:

confv'rred on him by his Roy 'the honou
Highness the Duke of Sussex ; and observed
that the joy that every one felt in his presence
could best be expressed in drinking his health

He would therefore give—" His Royal High
ness the Duke of Sussex," with three time;

three, which was received and drank with shouts
of ap])lause that continued a long time,

His Royal Highness rose, and expressed
himself to the following effect :—" My Lord:

nd Gentlemen, I feel very sensibly impressed
with the handsome manner in which our hon
and noble host proposed my health, and by tlie

arm and kind manner in which you received

; it has impressed a debt of obligation

mind which time cannot efface. Gentlemen,
I have listened with great interest, and, I hope,

some little profit, to the many important points

hat have be( n discoursed on this day ; and
hough, in an agricultural point of view, I daie

not give an opinion, yet from the results which
I have witnessed, I cannot bul believe that many
may retire from this meeting with satisfaction

to themselves, and with benefit to the count

Gentlemen, life has been likened to a fleeting

and as in all fables there is a moral de
duction, so I would frame a moral for this oc
casion. I do not know whether I shall mak(
hat I would say agreeable to every one, ihougl
)vry I should be to offend any. I would firs

express the great gratification I experienced on
what I heard from a noble Lord in regard to

Ireland being very much of his opinion that a

better system is highly necessary to that country,

and especially for the prosperity of its agricul-

As to the character of many English gen
tlemen, my heart beats with joy when I consider

the wisdom and liberality which gives an im-

pulse to industry, and a reward for exertion and
never have I felt such satislaction as on this oc

casion, where I have seen ilie landlord and tenant

going, as it were hand in hand leading to mu
lual advantage and national improvement : thi

must be most gratifying to every benevolent mint!

thus to lead his tenants on, thus to build the fa

brie of hi;, own honour and happiness, and th(

strength and security of his country. My Lord:

and Gentlemen, I cannot but observe, that whcr(

contracts are liberal, there the industrious an
encouraged, and diligence thrives. I should bi

happy to see this among my tenantry if I wer(

so placed in life ; that I might not oppress them
ilher by neglect or by ignorance ; that I should

not crush tlicm by exaction, nor they attempt to

overreach inc by concealment. Let us apply

'this to the system pursued in Ireland. How do
the cultivators subsist there, or how are the

encouraged ? Let me not say loo much, but

sum up my v.-hole admonition in a single sen

tence,

—

get rid of your v.iddle men, and bring

rselves and your tenants nearer together :

so shall you make your country what God in-

tended it should be, but which has been hither

to frustrated by neglect and the perfidy of iiu

man nature. Here at Holkham, we see how

of Queen Elizabeth, this estate might be culti-

vated under prejudices and stipulations similar
to what I have just conceived: in Ireland, for

steps
till now : but if the proprietors will give them a
new direction, great will be the change Gen-
tlemen, I speak with warmth on this subject,
because of its importance to society. I am sorry
to trespass on your attention so long, and will

now conclude wilh a sentiment which is tlie cordial
wish of my heart, as expressive of the union and
prosperity of our common country :—" Long
may the Rose, the Thistle, the Sliamrock, and
the Leek, entwine round the Oak of Old En-
gland." His Royal Highness's speech was greet-
ed at every period with bursts of applause, which
were continued for a long time after the last sen-

timent had closed the conviviality of ihe evening.

The company then retired to the Sheep-yard,
here the implements had been arranged, and

the prize sheep were slaughtered.

Hessian T\^^

.

Mr. Skinneu—
Sin— In your 24th number, I find a piece

headed with the Hessian Fly, in which the wri-

er states, the fiirmers have long been divided

in opinion, whether the egg of the Hessian fly is

leposited on the leaf of wheal in the fall, or in the

blossom or tender grain in the spring of the year.

And a wish is expressed that some gentlemen
would make an experiment in their green houses.

For my own part, I have long been fully satisfied

the subject— and as I have made my observa-

tions for twenty years past—a few of these obser-

i might be satisfactory to your numerous read-

ers, though I differ from any writer I have seen

the subject. And to give my history of this

destructive fly, I must of necessity, give my
history of another inicct. About the year 1801,

he Hessian flies first made their api)earance in

the neighbourhood of the city of Richmond : we
saw but little mischief that year. But in 1802 they

were much more destructive— 1803, they swept

hole fields—about the same in 1804—and

then for sometime, I spent in the western parts

of North Carolina—and heard but little about

hem, for they did not trouble us there. In

8()7, I returned to Virginia, and have continu*

;d here ever since. In 1809, the Locusts (as

ve call them) made their appearance—this is

the third time I had been where they were

numerous. But they excited my attention

more than ever bifort—and I was determined

o find out their history if possible—and there-

fore watclied them for hours together at a time
;

d finally found that the tnaLs make all the

noise being prepared with proper organs—
and the females did all the mischief, being pre-

pared with proper weapons, having in their hind-

er extremity, a weapon that opened out some-

what like a lancet, wilh which they made inci-

sions in the limbs, and young growth, and there

deposited their egg.
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An.: upon examination, I found the Hessian

fly, possesstd every shape and form of the locust,

and I felt fully bent to find out this destructive

insect, and caught and examined many and found

they had the like weapons in their hinder parts,

that opens like a lancet. This weapon of the

fly, is about the size of the sting of a wasp or bee,

Now sir, T have no hisilation to say, with this

weapon, they open or make an incision in the

tender wheat and their deposit their egg, as such

wheat that is sown early, always suffers most.

Yours, &c.

HEZEKIAH M'CLELLAND,
N. B. I will further remark, this destructive

fly is very hardy, for I have seen them quite

active, when the ground was hard frozen, and a

large white frost; even ihe house fly in my
chamber, was quite torpid and helpless, these

were active ; and I conclude they deposite thcii

eggs at any time, in the above way, by incision,

lo the Editor of the AmcTican Farmer.

Dear Sir—I send you by this mail, some

wheat stalks, which have been touched with tli

fly. They are from shattered grain, when the

wheat was out ;
proof positive that early sowing

will not answer.

Wc had a frost last night, and I commence
sowing to day.

A fortnight since, I observed the flies thick in

the fields, this morning I could not find one.

Examine near the roots you will find the eggs,

some like maggots, some like flax seed. Your

small microscope will be convenient.

The day the above came to hand, we received the

one which follows f- om Mr. Tilghman which cover-

ed the Hies theinselvts. They are found on exami-

nation by a magnifying glass, to correspond with the

description given by Mr. M'Clelland.
Edit. Am. Far.

reddish cast, oblongm sha|)e, and about the size

of a grain of battle powder. The action of the

fly, when making the deposite appears to be ex-

actly similar to that of the wasp in slinging, the

egg being ejected from a kind of sting. I caugh
several of them in the act, and enclose three foi

your inspection, (though they are bad specimens
being much mashed and disfigured) supposing it

hlc that you may. not be well acquainted

with them. They were not at all shy, but easily

taken between the finger and thuinb while set-

led on the blade. As to the identity of the in-

sect, I have no doubt, having frequently seer,

them hatched in a tumbler from the maggot and

flax seed state; and I have nov/ in the house

three plants thus enclosed, with the eggs of the

very insects which you will receive herewith.

Some persons may yet be sceptical on this

subject ; should you therefore deem the above
communication worthy a place in your useful

paper, you are at liberty to publish it, with my
name annexed, to vouch for the accuracy of the

facts stated, otherwise destroy the paper, and

there will then be no injury done to the agricul

tural interest of your country, by
Yours truly,

EDWARD TILGHMAN, 3d.

To the Editor of the American Farmer.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE , VS FAnMEIt.

White House, Queen Ann's Co. E. S. )

{Md.) \Ot/i Oct. 1820. 5

Mr. Skinner,
On the 18th September ult. I commenced

seeding Lawler wheat. The 5th instant, that

which was fiist seeded being well up, and having

pretty generally put forth the second blade from

two to three inches, I began to examine if I

could discover any of the eggs of the Hessian

fly on the blades, having seen it affirmed that they

were so deposited. My examination was almost

immediately successful, having not only observ-

ed with tlie naked eye, the eggs on the blades,

but also the flies, in numerous instances, in the

very act oi making their deposites. So strong

seems to be their predilection for the wheal
plant, that though I was watching them for a

considerable time, I did not see one settle on any

thing else than the wheat ; and as far as my obser-

vation has yet extended, they uniformly makt
deposite from one to two or three inches, indis-

criminately above the fork formed by the second

blade with the first shoot on the inner or ridged

Siuface of the second blade, and in the cavity

between the ridges thereof. The egg is of a

of the Hessian fly, as " not less new than surpris-

ing ;" but particularly where he asserts, " that

nngle eg;r on a -itatk of wheat, is the jneans of
Jiregnaling every grain which that stall: may

firoduce." This condemnation he chooses U)

imit to the single declaration, that " frost will

sill Hessian fly." I had said (but had I known my
nan better, I should scarcely have hazarded so

ash a remark,) that Mr. Simjjle's ipse dixit did

not appear to me, sufficient to establish the fact

that all the maggots which he might have disco-

ered in grains of wheat, were Hessian fly ; and

that it was much more probable that he had de-

tected weavil, than the former insects in the

maggot state, as weavil were known to be bred

in the grain, and the fly had never been disco-

vered there by any body but Mr. Simple himself.

In answer to this he amuses himself and his rea-

ders, with a play upon the words " Hessian fly,

weavil, maggot and rat," unlil he thinks them
completely prepared for his very fair and candid

summ.ary of my objections t'to his former com-
munication relative to the Hessian fly ; which
like the " Dark Mud" afi'air, to my shame be it

acknowledged) still appears to my understand-

ing, as muddy and dark as ever.

Mr. Simple's next and last effort in which he
sums up all his powers of misrepresentation, is to

misquote me, for tlfe purpose of introducing

three or four queries, which but for this false

quotation, would have been as much out of place

where he has introduced them, as would have

Dear Sir—The introductory wish in your|been his aunt Simplicity's petticoats. The sin-

lend Simple's last letter, "that every body^/e" o/i/«;o«" which I had pronounced "conira-

oiild tell their names" comes I think with ajry to all experience of cause and effect, and al-

very ill grace from a gentleman who has himselfftogether incredible" was, " that theilcjioait of a

set thee.-cample of letting of his squibs and CT2icV.-\single egg on a stalk ofivheat, is the means of
i?rs from a masqued battery. Although h musiim/iregnating every grain, luhich that stalk may
be confessed that his motive for it on iha/iroduce." Of the same opinion 1 had spoken, as,

present occasion, seems to be one of great kind-" not less new than surprising." Yet he makes
ness, at least to others, if not to myself. Notme apply these expressions to all the following

doubling but that " a broken head" must be the|opinions of his ; that frost would destroy a Hes-
conseqiience of every blow which he strikes, heisian fly, that a worm should become a fly, as

is justly solicitous to avoid mistakes, and to cud-|vvell as a weavil, " that it should exist in a grain

gel only those who have given him offence. I'of wheat, as well as a pea," and " that he should

am sorry that I cannot oblige him by offering a'recomniend late sowing of wheat " ! It surely

more definite mark for the exercise of his prow- has been a sad waste of talent, that this gentle-

ess, than the common signature of " A Corres-man should have been bred to farming instead of

pendent;" butthe equity which he has displayed the bar. In the latter sphere his "Dark mud"
towards my first letter, does not afford sufficient dressings would have turned to very fine ac-

encouragement to make myselfpersonally known|count ; as few subjects could occur too clear for

to him in my second and last. jhim to obscure, and rarely any cause too plain

If his talent for elucidating his own meaning, f"'' '"m to puzzle and confound,

had been at all equal to that by which he per-

verts the meaning of others, your paper would
require but a very few more members of this

distinguished branch of the " Simple" family, as

correspondents, to render it at once an inexli

table source both of edification and amusement.
Let me call your attention to his singular knack
at perversion in my own case. I had quoted an

extract from Marshall's " Rural Economy of

Norfolk" on the subject of the Smut, in which

Marshall compares the shajie of the appearance
'I'i this disease, communicated by a Berberry

bush, " to the tail of a comet." This compari-

son the discriminating Mr. Simple, calls my own,

and then very judiciously concludes, " that he

cannot soar so high after resemblances, as his

business is oji the earth and with the earth." I

had spoken of his whole opinions on the subject

In regard to the perplexing case of affinity,

hich he submits for my solution at the end of
his letter, I would gladly oblige him by answer-

ing it, if I could. But surely to a gentleman,
whose researches have already penetrated so

far, as to ascertain, that " the deposit of a sin-

gle egg on a stalk of wheat is the means of im-
pregnating every grain which that stalk may
produce ;" and who has so sapient a counsellor,

as his old aunt Simplicity always at his elbow,

such an explanation as he requires of me, can
create no difficulty. No inquiry whatever ; es-

pecially one which appears so well adapted, both

to the tastes and studies of himself, and that his

highly respected relative, can probably be either

too comprehensive for her experience to devei*

ope ; or too intricate for his sagacity to unra-

vel.
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One woul in reply to Mr. Simple's Postscript

and I have done. Whether I am right or not

in taking any part to myself, I cannot possibl>

tell ; but since none, that I recollect, except

your Hartford county friend and myself, have

said any thinp; aljoul him, I will do all that de-

pends upon me, to relieve him from any appre-

hension of dispute. Let him no longer with-

hold from the public, if he does so on my ac-

count, his valuable receipt " for destroying,'

worms in fruit trees." He may come out

scon as he pleases, for I pledge myself, that he

shall hear no more from the man, who lately

in commenting upon Mr. " Simple's" Hessian

ily notions, instead of signing his own prope

name, vtnt\ircd to designate himself

A CORRESPONDENT.

I commenced on a small scale ; my present

crop consisting only of forty acres. Part

planted on new ground, cleared only two years

—the soil light, but good ; former growth, oak,

Jiickory, ash and poplar—the other part of the

land, v.'as cleared about ten years ago, the growth

nearly the same. I commenced planting about

the middle of April, and finished about the tenth

nf May.— I threw up beds or ridges, SJ feet

apart, from the centre of one ridge to the centre

of the other. My seed was of two kinds—the

smooth black seed, and the green seed ; the lat

tcr I rubbed in sand to get rid of the wool— it

would have been well, I am told, to have steep-

ed them in ashes. I planted about a bushel tc

the acre, dropping the seed in shallow furrows,

and covered with the hoe lightly. It came up
pretty well, not much iriissing. As soon as it

was abo'.il three inches high, I gave it the first

ploughing, and soon afterwards hoed up the

dirt to the stalks, covering them up as high as I

could. The spring was cold, backward and

dry, and the cotton grew slowly and looked

badly : when abo\it si.< inches high, I begun to

thin it, leaving about six inches between each
stalk ; as it grew, I continued thinning until I

left a space of twelve inches between each stalk.

! ploughed it five times, weeding it, and keep
ing it quite clean, particularly at first, until

the plant was strong, and two feet high. It

grew very slowly, until about the Isl of July

when some light rjiins and hot weatlicr gave it

a start ; it now looks very promising, and I an
ticipatcd an excellent crop.— I should have men
lioned that my ridges were quite high, a fool and
upwards ; this made good water furrows that car

ried oirtlie heavy rains wc have had almost evei

since the middle of July, so that I have had no
standing water in my fields. I put the ploughs
in wliciicver I found the gruss in the way
ploujching deep at first, but towards the last,

just so as to cut up the grass and weeds. The
cotton continued to grow and look very p'omi-

sing—the branches locked across the turrows

though 5 J feet apart, and the middle ot August
it was in many parts 4 and 5 feet high. Hut
now an enemy appeared, I did not expect

—

was the Hot ; at least it answers exactly to ih

description mentioned by Colonel Troup in th

'American Farmer,' page 237, vol. 1st; and

his has continued to increase, and wiildoiditless

destroy one fourth of the crop, if not more. As
Col. Troup says 1 perceive no difference as to

soil or weather—its devastating march contin-

ues. About two weeks since, another enemy
appeared : a large green worm was discovered,

which instead of attacking the leaf, as the cater-

pillar, began on the pod ; generally commen-
ing under the large end, where he is hid from
common observation— he eats his way into the

pod and does not leave it, until he has comple-
ted its destruction. The outside of the pod
continues to look green and healthy for some-
time and it is only on close inspeciion, this insid

ious enemy is discovered ; as far as I can judge
this last will destroy another fourth of my crop
Two or three kinds ofworms have appearedor else

they are the same species at different ages; some
are large and green, about 1 to 1

.J
inches long

with 10 or 12 legs, others smaller, brown am'

some brown and red.

I am happy to say that my neighbours are noi

so bad off as myself, either with the rot or the

This would induce me to hope there

was sonieiliing in the seed; though a planta-

tion about 12 miles off, is injured by both these,

but not to the extent of mine. I topped the

cotton about the 6tli of September, in the man-
ner jjointcd out in the American Farmer, vol.

No. II. It is now 20th Sept. my cotton

has commenced to open, but I think is very back-
ward, ;.nd if we have an early frost, its destruc-

tion will be complete. But even this last blow
if it lalU, will not prevent my making another

attempt, or cause rae to regret what I have done
only tliat I had not done it better. I think 1

ploughed too often and too late : I planted too

late, and shall coimmence next season in March,
from the litli to 20lh, if the weather is mild

—

aking care to cover up well, to protect the young
plants. I will not then widen thein six inches

apart, and intend leaving some to grow as it

r;omes up. I shall make the beds five feet apart,

and shall pay particular attention to tlie quality

of the seed—the green seed I much prefer. 1

shall select the best land on the farm ; what
poorer land I am obliged to use for corn, I shall

manure well.

I fear I shall tire your and the reader's pa-

tience. My object is to induce others to come
forward and give the result of their experience,

and their mode of planting. I wish you could
interest the Editor of the " American Farmer"
so far as to induce him to procure and pul)lish

land) at 1 50 to 2 dollars the barrel—a;;rf /lard
xell. A Farmer of Jones County.
Fairbanks, Sept. 20, 1820.

The writer of a communication in the North Caroli-
Centiiiel, from which the above is an extract, estt-

matestoo highly the liumlile services of the Eilitorof this
paper, but we trust that we shall be able in a few weeks

throw some light on the Ciiitun- of Cotton laiil Sii^ar—two of the great staples of Southern Agriculture.
n August last, the Editor was driven by ihe orders

of his physician, for the revival of declining^ health, to
make a tour on horse back, through the high lands of
Virginia. To a very distinguished and wealthy plan-
ter of South Carolina, whom he met at the Warm
springs he submitted such queries in writing, as seem-
ed best calculated to develope information on the most
essential points, touching the culture, the diseases, &c.
nf Sugar and Cotton, and most especially as io the cau-
ses and means of prevention, or cure of thf rot in Cot-

This ,[,'entleman, with an urbanity wliich marked
'! '""t to a stra: ger in ill healdi and there-

:•- forgotten, promised at the first lei-

uier his return home, to make out re-
I 1. 10 all the iiiteiTogatories proposed, and
hc:isoii tor "pitching the crop" is not near at
we foroear to anticipate these details—by giving

our imperfect notes of the conversation on these sub-
jects—any further llian merely at this time to warn the
lanter to take more care of his cotton aeed— to have

Mem well dried, cured and securerf /; ojn the weather—
more hereafter.

I'lie Editor of the Centinel is respectfully requested
copy the above note. Edtior American Farmer.

some of his Southern correspondents. I would
take this opportunity of recommending the

AiTierican Farmer" to every one in the least

interested in agriculture. It is a book useful

and interesting to all, but no Farmer nhould be

Ihoiit it. Its cost is only 4 dollars per annum,
and may be obtained by applying to Mr. Wat-
son, Post-Master in Newbern.

I will merely add, that I perceive very little

difference in my two fields—I am satisfied that

but for the rot and the worm, the crop would
lave averaged 8001b. seed cotton to the acre

—

;ay 2001bs. clean cotton, at 15 cents, (now sells

at 1 8) is 30 ollars per acre : contrast this with

1 THE EUITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMEli.

Ski.vner,Ml
Sir—Duiing the busy season of harvest, I had lit-

tle time to spar? from the attention necessary to se-
my ciop ; of course it was not in my power soon-
notice your marginal notes, accompanying the

pubhcation i,t my last, in your paper of the 14th of
July. Your explanation of the limits prescribed for
discussions iu the American Farmer, is perfectly rea-
sonable, and convinces mc, that the view I had ta-
ken of the design, whs too ci iitracted to comport with
the extent of utility and publick good contemplated
by the liljeral mind of its conductor : and however
the prosjjtctus might seem to hint his object, iu the
priisicutio:; of the work, nithing can be more rea-
mable. than that speculations calculated to extend

die demand for agricultural products, to increase
dieir price, or speculations in any w^y tending to
protect and promote this great national interest,
should meet a ready admittance in your columns.

I notice that my observations on the address of the
Viri;inia Agricultural Delegates, published in your
paper some time sine-, have brought me into colli-

sion with a brother farmer of Virginia ; 1 must there-
fore beg the favour of you to indulge me with the
liberty of a few remarks in your paper in reply to
the friend who has thus honoured me with his notice.
I regret this conflict of opinion withinformationo,nhesubjectabovcalludedto,f>-om^;j§n--— ;;^,;;';^--';^^^^
ife, and with whom I feel myself connected for the
suppon and promotion of our common interests, by
;vi ry fair, honest and honourable means in our pow-
?r ; and this, I conceive, will be best effected, by a
lue regard, and reasonable concessit n to the interest
)f other collatL-ral branches of industry.
After tendtring my acknowledgments to the Vir-

ginia Fariner.for the expression ofrespcct gratuitous-
ly accorded me for my zeal in opposition to doctrines
which I conceive calculated to injure the agricul-
tural and general interests of the country. 1 beg
leave to recall his attention to the first paragraph of

letter to the Editor of the American F .rmer,
published in his paper of the 14th July. No re-
proach against the Editor for publishing the address
of the agricultural delegates was intended ; and I

hope, on a reperusal, he will tind that none was nf.

Corn (which is much more injurious to thcfered. I was indeed surprised to find it published in
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that paper, because I dkl not coiiceive the subject

treated in the addi-ess

—

the injurien resulting- to

Agriculturhtsfrom tht firoiection of manufactures.

as coming within the range of discussion contcm

plated by the Editor; I now find by his marginal

notes, th.u I was mistaken that his views were more
enlarged than I had supposed, and I should no longer

be surprised at such publication. The Editor must

be the judge of what is proper to admit into his pa-

per. Readers may be surprised, and they may re-

monstrate, but they must not reproach.

I am indubted to the Virgini . Farmer for his frank

confession, " that the manufacturing interest of the

country is equally entitled to protection from foreign

rivals and foreign nemies, with any other of the

national interests, and no more." Tiiis is all I have

asked I and all they can desire. This itself engaged
suggest a remedy, us it rei^ju

couraging maiiufactnrts, so u;

under our own control in tlu e

to defend our rights by f roe oi

f the I'o

gentleman's subsequent hypothetical remarks on th-

supposition of carrying this principle into effect, " of

Congress possessing the power to give rain to tlie

parched fields, fair winds to merchants, and water

power to manufacturers &c." has no bearing on ihe

subject. I do not know what he meant by these re-

marks, or how he intended to apply them. I leave

them for his own explanation.

After describing the sufferings of our soldiers in

the late war, for the want of clothing, &c. I said

that " I did not expect that any friend to the gene-

ral interests of the country, would say exftlicitly, that

lie would leave our own manufactures to be run

down by foreii^n rivals, unless they can protect them-jpi'viod, nod it may

I reply, that it will cost nothing, separately tromljt o
our other intensts. If commerce and agricuUnrocitiz

are relieved from the effects of the policy that i.-,

dcMilatini;; tije cdintry, manofacturtS will resuscitate

witli lluiii. Yoor corrtsponUfnt alUge;. " that the

nakedness of our soldiers dining tho war resulted

more from a scnrtitv of niomv, than from a scarcity

of materials l^;r cluihing, and says, that although

cloth wa^ dL-ar, he was ablo tlnx;ugh the whole war
to supply iinnstU with coarse woollens loi-jhis negroes

at prices mt Liglur than would be die permanent
peHCe price o( h me maiiui'Lictures of equal quality

if produced by Mr. Baldwin's tariff." 1 admit, that

tlie government was iniprovii!' nt, that it neither pro.

vided money nor clothing tor its soldiers, with thai

promptitude it outlii to have don.-, when it found

if moiit
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till- collision of sentiment truth is elicited. That] excused for doubting still. We should have no sort ot

which a: first view, appears often to be a lamentable objection to the promulgation of some of those " stub
born things" called facts. The soil of the Rappahan-
nock is certainly lighter than that of Fauquier gene-
rally ; but it is not the lightest soil that pUjughs be.st

.

" sat modus in rebus." Land to plough easy, should
have consistence enough to hold together and scour
the mould board. This is a requisite which the lonse

spongy soil of the Valley of Rappahannock, (as Mr.
S. will have it,) does not possess, with very few ex-
ceptions. 1 do not beheve that the farmers of the
Wappahannock plough better or even as well, as tliey

do in many parts of Fauquier. This opinion, howev
er, is based upon nothing more than a slight observa
tion. a year or two since of the lands in question. 1

may be wrong ; if so, liable cf course to controver-

sion. But even if this point, as regards the superiori-

ty of low-land ploughing be given up agrt fably to my
theory, it would avail nothing, if the object in view
be to eradicate Thistles. It is said the clover seed, if

ouried in a manure heap or in the ground beyond the

each of atmospherical operation, will remain per

evil, ministers in the end to the happiness and com-
fort of an un};rat(fvil world. The best way of con
vincing our opponents that they are in the wrong, is

to prove them so This 1 shall' endeavour to do Mr
Skmner, upon the authority of a Farmer of the Rap
pahanniick, who intimates that the Thistle is a do
sirable acquisition to our stock of ameliorators—
Every plant in nature is believed to be more or less

an improver. Those having tap roots are generally
preferred, being more " hungry feiders" they do
not draw their sustenance so immediately from' tlit

surface as the fibrous rooted kind, and of course ge-
nerally make greater returns, they pay higher inter-

est for the capital borrowed. Of the class of tap root-
ed plants, clover stands unquestionably at the head,
and as the Thistle must have a place somewhere, it

as certainly stau'ls at tlie luil Plants imj^rove the
soil in two ways by th, ve.m table substance afforded
by the roots. It avis and st dk'. for decompositiun and
by covering the earth jii sununer, from the scorching
rays of the .sun, and in winter from the effects of in- fectly sound an age—nay, a century, or if you please,

tense frost. The covering it is believed, imparts theifor ever ; but if by accident, ordesign, it be brought
greater benefit. To illustrate this, if a knowl be co-!near the surface, it quickly germinates. The seed
vered with plank or with whent straw 5 or 6 inches of the Thistle is conceived to be of the same nature
thick, for the space of twelv. months, it will have If the land be ploughed the same dvpth every three
become comparatively rich, when a similar quantiti or tVaiv, or 'en in a hundred ye;irs, it is of no sort ot

of straw ploughed in, would as to effect scarcely be account, as itreg?"ds the propagation of the thistle,

discernable. Clover loosens t!ie land liy its long tup. whether it be ploughed a foot deeper five hundred
root and spreads its branches so as to shelter it com- feet.

pletely, both from the summer's heat and winter's' Although I acknowledge, that the "dry sancb
cold. In consequence of its hugging the ground solplains of the Rappahannock, have not been found
closely, decomposition takes place on the under leavesjvery friendly to clover," yet like most soils. I think
before the plant, even arrives to maturity , little is they have a tendency to throw up indigenous grasses

Consequently lost by evaporation ; it affords pastur- of various sorts. I passed a year or two ago, the resi

age for cattle in summer, in winter hay ; and " last dence of Colonel Taylor, (Hazlewood) and aithougli

though not leasf," it is as c:implete!y under our con- I do not recollect to have seen any of the " noli ;m
trol, as comp' ,1 „mercy, as a " Pig in the tangere" tribe, 1 remember perfectly well

sty." HowisitwirJi theTliislle? Like a pert clown, Iseen his uncultivated fields, covered with variou.^

it is sure to intrude where it is least wanted. It has.Ikindsof grass waist high. What this distinguished
it is true, a tap root, a root that would strain theJAgriculturist has done, all muy do. I venture my
back of Sampson to force up- This is all its iecom-|!it'e, that he passes no straggling " touch me not,"
mendation ! Here the parallel with clover, no longe
holds good It affords but little shade in sumrrier
and in the winter as little covering After having
lost all its juices by evaporation, it stands for about
twelve months erect, with its proud head towards
Heaven—a monument of its ins'.-nsibility. If cut dow
it is of no more service t'lan a corn stalk th-it ha
become sapless by standing a whole year in the fieli

For argument's sake Iwilladmit for a moment, that
as to its fertilizing qualities, it is fully equal to re(

clover; even in that case 1 contend that it wouli
not be desirable, neither in Fauquier on the Rappa
bannock nor any where else. Some remedies are sai;

to be " worse than the disease," and this I am very
sure if adopted with a view of improving or making
poor land rich, wou'd be admitted to he one of them.
It has been stated that all plants, even those having
fibrous roots, are if properly managed, " more or

less ameliorators-" Now where could there be found
a man so lost to all sense of personal interest, as to

desire any of his fields covered with Broomsedge or
running Briars, mere'y because there is a bare pos-
sibility of turning them to some better account, by the
power of such a " strong deep cutting plough," as
recommended for ihe eradication of Thistles ? Tli
idea is too preposterous to dwell on for an instant ;

•with the exception of the taproot, the Thistle I

ceive stands upon the same footing with Briars and
Brcom-sedge, they all being, if I may use a vulgar
expression, " Birds of the same feather." From
Blue Thistle, Blue Grass, and Blue Devils, " The
Lni-d deliver us." Waving the qui stion, whether the
Thistle " with all its imperfections on its head" be
desirable or otherwise ; let us see whether it can be
more easily eradicated on the Rappahannock, than in

l-'auquier, and as every effect must have an attend
ant cause ; let us hear a little more of the " wliv
•ind the wherefore." With all due deference for the
assertion of " one of the most successful farmers of

the Valley of Rappahannock," that it may be " sub-

dued or eradicated at pleasure," we beg leave to be

thout making it feel the weight of his vengeance
Thus far my best endeavours have been used to sink

the thistle " to the tomb of all the Capulets." _My
object nov/, is to gain with the same view, the united

energy of an interested world. If for this plant,

cl'.ampion can be found, stand forth, down with the

gauntlet ; an opponent shall not be wanting. Stand-

ing, as I think I do, upon firm ground, I hope it may
not be cohSMiercd extravagant, when I proclaim,
" nemo me imiiune lacesset, noli me tangere." In this

case a d-fp.it would be to me, a victory. I am now-

tired of the subject, I am tired of writing. An apolo-

gy is perhaps necessary for the style of this commu-
nication. The pen is a weapon which I have not been

much accustomed to handle. If in any case, I have
swerved from the rules, or etiquette of legitimate

warfare, I disclaim the intention. My object is, the

gord of individuals; an important link in the chain

of general prosperity. I have endeavoured to show
first that the thistle, by the people of the Rappahan-
nock, aggregately, is not considered a desirable plant,

secondly, that if it were so consult red, it woultl pro-

ceed from a want of information as to its properties

;

thirdly, that in comparison with red clover, it is an

indifferent ameliorator, and finally, that by ploughing

alone, it can neither be eradicated on the Rappa-
hannock, in Farquier, nor any where else. " All of

which is respectfully submitted."

Vint Hill, 4.7; Oct. 1820 R. B. BRUKNER.

ADDRESS TO THE

Agricultural Society of Mart/land,

By .1. S. Skinner.

After much intercourse with the tillers of the soil,

and considerable observation of their habit and turn

of thinking. I feel well persuaded that one of the great

impediments to a more general and rapid improve-

ment in agriculture, consists in the false persuasion on

the part of Farmers generally, that experience hat

taught them nothing, which, if made known, would
add any thing to the stock of valuable agricultural

intelligence- It is this persuasion, this ill grounded
humility on the part of the members of this society,

especially, which it becomes us to deprecate and re-

move ; for I deem nothing less difficult, than to show,
that there are none of us, who do not possess the
means of imparting so7>iet/iirig to the rest, the

knowledge of which would be more or less useful.

For instance. 'J'/ie cultivation ofArtificial Grasses,
covers a large space in the great field of agricultural

inquiry—Of this space, it may be said that some of

us are entirely ignorant, while tione of us have tho-

roughly explored it; yet it is known to me, that

some of the most rare and valuable of the Artificial

Grasses used b(jth for hay, and for soiling ; have lat-

terly been assiduously cultivated on a considerable

scale by more than one of our members.—But where,
on what occasion, at what meeting of our society

—

through what public Journal have they made known
to their neighbours, and their countrymen, the result

of their laudable enterprise in this respect .' As the

best mode of illustration is bv good and apposite

examples ; I may be allowed to mention our worthy
member Mr. Gibson, on whose farm I have seen
growing, at the same time, luxuriant crops of clover,

timothy, orchard-grass, vetches, and lucerne. I have
heard him point out and compare the good qualities

(if each, extcilling particularly the lucerne as nutri-

tious food for milch cows—affording the earliest and
the greatest number of crops—sending down its tap-

root to a great depth in search of sustenance

—

thereby encountering more successfully and en-

during' for many years, the fearfully increasing

aridity of our sod and climate—with this plant he
has tested the drill and the broad cast mode of hus-

bandry—with reference to labour and weight of

crop ; yet where has he exhibited to guide the foot-

steps of the young and inquiring farmer, the lights

whii h experience has hung upon his path .' It you
wish to see you must ramble in his fields—if to hear,

you must go' and partake his hospitality.

To give another example of known capacity to in-

form us on an interesting branch of rural economy

—

let me call your attention to the extraordinary skill

and exjjerience of our neighbour Mr. Cromwell ; in

the valuable art of rearing, budding, grafting,

pruning, and cultivating fruit trees.—There are few
f us who have not feasted on the delicious produce

of his c.-ire and judgment, in this walk of rural in-

dustry, yet how many of us can tell precisely, by
what process or system he contrives to furnish us

with so much certainty, perfection, and abundance .'

Must I add with mortification— how few of us have
the persevering diligence to follow his example,
were we ever so familiar with his practice ! A gen-

tleman of most discriminating and excellent taste

in such matters told me, that on a visit lately made
to Mr. Cromwell, he appeared to be perfectly fa-

miliar with the genealogy, the birth, the habitude,

the bearings, and the services of every tree in his

chard—and that while none was rendered un-

seemly to the eye by a single branch of dead wood—
you could not detach a riding switch from any, with-

out committing a manifest outrage on its symmetry
and bearing powers,

" What is we.ik
" Distemper'd or has lost prolific powers,
" Inipair'd bv age his unrelenting hand
" Dooms to the knife : nor does lie spare the soft

" And succulent, that feeds its giail growth
" But barren, at the expense of neighbouring twis;

" Less ostentatious, and yet studded thick
" Vl'ith liopefiil gems. The rest, no portion left

" Th.it may disgince his art, or disappoint
" Large expectation, he disposcs-ncat
" At measured distance, that air and sun
" Adnnitled freely may afford their aid,

" And ventilate, and \varm their swelling buds."

Is it not self evident that this society, and the

community at large, would be materially benefited by -

a communication which would convey by the plainest

and most familiar details, that systtra of orchard
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management, whereby this excellent Farmer seemsi noble estates, and those of his comity whicli are

to have reached the highest point of improvement ? remarkable for skilful and exemplary management
Vfter concludins iht- exercises and exhibitions of each
day, they dine at liolkham Hall, in luriiioniuus piea-

aiitry—discubsnic; iIk- inti-ivstb, asMiun;; the rights,

md enjoying the iiitellectiud pleasures of eiilii;litenc(i

igriculture.

At the last one of these fairs held in July.—
lur countryman the great FrankUn, was thus remem-
bered by an illustrious Englishman —l^ord lirskine,

in one of his speeches observed, •' I come to Holkham
to take lessons, that I may find how skill improves
capital—for one is not enough : The effect is the re-

Yet is it any where recorded on the journals of this suit of knowledge, industry, and application; and

Is not the obtainment and dissemination of this so

of practical knowledge the chief aim and end of our

soci'. ty ?

Speaking of fruit trees and that I may be certai

not to w.mder beyond our own fraternity.—wh
has not beard of the researches, the science, and
the success of our I'reasurer in this fa;-cinatiiig de
portraent of rural life ? When did his guests in au
tumii hnd his table unprovi<led with— " The downy peach, the shining plum
" The ruddy fragrant

society, by what sort of managcnt he has ensured

so much variety and such excellence of fruit ? -May

I not therefore be pardoned for reminding him, that

Providence does not bestow the treasures of useful

and liberal knowledge, to be locked up like treasures

of strong boxes W'- all linow how safe, in his hand

ledge IS gained by instruction and experience—

:

We see here something like magic, but it is not done^

magic, but by skill and capital, by labour and en-\

cnuragement for labour, by liberality and wisdom
such as are exercised by my noble friend here, v/hose

xample is gone forth and its visible eflects

is the key of the latter ; but the doors which lead to in distant places. It has improved the (jioduce of

the treasures of knowledge should be left without a

key, that he who seeks may surely find, that for every

one who knocks they may fly open.
To push my purpose a little further, in showing

what we have a right to expect from some other

members, I may be allowed to add a word on the

subject ot Live Stock. It is kii

oils and refreshed the spirits of men ! I looked into

his laundry and I saw t/ie greatest of Philosofl/iers

Benjamin Franklin : His maxims were suspended
there for the admiration of youthful minds. You see

what becomes of the folly ot those, who either

hrough malice or for hire, through sycophancy or

o some of us ignorance have heaped all manner of abuse upon his

115;;
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that certain members of this society have imported
at great expense, and with much judgment, various

well sek-ctfd breeds of neat cattle.—Now would
it not be useful and satisfactory to have a jiar

ticular account of these importations, and the pro-

gress made in the propagation of the several breeds

—

setting forth for what particular qualities they were
chosen, how far they have been found on trial, to an-

swer to their reputation ; whether they deteriorate

or otherwise- unrier the influence of our climate,

—

and wlieihir 'mr country stick is likely to be impro-
ved by the admixture of tiiis fuP' it;n blood —1 here

are sever.il who could gratify us with these interest-

ing, pari.icvil.irs if their readiness to exliiliit tht-ir

lights in jju'jlic peaces, for the beneht of all,—was
equal to tliL-ir urbanity in private life, and their en-

terprise in the walks of practical agricu'ture.

That none of those who hear me, may be at a loss

to know where their curiosity may be gratified in

seeing and le.'.rning more about imported cattle

—

and their characteristic qualities ; 1 will refer them
to a few whose public spirit in this wty, most imme-
diately occurs to me. These art Mr.'He-irv Th ni-

son, Mr Patterson, (ien. Ridgelv, M^j-V Isaac
M'Kini, Mr. Caton, Mr Creighton, and Mi . Olivr,
and doubtless there are others.—The last gentleman
whose inuiiilicence is known to correspond xvith his

very ample ujeans. has, 1 understand, made by im-

portation, som- very rare and curious additions, to

our stock of animals and fowls. But of what these

additions precisely consist, or how far they have been
acclimated and multiplied, we are not advised.

Where new sjJecics of useful animals or fowls are

thus intri.'duced into our country by the public spirit

of an individual, it were surely good jjolicy to i^ive

them legislative encouragement for a limited time :

however incompatible such legal provisions may be
with the gener-il tenor, an; I spirit of our institutions

under ordinary circumstances.
That our country favours the growth of many of

the most valuable species of Live Stock, in a'- great]

perfection as any other, abundant proofs might be those of 1819,

given—of these' one is at hand, which it may be Before I dismiss the subject of Live Stock, I do
agreeable tnthis society to learn, I find it in an ani- myself great pleasure in making it known that oi

mated and very entertaining description of one ofifellow townsman U Patterson, Esq. now on a visit

those splendid agricultural festivals, held annually England ; has sent home a verv fine yearling Colt

name, and have ranked him with the scum of the

arth, where their own obscurity and obloquy may
ustly place them in his stead. But the nation to

which he belonged knows how to esteem and honour
him ; and we s^e a 74 gun ship bearing his name and
bringing over an American Ambassador."

But the vanity of shewing you what the great men
of other nations think and say of him, of whom all

Americans may well be proud, has led me from my
purpose which was to institute a comparison between
the sheep slaughtered at Holkham, on the occasioi

adverted to and those of which we have an authen-

tic account reared by Mr. Barney an English gra-

our own country on the reclaimed lands ol

Delaware.

According to the statement given in the Farmer's
Journal, it appears of the five Sheep shewn for pre

miunib at Holkham

—

The average nett weight of each was
Ditto of Barney's in 1819,

Ditto in 1820, -

At Mr. Coke's average weight per quarter 28|
Ditto of Barney's in 1819, - - 28f
Ditto - in 18:o, - - 29|

At Mr. Coke's average of fat of each sheep 17A

Ditto of Barney's in 1819, - - 'iU
Ditto - - in 1820, - - - .S3/j

In making this comparison this remarkable fact ap-

pears, that while the sheep at Mr. Coke's and Mr.
Barney's coincide within a fraction in point of weight
of carcass ; Mr. Barney's in weight of tallow in 1819,

excelled those of Mr Coke's as 2U to 17i, and in

1820 as 33irV to 17i, being nearly two to one. This
I take to be ascribable to the extraordinary disposi-

tion to fat, which disiin^-uis/ies the Bakewell breed
Another circumstance calculated to give us satis-

faction, as it proves that these valuable sheep are

not depreciating in our country, is the striking fact

that Mr, Barney's sheep, killed about the same day ir

0, exceeded both in weight of carcass and in fat

July, at Hnlkham—the seat of that celebrated
Farmer and Philanthrophist, T. W. Coke, Esq. of

Norfolk, En;;Iand. The account appears in one of

the last En.;!isii agricultural Journals received in

exchange for the American Farmer.
These festivals continue for three or four days suc-

cessively, during which time Mr. Coke is joined by

more than five hundred guests on horse back from all

jjarts of England, and many distinguished foreigners

•-lum various countries—passing in review his own

gland
;

the breed of the " Cleaveland Bays." Through hi

will doubtless be accomplished a great improvement
in our stock of horses, that race of horse, in whicli

we are most deficient, I mean for stages, and other

light rapid travelling in harness, and for which we
have been hitherto dependant on the Eastern states

—

This fine colt is in colour a dark bay ; the right hind
fiot white, long in the body moving with a fine

lastic step being well formed in that most impor-

tant of all pointS] the shoulder, which may be called

he lever or great .
'• r il the horse.

—

rhefollowing"isth , eii to Mr Patter-

;..n, of the breed oi i,- - l, i -. .e, by G. Tollett,

.isq. an cn.i... nt bie.tlci- and lainier, of Betty HaU,
vMiv.i-usliiM-, Eii-lmul.

/'ur,;- Corner. London. 6th. Juff 1820.

'
I h' bleed of Cleveiaud B.ivs, of which your colt

s of the |)Ure bl-,od, was tin naiive s. rt of improved
English herse. b. f.,ic- the ip.tri:(:ueiioi. f the Arabians

"
B.irbs. Yorkb'oire h;:s ahv.ivs been celebrated

its horses, and Cleveland is ti.e nMrthern district

of that count IV By crossing these maivs with Race
Horses, tie York=hire breeders have supplied for

any years the metropolis with hif-Ji ijriced Cuach
Horses, and the Sportsman wiih Hunlt is, to carry

hi<h .veights. The cross with the blood Horse is

admirable, as it combines strength and power with
lieetiiess. But by crossing too much with the race-

iii's'-bliKid, we have lost so mucli in .size and strength

that it is difficult t- get a hors,' to cany w. ight. that

has sufficieiii. !Cti\'ii:v I'o bniii; back ihesi quali-

ties, th. Cleveland St.illion is l)avticu;ai ly .i;lapte<l.

—

They are, of themselves, good carriage Horses. I

have a pair of my own breeding fi r which 1 would
not take 300 guineas. For Cavalry they an- capital,

combining the weight of the heavy with the force

.and impetus of the hght. For the Plough, their

quick step is of great advantage. Their colour

ranges through tlie various shades of Bay ; but I have
never bred them of any other Colour. When I pur-

chased them seven years ago the breed was becom-
ing very scr.rce, but I hope it will be restored."

It will be three years before the work of improve,
ment on our present stock can be commenced by
means of this horse: and hence it would be difficult to

designate any service to the agricultural interests of

the state, more signal than that which would be ren-

dered by any gentleman who should import, at once,

from England, a stallion of a blued best calculated to

improve the breed of our coach, mail stage and gig

hors-'S—for here let me mention that there are well

attested casts in modern times of houses trotting in

that country, from sixteen to eighteen miles in a sin-

gle hour. From Andalusia in Spain, a stock might
be procured to meliorate the breed of our saddle hor-

ses, which, whc n of best quality afford the most plea-

sant and healthful mode of travelling and of exercise.

As the Andahisiuii horse can only be exported from
Spain by the Spi cial permission of the King—It will

be gratifying to learn that the Agricultural Society

of Albemarle, at the suggestion of General J. H.
Cocke, cue of the mest accomplished and spirited

agriculturists in this or any other country, has suc-

ceeded in obtaining from the present sovereign, his

royal permission to export to ^'irgillia a stallion of

that breed. Another valuable addition to our stock

of domestic working animals, would be the fine Mal-
tese Jack of large size, and high sjnrit, for the mul-

tiplication of the mule species, for 1 know of no item

in the whole round of rural economy, whereby a
greater saving would be accomplished, than by the

more extensive substitution of the mule for the horse,

the common coarse purposes of agriculture; ami
as I think, even for the road, in some parts of our

country. I am well aware of the prejudice that

exists against this humble, faithful and most abused
servant of man ; but I know him well and there is

ot a charge against which, I am not prepared to

defend him,—for fidelity to the draft, for uncomplain-

ing temper, and an appetite which any thing satis-

fies; for independence'on Doctors, and length of life

the ratio cf that, the mule is without equal or

competitor.
On this, as on some other interesting agricultural

topicks. I made notes for publication in the Farmer,
It- opinions, and experience, of some of the most
mplished Farours in the upper count.es of Vir-

ginia—through which I made a tour on horse-back
the mouth's of August and ScptciTiber, by the or-

ders of mv Physician.

I had intended to have hazarded some animad-
versions on the most prominent defects in Maryland
husbandry. But wishing not to abuse your patience,

I will reserve them for some other occasion.
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FOK THE AMKRICAN FAKMER.

FIRST MANAGEMENT OF RAGGED
WOUNDS.

It often happens that workmen and others, arc

severely wouii'led at places where hours and

even days elapse, before medical aid can be ob

tained ; and in case of much laceration, or rag

gcd vifoiinds, the danger of lock-jaw is very

much increased by improper applications

more especially by insufficient covering;. '1 he

object of this paper is to inform such as may bi

unfortunate, liow they are to proceed. Let the

parts be laid together in the most natural posi

tion ; and lay over them in the most ampU
manner a poultice of bread and milk, with a lit

tie lard in it, or of mush and fat—and renew it

eviry 24 hours. Tlie poultice must be

thick and made to cover every part, and exclude

the air completely. The author of this, saw a

man that was partly ground in a mill, and

(lical aid being at hand, the patient was fairly

wrapped in a poultice ; and so neat was the wound

when opened, that the physician continued the ap

plication many days.

The East Indians have a like method of ex

eluding the air, by earthern or plaster moulds

i e. when legs are broken to pieces by shot, or

otlierwise—and the testimony of some of the

British physicians, is unequivocal in its favour

These assert, that limbs are saved by it, that they

would instantly have amputated.

The common method of applying a little

salve or lint, is bad when compared to a com-

plete poultice, which instantly soothes the irri

tated fibres.'and excludes the air. After a few

days dressing with this, if there is any danger

of mortification, let the poultice be one half of

chamomile, previously slewed in a little water
;

and when a suppuration is fairly established

I'.ien use salves and lint—be sure to exclude the

access of air.

PHILANTHROPOS.

Most lirolierfoodfor Milch Cows.

Milch Cows are infinitely more profitably

kept in the house, than out of doors, but they

must be trained to it otherwise they do not

thrive. The best food for tliem are clover, lu-

cerne, potatoes, yams, turnips, carrots, cabbages,

peas and beans.—Such cows as those in the

neiglibourliood of London, kept in the house,

and properly fed, ought to yield 9 gallons per

day for the first four months after calving.

Skinner, ill blank, which being filled by the pre-

sident, with the names of the gentlemen men-

tioned, it was unanimously adopted.

Resolved, That the future regular meeting

of the Agricultural Society of Maryland, shall

be on the lirst Wednesday of June, and on the

ecoud Wednesday of October of each and

;very year ; and that at every such meeting

liere shall be an Agricultural Fair, for the ex-

libition and sale of the best breeds of neat

cattle, horses, sheep, hogs and other <i imals

of wagons, carts, ploughs, barrows and other

implements of husbandry—of all kinds of seeds,

and also of every species of domestic manulac

tures.

Resolved, That Gen. C. Ridgely, of Hamp
ton, Wm. Patterson, Col. John E. Howard,

Wm. Gibson, Henry Thompson, J. S. Skinner

Doctor Allen Thomas, Doctor Wm. Steuart

W. Hall, and Lloyd N. Rogers, be, and

they are hereby appointed a committee, with

full powers to them, or to any three <

of them to provide a suitable place for the

holding of such fairs, and to make all needful

arrangements in relation to the same, and es-

pecially so that there shall be such a fair at the

meeting of the Society in the month of June

next, and that the public shall be duly notified

thereof, and also to distribute such premiums as

the society may direct to be awarded at the said

fairs.

ty has isbueci, are ust-fiil, but the cosi of ihtni is too

iiicli tor a pvneral (Ufl'usion of the work among the

reat body oC our farmers, whilst the Alm.^nack,

tored with much practical mailer, is within the

each of all. When we reflect <ipon the importance
vtiicli is attached to an improvem^-m in our agricu -

iiral and rural affairs, every effort to promote so de-

irable an object, deserves encouragement, especially

from the Fanner, and cannot fail to b>- f.ivourably re-

d by the Cilhc7i The Aj,'ricultural Almanack
tor 1821, is just published, and contains much matter

of great interest to the Agriculturist. It may be had
'

le Book store ol F.lward J. Coale.—Price 12J

IS AIS. E\V E^Tali U A M.

^HH IF^IBUJ^lo

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1820.

ACiRirULTURAL SOCIETY OV MAR\t,\\L).
The Agricultural Society of Maryland con

vened agreeably to adjournment, on Wednes-
day, the 1 Ithinst. at the Pavilion Garden, and af-

ter transacting some business, adjoumcd to the

following day, at 10 o'clock.

On Thursday the Society met, and the AD-
DRESS which was published in our last, was

delivered by the President, Roukkt Smiiii, esq.

After the Address was concluded, it was mov-

ed by Dr. SrKUART, that the thanks of the Socie-

ty be offered to the President for the able Ad-

dress delivered, and that he be requested to fur

nish a copy for publication.

The following resolution was oflered by Mr.

Some good suggestions have been thrown out by a

wriler in tiie Moriiiiijr Chronicle, under the signature

" Widow and Oiii'H.v>" on the subject of the pre

sent expensive and imermmable made of (.ellllng dis

pules about land titles. The wi-i'er jiroposes the es

ublishment of a " Land Court," for the adjustment of

uch disputes, by a simple and more exptdilmus and

•conomical way than the pi-eseat—its direct com
ion with the landed interest, will induce us to copy it

vhen we can find room.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Mark
Actual sales of Wheat—Ui;u 80 to 82—Wiiitf.

85 to 90 cts.—Conir, 40 cts.

—

Oats 25 to 28 cts.—

W

8 cts.—Hat, per ton §15—Stiiaw, do. ^T—B.
IN-GS, No. 1, S2 rs—Do. No. 2, §2 12i—Cod Fish,

per quintal, S3 to §3 50—N. E. Heans, |)er bushel,

etail, gl—'>o. Blacic-ete Peas, per do. SI—Fojik,

prime, per cwt. §14 to 14 50—Beef, S'l to §13
50— IJuTi-EB, per lb. 25 cts—Ecus, per doz. 15 cts.—

Veu., per lb. 6 to 8 cts—Latiib, per quarter, 3rj to

75 cts—Beef, prime pieces 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams, 14 cts.

—MiDDLiSGs, 10 Cts.

—

Chicke.ns, per doz. §2 50

—

Potatoes, iTh to 50 cts.

—

Flouk from the wagons

S4 25—Whiskey, from do. 34 to 35 cts.—London
White Lead, §4 25—American do. §3 75—Boiled
Oil, si 37^—Feathers, 50 to 62^ ds—Tad, g2 25

—TcnrEUTiNi-:, .soft, §2 25

—

Spihits, do, 55 cts

PnxH, S2 25_LAttD, 11 to 12 cts—Shincles, best

deep Creek, Si8 50—Do. small §4 75 to S^-Fi-o""

NO Plask, 3-4 S26-We hear of no sides of Virginia

or .Maryland Tobm-i o, since last report.

COMMUNICATI

•\gvic\\\\v\Ta\ elliwawacl;..

The Philadelphia Society for promoting Agricul

lure 19 rendering an essential service to our husban-

dry, in the patronage which it bestows on this .\lm;

nack. The volumes of transactions which the Socie-

\n opportunity now offeis of introducing into the

mirkets south of Bdtimore, that invaluable breed

called the IUkewell Sheep. Mr. Barney of Dela-

ware, procured the breed at great trouble and ex-

pense, and the reader is desired to refer to the first

number of the American Farmer, in the first and se-

d volumes, for an account of some of this breed of

cp, slaia-hlered in this market. For the beauty of

anliii: 1 : ii.l the quantity of fat, they e.xcited' the

i.lralinn a'ld astonislm^.ent of all who saw ibem.

—

an bi; i)i-(.ved by many respectable witnesses, that

eial of them cut more than three inches of clear

on the ribs.—Their specific characters are—heads

an, straight and broad ; bodies round ; eyes fine and

lively ; bones very small ; wool long and well suited
" common uses among farmers, combing and weigh-

ing well. They are very hardy and of all sheep yet

n, they fatten most kindly and early, being there-

fore admirably calcul ted for market.

Mr Barney brought some of these sheep to the last

meeting of the Agricultural Society of JNIaryland, and

pected to have got from §40 to S-iO etch for them ;

but not succeeding in selling diem all—the Editor of

the Farmer, unwilling to suffer them to be taken back

to Delaware, purchased the whole of tlieiti, and has re-

erved seven fine rams, which are now (.tleitd for sale.

I'liey will be put on board of vessels with a cage and

food to sustain them to any southern port, for the sum
of gjO each—" first come, first served."

PUBLISHED BV JOHN S. SKINXEK, EDITOR.
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AGRICULTURE. |)f lied, ana he was sorry for tliem. He then gai
liciiUh of " Lord Ersk'ine," which was drank
tfitrat applause. His lordship rose, and
which liljfhiy delighted the company, entered
a variety of iiiiertsting' topics, in a strain of varicc
and happy eloquence. We reg-rel that we can g\\t
but the heads of the speech ; for as it is impossiblt
Ic) carry the maimer with the miilter, and the occasiur
noi being of the solemn kind, many term» of the ludi
crous were introduced, which produced extraordina
ry mirth. His lordship began by thanking the compa
iiy for the testimonies of their approbaltion with which
Ills health was drank, and alluded, in a most elegant

to the presence of the illustrious Princ

lionoured the meeting with his countenance.-
lordship then eulogized the principles, progres
iihjecls (/f the meeting, and described its repui
and tff..cts; it brought together people from

larls of the kingdom, and from distant regioi

itness the improvements carried on. He ne

took a view of the essi-ntial particulars necessary
eultural improvement ; eveiy o^e kn-w tlut skill,

capiud, and industry, were wanting, with thcst

joined to uiadom and liberalityon the other pari.greai

Jiovements had been made, and might be made, il

perly applied and considered. For his part, he ha<

acquired some capital in the former part of his lil'e

and had attempted some agricultural improvements
but for want of skill, he had only been involved in

pital mistakes ; but he hoped he had not attended
at meeting altogether in vain, and that some skil

is yei attainable j in the mean lime, he must en
ideavour to make up by intltistiy, what was wanted ii

His lordship then paid some impressive

frojn the London Farmc7-'s Journal.

HOLKHAM CiUAND ANNUAL
S\ieep S\ieav\wg MecUng, !ke.

THIKD DAY.
The company assembled on Wednesday morn r

earlier than usual, and great numbers visited tl

slaughter-house, while the carcasses hung ready Ii

inspection; their several weights will be seen beiu\

with ihc premiums annexed. U is unnecessary to o

'gene that the c.ircasses were fat, because the weight

which are siated in stones of 14 ibs , sufficiently sho

it; bu! we may add that they were bc-a;ititiilly brigh

and good provers. We should ncommend to ii

jlldties, in futuic, to add the weight in London ston<

6t 8 lbs. at the bottom of the card, or otherwise i

state it in /)0!(H</s /ler yiiur^er .• the reason given f(

using the lirst, ttecuuae it ts tJie custom of that part,

not a sufficient one, iiwsmuch as the s/niH^ers, not il

neighbours, stand in reed of inlunnaliun Mr. Coki-,

with his royal and noble guests, ascends d his cai riag

about half past ten, and >isited the slaughter-house

. ftom whence the cavalcade proceeded through ih

Park to the farm of Mr. Thomas Moore, where thi

company viewed some excellent whea; on sandy sod

which was a full crop. I'lie numerous objects in tin

morning's ride were highly interesting ; Mr. Bioum
field's wheat crops were much admired, and it wa
•explainerl that they were all sowed with four bushel

to the acre. The excellence of the managemerii ii

the neighbourhood of Uolkliam, appears in ihis, thailUnowledge,

the crops are always good ; there is nothing icl't to co.iipliments to Mr. Coke, and spoke again

«hance In other places, the seasons make great in- bounty, and v/;sdom, and usefulness of his conduct

equality of crop i and il is remarkable that, this year. He (Lord Krskme) was of opinion, that in the grea

there is a lest atriiing difl'erence between the crops scherne of Providence, good men were raised up for

at llolkham, and those of the countries gcni;rally|.he advantage of other generations of mankind

this

whicli we passed through, than we ever noticed

spt uk of bulk, not cleanliness ; but the crops in gene

ral are cleaner this year than usual, which indeed ii

always the case when they are vigorous in iheu-

grow'th, and plentiful on the ground. The general

crop of this season surpasses, in iis present promise,

any haivesl that we have ii'.ticed since ISU.

At Mr. Bloomficld's, inoculation Vfas not forgotten ,

the comp ny viewed the several fields, which hail

been laid in permanent grass by this process, wiiti

great delight and satisfaciioii. Six years ago il wa-

wonderfd at, bui now it is generally understood, and

as generally approved : we hesitate not to say, Iha.

tnr ohlimm^ permanent pastwe,' it ought lobe piac-

tised on all lands whaisoeNer, excepting only supe-

»ior fen and marshy ground, where ao-wn seeds conir

so \ i^'orously. The fact, that on rich mellow land, w. I-

pn paled, you may get good pasturage speedily 65

so-wing proper seeds, we are not going to dispute ; bii'

the proprr seeds, in quantity sufficient, will cost mote

meney, which is a practical answer to all argument.

Or. iheir return, the company viewed the Hlotiglnr^

Maiiih, and then proceeded to "Uine ai Holkham
Hall," where between four and five hundred sa.

down to dinner. After the cloth was i.rawii, M..

Coke rose, and before entering into the business ol

the day, took notice of a circunistance which, he la-

mented to say, had occurred ihat morning: a very re

tpecmble gentleman had not been able to obiain ilia

accon mndaiion which he (Mr. Coke) endeavoured, <

the utmost of ins power 10 afford lo every one. He
was sure the company would acquit him ot any inteii

tional neglect \_upplause'} ; but such things had hap-

\_.'lpplauses.'\ He vi'.is glad to see that opinitm ap-
proved, and il gained tlrength in his mind as well
fur Its truth as its application ; and he did not know
in what way more good could be done than by the

example and the . benevolence of such a character.
'

! was once (said his lordship) in a fair way 10 be a

farmer.— 1 was !« least a ploughman I ploughed
such land as my hon friend's here, or something very

near Ii— 1 ploughed the sea! \_Laughing'\ Gentle
men, there are others who have done as much

one friend hen
l>tuitses^— v>-host operations

generations

verted to th

lie spoke of the trial by jury

t, himself a IIoste—{_ap-

there will berem>-mb.r.
. l.ipplause ] H„
e liberty of the press.—

, as the most secure and
principle of civil jurisprudence that ever was

conceived by man : he recapitulated the circumstan-

s of the times when he became a harriuter, when
e pillars of the constitution were shaken to the

ntie; when the judges, wno had by long usurpa
m taken the law into theii' own hands, and were

accustomed to dictate to the jury the verdict they

to pronounce. The danger of this course was
jiious : the lasi remains of civil liberty musi

e when fear or corruption fetters the minds ot

juries, or authority dictates their verdict Gcii.

tiemen (said his loidshtp) some little merit in tlu

ise has been attiibuted to me: true, a sailor

usl fight it out, il was the nature of the bea»'.

id no merit of mine. 1 fought : I ct^nquercd ,—

jt my crew were loyal, and stood b> nie ; anii

ng may they sn stand by the liberties of then-

country \——\_^pplanses.'\—-'\\t\\, now, gentlemeOj

to my occupation. I have
<ot a little estate, and 1 am determined to improve

speech it, that I may leave il to my descendants in full pro-
fit. 1 come to Holkham to take lessons, that I may
find how skill improves capital, for one is not enough ;

the effect is the result of knowledge, industry, and
application ; and knowledge is gained by instruction
and experience. We see here something like n agic,
out it is not done by magic, but by skill and capital)
by labour, and encouragement for labour: by libera.
lily and wisdom, such as are exercised by my noble
friend here, whose example is gone forth, and its visi-
ble effects are seen in distant places ,—it has im-
proved Ihe produce of soUs and refreshed the spirits
ot men ! 1 looked into his laundry and I saw the
greatest of philosophers, Benjamin Franklin ;—his
maxims were suspended thi le for the admiration of
yiuthtui minds. You see now what becomes of lh«
tolly of those who either through malice or for hire,
hrough sycophancy or ignorance, have heaped all
manner 01 abuse upon hi, n .me, and have ranked him
wiib the scum of liie earth, where their own obscu-
rity and obloquy may justly place them in his stead.
Kut the naiion to which he belonged knows how to

- d honour him ; and we see a 74-gun ship
ngiiig ovei an \m.ricaa
j> tiieii again sdvei-ted to
id observed, that with re-

gard to existing circumstances, it was nut only im-
practicable but destructive. Every country should

itain its own pupulaiion, and it was the duty
ot every government to hold all objects as inferior

this general principle ; the contrary conduct
ilineviiab.y produce ultimate mischief and mise-

ry, if not i'-Teliievabie ruin. This was rendered
ry clear to his lordship's mmd, bul wuen itpre-

se»ted to the -Minister, he did not think any thing
could be done. " Bui 1 would have it (said his

dship) well considered : it is not to convert agri-
culture into politics, that I mention this here ; the
question is not ho-j> we got into this scrape, but /io~.u

> get out of it ; how we si. all bear the dis-
ease of which we are sick almost to death, or seek a
remedy that may work a safe and speedy cure
When a man is ready to die, however reluciant he
might be before, he must of necessity have a physi-
cian. The Doctor comes, and considers the case, he

.-examines ihe palieni in order to find the seat of 'the
(/complaint—" You don't look well, friend ; 1 am afraid

of th

beam ame, and
noassadoi." His lordsl

iioject (tt free trade, :

your liver is diseased."—- No, sir," says the patient,
"that can't be, for 1 lost my hver m lUe Indies."
" Oh then your lungs are bad 1 find."—" Not so, sir,"
says the sick man, " they have been gone evei since
the beginning ot the war."—'- Well, but what is the
occasion then of these inHammatory symptoms .' I
hope the passages are clear .' 1 would recommend
a little deobsirueni or diuretic—"—" Good hea-
vens, sir," says the patient, " the.e's nothing in my
bowels!"—"Oilso! (ciies the U.xtor) cannot you
co.itrivo to lake a little exerc.se , if jou con.d walk

says the paiitnl.——.'• Not able to walk! But yo'u
may at least iide to gam a little strength."—" Ai'as !

sir (says the patient) 1 have had ihe piles these ten
years, and could not sit if you would give me the
world." l^Tlie company weie convulsed with laugh-
lei at this liumourc.ns parallel, 111 -la/itc/i every reme
dy Ihat teas proposed -was objected to a- imprucncuble.'X
•• \\ hy then, sir," sa)s ilu physicia., ' y.u art in a
.lespe. ale slate, and yon ought to have st m lor an un-
deiloker insie
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'alionesty and wislfim we may vet survive, and pre- had some crops pretty good, some middlinij, anr

'erre and perp?(ii:ae cur constitiuion and our coun some bad enouijli ; so that it was a subjecl. of C'lnirra

fry's prosperity ; and not rn^y so, but increase and tulation amoni;' friends wlio tlioutjbt they had dom
rxtend the fertility, power, and happiness of theUil that depended on them :—" You have got an ex
kinpdom, to future generations. His lordship here cellent crop of turnips there !" Or the contrary

again instanced the improvements at Holkham, andj" Your turnips liave failed in that piece."—" Yes, th.

the mutual confidence between landlord and tenant, jland was very clean and in pood order, and I havv

as producii'g the best consequences to individuals

and to the nation. He next took a view of the

senseless dispute between the contending interests

of society, as if they were not all one, and insepa-

rably united in prosperity and adversity. The times

sharpened people's observation, but did not enlighten

their minds ; they draw forth jealousy and irritation,

where they ouglit to produce amity and consolidate

friendship. " The agriculturists are accused of wish-

ing- to puU down the manufncnrieB (said his Lord-

ship)—will that make br. ad dear ! The manufactu-

rers it seems, would ruin and starve the agricultu-

rists ;— will that make bread cheap? Ifl were to

hear a man of education maintain such follies, I would

sliut htm up as a worthy tenant of Bedlam.—Now
the poor laws. If the money that is expended oi

idle people were available for the cultivation of th<

soil, it would put 2,400,000 aero more in corn

Would that make bread dear ? But dear or cheap

if busint-ss be at a stand, and there is not more;

to buy, what avails it ? It may be a very comfortabh

si};bt to see a poor man looking through the wrou^

ctid of a spying-glass at a cheap loaf! (J laugh

Well, but give an impetus to agriculture, increasi

production, call forth industry, and the shops an

preseiitly filled with customers, and all branches of

trade are busy and prosperous. Gentlemen, tliese

arc my sentiments, and I speak them freely, both

here and elsewhere. I think I have not made a po-

litical speech, but I have done my best when politi-

cally engaged to press the subject in this shape 1

have not hitherto been very successful in the Hoase
to which 1 have the honour to belong; but the ho-

nour to be ascribed to that House for wisdom and

for patriotism will depend upon their future conduct

in this question ; if the same course is to be pursued

as heretofore, it would be better to strike my name
out of it." (Jjiplaiisea) His Lordship again spot*

of the advantages of improved cultivation, and made
a most elegant transition to the presence of his Royal

Highness the IJuke of Sussex, to whose talents

principles, and condescension he paid a high compl'

ment. His Lordship concluded by proposing the

health of Mr. Coke, and sat down amidst reiterated

Mr. Coke then gave "Mr. Pr'.ngle," who returi

ed thanks.
" .Mr. Graham," who also retvivncd thanks for tlie

honour done him. He observed, that he could not

but deeply reflect en the striking improv

had witnessed, the more so, as he had a little farm in

his own hands, partly for amusement, and partly fo

example, which he commenced upon about the timi

that Mr. Oakes began upon the farm which wii

. Blaikie cam^sown it three times over "

to Holkham (sad ,Mr. Coke) the evil has been con- change to while
quered: he began by sowing turnips on Bat working-

ghteen inches apart : this succeeded so w.-ll,

that it was evident we might do better, and it proved
rmediate step to the ridge system. The com-

pany saw yesterday how this is executed ; how tlie

h\ is ridged ; the manure led on and covered in ,

d the turnips sown on the ridges that contained,

iree pints of seed are sown per acre : it falls in a

od bed ; th'j manure forces it up ; it stands thick-

ly togellur, and gets soon out of the way. Every
body knows that sickly and weak plants suffer tin-

soonest and the most ; it may be said that they at-

tract the fly (as lean and wasting sheep do ;) bui

here we find thf plants vigorous and plentiful, and
I'e sow enough for the (lies, and enough for the cnip
lesides." .Mr Coke then mentioned the exertions

nd good conduct of .Mr. Bullen, who superintendeil

he Park farms, m terms of great commendation; and
ext alluded 10 Gyp,sum, au'd its tffects on Sanfoin.—
L' said he owed the introduction of it to Mr. Hol-

lich, who had been in .\merica, and had seen it used
here; at the same time, he acknowlrdged the re-

eipt of several excellent books from Judi^ Peters,

and begged -Mr. Patterson to express his thanks.

Oypsum had certainly been very serviceable to liim,

and he recommended the trial to others ; he sow d it

vith a machine, and it might be distinguished lo an

nch where the machine turned. He intended thi.s

year to have left some strips unsown, but it was for-

it even had they been so left, the crop must
have been mown before it was shewn, so that the con-

trast could uot have been witnesst d by the company
sufficient lo say, the lay produced before a lit-

tle hay, but nothing good ; but that now it gave full

1 more per acre. He had this year tried it on

clover, but the effects were certainly not equal - then-

was a difference in the colour, but he thought th(

was none in the bulk or quantity. Mr Coke then

farmed the company that Mr. Holdich had sent him
last August two bushels of the seed of agra
he (Mr H.) ealled Jtussellffrass, which he had shewn

the company that morning. It was unnecessary

for him (Mr. Coke) to say any thing about it, as Mr.
Holdich was present, and, he hoped, would give the

necessary information.

To be Continued

his farm, within the two years, submitted to such

scrutiny. He concluded by ascribing his deficiency

not to want of means but to livif.g so far from the

school of Holkham.
Mr. Coke then gave, " Mr. Ruth, the American

.^Jnbassado^ (who he regretted was not present,)

and the American Gsntlemen who bad done him the

honour to attend tlie meeting." Mr. Patterson re

turned thanks.

Mr. Coke then gave. Prince Polemkim, and Prince

Trabelzkoy. (Russian Princes.) Prince Potemkim
returned thanks in French. The next toast was
" Monsieur Petit," who returned thanks in English

as follows :
—" Gracieuse for de bontd , viah i do fee

de ver mush honneur."

Sir John Sinclaire rose to inquire into two or three

points regarding the ravages of the turnip fly at Hoik

ham, and whether the crops were more liable for

merly than under the present system of culture ?

Mr. Coke replied, that, with the improved husbam

, they had no fear of the fly ; it might be said, thai

lOR THE AMEKICAN FARMEH.
ON THK PKKSKKVATIUN OK THE

HEALTH 0¥ NEGROES.
It is a well known fact to Physicians of the soutl

iewed on Monday :~ but lie should be sorry to haveern states, that " negroes, though less liable to ai

umnal diseases than the whites, yet suffer ninth

nore severely from winter epidemics than they do "

The negroes, for instance, will escape the bilious af-

fections ofthe hot season, while the white inhabitants

are falling victims ; but, when winter takes plate,

the blacks are swept off, while their masters families

are secured.

There would be, in the extraordinary nature of thf

fact, a sufficient incentive to tlie investigation of ihi

cause or causes of this difference : but there are mo
lives of a still more urgent nature, that demanded an

attempt at discovering the cause and preventing the

L-ffects. The blacks constitute either ab

instrumentally, the wealth of our southern states II

a planter, as it often happens, is deprived by sick

iiess, of the labour of one third, or one half of hi'

negroes, it becomes a loss of no small magnitude.—
If we should then succeed in ascertaining ihe cause,

and pointing out a preventive, we shall not only h

gratified curiosity, and served the interests of the

planter, but also feel the approbation of our

We lii " On Htat
linir," that lohile and polished surfaces let off,

slowly ; wiicreas black or roii^A surfaces, radi-'

.ite il frchi). This "is admitf-d as a fact in chemis-
try ai)d physiology We know ih,at liquids cool

jnest in dart vessels, and retain their heat longest
briffht on-s. We also know that animals in polar

regions, which are of a dart colour in the summei",
nter, nature no doubt in-

tended by the ch.mge of colour as much as by the
icUeniiig of their coat, lo secure them ag;»inst the
verity of the cold —The negro on the other hand,
as designed for the sultry regions of the torrid

ine. His surface is therefore adapted to the ready
capement of internal lK:..t. ll.oce, when trans-

planted to colder latitudes, he and liis posterity, are
less capable of resisting rxternal cold, because they

e less capable of rcaining their internal heat.^-U
also a fact well known to physiologists, that the
ilyofanegro is cseteris paribus, several degrees

cooler than th:it of a white person. We know loo,

hat blacks uniformly shew themselves fonder of the
ire than whites.

That they are then reallt/ more chilly, we cannot
loubt, after taking into view all the circumstances
list noticed. It therefore necessarily follows, that

hey are more liable to diseases brou.irht on by the
cold of winter, than while persons. They are like-

wise more subjecl to disease on account of their

greater exposure to wet and inclement weather.
In the enumeration of the causes of the greater
bility of negroes to winter epidemics, we perceive

immediate answer to the question :
—'• How can

:? health of slaves be best preserved >." We
see that if they had a xahile skin, it would prove a se-

urity 10 them : but as we cannot * wash the Ethiop
white," we must use such other means as may pre-

the free escapement of their heat.—They ought
in the first place, to wear u'oolleni next iheir skin, in.

ad of linen a.ul cotton. Long woolen shuts would
retain their heal, equalize ihi» excitement, and secure
hem against the eftecis of wet work and
iher. These shirts should b>- ^ohite, for reasons too
bvious to need repetition. They should also be fre-

quently washed, as clothing looses very much its ca-
pacity for retaining heat when filled with perspira-

;

^,f thi experience every

tli«y had abaoluttly lubdasd tlK.m. Formci-ly, tbey mind in haTtng iud«d tjic cituse of humftnity.

on, &c The iruth

ime we change our soiled clothes for clean ones . for
in increased and permanent glow of heal is the con-
equence of putting on clean cloihf s. When wet,
legroes should dry by a good fire. They should also
)•• allowrd to sleep by a fire, if convenient : the out
labourers especially.

' attending lo this regimen, we feel no hesitation

ying, that aplanter will greatly secure th<r health
of his slaves : and we shall conclude with remarking^

lat it now lies with him to determine as suon as he
ay see proper, whether the trouble and expense of
lis preventive, is rather to be chosen than the risk

of losing much, by the sickness or deaih ol' his ne-
groes. FRANKLIN.

At a meeting of the Agricultural Society of the
county of Newcastle, held ai the court house in the
town of Newcastle, May 1, 1320, the following per-
sons were chosen officers for the current year, viz.—

Archibald Alexander, J'reiidenl.

Vice Presidents.

George Clark, Andrew (iiay, Thomas Mendenhall.
Secretaries.

Jacob Ferriss, Samuel M^ tcer, Victor Dupout.
liecording Secretary—John Crow.

Committee of Correspondence.

Samuel H. Black, Anthony Hij^jjins, Henry Sleel

, Joiin Sellars, Frederick H. Holtzbecke::

uldiii, Hugh Gemmill, Kinsey Johns, jun.

Johu L. Moi-riss, Thomas Rily, James Smith.

3'rea»iirer—lohn Suften.

Committee of Examiners.

John L. Morriss, Henry Whiily, John U. Eves,

Thomas Rily, Kinsey Johi.s. jun.

Extracts from the muiutes,

JOHN CROW, Jiet. Set'rv

May J, 1820,

lutely, or John Mer
ijan)-
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I
1: (^i.c!. us miicli prcasuieto copy the loflowing

proceedings connected with the formation ot an Ai

I
cultural Society in the rich, flourishing and popul

county of Frederick in this state. Let the good peo-

, pie of that county dispute and divide about oilier mat

ters as they may—we sincerely hope they will unite

,
for the promotion of objects, about the usefulness of

which, no rational mind can entertain any doubt.—
' Having regard to the names of those who have giver

their countenance to the Society in its earliest move

ments—we consider its prospects as highly auspicious

, and promising.—We suppose the chairman to be the

' author of an essay on the use of Plaster of Paris and

the cultivation of Indian corn—which has been spoken
'

of to the K.ditor, as amongst the most solid and prac

tically useful papers contained in the pages of the

;
Am.-r'ican Farmer.

^ ,

We offer to this Society the columns of our Jour-

nal to record their proceedings—and shall be happy

by any meuns in the power of the Editor to promote

the praise worthy objects of their association.

One little item of advice we presume to give them

at pivsent not to rely too mucli on Sili Stocking

Furmers, let their officers especially, be active practi

cal vicn, who have the business at heart, and let every

farmer be encouraged to commuiiicatc his esperienc

on any particular branch of husbandry, in his owi

plain way. These communications ought to be in

yrritiiig but there is no occasion to deal in tropes

and figures. The plain every day conversation style

of the Farmer, to his neighbour is the best style on

paper, for agricultural subjects, and therefore hi

who can tell his experience by word of mouth, can

write it—or get his son or his daughter to write it

which is quite as v/ell.—Another passing word of ad

; rice. GZ/'Let the bad side of the picture be present

ed as well as the good.—People are too apt to boast

I of their casual successes, taking special care when a

'.er.ff:r\mzn\. fails, to say nothing about it. The mar

I ner has recourse to his chart—not so much to trace

I

the channel, as to see where the channel is Jioi—pi

I
out the rocks and quicksands, and any land lubber

I may take the helm—so when the farmer prepares to

i
make large crops, or to try some new and grand ex-

j

periment, if he utterly or partially fail, he ought to tell

I the result, and the why and the wherefore—that

others may not, go and do so likewise.

Fredericlc Agricultural Society.

At a respectable meeting of farmers from several

districts of the county, held agreeably to public no-

tice, at the court house, in Frederick on Saturday

the 9'li of September last, Joshua Dclaplane, Esq

was ciUed to the chair, and Henry Willis appointed

secretary. Tht following resolutions were then unan-

imously adopted.

1. Resolved, That we view agriculture as a science

of the fir.sl importance, the only true basis of national

prosperity and happiness j dts..'rving in all ages the

altcni'on of the wi<.l- .".nd of the patriotic.

2 Jlesolved, That for the improvement of agricul-

ture and rural economy in Frederick county, a society

be formed of practical farmers and all olher person*

disposed to .Tssist in bo laudable a purpose.

3 lii's<dved. That John M'Pherson, Henry Kemp.
Joshuc. D !..f„:.:if; Jnh.i Uiaham, Wm E. Willi:

John D.idaeicr, Jesse Slingluff, Alexander Warfiekl,

Dennis D. Howard, Daniel James, Doct. Hilleary,

Frta. rick Eichelberger, Samuel Ogle, David Kephart
anil Basil Doi»cy, be and hereby are requested to

serve as a r^uimiltee to report a constitution for an

Agricultural Soc'.-ty "o a meeting to be held in this

town .;i> Wcdiiesd.'iv '.he ..rsL d.iy of November ntx
4. Resolved, ih:X the .ommill <• appointed to ii

port a consiitmior, ni^ei at Air. Taibott's in Fi-edi

rick, .111 Turfday the jlst oi October next.

5 /?<-«(,i;e(i, ThC-t •he ,ioceedi:;i;;> of ihis meeting
be si;., lid hy the i;h,di-ii.ari and se-.e«aiy, and pub-
lished ib Jie several n(.w>.papeis of t'lp cuj. ty.

6. Retoived, I'hat this meeting do now adjourn to

meet again on Wednesday the first of November
next.

(Signed.) JOSH. DELAPLANB, Chairman

.

Henhy Willis, Sec'ry.

Frederick, September 9, 1820.

FOR THE AMERICAS FARMER.

Tbe draining ot Mars\ies.
Hampstead, Uth Oct. 1820.

Mk. StlNNftK,
Sir,—There is no subject connected with .^gri

culture, which is of such importance to the salubrity

and further prosperity of the sea-board of the United

States, as the draining and bringing into cultivation

of the Salt Marches, Pacosons, and Swamps by which
all its vast inlets, and extensive water -courses ai-e

bordered. All lands of this description, when re

claimed, have been found to be immensely productive,

nd literally inexhaustible under almost any system
of husbandry. In many instances to the southward,
particularly in South Carolina, and in many more tc

ihe northward of the Chesapeake reclamations of land

on tide water, have been made to a great extent, and
with the greatest imaginable profit to the owners
But, I believe, until lately few attempts have been
made to recl.iim the Salt Harshes of the Chesapeake:
nd all of them have failed, until within two orthrce

years past, owing to a disregard, or total inattention

the very great peculiarity of the situation and cir.

cumstances of such ground.
The Chesapeake, the grandest and safest estuary

belonging to this or to any other nation including its

numerous and extensive rivers, affords, perhaps, a

greater extent of inhind navigation, and facilitates in-

ercourse over a finer territory than any other bay of

the whole world. It is believed, there is no whe
be found such prodigious tracts of Salt Marsh, as on
its waters ; 1 am satisfied there are many hundred
thousand acres, which when reclaimed would be fully

as productive, in Indian corn and grass as any of the

rate lands of Kentucky, or of any other country

ever; which land is, at present, not only worth
nothing, but is actually a nuisance, poisoning the at

mosphere of its neighbourhood to a considerable ex
tent willi its noxious exhalations.—In estimating the

profit and advantages which are to be derived from
the draining of these marshes, not only the produc-
tion of such land, situated immediately upon the best

navigable water of our country, is to be taken into

the account, but we must also recollect the restora

tion of the adjacent high-lands to a state of perfect

lubrity, which in many instances were scarcely ha
l)itable. This great work of rec'amation has com
menced ; the first and principal difficulties have been
overcome ; and, with the condensation and chister-

ig of t;ie population on the eastern borders of these

states, it must proceed ; and will, in a few years, pro

gress with rapid strides towards final and perfect

accomplishment ; when the territory washed by this

" great mother of many waters," will be one of the

most salubrious, abundant, ana delightful regions on

arth ! blessed with health, plenty, and freedom.

The first thing to be ascertained, as is agreed on

11 hands, relative to a piece of gioui.d wtiic!) it Is

pioposed to relieve from its incumbent waters, i/- tl-

fall which, by any contrivance, can be obuiined i..

carry off water from i's surface i for, wiinoiit a ouffi-

ciency offall, it is physically impossible to drain my
land ; unless, indeed, as has been done in some part i

of Holiind, where the water is pumped out and pour-

d into ihe ocean. All Salt Marshes are covered, or

early so, by high tides; it follows, therefore, that,

f,ir the draining of such marf.h.lhe ddinary verlcal

ise of the tide is all tb.- amount of /a?/ that car; be

ibtaincd ; and, consequemly, thp.t ibe inlurc of the

ides, by which ilif maish is visited, is :ie first and

.iiiicipil ciicumstatice lo be clearly ascertained and

lisiiiiclly urd-^siood before any means of draining

can be efii cliially applied. .\nd \et, in most of the

aecoiints f have seen, relative 10 the --eciaiming ••.

marshes, Ihe nature of the tides are not spoken of.

or are omitted as matters too notoriouslj well known
to be dwelt upon.
The tides of the Chesapeake, it is believed, ar;

less than those of any other arm of the whole atliinti;

Dcean, certainly much less than any ! have seen any
account of—The causes of this are singular, and as
interesting, so far as regards the draining of marshes,
to the farmer as to the navigator. I have never seen
the subject any where distinctly treated of; but, on
[Jutting together, and reflecting upon all tlie facts, 1

have been able to collect, 1 am induced to believe,

that this extraordinary circumstance is owing lo that
great mass of waters, the gulf stream, wldch rush
along the whole extent of our coast. The tides, at-

tracted by the moon have a constant tendency from
east to west ; and, the waters of Uie atl.'Uitic, follow-

ing that attraction, and meeting with the gulf stream,

are checked in their progress towards the capes of

tlie Chesapeake, and luined aside; and, thus a more
than ordinary accumulation of waters are pressed on

one side, over St. George's bank, and between Ca]>e

Cod and the soutliern extremity of Nova Scotia,

against the adjacent coast and into the bay of Fundy ;

ere the tide rises to the height of sixty feet; nearly

tliree times as high as in any other part of the world.

And this great stream, pressing close in by Cape
Hatteras, forms an eddy, or dead water between that

and the Capes of Virginia, less affected by lunar at-

action than any other part of our whole coast, either

to the sonth or north of it : as is evinced by the ac-

tual observation of navigators—Thus, at Charleston

cal rise of the tide is six feet j at Cape Henry,

and throughout the Chesapeake, it does not exceed

tliree feet ; at Cape Henlopen, or the mouth of the

Delaware, it is five feet, and the same at New-York ;

at Cape Cod six and a half; at Boston eleven feet;

at Mount Desert twelve ; at Passomaquoddy twenty-

five; and within the bav of Fundy from fifty to sixty

feet —And it would seem, that a similar cause, to

that, which I have supposed, accumulates the tide in

the bay of Fundy, operates on the bend of the coast

between St. Augustine and Cape Hatteras ; thus,

while the tide rises no more than six feet at Charles-

, the water pent up between the coast and the gulf

stream, by its pressing in close to Cape Hatteras,

rises seven feet at Cape Lookout, just to the south-

ward of Hatteras. At the Island of Bermuda the tide

rises five feet:—So that out side the Gulf stream,

nd at a short distance north, east, and south, the

de rises nearly twice as high as it does at the Capes

of the Chesapeake.
There seems to have been no insurmountable ob-

acle ill the way ot reclaiming marshes on any coast

here the tide has afforded a sufficient fall. 1 o the

Ueleware reclaimed m:irshes, near Philadelphia, there

a tide fall of five feei ; and to Swartwout's Me;:dows

near New-York, there is a similar fall ; and the far-

ther north on our coast the greater the fall ; and, con-

sequently the less difiiculty in draining the marsh
]. On the waters and rivers of Charleston bay,

th.-re IS six feet fall of tide; and, we are assured, that

reclaimed low grounds on those waters are secure

extensive. On the coast of the f.p.iou.s !li dibrd

1 ill England, con.5isting of 3OO.0U0 acres of

sh land; extending into the coun ie.-. of Norf ak,

Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northrimpion, mA
Lincoln, and so called from iti hiving- been reclaim-

the year 16iy by the Earl of P,,ilf ird, ihcrr is

of iVom twelve to fourteen I e:— ;tiKl on the

cn.st ot the celebrated reclaimed liiimiie) .Mj sh in

gland, there is a tide of iwenty-foui ftel perpcn.

;ular. In all these, and similar instances, the man-

ner of dr.-ining marshes, wheie there is ample fall

i>r carrying oil' ihe water coming from the sky, or

he fdiacent liigh-bnjs, has been pe'tedly easy, and

uscpptibie of the clea -f st demonsiration. But, the

lurry and correct principles of iiiaining applicable

o such tides, and falls, do nit allog-- ther apiiiy to

narsbes washed by tlie- \oK and creeping tides of the

Che^apeiiC. may h= estn.a . tl ai an-ii- .-^rfe'.et

—

and in cftcciing liiis n^e and fall, twice in tiie twenty
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itfgisii puc
foil lioiirs, iLi' wa'prs lliri>iii;!iiiut Ih.' I)..; u..l i s perp
branches on an av;ir.ipe miivt- at the s'

of about l/iree, or not cxceedinjr /oi/r

hour. It is ev'ulent, lh:«t where the same space, injtr

the same time is to he filled, instead of t/i'ee feet pcrlly
pendiciiUr, to tlie heightof five, six, ten, i.vrnty, orl Kiij;

sixty feet, the waters must move with a prupurtiona-lpass

biy incre;ised rapidity ; hence, we observe the siipe

.infc, :

i"^fr.

and biAdt it in iis pluce ; whicl
ih the flowing of the tide into tin

and closes the aperture F. perfect

I as the water rises to the top of the trunk
!ii represents lliis perpei'dicular iron rod, (i

ii; throiiph the external frame, and the apertiiif

and attachid to the >alve, II. by a hook.— It

rior swiftness of the tide curren s to the southward mn^t he recollected, that iftliis meihorf be iloptid,
and northward of the Cliesipeake. increasing in pro !of retaininfj the valve in its proper position, und-.-r the
portion to the greater rise of the tide. It setms,!aperiire in the trunk, the iron rod must be allowed
that in all narrow inland seas, sitch as the Mediter Ito play whh perfect ease throURh the frame, and be
ranean, and Baltic, the waters are little affected by so light as iiot to prevent the valve from tloating; and
the m'lon : and, consequently th» tides a

in lirge Lake», as the Caspian, and those

try, there is no tide at all.—And it has hi

by navigators, that in all large arms of i

as the Chesapeake, where the extent of

covered wi'h water, is very great in propor;

.diri

depth, and where th

low, the rise and f.UI of the waters are vi-ry much
disturbed, or controlled by the wihds which sweep
over their surface 4 occasionally depressing thi ni

much below, and again elevating them gr< atly above
the ordinarv level. Iloiice, in my opinion, the very

great irregularity of the vertical rise and f:dl of thf

tides of the Ciiesapcnke ; in consequence of which ii-

regularity it is diffirult to designate with precision

the ordinary high or low water line on the shores of

our bay.— •Vnd if we again advert to the efficl of th.

Culf stream upon the waters off the Cap, s, it wii

readily be perceived how mightily that great streum
would cooperate with a strong northerly and wes;<r

)y wind, in driving out and drawing away the uaters
from the mouth of theChesapeake.'and how powerful.
ly i! would retard their return, or prevent the cast,
erly winds from pushing into the bay an uniisuallj
high tide. If this notion be correct, it follows, thai
the tides of the Chesapeake are much oftener uncom-
monly low, than unusually high—which, 1 think, will

be verified by observation; I remember well having
frequently heard a low tide spoken of by persons now
Jiving in this neighbourhood, which left the Drum
shoals off the month of Chotank Creek entirely b:ire;

on which shoals there is commonly ten feet water
on the other hand, 1 have never heard of a high tide
in the Potomac river rising as much as five feet above
the common elevation.

Bearing in mind these particulars, relative to tides,
1 shall now ende.avour to explain the methods of
draining applicable to the Salt Marshes of the Chesa-
peake, as illustrated, and verified by some success-
ful experiments made on the Potomac, parti culaily
that of Mr. Richard Stuart, who has succeedtd in
draining effectually and completely alvmt two hiin-
dred acres of Salt Marsh, which was often covered hv
high tides, and where formerly cat-tails or Hags,
square grass, and other S^lt Marsh grassesonly grew';
and a great part of wl.ich bad on it this last summer
as fine a crop of Indian corn as ever grew in any part
of our country.

It has been found, that the common gates, hereto-
fore used to exclude the inundating tides of the river

from such marshes, did not answer , the tide creeps
in so slowly, that it would not shut such a gate in

time, or press it to with sufficient firmness to exclude
the flood tide; or chips, weeds, twigs, or grass were
gently wafted into the gate-way, and lodged there,
so as to prevent the gate from shutting quite close,

—

These tide gates, upon the old principle, were liunii

on hnges either perpendicularly or horizontally,and ii

was found difficult to have them kt pt in such exaci
order as to exclude a slow three feet tide All these
and other evils, attending the old tide gates, are com-
pletely removed by the newly invented Tiile trunk,
which is perfectly and firmly closed, meieiy by the
act of the water's rising to a given point, without the
least current whatever-

Th. Fig 1st in the annexed plate, represents this
T'(le-lrunt—A- B is the trunk, open at the end A,
and closed at B, witli an aperture on the top at F.
near the end B ; the fr.nne C, D, is attached to the

the coast arelhottom-aiidS,

e he any appreheiisi.in of its sinking the valve
.l"r surface of the valve may be coated witl

I) make it sufficiently buoyant to rise with th.

I'ig. 3d represents an interior view of the cut
lruiik-»l, the aperture at the top—4, the eni

h closed—2. the valve lying at thi

perpendicular rods passinglhrough
tiie trunK, ana mimded to confine the valve in its

niace, instead of ihe rod di .=cribed in Fig- 2—which
melhi-d, of reiainii.g ti.e valve in its place, has its ad-
vantages, and is by some preferred to the rod- Tin
upper surfac of the valve must be smooth and madi
to fit clo.«ely the under surface of >he top of the trunk
round the aperture ; the valve .should be allowed to

move freely in ihe trunk, and yet be so large as en-
tirely to close the ap'.riure, in whatever way it mav
float' up to it. V h.n the lide recedes the valve f..i's

lo the bottom, opens the aperiure, at F, Fig. 1st. and
tl.e water from the marfch pours into the trunk and
runs off into the river, at A, Fig. 1st.- -and it has
been found, on actual experiment, to exclude even-
drop ofwaierfrum the Hond tide.

But, as the Water, proj.r.scd to he drained off, mtis'

flow over the top of tlie trunk and descend into the
aperture; and as it is imp.)rlaMt, that the marsh
should he drained as nearly down lo low water mark
as possible, it will be proper to observe, that this

trunk, whatever may be its width, or depth, from 1

lo 2, Fig. 1st. should not be placed, with the interior
surface of the top, more than six inches above the
ordinary low water mark; because there should bi-

room left for the water, pouring into the aperture from
h to clear itself over the valve, which floats

on the low tide, or descends, on the tidf 's recidini;
uch, to the bottom of the trunk. The height

from low-water mark to the top of the trunk, beinj;

so much deducted from the depth to which the marsh
can be drained hy the trunk ; it should, therefore, to

,S3 the greatest quantity of water, be made broad
proportion to its depth, so as to allow of a large
enure, and be placed as low as is compatible with

I '/bject and utility.

If one trunk should not be adequate to the necessa-
ry draining, two or more may be inserted— and as the
ides are very irregular, and often fall lower than
common, it might be well to place one trunk lower

1 on a level with stich uncommon low tides, so as
ke advantage tif the greatest degree of draining

which such tides would afford.

The other figure in the annexed plate, exhibits a
•.opographical view of Chotank creek and its vicinity
A, P, is the shore of Potomac river, from the mouth
if the creek to Maiompkin point ; D, B, is Chotank
creek flowing through the marshes, M, M, M, on its

margin ; J, K, is the ridge of hills, called Black Cas
lie, immediately overlooking the creek, near it-

mouth, and tending away from it, so as to leave ;

,-pace of level arable land between the foot of the
hills, and the head of the marsh, at U, more than
mile in width ; H, K, S, is a small stream, descen
ing into the creek, and having water enough, in o
<linary seasons, to turn a small mill. The margin of
'he marsh about this creek is designated by the lines,
A, K, G, D H, C
That portion of this marsh, containing about two

hundred acres, which has been eff.'ctiially drained by
.VIr. Stuart, and a great part of which is now in actu
al cultivation, is at the upper end of the creek, de
gnated by G, 1), H, a ditch is cut round the

.1111 II lu *,, ai"i iruni it m ii -, eac -I wit.cii mar-
inal iliirhes is continued across the n.arsli into the
•eek— a dam is made at D,for the purpose ofturning
le water from above into the marginal ditches.

—

rom G to II a dike, or mound is thrown up lo ex-
udt the tile, and a tide trunk, upon the construc-
m 1 have described, is inserted at O. The mar-
iial diiches are iu ihi^ case, ;uid should always be

dug so deep as to intercept, and cut ofl" all :h- spriiigs

hieh most generally, just there, gush out from the
high-laods intothe marsh—and I he embankment from
J to II, as well as that froth the marginal ditches
re raised so high as to exclude the highest spring or
•ly exi r .ordinary tide ; and they are also sufficiently

capacious to receive and carry off all the water that
ir into them from the high-lands in rainy sea-

hus, having the tidi-s, and the uidand torrents
coi.pletely relieved from all water, but that which
falls from the sky, or rises from the springs imme-
diately within it ; which passes out through the tide

trunk, and is the only draining it has to perform, and
ich it does must ell'ectually. For the purpose of

collecting tliese waters at the aperture ot the tide
trunk, small ditches are cut through the marsh,

ng Ihe lowest (larts of its surfat-c, leading to the
,nk But thsri- should be no ditch or water alongp

the interior foot of ihe emb .nkment lest it be thereby
ton much wcakiiii.d,orthe muskrats should betempt-
d to burrow through aqd occasion a leak.

The complete success of this experiment has, in

he opinion of the owner, and of every one who has
seen it, established, beyoi.d question, the practicabili-

y of draining the raarslna of the whole of this creek,.

and there is some reason to believe, that the owners
f the lid mav be broueht to agree and

Uunk, and is imeniied to hold ihe iron rod V,, in a mediate margin of the marsh along the dotted lines

hat it may be entirely effocted in a few years ; whiclj

roiild bring into cultivation one or two thousand
.cres of lai.d of the most inestimable fertility, and
restore to perfect salubrity a tract, which now only
erves to cherish clouds of musquitoes, and to scatteir

s pestilent exhalations over the beautiful neighbor-

ig high-lands.

'I'heplan proposed is, that the marginalditch, fron*

Ito <;, should be continued thence along the doited

nes to F,. where a mound should be erected to turn

the waters of the run, U, S, info the ditch which would

'

hence be continued along the marsh to the river at A

;

. similar ditch would be continued from H lo C oa'
ht liver; and the tide trunk would be placed at the

T--ek's mouth at B, and an embankment madealong^
he river shore, from A to C, of sufficient height and
trcngth to exclude the highest tide. It is estimat-

d, upon apparently very reasonable grounds, that the

Iraining of the whole marsh, might in this way, be
ff'ecied with greater certainty, and, proporlionably,

much less expense than the reclaiming of any part of
because, to prevent the embankment from being

bored through with innumerable holes, by those in-

defatigable and sagacious little animals, the otters and
krats.it must be made entirely of sandy or gravel-

ly earth from the high-lands. The mound from Gto
H. was the most expensive part of the operation of

draining the marsh G, H, U; and is made thus;
sialcca are driven down, and a wattling is made oa
ihem a loot or two high, to sustain the earth from
the washing of the tide ; the upper surface, ortuif
of the marsh is then removed near and parallel lo the-

wattling, a few feet wide, to let tlie sandy earth sink

into and incorporate with the marsh mud. Sandy, or

gravelly earth is then carted on to this line, thus

stripped of its turf, and the mound raised so high a»

shut out the highest tides.

If the reclaiming of the marsh, on the one side of
the creek only, were undertaken, a similar embank-
ment must be made immediately along the water's

edge; thus, suppose it was intended to reclaim the
piece on the right side of this creek 1, 2, 3, 4 . the

embankment, such as I have described, mujt be car-

l along, or near the water's edge, designated by
the dotte<l line, 1, 2, 3, 4; and the tide trunk bo
plated at the lowest and most Qonvenient point along

that line ; al thes-,me time, not neglecting in any case

le marginal diteli for conducting the high land wit^f
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into the creek or river. Tins marsli .>fC..n:ank is in

all respects, similar to all other salt marslies on the

waters of the Chesaseake. Its surface is from six to

twelve inches above ordinary high water mark, over

a great part of it ; and, hence, the fall which can be

obtained to the tide trunk, may be estimated at two

and a half or three feet.

After the marsh has been secured from inundation,

and relieved from its incumbent waters, the next

operation is to cut up the salt marsh grass, and ex-

pose it to decomposition, and the ground to be sweet-

ened by the sun, rai:i, and weatlier. The marsh may

soon be ploughed, but it is done with great labour,

as the sod is very strong, thick, and tough i and the

ground for jf complete exposure will be very

nury. The most eOecUial mode of killing the sod

and grass, is to h.ive it turned over by the hoe. Af-

ter tlie marsh grass has been pretty well destroyed,

and the earth has had some time to combine and set

tie, which may be efPcled by one summer's com
plete exposure, the ground may be planted in corn

which, fur the first year will be poor ; but in the se

cond and third year it will bear a prodigious crop

Immediate and continued cultivation for several years

in successiiiii is recommended as the best and most
effectual mode of sweetening and preparing this kind

of lani^for all pHvpost-s of husbandry; and Indian

corn is the best preparatory crop. It is rema-kable

of this soil, that being wholly alluvial, and h.aving a

very great proportion of imperfectly decayed vegeta-

ble mutter in its composition, it is so loose and poms
in its nature, that rains falling on it sink almost im-

mediately. From the reclaimed marsh of .Mr. Stuart.

which Ihave describ''d, there wa< not a drop of wa
ter passed off, by the tide trunk, for many weeks du

ring the last summer; the whole either sunk or eva-

porated i and fur a while, the former bed of the

creek itself became so perfectly dry as to be laid

open in cracU.i tvm or thre*- inches wide.

My observations have hitherto been coiitiiied I

alt marshes exclusively ; because they presented tli

greatest difficulties in the way of draining; such, ir

deed, as have been hitherto supposed to be altogetl

er insurmountable. There are two other classes of

low grounds on our rivers which ar-3 no less valua

ble, and are much more easily reclaimed.

1 most of the shores of the rivers of the Chesa
peake,betwien|the commencement of the lide, and a;

low down as where the waters are brackish, and con

sequently where the salt marshes begin, there are

extensive tracts occasionally inundated by high tide:

and which are most commonly overgrown with
shrubs and aquatic plants, interspersed with somt
few lowland forest trees. These tracts, on the Rap
pahannock, and I believe generally in lower Virginia

are called pacosons, a name, (perhaps Indian,) the

derivation of which I have not been able to learn

Many of these pacosons have been reclaimed ; anc

the best mode of effecting it, is that which 1 havt

described as the late mode of reclaiming salt marsh
es ; and similar precautions must be used for exclu

ding the tide, and the high land springs .and torrent,>

It is of the same porus and alluvial nature as sail

marsh land; insomuch so, that I have been assured

by a very respectable farmer, he could plough in hii

pacoson cornfield, in seasons when the highland^

were too wet to work. The principal, or only differ-

ence between these two kinds of land, seems to con
^ist in the saline impregnation of the marsh, which i-

not found in the pacoson soil ; the consequence ol

which is, that the pacoson land may be cleared ant

put in corn the first year, so soon as it is relieved I't

its incumbent waters, and it will produce a fine crop
but the marsh must be left one whole season to set

lie and sweeten.
The other class of land to which I allude, is the

Swamp land, to be met with on the borders of all our
rivtrs above tide water The onlv thing necessary

effectually to drain and .claim s«.;,n,. I.uui, i- • j

. out the torrents from above, and llic- flv.ods and
freshets from the river. As swamp lands are inly

isited by an annual, or at most an occaMonai inuiida-

ion, the remedy is too obvious, eas) , ;»nd indeed >fc

n practised, to need any observation or explana-

ion. The soil of thesi- lands, is altogether alluvial,

lilt is more solid and compact than either salt roarsh

ir pacoson land.

In treating of the draining of marsh and pacoson
lands, I have deemed it important to pay attention

to the nature of our tides; their causes,- vertical rise,

peed .ind irregularities ; and 1 have slso deemed it

proper to -ecoUect the distiiiclion between ihe seve-

lasses of land to which the operation of draining

have been applied, salt marsh, pacnson, river swamp,
and liiifb, but wet land. As toilie last, I h.ave ollcieil

observations ; because the draining of such lands,

lias been distinctly and sufficienily tri.a'.cd of by
others.

My object, in what I have said, has been principal-

to draw the attention of my countrymen to the

it importance of reclaiming our extensive tracts of
salt marshes and pacosons : and to invite them to a

more minute and accurate estimate ofthe difficuUies

;o be encountered, and the immense advantages to be
derived from such reclamations, than I have been
cible to make. My opinions and deductions may be,

n many particulars, erroneous; but I have stat-.d no
'acts rel&tive to this subject, but what I have seen op
derived from the best authority. Further experience
'uis in store, no doubt, many great improvements in

•i.e art of draining. I may be perhaps, too mucii
-arried away by my notions on this subject, but I

;im ioi pressed with a strong conviction, that it is of
greater real interest to the inhabitants on the
Chesapeake and its rivers, than any that has been
presented to them since the first settlement of the
country. A CHOTANTER,
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TO THE EDITOK OF i'HK AMERIC AN KARJIER.
[Continued from No. 30, vol. II, page 237.]

I am no friend to a Rcneral increase of the tariff

;

the prompt payment of duties, and a reasonable duty
on sales at auction would in my opinion effect the ob-

ject better. The country suflors in its revenue bv
the credit allowed on duties, and there can be no
pood reason assigned, why this credit should be con
tinueJ. I know Congress continue it witl

encourage importation, and increase tlie revenue by
import ; but tlie general distress of the country, and
the loans, taxes or that will be required by govern
ment, for tlie approaching year, will it is believed,

satisfy every inleligent mind that this resource has
been pushed beyond any beneficial extent, and that

other fiscal arrangements must be resorted to, to

meet the demands on the treasury

I have read Adam Smith, and some other writers

on the subject of politic.-d economy, and they, wiM
my Dim reflections on the subject, satisfy me, that a

favourable balance of trade is very desirable, and
has a very important bearing on the national prosperi
ty, especially when it has no carrying trade, or other

adventitious means of meeting an unfavourable ba-

lance. I am slow to give my assent to the correct,

ness of any theory, liuwerer rejiued and sublime, if its

results be opposed to common sense, common obser.
vation, and to the acknowledged power of numbers
in arithmetical calculation. I am slow to believe
that the nation can be enriched by a trade, that sells

to foreign nations the entire surplus products of it

labour, amounting annually to about sixty millions of
dollars, and bu) s from ibreign nations annually
products of their labour to amount of ninety millions
of dollars. This trade evidently invests the whole of
our disposable means in the purchase of foreign na-
tions, and leaves the capital stock of the country
mortgaged for the balance of thirty millions of dol
lars annually. 1 could as soon believe that 1 should
be enriched by the cultivation of ir.y farm, at an ex
pense of nine hundred dollars per annum, when its

entire produce yields no more than six hundred dol
lars annually.

On the injurious effects ofmanufactuvingestablish
ments, on the health, morals, education and future
prospects of the people employed in them, as stated
by the Virginia Agricultural Delegates, and support.
c<l by my friend the V'irginia Farmer, it is not neces
sary to say much ; their objections and fears are al

Jiredicated on suppositious grounds, that in this

country do not exist. The manufacturing labourers
are not crowded together, in a sickly unwholesome

as alleged. The buildings are extensive, and
ilated, the labour is hght and easy, butwell

»he greater part of it requires activity. These esta
blishments are conducted very much on the sam
principle as farms cultivated by freemen. On this

subject, it may be sufficient to say, that the labou:
ers generally are as free as the proprietors they work
for : they provide their own cloathing, board and
lodgings i they must attend punctually in the work;
during the hours of business, where they are subjec
totheorders of the owner or of his agent. They con-
tract for the v/ages they are to receive generallt, by
the ueek, are paid generally on Saturd.-iy evening,
but in some establishments once a fornight, and

'

others once a month; and they leave the employ
pleasure. A large portion ofthe labour is performed
by chddren, and these, when not engaged in the
works, are under \\,e care of their parents j the owne
has no charge ot them, or concern with them whei
out of the works. Wliut m.iy be the future destiny
of people so employed, 1 cui.not pretend to say ; bni
there is certainly nothing in Uie nature of the busi
ness, that necessarily tends to producethe dire efiect!
predicted by the agricultuial delegates. We farmeri
have but little concern with this business and as th<
increase and prosperity ofthese establishmtnts, mus'
•lecessarily increase the demand for our products,
md pron.ute our interest, it will be our wisdom no'

stir the question of future misery and distress
i/iai ill the optniQii of these ffcuUemcn, await labourer;

lemployed in manufacturing for tlie supply of oui
wants. S. discreet recruiting officer never alai

Ithose who surround him, bydescantingonthe^scenes
jof distress, carnage and destruction, to which they
are exposed, who enlist to defend their country';
rigiits. Silence, on this subject, will be our wises
course, even il" the augury ofthese gentlemen should
ultimately, in some instances, prove to be
I will admit that there is much distress and misery,
in many of the British manufactories, as there also
is in that country out of their manufactories
numbers of these establishments are the seats of
much comfort and happiness Instance, Mr. Owen's of
Lanark, and many others that might be mentioned.-
But be the distress there what it may, it is not ne
cessary that it should exist here j the distress and
misery that attend the cultivation of' many American
plantations has never been experienced in the agri-

culture of England ( this gives ground to an opinion
that our factories may, and I hope reilt be exempt,
from much of the distress and missery attendant on
like establishments in that country ; but tlie truth is

that this doctrine is a manufacture of Great Britain,

t out to this country, with her other fabricks, to

be disposed of for British acoount and benefit, and is

generally retailed through the country with their

other goods.

I notice that many sober minded, well judging far-

mers do not think so badly of tlie Kliode-Island peti-

tion to prolubit the importation of cotton fi'om India,

as my Virginia friend does ; &. really when the matter
is considered the object of the petition does not ap
pear to be altogether without reason. That country
kes none of our products ; we have to pur-chase

from them for cash ; this draws away our specie, and
brings the cottons of that unfriendly people to our
country in competition with the interest of our cot-

ton growing states, and of osr cotton manufacturers.
If these goods were prohibited, the necessary quanti-
ty of like goods, would either be manufactured m the
country from our own cotton, or imported trom Ib-

reign countries that consume our cotton ; and in

either case, a portion of our population would be
benefitted by the prohibition. The whole communi-
ty appears to suffer by this trade ; and 1 do not see

that any are benefitted by it, except a few importers-

of the articles, who probably do not amount to five

hundred persons in the United States. Admitting
the benefit the consumers derive from the supposed
cheaper purchase of tliese goods, yet that will no
ndemnify them, for (he derangement the trade pro
duces in our circulating medium, by the drain of
pecio from the country. We farmers of the middle
tales have but little interest in this subject ; we df

not require many of these fiimsy goods : their impor
tation conflicts with the interest of our southerr
agriculturists. In any view of the subject, there is !

good deal of plausibility in the object of the petition

and from the respect we owe to the interest of cur
southern brethren and the manufacturing class, it

II be our wisest course to say little on the subject.

We will but promote the agricultural interest by
showing a willingness to let other classes of society

njoy their full rights under ihe government, oppos-
ing only what is unreasonable in their pretensions.

am sorry the Virginia Farmers should contend
that the agriculturists have been bunhened by the

payment of import duties, to make, at he says, for-

tunes for the manufacturers. Nothingis more remote
from the fact, and such unfounded pretensions injure

interest by renderingall v e do and say in opposi-
tion to the protection claimed by the manufacturers,
which in some instances has betn extf.avug-ant atid

reasonable, subject to » suspicion of incorrectness

ceive no part of them, nor is any part of them appli-
ed directly or indirectly to their benefit, or in anv way
to promote their interest. These duties are a'U im-
posed and collected for the use of the government to
enable it to meet its expenses, and no part of the
oublic expense has arisen from our domestic manu-
factures. ,No money has ever been paid by the go-
vernment for their protection, or in any way to pro-
mote their interest. How then are the agriculturists
burdened by the payment ofduties, to make fortunes,
as the Virginia Farmer contends, for the manufactur-
ers ?—The pretension is ridiculous. A large propor-
tion of the money accruing from the duty on import
and other sources of the public revenue has been an-
nually expended on ships of war, foreign embassies,
&c. for the protection and extension of foreign com-
merce, and if the payment of duties is to be consi-

dered as for the benefit ofany particular class ofciti-

be for the mercantile chiss, who derive
a direct benefit from the sums of public money an-

ually disbursed to protect and extend foreign'com-
[lerce. The agriculturists, manufacturers and la-

bouring classes of society have but a very remote in-

terest, ifany in the protection ofcommerce, andmay
therefore with some colour of reason, consider ihem-
selves burdened by the payment of duties to meet
this source ofexpenditure; but not so with man*ifae-

urers, for whom notliing has been disbursed, and
for whose benefit no duty has been imposed. Be this

as it may, the manufacturers receive no part of the

duties, nor ask that any part of them should be dis-

bursed for their bene bt . But you allege that inas-

h as the duties ci.hance the price of imported
goods, the manufacturers are thereby enabled to

raise proportionably the price of their fabrij,cks ; that

manufacturers gain what the sgricultUgiats lose

by the payment of duties, and that therefor , the lat-

ter are burdened by such payment to make ortunes
for the former. If this argument have any merit, it

recoils with equal force on the agriculturists. An
port duty is paid on all agricultural products as
;ll as on manufactured goods. This gives the agri-

culturists the same opportunity as the manufacturers
o raise the price of their products in the amount of
he duty. Tiiis duty is equally onerous with that on
nanufactured goods, and on some articles equally

xcessive and injurious to the revenue. The manu-
facturers consume largely of these products, and
have to pay this duty, or the enhanced price result-

ng from the duty, :uid agreeably to your mode of
reasoning, may say that they are burdened by the

p.\vment ofimport duties on agricultural products, to

make fortunes for the agriculturists, who raise the
price of their products in the amount of the duty im-

posed on those of foreign growth. This pretension

however, in either case, is equally unfounded. Nei-

ther the agriculturists nor manufacturers .are burden-
ed by the payment of duties, to make fortuiusfor

the other ; each of them pay the duties for them-
lelves, as their portion of the public expense. The
whole of my triend, the Virginia Farmer's argument
rests oil the untenable ground that the agricultural

urdened by the payment of duties to

make fortunes for the manufacturers, and the ground
,

'icing now, as i conceive, removed, I do confidently
,

.\pect from bis candour a concession of the princi-

ple which will putthe matter at rest between us, who
ught to be united in our views and efforts that we
may act with beneficial effect in the contest beiv/een

the different conflicting inierests of the country that

now occupy the jiublie attention.

While I applaud and respect the zeal of the Vir-

ginia Farmer in defence of our common interest in

the cultivation of the soil for the comfort and sup-

the agriculturists, from their nun.bers and w«aUh,
Id otherwise be entitled to in the community,

where conflicting interests are to be decided on — Jf

the import duties be burdensome to the agricultur-

sts, they are equally so to the manufacturers, who
have to pay them in common with the agriculturists

and other classes of society. The manufacturers re-

highly derogatory to the weight and influence which port of human life, he will allow me to say that in

doing this, v. e cannot be loo careful not to trench on
he rights and interests of others. There is noilung

in which human nature is more liable to manifest its

weakness and imperfection, than in decidiRg on niat-

which we hav« ,flr suppose we have, an interest.

The upeiati(,ns of our minds in sacli cases, cannot be

carefully walcued. Without due circumspection
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anil care we will fi-eqiienlly l)e

zeal inro errov and ilisp;race. W
facturcrs alonej their pursnUs
interests ; they consiim- ' -' --• '- ^•-nffi'i
raw materials and prn v.- .1 '

as far as tlieir bitsinf",- .'i I s

our produce at our (loi.i . 1, ii; :i, ii 1 ,:

ly to extend and diversity the o'lj.-cts oi our cuiiiva
• tion and the application of our labour ; they cmploi
much of our labom- thai is inapplicable to a"!;;ricnltii'

ral pursuits : and so far as they increase the value 01

the raw miterial, by the nnanufacturin(T process; thei
increase the national wealth ; they fiirnish ua witli

necessaries for the supply of our wants from the re

sources of the country, and as far as they go, pre
vent the waste of our means by purchasing fron
foreign nations ; and their effect is to retain monev ii

the country to the extent of the necessaries they fur
nish, and to give steadiness of value and utility toou
circulating medium ; and altiiough individuals amonj
them, may have made extravagant c!ai:n<! to pr.itec

tion from the government, yet'as a class of society,
their views and wishes are i;-overned by wisilom
discretion. They want nothing that farmers
other classes do not require : their interest sufTrs
from the same cause that our's and every other class
suffbrs from, and their interest will be promoted by
the same means tliat will promote our's, and that of
every other class of society. We all suffer by having
relied too much on foreign countries for the support
of our labour and the supply of our v,ants ; those

by an honest When I am charged with firing from a '• Mas-jued
let the manu- Battery" (svithout pleading guilty), let it be reniem
urable to our hered that \.\\e frst culverin was discliarged by " A
' ^•'-nf fi'i- " rro.spnndLnt," (Hod knows which) plump at tli

1 '
'. head ..f'Mei-emiah Simple"! What was /to

'
' '

'^
' I'lld my arms and let him fire away .* or dash

- ''' '''''•
I

''
' 1 till' craxi;,!, carry tlie war into the enemy's coun

, quarter on him, take his own arms and turn
;m .igainst him. / had notliing but harm'ess
iqiiibs and crackers" to let off—/had no " cornel"
mount a straddle of—no great guns and blunder-
5ses for annoyance, and if I was awkward in the

use of them, when I had won them, lie ought to be
the last to complain, the misfortune was mine,
not his.

This sortof skirmisliingwouldbe agreeable enougli
though, if people would keep, their tempers -, but as
I wish to part friends with t/us, as well as all the rest
of your " correspondents," I will bid adieu.

Your friend and well wisher,

JF.UEMIAH SIMPLE

es do not now requii the products of n

bour, to any great e\!ent, consequently the demand
has ceased anil the country has become too much ex-
hausted to supply itself comf)rtably with necessaries
from abroad. The interest of everj' class of society
requires that the country should be brought to rely

iig more on its own resources for the supply >'-bly fertile. It is believed it will piovper i

«.,r.„„,.. of its labour. U abounds any climate or situation where Indian corn can

J^or the Ameririin Farmer.

PAL.MA CHRISTL
The Culture ui the Palma Christi, or tli

Caster Oil Ueun, is very simple. It may be
lanted at the distance of two feet (two may be

in a hill) in rows three feet apart. It does
require what farmers call much workins;. To
keep the plant when it is small, free from weeds
•vith a sm.ill flat hill round it is sufficieni. A
lijjht santly loam, is the soil most cwngenial
its p^rowth and bearing, although it may be

cultivated with success in almost any soil tole

of its wants and the
in resources for our prosperity and happiness, if

could be brought to improve them more, and rely
less on the fleeting, uncertain benefits of for<-igt

commerce. Let us supply foreign nations from oui
industry with whatever they may require of the pro
ducts ofour labour, but not waste our substance by
purchasing from them what neither our wants nor
our comfort require. Tliis is loudly called for by
the general voire of ths nation and the distresses of
the country, and this is all the manufacturers
and it is ah that is necessary to make the con
prosperous and liappy. Our interests are closely
coimecied and there need be very litlie opposition to

what will really promote the permanent interest of
the raaiifacturing classes ; ou-.-'t vii!l necessarily par-
ticipate in the beticlits.

I am, with, high respect, for

Yourself and my brother farmer.
Yours, &c.

A MARYLAND FARMER.

To the Editor of the .:mei-i:an Farmer.
My Dear Sir—
My old friend " A Correspondent," lias really

given me a dressing, but as 1 see no honour in as

sailing an enerov after he has refused to defend
himself, I shall say no more to him after this, on the

subject uf Hessian fly, weavils, maggots, rats, or

thing else; although I still continue of opinion, that

late sowing is the most certain way of escaping thf

fly. Whciher it comes from the root, stem, leaf, 01

seed, is of little consequence to the farmer, provider

he is possessed of the secret of destroying, or guard
itig against it, and as your last paper abundantly proves

th^i the egg, like the egg of all other insec

posited in warm weather, it is reasonable to infer

thai, by sowing after a frost, you stand a pretty

good chance of escaping its ravages. Is not warnith,

let me usk, favourable to the propagation of insects

of every descriptioi-. and cold unfavourable thereto ?

How ihen can we believe, that an exception to this

general law of nature, is made in favour of the Hes

be raised. I have seen but two kinds of thi

plant, although I believe there are many. On
IS much larger than the other, and requires

warmer soil and situation than the smaller
kind. Both I believe possess the same medi
cinal properties. I'he only diffiruliy in the cul

ure of the.e beans, is in the saving or gather

ing them—the outward coat of the bean, as i

dries become elastic ar.d flies off from tin

plants to a considerable distance, leaving th<

bean to drop on the ground. The only met ho-

that I know to prevent this, is to cut off the

bunches from the plants when they are beg
ing to e.tplode ; to spread them on the floor of

a close room ; and after the bean and its shell

have separated, to clean the husks from the

seeds by a common wheat f.m, or riddles and a

draft of air. Z. HOLLINGSWORTH

Tofirevent Shoesfrom taking in XVater

One phit of dying oil, two ounces of yellow

wax, two ounces of turpentine, and half an

ounce of Burgundy pitcli, melted carefulh

over a slow fire. If new boots or shoes arc

nibbed with this mixture, eitiier in the sun-

bhiiie or at some distance from the fire

I'ith a sponge or soft brush, and the operation

> repealed as often as they become dry, till th<

leather is fully saturated, ihey will be impervi-

is to wet and will wear much longer, a.

ell as acquiring a softness and pliability, tha

ill prevent the leather from ever shriveling.

A/'ute—Shoes or boots prepared as abo\-

ight not to be worn till perfectly dry and elas

c otherwise their durability would rather bt

^jrevented than increased.

nmne firel:araltcm (f the famous C/ieniical

fiquidfor Boot loot's.

Many of the liquids, sold under various de-
nominations for the purpose of cleaning and re-
toring the colour of Boot Tops; kc. are found
fery imperfectly to answer that purpose, and
ften to injure the leather. The following

genuine receipt may be fully relied on, for ac-
uallv producing this desirable effect, as well
as for readily taking out grease, ink spot.s, and
he stains occasioned by the juices of fruits,
ed Port Wine, &c, from all leather or parch-
ment.

Mix in a phial, one drachm of Oxymnriate
of Potash, with two ounces of distilled Water
and when the salt is dissolved, add two ounces
of Muriatic acid. Then, shaking well together
in iinother phial, three ounces of rectified Spirit
of Wine, with half an ounce of the essential
oil of Lemon, into the contents of the two
phials, and keep the chemical liquid thus pre-
oared closely corked for use. The Chemical
liquid should be applied with a clean sponge,
and dried in a gentle heat, after which, ihe
boot tops may be polished with a proper brush,

as to appear like new leather.

W3i^ WAmWM^^
BALTIMORE, TB lER 27. 1820.

CC/" To all those ofour subscribers who own or re-

de near unreclaimed Marsh Land, we trust the
communication on Draining in this paper will be
found particularly acceptable, and we further trust

that it will have the effect of inducing a great number
go to -work, who have hitherto allowed large bo-
es of their mosi valuable land to remain worse than

die.

In saying that to a vast nrmber of land holders,

the communicaiion of" A Chotanker," ought of it-

self to be worth incalculably more than the price of
this paper, we must be understood as taking no credit

ourselves—all we have done is to open, as we
rust, a respectable National Repository, free from
eclional or local influences where all those who are

/illing to contribute any thing to the great interests

f agriculture—may make their deposits for the

.general good.
We do claim to take great pleasure in the general

subjects ofour Journal, in our best endeavours to col-

lect materials to make it useful, and we further claim

some power to discriminate between that which is

calculated to be useful in practice and that which is

die in theory. In return for zealous exertions to re-

s their past kindness—all we ask is the con-

tinued support of our friends, which they can best

"rst by giving communication of their expe-

rience in all the brandies of husbandry, and next

oy adding to the list ofour subscribers—it will take

several additional names to pay for the Diagram in

is paper and we have many more expensive and
luable cuts in preparation, being determined to

give them whenever they are found necessary to ex-

mplify an important topic—provided only, to use a
common phrase, that we can " see our way clear."

Present Prices af Country Produce in this Maritt.

Actual sales of Wheai —Red, sold the present

week for 84 cents, on Wednesday no more than ^8
could be obtained for it—Cork, oScts—Hay, pes

ton, 818—Straw, do. S^— Fi-oua, from the wa-

gons, g4 25.—Wmi-key from do. 35cts—CorTOK,
'Jpiaiid, 16 to 17 CIS—Olh<r articles of North Cffffc

lin» produce, s»mea» last report.
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3 Al LAS—l.KKATLY IMPUOVEU.

M CAKEY Sf SON, PHILADELPHIA.
Vmnose ti> Publish in the ensuing Aiitum.

The ft corn! . >nierican EiliUon of a complete (ie»ealoj>i-

cat, JJiitorical, Chronoh^-ictil and Geoi;riip/iic(U

ATLAS;
Bring a gcnfral guid? to history, l,oth Ancient ami Modern

C H I B 1 r 1 N G
.?« account of Ih. Origin. Descent, avd.Mar

riages tfalt the Jioual Famtlies,from the beginuhig

of the if'ortil, to the present lime ;

TOGKTHKK WH H
rhe Various Pos .f ssions, Foreign Wars, Battles of

lienown.and l(enr.irk:i|jle Kvcnls, to tlic r.ATTi

OF Waterloo, and (Jeneral Peace of 181

iccordinf to the Plan of Le Sagf..

GREATLY IMPROVED.

.•J Complete Sustem of Votfraphy and History.

15Y" M. LAVOISNE.
FROM 1HE LASr I.OSDON EDITION, IMPROVED,
Hy C. CVosf, ortheUni\er.sityof Paris,andX.^s;Sin;

professor of history, &c.

CAREFULLY REVISED, AND CORRECTED.
/enlarged by the addition of several Maps of Jlmericar

Htitory and Geography, completed to the year 18'20.

CONIBNTS.
1 Geographical map of the Modern World.
2 Chronological chart of the revolutions of all na

tions.
"; Chronological chart of the events of the French

Uevolution.

4 and 5. Pantography of history from the Christian

era, till the year 1815.

6 T«o maps of the ancient world.

7 Genealogical maps of sacred history, from the

creation, to the reign of Sanl.

8 Geographical map of sacred history.

9 Geneaologlcal map of sacred history, from Saul

to the birth of Christ.

10 Historical map of Assyria and Lydia.

11 Historical map of Persia and Syria.

12 Genealogical map of the Parthian empire.

13 Historical map of Kgypt.

14 Geographical and statistical map of Greece.

15 Historical map of the Gomeri.ans or Celtes.

16 Historical mapof the mostconsiderable kingdoms
of Greece.

17 Summary of the history of Greece and Troy,

18 Geographical and historical map of the Roman
empire.

19 Historical map of the Roman republic, from A
M.3.'57to 3973.

20 Historical map of the Roman empire from Augus
tu*, lo Constantine.

21 Hisiorical map of the Roman empire to .\ugus
tulns, 476.

22 Map of the incur.sions of the Barbarians.

23 Historical mapof the empire of Constantinople,

from 359 lo 1185.

24 Historical mapof the empire of Constantinople
from 1059 to 1453.

25 Geographical and statistical map of modern
Kuiope.

26 Historical map of the church to the year 1815

27 Geographical and historical map of the British

empire.

28 Historical map of the kingdoms of the Anglo
Sa.'SOns.

29 GeograpWcal and statistical map of England and

VVsles.

,"iO Historical map of England from 1066 to 1485.

31 Historical map of England frnm 1485 to 1815.

32 Historical map of l^e '«'"9e of Brunswick.

."S Geographical and statistical map of Scotland.

54 Historical map of Scotla.nd from Fergus II. to

James VI.

35 Geographical and statistical map of Ireland.

36 Hisiorical map of the Milesian kings of Ireland.

.'7 Geographical and statistical UJSP of France divi-

dedinto governments.

58 Geographical uiid sl.Ttisticai mapof France divi-

ded into departments.

39 Historical map of France from 420 to 752.

40 Historical map of France from 75i 10 987.

41 Historical map of France from 987 to l.i89.

42 Historical n;;.p of Fiance from 1589 lo 1815.

43 Geographical and statistical map of Spain and
Portugal.

44 Historical map of Spain from 1000 to 1815

45 Historical map of Portugal from 1092 lo 1815.

46 Geograpliical and statistical map of the German
empire.

47 Historical map ofthe German empire, from 800 to

1273.

48 Historical map of the German empire, from 1273
to 1816.

49 and 50. Historical maps ofthe electoral houses of

Germany.
51 Geographical, statistical, and historical map of

the Netherlands.

52 Geographical and statistical map of Italy.

53 Historical map of the kingdoms of Naples and
Sicily.

54 Historical map of the house of Savoy from lOOOto
1815

55 Geographical and statistical map of Poland and
Hungary.

56 Historical mapof Poland, Bohemia and Hungary.
57 Geographical and statistical map of Russia.

58 Historical map of Prussia and Russia.

59 Geographical and statistical map of Sweden, Den.
mark and Norway.

50 Historical map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway,
61 Geographical and siatistical map of Turkey in

Europe, and Asia.

62 Historical map of Turkey and Persia.

63 Geographical, statistical. &. historical mapof Ai

64 Geographical, statistical 8c historical mapofClii

65 Geographical, statistical and historical map
India.

66 Geographical, statistical and historical map of

Africa.

67 Geographical, statistical and historical maps of

North and South America.
Geographical map of ihe United States.

69 Historical and statistical mapof 'he United States

Historical and geographical map of the U. S'ates

71 Historical and geographical map ofSouth America

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THIS WORK.
Washington, 18M July, 1820.

Dear Sir—In reply to your letter of this date, re-

questing niy opinion of the general merits of" Le
^SAGE's HisroRicAJ. Atlas," and of the propriety

of publishing in this coun'ry a correct translation of

it, I lake great pleasure in assuring you thatlconsi

der it the most successful effort of the age to facili

tate the acquisition of historical, genealogical, chro

nological and geographical information

In this admirable work, the great events, which

from the earliest ages, have changed the civil ant:

political condition of man, and ultimately led to tht

existing state of human society, are not only descnb

ed in strong and appropriate language, hut so clearly

and distinctly delineated upon maps, that the mind of

the student, without an effort, wimprehends, at j

glance, their cause, the means employ, d in their ac

complishment, and iheir remote effVcis. By this

happy device, ihesens sare.in a degree unknown to

any other work of the same general nature, eniployed

in aid of the understanding and memory, and greail.i

advance the progress of -he student.

I have, for several years, ardently wished that some
enterprising individual would furnish the American

youth with the means of iiiofiiing by this able W'.rk

and am happ\ that it has at last been undertaken b;

one whose talents and perseverance cannot fail K

command the most complete success.

1 remain, with sentiments of he highest respect

your most obedient servant,

WM, H. CBAWFORD.
The Itev, Mr, Wsf.MS.

Gentlemen— 1 have examined " Laxmsne's At^
las," with care, and compared it, ihrougliout, with
the celebrated work of I.e Sage, to which it is greatly
superior. The numberof charts is ^re«(er. by thir-

E ; the price is less, by 1 en or fifteen dol-
and the size of the book aliogethcr more con-
. Tlie paper, Ittier-piess, and colouring are

beautiful; and the execution, particularly of the geo.
graphical maps, is much.betterlhanthatofLe Sage's,

V b"fore me. The addition of new maps and
rts by the American publishers, if done with abi-

, will leave nothing to be desired to make it " a
complete system," and a most invaluable appendage

the libraiy of every public insiitulion, ana pri-

'ate gentleman in the United States.

Most respectfully yours,

D. H BARNES, A.M.
Principal of thr Classical .\cademy. New-York,

A-e-wYovk, nth October, 1«19.

.Messrs. M. Carey and Son.

Gentlemen,—1 have examiiied, with some care,

li" book which you sent me, eniitleil *' Lavoixne't

complete Genealogical, Historical, Chronological, and
UeogJ aphical Atlas " The general plan and execu-
'oii of this work, so far as it extends, (being chiefly

imited to the eastern continent,) are in my opinion,

ivell calculated lo answer the end proposed, namely,

of" being a general guide to History, both ancient

id modern." And with the corrections, and the

tlension of the plan to North and Soalh America,

hich the editors contemplate, it must be a most
valuable aid to the American student.

PATTERSON,
Director of the Mint, and late professor in the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia. August 26 1819.

Messrs. M. Carey & Son'.

Gentlemen,—lh.ave had the pleasure of examiit"

ing tlie work you had the goodness lo send me, enti-

tled " Lavoisne's complete Genealogical, Historical,

Chronological, and Geographical Atlas." 1 am convin-

ced by the perusal of il, chat us republication in this

country will materially subserve the interests of lite-

rature, form an important auxiliary to facilitate ihe

acquisition ofknov?ledge in the various branciie;. com-
pi iscdin its plan, and be a valuable lieaNure to schools,

colleges, and private literary gentlemen. I wish

you great success in your oroposed undertaking.

Yours respectfully,

SA.MUEL B. WILEY.
Philadelphia, August 28, 1819,

.Messrs. M. Carey & Soil.

Gentlemen,—We have examined " iaroisn?'*

Historical and Geograp/ucal Atlas," on- the plan of

Le Sage's celebrated Atla^, lo which it has a decided

superiority for the arrangement and additional nut-

ter it contains. As a guide and reference for the

student or readerof hisory, too muchcannoi be said

in its recommendation, and we know of no work

which can supply its place in schools, colleges,

or m the libraries of private t^.-nt' • nen.

CARRE & SANDERSON.

,

Philadelphia, August 27,1^^9.

Messrs, M, Carey Sc Son.

TER.MS.

I. The work shall be executed in the same style aa

1 he first edition.

H. Should the patronage be sufficient to warrant

is republication, it shall appear in Uciober, or No-

ll! It shall be handsomely half bound, with mo-

mcco backs and corners.

IV. The price to subscribers is §25—10 non sub-
.,

scribers it will be raised to gjO The price ot the '*

English edition is S45
V Tho per I obtain subscribers for nine

copies, and pay for their beoks, shall be entitled lo t

tenth gralis.
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THIRD DAY.

{Concluded from Ao. 31, Vol. II. page 242.)

Lord Albemarle rose, and requested that Mr. Hol-

dich would also state -.vhere he proaired it ? And -whi/ it

•was called /iussel-grass ?

Mr. Holdicli began by observing, that it had long

been a reproach to the agricultural world, that so little

had been done in the cultivation of grasses ; that onlj

one, or at most two, had been separately cultivated, out

of 200 and odd species, which Botanists assured us were

capable of cultivation in Great Britain ; and that acci-

dent seemed to have directed the choice, even in these

But this was a very exaggerated statement, tor the

number -morth cultivating did not amount to twenty

and of these, if the question be confined to a grass fo

]a\'s (that is, to a single grass, or separate grass,) the

"choice would again be very much narrowed by the in-

dispensible properties it must possess. It was truly

observed by Mr. Sinclair (in his Hortvs Gramincus

H'oburnmsis,) that " there was no such thing as any

single grass that was superior in every particular to all

others :" but if this were otherwise (said Mr. II.) such

grass might be quite inapplicable to lays by the defects

of its seeil. A single grass should certainly be early,

plentiful, of constant verilure, and of nutritious quality
;

all these properties belong to the Foxtail, the Cocks-

foot, and perliaps to the Meadow Fescue, and in i

great degree to several others, (as the Meadow Cats-

tail, and tall Oat-grass.) But a single grass must p
two indispensibie properties, even if something

total annual value be sacrificed ;—1st, Its seed must be

such as may be got and thrashed like grain, and be

dilv dressed or' cleaned so as to keep it true: without

this, the grass could not become general, nor the seed

be obiain'ed at a convenient price. The other property

indispensibie m a grass for lays is, that it should bear

exposui-e and removal ; that is, that it should be tole

rably well adapted to all soils. Now the Catstail or Ti

molhy was adapted to clayey land, and to moory o)

fen land, but would hardly succeed at all on gravelly or

dry soils : the Foxtail had also an affection for moisture,

but it was [irincipally disqualified by its seeds being

chaffy, and often abortive. To make short of the sub
ject.—Mr. H. observed, that chaffy jseeds, and those

which are aimed, and those which are small and light,

necessarily prevented their being dressed and kept
true, insomuch that the grass could not be kept single,

nor its seeds be kept clean. It was observed by Sir

"John Sinclair, in his (;ode of Agriculture, that " we
should look for a single grass among the superior

varieties of the LoUnm perenne ,"—and this Mr. H. re-

marked, was a striking proof of the sagacity of the

author; it was, moreover, supported by cotempora-
iteous facts, for more than one sort of improved pe
rennial rye-grass had been offered to the public. Mr
H. stated, on the authority of a practical farmer (Mr
Waistell,) that Pacey's rye-grass was much supericii

to, the common. Whether that advertised b) .Mr

Kiick was the same variety, he did not knnw, noi

Vhich variety any <if them were; but Mr. Sinclaii

(. lamented that tlie name of Hye-gruns slio

have been used, for the grass was not hot

Cully akin to rye, neither was it like that grain in

pike. There were but three named varieties known

o Botanists, none of which were well adapted tc

lays, because of their inaptitude to bear change ot

place; but it was true that the old Kye-grass, tht

common sort, was the very worst, that is, the leasi

productive of them all : its seed had been obtainec

originally, because it is more common on highland

meadows than the superior varieties, and heavier thai

other grass seeds; so that by letting it down be

fore tiie wind, it had been obtained separately, and

pread all over the kingdom. But there were several

other permanent varieties of Lolium perenne (th-

:eds of all which are smooth and heavy,) and thif

hich he now offered by the name of Russel-grass,

he believed to be the best, he commenced the culti

of it in 1811. Knowing the old Rye-grass ti

be very deficient, and observing a grass that rescin

it in the spike, but carrying always a plentifn

bite of herbage with the culms, he took a single tuft

of it that grew by the side of an old pasture, where

the stock could not verj- well reach it: it had the

ripe seeds (being in September,) and plenty of leaf,

vith deep roots, very different from the common sort

;

rom this tuft he had raised his stock ; but having

last Augu-it sowed eight acres (for which the land

had been purposely summer-fallowed,) the season be

ng drv and the land very light, it did not vegetatt

intil October; its growth was checked by the earh

frosts, and the severe winter killed it ; so that tht

and was ploughed up this spring, and sown wit!

pring wheat. This was, however, not much to be

l.imented, for he had two acres yet remaining, whicl

lould be thrashed the present summer ; and he hat

owed Pacey's rye-grass upon the spring wheat, whici

vould give him the opportunity of knowing whether

they differed, and how much. Mr. H. concluded witl

apology for occupying the attention of a companj

which so many others had a much superior cl

to be heard ; but begged to state, that a tuft of that

grass had been sent three years ago to the Duke of

Bedford's Grass Garden, where it was still growing

by the side of the common Lolium perenne ,-

being one of the named varieties, Mr. Sinclair had

called it Jiusselliana which was the origin of its

name, he (.Mr. Sinclair) having wished from the com-

mencement of his experiments, to find a grass that

might perpetuate the meritorious exertions of

the Duke of Bedford in this particular pursuit. "

(added Mr. H.) has been so far my good fortune

fore-fathers and myself have had the happiness of beiiis;

tenants on his Grace's estate for many years,

name of Russell (a name ever dear to the

of all Englishmen) {applause) may, I hope, appeal

well applied to an important object in improved agri

culture."

The Marquis of Downshire then begged leave t(

give his noble friend " Earl Talbot," which was drank

with great applause.

Mr. Coke then rose and observed, that some small

matter of misunderstanding had arisen from what his

n-jble friend the Earl of Albemarle had said the other

dav. It had been supposed that he (Lord Albemarle

li.id meant to assert that no relief could be had fo

the distresses of agriculture but by increased produ
lion, and the consideration of the landowners. Hi

Lordship had said no such thing; but knowing iii

Mr. Coke's) delicacy in a point which had bee

nude a subject of calumny, he (Lord Albemarle) hue

been so prudently reserved as to be misunderstood

i Grace

iir dithcuhics, I iinisi add, are solely owing to ta.\alion ;

nd uniil the root of the evil is removed, no effectual

elief is to be had." Mr. Coke concluded by giving

—

Lnr<l Albem.irle, Lady Amelia Keppell, and" the House

f Quidenhain."
Lord Albemarle rose, amidst thunders of applause,

nd returned his thanks in a most feeling manner for

lie very numerous and affectionate marks of favour

nd good opinion which he always received in that

house. After what had fallen from his hon. friend,

le must ofier a few remarks on the course to which

he had confined himself die day before, and which it

appeared had been niij-under.stood. His Lordship ad-

verted to tlie business of the day as a reason for be-

ing as brief as possible ; but he was vexed, and he
t htip saying very much vexed, that any re-

serve of his should produce misconstruction : he had
been often blamed for speaking out, and now he had,

jr the first time, used a prudent caution for reasons

Iready given, he was in danger of censure from per-

sons for whom he had the highest respect. His Lord-

ship was aware of his many faults, but this was un-

doubtedly a new fault, that of not speaking openly

and expressing his opinions freely : this was what his

Lordship never expected to be charged with.

—

{Cheers.) '• I should have thought (continued his

Lordship) that I had been sufficiently abused for hav-

ing spoien my mind upon former occasions; and

now for the first time that I have sinned on the other

side I am subject to misrepresentation. These are

he first fruits of my prudence, a lesson which I have

very lately learned, and which I am ready to discard

for any good it has done me. It was from the awk-
wardness and novelty of the attempt that I blunder-

ed yesterday ; it was not very pleasant for me to make,
nor for you to listen to, the speech which I hobbled

through ; so I am determined to cast the garb aside

that fiis me so ill, and appear in the dress in which I

am known, and in which I am proud to say that I have

Iways met the approbation of the people to whom I

am most attached.— (.-i/i/i/oHses.) It was upon the tip

of my umgue yesterday, and you do not know what

it cost me to keep it in,—but out it shall now come,

—

m determined that there shall be no misun-

derstumiing between me and the Norfolk Yeoman-
ry."— (iourf .ipplanse.) His Lordship then recapitu-

lated the heads of his former speech, and brought to

the recullection of the company the particular pas-

sage of it in which he had been understood to say,

that Jie farmers could only look for relief to increase

of production, and tlie liberality of their landlords :

tnese must undoubtedly be desirable ; every one knew

had received several parcels under the name of Pa- " My opinWm (said .VIr. Coke) has been given m writ

cey's which he had tried in the Grass Garden at ing, and therefore I need not repeat it. Lord Ers-

Woburn, but not any two of them were the same.— kine has spoken very ably and very fully to the point

i-ip.

appreci: them who came to Holkham.-

.) But these were not all. He had also

ed how important were the details of a farm,

and tliat great attention ought to be paid, and much
good might result from a carefiil execution of all the

operations; these were undoubtedly of importance

to increased production, and to the employment of

the poor ; and nobody would say that it was not de-

sirable that both these should be considered at the

present time, and at .ill times. Bat these were
times of peculiar difficulty to the farmer, and iipon

this point he had been misunderstood. Me perfectly

agreed with his hon. friend, th.at no political discus-

sion should be introduced, or provoked at that

;nectiiig, and therefore he had stopped with the gene-

iiii statement ; but he liad never said, that the im-

ii-ived attention he had recommended was of itself

Mifficient for the relief and prosperity of agriculture

—

(.il'liUmses.) But he would now say, what he then

iiippiessed, that taxation, excessive taxatiim, was the

cause of the distress, and the only effectual relief

was the reduction of taxation. Having c .nie to this

point, he would ask whether his meaning was set
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liglil; f'oiit not, he would repeut it until lie was fullj

tintlerstood.— (.4/;/)/a;/.sr5.) He would repeat, how
ever, tliat he did not look to extravagant prices as

the best mode of relief: he could not expect relief

to the farmers in what would be injurious to the

country at large, to commerce, and manufactures.—

Xo, it was excessive taxation that was the cause of

the evil, and relief from that could be the only cure

His Lordship was sorry to detain the company so

long, (//<'«i-, /it-ar .') and' should conclude with a word

or two on what fell from his hon friend yesterdi

His hon. friend had said, that the surest way
improvement was fmlhig fault : now, he had two or

three faults to find, in which he thought the com-

]>any would all agree. In the first place, he found

f:iult with his hon. friend, that the duration of the

meeting was too short ; because there was

spent so pleasingly to his hon. friend—there was no

lime when he received such gratification, or when he

felt so happy or so proud, as during those few day

{.1/jphiiis,-s.) In the next place, he found fault with

the Earl of Leicester, (althougli it could not be said

to rest on his shoulders,) who was not aware of the

hospitality of his successor when lie built this man-

s\oii—(, J/'/ilaiise ;) he found fault with him, however
because he did not happen to build it capacious

enough to contain the eager and delighted guests

who pressed there to learn that which was for th

good of the country. His Lordship concluded b

(jbserving, that they would all join him in one wish,

Cwhich he expressed now because he should i

another opportunity of addressing the company,)

which was, " Long may he enjoy health and hapi
'

ness i long may he live to entertain us all here, ai

may all of you prosper in your undertakings, and

live long to come and see him."

—

{^Long tinil loud

cpptause.)

Mr. Coke returned tlianks in the most kmd and af-

fectionate manner, and gave the health of " Captain

iidghill," which was drank with applause. This was

followed by that of " Admiral Lukin and his Son,

Mr. Beevo'r, and his friends from that part of the

country."

Mr. Lukin returned thanks for the honour conferred

upon his Mier and himself; and, though young, he

was sensible of the value of good report, and anxi-

ous to deserve it. He added a suitable compliment

to Mr. Coke, in an easy and graceful manner, and con-

ceived in elegant language.

Mr. Beevor also returned thanks.

Sir John Sinclair rose, and begged permission to

propose a toast : previous to proceeding to read the

adjudication of the premiums, he hoped the toast

would thus appear in its proper place, and he knew
of no individual, who for his excellent understanding

and useful talents, and especially for his connection

with the objects of this meeting, and his contribution

to the comfort and gratification of the company, that

better deserved such a mark of esteem. Sir John con

eluded by proposing the health of " Mr. Blaikie,"

which was drank with great applause.

Mr. Coke returned thanks in Mr. Blaikle's name,

and took occasion to repeat some circumstances re

lative to the origin of his (Mr. Blaikie's) present

situation, which were highly creditable to his clr

lacter.

Mr. Coke then proceeded to read the adjudications,

and to present the plate to the successful candidates,

w hich he performs with a grace peculiar to himself.

—

The singuUiiily is, that he gives away his own premi-

ums, and that « ith so many encouraging words to those

upon whom they are bestowed, and so many thanks for

their attention and exertions, (hat he appears all the

while to be receiving a favour. In the course of thit

business Mr. Cooke occasionally gave toasts, and he

also expressed his thanks to those g;ntlemen who
had been so kind as to send some highly meritorious

extra stock.

The heal'h of Dr. Rigby being drank, the Doctor

addressed Mr. Coke to the following tfTecl:—" Allow

me, Mr. Coke, to thank you for proposing my healtli

fg be drank by a company of such high consideration

as the present ; allow me, also, to thank you for

Iiaving aliiiuU-d me an opportunity of again witness

tug- one of the most interesting and instructive scenes

which, 1 will venture to say, was ever exhibited in

this or any other country ; and to express the satis-

faction and delight 1 have had in attending you over

your beautiful domuin, in viewing the highly cultivat

id slate of your farms, and the exuberant crops

which now cover them. 1 have, indeed, more than
once before enjoyed the pleasure of viewing these
striking objects; but believe me. Sir, I return to

tiiem with renewed satisfaction. I every year witness

new improvements. I see new implements and new
processes ; and there is one which I saw yesterday,
which 1 cannot avoid a httic dwelling upon; it was
the depositing pond weeds, in their fresh state, as

manure, into furrows on which Swedish turnips were
to be sown. Sir, this judicious ])ractice has been
advocated by Dr. Darwin and Sir Humphrey Davy, for

they have both recommended, that all articles of ma-
nure should be placed in the earth before they have
ndergone much decomposition, that their fertilizing

principles may not prematurely be suffered to escape,
nor their virtue wasted in the desert airj but that this

mportant process should go on under circumstances
n which they can be most fully applied to the pro-
motion of vegetation. It appears to me, that this

prompt method is peculiarly proper in the case of

eeds; for I have observed how rapidly they
undergo change, on an incipient decom])osition, on
being exposed to liglit and air, losing in a short time
their green colour and becoming white, and which 1

.e chemists consider as being produced by oxy-

ion, by the absorption of oxygen, and proba-
bly bj the simultaneous escape of another principle,

ighly promotive of vegetable growth, now termed
nitrogen. I have said. Sir, that your crops are most
bundant. I will notice an immense one of wheat
near the cottages, in a field which I recollect last year
to have been completely covered with a thick and
rich crop of clover, and which by its having excluded
light from the surface of the soil, may, on a principle

little allied to that 1 have jiist alluded to, have had
some share in producing this admlr.able crop. For
I believe it is liiiivorsally admitted by farmers, that

clover crops when there are partial failures, which
leave the earth bare in spots, the wheat there con-

stantly fails. I must further mention, my having
again seen your labourers' cottages. I may be allov/-

ed to say, that our best feelings cannot fail to be in-

terested" in beholding them—in seeing comforts and
enjoyments within the reach of a class of human beings

who generally suffer much privation, and in all ages.

and in all countries, have been hardly dealt with : it

was most gratifying to see so many marks of their fa-

oured lot in these happy dwellings, and 1 w ill mention
one noticed by Mr. Curwen. We were equally de-

lighted in viewing the little spots of neat and h'iglily

cultivated garden ground annexed to each cottage,

,\hen Mr. Curwen observed to me, in pointmg out some
OSes and other flowers, which decorated those gar-

lens, that he always considered flowers in a poor man's

garden as marks of his general well doing, for they

luxuries, and no poor man would think of luxu-
' he had not a due share of necessaries. I could

enlarge much on many other equally interesting sub-

jects, but lime wears away, and 1 know. Sir, yon have

much to do, I will therefore only again thank you, and

that most sincerely, for the high gratification I "have just

njoyed."

Mr. Coke then proposed the health of " Mr. Sheriff

Taylor, and prosperity to the City of Norwich."

The next toast was Mr. SlierifT Taylor, who, in

returning thanks, spoke a considerable time on the

favourable state of manufactures in Norwich, and
addressed a number of observations to the company
on the sut)jtct of long and short wool. He thanked

Mr. Coke fiir the good wishes he always expressed

for the prosperity of the city of Norwich, and ob-

served tlial manufactures had sometimes been de-

scribed as the misletoe that grew on the oak of agri-

cuhure. He did not know in what sense this might

be meant, but he was sure that the population and

industry of manufactures were a great source of

advantage to the prices of agricultural produce, and

to the prosperity of the kingdom. Mr. Sheriff

T.'iylor instanced this parlicidarly in the incre.tsed

demand for wool, and its enhanctd price within his

recollection. Referring to his f..her's boc^ks, he
that the same wool which was now worth from
< 59s. had been formerly sold for 7s. Mr. She-

rifT Taylor went into a variety of othrr particulars,

here our limited space will not allow us to follow
m
Mr. Coke here repi ated his observations on the im-

portance of crossed teg-fleeces ; he thought it might
wer a temporary purpose, and as he was ever ready

to profit by the hints of others, or their example,
tended to try it : hut he was satisfied that the

Downs would be worth more per lb. than ihe crosses,

nd they miglit partly lose by motion what they
hould gain by wool. Mr. Coke then .staled that

the Merino breeders he believed were doing the same

;

d it was much to say that those sheep could be
rned to account in any way. He had tried them

three years and tried them fairly ; he had tned
them also when wool was dear, and here he found
that what he gained by wool, he lost by mutton.

He had a floctc of 500, and his wool bill one sea-

son came to i 830 ; this was a fact, but it was an
extraordinary thing, and don't apply to the present

if; notwithstanding, he \\\& laid them aside,

as carrying bad muttcn, and very little of it, he
d it from the actual experience that they were

not so profitable a breed of stock as Downs, under
the most favourable circumstances ; he therefore dis-

arded them : he threw a little disgrace upon them,
idced, but they might else have brought disgrace

pon him. Mr. Coke concluded with observing that

he never decided but by experience, and never re-

commended any thing but for the good of the commu-
ty. He bore testimony to the truth of Lord Alber-

marle's observation, that those days were the happiest

of his life, and the attendance and attention they re-

:ived were a credit to the character of Englishmen :

and now (said Mr. Coke) we will go to business

again." Here the premiums to the shepherds were
awarded ; afier which the extra premiums were pre.

sented.

On receiving a piece of plate from Mr. Coke, 5Ir.

Grisenthwaite addressed a few words to the company

:

and observed that the learned Dr. Rigby had spo-

ken on the points to which he should else have ad-

verted ; the learned Doctor was perfectly right in

his observations, and agriculturists would do well to

ttend to the principles laid down. Mr. G. added some
observations in explanation of his New Theory of Agri-

il'.ure.

Mr. Coke next gave the health of .Mr. Curwen, ob.

ser\ing that the pleasure he took in seeing so eminent

11 agriculturist at the meeting induced him to give his

health a second time.

Curwen in rising to return thanks, repeated

his admiration of the improvements of Holkhain

sgricul'.ure: the kind manner in which his hcallU

had been proposed and drank, called forth his grati.

lude, and he was soiry that he could not to justice

to the exhilirating and delightful scenes that lay

around him. It was from this spot that he (Mr.

Curwen,) first imbibed the taste of rural Improve-

ments, and here he hud been taught their advanlagea,

rd strengthened in the spirit with which he had

nursed them. He begged lo relate an anecdoieofan

ancient painter who, it was sai.l, walked to Rome, to

the works of the great Raphael After conlem.

phiting some of h;s master-pieces for a length of lim

—he e.xclaimcd " I too am a painter !"—" So 1, Sip,

(said Mr. Curwen,) hesitate not in assigning to you,

and your coadjutors the first place, while I am nut

<lis])oscd to place myself second to any other farmers

n the kingdom for what has been effected in compa-
ratively a few years." Mr. Curwen next took a view

of the opposition he had met with in his exertions,

and the in putations cast upon his proceedings and

their tendency ; imputations which he spurned from

im with contempt " Cai> the encouragement of

agriculture (said Mr. Ciu-wen) wherel>y human com-

forts and happiness are extended, be a channel to

make men less devoted to the country ? Or will be-

ing happy make them more disposed to risque the

loss of ii .' But I have loft the defence of my con-

duct agfinat these senseless calumnies to tlie good
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sense ot the country, and the result has been the

proudsi reward that can be bestowed upon an indi-

vidual." He next alluded to Mr. Coke's known wisli

to avoid all subjects of observation that miifht have

a political tenduicy, .md promised in the remarks

that he should make, to adhere strictly to that rule

but he could not omit to speak at large on a subjec

which ht- hoped was appropriate to such a meeiing

(and lie he^rijed Mr Coke to stop him instantly it" be

excei-di- ! I'O Vv'vt^ very prop rly prescribed,) th

subject '
;..-,;-:. to' a.tjiiculnirc. This was n

party .| .
• ' ;i (lutsiion that concerned th

very e\,^ :,'• •i ,i-_,i icultm-c, the

which was c>iiiiii|)..ie,ii, fur with tlr

prosperity every tiling-

provenients were at

scenes can be no longer an example to be followf

when the nic-ins arc at an end. If relief were ni

granted to tlie funier, the decline of agriculture wou

Tiportance

lecline of its

Hist fall. Even now the

stand, and these delightful

luiii its rise, and sterility must fol

Mr. Curwrn then made a powerful

I appeal to Mr. Coke, on the steps

; pursued at this junciure, add

ing that" he scorned to snatch a laurel from hi:

(Mr. Coke's; brows to bine

call on every man (saul Mr. C.) to put forth hi>

hand to support the plough ! It is to the practice

agriculture, and its extension, that you must look

give employment to those thousands of hands who

u-e now pilling wiih broken spirits on parochial relief

( claim pre-e'miiience for agriculture as the branch

hich affords the widest field of human industr-

ir, let no man mistake me : I know and feel the valui

of commerce, and the importance of maiiufacliii'es

;

lut food is more necessary than merchandize, or ever

han apparel." He therefore called upon the jLegis

ature to devise means of relief to save us from im-

lending ruin '. " What is the study of every farmer

n the Empire (continued Mr. C.) at this time ? I-

t not to economise,-to lessen the number of hands that

ire employed—to save labour—to send the honest m-

lustriuus man from his service—to curtail the com-

orts that we have seen in your cottages, and which

mght to be enjoyed by all industrious men .' Even

1 am obliged, for the sake of prudence, so to arrangt

my business as to expend less by /-50U in labour thi^

year ; but out of whose pockets do I substract tlii:

money,—certainly out of those of the labouring clas

ses, who spend it again in necessaries, and spread it

all the channels of bus Mr. C. the

that he did' but his dutv in thus bringing for wardlceeded to shew how this augmented the poor-rates,

the must important interest of the empire. [We and how one evil increased another; and then n

are truly surrv thus to abridge a speech which wasa transition to the funds, which were exempt from

received ihronghout with great applause, but the ad- such contribution, which was the cause of tl

vanced slwdes'of tiie eveninsi rendered our notes al- pressure upon the land, and upon the iiidustr

most illegible.] Mr. Curwen went on to notice thejclasses. He could see no reason in justice which

2dfo from the Earl oflought to exempt the funds froi

s and hberal sentiments proportion of the burdens of the country nor how-

he (Mr. C.) had not 'everyone; he (Mr. c; hart not mis-lic was possible it should be otherwise, when the

Lordship, but he did not think he annual amount equalled the rental of the soil. He

illy to the point in question. It wasdescribed the pressure of this system upon the poor

true that more attention to the minuts of good farm- whose scanty earnings were so taxed in consequence,

ing was des.r.ilile ;
" But are these to be expected that their wages were inadequate to then- subsis

(said Mr. Cnke) .at the moment of impending ruin ?ence. From all this, he drew the conclusion that the

Will, or ought men to embark more capital, if they burthens must be lifted from their shoulders, and

coidd command it. when they daily and hourly see itjplaced upon those of the rich, insisting that it was

diminishing? .Must we be silent then, for fear ofirequired by justice no less than by political wisdom,

being misrepresented, and not attempt to avert tlie.that a property tax should be submitted in lieu o

evil which theatens not only us but the whole peo- those duties which bore so hard upon the necessaries

pie of England? Sir, I feel it an imperious duty to'of life. Returning again to the subject of agricul-

speak fully on tills subject, and I mii.st notice withlture, he fully agreed with his honourable friend

sorrow the reception it lias twice , _ _

ment, where t lie (piestion has been kicked out of theiour own consumption. During the war, the great

House without the least inquiry into its merits. Itiprices of produce brought into action that amount

is true, we have succeeded better this Session ; wejcapital and industry which soon raised our supply

have gained an immen.se advantage; we have obtain-above t!ie measure of our wants. Due encour.age

ed a hearing which must necessasilv le.ad to investi-ment and wise measures would do so again ; but ou

gation. I do not know how to estimate the indefati-lpresent declining and insecure state must m.ake u

gable exertions of that individual who has formed:dependent upon foreigners. He had heard it asserted

and combined so large and respectable a body of agri-;in Pariiam-nt, and he heard it with dismay and aston

culturists—the service he has rendered to his co\in-|is!v.-nent, that the importation of foreign corn was in- tions on !

try is above ail estimate 1 can make of them—I regret no way the cause of the low prices; because when

his absence this d.ay. Xow, bir, the question is, shaUlthe ports were shut in July, 1819, there was Tery

we cherish, or shall we throw cold water on these;little foreign grain on hand. But it was imivcrsally

exertions.'" Mr. Curwen tlien censured the supine-'adinitted that the cultivation of wheat was considera-

iiess of the landed interest, ar.d contrasted their con-'bly diminished and the people must have been, to a

duct with that of comnierci.d men who were everlmost calamitous extent, driven to subsist on foreign

combined and active in the defence of themselves, bylfood. But he was credibly informed that the state.

which means they had g.ained a preponderance to ment he alluded to was very incorrect, and th.-it neat

which they were not entitled by tlieir superior im-JMarkdane 50,000 quarters of wheat might have

portance to the state. Mr. Curwen then related thejbeen found in very few hands. He contended, that

anecdote so often alluded to, of Sir liobt. Walpole, who'the necessary relief, if granted, would lay the found

likened the agriculturists to sheep which submitted|tion of prosperity for all, and make the face of Nature

contend with such learful oddi. Mr. Curwrn cun-

cluded a long and vehement speech by coniessing,

liiat he had greatly exceetled the limits he ought to

h.ave observed but he spoke in the presence of

the first friends of agriculture, and a most numer-
' lus body of its eiiliglitened practitioners ; and he

'.o'll 1 iv.'t have done justice to his feelings, nor have

ci(uittc<l himself coi'isciPntiously, if he had not gone

iver tlie ground which he had occupied. [Here,

urning towards M. Coke, he observed that gentle-

nan to shake his head.] " I see (added Mr. Curwen)
ny hon. friend does n.it wholly approve of what I have

aid. Accustomed, however, as he knows I am to

peak my sentiments fully and freely on all occasions,

le will forgive me if I have erred or infringed any
wise regulations of his, add impute it to my head
nd not my heart." Mr. Curwen concluded with

roposiiig Mr. Coke's health, and adding a sentiment,

rimt as he was foremost in promoting agricultural

njjnivern.nt, he might also be first in promoting its

Mr. C'lke returned thanks, and made some obser-

ations upon the nature and extent of the speech just

.elivered. U ".'iis not necessary for him to express

limself at 1 irge, nor speak to ths particular points

tvhich had been strongly, but he thought, on that oc-

not very properly stated : his opinions, in re-

lation to the whole of those questions, were known to

public, and he judged it unfit to enter into any

explanation. He gave due praise to Mr. i;urwen for

onesiy and integrity, but he certainly did not and
could not agree to' the course recommended. lie

should say no more on the subject as he considered it

out of place to enter into such discussions.

The Rev. Mr. Glover said a few words against that

part of Mr. Cur.ven's remedy, which went to include

a property tax. After which, General Walpole rose

to exonerate his ancestor. Sir Robert, from the odium

)f having uttered tli.it sarcastic description of the

agricultural and commercial classes ; the fact was,

that during his whole administration he was a great

friend to the agricultural interest. The anecdote, it-

self, which had so often been repeated, was taken

from the works of Soame Jennings, who might be

theauthor of it,and who only fathered it upon the Minis-

ter of that time to give a sort of historical aulhenti-

i(.Mr'. Coke,) that" we could grow grain enough for city.—Mr. Curwen acknowledged that the General

U..« rt.trr. ..A.^cl,.*lT^t;rtn niii.inn. tti«» urQi- tl>^ oTejit w^s rglit 35 to tlie author.

Mr. Coke then rose to deliver his farewell address :

he recapitulated the objects of agricultural improve-

ment and pointed the attention to what yet remained

done. The Down Sheep—the Devon Cattle

—

Drilling—Inoculation—and other points, came suc-

sessively under review, and suitable comments were

made upon each. He made some judicious observa-

patiently to be shorn of their vahiable fleeces ? but
touch a hair of the other's hears, and they started

up like the quills of a porcupine. He stated some

le as it did in the neighbourhood of Holkham. Hi

was fully aware of the importance of trade and maiiu

factures,' nor did he lose sight of their interest in th(

strong observations ou the cruelty and impolicy of proceeding he advocated. He took
the course pursued in this case, and added his firm

belief in the allegations of the numerous petitions of i

the farmers ; nevertheless, he deprecated high prices

of food, and thought it would be mischievous to press
on the labouring cla.sses. No nation could flourish,

or society exist, where the great body of the peopli
were suftering ; if humanity did not lead us to mea
Siires of relief, yet interest must. He next drew
picture of the intelligence, spirit, and loyalty of the
people, but deprecated tlie consequences of distress

and want, as incompatible with the spirit of subordi
n&tion, and dangerous to the safety of the State

ing vheat lays ; observing that it had

portance of the home market, and h« drew from the

sources which have been published, a relative state-

ment of the property, taxation, and numerical amount
of the several industrious classes of society ; thence

concluding, that we must build our national strength

ind happiness on the prosperity of agriculture. Ht
lext .adverted to the subject of free trade, and agreed

with the noble lord (Rrskine) in what had been said

in regard to it; to whicli he would add, that while

we paid three times die amount of luxation tha-

foreigners did, it was in vain to hope that the skill

capital, or intelligence of the BriLish-farmer could

been found that by ploughing early, and sowing on

the stale furrow, tlie land was more Sfilid to receive

the seed ; the face of the furrow-slice being turned

1 had time to rot, and adiiere to the sub-

tlie whe it got finns-r hold ; on the contrary,

by late ploiigliiu..;-, and sowing immediately, the flag

lay hollow, and the wheat sufTered thereby in winter.

Vir. Coke then thanked the company for tl-.eir atten-

l.mce, and r.-pfated his huarty and hospitable invita-

tion, and cnncluiled with the health of " His Royal

!^ighness the Duke of Sussex." which was received

with a burst of applause, accompanied by long and loud

hu7,zaing.

His Royal Highness, in rising to make his acknow-

ledgment's for the warm and kind manner in which

health hud been proposed and received, would only

that every moincnt wliich he spent in the county

of Norfolk was highly delightful ; every token of their

ffrction increased the obligation he was under to Mr.
Coke and the gentlemen of the county. It had been

aid that the close of the meeting produced something

of a melancholy effect ; but lie did not conceive that

it ought to be so, if we looked back to the good pur-

noses for wliioh such a meeting was instituted, and

the improvements which had risen from it : when
le considered the effects, he thought the eye of Prn-

i-idence was upon them, and the blessings of Heaven

were shed on the efforts of the bounteous founder.

—
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Uis Kiiyal llighness then commenced with greut li-

Ijerality and mildness on what had bern said respect'

ing the stale of tlie country, and pressure of taxa

tion :
—" No one (said His Uoyal Hii;..ness) can la-

ment more tlian I do, the existence of those taxes ; at

the same time I must confess that I difi'er as to tli

fitness of this occasian for the purpose ot considering

them : at most these tilings should be only glanced

;it, as lliey are not the objects of the meeting. Go-
vernment, gentlemen, may be compareil to a private

family ; industry, integrity, and social morality must
be the bond of union and prosperity in both ; and
without these neither can long exist ; these feelings

have been forcibly impressed on my mind by every

thing I have sceii at Holkham. When I consider the

v.aimlh, the liospitality of my lion, friend's reception,

it gives additional lustre to his name and character.

The Noble Lord (Lord Albemarle) was perfectly right

In finding- f:ii|lt with Lord Leicester, in nut building

the Hall suiliciiJ!! y capacious to hold all the friends

he had tile h;i|j|)Hiess to see here." Ilis royal High-

ness then spoke of the village of Holkham in terms of

the most teehng praise and satisfaction ; he spoke of

the beautiful gardens—the clean rooms—:he neat

furniture and contented faces—in terms that bespoke
the most lium:ui heart and tliinkin..; mind, and point-

ed the praise of this benevolence to Mr. Coke in the

most elegant and happy manner. The company were
truly enraptured with the eloquence and sensibility

manifested by tiiu Royal visiter, whose speech was gr<-ct-

ed with such acclamations as are paid to virtue by those

who know its v.ilue. We regret that it grew so dark
even in the beginning of this admirable spetch, that

our notes were almost wholly illegible, and were obli-

ged to be discontinued long before its close. His Uoy
al Highness concluded his address with a sentiment de-

livered in the most cordial and convivial manner.

—

" Happy do we meet—sorry do we part—and happy
may we meet again." His Royal Higlmess was cheer
cd as he left the room, and the company separated.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

'1*0 John Skin.neh, Esq.

Salon, Stake's County, .V. C.
]

October 15, 1820. <

Sii:—Akhoiiqli no farmer in any point of

view, I read your iiicstimabie publication vvitli no
small tlei^rce of interest, not only as ii oFlen

communicates inroniiation lending' to elucidate

•hose particular scientific pursui'.s, which occu-

py my leisure hours, but from a conviction of

its cuiincnl innacncc in promoting the best in

icrests of our common country.

Unable directly to co:itributc towards the

furtherance of the main objects thereof, I con
ceived it misjht nevertheless be acceptable to

communicate such general, aUliuui^h merely
scientific observations, on a subject frequi-nily

discussed in your columns, as appear nut suffi

ciently understood by the practical gentlemen
chiefly interested ; persuaded that acquaintance

with the results of the more minute researches

of those, who make any brancli of natural

science their peculiar study, cannot fail of be-

ing useful to such, engaged in practical life,

have no leisure for mere scientific investigation.

I allude to the frequent mention of the Smut
in" grain, concerning the nature of which de-

structive evil, such contrary opinions appear to

prevail, as necessarily must distract those, who
are endeavouring to remedy its deleterious ef-

fects. The authority of scientifica;l men cited

jn favour of any particular theory, concerning

to pi;

the nature ol such an evil, whether it be a tun

gus, or a malady, or the effect of some insect

Sec. while it stands recorded as an isolated

ssertion is not calculated to operate univer-

al conviction. It is only by putting the re-

flecling farmer in possession of the whole train

of established facts in their scientifical con-

nexion, that you enable him to come to a con

incing conclusion of his own, which then will

prove a solid basis for experiments. After

ng mentioned to you, in vindication of my
presumption in this respect, that Mycology or

he study of that part of Botany, which occu-

pies itself with the investigation of the im-

nense tribe of Fungi : has for many years

been my favourite one, both during a long resi

dence in Europe and since ; I shall proceed
communicate what at this lime may be consid

red the established result of the labour of scien

ilic men in this particular branch, with an im
mediate view to the S7nut in grain, observing

that such has of late years been the progress of

his branch of Botany, heretofore very su

perficially attended to, that the conceptions of

botanists of a more early day, cannot properly

be received as controverting what lias recently

been discovered.

Without entering into a dissertation upon
the nature, propagation and growth of the Fun
gi in general, a subject, which when fully un
derstood, bids fair to shed a strong light on the

whole theory of generation, it may be however
proper to observe, that within the extensive

range of an infinity of more or less complicate
forms of funguous organizations, nothing analo

gous to the .seeds, which constitute the germ of

all other vegetating productions has been dis-

covered. Oil the contrary, from the most min
ute microscopic fungus, species, nay families

of which seem to be almost omnipresent

throughout nature, wherever, and whenever
the proper temperature and humidity com-
bine to favour their evolution, up to the

complicate and gigantic Fungus of three oi

four feet in diameter, the tendency of their ve-

etable life ends in the production of a fine

seminalive dust or powder, bearing the utmost
analogy to the pollen of the flowers of the

more perfect plants. Hence it is extremely
probable that their propagation does not fol

low the laws of nature observable in the rest of

egetable creation, but a system of their own
dependent not only in a greater degree, but

likewise in an entirely dilVerent manner on

chemical actions and atmospherical influences.

The whole mass of fungi, might pi'obably be
considered as an intermediate sphere, befvveen

the vegetable and the unorganised mineral crea

ion: it would as such be inferior to neither in

variety of species and form; for allow me to ob
e by way of parenthesis, that under any way

favourable circumstances, the number of species

of fungi, in any given district of country, is gene-

rally speaking superior to the number of species

af all other vegetable productions together in

he same district.

However that be, it may be assumed as an

admitted fact, that a very great dificrence ex-

sts between the nature of these organizations

md that of all other vegetation. A very great

proportion of the Fungi, are what Botanists

term parasitical—that is they vegetate on or iu

other organic productions of a higher grade,
either in a state of more or less decay, or even
during the period of their organic life. Most
of these are specifically bound to tlieir respec-
tive matrices, that is the same species appears
only upon certain or at most very nearly allied

species of higher organised bodies, and this is

particularly the case with those who are para-

sitical on living plants.

This latter description of Fungi consists of
the most simple organic productions in nature,

partaking of the vegetative principle. It is

with great propriety, that recent botanists have
called these Etitofihytical Fungi, their exis-

tence and life being closely united with the ex-
istence and life of their respective parent

ants : they vanish and die together or within

hort interval. Thus there appears a stri-

king analogy between them in relation to the

plants upon or in which they vegetate, and
those entozooical animals, as for instance the

intestinal worms, which bear the same relation

to other larger animals in which they exclusive-

ly exist.

The entophytical Fungi (that is living in

other plants,) comprehend a great number of

widely distinct genera ; but that family among
them, which is at present more immediately
before us, because the Smut in grain appertains

to it—consists eminently of the most simple

organizations, and forms the lowest order of

beings on the scale of vegetating nature. This
family recently called " Coniomyci" (dust

Fungi) comprised under Persoon's family of

Desniatocarpi, Gymnospermi, comprehends but

three genera, of which two contain hitherto but

few species, the other named by the latest my-
cologists " Caenoma" (Aecidium and Uredo
of Persoon, combined) comprehends an in-

finite variety of species augmenting in num-
ber every day under the continued observations

of the friends of science. This Genus is the

one to which the Smut belongs. The general

character thereof is, that all the fungi belong-

ing to it are indigenous and parasitical in liv-

ing plants of a higher grade or parts of such

plants; they consist of a simple aggregation of

more or less rounded microscopic grains, called
'' Sporidias" (the same which form the final

product of every fungus) perfectly similar to

the pollen of phasnogamous plants. These
sporidia are more or less highly coloured and
invariably break forth from under the epidermis

(or outer skin) of that part of the parental plant

to which they are indigenous, after having vis-

bly vegetated some time in their infant state

mderneath this epidermis. Their existence is

for the most part coeval with that of the paren-

tal plant, and terminates with the decay there-

of. The genus is subdivided, preserving its

essential character throughout, according to

the greater or less effect producled by the fungus

upon the metamorphosis of the epidermis. In

this is protruded into regular shaped ex-

crescences, containing the sporidias—(Roeste-

lia Aecidium ;) in others it bursts simply and

xposes to view the little heaps of sporidias

(weeds) and in the subdivision to which the

Smut directly belongs, it is grfiatly distended

and misshapen before it burst irregularly and

sheds abroad the fungical sporidias. The great-

er pan of the Genus grow under the epidermis
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of the i;ieen leaves of the plants, a few on the

tender epidermis of the stalk or branches, and

the subdivision comprehending the Smut
grain named Untilago is absolutely confined

in its matrix or place of parasitical growth to

the seeds, or glumes, in whi'h, but for its intru-

sion the seed of the plant it infests, would have

been formed. This subdivision is entirely in

digenous to the graminaceous plants, but ver>

common among them. Most <jf our nativt

grasses among the rest, the Caiices (sedge
grasses) Junci (rushes) and others, are fre

quently infested by this fungus, and in all the

grasses in common cultivation as grain,

universally met with. I have observed the

smut in the glumes of barley, oats, rye, wheal,

spelts, in most kinds of pulse, and in an in-

teresting and striking variety, in Indian Corn
All the fungi of this subdivision [ Untilago

German, Brand, \ e. (gangrene) French gan-

grene*, English Smut] are of a colour verging

from dark greenish to perfect black, where
Uredines and Aecidia very exceedingly through
all shades of yellow, red, brown, purple and

even white. Of the Uredines the most gene-

rally known is the Rust on the stalk and leaves

of rye, wheat, fee.

The manner of evolution of the Smut in grain

(Caenoma Ustilago segetum or according to

Persoon Uredo segetum) is the following.

Within the glume during the time of inflores-

cence the aggregation of infant sporidias makes
its appearance, in the germ of what should be

means an isolated phenomenon m nature, bu
A member of a family of fungi widely spread
throughout the whole connexion of plants that

nave affinity to grain, and immediately allied to

other tribes of fungi, v^'hich are parasitical in

all manner of other plants during their living

slate. This ought to do away all doubts as to

the nature of the Smut and convince every re-

flecting mind that it is certainly a fungus. Such
a conviction will then become of service in di-

recting the investigation of the means to coun-
teract its baleful effects on grain, towards the

proper object, by cutting oft' at once all such
as proceed upon some incorrect theory concci
ung its origin, and confining the attention to

hose which may be found effective in counter-

acting the causes favourable to the evolution of

entophytical fungi. Experiment can
uide to a discovery of such, and I have neither

opportunity or ability to occupy myself there-

with. But I shall beg leave to subjoin some de-

sultory remarks, which have occurred to me in

lie course of my study of this family, in hopes
hat they may be serviceable to such gentlemen
that are engaged in experiments for the useful

purpose above mentioned, although I am sorry

observe the facts I shall have to allege ap-

pear not very favourable to a hope of shortly

discovering an effectual preventive against the

evil.

Some entophytical fungi on vegetable pro-

ductions in general cultivation both in Europe
and -America, very common there, have never

thereof until it becomes too thin to hold the

accumulation of sporidias, which wholly occupy

the place of the mealy part and probably re

ceive their nurture from that. Finally the epi

dermis bursts, and the loose sporidias are dis

persed. In the Indian corn (zea) the Smut^
may often be observed distending the epidermis

of each single grain to an almost incredible

size before it bursts. I have seen grains dis

tended to a diameter of two inches, preserving

nearly the original shape of the grain and ren

dering the distended epidermis so thin, that it

became almost transparent. Whole ears of

Indian corn become thus monstrously dilated and

misshapen as will have been observed by most

farmers.

My object in thus detailing to you the history

of the Smut and its evolution in conjunction

with the whole family of similar fungi, is chiefly

this ; to shew those who are unacquainted with

Mycology, that the Smut in grain is by no

• Note. The Ergot of the French, although perhaps

sometimes confounded •.vith the smut, is an entirely

different kind of afiection, in which the whole grain

grows to a monstrous lengtli, blackens a little, but

remains solid and affords not the least vestige of

these naked sporidias which constitute smut. Whe-
ther the Ergot is likewise a fungus affection is not

yet sufficiently ascertained ; if it is it belongs to a ve-l

vy different, family the Sclerotias, which has no con-

nexion at all with the Coniomyci. There is besides

the ergot, on several kinds ot grain, but one other

production of nature referable to the ergot as far as

I have observed and that is indigenous to the

glumes or seed of a kind of crabgrass (Paopalum cilia-

tifolium and other common Paopalum) and effects

almost every individual in our vicinity. Tlie ergot

is called in German " Mutterkora" that is Mother-

parasite at a small distance, and continues so
from year to year.

5. The entophysical fungi of the leaves of
perennial plants, shrubs and trees are sure to

rippear every year again on the same individual
in which they have heretofore been found al-

though not aUvays in equal abundance.
6. Nothhig that I have had an opportunity

to observe, however, warrants the supposition,
that the seeds of grain can take the infection
from coming into contact with the fungus of
the former year—as the sporidias perish utter-
iv with the parental plant, and as the evolution
of the fungus commences in the internal part of
the plant, the epidermis always being the last

destroyed.

I might add some other observations, but am
afraid I have already presumed too much upon
your patience.

I therefore remain yours &c.
LEWIS D. DE SCHWEINITZ.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

SALT.
My remarks on the quality of the salt pre-

paved in the Western Country, being so far

approved by you as to give them currency in

your valuable paper, I am induced to give an
account of the different processes adopted in

the manufacture of that essential article of com-
fort. Believing that the method pursued by
our Western brethren, will not produce a salt

come the grain, and
'

distends the epidermis been'fouiid by me here on the same plants, but'^"^"^"* '°
=^"f'^^''

"^^P^'"P°ie of a condiment,

exclusively occur on similar plants here whichi'

digenous to America. For instance, thel

|a summary and comparative view of the means
d in the preparation of that article may lead

f/rfrfo 7-o«* which covers the leaves of the com-|*° '"'P,'"°^t'T!^"^-

,.^.v,L .v^u.i-. u ......
" ^ Western states, salt is produced from

o'lTthe wUd' ^'osa^'^'''"^
obtained from springs at a depth of from

100 to 500 feet below the surface, a small shaft

of about 2 inches in diameter is sunk, with

Others again and indeed most of tlie specie

grow both here and there in equal abundance
on the same cultivated plant, as for instance the

ust and the smut.

2. There appears to exist no general rule that

the entophytical fungi prefer to live on such

dividuals of their parent plant as grow in apoorsoil

or on such that grow rank. I find most species

occur indiscriminately as to that circumstance

Some few only have a predilection for rank

growing plants, a few others prefer the plants of

impoverished growth.

3. Hut I have observed that in any particu

lar spot in which individual plants of a particu

ar species are in an extraordinai'y degree in-

fested by their peculiar parasite, all those

other plants which are subject to a similar par

asite of their own, generally appear equally

full of it ; from which I infer, that the nature

of the soil and the chemical processes in the

atmospliere favourable to the evolution of one

species of entophytical fungus, is so to most

others.

4. I have further observed that particulai

spots, in which the entophytical fungi are com
mon on their proper plants, are CKtremely reg

ular in reproducing them every year ; while

the same plant is often entirely free from the

mon garden rose in Europe, is never found uponjj

it here, but very often occur

iflora. The same may be said of the Aeci-

dium cancellatum very common on cultivated

'

.,,,,,,.
pear trees in Europe and here never found cx-iK'-eat labour through hard limestone, or granite,

cept on the Pyrus coronaria or augustlfulia &c.I«"d generally this tedious operation is reward-
- " ed by a copious supply ot salt water which

rises to the surface ; this phenomenon has not

yet been accounted for, nor will speculative

inquiry satisfy the inquisitive, it is reserved for

Scientific investigation or foituitous develope-

ment. When upon trial, the brine is supposed
to be of sufficient strength to risk the erection

of works necessary for the production of salt,

a furnace is built upon which are placed from
30 to 60 kettles of cast iron measuring each
from 40 to 60 gallons, into which the brine is

introduced by pipes ; intense heat is applied

hich causes almost immediately, violent coc-

an, the process is of short duration, the salt

together with the earthy superfluities subside in

he vessel, after the w.atery particles have eva-

porated which is removed to a place of deposit

\T\A the process is continued. By this very

simple method the salt in the west is generally

prepared.

The objections to this manner are the in-

ense heat, producing violent coction and pre-

venting the work of crystallization, and the

size of the vessels being insufficient to admit of

a separation of the impure or earthy parts, which
should be skimmed from the surface, or taken

up after they subside.

This process may be much improved, a dif-

ferent method may enable our manufacturers to
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make a salt equally good in every particular

as the foreign or imported, and they having the

means within themselves, it is at least worth

the experiment which if successful, will b

step towards independence, and an incalculable

benefit to that section of our country.
^

The improved pi-ocess adopted in Great Hri

tain, is decidedly different from the above.

—

Large pans of from 40 to 60 feet in length, 30

to 40 feet in breadtli, and 18 inclics in depth are

generally used, the application of heat is raised

according to the sort or quality of salt intended

to be made. The fine or common salt is cvapo

rated at a heat of 226° Farcnhcit. Tlie coarse

or fishery salt, such as is reciuisite for preserving

provisions, a gentle heat is applied not exceed-

ing 112 Farcn'hcit. In all cases, the impurities

which appear on the surface or subside previous

to crystallization, are removed.

The whole difference in the varieties of salt

artificially prepared, arises in the application of

heat ; the fine salt is made by application of in

tense heat, the coarse by gentle warmth not ex

ceeding the solar beams, that produced by the

latter means approaches nearest to sea sal', such

as is made at Turk's Island, and Cape de Verds

&c. which is formed into large crystals by the

rays of the sun acting on a still, shallow surface

of sea water. This salt is preferred in preser-

ving provisions, and the nearest imitation of the

process of nature in preparing an artificial salt,

experience has taught is the best ; and a salt at

least equal if not superior, may be made from

brine sftringn by sim/ily keefiing that in vieiu.

To the manufacturer of this article, this sum
mary notice of the processes will be sufficient

without presuming on my information on thi

subject, I will endeavour to point out the means

which I deem may be an improvement on the

method now in use in the west.

Much benefit might be derived from taking

advantiige of our siHEimer heat, by exposing
'

large cisterns or vats tlie brine (earn the springs,

which would concentrate by spontaneous eva

poiation previous to its being admitted into the

boiler—a few days operation of the sun's ray^

upon a shallow surface of salt water, would pr

pare it for the boiler, the greater part of the im-

purities would subside or could be removed froiii

the surface ; and the brine would be partly quali

ficd for the process. The boilers siiould be of

large size, and of such convenient breadth, that

during the process of coction all impurities

could be easily removed.— I'he furnaces should

be so made, that heat could be applied at plea-

sure.—Such an arrangement would enable the

manufacturer to prepare any description of salt

from the common white salt used for domestic

purposes, which requires great heat in its prepa-

ration, together with all the intermediate varie-

ties between that and the coarse fishery salt,

wnich can only be made by a gentle heat and

slow process. B
Baltimore, October Wth, 1820.

age, from the supreme court down to the low imore brii-f and clicafi, but far more likely to

est tribunal of human justice, calls aloud for promote justice in the end, than that which is

economy. I have long since viewed with regret,

he tedious, tiresome and expensive mode of set-

tling and adjusting land disputes in tliis state.

Two neighbours for instance, differ in the lines,

boundaries and titles of their lands, and each

perhaps, under the delusive influence o^ self in-

t, honestly atid justly conceive his claim tc

be the best ; at length, an ejectment is brought,

lawyers must be employed and feed ; a survey

must be employed to lay down the claims and

pretentions of the parties; each lawyer

such and such locations to be made, to illustrate

lis client's cl.iim, (or rather to perplex that of

his adversary) finally the trial term arrives, anx

iety is on tiptoe. The court beats to arms, the

parties all assemble, a plat is produced, as large

complicated, and as confused with lines and

letters, as the map of Maryland ; a jury is called

to try the issue ; three fourths of whom are as

ignorant of location, as our cake-women are of

astronomy. The counsel themselves on both

sides, try to a/i/ieur alarmed for their clients,

and each proclaim his case much more doubt-

ful, desperate and dangerous than he at first con-

ceived it—Tlie old fees have now become rusty:

and require a little brightening up, in order to

nvigorate the oratorial /loiuern, and ensure the

property to both Jiarties, (although but one can

enjoy it ;) finally the case is decided in the

county court, from thence it is removed to the

court of appeals, and perhaps from thence into

chancery, where, after resting 5, 10, or 15 years

accumulating costs and expenses, it is at last

decided ; and probably from the hard straining

of witnesses, or the su/teriority of cmnsel, thi

pursued. However, sir, I have no doubt,

hat many gentlemen of the bar may call me a

busy body at last, if not sometliing worse, for

these suggestions, and rather adhere still to the

rave digger's motto, iet some die that others

may live, tnan suffer such a law to infringe upon,

pocket privileges ; be it so, nevertheless I

do sincerely hope, that should a kind Providence

bless the ensuing legislature with such a rarity

as an u/trighc, conscienscious and sym/talhetic

lawyer, that he may draft and procure such a

law upon the subject, as may immortalize his

name in the annals of justice and mercy, and pre-

vent, in future, the distress of many a poor and

helpless WIDOW & ORPHAN.

COXSTITUTION OF THE

Roauolte AgYicuVtural^ocict^.

man who is justly entitled to the land, loses it, riculture, husbandry and rural economy—
nd he who gains it, pays five times as much for

it as it is worth ; su 'h is the final result of the

contest, and the parties return home side by

^ide ; the one a beggar on the road, and the

other both unable and unwilling to help him
LUid tar better would it he for the parties in

every such case, to draw lots for the property

in dispute, rather than contend for it in the pre

sent way, and be legally robbed of all, while eign market and domestic i

only contending for a part,—Xow, sir, as econo- method of improving our 1

Ac a meeting of Gentleman at Clarksville on the

first day of Atiril 1820, to form an Agricultu-

ral Society, a committee being a/i/iointed to

draft a Constitution and Rules for the go-

vernment of the same, to be refiortcd at their

next meeting, the said committee make the fol-

lowing REPORT:

Art. 1. The Society shall be called the Roan-
oke Agricultural Society.

Art. 2. The object of the Society shall be

to promote the interest and improvement of ag-

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MOKNING CHRONICLE

Sir.—The season has at length arrived when
every class of society, from the castle to the col

my appears to be the order of the d

recommend that in lieu of all this tedious, tire

some, and expensive compound o^ comedy, farce,
and legal tragedy, that land courts be establish

ed l)y the le;^isliture, composed of 5 honest, ju

dicious, upright men, who understand the loca

tion of lands, any three of whom (in case of re/a

tionshifi or sup/iosed fiartialily in the other two)

should form a court, and receive a moderate
compensation for their services, and where any

dispute should arise on me lines, boundaries or

titles of any parties in the county where the

land lies, let these courts repair to the premises,

attend the surveyor, and delii)erately view the

connexion, trie affinity, or dependancy that such

tracts bear towards each other, and determine

the dispute accordingly, leaving their decision,

however, subject to such a brirf and cheap ap

peal, as legislative wisdom may devise. .'Vftei

serving as a juror, in several ejectment cases

ind as a commissioner frequently in the estab-

lishment of lines, boundaries. Sec. of lands, I <!.

not hesitate in saying, that in my liu.nble opin-

ion, tlie mode here proposed, would not only

St. By supporting its rights in opposition to

the interested clatnours of the manufacturers,

who unjustly claim the exclusive protection of

the government, to the manifest injury of the

great body of American people.

2d. By inquiries into the best and cheapest

systems of cultivation and management of the

staple products of our soil and climate, for for-

and the best

improving our lands with artificial

I wouldjgrasses, and the kinds best adapted to our cli-

mate and various soils.

By inquiries into the best and cheapest

practicable mode of supplying and maintaining

the necessary teams for the farm, plantation or

oad : and the best constructed ploughs, har-

rows, wagons, carts and implements of husband-

ry generally.

4ih. By inquiries into the best and cheapest

mode of feeding, clothing and lodging labour-

; and of constructing all necessary buildings,

for the farm or plantation : such as barns, sta-

bles, sbelters for stock and enclosures.

5th. By inquiries into the best method of in-

creasing the quantity and improving the quality

of manures and their application, particularly

that of plaster.

6th. By inquiries into the best system of

rearing and preserving fruit trees, and the pos-

sibility of preserving the fruit from frost, blight

Art. 3. There shall be chosen from among
he members an-iually, by ballot, at the April

meeting, a President, Vice-President, Secreta-
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ly and treasurer : who shall contiDiie in office

one year, ProTided, thai in case of deaths, resit;

nation, or from any other cause, a vacancy

should occur in either of the offices, before the

expiration of the term of such election, tlie same
may be supplied by a new election at the sue

ceeding stated meeting, to serve for the remain

der of the term.

The president shall govern the proceedings

as usual in deliberative bodies ; and at the re-

quest of five members, shall call special meet-

ings.

The vice president in the absence of the pre-

sident shall act as President, and may, when not

presiding, serve on committees.
The secretary shall record the proceedings of

the society, and sign them with the president

and vice president. He shall have in charge all

books, pamphlets, and papers of the society, and

perform all other duties usually required of a

secretary— Provided, that if there should accu
mulate upon the secretary more business than

he can conveniently perform, he may be at liber-

ty to call on one or two members for assistance.

who shall be bound to afford it.

The treasurer shall keep the accounts of the

society, and at each stated meeting, exhibit the

state of the funds to a committee appointed to

examine the same. He shall receive and collect

from the members, their quarterly subscriptions

and make an annual report to the society at the

April meeting of all delinquents—Provided, that

no part of the funds shall be applied without the

authority of the president, or in case of his ab
sence the vice president, sanctioned by a vote of

the society.

Jrt. 4. There shall be annually appointed at

the meeting in July, a corresponding committee,

to consist of five members chosen by ballot.

.•irt. 5. There shall be four stated regular

meetings to be held in Clarksville, on the first

Thursday in April, on the first Thursday in July

on the first Thursday in October, and on the

first Thursday in January.

j^rt. 6. New members shall be chosen by bal

lot at one of ihe staled meetings, and it shall re

quire two thirds of the number of votes given in

to admit them.
^Tt. 7. Each member now belonging to the

society, or who may hereafter be admitted to

membership (except honorary members) shall

annually pay into the hands of the treasurer, the

sum of four dollars ; one fourth thereof at each
regular stated meeting, for the purpose of de-

Iraying all necessary expenses of the society,

such as premiums, prizes, books, pamphlets, pe-

riodical or other journals on Agriculture, im-
proved implements of husbandry and stationary.

•/irt. 8. There shall be annually appointed by
ballot at the regular m.eeting in April a commit-
tee of revision, to consist of five members, who
shall report whether any, and if any, what altera

tion ought to be made in the laws of the society,

but no alteration shall take place, unless two
thirds of the members present shall concur
therein.

^rt. 9. A quorum for business shall consist of

at lea^t seven members, who shall in the absence

of the president and vice president proceed to

clioose a president pro-tempore. But no appli

cation of the funds ot the society shall be made,
unless one third of the whole number of mein

ided, that in tlhers be prest nt. Pi

bad weather or from any other cause there shtdl

be a failure in the members to attend any meet-
ing the meeting shall be considered adjourned to

to that day week.
^rt. 10. Any member may withdraw from the per phir, but to those who have not domestic fa-

society, by sending in a letter of resignation and cilities of this sort, surely a dollar per pair, is

cut ol dry, and warm the feet;, the wooden soaled shoe
is impervious to wet, and will keep the feet dry,

warm and comfortable, in the severest weather.

\yhcn tliose shoesarc made at home, I should
say the cost would be about the third of a dollar

paying all aireais due the society. And any

member who fails to pay his annual contribution

for two years successively, shall be considered as

thdravving himself from this society.

A Copy—Test,

CHAS. L. WINGFIELD,
Secretary, R. .d. S.

To the Editor of the American Farmer.

ARLINGTON SHOES.
Mn. Editoii— I enclose you an extract from

the letter of Entwistle, Clog maker from Europe,
and now diligently employed in his calling, King
street, Alexandria.

riie clogs will last two winters, by oiling

" or greasing the upper leather, and putting fresh

Is on, for there is not half the strain on the

" upper leather as on a leathern soaled shoe. 1

myself have put the sixteenth pair of soals to

one pair of upper leathers. The man was a

muslin weaver, wore nothing else winter and
" summer, the upper leathers he wore eight

years."

So much for my friend Entwisle, who calcu-

lates to furnish these shoes at one dollar per pair,

and to mend with thread and nails (until the soals

are worn out) gratis

And now Mr. Editor I hear you exclaim with

he Dominie, Prodigious ! Prodigious ! 1 I see

the sons of St. Crispin arise, brandish their awls.

and cry, What the devil has gotten into this fel-

low with his Arlington economics, and his wood
en soals. Soals, sir, he has no noul at all. I per

e too, a stir on the shop board. The Knights

of the needle, become alarmed, and say, wha
next. We shall soon hear of durable breeches,

like those of Hudibras, " that had been at the

siege of Bullen." We shall have hickory waist-

coats and white oak pantaloons; a good straight

waistcoat to the fellow and his economics. Gen-
tle Crafts, forbear! Think not of harm, where
no harm is intended. There will always be

enough of the vain, the wealthy and the gay, the

votaries of pleasure, fashion, and folly, to keep
your awls and needles from rusting. We cater

not for the rich, but minister to the poor. The
clatter we make with our Clogs will not be heard

in the Pavilions of the Great, nor participate in

the sports of the Toe, among the disciples of

Vestris. We have no Dandies in agriculture.

—

But in " the moss, and on the moor," in the la-

bours of industry, and the toils of the slave, this

itorious innovation will give comfort to thou-

sands, and establish its claim to public patronage,

on the basis of public utility.

None other than wooden soaled shoes, can
henceforth be used by the labourers on my es-

tates. I am well assured of their benefits in every

possible way. We Southerns know that most of

the ills to which our slaves are subject, proceed

om damps; hence the number of crippled and

debilitated negroes to be met with in the south.

The leathern soaled shoes, which are given to

negroes, are very generally made of indifferent

materials, and wile wet are thrust into the fire to

most reasonable for shoes, warranted to last the

winter. I will do myself the pleasure of sending
you an Arlington Shoe, firolierly ironed, which
I flatter myself will meet your approbation, and
that of our agricultural friends generally. As
an old servant in the cause, permit me to con-
gratulate you on the extensive benefits which
your agricultural work is every day producing
in our country, and to hope that inceased pa-

tronage, may speed vou on vour way.

GEORCiE W. P CUSTIS.
Arlington Houne, '24th Oct. 1820.

To the Editor ofthe .imerican Farmer.

Mn. Skinner,
Sir.— I am the person that first introduced the

Wooden soaled Shoes in this country. Major
Lewis, of Mount Vernon, has bought them from
me this three years, near seventy pair each year,

and he finds that his negroes will not wear leath-

er shoes now. These Clogs are so warm in win-

ter, and one pair for each negro per year which
cost him SI 25 per pair. I now offer, them at

ONE DOLLAR PER PAIR, men's sizc, made of good
leather, and if the wearer ofClogs will take care

to oil the ujifier leather once a week, they will

wear out two pair of soals ; I soal them at half

the price of new ones. At this rate it only takes

one dollar and fifty cents for two i/fars,forone man,
For the truth of this statement, reference may
be had to Major Lewis, and George Mason, Esq.

and to G. W. P. Custis' letter of February ist.

n the Farmer, of a saving of 80 per cent, exclu-

sive of the advantage of health. Orders address-

ed to Isaac Entwistle, Jun. King street, Alexan-

dria, will be attended to.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ALBEJLIRLE.
October 10th, 1820.

Officers and Committees elected to serve fur ihe next vear.

James Madison, President.

Thomas M. Randolph, Ut Vice President.

Jolni H. Cocke, 2d do.

Nimrod Bramham, Treasurer.
Peter Minor, Secretary.

Frank Carr, Assistant Secretary.

Committee of Correspondence.

Thonias M. Randolph, I J.imes Barbour,

Thomas G. Watkins, ( \Vm. D. Meriwether,

and Peter Minor.

Committee of Accounts.

Uabney Minor, Thomas E. Randolph, and
John Winn.

orary Members elected at last and present meetings.

Hugh Holmes, Esq. Winchester.

John S. Skinner, Esq. Baltimore.

Don Joseph Correa de Serra, .Minisier near the'}

U. S.from Portugal and Brazil. S
George W. Erving, Esq, late .Minister at Madrid.
Thomas Moore, Esq. Principal Engineer to the')

Board of Public Works, of Virginia. 5
Extract from the Minutes.

P. MINOR, Sec'ry.
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BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1820.

{ly= Of the twelve sheep of the pure Bakewel
bretd, fimr remain with the editor of this paper, fur

sale, and will be dciivrrtd here to tht agei\t of any

person wishing to purchase for §25 Ciich, f.^r dispo

sition to fat and the quantity of it, no sheep in tht

world equals them, and they are decidedly more
hardy than the common sheep.

iXy We are under particular obligations to the

friend, whoever he may be, who sent us the Ken-

tucky Cattle pamplilet, and shouUl like to know to

whom we are indebted for ih cument» so intt resting.

They shall be recorded in the American Farmer, in

the cour.se of two or three v^icks. We take this op
portunity of expressing our regret, that this journal

has not received from the citizens of that patriotic

and enterprising state, encouragement in any
sure, equal to that which has been bestowed
in Virginia and the Carolinas.

We are led, by vanity perhajjs, to attribute this to

the " deranged state of the currency," rather thar

to any want of satisfaction on the part of those Far-

mers of Kentucky, v/ho/mve honoured us with their

patronage.

CEj" The New York Agricultural Society meets on

Tuesday and Wednesday next. A letter to the edi-

tor, dated 24th ult. statts that " from present ap.

pearances about three hundred animals being enter-

ed, and our premiums amounting to §1*00, it will be
the greatest display that has ever taken place in

the Onited States" ; what a noble scene! where the

best passions arc excited fr.r the best of purposes.

03" Late arrivals bring us Argicultwral journal

down to the 2d October, they contain many valuable

articles, which shall be given in their turn.

Present Prices of Countnj I'nduce in thin Market.
Actual sales of Wheat—White, 85 to 90 cts.—Red.

75 to 80 cts.—CoRx, 36 cts.—Uye, 40 to 41 cts.—O.its.

;)0 cts—H.vr, per ton gir to SIS-Sthaw do. S" to §8,
F1.0UI1, from the wagons, g4 25

—

Whibket f; om do.

36 cts—VoRK, prime pieces per cwt. §14 to §14 50—
Beef, do. gH t" SIJ 50—Butter, per lb. 31 cts

—

Er.r.s, per dozen, 20 cts

—

Veat., per lb, 6 to 8 cts.—

I.AMB, per quarter, 37A to 50 els

—

IJeef, per lb. prime

pieces, 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams, 12 to 14 cts—MmnLisr.s,
10 cts

—

Chickens, per doz. §2 50

—

Potatoes, .')7i (0

50 cts— Live Cattle, §5 50 to g^—London Whiti.

Leap, g* 25—American do. §3 75—Boiled Oil, §1

37i—Feathers, 50 to 62J cts.—Taii, §2 25—Terpen
Ti>E, soft, §2 25—SpiriiTS, do. 35 cts—Pitch, §2 25—
Lard, 11 to 12 cts.—Shinoles best Deep Creek, §8 50,

J)(.. Small, §4 75 to §5,—Flooring Flask, 5-4, §26,
Cotton, Upland, 16 cents—first quality do. will bring

18 cts—Maryland Tobacco, 13 lilids. first qiiidity, fron

Patuxent, sold the present week for §9—9 do. do. se

cond ^^17—11 do. first do. §6 50—16 do. do. seconds,

§4 50-No sales of A'irginia Tobscco.

EDWARD J. COALE
BOO K.IELL ER, li ALT 1 MORE

HAS FOR SALE,

T\\c AgvVcwltuTaV Mmanaclc,
FOll THE YEAU 1821.

Patronized by the Philadclplua Society for
promoting Agrkulture.

Besides all the necessary calculations and tables

in the cnm:non Almanack, it contains a number of

useful artic- s relating to Aprirnlture, and valuable
recipes for domestic uses, h is printed on fine pa.

per, and c'rnamented with fourteen neat wood cuts,

and interleaved with fine blank writing paper, for

memoranda. All for twelve and a half cents.

FOR SALE,

;BAf 2M. CaYfe^ & Son.

PHILADELPHIA.

3nil may be had of the Booksellers in Baltimore, Fretle

richsbiirffh, Jftchmonil, Petersbnrgh, JVorfolk, Charles-

ton, Siwannah, Augusta, and Columbia,

(price three dollars AND a qpABTER.)
" A view of the cultivation of Fruit I rees, a

the management of Orchards and Cider ; with accu
rate descriptions of the most estimable varieties of

native and foreign Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums
and Cherries, cultivated in the middle st.tes o

.America ; Illustrated by cuts of two hundred kind;

of fruits of the natural size ; intended to exjilai!

some of the errors which exist relative to the orit.ii

popular names, and character of many of cur iraa^

to identify them by accurate descriptions of theii

properties, and correct delineations of the lull si2

and natural formation of each variety ; and to exh
bit a system of practice adapted to our ciimaic, i

the successive stages of a Nursery, Orchard, an
Cider establishment. By Wm. Coxe, Esq. of Bui

lington. New Jersey.

.<? valuable and interesting Work—-very c/ieafi.

Tlie AnaVectic •Slagaziut.

Conducted by Washisgto}! iRrisc and others

IS 14 VOLUMES octavo.

WITH EIGHTY SIX ENGRAVINGS.

At ^U—original firice ^¥2.

The subscriber has reduced the price of the com
plete sets of \.\\e Analectic Magazine from §3 to §1
per volume. The series is comprised in fourteen

volumes and has been edited at different periods by

the following gentlemen: Washington Irving
GuLiAN C. Vefplank, J. K. Paulding, and Ko-
ert Walsh, Esqrs. and the origiiidi matter con-

tained in it, from their pens, would alone torni seve

ral volumes. In addition to this, the work cnmpris
es articles fr;ni si-veral other of the best writers in

America, inclucling a number of scicnubc paper

from Judge Coo/icr, bisiclrs selections from the most
approved and popular foreign Journals. It i» embel
lished with 86 Engravings, including upwards ol

40 Portraits, among which are the following, viz.

Chief Justices iVIarshall, Ellsworth, and Parsons

:

Dr. Franklin, James A. Bayard, Fisher Anics, Joel

Harlow, Benjamin West. Patrick Henrv, A J. Dal
las, Kev. Dr. Dwight, Robert Fulton, Drs. Rush,

Wistar, Dorsey, Ramsay, and Jenner, Commodores
Decature, Bainbridge, Perry, Chauncev, Hull, Law
rence, Jones, Porter, Biddle, Warrington, Stewart
M'Donough, Blakely.Shubrick, and Gamble, {ofllu

United htutes JVavy) Generals Pike, Scott, and
Brown, Thomas Campbell Walter Scott, Lord Byron,

Madame de Stan. Napoleon, &c, &c.
Views of Ricliinoml, Boston, Fort M'Henrv, Ticon-

deroga Forts, P..saic Falls, JVliss Edgewonh's Resi-

lence, New-,ic.i AObey, (seat of Lord Byron,) Ed-
nburgh, Naples, &c.
Plans of the battle of Bunker's Hill, and of Bur-

goyne's Dete.u, with other interesting engravings,
and a vignetto title page to each volume.

The fourteen 8vo. volumes, containing upwards of

500 pages each, liandsoinely printed, arc oijeied at

the low price of §1 per volume in boards, §1 50 well

bound.
M. THO.MAS.

(108 Chesnut Street, Philadelphia—Agent.)

.17" There are no /lerftct sets to be bad, except
as above, and the price will be raised as the numbei
of those decreases.

IN A FEW WEEKS WILL BE PUBLISHED
By Abraham Small.JVo. 165, Chesnut Street, Philadelphia.

a new and improved edition of

J'VUlich's Domestic Mncijclojuedia,

IN THREE TOLU.MES OCTAVO :

Corrected, amended, and rendered more valuable by many
additions, partiailarly in tlie articles relating to "Domes-
tic Medicine, the Veterinary ami Culinary Arts.

BY THOMAh COOPER, Esq.
PHOFESSOn OF tUEJlISTRy.

Si'me years ago Dr. WILLICll of London publish-
rd a work under the title of DOMESTIC ENCYCLO-
I'.tDlA ; a work, not intended to prtsem a full ac-
count and prisent state of all Arts and Sciences,
(ieography, Biography, and History, but a brief view
of th( se articles of knowledge which a Alaster and
Alistress 0/ a Family would wish to be informed about
a F.\1{L0UR DICTIONARY, not of words but of things
—a book ot FAMILY HEFEKENCE, in a moderate
compass.
The public felt the want of such a book; and •

sola wiih great rapidity. In this country JJr. JL
was eiigayed to edit a revised and improved Amen
can edition ot it He did so ; iind added greatly 10
the value of the work. A very iar^e edition was
sold, and the public now call for another.

Tlie American edition by JJr. Mease was in five
volumes octavo ; objections have been made to the
size and to the price of the work. A new edition
IS now offered, in which these objections have been
attended to. Ii will be comprised in three volumes

li is requisite to give some account of the Improve.
,-;ie«f.v proposed in the present edition; for it ought
to keep pace wuh the knowledge of the day.—Ihe
Publisher has applied to Professor Cooper to superin-
tend it, who has undertaken to do so.

Many ot the articles of /)r. Itillich's work were
useless; many wtre unnecessarily long; many con-
tained erroneous views and opinions, which the pre-
sent state of science requires to be corrected ; many
articles of great u!>e, and appiopriate to such a work,
require to be amieil. 'I'he articles of JMnexiic Me-
dicine, in prti'titular, require alterations and addi-
tions ; the Culinary, the Veteiinary part of the work
s too brief in the former plan. Much that a fami-
y would desire to know is omitted, and much is con-
tained in the work that tends to increase its bulk and
its price, without adding to its utility. To all these
points the present Editor, Mr. Cooper, will carefully
attend ; and he promises, without new modelling
the work, or encroaching unntcessarily on JJr. I] u-
licl's part of it, to make such additions and correc-
tions, as will render it a truly useful family booh, and

tormable to its original title and intention, a UO-
iUKSriC ENCYCLOFiEDIA.

CONDITIONS.

1.—It shall be printed in three large handsome
Octavo Volumes, on a superfine paper.

IL—It shall be illustrated with many Plates and
Cutts, apDlicable to, and explaining the subjects treat-,
ed of.

III.—It shall be delivered to the Subscribers at

53 50 in boards, per volume, or in complete sets at
§10' 50 per copy. The price will be advanced to
non Subscribers.

'plirins yvill be received by the Booksellers and by
the Editor of this paper.

BALTIMORE,

rt'BLISHBD BVBRT FRIUAT.

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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bent, prevents the food from flowing to the ear ; the

grains receiving then no more aliment, ripen without

being first filled with Hour, and remain rugged
wrinklfd and slirivelled.

2. If, whilst the corn is green, great heats come
on, the straw is dried and the grains ripen without

being sufficiently filled witlv flour ; sometimes the

flower is totally wanting ; in either case they

parchi d.

3 i'lie backward Wheat, and such as has had too

inucli moisture, is most sul)ject to this accident

4. M TuU says, that in cold countries there are

certain insects which, by piercing the stalks, inter

cept L'le course of the sap, and occasion this dis

temp. ,- : but as I have had no opportunity of seeing

these insects. I shall not dwell on this matter
It is then cert.-iin, without attempting to exclude

other, causes, that Wheat laid before the kernels are

ripe, yields such as are shrivelled ; and that

pushed ou to too hasty a maturity by sudden and

great heat, is subject to the same defect as well as

to being parched.

Art. \\.—0J glazed Corn, (Bles glaces )

In describirip, the distempers to which Wheat
subject, we tliuik it incumbent on us to mention
defect not ver\ considerable, it is true, but which
lessens the valu of corn affected by it ; particularly

in yeirs of plenty, when buyers are nice.

The knowing dealers require that Wheat should be

heavy, and have a smooth surface ; that is, that it

should not be parchfd ; moreover, its colour must be

a bright clear yellow. If it is of a dead white they

think it has been damp, and reject it accordingly

if the corn is of a deep yellow, and in part trans

parent, it is said to be glazed, and they make a dif

ficulty of taking it ; this happens to corn that was
ripened by great lieats, but at a time when flour

was nearly formed.
Tills glazed corn, however, sprouts well, yieldi

plenty of flour, and makes good bread ; but I am apt
to think this flour does not soak up so great a quan-

tity : f water when it is made into dough, as the best

meal does: this is the only defect I know in glazed
corn ; neither am I certan this is a fact. I only
mennon it in this place, that the Farmer may not be
ignor.int of an accident, which the dealers are very
apt to exaggerate, that they may get such com the
cheaper.

Art V.—Of abortive or rickety Corn, (Bl^;

avortes.)

This distemper came first to my knowledge by
means of M. Tillet's papers: it is very rare in oi

grounds ; but 1 have snice had an opportunity of sei

ing it at M. Trudaine's at Mnntigny ; M. Tillet n
presents it as veiy fatal. It shows itself long before
Harvest, when the stalk is but eighteen inches high ;

the mark that characterizes it, is a deformity of the
stalk; the leaves, the ear, and even the grain
The stem of rickety corn is generally shorter than

that of other i)lants of the same age ; it is crooked,
knotted, in a word, rickety, in the true sense of the
word ; the leaves are commonly of a bluish green co-
lour, curled up in various ways ; sometimes turned
like w.;fer-cakes, and often rolled in a spiral form
The ears have very little of their nritural form ; they
are lean, withered, and show very imperfect rudi
ments. either of the chaff or grain.

All these symptoms together are only to be found
in plants that are in the height of the distemper.—
The stalks are often pretty straight, the leaves but
little curled,- and the chaff tolerably well formed

;

but, instead of enclosing a small embryo, white an'l

velvetty at the summit, it contains only a green ker-
nel, terminating in a point, not unlike a young pea
about to be formed in its potl.

These a'^orti^e kernels have often two or three
points ver\ visible ; they are then tnshioned as if two
or three small kenuls were joined together at the
base. W'lv n these kernels are ripe, or rather when
they are d'-ied u|), tluv grow black, and so much
like the seeds of Cockle,' that the Husbandmen who

iinow nothing of this distemper, often confound the
.-ibortive Wheat with the seeds of that weed.

I'he following are the principal observations M
Tillet made on this distemper.

1. The abortive ears are generally, produced by
rickety stalks of a white colour, with curled leaves

2. The rickety symptoms appear in the stalks by
the tiiTie they are three or four inches high.

3. Whilst the rickety stalks are yet low, they an
tender and of a yellowish colour ; the leaves are ot

ihe sime colour, a little curled, and as it wer
withered, yet rickety plants often appear stronger
than the others.

4. As thi.- rickety stalks grow they become green
and afterwards assume the bluish col.mr which ch
racterizes them : their leaves remain curled, b
come bluish, and have not the substance of such as
are healthy.

5. The rickets is not a distemper peculiar to poor
soils. M. Tillet has seen it in rich .and in the midst
of the finest tufts of wheat, and he has sometimes
fruitlessly searched for it in poor lands whtre the
corn was weakly.

6. The roots seemed to partake a little of
s ime distemper ; they were not entirely coverei
with their spongy coat, and in some places the in-

ternal woody substance was apparent.
7. Rickety plants seldr.m prmiuce ears either en-

tirely good or absolutely abortive ; a good ear is

sometimes produced by a straight stalk with the
leaves a little curled.

8 Abortive k- rnels are like young peas, and have
visibly two or three points.

9 Abortive grain, which commonly grows on
rickety stalks, with curled leaves, is some
termixedon the same plant with burnt grain, which
i^rows on straight stalks, with the leaves not
curled.

10. Rickety stalks sometimes bear ears which
contain some healthy and some abortive grains

11. Abortive grains scarcely adhere at all to the
chaff, and are easily shed when their covering i

opened.
12. An abortive grain has seldom the three stam

na; there are sometimes but two, and oftener only
one, or none at all.

13. The grain is sometimes rendered quite

dve before the ear is unsheathed.
14 When the ears of abortive plants have been

some time exposed to the air, the chaff begins tc

grow white, and the kernels become black and dry
15. Some stalks of wheat, though of the rickety

kind, are straight and tall, and have the leaves of

the third and fourth joint only curled : in this case
the ear contains, 1. Abortive kernels of one, t

three parts, 2. Abortive grains enclosed in the same
chaff, with white grains furnisiv-d with two or tliree

yellow stamina, 3 White grains lurnished with th

ery green stamina, these seem as if they would pro.

duce healthy grain.

Thus is this distemper well characterised by ob-

servations. I relate them as they are to be found in

the dissertation which gained the prize of the Aca-
demy of Bordeaux, that a distemper may be made
public, which as the author says, is in a manner un-
known to almost every husbandman. As I have not
had so good an opportunity of observing this distem-
per as M. Tillet has, I shall omit saying any thing
of its causes, or of the precautions that may be taken

guard against it. I shall content my.sclf with say-

ing that M. Tillet suspects this distemper to be o'c

casioned by insects ; he says that on the sickly plants
here he found insects, he perceived small drops of

a very limpid liquor, which he judged to be extra-
vasated sap.

Art. \l.—Of JIurren Corn, (B!<;s steriles.)

The last distemper I have to mention, is that
which Mr. Aimen gives the name of Sterility.-

There are found, he says, in the province he lives in

ears of wheat and rye that are long, lean and white,
in some the stamina are dry, transparent and horn-
ed ; the female organs are small, whiter, and less

velvetty than in healthy ears ; in others the filaments

are swelled, the apices void of dust or farina, an''
the stigmata badly unfolded. The stigmata of all
the blossoms of an ear are sometimes dried and
parched, at other times the apices are swelled.M Aimen thinks with Theophrastus, that these
iccidents happen to plants that grow with most vi-
gour Tht n says he, the sap which is powerfully
conveyed into the leaves of the plant or other parts,
prevents the organs of f uctification from unfolding
themselves.

He also imagines that frost may cause this acci-
dent, by particularly affecting the female organs;
and he thinks that a hot gleam of sunshine coming
ftcr a hard shower, may have the same effect. If

this is the cas( , the distemper in que.stion may be
ranked with the parched and shrivelled corn, or
perhaps with the empty -eared corn ; finally the
same Naturalist (ibserves, that insects are sometimes,
yet very rarely, the cause of this distemper.

Art Vil —Of Laid Corn, (BUs verses.)

The first plants of corr , which having been well
tilled and manured, have run up to a great height,
re not always those that yield the greatest quantity
f grain, or the best conditioned. Corn grows per-

pendicularly in height, unless accidentally put out of
this natural order ; the most common accidents are

id and rain The straw is pliant, and bends, and
yields to the wind, but by means of its elasticity, re-

gains its former perpendicular position as soon as
the wind ceases to blow: but when rain is added
to the wind, the wet makes the ears heavy, and the
straw being weak near the earth breaks. It cannot
then immediately rise, and, if there is grass on the
ground, it soon over-tops the corn, and prevents its

ever rising ; for it sometimes happens that the foot
of the straw not being broke, if the wind and rain
cease, such stalks as were only benr, rise again, and
scarcely any damage ensues. But this is not the
case when the straw is broke, and the gra.s3 over-
tops the corn. If this accident happens soon after
the bloom, the grain, which is no longer nourished,
remains very small, and consists almost of bran alone,
the loss then becomes considerable ; for, besides the
crop of corn being diminished, the straw rots, and
becomes unfit for foddering cattle.

Ifcom is laid when it is near ripe, it only becomes
sh rivelled ; however if the harvest proves warm and
Iry. it turns to pretty good account, but if it proves
wet the corn is very apt to sprout.

If the weather is very windy when the corn is

ipe, it shales, and the stalks being interwoven, a
'^ great deal is lost on the land, let the reapers be
ever so careful.

The corn that is only bent sometimes rises again
as I have already said ; but if it even does not, it

continues to grow, the ears enlarge and are filled in

their whole length with grain, which sometimes are
not even shrivelled. What is most to be apprehend-
ed in laid corn is, the birds lighting on it, devouring
the grain, and laying it flat on the ground. These
accidents excepted, one may see corn bent without

ess ; in some cases it is even of use. When
corn is bent the point or the ear is next the ground,
nd the chaff forming a kind of covering to it, the

water runs off without stopping in the interstices of
the grain, as it does when the ears are upright, and
thereby altering the quality of the grain and render-
ing it less fit for keeping But althoui^h by its being
bent the water does not penetrate the ears, still it is

certain that an upright position is better adapted to

their being dried by the wind ; and it is always to be
apprehended that hcnt or inclined corn maybe total-

ly laid by long continued rain, when at length it

prouts.

If it could be foreseen that th<> year would be
kindly, we should ct rtainly be cautious of over-dung-
ing good land, lest the corn should be laid, for in

kindly years, it is generally the finest corn ; whilst
that which lias been best tilled, and has had most
dung, is laid, and turns out least profitable to the
Farmer. Last year 1761, the low and seemingly in-

different corn yielded finer and better grain, than
what appeared tall and beautiful.
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But as it is impossible

happen, the Farmeis U
well as they can ; and v

too high they mow then

their growth, which an-

foresee what weatber '

and menil their lands

;n they perceive they grow

By this means they backen

!rs the Farmer's intention,

who would not have his corn laid.

It is well known that an insulated plant of Wheat,

though destitute of support, is- never laid. The rea-

son is, Ihat the fo.ot of llie stalk, being continually

posed to the action of the air and sun, becomes hard

firm, and elastic ; whereas the stalks of corn, gro

ing collectively in a field, continue tender near the

ground, and are easily broke.

After having treated of the preparations necessary

for obtaining a good crop, and the means of guarding

as much as possible against the accidents that may
endanger its success it is time to say something of

getting it in.

PROPOSALS

FOR ESTABLISHING

IJke those of J^e-M England, J^ew York, JVeiu Jersey,

Pennsrjlvania, and Delaimvc. On. the south side of

the Western Districts of JVorth Carolina, for the mu-

tual benefit of the settlers, and of the trade of Charles-

ton, Wilmington, (.V. C.) Fayetlevilk, Georgetmim.

{S. C.) Augusta, and Savannah ; and of the Plan-

ters on the Sea-coast of the tivo Carolinas, itiho raise

Sugar, Rice, Indigo, Cotton, and Tobacco, and make
'

lumber and A'aval Stores, and may not raise Grain o;

Cattle.

THE WESTERS DISTHICTS OF HORTH CAROLINA.

The lands in the western districts of this state, com
bine the advantages of being capable to produce and
mature the grains, grasses, animals, and fruits of the

middle, northern and eastern states, and some of those

productions, which the climates, from Pennsylvania ii>.

clusively to Vermont, Muine and Indiana, do not suit.

On the head streams of Santee river, for example, (being

Broad, Pacolet and Greene rivers, in North Carolina,)

and on the heads of the Catawba, in the same state, the

soil and climate will produce and mature wheat, rye,

barley, oats, spelts, millet, Indian corn, sheep, horned
cattle, horses, swine, poultry, turnips, potatoes, cab-

bages, pumpkins, apples, currants, cherries, flax, hemp,
woad and madder, like Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, &C. and the lands on those North Carolina riv

will also produce cotton, indigo, tobacco, upland rice,

the wine and raisin grape, the cork tree, the olive, the

canary seed, the prune, the fig, the date, the silk worm,
the fine wooWed sheep of Spain, the superior breeds of

horses of Spain and Arabia and the ass and mule of the
south of F.iirope. Iron is very abundant in all the
ties upon those waters, and there are many other strong
mineral symptoms and appearances. The various mines
of Mexico lie due west of North Carohna, and thougl:

no decepi ive promise ought to be held out, the chance;
are obvious in the hilly lands and western counties of

this state. Mines are constantly found among hills, and
even among mountain lands, in all Ci^untries.

The counties of the southern states, on the

.

are so obviously tempted to devote all their attention
to' cotton, rice, indij^o, ti:bacco, and sugars that they
may be considered, in that respect, like the sugar and
cotton islands, called the West Indias. They requin
iiear settlements, like the Pennsylvania farms', to sup
ply them with all kinds of choice and common flou

and meal, common and fat cattle, working and blood
horses, mules, swine, mutton, hams, bacon, tongues,
tripe, hung beef, butter, lard, and cheese, with man
manufactures of wood, metal, yarn, and leather, in peace
and especially in war.

It is an ascertained fact, that a barrel of 196 pounds
net, of the best Philadelphia superfine flour, with thr
cask, used to cost in A. D. 1772 to 1775, no more than
three dollars and one half to four dollars, in that port,

which was then the lowest in America for the best

flour. But for the last twelve months, it has been
two and one half times that price, viz. 9 to 10 dol
'ars. Flour of the same quality, even in the cheap

doubleest markets, on iliB Chesapeak has bee

old Philadelphia prices of 1772 to 1775. It is al;

certa.n that in consequence of the demand in Euro]

and the West Indies and other wants, the price of

superfine Hour in Philadelphia on the 1st day oi

December 1816, was 12 dollars and 50 cents pel

barrel, and Indian corn was 1 dollar 75 cents pel

bushel. The counties on the sea-coast, especially

around Charleston, will of course have to pay very

great prices for grain, bread, bacon, butter, &.c. &c,

The best flour was worth fifteen dollars at Charleston

11 November 1816.

Boats, made of wood costing little, can take as man)
barrels down the Broad river, or Catawba, as sev

wagons will carry. They have been built at the

pits, and saw mills, and drawn on wagon wheels to

boatable waters, and launched into them for i

When they arrive in Charleston, they are worth
lumber, more than they cost in the country.

The distilleries of the United States occasion such

a consumption of grain, that the prxes of grain, an

meal made of grain, are and will always be kept higl

By Coxe's statement, madeTjy order of Congreis, tli

spirits distilled in the United Slates in A. I). 1810,

iUions allons Malt liquors,i-ly 26
worth nearly one million of dollars, were also made iti

same year, entirely from grain. The consump
of grain, meat and grain liquors, by the manu

faciurers of the United St.ites, wh<i are computed to

make goods, (by the same ^t.ilement,) worth
200,000,000 dollars, is immense. Flour and m
come high to the country around Charleston and the

counties along the sea, for consumption and exporta

, unless farms, like the Northern farms, sl.all be

bhshed and multiplied on the rivers leading to

their coist, such as Broad river, Pacelot, d'
&c. And since men will and must use drink, i

as victuals, the supply of drink (beer, cider and
spirits) from our breweries, orchards and d-still

ery important to all the southern seaboard towns
and counties. The molasses and spirits of all tin

sugar colonies, in the West Indies .ind South Ameri
are far short of the United States' distillery which

was equid to 238,000 puncheons in 1810, besides the
malt liquors and cider.

The industry of North Carolina is very great. B)
e same return (Coxe's statement) it appears, that

Xorth Carolina had in 1810 as follows ;—Looms for

weaving, 40,973 : spinning wheels for wool, cotton
and flax, 128,484 : blacksmith's shops, 3,000 : cloths

of cotton, flax, wool and hemp, made in that year,

7,376,154 yards: 20 lulling mills: 79,-iOO dol-

lars value of hats made : 23 iron works ; leather
tanned to the value ol 396,000 dollars ; shoes and
boots made to the value of 22,000 dollars ; 9 fl

seed oil mills in the western districts (pjoving
capacity to produce flax, though cotton engages far berg, Lincol
more attention;) 5,426 stills, making l,3S6,b91 gal-

lons, value 758,005 dollars ; eight gun-powder
mills; salt vats: paper mills; rope walks; gun-

liths ; tobacco manufactories ; very numerous saw
ills; grist mills; and cotton ginning mids ; sad-

dlers; harness makers; wagon makers; cabinet nia-

;c. This statement of manufactories, though
far short of the truth, proves great internal indu>

The western districts have vast quantities ot

n one, with abundance of wood for furnaces, ami
for charcoal for forges, smith's shops, and manutac-

res of metal. Pot-ashes and pearl ashes can be
manufactured in the district of country spoken of.

where the growing wood are generally of the suit;i

ble kinds. Boards, plank, scantling, treenails, and
sh'p timber, in rafts, may be floated down thi

Quircitron bark, manufactured into powder, can be
made, in great quantities, for exportation.

The cork tree may be introduced from Europe
Africa. The olive tree, which produces to France 75
millions of llvres per annum, (exceeding 14 milli

of dollars) can be produced with certainty in those
cimnties. The Castile and French and Greek white
soap manufacture may be introduced, and wiil gl

the common olive oil great value. The cheese of

Parma, Lombardy, and Switzerland is produce
similar climate. The fig and the prune and many of

the wines of France, with the wine brandy, may be

profitably introduced, in the cultivation of the dis-

The streams of water are numerous :ind :<bundant
for mills and works of all kinds to save labour, and
for irrigating or watering grounds. It is a fine climate
and soil, for every description of melons, and for the
sweet and white potato, onions, turnips, cabbages,
beets, pumpkins, kc.
The introduction of domestic and general manufac-

turing, especially of the kinds which consume the raw
materials and provisions, wood and building materials
pon the spot, is a very plain and very sure mean to

promote the prosperity of the country described, and
ts capacity to supply the lower and coast-couinry and
ports. 856 stills, and 1187 looms, in the two adjoin-

g counties of Lincoln and Rutherford, are proof of
the practicabilfty of manufactures of cotton, wool, flax,

d hemp, and of grain, fruit, &c.
The state of South Carolina has completed a road

from Charleston, by her seat of government (Colum-
bia) through the counties of Rutherford and Bun-
ombe, to Knoxville, by which a western trade is open,
d to them, and they are made a thoroughfare for all

sorts of furs and peltries, salt-petre, and other valuable
western goods.
The grand and prhicipal dependence of the sea coast

ounties and ports, for various supplies (and especially
f tattle, and all animals which can be driven to market
i-ithout expense of carting) must be upon the country
n the waters of the Santee, Enoree, SoIud.-i. Broad,
'acolet, Pedee, and Catawba rivers

—
'! hat very pros-

perous and rising cily, and most convenient port for the
Wesi India trade, Charleston, has the deepest 'nterest

the settlement of all the country on those streams,
d that country will have a sure and never failing sup.

port in the consumption and exportation of Charleston,
and the adjacent ports, and of the great lower and sea-
coast planting country.—The grapevines of the vicinity
of Champagne, Biirgundj', Hockheim, Sauterne, Bor-
deaux, Oporto, and "Xeres (Sherry) ought to be intro-
duced without any delay, and the olive tree of Dau-
phiny, Provence, and Italy, with the fig of Smyrna,
the prune and plum of Tours, and other parts of
France, the currant of Zante, and silk-worm oi" Spain,

and Italy. The first great benefits will be from
the ordinary and necessary .irticles of supply of coun-
try produce, such as the flour, spirits, cattie, horses,
sheep, mules, swine, bacon, cheese, butter, tallow, wax,
iron, &c. but all the various foreign productions men-
tioned in this paper, will be necessary to a right system
o promote the weahh of the country .ibove-mentioned,
nd the accommodation and prosperity of the planters
and merchants, on that very important and opulent sea-
coast, especially in war time.
The productive advantages of climate appear, in

isible form, in favour of the counties of Mecklen-
theiford, Ike. when it is observed

that the incessant frosts of Canada have obliged that go-
vernment to open their ports on the lakes and the St.

Lawrence, for grain, flour and meat, in the months of
October and November, 1816, when the grain harvest
d fatted cattle ought to have been most abundant.

The waste of food and expense of fuel, in long win-
ters destroy the farmer's profits.

The rapid growth of white population, in the middle
aiid western districts of North Carolina, indisputably
prove it to be a very healthy country.
The markets of .\ugusta in Georgia, Fayetteville, and

ther places in North Carolina, and the towns on the
French Broad, as well as Charleston, have a convenient
nd beneficial bearing upon the country on the Pedee,
Catawba, and Broad rivers, so as to ensure its steady
progress and great prosperity.

810, the popul .tion of North Carolina was
555,500 persons. Lincoln, Rutherford and Buncombe
lad in that year 53,110 persons. The population of
hose three counties is probably now little short of that
)f the Delaware state.

The maple sugar, though not so much manufactured
n North Carolina as it might be, is a sure, conve-
nient and promisiig production rf the soil, climate,
and natural growth .f wood there. In the yesr 1810,
the quantity of 162,340 pounds was made in the east-
ern district onl), of the state of Tennessee, which

North Carolina, and is in the same latitudes

;
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,471,647 pounds of maple sugar were made in the shops
; 20 halti

same yeai- in Kentucky.

The woods, whicli giow on the waters of the Broad,

Greene, Pacolet, Catawba, &c. are the oak of various

kinds, hickory, locust, pine, poplar, maple, post oak,

persimmon, buckeye, wildcherry and chesnut. The

grape vine is large, and frequent.

All kinds of family manufactures prevail iti the

state of North Carolina, as the looms and spinning

wheels prove. The water cotton ginning mill is erect-

ed in numerous places. The carding and spinning

machinery and water loom would be probably intro-

duced in the counties in the western districts, wiiicli

could make cotton yarn and cloths on terms to bear

transportation to market and yield great profits, being

raised on cheap lands, compared with the fliix lands

of the middle, northern and eastern states. Air furna-

ces for iron castings, rolling, slitting and nail water-

mills, steel works, iron works in general, white and

green glass works, potteries, tanneries, the turnery,

manufactures of leather of all kinds ; fine hats, wool

hats for the labourers below, pot ashes, pearl ashes,

and the most choice and valuable breeds of animals,

hold out the plainest and strongest invitations for at

lention, to the body of farmers, merchants, and capi-

talists.

It will be useful to observe, that wheat, barley,

oats, sheep, horses, mules and horned cattle are pro-

duced in great quantities in the four Barb.Tiy states

of -Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, though the

climate is- much warmer than even Louisiana and

Florida. Morocco lies in 2S to nearly 36 north

tude, and near its north angle the climate is so v.

that at the port of Teliian, oranges are sold at 3s. 6tl

sterling, less than 78 cents, per thousand. Nearly ul'

Morocco lies south of the latitude of Tetuan, yet al

Morocco produces wheat even in the iiSth degree oi

.V. latitude. In Kentucky, Tennessee, North CaroU
na. South Carolina and Georgia, wheat, barley, oats

and apples grow in all the oak and hickory country,

as well as on the Chesapeak, Susqtiehannah, Delaware,

and Hudson. The peach grows in all the same south

19 saddkrs ; made j7,UUU pair ot

shoes and boots ; had 62 coopers ; made 530,775

yards of woollen, hempen, flaxen and cotton cloths,

importing its cotton from Tennessee, S:c. ; made
913,000 bricks ; had also 4 od mills ; 65 sawmills ; 110

flour mills ; 9 potteries
;
powder mills : 34 tanneries ;

'
ies ; 3 breweries ; made .3536 saddles and bridle:

to the great profit of the northern, eastern and Euro
an farmers, who may buy and settle there.

It may be useful to remark, that the climates of Eu-
rope and America are considered to compare, in

warmth or in temperature ; in the following manner
America in 35 deg. north latitude is considered to be

m, for vegetation and production, as- the Euro

cuttlers and coppersmiths ; 6 cotton manufacturing pean 45th dcg. Thus St. Mary's, in Georgia,

establishments ; no iron works, being without much ore,

built 70 tons of vessels ; had 17 cabinet makers ; made
gons worth 3,540 dollars, and other m.inafactories,

worth in all 1,630,000 dollars for that single year.-

The return of neat cattle of the same county of Wash
for the same year was 34,985, and of horses

17,391. The horses were about equal to those of the

reatest county in tlie stale, and the neat cattle wei

more numerous than those of 35 out of40 counties. It

fair and real example of what may be done in the

counties on the Catawha, Broad and Pacolet

hich are nearer to Charleston than Washington
Hinty (of Pennsylvania) is to Philadelphia, Baltimore

Washington city, Georgetown and Alexandria.

The Bohemia German glass works send their ware:

to Hamburg and Trieste, which are greater distances

than from the North Carolina counties above-mentioned

to the

The peach brandy distillery of North Carolina yields

very elegant liquor, and if made of si.\t!i proof, foi

reduction' to 4tb proof by tine water in Charleston,

would complete with the best French Cognac or Bor-

deaux biandy, to the utmost advantage.

capacity of the climate to produce rice in tlw

country on tlie North Carolina streams, which flov/ in-

Broad, Pacolet and Catawba rivers, may be

relied on. It is well known, that the farmers there

now raise only small quantities of rice, as they lor

mcrly raised small quantities of cotton. But the

capacity of the counties, along tlie soutli side of Nortr

Carolina, to produce rice is certain. It is importan

to remark, that the rice of Piedmont is well known
in the markets of France, England, Holland and Ger

he peach grows in all the same south- many ; and Piedmont is between 44 degree,s 15 min

ern countries of America and Africa, in the greatest utes, and 45 deg. 50 min. N. latitude, and is (in th

perfection, for the table, for drying and for the still. temperature of Turin to Novara,) about equal to Rt!

The state of Tennessee, having 261,727 inhabitants, therford and Lincoln, in North Carolina. The produce

r>r which only 44,535 are slaves, forms a most respec

table and effectual frontier, against the Indians, who
iiave long ceased to assail North Carolina.

The distance of the Lincoln and Rutherford farmers

•rom the sea is not greater than that of the residen-

ces of Presidents Jeilerson and Madison, and besides

the present natural navigation of the Catawba, Broad
and Pacolet rivers, there is an excellent navigation

from the adjoining counties of South Carolina to

Charleston, so as greatly to diminish the expense of

transportation. It is capable of material improve
ment, Cattle have been driven, ai less than one dol

lar per head, from the western or Morgan district in

North Carolina, to Philadelphia, and they can there-

fore be conveniently driven one third of the distance,

from the North Carolina counties on Broad and Cataw-
ba rivers, to Fayetteville, Georgetown, Cliarleston, Au-

gusta, and Savannah river.

Cattle have been brought to Philadelphia from the

counties of New York, on the streams emptying into

lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence, to the numlicr of

.S or 9000 head in a season. The distance was, in mos'

instances, above 300 miles, ami, in very few less tliar

200 miles, which is the distance from those Novtl

Carolina rli-ers and counties to Charleston. The total

export of live cattle from the United States has been

from 4500 to 8000 head in a year. Superior breeding

animals otight to be made an object of jr.-imarti and

uiiccashiff attention, in the farming settlements,

upper waters, destined to supply Charleston, Fayett

ville and all the sea-coast, with horses, catUe, mules,

sheep, swine, &c. Washington county in Pennsylva-

nia, is 300 miles west of Philadelphia, on the Ohio about the cli

river, and on the western boimdarv of Penniylvania.—

That county had, in A. 1). l-S'lO, 36,289 people

47,206 sheep (more than any other county of Penn.syl-

vania ;) 8763 spinning wlieels ; 1744 weavers, chiefly

men ; 4115 pairs of hand cards ; 6 carding machines ;

3 fulling mills ;
"01 distilleries ; 146 blacksmith's

1 aboir

as warm, for vegetation, as Oporto m Portugal, an.

the productions of Europe, in any given latitude, mu
be found in oi" introduced into the United States, i;

latitudes nine or ten degrees further south. The prid

11 Europe, in wines, is certainly the wines of tin

following places.

Champagne in latitude 49° N. in Europe equal to 30

to 40° in United States;

Burgundy 48 = to 88 to 39
Old'llock wine 49 = to 39 to 40
Bordeaux Claret .and 7 /- . or . o^-

Sauterne 5
^' = '° ^5 to 36

Best brandy of the T
wine grape; Bor- V.45 = to 35 to 36
deax and Cognac, j

Rice has been pro-? 45 Dau- . „„ ^ „.
ducedin ^phiny,Fr.= ^° ^5 t" -^e

Rice from Turin to"^

Novara, in Pied- l ,.3 . „,, . „,,
mont gives plen- C

^^^ = " -"^i '» -^^i

tiful crops J
Olives commence as^

high as Lyons, 1

Grenoble, and f
Chamberry J

i 30
avoy

to 35i to 36!

of Piedmont is wheat, the wine grape, and other fruits,

rice in plenty, hemp, flax, silk, Indian corn, there call

ed maize, the olive and the fig, with horses, horn

cattle, sheep, swine, asses and mules.

Lucca, famous for olive oil, is in 44 deg. and Pro-

vence, in France is in 44 deg. 30 min. producing the

of that kind of oil.

is a remarkable fact that the return of mantifac

tures of the United States makes tlie quantity of spir

its distilled in Kentucky 2,220,723 gallons and values

those spirits at 740,242 dolls, and the same return

manufactures states the quantity of spirits distilled

the same year, in North Carolina, at 1,386,691 gal-

lons, and values th.it quantity at 758,936 dollars.

—

The two causes of this difference of value are, that a

much larger proportion of the North Carolina spirits

is the exquisite and valuable peach brandy, while

those of Kentucky are, in a much greater proportion,

grain spirits. The other cause is, that the North Ca-

rolina distilleries have the benefit of selling to the nu-

merous sea-coast planters of sugar, rice, indigo, cot-

ton, and tobacco, who will not suffer their labourers to

lose their time in raising grain and fruit to distill. The
western or Morgan district of North Carolina had, in

1810, one fourth of the stills of that slate.

The climates of Lombardy and Parma in Italy re-

sembles that of the counties under consideration. It

produces wheat, maize, olives, olive oil, flax, h6mp,
the best mulberiy tree, silk, the wine grape, the fig,

the finest cheese in the world, butter "and vast num-
bers of horses, sheep, cattle, asses, mules and swine.

The object of these inquiries and observations-

and valuable productions of other

countries, is to prove tb the farmers, planters, mer.

chants and others, how greatly the upper country is

neglected, though capable of pouring, as from many
fountains, a stream of comfortable and beneficial abim-

dance on the lower planting counties, and into the

seaport towns, for home consumption and exportation;

ine district of"1

Europe for the
|

finest wines from >374 to 49 = to 28J to 39 and 4i

Xeres to Epernay
in Champagne J
Apples grow and produce well every where in E ,

rope, except where the wine and brandy interfere wii,

of cider. In America the apple produces wel^
for the t.ible and for cider and for the distillery, be-
cause the grape does not yet interfere with the produc-
tion of apples and with cider in the southern states

of America. But northern farmers can and will propa-
gate the apple in a greater degree, and with much
pleasure and advantage.
The legislature of South Carolina have cstablislicil

an incorporated company to improve the navigation of
the Pacolet and Broad rivers, by locks and hydraulic

'

constructions and operations.

The shad fish regularly ascend from the sea into
the counties of Rutherford, Lincoln, Rowan, &c. by the
Broad river, Catawba, and Pedee, and are at once a

convenience to the farmers, and an evidence of im-
f provable navigation.

The prosijerity of Charleston and of the sea-ports of
Norfolk m Virginia, Newbern, Wilmington, Edenlon,
Beaufort, Plyrnouth and Washington, &c. in North
Carolina, and of Georgetown, in South Carolina, are
strong- evidences of the agriculturiil, manufacturing
and commercial advantages of North Carolina, which
sends a great quantity and value of goods to those
places. The exports of Charleston alone have amount-
ed, in a single year, to 14,304,000 dollars of domestic

d foreign goods. A very large proportion of the
production of North Carolina also go, coastwise, to the
other states, and therefore do not appear in the returns

of exports, which only notice exports to foreign places. '

In the time of president W.ishington, North Carolina

and Tennessee were one slate. By the census of 1810,

North Carolina alone had a population of

555,500 person?

Tcnne.ssee had besides

Total population

261,727

827,227

Pennsylvania in A. D. 1810 had 810,091

Massachusetts and Maine had 700,795

The most convenient approaches to Lincoln and

Rutherford by sea arefrst, by way of Wilmington in

North Carolina on Cape Fear river, and thence by an

excellent boat navigation to Fayetteville, a town of 400
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lo 500 houses, tlience by wagons to Cliarlotte, J^incoii

ton and Kutherfordton ;' or secondly, by Charleston in

South Carolina, and tlience by wagons to Lincolntonor

Kutherfordton.

The town of FayetteviUe (North Carolina) is now ac-

lually very considerable in the manufactory of wheat

flour, and in the autumn of 1816 the highest priced

flour in the Charleston market was stated, in their ga-

zettes, to be the Canukn (South Carolina) flour, which

two facts prove the capacity pf the soil and climate for

good wheat. Tlie southern white wheat degenerates

Into red, in the northern parts of America.

The w heat bread of CagUari in the island of Sardinia

is said to be tlie whitest on the Mediterranean sea, anc

very fine. The flour is made of the wheat of that isl

and, where oranges, dates, grapes, figs, &c. grow ii

abundance, The latitude, of CagUari is 39 degrees

North in Europe, equal m America to 29 or 30 de.

grees. The South is favourable to wheat.

OBSERVATIONS
On Improving Land Generally—on the Use of

Plaster—on the Three Horse Plough—on

Preuenting Land from Washing—on the

Culture of Indian Corn—on the Use and
Construction of Harrows— the Mariner of\

Making and ylp.filying Manure—-i

Managemc7it of Cattle' and the Rotation of

Crofis.

1 a letter from Thomas Marshall, Oak-Hi!l, Fauquier

County, Va. April 22d, 1819, to George W. Jeffreys,

of North Carolina— Communicated for publication in

the American Farmer.

nearly compleied, and in sever:il of them the

plan has been for some years in operation.—

I

have never yet been able to fallow three fields.

Plaster of Paris has an effect so strikingly

beneficial upou our soil, which is for the most
part a light loam with a coarse porous founda-

tion, equally favourable to grain and grass, that

the exhausted fields upon the farm have im-

proved with astonishing rapidity in consequence

of the free use of that article. Besides this, I

have been careful to manure all the poor knolls,

partly by penning the cattle upon them, and

partly by the litter of the farm-yavd ai:d stables

Another means of improving the soil to which

I have paid a great deal of anxious attention

has been the mode of ploughing.—We break

up the land with large three-horse ploughs, with

iron mould-boards, which turns the sod over ef

fectually. Each furrow may be said lo be

about 6| inches deep, and thirteen wide. Un
der favourable circumstances the depth is rather

more considerable, and the width from 13 to 1?

inches. A three-horse plough, with which per

haps you may not be conversant, is never made
to take land ; that is, the lines of direction of the

old gullies have in some instances disappeared
almost without an effort to fill them, and new
ones are never formed. Some liitle impedi-
ments are thrown into these washes occasional-

ly ; care is taken never to break the grass, which
after a time appears in the bottom ; the sides arc

broken in ; and in process of time, they cease lo

disfigure the land.

The " manner of preparing the ground for

and cultivating Indian corn," depends so much
upon the quality of the field and the nature of

the season, that a general answer must be given

to your inquiry on that head. The field whe-
ther in grass or stubble, I endeavour to have
ploughed the preceding autumn ; the difference

between the two is wonderful and decidedly in-

favour of the stubble land, although it is some-
what troublesome to turn over in the first in-

stance. In the spring, a stiff soil should be
ploughed I presume a second time before plant-

ing, but our soil is sufficiently reduced by the

use of a large square harrow drawn by three

horses. The land is laid off in vows of five

feet, and crossed at intervals of 3 or 3?J feet,

and the corn planted. After it comes up, two
beam and of the coulter, do not intersect eachslalks are allowed lo stand in a hill, if hill it

other as in a two-horse plough. The horses may be called ; for we are careful to cultivate

move abreast, one in the furrow, and tv.o on the our ground with as smooth a surface as possible.

This is effected in a great measure by the fre-

quent use of the above-mentioned harrow, and

a smaller implement of nearly the same nature

of triangular appearance and drawn by one

Oak-Hill, Tauguier County, Va. April 22rf, 1819.

Dear Sir,—I could not be so insensible lo

the civility manifested in your letter of the 23d

February, as to have delayed answering it thus

long, if it had come to hand in due lime ; but
"

consequence of a long absence from home, I

did not receive it until a few days past. I avail

myself of the first opportunity to return you my
acknowledgments, and comply with your

quests.

It would be a happy circumstance if candour

would allow me to admit, by silent acquies

cence, the claim to superiority which you sup

pose me to possess. The truth is, I am but an

inexperienced farmer, and able to give you lit-

tle information on the diversified subjects of

agriculture. That little, I have for the most
part acquired from others, and feel bound to

communicate in return lo any who may require

it-

The farm on which I reside consisted, a few

years past, of a number oi tenements, some of

which had been considerably improved, while

others were almost at the lowest ebb of agri

cultural degradation. Different treatment was
therefore required in the management of the

different fields ; and a fondness for system

yielded lo the necessity of unequal cropping,

arising from the unequal condition of the fields,

The difficulty too of dividing the land advan-

tageously, and the great distance of the rail

timber, were additional obstacles. However
after making an accurate survey of all the

arable land, I was enabled to lay it off into

eight equal or nearly equal fields, and have
been gradually carrying the scheme into execu-
tion. There were other divisions in view at

different times, but not acted upon. At pre-

sent, the final arrangement of the fields is

unbroken ground. Swingle-trees of three dif

ferent sizes are made use of ; one about four

feet long, one rather more than three, say three

feet 4 inches ; and three smaller ones to which

the traces are fixed. The longest, which serves

the purpose of a lever, is laid off into three equal

parts, and connected in the usual manner at one

of three points of division, to the end of the

plough beam. Two-thirds of this piece are

given to one horse, who draws by means of a

chain connecting the long arm of the lever with

his small swingle-tree ; the chain bemg made
long enough to let his head range with the

heads of the other horses. These horses are

connected with the short-arm of the lever by

the intervention of the second sized swingle-

tree, lo either end of which a small one is at

horse, which we call a cultivator. Shortly after

the corn appears above" the surface, we plough
it the wide way with shovels, a light single

horse-plough without a coulter or mould-board,

which runs deep at will, and casts the earth

equally to either side, and is admirably adapt-

ed to the cultivation of strong stony land.

—

The next operation is to run the large harrows

in the same direction with two horses to each,

and if they should prove too wide for the rows,

some of the teeth may be removed. As" soon

afterwards as is thought requisite, the ground

is ploughed the narrow way, and that plough-

tached. With this description you will readilyjing ii followed by the cultivators ; indeed it is

understand the annexed sketch. This mode o

attaching three horses to a plough is almost uni-

versal in this quarter of the country, and I should

not have thought of noticing it at present, if I

had not perceived that it was unknown in some
parts of this state, where Ihe application of it

would be useful. By working three horses

abreast, their respective lines of draught are

nearly in the same plane, two of them evidently

and it is probably that they can accomplish

nearly the same work as four horses fixed in tli

usual way, and the plough must certainly run

with more steadiness and uniformity.

The surface of our land undulates considera-

bly, and to avoid washing, we lay off the lands

in such a way as to cast the furrows down-hill,

as much as circumstances will allow. The eye

the only guide, and the master's eye answers

the purpose very well. If bedding were ad

milted into our cultivation, I might perhaps

adopt the beautiful plan of horizontal plough
ing, which has been used in Albemarle, and

ule to be invariably observed that every oper-

ation with a plough in a corn field, should be

followed by a harrow of some sort. G%od
ground, previously well worked, will require no
farther ploughing for that crop, but will be the

better for an occasional use of the cultivators.

Some aid from hoe-work during the season, we
find indispensable; and here as elsewhere, no

proper opportunity fur thinning, suckering, £^c,

should be lost.

In the cultivation of Indian corn we use, at

before observed, two descriptions of harrows.—
The large one whicli I called square, is in fact

of an oblique shape ; one diagonal being about

seven and a half feet long, whilst the other does

not exceed five and a half or six feet. The
frame consists of five pieces of oak, five inches

wide and three and a half thick. The parallel

pieces are not connected at one end (except by

a small slat, an inch thick, which passes through

them,) in order that the stop.es may escape;

and for the same purpose the pieces are not ex-

some other counties of this state. But ourjactly parallel, but diverge a little from the head,

is not prone to wash> and ordinary carelA harrow of this shape works more steadily

corrects any tendency of the kind. Since the than a square one. In the construction of all

introduction of deep ploughing and clover, the'implements of this description, it is important
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liiat.the teeth sh.ould be ;jlace(l, not at equal

distances from cacli otlicr, but in such a man-

ner as to cut at equal intervals. Hence it' th'

line of drauglit can be ascertained, it wilt bi

easy, by drawing parallel lines upon the back of

the harrow frame,—to prick off the places

where the teeth should be inserted ; and al

though they may have ai-i irregular appearance

upon the frame, they will make a regular im

pression on the ground. This is what I have

done, and my harrows have worked well

The best way to ascertain tlie line of draught

would probably be to have the horses hitched to

the frame before boring the holes. A gentle

man of my acquaintance s:iys, that he has ap

plied a horizontal clavisse with great advantage

to his harrows. It is semi-oval, and nailed to

the fore-part of the frame. The chain by whicli

the machine is drawn passes through this, and

by varying the notch, the harrow teeth may be

made to cut at greater or less intervals at plea

sure, but it does not prevent inequalities in

the relative position of the teeth, the teeth

are made of l^ inch iron, 14 or 15 inches long

The cultivators are formed of two small pieces

of oak scantling, with a curved beak of the

loot of locust or some other tough wood, by

which they are drawn. The frame is secured

with bands of iron, and furnished v/ith two

handles. As the line of draught is easily as

certained in consequence of the uniformity of

shape of the cultivator, very little ingenuity is

required in the workman to lay off the holes

properly, and to insert the teeth in such a man
iier that they shall all cut fore and aft. These
implements are furnished with five or seven

teeth or rather hoes, of a curved shape, and

brought to a point like a pointed spade or shovel

In the widest part, they do not exceed four in

ches. Each tooth has a shank to it which
passes through the wood, and is secured on the

upper surface with bits of iron like linch pins

and washers. Cultivators generally cut abou
two and a half feet wide.

" The extent to which I use the plaster of

Paris." is considerable. It is mixed, or to use

the term best known here, rolled with the Seed
wheat at the rate of one bushel of plaster to

tw(f of wheat ; a top dressing, varying from two

to four pecks, is applied in the spring unless

the wheat should be very luxuriant. We give a

similar top dressing to all our fields, which are

not to be fallowed that year, and to the mea-
dows. The seed corn also is rolled in plaster

and the field receives a dressing broad cast

when the corn attains the height of two or three

feet.

There is nothing in my " manner of making
and applying manure," which lays claim to

any sort of originality, or would be worth com
municating to a farmer, evidently such a pro
ficicnt as yourself Suffice it to say, that my
cattle are folded every night in thes\immer; tha

they are pened in the winter, fed upon the offal

of wheat and corn ; and thut no time is lost in

casting the manure out upon the fields. A
geiiikman of the lower country, whom I consi

dcr as one of the best farmers in this state

makes it an invariable lule to have the manure
from his stables, and that from his farm pens,

carted to a place of deposit near the ground to

tie manured, and there mixed logeiher.

I'ermcntation quickly ensues ; the litter froi

'he farm pens is greatly improved by combin;.

ion witli the richer manure from the stable

^vhich is abundant in quantity, because th-

horses were always well supplied with good beo

of straw ; and the whole mass in a few days be

comes nearly homogeneous and fit for spreading

on the field.

" As to the manner in whicli my cattle an
supported during the spring months, so mud
depends on the season, that I can give no deh

nite answer. Like you I have several watei

courses running through my farm, and one of

them is bordered by an extensive meadow
hich yields a great quantity of hay. Besides

this source of supply, we obtain a great deal of t

hay from the clover fields before harvest.

The present season has been so favourable to

vegetation that the cattle reject the hay, and

I am desirous of fattening about fifty of

them for an early market, I do not think it

prudent to confine them and to force them to

subsist on hay. As to the farm cattle, as they are

lied in contradistinction to those which were

purchased from the drovers they are turned

out into the neighbouring woods. Being attach-

ed to the place, they come up voluntarily every

ght and are folded in a field, which is soon to

be ploughed for wheat. In a less genial season,

I should have to confine them, and they would be

glad enough to eat the hay.

I lament my incompetency to recommend
any system or rotation of crops for your land,

which from your description must be of valuable

quality. Your own experience and observa-

tion will be the best guide. Before bidding you

adieu, I cannot forbear recommending to you,

f the plan be not already adopted, to keep a

regular journal of your agricultural proceed-

ings. It will enable you to correct errors into

which you may have formerly been seduced

;

to compare the state of forwardness in which

your business may be at any given time, with

hat it was in preceding years ; to account foi

many phenomena by being able to recur to the

state of the earth or of the atmosphere at some
preceding period ; and will prove a source at

once of instruction and delight.

I remain dear sir,

Very respectfully yours, &c.

THOMAS MARSHALL,
G. W. Jeffreys, Esq.

Mr. Marshall's letter represented a plough with th

ingle-trees annexed—but as it was not intended

to ill'astrate the form of any particular plough, bu'
'

trodiiced only to shew the manner of attaching

tliree liorses—W6 have omitted the drawing of the

plougJi, except the end of the beam, at letter K.

This construction of the double and single trees,

depends on a well known property of the lever;

namely that it will be in equilibrium when the forces,

applied to any points of its arms are inver.'sely pro

portioiiable to their distance from the fulcnim, oi

centre of motion. Any weight or force, applied at

will therefore balance double that force, applied at

h.ilf t'lat distance D, A being the fulcrum. Agai:

the force at B, is the same as at I, the fulcrum of the

lever G, H ; and since GI and IH, are equal, half th

force at 1, will be exerted at each end of the lever

GH. or which is the same at E and F. And for the

same reason, half of the forces at E and F, will be

exerted at O, P, g and r, respectively. Since then

:e force applied at B or I, is double that at C, or D ;

,id the force at E or F, half that at 1, it is evident
lat the force of C or U, is equal to that of E or F,
lien the levers are all in equilibrium. Lastly, since
le arms of the thvee Jevers m n, O P, q r,' are all

c-ijual, the forces of their extremities will be equal,
quillbiium ; and the whole force e.\erled

ill be divided into six equt I force at theii

tremities, or which is the same, the power applied to
move the plough will be divided' into six equal forces
exerted on the six chains or traces, and consequently
txerted equally by the three horses.

The necessity of accurately dividing the double tree,
will appear from the following example.
Suppose its length 40 inches, and that instead of hav-

having its arms 13 1-3 and 26 2-3, they are 14 and 26.—
Suppose also that each horse exerts a force, which is

equal 75 lbs. weiglit the whole force being 225 lbs.
Then as 40 are to 225, so are 14 to 78 3-4 lbs. ; the
orce to be exerted by the horse at C, which is 3 1-4 lbs,

nore than his share. In like m^inner, if it were divided
nto 25 and 15, it will be found that he would have a
n-essure of 84 3-8 instead of 75 lbs.

Editor American Farmer.

Method ofJlxing three horses to • plongli.

A plough has been invented for tilling rough
land called the rid plough. It is so constructed

that it prevents the plough from getting choked
up before and behind the coulter and in the

point of the irons with warped grasses or

weeds, fresh sea ware, straw, yard dung, or even
a rough stubble in wet weather, and will go as

clear through a field of full grown grain as on a

smooth lea, and nothing will stop it save stock

and stones. It is thus of the greatest impor-
tance to the farmer, when the loss of time,

waste of strength of man and horses, and in
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adequate manner in which the work is perfoi

ed by ordinary ploughs are considered. The
principal alteration is in the beam and coulter,

and it is easier guided and drawn than the com-

mon plough.— y}iir. Jdverliser.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FAUMER.

]l'ashington.,29lh Oct. 1820.

John S. Skinner, Esq.
Sir—Observing the above notice in a paper,

under the agricultural head, concerning an im-

prove d plough, calculated for grassy soils, I take

the liberty of enclosing it to you, and beg leave

to call your attention to it. If we can proc

plough of that description, I do not know any

thing so likely to benefit tlie husbandry of North
Carolina as its introduction, particularly the lo

cr district, and I presume the same evil exists

all along the lower coasts of the southern states.

arising from the luxuriant growth of wild grass:

which makes ploughing difficult and necessarily

frequent. This plough is represented, as being

well calculated lo penetrate through grassy and

weedy soils; while, with our present plougl

great deal of time is lost by frequent stopping to

rid them of the grass and weeds, with which
they are continually choked. We have a spe

cies of grass called the fox-tail, also the crab

grass ; but the hardest of all to break up is the

broom grass, and we are generally obliged to

use two yoke of oxen with slow and laborious

efforts to tear up their roots and fibres. O
grounds are naturally rich enough for wheat,
but it costs us so much labour to put them in

order, and the wheat grows so rank, that we
do not raise as much per acre ;/; grain, as you
do on your ordinary grounds. As to our corn,

we certainly bestow twice the labour on its cul

ture that the people of the middle and northern
states do on theirs. We have to plough it over
five times at least, and work it four times with

the hoe. We have scarce time to go over a field

once, before the grass shoots up in the first

rows, and if there be an intermission of more
than two weeks, our corn is taken by the " green
squirrel." In passing through Jefferson county
in Virginia, about seeding time, I have envied

j

the fanner his great facility which the lightness

]

of his soil gave him ; and having very little

grass to impede his progress, he is thus enabled
to divide his force, to break up his land easily

with one horse,* and by that means to sow two
or three acres to our one.

I heartily congratulate my countrymen then,
upon the invention of this plough. I hope it may
speedily be introduced among us and I will un-
dertake to ensure in that case, that every farmer
amongst us, who can afford it, will supply him
self with one or more of them : and that the pa
tentee or workmen will be well rewarded for hi:

genius or his [jains.

I am very respectfully sir,

Yours, See. &c.

these times of pressure and distress. I

fact that every dollar which we handle, is first

dug out of the earth—if it be a fact that on the

farming interest of our country, every other de-

partment depends—then is every individual deep-

ly interested in promoting this great and impor-
tant object.

The subscriber has been for years engaged in

endeavouring to make improvements in the im
plenients of husbandry and in the method of cul

lure ; and as the Plough and the Harrow claim
the pre-eminence, he has spared neither time,

labour nor expense to bring them to what he con
siders the highest state of perfection.

His method of cultivating, is this :— in the

earliest planting season, he runs his harrow over
the stocks, which tears them down and cuts them
o pieces with its teeth, which are inclined, and
sharp as a knife. This done, he begins to break
uji his ground, which after being again harrowed
he proceeds to lay off, (only one way) at the dis

ance of four and a half or five feet, his dro/ifier

then moving along in the furrow, at a commoi
alk, drops, for a hill of corn, at every step ;—

he then runs his harrow over the ground with <

level/er attached to the hinder part, which mash
es all the remaining clods and leaves the soil

completely pulverised and level as a plank. TIk
corn springs up through the ground thus pre

pared, and grows rapidly. When it is nearlj

half leg high, he runs his Log Plough on eaci

side of the row close to the corn, and having
thinned it, leaving from two to three stalks in a

liHl, he leaves it until it grows to be knee higl

or a little more, he then finishes ploughing it and
lays it by.

In this way and with half the labour required
in the common method, you will raise one third

more grain from the acre, and instead of exhaust-
ing your land by repeated ploughing and hoeing,

his plan of culture will improve it. The harrow
is also well calculated for preparing meadow
ground. One of the many advantages of the

tog filough is, that it will run through the

foulest ground without choking, so that a man
can plough one third more with it in the same
time than he can with any other kind now in

use. It is, however, unnecessary to eulogise on
paper these important utensils, as tliey will fully

demonstrate their ulility when exhibited to an
enlightened and impartial public.

THOMAS PULLEN.
Bourbon County, Ky.

Sept. 22, 1820.

N. B. The inventor has made application for

patent.

We do hereby certify that we have seen Tho-
mas Pullen's newly invented Log Plougl

• That is, after having' first fallowed it with three
horses. Ed. Am. Fa

TO THE
FARMERS OF THE WESTERN COUNTRY.

Improvements in agriculture andin agricultu
ral implements are at all times of the , first im-

portance to our country ; but particularly so in

The foregoing' remh:ils us of our friend Rusncus,
from whom we should be glad to hear more frequent,
ly. His communication respecting the use of tlie har-
row and roller united, for planting Indian corn, has
been .i long time on file, and shall now be inserted ;

perhaps in the next number, certainly in the course of
month. Ed. Am. Fur.

TO THE EDITOn OF THf. AMEUICAX FAnMiU.

Talbot County, Oct. 25t/i, 1820.

Sir—In oneofycur nimibers published somo-
ime since, I was much pleased with the train

of Mr. Quincy's remarks, and not a litttle struck
with one of his observations—" I never lay down
afield in grass undvr U inches ploughing."—
Evei y one who has the slightest pretensions' to

be called a farmer, will agree, that the deepei
you tilth caeteris [J.iribus, the more abundant
will be your crops. But as a general positioii,

hat Mr. Quincy also says is incontestible, " the

deeper you plough, the heu-ii r you must ma-
And as deep plou:':'.'iig is extremely

laborious, and but lew of om farmers have yet

developed the resources of heavy manuring; I

fear it will be long liefore Mr. Quincy's practice

will be generally followed. That the success of

a crop of mangel wurtzel, or riita baga, or car-

rots, or parsnips, or other tap roots, will depend
early as much upin deep cultivation, as upon
good manuring, there can scarcely be a doubt.—
But w heat, corn, tobacco and hay. are the staples

of Maryland ; and I suspect a great majority of
our farmers and planters entertain doubts of the .

necessity of deep ploughing for these crops. I

ave seen fifty busliels of corn grow to the acre

on an average tinning of five inches, and shal-

low or surface cultivation the remainder of the

season, and that season was remarkably dry. I

have seen wheat gn.w at the rate of 45 bushels

to the acre after a cultivation not exceeding four

inches, and on ground which never had been
broken deeper, and vet I am decidedly an advo-

cate for deep ploughing. But on this, or ex-
hausted land, it certainly should be done grada-

tim, and should never be thought of unless the

manure accompany it, the quantity increasing

ith the descent of the share. Very general
doubts however certainly exist on this subject as

egards our staples, and it strikes me as a ques-
ion extremely material to have decided. The
question may fairly be stated thus, whether the

ci op of tobacco, wheat, corn, or grass on a four-

teen inch tilili would be so much more abundant *

than on a tilth of four or five inches, as to pay
for the extra labour ? .\nd I would throw out the

following suggestions for the elucidation and
settlement of tliis queiilion. Let an acre of land

where the productive soil is thin both in quality

operation, and are fully convinced of its great and in number of inches, and the substratum a ca-

utiltty to the farming interest of our country,|put mortum till enlivened by the plough share
especially in the cultivation of Indian corn. ^Vejancl manure be chosen. Cover this acre with 25
have also observed his method of cultivating this cart loads of manure, turn the first half ol it three

"

invaluable grain, and are satisfied that it requires inches deep, the xind. five inches, harrow each
not half the labour necessary in the common well to the respective depths of ploughing—

VVe have therefore no doubt but his .\gain cover the acre ith twenty-five more
newly invented plough and harrow will meet loads of manure, and plough the first half four
with the approbation and be adopted by every inches deep ; the 2nd. lalf eight inches, and
intelligent farmer who may have an opportunity harrow well to the deptlis of the ploughings—..

a third time cover the ere with twenty-five

loads of manure, and pi ugh in the first half

five inches deep, the second half eleven, harrow
well to the respectivive depths of ploughings.

of v/itnessing their great utility.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS,
GEORGE E. MOORE.

Sept. 22, 1820,
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A fourth time cover the acre with 25 loads of

manure, and plough the first half 5 inches, ana
the 2d. .14 inrlies, and liarrow thoroughly ti.

the respective depths of the plonshings. Keep-
ing an exact account of the difrevence of the

force required in the several plougliings and
liarrowings of the two parts, and of the differ-

ence in the expense, taking in the increased

size and cost of ploughs, strength of gears, &c.
for the deep ploughings. It would be extreme-
ly gratifying to have this experiment com-
menced immediately by half a dozen judicious

igriculturists, who would keep accurate ac-

(iunts of the process and results. The seve-

il manurings, ploughings, and harrowings might
c completed by the middle of next May, and
hen one half of the deep ploughed half

uiight be planted in corn, and also one hulf of

;he shallow ploughed half acre—and the other

two ciuarter acres pitched in tobacco. These
crops might both be made and off by the first of

anged index, and an appendix containing the

old land laws, omitted in all the former edi-

tions ; the Resolutions passed since the Revolu
ion, which arc considered proper or necessary

o be preserved ; a collection of all the acts of

Assembly in force relating to the Court of Chan-
cery, and the Equity jurisdiction of the County
Courts; and the lawsof the last session of the

legislature, with a ssparate index to each.

The above work may be seen at the Federal

Gazette Ofiice, where gentleman v/ho wish to

secure copies will please to call and leave their

directions as early as convenient ; there being
but a small number printed besides those which
belong to the state.

—

Fed. Cazctle.

From the Doston Ccntinel, Oct. 25.

EXTR.\ORDINARY PRODUCT
There have been raised and gathered this

October, when the whole acre might be laid y^a'" f''om one acre of land the farm of the hon,

down in wheat, keeping accurate accounts ofl-fona'^^an Hunnewell, of Ne\vton, one hundred

;he season, and of the growth, appearance and
quantity produced of each crop, on each depth
of tilth. After the wheat shall have been reap.

d, 1 would burn off the stubble, and cover the

acre with 50 loads of manure, plough and hai

row thoroughly—the first half 5 inches deep-
ihe 2d. half I t inches, and lay the whole acr

down plentifully in good grass seed, and keep
of the respective crops of

and eleven bushels and a half of Indian corn,

We believe this has never been equalled in

Massachusetts, if in New England. An ac

count of the culture and quality of this maize,
will, we learn, be communicated to the ag-ricul

tural society for publication.

the JVew York Evening Post.

accurate accounts

grass and hay.

I would also beg leave to suggest, that the - , , j- r j- n a , r^

agriculturists, who have it most in their power ^'"^''
^'^'^'f

°f ^'''^'«"
.-*^'"'"-T/* t^

°''^-

to execute these experiments, and indeed j„ 8° county cat le show and fair, held at Coope:
- town, (N. Y.) on the 2d and 3d inst. the fii

Although the above yield is very great, yet

it docs not compare with the following :

Mushrooms.—Doctor Darwin, in his Phytolo-
gia, informs us, that, of about livo hundred spe-
cies of this vegetable or vegeto-animal product,
only tzuo or t.'.ree can be safely used as food,

as condiment. Every year we have, in our
public journals, notices of the fatal effects of
eating Mushrooms. We are informed that a
cspectable family in this city, very lately suf-

fered severely from the use of tiiis product
which however palatable, is so frequently perni-

cious in its effects, that it ought to be univer-
sally shunned.

Becei/it for Blacking.

In three pints of small beer, put two ounces
of ivory black, and one penny worth of brown
ugar. As soon as they boil, put a dessert spoon-

ful of sweet oil, and then boil slowly until re-

duced to a quart. Stir it up with a stick every
time it is used, and put it on the shoe with a

ush when wanted.

Another—A quarter of a pound of ivory

black, a quarter of a pound of moist sugar, a ta-

ble spoonful of flour, a piece of tallow about the
size of a walnut, and a small piece of gum ara-

ble. Make a paste of the* flouv, and while hot,

put in the tallow, then the sugar, and afterwards

mix the whole well together in a quart of water,

and you will have a beautiful shining blacking.-

amuse themselves with them, are the intelligent

agriculturists residing in and near Baltimore—
as Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. Oliver, Mr. Gibson
Mr. Cox, Mr. Cromwell, Mr. Rodgers, Genera.
Ridgely, Dr. Tiiomas, Mr. Dorsey, &c. &c.

"^'^"^

and if they can prove that the increase of crops

on the deep tilth will pay handsomely for the

necessary increase of labour, expense of im-

plements, Sec. they will do a real service to

agriculture, give an increased stimulus to good
cultivation, and highly gratify the lovers ot

deep ploughing. A perfectly accurate descrip-

tion ol the land on which they operate^ should

not be omitted.

PARTUS CRESCIUES.*

premium for the best acre of Indian corn, 125

bushels and 4 quarts was awarded to David
Taft, of Richfield : and the second, for the next

120i bushels, to Isaac Lightman, of

Laurens.

The following is a very cheajt^ easy and speedy
method for making the -very first rate FI.A

EGAK:

* We have prob:ibly fiiilcd in decipherhig the sigi

ture, but the above is as near as we can come to

we had rather have th^ reiil name of such a writer and

reasoner, than a thousand fictitious signatures, such
tis Hiisticvs, i^c. Sic.

Raltimoue, Oct. 31

Mr. J. Circcii of Annapolis has just published

a new edition of the laws of Maryland, revi<;e(l

and prepared under the authority of the Legis-

lature, by the honourable William Killy, Chan,
chellor of this state, Thomas Harris, Esq. Clerk
of the Court of appeals, W. S. and John N
AV'atkins, E.sqs. A work of this description

has long been wanting in this state, and the

veil established Character of the gentlemen who
have prepared this edition for publication, is a

sure pledge to the public that it has been well

executed. This edition of the laws of our state

has annexed to it a very copious and well ar

Take any quantity you please of iUcJirst ripe

pples that fall, and which are always worth
the least for cider, which should either be

ground very coarse in a mill, or what is equal-

ly good, bruised in a barrel with a common
pounder. Then of the coarse ground or bruis.

ed apples, put a layer of about two inches deep
into the bottom of a light clean cask ; then a

layer of clean straw of about the same thick

ness, and so on till the cask is full, observing to

press the straw and apples well together with

the hand while filling the cask.—Then take one
fourth part as much water as the same afi/itrs

would make of cider, (if ground and pressed,)

and pour it a little at a time into the cask of ap
pies and straw. Let it stand two or three

hours, and then drain it off very slowly, just as

you would water through ashes for making lie

And being thus drained off, the same liquor is

then to be run through three or four times a

day for two days successively. It is then to be

put into a clean cask, where it may work
standing in the sun. In a short time it will be-

come vei7 fine sharp Vinegar.
.Yew London Advocate. I

Chinese method of rendering Cloth Water firoof.

To one ounce of White Wax melted, add one
quart of Spirits of Turpentine, when thorough-
ly mixed and cold, dip the cloth in and hang it

up to dry. By this cheap and easy method,
Muslin, as well as the strongest cloths, will be

.

rendered impenetrable to the hardest rains,

without the pores being filled up, or any injury

done when the cloth is coloured.

^Hm i*iilBSlIllBg

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1820.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this JUarh\

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 80 to 85 cts.—
Red, 73 to 77 cts—Corn, 35 to 37 cts—Rrr., 42 cts—

I

Oats, 25 to S8 cts—Hat, per ton Sir to glS—Stratt,
per ton, 87 to gS—FLocn, from the wagons, §4 I2A—
Whiskey, from do. 34J cts.-^Ponn, prime pes. percwt.

S14 to Sl-5 50

—

Beef, do. gll to glS

—

Butter, per
ib. 31 cts—Eggs, per do?. 20 cts—Veai. per lb. 6 to 8 cts

Lamu, per quarter, 37 ^ to 50 cts

—

Beef, per lb. prime
pieces, 8 to 10 cts—lUjts, 12 to 14 cts

—

Midhlisss, ,

10 cts

—

Chickens, per doz. §2 50—Potatoes, Sri to
)

50 cts—Live Cattle, §5 50 to S^—London Whitk
f

Lead, g* 25—.\merican do. S3 75-Boiled On, ll

81 3ri—Feathers, 50 to 62i cts—Tar §2 25— V

RPENTiNE, soft, S2 25— SpiRiT.s, do. 35 cts.

—

Pitch, ;

25—Lard, 11 to 12 cts.—Shisgies, best Deep
''

Creek, gS 50—Do Small, §4 75—Flooring Pl.avv

5-4 S27—CoTTos, Upland, 17 to 19 cts Marv I

ToDA(X.fi, 4 hhds, seconds, from Calvert Count-

.

§4 50 and §5 50—2 hhd. at §8 and SH-

r.ALTIMOKR,

riULISIIED EVEBI FRIDAT,

BY JOIIX S. SKINNEIl EDll'OK.
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HORTICULTURE.
FOR OUU FRIENDS IN THE SOUTH.

DVirectious lov Gai'Acumg.
Containing instnictioiLs for tvovking a Kitchen Garde7i

alphabetically arranged. The time for sowing and
planting, is calcidated to answer for Camden and the

adjacent country for twenty or thirty miles ; but

southerly and loesterly direction, it may answer double

the distance.—Jiy P. Thokntok.

Asparagus
May be sowed early in Marcli, in a small bed of

light rich soil, drilled in rows six or nine inciies,

which would be preferable to broad cast, on accou;)t

of hoeing' and keeping tiiem clear from weeds, cover

ing them one inch deep ; should the weather proTe
dry, water them occasionally; and in twelve monthi
they may be set out in beds of about four feet wide
previously prepared of rich dung, to the depth of

twelve or fifteen inches ; let them be set out in trenches

six inches deep, and each trench fifteen inches asun-

der ; each plant may be set out twelve inches apart.—
In twelve months they may be fit for use ; but in

order that the roots might be strong and produc
tive. It would be better to let them stand till the so-

cond year.

Hfets

May be sowed the last of February or early in March,
and in order tor a succession of crops, they may be

sowed till the last of April ; in beds prepared rich and
light, four feet wide, in drills fifteen or eighteen inches

apart, and covered one or two inches deep ; as the

plants will admit, thin them out to stand ten or twelve
inches apart ; early spring Raddish or early Cabbage
may be drilled in rows between them without in-

jury, as they will be removed before the Beets get

to be of any size—shovdd the fall season prove fiivour

able, they might be sowed in August and come to per-

fection ; but the early sowing is most favourable to this

climate.

Scans
Of all descriptions, if the spring be favourable, maj

be planted from the first of April to the last of May

;

and the Pole Ileans may be replanted still later, in

any tolerable light soil ; the Bush Beans in trenches

two feet and a half wide, covered two inches deep,

and when the plants will admit, hoe and thin them out

to stand two or three inches apart ; the Pole Beans may
be drilled txom three to four feet apart, according to

the lieii;ht tliey run, and as the plants admit ; thin

them to stand ten or twelve inches apart. Wind-
sor Beans being very hardy, and able to stand the frost,

may be planted for spring use, in October or early in

November, in trenches two and a half feet apart, cover-

ed two inches deep ; when the plants will admit, they
may be thinned out so as to stand five or sis inches

from each other.

Soorcole.

Is a species of Cabbage, and one of those hardy

plants, the leaves of which may be cut without in

jury to its growth, and will produce a new crop in

the course of a month or six weeks—they may be
sowed broad cast in small beds, made light and loose,

about the last of February or early in March, after

raking in the seeds, it would be well to roll or press

the ground, in order to make the seed vegetate quickly
—when the plants will admit, they may be set out
at the distance of two feet apart. It should be ob-
served, that the land must be well manured and in a

high state of tillage for the cultivation of this plant
which, if kept constantly hoed, will grow very lusu.

riantly, and in the hottest weather be infinitely more
brittle in the leaves than any other cultivated in gar-

dens, which is a certain indication of being a hcailhy

plant. It is worthy of the attention <if tlie fanner or

azier ; on account of the rai

d the property of withstanding
frosts, while it affords an excellent vegetable (or the

table, and may be used with advantage for feeding
cows and sheep.

Jiroccoli

A species of Cabbage, cultivated for the use of the

table. There are several kinds of this plant, but the

Roman or purple kind Is s:iid to be best, and may be
sowed about the latter end of February or early

March, and when the young plants have germinated
eight leaves, they should be transplanted into nurse
beds ; the plants being about three or four inch

apart, should the weather prove dry, they might 1

frequently watered. By this manag-ement, towards
the latter end of May, they may be set out in strong
ground of a light soil, and well sheltered, in rows

"eet apart, and the pUnts one foot and a half from
each other.

Early Cabbage
Jlay be sowed the last of January, in warm beds

>f a tolerable light rich soil, either in broad cast or

in drills six inches apart, which would be preferable

>n account of hoeing and keeping them free from
veeds

J
cover them one inch deep, and when the

planis will admit, they may be set out in beds pre-

ously prepared light and loose, and each plant t

feet apart. Late Cabba^ge ma\ be sowed in M^y
"' ly in June, and reniam in oeds till August before

transplanting, which may be set out in the same
as the early ones. Colewarls and Green Cabbage
be sowed any time in Febnuiry or early in March
treated as the others, only give them a little more

space when transplanted.

Caulijoi,

The early London Cauliflower may he sowed the

middle or last of February, and when they liave three

leaves, they may be put into nursery beds as the Uroc
coli, and about the last of April they msy be set out or

•ansplanted, where they remain, giving them a

ght soil. The late London Cauliflower may be

jwed about the last of April, and set out in nursery

beds as above, about the last of June j they may be
set out where they are to remain, giving them a space

'>f about two feet. Those that are headed, niu;

have the heads shaded by breaking the large leaves

er them.
Solid Celery

May be sowed any time in March, on a small bed
of light rich soil, either in broad cast or in drills, six

or nine inches apart, and covered one inch deep
they may remain in the beds till July, then set out
in a very rich soil previously prepared, in trenches

ihree feet apart and a spade deep ; lay the earth

each side the trenches; and dig the bottoms, leaving

them level; place the plants along the trenches up.

light, SIX inches apart and water them ; in four or
five weeks draw the earth to each side of the plants,

breaking it fine ; do this in dry weather, and be care-

ful not to bury the hearts ; repeat the earthing once
in ten or twelve days till the plants are fit for use

;

the seeds may be sowed once in three weeks after

till May, in order to li.ave a succession of crops, by
treating and setting them out in the same manner as

above.

A'ail.

For early Spring Greens, may be sowed about the
last of January, in small beds of a tolerable light rich

soil, either in broad cast or in drills nine inches apart,

and covered one inch deep ; as the plants grow and

wi; adn.it, tiley nny be tlunncd uul for use, and those
tlr. I remain for seed may be thinned out si.x inches
uptirt.

Lei:„ce.

M.iy be sowed for early use the last of January, on
w„Tm borders, of a tolerable rich light soil, prepared
well and raked fine ; they may be sowed either in

broad cast or in drills six inches apart, and covered
light—when the plants will admit, they may be set

out on borders twelve inches apart ; in order for a
succession, they may be sowed once in three or four
weeks till the last of April.

Lavender, Sage, Balm, Tansey, Thyme, Rue, Jlosemary,

or other Herbs.
May be sowed by the middle of March or early in

.\pril, in small beds made light and fine, and drilled
in rows nine inches apart and covered lightly, and
when the plants will admit, they may be • thinned out
to stand three or four inches apart, and the following
spring they may be set out in small beds eighteen

asunder, each plant twelve or fifteen inches
apart ; they might be set around borders.

JMustard.
For early use, may be sowed the middle or last of

Ffbruary, on warm borders, of a tolerable rich and
ight soil, either in broad cast or in drills nine inches
p.irt, and covered lightly ; and in order to save the
eed for use, the latter mode of sowing would be

best, thinning them out to stand five or six inches apart.

J\'asiurtitims.

May be sowed any time in March, in light rich
earth in drills four feet asunder ; drop the seed tW9

iree inches apart, and cover them one inch deep

—

whi-n tlie plants will admit, thin them to stand six

inches apart, giving them poles to run by ; the leaves
iS well as the fruit are sometimes used for pickles.

May be sowed by the middle or last of February,
but in this climate the fall months or September or
October would be the best, and prepared in beds four
t'eet wide, of rotten dung or any very rich soil, a

p.ide deep ; the soil should not be too wet or stub-
lorn ; when the ground will rake easily, they may
be sowed in drills twelve inches apart and covered
one inch deep. If the soil is very light, tread in the

d after they are covered, then rake the beds
;

y should be kept clear of weeds ; not draw any
earth round the roots ; they may be thinned out to

tand uiree or four inches apart, unless such as you
rethnning daily for use; those may remain closer

ill you get them to the distance mentioned—those
hat are sowed in the fall, must have the buds nipped
out, else they are apt to go to seed, and when the
leaves wither and die they should be gathered, which

Id be done in dry weather. Spread tfiem on
clean, dry ground for a few days to harden, frequent-

ly turning them about, and after carefully cleaning

them from the earth, they may be spread on a floor,

giving them air when the weather is dry for a few
eks : after that they may be kept from the air, fre-

quently turning them, and picking out any that may
be injured. Plant the best and largest Onions for seed,

wo inches deep, and twelve inches asunder ; the

plants four or five inches apart—when their heads
come out, support the stalks with a stake to each, and
.'hen the seed is ripe gather and dry it.

Ockra

May be planted any time in the month of April, in a
Ight soil, drilled in rows three feet apart and covered
two inches deep—when the plants are two or three
inches above ground, they may be thinned out to

stand on« and a half or two feet distance, according to

the strength of the ground.
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Parsnijis.

May be sowed about the last of February or any

time during the montli of March, in beds prepared

four feet wide, of a very rich, liglit earth, (lug at

least a full spade deep, and drilled in rows tiRlueeii

inches asunder, and covered one incli deep—wht-n

the plants will admit, they may be thinned at the

distance of nine inches apart. Radishes or Cabbag(

n)ay be drilled between each row, and do well, as

they would be removed before they prove an injury

to the Parsnip. Pepper-Grass might also be sowed
in drills between them at the same lime,' and would

prove no injury—as it is made use of as Sallads, or

rather used with Lettuce, it would be removed be-

fore the Parsnip got to be of any size.

Parsletj.

May be sowed the last of January, or early in Fe-

bruary, but would do best sowed in SepteiTiber or

October, in small beds of a tolerable light sail, either

in broad cast or in drills six inches apart, and cover-

ed one inch deep, which might do best ; and when
tlie plants will admit, it would be an advantage to

thin them out to tlie distance of three or four inches

apart.
Pcpj,

May be sowed any time during the month of April,

in small beds of a tolerable light, rich soil, drilled

in rows fifteen inches asunder, and covered one inch

deep—when the plants will admit, thin them out

stand nine inches apart. In order to have a succes-

.sion for late pickling, they may be planted in May
English Peas.

For an early spring crop, may be planted any time

in December ; a tolerable light, rich soil would suit

them best, drilled in rows four feet apart, and those

that grow very tall, give them five feet space and

cover them two inches deep. As the winter often

proves too severe, they might do full as well or bet-

ter, sowed the last of January or early in February

;

and in order for a succession of crops, they may be

sowed once in three or four weeks till the middle of

April—they have Seen proved to do full as well

better, sowed in ridges round the edges or borders of

beds, which makes a great saving of ground, and are

much easier gathered- Peas that do not require

sticks, may be sowed in drills two and a half feet

.ipart, or on the edges or borders of beds, as the

other kind.
Potatoes

Planted from the middle of February to the mid

die of April, are raised with the greatest success

this climate, as a later planting seldom turns r

well, owing generally to the heat and dryness of the

summer ; a light soil which is neither too dry nor

too wet, suits them best ; the ground should be well

ploughed once or twice previous to planting, and if

the ground was ploughed late in the fall, to have the

winter exposure, so much the better, in order that

the ground might be made mellow and fine ; after

preparing the ground for planting, lay off trenches

three feet apart, six or seven inches deep, and strew

in the bottom coarse straw or litter from the stable ;

then cut your Potatoes, so that there may be two or

three eyes in each piece, and drop them on the coarse

dung or litter, twelve inches apart, and cover thtm
with earth two or three inches deep, taking care to

have the ridges very little above the Itvel of the

ground : if the ground be well prepared and free

ed one inch deep—when the plants will admit, thin

them out where tlicy touch each other; they may
still be thinned nut, giving them a greater space till

tbey are done ; they will grow quick and be tender
by frequently Stirling and hoeing round the roots and
keeping them free from weeds. ' Winter Radish may
be sowed from the last of August to the middle or

last of September, the ground and beds prepared in

the same manner as the spring Radish, only drill

them in rows fifteen inches apart, and thin them out

as soon as the plants will admit, two or three inches
apart.

Sfiinach.
In order to have it for early spring use, may be

sow( d the last of October, or any time in November,
and in order to have a succession of crops, it may
be so^yed again in February and early in March;
in a light good soil, drilled in rows fifteeii inche!

apart and covered one inch deep; and v^hen the
plants will admit, they may be thinned out for use,

giving them three or four inches space as they ad-
vance in size.

Spring Turnifi.

May be sowed the middle of February for early
use, and again any time in March for a succession,

light soil, drilled in rows twelve or fifteen inches
apart— in order the better to hoe and keep them free
from weeds, they may be covered one inch deep ;

and when the plants will admit, they may be thinned
out for use, till they stand three or four inches apart;
they are sometimes sowed in broad cast, but the
above mode is preferable. Late flat Turnips may
be sowed from tlie first of August to the first of Sep
tember, either in broad cast or drilled in rows, as

the spring Turnip, which is preferable in order t<

keep them firee from weeds—new ground enclosed

I year before planting, (which cows have used) is

aid to be preferable for fall Turnips ; previous to

sowing, plough it two ways and run a harrow over

it, to level and break the ground loose. Hanover
Turnips may be sowed from the middle of July to

the first of September, but the early sowing will be

best if seasonable, as the roots grow large, and may
then have time to get their growth before the winter

sets in : they require a strong light soil, either spaded
or well ploughed ; they may be sowed either in

broad cast or drills, which would be much prefer-

able, in rows eighteen inches apart, and covered

one inch deep—when the plants will admit, they

iT)ay be thinned out so as to remain ten or twel

inches from each other ; in wet seasons they may be

transplanted in beds on large squares, giving the

plants fifteen inches space. Those roots that are

topped late in the fall, and left in the ground during

the winter, will shoot out in the spring and make
earlier Greens than any that can be procured by
sowing.

Vines.

Pumpkins may do well planted among Corn,

where the soil is very strong and made light and

loose : and in order that they may have room, it

would be well to plant the Corn in drills or rows

feet apart, and may be thinned out to stand two

or two and a half feet distance, which mode is

thought best for Corn : between each row of Corn,

the Pumpkins may be planted after the seconc

ploughing and hoeing, in hills ten or twelve fet

apart, making the hills nearly level with the ground

as the plants will admit, thin them out, so that only

from weeds, two"mouldings will be sufficient. Dwarf one Vine may remain to a hill—hoe and keep them
Garden Peas may be planted with success on tin free from weeds as long !

edge of the Potatoes, just as they are coming outofpuring the Vines, observing not to hill upjthe earth

the ground : they serve to keep up the Peas as they
grow, and neither prove an injury to each other

Dring Radish may be drilled in the same row with
the Potatoes—only cover them one inch deep: they

will be removed for use, before the Potatoes prove
an injury to them.

Radish.
May be sowed the last of February, and in order

for a succession, till the middle (;f May ; in a light

soil, made up in beds three or four feet wide, and

drilled in rows ten or twelve inches apart and cover

ill admit without in-

much round the root ; be sure to take off the first

two or three crops when about as large as a goose

egg—in taking off the first, it will cause immedig—It

ately a number instead, and the second time in pro-

portion, and may be continued until the danger of

being too late for a growth to ripen. This mode,

upon experience, is found preferable—they are said

to produce better, planted free from other vegeta.

bles, where the grotmd is strong and well pulverized

and made as level as possible, making the hill

at the least tea or fifteeii feet apart, keeping th(

ground loose and free from weeds, as in that mode
of cultivation, they are not likely to suffer from
drought : they root at every joint, which makes it

necessary to have the ground strong and kept loose
as they run. All kinds of running' Squash may be
planted about the first of April, and for a succession
of crops, ma^ be planted tiii the middle or last of
May, in a similar soil to the Pumpkins, leaving the
hills a space from six to ten feet, according to the
kind that runs most, observing only to leave one
thrifty plant to a liill : they w ) \\ do best as the Pump-
kins, planted free from other Vegetables, and ob-
serve to take of the first growth when young as
bove. Summer bush Sciua'sU may be planted from
the first of April to the first ot May, in a warm light

1, each hill six feel apart ; two or three thrifty
plants may be iett in each, sit tlie distance of twelve

fifteen inches I loni each other, as they arc cul-
tivated ; observe to draw the earth but lightly round
the roots. Cucumbers may be planted the first of

April, and for a successionj m;.;. be continued till the
middle or last of May, on a simi \r bght warm soil as
the above Vines ; and may be cultivated to as good
advantage on moister ground, the hills six or eight
feet apart, leaving only one thrifty Vine to a hill

;

put no manure in the hills, as it Is too powerful, and
will cause them to wilt and die, unless it should be
very old and rotten, and put in the bottom, covering
it three inches with the common light earth. In or-
der that they may be kept in a flourishing and bear-
ing state till frost, they must have room to run : the
ground kept loose and free from weeds, and no Cu-
cumber to be suffered to remain on the Vine till full

grown, unless it be such as are wanting for seed.

As all Vine seeds are tender, they should not be
planted till the ground is warm, as they are apt to
get stinted by the cold, and do not flourish as well as
those planted later. If the ground should be very
dry, it may be well to soak all Vine seeds, till they

i nearly sprouted, before planting.

Water Melons^
May be planted about the middle of April, and in

order for a succession of crops may be continued
planting till the last of May ; as they require heat, a
warm sandy land suits them best, and may be plant-

ed in hills ten feet apart, made level with the earth

;

and the best manure is said to be hog's dung, where
it has been well trodden ; and when made up in hills

or spread on the earth, let it be mixed with the
earth a good depth; let the ground when the seed is

covered, be a little lower than a level with the sur-

face, so that it may be level when done hoing; al-

ways keep the top of the ground loose and fiee from
weeds; in that state of cultivation, they are said to

flourish better without rain than with it, unless light

d warm.
Musk Melons.

Require a similar soil and cultivation to Water Me-
lons, but will do on moister ground and with less

heat, and may be planted the same time, giving the
hills at least six feet space, leaving only one thrifty

plant to each hill.

Canfelo/ies and Small Melons.
May be planted the same time, and will answer

with the same soil and culture as the Musk Melon.
Gherkins.

May be planted any time from the middle of

April to the middle of June, in hills eight feet apart,

leaving only one thrifty Vine on each : as they will

bear much heat, they will require a similar soil to

Water Melons, and may be cultivated in the sapne"

manner.
Gourds.

May be planted.the same time, and treated in the

same manner with regard to soil and culture as the

running Squash, except the Mammoth Gourd, which
is said to do best planted about the middle of March,
if the spring is any way favourable.

Winter Crook-neck Sgua.ih.

As they are very similar to the Pumpkins, they

may be planted at the same time, (say from the mid-

dle of May till the first of July) and treated in the

same manner, both with regard to soil and culture.
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JV/iite Albany Bush Beans

May be cultivated in gardens, and planted the same
time and manner as other Bush Beans, in trenching

only the plants will do and bear as well standing

er to each other : they may be cultivated to great

advantage among Corn, planted the same time and
treated in the siime manner as Cow Peas : they
swer well for winter use, when vegetables are often

scarce ; therefore it may be an object to cultivate

them largely for fiimily usf.

'Ruta Ba§a.

A fall Turnip lately introduced iiito Amci ica, and

is known in the state of New York by the name of

the Yellow Russia Turnip. The leaf of every other

sort is of a yellowish green, while the leaf of th

Ruta Baga is of of a bluish green, like the green of

i'eas when nearly full gro^n, or like the green of a

young and thrifty early York Cabbage ; the outside

of the bulb of the Ruta Baga is of a greenish hue,

mixed towards the top with a colour bordering on a

red, and the inside of the bulb, if the sort be true

and genuine, is of a deep yiUow. The time for so'

ine in the state of New-Yorl

the grounti has been uncommonly grassy ; should it

be necessarj' to work it the third time, the applica-

tion (if the hoe may answer. The Ruta Baga has

been cultivated by giving the ridges a smaller space

but has been foundvnot so productive, upwards of

one thousand bushels have been raised from one acre,

by W illiam Cobbett, on Long Island, New Y'ork state.

From the above mode and cultivati(>n, the Turnips
on an average weighing upwards c.f seven pounds
each ; the plants or leaves will be so productive as

nearly to touch each other in the middle between the

ridges

Transfilanting is a mode said to be preferable ; the

ground ploughed up and made in ridges as above, the

Plants may be obtained tVom those that are thinned
out by the first mode of planting, or from Seeds pre-
viously sowed in beds broad cast, and set out in

ridges or beds prepared in the above mode : the

sooner the Plants are set out after preparing the

ground, the better—from the moving and turning of

the earth, a new process of fermentation takes place,

fresh exhalations arise, which give a supply of food

to the newly arrived Plants : this may be done about

up the roots, and boiling or steaming them with
a little meal added, they are excellent food for sows
and pigs.

_
, ,, , ,

,lthe middle or last of August: the dryest weather
to the 10th July, but as onr seasons here are muchi^^i^ tp be preferable, so that the ground or beds be
longer and the latter part of the summer generallyj^^^jg fresh previous to setting out; it is a general
hot and dry. it would be advisable not to sow sooner „,^,„„ ,„ J^;, f„, „;„ „^ ^^^^ ^p,

"
•

than the 15th July, and nut later than the 1st of Au-
gust.

3IiNNXK OF SOWINn, CULTIVATIOS, (ICAI.ITI OF LAND, &C

As a fine rich, garden mould, of a great depth,

and having a porous stratum under it,
'

'

every thing that vegetates, except Plants that live

best in water, so it is best for the Ruta Baga. Cob-

bett, on the culture of this root, says—" There is no

soil in which it may not be cultivated with great faci-

lity, except a pure sand or a very stifiF clay." A few

days pri'vious tn sowing, the ground must be plough-

ed up to a good depth into ridges, having two fur-

rows on each side of the ridge, so that every ridge

consists of tour furrows or turnings of the Plough,

making the tops of the ridges nearly or quite four

feet from each other ; as the ploughing should be
deep, it will of course leave a deep gutter between
every two ridges ; if the ground be not strong, rot-

ten stable manure may be placed under the middle
of each ridge, beneath where the Seed is sowed ;

the ground being prepared, two or three Seeds may
be dropped in places twelve inches apart, observing

custom to wait for rain or wet seasons, in setting

out any kinds of Plants, but experience has proved
instead of rainy or wet weather, it is the very worst
time. The reason is this : if Plants are put into wet
earth, the setting stick squeezes the earth up against

best for the tender fibres in a mortar-like state—the sun

comes and bakes this mortar into a sort of glazed
clod : the hole made by the stick is also a smooth
sided hole, which retains its form, and presents

every side an impenetrable substance to the fibres.—

In short, such as the hole is made, such it in a great

measure remains, and the roots are cooped up
this sort of well instead of having a free course left

them, to seek their food on every side ; besides this,

the fibres get, from being wet when planted, into a

small compass; they all cling to the tap root, and
are stuck on to it by the wet dirt, in which state

a hot sun follows, they are all baked together in a

lump and cannot stir—on the contrary, when put into

the ground unwet, the reverse of all this takes place,

and the fresh earth will, under any sun, supply mois-

ture in quantity sufficient. The mode of planting is

follows— first, the hole is made sufficiently deep

other ; then draw a little earth pressing it

the earth gets too dry ; this is always a good thing

be done, even with any kind of Seed that is sowed

Having provided small casks like oyster bar-

rels, fill them with fresh laid eggs, then pour
into each cask, the head of which is supposed
to have been first taken out, as much cold thick

ime water as will fill up all the void space be-

tween the eggs, and likewise completely cover

them, the thicker the lime water is the better,

provided it will fill up all the interstices and be
liquid at the top of the cask, this done, lay on
the head of the cask lightly. No farther care

is necessary, than merely to prevent the lime

from growing too hard, by adding occasionally a

little common water on the surface, should it

seem so disposed, and keeping the casks from
heat and frost.

The eggs when taken out for use are to be

washed from the adhering lime in a little cold

water, when they will have both the appearance

and qualities of fresh laid eggs, the lime preserv-

ing them from shrinking or putridity.

to drop them so that the Seeds may not touch each deeper than the length of the root really requires.

but the root should not be bent at the point if it can

the Seed in order to make it vegetate quickly, before be avoided : then, while one hand holds the Plant

with its root in the hole, the other hand applies the

setting stick to the earth on one side of the hole, the

lightly, er]i' cially in dry weather and under a hot'stick being held in such a way as to form a sharp

sun.—Se. ds are veiy small things, and though whenjtriangle with the Plant; then pushing the stick down,
we see the -i covered over with the earth, we con- so that its point goes a little deeper than the point of

elude that tiie earth must touch them closely, we'the root, and giving it a little twist it presses the

should remember that a very small cavity is suffi- earth against the point or bottom of the root ; and
cient to keep untouched nearly all round ; in which
rase, under a hot sun and near the surface, they are
sure to perish, or at least to lie long and until rain

comes before they start. As soon as thePlaiits are fair-

ly up, they may be thinned out with a small hoe, only

leaving one to stand singly about twelve inches apart
—this is a great point, as they begin to rob one ano-

ther at a very early age, and if left two or three

thus all is safe and the plant is sure to grow. The
general and almost universal fault is that the planter

when he has put the root in the hole, draws the earth

up against the uppt;r part of the root or stem, and if

he presses pretty well there, he thinks that the pla;it

ing is well done ; but it is the point of the root

against which the earth ought to be pressed, for there

the fibres are ; and if they do not touch the earth
weeks before they are taken up, they v;ill diminish closely, the Plant will not thrive If the ground was

eatly ; as soon as the grass begins much to make
its appearance, the tops of the ridges round the
Plants may be hoed six inches in width, then with
single horse Plough take a furrow from the side i

one ridge going up the field, a furrow from the other
ridge coming down, then another furrow from the

same side of the first ridge going up, and another
from the same side of the other ridge coming down,
observing to plough within three or four inches of the
Plant ; this turns a ridge over the original gutter;
then observe to turn these furrows back again to the
Turnips ; in this manner the weeds are nearly or all

quite destroyed ; when the weeds again make their

appearance, or rather a new hoard starts up, it will

; necessary to repeat the same operation with the

ploughed or prepared in the fall before, so much the

better, which should be done as before observed
only the ploughing should be very deep, and the

ridges well laid up ; in this situation it would by

the successive frosts, be shaken and broken fine

powder by March or April ; it should then be turned
back, always ploughing deep—then previous to sow-

ing, the manure may be put in the ridges, and plough
ed and sowed as first described. As the winters at

the north are too severe for the Ruta Baga, they
harvested or taken up the 1st of November, and
either put up in cellars or in hills, prepared in such
manner as to keep out the frost ; in this climate they
would keep in the ground during the winter without

injury, and are excellent food for cattle, hogs, or

lioe and Plough as before, which may suffice unlesssheep, both tbe tops as well as the roots. By cut

Manner of p ing eggs lierfeclly fresh for
2 months.

Another method.

The most simple and easy mode of preserv-

ing eggs is to rub the outsid#of the shell, as

soon as gathered from the nest with a little but-

ter or any other grease that is not fcEtid.—By
filling up the pores of the shell, the evaporation

of the liquid part of the egg is prevented and

either by that means or by excluding the exter-

nal air, which Fourcroy supposes destroys the

milkiness, which most people are fond of in new
laid eggs, that milkiness will be preserved, for

months, as perfect as when the egg was taken

from the nest.

Turkey Cement for joining Metals, Glass, isfc.

The jewellers in Turkey, who are mostly

Armenians, have a curious method of ornament-
ing watch cases, and similar things with dia-

monds and other stones by simply gluing them
on. The stone is set in silver or gold and the

lower part of the metal made flat, or to corres-

pond with the part to which it is to be fixed ; it is

then warmed gently and the glue applied, which
is so very strong tliat the parts never separate.

This glue, which may be applied to many pur-

poses, as it will strongly join bits of glass or

polished steel, is thus made.

Dissolve five or six bits of mastic, as large as

peas, in as much spirits of wine, as will suffice

to render it liquid ; in another vessel dissolve as

much isinglass which has been previously soaked

in water till it is swollen and soft in French bran-

dy or rum, as will make two ounces, by mea-
sure, of strong glue, and add two small bits of

gum galbanum, or ammoniacum, which must be

rubbed or ground until they are dissolved, then

mix the whole with a sufficient heat. Keep it

in a phial stopped ; and when it is used set it in hot

water.
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sufficient. But if cold, as in Rivers, Springs,

Sec. five %veeks or longer may be necessary.

—

At the expiration of this period, a head of the

hemp is taken out and dried. If on beating

and cleaning it, the husk comes off, the hemp
may then be taken out of the water; but if the

husk still adheres to it, it must be allowed to

remain some lime longer. The trial must be

repeated from time to time till the husk sepa-

rates, when the hemp must be taken out of the

water and suspended to dry as before directed,

on its being taken off the ground, the hemp
is made into two sorts, distinguished by t

names of Spring and Winter hemp, the former

being dry and rather of a withered appearance^

the latter more moist and of a fine brownish

green colour, containing more of the vegeta-

ble oil, and therefore the most apt to heat,

though if not shipped at St. Petersburg, or Riga
before September, there is not much risk of its

heating any more on board the ships, especi

ally in a short voyage, as to England, and are

the best for cables. If it be intended that the

Hemp should be early ready for market, it

made into Winter Hemp by the following pro

cess : On being taken out of the water, it is left

suspended 'in the open air for about a fortnight

where it is put in the kiln for 24 hours, after

which it is broken by means of a hand-mill, and

the husk is then beaten off" by striking the heads

obliquely with iron and wooden instruments of

a large two edged Knife. Lastly, to unravel it

is drawn through a wooden comb or card with

one row of wide wooden teeth fixed perpendicu

larly.

The Hemp is then laid up or suspended in

sheds, and is fit to be sorted, bound into bundles,

and loaded into barks.

The Hemp to be prepared as Spring hemp is

allowed to remain suspended and exposed to

the weather the whole winter, until it be dried

by the sun in the Spring, when it is broken and

cleaned in the same manner as Winter Hemp.
As the greatest part of the Summer elapses be

fore it can be made fit for the market, none of

this hemp reaches St. Petersburg until the fol-

lowing Spring. That is two years after it was
sown. The Hemp is sown in the same manner
as Lintseed, Rye or Wheat.—Land of a sandy

soil may also be employed for it, but then

it must be strongly manured, otherwise it will be

too short, and a flat country should always be
preferred.

One Chetwirt of seed commonly yields 22

loads (upwards of 36 English) of Hemp and I

Chctwirts of Hemp seed.

Obsematio.is on the Manufacture of Sail Cloth.

A -well conducted factory of Sail Cloth, in

a country where labour is not dear, and where
the climate and soil are adapted to the growth
of the material of which it is made, and

whence it is of easy and cheap transportation to

market, could not, it is believed, fail to yield

ample remuneration for the capital and labour

employed in it.

In the manufacture of Sail Cloth, flax is pre
tierred, both for the chain and waft. The yarn

is spun by machinery—and both warp and weft

yarns are thoroughly cleansed before they ai

wove, by steeping, in plain hot water, washing

and boiling twice, with pot and pearl ashes.

—

The operations of steeping, and boiling, should

is believed, be performed as follows :

iOR THE FIRST BOIL.

The yarns to be steeped under cover in plain

hot water, without any admixture of acids or

their deleterious substances, until fermentation

begins to subside, which will generally take

place about five days in summer, and 8 in spring

or autumn, and when taken out of the steep, tc

be well washed, viz : The warp yarns cacl

mill full, six minutes—and the waft yarns each
mill full, twelve minutes. The yarns are then

to be hand washed in a considerable stream of

clear running water, or through a five or six

inch pipe of clear water and wrung. After

this they are to be boiled from 6 to 8 hours ac-

cording to the strength of the fire (and the boil-

er having neither nettings or falsebottoms) with

the following proportion of ashes.

21bs. best American pot, ? to 48 poundi

best St. Petersburg Pearl, 5 of yarns,

'^and to be again hand washed as above and

ig. And then to be put on poles, properly

shaken out and hung in the open air where they

must remain from 14 to 21 days, as the weath

er may render necessary, care being taken to

turn and shake out the hanks at least every se

cond day.

FOR THE SECOND BOIL.

believed, would be highly profitable to the :

culturist.

The yards to be again washed as above and

rung, and afterwards to be boiled for six hours

with the following proportion of ashes, viz

:

21bs. best American pearl to 481bs. of yarns, to

be again hand washed and wrung, and then to

be put on poles, properly shaken out and hung
in the open air from 7 to 1 4 days according to

the state of the weather, and if not then dry, to

be dried in a stove or drying house ; and it is

now ready to be wove on bobbins, warped and

put in the loom.

None of these operations of preparing the

yarns can be performed during the months of

November and December, or January—and

seldom in February, except it be in very mild

and temperate climates.

As to the method of weaving, it has been ob
served that the cloth can be woven equally

well, either by power or hand ; but is believed

that the manufacturer would find it greatly to

his interest to weave by power. The cloth

when wove is 20 inches wide, and each bolt

contains 40 yards. There are 8 numbers used

in the American service, their weight and price

are as follows

:

No. I weighs 45lb. 6 price g22 50
« 2 « 42 6 " 22 2.i

« 3 « 33 " 22 00
<( 4 « 37 « 21 75
" 5 " 33 « 19 00
" 6 " 30 « 18 00
" 7 " 27 « 17 00
" 8 " 24 " 16 00

Although it has been stated previously, that

flax is preferred in the manufacture of sail

cloth, yet some are of opinion that hemp sown ve

ry thick, and pulled at a period to produce a fibre

hurd, on a medium between the ordinary

hemp and flax, would be fully as good, as flax

for all the heavy numbers of canvas. This it is

FROM 'IIIE F.DIN-BURGH FARMER'S MAGAZINE,

for August 1820.

Method of ascertaining the Richness of Milk.

Many considerations render it a matter oi

great importance in rural economy, to ascertain

the richness of Milk with faculty and preci-

.—The richness of this fluid depends prin-

cipally on the quantity of oil or butter, and curd
or cheese, which it contains.

The relative quantities of these valuable in-

gredients, in the milk of diflerent cows, may be
discovered with an accuracy more than suffici-

ent for all useful purposes, by ascertaining the

specific gravity of the milk, in difTerent states.

The beads invented and manufactured by Mrs.
Lovi, of Edinburgh, afford the readiest way of

trying these specie gravities; and the method
of using them is the following

—

Pour fresh drawn milk into a glass vessel, and
soon as its temperature falls to the 60lh de-

gree, as shown by a thermometer plunged into

it, discover by trial a bead which will remain
suspended in any part of the liquid. For this

purpose, first introduce number 24 ; and if it

ise to the surface, remove it, and try 25 ; if

it swim, try 26, and so on, until a bead is found

which does not rise to the surface, nor yet

sink to the bottom, but continues stationary in

any part of the liquid. The number upon
that beat denotes the specific gravity of the

milk, and is to be carefully noted.—A quicker

way consists in throwiiig all the beads at once
into a larger vessel of the milk ; probably some
will sink, and some swim. The one which re-

mains suspended, indicates, the specific gravi-

ty. If none be in that situation, then observe

the last bead that swims, and the first which
sinks, and the number intervening between

fthem, is the specific gravity. Thus, if 25, 26,

and 27 swim, and 28, 29, 30, &c. sink, 27^, which
is the number intermediate between 27 and 28,

expresses the specific gravity. A''ext, allow the

milk to stand 24 hours, or till all the cream has

risen ; after removing it bring the skimmed milk

to the temperture of 60 degrees, and ascer-

tain its specific gravity in the manner already

described.

As the oil, which has separated in the form of

cream, is the lightest ingredient, the specific

gravity of the skim milk will be found greater

than before; and the larger the quantity of

cream, the greater will be the difference, of

specific gravity.

This difference, therefore, affords a sure indi-

cation of the relative quantities of oily matter,

or butter.

Thus if entire milk possesses a specific gravity

of 29, and the skimmed milk, on one occasion

have a gravity of 35, but on another of 32 only

the difference, in the first case, amounts to six -

degrees, and, in the second, to three degrees

;

and the milk of the first example will afford

nearly twice as much butter as that of the other

and so on in every other proportion.
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Or il one milk at 30, have its specific gravity

increased to 34, by the removal of the cream
and another at 28 rise to 32, then, as the differ

ences are the same, the quantity of butter which
they will afford, will be nearly the same.

In this manner, the relative quantities of oil,

contained in milk, is discovered ; and, to ascer

lain the proportions of the curd or cheese, cur

die such a quantity of the skimmed milk as will

afford a sufficient quantity of clear whey ; then

bring it to the temperature of 60 degrees, and

ascertain its gravity.

As the curd is a heavy ingredient, the specific

gravity of the whey will be found to be less

than that of the skimmed milk ; and the large

the quantity of the curd, the greater will the

decrease be.

The difference, consequently, in the gravi-

ties, affords an indication and measure of the

relative quantities of curd.

Thus, if skimmed milk stand at 36, and the

whey in one instance at 32, and in another at

34, it may be inferred that the first will yield

about twice as much cheesy matter as the se

cond, and so in all other proportions.

It is most accurate to try the specific gravi

lies of the milk, in all its states, at the tempera

ture of 60. But if any circumstance prevent,

this being done, and they are tried at any other

temperature, then, for every four degrees of

deviation from the 60th degree of temperatu

make an allowance of one degree of specific

gravity ; and, if the temperature be above 60,

add the allowance to the number actually

found; if the temperature be below 60, de-

duct it.

Thus if the milk possess, at temperature 68

degrees, a specific gravity of 28, as the

cess of temperature above 60 degrees amounts

to 8 degrees, or twice four, make an allowance

of two degrees on account of the temperature,

and add them to the 28 : consequently 30 will

be the number expressing its specific gravity, at

the standard temperature of 60 degrees.

Again, if the trial be made when the milk i

at temperature 52, and the specific gravity be

found to be 32, make the allowance of 2 degrees,

but deduct them from the amount found, and

the remainder, or 30, will denote the specific

gravity.

It has been found from experiment, that the

Beads afifilicable to the different kinds of Milk

examined, are the following,

Womans' milk, from 30 to 38

Cows' 24 to 34

Asses'

Goats' (house fed) . 34

Cows' milk, when the cow was fed on grass, be

fore being creamed, was 32 ; after the cream
was takcMi off. 40

The milk of ewes, also grass-fed, was 36 be

fore it was creamed ; and after the cream was

taken off, it was. 48
Mares' milk was found to be

.
36

Nolo. // a/i/iears that 'iuoman's milk and
asses' m.'lk afford scarcely any cream,

ADVANTAGES OF THE BEADS.

The advantages to be obtained from this

mode of discovering the richness of milk, are
so obvicus as scarcely to require enumeration.

;. It affords an easy method of estimatint; the

value of a milch cow. By taking into view
the quantity of milk, and its quality, the me-
rits of the animal may be justly determined.

^d. It affords the best means ofjudging of the

ftness of a cow, for a butter or cheese dairy.

Sd. It affords ready means of trying the effects

of //articular ki7ids offood ufion the milk of
cows.

'^th. It affords jneans of determining the value
ofparticular pastures.

Sth, It affords excellent checks u/ion the fidelity
as well as the skill and attention of the dairy
servants.

fore whenever it is observed, a dose of laxative me-
icine should be given, and opening clysters thrown

up to remove any hard excrement that may be lodg-
ed in the rectum or last gut. (See Clysters.) To pre-
vent a return of the complaint, regular exercise
and a change of diet are necessary ; green food is the
Ijest for the purpose, but if this cannot be procured,
bran mashes should be substituted. When a horse is
naturally disposed to costiveness, a bran mash should
be given twice or three times a week instead of
oats, and now and then a little green focd. Cattle
also are liable tf) a dangerous kind of costiveness,
termed fardel bound ; and in this case, there is
sometimes an appearance of slight purging, proba-
bly fnim the liquid parts passing between the indu-
rated excrement and the gut, by which the practi-
tioner may be deceived. A laxative or purging

vr ,, . .
,

drench should be given in this disease without loss ofp .
a. It is proper to observe, that these beads time. (See Laxatives and Purgatives.) Calves also

mdicate the real specific gravities, and are made'are subject to costiveness, particularly when first

to speak the common language of science, byfP"' "^^ ^'"Y meat; it is highlv necessary in this case,

adding 1000 to each number; thus, a specific!?,P''? '™™'"''=^'^'>'.f,T^.'*^^/'''^
"'^'''*^'"''- "^^e

forJrrete^'TT' ''
-'^I'r"^;

'7'^"^^-- ^^P^'^l^^^^^^^^^
1030, m reference to the gravity of distilled wa- ounces according to the age and strength : Castor oil
ter, taken as 1 000.

e lieve resume t/,e publication ofextracts from an En
glish work on the diseases of live stock

particulars as appear to be of most common occur

amongst farmers ffenei-alhj, omitting others that se

be in a great measure superfluous.

Cordials. Medicines are thus termed which
sess warm and stimulating qualities, and give tern

from two to four ounces. When costiveness appears
to have brought on any degree of fever, which is in-
dicated by quick pulse and redness of the membrane
under the eye-lids, and this is often the case in

selecting suc/< ^'""^^^ I "^' 'f 't 'S accompanied with uneasiness or
pain in the bowels, it will be proper to bleed the
animal.

porary energy to the stomach, and consequently to
the whole system. The indiscriminate use of cor
dials IS certainly highly pernicious; but when a
horse is exhausted by violent or long continued ex
ertion, they may often be given with advantage ; and
on such occasions, will be found more efficacious, if

mixed with a pint of ale and given as a drench. As
cordials are so generally given on almost all ccca-
iions by grooms and farriers, it may be asked how it

s^ that so little apparent mischief is done by them ?

The reasons are, hrst, that the ingi-edients of which
the greater part of them are composed are nearly
nert with respect to the horse, in the quantity which
generally forms a dose. And, in the second place,
it should be considered that, supposing the cordial
to be composed of active ingredients, it is not by one
or two doses improperly given, that the injury is

done
: a frequent repetition of the practice however,

will gradually weaken the stomach and other parts
concerned in digestion, and thereby ultimately pro-
duce some formidable disease ; from this cause par-

ity to flatulent colic and indigestion often
proceeds. I believe that every good effect that can
be expected from cordials, may be obtained from
ginger, caraway seeds, and aniseeds, recently pow
dered ; but if the seeds cannot be procured in this
state, their want of sufficient strength may be sup-
plied by the addition of a small quantity of the es-
sential oil, either of caraway, or aniseed, or both.

—

Cascarilla bark, may perhaps be a useful addition,
when the stomach has been much weakened and
flatulency and indigestion have already taken place,
and on such occasions the cordial should be exhibit-
ed in warm beer or diluted spirit : hot brandy and
water, is I conceive, the best vehicle in such cases.

variety of formulae for cordial balls may be found

the author's Veterinary Pharmacofixia,or 2<\\o\

Costiveness or Binding ofthe Belly. By this term

is implied a preternatural or morbid detention and

hardening of the excrement, a disease to which
every animal is subject, but the horse perhaps more

josrof 'laxative°medicine.
than any other. It arises for the most part from want
f exercise, when a horse is kept upon hard dry

food, as oats or beans ; but in some horses it appears

be habitual. Costiveness is often the cause of colic,

and sometimes of inflammation of the bowels , there-

Cough, Chronic. This disorder is often a conse-
quence of a neglected cild, and is sometimes caused
by allowing a horse that has an indordinate appetite
to eat too much hay and drink too much watir; it

may also be producd by what is termed Foul Feed-
ing, that is, when a horse is disposed to eat his litter

in preference to hay. Indeed, we often find, that
hoi-ses with voracious appetites, when stinted in hay,
will soon eat their litter, however filthy it may be.
For the first kind of cough, bleeding, mashes, and a
dose of the following powder twice a day are perhaps
the best remedies ; taking care that the horse is not
exposed to wet or cold, until the disease is perfectly
removed ; should this fail, let some pectoral balls be
given, for which a variety ot receipts may be found
in the author's first volume of Veterinary Medicine,
page 360, or in the Veterinary Pharmacofaeia.—
The powder is to consist of one ounce of nitre and
two drams of emetic tartar, and this should be con-
tinued until the horse stales considerably more than

With respect to the second kind of cojgh, or
that which is caused by a voracious or foul feeding,
no good can be expected from medicine, unless the
horse's diet be properly regulated ; he should be al-

lowed only a moderate quantity of hay and wa'er;
taking care that the former is of the best quality, not
mow-burnt, and free from dust. To prevent him
from eating his litter, he should constantly wear a
muzzle, except at the time he is eating his allow-

ance. The medicines employed for the cure of chro-
nic cough, are very numerous. In the formula re-

commended Dy writers on farriery, we generally find

galbanum, assafcetida, ammoniacum, Barbadoes tar,

halsum of sulphur, balsam of Peru, garlic, castile

soap, cinnibar, &c. in short almost every article in

the Materia Medica has been occasionally put in re-

quisition to subdue this formidable disorder; and af-

ter all, I believe it will be acknowldged by those

ho have given every plan a fair trial, that much
more may be done by proper attention to the horse's

liet and exercise, than by any of them or all of them
put together. It should have been observed before

that horses with chronic cough should have their

bowels kept rather open than otherwise, by giving

occasionally bran mashes ; and if necessary, a small

Cows Delivery of. This subject has already been

treated of under the head Calving. I trust however,

the following general rules given by Mr. John Law-
rence in his Treatise on Cattle Medicine, will not be
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thought superfluous :—Timely assistance before the

cow is exiiausted. Extraction never to lie attempted

in an improper position : supple the hand and arm
with warm water and fresh lard : examination best

made, tlie cow standing, and in the interval of the

pains. In pulling at the feet enclose the claws in the
f

hand, that the horn may not bruise the cow : navel

string bursting and the usual flux of blood of noi

consequence Instruments to be used only in thei

last resort and by experienced and steady persons]

only. The proper hook is of hard iron, four inches

long with a loop for the cord at the straight end.

See Calving.
Cracks in the Heels. These are generally a conse-

quence of negligence or want of cleanliness ; some-

times they occur, particularly in winter, without

any fault of the groom. Alter washing the cracks

with soap and water, and afterwards with warm wa
ter alone, that no soap may remain on the sores,

take of finely-powdered alum, one ounce ; pipe-clay

powdered, two ounces—water enough to form them
into a thin paste about the consistence of cream.

This paste is to be spread over the heel with a soft

painting-brush, and repeated for three or four days,

by which time the cracks will be found nearly heal-

ed. It will then be necessary, in order to soften the

parts, to apply the following ointment :—bees' wax,

two ounces; be.st olive oil, six ounces; melt them
over a very slow fire, and then add of white lead,

finely powdered, two ounces—let the whole be tho-

roughly mixed. These cracks are merely local,

though by their irritation they sometimes cause swel

ling of the leg. The horse should be turned loose

into a box, and be fed with bran-mashes: exercise

will rather tend to retard the healing of the cracks,

particularly if it exceed walking, or if the horse be

taken upon wet or dirty roads. When cracks are

much inflamed and very sore, it will be proper to ap-

ply a poultice for two or three days before the astrin-

gent paste is used. If any medicine is given, per

haps the diruretic alterative is most useful ; and ai

the horse is not to be exercised, it may prevent an)

ill consequence whicli might otherwise ensue.

Crib-biting. A disagreeable and injurious habit

which young horses sometimes acquire ; it consists

in their laying hold of the manger with their teeth,

and apparently sucking in air; making at the same
timeapeculiarnoise. Some writershaveimaginedthat

crib-biting depends upon flatulency or some irritation

in the stomach, and that there is more probably an

expulsion than a swallowing of air, I have seen a

horse's belly swell considerably after crib biting, and

in some instances they will contrive to suck the air,

as it is termed, without laying hold of any thing;

besides, it is well known, that by placing a healthy

young horse near a crib-biter, he will generally, in a

short time, acquire the same habit. The usual mode
of preventing it is to put a leather round the neck

as tight as can be, without impeding swallowing 01

breathing. Another plan is to cover the edge of thi

manger with a sheep's skin, the wool side outward

Others have recommended keeping straw in the man
ger, and abridging his allowannce of hay, or taking

away his rack and manger, making him eat his hay

from the ground, and his oats from a nose-bag It is

a vice which certainly lessens the value of a horse

considerably, as it tends to induce weakness of sto-

mach, and consequently indigestion, and flatulent colic

NORTH CAROLINA PRODUCE.

Extract of a letter to the 'Editor—dated

" Plymouth, N. C. 20th Oct. 1820.

" From a single grain of Siberian Wheat,
iUere was raised on the farm of David Clarke,

l:lsq. in Scotland Neck, (about sixty miles

above this) during the present year, 1660

grains, all well filled. I know not whether

product like this is usual.—If not it may tend

vo shew the fitness of our soil for the cultivation

of this grain. From a half pint of wheat sow-

ed in ground, on which no more than ordinary

attention was bestowed, 32^ pints was reaped.

shewing an increase of 65 lo I."

^mm s'AiamiiiSfi

nALTlMOKK, I-RIUAV VKMUEK 17, 1820.

dj- Persons subscribing to this paper for less than

ic ) car, will have to pay 25 cents for each number.

Present Prices of Cmmtrij Produce tn this Marhct.

Rr.u Wheat last sales, at 78 cts—Old Cokn 33 to

6 cts.—New do. 32 cts Rie, 42 cts.—Oats 26 cts.—

Hat, per ton 5517—Straw, do. §7-Ftocn, from

the wagons 84 12^-Whiskey, from do. 33 to 34

K, per bbl. §14-Beef, do. gU to §13—Bctteb,
lb. 25 lo 31 cts—Er.Gs, per doz. 18 to 20 cts—Veal,
lb. 6 to 8 cts

—

Lajib, per quarter, 37^ to 50 cts-

Ijv.r.T, per lb. prime pieces 8 to 10 cts.

—

Hams, 12 to

14 cts.

—

Middlings, 10 cts.

—

Chickens, per doz. §2 50

itatoes, 374 cts.—Live Cattle, §5 50 to §6-
London White Lead, §4 25—American do. 83 75-

Boiled Oil, ^l 57

i

—Featheiis, 50 to 62J cts.

—

Ta
; 25—TuiiFENTiNE, soft, §2 25—SpiniTS, do. 35 ct

Pitch, ^2 25—Lard, 11 to 12 cts—Shingles, best

deep Creek, §8 50—Do. small S4 75—Flooiii:

SK, 5-4 §26—Cotton, Upland, 17 to 19 cts..

yland Tobacco, 2 hhds. Calvert crop, at §7
5 hhds. seconds, at S*—2 hhds. crop, do. do. 1 at g

at SU—2 do. do. crop, 1 at S7 50,-1 do. do. s

conds, at §7—2 hhds. crop, from Charles County,

3, 1 do. at §6 50—2 do. seconds, at §4.

JUST PUBLISHED
Bi/ .ibrahitm Small, JVb 165, Chesmd St. Philaildphii

(nEAIILY opposite THE BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.)

DR. THOMSON'S

IN FOUR VOLUMES OCTAVO.

Price in Boards §12, or Bound gU.
The preceding edition of Dr. Thomson's Chemis

try had acquired so much reputation both in England

and upon the continent of Europe, that a new edition,

comprising the new facts with which the science

had been enriched, and the new views of the subject

which exti-nded knowledge had suggested as indis-

pensible, was eagerly looked for by the scientific

world. A new edition has accordingly appeared
wherein the former edition of five volumes, has been

condensed into four.

OR,

American Annals of Knowledge and Literature j

A QuarterlyjJournal to be Published in Lexington, K\

.

UN PEU DE TOUT.

PROSPECTUS.

The eminent station which the Western States of

America have already attained, and the rapid ad-
vances which they are making in moral improvement,
warrant the belief, that the period has arrived when
a Literary and Scientific Journal may be commenced
with a certainty of adequate encouragement and
permanent usefulness.

Promted by this belief, and anxious to promote
the diffusion of useful knowledge, we are induced to

undertake a work whose objt ct wdl be to elicit and
foster American genius. It will be our constant aim

every topic introduced in our pages, to inform the
taste, enlighten the mind, and direct the judgment
of our readers.

Well written disquitions on all the Arts and
Sciences will find a ready admission into this Journal;

and we will gratefully receive original tracts and es-

says an all subjects, calculated to afford amusement
or instruction to society.

The Statistics, (ieography. Geology, Antiquities,

Civil and Natural History of the Western States will

! form prominent objects of our labours, and inquiries.

We will occasionally give an analysis of important
works ; but it is beyond the scope of our plan to re-

view at large new publications : there is already in

this town a Journal established for that purpose, and
the numerous reviews printed elst-where ought to sa-

sfy those who cannot read and think for themselves.

Local politics and sectarian controversies shall be

excluded from our pages ; but political science and
metaphysical disquisitions will be admitted. We
wish to render this Journal a Cyclopa;dical Reposito-

ry, in whicli every subject may find a jjlace.

Several literary and scientific gentlemen have
pledged themselves to conduct, and cuntribute to

this Journal, They will use evei y effort to render it

useful vehicle of general knowledge, and they ear-

stly solicit the countenance and co-operation of all

who feel any interest in the reputation and moral
iprovement of the Western States.

Lexington, (Ky.) October 7th, 1820.

AU the new discoveries, and all the new theories of \^^^ of gg pages, forming every year a volume of 320
Chemical Phenomena, have been considered and em
braced in the present improved edition : so that it

indispensable to the chemical student, as presenting

the only condensed view of the changes and altera-

tions in chemical doctrine, which the discoveries of

he last ten years have suggested. No apology there-

fore can be necessary for reprinting such a book in

this country ; for the press does not furnish a substi

lute for it. But, there is so much theoretical sug

gestion—so much abstruse calculation—so much fact

of dubious authority—and so much theory of dubious

validity—that notes and illustrations are absolutely

ecessary, not menly to render the book more
ful but more intelligible.

Under these impressions, I have thought fit to

•ite notes in illustration (and sometimes in contra-

diction) of the work itself, rather than to make any

abridgment of it. Those who wisli to know the mo-

dern views of chemical science, must peruse it ; and

ery many who will be anxious to study it, eluci

dation will be necessary. I have endeavoured to sup-

ply these, to the best of my ability: regardless whe
iher my own opinions are in dissonance or coincidence

with those of my autlior : leaving to the reader to

decide between us. . , ..^

THOMAS COOPER, M. D

CONDITIONS.

This Literary and Scientific Journal will be pub-
ihed Quarterly, in Lexington, Kentucky, in num-

pages or more. The first number will be published

in January, 1821, and the other numbers successive-

ly in April, July and October following.

The subscription will be only TWO DOLLARS
per annum, to be paid in two instalments uf a Dollar

each, on receiving the first and third numbers, un-

less it is preferred to pay the whole in the first in-

stance, which will be quite optional. The numbers
will be sent regularly by mail to distant subscribers.

Subscriptions will W received in Lexington, by the

publisher, Thomas Smith, editor of the Kentucky
Reported, and by all his agents for that gazette

throughout the country. Also by Mr Souter, in Lon-
don, Dr. Jokn Torrey inNew \nrk. Solomon Conrad
in Philadelphia, Messrs- Cramer isf Sfiear in Pitts-

liurgh. Caleb Aiii<ater, Escj. in Circleville, Ohio, and

>y J S. Skinner, Post Master of Baltimore.

(t7* No subscription will be received for less than

one year or volume.

BALTIMORE,

rUBLtSHED EVERT FRIDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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Mn. Editoh—After a long interval, your two last

papers have brouglu me tlie rejoinder of the Maryland
Farmer, in support of the protection of manufactures,

and in answer to my letter, which was published in

your SOth number. This delay, it seems, was In part

caused by your misplacing tiie letter of the Maryland
Parmer, and really sir, of your two correspondents,

I have much the most reason to complain of your care

lessness. I cannot suppose that many of your readers

recollect much of my arguments, after eleven weeki
have elapsed since their publication, and an answer can

scarcely fail of being satisfactory, to one who has

read, or does not remember the piece which drew it

forth. As accident has given my antagonist this advan-

tage, I request of such of your subscribers as may ho-

nour this with a perusal, to refer to all that h.as been
said on both sides, in the course of this discussion

This will save a deal of trouble in quoting and re

quoting, and allow me to avoid imposing a heavier tax

than necessary on the jiatience of your readers

The address from the Delegales of the United Agri-
cultural Societies of Virginia, was in answer to the
most prominent and popular arguments and assertions,

on which rest the claims of the manufacturers to ad-

ditional privileges, and which form the only support
of the doctrines of their advocates. The delegates

have supported each of their objections to protecting

duties, by argimients, which if weak or false, could

certainly have been overthrown with ease. The first

letter of the Maryland Farmer, was an attack on tlif

address ; but inste.ad of attempting to show its state

raents to be unfounded, its arguments sophistical o:

false, and consequently its whole position untenable
he contented himself with denying the correctness of

three or four minor points of the address, (in two of

which he mistook its obvious meaning,) and then went
on to re-assert all that had been proved to be erro

neous by the very paper, which his letter was intended
very different

other of the national interests and no more. —
is all I have asked for them, and is all they can

desire ?—Now this is a striking example of the unfair-

ness, with which your correspondent quotes and argues

—of what portion of his opponent's argument he finds

it convenient to answer, and what to pass without

tice. These words are really his own, quoted by me in

my last, and immediately followed by these remarks.

—

In the opinion expressed in the last sentence, I most
heartily concur ; and it was carried into complete ef

feet by Congress, neither the agricultural, mercantile,

manufacturing, or any other interest would profit

cent by its protection. Governments have no means
of giving encouragement by direct or indirect boun-

ties to one interest, but at the expense of the others
;

and if all were equally protected, it would be exactly

the same thing as leaving all to themselves." Thus
this confession of the propriety of protecting manufac
tares, is really as strong a contradiction to the opinion,

ords ci;n convey. I still avow my concurrence m the

sentiment expressed by my opponent, because I am op
posed to all kinds ofprivileges, restrictions or bounties;

but the exj^ression is absurd when used by an advocate

for legislative protection, and all that I have said for the

purpose of exposing this absurdity, remains uncontra-

dicted by the Maryland Farmer.
We both insist through our four letters, that manu-

factures ought to have ' as much protection as all other in-

terests, and no more.' Agreeing so perfectly in our pre-

mises, it is remarkable that our conclusion should vary

o widely. Here then is an excellent subject for dis.

iiission, and I propose to my brother farmer, that we
hall settle this point before we proceed to others: By
quitting our rambling sort of a discussion, and narrow

r debuteable ground, we shall each be better able

ntain the contest, and intrude much less on the
patience of your readers. If he thinks that enougl
has been said on this head, he is welcome to choose an)

other, which has come within the range of our argument
he may support any one of his leading propositions,

or assail any one of mine,—take either the affirmative or

legative side, and I will not shrink from the debate. All

that I require is, that he shall confine his choice to one
thing at a time, and furnish proof instead of assertion,to answer. A very ditterent course was to be ex- _

pected from a writer, who is distinguished from most Thi^proposal is not made in consequence of my feeling

of his co-operators, not less by the purity of his diction,

than by his courtesy and urbanity. My reply to th:

attack was principally confined to those passages which
related to our Societies and their address, and I still

beheve that my success was complete in exposing the
futility of his doctrines. In his last letter, my antago-

nist has pursued the same course, as in his remarks on
the address : he does not dispute the premises of any
leading proposition, nor does he attempt to show that

the conclusions are improperly drawn ; but by quoting
detached parts of passages, he can easily make that

to be unintelligible, or ridiculous, which if taken with
the preceding or succeeding passages, would perhaps
be foimd not only clear, but incontrovertible. Now
this is not a little unfair in my brother farmer, and
does not at all accord with his usual courtesy ; but
though he may thus bother an opponent, it does not
advance him a step towards confutmg his

The grounds of his opinions are again a

this, as in his first letter, without pretending to prove
the unsoundness of my argument in opposition to

tliem. A discussion conducted in this way would be
cnilless, and the Maryland Farmer could never be van
quished, either because he would not know it, or would
not confess it.

The first remark of the Maryland Farmer on the
contents of my letter, is, " I am indebted to the Vir-
" ginia Farmer for his frank confession, that, the
" manufacturing interest is equally entitled to protec
" tion from foreign rivaLs and foreign enemies, with

the slightest wish to continue our contest, but becaii

am resolved not to follow my Maryland friend througl

another letter, of a character similar to his list ; and I

am not willing that he or others should con-itrue my si

lence, into submission to the cogency oi' his logic, or im
pute it to a want of confidence in the cause which I sup
port.

The principal part of the Maryland Farmer's argu-

ments in favour of forcing manufactures, were founded
on the sufl'erings of our soldiers in the late war, for want
of clothing. In my reply, I contended that the pre\i

us est.-iblishment of manufactures, would not have pre-

ented the scarcity and high price of woollens. ' 'i'c

prove this extraordinary position,' says your correspoU'

dent, ' he arranges hypothetically a scheme of manu
facturing at home, made to depend for its success, oi

supplies of wool from foreign countries, and then goes
on to show, and he does it -with great clearness, that

the event of war, we shoidd be subject to the same
diflficulties and disappointments in procuring wool for

our factories, as without them, we should be subject to

for want of clothes.' I thank my brother farmer for

the admission that ray conclusion is correctly drawn
and we have only now to dispute above the truth of the

premises, and it seems that he forgot this first and most

important link in my chain of argument. Is not Ih

average price of European wool much less than that

of America .' If not, I admit that my information is ir

correct, and this branch of my argument unsupported
but if it is much cheaper, it follows that an increased

ds-mand litre would be sujjpiad by importation, instead

of increased production, and my antagonist will be com-
pelled to adhere to his admission and yield the point.

The price of common coarse wool, in my neighbour-
hood, has not during 25 years, been less than 37 cents

per lb. I have no means of ascertaining the average
prices to the north, but presume they are at least as

the lowest price stated in your weekly price cur-

rent for all 1819, is 37 cents for common wool, and I

observe that Wm. Young of Brandywine, now offers gl
per lb. for merino wool : and yet that price is not suf-

ficient to save merino sheep from the butcher, as stated

and deplored by most of the ;idvocates of protecting du-

ties. These prices have not been a sufficient induce-

ment to grow wool, and for that reason our country has

er produced near enough for its consumption. Ar-

thur Young in 1790, stated thi average price of F.ng-

"sh wool (of quality far superior to ours) to be 9^d. ster-

ling, and in a late presentment or recommendation of
manufactures, by the grand jury of the Supreme (;ourt

for the Eastern district of Pennsylvania, the price of
coarse English wool is said to be from 6^d. to 9d. per
"

. I am aware that these prices of wool in England,

e considerably lower than on the continent, which is

owing (strange as it may appear to my antagonist,) en-
tirely to the great protection afforded to manufactures,

that country : but this difference does not prevent
English manufacturers importing such a quantity, as to

produce much clamour against the trade, if Eng-
lish manufacturers, possessing the monopoly of pur-

hasing all the wool of their country, which is so

productive in this article, and at so low a rate, still

find it profitable to import wool largely—what could
prevent the same result here, (when the establishment

of m.inufactures shall have created a demand) where
the supply is so limited, and the price above any in Eu-
rope of equal quality. In France, before the revolu-

tion, the trade in wool was free, and its price as high

any in Europe. It had all the alleged advantages too,

from the great encouragement afforded to the manufac-
ture, by Colbert, the idol of all the political econo-

mists of the school to which my antagonist belongs.

Here, (as stated by A. Y'ounir,) the price of coarse

wool was .It 10 and 12 soits in the grease, and 20
and 22 washed, and in one instance (that of JBeance")

.is low as 16 sous washed. The average of the whole
kingdom, including much of the Spanish breed, some
of which sold as high as 4 livres per lb. was Is. 6d. ster-

ling, or 33 cents per lb. The annual importation of

ool into Prance, averaged the enormous sum of

27',000,000 of livres. Now, by the establishment of
manufactures by prohibitory duties in this country, the
price of wool would no doubt rise to that mark, which
would make its importation profitable to the manufaC'
turer, and by the comparison of prices, it appears to

that a very inconsiderable advance would be suffi-

cient for the purpose. It could not possibly rise higher,

because the price in Europe could not be at all affected

by our new demand, as we should cease to impoit just

much of the manufactured, as we would then require

of the raw material. The little profit hitherto arising

from sheep, warrants the belief that it would require a

vert/ considerable advance in price, to increase our pro-

duction of wool.—To my former observations on this

head, the Maryland F.armer answers, ' that we have
in this country all the requisite means of constructing

'machinery, and of manufacturing for ourselves; that
' no country is better adapted to an abundant growth
' of wool than the United States ; tliat we are already in
' possession of a stock of sheep that with attention to
' their increase, would give us in a very few years a sup.
' ply of wool beyond any necessity of the country. Why
' then is it necessary that our factories should relj- on
' foreign countries for the supply of wool >' For the

same reason, tliat, with all these advantages, and heavy
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Protecting duties besides, we now rely on torcign

Countries for the supply of cloth ; because,

ploy our capital more ))rolita!)ly, than in either growing
or manufacturing wool ; because, from 37 to 100 cents

will not remunerate us for " paying that attention ne-

cessary to increase our flocks," nor, (judging by my
own experience,) would an addition to the price, of 10

cents per lb. ; and I presume that the patriotism of our

manufacturers would scarcely induce them to give

higher prices to fellow citizens, than to foreigners.

Protecting duties are not wanting, to cause all the wool
produced in the United States, to be worked up : that

is now done, and always was, before Congress caught
1 he manufacturing fever. If it is necessary to force

wool raising, by bounties, the only ettectual means will

be, to give them to the wool growers, instead of the

wool weavers. But without the all powerful stimulant

afforded by bounties, wool will neither be cheap noi

plenty, until sheep are more profitable for the carcase,

than the fleece. Whenever mutton sells high, wool
will generally sell low ; and in this consists the remark
able difference between our market and that of England

• But the gentleman says,' continues the Maryland
Farmer, ' that even defence may cost too dear. If he
' means by this, that althoutrh maivifacturiiig for ourselves
' mav be nccrssari/ to an effectual defence of our rights, yet
' that their protection may cost t lo dear, 1 reply, that
' they would cost nothing, separately from our other
' interests. If agriculture and commerce are relieved
' from the effects of the policy that is desolating th
' country, manufactures will resuscitate with them '-

My meaning is very obvious in the passage referred to,

and if the arguments succeeding, are not conclusive,

they have at least passed without contradiction from my
antagonist. Manufactures were considered too costly

even on the admission of their afl^ording some means of

defence in war : Had I said, what my brother farmer has
made me say, " that they were necessary to the effe
tual defence of our rights," it would have been admitting
manufactures to constitute the first of political blessings,

and onsequently their value to be above all calculation

of cost. The only injuries inflicted on agriculture and
commerce, which have been caused by the policy of our
government, th-it I know of, are the exclusive privileges

not been the case, it is evident that a considerable de-

d for cloth of a particular quality, so as greatly to

augment tlie price, immediately affects the demand
and value of the qualities just above and below, and

tlie ell'ect does not cease, until all have been increased

price, in nearly an equal degree, from the finest

Ktil cloths, to the coarsest kersies Your corres-

pondent has said nothing to shake my position, that

ff'erings of our soldiers were not so much caused

bv the scarcity of clothing, as by the " emptiness af

the treasury, the negligence and incompetence of offi-

cers, and the frauds of commissaries and contractors."

As it appears that I have completely failed in ray

former attempt to make the Maryland Farmer under-

land the difference between ' monopolt/' and ' combina-

ion,' I shall not renew it ; and as I did" not charge the

manufactures with " combining for the purpose of ex-

g unreasonable prices," his defence on that score

requirt-s no furlher comment,
' B<it this gentleman' says my opponent, ' assumes
the ground, that our manufactures must necessarily

be sold 25 per cent higher than those of the like kind

and quality can be furnished at. Goods can be made,
and are made and sold much lower, than the price at

' which the like goods can be imported'—if this is after

the ' like foreign goods,' have paid duties averaging

more than 25 per cent, and of course being enhanced
that much in price—your correspondent has merely
repe.ited, in other words, what my remark conveyed
It would be monstrous to suppose that he meant liii

words to be taken literally, that our manufactures are

old cheaper than the imported, allowing for the duly

granted to the manuficturing and paper sto,;k interests ;

these are abundantly " desolating," and if their after

destruction could be effected, it vvoidd at once remove
the heaviest obst xle to the prosperity of our country,
and heal the wounds which have been infficted on the
equal rights of its citizens ; but this Change of policy
could not possibly ' resuscitate' an interest, which can
only thrive by the privilege of indirectly taxing the in

dustry of others.

My Maryland friend, next quotes my assertion that

coarse woollens, scarce as they were, and enhanced ir

value: by the war, were not higher than would be " the
" permanent peace price of home manufactures, if pro
" tected by Mr. Baldwin's tariff'." The truth of this im
portant fact, he does not question ; and yet from the ad
mission of it, there necessarily proceed consequences
which ought to destroy all his partiality for this part of
the project. All the benefit then, that would be derived
from the establishment of the woollen manufacture, (
far as it regards price,) would be—not to make cloth

cheap in proportion as it was made plenty—but merely
to prevent the price from rising higher than it was,

when we had not established the manufacture, and when
imports had been greatly diminished by embargo, iion

importation and non-intercourse acts, ai'id finally cut off

by war. 'I'his price too, would have to be paid, in peace
as well as in war, and this would be the great advantage
produced by a measure, which would injure commerce,
diminish considerably the receipts o^ the treasury,
and levy an annual tax of sever.il millions, on produc-
tive industry, for the benefit of a privileged order,

But,' adds my opponent, * I trust that the Virginia
' Farmer wdl be sensible, that he might he able to pro-
' cure cloths during the war, that might be deemed suit
' able for negroes, and in sufficient quantity to clothe 50
' or 100 negroes, and yet that cloth of suijtable quality
' and in quantity sufficient to clothe the army might nol
' be found in the country.' Very true, if onli/ 50 or 100
negroes were to be clothed ; but as every southen
farmer was in a situation similar to mine, it is proba
ble that there was a demand for clothing for 15 or 20

le same advantage to raise the price ut ineir
products in the amount or duty, &c.' This is true, as
tregards sugar, cheese, and perhaps a few other articles,

)f which enough is not produced at home for our con-
sumption, and therefore, such duties are as injurious to

country, and even to the mhole agricultural interest,
as any others intended to change the direction of indus-
try, from more to less profitable pursuits.—All such du-

parts of the same absurd policy, and are equally
deserving of reprobation. On all other products of agri-
culture, which could not be imported without loss, even
if duty free, the tariff' fixes duties of 15 per cent ; these
duties afford no protection, yield no revenue, do neither
harm nor good, and their absolute nullity is the best
excuse that can be offered, for their remaining on the
statute book. But were the duties on wheat and Indian
corn, really as effectual bounties, as are those on cheese
and sugar, still, such of the manufactures as require le-

gal protection, would not contribute a cent towards their
payment : a class that subsists on bounties, cannot pay
tax of any description, as its operation could only be,
somewhat diminish the amount of bounty, previously

received from the people.
I have now examined all the objections urged by the

Maryland Farmer, against the letter inserted in your
20tli number their futility has been sufficiently exposed

:

but were they as strong, as in fact they are weak they
ould not in the slightest degree, have assisted in

sustaining my antagonists's cause. He has so curiously
disposedhis objections, that every one might safely be
admitted as solid, without involving any admission of
the propriety of the protecting duty system. And yet

lich the one has, and the other has not paid. If my letter was not deficient in stronger grounds for

this is the case, I have been hitherto perfectly ignorant

f the fact ; nor can I conceive why our manufacturers
should w.int 40 per cent, or even 5 per cent protecting

duties, if they can undersell the importers without

any duty. The next sentence was perhaps intended to

solve this mystery. • It is not because our manufac
' lures cannot furnish goods as cheap as they can be

imported, that they are in a depressed and languish

ing condition. Their distress results from redundant
importations on foreign account, which for years

past have been constantly selling at auction, at prices

generally below their cost in Europe.' Now even

dmitting this state of things to exist to the full extent

i'liich my friend believes, I see nothing in it so di.sas

trous to our country, nor any need of legislative in-

erposition. If it has been caused by mistaken view;

if profit in foreign merchants, we may well suppose

hat they have already paid dearly enough for their

oily, to bring about a cure ; and that we shall hereaf-

cr have to pay at full value, for such of their goods as

.ve may buy. On the other hand, if foreigners are

impelled by malice prepense, and are determined to

their goods for ever at less than cost, I think

isest course would be to profit by their foUy, rather

an force them to terminate it.

' I am sorry' says your correspondent, ' that the Vir
finia Farmer should contend that the agriculturists

' have been burdened by the payment of import du-
' ties, to make as he saijs, fortunes for the manufactur
' ers.' I can relieve my friend's mind on this head, by
issuring him that no such opinion has been expressed
by me : on the contrary, I laboured, (ineffectually it

seems,) .o shew him, that he had fallen into precisely

ihe same mistake with regard to the address fn

Delegation. I lament, for his sake, my inability to

express myself on this subject, more clearly than be
fore, that " our delegates have not complained of
"duties, because they yield revenue, but because they
" yield none. When a duty is so high as to prohibit
" the importation of any article, the consumer still

•' pays the full amount of tax, but it is received (in-

" dircctlij in the enhancement ofprice') by the manufactur-
' er, instead of the government." This doctrine was
Uustrated at sufficient length, to make it plaii

to furnish means lor its easy overthrow, ifjectinthe
false. Instead however of noticing these, my antago-
ni>t has, through half a column, combatted with very

solid arguments, a position which I never occupied,
nor have any wish to defend. He then adds, < If thi

'argument (that just quoteil,) have any merit, it re-

' coils with equal force on the agriculturists. A
port duty is paid on all agricultural products, as well

IS Is '

test ; for if my opinions are wrong, and my opponent's
are right, it consists of nothing but a series of false pro-
positions and glaring absurdities.

The greater part of the Maryland Farmer's letter

consists of a repetition of his former assertions. Sim-
ple denial is sufficient to oppose mere assertion ; and it

is the duty of him who affirms, to support, and not of his

opponent to disapprove his assertions, by argument.
This being therefore, uo business of mine, I shall not
occupy your columns further in finding fault, than the

course pursued by the Maryland Farmer has compelled
me to, in my own defence.

I thank my brother farmer for his exhortation to curb
the vices, avarice and selP.shiiess, and his caution against

trenching on the rights and interests of others. All men
and all interests are alike governed by such motives, and
certainly I claim no exemption for agriculturists. But
't should be remembered, that while all minor classes

may subsist on the properly and labour ofthe majority, it

utterly impossible for the agricultural interest, forming
1 imniense majority of the nation, to subsist, or even to

ceive the smallest benefit, from oppressing the inconsi-

derable manufacturing interest. Then however power-
"ul may be the operation of such motives on the agricul-

tural interest, they will be at least harmless in their eff'ects.

On the other hand the experience of thirty years, shews
how daring and how successful have been the attacks of

minor interests ; and .all the vigilance and all the strengtli

of agriculturists are necessary, to guard their individual

interests, as well as their country's prosperity and the

equal rights and privileges of the people.

A VIRGINIA FAllMER.

ron Tuz AMEnicAs fahmeb.

pnOCF.r.IlINGS OF THE
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ALBEMARLE,

Read, Oct. Wth, 1820.

No. 1.

On the culture isf firofits of Rafte Seed.

BnEMO, .June, 1830.

SiH.—The enclosed paper from Commodore .James

Barron, upon the culture and profits of liape Seed, you
will observe is the result of his observations on this sub-

' of Hamburg, during his late absence
the

ble that there was a demand for clothing for 15 or 20' port duty is paid on all agricultural products, as well.P. Minor, Esq. Stc'rii. ofthe\
negroes, for every regular soldier. Even if that hadl' as mantifactured goods." This gives the agricullur-l ^Sgri. Society of Albemarle.

S

from the country. It will prove a valuable addit

stock of useful knowledge already in the pi

the Society, and although I have not consulted Commo
dore B.arron, 1 am sure he will not be averse to my plac

ing it where it is likely to be most extensively useful.

I am yours respectfully,

MiNOB, Esq. Sec'rii. ofthef JOHN II. COCKE.
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The Rape Seed is sown, reaped and treated in all

respects so nearly like wheat, both as to time and man-

ner, that it is unnecessary to give any directions rela-

tive to it different from that grain. It requires rich

land, and that which is low is generally found to be

the best—marsh lands in this country are employed for

the purpose It resembles mustard or cabbage going

to seed when nearly ripe, spreads considerably, and of

course dot- not require to be sown so thick as wheat

;

but one year's experience and observation -will shew

the Farmer how it should be treated. It is easy to

thresh and is generally cut ten or fourteen days, and

allowed to lay" in the field, when it is threshed on a

sail cloih, or taken to the barn in a tight cart.

The produce is about 100 bushels per acre, one third

of which is oil of so good a quality, that it is eaten by

most of the lower classes of people. Its value here is

generally about S5 per 4J bushels; the weight of good

seed is about 50 lbs. per bushel. It crushes very easy

and the cake pounded and thrown over the land, is

perhaps one of the best manures in the world. It is

that which enables the English farmer to excel all

others in the abundant culture of Turnips and most
others articles. It often brings 71. per ton, for that

purpose alone—like all other plants it requires the

ground to be well cleared of weeds, but in all other

respects it is a simple and easy thing to raise and pre
pare for market either in barrels or sacks, if left too

long in the field it is apt to shatter much in moving
its use is for lamps and for dressing cloth principal-

ly, and a variety of other purposes, but not for paint.

In sowing the Rape Seed, the land is first ploughed
the seed is then thrown on the ground and harrowed
in with a light tooth harrow.

I have examined the land in this neighbourhood
which this seed grows, and am of an opinion that land

on which 5 barrels of corn will grow to the thousand
will produce 100 bushels of this seed to the acre, 1 how-
ever have seen the Rape Seed grow near Hamburg
on land 50 feet high, and also in England.—The aver,

age advantage to the farmers in Holstein in the year
1815, was 22V. 10s the ton of land, a ton of land is 1}
acres.

I was in Hamburg all the summer of 1815, and em
ployed my time much in observing the growth.

JAMES BARRON.
Gen. John H. Cocke, Fluvanna.

JM O, 2.
jjjarf^ 0^,. llj,j^ 1 320.

Plough with Five Coulters.
BREMO, Sept. 1820.

Sir.—The following description and drawing of i

plough with 5 coulters is the invention of Commo-
dore Barron, and is another among the several testi-

monies already before the public of the useful and
mechanical turn of that gentleman's mind.
Deeming it an implement well worthy the attention

of the Society, I have the double pleasure of making
this communication, at the same time expressing
my best wishes for the success of the Society.

JOHN H COCKE.
P. Minor, Esq. Sec'ry. &c.

DZBUHIPTIOS OF A PIOCSH WITH FIVE CODLTEBS.

A. The plough, which may be made of any size

most approved, so that it turns an even furrow
B. The shares or cutters the foremost of which

should be placed in advance of the point of the plough
S or 9 inches, and the others 3 8ths of an inch behind,

and from one to one and a half inches to the right

iiand of each other or neai'er together, or further

sunder as the operator may wish: any number may be

employed or any form used either straight, curved or

angular, or an axle with circular knives may be used;

but the straight shares have been found the most sim
pie, and prepares the land for any purpose.

It should be understood, that the back part of the

first share should be 3-8ths of an inch in advance of

the forepart of the second, and so on, throughout,
which prevents it choaking and allows the earth to

pass freely through

.

If the five coulters have been fixed behind the

plough in stead of before, it might turn to good account,

thereby making the earth fine after it was inverted
anii leaving it smooth and level.—£</(<. ^m. Far.

THE PLOUGH.

THE POWERS,USES and ADVANTAGES or OXEN,

must sooner or later beforced ujion the atten-

tion ofFarmers in the middle, ifnot in thesouth

cm states.—It is perhaps true, that Oxen will

not plough quite so much in a day as horses—

but their greater steadiness er.ables the plough

man to perform his work better, especially ii

rough, stony and stumpy land. It is a case

wherein the trite saying is -verified, that " the

race ia not always to the swift, nor the battle to

the strong."— The Ox consumes much less

of costlyfood than the horse, and is himself

consumed at last. IVe are determined to recur

again and again to this subject, until it shall

have been thoroughly investigated in all its

bearings.

OFFICIAL REPORTS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Upon the subject of the Cattle Show, Exhibition

of Manufactures, Ploughing Match, and Agri-

cultural inventions for the year past—as an-

nounced at their anniversary held at Brighton,

on the 17th and 18th days of October 1820.

THIRD REPORT.

The Committee on the Ploughing Match, viz

;

, W. PoMF.ROY, one of the Board of Trustees,

ENJAMIN GoDDARD, of Brookline and Paul
Upton, of Salem, reported as follows ;

That a green sward, 28 rods in length, was di

vided into sections of one quarter of an acre

which the Competitors were directed to plough

not less than five inches in depth.

That five Competitors entered and took their

sections by lot, viz :

—

Lot No. 1.—Samuel Ward of Roxbury, finish

ed in 47 minutes, furrows turned 20—one yok(

of Oxen Ploughman and Driver.

No. 2.—Gorham Parsons of Brighton, finished

in 4 1 minutes, furrows turned 20—one yoke of

Oxen, no Driver.

No. 3.—Silas Dudley of Sutton, finished in 33
minutes, furrows turned 20—one yoke of Oxen,

Driver, himself Ploughman.
No. 4.—Luke Fisk of Waltham, finished in 46

minutes, furrows turned 18—one yoke of Oxen,
Ploughman and Driver.
No. 5.—Thomas Whitcomb of Lexington, fin-

ished in 38 minutes, furrows turned 20—two yoke
f Oxen, Ploughman D. Pollard, and himself

Driver.

The Committee awarded as follows, viz :—
1st. Premium to Gorham Parsons, Plough 20

Ploughm.in, Hervey Stone, 10
Do. (no Driver) 5—35

2d Premium to Samuel Ward, Plough, 12
Ploughman, Thomas Perkers, 6
Driver William Ward, (a Lad) 3—21

3d Premium to Luke Fisk, Plough, 8
Himself Ploughman, 4
Driver, Jonas 15emis. 2—14

g70

. Your Committee have to remark, that the

Teams appeared to be well trained and in fine con-

dition, and that it was gratifying to observe, in Mr.
Dudley, a competitor for the county of JVorces'

ter ; who may probably attribute his failure of

success to an ordinary plough, and being less at-

tentive to the execution of his work, than to the

display of the power and agility of his Oxen ;

which were much admired though " small in

size," compared with others on the field, they were
certainly " great in value" and tended to confirm

the opinion, that the county justly styled the heart

of the Commonwealth, may boast of possessing a

race ofWorking Cattle not surpassed in any coun-

try.

The unfavourable weather prevented the Com-
mittee from testing, by the Dynanometer, the com-
parative resistance of the several Ploughs ; and

they regret that there were not in competition any

of " Wood's or Freeborn's Cast Iron Ploughs,

hich appear to be gaining celebrity.

The attention of the committee was attracted

by the exhibition of a Plough, presented to Gor-
ham PARSONS, Esq. by the Hon. Philip J.

SoHUYLER, of Blunebeck, New York, and made
by Thomas Burden, of Utica, in that State, re-

sembling in its general form and structure, Small's

Scotch Plough ; and though not entered for the

Ploughing Match, yet from the little resistance,

apparently encountered in its work, they are im-

pelled by a sense of the important improvements

of which the main pillar ofhusbandry i% suscepti-

ble, to deviate from the strict line of duty assigned

them and ofTer their opinion, that this Ploughmer-
its further trial and more particular examination.

But it is to be hoped that the Mechanicians of

Massachusetts, who have so clearly demonstrated

their capacity to improve upon the complicated

Machines of the most celebrated European Art-

ists, will direct their attention to this long neg-

lected simple implement ; for they must be aware,

that the inclined Plane and the Screw, with

Mechanical Science, are as applicable to the

Plough, as they are dependent upon it for motion

and support.

S. W. POMEROY, Chairman.

Brighton, Oct.lS, 1820.

N. B.—The Committee recommended to the

notice of the Trustees, Henry Burrick, a York-

shire Ploughman, for his skill and voluntary servi-
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ces in the management of Burden's Plough
consideration ot which, and of his commendable
conduct with Mi-. Derby's Scotch Plough
the last year's Ploujjhing Match, they granted
him a further gratuity of five dollars.

FOURTH REPORT.
The Committee on Working Oxen, [H

John Welles, one of the Board of Trustees,

Gen. S. G Derby, Escj. of Weston, and Colonel
B. F. Baldwin, of Jl ohurn~] report:
That they have attended to the duty of exa

mining the strength, docility, form, match, and
general -power of the Cattle presented to them
for premium.
The number of cattle were nine yoke of v.'ork

ing oxen.

After as attentive a comparison as your com
mittee were capable of, they awarded as follows

To Benjamin Woodbury, of Sutton, first pre

mium paid, .... . gso
To Leonard Smith, of Waltham, 2d, - - 35

To John Rich, of Sutton, 3d, paid, - - 20
To Silas Dudley, of Sutton, 4th, paid, - 15

To Luke Fisk, of Waltham, 5th, paid, - 10

The committee cannot fail to express their

.regret and surprise, that, whilst these so liberal

premiums are offered by the society, there should

yet be so few in number of well trained cattle.

is to be hoped that more perfection in training

particularly with a wagon, will be practised by
our farmers. The backing is an important and
indispensible qualification to form a good team
When our show exhibits a fine specimen of the

breed and power of our cattle, how much is it to

be regretted, that the instruction and training, of

which our farmers are so capable, should be
omitted; and thus through mere inattention,

fail in that imposing and grand effect of which
this noble animal is so susceptible.

Your committee feel it a duty thus to appeal
to the capacity and intelligence of our husband
men, with a confidence that a substantial benefi

may and will be derived hom this most desirable

attention. It will not be allowed to be said, that

every thing improves as to our stock, but oui

care, our training, and our estimation of its utility

all which is submitted.

JOHN WELLES, Chairman
Per Order.

PROCEEDINGS OF

T\ve JLgYicwltural Society
OF FKEDEillCK COUNTY,

Communicated for jiublicatioii in the American
Farmer, by order of the Societij.

Freueiuck, November 1st, 1820.

At an adjourned meeting of the farmers of
Frederick county, held at tlie house of John Dill,

for the purpose of or,;-ini2ing an Agricultural
Society for Frederick county. Col. John M PI:

son was oppointed chairman, and Upton S. Reed
secretary.

The committee appointed at the meeting held
on the ninth day of September last, reported f<

the consideration oi' the meeting a constitution

for the government of an agricultural society,

which having been considered by sections

,-imended, was finally agreed to in the following

form ; to wit

:

The Frederick

Constitution of the Frederick County

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

jlrticte I.

This society shall be styled

county Agricultural Society."

Article II.

The object of this society is the advancement
of agriculture and rural economy,

Article III.

The officers of this society shall consist of a

President, a vice president for each district of the

county, a secretary and a treasurer, to continue in

office one year, or until others are elected ; all of

ficers to be elected annually by ballot at the No
vember meeting. Inthe absenceof the president

the first vice president shall preside ; in the ab
sence of the president and first vice president, the

second vice president shall preside, and so on in

rotation, the rank of the vice president to be d

termined by lot, immediately after their election

Article IK
The duties of the president are to preside at all

m.eetingsof the society and of the board of agricul-

ture ; to superintend the general concerns of the

society, to maintain all useful correspondence: and
to call all meetings of the board of agriculture,

He may from time to time make such communi-
cations as he may think proper, and he shall ap
point a committee of two members to receive and

count the ballots at the elections of the society.

Article V.

The duties of the vice presidents are to exam
ine into and report quarterly to the president, the

stateofagricultureandofthe growing crops of tl:

respectivedistricts, to report all improvements in

husbandry, the introduction of all valuable trees.

seeds and manures, of all new and approved impl

ments of agriculture, and such other matters as

may promote the object of this society.

Article VI.

The duties of the secretary are to record the

proceedings of the society, to keep a list of the

members, to superintend all publications order

ed by the society, and to give due public notice

of all meetings.

Article VII.

The duties of the treasurer are to keep the mo
ney and property of the society, to keep a regular

and just account of all the receipts and expend]

tures. He shall pay money only to the order of

the president, countersigned by the secretary.

Article VIII.

The society shall hold four regular quarterly

meetings at Fredericktown, viz. on the first Wed-
nesday of November, on the first Wednesday of

March, on the last Wednesday of May, and

the last Wednesday of August. A quorum for

business shall consist of nine members, and in the

bscnce of any officer, not otherwise provided

for, the society may elect one to serve for that

meeting only.

Article IX.

Any person may become a member of this so

ciety who will sign this constitution and pay to the

treasurer the sum of one dollar annually. A mem
ber may resign by signifying his intention to the

secretary and paying all arrearages due the treii

rer.

Article X.

The president and vice presidents with the se-
cretary and treasurer shall constitute a board of
griculture, to decide on the merit of all essays,
eports and experiments, or models ofimplements

.

if agriculture : they shall provide and arrange
suital)Ie accommodations for all cattle shows,
ploughing matches, or fairs ordered by the socie-
ty ; and they shall adjudge and distribute all pre-
miums of excellence directed to be awarded.

Article XI.

The society may elect honorary members by
a vote of two thirds of the members present.

Article XII.

The society shall from time to time pass such
by-laws as may be proper for their better regu-
lation and government. Any part of this consti-

ution may be altered and amended, provided
three months notice be given and recorded by the
secretary, of the alteration proposed.

We the subscribers, for tiie promotion of agri-

culture and rural economy in Frederick county,
do hereby associate ourselves under the style and
title of the " Frederick County Agricultural So-
ciety," and agree to be governed by the above

ritten constitution.

The gentleman present having signed the consti-

tution, proceeded to organise the society by the

election of a president for the ensuing year.

Messrs. Wm. E. Williams and V. W. Ran-
lall being appointed for that purpose, received

and counted the ballots, and reported that capt.

Wm. Campbell was unanimously elected.

The society next proceeded to the election of

nine vice presidents for the ensuing year.

The ballots being counted it appeared that the

following gentlemen were elected, viz.

For district No. 1 Henry Kemp
2 John M'Pherson
3 John Thomas
4 James Johnson
5 Samuel Ogle
6 W. P. Farquahar
7 Jesse SlinglufT

8 Joshua Delaplane
9 \\ m Coale.

The rank of the vice presidents being determin-

ed by lot, they stood in the following order,

1st. V. P. Jesse SlinglufT

2 Wm. P Farquhar
3 Samuel Ogle
4 James Johnson
5 John M'Pherson
6 John Thomas
7 Joshua Delaplane

8 Henry Kemp
9 Wm. Coale

Thomas Shaw was elected Treasurer, and

Wm. E. Williams, Secretary.

Resolved, Tliat the secretary cause to be prin-

tetl 250 copies of the consticution of this society,

and transmit ten copies to each of the vice presi-

dents ; and that the constitution be pul)lished in

all the newspapers printed in Frederick county

and in the American Farmer.

Resolved, That John M'Pherson, William
Goldsborough and Wm. E. Williams be a com-
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initiee to wait on the president elect and request

his acceptance of the office.

The society then adjourned until the first Wed-
nesday of March next. UnoN S. Reed, Sec'ry

of the meeting.

From the Southern Patriot.

Mtt. EDITOn,

If I am correct, this is the fifth year since the

that year very little advantage can be gained
from this plan, except in late Cotton, from the

early visitations of the Rot. In conformity with
this idea I did on the 4th inst. pull up some new
ground Cotton, which has the Rot to sucii a de
gree, as to indicate almost a total loss of the crop
Cutting down the Cotton I supposed would in

jure it much more than pulling up the stalks

and by placing the roots in the al/eus the plant;

jKo; made its appearance in the Cotton crops of are not injured. A few plants have been left

our state ; the first season, from its partial effects .«r'0K'"'i' lo test the experiment. The many cir

and late appearance, many Planters had some cumstances connected with the Rot are so vari

doubts whether it were any thing serious or new in ous, that as has been observed by Mr. Tkoup,"

the Cotton, but its regular and earlier visitations of Georgia, almost any theory of the disease can

have removed all such opinions

I shall attempt some description of this dreadful

scourge to the liopes of the Planter, in as concise

and plain a manner as possible. Without any pre
vious visible disease in the Cotton Plant, in any
respect whatever, about one or two weeks befori

the Pod opens, the Rot takes place. It gener
ally affects the small end, or top of the pod, upon
one side, and seems as if a hot iron had passed
near the spot, or as if some gummy substance had
affixed itself to that place. Tliis part of the pod
becomes dry, hard, and blackish ; in a short time
a fermentation appears to have taken place, froth

and sour liquid discharges itself from the Cotton
Pod ; after this, the pod becomes dry and rots, in

most instances altogether, in others only in part

After the Rot has commenced, warm weathei
succeeding much rain, appears to increase the

disease. After the decay of the pod, many small
living imecis are to be found in the same, such
as small worms, some iv/iite, others reddis/i ; also,

a small broivn bug resembling, in some respectS;

a lueavle. Similar bugs and worms can be seen

by any one who feels a curiosity upon this sub
ject, by examining a box of raisitis which has disorder, I recommend all planters who have

been kept during the summer. These insects I

consider as the effects of the putrefaction which
has taken place and not at all connected with the

cause of the Rot. Every kind of land, eith^

swamp or high ground, a rich or a poor soil ; stiff

clay soil, or a light sandy one are at times equal
ly injured by it. Neither new grounds or old

iields escape. From my own observations the

richer lands and first years crops have been most
injured. Many Plants have every pod destroyed

:

•while upon the same bed, not many feet off, r

stalk will be found which has altogether escaped
Planters have not yet agreed relative to the cause
of this affection of the Cotton
The lower districts have as yet most suffered

;

awd from correct information I have no doubt, but
that this years crops in these Districts are much
more injured than they have ever been- The Rot
was so fatal the last season to the lower parts of

Beaufort and Colleton Districts, that a resort was
generally made this year to Rice and the Long
Staple Cotton. The upper part of those Districts,

together with Orangeburgh and Barnwell, have
this season suffered unusally from its effects. It

must not be admitted that the Sea Island, or Long
Staple Cotton, continues to escape, even when
planted in the same field and upon adjoining beds
Upon the fii-st appearance of the Rot in St. Bar
tholemews Parish, it being late in the season, ;

judicious Planter (F. B. Fishburn, Esq.) cut

down the cotton. This stopped the Rot, and
those pods which had arrived to a sufficient matu-
rity opened, and were of a fine quality. Since

be supported by some of its phenomena. My
opinion leans to referring it to some affection of
the seed, such as the smut in Wheat, or the black
blast in Oats. It is now known if the same seed
be continued to be planted of either Wheat or
Oats, affected with those diseases, that eventual
ly the crops are totally destroyed. Wheat and
Oats are free from all appearances of disease like

the Cotton, until the grain matures, and the fruit

itself, if it may be so called, becomes diseased and
perislies.

It is a common remark, that as soon as the cool

weather takes place about the last of September,
or first week in October, the Rot ceases; but we
iiust bear in mind, that in forward Cotton, upon
common land, at that time of the year, there is

but little Cotton in that stage of vegetation at

which the rot commences; inproof of this every
planter knows that late Cotton is often seriously

affected with the Rot, while the earlier cotton

having passed that particular period, it would ap-

pear as if the Rot had ceased, only because there

were very few pods to have it. In conformity
with the opinion that the seed is the scat of the

the Rot in their fields to select as mtich as pos
sible for the next year's planting from such plants

as are free from the Rot. Also to soak some of
the seed in solutions of blue vitriol, and common
salt, which have been found to prevent the smut
in Wheat ; the solution of salt must be strong,

and the vitriol at the rate of about two ounces to

the bushel of Cotton Seed. If coinparative ex-

periments be instituted by several planters with
care, we may hope that some one will discover a

remedy against this great destroyer of the Cot-
ton crops. The great objection to the theory of

the disease being in the seed, appears to be, that

often find both sound and unsound pocls upon
the same stalk of Cotton, nay we sometimes see

one or more divisions of the sa7«e pod sound, while

he others are Rotted. The only answer I can
make to this, is, that the same case exists with the

Wheat and Oats, as v/e frequently observe some
stalks destroyed, and others sound ; all proceeding thing
from one seed, and yet no one now doubts but that

those diseases of the Wheat and Oats are caused
by some affection of the seed. Those planters

who have not lost much of their crops by the

Rot, can have no idea of the destruction which
ften takes place. This season many have lost

more than half of their crops from its effects.

I hope my Brother Planters will not accuse me
of presumption in offering my remarks to the pub-

Having read Mr. Troup's letter to Dr. Jlitchell,

only in a Newspaper when I wrote my piece ; I now
find I hare erred, in attributing to him this idea.

he as I assure them every line I have written, iias

been more with the hope of receiving than giving
information upon the subject of Agriculture which
though accompanied with many disappointments,
has been a favourite pursuit with me for nearly
twenty years. The Legislature of South Carolina
acted -.uell, when they rewarded the inventor of
the Saw-gin, and no money from our Treasury
could be belter bcstov/ed, than for the discovery

of a remedy for the Rot in our Cotton Fields.

A COTTON PLANTER.

On the Diseases of Domestic .liiimals, and their Cure.

Cud or Quid, Loss of. The old writers on
farriery seem to have had but a very imperfect

knowledge of this complaint. Mr. Lawrence
says, that the cause is a laxity or weakness of

the muscular fibres of the first stomach, and a

consequent inability to expel the food for the

purpose of rumination. This weakness may
ise, he observes, from various causes ; and the

intention of cure, he says, is to brace the fibres

and strengthen the system. Warm mashes of

bran and ground oats are first to be given ; the

animal is then to take from four to six drams
according to his strength) of aloes and rhubarb,

of each equal quantities ; salt of tartar half an

ounce ; aniseeds powdered, one ounce, in gruel

or beer ; he is to have good sweet hay, in small

quantities at a time ; and after two or three days,

he advises the following drench to be given :

n^^^J c of each half an ounce.
Gentian, ^

Ground ginger, a tea-spoon full.

Warm ale, a pint. Moderately sweetened.

To be given twice a day, and continued a

while ; or occasionally a decoction of horchound,

camomile, and carduus sweetened. The rough
astringents, such as alum, verjuice, Sec. used by
cow-leeches in this disease, he observes are

lighly improper, and sometimes have fatal ef-

fects.

Cutting. A horse is said to cut, when he
strikes the inner and lower part of the fet-

lock joint in travelling with his hoof; and not

with the edge of the shoe, as smiths general-

ly suppose. Cutting often depends on a faulty

position of the feet, the toes inclining too

much outwards : the usual mode of correct-

this is to make the inner heel of the shoe

higher than the other, not by turning it up,

but by a gradual swell from the quarter to the

heel. Young horses sometimes cut, merely
through fatigue and weakness ; and in some
horses this faihng depends upon an awkward-
ness in going, which neither shoeing nor any

else can correct. When a high trotting

horse inclines his toes inward in going, he is

apt to strike himself on the inside of tlie fore-

immediately below the knee, this is term-

ed the Speedy Cut, and is considered danger-

ous, as the pain which the blow occasions of-

ten causes him to fall suddenly ; this failing

can seldom be prevented effectually ; the only

thing to be done is to take care that there is no

superfluous horn in the striking part, to raise

the inner quarter and heel of the shoes, and

not suffer them to project beyond the hoof

The clenches of the nails should be examined

and beaten down whenever they appear to rise
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in the :,;i:_liiest decree above ihe horn. Mr
Morecroi'l has siHjgested a plan for the preven-

tion of cutting, which is the opposile to that ]

have described. He observes that when a horst

is at rest, he supports his weight etnially on boti

lect ; b\it having the inner quarter much raised.

when one foot is elevated he must be supported

obliiiuently upon the other, and hence have a

tendency to fall outwards ; to prevent which he

brings the moving foot nearer the supporting

one, by which he strikes it ; l)ut by elevating the

outer instead of the inner side of the supporting

foot, it gives it a disposition to lean inward, and

fall to the inside, which will throw the moving
farther from the supporting foot. Mr. Mo
croft's reasoning is certainly very ingenious, and

in a few instances I have found his plan succeed ;

but by no means geneially. Dr. Bracken is not,

perhaps, far from the truth when he observes,

that " as a goose will always go like a goose

a horse that cuts so far as to break the skin will

hardly ever leave such ill faculty."

Bracken's jirt of Farriery.

YelocU^^ of^acc-lloTses.

From Ihe City of ll'us.'aiislon Gazelle.

Mb. FiLtioT.

As you have, perhaps, some s|)ortsmen among the
number of your subscribers, I send you the following
for publication. It will, no doubt amuse others,
well as persons of that description.

Yours, &c. A CHEVALIER,
T/ie velocity of homes in the race, fihiioso/iical-

ly considered by Monsieur Condamine. Frojn
his tour to Italy, in the years 1755 and ir56
The spectacle which at present forms the

amusement of the people of Koine, retains

thing of the barbarity of the ancient combats of
gladiators. Some of the princes and Roman no
blemen amuse themselves by keeping horses
purely for the course : not, as in England, back
ed by a rider, but alone, at full liberty, and en
tirely delivered up to their natural ardour, and
that kind of emulation which the concourse of
people assembled seems to inspire.* Eight or
ten horses, commonly barbs, of a small size, and
mean figure, retained on the same line by a rope
extended about the height of their breast, set off
at the instant %vhen tliey let this rope fall. In
the races at carnival time which are the most
solemn, the course is usually in the long street at

Rome, to which this exercise has given the name
of il Corfo, or Race-Street. They take care
such times to gravel it over : its length is 8

• At Florence, in order to increase the speed of the
horses, which there also run alone, wiUiout a rider to
direct them, they place a large piece of leather, some-
what in form of the wings of a saddle, on tlieir backs
stuck full on the inside with veiy sharp prickles. The'
barrier being formed, and every thing ready for the
race, the spectators immediately set up a loud shout,
at tlie noise of which the horses affrighted start off, and'
the prickles in the flopping leather on their backs still

continuing to goad them more and more as they run,
their speed is thus urged to the highest pitch theit
nerves will allow, till the goal at length happily puts an
end to it, by terminating at once the contest and theii
pain. The barrier they run in is formed by a strong
railing, about breast high, with a rope at either end, to
keep the horses within the bounds, and the spectators
are all placed on seats without.

toises.t 1 observed twice by means ol a watcli

for seconds, and the help of a signal, that this

listance was run over in 141 seconds, whicli

makes near 37 feet a second. A little rcflec

ion will make this speed appear much more
considerable than at first we imagine it to be.

It is evident than we cannot suppose more than
two leaps or progression on gallop to one second,
seeing that eacli of these leaps requires at least

three very distinct points oftime, viz. that in whicl^

the horse lifts himself from the ground, that in

which we see him cleaving the air, and tliat ii.

which he descends again, and that these twc

bounds, thus supposed to be made in every second
require six definitive movements, a period scarce
perceptible in so short a space of time. These
horses which are but of an inconsiderable size

and whose swiftness every second is equal to 3?

feet, pass then, at each bound, over a space of
more than eighteen feet, which is very near equal
to four times the lengthof their body taken fro

the breast to the taih^ It is true indeed, that tl

length is more than doubled by tlie extension
which their outstretched gallop gives their limbs
before and behind. All this considered, how can
the fleetness of the English horse be by a great
deal greater, as it is known in reality to be ? but
there are certain cases wherein the truth surpas-
ses all the bounds of probability and of this kind
is that at present under our consideration.
The late M. Dufay wrote in 1737, from New-

market, that the course there of four Englisl
miles,§ of which he had been an eye witness
had been completed in less than eight minutes,
by four or five seconds. These miles are 826 of
our toises, which makes more than 41 feet 2-3ds
in a second, or near five feet more than the barbs
at Rome ; and we must also remark here that

these latter ran at full liberty, whereas the En
glish horses are burthened with the weight of a

rider-ll

—

This fleetness, however, of 41 2-3 feet, is still

but an ordinary degree of swiftness there, inas

much as of ten liorses which ran together, the
very hindmost of them was no more than twelve
or fifteen paces from the end of the course. Be
sides, it is asserted that the same course has been
frequently run over in six minutes and six se

conds. I have this as a fact from a gentleman

t That is to say from the rope of the extended bar-
rier, wliich it 74 feet beyond the obelisk, to the Pon
del Pojiolo at the saliant angle of the palace de Venise.

% It IS upon principles of this kind that naturalists
prove a flea, comparatively speaking, to be the strong-
est, as well as swiftest, animal in being. For as swift-
ness depends upon a strong conformation of the mus-
cles, of which we have a remarkable instance in the
hind legs of a hare, from whence it is well known, that,
like deer, greyhounds, and ether quadrupeds, she de-
rives her velocity ; and as this swiftness again is to be
measured by the distance they throw themselves at ev-
ery bound, compared with the length of their bodies,
of we examine the speed and strength of a flea by this
method of reasoning, we shall find that instead of four,
it is able to throw itself at least forty times its length

;

a force and velocity ten times greater tlian tliat of' the
barbs at Rome.

§ The English mile was fixed by Henry VII, at 1760
yards or rods of three feet eacli, consequently this
mile contains 5,280 English feet, wliicii are equivalent
to 4,957 of the I'aris measure, or to 816 French toises
the proportion of the English foot to the French be
ing as 1,352 to 1,440.

ho has oflei: beer, concerned .n the lates at

Newmarket.l And this swiftness, which would
amount to more than fifiy-four feet in a second,
is to that of the barbs nearly as three to two. We
must also observe, that instead of one English
nile ; or very little more, to which the course at
Rome is limited, that of Newmarket is four miles,
i space too long for the swiftness of any horse to
preserve itself through on an equality. It is evi-
dent that this swiftness must abate towards tlie end
of the course, and consequently that in the first

iiiomentsof the race its maximum must be at least
upwards of fifty- four feet in a second. We are
likewise assured that a famous hoise, called Star-
ling, has sometimes performed the first mile in a
minute, which would make 82|- feel in a second

;

a degree of swiftness inconceivable, even though
we should suppose it to be exaggerated, as theVe
is great appearance it is, but this is a point on
which I expect some farther elucidatior.s.** It
would be sufficient that this swiftness should last
only a few seconds, in order to enable us to say,
without any exaggeration, that such a horse went
swifter than the wind, as it is seldom that the
most violent wind makes as much ground in the
time. For the greatest swiftness of a ship at sea
hasnever been known to exceed six marine leagues
in an hour ; and if we suppose that the vessel thus
borne partakes one third of the swiftness of the
wind which drives it, the latter would still be no
more than 80 feet a second.

1 Mr. Taffe, then at I'aris, since de.id.
** The following are the elucidations I fiave receiv-

ed, since the reading of this memoir, from Dr. Maty,
keeper of the hbrary in tlie British museum. " There
are (says Dr. Maty) two courses at Newmarket, the
long and the round : The first is exactly four English
measured miles and 380 yards or more : that is to say
7,420 English yards, or 3,482 French toises. The se-
cond IS not four English miles by 400 yards ; that is to
say, it is 6,640 yards, or 3,116 French toises. Childers,
the swiftest horse ever remembered, has run the first
course in seven minutes and a half and the second in
six minutes and forty seconds, which amounts to 46 feet
five, or nine inches French, in the second : Whereas all
other horses since the foregoing, take up at least seven
minutes and fifty seconds in completing the first and
longest course, and seven minutes only in the shortest,
which is 44 feet five or six inches, the second. These
(Dr. JIaty adds) are facts, which 1 believe to be true.
I must also add, that it is commonly supposed that
these horses cover, at every bound, a space of ground
in length about 24 Englisli feet." This is a little wide
of my conjecture of two bounds in the second. Every
bound in tliis case would be about 18 royal feet and a
half, for the fleetest barb in Rome, and twenty-two or
twenty-three feet and a half, for English running hor-
ses ; so that the swiftness of the latter to that of the
barbs, is very nearly as four to three.

POTATOES.
Shnibbenj, Bait. Vounuj, Sept. 28, 1820.

Mr. Skinner,
The mode of cultivating the Irish potato seems

to be little known in this State, or the climate is

not congenial to a large production. To ascertain
hichofthe above causes, or whether both conspire

to our disappointment would beagreatacquisition,
tor we yet labour in hope, though we produce but
one hundred bushels to the acre, on good ground:
this will not by manure, pay Turnpikes, and hired
hands, much less leave a profit. A great many wri-
ters, have given us plans of raising potatoes, but
here is in everyone, suchanumberofdeficits, that
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a farmer may spend his life in tiadingout wiierc

he has been deficient, and moreover, most of those

writers are European, and the hlunders these lar

mers commit when first attempting our soil and

climate, is a very convincing; proof that we cannot

profit by following their directions, except in a

very general way. I am therefore particularly

desirous to receive information from some of the

well informed gentlemen farmers of the eastern

States, wlio raise from two to five hundred bush-

els per acre. Shall I trouble you to get me an-

swers to the following queries ? At the same time

make my ignorance an apology for the number,

which cannot but be disagreeable to the person

who may be so polite as to attend to them.
Yours &c.

1. The time of planting ?

2. The mode of ploughing and preparing the

ground ?

3 . Whether high ground or low, sandy, loamy,

or clay, is preferable ?

4. The previous crops ?

5. The length of time to a second crop on the

same ground and the intermediate crops or rota-

tion ?

6. The quantity planted on an acre and wheth-

er large or small are used ?

7. The number of pieces in each hill, or if in

dividual, how far apart each piece ?

8. If in hills, how distant each hill, and the dis-

tance of the rows ?

9. The depth they are covered, and how ?

10. The kind of manure, and the quantity, and
whether this manure is scattered, placed above,

or below the cuttings.

1 1. At what period the field is dressed and

iiow often.

12. What kinds ripen soonest and grow lar

gest ? "H. W.
The above queries come from a friend to whose pen

ovu' subscribers are indebted for many of the most ju
dicious, practical and useful articles in tlie American
Farmer : We think therefore, that he has a sort of claii

on the courtesy and good offices of our eastern friends,

some one of whom, we trust will himself or " by attor-

ney" be kind enough to slate as minutely as possible,

i-»ll the particulars observed in the cultivation of pota-

lues, by those who have been most successful in making
that crop. Edit. Am. Far

ron THE AMEniCAN FAnMEll.

(Economy in t\\(i wse of ¥\\e\.
Mr. Skinneu,—A correspondent in the Far

nier son\e Imie ago, justly appreciating the use

of stoves for cooking as well as warming, at less

expense than the common chimney, requested
some information respecting such as were in

most estimation for these purposes. Having ne
ver seen any answer given, I am induced myself,

ibr the sake of the inquirer, and many others who
may have expected some intelligence in the case

to offer the result of a little experience on the

subject. It may also contribute to the general
usefulness of a paper, which thus becomes a me-
dium of communication for every want experien
•ced in the community, and every mode of relief

known by individuals.

The necessity of finding and making known
the best methods of saving so essential an article

as fuel, will be admitted by every one who has
occasion to exercise any care in providing for the

supplies of liie, Every year presents a narrower vanished,

iceneof u oodiands,onwhichourgreat dependence

or this arti-^le must ever continue. The forests

ire retiring before the fires we kindle in our

Uvellings, and our wants are advancing at a dou-

ble pace, with our population and luxury. Every
nvention therefore that contributes to our relief,

leserves a recommendation to the public. There
U'e many perhaps so deserving, and it would b

not a little invidious to pronounce in favour of

particular one. But leaving each improver to

set forth the advantages of his own, I beg leave

to ofl'er to your correspondent, witli the sole mo-

of serving him and the public, an opinion

founded on examination and some experience.

\ stove called Graham's economical stove, com-
bines so much saving of fuel, with convenience

and effect in the several offices of baking, boiling,

oasting, kc. furnishing a supply of hot water

from a single outside vessel, with an open fire in

front, that it has been found altogether satisfac-

tory in the families that have used it here. The
stove is sold at New York, and with a number
of appurtenances, has cost from 80 to 84 dollars.

The price may appear high, but it is a complete
kitchen in miniature manageable by a single

servant, uniting neatness and convenience, with

less incumbrance of utensils and less liability to

damage, than usual in an article with so many
accommodations. A. B.

Baltimore JVov. \&th, 1820.

the fattening the turkey explained.

Mr. Skinner.
The free access which you allow the Ladies

to your valuable paper, emboldens me to give

you a short essay, in explanation of some very

abstruse affairs in house-wifery. You must
know sir, that I am one of those women, who
never neglect the house, for things out of the

house ; nevertheless it so happened a few eve-

nings ago, that tea was over at a very early

hour, and all things being in place, I was really

out of employment for a short time, and taking

up the paper, to amuse myself with the news
of the day, my eye glanced upon an advertise-

ment, giving notice that there would be a chem-
ical and philosophical lecture, that evening,

in the popular way ; I instantly resolved to be
present, and procured a ticket. The exhibi

tion pleased me very much, and my mind ran

the whole night on chemistry. In the morning
I resolved to attempt the explanation of a num
ber of those phenomena, which had all along

puzzled my brains. I opened your Farmer
and was delighted to find, how easily I could ex-

plain wine making, cheese making, butter ma-
king, beer making, &c. and went on swimming-
ly in elucidating to myself, the action of ma-
nures on my garden, and the growth ot my
cabbages. In fact, I thought I could explain

all the difficulties in nature, 'till I came across

your account of the Turkey, that was fattened

on carbon and a grain of corn, per diem. This,

sir brought me to a dead stand, and I was so

perplexed, that I was almost ready to wish, I

never had read the advertisement ; but re-

collecting an old maxim of my father's, to take

a night's s/ce/i, to recover the brain in a diffi-

culty., I followed the example, and next morning
found my mind so bright, that every difficulty

But before I ventured to divulge the solution,

I waited on my brother, who is a doctor and a

profound chemist, to know his explanation ; he
received the question without any embarras-
ment as learned men always do, and answered
with great calmness, that it was not a very ex-

iraordinary thing; for when he was a student

\t Paris, some of his acquaintances, who were
very thin and lean, died, and when the bodies

ere taken up, some time afterwards, to be re-

moved to their native country, they had become
umps of fat,* and that he supposed something
like this had happened to the turkeys, by the

medium of charcoal.

This astonished nie very much, but I did not

like the solution, because it would not make my
turkeys much better, if they did not weigh
more. I wanted fat added to the lean, and not

fat made out of the lean. I therefore prefer

my own explanation, which I now give you
without farther comment.

Theory of Aunt Dinah.

The bowels of animals are always charged
with hydrogen gas, as well as some atmos-

pheric air, the latter being decomposed, as also

the carbon, by the digestive powers, the hydro-

gen, nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen, are left at

liberty to be formed into animal substance or

turkey; whilst the remaining hydrogen and
some of the oxygen are formed into water, by
the help of those explosions, that always hap-

pen, when the bowels suffer with hunger. This
water will be aerated by some carbonic acid

gas, and impregnated with bile from the livei',

which is equal to hops and superior to horse

aloes, which was proposed by his late majesty

to Whitebrcad the brewer, to make beer.

Now, sir, a person must be very dull in chem-
istry if he does not perceive, that malt is all

that is wanting to form with the above ingre-

dients one of the most fattening liquors in the

world, and that this malt is supplied most hap-

pily by the grain of corn, given daily to the

turkey, equally as well as if he had a few grains

of barley ; the stomach instantly malts it, and
he turkey is constantly supplied with strong

beer. But, sir, one experiment must be made,
before it can be ascertained whose theory is

the best—the turkey must be fattened again in

the same way, that is with plenty of charcoal,

and one grain of corn, or ten grains of barley

per diem, and if he gains no weight my broth-

er's theory is correct—If he gains weight, the

praise must indubitably be bestowed on your
chemical friend. AUNT DINAH.

Alluding to the discovery of some bodies in the

burying ground of Innocents at Paris, that had
changed to a fatty substance like spermaceti.

Note. If any one doubts the fattening quality of

beer, let him call up the master of a porter cellar,

and his doubts will soon be removed.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Dignity IJiglUs, Oct. Ut, 1820.

Dear Sir,—My nephew has just returned from
your city, and to my surprise has brought me no news.
—Upon inquiry he told me, that when he arrived at

Baltimore, he expected to have been the bearer of

great news ; for the people were assembled in crouds
at the corners of the streets, and he pushed up with
great anxiety to ascertain the cause, but was aston-

ished to hear nothing more than an altercation about
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M.:dicate<l Bter," which had lately been introduced

into the citv. A Ductor he said seemed to be the Ct n

treof the circlt and the chieforator—he was runiiii.K

down the Beer as antiquated, and only invented !)>

Galen to get off his large bundles of vegetable Pi.)-

sics, and at the same time paying no grt at comfjii-

ments to the nine Doctors who had recommi^nded ii

Any upholsterer can do the vork, and so can

many other persons.

This material is sweet, pleasant and durable,

lasting from 5 to 10 years. Two invalids, who
have used them for eight years past in this neigli

lourliood, unite m saying that those who have

^miS IF^lBMI^IBo

It appeared to him, (my Nephew,) i

deportment was altogether that of one about to lose

some of the profits of the trade. As I am pushed fi-r

cash these hard times, I have taken the.hint, and re-

solved to try my fortune in your liberal city, and there^

fore send you per packet boat Scudder, Capt. Claud,

a keg of my newly invented Cherry Bounce—actual_
ly a new thing under the sun, for bydenham himself

never thought of any thing more than a little Black

Cherry Water, which he has left on record—thisy^ u

know can bearno comparison with Bounce. You can

spare a little of this for tasting and you will be so good

as to get me the certificates of 12 respectable Physi-

cians, so that when 1 send up a large quantity the sale

may be rapid, please to get good hearty certificates-

such as "damn with faint applause" as Pope express-

es it, will not do. The medical qualities of my Bounce

are indisputable. It would take up ton much room ir

your valuable paper to enumerate them, suffice it t(

say. ihat ii gives the finest colour to the palest cheek,

ami is good for male or female, sick or well, antl if

such flatulent stuff as Small Beer could compose the

bowels of one of your worthy citizens, what would
my Bounce do, but compose his whole body ?

I am almost as backward as Simple's Postscript, in

giving up even to 12 respectable Doctors, the ingre-

dients of this valuable prescription, least they might
leak out and become public—1 would prefer 12 of my
best casks in store to leak out their last di'op, rather

than one tittle should escape. It would certainly not

do to lay the Doctor's hands like a jury on the Bible ;

but my triend, you will cause each of them to place

his finger on his lip after the manner of the Priestess

on the Portland urn, when you deliver up the receipt.

—If it should escape, I must console myself with tne

great good it will do over the whole world, for I

might forget in my last hours to grant a free per-

mission of its use.—O what a loss it would be to man
kind, if it should die with me If

Well it must come or no certificates.

CC/"Here it is! !!

Sue : cerasium morillorum cum seminibus con-

tusis.

—

Lib. 4.

Sug: arundinis sachariferi distilli—Lie. 1.

fiat Tinctuca.
Now sir, this is the basis : but the valuable adden

da, this is the great point of the secret. R. Fructus,

Phytoloccs, (or Poke.) seven times seven or 49 ber-

ries—Tincture of Salacacabia of Smollet, seven times
49 or 343 drops.

P. S. As the Latins did not know Cherry Bounce,

they had no name for it ; I must therefore find some
word to answer the best I can, you may therefore

call it the liquor Elateruis, or the Quinta Essentia

cerasium composite. DIOSCORIDES.

ng do we hear,

! he iirar,—

that the Doctoi-'sonce tried a bed of this kind, will wish no other

winter nor summer.
These beds are somewhat used in our middle

and southern States, and are common in Spain,

Portugal and their provinces.

The season for collecting the husks approaches

and 1 hope another year will not pass before ihi;

experiment shall be fairly tried, because I have

reason to believe that all those who do try it will

have cause to congratulate themselves on the re

suit. Most. Pal.

ICT" RECEIPT.
Translated fromVAlbert Modern.

THE MANNER OF INCREASING THE qUANTITY OF

BREAD BY STOVING THE GRAIN.

Stoving grain, is to dry it in a stove by means

of charcoal. The following is the result of an

experiment made at Genoa.

284 cubic feet of Wheat were divided in two

parts, 142 were stoved and lost 5 per cent of

their volume. It was afterwards moistened, and

resumed its original bulk. These quantities

were ground separately. That which was not

sieved gave 68 pounds, 18 ounces of flour more

than that which was stoved. They were after

wards baked separately and that which was stov

ed produced 210 pounds of bread more, than

that which was not stoved.

J brine to secure Wheat from Mildeiv, and to

destroy insects.

Take Stone Lime and Marine Salt, and put

them in a large tub ; throw over them a quantity

of Sour Beer or Wine, and stir them until the salt

and lime are dissolved. Let this mixture stand

twenty four hours, then pour it from the sediment

into another tub. The grain is to be put to soak

12 hours in this brine before sowing it,—it is best

to sprinkle over it some pounded Quick Lime

t Smollet's Selacacabia was composed of Assafoe

dita Sal amoniac and Pine Tops.

A NEW KIND OF BED.
These beds are made of the husks of Indian

Corn in the following manner : So soon as they

are ripe, the husks should be gathered when they

are dry, and in a clear air. The outer hard husks

are to be rejected, and the softer inner ones to be

fully dried in the shade. Cut off the hard end

formerly attached to the cob, and draw the husk

through a liatchel, or suitably divide it with a

coarse comb. The article is now fit for use, to

be put into an entire sack as straw is, or to be

formed imo a mattrass, as prepared hair is, ol

any size and thickness you please.

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1820.

{tT* Major Isaic M'Kim, with his accustomed zeal

nd liberality in support of the interests of agricul-

ure, has recently imported from St. Petersburg, two
barrels of " Astrachun Itye" which has had the repu-

of being of superiour quality—wheiher the fact

be so or not, it is diflicult to judge without trial—but
such as it is, it has been committed to the hands of

Editor of the Farmer, to be distributed amongst
his subscribers and others, who choose to call and
take a peck of it for experiment sake. It may thus,

be soon ascertained whether it possess any qualities

superiour to the rye now in cultivation. The season is

far advanced, hut if the Call prove favourable a fair trial

may be made, and tjood farmers maintain that the grain

of rye produced from late sowing, is generally hen-ii

than that from early seeding.

(Jj= Information is nzacESTED.—On the best mode
of preserving for winter use, for Live Stock,—the fol-

lowing articles, viz :—Pumpkins, Carrots, Turnips of

all kinds, Mangel Wurtzel, Cabbages and Potatoes of

11 kinds. The Editor earnestly requests a reply to the

above queries, and it is desirable that the answers to

them should be founded on the supposition, that those

for whose benefit the information is intended, are in

the circumstances of ordinary farmers, without cellars

and all those conveniences which the wealthy can al-

ways provide.

ily"Ifany person will take the trouble to call and
e, at the office of the American Farmer, a single

plant of the Lucern, they will be convinced of its supe-

capacity for resisting the eftect of drought, over

any other of the artificial grasses in use amongst us

—

11 besides cut two weeks sooner than clover and
s oftener in the year,- and does as well when sowed

broad cast as in drills, if not belter.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—White, 83 to 85cts.—Red,

75 to 78 cts.—Old Corn, 35 to 36 cts.—New do. 30 tc

32 cts—Rte, 42 to 45 cts.—Oats, 25 to 28 cts—Hat,
per ton S18—Stbaw do. §7—Ftorn, from the wa-

gons, S4 12^,

—

Whisket fi om do. 34 to 35 cts

—

Pokk,-

perbbl. §14—Beef, do. gH t" gl^-Bvtteb, per
lb. 25 to 31 cts

—

Eggs, per dozen, 20 to 25 cts

—

Veai,
,

per lb, 6 to 8 cts.

—

Lamb, per quarter, 37^ to 50

cts—Br.EP, per lb. prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.

—

Ham.';,

12 to 14 cts—Middlings, 10 cts

—

Chickens, per doz.

S2 50—Potatoes, 37^-Live Cattle, §4 50 to §6
—London White Lead, %i 25—American do. igS 75^

Boiled Oil, gl 37i—Feathehs, 50 to 62J cts.—

Tar, g2—Turpentine, soft, §2—Spirits, do. 35 ct»

—Pitch, §2 25

—

Larii, 11 to 12 cts.

—

Shingles, best

Deep Creek, g8 50—Do. Small, g4 75—Floobino
Plank, 5-4, S27—Cotton, Upland, 17 to 19 cts.—No
sales of Virginia Tobacco.

Xe^v Canary ^eed, &c. &c. &c.

Simple means of extinguishingfre i7i a Chimney.

Have two plates of iron in the flue, one neari

the top of the chimney, the other a little above

the fire place, both moving on hinges and con-

nected by a small wire or chain. When the fire

is made cause them to be kept up, but if any

accident causes the chimney to take fire, shut

them down by means of the wire or chain, and the

flame will be immediately smothered ; or, take

a handful of flour of Sulphur, throw it in the fire,

shutting at the same time the fire-place, leaving

only a small draft to carry up the smoke of the

Sulphur—the fire will become extinguished and

the flakes will fall in quantities.

To destroy Caterpillars.

Take strong Soap Suds, and with a broom or

brush sprinkle it over their nests either in the

evening after they have retired to them, or in

the morning before they leave them ; " tine seule

srouttc de crtte eau mousseusc," say the Frenc

futhor, falling on the purse which contains these|^^--J^.-—'';;-,^^^^^^^^

.lOSEPH P. CASEY. Skf.iisman, &c.

JVo. 2, Hanover Street,

(next Doon TO barncm's hotel,)

las received per the Fr-inklin, a supply of Canary

and Cabbage Seeds, Ruta Baga, Early Peas, and boil-

ng or split Peas, Ike. &.c. &c.

And per the Rolla from Amsterdam, a handsome as-

sortment of Flower Roots, which will bloom during

the winter season ; and from the northern states, a

quantity of Shakers Seeds.

Casey has for sale. Garden Flowers and Field Pc^

Garden and Agricultural Implements, Russia Mr,

Glazed Garden Cap Glasses, to force and protect ;.!:ii

during the winter season.

Farmers, Gardeners, Botanists and Florists, can be

, r ,1 - i«-commodated on moderate terms, with every thinr

insects, will cause them to crawl out and tall mU^j. ^^y ^y^nt. Orders made up for the Western and

masses, without any necessity for crushing or|soiithern States, West Indies, &c, with care and atten-

burning them. t'on.
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IN TERNxVL IMPROVEMENTS

PLANS AND PROGRESS OF

In South Carolina ; ivith observations on tht

advantages resulting therefrom to the Jlgri

cultural and Commercial interests of the

State.

ria7is and Progress of the Publick IVorks.

The Board of Publick Works had their first

tneetini^ on the 24th of January last, 1

consequence of Maj. Wilson's declining, from

ill health, to fill the department of roads,

rivers, and canals, there was no acting com-
missioner for that department until the 15th of

February ; no contract of course could be

made till after that day. Since that time

the business has progressed steadily accord-

ing to the views of the Legislature, and tlu-

plans devised by the board at«its first meet-

ing. The work has necessarily fallen into three

great divisions.

First. Opening and improving the navigation

below the falls.

Second. Opening the navigat.ion by canals,

locks and sluices above the falls.

T/iird, Constructing a road according to the

Act of the Legislature, from Saluda moun-
tain by ColuiTibia to Charleston.

On the lower river the following works have

been steadily carried on, except where inter-

rupted by freshets.

The Pcedee had been about half finished

the last year. Under General Williams tiie

work has been continued and is now com-

pletely finished. This river is now safely na-

vigable from its mouth to the shoals at Chat-

ham, a distance of more than one hundred

miles. There are now running on it one steam

boat and two team boats, that navigate it with

great expedition and safety. The freight of

cotton from Chatliam to Georgetown is redu-

ced to seventy-five cents per bale. The boats

and machinery on the Peedee are ordered to

Black Creek; a short time will be required

to render this stream entirely navigable to

within a short distance of the Chesterfield

line. It is contemplated that they shall then

open Lynch's Creek, and ascend to a point

where the navigation must stop, some distance

above where the stage road from Camden to

Society Hill crosses it. Black River and

Black Mingo will then be visited by this force,

and opened to their heads.

A force under Mr. Durant has entered the

Waccamaw, and has made considerable pro-

gress. When this stream is finished, the

same boats will proceed to little Peedee, and

render it navigable to the North Carolina line,

finished. The stone culverts are completed,

one of which is so large as to pass a creek un-

der the canal. The stone for the locks are part-

ly cut oiit. Messrs. Dyer, Gass and Robinson

will have a competent force on this work by the

middle of October.

The Columbia canal was commenced about

the first of March by Mr. M'Kensie the con-

tractor. This canal is about three miles long,

having a basin nearly opposite to the state

house in Columbia, to which the dragg boats

of steatn boats may ascend. About one mile

of this canal, in the most difficult part, has

been excavated, and nearly finished off. The
strong stone walls at its head, rising above the

"ghest freshets of that river, are up, and all

the stone cut out and other materials prepared

for putting in the guard lock. The materials

are also collected for putting in the stone dam
across Broad River, connected with this and

the Saluda navigation. The lock of eight feet

lift, which is to overcome the falls at Bull

sluice, three miles above Columbia, was un-

dertaken by Mr. M'Kensie. All the materi-

Is were got ready, and the foundation in

part prepared when by the rapid rise of the

river, the work was interrupted and finally

iispended by the removal of the workmen to

the Saluda mountains. Mr. M'Kensie will re

Early in March a force was organized un-

der the direction of Col. Nixon of Camden
for clearing the Wateree from that place down.

The work was extended down that ri-

ver about one fourth of the way, when the

high waters rendered it necessary to discharge

he force. It is believed that had the season

been a favourable one, the work would have

been nearly completed by winter. Anothe

year will render this river navigable by steam

ats to Camden.
In April Col. Myddleton began the work on

the Congaree where it left off last year, and

has descended some distance down the San

The only formidable difficulties now
existing in the navigation from Granby to

Charleston, are the shoals in the upper part of

Santee and the rapids at Murray's ferry. A
more favourable state of the river would have

enabled Col. Myddleton to remove these be-

fore winter. When the river is low, a few

months will complete it. The narrows at

Bull's Bay are finished, and those at Sullivan's

Island nearly completed. With the improve-

ments already made, a good steam boat navi-

gation is opened between Charleston and

Columbia, which has reduced the price of

freight one half. The further works to be done

there will render it quite safe and expeditious

The work on Edisto, commenced last yearcommence his works in October with a strong

under Mr. Head for the south, and Mr. Wil- force. The guard lock and lock of the Bull

liamson for the north fork, has been continued sluice will be completed by January, and in

his year, and these streams are nearly finished, the course of next year the canal will be enten-

On the main river or low Edisto, the force unded to Granby.
der Col. Johnson will ensure a good navigation

before winter.

.Yavigation above the Falls.

When t!ie board commenced operations in

February, the Saluda canal had been nearly

excavated for two miles and a half. At tlic

held of this canal a large extent of very hard

ock remained. This lias been blasted out,

and a guard lock erected to protect the canal

from the very high freshes of this river. Two
locks of eight feet lift have been built of hewn
granite, and all the materials collected for the

other two. It will require not more than two

months to finish these locks ; and but for the

suspension of the work by the early sickness

which drove the workmen from the rivers about

the first of July, they would have now been

completed. It is expected this canal will be

finished by January, overcoming a fall of thirty-

feet, which now closes that river, and pre

eludes the possibility of a boat's passing. This

gation will be extended at least ninety miles

above Columbia.

The next obstrnction on the Saluda is at

Drehr's Mills, fourteen miles above its junc-

tion with Broad River. The fall there i<

twenty-two feet in eleven liundred yards,

The canal was began in April. The excava-

tion in part, through very hard rock, has been

The next difficulty in Broad River, of great

magnitude, is at Lockhart's Shoals, seventy-

five miles above Columbia. The fall is forty-se-

ven feet in one hundred and thirty chains.

The work here is undertaken by Col. Nesbitt.

The canal was began in April and is nearly ex-

cavated. The stone for the guard and for one

other lock is cut, and the other materials col-

lected. A strong force, already engaged, will

lie added to the present workmen in October.

Wiien this fall is surmounted, boats can ascend

wi' h perfect safety to ninety-nine Islands, one

hundred miles above Columbia. Two other

=;hoal5 then intervene before the navigation

leaches the North Carolina line. In North Caro-

lina measures are taking to remove the obstruc-

tion in that state, and extend this navigation for-

ty miles above the line of the two states, near to

the foot of the Blue Ridge.

The Catawba River early engaged the atten-

tion of the Board. But the difficulties attend-

ing its principal shoal rendered a very careful

and extensive investigation and survey neces-

sary, before any plan of operations could with

safety he determined on. This examination

was finished in April. The rapius extend

eight miles and have a fall of one hundred and

eighty-seven feet. A contract has been made
with Messrs. Thomas and Briggs, who erected
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^ome of the locks on the Schuylkill, for the first

Section, covcrin!* three miles and requiring six

locks. The force destined for this work ar-

rived so late that it was thought imprudent to

increase it till October. About one mile ol

the canal is excavated, and some materials

for the stone work collected. It has been sus

jiendtd till October by the removal of the

workmen to the Saluda mountains. The work
vvill then be rccnnmienced with a strong foice.

The importance uf this navigation has indu

ced the Board to extend the works on this ri

ver. With Messrs. Kibbe and Grafton they

have contracted for the canal and locks at

Love's Shoals, twelve miles above Camden ;

and with Mr. Lcckii- for the canal and locks at

Landsford, sixteen miles above Rocky M
The force for l.ovc's is already engaged, and

for Landsford a part of it is now on the way to the

Catawlia. Both works will be begun in Octo
ber. When this river is opened, boats may as

cend to a place called the Pleasant Gardens
above Morgantown, and three hundred miles

from Cliarleston by land. This navigation

enter the Blue Hidge, passing through the finest

countries of North Carolina, and approachinir

within fifty miles of the navigable waters of the

Ilolston in Tennessee.

The act constituting the Board, required a

icad to be opened from Charleston to Colum-
bia, and thence to the north Carolina line,

over the Saluda mountains. As soon as the

president and engineer could examine the rout

between Charleston and Columbia, the work
was begun at Goose Creek under Mr. Bee, at

Wassamasaw Swamp under Mr. Reardon, and

at Dean Swamp under Col. Mellard. The
work has been much interrupted by the rains;

but such progress is made that it is believed

these parts of the road will be finished bef

November. The swamp and bridge at Bea
Creek have been finished by Col. Myddkton.
At Huckabuck Swamp, which is often covered

five or six feet deep by the back waters from

the Congaree, the high and extensive causeway
was commenced by Mr. Andeifon in April.

The removal of his while force at the approacf

of the sickly season, suspended tl.e woi k for a

short time, when ii was recommenced under

Col. Myddltton with slaves, and is nearlv

completed and covered with gravel. A new
Bridge on Town's plan, one hundred and fo

feet long, having but one arch, has been
erected over the Congaree Creek, and a similar

bridge is preparing for Goose Cieek, and will

be soon up.

The road through the .Saluda mountains wa
examined early in June, and its course deter

mined on. The work was reserved, accord

ing to the direction of the legislature, as a re

treat for the workmen on the rivers during th<

sickly season. An entirely new road was laid

nut and all the preparations made, so thai

(he force commenced work on the i7th of July

Before the I si of September, more ihan half ol

this arduous tintertaking was completed ; ii

will be finished before the 15th of Octobei
The road begins at the top of the Saluda moun
tain, and in ten miles passes down to the firm

road, on the dry ridge between the Eno-
iid Tyger rivers, that extends in a direct

course towards Columbia for fifty miles. No
road is superior to it. At the foot of the moun-
ains two other roads branch off, the one to the

ight leading to Greenville, Cambridge, and

the western parts of the state, and the one to

the left to Spartenburgh, Pinkneyville and the

eastern parts of the state ; thus furnishing the

most direct road to the western country from
every part of South Carolina.

This road shortens the distance to Columbia,
and brings that place nearer to the western

country than Augusta by twenty miles. The
head of navigation of Saluda intei sects the

estcrn branch of this road at equal distances,

between North Carolina and Georgia. The
.\ugusta trade from the western country will

when the Saluda is opened, thus pass a naviga-

ble stream leading directly to Charleston.

With the view to extend the work to every

er in the stale susceptible of improvement,
surveys and examinations have been constantly

making, and will be continued by the Board.

To persons who have reflected upon the sub-

ject of internal improvement, there is no max-
im of political economy better understood than

that agriculture and commerce will improve,
and civilization and happiness spread in pro-

portion as the facility of conveyance increases.
'^

V\'here men are kept asunder by forests, moras
ses or inaccessible mountains, their knowledge
must be circumscribed and their conveniences

In proportion as the difficulty of commu
nication is removed, the spirit of enterprize in

ureases. Tlie inhabitants of different sections

>i the state mingle in social intercourse—.their

lialiils and customs assimilate—each transmits

s improvements to the other—and each feel:

the beneficial effects resulting from the union.

This system of intercourse and benefit wil

continue to extend, as the difficulties which ob
d it are removed. There will no longei

be any distinct interests, but all will be bound
together in the great social compact by one
n\oii tie.

Adam Sndlh says ' that without the assis

anre and co-operation of thousands, the very
neancst person in a civilized country coulti

lot be provided, even according to what are

ery falsely imagined the easy and simple man
icr in which he lives.' Civilized man requires

conveniences and accomodations, which he
annnt produce by his own labour ; convenien
es esteemed the most trivial are the produce of

reciprocy ; each has a variety of wants foi

which he gives his labour, or the produce of his

labour, which is the same thing, in exchange
;

and an easy communication with the distant

parts of a country extends and facilitates this

ransfer. An easy communication not only

onibines the exertions of men, distributes theii

labour through a variety of channels, and
spreads with more equality, the blessings of life

;

but tends to destroy those prejudices too Ire

qucntly entertained by people remote from
ach other', which are always injurious to the

mass of society and sometimes fatal to thi

welfare of a republic. Men, in commercial in

tui course mingling with men, imperceptibly losi

their local prejudices, and their customs gradu
ally assimilate.

Easy communications to the different disti-icts

of a state also render it more secure and more in-

dependent of its neighbours, by collecting and
bringing forth all its internal resources ; and by
uniting and transporting with rapidity the strength
of the counti-y and the means of defence. By
lese a nation is rendered great and powerful,

for it is undoubted, that where the acconrmoda-
of life are abundant and procured with

facility, the population of the country will in-

crease, and population creating a demand excites
to greater industry and promotes further im-
provement. Such have ever been the progres-
sive steps of civilization.

Thus we see in various periods of society the
most vigorous exertions to open communications
between distant provinces, made by the most
eminent characters. These are works out of
pompous and useless magnificence, but of real
utility ; and remain the noblest monuments of
he citizens who promote them.

Unfortunately we find the majority of men
adhere strongly to established customs and pre-
judice, the common enemy of every new work.
When the first canal was undertaken in Eng-
land, so unacquainted were the people with the
use of canals, and so prejudiced in favour of
their old custom of wagoning and river naviga-
tion, that the undertaking was deemed chimeri-
cal, and ruin nredicted as the inevitable result

;

yet it had not long been finished when the cer-

tainty and facility of this mode of transportation

opened the eyes of the people. The whole em-
pire is now intersected with canals, by means of
which the productions of all parts are trans-

ported to and from the different counties with
such facility as to open a home market unrivall-

ed for extent and importance, and to maintain
orcign commerce unexampled in the annals

of history.

In the light of national improvement, the
produce of labour is the real wealth of a couji-

try ; thejTioi-e the labour will produce, so much
more the nation improves. Now it is obvious,
that in proportion as produce is remote front

kct, its value is diminished in consequence
of the expense of carriage. Those parts of a
country, however fertile the lands may he,
which are excluded from exchanging their sur-

plus produce for the necessaries they may re-

quire will remain a dreary and uncultivated
waste.

value of lands of equal fertility will be
exactly in proportion to the ease of reaching
a market ; and we shall endeavctir to prove
that the public works now carrying on, are

alculated in an eminent degree to afford an
asy communication with the market to every

portion of the state.

The particular advantages to result from the

execution of our systein of internal improve-
ment, may be shortly stated under the two fol-

lowing heads

:

Firit, a cheap conveyance of the produrts of

our own soil, to our own Comnxrcia/ Capi-

tal, and a cheap return of the proceeds of
their sales.
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Si-cond, The diversion of an immense trade

from North Carolina and Tennessee, to the

same point.

' Is it true that such are the courses and ex

tent of our streams, that they arc all capable of

being connected by inland communication with

Charleston ? Already the waters of the Santee

Wateree, Congaree, Broad and Saluda, are con

nected with that point by the Santee canal ; the

Winyaw and Wando canal, now in actual pro-

gress, when completed, will receive boats from

all these streams, and those which navigates the

Wacamaw, Big I^edee, Little Pedee, Black

Creek, Lyiich's' Creek, Black River, and Sam-

pit. The Edisto, now communicates with

Charleston, by an inland passage but little expos-

ed. The contemplated canal from that river to the

Ashley, will make the communication direct and

safe. The Savannah and the streams east of it

have an inland passage to Charleston, between

the islands and the main, and already a steam

boat plies between them. Thus, while most of

the stales in the union labour under this disad

vantage, that their streams take a course whicl

divertslhcir agricultural products from their own

to other maikets, and renders a resort to exten

sive canals and expensive turnpikes necessary to

counteract this unfavourable course of trade

South Carolina finds nature aiding her in every

corner of the state, and only requires small ex

tions to connect the whole of her own and a part

of the agriculture of her sister states with her

own commerce. A union which if duly promo-

ted and protected, must be attended with the

happiest results. Indeed this is all that is neces-

sary to give our state all the commercial and

agricultural advantages which its soil and indus-

try is susceptible of.

' Are two thirds of all the market products ol

the state raised within five miles, and most of the

other third within ten miles of a navigable

stream I I will be recollected that in most parts

of the stale, fertility is only to b;; found in the

neighbourhood of our water couises. Our great

agricultural interests are there seated. In some

])aits of the state it is otherwise, bul the excep

lions aie limited. It will be also recollected, thai

our streams run nearly parallel to each other

froin the mountains to near the sea board as they

approach it, all bend towards the same point.

—

That traversing the country, in a line with the

ocean, you meet navigable streams at every thir

ty miles, and generally much nearer. The resul

of these facts cannot be mistaken. But that there

may be no doubt left on the subject, permit me to

present a nearer view of it. Let me descend to

an examination of each particular district. It

iiiay have the effect of reconciling all to the

pense of an improvement, in which all will feel

an immediate interest.

' Btai/fort, has Savannah river and the sea

board on two sides, and is pierced by several na-

vigable streams and inlets in the centre.

' Colleton has the Edisto through its whoU
length, and Combahee on its south west.

< Charleston^ v/ith the Ashley, Cooper, Wan
do, and Santee, passing in every direction

through and around it, and covered on one side

by the sea and its numerous inlets, has all the

facilities of communication that water can give

' G-eorgctovm, with Winyaw bay in its centre

hich pour their waters into this bay, and it

washed on its eastern side by the ocean, and on
the South side by the Santee.

Williamsburgh, is bounded on the north east

by Pedee and Lynch's creek, and on the south

)y Santee, and is divided into two equal parts by

Black river.

Marioiii is composed of the two points of

land, wliich are formed by little Pedeo on tl

cast, Big Pedee in the middle,

reek, each on the south west.

is divided into small sections by Sampit, Blackiit has Saluda on its north east, and Savannah on
River, Black Mingo, Pedee, and Waccamaw, its south west.

' ^ibheville is washed its whole length by the
Savannah on its south west and Saluda on its

north east.

' Thus, when it is recollected thai the district.-

of the slate are from twenty five to forty miles
square, and that generally their longest lines arc
on oiir rivers it will not be doubted that my posi-
tion is proved. And I may here add, that scarce •

d Lynch'sjiy the product of an acre of land in the slate;

need to depend on land carriage for twenty mile-^

of its transportation to market.'
Horry has the ocean, Waccamaw, and Little

Pedee, washing two of its sides and its centre.
| -f ,,g ^^-^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,^g ^^^^^ ^^.,^;^,^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

j^/ar/Aoro!/^-/;, has Pedee the whole length of "excluded from the immediate benefit of this

its western limit.

' Darlington, is washed by the Pedee, the

hole of its western, and by Lynch's creek, the

hole of its eastern boundary, and Black creek

passes entirely through it.

Chesterfield, has Lynch's creek on the west,

Pedee on the east, and Black creek extends up
to its southern line.

Sumter, is almost encircled by the Wateree
the Santee and Lynch's creek, and Black rivers

penetrates its south eastern section.

Kershaw. Lynch's creek washes its whole

eastern side, and the Wateree passes through its

western part in its greatest length.

Lancaster has the Catawba on its whole west

ern boundary, and its eastern limb touches the

navigable waters of Lynch's creek.

Richland has three sides covered by the Wa-
teree, Congaree and Broad rivers.

Fairjield, Chester and York, are each bound-

ed on the west by Broad river, and on the east by

the Catawba.

Orangeburgh has the Santee and Congaree

on its northeast line, and Edsito passes through its

n side.

< Lexington, has the congaree and broad riv-

ers for its boundary, and Saluda passes through

Is northern limit,

' Xeuiherrij. The Saluda washes its western

and Broad river its eastern side.

Union and Spartanburgh are both bounded

on the east by Broad river, and they have the

Pacolet, the Tyger and Enoree passing through

them.

' Laurens has Saluda river bounding its whole

xient on the south west, and Enoree on the

north east.

Pendleton. Savannah and Tugaloo are it;

south western boundary, and the Keowee reach

es near the centre of this district.

' Greenville. This district partakes less of the

advantages of inland navigation than any district

of the state, but it is believed that Saluda has na

vigable waters above its southern boundary.

' Barnwell has the Savannah on its whole

south west side, whilst Edislo passes on it

east.

' Edgefield. The navigation of Edisto may be

extended to the southern line of this district, and

tensive inland navigation, is the country situated

above the navigable waters of the Saluda river

Phe road leading from the head of that river tc

Columbia is here substituted for water carriage,
as the only means of equalizing the advantagef
which every part of the state has a right to ex-
pect from a system of general improvement.

Exclusive of the advantages already stated, ir

may be well to consider these works in relation

to their cost and probable pecuniary profit.

—

Whenever the diminution of the cost of trans-

porting the produce of any district of country to

market, amounts to the interest of the sum ex-
pended in effecliMg the improvements, the stale

is remunerated in a pecuniary pjint of view. A
rale of interest which will be constantly aug-
menting, as the money saved by the farmer, by
this cheap conveyance of his produce to market,
will be applied to the extension and improve-
ment of agriculture.

Since the Pedee river has been cleared of ob-
structions, so as to afford navigation for steam
and team boats, cotton has been carried from
Chatham and society Hill to GeorgetoAvn for

seventy five cents the bale ; whereas it could not
be carried the same distance by land for less

than two dollars, or by water by the former na-
vigation for less than one dollar and twenty-five
cents. Lei us suppose that six thousand bales arp
annually sent to market from this district of
country. The difference between the freight by
the present mode of conveyance, and that by
land carriage amounts to seven thousand five

hundred dollars, and between that and the former
mode of conveyance through all the difficulties

and obstructions, which impeded the navigation,
tlie difference amounts to three thousand dollars.

Now the legal interest of the money expended
in rendering that river navigable, does not ex-
ceed one thousand five hundred dollars per an-
num. To elucidate still further this view of the

subject, let us compare the actual cost of trans-

porting this amount of produce to market, inde-

pendent of the profits to the carriers. The
team boat established upon that river by our en-

terprising, and public spirited fellow citizen,

Gen. Williams, conveys three hundred bales of

cotton to market, is propelled by eight mules
and navigated by five men, and performs a trip

from Society Hill to Georgetown in 1 5 days. Ta
'ranspoil three hundred bales of cotton by land,

would require thirty wagons, one hundred and

twenty horses, and at least thirty men, for aboitl
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eight (lays. Esiiniatuig the expense of tlic

mules at fifty cei.ts a duy, and the value of the

labour of the men at seveniy-five cents, the cosi

of transporlins^ three hundred bales of cotton

by the tcum boat amounts to one hundred and

sixteen dollars and twenty five cents. The

same estimate t;ives six hundred and fifty dol

lars as the cost of land carriajje. Previous to

the improvement of the river, a boat carrying

ihree hundred bales of cotton required filtee

men to pole it up against the current, and tb

trip was never performed in less than twenty

days. The improvement of that river therefore,

enables the cultivators of that district of coun-

try, to send their produce to market at two

thousand one hundred and seventy-five dollar

less than by the former water conveyance,

which was precarious ; and at ten thousand six

hundred and ninety five dollars less than

could be sent by land carriai^e. While by

witlidrawing so many horses and men from the

transportation of the produce, and applying

them to the improvement of agriculture, the

produce of that district must progressively in-

crease.

On the return cargo the saving is equally

great, and more sensibly felt by the consumer,

who, from the high freight, paid doubly for all

the necessaries of life which were brought from

the coast. It can be shown that a poor family,

situated above one hundred miles from the coast

will save annually, in the article of salt alone, (a

yrime necessary of life) more than their annual

tax, and more than they will ever be called upon

to contribute to the internal improvement of the

state.

Take, for instance, a family on the waters of

Broad River, above Lockhart's shoals. At the

present time salt cannot be purchased ther

under two dollars a bushel. It costs i

Charleston, fifty cents, and one dollar and fifty

cents to transport it to the consumer. Opei:

the navigation above Lockhart's and for fifty

cents, a bushel of salt may and will be freight

ed from Charleston to the disti icts of York and

Spartenburgh. It is then certain tliat when

the Broad River navigation is completed,

bushel of salt will cost less by seventy five

cents than it does now, allowing twenty fi

cents profit to the merchant. But there is i

family in the upper country that pays seventy

five cents tax, that does not consume mor

than one bushel of salt annually. Those wh
own no slaves, pay only for ti.eir lands, and

seventy five cents pay the tax for five hundred

acres, of an average quality, in all the distiicts

above the falls of the rivers. It is then de

inonstrable that the diminution in the price of

salt alone, occasioned by rendering navigable

our rivers, will annually reimburse all that tht

upper country pays into the tieasury, and more

than their proportion of the expense of the pub-

lic works. Take the same view of cotton

From Columbia this article last year cost two

dollars fifty cents a bale, for transportation

Charleston, that was the usual freight. Since

the work done between those two places, the

steam boat charges one dollar and tweiuy fiv.

cents per bale. The cotton planter usually

makes from two to three bales to each work

ing hand ; at least one bale for every slave he

owns. But the tax on each slave is seventy

live cents. The planter on the Congaree and

above Columbia, then, has cleared in the freight

of his cotton, fifty cents a bale more than the

ax on the labour that produced it. But he

may own twenty acres of land for every bale

cotton he makes : these twenty acres do not

pay more than twenty five cents annual tax

The result then is, that the planters who have

availed themselves of the steam-boat navigation

have saved, on the freight of their cotton, more
than has discharged all their contributions to the

government by twenty five cents on each bale

they have sent to market. This view becomes
still stronger, when it is recollected that this

gain is perpetual, and the charge for the public

works limited ; and when it is further recollect-

ed all our products that are sent to market, and

every article of consumption that passes from
the seaboard to the upper country, will be sub-

ject to the same diminution in the expenses of

transportation.

The diversion of an immense trade from North
Carolina and Tennessee to Charleston we have

stated, would result from the execution of out

system of internal improvement.
It is a fact of great importance in the conside-

ration of this part of our subject, that all thi

ivers in our state, with the exception of Savan-

nah, lead directly to the great emporium of our

trade ; so that while it is in our power to com
mand a large portion of the trade of North Ca
rolina and Tennessee, no other state has it in its

power to make a similar diversion unfavourable

to us ; with the exception that the country on th

left bank of the Savannah must find its market
in Georgia. It is evident then, that it is our

true policy to take advantage of our local situa-

tion, and extend our improvements in such (.V

ection as to gain from our sister states all the

trade we can ; and to bring back to Charleston,

much as possible of our own trade which is

now engrossed by othe

It is then proper to inquire whether the plan

pursued by the Board of Public Works, are cal

culated to have these effects. The Pedee the

Catawba, and Broad River are the great chan

nels of conveyance, by means of which this state

of things must be produced. A view of these

streams will show, that when they are rendered

navigable, this great and desirable object will be

effected.

The Pedee, even if its navigation stops at

Chatham, approaches nearer to the fine country

on the Yadkin, tlian any navigable waters in

North Carolina ; and Charleston is now en

tirely accessible to all their produce. The in

ducements then for this trade to take this di

ection, are a belter market and cheaper trans

portation : these must decide its course. Bu
this river is capable of being rendered navigable

far above Chatham, and every mile it is thus ex
tended adds to our advantage in the compe
tition. The land holders on this river feel

their interest so deeply engaged in giving

this direction to their produce, that great ex

buck country in the southern states, unless we
leave it in its present state, closed to every prac-

tical use. Open it, and the rich harvests of many
counties must be exchanged in Charleston for

the merchandize of that city. All attempts to

on trade by roads leading to the sea-board

of North Carolina, must be intercepted by this

noble stream, that will convey into C:harleston

every marketable article that reaches its banks,

as regularly as it rolls its waters to the ocean.

Broad river extends its navigable waters about

forty miles above the North Carolina line. Al-

though less interesting than the Catawba, it is of

great value. The trade that now passes from
Tennessee by Ashville, will here find its nearest

water carriage ; and the produce of the large

county of Rutherford, and part of Buncombe,
must descend this river to Charleston, as soon as

the navigation to the North Carolina line is fin-

ished.

The Saluda when opened, will not be without

its effect, even in commanding the trade of the

west. Its navigable waters will cross the road

which all the wagons now pass that convey
produce of east Tennesse and part of North

Carolina to Augusta. It will be strange, indeed,

if part of this trade does not seek a better mark-
et in Charleston by a good water cariage of two
hundred miles in preference of a worse market,
over bad roads for eighty miles. But this river

possesses a still greater advantage in the facili-

ties it affords of retaining the trade of Greens-

ville, Laurens and parts of Edgefield and Abbe-
ville, which now goes by land to Augusta. Per-

haps few districts in the stale could yield to our
commercial capital a richer and more willing

liarvest than these. Yet they are now reluctantly

forced to another market, merely because that

beautiful river has not been opened.

The Saluda mountain road has its weight in this

consideration of the subject. The western trade

which has heretofore passed these mountains,

has principally been carried on with Augusta.

—

To give our towns and city a fair competition in

his trade, has been one of the objects of this

oad, and it must have its effect. For when a

steam boat navigation can transport from Co-
umbia to Charleston the articles of this trade as

;heaply and nearly as expeditiously as they can

be conveyed from Augusta to Savannah, the ad-

vantage of a more steady market and Vietter and
shorter road will have its desired influence.

enioiis are there making to meet our views of gons a

pushing the navigation up this river as high as

possible.

THE WATEREE OR CATAWBA

There is one other view of this subject of con-

siderable importance to this state. This is known
to be the course of the trade of the western

country nearest to us. The goods that supply
hat trade are purchased to a great extent in Bal-
imore and Philadelphia, and paid for in cash
diawn from South Carolina and Georgia. Their

ses, mules, hogs, and cattle, are brought to

our market and sold for cash. This supplies the

means of paying the northern merchant. Wa-
often sent to the north empty, and load-

ed back with goods. This trade is a very

inconvenient one to the western country.—
Their sales and purchases both cost them a

long and expensive journey to the north and

We can have no competition in the trade ollto the south. It is also very injurious to

tlus extensive river which waters the finesi'us, because it causes a constant drain of our
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circulating medium, which being in high credit,

answers the northern market better than any

western paper. All this arises from the diffi-

culty of communication with Charleston. IVIake

that communication expditious and cheap, and

our city will supply what is now brought from

the north. At the same time that western pro-

duce is sold here, goods will be here purchased

for their consumption : one journey will effect

both objects and the trade to us will become an

equal one. We shall then pay in merchatjdize

what we now pay in cash. Are the improve-

ments now making, calculated to produce this

equality so favourable to us ? When the Cataw-

ba and Broad River navigations are carried to

the foot of the mountains and within fifty miles

of the western country, when the western road

has become the best and shortest pass in the

whole ridge of the Blue and the Allegany moun-
tains ; can any one doubt that all the heavy sup-

plies will ascend these rivers to their heads, and

by a short land carriage descend to the place of

consumption ? The lighter and more valuable

articles will form the return loads of the wagons
which must be employed in this trade, and will

meet but few difficulties in following the Saluda

road. It may therefore with certainty be cal-

culated that the works now going on, will ren-

der profitable the western trade, which is not

so now to us : and that Charleston will supply

what is now purchased in Baltimore and Pliila

dclpiiia.

These views, no doubt influenced the legisla

ture in adopting the plan of internal improve-

ment, and they appear to have been steadily

pursued by the Board of Public Works

F«)H THE AMERICAN FARMER.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
AGUICULTUHAL SOCIETY OF A.LBEAI.\IiLE.

Hi:ad, October lOt/i, 1820.
No. 3.

On the imfiortance mid advantages of keefiing a

regular diary of the ofierationa of husbandry
Oranse, (Va.) August 1820.

i". MiNon, Esq Sec'ry. of the

Jigri. Society ofAlbemarle.

13ea« Sir,—A continued state of ill health foi

the last two years, of which you have been aware
has liitherto prevented, any communications on

my part, to our Society, and indeed the attempt i;

now made, more in compliance with your indivi-

dual wishes, than with any hope that it will be in

my power to add any information to the general
stock of our society. But as I hold it to be the

bounden duty ofevery member to throw in his mite,
how small soever it may be, I offer through you to

our society the following observations, under the

hope that the ideas thrown out, may elicit from
others better qualified to do justice to the subject,

those details, and that practical information which
its importance merits. I have marked with no lit-

tle satisfaction and interest the rising importancc
which the subject of Agriculture is assuming
among Agriculturists ; and I auger well of the re-

sults, because tl.e unusual importance which the

subject seems to have assumed,appearslobe found-

ed.upon habits of observation, reflection and meth-
od, which I consider as indispensable pre-requi-

siles towards improvement in the science. It will

therefore be the leading object of this communica-
tion, to impress upon the minds of our Agricultu

ists, the importance of li.abits of attention to, and

observationson,allthe daily operationsofthe farm;

from which will naturally result method and order,

giving a harmony and beauty to the whole systen)

nd a facility ofexecution to all its details.—I know
of nothing which is so powerfully calculated to fix

and familize us to habits of this kind, as that of

keeping a diary of all the operations of the farm, in

which shall be noted down in a plain and legible

and, for the sake of future refercncc,a minute ac-

count of its d.'^.ily occurrences and operations.—The
quantum and distribution of labour of all kinds.

Observations on the weather, and the influence of

he seasons on the crops; summary siatement

it regular periods of time of the general state and

progress of the business, planting, seed time, and

harvest ; with a thousand other details which will

eadily occur to every one, at all conversant with

a farm, the whole to be regularly paged and al-

phabetically indexed. All this at first view may
appear to many as a superfluous trouble : Bui

wenty years experience myself, of the good ef-

fects of this practice enables me to recommend it

with confidence to our agricultural brethren,

What may possibly to many be a little irksome

at first, time and practice will soon render not

only familiar, but even pleasant and agreeable

From a comparison of our annual labour, one

year with another, we shall derive both satisfac

tion and improvement. We can mark distinctly

the results of various improvements and experi

ments ; scrutinize with more accuracy the chain

of causes and effects, and thus be enabled to cor

lect many errors, in practice, and at the same time

derive an increased stimulus to future exertions.

Let the farm be large or small, I consider it as

indespcnsibly necessary that it should be regular

ly surveyed and mafified. In which the arabli

shall be distinguished from the woodland and eaci

field shall be laid down, numbered, named, and

its contents in acres accurately ascertained. This

makes reference easy, gives a confidence and cei

tainly to all calculations based upon the contents

of the fields, enables you to ascertain with preci

sion the extent and amount of yoiir enclosures, to

adapt the quantity of land cultivated, to the num
ber of your labourers, to regulate properly the

quantum of seed and labour of all kinds necessary

to he applied to each field, and serves to banisl

those loose, hap-hazard, careless and guess worl

liabits, but too prevalent among us, and unques
tionably the bane of all good husbandry.

Perhaps a better idea may be formed of what I

consider a diary ought to embrace, by giving you

a transcript of the Index of mine of the last year

with some tabular statements explanatory thereof

It will readily be perceived that ample room for

larging this Index, and of course the sphere of ob-

servation in the dairy is aflbrded, to those possess-

ing health, intelligence and leisure. Mine is limit-

ed to a few general heads, such as will most like-

ly correspond with the occurrences of every farm

And I cannot help flattering myself with the hope
that limited even as this is, if the practice could be

come general among our farmers, our husbandry

would soon assume an improved appearance.

Index to the diary of farming operations on

Wood Landfarm, on A''orth Anna River in the

county of Orange, 1819.

A. Axe work generally and cleaning of Page
land, ....

Account currrcnt of the farm exhibiting a

general view of the total produce, estima-

ted at the market price, including also the

increase value of stock of all kinds, and
the total amount of expenditures incur-

red with a distinct account of that part

of the produce consumed on the farm,
and that part sold or sent to market.

B. Blacksmiths' work, and all that relates to it.

Bees, No. of hives, and quantity of Honey.
C. Carpenters' work, including all repairs tp

buildings. Machines, Gates, Ploughs,
Harrows, &c.

Corn crop.—Field in cultivation designa-
ted by name and number. Manner of
preparing the land, time of planting,

quantum of seed and how prepared, the

time and manner of cultivation in all its

after stages noted, as also the time of

gathering, securing or housing the crop
of corn and fodder with their respective

amounts. (These and all similar entries

are made in the diary at the time at which
the labour is performed, and the pages
noted in the index.)

Clover.—Seed sown, time when, and place

where, quantity to an acre, whether
cleaned or in the pug, seed gathered,

wh.at by the ripples and what by the
scythe, quantity of each, time and la-

bour expended, (shewing the quantity

gathered a day by a boy with a horse

and ripple.)

Carts, ox, and horse, work done by, and
all relative thereto.

Cotton Crop, No. of acres planted, time
and mode of preparing land and seed, its

after cultivation and amount of crop.

. Ditching and draining. No. of yards ac-

complished, with the size of ditches. Sec.

and the manner, time and place of execu-
tion. ....

. Economy of time and labour—various

hints respecting.

Experiments and estimates—various

Ealing department—weekly and annual
consumption oa the farm by man and
beast. ......

. Farm—Total number of acres distin-

guishing the wood-land from the ara-

ble—its arrangement into fields—their

numbers and names—amount appro-

priated to meadows, grazing lots—or-

chards, barns and homesteads—rota-

tion of crops with occasional remarks
on the advantages and disadvantages

of the system—working hands—number
and quality of—do. horses and oxen

—

soil and its varieties.

Fencing-—Tabular siatement of the whole
amount of, on the farm distinguishing

the external from the internal enclosures,

length of each particular line in yards

or mites with number of pannels and
rails to each—comparative views of the

expense of the common worm fence,

and what is called the straight fence with

stakes and caps, and the number of

pannels and rails of each kind to

the mile—labour expended in fencing,

&c. . . . .

Fire wood—average annual consumption

of.
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Flax, and all appertaining to the crop.

Fly Hessian, notices ol' their depredations,

remarks on. ...
G. Garden, and all appurtenant thereto.

Grasses, different kinds cultivated on the

farm, facts noticed testing their com-
parative valne.

]I. lioe work, accotmt of, as applied to the

crop. ....
Harvesting of the various kinds of grain,

with a tabular statement of the con-

tents in acres of each field to be har-

vested, seed sown in each, number of

shocks in each, with an estimate of their

contents, number of bands employed

in cutting or reaping, with the average

numl)er of acres rut per day, number
of hands employed per day in binding,

shocking or otherwise securing the

grain, with the total number of days

and hands employed in harvest.

Harvesting hay, timothy, herdgrass and

clover, account of time and labour ex-

pended, number of acres in each kind

of grass, amount of crop

Hemp, seed, land, and produce, account

of.

I. J. Ice, time, team, and labour expended

in getting.

Inventions new, and improvements of old,

notices of ...
Jobs necessary, list of, for reference

when opportunity offers to accomplish

them. ....
L. Labour extra, hired during the year.

M. Manures, modes pursued and materials

used in making, number and kinds of

loads obtained, and number of acres

manured, to what crops applied and

times of application.

]VIeats, raised and killed on the farm,

what sold and what consumed thereon.

Market, grain and all other produce

sent to. .

Mill, grain sent to. .

Machine wheat, time employed in thresh-

ing grain, force necessary to drive it,

and number of hands to attend it, av-

erage work of per day.

Meadows, time employed in preparing,

scrubbing and cleaning, produce of,

noted under the head of hay.

0. Orcliards, and all relating thereto.

Overseer, wages and expenses of.

Oxen, number of yoke worked, manner
of keeping, their value with horses

compared, expense of, work of in carts,

ploughs, and harrows.

Oats, time of seeding, different kinds,

time and mode of preparing land, seed,

produce per acre.

1', Ploughs and plantation tools, list of, re-

marks on. ...
Plaster, amount used annually, various

uses to which apphed, rate per acre,

expense of, its effects.

Ploughing, time, manner and quantity

performed.

Peas, Potatoes, Pumpkins, time and man-
ner of planting, fpiantity, seed, labour

expended and produce of crop, to what

gscs applied. .
,

R. Kuta Baga do. do. do.

Rye crop, time of seeding, mode of pre-

paring land, seed and produce per

acre. ....
Rails, new ones mauled and time spent

therein. ....
Roads, public and private, work on.

Ripples, for gathering clover seed, size

and description of box, drawn by a

horse, quantity gathered by each rip-

ple per day.

S. Stock, number and value of each kind,

account ol increase, mode of keeping,

and management of.

Stables, f)lan of, and remarks on the man-
agement of. ...

Smut in wheal, its first appearance, ex-

periments with seed to obviate its ef-

fects, results.

r. Tiinber, plough and plantation do.

Time, employment of, within doors du-

ring spells of rain and snow.

Turnips, preparation of land and mode
of seeding, time and labour expended,

produce of crop.

(Tobacco excluded from my system.)

Tools, farming, list of.

W. Wheat crop, kind most productive on

high land.

do. do. on low grounds,

mode of preparing fallows for do.

do. of corn land for do.

tabular account of wheat seeded,

shewing the time of seeding, kind of

land, whether fallow or after corn,

modus operandi, or how put in, its lo-

cality on the farm, kind of wheat,

number of bushels in each piece,

number of acres in do. rate seeded per

acre, average rate of crop, produce

of the crop, and general remarks on

the state of the weather during seed

time. ....
Weather, state and account of, as influen-

cing the operations of the farm.

Wagon, work of, both on and off the

farm. ....
Worms cut, &c. ? ^^^^^5^,^^

Weavil, black and white 5

Winter farm pen, for stock of all kinds,

rules for its locality and structure.

I consider it not only necessary that the

whole contents of each field should be known,

but as every field is subdivided by roads, bran

ches, and other natural or artificial divisions,

that it is important to know the contents of each

subdivision, lor the due regulation of the labour

seed, &c. Hence in the form annexed belo"

of a seed tabular, in the column assigned to

that purpose, the contents of each section or

subdivision of the field is designated, with the

quantum of its seed, &c. From this table inv

mediately preceding harvest, another is formed

for the pocket (also annexed below) which

should accompany the farmer throughout the

harvest, giving the contents in acres, with the

kind of wheat, qu.uilum of seed, &c. of each

subdivision of the field, transcribed accurately

from the seed tabular, with blank columns for

the number of shocks, and the estimate of their

contents. Sec. to be filled up as each piece is

finished. This enables you with a little expe-
ience to ascertain with precision the^time and
amount of labour necessary to liarvest each
piece, and of course the whole crop. It affords

I
moreover, a comparative view of the pro-

e, acre for acre, of the different kinds of
wheat, and of the several sections of your field,

iicT when the crop is threshed or otherwise

omplicated, it enables you to bring your csti-

natcs to the more certain and satisfactory test .1

actual produce.

All which, is respectfully submitted.

DABNEY MINOR,

^^

41'

5"^'^
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OF T LAW, Esa. TO THE

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

M their Semi-Annual session, in Octobe}- last.

In my last address, I alluded to the embarrassments

depending on its cultiv

jrosperitN of commerce,) as in the liighebt degree

mpoUtic,' though under that very system the com-

nerce of Great Britain has risen to a height altogether

inexampled in history."
" Mr Walker of Mellendean, in Roxburghshire, from
'66 English acres, with a population of 250 sou'

ouglit to be to provide food for cattle." Cobbett has

icommended the first of July for commencing sowing

Hula liaga, but 1 am inclined to prefer the 10th of

.lune, that they may be thinned and transplanted

bout the 1st of July, after a shower. I find moist

gTOimd, not liable to be overflown, the best for tiu'nips,

for sul)sistence, sends of but it must be also manured ; tlie fly on high ground

of agricidturists produced by the scarcity of money,

and the want of domestic manufactures to be ex-

changed for those of the soil, which would soon be in

plenty and cheap, had we money to make them. Mr
Malthus on Ins late work on the principles of political

economy, has profoundly observed, that " no nation

" can ever possibly grow rich by an accumulation of

" capital arising tvom a permanent diminution of con-
" sumption—the fortune of a country like that of that the farmer should have a pric

" most I ercliants, is made from increased gains am
" not from a dimimslted expenditure. The market
" prices of cominoditits, are the immediate causes of
" all the great movements of society in the production
" of wealth. It is not the same to the labourer whe
"ther wages rise or provisions fall—in the first place.

" he is sure f full employment, in the other case he
" may probaoly be thrown out of work. It is true,

" that wealth produces wants, but it is a still more
" important truth, that wants produce wealth. Th
" desire to realize a fortune in order to provide for
" family, is a powerful motive to exertion i but the
" motive would not opente to the same extent, if from
" the want ol ctlier consumers, the producers
" obliged to consume nearly all that they produced
" themselves."

By some of my brother members, my allusion to

our present difficidties and to the only means which
can restore us to our former prosperity may appear ir-

relevant J and they may remark, that our Society is es

tablished particularly to promote agricultural in

j)rovements, that we may increase our crops. In Si

John Sinclair's judicious Code of Agriculture, (the

m St complete work 1 have seen,) there is the folio

ing passage w'.iich I trust, will justify my sccmi
deviation. " It has long been considered as an inci

" trovertible proposition, and approaching to the i

" ture of an axiom, ' that wlioever could make two
" ears of corn grow, or two blades of grass to grow
" upon a spot, where only one grew before, would
" deserve better of mankind, anil do more essential
" service to Ins country, than the whole race of puli

" ticians put togetlier.' There never was a greater
" instance of soplastry, than this doctrine of Swift's;
" he seems not to have been aware of the immense
" benefit conferred upon agriculture, by a judicious
" system of civil poV
" agriculture depends upon the politician ,- the better
" and the more equitable the civil policy of a country,
" the more perfect will its agriculture become.

—

" Those politicians or statesmen, therefore, who by
" removing every obstacle, and furnishing every pro-
" per enciiurugement to agriculture, promote its ad-

" vancement, have a higher claim to the gratitude of
" mankind, than fliose who have merely performed t

" secondary or practical part, which part tliey nevei
" could have performed at all, but under the protec
*' tion of wise laws, regularly administered. This leads
" to themost impoitant di.sctission perhaps in thewhol
" range ol pi.liticul inquuy, and respecting which th

" most ill-founded ])rejudices are unfortunately entei
*' tained, namely what public encouragement for th
" advancement of agriculture, ought a wise goveri
" ment to bestow."
" Many able men reasoning solely from the abuses i

.o.'iich the si/stem of encotiragement is liable, have thence
l>e^ induced to condeinn this policy, and to recom
rnend, that of giving to individuals, the entire free

dom of exercising their industry, in their own way
W'thout any legi.slative interference wliatever. They
dwell much, on the reply made by some of the prin

cipal merchants of France to the celebr.tted Colbert

who having asked, -mhat government could do for them

was answered, " Laisscz nous faire." {Let tts alone.)

On the other hand, they totally reprobate the mer
tile system, as they call it, (or a series of laws which

have been enacted in this country for promoting the

surplus produce to market, 3551 qtiarters of grain, and

7000 stone of butcher's meat, or per acre ten bushels

of grain, and two stone, seven pounds of butcher's

meat, 14 pounds to the stone, and 16 ounces to the

pound."
But the prosperity of a nation as before observ

ed, depends, not only on having a great marketable

rplus, but also 07i its disposable produce fetching such

a price, as to encourage reproduction—this was the

case during the last war; nor is it alone suffic'

lequate to pro-

mote reproduction, he should have likewise such a

command of capital, (and if it must be borrowed, at a

moderate rate of interest,) us will enable him to carry

his business with energy ; indeed when that takes

place, it lays the foundation of general prosperity.

—

"be disputed, that a hundred persons may
be put to the greatest inconvenience, because one
"vidua!, at the head of a chain of circtdation, cannot
pay one hundred pounds. Enable him to pay that

sum, and progressively those connected with him are

relieved. It is the farmer who is the first link

chain of circulation ; he is thus enabled to employ not
only a number of labourers, but to purchase good:
from the manufacturer," &c. &c. In a note. Sir John
Sinclair makes the following strong obser
" the superior influence of the farmer in promotuig
national circulation, is as important a discovery in

litics as Sir Isaac Newton's, who first ascertained

principle on which the heavenly bodies circulated,

in astronomy. It is founded on the system of country
banking, which ought to be placed on the
possible footing- Those nations can only be eminently

and pef'-manenily prosperous ivliose governments -vill act

upon that system."

These extracts will not 1 hope, be deemed irrele

'ant, for we are all sufiering by low prices of grain,

vhich discnurage reproduction—it gives me pain to

earn that my neighbours are greatly reducing their

flocks of sheep, because wool has fallen two-thirds

price, and even that price cannot be often ob-

tained withotit a long and doubtful credit, for the
mantifacturer cannot receivv prompt payment for his

cloth. In England the capital required to stock and
support a farm to become profitable, is estimated at

from 41. 4.5. to 10/. and 121. on arable land, and at

"01. to 40/. on grazing farms. It is in vain for us to

fact the prosperity of recommend good barns, good stables, gfod horses and
n, and good implements of husbandry, and a suffi

ncy of hands. The reply I almost always meet
with is, " money is not to be had " Sir John Sin-

clair justly states, " if a farmer h.as not sufficient stock

to work his lands properly, nor sufiiciency of cattle

to raise manure, nf»r money to pin-chase tlie articles|corn.

he ought to possess, he must under ordi;ay circnm- 1 particularly

stances, live in a state of penury and hard litbour
"

We here behold the present situation of our o\\ n far-

ers, veluti in .specnlo. Should the planters of tobacco

id cotton experience a fall of prices similar to that of

-ain, onr Prince Georges farmers will be poor in the
idst of peace and plcntv.

It seems to be the will of Pro^idence, thiit man,
through error should ultimately ili^cover His immu-
able principles or laws, and that when after much
stiftering a truth shall be developed, we shall be more
permanently attached to it by tlie co
benefits, and more gr.iteful to the Allwise, Supreme,
first c.iuse. Under a despotic government, the selfish

ness of a few may counteract the progress of know
ledge ; but in the United States where every citizei

is interested in the general welfare, whatever is ad

vantageotis must sooner or later be adopted by 'he

public will. Discussion, like collison, elicits light,

and we may bo confident th.at our Legislators will de
termine what is most adviseable and beneficial. With
this conviction I dismiss the subject.

I will now recommence my agricultural details, with
Cato's ma^iim, that " the great object of a farmer

have found particularly destructive this year. By
early sowing, the plants are strong enough to resist

the flies, and grass-hoopers are driven out of the

meadows during hay making— if also a few turnip

seed are sown broad cast just before the intended

crop, the flies will be thus decoyed away. This I

think, I witnessed this year, as I have a very fine crop
of early sown turnips, and have lost all those sown af-

terwards. The richer the soil the quicker the plants

jrow bt-yond the power of insects. On Uuta Baga,

Turnips, and Straw, I rely for feeding my cattle.

During the winter and la-t year, when my barn and
stacks of oats and wheat were burnt by the careless-

ess of a black smoking a pipe whilst threshing, my
ay and turnips wintered my cattle, and I benefited by

butter sent to market.
Mr. Fenwick sent some fine wheat from Spain>

which Mr. Young distributed last year ; my portion,

has produced very abundantly—small parcels I have

brought with me, to be distributed amongst our mem-
bers, that it may spread amongst us if approved of.—

The straw is pithy, and corresponds with the follow-

ing description from Sir John Sinclair, who says,

" happening to call on Mr. Dudgeon in the Strand, an

Intelligent dealer in grain, he gave me abeut 110

pickles of a species of wheat that had come from the

Cnpe of Good Hoiie, and when sold at Mark Lane,

had fetched tVom 10;; to 1.^5. sterimg, more than the

finest Dantzick I diiiljlcd these pickles in one row,

on a drv soil and in a well shelttred garden, on the

irth <if 'Mav, and thev grew so well that in about six

weeks afterwards, I transplanted them into four rows

more, leaving- every fifth lihint in its original place.—

The five rows grew with equal liixui iance and pro-

duced in all 1738 ears, which were carefully counted,

and as each ear yiehled on an average 30 pickles, the

increase has been very great, about 512 for one.

Some of the ears were ready about the end of Au-

gust, and the whole were ri|)e about the middle of

September. The straw has a pith in it like a rush

;

a species which it is said, has this advantage, that if

rusted or mildewed, the grain derives nourishment

from the pith."

The choice of good seeds and the changing of the

same kind of seed from one farm to another, is of

gre.at importance, as is also the changing and crossing

of cattle, a good report on the different kinds of corn

or maize is very di sirable, some recommend the corn

with high stalks" and large ears, whilst others object to

them for being great exhausters, and not so profitable,

as what is termed Mr Lee's corn, which does not grow
so high, ripens earlier, and of which three or four

stalks may be in a hill, instead of two of the larger

recomm-nd attention to snb soils ; a

neighbour of mine has for years ploughed a field about

ee or four inches deep, which produced bad crops

m a sandy surface ; «die)-eas tlie substratum being

ly, if it had been tinned up and combined with the

id, his crops would have been very superior.*

Mhen Mr Skinner's work has a good index, the

* Sir John Sinclair states, that there is a most inti-

mate connexion between the soil and sub-soil, the fer-

lity of the former depending; most essentially, on the

ntrast of accruing qualitv of the latter. According to the nature of the
" "

itib soil, as well as of the soil, the farmer ought to

lelect his plants, to determine on the species of m.annre

o be employed, and to arrange the course of cultivation.

To ascertain the nature of b'ntli the soil and sub-soil, is

herelbre of the highest im])ortance j it may be the

means of explainuig peculiarities and anomalies, and it

may sti.ggest the best method of improving a soil, by
correcting the defects in its constitution, and removing
the causes of its steriliiy—an incpiiry, aided by the

public, might explain all these difficulties and lay a
basis of improvement, incomparably superior to any that

has been attempted.
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Sgnculturisi will willi ease obtain in

Cvery point, and I hope that lie will particularly point

"ut when any piactice previously recommended, has

been found erroneous and been subsequently objected

to ; for farmers may sometimes attribute success to :.

wrong cause, by not adverUni^ to an imcommon season

—the quality of the soil, its elevation, 8ic.

I must entreat tobacco planters, to sow some seeil

in hot-beds, sheltered from the north winds befurt

winter by way of experiment j they may have plants

ready to transplant early in the season, ami so sironj;

in spring' as to resist the destructive fly—by the pre-

sent mode of sowing in March and Aprd, the plants

are affected by frost and drought, and great losses are

experienced—the plants also are often destroyed by

drought when transplanted, and the tobacco comes

too late to maturity for well curuig. Gardeners avail

themselves of hotbeds to have early productions, to

transplant in spring ; and surely tobacco plants might

be reared in the same way in rich soil, and well pro

tected from frost by being covered.

Trusting that our commtinications will increase,

and being informed of several to be presented, I will

not occupy too much of yr.ur time. The numerous

Societies which have been lately established through-

out the United States, will no doubt consider how
other nations are improving in agriculture, to supply

themselves with food and raw materials, and how es-

sential it is for us to have consumers at home—and to

become independent as much as possible in every

sense of the wortl. We cannot envy others in their

useful pursuits, which must all lead to our benefit.

Agriculture will always be the most important, ac-

cording to Sir John Sinclair's motto from Cicero,

" nihil est meluis, nihil uberius, nihil dulcius, nihil

"hoitilno libero dignius.

THOMAS LAW.
As I cannot attend the ensuing agricultural meeting,

and Mr. Law having shown me his intended address,

I can bear testimony in favour ot the corn called by him
" Lee's," that the lot I have seen must produce a

third more than that commonly cultivated by the plan-

ters of Prince-Geoixes—it does not produce perhaps .,
, u • •.

half the fodoer, hilt ithinkth.it a tnfli.i!- consideration pubhc support, unless they strictly adhei

th the R-real increase of grain, whiclil^*. requiring the money to be paid
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own ideas ot its merit, that lie is almost ashamed to

make any further ai)peal to the public in its behalf

But while the encouragement given to it by the most

stinguished and estimable men of all parties, im-

presses us with gratitude— it naturally inspires the

ambition to enhance its value, as well by improvement

in its materials as in the objects to be discussed, and

'he general manner of conducting it—to accomplish

this purpose very hdvy expenses must be incurred.

To meet these additional expenses, the Editor can

only look to nn increase of his subscription list. To
the necessity ot this, it may be sufficient to men-

that it will lake the whole amount of tweii/t/

subscriptions, to pay the Engraver—(who by the by,

i a very moderate, skillul and meritorious young
nan) for the work now in his hand—and which is de-

igned to illustrate a sirig-le subject to be discussed-

considering it one of great importance in many parts

of the L'nited States, we did not hesitate to ii

the expense, trusting that our friends may have it in

their power, with a little exertion, to send us as man)
names as will meet the additional charge.

The particular branch of rural economy, here re-

ferred to, is that of Pise—or buildings constructed of

very diflereiu indeed, in neatness, durability and
principles of construction, from clay and straw

buildings.

Pise churches are now standing in France, which
have been built for centuries—and we understand that

most exemplary and spirited farmer of Virginia, has

very successfully experimented in this sort of ouildings

but we will not now anticipate details. The heavy ex-

pense we have encountered for this object alone, is

very significant proof of the high and serious conside

hich we think it entitled at the hands of the

American Farmer.

(nj"To DELINfttJENT SUBSCRIBERS. It is Well kuOWH
at according to the terms of this Journal, subscri

bers are required to make paytnent in advance—eX'

perience has proved, that papers which depend on sub

scrip/ion onhj and not on the profits of advcrtisinp^

cannot long endure, whatever may be their claims or

the rule

ill send them a

ght of this they do not accept th

pect them of course, as honest men, to pay us, as
' goods had and received." The case is a plain

one and retjuires no mincing phraseology or circum-
locution.—You have had the fruits of my labour, my
duty and promises to you, have been faithfully and
zealously discharged. The conclusion is obvious.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market,
Actual sales of Wheat—Wbitk, 76 to 80 cts.

—

IJiiD, 70 to 75 cts—Old Conn, 35 to 37 cts—New do.
31 to 32 cts—KvE, 45 to 46 cts—Oats, 25 to 2S cts

Hat, per ton, glS—Straw, per ton, 87—Ftoirn, from
the wagons, §4

—

Whiskey, from do. 30 to 31 cts

c, per bbl. gl4

—

Beef, do. gH to 813

—

Butteb,
per lb. 25 to 31 cts—Eons, per doz. 20 to 25 cts

—

Veai.
per lb. 6 to 8 cts—Lamb, per quarter, j7J to 50 cts—

-, per lb. prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts

—

Hams, 12 to
14 cts—MiDDLiNns, 10 cts.

—

Chickens, per doz. g2 50
Potatoes, 37i cts—Lite Cattle, §4 50 to 86—

London White Leap, §4 25—American do. S3 75
Boiled Oil, 81 37i—Feathers, 50 to 62^ cts—Tar
82—Turpentine, soft, §2-Spirits, do. 35 cts.—
Pitch, 82 25—Lard, 11 to 12 cts.—Shingies, best
Deep Creek, §8 50—Uo. Small, §4, 75—FtooHiso
Plank, 5-4 S27-Cotton, Upland, 17 to 19 cts.—No
sales ofVirginia or Maryland Tobacco.

comparison
exceeds any of my best corr

^Hm S^AIBSS:^^

From

•re land is supe-i'his riileweare determined not to depart, even if we

N. ilVDDOX. should have but 100 subscribers. It is much more
reasonable, that one thousand persons should trust us

for ttio amoiini of subscription, than that an individu-

BALTIMOKE, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1820.

(Xj" The Editor of the .\inerican Farmer—published

at Baltimore, wishes to make a collection, in the ear,

of all the varieties of Indian corn, cultivated or known
in the United States.

The object of making this collection, is to benefit

Agriculture as a science and as a practical pursuit,

in a variety of ways which will be hereafter more
particularly explained.—He entreats his subscribers

and other gentlemen, to send him by some safe pri-

':nte conveyance—one or two ears of such corn as they

may in any -way deem remarkable, either for colour, size

number of rows, time ofcoming to maturity, &c. &c
mentioning the name by which the corn is known
where it is cultivated. And it is further and earnest-

ly requested that the Editor may be furnished with a

,/'fw seed of any trees, shrubs, fruits, or vegetables

which are deemed /)«ci«^'ar to our o-on country, or any

particular district of it. The object of this request is

to e.xchange them with the Horticultural Society of

London, for seeds, &c, &c and those who fiirnisl

any thing new or peculiar, under this request, will be
entitled to a part of what is received in return.

—

These seeds, when put up in small parcels, weighing

not more than half an oimcct and being for the general

benefit of American Husbandry; may be sent by mail,

addressed to the Post-master of Baltimore.

Editors of papers, throughout the United States, are

respectfully reciue->ted to copy the preceding.cCO

The flattering ncomiums, and generous .support

which have been bestowed on this Journal, have sci

far exceeded tlie anticipations of the Editor, and his

t Jidilor, should credit one thousand people for lour

r five dollars—for supposing the one or the other to

be so neglectful or dishonest as not to comply with

his engagements j the subscriber in the one case

would lose his four dollars merely, whereas the Edi-

tor in the other would lose §4,000, and perhaps be

utterly ruined ; but rigidly as we have intended and
endeavourad to exact payment in ad\'ance—it has

happened, that in some cases subscribers are still in

debt to us. A becoming respect to those who have

onourably and punctually complied, by the payment
of their subscription in advance—makes it proper that

we should explain how it has happened, that oth.-is

have received the paper, who have not thus complied.—

It has then generally happened in this way—some
tried friend of the establishment in his zeal to pro

mote the circulation of the Journal, has informed the

Editor, that his friend Mr. , has expressed a de
sire to have it, or has desired him to write fiir it-

promising that when the paper was received and the

terms known tney would be fulfilled, and the friend

thus writing, expressed his conviction, that the per-

son thus desiring to have the paper, would faithfully

remit the money on the receipt of the paper--in such

ases, we have felt it to be a delicate matter in re-

pect to a known and tried iriend, to refuse to sene

the paper to the person designated by him-.-yet ii,

several such cases, we have not been paid, and the

Editor is exposed to the suspicion of having volunta-

•ily departed from his rules, in favour of pariiculai

lersons. Now we once again distinctly offer to tlie.se

.ijentlemen, who have taken the benefit, such as i

'

of our labours and neglected to |Miy, that il they

return us all the papers they have received in good
ler, stating that they have been deceived as to \

value and found them not worth the money, in

receipt i full, iiiit If on
er, we shall ex-

SALE.
will be sold on Wednesday ihe 6lh December next,

at the subscriber's residence on Clopper's farm, about
lies from Baltimore, on the Old Fredericktown

road. All the stock and farming utensils, among
hich are—One Bull, cows, horses, breeding sows,

hogs, wagons, ploughs, and harrow.
Also,—Household and Kitchen furniture, corn,

blades, fodder, vegetables, in and out of the ground;
Sale to take place without respect to weather, at 10
o'clock.

L. J. DUGAS.
30th November, 1820.

Fi-wVt Ti-ees and Tlxoin Q.\\ick.
The subscriber has for sale, at His nui^ery near

George Town and Washington, a very general and ex-

ve assortment of grafted fruit trees ; also, keeps
:antly on hand a supply of Quicks of the Ameri-

can Hedging and I'yricanthia Tliorn, which can be
packed up, and safely conveyed to any part of the

United States, at a small e.xpense. All orders from
distance will be .speedily and punctiiallv attended to.

ISA.\t; I'EIKCE.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
SIX DOOUS ABOVE THE BELL TAVEHS, ILAIN-STBEET.

Is now opening and ivill constantly keep on hand,

A GENERAL AND WELL SELECTED ASSORTMENT OP

Law, Classical, Theological, Medical, School,

and Miscellaneous Jiooks.

Which will be sold at very reduced prices.

Country merchants, teachers of academies, and

others wishing to purchase for cash, will find it great-

ly to their advantage to call and examine the books.

The Stationary C'linprises almost every article in that

s. Orders left for scarce works, which are not to

had in this city, will immediately be procured if

possible, from oilier cities.

Richmond, Virg. ZVth A'ov. 1820.

Now oilers to procure lor Maryland, the breed of

first Horse from Barbary. This tine stallion was
selected by his present owner, from amongst 300 in

the stables of the Bey of Tripoli, and possesses the

tine qualities for which the Arabian hor.';e is highly

and justly celebrated. He will be sold or let out on

(hares for the ensuing season. For a view of the

'K.rse and particulars, apply to Mr. Barnum, at tii

Indian Queen Tavern, Market Street, Baltimore.
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A(^R1CULTURE.
FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

W. A. DANGERFIELD
OS THi;

Practical rnnarks on the use of Oxen in the Plough, and
their very advantageous connexion ~Mth the economi
improvement of exhausted land.—.Addressed to

Agricultural Society in Pri7tce George's County, Oi

ber Session, 1820.

Our subject is dry, yet we hope, not wholly
uninteresting. Its yery nature greatly precludi

susceptibility ofornament from speculation,and we
earnestly, desire to treat it only in strict confer

mity to practical detail. It has been selected, there-

fore because the use of the ox, for plough-draft

more especially, is already brought, by the
'

portance of that mode of applying his labour,

fully under the consideration of the agricultural

public. The economy that necessarily connects

with this use of him, is highly worthy of our no
tice, who, for the most part, cultivate exhausted
farms. It is the duty, then of those who have
experience on this practical point, to impart it;

results freely and candidly. Besides we have

long since been strongly impressed with the be
lief, that the best views of this board will he
most successfully promoted, by its members
bringing before it, from time to time, such re

suits of their observation, as may have been pati

ently and faithfully collected, and that have the

evidence of facts to support them.—For many
years, we have used oxen on our farms, and the

longer we continue to do so, the more we feel dis-

posed to put a high value on the merits of their

labour. It is not pretended to «ate here, in mi-
nute detail, the comparative merits of horses and
oxen, used for the various purposes of agriculture,

but to limit, in a considerable degree, our compa^
rativc observations to the plough, and theeconomy
that respects the first cost and subsequent keep of
those animals. Comparative estimates, of a gene-
ral nature, have repeatedly been made on this top-

ick, and with various decisions, according, perhaps
to the original prepossessions of those who made
them, and the relative circumstances of the lands
to which their labour has been respectively ap-

plied, such as locality, slate of fertility, size of
farms, &c. &c.*
As we have giren some attention to the sub-

* The economy so strongly recommended in tliis com-
munication, lias thcroiifilily been considered as a relative

one. There is one relative circumstance of considera-
ble importance, which lias never been directly slated.
It is die size of the farm. This is a verj- material con-
sideration, because where it exists, the stock kept foi

the purpose of consuming- and converting into manure
tlie offal, may be in summer, for the m.ost part, fed on
the waste land necessarily attendant on a farm of this

sort. In this case, the artificial grasses, seeded for the
purpose of improving will be less trespassed on, and
the quantity of stock will be more adequate to the
\erting of its offal into manure.

jecl matter ol this communication, we may here
after, humbly attempt a comparative view on <

ger scale, and much more in detail. In it wt
shall studiously endeavour to escape, at once, the
charge of prejudice, and a sort of criticism, in at-

tempting to make for ourselves a hobby-horse of
an ox. Not being yet provided with a threshing
machine, we are obliged to keep horses for the
indispensable purpose of trending out our small
grain,—we, therefore, have an ample opportunitv
of judging comparatively between them and oxen
in the plough—To this circumstance much atten-
tion has been given, whilst they have been plough
ing, at the same time, in long circular bouts, when,
and we are free to admit it, the horses have oft

turned the oxen out of the furrow
; yet we have

known the latter to retaliate sometimes—we can
not therefore, resist the conclusion, that horses

quicker draft in the plough. But when we
consider the improvement, that is easy to make
in the quickness of the step of the ox, by a better
mode of breaking him, than is at present generally
practised ; the gieater depth and width o1' the fur-

row of a four-ox plough, of proper consti uction,
than of that of a three horse one; we feel ourselves
warranted in the inference that the superior
quicknessofthe horse ispraclically of little impor-
tance. Besides we should take intoour comparative
estimate the better work the former plough does,
from its gicatersteadinessofdiaft,in all sorts of land,
more especially where there exists the imped
menls of stones, stumps and trees, Sec.—Our ex
perimenls have not been, as yet, minutely accurate
enough to decide with certainty what is a good
day's work for a three-horse plough of the most
approved construction. Nothing, therefore, can
be said in the way of satisfactory comparison, on
this point. We can state, however a fact relative

to the four-ox plough, from which others may be
able to make comparative inferences:—Last No-
vember we ploughed well, with a four-ox plough,
not of the best size nor construction, twelve acres
of land, mostly sodded with blue grass, in ten days.
The quality of land was to our satisfaction, ascer-
tained by stepping, a mode ofmeausuring too inac-

rate, it must be confessed, to meet the sanctin-

the board, which is in duty bound, to encour-
age the most precise accuracy in all experimen-
tal details, that may be brought before it ; yet it was
the best conveniently within our reach, at ihe time
Our mode of working oxen in the plough, is with
the common yoke and chain, to which we at pre-
sent, see no objection that is conclusively forcible,

This partof our subject has been brought in ques-
tion of late, and the preference given to the method
hich makes the horns the point of support to

the drawing force, a mode that certainly places the
plough, contrary to horse principle, at a greater
distance from that point than the yoke docs. It

has been attempted, to support the draft by the
horns, by an argument taken from analogy, which
does not, however, appear to us to be completely
satisfactory. 'Tis stated that the bull, when he is

aboul to fight, bends down his head, and tiicreby
places himself in a position in which his is capa-
ble of exerting his greatest strength. Hence it is

iferred, that the ox, when attached to the plough,
lould be so fixed as to give him the same position,
hen he is compelled to draw it after him
length in both instances, to take a proper view

of it, should be considered relatively to its use or
object. When the bull is about to fight his ob-
ject is to defend himself at one time, and at ano-
ther 10 injure his adversary by his horns, his most
natural means of offence and defence. To do
this then, in what better position could he be
placed, than in that which would enable him, by
his head being bent down, either to receive on his
horns and avert the blow- of his enemy, or to strike
an unguarded point with them ? then by the ac-
tion of the extensor muscles, or those which
straighten the neck, to bruise, gore, or lascerale
that part to the full extent of the surface, ovei-
which the tips of his horns may travel. It is there-
fore, his locomotive powers, aided by his weight,
that impel the bull against his adversary, and the
strength of the muscles of his neck which enables
him, in the manner above stated, to bruise, gore oi
lascerate him. Not so witii the peaceful, honest ox

.

The object, or the use of his strength is wholly
with the husbandman, who wishes him to draw the
plough after his heels. Here the locomotive pow-
ers, aided by the weight of the animal, act prin-
cipally. They overcome the resistance caused by
the weight of the plough, and ihe earth through
which it passes, if the force, thus necessary to
surmount this resistance, rest principally on the
swell of the neck, and in some considerable degice
also on the shoulder, alternately advanced in mak-
ing the step of locomotion. It would seem, tlien,

f this reasoning be correct, that the conmion yoke
places the ox in the best possible situation, to ex-
ert that force which is naturally brought into ac-
tion when he pulls the plough, and the instrument
itself at the most convenient distance from those
points which bear its stress. All this can be readily
ascertained by him that will take the trouble of fol-
lowing the plough,andniinutelynoticing what takes
place when that instrument is urged by those very
'aluable animals in the yoke. Besides all this,

he reasoning which we have humbly attempted to
examine and refute, may not only be incorrect,
but the fact, which has been adduced as its basis
may not in reality exist. We can say nothing
from our own experience, yet we areinformedby
very respectable authority, relative to Louisiana,
where the French all gear their oxen by the horns,
that this mode has a tendency to pull their heads
upwards and backwards, rather than downwards,
a result which it would not seem very unreasona-
ble to have inferred a priori. We shall reserve
for a future time, some remarks we feel disposed to
make on the comparative merits of the collar and
yoke. As yet the use of oxen has been confined
by us, to the largest sized plough of most judi-
cious construction, conceiving, that ifthis descrip-
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tion of plough be faithfully wrought by a compe- the best

lent team, and we deem oxen most competent.|foi' oxtn.

that every thing afterwards can be eft'ected by the

small ploughs and harrows now commonly in use.

Our four-ox ploughs have, heretofore been man-

aged by a man and a boy, ten or twelve years of

age, who, placed on the land side opposite the

hinder yoke, carries a whip, and by the use of it,

and certain words of command causes the neai

oxen to walk well in the furrow, and all of them

to go as fast as the man at the tail of the plougf

may require.

We think of innovating on our former practice

in this way, in two respects—Experience and ana

logy make it probable, that, with blind bridles and

a single rein to the near leader, a man alone, with

a long whip, and a goad in the end of its staff, for

the hinder yoke, will be able to manage well four-

oxen. Observations made, whilst following re

peatedly an ox plough, induce a belief, that the

word of command is most essential to the com-

plete government of those animals. They

are to be influenced, principally, through two

sources, the touch and the ear, and the impres

sions on both, particularly the former, are render-

ed more vivid by the use of blind bridles. This

being the case, the single line, attached to the

near leader, can be pulled, and with its impression

the word of command associated in such a man-

ner, that experience, direct and analogous, be-

comes every thing which can reasonably be de-

sired. With respect to the whole team, the whip

or goad can be addressed to the touch of different

individuals, as occasion may require, and tlie

word to the ear, at the same time, the joint effect

of which will be the complete subjection of the

movements of the whole, to the voice of the intel-

ligent driver, who thus lords it, in the most inno-

cent and useful style of lordling, over four ani-

mals of enormous size and immense strengtli.

A person who has not often followed the plough,

with a view of learning something of the nature

of the ox, can scarcely form an idea, in the ab-

stract, ot the degree, in which his docility may
be inliuenced by the above or similar means To
these should be added, when the animal is not at

labour, more particularly when he is feeding, the

most kind attentions, and unless the driver be dis

posed to dispense them uniformly, littie,compara

lively speaking, can be expected from him or hi:

team. It is also comtemplated by us, to use the

ox, witii the collar and harness, in the cart, sin

glc plough and harrow. The large ploughs in

which we have hitherto wrought oxen, are con-

structed by Henry M'Kenzie, Aldi, Loudon,

Virginia, and Gideon Davis, Georgetown, D. C.

To either of these, we have no material objection.

Wood's famous plough has not been used in that

way, by us as yet. VVe have used it with horses,

and deem it an excellent plough. We are not

competent to make comparisons on this subject

;

if we were, they are disagreeable, and every ex-

perienced cultivator must know that every good

plough must have, more or less of relative porper

ties ;''that is properties adapted to different sorts

of land ; as stiff or light, hilly and stony, or level

and free from stone, a turfed surface or not, &c
We cannot, however, deny ourselves the gratifi

cation of paying a small tribute to merit, by say

ing that the number of good properties, com
bined in Davis' plough, together with its great

^e have ever made use of, especially

It has been thought the plough should

be particularly constructed, in some respects for

oxen. This opinion, very probably is erroneous,

or the ploughs we have generally used them in.

were made for horses, and no objection could be

made to them on that score. It is therefore pos

sible that this fanciful conceit of the mechanic

may have made the instrument less fitted f(

purpose, and thereby injured the reputation ot

he ox-plough in many instances. In Wal-

ihrope's patent double shovel plough an instru-

ment well adapted to the purposes for which he

recommends it, except being a little too heavy

for the horse, when made completely competent,

one single ox may, in our opinion, be most ad-

antageously used for the culture of corn, tobac-

;o and the seeding'of small grain. In this use of

lim, the most vivacious and quick stepping

should be selected, when we doubt not but as

much work may be done in the course of a day

as with the common hoise. If oxen be adequate

to the working of a threshing machine, as we
have been induced to believe, the whole work of

farm may be well done by them, with an im

mense saving of expense. Here let me be per

mitted to set forth the most prominent features in stating that the ox will work, and pretty well

certain in his disposition to labour.—Such uncL-r-

tainty and unsteadiness can only be objected to

him, by those who have not much experience in

his use. If the ox be well broke, and constant!,

employed, as he should be, to be most profitable

and best enabled to stand the heat of our climate

he will never be reasonably objected to on these

scores. The only way, to get an ox, to work every

day in tlie year, except Sundays, is to inure him
by the constant habit of working. Ha-

bit has much to do with the labour of man, as

well as with that of mere animals ; but there is no

animal, to wliich it makes labour more familiar

than to the ox.—Again, it has often been object-

ed to him, that he is difficult to break, and very

ntractsble when broke. This objection, like the

est, is founded in the ignorance of his nature.

There is no animal more docile, or more manage-
able, when his docility is instructed by patient

and careful attentions, and his capacity lo be

managed cultivated by the kind and ever affec-

tionate treatment of his driver, of which he is

sensible to a degree, that seems to fall little short

of rationality. We come next, and lastly, to

consider the economy attendant on his use. Here
we are fully warranted by an ample experience,

of our system of economy. They offer them,

elves to our view in very bold relief.

They are to have the best possible threshing

machine, to dispense with the necessity of keep-

ing any horses for farm labour, the best straw-

cutter, to make the economy of oxen still more

economical, and to use exclusively oxen for all

gricultural purposes svhatever. If this system

of economy were practiced on the exhausted lands

of this part of our country, particularly if all the

clative circumstances should be suited to it.

where profits now scarcely defray expenses,

plenty would soon begin to smile. In a shor

time, its severity might be dispensed with ; and

under a greatly improved state of the land, horses,

lor some purposes, might very profitably be used.

It is only, where the profits of agriculture, pay

well, that their expenses can prudently be sus

tained. Wc are well aware of the difficulties at

tendant on innovation, particularly in husbandry

therefore, neither expect nor wish, that what we
have ventured to ofler to public notice, as sys-

tem, should be attempted to be carried into ef-

fect as such. We only recommend, for imita-

tion, what we have actually ascertained by ample
experience. The march of improvement in art

nd science in general, is step by step, from one

particular to another. It is only when these par

ticulars are numerous enough and more fully

understood, that they are combined into system

too, the whole year round, whilst fed on oat straw,

timothy or clover hay, or with grass, ruta baga,

turnips or pumpkins in their respective seasons

;

hereas, the horse if he be wrought constantly,

as he should be, to be wrought most profitably,

requires to be fed with grain, and well fed too, to-

gether with grass or hay. The English, who
best understand the management of this animal

have the following saying, as a sort of maxim,
in their agricultural writings.—" The horse, to

be most profiiab\e, should be wrought every day

the year, except Sundays, and fedwith as much
grain and hay or grass as he can eat." All per-

sons well acquainted with large farms, in our

country, on which many horses are kept for ne-

cessary purposes, and where the produce is com-
paratively small, owing to the present reduced
state of our lands, must well know, excepting to-

bacco culture, that the profits of such farms arc

nearly all sunk in the expense of their horses.

Our oxen wrought every day last winter, ex-

cept Sundays, and the time they were severely

afHicted with the tongue disease, fed only on oat

straw as long as it lasted, afterwards on chaff and
wheat straw, and were in pretty good order. In

tlie spring, when the heavy ploughing commen-
ced, we began to work them very hard on bran

and chopped straw, the bran sometimes mixed
with a little rye meal or shorts ; but these always

half the quantity that was given to hors

simplicity, strength, durability and cheapness in- ties. It has been objected to him, that he is

d\ice us, under present impressions to say it is'only slower than the horse, but unsteady and

hen their practical effects become more certain'working in much lighter ploughs. Whenever,

and more complete. If what we shall have said, we give grain to oxen, it is in the state of meal,

elative to the use of oxen, could induce others bran, or shorts, with a considerable quantity, of

fairly to make the comparative experiments be-chopped straw, and always in half the quantity

tween them and horses, under the circumstances that we find ourselves compelled by our interest

recommended, the benefit accruing to the ex- to give horses. The only time, according to our

perimenters, from the efficient labour and econo- experience, it is necessary to give grain to the

my of the former, would amply remunerate the ox is in spring, when the sudden coming on of

pains thus humbly taken, to invite them to the warm weather makes this animal weaker than at

enterprise. Having candidly slated such of the any other season. Even then, this expense might

merits of the ox as have come under our parli-^be avoided, by keeping a double or treble team,

cular notice, we shall next advert to certain ob-l which we contemplate doing hereafter ; then by

changing the teams, hay would be amply suffici-

cient. From the above stated facts, we would con-

clude, that where an exhausted farm is to be got

up, economy, and here there is a loud call for

jcctions, that have been so unjustly made to him

by persons not fully acquainted vvith his proper-

It has been objected to him, that he is not
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the patience of the board ; we shall, theietore,
conclude, by recommending unhesitatingly the
free use of oxen on exhausted farms, which use,
in combination w ith that of the best straw cutter
and threshing machine, will possibly form the
most promising system of economy, that can well
be adapted to such farms.

this virtue, requires that all the plougii labour,

and most ol tlie other draft labour should be done

by oxen. We hold it to be an incontrovertible po

sition in good husbandry, that manuring and good

ploughing are among the most efficient means of

impro\ ing exhausted lands. On these two agen-

cies we are inclined to lay the more stress, as

plaster of Paris has not been successful, in our

repeated and varied use of it. To obtain manure,

it is equally an incontrovertible position, in good

husbandry, that all the ofTal of the farm should be

turned into manure, by feeding it away, and ex-

posing such as will not be consumed in that man-

ner, to the tread, dung and mire of animals. To
the efFeciing of this valuable purpose, what anl

mal is there better adapted than the ox, who
when he has done this, is ready also, to draw the

plough, or cart most economically and most ef-

ficiently. Perhaps the best system, in such cir-

cumstances, would be, to have all the horned

cattle kept for this purpose, consist of milch cows

and oxen. This would be more particularly

proper, where the farm was so situated, that the

surplus butter and veal could tje disposed of to

advantage. The oxen and milch cows could be

fatted as they become old and disposed of in the

same way, or used in part, on the farm, to feed

labourers, more economically than with hog meat

The vacancies this caused, could be filled, by

purchasing from drovers, of whom the best of the

former, not fatted, could be got for fifteen or

twenty dollars, a piece : whereas the best horses

would cost at least one hundred. We would not

have ourselves understood, as recommending
oxen to the total exclusion of horses, in all state

of the agricultural art. All we have said on this

subject is relative, and to take judicious relative

views of our art, is a principle of practical con

duct of no small importance to those wi-.o expect

success in it. We shall not presume to limit the

destiny of this most noble animal to war, the

course, the chase, nor the road, for the purpose^

of business or pleasure. We shall assign a va-

riety of his race, at least, to the less dignified, but

more useful destiny, of making food for the rest

of the family and for his master too. His labour,

then, can never be dispensed with in agriculture,

more especially for the purposes of very power-

ful and quick draft. As relates to him, the most

perfect policy would seem to be, to select the

best individuals of the variety best suited to agri-

culture, to feed them in the best possible manner,

consistent with economy, so as to give them theii

full health, spirit and strength, then to work
them to tiie top of their strength and speed. To
do this with profit, the farm should have made
some considerable progress in improvement,

a degree of improvement, which a very few far-

mers, in our neighbourhood have, as yet, arrived

at. On the score of economy, we might have

stated, consistently with the fact, the simplicity,

ence wuiml enable us, to say something on the

variety of horned cattle, from whicii the best oxen
in our part ol the world could most probably be
procured; also, on the riding, yoking, breaking,

heltering, and fixnig of them to their feed. But
,e have already tresspassed prescribed limits,

and, we fear, tresspassed, by our dull detail, on

the gear of an ox plough. The readiness with

which the team is attached to it, and the conse

quent saving of time, the more early going out to

labour, owing to their not being curried and rub

bed as horses, and their less dependence oi

morning feed are also, circumstances, that might
have been stated on this score. They are cir

cumstances well known to those who are practi

cally acquainted with the use of oxen. Expert

FOR THK AMEniCAJf FAIIMEH.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
AGKICULTURAL SOCIETY Ol' ALBEMARLE,

No. 4.

Ou S\\oe\i\g Oxen,
JVil/i a filan and description of the alifiaratus

necessary to confine them during the ofiera

lion,

Read, October 10th, 1820.
Spotsylvania, Oct. 5th, 1820.

Deak Sib,—a great objection to the use of Oxen
for the draft in Virginia is, that during a considerable

part of the winter their feet become so lacerated by
ice and frozen ground, that they are rendered un-

fit for service. Tbe only effectual remedy for this

shoeing ;—but owing to the supposed difficulty

attending llie operation, it is seldom resorted to. In

New England, where almost all the draft-work is per-

formed by oxen, the practice is universal—and not
withstanding the severity of the winters, their labours

are never suspended.
Shoeing is a very simple operation and may be per-

formed by any smith, without the least difficulty
;

5ut as the aparatus for confining the ox is unknown
here, 1 have constructed the model of one, which to-

gether with that of the shoe, I herewith present to

he Society. I would not however, arrogate to myself
ny credit for the invention, though I have made
some improvement on it. In Massachusetts, it has

ise from time immemorial, and it is considered

a necessary appendage to every smithery.

It is a frame of an oblong form 7i feet long, 3J
de, and oj feet high— consisting of four upwright

posts AAAA, and two horizontal bars on each side,

I5BBB, joined by mortices. In the bars of one end at

the distance often inches from each other, are two per-

pendicular stanchions, the one fixed, the other move-

able and fastened by a key, D, which are let into the
bars and form a headstall. The lower bars of the
sides are 18 inches from the ground. Immediately
under the upper bar on the right side, is a windlass
EE, separated in the centre, working in the posts and
a block K, let fall from the bar—with one end passing
over, and moving upon the opposite beam, is a broad
leather strap six feet long, attached by an iron ring at
the other end to the staples in the windlass. To give
sufficient stability, the posts may either be let into the
ground or framed into sills with end braces.
The ox to be shod is led into the frame, and his

head confined in the headstall. The strap is brought
under the lower part of the belly and fastened to the
windlass, by turning which, his hind feet are raised
six or eight inches from the ground. The foot is
then lashed by a cord to the upper surface of the lower
bar. In this situation the shoes are easily set. By
moving the strap till it comes near the fore legs, the
other part of the body is raised and the shoes set on
the fore-feet in like manner.
The shoe is the arc of a circle, of tlie thickness of

a common horse-shoe, from Half to tliree quarters of
an inch wide, flattened to double that width at the
hmd part. 'I'he flat or hind part covers the frog, the
tenderest part of the foot. The heel and toe are
either corked or raised to make a level with the heads
of the nails. Five or six nails are sufficient to secure
It. Particular care must be taken by the smith in shoe-
ing, that the toes of the shoes do not extend quite to
the extremity of the hoof, in which case they infringe
on each other, and by the motion of the feet are easllv
thrust oflT.

'

M'ith much respect, I am dear sir,

Your very humble servant,

BEN. COLSIAN.
Peter Minor, Esq. Sec'ri/. of the]

^Igii. Society of Albemarle.

To make a Pickle or Brine for Beef.

To 8 gallons of water, add half a pound of

strength durability and consequent cheapness of Salt Petre, one pound of Brown Sugar, and one

quart of Molasses, with as much fine salt as will

make it float an egg light, taking care that the

salt dissolves least it be too strong—skim it well

and it is fit for use.

Your Beef or tongues, should be put in cold

water and remain 24 hours, then drained for an

hour or two, previous to being put into the pickle.

Beef tongues, veal, or mutton for smoaking,

should not remain longer in the pickle than 1 days.

This pickle need not be boiled, (which ope*"'

ation tends to harden the meat) but will remain
perfectly sweet till spring, when, after your beet

is used or taken out ; it will be found the vefy
best in which to cure shad, giving them a deli-

cious flavour and fine red colour throughout.

This receipt is offered with confidence to the

Editor of the Farmer, as one of the best ever

adopted. And, it is the opinion of the writer, will

answer fully as well for pork, with the exception

that the latter should not be soaked in water.
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Whoever undertakes this practice should remem-iweight might have been obtained at little or no more

ber that preparation should be made of a regular sue- expense. The colour of the meat was beautiful, and
cession of succulent crops, when the grass and clover the grain and flavour could not be surpassed. As thisMany inquiries have been made, as to when we ex-

pect to give the sequel of Mr. Quincy' i experi-

ments ON SOILING .•" We have answered, that

none of our readers can be more anxious than our-

selves to see it—but it is presumed, that we must

all wait the publication by the Massachusetts'

Agricultural Society in January. In the

time, that our readers may lose nothing of what he

has said on this topic, we now give a letter from

hiin which gives an account of his first experience

and which ought to have been published, as it or'

ginally appeared, previous to the one which we
copied some weeks since.

ON SOILING.
'fii a Letter from the Hon. Josiah Quiiicii to the Corres-

ponding Secretwii.

Boston, 27th December, 1815.

Sir,—A writer, in the last number of the Massa
chusetts Agricultural Repository, (page 318) having

invited the attention of our farmers to the subject oi

" the relative advantages of feeding cattle in the

stable or farm yard, or sending them to pastures," 1

have thought it would have a tendency to attract

still further attention to this practice, were I to state

that all my milch cows have now for two years past

been kept wholly in the mode by that writer suggest-

ed ;—that is they have been, as it is technically called

soiled. During the whole of that time they have ne-

ver been allowed to run upon any pasture, but have

been feed on green food, cut and carried to them in

the stable or barn yard. I have thus kejn duiing that

period seven or eight cows, and I can thus far une-

quivocally express my conviction of the economy of

the system. I am so entirety satified not only of the

practicability, but of the advantage of it, that unless

future experiment shall differ from the past, I shall

never allow cattle of any kind to pasture upon my
farm ; and fam preparing to apply a modified system

of soiling also to the keeping of Sheep. A practice

of this kind cannot of course be advisable to that class

of farmers, which unquestionably constitute the great-

er number in Massachusetts, whose farms contain

tracts of land suitable for nothing else than pasturage,

but to that class, whose farms are small, and who
are stimulated by tliat correct ambition of possessing

a litHe land highly cultivated, rather than a great

deal miserably managed ; to that class, also, whose
entire farms are capable of being tilled or mown,
particularly where their situation does not place

them within any easy access to manures, the prac-

tice above proposed presents advantages of the most
decided and unequivocal character.

My own experiments on this subject have been hi

therto conducted upon a scale, which does not permit
me to state any precise calculations on which my
opinion of its advantages might be estimated. I am
however perfectly satisfied of the following points

:

1. Th'at cattle may be kept and fattened equally

well, and that they give as much milk, in this mode,
if well conducted, as by any pasturage. Of this I am
cert.-iin. Were I to express the full strength of my
conviction, I should, say they keep better, they fatten

better, give more milk, and are far less liable to ac
cidents of any kind.

2. That twice, at least, the same number of cattle

may be kept, and b'^tter kept, ui)i>n the product of

the same extent of land in this mode than could be

if in pastures.

3. That the manure and tl-.e economy in land is an
ample compensation, to say the least, for the labour

All these and more advantages resulting from this

practice are illustrated and enforced by very many
European writers on agriculture. And I should not

think of communicating any thing on the subject of

this small experiment, were it not, that experiment
and success in our country naturally strike the minds
of practical men, with more force, and are likely to

give more encouragement to other trials, than is possi-

ble to result from what is written in foreign countries

The subject is well worthy the experiment of such

farmers as I have above alluded to,

begin to fail. Experiment upon this point is greatly

to be desired so as to show what is best suited to oui-

climate, and what species of food best intervenes be-

tween the early and later succulent crops of our farms.

This period I has'e supplied by Indian corn, sown
broadcast or in drill, cutting it when the tassels be-

gin to shoot, and giving it green daily. This with

the suckers, and tops taken from my Indian corn in-

tended for harvest, with occasional aid from carrot

and turnip tops at harvesting, have been sufficient for

the purpose of my experiment. But before attempt-

ing this practice on any considerable scale, a greater

knowledge of the vegetable food best suited for a

succession of summer crops is desirable. And if any

practical farmer has made any experiments upon the

subject, he would undoubtedly render a service to

our agriculture by communicating them

[We have extracted the following additional infor-

mation on this subject from an English Journal—
The reputation of the writer, (T. C. Curwen, Esq.)

entitles it to all the weight a single experiment

ought ever to have. It will moreover be found

to accord with the statements of Mr. Quincy in

favour of this system of feeding, and the prevail

ing opinion, we believe, in England.]

The Society instituted for the encouragement of

Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, having approved
and sanctioned the system of soiling, I trust it may
be satisfactory to them to receive a further proof of

its utility than has hitherto been brought before the

public. I am not acquainted with any experiments

made to ascertain the practicability of rearing stock

the house. If such exist, they are without my
knowledge.

I have to state to the society that my heifer was
calved the 5th February 1812, and was reared in the

house.

For the first five weeks it had a gallon of new milk

daily. From that time to the middle of May two gal-

lons, and from thence to the 16th June one gallon,

and hay tea. It had grass and clover to the middle

of October, and from thence to midsummer last was

fed with turnips, mangel wurtzel, and wheat straw

:

during the remainder of the summer and autumn
with refuse grass, and from October to the time it

was killed in March last, it was fed with turnips and
wheat-straw. As my purpose was to breed from it

every means was taken to check its progress to fat-

ten ; finding this could not be done, it was thought

idvisable to slaughter it on the 15th March, 1S14.

The following is the statement of its weight :

—

When taken from food it weighed 72 stones, of 14lb.

each. After fasting 49 hours, it weighed 68 stone.

is the first instance of beef being produced in so short
time, it has occasioned a good deal of speculation.

The heifer was of the short-horned breed. The
success of this experiment has determined me to try

it on a pretty extensive scale ; if cattle can be stall-

fed from their birth, and slaughtered at two years
old, the farmer and the public will both be benefited.

1 am very sanguine in the success of my experi-
ment in rearing cattle. I have thirteen calves, and
expect two more that shall be reared on the soiling

system. INe/tcrtorij of Arts, October, 1815.]

With a view to the season at hand, which is recom-
mended to be the best for planting out fruit trees

we have selected the following communication from
the Massachusetts Agricultural papers. On the
part which relates to the management of the roots
of trees, we would observe that, travelling a few
days since in the Steam-boat, with a member of
Congress from Germantown, Pennsylvania, who
appeared to possess great experience in the ma-
nagement of fruit trees ; he is recollected to have
remarked, that the roots of the tree when planted
should be nicely straitened out and somewhat drawn
7^/i7uar(/s, because the dirt which should be applied,
by little and little, would naturally settle down,
pressing the roots a little below the point, at which
they are originally left. Thus left a little raisecl

they are depressed by the earth to their natural
position—he further remarked, that they ought
to be watered the second day as well as when first

planted.

Many other remarks were made on the subject, of

which we now only remember, that they were
highly amusing and edifying. F.dtl. Am. Far.

loth November.

Blood weighed
Bag, - -

Hide,
Feet,

Puddings,
Head and Heart,
Tallow,
Carcass,

2 stone 7 pounds

Total 68

Sale.

Carcass at 9s. per stone, /.17

Tallow, . - - - 3

Hide,

Sundries,

Exfiense.

Value when dropped.
Feeding,
Grain, S51 11 cents, or

/.22 6 •g,97.77

1.2 2
12 18

7

/.22 6 §97.77

The manure should more than compensate for the
ur. If the object had been to feed it, a greater

Managfewiewt of Ytwit Ttgcs.
BY EBENEZEn TllEULE, ESa.

[To the Corresfionding Secretary.]

Boston, January 22d, 1816.

Sir,—By a vote of the Trustees of the Massachu-
setts Society for promoting Agriculture, I observe,
each member is requested to furnish some original

article, or one selected, to be inserted in their next
agricultural report. As no part of the horticulture

of our Country is more neglected, or less understood
than the management of fruit trees, I shall submit
some remarks on that subject for tlie consideration

of the publishing committee : and describe the man-
in which I have managed my own trees, with

success. Although similar methods have for somi-

years been practised in Europe, we have but fc\,

instances of this mode of culture in this section i

the United States.

The apple and pear tree will, at this time, be tlu

subject of my communication, as producing the niost

valuable fruit. They give food in various ways, and
liquors superior to any other that we have. The gene-

ral adoption of these would preclude the use of ardent

spirits, which tend to impoverish the people, and in-

jure their morals. Trees crowded with wood, and
enveloped with suckers, are as unpleasant to the eye,

as they are injurious to the quality and quantity of the

fruit they produce. We frequently observe old trees,

with holes in them, particularly the apple ; they are
caused by neglect, or injudicious pi-uning. Limbs are
frequently broken by the wind, and suffered to remain
in that state until decayed—the farmer generally

makes use of a hatchet or axe in pruning—limbs are
cut at seme distance from the body of the tree, and
the stump not having aid from the sap, soon decays,
which decay is facilitated by the rough surface caused
by tlie instrument. It then serves to conduct water
to the body, and there being no outlet for it, the tree

decays, and is left with only a shell of wood and bark,

and is then subject to be blown down by high winds.

The culture of trees has for some time engaged my
attention, and has been my favourite pursuit. I have
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bee. I avcrsf tVoiii nuiking a public commanicatioii

this, ov any other subjtct ;'ibutvhe solicitations of my
friends have induced me to make known the result

of my experience, however inadequate I may feci to

give general directions in this branch of culture.

I shall communicate tile manner in which I have
succeeded with more than one thousand of my
trees, and 1 presume their present condition will jus-

tify the mode I pursued. 1 prefer the autumn to tlie

spring for pUintnig my trees. As soon as the tbilage

is otf I remove them—the holes should be dug much
larger than usual for their reception ; the roots care

fully pruned ; the matted hbres cut off, as they would
mould and decay, and prevent new ones from shout-

ing—the long large roots should be shortened, to in-

duce them to throw out new liijres; all broken and
bruised parts should be removed. Care should be

taken not to plant too deep— the roots should be ex
tended, and spread in a horizontal direction—all top,

or perpendicular ones, if not sufficiently elastic to

conform to the others, should be cut off. It is pre-

ferable to raise the ground, and plant the tree high,

rather than to suffer the root to shoot into the dead
earth, deep planting retards the growth, and injures

the fruit Some well rotted manure mixed withti

soil should be placed round the roots, the earth car
fully pi'essed with the fingers, or a pointed stick, so

that every vacancy may be filled, and that the earth
may come in contact widi all the fibres, without

changing the position of the roots. If the ground is

not moist, they should be watered at the time o:

planting. If they aresetout in grass land, the ground
can be made loose with an iron bar round the holes,

a few inches from where the ground is broken ; this

will assist the roots when they extend.
The advantage of fall planting is, that the ground

will settle round the roots previous to the frost setting

in, and they be prepared to shoot in the spring, aided
by the rains which prevail at that season. In this

case, few will be lost. If planted in the spring, the

drought and heatof summer will injure, if not destroy

them, before the roots find their place ; the farmer
also has more leisure in the autumn, and the ground
is in a better state to receive them.

Staking trees to secure them, 1 do not approve
they are frequenlly chaffed, unless well guarded with
matts. As a substitute, I raise the ground a few in-

ches above the level, round the trees, to keep them
bteadj', and protect them from frost, leaving it hoi

low in the centre, to retain the rain and preservs
moisture. When the tree has taken rout the earth

can be removed to its original situation.

The most approved distance to plant an orchard
of apple trees, is forty feet in every direction. A less

distance would answer for pears. The land can
then be improved for other agricultural jiurposes.

In grass land the soil can be cultivated round the
trees with potatoes.

In pruning, all suckers should be grubbed up about
the roots, and cut from the b(.'dy of the tree, and the

Wood so thinned as to admit the air freely to pass.

Every branch should have room without coming in

contact witn others ; this will prevent their chaff-

ing; sufficient bearing wood will then remain, to pro-

duce more, and better fruit.

Many of the branches of young trees may be sepa-
rated with crotched sticks, with matts to protect the
bark. The head can he formed with strings, fasten
ed to pieces of ri'fuse leather, from three to six in

cheslong, as the size of the branch may require, and
about one inch wide, with holes in the ends : the
strings secured to the leather, may be extended to

stakes driven into the ground, and the limbs brought
down to a horizontal direction. In this position, more
fruit wi'l be jiroduced, and the trees opened without
mutilating them.
The only tools necessary for pruning are, a saw witli

the teeth set wide, a chisel and knife. All large
limbs should be cut close to the body of the tree, or
to a strong leading shoot that will draw up the sap-
Smaller branches should also be pruned to a bud, atid
if the wood is made a little concave, it will assist the
wound in closing. All large limbs should first be cut
at a distance from where the limb is to be pruned, as

the weight would be unmanageable, and apt, on its

separation, to strip the bark. The under part of all

branches should first be cut through the bark pre-

vious to its being pruned. After a limb has been cut

by the saw, make the wood and edges of the bark
smooth with some sharp instrument, and immediately
cover the part with composition, to exclude the wea-
ther, and keep insects from the wound.

I have found tar and ochre the best ingredients

for a composition, they are not expensive, and are

easily procured. Pounded brick sifted, and pulver-

szed chalk, with tar, have been recommended ;

iither of them would answer. Let t!ie mixture be

)f the consistency of grafting clay, tiie iv.jud and
bark will remain bright under it, and will notobatruct
the wound in closing.

The general impression is, that trees must be
pruned at particular seasons of the year. I have
pruned at all times of the year without being partial

to any, and with the aid of the composition, have
been successful

The injudicious method practised in gathering fruit

is more destructive in its consequences, than is gene-

lly understood ; the blossom buds for the succeeding
year are placed at the side of the font stalk of the
fruit, and if the spurs are broken, no fruit on that

part will be produced the next season.

The general method of gathering apples for cider,

is, shaking the tree, and thrashing the branches with
poles, the former will answer when the fruit is at

uaturity : they will then drop without injury to the

uds. Poles should never be used, but with a hook
at the end covered with cloth, or malt, to preveni
wounding the bark, they then serve to shake t\u

small limbs. Particular attention is required in ga
thering winter fruit. Thev should be taken in the

iiand, the finger placed at the foot stalk, and by
bending it upwards the fruit is gathered with ease,

and without injury ; they should be removed from
the gathering basket to the cask prepared for them
with great care ; if bruised they soon decay, the less

they are moved the better. When in barrels they
should be placed in a cool, diy, shaded situation

above ground, and remain until they are in danger of

beinginjured by frost, and then removed to the cellar

SINGLE HORSE CARTS MOST USEFU
[From Bicksoii, on Agricxiltwe, vol. 1.]

A very intelligent correspondent, who has paid much
attention to the importance of carts in husbandry
found, in constructing single horse ones, that the ca

(y of wagons was by no means a just rule for them
From those with which he was acquainted, containing

the bed or buck ninety-six cubical feet, being twelv
feet long, four feet wide, and two fiset in depth ; it wa

pposed, that to give one horse the fourth of the load
of four, it would only be necessary to give them the
space of twenty.four cubical feet, or to make them four
tect by lln-ee, with a depth of two feet; but it was soon
b.';erved that the power of a horse was so much greater
1 working singly than in a team, that they might be

enlarged so as to have the dimensions of five feet one
nch in length of buck (or bed of the cart,) three feel

leven inches in breadth, two feet in depth, and to con-
ain Ihlity-five cubical feet and a fraction, making the
proportion of the one horse cart to the four horse wagon
IS thirty-five to ninety-six—more than one to three,

This places in a striking point of view, the advantage
such small carts have over large ones in the quantity of

work performed. The great superiority of these carts

is rendered still more obvious and striking by the ob-
lervations, " that two horses with single horse carts

will draw as much as three horses with one cart ; that

common cari'ier at Carlisle, who many years employed
wagon, has laid it aside, and now uses single horse

carts only j as he finds he can, by these means, carry

much greater weights."

It is likewise supposed that the superior goodness
)f the roads in Cumberland, may be ascribed to the
general use of single horse carts ; uud that wherever
agons are employed they are the destruction of

roads, especially where the country is hilly, and

liner ploughed up by them. The same objections
equally strong against large and heavy carts as
y produce the same bad effects, only in a somewhat
I degree.
t IS, in short, strongly contended that wagons
not be advantageous to the farmer, since the samt
liber of horses with single horse carts will draw
?h more tlian when yoked six or eight together,
iilf.-,. It is conceived that single horse carts are su-

,)i rioi- uu other grounds ; they are loaded and unloaded
>i liii greater ease and convenience, and are more han-
dv Un- almost every purpose, and six or eight of them
may be managed by a man and a boy at a very little ex-
pense.

In these carts too, the size of the wheels can be
adapted with the greatest exactness to the height of
t;ie horses, and be placed with more convenience in
regard to the centre of gravity of the load, by -which
t'le draught is considerably lessened.

In fact, the Cumberhand farmers, and those of some
.jther counties, are fully convinced that very great ad-
vantages are derived from using carts of the single
horse kind. This sort of cart has lately been compar-
ed in many different points of view by an accurate ob-
server, and found in almost every instance to be great-
ly superior to wagons or tumbrils for almost all the va-
rious purposes of the farm.

From the {London) Farmers' Journal.

ON UNDER-DRAINING.
J'forfolk, August 1, 1820.

Silt—Agreeably to the intimation with wliich
I closed my last letter, I shall now intrude on
your columns a few more remarks on Under-
draining. I shall, in the outset, beg to observe,
that I write to support no prc-conccived theory,
but to state, in a miscellaneous manner, such
thouglits as have occurred to me, or such obser-
vations as I have made upon the subject, at vari-

ous limes. I do not undervalue theories, but 1

do not attempt the task of forming one.

The implements used in draining are usually
spades of different constructions and a scoop.
I shall offer some remarks on the defects I have
observed, and point out my own ideas on the
formation of the lower spade : I confine my
remarks lo that as being of the most consequence.
This spade, I conceive, is frequently made fat-

more cumbersome and unv/ieldy than is neces-
sary ; from 1 2 to 14 inches appears to me a

sufficient lengtli for the blade ; the breadtli on
the top from two and a half to three inches, and
it the point one inch and a quarter. Nothing,
in my opinion, is more essential to the cutting oi'

a drain clean and regular, than keeping the spade
properly squared at the point for cutting, not hav-

g the corners rounded off, giving it the ap-
pearance of the end of a crow-bar. The slight-

ly elevated ridge, necessary for giving additional

strength, should be on the front-side, not be-

hind, for when so placed it prevents the cutting

the sides of the drain level ; the edges of the

spade lor the same reason should not be too

thick. Should the slight structure of this tool

appear objectionable on a stony soil, I must beg
observe that it is not intended for breaking

stones ; for that purpose an old mattock, or pick,

or even an old fold drift, will answer very well,

by breaking them tiirough as they lay in the

earth, thereby obviating the necessity of forming
holes in the sides, by the forcing large stones

of the drain, by which its strength is most
materially injured. Stones almost universally

where they are under the necessitv' of having the break easily before exposure to the air.

wheels locked, as in such cases the ground is in a' Particular care ought to be taken to avoid too
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great a width in under drains intended to be

filled up with thorns or brush-wood. When toe

wide, so soon as the wood begins to decay, the

earth above it begins to settle ; and the distanct

of the sides offering but a slight resistance, tht

accidental treading of a horse, or pressure of any

other considerable weight, forces the earth to

the bottom of the drain. The great quantity of

rotten wood likewise that is washed downward

by the stream, is very liable to accumulate, and

interrupt the passage of the water. These in-

conveniences are in a great measure obviated by

cutting the drains as narrow as possible, with

tools not wider than those I have recommend-

ed : when filled up, any considerable weight

pressing on them will not injure them, but even

add to their strength ; for the clay or earth,

from the narrow wedge-like form ot the drain

is prevented settling to the bottom, and is sup-

ported by the sides in a manner similar to the

key-stone of an arch. A much smaller quanti

ly of wood is necessary for filling up a narrow

drain, a consideration of much importance

many farms where materials for diaining aie

scarce ; and the drains are equally efficaciou;

for carrying off the land the small quantities ol

water collected in each. I have frequently ob

served drains filled almost to the top with

brush-wood, much of which is of no ser

when first put in, and when rotten, it leaves so

large a cavity, and the shell of eaitli covering

the drain so thin, that the first considerable

pressure breaks through and slops the drain.

It is a very prevalent custom to drag a cart oi'

tumbril, partly loaded, with one wheel all the

way in the recently filled up drain ; a system

sometimes, perhaps, beneficial, but frequently

decidedly injurious. Whenever the soil has

many large spots, or veins of sand, or fissures

filled with any adventitious substances, and the

season wet, the wheel forces the wood, with

the mould above it, into the soft bottom oi

sides, and often spoils the drain. I have my
self seen the wheel (one of six inches in width)

sink quite to the bottom of the drain from the

yielding of the soft sides, and tui n the wood out

with the edge of the rim. I should recommend

that the labourer should first cut the wood of pro-

per lengths, kc. for putting into the drain, and

lay it within reach by the side (or his pai tnei

may cut it as he wants it ;) then beginning at tlu

end, lay the wood at a proper thickness, and walk

ing in the drain, tread it in as he goes along ; af

lerwards walking on the straw in the same man
ner. When several under-drains are led into one

the main drain ought to be two or three inches

the deepest, and care ought to be taken in select-

ing the best wood for filling it up.

When it fortunately occurs that stones ma>

be gathered off the land, or picked out of a

gravel pit, in sufficient quantities for draining

such parts of the farm as require it, I cor.ceive

they ought to be preferred to brush-wood, flags,

or any thing else, excepting draining tiles. 1

am sorry, in this particular, to be obliged to

differ from the honourable and intelligent au-

thor of the " Code of Agriculture," who, in

his section on draining (page 184, 1st edition)

observes, that " small stones only answer for

short drains, and are seldom effectual for any

length of time." In taking the liberty of dif-

fering from so distinguished an agriculturist, it

appears highly necessary that some reasons

should be given. VVhen draining or ditching, it is

not at all uncommon to iail in with a quantity

)f stones, either disposed as a thin stratum, or

apparently filling up some accidental fissure in

the clay. In whatever way a quantity of stones

are disposed in a strong soil, tlu re is a certainty

of water issuing from them, not only when first

cut through, but at any time afu rwards, in a wet

season. If stones thus accidentalU, disposed, anci

very often to appearence perfectly combined

with clay, serve as conductors of the wate

surely when put in regular drains, free from

dirt, they may be expected to answer the same
purpose, and tor the same length of time. If

proper care be taken in depositing the stones in

a drain, and in covering them up, it app

almost impossible for any adventitious substan-

ces to get in among them (that is, on a clay

soil,) as they are not liable to derangement from

any pressure on the lop. Stones I consider are

equally adapted with the other more usual ma
terials used for draining, for conveying away the

water, as no under drain can be sufficiently ca-

pacious for conveying a large stream of water

I should, however, recommend the cutting of

drains to be filled up with stones, something

wider than those intended for brush wood. 1

know drains which have been made near thirty

years, and filled with stones, in a soil abounding

ith veins of sand, which at this time run as well

as ever.

I have written a long letter (that is for a far

nier,) and have not concluded the remarks 1

thought of making : at another opportunity 1

may again intrude, and will endeavour to be

somewhat less prolix.

I am your most obedient,

A TENANT FARiVIER

To the Editor of the Farmeis' Journal.

AN EXPERIMENT TO PRESERVE TUR
NIPS FROM THE FLY.

London, August, 0th 1820.

Sir—
I have just become acquainted with the result

of an experiment made with salt for destroying

llic turnip fly, which, from its complete success

I think well worth your attention, panicularly a;

there are yet many crops of turnips which may

perhaps be saved by its adoption.

It consisted in merely sowing a small quan

tity of finely powdered rock salt upon the plant

at the very time that the insects were proceed-

ing with their ravages: their farther progress

was immediately stopped, and the crop is now

in as flourishing a condition as possible. Al

though I have not the permission of my friend

to publish his address, I send it you ann-xed

and should you think it worth while to write tc

him, he will answer you more particularly as to

the quantity, kc. kc. than I can do.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

F. A

(Xj-U'l- doubt not but that many of our readers would

,tantly try this, if they had the article at hand. Wc-

sliall be glad to find tlie fact verified by future trials,

jiul hope to hear from the gentleman referred to, the

Ictail of li:3 experiments.

—

Edit,

rrom the Massacltuselts .igricuUuralJournal

.

Quincy, A'ov. 20, 1817.

Sir— It seems yet to be a question among
practical farmers, whether an equal product can '

be obtained by planting potatoes cut, as by plant-
I

ing them whole. Accidentally a fact fell under ,

itiy observation the last summer, which has gone .
!

far to satisfy my mind on tTie subject, and 1 there-

lore, in conformity to the wishes of the board,
communicate it.

I had directed my farmer to plant a field of

about six acies, with the large red potato, call-

ed the Spanish poiato. Being not present when
he began to labour, he had planted a part of two
rows, with the fiotato whole. Coming ujjon the

field, I objected to the practice as wasteful, and
directed him to cut the residue of the potatoes,

and to put a mark so as the place where the

whole potatoes were planted might be known.
In the whole course of vegetation, the whole po-

tatoes had a decided superiority over every other

part of the field, in the vigour and size of the'^

tops ; and, at harvest, on comparing these rows ,

with the adjoining rows, the product of the rows
planted whole, exceeded an equal extent of the

adjoining rows, planted with cut potatoes, 7nore

than one third.* There was nothing in the cul-

tivation, or state of the land, which could pro-

duce this difference, except the circumstance of

the one having been planted whole, and the otii-

er cut.

Respcctifully, I am,
your oljcdient servant,

JOSIAII QUINCY.

• An experiment similar to the one here related,

was made, by Mr. David Williamson, on tlie Ueister'.s-

town road, and was attended, as wc have understood;

with a like result. Editor.

a philanlhrophist, I too would ameliorate

on of the poor, not by addmif to, but by

TO THE F.DITOK OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

"None can tell so well where the shoe pinches as'

he who wears it."

iMt Dear Sir-

I too 1

the condition (

relieving them from some of the heavy " clogs" and
burthens they are doomed to bear in this life. My
walk is in a more humble sphere than that of Mr.
Custis, the advocate of the shoes which bear the

name of his furowite estate, " Jlrlington,"— I too un-

happily have my slaves on my little farm, but I thank

my God that they are not so numerous as to prevent

my becoming acquainted with all their wants and

distresses, and the best means of ministering to their

fort. I too have irjerf these shots, have heard the

opinion of the wearers, and consider myself as well

if not better qualified to speak concerning tlifir merits

astheir maker, or thegcntltrnan who advocatesthem.

First then, of " Mr. Entwistle, clog maker from

Europe," {England I presume) I have but little to

say,
—" it is proper to labour in one's vocation, as

Falstaff says, and if it is his " vocation" let him then

Continue to labour " diligently in his calling in Kiug-

street"; and let him enjry the privilege of the rest

of the craft in puffing off his articles—those who
choose to buy, let them buy, to this 1 can have no ob

jeclion, if the hnijer is to be the loearer.—But when a

highly distinguished gentleman, comes forward and

dignifies this English imitation of the French iabo'.

with the name of his seat ; and recommends these

heavy clogs *' property ironed,^' as a means of adding

to* the " comfort of the industrious, and the toils of

the slave," I cannot help exclaiming with " the Domi-

(Dorainie Sampson) Prodigious I—There is a
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great deal in names, and things, as well as men, have

oft been " Nichodemus'd into nothing"— The un-

couth name of clog would never bring Mr. Entwis-

tie's Sabots into demand : but " Arlington" sounds as

well as Wellington, nr as the French pronounce it

Villamton—imA we all know, (" Dandies" as well as

others,) what fashions that has given a sanction to.

The •' clatter of the clog" is no greater than that of

the iron heel, and the whalebone corset, and kn' e

stifners, will not \ield the palm to " hickory waist

coats" and " white-oak pantaloons."

But to tile point—Mr. Entwistle, in proof of their

durability, says he, put sixteen pair of soals to one

pair of upper leathers in eight years, and that the

wearer was a muslin " -jjcai'er;" now all 1 have to

say on this subject is, that a pair of " white oak pan-

taloons, or even H\idib»'as's breeches would have re-

quired thrice as many bottoms in the same length of

time, and I doubt not whether, "a hickory waist-

coat" worn by a7ufaDfr would not also have equally

required repairs from the carpenter, bmh being much
more subject to wear and tear than his shoes.

Mr. E. thought it necessary to inform us that the

man seldom used his feet, but for the purpose of mov-

ing his treadles. To a weaver, as a make-weight, I

iicknowledge their utility ; but not so to the poor

slave, who has to drag his Aveary Umbs from morn to

" dusky night" " in the moss and on the moor," (or

in othijr words) " through the mud and through th'

mire"—mounted o[) heavy clogs of several inches

thick, stumbling along at the risque of his neck at

every step ; sticking fast in the mud, or having his

feet slide from under him on the ice, bruising and

crippling himself every instant, because his master
insists that " firotierly ironed''' clogs of several

fioiinds weight, add more to his comfort, and ai

more economical, than shoes weighing only a fe

ounces. Imagine to yourself, my dear sir, a gang of

rscgroes on a cold and drizzly morning, going to their

labour, each one equipped in these said " Arlington"
clogs. The overseer outstripping them, even in his

snail's pace, from the advantage of his light soaled

shoes—" Come along Dick"—" Yes massa, as soon a;

I find a few old nails to nail up my shoe"—" Well
liutTom, what keeps you ?"—" Why I loss my soal

entirely, somebody burn him"—"Well, but Sam,
what are you setting there about .>"—" Why I got no

shoe"—" What the devil has become of your shoe
'

—" Aunt Lucy take um to bake hoe cake, and burn

um all up"—Finally, however they get underway-
one sticks fast in the mud and loses his shoes altoge-

ther—one is more fortunate in saving the upper lea-

thers, with the loss of the soal—and after a thousand

mishaps, twisting* ankles, breaking shins and noses

tliey arrive at the scene of their labours. The first

thing then is to drive a few more nails in the shoes

and another half hour is lost in tinkering. The wea-

ther grows warmer, and as the labour progresses, the

feet and legs grow more tired—the ' Arlington' clog:

are thrown off to rot in the field, and master eithei

lets poor negro grow barefoot for the rest of the win

ter, or at the expense of another dollar gets hirr

another pair.

Now, Sir, two pair of good substantial leather soal

ed shoes, will last a working hand a whole winter (in

summer they want no shoes) with one pair on his feet,

and one pair' dry at home, he can always be comfort-

able. Such shoes can now be bought for 95 cents or

a dollar, which is something less than the price of a

pair of ' Arlington' shoes. The repairs which they

require every plantation negro can give them. They
are easy to the feet, tighter, lighter, and every way
more conducive to comfort than the other ; and if

such rigid economy is necessary to be observed

things of so little cost, and so conducive to comfort

as are shoes. I could easily prove that those with

leather soals, are more economical than those of wood
and iron. The first cost is in favour of the leather

soaled, and setting aside the comfort they afford,

Mhat difference is there excefit the soals? " for all

the rest is leather.''

There is another consideration which weighs with

* They should have been called " Entnoiitle" &]\ot%.

me in favour of leather soals. One would think from
the remarks of Mr. Custis, that " the sports of the

toe" were confined exclusively to the " Pavillions of

the great!" to the polished "disciples of VestrisI"

Would you deny to the poor slave, after the toils of

the day, the pleasure of " dancing over the potatu

hole," to the rude tune of his Banjo .' and do you

think that in this amusement, the" Arlington ironed}

others ; but they are all forward of the rid, and

make an acute angle with the beam, and if there

be any fillh to collect, so certainly will this coul-

ter collect it ; and accumulate it in the angle it

makes with the beam whether acute or obtuse,

till the plouf;h is forced out of the ground.

What then is to be done ?—Why, throw away
clog" is better suited to his weary limbs, than to those Uiis expensive, useless, worse than good fornoth-
)f the pampered " votaries of pleasure, fashion, ancl|||.|j, . ji^jg inji,,-ious, choaking, vexatious, and time
folly?" If yoii i.aveever visited the quarters ot t'cl,.;,,;^ appendage, called a coulter.—Then the

'^^i.^^T':^':::^^':^^ IfXylnext Unng ,0 catch grass and weeds. Sec. is the

were not compelled to wear " ArUngton shnes," or'oo> oi whei

some other contrivance equally destructive of pL

you have seen more happy faces, more grins

expressive of plea^ure than ever embellished a pa-

ace ; and if they did not " trip on light fantastic

oe,"

They " shuffled double trouble" o'er

As if they'd grind quite through the floor,

" 4oe corn and dig potatoes too"

Was danced by alt the jovial crew.

And who would deny them this pleasure, for th«

loubtful saving of five or ten cents per annum
\way then with your "clogs," by whatever appella

tion they may be dignified !—An iron yoke around

the neck, " called by any othei name" (an " Arling-

ton" cravat for instance) would be none the lighter

—" Slavery thou art a bitter draught"—and all that

adds to his burden, or takes from the slave, any part

his slender share of comfort, is loathsome to me,

hatever the cause, be it experimental humanity

or mistaken economy. If we must abridge, let it be

own comforts, not in those of our dependents

CRISPIANQS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAK F/

Sir—A Roman husbandman, who c

;mer

Itivated

his lillle domain with singular skill and auccess.

was accused by his envious neighbours of using

magic and conjuration in producing his wonde

ful crops ; and they succeeded in bringing him

to trial for his deeds of darkness. On the ap-

pointed day he appeared before his judges, fol

lowed by his stout and ruddy daughters, and his

athletic and sinewy sons, with their teams and

implements. His horses were large, and fat, and

powerful ; his various tools, of the best construe

lion, and in perfect order ; and his ploughs mud
larger and stronger, were calculated to work

double the depth of those of his envious neigh

hours.—Here, said old Furius Cresinus to his

judges, showing his vigorous girls, his powerful

boys, his tat and strong horses, and his huge

plough and sharp share ; here are the incanta-

tions, by which I make my farm produce double

as much as my neighbours.—You can pronounce

he judgment of the Court, and will permit old

Cresinus still to be fond of deep ploughing.

I am a tiller of the earth, and consider every

fellow labourer my brother, whom I am ever

ly to assist with all my heart; and I much
fear thr.t your North Carolina correspondent

will stil! be choaked after he has obtained the

Rid Plough, or any other plough, that is en-

cumbered with a coulter ; which I pronounce

one of the most useless pieces of iron, that

ever was hammered.—Some coulter ploughs

hoak less than others—but there never has

been, nor will there ever be one invented,

that will not choak. The mould board is the

only effectual nrf—all coulters that ever I have

seen or heard of, are placed forward of the

point of the mould board ; some farther than

here is no rod, the standard. But
both the rod and the standard are some distance

behind the point of the mould-board and share,

and before the filth can collect between the beam
:ind the rod or standard, the real rid, or share

and mould board are acting upon it, and turning

it aside.

If your North Carolina friend will send to

Connecticut for a Deagan flusliing plough of a

size for four oxen ; (and I rather think he may
find them in Norfolk, Virginia, he will obtain

the ugliest thing he ever saw in the shape of a

plough, with neither coulter nor coulter point

to the share—and if, when he is going to start

it, he will tie the two ends of a timber chain,

one to each end of the main swingletree, so

that the double of the chain will reach back to

the point of the mould board— as the plough

moves through the broom grass, &c. the dou-

ble of the chain will bend it forward ; his plougli

will move evenly on, turning every thing over,

and will finish two furrows to one of any plough

with a coulter in the universe, especially if the

broom grass or filth is two or three feet high

and thick. I state facts, which all Connecticut

will attest.—But if he does not like an ugly

plough, let him send to Thomas Freeborn, No.

210, Front Street, New York, for a 2, 3, or 4

horse plough, as he may want—and he will ob-

tain the handsomest and best finished plough

made in America, and probably not much infe-

rior in real excellence to any in the world. He
can get one with a coulter, but so constructed

as to work either with or without it ; and after

making a fair trial in his grassy ground with and

without the coulter, he will never after bother

Lis ploughmen with another, unless he would
flush a piece of lately clear, rooty ground. In

that case alone the coulter is useful, as a guard
to the plough.

After obtaining one of these ploughs, if his

ground will bear being turned seven inches or

deeper, let him attend to some valuable commu-
nications made to you, if I recollect right, by the

\meuican CiNCiNNATUs, the venerable Col. Pick-

•ring, about deep ploughing, and only one turn-

ing for a crop.

I am satisfied by my own practice, that if

ou turn down a turf effectually in March
r April, roll and harrow the surface, plant

your corn, and cultivate it with the roller and
harrow early, and with the harrow all the sea-

son, never touching it with the plough after

the planting furrows have been opened, that

you may make as good corn, if not better,

than if you had used the plough.—And one
harrow working over as much surface as three

ploughs, you may till it so much more fre-

quently, that your ground will be better culti-

vated, and kept cleaner, than by the use of

he plough. Another very great advantage
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is that the turf, Sec. which )ou turned iiiidei

has never been disturbed ; but has reuiainc

where it ought to decompose properly, ii. noin

ish your corn roots, and to imi)rove your v romui

Very respectfully, your obd't serv'.,

Nov. 20th, 1 820. FURIUS CRESINUS

IfQIl THE AMERICAN FARMER.

conclusion is obvious.

A much neglected object of Rural Economy.

.(. S. Skinner, Esq.

Knowing your great desire to serve yo\ir Ag-

ricultural friends and subscribers, by affording

them such information as will benefit your fel-

low citizens, I offer you the following communi-

cation.

At this season of the year, there is annually

killed many thousand hogs in this state, as well

as in every state of the union ; but it is not so

well known as economy demands, that the Bris-

tles on the hog large or small, are of real service

to the brush makers, and will at all times conri-

raand a ready sale, when cleaned and tied up in

small bundles.

Many persons neglect at killing time to save

them, under the impression, that when the hog

is scalded, the bristles are rendered useless to

brush makers; no injury results from scalding depend on suA

them, when they are taken from the liog's back;

or of repeating it in cleansir.g ihcm, should con-

venience not permit it to be done at killing time.

Thousands of pounds weight arc annually lost

or thrown on the heap for manure, under the en

Toneous impresssion, that bristles fit for sale

should be plucked from the hog before scald

ing ; this is a tedious and very laborious mode
of obtaining them, and possesses no advantage

to the brush maker, whatever : they also suppose

that the bristles must all be long, to command a

sale ; it is true, they are certainly woiih more

to the manufacturer than if they were short

ones, but the difference is not such as lo justify

those which are short being thrown away. The
most expeditious mode of cleaning them, is to

have them put into a basket or box, when they

are pulled off the hog, immediately upon com
ing out of the scalding water, let the roots and

skin be laid all one way, and not mixed promis-

cuously together, until the slaughtering is over;

children black or white may then manage them

very easily, and soon render them fit for mark

and the best mode of doing this is to have a tub

with hot water, so that the hand can be put in

without danger of scalding ; let the bristles

main five minutes in this tub of water, and take

out as many as can be easily held in the left hand,

and with a coarse redding comb, the skin and

wool will be immediately disengaged, and a

vince or two in clean warm water

Many a fine Christmas present, couid bt pro-ifniits cf my lab<ui

aied by attention to the bristles wi-.icp. ar< h.sl have been faithfully

on every farm, when they are neglecttd.

Farmers in Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, and

.iher states westward, it is hoped will give some

liltention to this neglected branch of economy,

and if nf) other motive prompts them, let the

bristles be given to their children or servants, as

a reward for good conduct, who by following the

mode of cleansing them as above suggested, will

find their labour and care handsomely rcmune-

ated, by selling them to the store-keepers, in

their immediate neighbourhood or sending them

to Baltimore, where cash from 25 cents to 50

cents per pound, according to quality, can be

obtained for any quantity.

Verv respectfully, vour obedient serv't,

J. K. STAPLETON

Tm^ WMm^m^

niv duty ard promises to yuu,

lid' zealously discharged. The

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, FEBRVARY 5, 1820.

Jy* To DELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS. It is well

known that according to the terms of this journal,

subscribers are required to make ))ayment in ad-

vance ; experience has proved, that papers which

Present Prices of Camuni Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of WiitAT—\VHiTF.rt) to 80 cts.—Reti 72
to 74 cts.—Old ConN, 35 to 36 cts—New do. 32 to 33

cts.—Rtk, 45 cts.—Oats, 26 cts.

—

Flax Serb, 95 to §1
Barlkt, 45 to 50 cts

—

Hat, per ton gl8—Straw, do.

g7 to gS—FLorii, from the wagons §4—^^'HISKI!r,

from do. exclusive of barrels, 27 cents—including of

barrels, 30 cts.—Pobe, per bbl. §14—Bkef, do, gU to

gl3—BuTTtn, per lb 25 rts—F.r.r.s, per doz. 20 to 25

As—Vf..\t., per lb. 6 to ^ <i.'^—Lamii, per quarter, 3~i

o SO cts—Bi;iF, per lb. btst butcher's 8 to 10 cents.—

Chickens, per doz. §2 50

—

Turrets, 75 cts. to S'

—

Geese, SO to 62i

—

Hams, 12 to 14 cts.

—

Midblisgs, 10

cents.

—

Potatoes, 37 J cts.—I.ivk Cattie, g4 50 to §6.

London White Leah, §4 25—American do. S3 75—
Boiled Oil, gl 37^—Featuebs, 50 to 62i cts.—Tar,

S2

—

Turpentine, soft, S2

—

Spirits, do. 35 cents.

—

Pitch, §2 25

—

Lark, 11 to 12 cents-Shisgi.es, best

deep Creek, §8 50—Do. small S* 75—Fioonixo

Plank, 5 4 §27—Cottok, Upland, 17 to 19 cts.—Ma.
ryland Tobacco, 12hhds, from Calvert County, 7 crop

at §7 per cwt.—5 do, do. seconds, at §5-Virginia

jToBAcro, lOhhds. very good, (old crop) at 8^ cts.

•ifition only, and not • profits of H

WAKEFIELD'S TRAMSLATION

K¥aW T^^TASSIEXT.
CUMMINGS JcHILLIARD, Boston, {Mass.)

I'ranslation of the New Tes--|»i<v>tjwoi published
advertising, cannot long endure, whatever may beltameni by Gilbert IVakefield, B. A. from the second
their claims on public support, unless they stiictly j^ondon edition, 1 vol. 8vo. [From the proposals for
adhere to the rule of requiring the money to be paid
in advance. From this rule we are determined not

to depart, even if we should have but 100 subscri-

bers. It is much more reasonable, that one thousand

jiersons should trust us for the amount of subscrip-

tion, than that an individual Kditor, should credit

subscription] Since the period whi n our common
version of the Scriptures was mailc, biblical litera-

ture has been much advanced. The various

translations of different parts of the Bible, which
have been produced by several learned men, are
some of the results and proofs of the progress of

one thousand people for four or five dollars ; tor|Thcological knowledge. Among them Wakefield's
supposing the one or the other to be so neglectful or

dishonest as not to comply with his engagements ;

—

the subscriber, in the one case, would lose Xnsfour
dollars, merely, whereas the editor, in the other,

would lose S4>000, and perhaps be utterly ruined ;—
but rigidly as we have intended and endeavoured to

xact payment in advance ; it has happened, that in

;ome cases subscribers are still in debt to us. A he-

Translation of the New Testament ranks very high
for its fidelity and fairness. His lair genius and un-

cominon classical attainments, peculiarly qualified

him for the task, and the superiority of his transla-

tion to all other English versions is generally admit-
ted. It has been less subject than any other to the
charge of want of critical correctness, or to that of

perversion from theological prejudice, and will be
coming respect to those who have honoui^ably andlfound inferior to none in the neatness and simplicity

of expression which are so important in a translation

of the scriptures. Of all aids to an exact interpre-

tation of the sacred writings, every Christian must
feel anxious to avail himself: and the re-publication

of this favourite work of so distinguished a scholar,

which is now entirely out of print, and can only be
procured accidentally, and at a very high price, will

It is thought, be of important service in promoting
religious knowledge. Nov. ?5.

punctually complied, by the payment of their sul>

scription in advance, makes it proper that we should

ilain how it has happened, that others have re-

red the paper, who nave not thus complied. It

has then generally happened in this w.-iy, some tried

friend of the establishment in his zeal to promote
the circulation of the journal, has informed the edi-

tor, that his friend, Mr. , has expressed a de-

sire to hiive it, or has desireil him to write for it,

promising, that when the paper was received, and

the terms made known, they would be fulfilled, and

the friend thus writing, expressed his cnn\iction,

that the person thus desiring to have the paper,

would faithfully remit the money on the receipt of

the paper ; in such cases we have felt it to be a de.

licate matter in respect to a known and tried friend

send the paper to the person designatedto refuse

ill renderjby him, yet in several such cases, we have not been

them fit for drying, when they are to be put oMVpaid, and the editor is

in rows about a half inch thick until dry, which

by turning twice in the course of one day, will be

sufficient, they must then be put into bundles of

four or five ounces, and are then fit for market.

In Pennsylvania, Jersey, New York, and all

^\\a\\s\\ T\\Yas\\\\\s' MacVvines.

For sale, English Thrashing Machines, which re-

quire to work them two or four horses, two men
and two boys ; they are of a simple construction, may
be put together without the aid of a mechanic, and
are not apt to get (Ut of order; a number of them
have been imported for different gentlemen in this

posed to the suspicion of state and Virginia, who have been universally pleas-

having voluntarily departed from his rules, in favoured with the machine, and consider it an invalua-

ble acquisition to their farms —it has been made to

thrash out twenty six bushels of rye per hour.and
from fifteen to eighteen bushels of wheat per hour.

The machinery is of excellent workmanship, and
the casting so true, that no accident has in any in-

of particular persons. Now we once again distinctly I

offer to these gentlemen, who have taken the bene-

1

fit, such as it is of our labours and neglected to pay, t

that if they will return us all the papers they hav
received iii good order, stating that tliey have been t

the eastern states, as beatitifnl bristles are pro- deceived as'totheir value, and found them not worth istance been known to occur.
' - • -' the money, in that case, we will send them a rfmyj; The subscribers have now for sale, two of these

in full' But if on sight of this, they do not acceptimachines, one which can be easily removed fmu
this offer, we shall expect them of course, as honestifarm to farm, the other intended to be stationarv

men, to pay us, as for " goods had and received."— WM. DAWSON, Jun. 8c C(V
The case is a plain one and requites no mincingjNo. 47 S. Gay Street, Baltimore, where a work!

duced as any that arc imported, and those far

ers and others, who wish well to the prosperity

of these United States, ought to give their asis-

lance in rendering us independent of Europe for

materials, as far as circumstances will admit. phraseology or circumlocution. You have had the model of the machine may be seen.
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the dung up ligliibj with forks to the height of five

or six feet, making the heaps to cover the square

ijottoms previously formed. In clearing the yards,

it is customary to begin on one side of a yard, going

regularly forward, until it is emptied, and then begin

on a second, by which means the dung arising from
different descriptions of animals is kept apart, and is

ultimately applied to the land without intermixture

;

and as tothe horse dung, the residue of it which is

left from fire-fang and charing, is considered strong

dang, and as it is generally understood that a smaller

portion of it than of common yard dung will answer
the intended purpose, it is usually (as a point of

economy) to save carriage, taken to the most dis-

tant parts of the farm, and this very fretjuently

without any reference to the nature of the soil

(whether clay or sand) to which it is to be applitd.

Dung heaps formed in the manntr I have described

(when the dung is good for any thing) very soon

ferment to a violent degree. The gasses ascend and
evaporate : the juices, alas ! in place of descending

into the hard beaten clay birttom, as was expected,
ooze out at the side of the heaps, and are soon dried

up and lost. In a short time the fermentation sub-

sides, and leaves the centres of the heaps burned or

chared, while the outsides of the heaps are dried up
to chips by the natural effects of sun and wind. In

this state these miserably mismanaged heaps of dung
remain until the near approach of the turnip sowing
season ; they are then turned over, and the clay

bottoms mixed with the dung ; a partial fermentation

succeeds, (and this turning and mixing the bottoms
form the only rational part of the manufacturing
process) for by this improvident system the quality

of the dung is not only materially deterinrated, but

the quantity very much reduced, so much so, that

by the time the farmer has sown half his turnips, he
finds his dung expended : he has then recourse tn

oil cake, or perhaps sows a part of his turnips without

any manure at all. If the soil is of a nature to pro
duce turnips almost spontaneously, there will be a

crop even under the worst management ; but when
not of that happy admixture, and managed as I have
before described, it follows as a matter of course that

the crop fails ; nevertheless the farmer is so much
of a philosopher, that he consoles himself with the

idea that he has done his duty by the land, beheving

that it is naturally so unkind for tu7-ni/is, that it

would be a perfect miracle if he was to have a good
crop of them upon such land.

And here I must beg leave to apologize for the

iiigh colouring of the foregoing stricture It is cer

tainly neither my wish nor intention, more than my
duty or interest, to give offence to the respectable

body of men to whom I may be considered as apply-

ing the foregoing observations ; but I consider it in

some degree necessary for my purpose to rouse the

feelings to a s/tirit of inquiry, and having done so

I ask the candid observer to take an impartial vie

of the subject, and say whether these things are sc

1 may be told, that to speak the truth is in some cases

a libel ; if so, I stand convicted ; however, if in speak-
ing the truth in the present instance, I provoke an
inquiry which may in the result terminate to the ad-

vantage of the parties concerned, 1 shall consider

jTiyself a fortunate railer indeed, however uncourte

ous my remarks may appear. As it is a failing in hu
man nature to too frequently misinterpret our friends'

best intentions, particularly where people cannot
bear to be told of their faults ; and as it is more easy

to see others' faults than one's own, I will take it for

granted, that the majority of the readers of tlie

going observations consider them more applicable to

their neighbour's system of management than to their

own. I am, however, not without hopes, that some
few liberal minded, unprejudiced men, will acknowl
edge at once that the cap fits themselves, and fi

s^icltinen I entertain tiie greatest hopes of imjjrox^ement.

Having pointed out what 1 consider the principal

errors in the prevalent or common method of hus

explain my ideas of what I consider a more perfect

their loads; the carts are tipped up, and the dung,system, and if Tarn correct in the opinion 1 have

shut out. Men are placed at the heaps, who throw;formed on the subject, I w.U venture to say, there can
be no difficulty in producing ufwn the farm a suffi

cient quantity of yai-d muck or compost to manure
the whole of the turnip land upon any farm, in a me
dium state of fertility, cultivated upon the four

course husbandry ; and if my premises are correct,

the occupier may then reserve the whole of his

pulated quantity of oil-cake for his wheat crop, that

description of manure being certainly more adapted
to the wheat than to the turnip crop.

As the great object I aim at in the following hints

is to improve the quality as well as to increase the

quantity of farm-yard manure, I strongly recommend
indeed I consider it indispensably necessary, that all

descriptions of farm-yard dung should, in the first

instance, be as intimately mixed together as possible,

and that particular attention should be paid to the

husbanding of the horse dung, which should without

fail be removed daily into the store cattle yards

'

the manner I have previously recommended. /
abundant stock of pigs should always be kept in the

yards—no dry straw should be left to blow about the

tack yards; all should be brought into the cattle

yards. Nettles, thistles, and other coarse weeds (not

seed) should be brought into the yards, and not al

lowed to die and waste in the fields and ditches when
they are cut down. The horses kept on the farm
should be ted with green food in tlie yards in the

summer months, and they should also be allowed to

run loose in the yards in winter, having stables or

sheds to go into at pleasure. The yards, stables,

and sheds should at all times be kept well littered

vith straw. The soap lees from the farm-house
ihould be carefully preserved, and thrown upon the

dung in the yards—saw-dust, leaves of trees, road

scrapings, scourings of ditches, in short, all animal

and vegetable substances should be carefully collect

ed and thrown into the farm-yard.

crusts, and they are thenceforth denominated
/lies. The dung will be preserved in the pies in a
very perfect state, with little or no deterioration or
diminution without fermentation, and without los

by exhalation or evaporation. The pies should rr

main in this state until within ten days or a fortnigli

of the time the manure wdl be wanted for the turm
ground, when they should be turned carefully ovt;

and the crust, top, bottom, and sides inlimatt'

mixed up with the dung : when the turning is con
pleted, immediately plough several furrows of th

natural soil all round the heaps, and with the loose
earth ploughed up, again coat the heaps all over ; the

pies will then take a gentle fermentation ; the eardi
intermixed with and covering the dung will absorb

the juices and gasses of the dung, and the compost
come out in a fine state of preparation for using on

the turnip land.

When turnips are sowfi in the Northumberland
:lge system, the drills should be split open, the

dung taken from the pies, and spread in the rows,
then covered up, and the seed sown immediately in

the fresh earth—the whole operation should, if pos-
sible, be completed in the same day, when every
ridge or drill forms a little hotbed, to encourage the
vegetation of the plants, and force them speedily out

of the reach of the turnip flies.

When dung is taken out of the yards late in the
spring, or only a short time before it is wanted for the
turnip ground, the preparation should in some degree
differ from the foregoing, because of the pies or com-
post heaps having less time for incorporating. 1 re-

commend the following process for preparing dung
late in the spring. First let the bottoms and side,

heaps of earth be provided, in the same manner as
for the winter heaps, but the dung should not be
carted upon the heaps 'o compress them, and prevent
fermentation as in winter; on the contrary, the dung
should be thrown up lightly with the fork, upon the

When it is found necessary to empty the dung bottoms, and the side heaps of earth mixed intimately

ards carli/ in the season, whether with a \ iew to

make room in the yards, to expedite spring work,

mploy the teams in unfavourable weather, when
ihey could not otherwise be employed to advantage an excess of fermentation in the centre of the heaps.

upon the farm, 1 recommend that preparation should

'le made in the usual manner for the reception of the

dung heaps in the intended turnip fields, viz. by col-

lecting large heaps of clay, marl, or such other ma-
terial. The bottoms for the heaps should not be laid

above six or eight inches thick of the material, and

a large quantity of it be placed in rows on each side

of the bottoms marked out—the dung should then be

drawn out of the yards, and placecl upon the bot-

toms, but not in the usual wayofthrowing it up ^osf/i/

the carts with their loads u/ion (he hea/is, for the pur

pose of compressing the dung, and thereby //rfx'cnf-

ingfermentalion. One ortwo men (according to the

number of teams employed, and distance from the

yards) should remain constantly at the heaps while the

teams are at work, on purpose tospread and level the

dung regularly, so as to render the ascent easy for

the succeeding teems as they come with their loads,

If the dung has not been previously mixed in the

yards, it should be so in drawing to the heaps, by
means of taking up a few loads from one yard, and
then a few from another, alternately, and even from
the same yard the loads of dung should be taken from
different parts alternately, by reason that the dung is

not of equal quality, nor made with the same regu
larity, in all parts of the yard.

The coal ashes, road scrapings, and all other col

lections of manure about the farm house should also

be carried to the dung heaps in the fields ; and when
the heaps are raised as high as convenient for the

horses to draw up, several loads should be shot up
at the ends of the heaps, for the purpose of making
them up to the square of the centre : the whole
heaps should then be completely covered with the

marl and clay, or soil previously collected in rows by

the sides of the heaps ; and if there should not have

been a sufficient quantity of material collected in the

banding farm-yard manure, I will now endeavour to first instance, more should be got ready without loss

of time, so as to effectually enclose the dung heaps

along with the dung, which answers the double pur-
pose of reducing the straw part of the dung to a
proper state for applying to the land, and prevents

When the heaps are raised sufficiently high, and ex-
tended to cover the squares of the bottoms prepared,
the natural soil of the field should be ploughed up all

round the heaps, and thrown upon them, in the man-
ner heretofore directed ; the pies will then take a
gentle fermentation, and soon be ready for use. The
•''-•. required for preparing the manure in this man-

must depend upon the strength of the dung, and
the quantity of clay or marl thrown up along with it.

Experience will soon point out the proper quantity

10 cause fermentation, on the contrary, by drawing of marl to be applied, and the nccessaiy time for the
pies to remain before they are used. Turf turned up
for a year preceding, on wastes by the sides of roads,

make's excellent pie meat Good compost heaps ap-
plied to land have the effect of renovating soils worn
out by arable culture and stimulating manures.

Objections (on the score of expense) will be raised
against the system I have recommended, but when
it is considered that the greater part of the additional

expense is in manual labour, surely that objection

should have no weight in the scale, when weighed io

balance against the ultimate benefit to the farmer,
and the highly creditable method of employing the
superabundance of labourers, or excess of population
with which the landed interest is at present bur-

thened : in preference to the customary method of

supporting the extra labourers and their families as
paupers, or which is much the same thing, employ-
ing such labourers in what is called repairing the

roads, that is (according to the common practice)

throwing the dirt from the sides into the centre,

and thereby creating a job for some other persons to

throw the dirt out again.

This remark leads me to make a few observations

on the subject of road making, a subject thatalthough
it forms an integral and principal part of rural eco-
nomy, is but seldom much attended to by those whose
interests are most intimately concerned in having
good roads.

In a country like Norfolk, where the soil is gene-
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lally lii^ht and dry, and good materials frequently

plentiful, much less expense, attention, or ingenuity

is required tu keep roads in good order, tlian in dis

tricts less favourably circumstanced, and the greater

parts of the roads in Norfolk are kept in good order ;

but there are, I am sorry to say, (I speak feelingly)

some very striking exceptions Co the general rule.

The following are prevailing errors in the first

formation of roads, viz. omitting to underdrain
springy lands, or retentive subsoils, not carrying off distance upon the road,

(by side drains) the surface water arising from the
adjoining lands through which the roads pass, and
in neglectiug the inclined filane, or fall of the water
length ways, of the road.

Some eniinent scientific men have differed in opi

nion respecting the term of roads, viz. whether a
concave or convex form is most proper, and both

opinions may be supported by well-founded argu
ments. The vestiges of the Roman roads left in this

country mdicate that, that wise people formed their

roads upon the inclined plane and concave principle,

In modern times the celebrated Bakewell, of Dish-

ley, in Leicestershire, (whose memory will long be
revered by agriculturists and breeders of farm stock)

was a great advocate for concave roads, as was also

his cotemporary and intimate friend Mr. Wilkes, of

TMeashani, in the county of Derby : under the pa-

tronage and by the direction of those two eminent
men, several well-formed

is first formed, it should be well rolled or carted upon,
and all irregularities filled up; the hard material
should then be laid on in a sutficient body in the first

instance, for it is a bad method to begin with a tern
pnrary covering, which would soon cut through, sink
into the bottom, and be lost. The large stones
should be carefully broken into small pieces, other-
wise they will not cement together. A principal er-
ror in the Norfolk method of repairing roads is in lay-

ing on field stones without breaking A moment's
rflection will show that large round bodies cannot,

and that small acute angles tvill unite to form a firm 1 _^ b......„. .^. ....,, .„. „.,..^ o.c vciv maiiv
base. When large round field stones are broken small exceptions; in respect to the stone heaps • for the
they form acute angles ; those joint in with each farmer rides over his fields amongst those heaps of
other, and take an equal bearmg of the pressure stones with seeming unconcern, as if unconscious ofwhich comes upon them : not so with unbroken round
stones ; they always remain loose, and carriage
heels pass through, not over them, as they ought to

. completed in the midland counties. Those roads
have now stood the test of many years experience,
and the principle on which they were made has been
subsequently followed by practical men in those

counties. In some instances the hollow or concave
roads have failed, where they were made with bad
materials, upon wet bottoms, not thoroughly under-
drained ; but in general they are found to answer
much better than high convex roads, because, a
lieavy-loaded four-wheel carriage, passing along the
centre of a concave road, presses an equal weight
upon the wheels ; and as the middle of the road is

the lowest, the pressure inclines to the centre, con-

sequently does not shake or loosen the frame of the
road. Not so in a convex road, when raised

jiigh arch (which is frequently the case) for it is

impossible to keep a heavy loaded carriage in a di

j'ectline along the middle of such a road, the car
liage naturally veers to one side or the other, and
the greater part of the weight of the load hangs
wpoii one wheel, which not unfrequently breaks
clown from such unequal pressure. The road is also

cut into deep ruts ; those fill with water from the first

shower which stagnates in the ruts, and saturates the
road to the foundation. The succeeding carriage
wheels jam into the ruts, cut them still deeper, shake
the road to its centre, if not cut it quite through.
Convex roads ought to be very well made with

good materials, and particular attention should be

paid to keeping the ruts well filled up, so as to

cause the water to fall over the sides of the road
for it seldom happens that the projector of a convex
road considers it necessary to pay attention to the
fall for the water length ways of the roads ; h'

ideas are rivetted to the principle that water will

not stand upon a round road, and he is so far cor
rect, were it not for the ruts, which for the preced-
ing reasons must take place.

A concave road is less liable to have ruts, and re

<|uires less attention in keeping in repair than a high
convex one : the water naturally runs along the in

clined plane from the higher to the lower levels, and
then forces its way into the side drains.

There are also many well founded objections against

roads being made too much concave, but it is not ne-

cessary to mention them at present, as the principal

object of these remarks is to point out and endeavour
to correct the prevalent error of raising carriage roads

so high in the centre, which is carried to such an ex-

cess in some instances as to endanger the lives of the
passengers who venture to travel upon them
The form I recommend is a medium between the

two extremes : the road may be a little elevated in

the centre, but I consider the principal object which
should be attended to in the formation of roads

'

s were made do, which causes very great additional draught, and
hen such stones are put upon high, cobling roads,

it renders travelling very uns.ife for a time, until the nay, from year t^o "year ; "and "t'her
stones are pushed over the sides of the roads by the '--^

•

-

carriage wheels, and thereby leaving the centies of
much the same state as before they were

attempted to be repaired, with all the time, labour
and expense lost.

Another custom, which cannot be too severely cen-
sured, is the imprudent and improvident system of
laying bad materials upon roads, when good materials luded to, f have'endeavouredtopoint "out a'few ti-

the inclined {ilane, or fall for the water longitudinally
of the road, and this is so absolutely necessary, that
where the road has to pass over a level or dead fint,

(which seldom happens) the bed ol the road should
be formed with an artificial rise and fall. When the

down a long descent of ground, it should
be so formed as to lead the water into the side drains
at short distances, thereby preventing the water from
guttering, which it would do if allowed to run any

\V hen the bed of the road

light soils, the staple of which is weakened, and the
intrinsic value reduced in a very material degree,
by having the stones picked cff; indeed I affirm,
that no stones should ever be picked off sandy or
gravelly soils (and but seldom from any other de-
scription of soils) unless when the stones are so large
as to impede the progress of the implements neces-
sary to be used in the cultivation of the soil. Clovers
and grasses intended to be mown should always be
rolled down at a proper season, after the larger stones
are picked off.

It is a disgusting practice, and cannot be too se-
verely censured, to pick the field stones into heaps in
the fields, and there allow them to lay, as is fre-
quently the case, the year round. This practice is
unpardonable in the highly cultivated and justly ce-
lebrated county of Norfolk, a couiity to which most
others in the kingdom look up for example. Yet,
notwithstanding the general proficiency of the Nor-
folk Farmer, I may justly apply to them the adage
of " Use is second Nature," (let it be remembered

the injury he has sustained by having had the stones
picked off his land in the first instance, and after-
wards by their being left in heaps in the fields to de-
stroy the herbage they lay upon.

In this state the stones lay from month to month.

, - . . , . are instances
(though not frequent) where the stones are not re-
moved at all, but are spread about again, and
ploughed down when the land is to be broken up in
preparation for the succeeding crop of corn.
With this severe, but, I am sorry to say, well

founded reproach, 1 conclude my present remarks. In
my hints upon the different subjects I have here al-

can be conveniently obtained. It is not uncommon
see perfect dirt or sand laid upon roads, which adds
fuel to fire, and makes the roads worse than before.
The error of this system may be readily explained
by calculation.

Suppose the distance from the gravel pit to the
part of the road intended to be repaired is one mile ;

team, carrying six loads per day, travels twelve
miles, exclusive of the distance going to and from
work. I calculate the expense of a team of three
horses, with a man to drive, including wear and tear

14s. per day, and the expense of digging and fill

ing the gravel at 4d, per load, making the whole ex-

pense 16s. per day for doing no good whatever, but
on the contrary doing a great deal of injury, viz. by
cutting u[) one part of the road by the carriages pass-

ing along it in attempting to mend another part, or,

in fewer words, making two holes totrying to stop one
Now, suppose that an additional 4d. per load was

allowed for the gravel : it would then be riddled, and
I maintain that ?Arff loads of riddled gravel will be

unriddled, consequently half the carriage saved
The comparative statement will then stand as fol

lows:

—

/. s. d
To six loads of annV/rf/fc? gravel, and a > „ jg .

team for a day carrying the same 3
To three loads of riddled gravel, and a ? „ „ .

team iorhalfa day,'carrying the same 5

Saved per day, by using riddled gravel l.O
'

Besides less injury done to the roads in carting, and
what is still of much greater importance, the farmer
having his team only half the time employed upon
the roads, and the other part of the time to be bene
ficially employed upon his farm.
Mending the roads is sometimes used as a plea in

extenuation of the injurious practice of picking the

stones off the land ; but I consider the plea inadmis-

sible, because where there are many gravel stones on

the surface, it is a sure indication that a gravel pit

may be opened to an advantage at no great distance :

but a still greater objection rests in the injury which
the land sustains from such treatment, particularly

rors, with a view to correct and improve them. Al-
though my remarks appear to be, and are in fact, a
little severe, yet I trust the liberal-minded Norfolk
farmers will receive them as (they really are) ivell
intentioned. Those gentlemen may rest assured,
that although I have considei'ed it a duty incumbent
upon me to point out a few prominent errors, there is
no person more sensible of their general merits than
I am, and no one more ready to bear testimony to
their indefatigable industry, intelligence, and general
good practices, as agriculturists, and this I may
safely say, without any fear of being reproached as a
flatterer by any person who has read the forecoins:
remarks. ^

To Thomas William Coke, Esq.

I beg most humbly to state—You, Sir, will, I fear,
consider that in the foregoing remarks I have done but
imperfect justice to the task I had undertaken.

It is, I acknowledge, a bold measure in me thus
venturing to censure any part of the celebrated Nor

more efficacious in repairing roads than six loads of folk husbandry]; the principal improvements of which
as has been very justly remarked by a high autho-

rity) were undertaken, matured, and perfected,
through the instrumentality of your patronage, pre-
cept, and example.

But althougli it is generally allowed that the sys-
tem of husbandry followed in Norfolk is very nearly
perfect, (more particularly where it has felt the im-
mediate effects of your fostering hand,) I trust. Sir,
your liberal mind will excuse me when I venture to
say, there are still a few errors or imperfections,
which strike strangers more forcibly than they do
the eye of the actual cultivators. Some of those er-
rors have been hinted to me, and I have here en-
deavoured to point a few of them out, and to sug-
gest remedies for their improvement.

It will remain for you. Sir, to judge of the merits
(if there are any) or demerits of my performance,
which I now venture to lay before you.

I am, Honoured Sir,

Vour very humble and obd't servant.

FRANCIS BLAIKIE.
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ON THE CULTURE AND I'RODUCTS OE

Rwta Baga & flange! WwYtiel.
Deab Sib,—From tlie frequent scarcity of foddi

our neij^hbourliood, tlie want of good meadow land on

my own farm—and believing too tliat our climate w;

not so favourable to the production of some of the be;

grasses, as more northern situations ; I was induced to

c.ist about in my own mind, for some other resource, just

as the promising account of the Ruta Baga, given by

Mr. Cobbett, came out in the American Farmer : and

I determined to have a fair experiment made of it here.

Making some allowance, however, for the glowing

statement of Mr. Cobbett, and considering, too, that

our soil and climate might be less suited to the pro

duction of this article, than his— I thought it advisabU

to associate in the experiment some other article of good

promise. And some information contained in the Ame
rican Farmer, together with other circumstances, in

duced me to give the preference for this purpose to

the Mangel Wurtztl. (Beta altissima of Botanists.)

That I might commence my experiments—with the

more certainly of having the right materials to work

upon ; I requested the favour of the Editor of the

American Farmer, last spring was a year, to have me
some procured that might be depended upon. Ge.

nume Riua Baga and Mangel VVurtzc-1 Seed were ac-

cordingly sent. Tiie experiment was determined upon,

and tl'e seed received too late, to give the Mangel
"Wtivlzel a fair trial last year. But the Ruta Bags

Seed, were distributed among some select farmers

both last year and this—and I, too, gave them as

fair a trial as 1 could. But the result of all

trials made, is, a concurring conviction that in

soil and climate, we have nothing profitable to

pect from them—though all agree that they pro-

duce a rich, fine flavoured, nice little Bit of a t"
nip.

The account of the Mangel Wurtzel is different

I gave a few seed to Mr. George Gilmer, one of our

members and most judicious farmers—who planted

tlietn in June last year ; and notwithstanding

vt-ry late period for planting them, and the last year's

great drpught—his report was very encouraging. In

good time the present year, some seed were given to

Mr. John Rogers, and Capt. James Lindsay—both

members of our society. The former of these gentle-

men, planted his atiout the usual time for planting

common beets—the latter his, ntuch later. 1 planted

on the first of April. Mr. Rogers planted his in a

soil of rich, black loam, on a flat near a branch—"

mine on a high, dry, gravelly ridge. Capt. Lindsay

were planted in a soil like mine—gravelly with a clay

bottom., but not quite so dry a situation. His soil

had been made rich enough for good gardening pur.

poses—mine but little if any more than half rich

enough for cabbages—some of which g^rew on the same
soil, close along side of the Mangel Wurtzel, and

although planted early and well tended—did not at

tain bijt little more than h.ilf of the ordinary growth
and perfection of cabbages on good ground, in

good season. On the 7th instant, 1 gathered m
jMangel Wurtzel ; on the 9th, Capt. Lindsay his, am
on the 11th this day, Mr. Rogers his. Two of Capi

Lindsay's weighed 8J pounds each. Mr. Rogers'

weighed three^ne weighed 9 lb. 14 ounces—ano
Iher 10 lbs. 14 ounces, and the third 9 lbs. 12

ounces. Mine weighed—No. 1, 8 lbs.—No. 2, 7i lbs.

No. 3, 7i, and nine others averaged 6 lbs. each —
These weights were al! without the tops. My No. 1,

with the tops, weighed lOJ lbs.—one measured twen-

ty-eight inches in length—a noble fine looking root,

firm and solid from one end to the other. Experience
has established tlie belief in other parts of the world,

where the Mangel Wurtzel has been successfully culti-

vated ; that the roots will grow about as large, if

planted sixteen inches apart in rows, with two feet

space between, as at any greater distance. Mr. Rogers

were planted in the above experiment much closer

tttan this, mine exactly upon this plan—and upon

this plan, about 16360 plants would be contained in

one acre of ground—multiply this number by the

eiglit of Mr. Rogers' heaviest root, which grew in

thicker planting—and it will show, that agreeably

) our experiment of this year— 165120 lbs. of thii

root could have grown upon a less space than one

e—that is, upwards of 73 tons. But one fourtJi

y be reasonably superadded for the tops, whicli

gives us the extraordinary product of 91 tons from

ess than one acre of land. As different writers, i

lifferent countries, have given ample accounts of tl

.alue of Mangel Wurtzel roots and tops as food for

cattle, hogs and sheep, at least ; my object has not

been, to enlarge upon this part of the subject at this

time ; but merely to ascertain, whether the soil and

climate of this our section of country, w ere favourable

its production. I am satisfied that they are

legree to justify our cultivating it with zeal. In the

above statement, I have chiefly confined myself to

facts and figures—because they afford a fair founda

tion, upon which the reasonably cautious will rely—

he ingenious and candid may safely descant and im

prove-awhile the mere caviller can be silenced.

—

Having done what is first due to accuracy and cer

tainty, I may now be indulged in a few remarks found

e<l upon opinions I saw the preparation of the soils,

for each of the experiments I have detailed. 1 noticed

the culture and growth of the plants. I w.is at the ga-

thering and weighing of each root I have mentioned

those raised by the other gentlemen, as well as myself.

1 himn, therefore, so far as I can rely upon the accuracy

of my own calculation ; that the facts given, are

rpiestionable.

But from a review of all the circumstances connect-

ed with these facts, I am of the opinion, that other

preparations of soil, and other seasniis, might give

much greater products, than those stated. My soil

for instance, was not half so rich as it might be made
—besides that, it had been very poor ground,

suddenly manured. And I do not know, that it was

he most favourable kind of soil or situation any how
Mr. Rogers expressed a conviction, that his was no

le most favourable kind of soil or situation. Hi

nmmun beet did not do so well in the soil by the

de of the Mangel Wurtzel, as away in another,

other places. Added to this, it is certain, that

about eight weeks after our planting, one of those

partial droughts, (which affected some neighbour,

hoods and not others this year,) commenced and con-

id how much less desti'ucti\e to land ! Besides
that, this is a hardy thing, no cut-worms in the spring,

early frost in the fall, destroys our expectations. I

am so well satisfied of the value of this article in Im
bandry, if our farmers will only cultivutc it properl.
that I feel particularly gratified, that Air. Rogers I,

been associated with me in the vjxpeiiments mail
You, our other members and the community general;
know, that I have no pretensions to much in farmiii

but theory, and I certainly know but too little of th;

rhe reputation of Mr Rogers, however, for his exec I

lent and successful practice in farming, is too well cs

blished to receive any accession from my commenda-
tion. And to him I may refer his neighbours and ac

ntances, for useful information on the subject. I

; put away all my roots, not to be taken up until

next spring, when I will cheerfully divide my little

ck with any of my neighbours, who may wish to set

them out for a stock of seed. When we have learn

how to provide a good thing we soon learn from y.'.i

ous sources how to use it ; but a future communicai!
the culture, history, and uses of the Mangel \\u,

zel, will not I think be entirely useless or unaccepta!
to our society and the public; with the first leisu.

therefore, it is my intention to renew the corresp,!

dence with you on these subjects.

I am very respectfully,

Vour friend and servant,

THOMAS G.WATIvIN^

tinned six weeks so intensely, that all the leaves of plants, course of crops, and mode of cult

Peteh Mi son, Esq. Sec'ry oft/ie')

.%rj. Society of .llhemurle I'u. 5
Glenmove. Nov. llth, 1820.

THl". EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN 1-ARMER.

THE n LTCRK AND USES OF THE

BENE PLANT.
liose-Uitl, 24th J\ov. 1820.

-A variety of causes, have preventedSir,-

that prompt attciuion to your Philadelphia cor-

respondent, which the importance of Ills inqui-

ry demanded, and the politeness of his address

entitled him to.

In the winter of 1812 and 13, I resided \\l.

my daughter in Georgia. The soil, trees, shml

the Miuigel Wurtzel in Mr. Rogers' and my experi-

ments, (we live two miles apart,) were killed into

the leaflets—and when a rain fell about the last of

.luly to start the leaves, another drought of four

veeks followed, before the roots could get fairly

ler way of growing again. Under these circi

stances, may we not safely conclude, that greater

results may he reasonably expected, than our experi

ments have afforded ? But afler all I have said, sir,

I must not be understood as intending to convey the

dea that, in a general way we are to expect, tl

the product of a whole acre, however it might be

made, mill equal the rates of our particular oper.a-

tions. But from showing what iS" possible, what is

probable will readily be conceived by the discerning.

Mr. Rogei-s and 1 both think, that, more is possible,

under the best circumstances, than has resulted from

of ninety-one tons of good wholesome nutritious

food, from one acre of land, how well will it

worth our while ! I It is excellent land, with a good

season, that will produce forty bushels of

the acre ; that number multiplied by fifty, (about

ght of a bushel of good sound com,) will give

us less than one ton of corn. But suppose fodder and

corn, opposed to half our product of Mangel Wurtzel,

still yields us less than one twentieth. Can any one

believe that, in equal parts of corn and fodder, there

is twenty times as much nourishment, as in the same
amount of Mangel Wurtzel roots and tops! How
much more easily too is the Mangel Wmtzel cultivated

ion, were all different from what I h;td been
accustomed to. Every thing was new to mc,
except tlie manners and habits of the people,

with whom I associated. They neither had big

hou.ses or big barns, but like the inhabitants of

Maryland, their hospitality was unbounded, to

all who either deserved or stood in need of their

attention.

At the liotise of my valued friend John
M'Qucen, Esq. of Oatlands, the Bene plant was
first made known to me. It was about the last

of February, that dining with him, he request-

ed my opinion of a bowl of fine Cabbage Let-

tuce ; it deserved all the praise which I gave to

our first experiments. But if we can get the half the vegetable, as well as to the dressing, whe.i
- • • Mr. M'Queen smiling informed me, that the oil

was of his own produce, from what made, anil

the value of the crop.

Captivated by the idea of introducing to the

almost deserted, poor, sandy districts, on the

shores of the Chesapeake and Delaware, a crop

all shall give us two tons--this highest product of which should be as lucrative as the wheat of our

best lands, and flattering myself, that I might be

the instrument of stopping a ruinous emigration

from these poor lands to the west, I procured

and brought home with me about two quarts of

seed.
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This plant was first brouglit to the south by

African negroes, Mho cultivate it in their patch

es as a valuable and important ingredient in thei

pottages, being first moderately roasted. The
seed Irom which tlie oilis made, is of the shape,

and about the size of the alufceregi., or wintei

cherry, and is pleasant to chew even in a raw

state. The pod which contains the seed, is sha.

ped like, and much about the size of a tobacco

pod. Tliese pods do not ripen all at the same

time ; but in succession, like the cotton and ocra,

and when ripe, must be gathered, or they will

open, and the seed will shatter out ; they may be

easily gathered, by children and infirm persons

Experimentalist as I acknowledge myself to

be, the introduction of the Hene appeared

desirable ; that only a few seed were wasted,

by attempting late in the season to grow it at

this place. But in order to make the most of

it, parcels were placed in the hands of Mr.

Ridgley, Chancellor of Delaware, Doct. Sykes,

a distinguished physician of Dover, and many
others, whose names are not recollected ; all

promised attention, but no report has ever been

made to the public or me, respecting their suc-

cess.

Mr. M'Quinn was with his family last sum-
mer, at the Saratoga springs, and he wrote from
ihence as follows : " upon my return home, I

" will send you half a bushel of Bene seed, and

equal care being taken, peas and ithrough my life a friend to deep ploughing. I

ill be a week earlier upon salt wa^ never'plough shallower than 5, and generally
upon fresh. [7 inches. My soil is of various qualities : Some

ten or twelve

strawberries

shores th;

The whole of the peninsula of Maryland, Del
'are and Virginia from Dover down to the

Capes, is all more or less affected by vapours
from the two bays and the ocean, and will I

think, produce good crops of Be.ie. The warm
river lands of Ann Arundel county, and from
hence down the Chesapeake to the Capes, di

verging further from the rivers as you progress
to the south, will all produce Bene to advantage
The warm, river and ocean lands of New Jer-

sey, which now produce such excellent crops of

melons and sweet potatoes, are entitled to a fair

iment, for in my opinion the Bene will on

them, prove a profitable crop ; very rich land is

not the most favourable, for it may not only run

too much to stalk instead of seed, but it may
grow too high for children to cut and collect the

seed. It will require equal cultivation with corn,

is planted in drills, from two to three plants in

hill, and the hills three feet apart.

"o encourage the culture of this most valu-

able plant, a company should be formed in your
city, which would distribute the seed, and
contract to purchase for two or three years at

liberal price. The want of machinery, and of

course a market, checked the culture in Georgia,

There is a cautious reluctance in my fellow

..,,,, , countrymen to attempt new crops or new modes
^''"''

°'^.°'A.'l'_l^'''^^'^!':Tl^^^"J:^!l''!^'!'!of cuUivatlon. no period could be more pro
use no other kind, and think it as good

" the first. I think this plant will succeed in

•• your climate, as the ocra and tomatoes have
" done, as it seeds in time with us, if sown ear
" ly in July. Warm, sandy soils, would I think

" do best for it.— I have seen it grow well upon
" very poor sandy land. I planted Bene
" 1779, my field was much mismanaged, (that

" year I was much absent,) and do not think it

" produced more than six or seven bushels per
" acre ; but I should suppose from ten to fifteen

" might be expected. My crop produced about
" five hundred bushels, for which I received
" two dollars a bushel, and then became inter

" ested in its manufactory.— It produced two
" gallons of cold drawn oil per bushel, the seed
" then warmed and again pressed, gave nearly

" half a gallon more, which was kept by itself

" for inferior purposes. One cause of this oil'

" keeping so much better than Olive oil, is, that

" it is not heated in the operation. Olive oil, I un^

" derstand is boiled. Mr. Sully sent me word
"it was the best oil he ever used for paint

" ing."

Invited to give an opinion, I will say that all

our sandy or light lands, on salt water of rivers

bays, or the ocean, from Florida to Long Island

in the state of New York, will produce this

plant to advantage, greater always where the

summers are longest ; for ripening in succes

sion, it will continue to produce until checked

by frost. When I speak of lands on the salts,

I must be understood as meaning lands affected

by a salt atmosphere, for it is perfectly under-

stood, that heat and cold, are not uniformly

regulated by degrees of longitude and latitude.

At the moderate distance of 8 miles east from
the waters of the Sassafras, the frost has destroy

ed every blade in a corn field, while at this place

nothing was injured, and a few miles apart, say

pitious than the present for introducing this

plant. Our grain is of little value, while a bot

tie of oil maintains its war price—offer to the

farmer an encouraging price, noc to be affected

by a southerly wind, and I have no doubt, but

that in a few years, we shall export oil, equal
if not superior to the best Olive. In such :

case, we shall all be indebted to the Philadel

phia friend of the plough, for first proposing
the subject through the medium of your valua
ble paper.

I now, sir, promise through you, that nearly

the whole of the seed which Mr. M'Queen
sends to me, shall be placed in your hands for

distribution, and as I have already given my
opinion of the quality of the ojl, without any

pretensions to correct taste, I will also send

you one bottle of the oil for your own use, and
one other bottle for the Philadelphia friend of

the plough, and if you will instruct me, how oth

er distributions can be made, which may encour
age the culture of this most valuable plant, you
ishes shall be respected.

Half a bushel of seed, carefully managed will

plant a thousand acres.

I am your obd't serv't.

T. M. FORMAN.
I. S. Skinner, Esq.

COMMUNICATED FOR THE FARMER.

Belmont August 27 th, 1817

Dear Sir,—I have as much leisure at this

moment as I may have at any time, to answer

yours of the 14th August instant. I do not

presume, that my opinion on a subject of

such prejudice and opposition, can be of much
weight, because a few practical pi-oofs will far

exceed all personal assertions. I have been

of it has a substratum of reddish isinglass sand,
and looks when trenched 12 inches deep, like

the moulderings of an old brick kiln. You
may see an account of a little field of this de-
scription in our )bt volume, page 240; which
will sujiercede any necessity of answering in

detail your queries. I am of the same opinions
now, which you will see mentioned in that

communication ; and on my own little farm, I

pursue the practice of deep ploughing with
every benefit I have always experienced. I

prefer ploughing deep in the fall ; because the
winter operates favourably on the fallow. But,
spring or fall, I never break up shallow. I had
the last harvest, a better crop of wheat than my
tenant, (a good ploughman,) and as good
as any I have known—not less than 30 bushels

to the acre, on a field broken up in the fall of

1815, 9 inches deep. The sod was rotted by
lying undisturbed and unturned, and became
itself a manure. I seed shallovj, and generally

harrow in my grain, with orchard grass for

hay, or pasture. This is now above the stubble,

and I shall mow it in a short time. I generally

lime my fall or spring fallows ; preferring the

former season. After a crop of corn on my
limed land, I generally sow wheat, (but not

the same year with the corn,) and dung moder-
ately for the wheat and grass. IVithoiit manure
I would take my chance of deep, against shal-

low ploughing ; but I am little acquainted with
sowing for profitable crops without bestowing
some manure, to entitle me to beneficial results.

'

I have been informed of some sandy lands on
the Eastern Shore of J.Iaryland, which did not

answer well when deep ploughed. But in most
instances within my knowledge, it is so much
prefeiable to shallow ploughing, that I have ne-

ver been shaken in ray opinion or practice. I

have always ploughed 7iew ground deep when
it required no manure ; and ivorn land invaria-

bly ; though I assist it with manure, which is

doubly more efficacious with deep, than with

shallow ploughing. I know you will have to

encounter many prejudices. Some rising out

of honest ignorance, or wrong conceptions ; and
some founded in an indolent disposition to follow

a beaten track. Set an example yourself, and
get some neighbours to do the same. This will

be the most effectual mode to force conviction.

There are, no doubt, some lands on which deep
ploughing will do no good. But such lands must
be very little worth ; or be subject to very pecu-

liar circumstances, whereof no one can judge at

a distance.
,

I wrote an epitome of agriculture for our al-

inack ; but it was too copious for that publica-

tion. It is now printed as a part of our 4th vol-

ume. I will send you a copy.

On the subject of deep ploughing, I thus ex-

press myself :

—

" VI. Break- uji dee/i, and be not afraid of

turning up barren soil, when the nature of
" your ground admits this operation. Shallow

ploughing up the vegetable mould deceptiously

serves a turn, when it is not exhausted ; and

its exhaustion is the certain consequence of
'< this ill judged tillage. The air contains the
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principal store ol materials for the food of

"plants, and will impregnate the svibstratum

" if exposed a due length of time ; especially ir

'' winter, when it receives much and parts \vi 1

" little ; the heat of the sun being then feeble

« and incapable of dispelling what the soil re

" ceives from the air. Those who object to

" deej! much more to lre?ich ploughing, want ex

" perience, sufficiently to test their benefits.—

•' They have mismanaged experiments, or have

'< been in too great haste to crop their grounds,

" The substratum must be exposed for a time

" necessary to receive the influences of the at

" mosphere. Indian corn, with lime, is by far

" the best crop, after trenching particularly, be

'' cause it -requires the soil to be constantly stir

" ed and exposed. True there are soiTie soils

« which neither deep nor trench ploughing will

" benefit ; and every farmer should accomrno
" date his practice to the nature and qualities

'' of his soil. Over-cropping and shallow plough-

'' ing, with exhausting crops in succession, fre-

" quently cause overwhelming growths of sorre

" to infest ill managed fields. Lime is the only

>' remedy : and you will see in in Lord Dundon-
>' aid's Connexion, &c. the good effects of lime

*' which destroys the sorrel, and produced the

" sorreline acid, highly friendly to wholesome
" and profitable vegetation. Green sorrel grows
•' on fertile soils ; but the red sorrel is a cert

" mark of sterility." Every body knows the

use of mixing by deep ploughing, a substra-

tum of clay with a sandy surface, and vice versa;

also turning up virgin earth to mix with an ex-

iiaustcd surface will in winter operate on the

fallow, befoie cropping.

I can give you no better answers to your queries.

I wish you success in your agricultural objects,

most sincerely.

The country people around me thought me
crazy, when I trench ploughed 40 or 50 acres

nf my farm. The crops convinced them that in-

sane persons hit on some good things. Some
ef my fields are yet the better for the operation,

though my first essays were made at least 45

years ago. Although I cannot prevail on them

to tre7ich, the most of them plough deeper and

better than formerly. My fields have been getie-

rally assisted by all the manure I could obtain

Lime never omitted. What I cannot manure
1 do not cultivate. Miracles have ceased and

no adequate returns can be expected from worm
lands, without renovating fertility by artificial

substitutes for the bountiful fruitfulncss of na

lure.

Good ploughing is the foundation of all postq-

>ior operations. How roots of any plant can

thrive, when they are impeded by a hard and

impenetrable substratum, I am at a loss to con

ceive. The fact is notoriously otherwise ; and

one would imagine that experience would su

percede the necessity of all reasoning. In Enrr

land their efforts are constant in promoting

aration to its greatest perfection. Ploughing

matches and premiums to ploughmen, are ob

jects of the first consideration, among those

who devote their talents, time and money to

the encouragement of agricultural improvement
And yet I have seen as good ploughing in this

country, as ever I saw in that. But good

ploughing, or good crops, never met my eye,

among those who talked about turning up clay

Aiid barren earth by deepening their furrows. A
wandering exception may occur to any general

observation ; and one such exception is viewed

by prejudice through a magnifying glass.

I should not know how to define deeji jilough

ng, unless I compare it with the superficial

scratching of too many old fashioned farmers.

I call ploughing of 5 and 7 inches deep cQm?non

plonglmig ; as it is with most in this quarter the

usual practice. At least it is so with me.
Yours very truly,

RICHARDS PETERS.
Geo. W. Jeffiieys, Esq.

From Core on Fruit Trees,

OF THE FITNESS OF THE CLIMATE OF
THE UNFfED STATES FOR THE CUL-
TIVATION OF THE APPLE.
It has long been the opinion of accurate judg-

es, that the middle states possess a climate em-

inently favourable to the production of the finer

liquor and table apples : it will probably be found

that the Mohawk river in New York, and the

James river in Virginia, are the limits of that

district of country which produces apples of the

due degree of richness and flavour for both pur-

poses. It will not be denied, that apples grow

well in the interior and elevated parts of the

uthern States, as well as in warm and favoura

e exposures in the northern and eastern

Stales ; but it is not recollected, that any one va-

iety of general reputation has been produced,

beyond the limits here assigned for the fine ap-

ple country. That exquisite flavour for which

the Newton Pippin, and Esopus Spitzenber

are so much admired, and which has given such

high reputation to the cider from the Hewes'
Crab, the white Crab, the Greyhouse, Winesap
and Harrison, can only be found within the

limits here described : handsome and fair apples

are foniid growing in the district of Maine and

Nova-Scotia, but they possess little more of the

characterislick flavour of the finer apples of the

middle states, than those produced on the hills

of St. Domingo or the plains of Georgia ; cold

and heat are equally necessary to the produc

lion of a fine apple ; neither must predominate

in too great a degree. It is remarked by

Knight in his treatise on the fruits of Hereford,

that the flavour of the liquor for which particular

orchards in that country are celebrated, is as-

cribed to their warm and favourable exposure in

every instance which had come to his know-
ledge. A writer of high reputation in our own
country, the late Chancellor Livingston, re-

marks that the growth of trees in America,
compared with Europe is five to three—this

fact will probably account satisfactorily for the

revival of the reputation of several English ci-

der fruits, when transplanted to this country

under the influence of a more genial climate.

—

In treating of this particular subject, it appears

to me most correct, to adopt the rule of the sa-

gacious and practical Miller, that, " although

Linnaeus has considered the apple, pear and

quince, as belonging to one genus, the distinc-

tion between them is founded in nature, and they

ought to be treated of separately." I shall there-

fore adhere to that arrangement as the most sim-

ple and intelligible.

Whether the numerous varieties of apples

with which our country abounds, have proceed-

ed from the dissemination of the seeds of apples

brought here by our European ancestors, or have

been produced by apples cultivated by the

Aborigines before the discovery of American by

he Europeans, is a question about which wri-

ers have differed, and will probably continm

o differ—my own impressions are favourable )

the former opinion as the most correct ; as

founded on that principle of vegetable nature,

which establishes, that varieties have a limit to

their duration ; and authorises a belief that

none of the Indian orchards which have been

discovered in America, arc more ancient than

the first settlement of the Europeans on this

continent.

The original species of the apple, from which
11 the existing varieties have been obtained, is

believed to be the Crab, or pyrus nialus ; nvhen

and hoiv the various kinds distinguished by an

almost infinite diversity of size, colour and fla-

vour, have been obtained are facts which I have

never seen explained satisfactorily ; they are

generally supposed to be the effect of cultiva-

tion—it is sufficient for us to know, that by sow-

ing seeds of the cultivated apples, we cannot

ely with any degree of certainty on the tepro-

luction of the same kinds, but must depend on

artificial modes of continuing the variety we are

desirous of cultivating, by means of the opera-

tions of ingrafting and inoculation.

From Coxe on Fruit Trees.

N THE MANGEMENT OF A FRUIT
NURSERY.

The seeds generally used for this purpose,

are obtained from the pomace of cider apples

—

they may be sown in autumn on rich ground,

properly prepared by cultivation, and by the

destruction of the seeds of weeds, either in

broad cast, or in rows, and covered with fine

earth ; or they may be separated from the po-

mace, cleaned and dried, and preserved in a

light box or cask to be sown in the spring : the

latter mode may be adopted when nurseries arc

to be established in new or distant situations,

the former is more easy and most generally prac-

tised.

During the first season, the young trees are

to be kept free from weeds, and cultivated with

the hoe : they will be fit for transplanting the

following spring ; or as may sometimes be more
convenient, in the Autumn, after the fall of the

leaf. If natural fruit be the object of the cul-

tivator, attention should be paid to the selec-

tion of seedling plants which have leaves large

and thick, for such are most likely to produce

good variety of fruit. " W here a species has

been ameliorated by cultivation, says professor

Davy, the seeds it affords, other circumstances

being similar, produce more perfect and vi-

gorous plants ; and in this way, the great im-
provements in the production of our fruits seem
to have been effected." The same observing

writer also remarks " that the seeds of plants

exalted by cultivaiion, always furnish large and

improved varieties, but the flavour and even the

colour of fruit seems to be a matter of accident

:

thus a hundred seeds of the Golden Pippin, will

always produce fine large leaved apple trees,
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bearing t'riiit of a considerable size ; but thf

taste and colour of the apples from each will be

different, and none will be the same in kind a;

those of the pippin itself; some will be sweet

some sour, some bitter, some mawkish, some
aromatick ; some yelloiv, sume green, some red,

and some streaked ; all the apples however, will

be much more perfect than those fiom the seeds

of the crab, which produce trees all of the same
kind, and all bearing sour and diminutive fruit

When removed into the nursery, they should

he planted in rows four feet asunder, and about

twelve or eighteen inches apart in the rows'

the soil should be rich, for the vigour of a ) oung
tree is one of its most valuable properties ; no
cultivation or soil will effectually overcome the

want of it : trees will seldom fail, even when
removed to a soil of different character from the

nursery wherein they were raised, if they have
the benefit of good cultivation and good soil

;

these will produce a correspondent effect on

the growth of the tree wherever raised : when
young trees have been planted two years, they

will be fit for ingrafting in the ground ; if the

growth be vigorous and the soil rich, this may
often be done in one year, but always in the

spring : this mode of ingrafting is preferable to

all others for its simplicity, economy and cer

tainly : the earth is removed with a hoe, about an

inch in depth, from the stocks, which are then

sawed off, so as to leave the top of the stump
rather below the level of the ground around it

—

the stocks are then split, the cions insertei

the clefts, and the earth drawn up so as to

cover the tops of the stocks about one or two
inches ; leaving one or two buds of each cion

exposed—no composition or clay is necessary

in this operation, the covering of earth sutli

ciently protects the cions from the air and sun.

The operation of budding is performed in

the second growth from the middle of June to

the middle of August, of the second year after

transplanting into the nursery ; the stocks are

then young and succulent, and the success pret-

ty certain ; when the stocks grow large and tall

the operation of budding is more difficult and
uncertain.

In four years from the time of planting in tht

nursery, in a good soil, with good cultivation

the trees will have attained the height of from
seven to eight feet, those of vigorous kinds will

te taller, and will be fit for transplanting into

the orchard. The cultivation of a nursery is ef

fected by ploughing and harrowing, each opera
lion twice or thrice in the season, with ploughs
and harrows of a small size, with a single horse

the earth is first thrown from the trees, and
then towards them, and the ground is also work-
ed with a hoe between the trees to destroy the

weeds ; the more the earth is stirred and the

cleaner the ground is kept, the faster will trees

grow in every stage of their progress, from the

seedling to the full grown tree.

In pruning trees in the nursery, care should

be used not to rub them up too high ; this weak-
ens the stems and throws the growth too much in

the branches which must be thinned before

their removal, at the risk of checking their

growth—as frequently the consequence of the

great size of the head, will be an irremediable

curve in the stem, while in the nursery.

Great attention is required to keep the roots

Iree from suckers, as neglect on this point will

produce in the tree a disposition to generate
suckers, which will continue through the subse-

]uent stages of its growth, when removed into

he orchard. In taking up the trees from the

lursery, no care should be spared to prese
the roots uninjured and of a large size : in the

early years of my practice in the planting of

orchards, I frequently lost trees of fine and
vigorous growth, from the injury sustained by

he want of care in digging them up, or as it

sometimes happened, in grubbing them up, with

the loss of more than half their roots. To per
sons desirous of possessing fine trees, I would
ecommend a mode which I have adopted to

considerable extent with great success, t

transplanting them from the nursery to an ii

termediate plantation in the garden or field
;

and there cultivating them for two or three

years, at about four feet apart, planting a hill of

potatoes with manure in the space between
every four trees, and paying attention during
the whole time to the formation of the stems
and branches.—This mode will be found to i

prove the growth of the roots, extending and
strengthening the feeding shoots, and ensuring
a rapid and vigorous growth when transplanted

a second time into the orchard : the product of

the potatoes will repay the expense of manur-
ing and cultivation, four fold.

deep here—in the northern states, from ten to

twelve inches deep.

The Thermometer is suspended in shade, in

open air, in the north side of a house in F.
Street, seven feet above the surface, and 47 feet

above tide water of the Potomac.
This morning the Mercury is at 20 above

Zero. The Tiber is frozen to its mouth, and
considerable ice on the shores of the Potomac.

J. MEIGS.
Gen. La7!d Office, Dec. 1, 1820.

35 00

47 50

43
42 32

Washington, December 2,

METEORIC REGISTER.

TJ'ashingtoTi City, Atovember 30

Mean temperature—morning,

do 2 P. M.
do Evening,

do for the month,
Highest, 64, on the 1st and 2d.

Least, 26, 28th.

Range of Thermometer 38 degrees.

Winds—N. 0—S. 0—E. 0—W. 15—N. W,
12—S. W. 9—N. E. 5—S. E. 0—
Calm 49.

More than five sevenths from W. semi-circle.

Weather—Clear 55; cloudy 27 ; rain or snow
8 ; Indian Summer, 14 days.

COMPARISONS.
Mean temperature for November—

At Vera Cruz, 14 years, 75 20
Paris, 43 years, 42 1

7

Mexico, City, 58 00
Our temperature, in lat. 38 53, is nearly

that of Paris, in 48 41. Difference of latitude,

9 deg. 48 min.

At Marietta, 1819, 48 21

Chilicothe, 1818, 1819, 52 89
Cincinatti, do. do. 50 90

Thus far Mr. Jefferson's notice of higher
temperature beyond the mountains, is verified :

comparisons for years, which will be published

at a future time, will, doubtless, fully confirm

his opinion. Cincinatti is very nearly on our
parallel. Chilicothe and Marietta are further

north.

The snow storm began here on the 1 1th, at

P. M. its commencement was later at Phila-

delphia, New York, &c. It was about one inch

Brighton, December 29, 1819.

ON DAIRY STOCK.
Dear Sir.—The deterioration of the dairy

tock of our country having become apparent
to many, the subject may be deemed of suffi-

cient consequence to merit investigation. A
residence of twenty-five years in the vicinity

of the great Cattle Mart of New England, has

furnished me with opportunities of frequent ob-
servations, and also of collecting the opinions

of intelligent Drovers and Graziers, from al-

most every section of the country, who attend

the weekly fairs; where it is estimated, forty

thousand head of neat cattle, and one hundred
thousand sheep are annually vended, and the

result is, a confirmation of the position—but
proof of a more plenary character may be ad-
duced ; and that is the enhanced price of this

species of stock, when it is considered that the
causes which have heretofore operated to in-

crease the price of working and beef cattle,

could have but little effect on cows suitable for

laiiy—for when a good Mitch Cow will

sell for as much us a good Fat Ox, of weight
exceeding that of the cow when fattened, which
has been the case for a number of years past, it

may be presumed that few arc slaughtered ; and
it may be shown in another place, that an am-
ple supply of heifers are raised, did they pos-

the requisite physical properties. The
question will naturally arise, and which must
be familiar to those who have frequented the
Brighton Fairs of late years, " what is the
cause that there are so few good Milch Cows in

the country ?" Before we offer a theory on
the subject, to show the causes which may have
produced this deterioration, we may be allowed
to observe, that Cows, in their wild state, afford

no more milk than is necessary to nourish the
calf, with the assistance which he soon begins
to derive from the herbage. And that a stock
valuable for the dairy, is the effect of long
habits of domestication, of plenty of succulent
food, of comfortable shelter in cold climates,

and of great care to prevent a mixture of other
breeds. The present race of cattle can be tra-

ced, with few exceptions, to the original stools

introduced by our ancestors at a very early

period of our history ; and it is said they came
principally from Devonshire, where, at this

day, is a breed celebrated in Great Britain, for

beauty of form, and as valuable for the yoke

;

and it is probable that in the selection, proper-
ties for the dairy were not much considered—
but the peculiar circumstances under which the

country was settled, have led to a system of
management, and which has continued to the

present time, by no means favourable to the in-

crease of dairy stock. Cattle have constitute^
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The principal staple of the new scuitments

and as these extciidfd, and the populalion of the

old town increased ; the profit of conbicnin!^ the

calves to the butcher, and purchasing heifers,

has been too tempting to be resisted, and the

practice has increased in some sections of tl

country, so as to become vei-y general, ^^'hat

is the system of management in the new settle-

ments, and which possible may be continued in

some of the old ? The young cattle are, witli

few exceptions, without any kind of shelter dur-

ing the whole of our severe winters. They are

are foddered with poor hay, straw and iiusks, and

sufiered to browse in the woods, and in tl

spring become so feeble that they can barely

crawl up the hills to crop the honey suckle clo

ver, this luxuriant herbage soon restores them

They are brought from the pastures in fine con
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i»nd that is, the piemature sluvighu'r oi vast

numbers of heifers, that are turned off by the

iirmers as affording no promise for the dairy
;

many thousands of them being sold every au-

the fails, and if the inspection laws arc

not evaded, are packed and sold for beef of a

very inferior qnaliiy, whereby the reputation of

that staple is injured in foreign markets. Ti.

provide a remedy in some measure for this los;

of capital to the state, and of profit to the far

mer, would it not be expedient to offer premi

urns iov sfiayed heifers? and also for a practica

treatise on the mode of operation ? The En
glish writers on the subject, whom 1 have had an

opportimity to consult, observe ' that there can

be no doubt, but the notion of injury being done

by the operation, is wholly erroneous, or without

any foundation from correct observation ; that

ditio'n, having obtained good size, and many oflthe chief reason why a practice so beneficial

them beautiful forms, but they are to undergo the interest and advantage of the farmer has

moon, and so on. 1 here is no opermujii con
nected with liusbandry, that there is not the samr
(I should call it) superstition attached to. Kvn
yet many personsof sound judgment tell me tlu'

hese opinions arc the result of experience. Tin
German farmer will tell you that the pt- 1 i( dica

pearance of locusts is designed by Pro\iucnc( .

to enable the rains to penetrate into the grouui

by the incredible number of holes made therein

to some depth, by the emerging of this singii

insect.

If this short letter attracts the attention of sonn
persons qualified to inquire into tlie subject^

thereof, it may give you some curious matter

for your publication. But I request you not l<>

give my name to the public.

Yours with respect.

another pinching winter! Better enabled how

ever to struggle through the snow drifts, by an

increase of bone and muscle, which nature has

furnished them. But this is ail she can do ; nei-

ther is it necessary for her purpose, to expand

the milk vessels! Can it be expected, under

such a course of treatment, of the race, for near-

ly two centuries, but that the organs for the se

cretionof milk, will become diminutive? and it

is well known, that when that is the case, any

cess of feeding will add veiy little to the quantity

of milk, though it may fatten the animal, yet

is from such a stock, that we in a great measure

depend for a supply of Milch Cows. But ano

ther case may be assigned, and which will be

considered perhaps, by those acquainted with

the physiology of animals, as having much great-

er influence than people are generally aware of,

and that is, in the selection of Bulls, most farmers

confine their attention to form and colour only,

instead of tracing their descent from a valuable

dairy stock. It has been observed by Linnseus,

that those properties of animals which relate to

the -vessels, or in scientific terms " the cortical

substance or vascular system, arc derived from

the male," and among other examples, tending

to confirm this opinion, he States, " that a cross

from the male Angora Goat, with the common
"female goat, produces that fine wool, or sub-

stance called Camel's hair ;* but that the proge-

ny from the male common goat with the female

Angora, is productive of nothing but the same

worthless hair of the sire"t Shouldt he commit-

tee view the subject as deserving attention, they

will I trust, require from the claimants, for pri

miums on imported stock, very particular and

well authenticated evidence of their descent from

a pure dany race.

The system of management that has been de

tailed in its consequences, extends to another

object, which may be deemed of importance.

been so little attended to, is the difficulty of pro

curing expert and proper persons to perform the

operation, which is, in itself, simple ;" they also

observe, " that less food is required to keep
fatten them than oxen, and that the quality of the

beef is fully equal. Mr. Marshall, in his " Ru

I'SIIS i'AlBllllBo

BALTIMOUE, FUID.VV, DECEMBER 15,1820.

The price of grain is the best support of the far-

mer. A sample has been exhibited of beautiful

white wheat skinned or hulled by Mr. Caleb Kirke,
al Economy of Yorkshire," remarks," that it is near Wilmington, Delaware, which is fit iovjirmity,

I fact well established in the common practice of It is dime by the mill stones or machinery for mak
hat district, that sfiayed heifers work belter and.

ig pearl or hulled barley. If our mills can do this

And I have beenl'^'' ^ '"'' <"" ^e,n\Xi,firmity may become universal, and
is a noble dish.

have more wind than oxen."

informed by an English farmer, who used theml'
, , „ . ,..,,,..

in the state of New York, that they bear the heat »»»>• "''^P,"!'^^^ *^?"''u"" ^,,^f '"^'i
,'","' ?'!„,,,.. u 1 .. .1 1 and profit. This should be attended to as Indian and

of the climate much better than oxen, and on
^^.j^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^f ^^^^.^ ^i,,^^ ^^ ^^^„ ^^ ^^^ j^g,,^

the tarm or road, are as active as a horse tcam.pii^e wherein the flavour is injured, the liquor may
Could they be substituted for horses in those be made into " spirits of wine," to be employed in

manufactures. Manufactures save all to " rags,"

and "ojffals-" Witness glue and paper.
employments, what an immense saving of capi

tal!

I remain.

Dear sir,

\Vith respect, very cordially, yours,

S. W. POMEROY.
Hon. JosiAH QuiNcv,

Chairman of the Committee on premiums.

FOK THE AMEKICAN FARMEH.

• Gorham Parsons, Esq. has a stock of goats pro-

duced by the malt- goat of Angora, from the com-
mon female goat, that* uniformly affords Camel'i
hair, which is allowed by the manufacturers to be
equal, if not superior, to that imported from Smyr-
na. Such a stock must be highly valuable in the
southern and western states.

t See dissertations on the sexes of plants, by Lin
itxus.

York S/irings, SOc/i jYo

John S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir—The total silence which prevails ^g-^g millers,

through the various agricultural treatises that fill

the pages of your useful publication on a point

which influences the farmers of Pennsylvania to

an incredible degree, has surprised me a good

deal. I allude to the opinion which particularly

prevails among the German farmers, that the

moon and some of the planets have influence on

the growth of all the objects of agricultural la-

bour. After preparing his grounds with the ut

most care, the practical German farmer of this

state would consider his labour as all lost, if the

almanack did not decide for him the proper day

Pennsylvania is making Rye Coffee, (or a rye substi-

tute for coffee) to great extent and profit. A bushel

of rye (32 quarts) produces 54 quarts. It is used now
in many families of the best livers. It is less injuri-

ous to the nerves than the proper foreign coffee. It

saves his whole value to the country. It can be had in

our remotest settlements. The rye must first be

waslied.then scalded, then left to soak until the wa-
ter cools, then dried near the lire or in the sun till

it becomes dry enougli to be roasted like coffee,

then roasted like coffee, then made with any usi

fining for coffee, then used at table with sug;u

cream, or milk, or in the French manner, without

milk. Mill work to turn large iron plate rollers,

(barrels or cylenders,) are used by several great rye

,

his grass seed. All tap-rooted vegetables, he
declares must be sowed on the decline of the

moon. Those which rise above the surface of

the ground, on the rise of the moon. His apples

must be pulled after the full moon, or they will

rot. His fences must be fixed before the full,

or they will sink into the ground. His timbe

for use must be cut down in the wane of the

Present Prices of Country Produce in llus Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—Whitk 80 cts.—Ri-:d 73 to

74 cts.—Old Cobs 30 to S7 cts.—New do. 33 to 34 cts

llYE, 46 cts.—Oats, 26 cts.—I'lax Seed, 95 to gl—
IUblev,45 to SO cts

—

Hay, per ton 815 50—Sthaw,
do. S«—FLocn, from the wagons §3 87^—Wiiiskev,
from do. exclusive of barrels, 27 cents—including

barrels, 31 cts.—Pokk, per bbl. §14-Beef, do. gH
gl3

—

Butter, per lb 25 cts—Ecns, perdoz. 20 to

cts

—

Veal, per lb. 6 to 8 cts—Lamb, per quarter, 3.

50 cts—Beet, per lb. best butcher's 8 to 10 cents -

Chickens, per <loz. §2 50—Ti-rkets, 75 cts. to fel-

on which he should sow his grain, his clover, or Geese, 50 to 62J—H.ois, 12 to 14 cts.—Minniises, 10

cents.—Potatoes, 37i cts.—Live Cattle, g4 50 to g'"

London White Lear, g4 25—American do. g3 75—
Boiled Oil, gl 37i—Feathers, 50 to' 62i cts.-Tap,

g2

—

Turpentine, soft^ g2

—

Spirits, do. 35 cents.—

Pitch, S2 25—Lahi., 11 to 12 cents—Shinklks, best

deep Creek, gS 50—Do small g-t 75—Fi,oobis«

Plank, 5-4 g27—Cotton, Upland, 15 to 17 cts.

PUBLISHED BY JOHN S. SKINNEK, EDITOR.
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AGRICULTURE.

[We have been for some i.inie endeavouring to obtain

from some of our Massacliusevts correspondents,

information respecting llie culture of tlie JJo/i—ihe

manner of g^atliering and preparing- it for sale, &c.

&c. according to the practice pursued in the Eas-

tern States—to which all our Brewers look for theii

supply of this valuable article. In conversation

some time since with an eminent Brewer of this

city, he maintained tliat the article is raised in New
England, and transported and sold in this market

for less money than -we could pick them from the

vines ! and this remarkable avern.ent, strengthen-

'

ed the desire to sift the subject to the bottom, and

find out ho-w it huppetis, tiiat this source of hand-

some revenue to the thrifty farmer of the East,

should be entirely denied to, or neglected by the

land holder in the middle and soutliein states,

whose duty and interest, it is in these " hard times"

to develope, and avail himself of every possible

means of relief from the pressure of his actual

condition.

We shall take the first opportunity to ascertan

how much money is annually sent out

State of Maryland, for the article of hops alone, by

brewers of malt liquors. In the mean time a liber-

al and enlightened correspondent in Boston lias

promised to send ns from a gentlemen well qualifi-

ed to prepare it, the Xew Knirland method ot culti-

vating and .saving hops—and what shall we the;i

see ?—that our soil is not adapted to theii

growth.'—that our climate forbids their cul'uref

—or shall we see that we send abroad for Hops, as

we do for fmit trees—because we have not the en

terprise to do any thing out of the old track of mak-

ing wheat, rye, oats and tobacco ? as if they con

stittited the entire scope and amount of the farm

er's resources !!! We should not be surprised if

we find one cause of our being so freely bled

this vein, consists in this—that while to pick hops,

we employ ^I'ovi')! tabonrers, or hire them at 50 or

75 cents per day, tlie New England man, gathers

them by the nimble fngers uf his children and young
people, such as in this state are idling, lounging

and frolicking about, if rich ; or begging in th.

streets of town.s, if poor. The same respectabh

brewer assures ns that during the war, when hop
were selling at fifty cents per pound, he had give:

to a Pcnnsylvanian gl500, for what he declared was
the growth of a single acre.

How much better would it be, if the hop vii

and the good grape vine, or something iisefvl

well as ornamental, were substituted by people
the country for the creeper, the dog grape, the
honey suckle and other useless and sometimes
noxious vines f Nothing can be handsomer, or
sweeter than the luxuriant Imp vine, growing-
about porches, garden pails, &c, &c.—and ii

is but a true and an honourable economy, to en
deavour to turn all our labours to some useful

end, and in times, such as these, when prices are

so discouraging, and seasons so precarious, the pro
vident farmer will endeavour to make a little " some-
thing of every thing." An English Agricuhur
al wriler of great eminence, recommends the cul
tivation of some hops by every farmer—were ii

only for the sake of making ropes with the vines

for thatching stacks. But we are wandering from
our purpose, which is to give the following scien
tific essay of experiments in relation to the in-

PROH THE

h. rent qualities of tde

practical treatise on the culture aiul prese

Editor .liner, f

.lOunNAL OF 1 4N1) TUi: AHTS

/tl

.in experimental Inquiry into the chymical properties

and economicid and mediciiial virtues of the Numulus
Lupulus, or Common Hop, by Ansel W. Ives, M. J).

JVeiu York:

The hop is a hardy perennial plant, which grows
pontaneously in the northern parts of Europe and

Vmerica.* It belongs to the class JJi<ecia, and order

"entandria, of Linnxus. The plant which bears the

male flowers is not cultivated, and is called tlie wild

hop.\ The common domestic hop, which is the fe-

male plant, is now to be the subject of investigation

hs general character is too well and loo universally

known to need description.—The hopt has been re

garded from lime immemorial as an indispensable in

dient in mall liquors. It was introduced and cul

I'ivated for that puipose in England about the yeai

1549, and has since been used so extensively in tlia

country and many others, as to have become an im
portant article of commerce.—It has long been known
also, to possess some virtue as a medicine, and a gene
r;il description of its character and properties is re

corded in most Pharmacopoiias.

Not having seen any accurate analysis of this arti

cle, and considering it important that the physician

should know in what part of the plant its medicinal
virtue resides, I commenced some experiments will

.1 view to ascertain this object. The facts whici
were developed in tlie progress of the investigation

w ere, to me, novel and unexpected : and the results

to which tliey obviously led ; altogether difl'erent from
what I had anticipated. The medicinal character c'

the hop was, therefore, now regarded as a subject o

minor importance : for however desirable might b

the merit of introducing to general use, a new an^

eligible form of medicine, that consideration would
excite, comparatively, but little solicitude, while there
existed a hope of effecting an improvement in domestic
economy, which would be materially interesting to a
great portion of the civilized world.

A quantity of hops were procured, which had been
kejit for domestic purposes, in a small bag, for three
years. When they were taken from the bag, thtr

remained about two ounces of .in impalpable yellow
powder, which by sifting, was rendered perfectl

\i\\\e. This substance has probably been observed
by most persons acquainted with the hop, and 1 sus

pect has generall}' been mistaken for poHoa, but it i

peculiar to the female plant, and is probably secret

ed by the nectaria. It seems to have been more cm
rectly appreciated by those accustomed to the do
mestic use of hops, than by many others professing

more scientific knowledge of their culture proper
lies, and use. I have not been able to find any notic

of this powder in books, and do not know that it lias

Keen designated by any appropriate term. In the fol

lowing inquiry, therefore, it will be called Lvpnlin.

Exp. 1.—One drachm of lupulin was boiled witli

two ounces of water, in a small retort, till a third

* That the Humulus is a native of Amer
been confirmed by the observations of Micheaux,
Nuttal, Eaton, Torrey, and others.

f A very accurate drawing and minute dissection of

the male and female hop plant may be found in " Da-

march's Encyclopedia," part 22d, plate 815.

t Writers have genrally used the term ho/i-plant to

distinguish the whole vegetable, and the hop to desig

nate the part of it used in brewing.

- Mater h;id passed over intu a receiver.

The fluid that came over indicated slightly tlie pecu-

iar aromatic flavour of the hop ; it Wiis perfectly trans-

parent, very little discoloured, and exhibited no ap-

pearance of a volatile oil. The water remaining in the

etort was aromatic and bitter. When filtered and
•vapcrated, it yielded ten grains of a pale yellow ex-

ract, intensely bitter, and possessing in a high degree

e peculiar aromatic taste of the hop.

Exp. 2.—Two ounces of the best merchantable hops
were distilled in a retort, with six ounces of water, till

half of tilt fluid had passed over Into a receiver oi

The water in the receiver was slightly impreg-

tli the odour of the hop, but there was no ap-

pearance of volatile oil.

Exp. 3.—Two drachms of lupulin were boiled in a

retort with three ounces of alcohol, i'he alcohol

came over strongly impregnated with the aroma of

the lupulin : but there was no visible indication of an

isenlial oil. The remaining alcohol had assumed
brilliant yellow colour, and a pleasant but intensely

bitter taste : when filtered and evaporated, it yielded

drachm of extract of the consistence of soft

wax.%
—A saturated decoction of the lupulin was

prepared with pure watei-. It was opaque and of a

pale yellow colour. liy adding to a. portion of it, a

olution of tlie sulphate of iron, the colour was
hanged to a deep purple approaching to a black

;

. solution of animal gelatine threw down a copious

ash-coloured precipitate, which left the super-

natant liquor transparent and clear. The liquor was
now decanted ; by adding to it a solution of iron, it

IS changed to a pale blue; the acetate and subace-

te of lead, caused a copious curdy yellow ])recipi-

le ; the nitrate of silver, a greenish flocculent pre-

pitate ; muriate of tin, when first added, produc-

ed no change, but after standing a short lime, a brown
precipitate ; a solution of sulphate of alumine, caused

no immediate change, hut by boiling- with the decoc-

tion, it separated a dense precipitate. Silicated pot ash,

alcohol, and vegetable blue, induced no change.

Exp. 5 —Two drachms of lupulin in four ounces of

water, were digested six hours in a sand bath. The
fusion yielded by evaporation six grains of aromatic

and bitter extract. Two ounces of proof spirit were
added to the same lupulin, and subjected to a moder-
ate heat twelve hours ; when filtered and evaporated,

there remained six grains of a resinous extract. The
same lupulin was digested thirty minutes in boiling-

Icohol, from wliich was obtained by evaporation six-

^-two grains of extract. The extract obtained by
the second process was soluble in pure alcohol, and
hen water was added to the solution, it became tur-

bid and milky.

Exp. 6—The lupulin used in the last experiment
was boiled in strong caustic ammonia. When filtered

supersaturated with distilled vinegar, a copious

precipitate ensued, which was insoluble in alcohol,

and possessed the sensible properties of an impure
ax.—The three last experiments show pretty satis-

tiictorily, that the most important proximate princi-

ples of the lupulin are resin, wax, tannin, gallic acid,

bitter principle, and an extractive matter. The
following experiments were instituted for the pur-

§ These experiments, with some variation, were
frequently repealed, with the view to detect, if prac-

ticable, the volatile oil which is so frequently men-
tioned by authors as essential to the flavour of beer.

Tile result was unilbimly the same. The peculiar

aroma of the hop was always obvious to the smell and
taste, bmt I was never able'to separate it in the form of

ialoil.
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pose of ascertaining more accurately tlieii' respective

proportions, as well as the aggregate amount of solu-

ble matter in a given qa;unity of liipulin.

Exp. 7.—Two drachms of lupulin were infused five

hours in boiling water. To the filtrated infusion,

were added at intervals, five grains of animal gelatin

in'solution, when it ceased to produce any precipitate,

and tlie supernatant liquor became transparent and

clear. The sediment, when dry, weighed ten grains.

An ounce of alcohol wa^ added to the filtered solution,

hut it caused no chari^e ; by evai)i)ratinn, it yielded

fifteen grains of a very biiior'ex raci. The same lupu-

lin was digested again in boiling water—animal gela-

tin, added to the tiltertd solution, induced no precipi-

tate ; by evaporation, an additional quantity of six grains

of tlie watery extract was obtained.

Exp. 8.—The extract obtained in the last experi-

ment was put into pure alcohol, and frequently agitat-

ed. After twenty-four hours it was filtered : ten

grains had been re-dissolved by the alcohol, and an

insoluble mass, weighing eleven grains, was left upoi

the filter.

Exp. 9.—The same lupulin, which was used in the

seventh experiment, was now tiigested in alcohol —
The infusion was highly bitter, and of a fine yellow-

colour, it gave by evaporation twenty-four grains of

resin. By digesting in a second portion of alcohol,

twelve grains more of resin were obtained, kss bitter,

but otherwise hke the last.

Exp. 10.—The hipulin, which was the subject of

the last experiment, aft-r having been thus boiled in

water, and digested in alcohol, was put into a small

retort, and boiled in two ounces of ether. While

boiling, it was filtered into a vessel containing cold

water, liy which means twelve grains of wax were ob

laincd.il

Exp. 11.—Half an ounce of lupulin was boiled sue

cessively in water, alcohol, and ether. On weighing

the insoluble residuum, it was found that five-eighthi

of the whole had been taken up by the solvents.

From the foregoing experiments, all of which wen
with some variation, frequently repeated, I infer, that

the lupulin contains a very subtle aroma, which

yielded to water and to alcohol, and which is rapidly

dissipated by a high heat ; that no essential oil can be

detected by distillation in any portion of the hop

that the lupulin contains an extractive matter, whiol

is soluble only in water: that it contains tannin, gallic bushel of it from the

acid, and a bitter principle, which are soluble in

water, and in alcohol ; that it contains resin, which

is dissolved by alcohol and by ether, and wax, which

is soluble only in alkalies and in boiling ether ; that it

contains neither mucilage, gum, nor gum-resin ; that

the aromatic and bitter properties of the lupulin are

more readily and completely imbibed by alcohol than

by water, and much sooner by both when they are hot

than when they arc cold ; that about five-eighths of

the whole substance is soluble in water, alcohol, and

e't.er, there being about thret-eighths of it vegetable

fibrous matter. These proximate principles exi.st in

very nearly the following proportions : In two drachms

(or one hundred and twenty grains) of lupulin, there is

o drachms of the If

all the lupulin had been separated,

hours in six ozs. of boiling water.

tter, and exrerdingly unpleasant to the taste ; it

possessed none of the aramatic flavour and peculiar

bitter <if the lupulin. When filtered and evaporated,

ielded five grains of nauseous extract. The same

leaves were again digested in six ounces of proof spi-

after f>velve hours, the infusion was filtrated, and,

by evaporation, yielded five grains of extract, similar to

The same leaves were digested twenty-four

hours in alcohol -, the infusion manifested none of the

ble propertiis of the hop ; it gave by evaporation

tour grains of extract.—The taste of none of the ex-

obtained from the leaves was sufficient-

ly characteristic of the hop to designate that it was

ibtained from that article.f

l-'roni this and other similar experiments, leading

o the same results, I think it is conclusively proved,

hat the virtue of the hop resides exclusively in the

lupulin ; that the leaves contain a nauseous extrac-

matter, which is imparled to water and to alco-

hol, and which, instead of adding to the bitter and

flavour of the lupulin, partially neutrali

destroys it.

The obvious inference from these results was, that

the lupulin was the only part of the hop essential Ic

economical purposes ; an inference so little anticipat

d, that it became an important subject of inquiry,

vhether that part of the plant was duly estimated by

practical brewers—whether it had been regarded by

authors as preferable to the leaves, and, if so, what
impediment or wliat consideration prevented its being

separated from the chafV.

On making inquiry of a number of brewers in tl

city, it was ascertained that there was about one

three who considered this powder useful, in common
with other parts of the plant. It was known to all,

that hops were used principally for their antiseptic

powers, or to preserve the beer from ascetous fermen-

tation ; but neither practical brewers, nor scientific

writers on brewing, appear to have noticed this sub-

stance particularly. Hy some of the former it is regard

ed as useless. AVhen at one brewery 1 asked fur somi

of the yellow powder that was found at the bottom of

the hop bags ; I was told that 1 could find but little

there, as but a few days ago tlicy had swept half

was now resolved to ascertain, if possible, the pro.

portion of lupalin in the merchantable hop, and also

hether it could be completely and readily separated serv

fi-om the leaves. Accordingly, six pounds of pressed

hops were taken from the centre of a bag containing may be the cause, it is well known that the value of

Tannin, ..-.-- 5 gr.

Extractive matter, - ... 10

Bitter principle, . - - . 11

Wax, 12

Resin, 36

A woody fibrous substance, or lignin, 45

II
The usual method of separating wax from vegeta-

bles, by boiling them in caustic ammonia, and then

super-saturating the alkali with vinegar, or with di

luted sulphuric acid, is tedious, and the results un

sati factory. The following is a much more easy anc

beautiful process. After digesting the substance in

boiling water and cold alcohol, let it be boiled

ether, and the solution strained, while boiling,

cold water. The wax, w^hich is held in solution by

boding ether, is thrown down as soon as the ether is

c-joled by the water ; and its specific gravity, being

greater than that of ether, and less than that of w

;s.* h-um which brewer, zealous for the improvement of his art) i\'

ere digested 12 barrels of beer were made, in which nine ounces of t:

The infusion was lupulin were substituted for five pounds (tiie urdiiui

quantity) of hops. The result confirmed the most sa,

guiiie expectation. Though the quantity of lupul

less than w liat (according to the foregoing stat

ment) usually enters into the same quantity of wor;

,d though the weather during the month of June wa
lusually warm, and therefore unfavourable to its pn

servation, still the beer which is now five weeks old, i-

ery fine. It is pleasantly aromatic and bitter, and ip

a perfect slate of preservation.

To ascertain the preservative property of the lupulii.

by a more direct experiment, equal quantities of the

beer were put into separate vials and exposed, unstop
ped to the sun. To the beer in one vial was added :l

pie of lupulin. The beer to which none was added,
became mouldy and sour in ten days, the other was un

changed at the expiration of fifteen days.

Having, as I conceive, demonstrated that the lupul:

lone, contains the bitter principle and the arom.u
flavour of the hop, which are essential to the e.xcellen

d preservation of malt liquor, and having shown al

the feasibility of separating it from the leaves to wlm
it is attached ; I shall proceed to enumerate some c

the most obvious benefits which would result from these

facts, should they be found applicable to practical .

It would diminish the expenses of transportation.

In tliis the saving would be enormous. The hops
hich are now brought to this city, are cultivated

in the eastern states, and in the western parts of this

state, and the expense of transportation is from one
to two cents a pound This is on account of their

bulk, rather than their weight. ^Were the lupuhn se-

parated from the leaves, it being but about the sixth

part in weight, and not one twentieth in bulk, it might
e compressed into casks, and thus transported with

convenience and at a small expense. In short the dif-

ference woidd not be less than that of sending wheat
to market before and after threshing. Might it not

Iso, for the same reason, become a profitable article of

export .'

2. It would lessen the difTiciilty and expense of sto-

rage. Notw-ithstandin^ the present mode of pressing

hops into bags (which is done not less to dimiHish their

bulk than to preserve their virtue) their storage is, as it

ever has been, an important item of expense, as well as

ery great burden to the brewer.

One object in pressing the hop into bags is, to pre-

it from the injury of the air; a long exposure to

which, it is said partially destroys its virtue. Whatever

iome hundred pounds, and exposed to heat till perfectly

dry. They were tlien put into a light bag, and by
threshing, rubbing, and sifting, fourteen ounces of pu
powder were separated in a short time, and with very

tile labour.

Though the quantity thus obtained was surprisingly

great, there was obviously a considerable proportion

remaining, which could not easily be separated from the

chaff. If therefore the hops were gathered when the

lupulin existed in the greatest abundance, and, instead

being pressed and packed, were exposed to the

, till perfectly dry, there is little doubt but six

pounds would yield a pound of the powder in ques-

The foregoing experiments were not completed
ate in the spring, when the best season for brewi

was passed, but with the advice, and by the direction

of Uobert Barnes, Esq. (an experienced and scientific

It will be understood, that by the leaves are meant
the calices which form the flower, or that part of the

hop commonly used in brewing.

j It is necessary to remark, that ^rtat care was taken

procure the leaves for this experiment perfectly free

from the lupulin, which is ordinarily attached to them
in great abundance. This cannot be done by thresh-

ng them.

t Nothing conjectural would here have been intro.

duced, but with a view to show, as accurately as pos-

beautiful partition between them. IfsibSe, the proportion of lupulin, that the requisite

the ether be suflFered to evaporate, the wax may be quantity may be known in case it should be substituted

taken from the water entire. for the leares of hops in brewing.

hops is diminished by age. This could not result to the
lupulin any more than to our imported teas, were it

packed in casks which would secure it perfectly from
the .air.

. The brewer would evade an enormous loss, which
he now sustains in the wort absorbed by the hops.—
Dr. Shannon, who has perhaps devoted more time and
talents to the subject of brewing than any other Eng-
lish author, has demonstrated by a series of experi-

ments, that one barrel of wort is absorbed by every
sixty pounds of hops in the ordinary process of brew-
ing.^ The quantity of beer manufactured annually in

London is upwards of one million five hundred thou-

sand barrels,!! a'i<l the least quantity of hops used in

making it is two and a half pounds to the barrel, or

three millions seven hundred and fifty thousand pounds

;

barrel of wort contains not less than three

bushels of malt, it follows, that the quantity of malt -

thus annually lost by absorption, is one hundred and
eighty seven thousand five hundred bushels—the
price of which may be fairly estimated at as many
dollars.

5. It will lessen the temptation to the fraudulent

practice which now prevails, of adulterating beer'

with other vegetable bitters. Notwithstanding the

proliibitions of parliament, there is no article which
is the subject of such varied and extensive fraud in

England at the present day, as that of beer. As a

§ Vide, Dr. Shannon's Treatise on Brewing.

II
Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Vol, 2.
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substnulc tor the hop,* the coculus indicus, quassia and
wormwood liave all in turn been used; but all of them
are so fur inCerior, botli in flavour and in their antisep'

or preserv:t(ive properties, tliat the use of all vegetables

in the manufacturing of beer, excepting malt and hops
is by law forbidden. By the improvement which is now
proposed, so great would be the diminution in the price

of the liop, from its being made an article of easy aiic

cheap transriortalion, that there would be little induce.

raent for usi.ic,' any other article in its stead.

6. Tile Uipulin is exceedingly bitter, but not implea-

tlie nauseous e.xlractive matter of the
by boiling, is imparted to the beer, is

le taste, and, when highly concentrated,
igrateful to the stomach. It is believe<'

iS ever relishetl the peculiar bitter of the

til, by drinking t habitually, their tas e

d as is the case in the use of opium and
afier hops were introduced into n

the citizens of London petitioned

heir use in the kingdom, as they

/ spidled the taste of their dmik-."

TO TUP. EDITOR OF THE AMEUICAN FARIMEII.

TiiJbot County, E. S. Md- April \9th, 1820,

Sir,—The enclosed communication is at your dis

posal. Farmers from the very nature of their occu-

ire generally very much confined, and are
too often ignorant of valuable improvements, that

very near them. This implement may be perfectly

familiar to you ; but I have experienced the benefit

f it so strikingly, (instead of having all the force 1

could muster planting corn for a fortnight, I am
planting my crop expeditiously, have a good force at

the manure lieap, and one repairing my fences ;

the same time,) that I will risk a work of super
rogation, I have a much better slight at the use ol

the plough, or even of the adz and saw, than the

pen, and fearing that I have not made myself Intel

igible, T wii endeavour to make a figure that will

give yoM a c^'ar iiUa

sanl, wli(.it.

leaves, w.tc
vinpkusaat u.

is frequently

that )V.\v pers

becomes viti;

tobacco. So
brewiiig ai E

parliament to forbi

were a nuisance, '

The leaves then are not only useless, but prejudicial to

the flavour of beer.

On the virtues of this substance as a medkine,
shall at present be very brief, as it will probably be
made a subject for future consideration. It has alreadj

been observed that the hop has long been regarded as

a medicine of some value. In France it has been used
as a tonic, and prescribed in dyspepsia and scrofula.

In this country it has been most valued for its narcotic

powers, and used iu cases when opium was inadm:

The most common preparation is a saturated tincture of

the leaves. To this there are two important objections

1. To give enough of the tincture of the leaves to in-

duce sleep, the quantity of alcohol is necessarily so

great as sometmiesto do injury to the patient. 2. When
given in large doses, it frequently produces nausea and
sometimes vomitng. The first of these objections i

quires no proof, llie second is confirmed by my m
observation and by tlie experiments of Ur. Bryorley
Jiis inaugural dissertation on the bop. This last eftect

is probably owing to the extractive matter in the leaves,

lor I have never seen it proiiiiced by the lupulin. ]

have prescribed the powder in substance, the infusion,

decoction, alcoholic tincture and the extract As its

aromatic and bitter properties are imparted to

the infusion is an eligible preparation as a tonic and
stomachic ; but if given with a desire to produce sleep, I have produced a poor diagram ; but it will

the tincture is the best preparation. As it has been you in understanding what I have said. It does
demonstrated, both by positive and negative testimonyiappear half as well as the one I made with my adz
that the narcotic principle exists in the resin only, the and jack plane, which did not cost me six pence
tincture shoidd always be made with alcohol, and notjThe teeth 1 took from an old drag, the gudgeons
with proof spirit. It is more diflTicult and expen: tofrom an old roller, and the work 1 did myself. In
prepare the extract than the tincture, and the latter inlth'e midst of my corn planting 1 stopi'cd two d,

instances is the most eligible preparation
Its virtues are aromatic, tonic and narcotic ; and it

is, I believe, the only article in which these properties

.are combined. Our country abounds with vegetable
bitters and tonics, many of which are more powerful
than the hop, but there is perhaps none which can so

properly be denominated a stomachic. That family of
symptomatic diseases which are the consequence
liausted excitability, or more directly of an enfeebled
and deranged state of the stomach and bowels, are cer-

tainly much relieved by this medicine. It frequently
produces sleep and quiets great nervous irritation,

without causing costive ness, or impairing, like opium,
the tone of the stomach, and thereby increasing the
primary disease. As an anodyne it w'ill be found inef-

ficient compared with opium. The satur.ated alcoholic

tincture, in doses of from forty to eighty drops, will

induce sleep with as much certainty as opium, in case

of long watching from nervous irritability ; but the

same cannot be said of its efficacy in relieving pain.

This substance then, is not commended as a medicine,
which ought to supersede the use of others of acknow-
ledged virtue, but as a useful auxiliary, which un-
doubtedly possesses properties in some respect peculiar
to itself, and as the part of the hop altogether prefer-
able to any other, or to the whole as it is ordinarilj

used in tincture.

• Accum's Treatise on the adidteration of food.-

AIso Edinburgh Review, No. 65.

till I made this implement, and the delay has gained
me a week's work.

Respectfully, your obd't serv't,

RUSTICUS,
P. S. If the draft of the cultivator mentioned, should

be much increased by enlarging the hold of the ha
row on the earth—there is ample room to hook on a

third hor.se. The attempts heretofore have failed,

because the harrow was always placed last, and this

performed the work wrong ; they were, besides ^'c-

fierally clumsy, and drew heavy.
In the corn coverer, the teeth should be sharp and

in good order, and if frorn the state of the ground,
it is found not to take sufficient hold— it is easy to

weight it. 1 pronounce it a perfect implement.

A XiaAiowv saving liw^lewvent.

If he, who makes two blades of grass grow where
one grew before, deserves the meed awarded him
by the Dean of St. Patrick ; the practical farmer
ho instructs his neighbours in the construction and

use of a cheap and effective labour saving imple-
ment, is at least entitled to their gratitude.

The usual mode of preparing a field for corn plant-

ing on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, is by what
we call double listing, or casting up ridges with four
furrows of the plough, and then passing a roller over bored so as to bring the aft piece 2 inches from the
the top of each ridge. With the ground in thisjroller—the forward piece will be 2 feet 3 iixhes from

state the planting commences, say with two ploughs-
They run single furrows acn ss these ridges at the
distance the rows of corn are to be apart, generally
44 feet. A boy with a basket of corn walks alter each
plough, dropping 5 or 6 grains at the intersection of
these cross furrows, with the centre of the 4 furrow
ridges. Six hoemen, if they are expert, if not, 7 ov
8, Cover the coili after these two ploughs. This
force ought to plant from L'O to 23 acres per day.

—

The rol er should always follow close after the corn
cnverers ; it pulverises the earth, brings it certainly
in contact with the grains, keeps the moisture, if

the weather be dry, prevents the ground from baking,
if a heavy rain succeed the planting, and under any
circumstance is a cultivation, and brings the corn
up quicker and stronger. If the common 44 or 5 feet
log roller is used, it will lake two to keep pace with
this planting force. To plant 20 acres thus, you
have 4 teams, 2 hands at the ploughs, 2 at the rollers

3 droppers, and 7 at the hoe— making 4 teams of
animals, and 13 labourers.

Soine farmers effect the same object better thus.

—

The crossing ploughs are made to mark out a cut, or
.1 certain convenient portion of the field—when they
have done it, the droppers commence across this last

work, walking on the middle of each ridge and drop-
ping the grains at the intersection of the cross furrow
and the middle of each ridge ; they are closely fol-

lowed by two light harrows, dcun the ridges, l)y

which the corn is covered—A log roller from 12 to
14 inches diameter, nine feet long, and light enough
to be drawn by two horses, fnllov/ t!ie harrows, taking
two ridges at a time. This mode, if the harrow
teams are brisk, will require three droppers. Thus
employing 5 teams, and 2 hands at the cras.sing a cut
a head, 2 droppers, or 3, unless they are very expert,
2 at the harrows, and one at the roller—making 5
teams and 7 labourers—and if the ground is in tolera-

ble ordc!' this mode will effect the planting better
than the first—Some farmers flush their ground iu
lands 100 feet wide, roll down and harrow the surface,
till well pulverised—and then by running the cross-
ing ploughs both ways, lay the ground out very re-

gularly, and in good order to be planted, and covered
by the' harrows and roller.

A union of a harrow and roller to effect the opera-
tion of covering the corn has long been a desidera-
tum, and has been often attempted with various, but
ncomplete success. I have now one at work, which
tft cts the object to my entire satisfaction—and I am
planting 20 acres per day, with the labour of 3 teams
and 5 hands, viz :—2 crossing ploughs, 2 droppers,

d one man and team at the implement covering the
grain and rolling the ground— and my corn is planted
better than 1 have ever had it by either of the other
methods—compared with the first this implement,
drawn by 2 horses or mules, and managed by one
man, is performing the work of the 7 hoeinen and two
rollers with their teams and drivers; and if the
ground is harrowed in the rt^mmrn way, you must
add two harrows, with their teams ;—and thus this

mplement with a single man and team is perform-
ng that, to eflect which, I myself have heretofore
used 5 teams and 15 hands. Compared with the
second method, one rnan and team are performing
the labour of 3 men and 3 teams.

11 endeavour to explain the construction of this

implement, A log of oak, or almost any other wood,
12 inches diameter, made 8 square, (or if you please
a perfect octagon,) and of sufficient length to lay on,

and extend across two ridges, (mine is 8 feet long.)

The end pieces of the frame are 4 feet 3 inches long,

2i inches thick, and 4 inches wide at the gudgeon
holes, tapering to 3 inches at the ends—a mortice is

cut in them 24 inches from each end to receive the
tenants of the fore and aft pieces, whose tenants have
half an inch shoulder on tlie out edge. The aft piece
2 inches thick, 3 wide, of the proper length to give

the roller very little play endwise, and to be framed
2 inches clear of the flat of the sides of the roller, or
about li inches from its angles. The forward piece,

3 inches by 2|, and the gudgeon holes having been
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the Hat sides—a staple is driven into the tront side

of this piece about 20 inches from each end to hook

the trees into, so that the horses may wallc each on

tlie middle of a ridge.

Into each end of a piece of wood 3 inches wide, and

2f thick, and 7 teet 9 inches long, fix 5 spike or duck-

bill harrow teeth—The first tooth 6 inches from the

end to the centre of the hole for the tooth, and the

others following 6 inches apart from centre to centre

Thus between the two middle teeth there will be a

vacancy of 2 feet 9 inches—and the teeth will occupy

2 feet at each end of the bar. The two right and

left teeth in each end should measure 6 nr 8 inches

below the brake or piece of wood, and each centre

tooth a little less.

On each end of this harrow bar cut a tenant 2 inches

long, 2 inches wide, with an inch shoulder on the back

side, and one inch thick—frame on to these tenants

two pieces of wood 2 inches by 2^ and 2 feet long,

the mortice being cut an inch from one end, and the

piece whereon to show fair with the back part of

the harrow bar, and of course to extend forward 21

inches—2i inches from the other end bore an inch

and a quarter hole through the 2 inch way, rounding

the end beyond the hole. Place this harrow bar or

rake within the roller frame, 2 inches forward of

the roller, and it will clear the frame of the roller

1^ inches at each end—and the end pieces on the

harrow bar will reach to within one inch of the fore

piece of the roller frame. Nail a piece of oak, li

inches thick, 7i long, and as wide as the end frame
on the inside of each end piece immediately back of

the tore piece of the roller—21 inches from these

cwo small pieces, frame a tough piece of wood, 2 by

2J into each end of the fure piece, by a tenant
'"

inches by } of an inch, and these two little pieces

showing back of the fore piece 7i inches with the

ends rounded. Bore a hole with an inch and quarter

auger through the end pieces and the 1 J inch pieces

nailed on, and the two little pieces last tenanted into

the fore piece—the holes being 3J inches back of the

fore piece—let the end pieces on the harrow bar come
into thtir places and the holes in them will answer
to the holes just bored—put two good wooden pins

through them with a head and keyed by a nail

—

and the harrow bar will thus be attached to the fore

piece of the roller by a strong wooden hinge, and
the fore piece of the roller will raise up and lower as

the horses move, without taking the harrow out of

the ground. Start it, and you will find it work to

please you—the teeth in the harrow bar oivering two
vows of corn at once and the roller instantly upon it

to pulverise and compress the earth. By placing the

harrow bar so near the vol'er, the harrow is not only

kept properly in the ground from the length of the

attaching hinge; but a singular advantage is gained,

if your ground is at all foul or turfy—for as soon as

the teeth stick into a piece of turf, the next angle

of the roller, that comes over, seizes on it, takes it

under, and clears the harrow.
I claim no credit for this implement, nor do I know

to whom the first idea belongs. 1 made mine by the

tlirections and after the pattern of one used by VV
H. Tilghman, Esq. one of our best practical farmers
which after various trials and alterations he brought

to the state described, and for the purpose intended I

doubt if it can be improved. But it strikes me forci-

bly, that an admirable and most expeditious cultiva-

tor might be made by lengthening the end pieces of

both the roller frame and harrow, say 6 or 8 inches,

iill the vacant middle of tlie liarrow bar with teeth,

and frame in a second bar just forward of the first,

and place teeth in it, centering the spaces between
the teeth in the first bar. If lengthening the end
pieces make the roller frame too heavy forward you

can easily restore the balance by extending the pari

of the frame behind the roller.

RU3TICUS.

j\'ovembcr 15t/i, 1820.

P. S. I have found tliat the corn planting imple-

ment, as forwarded you, is all that can be desired ir

sandy or very light land ; but in stiff, heavy soils tht

weight of the harrow bar should be doubled, trebled.

e quadrupled, as may appear necessary, and the

teeth of a good cultivator should be used instead of

the spikes. The implement will then require three

horses, and by filling up the whole length of the

harrow bur, with chisel or colts-foot teeth, will be-

come a most valuable instrument in cultivating naked
fallows.

The rapid progress of your paper in the path of

celebrity affords the happiest presage of the increas-

ng expansion of its future usefulness; it will mark
i new era in the history of our agriculture ;* of that

jrt, which is intrinsically and alone, the

SOURCE of wealth. Commerce and manufactures

are her daughters, and are, in the natural order of

things, subordinate to her. Agriculture is the only

t, which can create : and commerce and manufac-

tures are among her productions ; they are posteri-

or in their very birth and nature, and the summit
of their most ingenious efforts is only to shift and

change that wealth which agriculture has created.

Your high and animated exertions to infuse new
life and vigour into the extensive and wonderful re-

sources of our country ; to develope the real wealth

and power of our vast empire ; and to give to the

noblest and most virtuous of occupations, that distin-

guished elevation, which is its rightful and proper

station, is worthy of all praise ; and I sincerely hope

that your meret'orious labours will be crowned wii'

the richest success.

Very respectfully, your obedient serv't.

RUSTICUS.

* The compliments bestowed upon our exertions

in a degree far beyond their merit, would be omitted

if they were not often intermingled with other and

far more pertinent and useful matter.
Ed. Am. Fi

OX CLOYI^U.

To the Editor of the Plough Boy.

To illustrate the many advantages of clover

over the grasses, not only for soiling, pasture,

and hay, but for the improvement of the soil,

and its efficacy in withstanding the drought,

.vould require a greater scope than my intended

limits would permit. I shall therefore briefly

confine myself to those facts which have been

tested by experience and evinced by practice-^

feeling confident that every farmer will be in

luced lo make an experiment so valuable for his

stock and the melioration of his soil.

The red and white clovers are the only sorts

known in American tillage. As to the wild sort

with a rough leaf, it is of no value. Another

pecics called lupinella, has lately been introduc

ed in Maryland, imported from Italy. It i:

thought that this will be a valuable acquisition to

r grasses.

The nutritive matter contained in the red

clover, renders it particularly advantageous for

the soiling system, as well as for hay, and fai

preferable to the white, which is generally too

short for mowing, unless mixed with other

grasses, which it is said will make it grow to a

;realer length.

Red clover is esteemed for coming in the

pring, near a month before grass ; consequently

it is of infinite value for feeding young cattle and

early lambs. It brings the in bearing cows to

milk, and puts them in vigour and health before

calving, purges calves and makes them whole

some, and prevents the poaching of pastures, by

furnishing food for your cattle, until the grass is

of sufficient length to make the ground firm.

Clover will thrive luxuriantly in any but a

wet soil. It prefers a light sandy or loumy soil-

and will with the assistance of plaster, thrivk-

well upon gravels. A light top dressing sliou'ni

be given early in the spring. On tenacioii

soils, a small quantity of lime or soot would b

preferable, but on light land the effect of gyp
sum is astonishing, (three pecks of which for a

top dressing is sufficient to the acre.)

Sinclair's reimarks on the cultivation and ga-
thering of clover, are worthy the attention of
every farmer. He says, " To insure a good
rop, give a deep ploughing to the preparatory
rop. Clover may be eaten off till the first of
May by sheep, and about three weeks after the
hay is taken off they may be put on again. For
pasture other grasses must be mixed. Clover
must be mown before the seed is formed ; after

being cut, the clover should remain in the swarth
till it is dried about two thirds its thickness ; it

is then not strewed, but turned over ; the hay
should be as little shaken or scattered 'about as

possible."

After frequent repetitions clover fails ; on a

y soil it will last three years ; from the first

crop (especially on highly manured or rich land)
there is no seed worth gathering, the herbage or
stalks being two thick ; the second crop grows
more even and comes sooner to maturity ; the
successive crops deteriorate every year, until

choaked with weeds or grass.

To cultivate clover with success, the ground
should be ploughed and cross-ploughed, harrow-
ed with a heavy harrow, and cleared of stones

and weeds ; the seeds should be planted in early

spring with grain ; writers on agriculture give,

the preference to flax : from 6 to 10 quarts may
be sown to the acre ; there is little danger of it

being too thick : the seeds should be harrowed
in with a light harrow, the teeth of which should
not exceed six inches in length. The advanta-

ges in sowing clover thick are— 1st. its attaining

a great length—2d. the plants are more viscous

and succulent—3d. the stalk not being exposed
to the sun, will not acquire the hard rind which
it forms by exposure, and for its own support

—

4th. the soil is improved, the plants retaining the

dew and sheltering the earth from the sun whicii

absorbs its richness,

I would advise sowing a small proportion of
strong stemed grass, (when intended for hay,)

as clover requires shelter when yovmg, as well

as after it has acquired its full length, being apt
lodge. If you sow it with winter grain, it

would be well to sow one half your seed with

the wheat, and the other half on a light snow in

March, it being apprehended that it grows so

fast as to injure the growth of the wheat. More
seed is required when sown with spring than

with winter grain. Soils also require more or

less seed in proportion to their richness, poor

soils requiring the least.

The seed should be plump, of a deep purple,

which is the surest indication of their perfect

ripeness (being a faint colour when unripe.)

Seed, if ripe, will readily shed from the husk
hen rubbed. Lord Kaimes observes, " that

clover should be exposed to the sun an hour oi

two before the flail is applied."

White clover is indigenous in almost every

section of our county, but appears more on

some soils than others; swine thrive well on
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white clover, but care should be taken to havejiuij the ;

them well nins^, before turned into pasture.

For permanent pabturcs, use on low lands apt

to be overflowed, and salt marshes ; a third white

clover, mixed with two-thirds rye-t^rass, or mea-
dow-fox tail (herd's grass;) which prefers a

moist soil, and is particularly grateful to cattle ;

the roots are so much matted, as to form a hard

surface not easily poached ; This grass is a na-

tive ; and produces larger crops than any of our

other common grasses; it grows tall, and thrives

well on any kind of soil except sand and gravel,

more especially under a northern climate. It

should be cut when just out of blossom.

NUMA.

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

Interesting account of its Progress.

Capitol, Dec 5.

Siu,—I have the honour to enclose the Annual
Report of the Rector and Visiters of the Univer-

sity of Virginia, with the proper icconipanyinc^-

documents, which has been made to the Presi-

dent and Directors of the Literary Fund, ac-

cording to law, for the purpose of being laid be
fore the legislature.

I have tiie honour to be, your most obedient

servant,

THO. M. RANDOLPH.
President of the Board of the Literary Fund.

The Hon. the Speaker.
of the House of Delegates.

e time, they might accomplish thelplementary and contingent fund, to aid i he

s buildings of accommodation for the ral revenue, as it shall be received, and t(hole of the

Professors and Students according to the esti

mates heretofore made, of their probable cost

of which the following statements presents j

summary view :

1820. April. The existing debts are 10,000

To complete the 7 pavilions, and 31 •

ries on hiind 18,000

To build 3 more pavilions and 24 dormitories
to complete the lawn 27,

To build 3 hotels and 25 dormitories complet-
ing the east back street 19,000

1821. To build 2 hotels and Proctor's house,

and 25 dormitories, completing the west
back street, 19,000

893,600

1820, April, Loan from the Literary Fund §40,000
1821, Jan. I. Annuity of 15,000,—§2,400 in-

terest of g40,000, i:

Addition.ll loan of 2(

1822, .Tan. 1, Annuity of §15,000—§3,600 in-

terest of §60,000, 1]

1823, Jan. 1. Annuity of §15,000—§3,600 in-

terest of §60,000 11

To the President and Directors of the lAtfrary

Fund.
In obedience to the act of the General As

sembly of Virginia, requiring that the Rector
and Visiters of the University of Virginia

should make report annually to the President

and Directors of the Literary Fund, (to be laid

before the Legislature at their next succeeding

session,) embracing a full account of the dis-

bursements, the funds on hand, and a general

statement of the condition of the said Universi-

ty; the said Visiters make the following Re-
port :

The General Assembly, at their last session

of 1819-20, having passed an act authorising the

said Visiters, for the purpose of finishing the

buildings of the University, to borrow the sum
of 60,000 dollars, and to pledge, for repayment
of the said sum and interest, any part of the an-

nual appropriation of 15,000 dollars, heretofore

made by law, the Board of Visiters, at their

semi-annual meeting of April last, proceeded to

the consideration of the said act, and of the au-

thorities therein permitted to them.— They were
of opinion in the first place, that it would be

most expedient to complete all the buildings

necessary for the accommodation of the Profes-

sors and Students, before opening the institu-

tion ; as the maintenance of that, when opened,

by absorbing all its funds, would leave nothing

to complete what might yet be requisite for the

full establishment called for by law.

On view of the accounts rendered by the Bur-

sar and Proctor, they found that, with the aid

of the loan authorised (of the commencement of

its instalments for re-payment could be sus-

pended four years,) and of their annuity dur-

95,100

They therefore proceeded to negociate a loan

of §40,000 from the President and Directors of

the Literary Fund, reimbursable by five instal

ments of §14,244 a year, beginning on the

day of April 1824 ; and afterwards a second loan

of §20,000, reimbursable by like instalments,

commencing from the day when the others should
end.

On this view of their resources, the Board
proceeded to authorize their Proctor to enter

into contracts for the completion of tlie buili

ings already begun, and for the erection of those

still wanting, so as to provide in the whole ten

pavilions for the Professors required by law,

five hotels, for dieting the students, and a sixth

for the use of the Proctor, with a hundred and
four dormitories, sufficient for lodging 208 stu-

dents ; and they instructed him to make, in his

contracts, effectual provision that the whole shall

be completed in the autumn of the ensuing year
821. At that time therefore the buildings of

accommodation for the Professors and Students
are expected to be all ready for their reception;
and the institution might then be opened, but
that the remaining engagements for the build-

'ngs, and the reimbursement of the sums bor-

rowed from the Literary Fund, will require the

whole revenue of the University for seven years
to come, that is to say until the—— day of April
828.

In the statement of expenditures and means
of the University, it will be perceived that we
have not taken the private subscriptions into ac-

count. Of these §2,079 33 cents of the first in-

stalment, §3,194 13 of the 2d, and §8,217 09
of the 3rd, are still due ; and the last, amount-
ng to §10,666 50 cents, will become due on
the 1st day of April next. But of these some
loss will be occasioned by the distresses of the

times ; and the residue, from the same cause,

will be so tardy and uncertain in the times of

its receipt, that the Visiters have not thought it

safe to foimd on it any stipulations requiring

punctuality in their fulfilment. They have
thought it more advisable to reserve it as a sup-

gene-
to meet

casualities unforeseen, errors of estimate, and ex-
penses, other than those of mere building.

In the report of the commissioners who met
at Rockfishgap on the first day of Augu.st 1818,
it was stated that " a building of somewhat
more size, in the middle of the grounds, may
be called for in time, in which may be rooms
for religions worship, under such impartial re-

gulations as the visiters shall prescribe, for

public examinations, for a library, for the schools
of music, drawing and other associated pur-
poses." The expenses of this building are not
embraced in the estimates herein before stated.

Its cost will probably be about 40,000 dollars,

and its want will be felt as soon as the Univer-
sity shall open. But this building is beyond
the reach of the present funds : nor are these
indeed adequate to the maintenance of the in-

stitution on the full scale enacted by the Legis-
lature.

That body, aware that Professors of desirable

eminence could not be expected to relinquish

the situations in which they might be found, for

others, now untried and unknown, without a
certainty of adequate compensation confided

to the discretion of the Visiters the salaries

which should be stipulated to the Professors

first employed. But the annuity heretofore ap-

propriated to the maintenance of the Universi-

ty cannot furnish sufficient inducement to ten

Professors, of high degree, each in his respec-

tive line of science ; and yet to employ inferior

persons, would be to stand where we are in

science, unavailcd of the higher advances al-

cady made elsewhere, and of the advantages

contemplated by the statue under which we
act. If the legislature should be of opinion that

the annuity already apportioned to the esta-

blishment and maintenance of an institution for

instruction in all the useful sciences, is its pro-

per part of the v/hole fund, the Visiters will

faithfully see that it shall be punctually applied

o the remaining engagements for the buildings

and to the reimbursement of the extra sum lately

received from the general fund ; that during

ihe term of its exclusive application to these

objects, due care shall be taken to preserve the

buildings erected from ruin or injury, and, at

the end of that term, they will provide for

opening the institution in the partial degree to

which its present annuity shall be adequate.

—

If, on the other hand, the legislature shall be of

opinion that the surns so advanced in the name
of a loan, from the general fund of education,

were legitimately applicable to the purpose of

University, that its early commencement
will promote the public good, by offering to our

youth, now ready and waiting for it, an early

and near resource for instruction, and by ar-

esting the heavy tribute we are annually pay-

ing to other states and countries for the article

of education, and shall think proper to liberate

the present annuity from its engagements, the

Visiters trust it will be in their power, by the

autumn of the ensuing year 1821, to engage and

bring into place that portion of the Professors

designated by the law, to which the present an-

nuity may be found competent ; or, by the same
epoch, to carry into full execution the whole ob-
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jects of the law, if an enlargement be made ol

its participation in the general fund adequatt

to the full establishment contemplated by thi

law.

The accounts of receipts, disbursements, and

funds on hand, for the year ending with present

date, as rendered by the Bursar and Proctor of

the University, are given with this report as is

required by law.

TH. JEFFERSON, Rector.

October 2, 1820.

JFROM THE AMERICAN CENTINAL.

TO MY BROTHER FARMERS.

I am sorry that there is so much need of the

admonitions I am about to give. Depend on

it, you do not " worX- it right" or you would
make your farms and stocks twice as profitable

as they now are. Many of you farm too much
You would find it much more profitable to farm
twenty acres well, than forty by halves. The
last season, 1 made my ground produce at the

rate of one hundred bushels of Indian corn to

tlie acre. Is not this much better than a com
mon crop of thirty or forty bushels ? You
will most certainly say it is, and with the same
breath ask how I manage to make it produce so

plentifully ? My ground being much infested

with ground mice, or moles, and also overrun

with grubs and other vermin, I put on, early in

the month of March, about seven bushels of

salt to the acre, which thoroughly destroys

all kind of vermin, being an excellent strong

manure: early in April, I gave it a good coat

of stable manure, and ploughed and worked
the ground over and over, until it become com
pletely mellow ; I then had every corn hole

iilled with hog manure, and after dropping my
corn, (which had been previously soaked in

warm water) I scattered a pint of lime over
every hill, and then covered the whole with a

little mellow earth. In about one week the

corn began to come up plentifully, after which
I nursed it well with tlie plough and hoe every

other week for eight weeks, at which time it

was as high as my head, and not a spire of it

was destroyed either by the frost, grub, or birds,

My other things I manured and nursed equally

well, and 1 have been amply paid for all my
extra care and trouble, as I raised more than
twice as much per acre as any of my ne
Lours, and did it in much less time, 1 mean I

got all my harvesting done two or three weeks
before many others. This is accomplished ir

a great measure by redeeming time ; rising be-

tween 3 and 4 o'clock in the morning ; then
if the day be very sultry and hot, I lie by from
12 to 3, and rest. I then feel refreshed am
able to work until quite dark.—Tliib I call

« working it right." Whereas, should I lay in

bed until the sun be up and shame mc, haun
the tavern at night, drink too much whiskey
but half manure, half plough, half plant, half

nurse, half harvest, and do every thing else

by halves, I surely should not " ivork it right,"

nor get half a crop.

I shall now conclude, by giving you, for

further consideration, a few excellent observa-

tions, from a wiser head, perhaps, than my
ovvn, which I shall endeavour to improve for

myself, and hope every brother farmer will do
kewise, viz.

" I often say to myself, what a pity it is our

farmers do not work it right. When I see v

turn his cattle into the road, to run at

lai'ge, and waste their dung, during a winter't

day, I say this man does not work it righ

Ten loads of good manure, at least, is lost in a

season, by this slovenly practice—and all foi

what ? For nothing indeed but to ruin his

farm.

So when I see cattle late in the fall, or early

in the spi'ing, rambling in a meadow or mowing
field, pouching the soil, and breaking the grass

sots, I say to myself, this man does not work it

ght.

So, when I see a barn yard, with a drain to

it, I say the owner does not work it right, for

how easy it is to make a yard hollow, or lowest

in the middle to receive the urine and all the

wash of the sides, which will be thus kept dry

for the cattle. The wash and urine of the

yard mixed with any kind of earth, or putrid

straw, is excellent manure ;
yet how much do

our farmers lose by neglecting these things;

—

in fact, they do not work it right.

When I see a Farmer, often going to the re

tailer's store, with a bottle or jug, or lounging

about a tavern, or wr-angling about politicks, or

quarrelling with, and defaming his neighbour's

good name, I am certain such a man docs not

work it right."

A PENN FARMER
Philadelphia County, Dec. 1820.

weather all cattle s horns are cold, when they
ure in the act of eating, or have ceased for fif-

teen minutes to chew their cud. The disorder
is gener-ally detected by the unusual motion of
the head, which is generally understood, but
when that is not the case, it may be instantly

known by a greater hollowncss of the flank thair

any other disorder, that I have noticed ever
gives It is successfully treated by boring
the horns, both upper and under side, that the
drain may have vent, and administering at

least two portions of salts, or wher-e that can-
not he procured, such physic as can be obtain-
ed, which may be least calculated to promote
inflammation ; then carefully nourish the patient,

and endeavour lo keep clean the horns by
syringing with salt and vinegar. There is

one absurdity in the usual treatment of this

disorder which has cost the lives of many dis-

tempered cattle : I have generally found those
who professed skill in this disorder to follow
boring the horns with large doses of cherry
bark, soot, eggs and every bracer of the sto-

mach that they can scratch their recollection

up to. The alimentary canal in this distem-
per, is always extremely foul, and until it is

suitably cleansed with physic, is overloaded
and injured by any stimulating or bracing por-
tions that can be applied ; and where nature
has strength sufficient to bear with this treat-

ment, and eventually rise against its burthens,
the want of this early assistance most distress-

ingly retards its pr-ogress. C. A,
P. S.—I think I have good gr-ound for say-

ing that if the tail of a calf has so much cut
from the end as to take half an inch of the bone,
jhe will !)e ever after safe from the common dis-

i0rdcr of tail soak. C. A.

THE F.niTOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Sin,— 111 number 35 of the American Farmer,

J-'rotn the Plough Boy.

ON THE HORN DISTEMPER.
I have this moment been reading in your|

Plough Boy of the 9th inst. Mr. A. C's. obser-|''°

vations on Hoof, Tail, and Horn distemper ; ofl
'•

the first I have no knowledge except by hear- 1 liave read a letter addr-esscd to you from your
ay, altliough I have been many years a cattle- correspondent H. W. of Baltimore County,
feeder; but of the horn distemper 1 have had propounding several questions on the subject of
opportunity lo know much. That it is tlie ofT-t'ie best method of raising potatoes; which (as

spring of the tail soak, (as the disease of thefor as my limited experience extends,) I shall

tail is generally called,) I think may be refuted, endeavour to answer.

by requesting those in every town, who have! From actual experiment I have found, that

had the hard fortune to be the earliest settlcrs,potatocs succeed better, both as to quality and
to recollect that during the three or four first

years of the settlement of every new township,

while as is ever the case, cattle, in winter,

suffer extremely from want of suitable food and
better covering, the horn distemper was very

prevalent, and that after good keeping becomes
plenty, and in all cases whore cattle are liber-

ally fed, the disorder seems to have fled the

country, while the tail soak is common in all

stocks of cattle without distinction. iMy ex-

perience tells me the cattle poorly fed become
feeble, and when severely pinched with the

cold, their blood being weak, is driven from the

extremities, which, becoming thus defenseless

are of course frozen, and I believe it is here pro-

per to state also that the horns become hollow
in proportion to the poverty of the creature that

wears them ; those of a ver-y spring poor kind

are almost as deficient as a powder horn. It

is a pretty general saying that if the horns are

cold, the creature has the sick horn distem-

per ; this is nothing to judge from ; in cold

quantity rn a latitude above 40°, than under
.^.s I at present reside rather north of this point,

(having removed from about 37°,) I think, I am
justified in this remark. I shall confine my-
self as much to facts as possible, leaving it lo

others to assign reasons.

1st Time of Plaitting.—If new gr-ound, from
1st to 10 June. If old ground, from 10 to ISth

May.
2nd. The mode of ploughing and preparing

the ground ? Whether new or old ground, it

ought lo be ploughed late in the fall and stirred

early in the spring, and just before planting,

again ploughed and harrowed ; when it may be
either drilled or checkered, as you intend to

plant it. My method, is to drill about four in-

ches deep, and about four feet apart, to plant

the pieces six inches asunder and cover them
from two to three inches deep. In choice of

ground, I select that which is a little inclined,

that the water will not lay on it, giving the pre-

ference to new ground, composed of a deep
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'oam mixed with clay. When I use old ground

before plous;;hing it in the fall, I give it a coat

of well rolled barn yard manure, and after drill

ing it, I put from one two inches thick of the

same kind of manure on the bottom of drills;

on which the potatoes are planted and covered

as above. As to rotation of crops, I follow po-

tatoes with flax, and turnips, the first succeeds,

the last is but indifferent ; but you may follow

the flax the same year with wheat, which

every case I have tried, has done belter than,

turnips. Indian corn may follow wheat—next

year oats and the fall rye, after which a year in

pasture ; the next fallow for wheal ; which the

soil will be so far exhausted as to require renewal

in the manner before-mentioned.

With respect lo the time and frequency of

dressing. When the stock has attained the

height of six inches, the plough passes four

times between each row followed by the hoe

in order to relieve those that may be covered,

and to draw the earth to within two inches of

the top—late in August, they are again plough

ed with a shovel-plough, when they receive th(

last and what is termed the great hilling.

I have been in the practice of cultivating two

kinds, a large smooth skinned while potato,

that answers equally well as a summer and

winter potato ; when planted late in April

they grow to the size of hen's eggs and larger, by

the first of July ; these are not so productive as

the other kind, a long ' bright red potato, that

have a great many eyes, and which grows to

great length and thickness—these are not con

sidered valuable for culinary purposes imme
diately after raising, being watery ; but ir

March they become dry and remain good dur

ring the summer. Of the last kind, I plant about

sixteen bushels per acre, which in a good sea-

son yields from three to four hundred bushels

—

about twenty bushels of the white, which pro-

duces from 2 to 300 bushels.

If you sliould think proper to publish the

foregoing, you will do me a kindness by putting

it in better dress ; my station is at the plough,

.not the quill.

Respectfully, yours. Sec.

THOMAS KELTY,
near Pittsburgh, F

John S. Skinneb, Esq.

TO THE EBITOa OF THE AMEBIC

d—Tlie Flowing sap should be eqtulized with a
j^oose feather, and drawn to the parts or spaces not

yet covered.
4tliiy

—
'I'liat the heat of the sun should not impede

e flow of tlie sap, the stock should be made naked
the shade in the part of the meridian most power-

ful with a spread sheet, connected or erected with reeds,
or in some otiier mode, for the convenience of the
place. In tlie same manner the violence of tlie wind

be prevented, that they may not be injured by dust
or sand.

Sthly—All tilings whatsoever are to be absent, that
by their touch could injure their new, and yet soft
' ark, whose tenderness is such, that it might be injured
by the least friction.

By these arts, they are used to the barks of trees, and
to the possessors of such trees, these experiments can
be especially useful."

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

VALUABLE PROPERTIES OF THE WILLOW,
Washington, \st Dec. 1820.

Dear Sir,—For the information of youi'

subscribers, I beg leave to mention a property
of the Weeping Willow and I believe of the
common willow, which they may not have wit-

nessed ; and that is, the great abundance of the
finest saccharine juice which it contains. I dis-

withered—1 raised it and weighed it, top and

all, it weighed 1 2 pounds. I measured it close-

ly round the largest way after the lop was trim-

ed off, and it measured 29| inches in circumfer-

ence. I will set it out and endeavour to save it,

through the winter.

Our crops yielded greatly beyond our calcu

itions, we have bread stuffs in great plenty—

lur cotton crops are very small in this section

of the country ; but the yield this season was
ather over an average one, but the staple not

good. We have saved our wheat later this

season than usual ; the fly was plenty in ou

fields until after there had been several hard

rosts ; we have had for several weeks beautiful

open weather, which we think favourable to our
heat.

Things have undergone a great revolution

here as in other places. Since 1817, agricul

lure is more respected by far, than ever it was
at any previous period ; some are groaning un
der the burthen which better times brought oi

them, and resolving that if they can extricate

themselves now, that nothing shall ever invole

them again. Money is very scarce indeed
Wheat is worth but 50 cents—Corn gl to S' 25
per barrel—Brandy 50 to 60 cents—Whiskey covered this fact many years ago, by accident,

rARJtEB.

|C7' Exjieriinents %vith Ruta Baga, in jYorth

Carolina, and aji accowit of the state of crofxs

and lirices—extract dated.

Albright, N. C. Dec. 12th

Sir,—I am under considerable obligations to

you, for the Ruta Baga Seed you sent me last

spring. I sowed some of them (in a piece of

ground in high tilth,) about the middle of July

and they are yet standing and growing, al

though there has been some hard frost—some of]year 1810 to this time
them are as large as a quart pot, they had
tonishing tops—among them there were a few
.seeds of another kind I suppose, for they grew
"very different—one of them branched out in se-

veral tops, say 4 to 5 separate tops, grew very
flat and broad.—I intended to see how large it

would have gotton—but some person I suppose

i cents, but will soon be lower—Cotton and
Tobacco, not selling—Pork, g 3 50 to §4—Beef
2^ to 3 cents per lb—Labour still keeps up ver>

far above the depreciation in other things.

If an opportunity would offer, I would send
you some of our corn ; there are several kinds

aised among us, the goard seed, the yellow
the fiinty ditto and the white ; all kinds have
their advocates, and no one kind appears to

stand greatly pre-eminent among us. I would
be much pleased with some of Mr. Law's men-
tioned in your last paper. I am anxious tc

change seed.

I have an entirely new plan for a farm-yard
which I will give you as soon as leisure will

permit. I am much better pleased with it than
any plan for feeding and making manure, I have
seen used either in this state, Virginia, Maryland
Delaware, or Pennsylvania, all of which I have
examined.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Talbot County, E. S. Mil. May, Wih.
Sir—I send you an extract from an old Jour

nal published at Berlin 1727, detailing the me
method of curing the diseases, and resusitating

injured and failing trees.

I should not do this upon the authority of the
paper alone, as the process may strike you
extraordinary. But I can give you the most
perfect assurance, that the venerable patriot
Governor Seargeant, residing near Natches
and sometime Governor of Mississippi, has prac
tised the method of success, at least since the

tht

RUSTICUS.
3, page 27 and '.Berlin Messenger, V

published at Berlin, \T27.
First—The time of the summer solstice, or longest,

day in summer, should be observed, for at that moment
the sap flows most abundantly,

2nd—The whole bark on the body from the lower

i^^A ^
.

^ -V ^^- ,0V main limb to the earth must be taken away, for in-
in endeavouring to see how large it was, raisedeq^^lity, if remaining, and regrowing would cr«te de-
It too high and broke the tap root, and the top|ft;ormity.

having shot an arrow into one of the upper branch-
es, upon plucking it out, a considerable stream of
clear water issued from it, which tasted so ex-
tremely sweet, that I held a tumbler under it,

nd drank it for its pleasantness. I have not tried

the trunk of the tree, but have no doubt, in the
spring of the year, when the sap rises, it might
be procured from the body as well as large
liranches, by an incision through the bark. I

will warrant it to be, as copious and as sweet as

that of the sugar maple.
I am yours respectfully.

L. SAWYER.

From the JS/'ew York Gazette, Jy'ov. 20.

A Ploughing match was this day performed
near Mount Vernon, for the purpose of making
trial of the merits of the different ploughs there
exhibited. The land upon which the experi-
ment was made, was a stiff sod. The quanti-
ty required to be ploughed by each was twenty
furrows, each one hundred yards in length, six

inches deep, and ten inches wide. The
draught of each plough was tested by the dyna.
nometor—The undersigned having been ap-
pointed by the different competitors as um-
piies, to decide upon the performance of their

respective ploughs made a careful examination
of the work done by each, of which the follow-

ing is the result :

1st. Henry Burden's plough did the best
work with the least power, the index of the dy-
nanometer averaging 2 1-4 cwt.

2nd best. George Woodward's (two-wheel-
ed plough) with 2 1-2 cwt. power.

3rd. John C. Stephen's with 2 3-4 cwt.
power.

4th. Jethro Wood's (improved patent) 3 1-4

cwt. power.

5th. George Nixon's with 3 1-4 cwt. power.
DAVID WAGSTAFF.
REUBEN HAINES,
ISRAEL DEAN,
WM. GAINER.
JOHN AYRES.
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From the Plttyfield {Mas«.) Sun.

THE HORSE RAKE.
TO THE FARMERS OF BERKSHIRE.

The present period of low prices of products,

and the necessity of economy, renders it expedi-

ent to inquire whether ihe labour of conducting

our farms may not be abridged by the introduc-

tion of what are called labour saving machines.

My attention has been called to the considera-

tion of the subject. In one instance, viz. that of

gathering hay after it is made, 1 am confident the

labour and expense may be greatly abridged.

—

In one or two sections of our country, the Horse

Kake has been introduced and used most sue

ccssfuUy. To satisfy myself fully on the sub-

ject, the last season and the present, I have hud

one in operation. It has exceeded my especta-

lions, and I now recommend it to the immediate

use of all our farmers. It will enable one man,

with a steady horse and boy, to perform at least

as much work in gathering hay into winrow and

pile, as nij: good men can accomplish, and as

clean as is commonly done in raking by hand.

The experiment which I have made will warrani

this statement. The expense of the Hone Rake

is small, not exceeding two dollars. It is con-

structed thus : take a stick of timber, of say an)

stout wood, ash, chesnut, fir, or spruce, will bt

sufficient : ten feet long, if your mowing lands

are free of obstructions, and if obstructed with

stumps or rocks, then shorten the head of the

rake to your convenience. The rake head may
be three and a half inches by two and a half dia

meter, or as you please. The teeth should be

twenty two inches long, and one inch by one

inch and a half diameter, and set firmly into the

head about two inches and a half apart. These

teeth may be made of firm white ash, or walnut

or oak. The teeth should be made at the end to

turn up, so as to run on the ground like a small

sled, and not into the earth. On the top of the

head should be fi.ied about seven small stand-

ards, eighteen inches high, to prevent the hay

falling over the head. In the centre of the head

fix two handles, such as you have on ploughs, at

a suitable distance, to guide and stea.y the

rake. From the ends of the rake, extend a rope

of the size of a cart rope, to fasten the horse's

collar. The distance of the horse from the rake

may be such as to leave room for the hay tc

gather. Observation will soon direct the lengtl

of the ropes. Care must be used to have the

teeth set evtn and firm that they may run near

the earth. This rake is used to collect the hay

into winrow, or pile it, and it is useful in ali

grainficlds to glean the scattered grain, and to

lay down the stubble close to the earth to rot

and promote vegetation.

By a Member ofthe
Berkshire Agricultural Society.

P. S. A Horse Rake is in use on the farm of

Thomas Gold, Esq. at Pittsfield.

-average number of grains on each head
301—yielding the prodigious increase of 4816
;<rains.

ICj"' TO PREVENT ApRICOTS FROM FALLING
BEFORE THEY ARE RIPE.

Frojti a Co7-resjion(Ient.

Uncover and expose the roots to the frost

from December to March, then re-cover them

From the Boston Gazette.

POST-OFFICE AFFAIRS.
There are about 4030 Post Offices in the Uni

ted States, and we find alt the Postmasters were

born in America except 161. They are compen-

sated by a certain per centage on postages col

lected. The following is the state of their sala

ries for one year :

Postmasters whose salaries are under

00 dollars. 355i

From 100 to 500 dollars, 40:

From 500 to a 1000, 3:

From ICOO and upwards, 25

Of 2000 dollars, (this being the utmost

limit allowed.) 1<

i—Co.;

Present Prices ofComiti-ij Produce m this Market.

Actual sales of Wheat—Whitk, 80 cts.—Red, 73 ii

S 35 to 37 cts.—)lTK, 46 cts.—Oats, x\
K Seed 95 cts. to gl—Baiiiet, 45 to 50 ct-

Hat, ]wr Ion f^XS 50-STnAW do. §7—Flocii, tVoi
the wagons, S3 87J—Whiskey, from do. o^i cts—U, i

TEH, per lb. 25 to 31 cts.

—

Eggs, per dozen, 31 cents
ler lb. prime pieces, 9 to 10 cts.

—

Veal, per lb,

8 cts.— VIcTTON. per saddle, 8 to 10 cts.

—

Fokk lioc
ound, S5 to S5 50—TuiiKETS, 75 cents to gl 50-
lEESK, 50 to 62i cts.—Hams, 12 to 14 cts—Miudungs,
10 cts.—Potatoes, per bushel, 87J cts Ttthmi-s, do
7^ cts.—Live Cattle, %6 50.

Londr^n White Lead, g4 25—American do. S3 75
Boiled Oil, gl 37i—Peatheks, 50 to 62i cts.—Taii
S2—TuRPESTivE, soft, §2—Spihits, do. 35 cents—
Pitch, §2 25—Lahd, 11 to 12 cts.—Shingles best
Deep Creek, gS 50_])o. Small, 84 75—Flookim
Plank, 5-4, S2r-CoTTO.f , Upland, 15 to 17 ct-ms.

'iiijinia Tobacco, good qualln , will bring from S
togs 50.

o '
.

b ..

Total, of Postmasters, 40

In all the above post offices, there are only

about 103 clerks employed, all of which were

born in America, but 7.

There are 481 Mail Contractors, all of which

were born in America but 20. They have vari

ous prices for their labour, according to the

quantity which they undertake to do. There are

27 who have less than 100 dollars ; some fron:

100 to 500 ; 500 to 1000; iOOO to 2000 ; 2000

o 5000; 5000 to 10,000; 10,000 to 15,000

and one Contractor has upwards of 30,000.

—

These items we hope will be interesting to some
of our readers. G

^i^isM ^Ammmm^

THE POLAND OATS.
The following is the result of an experiment

made this year by Mr. George Farley, on his

farm in Chesterfield county, contiguous to this

town. Produce from one grain of the Poland

Oat ; 16 branches, or stalks, 5 1-2 feet in lengtl

longest head 23-3-4 inches, shortest do. 22 1-

BALTIMOKE, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1820.

03" Information is respectfully requested thrcugl-

the medium of the American Farmer as to the best

method of separating the seed from the head or pod of

clover. Those who politely answer to inquiries made
in this way, have a special right in return to ask
for information on any other subject with which they

may not be so familiar.

(17= The observations of our good correspondent,

Rusticus, on a labour saving method of planting In

than corn, are now before our readers, and in good
be availed of in the operations of our most

southern subscribers. We are strongly of opinion,

that it is not expedient to continue deep ))loughing

of com during the whole pericd of its growth. The
ground ought no doubt, to be deeply ploughed in the

first instance, but it is believed that the after culturt

should consist in light and freqttent stirrings with

the harrow and cultivator, and we trust that the ef-

fect of these two different systems will be amply
tested during the ensuing season.

fry The ill effects of dock weed, and the difficul

ly of extirpating it, have occasioned great perplexity

to the Farmer. We are well advised, that if chop-

ped off just below the surface of the ground, after

frost has set in, the frost will thoroughly penetrate

and destroy every fibre of the root, so that it will not

re-appcar the next season.

WOOD'S IMPROVED PREMIUM PLOUGHS, f^

.1. P. CASEY,

.Ab. 2, Himover Street Bultimore.

Hourly expects per the ^loop Hiram, from Ni ^

York, a number of Premium PLOUGHS.
This imiiroved Plough obtained the premium o\

,

12 other Ploughs, at the last county show, N. Y. an.

is supposed to combine every quality necessary for ;i

perfect Plough; it is put together without screws,
and can be repaired by the farmer in a few minutes

the field, it is perfectly tight, the standard has
resisted the force of 11 yoke of oxen.

Casey has for sale, a variety of Agricultural im-
plements. Garden Tools, Seeds, the growth of the
northern states, 8cc. Shaker's seeds in boxes, a few
dozen bright box handle, English Garden Spades,

Matts, 8cc, &c. &c. Orders made up for the
West Indies, Southern states, and Western country,
all of the best articles, warranted good, on the low-
est terms.

Dec. 22.

^Yans' l*ate\\t CoitnsVieWeT.

I have on hand, and intend keeping a consta/it

ipply of Evans' Patent Cornshellers, at my Plough
and N^acliine Manufactory : to many persons these
machines are well known, but for the information of
others, they are small and portable, being chiefly

composed of cast iron, and therefore not liable to

get out of order; they are acknowledged by good
judges, and those who have used them, to be the
best machines ever invented for shelling corn. One
man and a boy can shell 150 bushels per day, or 15

bushels an hour.

I expect soon to publish the description of a hill

side Plough, accompanied by a plate.

Also—A description and plates of a drill machine
which will open the giouno, drop corn, beans, and all

kinds of small seeds, and cover them at one opera-
tion. And a general assortment of Ploughs, and
other implements as usual.

Price of the above, S25.
ROBERT SINCLAIR,

liultimore, 7icar E/licott's wharf.

Vec. 22, 1820. ,

The Editor has no hesitation in recommending >1

this contrivance, as decidedly the best he has seen for -M

shelling corn. £d. .4m. Far. I

BALTIMDRE,

PUBLISHED ETEBT miDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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pay on their arrival in Baltimore, bt the cattle dead

or alive, at the rate of 24L sterling ptr head, leaving

also the casks. In lieu ol'any charge for provender, and
the man's p^-sage, and also in full for freight, we
have further jgrted to f;ive the captain one guinea per

head forcverv iK-ast delivered alive, and to the man
we have enga;;ed to go out, we are to give 30s. per

head, for every beast delivered alive, and 21«. per

head for such as are not ; this is to be in full for his

trouble ; and 'ie is to be at liberty when the catt

are landed at Baltimore ; his passage you will observe

has already bef n provided for. This man has driven

the cattle from the North here, and seems to have

an attachment for them, on which account, as al

from the circumstance of his knowledge how to treat

them, and his attention to them hitherto, we give

him a preference, nor do we see that it would be

prudent to allow them to go out without some proper

person to take charge; of them. The first cost oft/ies,

cattle averages iilmit 15/. 10s. each. We have had con

siderable trouble, and taken much pains in this

concern, and it will be as great a mortification to us

to learn that thev do not get out safe, as it will af

ford us pleasure to hear they do, and are approved.'

Hxlract of a letter from Jilr. John Ihlliii^, dated

Baltimore, May 2, 1817.

" I had this pleasure, on the 19th and 30th past,

chiefly on thi- subject of your cattle, expected from

f.iverpool ; they were landed yesterday, all in verygood

order, and under the eyes of many spectators, who
were much pleased with their appearance, and much
credit is due to the captain, and a Mr. John Row,
under whose immediate charge they were placed,

and I keep him to attend to them until I hear from

you ; indeed, if he can be prevailed upon, he ought

be employed to accompany them to Kentucky ;

he appears attached to them, and without him., you

may sulFer much in driving them. He says he had
the charge of them to Liverpool; and also told me
yesterday that he had not a change of clothes for

six weeks, owing to his constant attention to them
day and night ; and if any judgment nr.jy be formed
from the appearance of the C"ttle le ..ay be be

lieved. If you do not send some uiit or more to take

charge of them, I shall offtr him ten dollars per
month, and pay his expenses. I do not know that

ill be satisfied with these terms, nor will I finally

agree on any, until I hear from you. They are now
in the country, in good quarters. Mr. Clay's are

with them, and John promises to see them frequently

The freight is monstrous, but must suppose better

could not be dor.e. You have, however, been ex
ceedingly fortunate in their delivery, and if care be

taken of them to Kentucky, I shall flatter myself
thev will ultimately pay you with interest. John says

the'cows are all with calf; he has the date, &c
that you may calculate on an increase in six or seven

months ; he thinks they ought all to be shod, which
he can do, or will attend to seeing it done.'"

From Dr. Mease's Arcldves of Usiful Kno-wledge.— Vol. I.

EXPERIMENTS MADE AT THE EARL OF CHESTERFIELD'S DAIRY,
Bradby Hall Farm., in the months of May isf June, 1807 tJ" 1808.

TABLE 1st,

Showing the Produce of three Milkings of each of the stated Breeds isf Crosses.

PRODUCE OF THREE MILKINGS.
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wliich they soinetinrifs sell. A wealthy man may m-
clulge his whim in giving five hundred guineas for a

ram, cnw, or bull, because they may be of a certain

shape, which this or thatgreat breeder and imprcver
has declared to be perlection ; but the honest hard-

working cultivator, will reflect before purchasing,

and ask himself, will the ram give me finer wool, or

better mutton, tlian one which 1 can buy for one of

two guineas ? Will the cow give me more milk than

my own ? Or will the bull enable me to raise a stock

of kindly-working, easily-kept, fast-walking oxen,

near Richmond, whom I had the good fortune to get
very intimate wiih, so as not only to improve ifiy

breed, but convinctr me of its great superiority. As
a proof of the perfection of his cattle, I give you thi

folltjwing instance to judge of. In November, 1803,

I sold six beasts all ot his own breed, then three yt ars

and a half old, for two hundred and thirty pounUs se-

ven shillings ; or thirty-eight pounds eight shillings

each. They were slaughtered at Leeds, by Mr. Wil-
liam Arton, and his book will certify, they -wcir^hed

ninety-four stone each, 14 lbs. to the stone, the four

which, after having done my ploughing for three or quarters.' The hjdt-s were sold fur three guineas

four ytfars. will furnish tender and fine grained beef.ieach. Tallow from nine to ten stone each.f Thiii

marbled with fat on the ribs, rumps and surloins, af- price was rather better trian eight shillings per stone,

tcr one summer's grazing ? In forming ah opinion of|&inking the offal ; the general run of the market that

the real value of the above animals, these cnnsidera-!day was from six to seven shillings per stone, not-

tions force themselves upon us, and 1 wish you to at-|withstanding the butcher does to this day acknow-
tend to them, in the answer I hope to receive fromjledge them cheap. There is another great advan-

you. tage attending the improved breed of cattle which
1 do myself the pleasure to send you the copy of the is, that of easy calving: the cows in general are form-

premiums proposed by the Agricultural Society, and ed wider in those bones, and the calves have small

shall also, if our communication be not cut off shortly, heads and bones. I have kept thirty cows the last six

forward the first part of our transactions. [years, and can say with confidence, I never had any
Accept my respects, Idifficulty, and v. rv seldom any as.sistance to atf ird

.lAMES IMEASE. them ; but where the old breed still prevails, half a

jvillage is called together at a cows calving, aild very
jprobably either the one or the other is lost. There

Sir,—1 received your letter dated 25th Octoberjis a disorder prevails much here, which is commonly
1807, requesting me to give you particulars respect- called the milk fever, and numbers of cows die of it.

ing the bull 1 sold, which I will endeavour toexplainlThey generally are attacked with it at from four to

to the best of my abilities. The first question youlten days after calving. I believe it arises from want
ask is easily answered : the purchaser will receive of proper treatment. The common farrier or cow
above one hundred guineas for cows this year, at one doctor is sent for, and gives a hot, or what he calls a

guinea each ; and there is little doubt but he will do;comfortable drink, which generally terminates with
as much for another or two to come; therefore, heideath. I have tried a very simple experiment, for

.Mr. John A'lchoboii. Gipion, Yorkshire.

ANSWEF TO THE FOREGC

will be soon reimbursed, and receive good interest for

his money.
You will think that valuable beasts in England are

easily to be met with ; but it is astonishing the slow

progress the breed of cattle makes. I perfectly agree

these six years past, as a preventive of this disorder
\ few days previously to calving, I give the cows lin-

seed cake, and when calved, give it to them twice a

day, for three weeks or a month, or till there is no dan-
i^er of the disorder taking place. From its coolness

ith you, that it is not (he high price that makes and easy digestion, I firmly bel

them belter : but their value is so well known amongst
experienced farmers, that they will neither sell nor
let either cuw or bull without a good price. To the

butcher in Leeds the difference is material ; there is

no less than five pence per pound difference in the

price of meat in the same beast, and it is very com-
mon to see two, of seventy stone each, one of which
is worth more by six or seven pounds than the other,

by having his chief weights in the carcase or middle,
as we call it here, such as the crops, % '"'bs, surloins,

rumps, flanks, &c. which are worth at this time nine
pence per pound ; the coarse parts (which are light

in this sort of animal) about four pence : the other
sort of beast is very light in all these valuable parts
but heavy in his neck, shoulders, thighs, &c, with a

large head, and great bones, and very little fat on
any part : It is well known there is this difference in

two steers or oxen. 1 h-pe it will be allowed, that

a valuable bull must be a great acquisition in a neigh-

bourhood. The bull you mentioned weighed one
hundred and sixty stone, fourteen pounds to the stone,

aUve.^ Supposed to weigh one hundred and ten stone

his four qu.-irters,!! then three years two months old.

He stood on very short, small legs; his l)reast very
great : looks fine ; horns tlie colour of cream ; crops,

surloins and rumps very flat and quite level, so as

that aline would touch them all ; his flanks very great,

dropping down with the lowest part of his belly. I

have a painting of him, which cost seven guineas,

and am strongly solicited to have a print. If 1 can
get as many subscribers as will pay for the plate, I

will make you a present of one, if you will accept it

I will take the liberty to relate to you how I came
by my breed of cattle. Six years ago I rented a farm,
sixty miles north from here, in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, where, for a few miles round, including a

part of the county of Durham, prevails without any
doubt, the best breed in England. One of the first

improving breeders, is Mr. James Brown of Albrough,

± Chines.

§2240 lbs.

3 1540 lbs.

prevents the

disorder. In my number of cows for the last six

ears, I have not lost one ; and some of my acquain-
tance, who have taken the trouble to try that experi
ment. are of the same opinion. I shall find great plea-

if this, or any other remark I have made, be of

the least service to you or your society.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN NICHOLSON.
Gipton, April 12, 1808.
James Jifease, Esrj. Sec'ry, to the >

Agri. Society Philadelphia. 5
The following is part of my reply:
From the account you give of your bull, he must

certainly have been a noble, animal, and his good qua
lities entitled him to the high price at which he was
sold. His breed would be an acquisition in any coun.
try. But I still much question whether such a price
would be warranted in the United States, except in

the new settlements, where the raising of stock is a
great object.:j: The truth is that if we have not such
superior animals, we happily have not that bad breed
of which you speak, which are diflScult to fatten, and
that often suffer in calving. Our cattle at four years
and upwards, weigh from 500 to 1200, with one win
tering on hay, and a summer and autumn grass ; and

cows it is a very rare circumstance that they
require any assistance at calving. In four years, only

* 1316 lbs.

t 136 to 140 lbs.

X This is a general remark, and true, when applied
the purchase of stock for breed, with an expccta

tion of profit. Individuals in different states, how-
have occasionally given higher prices, when

anxious to improve. Thus the late Mr. .Tohn O'Don-
nel and Mr. Patterson, of Baltimore imported a Bull

and two Cows from the successor of Bakewell, which
cost when landed in America §2000. Four Cows from
Amsterdam cost S602,89. Upon the death of Mr.
O'Donnel, the stock were sold, and brought from

S150 so S200 per head, at public auction, in Nov
1805.

one of my cows out of eight, experienctd any difficul'

ty, and in two calvings since have not had the least
trouble § The fathers of my farmer and of his wife,
who keep many cows, and several others whom I have
consulted, agree that difficult births in cows rarely oc-
cur. No m dicine is given before calviiig, nor after-
wards, unless the cow dues not cleanse' speedily, in
which case it is a general practice to give the same
remedy you recommend, viz. flaxseed, but in infusion,
with a mess of warm water and bran. How these
act, I do not know, unless the genial warmth they ex-
cite causes the separation oi the membranes. But
[he success of them I can vouch for, and it is singu-
'ar that the same remedy should be resorted to in

both countries.

Our beef is of the first quality, off grass, and highly
arbled, sells readily for lOi/, ild and ISrf. per lb.

and late in the winter, or in the spring, if stall fed,
with Indian corn meal and potatoes, (turnips are nev-

used) Ud. \3J. and22</, areob'.ained. The great
object with the butchers is, to kill cattie which diffuse

their fat through the muscles, and our graziers know
ivell the forms that have that disposition, and
that thrive quickly. Thi y unif rmly refuse to pur-
chase of the drovers the long legged," narrow rump-
ed animals, (which howeverare now seldom stcnj al-

though formerly common, and that still go by the
lame of the " English breed," probably owing to the
mportation many yi-ars since, of the old bad breed
you notice, before the improvements had taken place

English stock. With the view of knowing what
forms of cattle are in highest estimation In England,
our Agricultural Society imp.irted " Scott's prize cat-

tle," and we were surprised to find none of them dif-

fer from what we every day see in this state, except
in the article of South Down sheep, which we have

I have myself a pair of working oxen quite as
handsome as those represented in Scott's work.

—

Hence we conclude, that the common breed in Eng.
land must be bad indeed, when such oxen as are com-
mon here, carry prizes at Cattle Shows. The fact of
the scarcity of' good cattle is confirmed by yourself

and it is really singular, that they should not abound,
considering the length of time that has elapsed since
the spirit of improvement began. Bakewell was
known for his attention to the subject, and for the
superiority of his cattle full forty years ago, and he
was preceded by Webster, and one or two others.

—

Since then, numerous improvers have appeared in va-

rious parts of the kingdom, and yet it seems to be ne-
cessary to stimulate farmers by high premiums, to

adapt breeds which their own interest ouiht to leatl

them to propagate. Prejudice must certainly operate
with much greater force in Egland, than in the Uni-
ted States, otherwise fine cattle would be much more
plentiful than it seems they are at present ; and roy-

alty and nobility would not be required to mix with
crowd at Smithfield to break the force of habit

and to show by a comparison of good and bad breeds,
what the farmers themselves ought long ago to have
found out. Without wishing to eulogize my coun-
trymen undeservedly, I must say, that had they f.njoy-

ed the same advantages in respect to Fowler, Bake-
well, Paget, and other scientific graziers, our cattle

would long since have arrived at their acme of pcrfec-

tion, and even under present circumstances, we are
making rapid strides, for it is only necessary to show
that it is our interest to change our breeds, and the
change is made >»ithout delay. We have none of •

those strong prejudices, which cause men to shut
their eyes to improvements, from a supposition that
their own stock is superior to all others.] They are
not kept back by the amount of first advances, pro-
vided they see a chance for return of good interest,

§ Dec, 1810.—No difficulty has occurred since the
above date.

II The British Agricultural writers generally allow

that this prejudice is the great obstacle to improve-
ment in England. The writer of the report on agri-

culture of Westmoreland, drawn up for the Board
of Agriculture states, that a farmer, when asked
wh at breed of sheep they had, replied, " They are sic

as God put upon the land ; we never change ainy.''
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a consideration which duty to themselves and fami-

lies require ?n attention to. They do not deem it

right to gratif)' whim, or pay highly for mere beauty

of forir.. -A few exanijiles shall be given in point.—

An English inerchai.t residing in this city, some years

since, imported a co-.^' from Englsnd, of the Tees-

water breed, at a great price, and soon afterwards

wished to dispose of hi-v. He however could not ob-

tain the price he asked, (S200) but a captain of a

ship bound to England, agreed to take her back free

of cost, as she was then fresh in milk, and she was
afterwards sold in Yorkshire to good account. Her
form was good, and she herself was an excellent

milker, but at the price asktd for her here, she

would not yield an interest t',oal to what a farmer
would derive from the samt-" urn laid out in 4
common country cows, »• in j or 4 grazing steers.

The want of a bull moreover, of the same breed, or

of one equally gouii, by which her race might have

been continued, v^as another reason for the indiffer-

ence evinced towards her : for it was risking too

much to wait a time to tietermine whether she bred

after herself, or from the bull. On the other hand
the proprietor of several rams of the true Dishley

or new Leceister breed of sheep, at New Brunswick
New Jersey, finds no difficulty in letting them for

gl50 and §200 per year, to farmers, within 50 miles,

because they have found out that their descendants
fatten with great ease and are firmly formed, while

the American breed of sheep are .-lifficult to fatten,

and are long-legged and nii row rumjied, and because
the lambs of the former will bring from 3 to §4 at

three months old, while those of our o*n breed will

only sell for half that sum, I have crossed the ewes
of the Dishley breeds with tlie merino for the pur-

pose of improving the form of the latter. Col. Hum-
phreys sells his full blood merino rams readily for

SlOO, because the wool brings SI 33 cts. per pound
Thus when value is returned, capital is freely ad
^'anced. * * * «

P. b. Dec. 1810. During the present year, 500
TOO, lOOO, and even as high as 81500 were repeat
edly given in N. York for merino rams, which shows
that the American improver is not deficient in spirit

when objects present themselves that are likely to

remunerate the adventurer. At present the great
influx of merinos has diminished the price, but it

'

highly probable tlsat they will continue at §100, and
at that price no farmer should hesitate a moment
about purchasing.

KEEP AND PRODUCE OF A COW.
One acre of very good pasture (says Mr. Con-

yers,*) will suffice for a cow ; of middling pasture,

one acre aiid a half ton of hay, or rather less, will

be consumed by each miking cow in the winter
months. Upon an average ten cows give five pound
of butter per week in summer, and two dozen in

winter, and a profit of 13A 12s. per cow is sometimes
made in a year.

OA'- THE PRIA'-CIPLES
OF IMPROVING

THE BREED OF DOMESTIC ANIM.ALS.
BY BU. MKASE.f

Every one whose opportunities have permitted,
must have remarked, that the agriculture of Peim-
sylvania has very materiallr improved in tlie course
of the last twenty years. This change has been ef-

fected by the free use of lime, gypsum,i and the in-

troduction of green and root crops, and their alterna-

tion with those of grain, by which means abundant
food for all domestic animals is furnished, manure
rapidly accumulated, and the strength of the land

* Communicated to the board of Agriculture. Lon
den.

t Archives vol. 1.

* For a full account of the fertilizing effects of

gypsum on grasses and on other vegetables, its mode
of application, &c. see the Treatise of Mr. Peters on

(jypsum, the Memoirs of the Agricultural Society

of Philadelphia, vols. 1—2, and the Domestic Ency-
clopoedia, Philadelphia edition, and for remarks on

lime, as a manure, see the twolast mentioned works,

kept up. It cannot however, be denied, that in

all kinds of farm cattle, there is much room for im-

provement, and that in respect to fine neat cattle,

deficiency is very great. With a view therefore

to assist those who are anxious to undertake the im-
portant and profitable measure of improving their

stock, the following hints are given. I'hey are the

result of remarks by professed breeders and improv-
England, tested by the experience and obser-

vations of the editor, and other members of the (bat-

tle Society of Pennsylvania.
Until about fifty years since, no attempt had been

made to change the state of farm cattle in England.
Before that time, no country possessed animals of

forms. Size was the only object of considera-

tion, and form was never taken into view. K-^nce

large big boned, coarse headed, narrow rumped ani-

mals were the fashionable stock of the day. Some
of these worthless beasts were imported into the Uni-

ted States Ijefore the revolutionary war, but they are

now hapijily extinct. They are still abundant in

England, as appears by Mr. Nicholson's letter.

A few ingenius and observing men, perceiving the

loss sustained in feeding such animals, commenced
the attempt to alter their forms, selecting and breed-

ing from what thev deemed the best shaped, without

regard to bulk. Mr. Bakewell of Dishley, in the ccun
ty of Leicester, continued to advance the desirable

properties of the race upon which the experiment

hips, the whole forming a round barrel-like, but capa
cious carcase ; hishij) should be wide, round, and ?.

little higher than the back ; the rump wide and lyino;

in a horizontal direction, and not sinking backward"
but even with the general level of the back ; t'.i

huckle bones, (rump bones) not in the least protn' i

; the tiiil should be thin, round, and tapering w
hairy, and set on so high as to take in the same ho-
zontal line with the back; it should moreover be

broad at bottom, to prevtnt the appearance of the
cavities at the nache, and the gristles at the setting

of the tail should rather project on each side, as
they accumulate much fat in this part. The skin
should be mellow and elastic, yielding pleasantly to

the touch, especially on the chine, shoulders and ribs,

feeling soft, though firm to tlie touch, and equally
distant from the dry hard skin, or loose flabby feei.

As some reasons may be expected for the minute-
ness of this description, the following are offered.

A small head facilitates birth ; if it be not lightly

let into the line of the neck, and if the points of the
shoulders push downward, the neck appears out of
proportion, the weight or strength which ought to k'
in the closing or junction of the shoulders at the top
is destroyed, and the end of the chine at that part is

thin and hollow, and the due symn>ctrv of the part
is destroyed. An animal with a dull eye rarely fat-

tens wtU. The loins being narrow and thin, and thi
feet standing close, are sign of weakness, and very

as first made, and since his time, others have fol- unsightly defects : when the fore-legs approach too

lowed with great success, and have found out in near, it may also be presumed from the consequent
what respects, even the favourite forms of that ori- narrowness of the chest, that there will not \x. suffi-

ginal character might be altered for the better.—jcient room for the action of the lungs, during the pe-
" Mr. B-akewell, after breeding in and in through ariod of fattening, and as on their size and soundness
great number of descents, ever selecting individuals the strength and health of the animal, and his pow-
ofthe roundest form, and smallest bone, raised thater of converting food into nourishment principally

variety which has been since so celebrated for apti-ldepend, it is of the first importance to attend to the
tude to acquire external fat. But in the attainment of formation of the chest. If a bullock is in-kneed
this end, he sacrificed the quality of great milking,

and rendered the animals less certain in faculty of

procreation." The fat moreover, not being diffused

through the flesh, but layingin thick layers external-

ly, was a great objection, as much waste necessarily

ensued in cooking. The same thing occurred in the

Bakewell or Dishley sheep, on the ribs of which the

fat has often measured seven inches, while the flesh

was not one inch thick. These defects led to further

experiments, aad occasioned the origination of other

breeds.

The first object that naturally offers to be attained,

is the possession of a breed of cattle, which with a

given quantity of food will afford the quickest and

greatest return of the most valuable parts of flesh, or

of milk or butter. After repeated experience and

close attention to the subject, by European improv-
ers it has been found that so far as flesh is concern-

ed, there are certain forms and ])roi)ortions of body

intimately connected with the great object in view,

and these shall now be detailed.

1. Of a bull. The head should be rather long, and
small, muzzle fine,* chaps clean, eyes lively and pro-

minent, ears long and thin, horns tapering bright and
sprfading, neck fine, rising with a gentle curve from
his shoulders, and small and fine where it joins the

head, progressively leading down to a full and deep
bosom, shoulders rnoderately broad at the top.joining

full to the chime, (crops) and chest, breast broad and
projecting well before his legs ; his arms or fore-

thighs muscular, and tapering to his knee ; his legs

clean, straight, very fine boned, and standing wide ;

his chime and chest so full as to leave no hollows be-
hind the shoulders ; the plates strong to keep his

the knees bent inward, the points of the toe and of

the shoulder must be out, and he must be hollow
behind the withers (a bad point for feeding,) and he
will of necessity, be a slow worker. A hairy tail is

indicative of a hairy head and large bones, and of a
coarse open grained flesh, or " gumminess."
The pelvis is the cavity formed by the junction of

the haunch bones, with the bones of the rump. It

is essential that tliis cavity should be large in the
female, that she may be able to bring forth her young
without difficulty. The size of the pelvis is chiefly

indicated by the width of the hips, and the breadth
of the twist, or the space between the thighs. The
breadth of the loins is always In proportion to that of
the chest and pelvis. Small boned animals invaria-
bly fatten quicker than those of larger bones, which
often are the result of an imperfect nourishment dur-
ing growth, and generally indicate an imperfection

the organs of nutrition. When a hide feels soft and
mellow it strongly indicates a tendency to take on
meat, and it is evident that a fine and soft skin must
be more pliable, and more easily stretched out to re-

ceive any extraordinary quantity of flesh, than a thick
or tough one. At the same time, thick hides are of

great importance in various manufactures, and are
necessary in cold countries, where cattle are much
exposed to the inclemency of the seasons ; and in the
best breeds of Scotch Highland cattle, which are
much prized in England, the skin is thick in propor-
tion to their size, without being prejudicial to their
capacity of fatting.

Finally, whatever be the size of the animals, just

and equal proportions of length, depth and substance,

are the truest indications of vigour, and of the ability

belly from sinking below the level of his breast ; his of the animal to produce and stand under the great-

back broad, straight .ind flat, his ribs rising one aboveest possible load of flesh.

another, in such a manner that the last rib shall be By improvement of the breed of animals, Law-
rather tlie highest, leaving only a small space to the rence means the gradual change of form and pro-

perty in their progeny, until they shall arrive, as

* Lord Somerville, who does all his farm worknearly as possible, to a certain standard of pre-

with Devon oxen, says that with respect to thatpar-lsumed perfection. This is to be effected by a con-

ticular breed, " a black nose is often a sign of a bad junction of male and female, of the desired spe-

constituUon, of such as turn scourers, and particular- cies, form, and properties; some steps being
ly when the cast of the coat is of too pale a colour."|gained in every procreation. The male of course,

It may be well for the American improver to notice|being able to multiply his likeness to such an
how far the remark applies in this country. extent, must be the prime instrument in the
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Imsiness; it is therefore ot the utmost consequence,

that he be thorough-shaped, or thorough-bred : "that

is, descended from a race ot ancestors, who havt

tlirough several geneiations, possessed in a high de
Rree, the properties which it is our object to obtain."

'I'he female ought also to be selected vrith the strict

est care, and according to Mr. Cline, ought rather to

be proportionably larger than the male, since the

improvement depends on this principle, that the pow
er of the female to supply her offspring with nour
ishment is in proportion to her size, and to the powei
of nourishing herself from the excellence of her con
stitution. In this particular an error is very commonly
committed, the attention being confined to the male.

~

Mr. T. A. Knight, of Herefordshire, objects to the

principle laid down by Mr. Cline, respecting the ad
vantages of propagating from large in preference tt

small females. " Nature," he says, '• has given to

the offspring of many animals, (those of the sheep,
the cow and the mare, afford familiar examples) the
power at an early age, to accompany their parents
in flight ; and the legs of such animals are very near-

ly of the same length at the birth, as when they
have attained their perfect growth. When the fe-

male parent is large, and the fcetus consequently so,

the offspring will be large at its birth, in proportion
to the bulk it will ultimately attain, and its legs will

thence be long comparatively with the depth of the

chest and shoulders. When on the contrary, the fe

male is small, and the foetus so, at the birth, the
letigth of the legs of tlie young animal will be short

comparatively with the depth of its chest and shou
ders: and an animal in the latter form, will be
greatly preferable, either for the purposes of laljoux',

or of food to mankind. 1 have seen this diffi-rence

in the influence of the male and female parents on
the offspring, very strikingly exemplified, in the

suit of an attempt to obtain very large mules from
the male ass and the mare The largest females
that could be procured, were selected, and the forms
of the offspring, at the birth, were perfectly consist

ent with the theory of Mr. Cline ; they were remar
kably large, and I observed that the length of their
leg.s, when they were only four days old, very near-
ly equalled that of the legs of their parents. I exa-
mined the same animals when five years old, and in

the depths of their chests and shoulders, they

believe that the sex of the offspring is given by the
female parents."*
Mr. Knigiit is we!! known for his attentive and

cessful investigations of nature, animal and vegetable,
and his conclusMP.s li.ve in this case, he says, been
drawn from very extcndve and accurate observation.
To obtain the most ap;jioved for;"!, two modes of

breeding have been practised, one by the select
of individuals of the same family, called breeding,
'in and in;" the other, by selecting males and fe-

nales from different varieties of the same species,
which is called " crossing the breed."
When a particular variety approacltes perfection

n form, Ijreeding in and in may be the better prac
tice in following this, however great caution is requi

site in selecting the best sl-.aped individuals. It was
thus, the celebrated Bakeivetl preserved his various

stock without degeneration in any of the qualities for

hich tliey were famous. But as in the U. States the
origination of a lireed of neat cattle, is to be aimed
at, the system of crossing must be adopted, and for

this end, the following rules should be attended to.

Mr. Lawrence remarks, " Individual variety of

size and shape prevails in all breeds, to the infinite

use and convenience of man. Some will run naturally

to length and depth of carcase ; others will have a

tendency to the contrary form, or with much sub-

stance, wide loins and short legs. The improving
breeder in joining the sexes, will take advantage of

these varieties of shape or peculiar properties; in-

creasing length or deptli of carcase, when required
or moderating too great length with its opposite, with
rotundity of form, and width of loin, and shortness of

leg; ever having especial regard to preserving
stance in the form of his stock, and to prevent the
increasing length and too near approach of the legs.

It is very common for the best breeds to degenerate
in this way from neglect; in which case it will be
necessary to change the males for others of a still

shorter and more substantial form, either from the
saiTie or a kindred variety, and to pay an increased
attention to the selection of females."

Disflosilion. " It is of great importance to have
a breed distinguished by a tame and docile dispo-

sition, without however being deficient in spirit.—
Such a breed is not so apt to injure fences, to break
into fields, and unquestionably less food will rear

little exceeded their male parent, (a Spanish ass,) support, and fatten them. As tameness of

but from mares of small stature, were perfectly well
proportioned.

t

" There is another respect in v/hich tlie powers
of the female appear to be prevalent in their influence

on their offspring, and that is relative to its sex. In
several species of domesticated or cultivated ani-

mals, (I believe in all) particular females are found
to produce a very large majority, and sometimes all

their offspring of the same sex ; and I have proved
repeatedly, that by dividing a herd of thirty cows,
into three equal parts, I could calculate, with confi-

dence, upon a very large majority of females from
one part or males' from another, and upon nearly an
equal number of males and females from the re-

mainder. I freqently endeavoured to change these
habits by changing the males, but always without
success ; and I have, in some instances, observed
the offspring of one sex, though obtainetl from dif
ferent males to excised those of the other, in the pro-

portion of five or six and even seven to one. When
on the contrary, I have attended to the numerous
offspring of a single bull, or ram, or horse, I have
never seen any considerable difference in the number
of offspring of either sex, 1 am therefore disposed to

* In the case of horses, perfection consists in the
"wind," and this according to Mr. Robson, an emi
nent trainer, at New Market, " depends on parent-

age, and on the female most '.' See Sir John Sinclair,

on athletic exercises.

differ in respect to the influence of the size of the
parents on their progeny. I have known a pair of

on is much owing to the manner in whicli the ani

mal is brought up, attention to inure them early to

be familiar and docile, cannot be too much recom-
mended." Mr. Bakewell attended sedulously to this

point, and his breed of cattle retain it to this day
He kept them in stalls, and attended them with the
same care that others do a favourite horse. A bull

of his stock, exhibited at the cattle show, in April
st, by Messrs. Ely and Eastburn, was as gentl

cart horse.

Hardiness- " This is a most important requisite
even where stock is most attended to, it is of essen-

tial consequence, that they should be as little liable

as possible, to disease or any hereditary distemper,
as being black Heshed or having yellow fat. It is a
popular beUef, that a dark colour is an indication of

hardiness, and that cattle with light colours are
softer and more delicate. A rough pile is also reck-
oned a desirable property in out-winterers "

Easily maintained. " On attention to this point,

depends the profit, in a great measure, of the gra-
zier. It is intimately connected with the shape above
mentioned, and with smallness of bone." In the

horss every one knows that certain shape is indica-

tive of being easily kept, and the remark will apply
to neat cattle.

Early maturity. " Arriving soon at perfection, is

material object for the breeder, as his profit must
a great measure depend upon it." Something will

certainly depend upon their being fed in such a man-
It is probable that the different species of animals ner as to keep them constantly in a growing state

this way they make more progress in three years
than they usually do in 5 ; when they are half starv-

noble carriage horses, got out of a diminutive mare
by a large and well formed horse ; while on the con-

trary in the case of sheep, the influence of the size ofl

the mother upon that of the young, is certainly great. I * Transactions Royal Society, London, 1810,

ed during winter, and the growth checked. By the
letter from Mr. Nicholdson, of Gipton, near Leeds,

in England it appears that his breed of cattle posses-
ses this valuable requisite in a most remarkable de-
gree. His bull, which was sold for 100 guineas,
eighed :>240 lbs. live weight at three years and two

months old. His fore quarters were supposed to
weigh 158U lbs. He was kept for cows, and it is

probable had only coinmon pasture, when weighed.
Six beasts, three years and a half old each, sold for
38A 6s. sterhng each, or Sl''0,22. The four quar-
ters of each weighed 1316 lbs. In this country, such
weights would be thought great in beasts of five years
old, which had been well wintered, grazed the follow-
ing summer, and stall-fed in the succeeding winter.
Let the spirited breeders on our frontiers make a

calculation, as to the great increase of j)rice they
would obtain from a grazier, for cattle coming so ear-
ly to maturity as those just mentioned, and reflect on,
the profit from selling iheir poor cattle at two yeai s

of age, instead of five or six years ; and let the gra-
zier calculate the difference to him between keeping
cattle one year, instead of fifteen or eighteen months,
and the saving of some hundred bushels of corn meal
by stall-feeding, and then say, whether there is not
room for improvement in our stock.

Quality offlesh.—" The quality of flesh most cer-
tainly depinds much upon age, and sex; heifers, for
Instance must be finer grained than oxen ;" and the-
coarsness of stag beef is proverbial. The excellence
of the meat also greatly depends on their food, and
the nature of the soil producing it. On the whole,
there is no better sign of good flesh, than when it is

marbletl, or the fat and lean nicely and alternately
mixed with each other. The person who would',

in the United States, originate a breed, in which
e might always be sure of finding such beef,
" who would discover the particulur marks, by

hich such cattle might be known, would de-
serve one of the highest premiums our cattle socie-

ty could bestow, and be otherwise well paid for his

trouble.

Working. In the case of working oxen, a quick
step, and strength in proportion to speed, are of the
greatest importance ; and that these qualities may
be imparted to an ox, there can be little doubt. In

England, they are supposed to have been obtained

by admixture of the lighter, small boned French
Norman or Guernsey breed, with some of the na-
tive breeds. Their gentleness of disposition, mild-
ness and hardihood, also serve to recommend the
French breed. When well kept, they grow to ^ood
sizes, although n^uurally small.* In the the United
States a great diversity is found in respect to the
gait of oxen ; for while some are slow, others will

walk nearly as fast as a horse. The formation of

their fore quarters, as before noted, will greatly
fluence their speed. If a breed could be origin-

ated, which with the above-mentioned qualities, this

of quick step were joined, a great object would be
obtained, and would amply repay the breeder.

It may be asserted with safety, that in no country
does the dairy man receive greater prices for his

milk, butter or cheese, than in the United States ;

and yet it is notorious, that the cows in general are

far from excellent. The abundant provisions required
for the support of stock, during our long winters,

ought to ensure a plentiful supply of rich milk in

summer, and yet it is believed ttiat the profit from
them is much smaller than is commonly imagined.
We are much more deficient in this article of farm
took, than in any other, which calls loudly for the

attention of the improver. The indications of fcrm,
which so strongly characterize the profitable cattle,

for beef, fail with respect to milk, as we find that
some of the most excellent milk breeds aie very dif-

ferent in external form. The surest mode of proce-

dure for the improver is to breed from good milkers,

In France oxen are very generally used to plough
and for draught. It is probable therefore, they arc

more speedy in their gait, than the native breed ot

England, or than the common breed of this coun-

tiy. Some of those French breeds have been intro-

duced into England and much admired. See Bath
Memoirs, vol. ix. introduction, p. 33, and Commer-
cial and Agriciiitural Magazine, Lon. vol. ix, p 295
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that is, such as give rich millc, and if possible, from
such as possess the forms approveil of for bulls in the
preceding pages, makina; allowance for the difFerence

of sex. There are, however, some marks of a good
milch cow, in every breed, which it may be useful to

note, viz—a capacious and thin skinned udder, large
teats, with a large and distinct milk vein : fine head
and chaps, thin neck, shallow and light and fore-

quarters, capacious behind, wide loin, thin thigh and
white horns. A gaunt and meagre appearance of

body, promising no great disposition to fatten, is

added by some as a sign of a good milker ; but al-

though good milkers are of a thin habit, yet there
can be no reason why the rule should be absolute ;

and on the contrary, we see in Tuke's survey of

VOL. 11.

It is to be regrt Ucd that opportunities for the im
provement of stock of neat cattle by means of thr
improved breed ot Europe are so few, and that evtn
the kno\v ledge of the existence of any among us is so
partially diffused. It is understood that some ver)
liigh priced cattle were imported into Maryland betorr
and since the revolutionary war trom Europe ; ami
that within a few years past, more have been imported
into the frontier parts of the State of New York, bui
their particular qualities are scarcely known beyond
the immediate vicinity in which they were introduc-
ed. A bull from Holland, very valuable for milk and
beef, was imported some years since into Philadel-
phia, but the original stock was killed before the ful)

blood was obtained. His progeny however evince such
V'orkshire, portraits of Teeswater cows, that must qualities as lead us to consider his death as a nation

ss. The original sire was sent to Lancastei
county, where only a few of the first cross from him
emain. Six steers of his stock which were fatted

e neighbourhood of Lancaster during the year
,
were pronounced by a competent judge to be

the handsomest cattle he ever saw. The fine ox fed Ch
by Mr. Guyer, killed in Philadelphia, March,

from their formation take on fat readily, and they
are well known to be first rate milkers.
To show theinferiority oftheproduceof ourcows,

when compared with those of England, a few facts,

shall be stated. Sir John Sinclair states, on the au-tl

thority of W. Trevalyan, Esq. of Northumberland,
that a well bred Teeswater cow will give on an ave-
rage fourteen quarts at each of two milkings, oi

twenty-eight quarts per day. Some of the Teeswater
breed, according to Culley, give even to the amount
of thirty-six quarts per day. The cows of the island
of Alderney, and other islands on the coast of France
give very rich milk, though not in the greatest
quantity. Lawrence says, " he was assured by a
respectable fiiend, that an Alderney strayed cow,
during the three weeks she was kept by the finder,

made nineteen pountls of butter each week, and the
fact was held so extraordinary, as to be tliought worth
a memorandum in tlie parish books." A cow of the
same breed was inipprted into Philadelphia by Mr
Charles Ross, and in his possession she made nine
IJOunds of butter every week. Cows from North
Devonshire keep in good order, are hardy, their
beef is fine grained, and they are so easily main-
tained, that one acre and a half of prime pasture is

the allowance for one cow a whole year, duriiigof his stock might become in a fe
which time each cow will fatten five calves. A Sus-

'

•
• -

sex bred cow, owned by Mr. Cramp of Lewis, clear-
ed one year 431. Ss. lid. and the 2d year 30/. 16*. Id.

To those who have been contented with the com-
mon cows brought to them by drovers, or picked up
in the neighbourhood, and the extent of whose tra-
vels has been from market back to their farms, and
to an election ground, and who despise all informa-
tion derived from books, some facts just mentioned
will pass for fable ; but of their authenticity there'
call be no doubt : the fact respecting the production
of the Alderney cow may at any time be verified,
and in order to be assured that it is possible to have
better cows than their own, they need only visit Mr.
A. Deveas, and Mr. Shukert, of Germautown near
the Drover tavern, where they may see two cows
which give from 10 to 13 lbs. of butter every week ;

incl Mr. G. Hopptl, of Philadelphia, latelv had a
cow which gave 1.5 lbs. of butter a week. '

i

These facts ought to convince every one who is

anxious to make the most of his farm, of the
room there is for improvement, and should
him to the attempt,

cnmply with your request by furnishing,
I can, a list of books for an agricultural libraiy.-
I'here must be some subjects of affinity with agrici
ture, both instructive and amusing I to give varict>-
and temptation to readtrs, who might think it fit'r
se heavy and dull. 1 found this necessary in estab-
lishing a library in my neighbourhood ; which has
had a magical effect in improving the minds, and
mending the agricultural practice of many, who
would not otherwise have read a page on the sub-
ject. Many books are to be had in our country

;

but Dickson's last edition of his work on agriculture,
a new edition of the complete Farmer, Dictionary-
wise, and Lord Dundonald's Connexion betweeivChe
mistry and Agriculture,

;

was from a cow of that breed, by an English bull,
now or late in the possession of Mr. Bunting of
Neshaminy.

In the scarcity therefore of good foreign breed, we
must have recourse to our native stock, and it is a
great satisfaction to know that there are excellent ma-
terials among us, on which they may commence the
attempt. \\'e every year see beasts of good form
brought down in droves from various quarters, and
sacrificed, after performing their duty for a season in
a herd of cows ; and which if kept as breeders would
iiaturally improve llie stock of the district. As a gen-
eral rule, let no offspring be raised exctpt from tht
finest boned, cleanest headed, straight backed, and
best fleshed of every stock, both male and female.*

A. close adherence to those principles of choice at
home, and in occasional purchase at markets, will
soon convince any man how striking the improvement

not in cm Book-stores. I
ave sent for some copies, through a Bookseller, Dr.

Earle, of our city. You had better lose no time m or-
dering them, as their arrival wll be dilatory. They
contain the best body of information on European
Husbandry, of any books wherein the subject is diges-
ted methodically. Sir Humphrey Davy's Agricultural
'"-— istry, is to be had in Philadelphia. I mention

a good beginning for your plan.
I am gratified by every evidence of sensibiUty to

the most important subject to which he can apply
either our intellect, or corporeal endeavours. It has
been suffered to make its own way ; whilst most
others have been assisted by public patronage, am-
bition, cupidity, or love of fame. It will never be
brought to system, or advanced in durable improve-
ment, but through the exertions of Societies institut-
ed with such objects in view. More of our citizens
of education and talents should devote themselves to
the acquirements of knowledge in this art; and par-
licularty where the improvements of large posses-
sions have bt-en neglected ; whilst their proprietors
have been pursuing objects neither so important, nor,
in many instances, so innocent and contributory to
their own, and the comforts of their neighbours ; and
the prosperity of their country. I congratulate you
on the dawn of the spirit evinced by the membeis of

ne III a few years, and we look[your Society, in your part of our country : whereinforward with great satisfaction to the period when if lam not much misinformed, both a scientific and'
the effects of our recommendation shall be shown, practical attention to the subject, have been hereto

Sir John Sinclair sums up the desirable qualities fore very much wanted. I mention this with reeret

°i imni r'~ 1 ,. r .,- f
not as a reproach; for all of us have a share in luch

1. A moderate size, unless when food is of a na- observations be our acquirements, talents, or Drooer-
ture peculiarly torcing. ty, great or small.

'
• V "Per-

0. ^hape the most likely to yield profit to the far-| Our Society is about publishing another volume.—
o ^?""i' -1 J- ., . . .... IWeare collecting all the facts we can, on the ex-
3. Of a docile disposition, without being deficientitraordinary jihcenomena of the past year, and the

in spirit. successor to it, in anomalous circumstances. We
4. Hardy, and not liable to disease. shall be obliged by any uncommon facts or occurren" ^^'^\'y^^^'"'*'"^'*' ^"^^ °" food not of a costly ces in your quarter of the Union, which have --
6. Arriving soon at maturity.
7. Producing considerable quantities of milk
8. Having flesh of an excellent quality.
9. Having a tendency to take on fat,

10. Having a valuable hide. To which may be added.
Lastly, calculated (if judgednecessaiT)for working.

irJ';fnf"milt"fTh°f^''^
"•'""^"^ properties in a to a gentleman of Philadelphia, that he sawbreed of milk, and beef, IS so important, and has been breed of cows near Lancaster, with a fine smallthought to be so difficult of attaining, that it lias

been recommended not to attempt the union, for in

proportion as we gain in one point, we lose in the
other. We know in general that good milkers are
seldom quick feeders. The two objects have how
ever been accomplished to a certain extent in Eng
land, in case of the North Devon cows, and in some
individuals of the Kyloe or Highland breed, and in

the Suffolk Duns ; and there is no reason why tlie

same success should not attend tqual industry in this
country. Mr. Cramp's cow, before noticed, was al-
ways ready for the butcher, but then other food be-
sides grass was regularly given to her. It has been
said indeed, by some, to be the result of their re-
marks, that " the cow which gave the greatest quan-
fity of butter in a given time fed fastest when dry ;'

•)ut that the remark did not apply to ihi7i milkers.

* The late colonel Pollen, a British oflicer, and
well informed on the subject of cattle, passed thix _„

United States in 1802, and mentioned in a note

head, smooth and delicate hair, small eye, round
rib, and straight back, which would be an acquisi
tion to England if introduced there." This remark,
made by an intelligent foreigner, who was well ac-
quainted with the improved breeds of England,
ought to have its due weight, and should stimulate
us to attend to the animals we meet with, which
may possess some valuable properties."

COMMUNICATED FOR THE FARMER.

To George W. Jeffreys, Esq. of North Caro-

lina, /rom Judge Peters, of Pennsylvania.

Belmont, near Pliiladel/ihia, March 1, 1817.

Dear Sir—I received yesterday, with great plea-
sure your letter of the 18th ult. I will cheerfully

thing peculiar attending the
1 think, I answered your former letter. I left with

Mr.Smjill, Bookseller, a correspondent of Mr. Gale,
at Raleigh, a little attempt at an epitome of Agricul-
ture, and our Almanack for 1818. I have in thp lat-
ter condensed information on the subject of salt, as a
manure. I wish you may receive them, and endea-
vour to have experimentstried with «a/f,which would
be highly beneficial, if half what is said of it be true.
The great mistake has hitherto been, using it too
lavishly. In the epitome, I dwell much on the dacty-
lis, because I know itsvalue ; having constantly sown
it for a period of 40 years. All beasts are fond of it,

both as pasture and hay. It is permanent, whilst clo-
ver is short lived. It grows in the shade luxuriant-
ly ; and hence it is called Orchard Grass. The En
glish name is Cock-foot. Any soil is suitable, if not wet.
A sandy loam of good staple is the fittest.—I gener-
ally sow it on my wheat in the autumn, covering
the seed (a bushel and a peck to a half, per acre)
with the last harrowiug. Some sow it in the spring ;

but I prefer the fall. 1 sow on my wheat, in Februa-
ry or March, about 6 pounds per acre of red clover ;
and these plants are ready for the scvthe at the same
time. The Orchard Grass should be'cutfor hay when
the panicles are fairly formed, and this is about the
time when the heads of the clover begin to turn
For seed, it must be ripe ; and some let it stand too
long for this purpose ; so that the straw is rigid
and the leaves dry. It is best to raise a spot pur-
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poselv tbiseed; whereof it furnishes great plenty.

—

It is not a native plant in a poor soil.

Tile famoiis Dr. Richardson, the patron and promoter

of the culture of Fiovin, which is his passion and ne-

ver ending delight, could not pay the Dactylis a greater

compliment, tl)an he does in a publication, 1813, on

Fitrm Grass. He says, " were I to follow my own
judgment r.lone, I should have put this grass in t!ie

first class." Uut carried aw.iy by his passion for fiorin,

he places it next to it—in the second class. The fact is,

that neither grass suits the same soil. Fiorin thrives

only in bo^gy and wet soils, and Dactylis in reasonabhj

dry grounds. He had a newspaper dispute with a i

on the question—who introduced the Dactylis first

England ? Neither of them m.ide out above 28 y

I had cultivated it here (unremittingly) before either

of them knew the plant ; without valuing myself on

any priority ; which it seems was made a point of, by

these zealous antagonists. So that you see it was an

object deemed worthy the contest, stimulated by agri-

cultural pride.

In the publications I send you, some satisfaction as

to some of your questions will probably be found ; and

if not, I will give any explanations.

I have, the last seed time, after sowing my \yheat,

scattered on strips, before harrowing in the grain— al

the rate of two biisliels of plaster to the acre—then

salt, at the rate of one and one and a half bushels to

the acre—then the seed damped and rolled in plist

—then dung alone. I shall see ne.-it harvest the resul

1 published in Poulson's paper, which may reach y

an account, from Scotland, of wonderful effects

destroying grubs, in an oat crop, by mixing with six

bushels of seed oats—a half a peck of salt. The e:

periment succeeded after repeated trials.

Yours verv trulj',

RICHARD PETERS
t;. W. Jeferet^, Esq.

FOR THE AMERICAN FAllMEB.

December \5lh, 1820,

Mr. Skin'neii,

Your correspondent, Furius Cresinus, will

greatly oblige me, and many others among you

readers, by giving a full and particular state

ment of his practice and experience in the mode

of cultivaiion, of which he speaks in the follow-

ing passage of his letter : " I am satisfied by

" my own practice, that if you turn down a tui f

" in March or April, roll and harrow the su

" face, plant your corn, and cultivate it with the

« roUer and /larrozu early^ and with the harrow
" all the season, never touching it with the

" plough after the planting furrows have been
•' opened, that you may make as good corn, if

« not better, than if you had used the plough."

The important ends which would be attained by

substituting the harrow or cultivator for the

plough, have induced me to commence a course

of experiments, for the purpose of ascertaining

to what extent it might be done. I have alrea

dy satisfied myself, that at least one fourth of

the usual labour (of both horses and hoe hands)

may be saved, without injury to the crop ; but

have not yet dared to dispense with the piougl

altogether. If Cresinus can establish the cor

rectness of his opinion, he will thereby point

out to us southern corn planters, an improve

ment more valuable than any other within our

reach. Besides the great saving of labour at-

tending such tillage, there would be derived ad

vantages still more important, from securing

manure and the vegetable matter on enclosed

land from exposure, instead of tearing them up
with the plough, almost as soon as they are

buried.

The Deaj^on or Dagon plough, so highly and

so justly commended by Cresinus, is the same
of v/hich inquiry was made by your correspond-

ent. " Arator," page 263, vol. 1. It works ea-

sier, and turns the mould with its vegetable

covering, more completely, than any other I

have ever tried, except in very stubborn soils.

Thousands are every year sent to Virginia, from

Connecticut, which are cheaper, though not so

good as those made by our country plough-

wrights. It is strange; that a tool so much used

and improved, has not been more noticed in agri-

cultural publications, and (from Arator's com-
munication) it seems, is almost unknown in

Maryland. The Dagon plough, howevei

quires such frequent repairs, that I think it will

be ultimately superseded by the Freeborn
Wood plough, which vyorks nearly, if not quite

well, and at much less cost.

I wish to be informed by some of your rea

ders, whether Ducket's Skim-Coulter filoiigh i

used in the United States, and with what advan
tage : or to be instructed, by what other mode
the same operation may be performed. T
plough cuts two furrows at once ; the first, by
means of a piece of iron attached to the coulter

which shares off the surface, and turns it, with

all the herbage, into the bottom of the last made
furrow: the plough-share following in the same
track, cuts a deep furrow free from grass or

oots, and with it,, covers what was removed b\

the skim coulter. In this manner, one plough
ing is said to put out of the way, effectually,

the heaviest coat of vegetable matter, and to

leave the land a clear and fine seed bed for the

reception of grain. I have frequently attempted
to effect the same purpose, by running ont

plough after another, in the same furrow ; bu
could never succeed in raising the second earth

high enough to cover the first, not in cleaning

out the furrow sufficiently deep for the reception

of the next slice of turf.

1 am sorry that my ignorance of agriculturi

prevents my contributing even a mite ofinfor
tion, in return for all that I am indebted for

to your correspondents ; otherwise, I would
as freely impart instruction, as I now ask it of

hers.

A NOVICE.

Postscri/it to General Forman's letter on the cul-

tivation and uses of the Bene ftlant, inserted

flage 300 of this volume.

Machinery for an Oil press cannot be expen-
sive, and no doubt the same which is used for

Castor Oil, will effectually answer the purpose.

It is a powerful screw carried round by a sweep
drawn by a horse, and acting upon the grain,

secured in an iron box.

Mr. Reybold, who has gone largely into the

cultivation of the Castor Bean, has also been
very successful in expressing the Oil. At his

outset he experienced frequent disappointment

from the imperfect construction of the screw and

box ; he has, however, overcome these difficul-

ties, and his present apparatus, although perfectly

simple, is completely effective, and can be seen by
calling upon Mr. Philip Reybold, of Marshmont
near New Castle, Delaware.

T. M. F,

On the Disease of Domestic Animals and theif

. Cure.
.

Diarr/aea or Scouring. This disease often

iiappens to horses from eating new oats or hay,

and is then of little importance, as it soon ceases

when the diet is changed, or when the stomach
has become accustomed to such new food ; but
should it continue, let them drink freely of gruel

made of wheat flour ; and if this fail, give the

astringent ball. When there is reason to suspect

that the diharrhosa depends upon worms in the

bowels, or other hurtful matter lodged in them,
give in the first place a ball composed of two
drams of aloes, three drams of rhubarb, and
three drams of soap. If it appears to arise from
exposure to cold, or from drinking freely of cold

water when heated by exercise, sound wisping

and warm clothing are proper; gruel also will

be found useful. In obstinate diarrhoeas, accom-
panied by loss of flesh and appetite, and consi-

ble debility, there is generally some disease

either of the liver, or other internal part, which
generally proves fatal.

Astringent Ball.—Take of

Carraway seeds, recently powdered, six

drams.
Catechu, two drams.

Ginger, one dram.
Opium, half a dram.
Treacle, enough to form a ball.

This may be repeated the following day, if ne-

cessary: the horse continuing to drink the gruel

of wheat flour or arrow-root. Some horses of

delicate constitutions are attacked with diarrhoeas

whenever they are put to any considerable work ;

such horses should take a cordial ball with the

addition of two or three drams of catechu, be-

fore they go out ; and as soon as they return

(Vom hunting or other exercise, which usually

brings on the complaint.

Diet.—The best diet, I believe, for horses

that work moderately, is good hay and oats;

but for such as are employed in more severe

labour, beans are certainly useful. Fresh clo-

hay, cut up as chaff, is a useful addition to

either. Horses that are used merely for exer-

;ise, and taken out only occasionally, should

lave bran masiies now and then, or be fed con-

stantly with a mixture of bran and oats; this is:

particularly necessary if the horse is disposed

to costiveness ; and in such cases, a little green

food or carrots will be of service. Some horses

thrive, and look sleek with half the quantity ol

food, that is required to produce the same ap-

pearance in another ; such horses should be fed

accordingly, and be allowed no more than is

eally necessary. Horses that feed voraciously

and have a craving appetite for water, should be
allowed only a moderate quantity of either

,

and if they eat their litter, they should constantly

wear a muzzle, except at the time of feed-

ing. For more particular instructions on this

bject the reader may consult the first volume
of the Veterinary Medicine or Farriery, page
247.— See also Feeding.

Recipe for the Rot in Sleep: Young's Annals, vol. 13.
' Give to each sheep one spoonful of spirits of tur-

pentine, mixed with two of water, after fasting twelve
hours—let them have three doses, staying six days be
tween each dose ; this is said to have been used with

success, even in cases where the fleece has been nearly

gone, and the throat terribly swelled."
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Mn. Skisndb,
Your useful and widely circulating paper, not onh

invites, but creates a sort of moral obligation uponeverj
experienced Agriculturist, to h.iiid in his Kxperi—" as iron sbarpeneih iron, so does the mind of one
man sharpen another."

I have been a cultivator both for profit and glory

these twenty-five years, and had I time and descrip-

tive qualifications. I could at least anriuse practical

or fire-side Farmers—but to return to my social obli-

gation of communicating the result of my experience

—Land of every description should be cultivated full

eight inches deep, and well mixed—it is ihen capa
ble of the greatest piodiicion, provided (at all time)
that care has been taken to rlispose of all superab
dant water. This, Sir, is tlie indispensable of farm.ng
productively. Wlien land has yielded the desired

crop or crops of grain, it should be laid to rest (as

farmers say) with plenty of grass upon its surface

—I would advise Timothy and clover, sny two quarts

of the former and three of the latter. That 1 may
be understood, let me repeat (lor the rudiments of no

subject or science can be too aislinctly explained)—
first, lay your land perfect/;/ dry—then plough full

eight inches deep, and harmw it well. If the crop
desired, be corn, it is recommended to plant it in

squares, taking care not lo have more plants upon s

given space than can fii'.d good pasture. By atten

tion to this, the ears will be large, and the grains

perfect—Cultivating in squ;.re9 keeps the land level

an object never to be lost sight of in our diy climate

—it also secures you from the washing influence of

heavy rains. A good harrow will keep corn clean

and that is all that is wanting after it be ones dress

ed with the hoe, which should be done as soon as th
corn is six inches high—In seeding small grains—
never put too many plants upon a given surface, or
they will perish each other, and the grain will be im
perfect and chaffey—let the surface be well pulverised
and separated, and the fall seed put into the gro
as soon in September as you c;.n get a good r.i —the
nights are then long enough to keep the earth

and moist.—Spring grain should never be seeded after

March—and great care should be taken not to put
too many tenants upon a given surface. Thougl;
much has been said about deep and shallow seeding,

I have found that one inch will do, and do well.

—

greatest modern improvement in Agriculture, is that

of applying manure to the surface of fresh cultivated

land—I mean that in which grain is seeded—this mode
of applying manure, ensures the crop of gram, and tlie

clover or other grasses that may follow.

The land I cultivate now gives mc from four to five

ears of corn, and the same proportion of grass for

one that it produced twenty 5 ears ago, and I impute
this to the difl'erence in ploughing .ind draining.

—

Land cannot improve that is not freed from excess of
water.

My experiments in regard to ploughs have cost

me no small sum of rnonej, and we Ivive many as

good as human contrivance is likely to arrive at i

would be unkind to discriminate— 1 would only pro
test against those without coul ers for breaking up
land, unless you use them only when the earth is wei
Particular experiments may he a subject of communi
cation hereafter, but 1 must beg of you to keep in mind
hut you will use your own discretion with what I send
111. For the present you may know me by the nui

! .1 VUiGINIAN

Rccei/it for a Cold.

Take one table-spoonful of sweet oil, one do,

of brown sugar, two do. of vinegar, four do. of

French brandy, and half do. of Laiidantim

—

one tea spoonful to be taken during the day,

and one at going to bed.

Comfiosition of White JVaah on Brick Walls.

Take one bushel of best stone lime well

powered, one peck of white sand, four pounds
of white turpentine (gum,) water enough to

make it of the consistence of liquid paint, and

when il has been well boiled, add one gallon of

new milk; tlie boiling to be continued vciv

gentle during the application of it. It is suita-

ble for brick walls, which should be swept, 01!

scraped clean previous to the application of tluM

composition.
,

Rcceijit for curing Warts.
\

Take a piece of unslacked lime, and having!

wetted the top of the wart, rub the lime on two'

or three times a day, and they will be impercep-j
tibly removed in a short time, without leaving

he slightest scar, or any inconveniency being
sustained on account of the lime.

Geneva Palladium

^^mm w^MMm^^^
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, nECliMBF.R 29, 1820.

Present Prices of Country Produce in this Market.

Actual sales of Wiisat—White, 75 to 80 cts.

—

Red,
72 to 74 cts.—CoRS, 33 to 35 cts.—Rtf, 46 cents.

—

O.1TS, 26 cents—Flax Seed 95 cts. lo gl—Bablev, 45
to 50 cts.—Hay, per ton %15 50—Stiiaw per ton, gl
Flouh, from the wagons, gS 871

—

Whiskey, from do.

33 cts

—

Hotter, per lb. 25 to 31 cts Ecus, per dozen
31 cents.

—

Beef, per lb. prime pieces, 9 to 10 cts.

—

Veal, per lb. 8 cents.-^MuTTOw, per saddle, 8 to

10 cts.

—

Pork, hog round, %5 to g-S 50

—

Turrets,
75 cts. to gl 50—Geese, 50 to 62* cents—Hams, 12 to

14 cts MiDDLIKGS, 10 cts. POTATOES, pCF bushcl, 87A
cts.—TcRNiPS, do. 2,7^ cts.-Live Cattle,S6 50.

London AVuite Lead, §4 25—American do. S3 75-

Boiled Oil, gl—Ff-^'uKts. 45 to 50 cents.

—

Ta
S2—TuHPESTiNE, soft, §2 25—SpiRiTS, do. 35 cents

itch, S2 25.

—

Labd 11 to 12 cts.

—

Shixcles. best

Deep Creek, gS 50—Do. small, g* 75—Fioobing
Plank, 5-4, S27—Cotton, Upland, 16 to 18 cents,

No sales of Virginia or Maryland Tobacco,

I have on hand, and intend keeping a constant sup
ply of Hill Side Ploughs.
These ploughs are valuable on hijly land, and wert

originally invented by Colonel Randolph, governor of
Virginia, and in my humble opinion, much improved

le ; particularly the mould-boards, whicli
quicker changed than tlie share was.

im not able to explain it better than by adopting
the words of Thomas Jefferson to the Agricultural
bociety of Philadelphia, which are nearly as follows,

z :

" Mr. Randolph has contrived for our steepest hill

sides, a simple plough which throws the furrows al

ways down hill. It is made with tw o wings welded
lo the bar, with their planes at right angles to each
other. The point and heel of the bar becomes an
axis, by turning which, either wing may be laid on

" the ground, and the other then standing vertically
' acts as a mould-boaj-d,—the right angle between
' them however, is filled with a sloping piece of wood,
' leaving only a cutting margin of each wing naked,
' and aiding in the office of raising the sod gradually,
' while the declivity of the hill facilitates its falling
' over. The change of the position of the share, at
' the end of each furrow, is effected in a moment by
• withdrawing and replacing a pin.
" Such ploughs have been in use in Virginia for nine

' years. By them the tallest clover is completely ttim-
' ed under on the sides of the steepest hills,—they
' work from eight to ten inches deep, with two small
' mules or one stout horse."

. 25lh, 1820.

ROBERT SINCLAIR.

Hanover Street, adjoining Barnum's Hotel, has just t-

ceived an assortment ofthe

IMPROVED ffeebora; or wood ^

This Plough received the premium from the New •

York County Agricultural Society, over fourteen others

that were exhibited. They are put together without

Bolts or Screws—are stronger than the old common
Freeborn plough—require no repairs, and can be af-

forded at a much lower rate.

PUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER EDITOR.

yi
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AGRICULTURE.
Further extracts relating- to English Cattle, ivith other

useful papers and receipts—being a contimiation oj

these subjects,from page 318 of the last Farmei

AMERICAN CATTLE.*
Br Db. Mease.

No slander against the United States has been more
widely circulated than that first promulgated by the
Count Button, that " all animals and vegetabl
smaller in the new world than in the old." We owe
the first refutation of this absurdity to Mr. Jefferson,

who m his " Notes on Virginia," has by a fair com
parison of the productions of both countries, shown,
that so far from the fact being as stated by Buffon, the
advantage is on our side.

The facts stated by Mr. Jefferson, were all derived
from the production of our forests, and numerou
others might be added of a similar nature. But with
respect to the eft'ect of cultivation on domestic animals,

no collection of facts has as yet been made pubhc,
and for this reason the following paper has been given,
It will show to the world that our grasses contain as

much nourishment, and th.it our climate is as favoura
ble as that of the old world, to the rearing of stock
Great pains have been taken to insure acciu-acy in the
details.

Account of large Cattle, Hogs, and Sheep, chiefly
sold in the Philadelphia Market.

1. A Cow raised by the late Jacob Hiltzheimer of
Philadelphia, and sold February 28th, 1817.
The fore quarters weighed - 654 lbs,

hind do. - - - 571

S. A Htifer raised bv \Vm. West ot Uppti- Uurbi,
Delaware County, Pennsylvania, sold for 200 dollars t"o

J. Barney.
Kdled March, 1806, Ft. In.

Length, - - 8 9 Live weight, 2135 lbs.

Height, - -57 Beef, 1303i
Girth, . -89 Rough tallow, 120?,

Across the hips, 2 9 Hide, - 124"

A Steer, raised at Tulpehocken, Lancaster County,
was killed on the 12th of March, 1807, weinhed alive.
2,140 lbs.

^ '

9. A Steer, raised by T. Smith, of Tinicum Island
Delaware County, nearly 6 years old, killed March 20lh
1808, and sold for 250 dollars to John Barney

Ft. In.

Length, - 8 11 Live weight, 2450 lbs.
Height, - 5 6 Beef, - 1576
Girth, - 8 11 Tallow, - 203
Across the hips, 2 9 Hide, - 130

Hide weighed
Head and heart.

Belly and feet,

Tallow,

111 lbs.

49
- 72

1225

2. A five year old Steer, fed by Lawrence Sickle,
Esq. of Philadelphia, one summer and winter.

Beef, - - . . 1494Jlbs
The belly fat, - . - 278^
Kidney do. - - - 100

3. Ten head of cattle fed by the same gentleman,
produced 2432 lbs. of belly and kidney fat, with
summer's feeding.

4. A Steer raised at Haddonfield, New Jersey, and
killed at Philadelphia, April 1787, weighed alive.

2,140 lbs.

5. In June 1802, an ox w.is exhibited in New York

;

he was seven years old, and weighed upwards of
3000 lbs. net. He was twenty hands high, at the
withers. His circumference around the ribs was ten
feet, and tlie distance from the tip of his nose to the
extremity of the tail was 18 feet. He was raised in
Beekmantown, Dutchess County, New York, bv Theod.
Van Wyck.

6. \n ox full as large as the above, was exhibited
at Washington, in March 1804. He was six years old,
and also weighed 3000 lbs. He was raised in Chester
County Pennsylvania.

7. An ox fatted by James Hunt, of Hopewell, New
Jersey, in 1807—weighed alive. . 2120 lbs.
Weight of beef, - . . iggo
Rough tallow, - . . 214
Hide, .... 121

• Archievcs, Vol.

10. Two Oxen fed by Joseph Taylor, of Brandywine,
near West Chester, weighed alive, 4,368 lbs.—Sold to

Barney.

11. A Cow fed by L. Sickle, aged five years, killed
Aprd 7th, 1808.

Weighed alive, . . 2226 lbs.
Weight ot beef, - -

1394

J

Rough tallow, .... 209^
Hide, ... - 130

12. Weight of two Steers fed by William Sheaff.

2436 2422 lbs.

1554 15432
West Chester, about 4

Live weight
Beef,

13. An ox fed by Mr. Grub;
years since.

Live weight.
Beef,
Tallow,

2128 lbs

1312
192

14. A Steer 6 years old, from a Holland Cow, by an
English Bull, raised from 4 weeks old, by Mr. Wm,
Guier, of Philadelphia, killed March 9tb, 1808.

Live weight.

Four quarters.
Hide,

Tallow,

2387 lbs.

1548}
117
173

Measurement. Ft. In.
Girth, back of fore legs, - 8 7*

, of neck, - - 3 11
Length from back of horn to point of rump, 8 8
Height over withers, . - 5 $

over rump, . . 5 c.>,

Another Steer fed by Mr. Wm. Guier, weighed
»e.

^ - - - - 2394 lbs.
Beef, . - . 15291

15. Weights of a Jlilch Cow, raised by Jacob Hiltz-
heimer, fed by Mr. David Sickle, killed by G. Hopple,
jun. March 30th, 1799, 6 years old.
Fore quarters, . . . 791 i[,s.

Hind do.
595J

1386J lbs.

187

1,739
16. Dec. 1806—Cow and Calf—grazed by D. Sickle,

Cow 4 years old. Calf 1 year and 10 months old.
Beef, .... 1002 lbs.
Calf, .... 778
Tallow of Cow, r . . 177
Do of Calf, . -

, 84

17. A Steer not four years old, and an 0.x, grazed
by W. Stanley, killed by G. Hopple.
Beef of Steer, . - - 1402 lbs.
I'allow, .

.
. - . 150

Beef of Ox, - . . 1475
Tallow, . - . 183
18. Ox raised by Mr. Mower, of Lancaster County,

grazed and fed by Lawrence Sickle, Esq. killed by
Tallman and Miller, April 5th. 1810.

Girth behind the shoulders,
round the neck,
round the loins.

Girth below the knee.
Height over the feet,

over the hips,

Width across the hips.
Length of carcase.

Weight of fore quarters.
Hind do.
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Hide sold for,

Tong'ue,

Paunch,
22. In April li

whose tore quarters ^

Hide,
Tallow,

was exhibited in Boston, an Ox,

ir58 lbs.

128
247

Total, 2133
23. Thirty-six Hogs raised and killed by Franci

Shinn ofNew Egypt, weighed, - 12,627 lbs.

The largest hog weighed, - 474
The smallest weighed, - - 297
The oldest hog did not exceed 18 months, and thi

-youngest ten months. The value of the Pork was

S1.136 43.

24. A hog 18 months old, raised by Mr. Ashbridge
in Chester County, Pennsylvania, and killed llai-ch,

1807, by A. and D. Lex, Pliiladelphia, weighed 654 lbs

25. Several Hogs as large, and two larger, have

been killed in Philadelphia, within the last four

years.

SALE OF ENGLISH CATTLF>
In page 49, Vol. 1, of the Archives, it was stated,

" that in England, where the attention of numerou;
persons has been successively directed to the improve
iiient of every species of domestic animals, for up
wards of the last fifty years, it is acknowledged by

the best authorities, even at the present day, that

good cattle are extremely scarce, and of course com-
rnand very high prices." The celebrated sale of Mr
Fowler's stock of Little UoUright.f in the county of

Oxford, England, in the year 1793, has often been
quoted as an extraordinary instance of the value pu
upon improved farm stock, and as a proof of the

spirit which had been excited among the agricultur-

ists of England. The prices then given, although

high, are small when compared with those given tor

some animals at a sale on the 11th October, 1810, of

the stock of a celebrated improver, Charles Collins, of

fietton, near D.arlington. The following are the

CUhirs taken from a recent English publication.

The farm does not exceed 300 acres, and the total

produce of cattle and sheep 3485/. The prices at

which the cattle were disposed of, wei e as follows

Bulls Comet, 6 years old, sold for 1000 guineas.

Jjurchased by four eminent gentlemen farmers and mentation. The terms of tlie premium were

breeders on the banks of the Tees : Petrarch, 2 yean
old, sold for 365 guineas : Major, 3 years old, 200
guineas : May Duke, 3 years old, 145 guineas. Al-

fred, one year old, sold for 110 guineas ; Duke, one

year old, 105 guineas ; tive others of inferior note

from 50 to 75 guineas each. Bull calves.—Cecil, sold

i'or 170 guineas ; Young Favourite, 140 guineas

George 120 guineas ; one 20 do. one 60 do. one 50 do.

one 15 do,
Cows.—Lilly, three years old, sold for 410 guineas

;

Countess, nine years old, sold for 400 guineas ; Laura
four years old, 210 guineas ; Lady, fourteen years old,

206 guineas ; Celina, five years old, 200 guineas

;

'Peeress, five years old, 170 guineas : Magdalen, 170

^ine-is ; Catliarine, eight years old, 150 guineas

;

Daisy, 6 years old, 140 guineas ; Johanna, tour years

old, 130 guineas ; Beauty, 120 guineas ; Five others,

from 45 to 83 guineas.

—

Heifers •—Young Countess,

two years old, 206 guineas: Duchess, 183 guineas

Charlotte, 130 guineas -, Lucy, 132 guineas ; Young
iLaura, two years old, 101 guineas ; Shock, three yi

old, 105 guineas : Johanna, one year old, 35 guineas.

Beifer Calves.—one 106 guineas : one 73 guineas : two
for 50 guineas each : one for 25 guineas.

* Archives, Vol. II.

\ This valuable stock was sold oft" in March
at the following enormous prices.

Garrick, 5 years o!d.

Sultan, 2 years old,

Washington, 2 years old.

Young Sultan, 2 years old.

Two yearling bulls,

Crindle Beauty, (a cow)
Washington's mother, in calf.

205 guineas.

210 do.

205 do.

200 do.

245 do.

260 do.

The foregoing stock was of the Teeswater breed.*

[or short horned breed.]

C.\TTLE SHOW.f
Bi/ Br. Mease—.Irckives, Vol. II.

The fifth show, held under the direction of "the
Society for improving the breed of cattle in Pennsylv

nia," took place at the tjivern lately kept by Peter

Evans, at the west end of High street, near the Scliuyl

kill, on the 16th Aprd last. The number of cattle was

smaller than usual.

Mr. Nigle shewed several fat and well formed cattle

which had been purchased last year at Bushhill.

Mr. Wykoop of Bucks County, showed a very large

sleer, four years old.

Mr. Dubbs showed two hogs, one of which weighed
672 lbs. the other 563 lbs.

The society, from the conviction of the utility of the

measure, intend to continue the shows, every spring

and autumn. The next one will be at Bushhill, of

which place the society have taken a lease. Early no
tice will be given of the precise time at which the

show will be iield.

A hog recently killed, that was raised by Isaac

Wheaton, of Hopewell township, Cumberland Count;
N. Jersey, measured and weighed as follows.

From end of nose to root of tail, 8 —
Round the body, - - 7 4
Height, - - - 3 10

Cwt. qr. lb.

Live weight, 86 1 16
Fat of entrails, 26
During the winter of 1808—9, four hogs wei

shown in Philadelphia, which had been raised and fed

The 4th ye
and up to the

Total Produce, /.76 7 3
Deduct expenses, 24 14 2

Neat profit, /.SI 13 1
!08, she calved- on the 23d April,
Febru.ary, 1809, she gave as fol-

by Ellis Wright, of Burlington, N. Jersey; one of fifteen acres of good meadow, at /.4 per acre;
them weighed 900 lbs. another nearly the same weight
—a third weighed less, and tlie smallest weighed 775
bs. They were three years old ; the sow was of the

\frican or Guinea breed.
The ninth premium proposed by the Cattle Society

of Pennsylvania, has been recently gained by Mr. AVm.
Carpenter of Salem, N. Jersey, the amount of which
has been presented, agreeably to his desire, in a superb
Hoblet of antique form, made to order by Chaudron,
and bearing an inscription of the reasons for its p

' To the person who shall raise and feed ox, steer

or cow, whose weigiit of neat beef, shall be at least

1500 lbs. and have 300 lbs. of rough tallow, one hun
Ired dollars."

The weights of Mr. Carpenter's ox, were as follow.

(Tlicy were taken m the presence of the clerk of the

market, and a member of Uie society.)

Beef, .... 1638ilbs.
Tallow, . - - - 340
Hide, - - -147
He wjs eight years old ; and killed by Tallman and

Miller, of Philadelphia.—Will any one have the hardi-

liood to assert, after the foregoing examples, that
" Nature is belittled in the new world.';

PROFITABLE COW.i
[The following account of the produce of the third and

fourth years of a cow, is taken from a recent Britisl

agricultural publication.]

The cow calved April 6th, 1807, and the calf was
sold at fourteen days old. From that time to the 4th

of February, 1808, the produce was.
Butter 676 lbs. and sold for /49 9
The milk produced was 5782 quarts,

of which 5107 quarts sold at
'

skimmed,

irts, ")

Id. pi 5

* There are two heifers and one bull from this breed

mong the Cattle lately impoi-ted from England, int

this country, by -Messrs. Sanders, SmiUi and Tegarden
the bull is' two years old, was got by a brother to

Comet, the bull that sold for 1000 guineas at the

above sale.

t These shows gave origin to those in New England
and since to those in New York.

t Archives of Useful Knowledge, Vol. 3.

Butter 466 lbs, andsold for /.34 5
Milk produced was 4219 quarts, of^ , , ,.,

which S7So was sold .at Id. for 5 ^^ ^^

The calf at 17 days old . - 1 16
The manure, .... 30

Total produce, l.Si U 9
Deduct expenses, 24 14 2

Neat profit, /29 19 7
The neat profit of this valuable cow in five yean

was as follows

;

1st year, - /.42 15 1

2d year, . 30 16 1

3d year, - 51 13 1

4th year, - 29 19 6
5th year, - 59 17

/.215 10
No one will deny that this profit is very great, and

the above statement proves incontcstably, that a good
milch cow pays a great interest for the extra food al-

lowed her.

The following account of the profit of tlie dairy i-

taken from the work last quoted.
" There lives in Somersetshire, a widow, who rent-

which she keeps ten cows. She has no other concern
yet she sells annually from these ten cows, to or
dealer in Bristol, regularly 6000 lbs of cheese ; an

avows that her average income irom her little dairy

/.270, and she accordingly pays income tax on tlui

sum.

TO MAKE A RENNET.'
Give the calf half a pint of vinegar a short time be

fore it is killed ; take the curd out of the bag, and
pick all the hairs out very clean, and salt the curd and
bag separately. Let them lie 24 hours, turning am!
salting tliem again, then put the curd into the bag,
and prick holes in it with a fork. Put on the fire a

pint of white wine, with a handful of Bay leaves, some
mace, cloves, and allspice ;

give it a boil, and then
put it in a clean stone pot, and pour the liquor ovc
it. Tie it up close with bladder, and in two or thrt

weeks it will be fit for use.

TO MAKE A CREAM CHEESE."
To one pint of cream, add ateaspoonful of the aboi

rennet, put the curd into a cheese vat, and take the wlu
well from it. When it is turned in the vat, put a little

sah over it, and when the cheese is drying cover it witli

a few nettles or strawberry leaves.

By some, a cheese made entirely of cream, is deemeij
too rich, and that a better way is to mix the nights
cream with the morning's milk. A brick and a half is

weight enough to press a cheese. Some persons ripen
them in h.ay.

REMARKS.
The perfection of every aliment or preparation in

which a rennet enters, greatly depends upon the excel

lence of that article ; for the slightest taint in it will b.

communicated to the preparation of milk in which it i-

used. The above modes of making rennet and creair.

cheese, were communicated by an experienced fem.ilr

economist.

TO MAKE CIDER WINE.
During an excursion in the course of last summci

for the benefit of that greatest of all blessings, healtli

the editor visited the village of the religious societ

known by the name of tlie Shakers, at New Lebanon

Archives, Vol. 3.
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iSew-York, and there lasteaa very ple;isant liquoi callcdas perfect as possible, by combining my cwii ideas,

by tliem Cider Wine; the receipt for which was die- with the judgment and ideas of men of such ability

tated by one of the brethren, and is as follows : |as breeders as the following : Mr. Astley, Mr. Prin
After the cider is pressed, put the pumice into ;i lubjcep, Mr. Munday, Mr. Knowles, Mr. Wright, Mr

or vat, cover it with water, and after it has fermenteiljlloneyburn, Mr. Coke, and several others, hoping
ly done fermenting, press it again, then diiitiljthereby so to mature my own judgment as to be en-

' " ''° '-"''"'<' " """.-.bled t.^ speak more decisively and correctly of the
best means of improving the stock in the country

the liquor, add three gallons of the produce to one

barrel of good clear cider of the last running. The
cider must be made lale in the season; and the new
compoundkept in a cool cellar and bunged tiglit ; it will

work a little, but without injury to tiie liquor, which

becomes clear and fine. It resembles the French Fron-

tignac Wine.

LARGE HOGS.*
The fallowing is a correct account of the large

hogs, whose weights and dimensions were given at

p. 61, volume 2d, of the Archives:
Ft. In.

From end of nose to root of the tail, - 8 4
Kound the middle of the brdy - 7 4

Round the neck close behind the ears, 4 9

Height, - - - - 3 10
Weight when dressed, 384 lbs.

Leal fat, - - 80

He was four years and ten months old ; and raised

by Isaac Wheaton, Cumberland county. New Jersey.

This hog was one of a litter of eleven, three of which
died before they reached the age of 18 months : the

other seven averaged 300 lbs. ; before they were 18

months. The dam weighed 300 lbs. ; the sire when
dressed weighed 785 lbs.

In December, 1809, four hogs, raised and fed by
Ellis Wright, of Burlington, New Jersey, were shown
in Philadelphia, of the following weights and dimen-
sions :

1 weighed 798 lbs.

1 - 770
1 - 742
1 - 728

Ft. In.

Height of the largest, - - 3 8
Length from the snout to the root of tail, 9 6

Girth round the body, - - 8 8

The others were nearly of the same sizes. They
were part of a litter of eighteen, of the English and
Guinea breeds. Four or five, killed at eleven months
old, weighed nearly 400 lbs. The sow when fat

weighed 250 lbs. The boar was small—another;

The grand nbject here, owing to the nature of the
land, and the distance from London, was to pro-
cure that kind of stock which should come quicker
to perfection ; being well convinced that long horned
cattle are tht most adapted to this end, I therefore
pursued th( track for them I have above-mentioned
From the view of Mr. Monday's cattle, I have tn

observe they ar. truly complete, though not large
yet such as 1 have for a long time thought the best
from their aptitude to fatten more quickly at all

ages. The strongest proof of the perfection of Mr
Munday's cattle, is from his large park being neai
to Derby; for the convenicncy of the inhabitants
thereof, he takes in from 50 to 60 cows, and amongst
this great number, there was not one amongst them
which had the appeaiancc of being in, what may be
termed, a fattening condition, whilst those of Mr M.
were all thriving, and greater part fat This was
the most convincing proof of their value, the other
cows being of a great variety of breeds. 1 was also
shown a cow of Mr M's. which has given I41bs. of
butter per week, which in a cow of her great in

cliiiaticii to fatten, was very astonishing ; but I am
opinion, from the latter circumstance, that the

cow could not continue to do it for any length of

lime. I'lie cattle which I saw at Mr. Princep'sare
viry large, and certainly very superior to any nth

1 s iw, being remarkably long, noble, and grand
bi yond conception ; some of the cows belonging to
the dairy must weigh from 80 to 90 stone, 14lb's. to

the stone, which has astonished me more than any
thing 1 ever saw. To substantiate the merits of Mr.
Princep's cattle, and tn show that I am not singular
in my opinion of them, I have only to say, that he
h:)s refused 500 guineas for a two year old bull, and
15(j0 guineas for the use of his best bull to 30 cows
The breed is originally that of Mr. Fenwick, of
Westmoreland, from whose stock, in the earlv part
of my time, I bought a bull ; and so strongly do Mr
Princep's cattle retain the features, that I chal-
lenged them, which caused Mr Princep to inform

. . _, J
me from whence he had the breed. The first calf

proof, m addition to those betore adduced, ot the which the hull (I have above-mentioned as having
great influence of the size of the female on the size bought) got, happening a misfortune, was obliged to
of the progeny. The above hogs were clean looking be slaughtered wiien under two years old, and sold
animals, almost white, and without that slouch look in weights to different people, and produced 49 stone
that large hogs commonly have 5 lb. of meat, 14 lb. to the stone. I only make this
Benjamin Ham'.en, of Tiverton, Rhode Island,Vemark, to show that like is pretty sure to eet like.

killed a hog in August, 1810, that weighed when
dressed, 725 lbs. The animal was two years six

months old.

\_Fiom the lUtigUsh .igriadhiral -Magazine I]

' Having seen the general stock of the breeders

and graziers in this country, and thinking the cattle

to be very deficient in quality for the land they were
grazed upon, and thinking it to be not only my duty
to collect all the information I could for the consi-

deration of the Honourable fioard of Agriculture;

but to extend that information as much as possible,

that it might through the medium of that honoura-

ble Board, be extended to the general improvement
of the breed of cattle in the country of Rutland, and
thus tend to the national advantage ; I, with this

view, made a tour into Leicestershire, extending it

into Derbyshire, examining all the breeds of the beat

long horned cattle 1 could find in those two counties,

as they are some of the best breeders of that kind
of stock there, that are to be found in the united

and what may be done with care and attention
Mr. Princep told me he had received great benefit
from a bull of Mr. Fowler's breed. Mr. Astlcy's
stock is supposed, in size and perfection, to be be-

tween Mr. Munday's and Mr. Princep's At Mr
Knowles' I was shown a good dairy of cows, and a

very good bull. At Mr. Wright's a good bull. Mr.
Coke showed me a very good dairy of cows and
some very promising young bulls. Mr. Honeyburn
showed me what I think a very good dairy of rows,
and a very fat prize bull, which is to be killed about
Christmas against a Hereford bull. Having thus
briefiy related what I saw in those counties, I now
come to give my opinion upon what cross I should re.

commend to the breeders of this county, which is ir

favour of the long horned bull and Yorkshire cow
which from different trials and experiments, I know
to be inferior to none, except it be the cross of the
long horned bull and Hereford cow, which from
coming to perfection sooner than the Yorkshire cow,

on that account preferable ; the Yorkshire kind

kingdoms. From the zeal which I, almost in every either oxen or cows, requirin.g age before they ar-

part of this county, discovered in the breeders for an
improvement of their cattle, I certainly entered with
greater spirit into the endeavour to make my opinion

• Archives, vol. 3.

perfection, so far the Hereford cow would
be more advantageous ; but as it would be much
more expensive as a general improvement, the first

must here have the preference. But even the long being in many places called the Dutch breed, it is pre
horned bull introduced in this country, and no parti-

cular alteration in the cows, would be attended w:th
advantages beyond calculation almost ; but to those
breeders who wish to attend to profit, the York-
shire row will be far preferable ; and in the choice
nf them, I should advise particular attention to be
paid to milk, and even to have some form given up
in diem to this very profitable article. It would
suit the breeders in Rutland very well to buy in
Yorkshire heifers; and after taking in two or three
calves, fatten them, and buy in fresh ones. If a
person wished to establish a breed, it would be pro-
per to put the offspring of the short horned cow and
the long horned bull to a short horned bull, if he
wished to keep up size and milk ; but to the long
horned bull, if for flesh and early proof I am in-
clined to think, that a large animal, with an apti-
tude to fatten, will, on fair keep, be as soon fattened
as one of a much smaller size ; for either Mr Mun-
day's or Mr. Astley's cows, were, I think, as well
kept as Mr. Princep's. Mr. Tomlin of Edithwes-
ton, showed me a polled Yorkshire cow, of a much
larger size than any I had seen in Rutland, and she
was, though she had been milked during the sum-
mer, much fatter than any I had seen, and the land
certainly not so good. Now, though I am of opinion
that animals ought to be chosen according to the
strength of the land, especially where it is of a very
good quality ; yet I have met with many instai:ces
on land of but middling quality, where a large ani-
mal inclined to fatten,' will improve as much, and in
as little time as a smaller one ; of which this cow is

a proof, and corroborates with what I have above
stated. I am of opinion, diat the large Durham ox
did not eat more food to raise him to that enormous
size, than some others would to bring them to half
the size or weight at the same age. Nor is it at all
probable that Mr. Lambert of Leicester, who ar-
rived to such an astonishing weight, had eaten more
food than Powell the celebrated pedestrian, who
was a very thin man. From these observations, the
natural conclusion is, that an animal for the shambles
is seldom too large if he has an aptitude to fatten,

and that much depends on the constitution of an
animal in this respect. In my journey in Leicester-
shire I saw an ox, the property of T. M. Phillips,

Esq. of Garendon, of the following dimensions:
Height on the shoulder, - "' -^ -

•

Length from nose end to tail end.
Ditto from top of head to tail,

Girth, - - . .

Breadth across the loins,

Breadth across the chest.

Width between the fore legs.

Note—On holding down his head, he measured 9
feet 10 inches from head to tail.

This ox was bred by T. M Phillips, Esq. got by a
bull of Mr. Honeyburn's, of the long horned Leices-
ter kind, out of a short horned cow of the Yorkshire
breed.—Aged six years; his computed weight
twenty-four score per quarter ; has never had any
corn, oil cake, or cabbage ; was stall-fed the last year
on tares and grass in part, but chiefly with hay of a
coarse quality.'

We shall be glad to have the opportunity of ex-
amining other County Reports, from the practical

pen of IVtr. Parkinson.

16 han*
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"They liave been much improved of late years, by

the exer'iions and attention of enterprising breeders,

who have already improved them so far, as to be sold

fat to the butchers at three years and half old. The
weight of the carcase is in general from 60 to 80 sto

(14 lb. to the stone,) but there are instances of indi

duals attaining much greater weight.
" The long horns have been introduced from the

proved slocks of the Midland counties, at dilV r

limes, and by dilferent breeders, but have in m.>sl

stances given way again to the improved breed of short

horns."
" Hiring bulls for the season is practised in England ;

as high as 50 guineas have been paid for a bull of the

jhort horned breed for one season, and from three to

five guineas given for serving a cow ; bat the more com-

mon premium is a guinea."
• Breeding Yoinig Cattle is practised in almost every

part of the country. Upon the large farms, cows are

kept more for this purpose than the profit of dairying.

There are instances of tifiy or sixty calves being brought

up one season, by one farmer, who did not milk

than fifteen co>vs. Calves are certainly best reaied with

milk J
and where such numbers are bred, many differ-

ent things have been mixed with, or substituted for, this

nutritive and natural diet : oats and bean meal, oil-cake,

linseed, boiled turnips, &c. are used, and have tlieir

rious advocates ; but linseed is most approved ; eggs

are excellent tor mixing in the calf's food ; wlien cheap

in the spring, perhaps they cannot be better einployed

in the summer the calves are turned to grass, and in the

iirst winter get turnips and s'raw. After being a year

old, they are kept in summer on coarse pasture ; and

'

winter on straw only.'

Dairy Management of Northimiberland ;
—" Til

county cannot boast of its dairies ; those who live in the

vicinity of Newcastle, and other populous places,

make a handsome return by the sale of milk, fresli

butter, &c. but upon most of the large firins m this

county dairies are not held in much estimation."

Grazing Cattle. ' Oxen are mostly grazed in the

eastern part of the county, and a few in the vicinity of

Whiitingham ; they are bought in May or June, and

sold as they become ready to supply ihe large fleets of

colliers and other trading vessels belonging to New-

castle, Sliields, Sunderland, Harley and Blythe.
" Some few graziers buy only such oxen as arc in

forward condition, by having got turnips in the spring,

(.hose generally go off in June, and are followed by

cows, heifers, or kyloes, of which those that do not get

fat on the pasture, to be sold through the summer, are

put upon " fogs" (aftermaths,) and sold in November
and December. The cows are also bought in the spring

months, and are chiefly used for home consumption.

The kyloes are bought at Falkirk trysts (" meetings")

or at Newcastle fair, in the autumn, and wintered upon
coarse rough ground, or straw, (sometimes a few tui

nips are given in spring,) and are suld all through thi

summer, as they become fit for the butcher, to supply

Newcastle, and other markets.—Those that are ready

to go off in June, always leave the most profit, beef

being frequently sold at that season for a shilling a stone

more than the ordinary price?
" The profit of grazing, like all other speculations,

varies with circumstances ; but we believe that we may
venture to average it at 3^ or 3/. 10s. for keeping on

grass from May-day to Michaelmas. Cows, in general,

leave more than oxen, in proportion to their weight

;

but they are subject to disorders of the udder, that fre-

quently reduce the profit, and deter many people from
grazing them."

should be rather long ; and, as it is designed by nature

to be the chief instrument both of offence and of de-

fence, it ought to present every mark of strengtli ; his

ther long, clean and bright ; his large black

eyes lively and protuberant; his forehead broad and

close set, with sliort curled hair ; his ears long and
thin, hairy witliin and without; muzzle fine ; nostrils

wide and open ; neck strong and muscular, no

bered «'ith a coarse wreathy skin, but firm ris

lie curve from the shoulders, tapering to that part

e it is connected with the head ; the dewlay large

and hairy. Farther, his shoulders be deep, high

and moderately broad at the top ; the bosom open
breast large, and projecting well before his legs

back straight and broad, even to the setting on of th<

ail, which should not extend far up the roof, but be
trong and deep, with much lank hair on the under
part of it; ribs broad and circular, rising one above

another, so that the last rib shall be rather the highest

;

the fore thighs s'rong and muscular, tapering gradually

to the knees ; the belly deep, straight, and also taper-

ing a little to the hind thighs, which should be large

and square ; the roof wide, particuKarly over the chine

and hips or hooks ,- the legs straight, short jointed, full

of sinews, clean, and fine boned ; knees round, big,

straight ; feet distant one from another, not broad,

nor turning in but easily spreading; hoofs long and
hollow ; the hide not hard, or stubborn to the touch,

the hair uniformly thick, short, curled, and a soft tex.

ture ; and the body long, deep, and round, filling well

ip to the shoulder and into the groin, so as to form what
has not improperly been termed a round, or barrel-tike

carcase.

The bull attains the age of puberty generally at the

end of from twelve months to two years ; but it is ad-

visable to restrain him from the propagation of his spe-

cies until he has arrived at his full growth, which is

bout four years ; for, if this animal be suffered to

breed earfier than three years, the stock is liable to

degenerate. Nor ought more than twenty cows to be
allotted to one bull, or this animal be permitted to serve

more than two cows in one day.

The bull, as well as the cow and ox, generally lives

about fourteen years ; but the progress of decay is usu-

ally perceptible alter he has attained the age of ten

years.

ENGLISH CHEESE.
According to Parkinson, the Stilton is made of iK.

curds from sour and sweet milk mixed together, a;i.

the whey pressed Ughtly out ; and the richness d-
pends in some measure on the ([uamity of cream.—

I

afterwards turned often, and not dried too quickl\
Cheshire cheese is made of new milk, and its rii i

our and mellowness are owing to an addition i:

St beef suet, or any other, which is poured ini'

and mixed with the cuVd with a sufficient quantity o
salt to keep it from rancidity. It is found thi\t the lioi

ter any kind of Cheese is put together, the sounder i

will be ; and the colder you put it together, the richi

it is, and the sooner it will decay.

the

FROM PITT'S SURVEY OF STAFFORDSHIRE,

From an English Treatise on Live Stock.

OF BLACK OR NEAT CATTLE.
As the male of every species is the principal

breed and generation, we shall first give an i

of that form or shape, as also of those qualities which
are essential to the constituting of a perfect animal ;

and afterwards specify the principal breeds found in

this island, together with such practical remarks on neat

cattle in general, as may prove beneficial to the young
fanner or grazier.

A bull, then, ought to be the most handsome of

May 20, 1-94, viewed the Cow slock of Mr. Prin-

cep of Croxhall. I shall just observe, that they are

of the long horn breed, and by long attention have

been brought to a very great degree of superiority,

large thick hair and well made, with a pretty good
show for milking, and such a disposition to fatten,

that Mr. Princep observes the young stock .are obliged

to be almost starved by short pasturage, otherwise they

fat and never stand the bull—the cows give upon
average about eight quarts of milk each, which

the owner thinks equal from its superior quality to i

much greater quantity from inferior breeds. Mr. Prin

cep's bull named Bright, which always has and will

invariably be kept for his own stock, is a majestic,

noble animal, large, thick, heavy in the valuable points,

with the least imaginable proportion of offal ; a skin

handling soft .and sleek. This majestic animal is so

gentle and docile, that three or four persons at once
might handle him without the least sign of ferocity or

even notice on his part—Bright-Eye, the son of Bright,

now three years old, is a beautiful and most com-
plete animal, and it requires a person of superior

skill to that which I possess, to find a single fault in

him.

Extract of a letter from IIenhv Clay, Esq. to J\[ess}

Smith, Sanders, and Tegarden, dated

Washington, Sept. 13, 181".

AVhen at Baltimore, I went to see the cattle giver,

to Jlr. Patterson by Mr. Coke, and brought over fron.
England this spring. They are blood red, without a

particle of white about them, except the tip ends of
their tails, most beautifiiUy formed, somewhat of the
symmetry of deer, smooth soft skins, but very small
indeed, not so large as our native breed. Their excel-
lence is said to consist in the docility and nimbleiiess
of the Oxen of that breed, and the richness of the milk,
of which however they do not give much."

£> An 0\\\iss\on XiiscoYCYeiV.

The readers of the first voluine of this Journal will

recollect, that it contained a number of beautiful and
instructive essays, headed " A Treatise oy Aciit-
ccLTDHE," attributed to General Armstrong.—We were
under the impression until this moment, that all of
them had been copied ; but reviewing them just now
in a Pamphlet form, it is discovered that the three last

were omitted. Whether these ever appeared in tlie

,\lbany Argus, from which we copied the others—or
whetlier we overlooked them is not now material to our
object.

The following are the heads of the numbers alrcaiK
published:

—

Sec. I. Of the rise andprogress of ^Igricu/ture.

11. Of the actual state of Jlgriculittre in Europe.
Ml. Theory of Vegetation.

IV. Of the analysis of Soils, and the agricultural ;.

lotions between Soils and Plants.

V. Of practical agticnllure and its necessary imp

\l. Of Manures—their management a7ul applicalion

VII. Of Tillage, and the principles on which it

founded.
VIII. Of a Rotation of Crops, and the principles >,

lohich it isfounded.
IX. Of the plants recommended fur a course of crop

(in the preceding section) and their culture.

X. Cff other plants iiseful in a rotation of crops, (ir.

adapted to our climate, '

XT. OfJ\teado-:0s.

The numbers omitted are,

.Sec.XII. Of Orchards.

XUI. Of Farm Cattle.

XIV. Of the Dairy.—The first of which is no

given.

kind ; he should be tall and well made ; his head good for many years.

[fKOJI JOHXSOJt's ANIMAL CHEMISTRY.]

PRESERVATION OF BUTTER.

One part of Loaf Sugar, one part refined Salt Petre,

two parts of the best pure Salt are to be pulverized

together, and kept for use ; one ounce of this to be

mixed thoroughly with 16 oz. of the butter as soon
it is ft-eed from the butter-milk ; it is then to be put

into a close and perfectly clean dry vessel, from which
the air is to be carefully excluded, and it will remain

Tveatisfc on AgTcicultiwe.

Section XII.

OF ORCHARDS.
These are generally composed of Apple, Vc.

Peach and Cheriy trees. The .^pple has been knov,

from the most remote antiquity, and from the nanii

given to it, would appear to have been a native i

many different countries. (1)

(1) The Syrian, Scanian, Pelusian, 8tc. About ci;

hundred years before Christ, the Romans began to c^

them after particular men who had been instrument

in removing them—as the Appian, or Pomme D'Api '

the Frenchj after Claudius Appius.
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About tiie close of the IStli century, tlie varieties of

this fruit, in Europe, were multiplied to the number
of forty-six, (2) and it is not to be doubted, but tliat

four additional centuries have much increased this

amount. While, however, the line was lengthening

in this direction, it was shortening in another ; for

according to the philosophy of the present day, vege-

tables like animals, perish not only individually, but by

whole races. (3)
The uses of the apple are various. Besides those

of the table, it yields the well known liquor called

cider : which is again convertible into brandy. We
have, in our country, orchards which annually pro-

duce from five to eight hundred dollars. In the view

of profit, therefore, fruit is an important object to the

argiculturist.

The Pear, is less difficult with regard to soil, than

the apple tree. We have seen it grow well in light

sand ; and a part of Normandy, called Bocage, Ctlie

soil of which is a stiff clay) is renowned for its pears

and for a liquor called Perry, made from their

juices.(4.)

Olivier de Serres counted sixty-t-wo varieties of the

pear, and according to the treatise of M. Van Mons,
pufjlished in 1S08, the number then cultivated in Eu-

rope, amounted to more than six hundred. Of these,

we shall name a few, in the order in which they ri-

pen. The Muscat L'Allemand, in May ; the St. John
and the Bergamot of Holland, in June ; the Petit

Muscat and the Cuisse Madame, in July ; the Salviat

and the Bon Chretien d'Ete Jlusque, iii August ; the

Beurre Gris, in September ; the Bergamot Suisse and
Messire Jenn, in October; the Bon Chettien Turc
and the fall Bergamot, in November; the Chasserais,

the Beurre D'hiver, the Mervcille D'hiver, the Ver-

gouleuse, the St. Germain and the Sarrussian, in De-
cember.(5)

The Cherry tree, is said to have been first brought

to Europe by LucuHus, from Asia Minor. A Ger-

man ameteur (the Baron de Truckless) has brou^'ht

together, in his garden in Franconia, sixty five species

of it. Besides the raw fruit, the cherry is much em
ployed in confitures, and gives also three liquors in

much request—the Kirschenwasser of Germany, tfie

Marrasquin of Venice, and a distilled but unferment-

ed liquor of the Rhine, having nothing in it spiritu-

ous, and retaining only the watery and aromatic parts

of the fruit. The cherry tree dreads cold or wet soils,

nor does it succeed well in those which are either hot

or dry. Its outer skin differs, in its organization,

from that of other trees; the fibres are longer and

stronger, and sometimes so bind the woody part as to

obstruct its growth. Hence the practice of making
shallow and longitudinal cuts througli the outer bark :

a practice, however, which like pruning, ought to

be skilfully performed, otherwise the wound becomes
gummy, cankerous and incurable.

The Peach tree is a native of Persia, where it grows

without cultivation. Its varieties are very numerous;

all of which are much influenced by climate and soil.

In Europe, it is only in the south of France, in Italy

and in Spain, where you find peaches that have reach-

ed the perfection of which this fruit is susceptible

;

and in similar climates here we may, no doubt, have

fruit equally good. Our own climate (that of New
York) does not appear to be favourable to its produc-

tion. Our trees are often sickly, and our peaches

generally sour and watery, and entirely destitute of

that aro ua, which forms the great excellence of this

fruit. After these general remarks, we proceed to

what is more particularly the object of this section.

It has been said, and we think with much good

sense, that "every farmer ought to raise his own
trees," because, besides the risk, inconvenience and

expense of bringing our plants from abroad, we have

(2) See Olivier de Serres.

(3) See Davy's Elements.

(4) When made without the addition of water. Per-

ry is an excellent liquor, and keeps well in bottles.

(5) We offer this list as a direction to those who

may wish to obtain the best succession of crops, and

have, therefore, retained the names under which they

are known abroad.

in pursuing that mode of supply, to encounter the

tricks and blunders of nurserymen, and the ill conse

quences which follow u want of analogy between the

soil in which the plants were raised and that to which
they are to be transferred. The first step, therefore

towards obtaining a good orchard, is to create a good
tmrsery. The situation most favoiu'able for this, is a

piece of level ground, defended from cold and violent

winds, either by natural or artificial means, and

which in composition is neither wet nor dry, and of

only middling fertility. This condition of th

circumstance of much importance, and ouglit to

rigorously observed, because the vessels of young
trees, growing in rich soils, take a size proportioned

to the quantity of sap they receive and circulate, and
if their situation be changed for the worse, the quan
tity of the sap being necessarily diminished, the ves-

Is become rigid and unliealthy, and unable to carry

to the extremity of the branches the nourishment re-

quired by them. The ground, selected on these

principles) must be securely fenced, thoroughly

ploughed and harrowed, freed from stones and the

roots of perennial plants, and then thrown up into

three or four feet ridges, on v/hich you will sow and
over your apple and pear seed, and plant your cherry

nd peach stones. It will not be useful to roll the

beds for the purpose of bringing the soil and the

seeds every where into contact ; after which they

may by covered with clean straw for the winter. In

the spring your young apple and pear trees will show
themselves, after them your cherries and peaches.

The treatment to all will be the same ; they must be
thinned to tlie distance of fifteen or twenty inches

from each other, kept perfectly free from weeds, and,

if the weather be hot and dry, occasionally watered.

They require only a repetition of this process,

the addition of a little careful pruning, till they have

attained the height of seven or eight feet, when they

are fit for grafting. It is generally known, that by

this operation we continue any given species of fruit

—but a fact with which the public is less acquainted

that if the graft be also grafted, the product is

proved both in quantity and quality ; and it is to

be presumed will continue to improve under every

new and similar operation. Grafts, to be well chosen,

shoidd be taken from wood of the present year, from

young and healthy races, and accommodated to the

future use of the fruit. If, for instance, your object

be cider-making, you will take your grafts from th

Crab or the Redstreak ; and if for barrelling, from
the Pippin, the Spitzenberg, the Greening or the

Swaur. As we but speak of grafting incidently, it

U not be expected that we should go into a d:sser.

tation upon that art, nor to elucidate the many divi.

sions and subdivisions, which technical men have

de of it.(6) It is enough for us to say, that of all

these different modes, the scion and the slit is the

simplest and the best. When your grafts have a

quired some inches in length, it may be well to rub

oflf all the buds which have pushed helo-.u them on the

stem, and perhaps a /ew of those which have appear-

ed above them, (7) and if the grafts themselves put

out any lateral shoots, spare them till the succeeding

year, when you are called to re-graft such as have

failed, and to furnish props to those which are feeble,

or crooked, or ill-directed.

Planting is the next operation in the process ; but

as some preliminary measures, on which its success

(6) The two grand divisions are by approach and by

scion. Their varieties and sub-varieties, nearly a hun-

dred, are known by the names of ancients and moderns
Varro, Virgil, Columella, Malherbes, Duhamel,

Bosc, Michaux, &c. &c.

(7) Many grafts are annually lost, by removing the

upper buds, shoots and limbs. It throws too much
nourishment into the graft, which dies of repletion.

Having omitted in the text to say any thing of the

different stem employed in grafting, we here remark,

what all amateurs in fruit trees ought to know, that

scions, whether of apple or pear trees, grafted on

quince stocks, give fairer fruit and much sooner, than

if grafted on apple or pear stocks—but the trees are

short lived.

ill much depend, are yet unnoticed, we will begin
Itli these ; and,

1st. Of the sod chosen for your intended orchard.

—

is generally admitted, that fruit trees do well in a

uni, friable, moist and deep soil : that they suc-

ceed but iiulifT' rently in one that is cold and stiff, and
that they altogether fail in one either very dry or very
wet ; but a fact less known, though not less establish-

ed is, that the sub-soil has a powerful influence on
the health and prosperity of plants. If this be rock.

or what is called hard pan, (whatever be the surface,)

the tree and its fruits are much deteriorated—nor

will the remedy, sometimes resorted to, of cutting
off the |)ivot or plunging-root, and leaving the tree to

subsist by those which are merely lateral, be sufficient.

It may palliate, but it does not cure.

2d. Next to soil, expodtim is most important. In
this climate, northern and western expositions are

bad, because tlie tree has least time for vegetation

—

because its juices are less concocted, and because it

s itself most exposed to the action of high winds.

—

These remarks will suiliciently indicate why eastern

;ind southern expositions are favourable, and ouglit to

be preferred. But the rule these facts suggest cannot
be made absolute, since many persons occupy only the
northern and western sides of hills. In these situa-

ions, therefore, the course most approved by theory
nd experience is, to plant only trees which are late in

Ibrming or maturing their fruit.

.1. The preparation of the soil is not to be neglect-

ed, and any simimer crop in rows, and well cultivated,

forms a gond one. With these remarks we return to

our general head of planliiig.

The form in which your trees stand, is not matter
of indifference. The Quincunx is recommended, as

giving to them that position which is relatively best

;

but tlie Caize (straight lines intersecting each other)

better admitting the movements of the plough, is

gener.ally preferred. Whichever of the two be adopt-

ed, the holes indicated in a former part of this sec-

must be made accordingly, and ought to be six

feet wide and as many long and two feet deep. The
advantages of these will abundantly repay tlie extra

labour they require, as we find by M. Clialumeau's e.\-

periments on peach trees, from which we make the

following extract :
" Four peach trees resembling

each other, as to size and vigour of growth, as much
IS possible, were planted. No. 1, in a hole three feet

iquare ; Nd. 2, in a hole two feet square, and Nos. S

and 4, in holes eighteen inches square. The soil

and exposition similar. No. 1, has every year given

the most abundant crops, and the relative sizes of

trees now are as follows ; the stem of No. 1, 18

feet high and eight inches in circumference; that of
No. 2, 9 feet high v.-,d S\ inches in circumference;

No. 3, 6 feet high and 3 inches 8 lines in circumfer-

ence, and No. 4, 5i feet higli and 3 inches in circum-

ference." Here is a diflereiice between the largest and
smallest of 5 inches in circumference and I23 feet in

height—a most decisive proof of the advantages of

trenching. (8)
When the holes are thus provided, and at a dis-

tance not less than 30 feet from each other, .ind a

portion of the soil (mixed with marie, the mud of
ponils or bog-earth) returned to them, you may then

begin to take up your young trees from the nursery,

and in doing this you must be careful not to wound
or otherwise injure their roots, or their bark ; nor

must they sutler any topping or pruning. 'I'hree

hands are necessary to planting ; one to place and
allign the trees, and the others to fill in the remain-

ing part of the earth mixed as above-mentioned. It

now only remains to fix short poles (technically called

tutors) near them, to which they may be tied, and by

means of which their true vertical position may be
preserved.

The year after planting, and in the month of Fe-

bruary, when there is no circulation of sap, you will

do well to begin to give to the heads of your young
trees that form which you wish them ultimately to

(8) The apple, the pear, and the cherry, occupy'

ing more room than the peach, require proportionatf

trenches.
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take. 'I'lie more circular you m;ike tlieni the bcttci-,

always taking care to lop off those branches which do

ulready, or may hereafter, cross others having a pro-

per direction. This proper direction will be gene-

rally horizontal, but with a slight curve ; an opinion

requiring, perhaps, a little explanation. All straight

branches produce what are usually vermed gourmands,

(or gluttons,) giving little if any fruit themselves, and

exceedingly exhausting the tree. Curved branches,

on the other hand, rarely produce gourmands ; and

when the season is favourable, give much fruit. The

observation of these facts, made long since, and pro

bably growing out of the management of espaliers, lirst

suggested tlie practice of bending straig-ht branches

b); artificial means. The effect entirely justified the

theory : these straight and barren branches, bent into

nearly half a circle, (9) changed their character with

their shape, and became very productive. But there

is a time for this, as for all other things, and unless

*,he experiment be began about the first of July, and

continued to September, it will fail ; because it is onl;

\rithin that period that fruit buds are rormed.(l)

As your trees advance in age, they will require

pruning. Suckers must be removed, and dead and

dying limbs taken ofl". For this purpose a hand-saw

;i chissel, a mallet and a gardener's knife are the in

struments to be used : all others must be proscribed,

and particularly the axe, which, in the hands of folly

and ignorance, has been so mischievous to fruit trees.

Wounds, if large, should always be covered from

drying winds, from moisture, and even from air.

gummy trees, as the peach or the cherry, this pre.

caution is indispensable, and the neglect of it a dis-

grace, since the best covering is that composed of

cow dung and claj—materials costing nothing, and al

ways at hand.
On tliis subject we have but one other rule to give

and that is, to open the ground about the roots of

vour trees in the fall, to the influences of the air, rain

and frost. The last of these, besides promoting

getation, destroys many insects in the chrysalis slate,

"which, if left undisturbed; would in the spring be

very injurious. Another part of the same rule is, to

cover with straw in the spring, the ground you make
bare in tlie fall ; the object of which is to prevent

evaporation by intercepting the rays of the sun, and

thus securing to the roots the moisture necessary

their welfare.

(9) Moie than half a circle will obstruct the cir.

culation of sap and destroy the limb.

(1) The circulations of the sap is then slowest.

—

See Art. Courbour, Nouveau Cours d'Agrlculture,

\ol. iv.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE RUBAL MAGAZINE

The " P/iitadelfl/iia Society for Promoting

Agriculture" at a late meeting, passed a reso'

lution to recommend the use of Malt Liquors, in!

preference to ardent Spirits, on farms and.

appointed the subscribers a committee to pro-

cure and publish directions to enable farmers,

to brew beer. They have accordingly the]

pleasure to send a pamphlet published by the

proprietors of a patent English brewing appara-

tus, which was imported by a gentleman of Phi-

ladelphia ; and also some directions by an emi-

nent brewer, to enable families to brew beer

with the common household utensels. The ap-

paratus was tried last year by one of our mem-
bers, and found to answer perfectly. It was

imported with the view to general utility, not

to private profit, and we understand may be

purchased at first cost.*

RICHARD PETERS
JAMES MEASE,
ROBERTS VAUX,
ISAAC C. JONES.

Philadcl/ihia, June 1820,

DIRECTIONS FOR BREWING
With A'eed/iam and Co's Patent Portable Fami-

ly Brewing Machine.

As the attainment of good Malt Liquor great-

ly depends upon the quality of the materials

which it is produced, it may be useful to

give a few general instructions for distinguish-

ing the quality of malt and hops, of which it

hould be only composed ; but considerable

practice being requisite to form a ready judg
mem, it will generally be more safe to buy then

of some reputable dealer.

Malt.—To judge of the quality of malt, you
must chew it, and if sweet, tender, and mealy

with a brisk fullJlavour, it is good ; in coloured

malt particular care should be taken that it is

neither smoky nor burnt.*

Ilufs should bi-t ol a bright coloui, tree hont
green leaves, of a quick pungent smell, an'i

glutinous quality, which will be discoverable

by their adhering together, and by rubbing tjien-,

the hands. JVenu hops are preferable to oli'-

after Christinas.

To breiv ale with table beer after, from tl:.

me malt and hops.— The malt should be pale,

sweet, and tender, ground coarse, and the hop
of a pale bright colour and glutinous qualities.

If the ale is for present use, J of a pound of

hops to each bushel of malt will be sufficient,

but for store ale use one pound per bushel.

The niachine being ]ilaced leitdy for use a^

described in the plate, figure G.f put into it :i

much cold water as will cover the perforatci:

bottom of the extracting cylinder, and light tlu

fire ; then put as much coaise ground malt intt

Committee.

The Editors will direct wl.cre it may be seen.

the perforated cylinder, (see the plate, figure

D,) as will three parts fill it, taking care that

none goes into the centre, (w hich centre should

be covered, {but only) while putting the malt

in, and v.hcn mashing the malt,) nor any be-

tween the cylinder and boiler The malt being

put in, through the centre as much more

cold water as will just cover the malt, then

make the fire good, and in one hour after stir

.he malt well up with a strong mashing stick

for about ten minutes, so that every particle of

malt may be divided from the other: let the

• Malt, previous to being ground, should be passed

through a screen, or sieved, to remove the dust.

heat increase to 180 degrees, which you nuisl

ascertain by holding the thermometer a minute
in the centre part of the machine, and vih6n at

iO degrees of heat, stir the malt again, and af-

f The smoke pipe, with an upright elbow, about 3
or 4 feet, must be placed on the projecting neck of
tiie fire-place, and with a return elbow, convey the
smoke through a hole, cut in the brick flue to receive
it J by this method the fire will dvxw well.

If any smoke should come from bet« een the boiler;

and fire-place, a little dry sand being dropped intg

,

tlie cavity will prevent it. When the brewing is over/
take oft' the smoke pipe and sliake out llie soo^
which will ensure the fire dr.%wing ll\cly the nex|;

brewing.
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ter this second stirring, try tlie heat, and i

then at 180 degrees, damp the fire well, will

some wet ashes to prevent the heat of the mash
from increasing, and in tliree hours and a half

from the time of lighting the fire, draw off the

wort very gently that it may run fine, and put

it into one of the coolers, and put all the hops

(rubbing them through your hands to break the

lumps) on the top of the wort to keep it hot till

the time for returning it into the machine fc

boiling ; having drawn off this ale wort, put into

the machine through the centre as much more
cold water as will cover the grains, brisken the

fire, and in half an hour stir up the mult for

about ten minutes, and make it 180 degrees of

heat as quick as you can, then damp the fii

prevent its getting hotter, and in one hour and

a half from the time of putting in the water,

draw off this table beer wort gently, that it may
run fine, and put it into the other cooler, and

cover it over to keep it hot until the time for

returning it into the machine for boiling ; having

drawn off this table beer wort, if you wish to

make a third wort, put in as much more cold

water into the machine as you think proper, and

make it 170 degrees of heat as quick as you can,

and draw it off in about an hour after, and put

it to the last drawing otf, or wort : then take

the grains out of the cylinder with a hand

shovel as clean as you can, and after, take out

the cylinder,* and with a birch broom and a

little water rince out the boiler clean, and put

back the perforated cylinder into the boiler,

and then put the first drawing off or ale wort,

with all the hops, into the machine cylinder

where you have taken the grains from, and cover

the machine, but be sure the centre cover is off

;

make it boil as quick as you can, and let it boil

well one hour, then damp the fire and draw it

off into a cooler or coolers, which should be

placed in the air where it will cool quick. M
ing drawn off this ale wort, return the second

drawing off, or table beer wort,' with the third

into the machine to the hops left from the

wort, stir up the fire and make it boil as quick

as you can, and let it boil well one hour, then

put out the fire and draw off the wort, and pu
it into a cooler placed in the air to cool quick

when the worts in the coolers are cooled down
to 70 degrees of heat by the thermometer, put

the proportion of a gill of fresh thick yeast to

every 9 gallons of wort in the coolers, firs

thinning the yeast with a little of the wort be

fore you put it in, that it may the better mix
and when the ale wort is cooled down to 60

degrees of heat, draw it off from the coolers

with the yeast and sediment, and put it into

the machine boiler (tlie machine boiler having

been previously cleared from the hops and cy

tinder,) which forms a convenient vessel plac

ed on its stand for the ale to ferment in, which

must be kept fermenting in it with the cover

off until the head has the appearance of a thick

brown yeast on the surface, an inch or two
deep, which will take 3 or 4 days ;t when the

head has this appearance, draw off the beer draw it off into the casks, which must be kept
filled full, and when done working, put into

tree from the yeast and bottoms into a clean
cask, which must be filled full,* and when doiie

working, put in a handful of dry hops, bung it

down tight, and stow it in a cool cellar. This
ale will be fit to tap in 3 or 4 weeks.
The second wort for table beer should be put

from the coolers with yeast and sediment into

an upright cask, with the cover off or top head
out, as not exceeding 60 degrees of heat, and ;

soon as you perceive a brown yeast on the su
face, draw it off free from the yeast and bottoms
into a clean cask, which must be kept filled full,

and when working, put in a handful of dry hops,
bung it down tight, and stow it in a cool cellar.

This table beer will be fit to tap in a week, or
as soon as fine.

To make Table ./fA-.—Mix the first and se-

cond worts together, and ferment, and treat it

the same as the ale.

To brew Porter or Brown Beer, with Ta-
ble Beer after, from, the same Malt and Hofis.

Use pale and brown malt in equal quantities,

ground coarse ; and strong brown coloured
hops of a glutinous quality. If the beer is for

present draught, 3 of a pound of hops to eacl:

bushel of malt will be sufficient, but if intend-

ed for store beer, use one pound to each bushel
of malt.

The process of brewing is the same as des-

scribed for brewing ale with table beer after.

except the heal of each mash must not be sc

high by 10 degrees, on account of the brown
malt ; the first wort fermented by itself will be
stout porter, and fit to tap in 3 or 4 weeks
the second wort will be table beer ; and fit to

tap in a week, or as soon as fine ; but if you
mix the first and second worts together, the

same as for table ale, it will be good common
porter.

To brew Table Beer only.—Let your malt
be of one sort, of a full yellow colour (not

brown malt) ground coarse, and strong brown
coloured hops of a glutinous quality. If for

present draught 1-2 a pound of hops to each
bushel of malt will be sufficient, but if for keep-
ing two or three months, use one pound of hops
per bushel.

The process of brewing is the same as des

cribed for brewing porter and table beer, with
the addition of another wort, that is, filling the

machine a third time with water before you take
out the grains, and treating the third mash the

same as the second
The first drawing off or wort, with part of

the second wort, to be boiled (first) one hour
with all the hops, and the remainder of the se

cond wort with the third, to be boiled next one
lour to the same hops ; these two boilings,

when cooled down to 60 degrees of heat, (ha-

ing put your yeast to it in the coolers at 70
degrees) must be put together to ferment ii

the machine boiler, and as soon as it has the

appearance of a brown yeast on the surface,

* If the machine is large, the perforated cylinder has

four handles for the purpose of easy taking it out and
in by a pulley and rope suspended over its centre at i

proper height.

t If the temperature of the weather is below 5S de
grees of heat by the thermometer, it will be better to

each cask a handful of dry hops bung it down
tight, and put it into a cool cellar. Tap it in

week, or as soon as fine.

General Remarks.—The season for brewing
sound keeping beer, is from October to May.

./ill Beer should be stored in cool cellars or
aults, and kefit as much as possible from the

)mmon atmos/ihere ; and in drawing beer from
cask, if necessary to raise the vent-peg, it should

be carefully tightened as .soon as the beer is

drawn.

When beer is intended to be kept many
months the bungs of the casks, and if bell casks
are used, the whole of tiie head should be cover-
ed with sand or clay, which should be kept
moist.

To fireserve the Machine.—When the brew-
ing is over, wash the machine and coolers with
cold or hot water, then dry them and put them
away in a dry place. When wanted to be used,
they should be_ washed with boiling water.

To kee/i casks Sweet.—It is recommended
wiien a cask of Beer is drawn off, to take out
the head and scrub out tlie cask ; then thorough-
ly dry and put it away in a dry place with the
head out.

If it should be inconvenient to take out the
head, and the cask is wanted to be filled again
quickly, it may be washed quite clean with warm
water, and afterwards with lime water, or the
grounds being left in the cask, and every vent
stopped, bung, tap, and vent holes, it may be kept
in that state for a sliort time.

Casks of a bell shape are preferable for pri-

vate brewing, and the patentees make them up-
principie by which the inside can be scrub-

bed out clean without removing the head, and
at the same price as common casks of that shape

ed to the cold ; the cellar where you keep your beer
in would most likely be a good and handy place for

this purpose.

* If the cask intended for the ale, should not be full,

fill it up from your table beer, or if more than enough,
put the remainder to the table beer ; but this mixnig
you must regulate according to the strength you want

place your fermenting vessel in a situation not expos.your different sorts of beer.
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As It may be inconvenient, or too expensive

for many private families to purchase a brewing

machine, the following directions are subjoined

which will enable them, by the aid of the ves

sels used in a family, to brew a barrel of beer

and by attention and a few experiments, they

will produce an excellent beverage.

Prepare a tub for making the extract, by fit

ting a false bottom with numerous holes, and

raised about half an inch from the real bottom

in which fix a cock for drawing off the extract

Have four bushels of malt coarsely ground, and

heat your water to about 170 or 175 degrees

of heat of Farenheit's thermometer. Then
pour in the tub about thirty-eight gallons of the

water, and gently stir in the malt, until it is all

count of the epidemic catauli of horses and cat-

tle, the reader is referred to the article Injiuen-

z'a, and the fourth volume of the author's Farrie-

ry, page Is I. The symptoms of the distemper

are not alike in every case, but vary considera-

bly ; the following are its most usual appearan-

ces. It generally begins with a dry husky cough,

attended with dullness and want of appetite, a

running from the eyes and nose, and a loss ol

flesh. As the disease advances, the dog appears

much emaciated and grows excessively weak

—

particularly in the hind legs and loins. Convul-
sive twiichings of different parts, especially of

the head, come on, attended with dimness of

sight ; and as the disease proceeds and puts on a

more virulent form, these twitchings degenerate

mixed. Cover it, and let it stand about an hour into strong convulsive fits, which continue for

and a half ; draw off the extract into a vessel, long time and repeatedly return. In these fits,

and throw in aI)out one and a quarter pounds of'dogs run round, foams at the mouth, and appears

hops for liquor for present use, or about two or|to be in great pain, and to have a constant desire

two and a half pounds for keeping liquors ; co-|to dung ''''•- =- -——:— -- „..„.,j^,i ...:.i- .,uThis is sometimes attended with ob

thirty drops of tincture of opium should be giv

en, or about one grain of solid opium, accordint

the age and size of the dog ; when the pur:^

ing is excessive, he should be made to lake fri

quently some arrow root gruel. Mr. Blaine

recommends in this case gum arable and chalk
and when the purging has been effectual !

hecked, a mixture of his distemper powdei
and Peruvian bark. Mr. Daniel in his " Rura
Sports," says, he has witnessed extraordinary

effects in the distemper from James' Powdei

,

givin in the following manner: when the symp-
toms of the distemper are apparent a third part

of one of the parcels in the half crown packet is

to be given, mixed with a little butter, and the

dog is to have plenty of warm broth or milk and
water, and if possible, he is to be near a fire, or

at least kept very warm. Two hours afterwards,

another third part is to be given, and should nei-

ther of these operate by vomiting or purging ai

the end of four hours, give the remaining third.

ver the vessels to keep in the heat, and pouriStinate costiveness, at others, with violent purg-iShould the first two portions have the effect

of waterJing. The stomach is extremely irritable, evervlthe remaining third need not be given until fouover the malt about twenty six gallons

or about the same heat as the first, stirring it un

til it is well mixed with the malt ; let it stand

one hour, then draw off the extract, add it to

the first extract, and put them on to boil in an

open kettle ; this will be your strong beei

then pour over the malt about twenty gallons of

water, for small beer, at about 1 60 or 1 70 de-

grees of heat. This last will not require stir-

ring, and the extract may remain covered until

the kettle is ready for it. Keep the strong beer

boiling smartly for about one hour and a quar-

ter, or one hour and a half, for present use, or

two hours for keeping ; then pour it through

a sieve or strainer, and set it to cool. Return
the hops into the kettle with your third extract

to small beer, which set to boiling as soon as

practicable, and continue it for about an hour
and a half; then pour it through the strainer,

and set it to cool. When cool, ferment accord-

ing to the directions accompanying the brewing
machine. The quantity of water used may be

varied at the discretion of the person brewing.

—

By diminishing the water, he may increase the

strength of the liquor, or by increasing it, dimi-

nish the strength. Thus with the hops, he may
vary the <iuantity to suit his palate in the degree
of bitter llavour that may be most agreeable.

—

For fermenting a cask, with one head taken
out, will answer the same purpose as the ma^
chine boiler.

mg. Jl tie stomach is extremely irritable, everyjtiie remaining tuira need not oe given

thing taken into it being immediately thrown up.or six hours (according to the evacuations) aftt

When the disease has reached this state, thelthe expiration of the four hours ; in the raeai

animal seldom recovers, and is generally carriedjtime, the dog should be encouraged to lap, and

off in one of the convulsive fits. According toif he refuses, be forced to take plentifully o'

Mr. Blaine, "the peculiar weakness, which at- warm broth or milk and water. It very seldom
tacks the loins and hind legs, in this disease, happens, even when the case is inveterate, but

sometimes appears very early and very sudden- evacuations are brought on by the taking of one

ly ; ill other cases it does not appear at all, even parcel, generally by the second dose ; but should

though the termination should be fatal. Many it so happen, that there is no such proof of the

cases of distemper put on a putrid appearance ;
powder's effect, the second parcel should be di-

this is common where the attack has been vio-vided and given in a similar manner, until the

lent at first and rather sudden ; and in these in- stomach is emptied. I have lately been inform-

stances, the disease lasts, even with violence, for ed by a friend who was an eye-witness to the fact,

two, three, or four weeks, producing every ap-lthat copious bleeding, with a purgative of calo-

pearance of putrid fever; the running from themel, aloes, and asatoetida, proved successful in a

eyes and nose being very foetid, and often bloody,ivery bad case of distemper. 1 was told, that thib

the stools black, liquid, and very offensive, and'person unifoimly adopts the same mode of treat

the animal weak, restless, and very irritable."— ment, and that he is so confident of success, tha'.

Mr. Blaine considers the distemper as a specific he undertakes the management of a distempered

catarrhal affection ; the inflammation generally dog conditionally ; that is, if he does not effect a

* Norr..—A person who experienced its benefit and
;ilmost certainty, informs us, tli.it he always practised
looking steadily into the vapours of the brewing- kel
Ue, alter tlie liquor (water) had been in a boiling state

lor some time. The moment he could distinguish the

features of his face, in the surface of the water, he di

vected tiie cock to be turned ; and the liquor of course
hrown over tlie mash. This was an unerring substi.

^ute for a thermometer or sachorometer. His kettle,

which had been a still held about sixty gallons.

On tfie Diseases of Domestic .Animals, and their Cure.

Distemper in Dogs. This term is applied

also to horses and cattle, when affected with epi-

demic catarrh ; but 1 shall confine myself in this

place, to that formidable disease in dogs, which
is commonly named Distemper ; and for an ac-

extending down the windpipe to the lungs

down the gullet to the stomach and bowels: in

some cases both these passages are affected. In

the beginning of the distemper, it is generally

advisable to give an emetic, .for which purpose
two or three grains of tartarized antimony, or the

same quantity of turpeth mineral may be given.

A tea spoonful of common salt dissolved in a

little water, will also answer the purpose very

11, After the operation of the emetic, should

the dog be costive, or if the bowels are not al

eady open, give a purgative of calomel and ja

lap, or calomel and aloes, in doses suited to the

ge and size of the animal ; about two grains of

calomel with eight or ten of jalap, or five or six

of aloes, will perhaps be found sufficient for

young pointer three or four months old. The
dog should be kept in a warm situation, well

bedded and clean, be liberally supplied with

warm rich broth, and warm milk, and when the

purgative has operated, solid animal food may
be allowed, as beef, mutton, or horse flesh, boil

ed. When the eyes, nose, and head are much
affected, a large seton in the neck will be found

useful ; when costiveness is attended with great

weakness, castor oil, is the safest purgative :

—

when the distemper is accompanied by vomiting
and purging, the animal throwing up his food

perfect cure, he is not to receive any thing for

his trouble.

^mm wi^^mmi<.

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 1820.

Present Prices ofCountr;/ Produce in this Market.

ActuiU sales of Wheat—White, 7S to 80 cts.

—

Red,
72 to 74 cts.—CoBN, 33 to 35 cts.—Rte, 46 cents.—
OiTs, 26 cents—Flax Seed 95 cts. to gl—BAnLET, 45
to 50 cts.—HAr, per ton 815 50—Straw per ton, gS—
FLorn, from the wagons, gS 87i—Whiskey, from do.

3,5 cts

—

Butter, per lb. 25 to 31 cts.

—

Eggs, per dozen
31 cents.

—

Beef, per lb. prime pieces, 9 to 10 cts.

—

Veal, per lb. 8 to 10 cts.

—

Muttos, per saddle, 8 to

10 cts.—PoHK, hog round, §4 50 to §5 50—Turkeys,
SI 12i

—

Geese, 75 cents

—

Chickens, per pair 50 cts.

—

Hams, 12 to 14 cts—MinnLiNGS, 10 cts.

—

Potatoes, pr

bushel, 87i cts.

—

Tdrnips, do. 37^ cts.—Live Catti.i

S5 50 to S6 50.

London White Lead, §4 25—American do. §4—
Boiled Oil, per gal. gl to gl 12J—Feathers, 45 t.j

50 cts.—Tar,§2—Turpentine, soft, §2 25—Spirits,

do. wholesale, 50 to 55 cents—Pitch, g2 25—Lard,
11 to 12 cts.—Shingles best Deep Creek, gS 50—
Do. Small, §4 75—Flooring Plank, 5-4, §27-Cot-
ton, Upland, 16 to

'"
cents.

Maryland Tobacco, a few hhds. from Charles county,

_ _ _ _ at §5—No sales of Virginia Tobacco, since last re-

soon after it has been swallowed, irom twenty to'poit.
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AGRICULIURE.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE AGRICUL-

TURE OF VIRGINIA.
Made by the Eilitor of ilie American Farmep, on ar

escui siDci as far as the Red Sulphiu' Springs in the sum
merof ISaO.

[The period referred to above, will be long remem-
bered, not so much for the iniense heat of any par-

ticular day, as for the long and uninterrupted con
tiniiation of hot weather. The sedentary liabits, un
avoidable in conducting this Jou'-na!, superadded to

the conHnement, incident to the management of
publick office, had brought on dyspepsia, deranged
the nervous system, and threatened the complete
prostration of a hitherto firm and solid constitution.

This exposition of a " private grief" is only madi
to justify absence from my official station, under tlie

all paramount plea of self-preservaiion. Mj physi

cian arid friend recommended what is wisely advisci

in all (l)spepiic cases—daily and free exercise on
horseback—temporary abstraction from the fatigues

and cares ot business, and an abstemious and -jste

matic course of living. Having concluded to adopt

his advice, I determined to cross ;!t Harper's ferry,

and pursue my ride up the fine lime stone valley of

Shenandoah. Accordingly on the 9tli of August 1

left home, to view, for the first time, the most beau
tiful, and most bounliliil poi tion of our couniiy—and
to taste the much renowned, d as I can now add
from experience, the justly celebrated hospitality of

the "Ancient Dominion."
It occurred to me that I might render an acceptable

service to the readers of my Journal, by noting, as

well as my health and imperfect oppurtunities

would admit, whatever might tsU under my view,

which should appear extraordinary, either for its

excellence or defects, in the Agricultural implements,

habits, produce, live stock, &c, ofthe counties through
which 1 might pass. Ths more I saw and reflected,

as I journeyed on, the more I was convinced of the

expediency of the proposition submitted by J. SI.

Garnett, to the .Agricultural Society of Virginia, that

a stiitable person should be appointed to make " an
ttgriciiltural tour throu^-h the best cultivated distiicts of
the middle. Eastern and JVorthcrn States, for the pw-
fiose of collecting and publishing an account of the ge-

neral condition of Agriculture idthin those sections

country, of their most approved process of Farming,
and, also to collect either correct models, or accurate

dratoings of all such tools and implements of Husbandry
as may appear to him worthy of being introduced among

The reasoning adduced by the mover of this proposition,

is so cle.ir and satisfactory, and the measure itself, lo

all appearance, so happily calculated to promote the

knowledge and interests of agriculture, that I cannot
forbear turning aside to copy here, a large part of

Mr. Gariiett's address.]

" AmoiiRst the various means calculated to

promote the principal objects of our institution,

there are none in my view, that have higher

claims to the patronage of our society, than the

adoption of some plan by which we may speedi-

ly obtain for ourselves, and the whole agricul-

tural portion of our citizens, a knowledge o!

the most approved process in farming, and ol

the best implements of htisljrtndry now used in

the most improved parts of the middle, northern

and eastern states. It seems, at present a uni-

versally udmuted point anionj; aW i.ic agncu
tu lists both of England and Scotland, that the

rapid advances made !>y them in all the various

branches of rural economy, are principally at

tributablc to the freqtiency of agricultural touri

undertaken either by private individuals, or by

persons appointed for that [jurpose, by thci

merous societit^s. The results of these tours,

are usually published and diligently circulated

at least among agricultural people ; the happy
consequence of which is, that a busy spirit of

inquiry is generated and kept alive ; and that

more useful information in regard to rural af-

fairs has been acquired in a few years, by those

ho devote themselves to such pui suits, than

they had gained or could possibly gain othe

wise, in several previous centuries. .Another

most saluiary effect of these tours has been

arly to explode that prejtidice, still so fatally

common with us—a prejudice worthy only of

the darkest and most barbarous ages—that know
ledge can be imparted by the instrumentality ol

the press on all other subjects, except Agricul
! the wondrous arts and mysteries of

which, are incommunicable to our sensoriurns

by any thing in '' your print hand," as Tony
Lumpkin calls it. If such practices in those

countries have been followed by such bene
ficial consequences, there can be no good rea

son, I think, to doubt, that they might produce
e same, or even still more propitious effects

here. And as this appears to be a period par
ticulariy favourable to missions and mission

aries of almost every kind, whether chimerical

or rational, I should hope that a mission under-

taken for a purpose so obviously, so universally

advantageous, could scarcely fail to meet with

numerous and zealous, advocates in a society

ike ours. I confess too, that a little state pride

has its share in prompting the wish to see a Vi
ginia agricultural society move first in so laud

ble an enterprise. None can doubt, that much
'ul information might be collected in this

way ; nor can any believe that this information

will be generally diffused through the coun-

try, unless it is first sought by men who tra

vel for this special object ; and who will after-

wards publish the result of their inquiries in

some printed form or other. If it be objected,

that we have already books enough on all the

subjects of rural economy, the answer is ob-

ious. These books are chiefly foreign, and
contain but little, comparatively speaking,

hich is entirely applicable to our country.

So that it would not, I think, be going too fat-

say, that a single volume judiciously com-
piled, and well adapted to our situation and

other circumstances, would be worth more
to the agriculturists of*this country, than all

the Scotch, English and French books on hus-

bandry, put together;—valuable as they ccr-

ainly are in many respects. 'Tis true we
have a few books of our own, which have ob

t.'.ined a well merited popularity—but these only

relate, either to particular sections of our
country, or give the experience of but a few

individuals. There are none, I believe, which
pretend to give a general view of the state of

agriculture, and rural affairs throughout the

whole range of country embraced by the pro-

posed scheme.
Many excellent practices are followed in

silence and obscurity by that class of cultiva-

tors who pursue "• the noiseless tenor of their

way" far from the busy haunts of those who find

their chief pleasure in talking, rather than in

acting ; which practices are known only within

a very limited circle, and consequently are

never likely to become public property until

some enterprising and competent judge, shall

ke it his business to render them so. The
same remark may be applied with equal truth to

tools and implements of husbandry, which
every body acknowledges to be shamefully de-

ective among us:— principally because it has
never yet been attempted to collect and to cir-

culate models and drawings of the best that

could be found in such parts of our country, as

are generally believed to have made greater ad-

ances in agriculture, than others. A century

or two may yet elapse, before these become
common, if we trust altogether to the slow

progress of oral communication among neigh-

bours, or to the accidental inspection of the few
agricultural people who ever travel to any ex-

tent beyond their respective market towns.

Even these, very rarely trouble themselves to

collect information for others ; or to diffuse it

after it is collected. But if a person well quali-

fied for the undertaking (and doubtless our so-

ciety contains many such,) were at once ap-

pointed to make an agricultural tour, as early

the spring, as it would be proper to com-
mence it, for the purposes above-mentioned,

I feel no hesitation in asserting, that more
might be done in a few months towards the at-

ainment of the great objects of our society,

than Vr-e shall do for many years to come, un-

aided by some such plan. The novelty alone

)f the scheme here, would attract towards it a
degree of public attention and popularity, which
would greatly facilitate the labours of the indi-

idual employed. Add lo this, that being the

known agent of a numerous and public associa-

ion, such as ours, would of itself be a ready
passport to all the best sources of information

in every part of the United States through which
he might travel. Let us only for a moment,
magine what would be our own feelings and
conduct towards gentlemen deputed for a simi-

lar purpose, by any of the agricultural societies

n otu' sister states, and we can readily judge
of the reception and aids that would he given

jy our brother farmers of the North, to any
one of our members, who might visit them in the

same way. Kis advantages and opportunities
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for attaining his object would be infinitely

greater than those of any private individual

whatever, travellint; on his own private account

with similar views."

That the project suggested by Jlr. Garnctt, has not

been accomplished, cannot have arisen fioui any want

of confidence in its useful tendency.—I take the

libertv, therefore, of recommending to t1\e United

Agricultural Societies of the State, as coming, per

haps, more appropriately within tlie sphere of thei

consideration. As it is designed to offer my ohser

vations in short numbers, and as room and leisure oc

cur ; I shall here close this preliminary sketch, by

admonishing the reader, that my future remarks,

like these, will be offered in the plainest form, des-

titute of all fanciful embellishments, and truly with-

out any pretensions on the score of ornament or hu.

mour. The object being merely to rekate, in a man
ner, the most familiar, whatever, on a review of mj
brief notes, may appear calculated to convey some de-

gree of useful information to my agricultural readers.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON THE CULTURE OF IRISH POTA-

TOES IN THE MIDDLE STATES.

Friend Skinner—
I observe that one of thy friends, in the Amer

ican Farmer of the 23th ult. has requested an

swers to queries relative to the Culture of the

Irish Potato,

—

Eut I feel soiTie hesitation in offering my expe-

ence and observations on two accounts—first,

because the information is requested from the

Eastern States, and secondly, I am better ac-

quainted with agriculture, and making iin/dt:

7nents to perform the same with, than with

placing my ideas on pape:

Yet if nothing better should be offered, you

may submit the following.

I am of opinion that the culture of the pota^

to is not generally understood in this state—and

the climate not so favourable as it is more to the

northward ; but much may be done by good

management to obviate the causes which affect

us. The seasons have been more unfavourable

for the last four years than usual, in consequence

of severe droughts, at the time of the bulb

forming. To avoid this inconvenience, ought

to be the study and care of Agriculturists.

The early crop should be planted as soon as

the ground is dry enough, and forced forward

as fast as possible, to get them matured before

the heat and dro\ight of July. Take land of a

over the skin, if it does not slip the potato is

ipe. I would not plant earlier than the 15th

of June, and where the land is rich and well

prepared, it might do a month later, especially

'.he tide water, or more to the southward,

where frost is absent longer.—I would prefer a

strong sandy loam—and low land is best, pro-

ded it is dry. If hilly land is to be jilanted,

choose the northeastern exposure, and run the

ows horizontally round the hill, without any

attention to straightness of rows, by that means
the moisture will be retained, which is all im

porlant in the culture of this root. As potatoes

and corn, are the first crop in my rotation, I would

break up the land intended for these crops in

the fall, or early in the spring deep, and turn

the sward handsomely over, and harrowed well,

in order to close the seams, which will prevent

grass from growing, and promote the rotting of

sods—and let it lay so until nearly planting

time—then harrow it well with a flute harrow

or drag, which cuts deep, and mellows the

ground without bringing up the grass roots,

which may be sufficiently rotted to plough.

The above will be sufficient culture in most

lands, until planting time, before which, I make
marks with a light plough all over the proposed

potato field, about twenty feet apart, and cross

these marks at right angles of the same width

making intersections at twenty feet distance,

which will be a guide to the carters in placing

manure heaps. I then commence hauling it out

with two carts, one is loading while the other is

unloading, each cart will contain from twenty

twenty-five bushels, and at each intersection

put down a heap, dividing the load into three

and so on, until the manure is all out.

Some time previous to this, I prepare my seed

potatoes as follows :— 1 pick out the middle and

larger sizes of potatoes, of handsome round shape

and cut them so as to leave three good eyes in

each piece and dividing the rose end of the po
tato, amongst the pieces, as the eyes near the root

end, will not produce well

From time to time, as the potatoes are cutting

sprinkle them with water—and sift some plas

ter on, and shovel them over, to mix them with

the plaster, and lay them by, not more than three

or four inches thick, and they will keep 2 or 3

weeks, and this is much quicker done than sow-

ing on the rows, and answers the same purpose
coating the fresh cut potato with plaster, is of

advantage in preventing its bleeding, which
is apt to do when applied to fresh or moist grouni

— (Plaster is of great use to the product, where
it acts well ; on my land it increases the

south easterly exposure, mellowed by pvevious|th,.ee.fourths)—Then commence planting in the
crops, as corn, 8cc.—plant them m a fine spell foiio„,ing manner, place a hand or hands at

of weather, which we usually have between the'spreading manure, which must be done equally
rth and 15th of March. I recommend the mel-Uver the ground, and not much faster than the
iow land, because it is sooner got in good order.lpioughman ploughs it in, in order to prevent eva-—Plant in drills, and manure them on top ; itjpo,ation—and let him begin a land of forty

will preserve them from frosts, which frequent-Ifeet wide, which includes two of the lands laid

iy follow; and the spring rains will rot the ^^t (-q,. placing the heaps of manure, and after

manure, so as to prevent its injurious effects in

time of drought—and they will come earlier by

sprouting the seed before planting.

As respects the late crop, in order to avoid

the drought, plant late—the later the better,

provided they mature before frost, which matu-
rity may easily be known by rubbing the thumb

going one round, the droppers should follow

and drop the potatoes eight or nine inches apart

—and while they are dropping these, let the

ploughman lay out adjoining such another land

—and then he and the droppers work alternate

ly between the two lands, and have as many
droppers as will keep the plough agoing. These

to drop in every third or fourth furrow, sc

as to mal.e the rows three and a half to four fee;

wide, and this to cover about four inches deep i,

he same manner of stirring fallow. When the

done, the crop is nicely planted, tlie ground bth

red, "the manure ploughed in fresh from th.

heaps, and all left level and mellow—and the

three operations of spreading, dropping and
ploughing, all done at one superintendence foi

the late crop—The manure is much best thus \\\

corporated with the earth, on account of heat v.w

drought, and there is no nutriment lost as i

spects the potato crop, for their small fibro

oots will extend from row to row—when i!

potatoes have sprouted about half way throng,

he ground, harrow them with a light harrou

cross the rows, which will prepare the ground
for them to come through ; and also remove the

young weeds—and as soon as the potatoes are

up, and before they unfold their leaves, run a

small plough close to the row, with the bar of

the share next to the plants, and turn the fur-

ow from them, and a sufficient quantity of

earth will fall from the left side of the coulter

to mould them—and cover the young weeds,

and thereby do away the necessity of that ex-

pensive operation of lioing—if the mould
should cover the young plants, they will come
up again—and in about one week, the vines

will be large enough to plough the furrow to

hem— and before the vines begin to fall, plough
the earth away as close as possible, and return

it immediately, and plough out the middle, in

order to flatten the row, for the broader they

are the belter—this will be done a little before

the young potatoes begins to form, and taking,

the earth away, leaves it mellow, and pervious

to the swelling roots—if done in the right time,

this method is the least expensive, and affords

the largest product of any that I have tried.

It may not be uninteresting to some of Ihy

eaders, to give them an account of my method
of saving the crop, which I can do best, by
stating how I managed a field of ten acres,

nearly a square piece of land ; I placed two
carts so as to receive |ths of the potatoes in the

adjoining rows, as fast as they were picked up
and the other |ths were carried to the ends and

deposited in holes made for their reception ; the

two horses which brought the carts, were hitch-

ed to the plough, and the ploughman plough-

ed one furrow off each side of the row, leaving

a small middle where the potatoes stood about

seven inches wide, and then run the plough under,

and turn them handsomely on the top of the

ground—and so regularly on with the ploughing

and had hands sufficient to pick up, as fast as

they were ploughed out, and carried to the carts

and heaps, which were placed in and at the
j

ends of the rows they were at work in—other |

hands followed with hoes to search for what was
]

left by the pickers up. At breakfast, noon,
j

and night, or oftener if it is required, the horses |

were hitched to the carts, and hauled their con- I

tents to the barn floor, under which is a cellar, '

or repository, and on lifting a trap door, the

cart loads were shot in, and on their way fell

on an inclined riddle made of strips, which sepa- ,:

rated the small ones, and secured the crop im-

mediately from sun, air, and frost—and those

which were carried to the heaps, were well

covered as soon as any one of the heaps were
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finisheii—so in this wuy they were secured as

fast as one plough could plough them out, at the

rate of 170 bushels per clay.

Great care should be taken, not to expose po-

tatoes long to the sun, as two days will make
them too rancid for family use.

I was in greater haste on account of sowin;

the ground with wheat, which I did, and imme
diately ploughed it in, but if the wheat cannot

be got 1!) before the 20th ol' October, I prefer

sowing Barley in the spring, and then wheat and

clover ; if the land is very rich, after barley

wheat, rye, and clover—or otherwise, after i>:i

tatoes, a mixt crop of roots, answerable to th<

wants of the farm, say for instance, carrots

parsnips, mangel wurlzel, a part in early poia

toes and then turnips. Next spring, the whole

in barley, then well manured and set with wheat

and clover—and by thus introducing two cropi

of roots—treble the stock could be kept on the

same land—and this would provide the double

dressing of manure, which would be wanting in

the above rotation.

I have not become accjuainted with better

kinds than the early white for spring planting,

and the blue potato for late planting.

I hope our friend H. VV. will excuse my
Icngthyness, as I thought it might be ot some
small advantage to know my after manage
ment, at well as my method of cultivation, for if

any crop costs more than it is worth, it is r

worth having.

With much respect,

I remain thy friend,

ROBERT SINCLAIR.

Baltimore, December, l\t/i, 1820.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Mr. Skinner,—Your paper of the 24th of

November, brings me the strictures of the Vir-

ginia Farmer, on my letter to you, published

your paper of the 20th and 27th of October, on

the subject governmental protection to Ameri
can manufactures. I had considered this dis

cussion closed on my part, having written two
letters on the subject, and received two from

my brother farmer, in opposition to my views

crude materials for the supply of us wants, and

possessing the pliysical means of manulacturing

them into articles of use, to throw itself in dc-

fiendence, on foreign nations for 'indispensable

necessaries, such as /oof/, raiiiunl, and l/ie

means of defence. I consider this position self-

evident, and disdaining the aid of argument for

its support : but reference may be had to the

experience and sufferings of the late and re-

volutionary wars, for the want of clothing and

other military supplies, if proof should 6y any
be required. An intelligent mind that docs not

discover in this naked proposition, or hi the

iear'boiight exjierierice of these wars, an impor
ant national interest, in affording encourage
ment and protection to the manufactures of the

counuy, at least so far as to furnish a supply of

these indispensable necessaries, must be pecu
liarly constructed, and free from the genera

laws that influence opinions and regulate human
actions. It would be a ridiculous waste of time

to reason with one who denies the truth of thi

proposition.

So far I have advocated the protection of

manufactures on the mere abstruse princi

pie of national interest ; but as a farmer, 1

had another and more immediate interest ii

•Advocating their protection, namely, the en
couragement of agriculture, which at present is

deplorably depressed in all the grain-growing

sections of the country, for the want of a market,

These sections have absolutely no market for

their surplus products, no means of paying

debts, or adequate means of purchasing the

common comforts and necessaries of life. In

this slate of things it appeared to me evident,

that the increase and prosperity of manufactures
must necessarily benefit agriculture : I was
therefore desirous, and still am so, tliat they

should be encouraged and protected in the

markets of the country from a ruinous and un
equal competition of foreign rivals.

Every one must know that manufactures re

quire raw materials and provisions, the produc
of agriculture. In their present incipient state

they create some demand for these jiroducts

and afford some relief to agriculture ; this also

I think evident and requiring no proof. Manu
facturing cannot be carried on without the raw

materials to be operated on, nor the people

either producing the least effect on the opinion:

and views of the other. Dropping the subject,

or entering on an unprofitable and interminable

controversy appeared to be the only alternative

left me ; .1 therefore decline my friend's invi

tation to farther discussion. It is due however
to his comity and politeness, on the rcceifit of his

last letter, to subjoin a few desultory observa'

lions on the subject, without any immediate re

ference to the present state of the controversy

with a view /irincifially to explain the doctrines

I have advanced
I am not so exclusively and abstractedly the

advocate of the manufacturing interest, as the

Virginia Farmer appears to consider me. I a

farmer, and have written principally with

and theory, apparently without any prospect of ployed in these establishments be supported

view to bcneiit the general interests of the na-

tion, and the agricultural interest in particular,

and under the most solid conviction that it is an

unwise and dangerous policy, for a country cir-

cumstanced as this is, abounding in all the

without provisions, nor can they procure these

products of our soil, without a benefit accruing

to agriculture. In conformity with this view

of the subject, if our manufactures had been ex-

tended to the supply of our wants in clothing,

which might readily have been done, had the

imliortation of foreign fabricks, a few years

since, been re/iressed within the amount cf our
ex/iorts, a home demand would have been
created for our surplus products, that would
have prevented or removed much of the pre
vailing distress and been highly beneficial to

the agricultural interest. If labour should be
diverted from the agricultural to the manufactu
ing class, by affording it encouragement and su]

port, as some /lersojis object, will be the case then

will manufactures act with double effect for the

benefit of agriculture. They will not only

duce a market for its products, they will also

elieve it of a portion of its labour, with which
t is at present overcharged and oppressed.-

Its capacity to pioduce, is too great for the con-
sumption of its products ; hence the reduced
prices and general distress in this class. This
transfer of labour from agriculture to manufac-
tures would diminish the production of agricul-

tural products, thereby enhance their price, antl

promote the interest of agriculture.
I was farther impelled to a defence of the

manufacturer's claim to protection on princi-

ples of natural right, and that reciprocity of
burdens and benefits, in which all are entitled

to participate under our happy form of govern-
ment. It has been deemed correct to protect
other branches of our national industry from
foreign competition. Our tonnage and naviga-
tion have been protected by an immunity of the

inland and coasting trade and by discriminating

duties on foreign ships, &c. Commerce, and
through commerce agriculture, have been pro-

tected at a heavy annual expense, for the pay-
ment of which, import duties have been laid

and collected. Manufacturers have, in com-
mon with other classes, to pay these duties, and
share these burdens ; and when their interest

is assailed in the markets of the country by
foreign rivals, as at present, they have a fair

claim on the principles of that reciprocity of
burdens and benefits contemplated by the na-

tional compact to protection and support.

If the government had no occasion for the
money accruing from import duties, there might
have been some ground to say, " that agricul-

turists have been burdened by the payment of

duties to make fortunes for the manufacturers."
But circumstanced as the case is—the country
in debt—the duties laid for the purposes of re-

venue—their entice amount used by the go-
vernment for public purposes, and largs loans

required in aid of these duties, there cannot be
the shadow of a pretext for such an allegation.

The duties must have been paid by agricultur-

ists, and every other class of society, if there

had not been a manufacture in the country to

protect. The manufacturer's benefit from the
duties, is altogether incidental, arising out of
the fiscal arrangements of the government, and
no way burdensome to any one. My friend

says the duties are so high as to diminish the
revenue, but he offers no evidence of this fact,

and I do not believe it is the case. The trea-

sury reports will show that from the year 1815 to

both inclusive, we have imported on an
average upwards of twenty-five millions of dol-

lars annually, more than our entire annual ex-
ports for these years, consequently so much
more than the country could pay for by the

surplus products of its labour in these years.

—

This to my mind is a conclusive evidence, that

the duties are not too high for the purpose of
revenue, and that an increase of revenue would
have been obtained by an increase of the tariff,

during that period.

My argument for the protection of our manu-
factures founded on the sufferings of the army
for the want of clothing, and its consequent in-

efficiency and waste of American blood and
treasure, has not been fairly mdt by the Vir-

ginia Farmer. He admits the sufferings of the

troops, S:c. but says, "the previous establish-

ment of manufactures would not have remedied
the evil ;" and this is predicated on a sugges-

tion that our factories cannot be supplied with
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ivool of American growth, but must derive

tiieir supplies of this material from foreign coun
tries, which would be siibjet I of the same hazard,

delay and uncertainty as the importation of

cloths from abroad. If the whole force of tliis

objection be admitted, it only answers the half

of my argument. More than half of our cloth-

ing is made of flax or cotton, native products of

our soil. The Virginia Fanner will not say,

that the country cannot produce a sufficiency

of cotton for its own consumption. For one

half of the necessary clothing of our armies
then, my argument would stand good, in the

event of having established manufactures in suf-

ficient extent ; and any argument founded on a

supposed inability in the country to furnish

wool for its own clothing is prefectly futile and

a mere evasion of the argument. If my friend

will cast his eyes on the map of the United
Slates and its territories, adverting to its geo-

Ljraphical position, and to its ascertained popu-
lation, he must be sensible of the absurdity of

his sugeslion. No country in the woi'ld is

better adapted to an abundant growth of

material, or possesses in a higher degree the

means of supplying itself with the article than

the United States. It has the advantages of an

almost unlimited extent of territory, suitable

climate, the necessary food for sheep, and the

possession of flocks, that in a few years, might
be increased to any necessary extent for the

iupply of the country with wool. All tliat is

wanting to a rapid increase of the quantity

the assurance of a steady demand by the means
of factories protected from the hostile attacks

of foreign nations. The whole of the Virginia

Farmer's argument on this part of the subject,

is derived from premises, if not luhotly

rect, extremely doubtful and uncertain, from

which no certain conclusion can fairly be de

rived. His other objection to American manu
iactures founded on an assumption, that their

fabricks must necessarily cost the consumer 25

to 30 per cent higher than the same articles of

foreign fabiicks is equally unfounded. Most
the cotton goods now made in the country are

selling at 25 to 30 per cent lower than goods of

like quality can be imported for, paying

freight and duty and other charges ; and wool-

len goods, i?i t/ie manufacture of luhich^ a great

er Jiro/iortion of manual labour is required, pro

bably at 12 to IS per cent lower. I need not

prove this, he can satisfy himself of the fact by

comparison. It is probable if we had no im-

port duties on foreign goods, that they could

be imported at about tlic price domestic arti

cles of the like kinds are sold for in the market

But here I suppose he will say, that this shews

the duty to be sunk to the consumer for the

benefit of the manufacturers. As it appears im
possible to convince my friend of his error or

this subject, to remove this stumbing block out

of his way, I must agree that he may repeal the

duties, and withdraw this principal source of

revenue fi-om the government, if he thinks agri-

culturists .caj^ pay their portion of the publ"

expenses easier by a tax on lands, or slaves, oi

other property, or in any other way that they

may deem most convenient. His acceptance

of this proposition is the only mode I can sug

gest to convince him of his error, or remove his

groundless complaint. He would then be rid

of this odious duty, that he thinks he pays for

the benefit of manufactures, but his payments
for the support of government would not be
lightened by the repeal of the duty. The mode
f collecting the money from him would only be

changed ; now he pays in the enhanced price of

he dutiable goods he consumes, and the impor-
ter accounts to government for tlie duty, but un-
ler a repeal of the duties he would pay on an
account rendered against himself for the amount
of his tax, according to the extent of his taxa-

ble properly. Every man must contribute to

this fund in some form or other, and I am wil-

ling that agriculturists should contribute in that

way that is most to their liking, whether by
duties, taxes or excise or otherwise, although

for myself, I would prefer contributing by the

payment of duties, to any other mode by which
he public revenue can be raised.

Many other of my brother farmer's objections

to the encouragement of domestic manufac-
tures, and I tnigla say, of domestic industry

generally, are equally groundless with those I

noticed, being for the most psrt founded
on facts not admitted, and equally unsupported
by any fair logical argument ; but I did not

deem it necessary to pursue his entire course,

and controvert all his grounds of objection,

hich I conceived untenable. In his laboured

irgument, to show that the country is incapa-

ble of supplying its armies with clothing, from
its own internal resources, even if" factories

ere established, he has not adduced one soli-

tary fact, from which any conclusion can fairly

be derived, in support of his position. It i;

the same with his attempt to prove that the im
port duties paid by agriculturists on articles of

their consumption, is paid by them to make for-

tunes for manufacturers ; and in his argument
show the deleterious effect of manufacturing

establishments, on the health, morals and pecu

y interests of the people they employ. In

all these, and some other points of the discus

sion, he argues from premises equally doubtful

and uncertain, with the facts he wishes to deduce
from them.

Hitherto the discussion with my Virginia

friend, has been confined to the claim set up by

manufacturer's to protection from foreign com-
petition in the markets of the country. He
has opposed their claim in every shape, and on

every ground on which it can be placed, but

has said nothing against the privileges and prO'

tection aflforded to other classes of society.

—

His last letter however takes a wider range
;

he there declai'es himself opposed to " all privi

leges, restrictions and bounties." This is a

new subject, on which I am not disposed to en

ter, and the more especially, as he has not said

whether he would pursue this course, vyithout

egard to the policy of other nations, with whom
we have commercial intercourse, and without

regard to the public debt, the fiscal arrange-

ments and particular circumstances of the coun-

try ; or whether he would adopt it only in the

event of other nations adopting a similar po-

licy, and at a time, and under circumstaiices

when it could not interfere with the pecuniary

arrangements and general interests of the

country. At the first view of the subject and

without considering the merits of this new

scheme, it would appear that a repeal of the

duties, privileges and bounties would at the jirc-

ent moment, be a hazai'dous expedient, and the
csult burdensome and oppressive. I inclui;

lutics in the repeal, because all duties are n
stiictive in their natui'e and operation, hut it i

my intention to discuss this subject with
my bi-other farmer, and despairing of any bene-
ficial result from a farther prosecution of the
ontrovei'sy, I dismiss the subject and take

leave of niy friend with the must perfect respect
for his talents and the courtesy of his manner,
and with sincere regret, that his information on
many of the subjects that came under discus-
sion, had not been more correct.

A MARYLAND FARMER.

Treatise ou Ag\'ic\v\t\\ire.

Sectios XIII.

OF FARM CATTLE.
riiesc consist of horses, mules, cows, oxen,

sheep and hogs. It is not the object of this pa-

per to discuss the relative value of animals of
difleient kinds, nor to explain the principles on
which an individual of either kind, is preferred

to another individual of the same kind, but
merely to indicate the uses of each, and the

modes most approved for givirrg extension and
alue to these uses. And 1st of the Horse :

Of this animal, naturalists admit but one spe-

cies, but many and widely different varieties,

which are again subdivided under the denomina-

tion of races. (I) At the head of these, by com-
mon consent, stands the horse of Ai-abia and

after him, the Pei-sian, the Barb, the Andalusian

and the English. His flesh not entering, like

that of the ox, into the general and ordinary

subsistence of man, (2) he is valued only for the

beauty of his form, the nobleness of his car-

riage, the rapidity of his march, and the strength,

pirit and patience with which he bears the

heaviest burthens and the most excessive fa-

tigues.

Of these powers, some curious and extraor-

dinary instances are recorded. The couriers ol

Russia travel from Petersburgh to Tobolsk a

distance of 19° 26 m. in twelve days. Their
r-ate of travelling is of cour-se, about one hun-

dred miles a day. What, in equestrian phrase,

is called a great mover-, will, without pressing,

trot 64t) yards in 80 seconds, and if pressed

will go over the same distance in 50 seconds.—
In the first case, the rate of moving is 5 feet 3

inches per second, and in the other, 8 feet 5 in-

ches. The Roman horses, probably descen-

dants from Barbs, run at the rate of 27' feet the

second of time, and the British hoise Childers,

is said to have run at the rate of 45 feet 5 in-

hes, and Sterling, another British horse, at

(1) Bakewell and others have shewn, that you may
miiliiply these races at will. By selecting two indi-

viduals, of any given shape, size and colour, which you

may prefer, you secure a progeny, having all the qua-

lities of their parents. This observation applies as

well to horned cattle and hogs, as to horses, ant!

might be usefully taken as a rule of conduct in this

country.

(2) Horse flesh is eaten by the Negroes of Africa,

the Arabs, Tartars and occasionally by the Chinese.—

Page 213, vol. 22d BulTon's Nat. Uis.
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the rate of 82i per second. (3) This may be

regarded as the maximum of horse speed.

The ordinary load in France, of a four wheel-

ed wagon, drawn by six horses on a pavement, is

10,000 pounds. That of a cart drawn by four

horses, 5,500. With these loads they travel 10

leagues a day for six weeks together. A single

horse has been known to draw 500 pounds at the

rate of 140 yards in 112 seconds, and on the

pavements of London, a single horse has drawn

6000 pounds for a short distance, and 3000 for

a considerable distance and with fucility. This

appears to be the maximum of horse power in

drawing.

Under the packer saddle, 300 pounds is the

ordinary load for a horse, but according to M.
Thiroux, a dragoon horse carries 340 pounds —
This includes the weight of the rider and of his

arms, accoutrements and baggage. The well

known experiment of Marshal Saxe, shows the

maximum of horse power, in this respect. He
directed, that a strong and vigorous horse, while

in motion, should be loaded until he fell. TIk

effect was not produced, until the load amount

ed to 1 ,200 weight. (4)

II. Of the Mule.

This is the well known product of a jack and

a mare, or of a horse and a jenny, the name givei

to a female ass. The advantages over the horse

are, that they are more patient of hunger and

lieat, are less nice or delicate with regard to

their food, sustain better and for a longer time

fatigues of all kinds, carry heavier burthens, are

more sure footed, less liable to sickness and live

to a much greater age. In Italy and Spain, they

are much employed in harness, and in the moun-
tainous parts of those countries, for the saddle,

Their value and qualities, however, depend

principally on those of the sire ; if he is large

active, and strong, his progeny will be propor

lionably valuable. Nothing, therefore can be

more ill judged than employing small jacks. (5)

HI. Of the Conv and the Ox.
It was long supposed, that this animal was a

native of Europe, and that the Auroch, found

wild in the forests of Poland, was the type of the

species, the researches, into comparative anato-

my, of Cuvier, have overthrown this creed, and

men of science now substitute for it another,

(3) British Zoology for 1763—4. In Peru, are two
races of horses, (originally Andalusian) well worth
the attention of the rich amateurs of the U. States.

The names by which these races are known, are

the Parameros and the Jlqualillas. See Ulloa's* voy
age, tome 1. page 370 In Chili also is a race,

which for beauty, action and hardiness, may be com
pared with the horse of Arabia, and with this ad
vantage, that they are very cheap, while those ot

Arabia, are very dear. See Molma's Nat. Hist, of

Chili, pages 505 et seq.

(4) See Fourcroy (of the corps of Engineers) on

the powers of the horse, quoted by the Noveau
Cours d'Agriculture.

(5) The Asses of Arabia, Egypt and the Barbary
coast, are the best. In Sicily is a race of inferior

size, but of great powers. See Sonini's supplement to

Buftbn on this animal.

0:7" The editor of the Farmer has procured
from Malta, 14 hands high, very vigorous and high
spirited. He will stand to cover mares next season,

at §10 each. There is not perhaps, in the world, a

finer animal of his kind, he will not be let to more
than forty; Those who wish to have large mules had
better speak or engage by letter in time.

VIZ : that the cow is a native ol Asia. -mA has

thence been translated to other parts of the

globe. Be this a fact as it may, her uses arc so

many, so various and so important, that we can-

not hesitate to transfer from tlie horse the dis-

tinction bestowed upon him, by an eloquent wri-

r of the last century, and to pronounce her,

the noblest conquent made by 7>:an." (6)—
During two thirds of her life, (which may be

protracted to twelve years) she is annually pro-

ducing her species, and during the same period.

yielding an abundant supply of that beverage, so

universally known and so generally acceptable,

so happily adapted from its compound nature

part animal and part vegetable) to all ages and

conditions of man ; to the young and to the old

to the poor and to the rich ; to the sick and to

und, and which in its concrete forms of

butter and cheese, has in all civilized countries,

become an article of the first necessity. Nor is

her value diminished by death ; for i.aving been

falted and prepared for market, her flesh forms

ur most savoury and substantial f od ; her tal

low in the form of candles, supplies the absenc;

of natural light; her skin, wrought ifi.o leather,

furnishes shoes and other articles, rendered ne-

cessary by habit or custom; her horns, are con

verled into combs and lanterns; iier blood is

essential to the refinement of our sugars ; che-

mistry draws from her hoofs imuortant uses;

and her hair is made to pad our collars and sad

dies, and by entering into the construction of

our buildings, adds to their beauty, comfort and

iolidity. If in her progeny, (the ox) slrengtl

and speed be less combined than in the horse

it will be also remembered, that his subsistence

is cheaper, and his labour more continued and

persevering ; that he is besides, less liable to

cidents which diminish his value, and that he

may even become lame and blind, without even

tual loss to his ov/ner : for when prepared for

the shambles, like his parent, he gives us beef,

allow, &c. and those of a superior kind. H
important then is it, that this useful animal

should be multiplied, and that pains should be

taken to ameliorate the breed. In England and

in Holland, wealth, enterprise, and philosophy

have combined, to exalt the character of domes-

tic animals, and the effect has been to create

many new, artificial, and more perfect races.

—

These are examples we ought to follow, and

these are the countries which can best enable us

to do so.

lesson that these lacts inculcate, cannot, we
lelieve, be mistaken, and will not, we hope, be

overlooked.

It has however, been found, that in tempera

tures, either very hot or very cold, the bulk ol

cow is diminished, and thout^h it is by no

means verified, that animals secrete milk in pro

portion to their size, still, on other accounts

—

the largest cows may justly be considered the

best. Treatment, or the quantity and quality

f food, has a still more decided influence than

climate, on animal growth and developement,

and hence it is, that when the cows of England,

Holland, or Switzerland, are transferred lo pas

tures less abundant or nutritive than those ii

which they have been reared, or are otherwise

put on shorter allowance than that to which they

have been accustomed, their qualities dege-

nerate, and their progeny with '!iem. The

(6) Bufl'on's Nat. Hist. vol. 22.

IV'. OfShee/i.

Of the different races of sheep, we shall

speak only of two, those of Spain and England ;

because, in them, are be.st united the two great

objects for which this animal is reared—k»oo/

Andfood.

The sheep of Spain, generally known under
the name of Merinoes, are composed of two
classes, the travelling and the stationary. The
former of these, is again divided into two dis-

tinct races, called the Leoncse and the Sorian ;

while the latter, composed of a number of de-

generate breeds, are denominated Charras.

—

Die Leonese and the Sorian winter in Estra-

madura, and are never parked or housed, ex-

pting for fifteen days of each year; at the

Esquileous, or shearing houses, near Segovia.—

After this operation, their march to the moun-

tains begins in two columns ; the one, to old

Castile and the kingdom of Leon ; the other,

to the province of Soria, and, subsequently, to

Navarre or the Pyrennees. The preference of

the Leonese to the Sorian, is sufficiently esta-

blished by the fact, that the wool of the former

s for one fourth, and sometimes for one third

more than that of the latter. But even in this

pre-eminent race, there is a marked difference

between the different troops composing it ; those

of the late Prince of Peace, of Nigretta, of Mon-
taco, ofPeralez, of Fernando Nunez and of I'ln-

fantado, are particularly distinguished by the

fineness, and what, in technical language, is call-

ed the nerve of their wool.

The policy of Great Britain was early direct-

ed to the amelioration of sheep. It is, how-

ever, to Henry Vlllth and to Elizabeth that

the praise is particularly due, of importing into

England, sheep of the finest Spanish races ; of

promulgating rules and regulations for their

proper management, and lastly, of commencing
that prohibitory system, which has secured their

continuance, and wliat is of still greater im-

portance, the exclusive fabrication of tlie wool

hey produce. It was not, however, in the

power of laws, entirely to abrogate, or even ma-
terially to alter, tlie effect of climate. That of

England did not so much favour the production

oifine as of long wool, and hence it is, that the

oolofthat country is nut so remarkable for the

former, as for the latter of these qualities. But

in all cases, when our object is to unite the two

great products of wool and flesh, it is to their

breeds we should look for the best meaRS of do-

ng it. The flesh of the pure Merino is neither

io abundant, nor so well flavoured as that of the

mixed races, and when brought to the greatest

perfection, the quantity of his wool is less.

—

His carcass, when prepared for market, does

exceed 10 pounds a quarter, and the aver-

age weight of his fleece will not rise above 4

pounds ; whereas the best English races give 25

pounds the quarter, and fleeces weighing 7 and

8 pounds each.

V. Of the hog.

The wild boar is considered the type of this

species, of which there are several varieties

—

The most distinguished of these are, the Asiatic

or Chinese hog, the European hog, with long,
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broad and pendant tars, and the Sohpede, oi

horse-hoofed hog ot Sweden (7.) As this ani-

mal is principally usetul as food, the improvers

of the species have aimed only at farmint; a ract

which, with the least expense and in the short-

est time, should acquire the greatest bulk and

the highest degree of fatness. It is on this prin-

ciple that the Chinese hog, which fats promptly

and easily, but which attains only to a small

size, is with great propriety mixed with the hog

of Europe, which acquires a much greater bulk

but is proportionably slow and difficult of fat.

tening. The result of this mixture has been

many improved races, at the head of which

stands the hog of Parma, and those known in

England by the names of the Bakeivell and By.

field breeds.

The weight of the hog, at eighteen month:

or two years of age, (taking for granted a re-

gular and sufficient nourishment,) varies from

two to four hundred pounds. Buffon mentions

a hog killed in England, which weighed
pounds. Sonnini, his commentator, mentions

another, killed in France, which weighed 990
pounds ; and Mr. Jefferson a third, killed in

Virginia, which reached the enormous weight

of 1200 pounds. (8)
The value of the hog is increased by thei

natural fecundity, which much exceeds that of

any other species of domestic animal. Thi
subject was thought worthy the pen of Marshal
Vauban, who left behind him a manuscript cal

culation of the offspring of a single sow. The
paper was read in the Institute of France some
years ago, was heard with great interest, and
gave an enormous result, but not sufficiently re-

collected to be stated here.

As, from the constitution of the human mind,
there have been sceptics on all subjects, little

and great, so on this we find some doubling
whether the hog did not, from his insatiable

appetite, consume more, during his life, than
the amount of his value at the time of his death.

These doubts could not fail to engage calculat-

ing men, in ascertaining this point. Their ex-

periments show a profit of eight dollars on every

hog, reared and fed to the age of two years, by
persons having no farms and obliged to buy
every article going to their nourishment. How
much greater, then, the profits of those who
have the means of subsisting them on grasse;

and roots, which cost only the labour of raising

To these specific remarks upon different ani

malsjwe now proceed to add a few observations

on the breeding of cattle, and a brief view of the

general principles on which the fatting of such
of them as enter into the subsistence of man,
more peculiarly depends. And,

1st. Of the breeding of cattle.

It rarely happens that the breeders of cattle

are the fatners of them. The first of these em-
ployments seems more particularly to belong to

those who, (other circumstances being favoura-

ble,) are remote from markets ; the second, to

those who, from local situation or navigable

(7) This is the Sus angiila ivdivisa of Linnjeus.

—

Aristotle was the first to mention this species and after

him Pliny. Linnaeus says, it is common in Upsal and
other cantons of Sweden. Amenitat. Acid, tome 5,

page 450.

(8) Notes on Virginia.

streams, are convenient to markets. In the

breeding business, two conditions are indispen

sable to its success. 1st. That the sit-es of eacl

species be well chosen ; because their qualities

and appearance have much more influence on

the character of the offspring than those of the

females ; and 2d, that, during pregnancy, the fe

males be abundantly ted, and otherwise subject

ed to no hard or injurious treatment. (9)

2d. Of the fatting of cattle.

The objects in fatting cattle are two—the in

crease of tallow, which is an important article

in domestic economy ; and the improvement of

the fleshy or muscular parts ; it being found

that the lean meat of fat animals was better

flavoured and more nutritive than that of poor

ones. The means of effecting this object are

either living vegetables, or those which have

been cut, dried and stored for use. Under the

first head are the whole family of the grasses,

and under the second, grains, roots, peas and

beans. When we resort to the first, the only

care necessary is, that the provision of plants be

both abundant and nutritive. Upland pastures,

where they unite these conditions, best fulfil this

intention ; but the fat of cattle thus fed, though

better distributed, (the effect, as we believe, of ex-

ercise,) 13 less in quantity and of an inferior qua-

lity. The second nwde,\vU\chh czWed stall/ecd-

hig, is more difficult and expensive, and requires

great attention to the repose of the animal, tc

his cleanliness, and to the caprices of his ap-

petite. In England, where this business is

most practised and best understood, they en

velope the head of the fatting animal in several

folds of woollen cloth, so as to deprive him, in s

great degree, of the power of hearing, and alto-

gether ot that of seeing. The doors of his sta-

ble are opened but once a day, to change his

litter, and his food and drink are given through

loop holes opening into his manger, which are

afterwards immediately closed. ^V'ith respect

to feeding, the first rule is, to give little at a

time and often ; because experience has shown,

that animals that eat much in a short time do

not fatten so well as those which eat less, but

more slowly and frequently. The second rule

is, to begin the course with cabbages and tur-

nips ; then to employ carrots and potatoes, and

lastly, Indian, oat, or barley meal, the marsh

bean or the gray pea. These aliments ought to

be varied five or six times a day, and ofiner if

convenient; and instead of always reducing

them into flour, there is an advantage in some-

limes boiling them. A little salt, given daily,

is very useful, and for drink clean water, but

neither frequently nor in great quantity.

Warm water, by its temperature, most favours

digestion, but if long continued, will enfeeble

the stomach.

It ought therefore to be employed only to

wards the end of the term. The fattening is com-

plete, when the superficial inequalities of the

animal, whether muscular or bony, are filled

up ; when his body presents only a round and

(9) The inhabitants of the Boulonais, in France,

nploy the mare instead of the horse, for all agri-

cultural purposes ; because, besides labouring the soil,

they give yearly a fo.al, which they sell at eight months

to die graziers of Normandy.

smooth surlace ; when he becomes drowzy am*
inert, dislikes motion and apparently msensi-

ble to every thing about him. These are the

signals for death, and the sooner you inflict il

after their appearance the better ; for should
the feeding be farther urged, you run the riskot

inducing the disease called the melting of ih,

grease, or, in more scientific language, the re

absorption of it, by the blood, which is aiway-^

fatal.

They who are at all acquainted with the sub
ject, on which we write, need hardly be told

that there are many circumstances, independent
of food, cleanliness and quiet, which influence

the fatting of cattle. We shall mention them
separately, and add a few words to each, in ex-

planation.

1st. Constitution. If this be not sound and
healthy, no care nor expense will be sufficient to

correct it. The animal will want appetite oi

have too much of it, and what it eats will not bet

ter its condition.

2d. Castration. The flesh of males is hai

fibrous and ill-flavoured, and that of females, n^

spayed, far inferior to the flesh of those whi( !

have undergone that operation. Where the

testicles in the one, and the ovaria in the other,

are early and completely removed, the animals

become more docile, less restless, and fat with

great facility.

3d. Temperature. Whoever makes the ex-

periment will find, that this consideration is

very important. The cold of winter, the heat

of summer, and the capricious character of the

spring, arc all adverse to the fatting of cattle,

though perhaps not equally so. The autumn,
on the other hand, long and temperate, is the

true season for that business, not only from the

greater abundance of food which is then to be
found, but because the perspiration of the ani-

mal is then first checked, and immediately con-,

verted into tallow. And

4th. Jgc. Tallow is formed from the sur-

plus nourishment given lo animals, beyond that

necessary to their mere physical devclopement ; -

whence it follows, that those which have not
'

attained their full growth are fatted with diffi-

culty, and only by extraordinary means
Calves, for example, can only be fatted by great

(luantities of milk, to which must often be added,

eggs, barley or oat meal, or the flour of beans

and peas ; and with .all this abundance and
selection of food, they yield little if any inte-

rior fat or tallow. Whereas oxen, at six years

of age, with correspondent treatment, give large

quantities of that article. Old cattle are also,

from loss of teeth, debility of stomach, or other

internal disorganization, difficult to fat. These
facts sufficiently indicate what, on this head,

ought to be our practice : to fatten cattle as

soon after they have attained their growth as

fiossible. Oxen generally attain their growth

at five or six years, and sheep and hogs at two.

Extracts from an active member of the .Agricul-

tural Society of Kentucky, dated Lexington.

\5th December, 1820.

I send you,

—

l3t. Some Indigo seed, such as is cultivated in

the southern part of the United States. Some oi

'your friends might wish to have this plant as a
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curiosity, or variety, if it deserves either cliar

acter with you.

2d. Some Woad Seed, isalis. I have always

understood that the " woad vat," was indispen-

sable in fixing the beautiful blue colour on cloth,

it is a plant easily cultivated—not only fixes and

beautifies the indigo, but lessens the quantity of

that very dear article in colouring, it is also val

uable as winter food for sheep and cattle, the se

verest winter frosts not affecting it ; during the

severest frost last winter it was as green as in

May.

Bancroft, (Philosophy of permanent colours)

says the French government have lately caused

it to be cultivated for the purpose of obtaining

indigo from it, by a process analogous to that

employed with the indigo for tinctoria. Culture

introduced into England, 1576. Mr. Hume tells

us the culture was prohibited by Elizabeth, the

fermentation of the plant giving offence to her

olfactory nerves.

3rd. A part of the head of a Sugar Cane
plant of my own raising. I have had this plant

examined by several gentlemen, who have lived

in the West Indies, some of whom have owned
sugar plantations, some say it is sugar cane,

some say it is not sugar cane, and some say it

is a species of cane, no doubt it is a cane or reed

of some kind. I got the seed about as much as

I now send you, this time last year from Judge

Brodnax, who informed me, that it had been

cultivated in Logan County, 1| degrees south of

Lexington, producing at the rate of 400 gallons

of Molasses to the acre, they did not succeed in

making sugar. Judge B. is a man not easily

imposed on in such matters ; I gave full credit

to his information—plant it in March in rich

ground, warm exposure, in drills 4§ feet apart,

two or three seed in a hill, •: feet apart, its first

appearance is something like broom corn,

out a great number of succours, which must be

carefully cut off with a knife ; let only one plant

jn a hill grow.

I extract the following from M'Donald's Gar'

dening Dictionary : " There are three remarka

ble varieties mentioned by Loureiro, differing

in the culm, not in the flower ; the white sugar

cane, with the culm long, white, of middling

size very sweet, the knots distant ; the Red
Sugar cane with the culm short, thicker, red,

very juicy, the knots approximate. The Ela

phantine Sugar cane, with the culm very thick

red, long, less sweet, the knots approximate ;

and there are, probably, no others in a plant so

much cultivated."

The characters are, that the calyx is a two

valved glume, one flowered ; valve oblong, Ian

ceolate, cuminate, erect, concave, equal, awn

less, surrounded with long lanugo at the base

the corrolla two valved, shorter, sharpish, very

tender, nectory two leaved, very small ; the

stamina have three capillary filaments, the

length of the corrolla ; anthers somewhat oblong;

the pistillum is an oblong germ ; styles two fea-

thered ; higmas plumose ; there is no pericar-

pium ; corolla evests the seed ; seed single ob

long. •

4th. Vernal or sweet scented grass seed,

same culture of timothy, much like timothy, and

earlier grass, delightful odour from the grain,

blades, from the hay, blossoms, or seed, of which

you may be convinced by smelling the paper
containing these seed.

If you have not this grass, would tliank you
to give a part of the seed to Mr. Robert Smith,

few of the blades either cured or green put

into presses or drawers where clothes are kept,

converts a disagreeable to an a!:;retable scent.

5th. Seed of the pride of China, of which 1

know pothing, have lately received them from
the south.

6th. Some acorns of the large white oak.

7th. Teazles or clothiers brush, used by the

clothiers for raising the pile on their fines

cloths,—the art of man has not yet discovered a

substitute for this plant. I have no doubt but

the persons interested in the woollen manufac-

tures in your neighbourhood, have this plant as

well as the woad in cultivation. Cards are used

to raise the pile on common and coarse cloths

—

will not do for fine, if made sharp enough to take

hold, breaks the threads—not so the teazle, it

takes hold and lets go, so as to raise the pile

without injury.

Extract from a Utterfrom a member of the Ag-
ricultural Society of Albemarle, Virginia.

John S. Skinner, Esq.
Sir,—Millet, ground into meal is, at least as

good a substitute for chocolate, as " prepared

ye" for coffee. In my immediate neighbour-

hood, it has been pretty thoroughly tried by many
of the most respectable families, and all concur

in bestowing on it high commendations. That
it may be more perfectly tested, and its excel-

lencies more generally known, I have sent you,

via Fredericksburg, a few pounds which will

probably reach you as soon as this letter. I

hope you will give it a fair trial. Boil two or

three table spoonsful in 3 pints of water—add
puts thereto one pint, or somewhat less of milk and

a piece of butter the size of a nutmeg—strain

or carefully decant, and sweeten to suit the

palate. Thus prepared, it so nearly resembles

chocolate, both in colour and taste, that a con

noisseur only can perceive a difference.

I am engaged in a pretty extensive course of

ex periments, to ascertain the comparative value of

Millet as a grain, the results of which I shall

hereafter make publick. I am sanguine in the

belief, that in rural and domestick economy, it

is but little, if at all inferior to any grain of

which we are in possession.

Although my name is not on the list of sub

scribers to the American Farmer, I consider

myself as one of its patrons. The 1st volume I

am in possession of, being a member of the

Albemarle Agricultural Society, and design to

purchase the subsequent volumes annually. I

greatly pleased with the work, and cordially

wish you the success, your labour merits.

ON THE PENNSYLVANIA MODE OF

Getting owt Cloveir Seed.
Observing in the last number a request for

'< information on the best mode of separating the

seed from the head or pod of clover." It is a

subject that I have paid some attention to foi

some years past and observed the various ma
chines' constructed for the purpose in Chester

and Lancaster counties; perhaps two of the

first counties that became eminent in the cul-

ture of clover in the State of Pennsylvania.

And perhaps as much ingenuity exercised in

mechanism for the facilitating the operations of
farming as any other section of the Union. The
present state of cultivation and the limited num-
ber of hands to each farm, as a decided proof of
the fact.

Much of the seed of clover is now taken out
of the chaff by Jtiitls constructed for the purpose,
although considerable is yet trodden out by horses

the floor of their commodious barns. One
instance of a late date, I cannot in justice to the
inquiry omit.

Being in Philadelphia, and amongst the clover
seed dealers, when a German farmer arrived

with a wagon load of clean seed of the best kind,

seventy-one bushels, a joint concern between
him and his brother, on inquiry, their crop I

found amounted to one hundred and thirty bush-

els, all taken out by treading of horses. The
buyers, I also found preferred it to that which
was taken out by mills, not being in any way in-

jured by the mill, but by reason of the milled

eed not being so perfectly clear ; in the opera-

tion of milling, the broken fragments of some
part of the straw or other substances so near the

size and weight of the seed are visible, not being

eadily separated with the fan as that trodden

out by horses.

Yet I did not find it so objectionable as to

make much difference in price, but there was a

preference in favour of treading.

But as it regards ease and facility to the far-

mer the mills are preferred ; he has only to

hresh or tread it off, and separate the chaff and
pods completely from the straw and stalks and
send it to the mill, he receives the seed fit for

the market by paying the toll of one tenth to the

miller for his labour.

Those mills are erected mostly in a situation

commanding a circuit of five or six miles round

them, and in that distance they get as much
ivork as employs them three or four months
through the winter ; if well constructed one man
and boy are sufficient to attend, except a press

of business to require running night as well as

day, which will require another hand.

A moderate water power will drive one pair

of stones, constructed in the movement on the

same principles as for grinding grain, but the

stones are of the softer granite kind, as they

must not come into close contact like the grind-

ing of grain ; in that case they would bruise the

seed, wiiich must be carefully avoided by having

them well adjusted to their business ; the face of

the bed stone true and level, the runner true

also, and a large eye or hole in the centre and

11 hollowed to receive the soft, chaffy sub-

stance readily, and a true face of seven or eight

inches of the outer skirt of circumference to

cause friction enough to do the business with-

out any furrows in either of them, but picked

rough.

As the seed passes from the stones it is fanned,

and what is shed out passes off through a screen

or sieve, and the light, dusty part of the chaff is

blown out at a window, the remaining heavier

chaff that has seed yet remaining in, it is raised

by elevators and falls by the stone in order to

go through again : all this is done by the water

power and is continually going on with regu-
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larity until the parcel more or leas becomes h.

ished.

This is the general principle of the mill ope

ration, and perhaps as much as is necessary tc

say without going into a minute specification

Any person who wishes to erect mills, 1

should advise to examine those in operation, as

this is the season they are generally at work and

satisfy themselves, as there are various modes of

construction though all on the same principle

I liavc seen them with the under or bed stone

running instead of the upper one ; it had one

advantage, there was no obstruction of the feed

ing in the seed through the eye of the upper
one, yet it might have its disadvantageous com
plexity in otlier parts.

Upon every consideration, I am ready to be

Heve where much clover is cultivated the mill is

decidedly the best plan for despatch, although an

unpleasant and I might say, unhealthy business

for the miller on account of dust.

A neighbouring farmer last season threshed

off his clover from the straw, the product of ele-

ven acres, and carried it to the mill, which pro-

duced twenty-two bushels, and left him twenty,

or there-about, after paying the miller's toll, he

considered it mucli easier than to encounter the

treading out that quantity in his barn, as he was
weak handed, liis whole force was one man and

boy beside himself.

Those who are more than five or six miles

from a mill, think the transportation, together

with the loss of the offal for manure, to over-

balance the gain by milling, and they mostly

tread out with horses, as they take frosty, winter

weather, when snow is on the ground ; and ui'u

serves for in-door work ; all is saved, no toll to

pay nor offal lost from the manure heap.
Perhaps information may come on this head

from other quarters, it will then be seen how
different neighbourhoods agree on this business,

but if any thing better appears, the editor will

please to suppress the foregoing sketch of tlie

subject. C. KIRK.

Note.—VVlien barns are wariting, the mill must
be preferred.

Brandy Wine, 27Ui \2i/i Mo. 1820.

DIRECTIONS FOR CULTIVATING
SE.1 KALE.

The best time for putting in the seed for the

Latitude of Maryland, is, frnm the 20th of

March to the 1st of April, about the time of

planting early potatoes or early beets.

Choose the highest, dryest and poorest part of

your garden i if it be sandy, so much the belter

;

lay out a bed about five and a half or six feet

wide and foriy or fifty feet long, ii) this bed, jjlant

the setds in rows; let the liiils, or sfiois in

which the seeds are deposited, be about two and
a half feet apart each may, so that each stool or

plant, may grow at that distance from every
other.

Put five or six seeds in each place in order to

provide for the failure of some, which frequently

occurs. W hen the plants have come up, and

made five or .six weeks progress, so as to show
their vigour, then pull out from each place all

but one stool and let the most thrifty stool re-

main.

1\'k -tc.i may not come up tor five or six

weeks after planting, and as the weeds will ap
pear much earlier than this seed, it is best to

mark tUc place of each deposit with a small

s:ick, so that in pulling up the weeds, the kale

y not be pulled up also. The first season all

you have to do, is to keep the ground around
each plant clear and loose ; as winter approach

(C? The skill and courtesy with which the con-
troversy has been cnuducted between -'A Mary-
land" and •' A Virginia Farmer," have made it un-
pleasant to interpose. The combatants stand, how-

es, the leaves will die, and the whole plant seems ever, at so great a distance, that in the Id. i» hitervals

to be decaying. Cover it with straw, or leaves,

or any other light thing to protect it from the

frost during the winter; and in the spring, as

soon as the frost is out of the ground, let your
gardener dig about each plant or root (for it will

some-what resemble a coarse beet) and loosen

the earth, and having done so, let him cover

each plant with a large garden fiot, or wooden
box,* or if neither of these be at hand with some
sand, forming a little hall about fifteen or eigh

teen inches high. ^Cf° The object is that the

kale should grow bleached, and for this purpose,

that the light and air should be completely ex-

cluded. After it has been covered about fo
weeks lake off the /lot, box, or sand, and yon

11 find a number of beautiful shoots, as white

snf).v, beautifully tipped with violet. These
are to be cut, without injuring the crown of the

plants, and dressed and served up with butte

ust like Js/iaragus, excepting that the sea kale

equii ts considerable more boiling than the As
fiaragus. After cutting each plant o^ire, the /i of

or box, or sand, ought to be left off, and the

plant suffered to grow during the rest of the sea

son, which it will do very thriftily, and bear

abundance of seed.

If the plant should not be very thrifty the first

summer, that is, if the leaves which lay near the

ground do not cover a s| ace of at least eighteen

inches in diameter, during the first season.

ght not to be covered tor bleaching the next

spring, but left to grow uncovered another year

when It will have attained vigour enough to un-

dergo this treatment. These plants never re

quire any manure, and when a bed is once com
pletely gotten into operation, it is like an Aspa
ragus bed, Perennial, and will last a Ife time.

^mm iFi^mmBiBu
BALTIMORE, FKIDAY, JANUAKY !820.

I would advise to break a portion of the ca/i

sttles of the aeed when planting them.

JOHN C. WILSON.

I have used the half of a Hour barrel for

covers, which answer well, instead of /tot, box or

sand. Saw a flour barrel in two and it will make
two covers, by putting in an extra head

On Wednesday last the citizens of this viilase

were gr.itified with the novel piocession of thir

wagons loaded with pork in the l;og, raises

iiid failed this season on the farm of Mr. Dani^'

Gidley of this town. I he whole number of hog;

fatted by Mr. Gidley, is 10-2, they weighed 23,630

lbs. ,ind were killed and dressed in thirteen

liouis and a half by twelve men. Great praise

due to Mr. Gidley for his industry and good
management, his equal, as a farmer, is seldom
found, perhaps not exceeded in this state.

\_Puughkeefisie Observer.

occurring between each thrust, by-siunders forget
to sympathise with either, and they are left as it
were to the cold and solitary satisfaction of fighting
alone. It .stidoin happens, that both parties are wil
hng at the same moment to be separated He who
gets a black eye begs first to give to the other a
bloody nose, and so they fight on, until, like the Kil-
kenny cats, they eat each mher up. Ji this case as i

the Maryland Farmer let slip the first shot, we oflFer S
the Virginia Farmer the last fire, and there the.'
controversy in its present form had perhaps better
end. The subject itself is one of vital importance to
the country, and we are obliged to the two writers
in question, both of whom are unknown, for the light
they have shed upon it.

PKICES CURRENT OF PRODUCE.

Baltimore, Friday, January 12tli, 1821.

Present Prices of Country Produce in tMs Market.

We find that there has been no alteration in the

»

prices of produce since we issued our last number, ex-.
pt in the articles of Flour luid Whiskey; which may-

be attributed to the circumstances of the navigation of
oiir port being closed at present by ice. Flour is now I

selling at §3 75 per b.irrel, and Whiskey at 28 to
cents per gallon.

^eA Clo-vev, Oi*c\\aT(\. Grass,*
A.\-D MILLET SEED. ^^

The growth of 1820, of excellent quality, received
and for sale by

ELI BALDERSTON,
A''o. 91 Smith's wharf.

For information to those wishing to cultivate the
Millet, I subjoin a copy of Merrick Keeder's letter,
(of New Hope, Penn.) on the subject. E. B.

" Esteemed FiiiENn, Ebenezer P. lioss.

Having been requested to state my experience in
aising the Millet Grass, I hereby certify that I
sowed one bushel of seed on four acr-'s or ground
the first of June. I ploughed the ground at the usual
time of ploughing for oats, and let it lit until the last

week in May, when I ploughed it again and (.arrow-
ed it twice over, then sowed the seed and harrowed
it in by running the harrow once over it lightly.—
Some of the Millet grew to the height of six feet,

but the average height was about four. It was ripe
for cutting by the middle of August. 1 had one
hundred and eighteen dozen of sheaves—fourteen
dozen of which had been threshed and yielded nine
bushels of merchantable seed Shouid the residue
torn out in the same proportion (of which I have ni.

doubt) I shall have about seventy-five bushels of seed
from the bushel sowed and six tons of hay. I put ;i

small quantity of the Millet Hay into a rack togethci
with an equal quantity of Timothy Hay well got.

—

The horse eat the Millet out first. I have since fed

nothing but Millet hay to my working Cattle, anC.

they eat it voraciously.

MERRICK REEDER."
1st mo. 12th, 1821.

BALTIMORE,

PUBLTSBEU ETBUT miOAT,

BY JOHN S. SIUNNER EDIFOR.
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AGRICULTURE.

We have it now in our power to present our
ders with the Articles it' Association adopted by the

United Agricultural Societies of Virginia, their ad
dress to the Farmers of that important state, and
the memorial whicli they have presented to Con
!;ress. The Articles of Association seem well cal

culated to preserve the union which ihey have esta

blished. They may require to be prnned or engrafted
on, but this should be left to the suggestions of eX'

jierience.

In this address the delegates have evidenced great

zeal and much ability. Their appeal to the enter-

prise of their constituents is well calculated to excite
inquirj, and encourage experiment. We think their

determination at this time to circulate i)i Jiiaiiu

script the communications which have been submit
ted to them, a most judicious one ; as it is certainly

well calculated to give confidence to practical far-

mers, and encourage them to present familiar and
authenticated descriptions of their own operations.*

We have often and sincerely regretted the unwil
lingiiess of our Agriculturists to appear before the

public, because many valuable suggestions lose much
of their usefulness, when they are not accompanied
with the author's name. It is therefore very grati-

fying to us to see the attention of bocieties directed

to this subject.

The address has very justly delineated the advan-
tages that may be derived from the establishment of

County and State Societies. The expectations of

those who have carried this idea into practice, might
1)6 sustained by the happy results of our civil institu-

tions, to which it bears a strict analogy.

We may hope one day to see the wisdom and ex-

perience of our most intelligent Agriculturists, at last

concentrated in one focus, and reflected thence on the

daily operations of every farm. Experiments may
be suggested with great effect, when devised with
care, and presented in detail, under an earnest re-

quest from the State Societies, to have them tried by

their most skilful members.
Of the memorial we need not speak ; it is placed

in good hands, and where it is certain of receivmg
every attention to which it may be thought entitled

It was desirable and proper that the cultivator!

of the soil should lay their opinions before congress,

upon subjects connected with their rights or interests

The wishes of those engaged in the three great pur-

suits of life, are now presented in explicit terms to

the attentive consideration of our national authorities,

upon whose just dispositions all repose with implicit

confidence. Children of one family, we have only to

understand the real wants and just demands of either

member, to ensure the co-operation and acquiescence
ol the rest.

* Hereafter, it will not only be unnecessary ; but,

most probably, impossible for them to pursue the

same course ; when it will afford us pleasure to pub-

lish whatever they may wish to appear in our co-

lumns.

.In address to the United .l^ricultural Societies, and a

. Igricidtural Societies of Vir^-inin ;

\t a general meeting of Delegates of the United Agri

cultural Societies of Virginia, at Petersburg, on the
6th and 7th December, 1820, present

IHOMAS LK\M3 ^ Delegates tiom the Agri
[. B. THWKAIT ^ Society of I'rince

uf a comfortaljle subsisten

of the most appropriate t

WM. SHANDS,

NES
urrs J

George,

of Sussex.

of Petersburg.

of Isle of Wight.

,pl« micnts of man.
lurcL- ot tjDod, w tliout

RK'HAKD FEILD "^

THOMAS HOBINSON
|

UEN.T. H. mCE
KOGER A. JONES
DANIEL C. BU]

JOHN JONES V
THEOPHILUS FEILD 5

THOMAS FEILD?
JOHN PEGUAM 5

ROBERT BUTLER

The fullowing address and petition were unani
mously adopted, ami the Secretary was directed t(

published in the pamphlet form, 500 copies ol

each :

—

To Ilip United Agricultural Societies of Virginiii, from
their Delegates, in general meeting assembled.

The Delegation congratulate the Societies which
they represent, on the accession of similar associa.

tioiis, from the counties of Dinwiddle, Isle of Wight,
and Southampton ; this fact becomes the more inte^

resting, as it is demonstrative of the accordance ir

nt of the great body of our fellow citizens,

with the principles which have been acted on, and
openly avowed by us from the commencement of our
Union. Flattering however, as may be this at-ccssion

our number, we have just grounds of confidence,
that very moderate exertion on the part of the indivi.

duals of our societies, would have been product
results far more extensive.

At the first general meeting, in obedience to the
previous instructions of the Societies, as well as from
conviction in our own judgment, that the interests

of agriculture required it, we presented to Congress,
a remonstrance against an increase of the Tariff of
duties on foreign manufactures ; and as the subji

understood, will be again discussed, we have
deemed it our duty to renew our representations, to
the present session.

It has been considered advisable for the present,
to require only half the amount of contribution, autho-
rised by the Articles of the Union ; and if the increase
of members shall equal our confident calculations, that
proportion will amply defray all the expenses of jiubli

tion and premiums.
Under the impression that it may tend to remove

repugnance to furnishing details of theirthat

provements which so much diminishes the usefulness
of farmers, we have for the present, preferred to
transmit to e.ach of the Societies in manuscript, th£

agricultural communications which have been re
ceived.

We have adopted a resolution recommending to
the several Societies, to inquire into the present state

of Agriculture, and the causes which have retarded
mprovement. To this recommendation, it is hoped

o ,.,. , „ ^ „,>,, r , TT vi'liat particular and early attention will be given.—To be
PetUionto Congress, from the Delegation of the ?7»«<erf|convinced of error is half its cure, and we have been

nduced to suggest this course, from a full confidence
that the inquiry cannot fail to excite tliese exertions,
which alone, are necessary to surmotmt an evil, equally
fatal to ourselves and our country.

U'o till the ground and thence to derive the means

a corresponding- efibrt to maintain \\~ Iriutliilntss, will

.sooner or later efVect .sncli exliaustion as to reduce the
cultiv.ators of the soil to poverty, and the country
to weakness and contempt. From this state of things
rapidly growing upon us, has arisen the supposed ne-
cessity of emigrating to regions of greater natural
fertility. This is a remedy however for the evils of
poverty, most dlsastrovis in its consequences, and one,
that if persisted in, wiJI prove ultimately ruinous to
our state : a remedy re.soried to by the sons of Vir-
ginia, until many portions of their native land are
returning to that state in which Ihey were found
by our ancestors two centuries ago—but divested of
that fertility which renders even a wilderness attrac-

Who can contemplate this desertion of his na-
il, without the most painful emotions ! he that

feels no interest for the place of his nativity, that can
break up all the associations of his infancy and youth,
and sell the very ashes of his ancestors, in order to
rise to wealth and honours in the midst of strangers,

neither to be admired for his stoicism nor to be en-
ed for his prosperit}-. But while we would depre-

cate the prevalence of tiiat enormous desire for the
liasty acquisition of wealth, which does violence to
some of the finest feelings of human nature, and as a
strong tide bears away our population to the west, wc
are constrained to admit the melancholy fact, that

exists a sort of necessity for these pernicious
changes. There has long prevailed a system of Agri-
culture if system that can he called which has
been pursued without knowledge or forethought

to compel those who have adopted it, to
seek a support in other climates. That man must be
blind indeed who does not see, and in very pt-culiar

circumstances, who does not feel the importance and
necessity of great imjirovements in the agriculture
f our state. We are in want of knowledge, scientific

f and practical. We need an active spirit of inquir)',

that improvements and discoveries may be made, and
I a steadily and rowerlully operating principle,

that a new system of culture may be created and esta-
blished arnongst us. We rejoice that these wants are
began to be felt, and that efforts are making to accom-
plish a beneficial change.

It is confidently believed, that Agricultural Socie-
ties, judiciously fi>rmed, and zealously supported, will
prove the most efficient agents, and furnish the most
snita!)le means, for iJie attainment of an end in which
every patriot must feel a lively interest. Man is a
social being, and needs the stimulus of society to im-
pel him to the [jeiformance of every great and good

k. In solitude, necessity alone drives him to ac-
tion, and his absolute wants being few, few and feeble
will be his exertions, beyond what is requisite to ob-
tain the necessaries of life. But when formed into
societies and united in feelings and pursuits, a gcner-
ous rivalry is created, experiments will be m.^de, new
expedients tried, and success will inevitably await

lion. But besides the stimulus aflbrded by asso-

ciation, agricultural societies open a door for free
and friendly communication, and give to each member
the benefit of the experience of all. Great advan-
tages have generally resulted from such societies, and
we hail every new association for the promotion of
improvements in this important branch of national
ndustry, as the harbinger of good. But valuable as
they have been found, we arc still of opinion that
Agricultural Societies are in most cases, badly consti-

tuted for the full employment of the means, by which
leir objects are to be attained ; that is iree and gene.

ral communication of improvements, experimen s and
opinions.
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•Societies established on a Urge scale,

%-e district of coim'.n
,
possess tlie great aiivantaf;e i

of having among their mimerous raemhers, the must s

energetic, and intelligent farmers, and men of the a

liigliest talents and character, which the country can I

l)nast i but great as may be the services rendered by 1

such members, this very advantage— this weight of bank charters,
talent and character in a tew, keeps silent and renders s

useless the great body of members. Besides, such
society is necessarily very limited m its good ettects, <

as however numerous it might be for a single society,

'

it never could have as members a hundicdih purt ofs
the cultivators of an extensive country. Tiie di>

lance from the place of meeting, and the expense i

an exten- privilege conferred on corporate bodies, or other
interests, is a viol.ition of this common but

L sacred right, and we have only to refer to both federa
nd state laws, to show, how often minor interest
ave been enabled to indirectly tax the people, lo

Jtheir support. The exclusive privileges conveyed by
.vhich have created and mtiiniauud thc

i separate monicd interest, have violated the rights of
I property, more than would have been done, hy th(

.conquest and permanent occupation of our country
,by any civilized invader. In this, and all similar c:.

the AgricHltuiists, from forming a great majori
- ty of the whole population, and possessing a

'

still

„ ., .. ,"
, , , ,

g'"??!^'' proportion of the whole property, necessarily
i-essary for the pert,rmanceot a member's duty, would suffer the principal loss. The Ag-ricultural beine
necessarily limit its extent and mduence. Jlhe major interest of the Unite,! Stttes, cannot possf

wealtli from the one, and takes n tVum the
other. Tills ties it to the government bv the passion
of avarice, and separates it from the nation by the
passion of fear. And these two passions, annexed to

separate interest, have unquestionably converted it
lo a political order, and forced it into the ranks of

despotism."*

It is far from our intention to assert that there ex-
ists any natural opposiiiun or hostility between any of
die classes or interests wliich have been mentioned.
Merchants, Manufacturers and Capitalists, are as use-
tul to tlie counliy, and even to agriculture, as those
.mployed in cultivating the earth. Hut whenever
the government interferes, and gives to any one class
•he legal right to plunder the others—the necessary
consequence is, an immediate opp.isition of interests.County Societies are live Irom those ob,ections, but bly be benefited at the expense of othei^- while^ »„H ^

,
'/',

="'

.'"^'"''.'"f
«
opp.sition of mterests,

are attended with others of not less importance, is'essential to the extteXof all mrn^r intrest: ff^ ^.!.^:!h^,°'„.!!?n!.'!y..,!^!::^-^^
-"'<=." «>.?:

Of such Societies, every fiirmer might convenientlylinvested with legal privileges, to draw their sii)

port from the property of the major interest. The
become a member, and useful to the full

his zeal and ability. But the small portion of talent
and agricultural knowledge, which may be expected
among the members of a society confined within such
narrow limits, would prevent its gaining the charac
ter and influence, which are essential to the exten-
sion of its usefuliiess. The mass of agricultural in

formation which it could collect, would appear trivial

when cnmpared with the proceedings of others thf

meetings would be uni;iteresling, and there would be
nothing to arouse or keep alive the zeal of its mem
bers.

The plan on which our confederation is form-
ed, by which a number of county Agricultural So-
cieties are united, and meet by their representatives,
promises to combine the different advantages, and
avoid >he disadvantages attending both great and
small Societies. As every fUrmer may conve

'

ently become an active and useful member of
society meeting in his county, so may any number of
such county societies meet by their representatives;
and by thus concentr.ating and then distributing the
information of every individual in the association,
the acquisition of each society would be doubled for
its adv.intage, as many times as it had confederates
The sphere of action and utility of such an association,

that of the nation, and whatever promotes or invires
the one, must hav<- a similar and equal effect oii th<
other. The utmost stretch of legislative ingcnuit}
cannot devise the means, to render the Americai
\gricultural interest, any positive benefit, in the
shape of charler.it, bounties, or monopolies ; and al
that wc wish, and all that can possibly be given
IS the negative benefit of being freed from being made
the prey to the legal privileges of .other classes. Or
the contrary, M.rclunts, Manufacturers, and Capiti
lists Iiave interests separate from, and frequently op'
posed to that of the people, and on each of 'these
classei, have been conferred delusive privileges,
which have had the effect of rapidlv removing wealth

unlimited :

rapidly removing wealtl
and Its consequent political power, from the hands of
the m jority, into those of a minority of the people.
By such means, the manufacturing interest has been
supported, and on their continuance, does the very
existence of the artificial monied interest depend,
immense as have been their acquisitions, the principal
part of the burthen is of necessity imposcil on
Vgriculture ; and therefor", without further refer-
ence to our still more important interests, and higher

- citizens—as freemen—it is sufficient that

Virginia, or indeed of the United Stales, could by
this mode co-operate with more ease, than the mem
bers of a single extensive society.

It will depend on the zeal and activity of the mem
bers of the societies, as individuals, whether they will

derive that benefit from the collection and distribu-
tion of agricultur.il information, of which our union
offers such r^ady means. When it is considered how
much service may be performed by a single zealous
member, towards promoting the objects of the con-
federation, it is hoped that none will be found care-
less and regardless of them. Either a zealous per-
formance of their duties, or a total neglect of them,
will produce similar dispositions in others—will be
communicated from one member and one society to
.mother : and the early course of the societies will
serve to stamp their character, and decide their future
destiny.

The Union of the Societies was formed not more
lor the improvement of the practice, than for the
protection of the Hff/tls n7irf/«(«TO/s of Agriculture

;

and wc believe that the plan of association is equally
well calculated to serve the cause of both. However
important the first object may be, it is less so than
the last ; for it is more essential to preserve our
present income, limited as it is, to our own uses, than
to increase it tenfold, for the benefit of others. Were
we blessed with a soil of Egyptian fertility, the ex-
istence of artificial separate interests, invested with
exclusive privileges, and thereby enabled to enrich
themselves at the nation's cost, would leave the bus
bandman a more scanty support, than he now derives
from his exhausted fields.

The lis^hls of ./l«:i-iculliire are only those enjoyed
Iiy every other interest, and guaranteed by our con-
stitutions to the meanest citizen of the United States.
We claim, as members of the Agricultural interest,
no right, but the right to the undisturbed possession of
>7„. f,-,,;/, nt /,„„ /^/,„„., „,„; ^„^,itai Every exclus'

-

le agricultural interest fmlevest,as formers, is diametrically opposed to the dis
TTtiitprl Qrn.rto ^.^..l.l k.. *_:i !._ p ._. . .

' . • '
. .

lie fruits of labo

uerest of Agriculture in every respect < ides witli

favours, and that which it oppresses j and ag
culture which sufl'ers from every such interferenci
nd can be benefited by none, finds on every side i

est natural friends converted into its most danger

tribiition of wealtli, by charter and monoplv, inst. ad
of by industry and merit—to the legal establishment of
any .artificial or separate interest—and to exclusive
privilrges of every descript'

The vital importance and necessity of guarding
against such violations of our interests and rights,

nnot bii more forcibly expressed, than is done,

in colours as vivid as they are true, both the excel
lence of the pure principles of our government, ant.
their peril from the introduction of others, which are
to the former, not only repugnant, but destructive.
" Accumulations and d.visions of property by law

simple or complicated, are equally averse to our poll
ry, and to moral rectitude.—Both will excite hatred,
discourage industry, and infuse knavery into the na-
tional character, by dividing it into factions, perpetu-
ally striving to pillage each other. Whether the law
shall gradually transfer the property of the many to
the few, or insurrection shall rapidly divide the pro-
perty of the few among the many, it is equally an
invasion of private property, and equally contrary
our constitution."

" Our policy is founded upon the idea, that it

both wise and just to leave the distribution of pro-
perty to industry and talents : that what they acquire
is ail their own, except what they owe to society

;

that they owe nothing to society except a contribu-
tion equivalent to the necessities of government ; that
th y owe nothing to monopoly or exclusive privilege
in any form , and that whether they are despoiled by
the rage of a mob, or the laws of a separate interest,
the genuine sanction of private property is equally vio-
lated."

" If Legislative patronage enriches a portion of
society, thut portion is necessarily converted into an
order possessing the qualities of an aristocracy. It

is placed between the government and the nation. It'zSl and 282.

foes.

To a superficial observer, it may appear Strang
hat the Agricultural interest, which has had tli

complete direction of government, should have ma
laws for its own destruction. A more strict examii
lation will explain the cause of the evil, and at the!
same time, point out the remedy. AgriculturistsJ
iom the nature of their employment are disperse

'

and destitute of the means of communication or co
lexion, while all other classes are collected in towi
md possessed of all the strength arising from
tree communication of their wishes and designs,
the concentration of all their powers. This cau^
alone has been sufficient, in all popular government
to subject the coimtry to the towns ; and whateve
of freedom existed in Athens, Rome, or the more
modern Italiun republics, extended not beyond their

The far more numerous husbandmen within
their respective territories were without a shadow of
power, and in some cases were absolute slaves to the
nhabitants of the capital. Though the Agriculturists
in this country are far more numerous, and more en-
lightened, compared to the rest of our population,
than in the cases cited, still we see the same causes
vorking to produce similar efi'tcts. ' Agriculture in
all other countries, is the slave of other interests-

re it is their dupe,' and this has hitherto answered
arly the same purposes. The Agricultural interest,

without the means of communication or concert, have
elected the members of the legislature ; minor in-
terests closely connected, and wielding that powerful

.1,-. <-„n„„.-„™ . .- ' r ' ',.-"; "",".: - e"g'"e tlie press, have directed or controlled publicthe following quotation, from a work which exhibits opinion, and tlie policy of government. Whenever
in colours as vivid m thp./ arr* ft-..*. U,..K fl,.. **•„«!_.. 1 !___'_' P n. .measure has been proposed, afiecting the interests

of either Merchants or Manufacturers, they have
met, combined, discussed its merits, and remonstrat-
ed against, or encouraged its adoption, according to
its supposed tendency. The table of our legislative
hall has been made to groan under their petitions and
memorials, while the voice and influence of the agri-
cultural interest has almost never been heard. The
powerful influence which has been acquired by each of
the minor interests of commerce, manufactures, and
money, and the frequency and almost uniform success
with which it has been exercised on our legislative
bodies, are matters of notoriety. The exclusive pri-
vileges granted to the commercial interest, may per-
haps be justifiable, as necessary to the national de-
fence: but the granting of every one, not of that descrip-
tion, inr.poses a tax on Agriculture, and inflicts a wound
on our constitutional rights, and on republican prin-
ciples. The great agricultural interest has still continu-
ed silent and inert, nor has it ever repelled an attack,
unless the rejection of the tariff bill, by a single vote,

considered an instance. To insure to agriculturists
the protection of their interests and equal rights and
privileges to all, it is only necessary to adopt measures,
similar to those found so useful by their adversaries.
Agricultural societies connected by representation,

Tai/lor's Inquiry into t/ie principles and policy of the
Government of tlie United States, Sect. Funding, haze i
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will furnisti the m. aiis to resist invasions, which her

tofore, have seldom failed of success.

This expression of mir sentiments, may possibly draw
forth remarks such as have already been used—that tin

motives which actuate our societies are selfish and mer-

cenary—and that intent only on our own interest, we
are regardless of that of our fellow citizens, and the wel
fare of our country. It is true that such motives are

frequently, perhaps universally found to operate

every class or interest j and as it is not necessary for

establishing the correctness of our opinions, we shall

not claim foi- tlie agi'icultural interest, more virtue ot

patriotism, tlian all others possess ; and we might safely

admit whatever motives may be imputed to the societies

by their opp inents. Were such associations formed, a>

we recommend, and sufficiently extended as even to ap
proacli to a concentration of the strength of the Agri
cultural interest—we have no wish to deny, but that

tlieir power would be immense—that it would be irre

sistible in a contest with any or all minor interests ; and
we willingiy admit that the benefit of Agricultur
would always be their first object. But we deny, th

with all this power, and even if urged by motives tl

most detestable, that agriculturists could ever have any
other than a beneficial influence on the policy of ot

country. This conclusion is inevitibly drawn from tli

proposition, " that thi; interest of Jigriculltire coiiiciil,

with the interest of the nation, and lehnfever promotes t

injures the one, has a similar and equal effect on the other.

If it should be thouglit necessary to hring proof of th

truth of this almost self evident proposition, we willingly

rest It on the impossibdity of showing an except'
and the doctrine must remain unsh.iken until at least

one palpable instance is adduced, of the interest of agrj.

culture being opposed to tliat of our country.
Neiiher could the agricijltural interekt, ever inflict

the smallest injury on the rights of others. They mi
indeed resume the exclusive privileges whicli have been
so Lavishly granted, and thereby destroy all that was
tificial, in the means of acquiring wealth and power,
now enjoyed by the manufacturing and monitd im
rests : no further injury to a minor interest is possiblt-,

and was the attempt made, it would re-sct with equal
force on the majority. As lonp as :igricultiiri'.ts excei
all the remainder of our population, In numbers ar
wealth, so long can they have no inducement but i

support equal laws and equal rights.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Of the United States, in Co?igress Assembled.

The Petition of the Delegates of the United Agricul-
tural Societies of Prince George, Sussex, Surry,
Petersburg, Bmnsmck; Din-widdie, and Isle of Wight,
respectfully shevieth :

Your Petitioners, a portion of the independent
Agriculturists of Virginia, again present themselves
to your honourable houses, respectfully soliciting

your attention to the present state of the tariff du-
ties, and your protection against the wild specula-
tions and ruinous schemes of an association denomi-
nating themselves the friends of national industry.
We should not again have obtruded our opinions,

still less, our arguments, on the wisdom and expe-
rience of our Representatives, but from a conviction
that the decision of this question is of vital impor-
tance ;—that, by the establishment of that system of
exclusion, developed in the tariff bill, presented at
your last session, the commercial and agricultural
prosperity of the nation, would be completely pros-
trated ;—the whole frame of our constitution strained,
to accommodate this monstrBus anomaly in a free
government ;—and, as a necessary consequence, no-
thing left of our boasted freedom and anticipated
greatness, but an empty name.
Though we do not believe that all who support this

measure are aware of its consequences, yet we can-
not conceal from ourselves, nor would we from our
fellow citizens, that the authors of this project con-
template nothing less than a radical change in our
political institutions.

We cannot persuade ourselves that the fabricat-
ors of so formidable a machine should not have cal-

culati-d both its powers and tendencies, and adjusted
both to the views of its pn jectors. That their views
are not directetl solely or principally to the protec
tion of manufactures, we are convinced by the sin

gle fact, that our manufactures are, already, mor*
than sufficiently protected.
The present' tariff duties operate as a bounty of at

least 25 percent, in their favour : freight, en surance

commissions, and the various other expenses of im
portation cannot be estimated at less than 15 per
cent—the British manufacturer, the most formidable

val in this and every other market, is taxed, by his

own government to the amount of one third of thi

whole product of his industry,—which also operates
in favour of our manufacturers adding 33 1-3 ptr
cent- to the former amount ; the extraordinary rise

'

the value of money, in this country, must also be

taken into account, as it operates as a bounty in fa

vour of our manufactures ; the increased value, here
enabling them to procure necessaries, as well as la

hour for a smaller sum ; while the comparatively lov

value of money, in Europe, compelling the foreign

competitor to keep up the price of his goods, enable
the American to keep up his prices also, nearly to

the former standard. The aggregate of these bcun
ties will be found considerably upwards of 100 pci

cent, in favour of our manufactures. With these facts

before us, we cannot be persuaded that theprotection
of manufacturers is the real object of the new ta-

riff bill.

But. to come to the true design of its authors, we
have only to investigate the obvious tendency of the

measure. The means will generally discover the end
The first operation of the prohibitory system will

he ruinous to those immediately engaged in foreign

cr-mmerce.with whom almost every individual direct

Iv concerned in any branch of trade, will be more or
less involved. Other nations will retaliate

eluding our products, as we have excluded theirs.

—

The carrying trade, of which the superiority of our
vessels, would, under different circumstances, always
ensure us a valuable portion, must cease. Shipbuild-

g, after being brought to astonishing perfection, and
daily becoming a more lucrative business, will be for-

cntten ; our vessels rot in our harbours, and our sea-
men emigrate or resort to piracy or smuggling, for

want of honest employment. Our coasting trac'e

and fisheries will soon be at the mercy of our ene-
mies, for neither can be long protected by a nation
without foreign com

tlieir wealth and consequence depend, than how na'
tional independence can be promoted by the oppres-
sion of a vast majority of the people for the benefit
of a small minority. National independence has al-

ways appeared to us something very different from
the oppression of the people and the creation of pri-
vileged orders—That this is the end to which the
prohibitory system inevitably leads, we have no
doubt ;—that such is the favourite object of its au-
thors, charity may still btsitati- to pronounce.
The history ofai.y br;p.chof the forced manufac-

tures of Great Britain exhibits a series of oppressions
so extensive in their range, so gross and revolting in
their operation, as wc.uld, we believe, deter any
friend of liberty or justice from repeating the experi-
ment. We collect also, ficim the same source, the
uncertain issue of attempting to force manufactures ;
for, with all the characteristic ingenuity, patience,
and industry of her artisans, (backed by powers, such
as a free people can never delegate to their govern-

,
or permit them to assume,) we find that there
nme manufactures which Great Britain has not

been able to force. We note th silk manufacture,
hich, from the revocation of the trdict of Nai.tz to
lis day, has been unproductivi- ; v. hilt nuliii ns have

been lost to the nation by cxciudii g tiie silk^ of France
and Italy, and, in return, having thtir manufactures
excluded by those nations.

The abortive attempts, repeatedly made since the
union of Great Britain and Ireland, to establish the
woollen manufacture, in the latter country, is worthy
of consideration ; as immense sums both t>i English
and Irish capital have been sunk in the undertaking :

And we cannot but observe that the establishment of
the same manufacture, in England, has been effect-
ed at a price no free people would consent to pay.
These facts would induce us to suspect that the on-
ly certain results of the system in which we are
about to involve ourselves, are enormous expenses
and gross violation of principle.

To obviate all these difficulties we are assured,
that by the establishment of manufactures, a home
market will be obtained for the whole of our produce.
As this argument has been so often, and so confident-
'y reiterated, it will be necessary to ascertain its va-
ue. Ifwe already supply the whole people of Ame-
rica with as much corn, wheat, and tobacco as they
can consume, and export, besides, a large surplus by
what operation of the new tariff bill is this surplus to
be disposed of? We cannot presume that the appe-

The Mercantile and Agricultural interests are so''tes and capacities of our people will be so much in

ntimately connected, that the ruin of the former must
follow that of the merchant in no distant succession.

The diminution of revenue received from imports and
sales of public lands, must be made up by heavy in-

ternal taxes, the principal weight falling, as usual.

The only solution this difficulty admits of is, the
le given by the advocates of the prohibitory system,

to wit: that it may be made the interest of the far-

on the agriculturist,—the price of almost every arti-i"if.'" ^""^ planter to embark their Capitals in manufac-
he is obliged to purchase, will be increased at the

pleasure of the pampered monopolist, who, competi
tion being removed, will be limited in his demands
oi'ly by the measure of his own cupidity, of the lati

tudeof which we havehad a fair opportunity ofjudging
luring the late war. The quantity of produce
must be reduced to the limits of home consump-
ion, as we can no longer calculate on a market foi

the usual surplus among nations whose goods we re-

fuse to take in exchange. Without exchange of
goods commerce cannot exist. The value of lands,

buildings, and stock will rapidly depreciate, and
their owners, once the pride and strength of their

luntry, sink into poverty and insignificance

While our independent yeomanry are to be thus
humbled—while their proud spirits are in training
for the yoke, another party, less attached to the soil

and completely dependant on the bounty of govern
ment, is to be raised to opulence and power,—to be

ted with exclusive privileges, more especially
that of taxing their fellow-citizens at discretion ; and
this, as we are told, for the sake of national indei)en-
dence.

It is more easy to see how zealously such men
would support even the most obnoxious and unprinci-
pled measures of a government on whose breath

tunng establishments ; that by thus diminishing the
number of cultivators, and. consequently, of produce,
we may get rid of our surplus 3i/ not raising it. Now,
we really consider this as" one of the most impudent
proposals ever made by the most unblushing
empiric to a reflecting people. The Agriculturists of
the United States, (an immense majority of the na-
tion,) are called on, not only to abandon every pros-
pect of clearing the millions of acres of rich land
in their back countries, but also, to abandon a part of
that already in cultivation—to consent to //aiifrt made
their interest toengage in manufactures by the joint
operation of exclusion from market, increased taxes,
and manufacturing impositions In plain English,
the hardy, independent sons of our forests and our
fields are called on to consent to be starved into wea-
vers and button makers .' But, be it remembered, that
before this conviction of their interest has reached
them, few will be found disposed to purchase lands
and stock, no longer valuable, if any it will be for a
pittance, not sufficient probably, to pay their debts.
These people would really persuade us that the
cultivation of the earth is no species of industry;
that all are idle who neither weave nor spin, and
may, of course, be fairly proscribed ; their fields

turned into deserts, that factories may be establish-
ed ; those precious Seminaries of spotless virtue
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where the clau.hteib 'f our ruined tarmtrs, may
iearn industry, v nplici.y of aiaiiners, and purity of

mind; and ther; b n= a niperance, soberness, and

chastity, as pra-iiswl in the best institutions of Leeds
ind Manchester.
That the despotic power of driving any class of

citizens from tne emp oyments of their own choice,

and forcing them into others, profitable or unprofita-

ble, congenial or uncongenial, has been delegated to

the federal governnit nt, we can no more believe,

than tliat the author, ty to divide our people, (like

tlie Hindoos) into casts, has been conveyed under the

form of powers to reijulate trade.

After demonstrating the ruinous tendency of the

prohibitory system with respect to the agriculture,

commerce, and revenue of these states, and its en-

tire inconsistency wiih the spirit of our free institu-

tions, it is scarcely necessary to dwell on more re-

mote consequences ; amongst which may be antici-

pated a regularly organized system of smuggling,

introducing in its train, fraud, perjury, the exercise

of lawless force, swarms of tidewaiters and syco-

phants, increased governmental expenses, and im-

mense executive patronage.

We cannot restrain the expression of our surprise.

to promote their interest and protect their rights

and privileges ; do agree to unite under the style of

the United Jlgricultuml Societies of Virffinia, and do

adopt the following as their consitution.

y}rc. 1. There shall be annually a general meet-

ing of the Societies by delegation.

^r(. 2. The societies shall annually elect one de

legite for every ten members in each, and whenever

the number of delegates shall exceed thirty, the de-

legation shall reduce the number, by requiring more

electors for each, always preserving the same pro-

portion ; provided nevertheless, that every society

.hall have at least one representative, and none

more than five.

Art. 3. The term of service of the delegates shall

ing what communications shall be published. The
shall also have power to raise an annual contributlo
from the societies, not exceeding one dollar for earl
member, to be appropriated for the general benefit

Art. 12. The general contribution shall be paid to
the treasurer of the delegation, by the delegates
from each society at thtir annual meeting—who
shall at the same time furnish a list of the names,
and number of the members of their representative
societies. The delegation alone shall have the right
of electing honorary members of the societies Com-
posing this union.

Art. 13. Each society may make such rules and
regulations for the government of its own proceedings
and concerns, as it may deem expedient, without

be considered as commencing on the first day of Ja-the interference of the ilelegation, so long as they

y next succeeding their election, and terminating conform to this constitution

St of December following. Before a dele

gate can be entitled to vote, he must produce a cer

tifitate from the Secretary of his society in the fol-

lowing form: At a meeting of

at on the day of 13

A. B. was duly elected a delegate to represent this

society in all meetings of the United Agricultural

Societies of Virginia, for one year from the first day

that a system, the impolicy of which has been long of January next. C. D. Sec'ry."

s'nce demonstrated by the ablest political writers of

'Europe, and confirmed by the experience of th

greatest commercial nations of the world, should at

this day cost a moment's discussion in America.—
England confesses the ruin in which she has been in

volved by the pursuit of this system, and her inabi-

lity to extricate herself; while the commerce '

Art. 4. Twelve members shall constitute a quo-

rum for the transaction of business ; provided a ma-
jority of the societies are represented in the meet-

ing, a less number may adjourn from day to day, for

three days.

Art. 5. The officers of the delegation shall be a

President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary

Holland, has been completely paralyzed by the pro-;to be elected annually by ballot, without previous

taction afforded by their king to the manufactures of nomination, at a general meeting. Vacancies in any

his Belgian subjects. [of those offices may be supplied at any subsequent

The idea of enriching a country, by confining its meeting,

whole w< alth within its own limits, is a mere chi-: Art. 6. The President shall have power to pre

mera. The only use of wealth that we can con-serve order in the general meetings, and to call

ceive is, to enable its possessors to procure the neces- special meetings, and it shall be his duty to

aaries and comforts of life ; and, if we can procure upon the application of a majority of the members
these, in greater abundance, by sending a part of our

wealth abroad; we increase our happiness in the

same proportion ; and in effect, increase our wealth

also. So far from wishing to realize the vision of sup-

plying all rur wants by the labour and ingenuity of

our own citizens, and thus being enabled to insulate

ourselves from the rest of mankind, we would con

of the delegation which called meetings, he shall

cause to be published in a newspaper, printed in the

town of Tetersburgh, and in the city of Richmond.
irt. 7. The Vice President during the absence or

inability of the President, or on his resignation of

death, shall discharge all the duties of the President,

and if it shall so happen at any meeting of the dele

sider such a consummation the heaviest misfortune gates, otherwise regularly constituted for the tran-
"

• " ' saction of business, that both the President and Vice

President be absent, the members present may choose

a president pro tempore.
Art. 8. Ihe treasurer shall keep the accounts

fairly and correctly stated on the books of the dele-

gation, and when required produce them for inspec-

tion. Whenever his office ends, he shall deliver the

books and all other property in his hands to his suc-

cessor in office, or to the order of the delegation

An. 9. The secretary shall have charge of all the

books and papers of the delegation other than those

appertaining to the office of the treasurer, and shall

keep the same in good order. He shall register all

icommunications from the societies, and all letters

which shall be written by, or addressed to himself.

It shall be his duty, when directed by the delegation,

to transmit to each of the United Societies a fair copy

of the several papers which may have been commu

that could befal us. That freedom and science can

be kept alive amongst a people, only by an extensive

intercourse with the rest of the world, a glance at

the condition of nations, ancient and modern, clearl;

establishes. In the whole range of history, we find

those nations only enlightened, powerful, and free, who
have cultivated an extensive foreign intercourse

while those whosejealous policy insulated them from

the other nations oi" the earth, have been ignorant and

slavish in proportion to the degree of seclusion they

have practised. Of this latter description, the Ch"
iiese, Persians, and Turks, and, indeed, the whole of

the east rn monarchies, afford deplorable specimens.

Considering the whole system of bounties, mono-
polies, and protecting duties as tending in all its

bearin.:;s to interrupt the prosperity, deteriorate the

morals, and subvert the liberties of our citizens, we
Respectfully and earnestly solicit your honourable

houses to protect us from those evils, by disembar-

rassing every species of industry from all artificial

impediments and restraints, as tar as may be con-

sistent with the production of the necessary revenue,

aud leaving them to the surest of all protection, their

own utility, and the interest of those engaged in

theiTi. RICHAUD FEILD,
President of the delegation pro. tt

Edmund Ruff in. Secretary.

CONSTITUTION OF THE
\ju\ted AgYicultwYal Societies

OF VIRGINIA
The undersigned Agricultural Societies, formed

for the purpose of promoting agricultural improve
rocnts : the more effectually to attain that object, and

nicated to the general meeting from either of thejt^yenty-eieht and one hall" double bushels of corn
scciet.es together with a copy ot the journal of the

-^^ ^,,^ ^^^^ . j,,g ^^^^^ quantity of land planted
.

Art. 14. The members of each of the united so-
cieties shall have the rights and privileges of mem-
bers in all the others, excepting those of voting and
holding offices.

Art. 15. All communications upon agricultural
subjects, must be first submitted to one of the socie-

,

ties forming this union, and when transmitted to the-!
delegation by that society, may at the discretion of.
the delegation, be published.

Art. 16. .\ny society formed for the same gener.-l

objects, may become a member of the Union, b

sending delegates to the general meeting, who sha'

subscribe to these articles for tjieir society.

ylrt. 17. No change in the articles of this const

:

tution shall be made, but by the concurrence of tv,

thirds of the societies composing the union.

SIXTH OFFICIAL REPORT.
OF THR

Massachusetts tlgricultural Society.

The committee, appointed to consi<ler tl

claims for Premiums on Agricultural Expei,

mcnts report,

That Mr. Solomon Warner, of Northatnp-

1, in the county of Hampshire, is entitled to

the society's premium of thirty dollars, for a

crop of winter wheat, being thirty-iwo bushels

and two quarts, raised on one acre of land.

That the Hon. Jon.vthan Huneweli,, of Bos-

ton, in the county of Suffolk, is entitled to tl,i

society's premium of thirty dollars, for a cr

of Indian corn, bcinf; two hundred and twent)

two bushels and one half of a btisiiel, mcasuii

in the ears, equal lo one hundred and elevc

bushels and one peck of shelled corn, raised o

one acre of his farm in Newton, in the counij

of Middlesex.

That the Hon. Oliver Fisk, of Worcester,

in the county of Worcester, is entitled to the

society's premium of thirty dollars, " for the

most satisfactory experiment to ascertain the

best mode of raising Indian corn, in hills, or In

rows." It will be seen by the certificates ac-

companying the report, that from one half of an
acre of land planted in rows, the produce was

proceedings of each general meeting. In case of

the absence of die secretary at any meeting, a Se-

cretary pro tempore may be appointed.

An. 10. The delegation in general meeting shall

choose their officers, and appoint the times and
place of meeting. It shall be their duty to attend to

the general interests of agriculture, to use all means
for the promotion of the objects of the union, to re-

commend to the sacieties such measures as may be

considered proper, and to receive papers from each
society, which after being read in general meeting,

shall be sent to the other societies.

Art. 11. The delegation alone shall have thepow.
er of offering and adjudging premiums, and decid-

hills produced only twenty-three and one half

double bushels ; the entire produce of the acre

being equal to fifty-two bushels of shelled corn.

That Payson Williams, Esq. of Fitchburg,

in the county of Worcester, is entitled to the so-

ciety's premium, of twenty dollars, for a crop
j

of potatoes, being six hundred and fourteen]

bushels, raised on one acre of land.

That John Prince,, Esq. of Roxbury, in the!

county of Norfolk, is entitled to the society's J

premium of twenty dollars, for a crop of man-
gel wurtzel, being six hundred and seventy 1
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fesaed treatise on Ai<riculture. We shall,j 3d. VViieii in contact wi :i mniosijlieric a"r, it

therefore, consign what we have to say upon itJrh-aws from it a portion of oxygen, and thence
to the present section. A few preliminary ob- acquires a yellow colour antl disposition to har-
servations may be proper. den.

'

Milk is the well known basis of all the opcra-| 4th. Agitation and pressure are necessary to

parate it from tho serum and curd, which may

l)iiblieis and one half bushel, raised on one acre

of land.

That Mr. Francis Winship, of Brighton, ir

the county of Middlesex, is entitled to the Soci

ety's premium of twenty dollars, for a crop of

Cabbages, being thirty two tons and two hundred

weight, 1 aibed on one acre of land.

That Mr. Ebenezer Thrasher, of Salem in

the county of Essex, is entitled to the Society';

premium of twenty dollars, for a crop of Car-

rots, weighinji, exclusive of their tops twenty

one tons four lumdred and one half hundred,

equal to eight hundred and forty-nine bushels,

of fifty-six pounds each, raised on one acre of

land. And the said Ebenezer Tlirasher is also

entitled to the premium of twenty dollars, for

crop of Beets, being three hundred and twenty

three barrels, weighing, exclusive of their tops,

nineteen tons fifteen hundred and eleven pounds,

equal to seven hundred and ninety bushels, of

fifty six pounds each, raised on the same quan
tity of land.

No claims for premiums were exhibited to

the Committee, for introducing a Grass supe-

rior to any now cullivaied in this Stale— for

turning in green crops as a manure, and proving

its utility and cheapness over any other manure
—nor for proving by actual experiment, the best

season and mode of laying down lands to grass,

whether Spring, Summer, or Fall seeding be

preferable, and with or without grain, or differ

ent soils.

The Committee are much gratified in liaving

it in their power to slate to the Board the fol

lowing information, which has been communica
ted to them from the most unquestionable sour

ces, to wit : That Mr. Hervey Stone, raised the

last season, on one acre of the farm of Gorham
Parsons, Esq. in Brighton, twenty two and one
half bushels of Spring VVlieat, Ezekiel Hersey
Derby, Esq. of Salem, raised on three quarters

lions of the dairy. Few things have more enga
ged the attention of chemists. Boyle, Boer
haave, Hoffman and Macquer, all the old school

and many of the new, (I) liave employed them
selves in detecting its constituent parts, and ir

establishing their several proportions. On the

first branch of the inquiry they have sufficient-

ly succeeded, and we accordingly know, that

this very important fluid is principally composed
of an oily matter, of curd, of an essential salt,

called sugar of milk, and of serum. But on the

other branch of the inquiry, so various have been
the results of experiments made on the milk of

different animals, and of the same animal at dif-

ferent times, that it continues to be the reproach
of chemistry ; and we have now before us the ac-

knowledgment of M. Perthuys, of the French
institute, tliat " to determine these proportions

with the necessary exactness is imhossiblc. For-
tunately, however, the pride of science is more
affected by this failure, than the interests, of ag-
riculture.

Milk, IS reducible to two species; that of ru-

minating animals, and that of animals which do
not ruminate. Milk of the first description,

abounds in cream and in curd ; tnat of the other,

in sugar and whey ; and it is on this distinction

that the milk of cows, sheep and goats is princi-

pally employed for the purposes of the dairy,

while that of mares and asses is, with similar!

Carrots, exclusive of their tops, which were es

limated by competent judi:;es to weigh five tons.

Mr. Gardiner Whiting, of Charlestown, raised

on one acre of land, on Bunker Hill, forty eight

bushels and four quarts of Rye. Mr. Aaron
Capin, of Dorchester, raised on four acres three

quarters and twenty six rods, fourteen tons and
sixteen hundred weight of Hay, equal to about

three tons to the acre ; leaving on the same land

Grass sufficient in the opinions of several re-

spectable Farmers, to make two tons of Hay,
" which could not be mowed on account of

being badly lodged."—Mr. Dennis Stebbins, of

Deerfield, raised five hundred and thirteen bush-

els of Potatoes, on one acre of land. And Mr
Tristram Little, of Newbury, raised on five

eighths of an acre, four hundred and twenty
bushels of common Turnips.
By order of the Committee.
THOMAS L. WINTHROP, Chaivman,

Boston, Dec. 21, 1820.

Treatise on AgricultwYe
SECTION XIV—AND LAST.

OF THE DAIRY.
The business of the dairy, besides its con-

have mounted with it. And,
5th. To correct its tendency to decomposi-

tion, which first shows itself by a rancid smell
and taste, it must be subjected to the action of
heat, or a portion of the muriate of soda must
be incorporated with il. From tnis theory of
butter-making, it will be easy to deduce the
rules necessary to practice.

1st. The formation of cream, is, as we have
seen, a process of nature, which we best pro-
mote by giving to our dairies a northern exposi-
tion ; by keeping them perfectly clean; because
filth, besides oilier mischief, is predisposed to

fermentation, and is, of course, productive of
heat ; and lastly, by so forming our pans as to

make them narrow at the bottom and wide at

the top, to the end that they may offer to the
atmosphere the largest possible surface.(3)

2d. The separation of the butter from the
milk, with which it is still connected, is our own
labour, and must be carefully and thoroughly
performed. This is called churning, and ought
to be only a moderate and continued agitation.

If the movement be too slow or frequently in

terrupted, the tffect intended is not produced;
and if hurried and violent, the cream is too

much heated and yields a white and curd like

butter. When this operation is well perform-
d, the butter is found adhering to the staff and

propriety, yielded to the service of medicine.(2)inyers of the churn, is of an agreeable taste and
Obsrvation has shown, that this secretion is'colour, and of a certain degree of consistency,

much inlluenced by circumstances of weather,! 3,1. To increase this last, and more perfectly
ot ailment and of age. A stormy day lessensito discharge the milk from the butter, the latter
ts quantity and alters its quality ; bad or defi-jis again subjected to frequent pressure and
cient food has a similar but greater effect, andjwashing in cold water, which, readily uniting

of an acre, seven hundred and twenty bushels of the fact is well known, that very young andjwitli the milk carries it along with it.

very old cows give poor milk. Mild weather, 41)1. What now remains is, to employ the
)n the other hand, promotes the secretion, and means necessary to its preservation. These
olt nourishing aliments, easy of digestion, and are of two kinds; a small portion of common

in suflficicnt quantity, make it redundant. salt, well dried and pulverised, may be wrought
A fact, estabhshed by the labours ol MessrsJinto the mass, and distributed as equally as

Deyeux and Parmentier, and long before knownjpossible; or, the fresh mass subjected toa dcmi-
to the dairy maid, is, that the milk first drawn'fusion, will throw up a frothy and feculent mat-

serous
;

that that which succeeds is less so,lter, which must be carefully taken off; and
and that what are commonly called *myi/ii>;£-,s,,vhich, if neither evaporated nor skimmed in
are nearly all cream

Having premised these facts, we proceed to

the business of butter-making—the theory of
which is reducible to the following heads

:

St. Butter is found suspended in milk, in the

form of a white and liquid oil. This suspension
is the effect of the saccharine matter and the
curd, which are among the component parts of

milk.

d. In a state of repose and in a cool temper-
ature, this oily matter separates itself, in a great
degree, from the serum and curd, mounts to the
surface and there forms a pellicle of greater or
less density.

(1) Haller, Brisson, Deyeux, Parmentier and Four-
croy, &c. &c.

(2) The medical uses of asses' milk have comedown
us from Hypocrates and Gsden. The milk of mares

is only established in the pharmacopia of Tartary

;

ncxion with the subject of the last chapter, is„„er';^ 7^^:^..^^7.^':ZZ:^:^yll:l:Z'-^
too important in Uself to be omitted in any pro-is food, physic and brandy.

this way, nor absorbed by the salt in the other,

would produce the rancidity of which we have
already spoken. The butter of Prevalais, the

finest in Europe, is prepared after this last

mode. The secret was long and well kept, but

was at length divulged by M. Tessier, about the

year 1809.

or Cheese-making.
The curd of milk is known to be the basis of

cheese, and the theory of making this may be
brought under three heads :

1st. Turning the milk, or separating the curd
from the other constituents of milk, by a chem-
ical process, or by permitting it to separate spon-
taneously.

2d. Exfircxsing what remains of these from
the curd, by mechanical means ; and,

3d. Seasoning the mass, by the introduction

(3) See, in Fourcroy's Chemistry, vol. ix. the effects

of covering milk pans.
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of some matter ol conseiv:itive quality, as mu
riate of soda, sage, balm, aromatic clover, &c
&c.

These principles may be much varied, and

under different management will produce

cheeses of very different species, which may,

however, be generalised as follows :

1st. Those in the fabrication of which tl

coagulation of the milk is spontaneous. This

species retains a great degree of softness, is pe-

culiarly liable to decomposition, and is therefore

used in a short time after being made.—Such is

the cream-cheese, and the cheeses of Viry Mont-

dedier, and Mont d'Or.

2d. Those which have been deprived of their

scrosity, by means only of compression. Such
are the cheeses of Holland, of Cantal in France

Sec. And,
3d. Those to which have been applied, not

only the action of the press, but of fire. Sucl

are the cheeses known by the names of Gruyere,

Parmesan and Cheshire. (4)

Of these different species, it is our intention

to speak only of the second and third, because

these form the cheeses of commerce, and have

most connexion with the public interest.

Turning the milk, which is the first step in

the process, may be effected by many different

substances, such as vegetable acids and as-

tringents ; but the matter generally, if not uni-

versally employed, is either the second stomach

of the calf, or its contents, which are called

retinet. A portion of either put into the milk,

(which must be left in a state of repose,) will

in a few hours produce the desired separation.

The quantity of rennet employed is not, how-
ever, a matter of indifference. If too much be

used, the curd will remain in parcels, without

consistency, and altogether deprived of the

cream of the milk. If, on the other hand, the

quantity employed be too small, the separation

of the curd from the serum will not be complete.

The exact quantity necessary is an affair of ex-

perience, which only a number of trials on dif-{qualities of cheese, besides those employed in

ol the whey. 11 the weather be warm, tiie

cheeses will swtll and cavities appear on their

surfaces—an effect of the disengagement of air.

which is the si;<n of interior fermentation, and
the signal for removing the cheeses to the dry
ing room, and beginning the application of salt

to their surfaces and sides. This application

must be continutjd daily, and the cheeses be

turned as often, so that the salt be equally dis

tributed throughout them. If they present a drj

surface, they should be wetted with salted whey
and if a frothy appearance, they should be care-

fully wiped and the outer rind scraped with a

blunt knife. They will soon acquire the neces-

ary hardness and the proper colour.(o)

In these operations we have described the

mode of making cheeses deprived of their sero

sity, by com/ires.sion only. What we have yet

to say applies to those, in the making of whicl

fire is a necessary agent. The milk, destined

for these, is placed in a boiler and on a mod-
erate fire ; the rennet is then applied and the

milk stirred without interruption. The mo
ment the action of the rennet becomes appa
ent, the boiler is taken from the fire and the

ontents left undisturbed. A coagulation soon

takes place, when a portion of the serum must
he removed, and the remaining portion be left

to boil the curd, which is seen floating in dis

linci parcels or lumps. The boiler must now be

repiaced on the fire, and the mass be continual-

ly s'.irred, until the curd takes a degree of co-

herency. When this effect is produced the

boiling is complete, a,id the curds, collected into

masses, are taken from the serum and commit-
ted to moulds. The press is now employed
and the salt applied, as in the preceding direc-

tions. During three weeks, or a month, the

moulds are gently and gradually tightened and
so soon as a superabundant moisture appears
on the surface of the cheese, the salting is dis-

continued.(6)
Various means have been used to improve the

ry dry nor very homid, and by shelves or lablc
frequently washed, and not containing in then'

any resinous matter.

Of the residuum or whey left after cheese
making.

This is not without its uses, and some of then
important. The medical virtues of whc)
have been long acknoivledged and much cele-
brated, and appear to be beyond even the reach
of time, which has ntither abated I heir force nor
diminished their fame ; for, when all other
remedies fail, the modern valetudinarian, like

the ancient, is dismissed to mountain air and
whey diet. The lives of literary men iurnish

many striking instances of its nourishing as well
as its medicinal properties. Boerhaave perse-

vered in the use of it, to the exclusion of other
food, for many months ; and Furguson for many
years. Its effects in fattening hogs is universally

known. This nutritive property exists in tht

mucus sugar with which it abounds; the ex-

traction of which has long employed the scienc

and industry of the Swiss cantons.(7)

(7) See Lichtcnsteln and Rocol, on the sugar of
milk. The maximum of its quantity l-28lh ; the mi-
nimum 1-fiOth. Scheele hss shown, that this saccha-
rine matter differs essentially from the sugar of canes.
See Fourcroy's Chemistry, vol. i.\.

ferent portions of milk, enables one to regulate

and adjust. A circumstance of still greater

importance, but of less difficulty, is that of de-

termining the character of the rennet. If this

emit any strong or disagreeable odour, it is bad,

and should not be employed, as it will infallibly

communicate to the curd its own offensive qua-

lities.

As soon as the curd is separated, it must be

broken into pieces, so that the serum, which is

now collected into little cells, may have the

means of escaping. By this operation the curd

is reduced to a paste, which acquires coheren-

cy as fast as the fluid is separated from it.

—

This paste is now put into moulds and com-
pressed until a farther portion of the moisture is

expelled. When this effect is produced, the

curd is again divided, squeezed by the hand,

replaced in the moulds and subjected to heavy

weights, which expel the last remaining drops

(4) The Sc/tabzieger (cheese made in Switzerland)

is of a differer.t kind. Instead of the curd, the Swiss

employ the sediment of the serum, and macerate in it

:i few of the leaves, stems or seeds of the trifolium

oderatum, or blue clover. It is this which gives to

the Schabzieger its peculiar and highly aromatic taste

,tnd smell.

the process of fabrication. Though we give lit

tie credit to these devices, still, as others may
have more fiiith than ourselves, it may not be

improper to mention some of them. The most
simple and most easily employed are—rubbing

them with oil, with butter not salted, with tht

lees of wine, and sometimes enveloping then

with linen, dipped in vinegar, or in new hay,

moistened with warm water. Another, more
compounded and not so easily obtained, has fal-

len within the scope of our reading. It is giv-

en by M. Chazotte, inspector of mines to the

Uuke of Parma, who says of it, " that cheeses

the most dry and of the worst quality, if mois-

tened daily for twenty or thirty days, with a li

quor composed of strong vinegar and alkalised

nitre, and which entirely resembles the fciHatecl

earth of tartar^ known to chemists and physi-

cians, will render them excellent." What, on

this head, is suggested by our own experience

is, that if not made better, they are assuredly

best preserved, by dark apartments, neither vc-

(5) The Italians employ safron, and the English the

bixa, to colour their cheeses. These are only expedi-

ents to makes new cheese pass for old in the market.

(6) This appearance sliows that the absorption of

salt is complete,

I

Sir : I have received from the south of

France Cette, a small parcel, 28 lbs. of woad,

seed, cultivated there with advantage, and ex-

ported in considerable quantities as a dye stuff;

not being myself prepared to make any useful

experiment in the cultivation of it here, and be-

leiving that it is better adapted to a more south-

ern climate, I have thought that some of your
friends to the south of this, might be disposed to

try it, and I have therefore taken the liberty of

directing it to be sent to you by the first oppor
tunity from this place. I shall be pleased !

you think it worth your notice, and distribn

tion in any way you may think proper. I am no

possessed of any other information as to man
agement of it, than that it is sown in a light soi;

in the month of March.
I should like much to have an ear, or a fe\\

grains of the Lee corn, with a memoranda of the

mode of planting it in which it has been found

to succeed best, and would feel greatly obliged

to you if at any favourable moment you would
send me such, addressed to the care of my
friend, T. Shore, P. M. here.

I am most respectfully. Sir,

Your most ob't Servant.

JOHN LE MESSUIER,
Petersburg, Fa. 21s;, Dec. 1820.

The receipt of the above letter presents a pro

per occasion for acknowledging the kindness

of General H. A. S. Dearborn, in presenting u:

th his " Translation of a treatise on the cul

ture, preparation, history, and analysis, of Pas

te! or Woad : the different methods of extractinr,

the Colouring Matter, and the manner of using it

and Indigo, in Dyeing. By C. P. De Lastey-

rie. To which is added, information upon thf

art of extracting Indigo, from the leaves of Pas

Published by order of his Excellency.
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Montalivet, Count of the Empire, Minister ol

the Interior. Paris— 1811.

Nuturellement sans moyen, le Pastel fait la couleur

bleiie

—

De lui—meme aussi seul causant de celestes coleurs

comme plus ou moins charge.
Oliver de Serrcs,

Translated from the French by H. A. S.

Dearborn."
To the title page we will add for the infor-

mation of the reader, the translator's preface,

which will i.erve to show the importance of the

article in question to the manufacturing inter-

ests of the United States, and shall hereafter

copy a great part or the whole of the work, if

we shall have reason to think it will be accepta-

ble to a considerable portion of our readers ; it

would probably occupy about the first three pa-

ges of three or four different numbers of ottr pa-

pers, and how could that space be better occu-

pied than in the preservation of a treatise which

if it be not now, may under some future circum-

stances of our country, prove highly advanta-

geous and important to a numerous class of our

citizens. This is only one amongst many proofs

given by the learned translator, of his discern-

ment and patriotism on occasions which involve

the welfare of some of the most numerous and

iv eighty portions of American society.

Editor American Farmer.

TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

During the system of continental restrictions
;

whicli excluded the marine importation of the

products of every other country into France,

vast exertions were made to replace by those of

that nation, sucli as usually had been imported

from other parts of the world.

Indigo had been for the last century and a

half, the only pigment used for dyeing blue, and

a substitute was rendered indispensable.

High premiums were offered by the emperor,

for the discovery of some indigenous substance,

which would supply its place.

Inquiry was universally c^•cited ; experi-

ments were made upon a variety of plants, and

from the researches of the savans, it was ascer-

tained that pure indigo could be extracted from
Polygonum linctorium, Chinese, barbatum, avi-

culare, and fago pirum ; Galega tinctoria, He-
dris-arium, different s/iecies ; Cicerarietinum,

common cic/:es, or chick-pea ; Medicago sativa,

Lucern, or fiurfile meyick : Scabiosa succisa,

Devil's bit ; Mercurialis perenais. Dog's mer-

cury J Vaccinium myrtilkis, Robina, caragana, a

Siberian Shrub; Centaurea cydsms, Blue bottle ;

Genippa Americana, Polygola, Milk-ivort

;

Sophora lincturia, Spilanthus tinctoriiis, Acer
rubrum, a species of the mafile ; Lotus cornicu-

lalus, Birds-foot trefoil, or milkvetch ; Lignum
nephreticum, Guilandina moringa, a wood oj

South America ; Inula helenium, elecamfiane

;

Cica, Chilidonium magus, commo7i Celandine ;

Quercus, Oak, the heart of -various species ;

Sambucus nigra and ebulus, Coronilla luticasa,

Agoricus campestris. Mushroom, or Champig-
non ; Cestrum sinctorium. Lichen, numerous
species ; Dolichos Cablab, Egyptian kidney

bean ; and Isatis tinctoria. Pastel, or looad,

Isatis tinctoria, was found to yield the great

est quantity of colouring matter ; could be culti

vated all over France ; required less trouble and

leaves better

expense in the culture and priparation than any

other plant, and dyed as beautiful, deep, and as

permanent a colour, as the best India indigo.

The most celebrated chemists of that n;it

bestowed great attention on the analysis, of

pastel ; numerous experiments were made to

discover the best mode of cultivation, and vari

ous processes were attempted for extracting the

colouring flocculi.

Joel Barlow, Esq. was Minister of the Uni
ted States at the French Court, during the time

these inquiries and experiments wore made.

—

He was deeply impressed with the importance
which the cultivation of woad would be to his 1

ountry, and transmitted these publications to

one of his friends in Connecticut, who loaned

them to the translator, with his consent that they

should be translated for the press.

There is not a doubt but tliat woad can fur-

nish a blue pigment for ail the States, where in-

digo cannot be cultivated at a cheaper rate than

they are now supplied with that colouring ingre

dient.

The translator received, three years since

about a hundred woad seed, which were sown
drills, and the second year he gathered tiiree

bushels of seed from the plants.

The plants were not in the smallest degree
injured by the frosts of winter, und vegetated

much earlier in the spring than those which
e natives of our soil. The seed stalks had

grown many inches, before the grass had even
sprouted.

At this time no treatise on the mode of cult:

vation, or the methods of preparing th

into pelotes, or of extracting the indigo, had
been seen.

The only object in publishing this work, is

the advancement of our agricultural and manu
facturing interests. If a disposition is excited

to make experiments on the culture and use of

Pastel ultimately productive of beneficial effects,

the translator will be amply compensaied, in the

reflection, that he may have been of some ser-

vice to his country.

He will be happy to furnish seed to such per
sons as may be inclined to attempt the cultiva

of v/oad, and will send it to them with

pleasure, in such manner as they may point

ut.

Brinley Place, May, 1816.

CHAPTER in.

The Seed, the time and manner of sowing it.

It is said that pastel seed will not keep good
more than two years. We have sown seed

which was four years old and it did come up.

—

If the seed is old, it is best to soak it in water
one night. The quantity which ouglit to

sown depends on the nature of the soil. Rich
land should be sown thinner than that whicli is

light and sterile.

If the plants in the first are at too great

distance, they vegetate too vigorously, and will

be inferior in quality, as we observed before in

the preceding chapter, while on a light soil, they

should be at a greater distance from each other,

that they may receive more nutriment which is

necessary to make them grow to their full size.

This precept is an exception to the general

principles of agriculture.

If the plants are too thick, they should be
thinned at the time they are hoed. The quan-
tity of seed which should be sown also depends
upon its quality. When it is not too old, is

plump, heavy and of a dark blue colour, it will

certainly come up well. It is not necessary to

use so much seed when it is sown in rows.i—
The seed should be sown as early in the spring
as the season will permit. This period, for the
outliern departments of France, is during
the month of February commencing about
the 15th, and for the northern departments,
the month of March. As pastel suffers but
'ittle from the frosts of Spring, it can be

soon as the heat begins to produce
the least vegetation. If it is sown late, the

leaves are less and the product not so great.

Another reason in favour of early sowing is,

that the insects which attack pastel, rarely

appear early in the spring.

Sometimes this operation is delayed for a

month from showers and bad weather; in con-

sequence of which the seed is frequently not

sown in Languedoc until the forepart of March.
There is a custom in some parts of Germany, of

sowing the seed when the earth is covered with

snow, and then harrowing it in, a few days af-

ter it has melted. The seed sometimes remains

a fortnight on the snow, and from the blue colour

which stains the snow, the planter can discover

whether it has been sown equally or not.

—

Son^e farmers recommend sowing in the fore-

part of October, soon after the seed is gathered.

They assign as a reason, that the seed comes up
that the plants, so far from being injured

by the frosts of winter, strike roots which, in

the spring, accelerate vegetation ; besides, the

young sprouts are at this season, less subject to

be injured by insects.

We have sown pastel during the three or

four first days of August, which withstood the

rigours of winter, and vegetated earlier in the

spring. From experience and the situation of

the soil, we must decide which period is the

best.

After having sown during the first pleasant

days at the commencement of the season, it fre-

quently happens that the weather becomes cold

and unfavourable, which prevents germination, or

the insects, destroy the young shoots, which
makes it necessary to re-plant ; therefore, a suf-

ficient quantity of seed should be reserved for

that purpose.

Some small planters in Languedoc, are in

the habit of sowing, in the same field with pas-

tel, beans, cabbages, or other vegetables. It is

unnecessary to observe that this iiracticc is in-

jurious to the quality and quantity of the pastel,

as it prevents that particular attention to its

culture which is necessary during its growth,

besides the leaves and rubbish of those various

plants, become mixed with the pastel and in-

jure its quality.

The most general and expedient method of

sowing, is the broad cast, and the seed should

be scattered as equally as possible ; therefore,

but a small quantity should be thrown at a time.

It should then be covered with a light harrow,

after which the ground should be rolled to make
the surface as smooth as possible.

In small Selds, which are laid out in beds,
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the seeds are sown in drills and raked in, which

gives a more free and equal circulation to the

air, as the distances between the plants arc niort

uniform. The rows should be twelve inclies

apart, and more when a plough is used to till tlu

crop. In England a machine is used to distri-

bute the seed more equally. This machine is

similar to that used to sow turnips, (says Dick

son, in his practical Agriculture,) the rows

are nine inches apart, and covered with a rake

attached to the machine, or with a light rake

in the usual way.

The plant comes up in ten or fifteen days ; if

it is perceived thai me seed has not sprouted, or

the sprouts are destroyed by the insects, or by

the intemperature of the season, the land should

be immediately all sown over again, or the va-

cant places, when only detached parts of the

ground is without plants; but if the principa.

part of the plants have perish.d, the whoh

ground should be re-sown. In thf first instance

holes can be made with the hoe, and three or

four seed thrown in, and immediately cover-

ed over. Sometimes it becomes necessary to

re-plant two or three times.

A calm time should be chosen to sow, for the

seed being light, are easily scattered by the

wind, and thus are unequally dispersed over the

ground.

Manner of afiplying it.

Lime, ploughed in without previously mixing it

with earth, 18 months before sowing the grain,

and two additional ploughings in the interim

Manure, harrowed in with rye.

Cultivalion.

Sowed in rye, at the rate of two bushels, to

the acre in the early part of September, with

the intent of cutting it for milch cows.

Cro/i.

Twenty-five bushels of rye (an immense mass
long straw) and a remarkable fine crop of vol

unteer clover, a foot high or more, the first

fall.

Result—every appearance of great improve-

ment in the soil.

As it was intended for potatoes it was turned

in this fall, but I lament, that the small quantity

of ground I have, did not permit me to spare

REMARKS.

porated, and began to act on the soil. It was in

tact put on the very best way I have ever tried,

simply spread on the field in its quick state, ami
turned in there to continue solt and caustic, and
make abundance of lime water, dissolving by va-

ious means till the field was sown.

The manure in No. 2 was put on in the bes'

way possible ; and finally the rye was sown at

the most proper time, so early that when win-
ter came on, there was a sward which piotecied

the whole ground from Irost and roots extend-

ing and dividing the soil, and not only so, but b)

this stratagem of early sowing, the growth of the

rye was extended into two seasons ; thus giving

the earth and manure full leisure to perform
their work without exhaustion. Tlie oats had
four months, but the rye had nine months to

grow. This latter I consider an important item,

particularly in thin grounds, as we may learn

from the growth of trees in such grounds.

Yours, &c. Str.

WITH DIFFERENT MANURES.

Shrubberij, Ball. Co. Jan. \st, 1821.

,ToHN S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir.—.\& you are very fond of experi-

mental farming, I have taken the liberty to set

before you two experiments made by me, on

two acres of ground, contiguous, and placed in

every respect as to position and poverty on an

equal footing ;
perhaps No. 1 might have had a

scratch for oats or rye once in twenty years,

—

that the other escaped by being too full of large

stone, to suffer the plough to go easily. Be that

as it may, one bore poverty grass, ( Avena Spii;a-

ta, Lin.) the other the same, and blackberry

briars. Both began their position on ground a

little elevated and declined to nearly fit for meu
dow ground.

JVo. 1.

Afanuring.

200 bushels leached ashes, six two liorse load:

manure, one wagon load lime, 35 bushels.

Manner of apply in'^ it.

Ashes, harrowed in with oats.

Lime, mixed in the fall with earth, and put o

next spring on the clover.

Manure, put on the second spring, to mend
defective spots.

Cultivation.

Ploughed in spring, and sowed in oats and

clover.

Crop.

14 bushels o.ils, first year; 3-4 ton of clover,

second ) ear ; 1 -2 ton of clover third year.

Result—apparent poverty the fourth year.

j\ro. 2.

Manuring.
Two loads of lime, say 70 bushels ; tw;

two horse cart loads manure

boutthatcausedtheabavedisposUio„..ftljings,;tb^,PS^
but I had little choice, and no merit, and I hope, ^^^ compares the old and his new method of culti-

but little dement in the whole of it. But I havejvation, in all the practical details and expenses, in-

received a lesson, never to be forgotten. Itcluding time, rent and taxes. He burns the seeds,

would be a good thing if this wide difference in.roots, stalks, and leaves of all weeds, and other pos-

the result could be well explained by some in-s>ble rival vegetable productions, alter cutting them

telligent agriculturalist; but the -allness of «« •- ;J;e^-^^^^^^^^^

the experiment will I expect, cause it to be dis-j.j.^g Philadelphia Agricultural Society, at a meet-
egarded ; for my part, I can only conjecture ^n^ on the 22d December last, took measures for

^mm i^^m.m'mm^
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1821

BE.\TSON'S NEW SYSTEM OF CULTIVATIO.N

The difference in these results, is so great,

whilst the actual power of the manures is

nearly balanced, or perhaps in favour of No,

that if there was not another fact upon earth to

prove it, this would show that both in manage^

ment of manures as well as in choice and man- A work intended to suggest means for siiperced

acement of crops, there is a road to poverty and'ng the enormous expenses of Agiicultiire in Gieat

road to riches, with the same means in hand. Britain has been received by the Philadelphia Agri-
, . ., .-IT 1. . .u cultural Society. It is written by Major General
In vain then may we toil, if we have not the . ,^^^„j^,. ueatson. of Sussex, England. It greatly
farmer s head as well as the farmer s hand. ijnuts the use and expensr of lime, dung, and sum-

It would be very unentertaining for mc to de-lmer fallows. The General is a member of the Bri-

tail the necessities and accidents and movingitish Board. He is verv particular and emphatic, on

my ideas are thus. The lime in No. 1, was put

on not only untimely, (the second year of the

crop) but was used in the most injudicious man-
ner, viz. as a top dressing, and then by mini!;lint,'

it with earth, giving it an opportunity of becom-

ing mortar, instead of manure. I have other

experiments that condemn this favourite plan of

mixing the lime previous to scattering it.

Ashes is comparatively a sluggish manure for

the re-publication of this work in a pamphlet, on
the recommendation of their President, Richard Pe-
ters, Esq. and other mtnibers, on whom it had made
very interesting impressions. «...

CO' All inventors and venders of Agricultural Im-
plements and Machinery, are invited to send to the

Editor of the Ami rican Farmer ; wood engravings,

of such implements and machinery, with a plain

description of their powers, advantages, &c. he. in

which case they will be gratuitously inserted in this

grounds in the lowest state of poverty, unless journal, and by that means, circulated and made
they are very low damp grounds. It is there

fore improper for red clover, which loves up

ground, as also for oats, when applied about the

time of sowing, as was the case here. The
ploughing was done but a few hours instead

season before sowing the oats, which leaves the

wild roots remaining in the ground unkilled and

attractive ; and lastly, tlie sudden draft on the

ground by the oats, is highly improper; not

only for thin grounds, but for grounds manured
with all sluggish manures. It suits better for

the quick stable stuff, so that in No. I, every

tiling was done in the worst manner, or nearly

so.

In No. 2, the ploughing was effectual, and by

its repetition at such periods previous to sowin;

e viz. eighteen months, not only the wild root >

.

Iwere killed, but the lime was thoroughly incorj

known throughout the United States.

N B. (Ij* No pay will hereafter be received for

the insertion of any advertisement in this Journal.—
nor will it contain any thing in the shape or charac-

ter of "?iev)3"—having already expressly declared,

in our prospectus, that the American Farmer takes
" no interest or concerri in t/ieparty politicks, nor in

the transient occurrences of the day." We wish it

to be considered, what it is in fact—a book of Ag-
ricultural Science, published in numbn-s, as mate-
rials offer, and keeping pace with the progress of

improvement in that art, wherein so many improve-
anents are yet to be developed.

03=" No material variation in the prices of articles

usually reported in this paper.

UALTIMORE,
ruULisnin evert fkidat,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER EDITOK,
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itivout a set of fixed elementary principles,

from which to deduce a theory and system of regular

management, causes being unknown, anticipated etiects

will be precarious, and the farmer will delve in the

dark, to endless eternity, as he has done from primeval

time.

I mean not by theory, wild and subtle speculation;

designed to exhibit to the admiring world, the fancj

and talent of its author rather than the improvement of
rural practice ; I mean a Uieory, founded upon
elementary principles as shall have evolved out of time
and experience, and which, by a steady perseverance
in their collection, might rapidly accumulate, and
bring us to a knowledge of agriculture, at present in

credible.

A know ledge of chemistiy is esentiaily useful to the
scientific agriculturist, as well as to the operative far-

mer, and as sir Humplirey Davy has « ell expressed it,

has for its objects, " all those changes in the arange-
ment of matter, connected w ith the growth and nour-

ishment of plants, the comparative values of their pro-

duce as fooc', tl'.e constitu'.ion of soils, the manner in

which lane's are er.iiched by manures, or rendered fer-

tile by the dilTerent processes of cultivation. The
advantages of sutii knowledge need no demonstra
tion.

The narrow limits of an anniversary address cannol
admit of very particular discussions, and 1 must beg
permission to direct your attention to a few sulijects

only, which I have held most worthy of considera-
tion.

The first is tillage, which of all the operations of the
farmer, is the most extensive, the most important, ami
the most defectively executed. Without good tillage,

the best manures are inoperative, the best soils are
comparatively sterile.

Duhamel dti Monccau, who has handed down the
opinions of the celebrated Tull, makes the following
quotations. " If you take a certain quantitv of even the
most barren earth, reduce it to a fine powder, and ex.
pose it for a year, to the vicissitudes of the seasons, it

will acquire such a genuine pregnancy as to be able to
receive an exotic plant from the farthest Indies, and to
cause all vegetables to prosper in the most exalted de-
gree, which is to be ascribed, he continues to the great
division of the particles of the earth. By this toil,

(pulverising the earth) lie adds, ' it is found that a soil

may be so strangely altered from its former nature, as
to render the harsh and most uncivil clays obsequious
to the husbHudmaii, and to bring forth roots and plants,
which otherwise require the lightest and hollowest
moulds." This quoUttion 1 have made at length, as
the result of long experience, and as a proof furnishe4 past
from one of the most learned and successful agricul-
tors in Europe, about the middle of the last centin-y,
that Jine tillage is perhaps the mosl important branch
of agricultural operations, and that at least, it may be
said, that more depends on it than is generally admit-
ted. The more the particles of the earth are divided,
tlie more the earth is enabled to furnish the food of
plants, by being rendered more pervious to the tender
radical fibres, and consequently becoming more capa-
ble of production.

With a view to fine tillage, I have long since adopt-
ed the following practice with great success : I should
iirst slate, that the lands on which I have practised,
consist generally of a brown loam, with a clayey sub-
soil. A deep winter fdlow, say eight inches, is the first

process ; in the spring when the earth is sufficiently
dry, all the manure to be commanded, is spread, and
immediately ploughed in, with a light furrow ; the
harrow and roller, succeed as soon after as the drying
(if the earth will admit of them ; a single light furrow
inarks the ground for the planting of the corn, which
requires thereafter but little work comparatively with
the usual method. By this cultivation, my corn sus-
tained the unusual drought of 1819, without much or
any injury ; the blades when stripped, were green and
succulent, whereas my neighbours will bear evidence
of the fiict, that tlieirs were scorched and worthless,
4nd tlie grain necessarily injured ; the effect 1 ascribed

to the deep and pM-lect pulverizing of the earth,
w hereby the delicate fibres were enabled to penetrate
into a moist stratum, beyond the reach of the scorching
rajs of the sun.

With the same view in the management ofm
I have been in the practice of gathering my c
moving the stalks, then ploughing the iieid to the depth
it had been the previous winter turned down (eight
inches) harrowing in the wheat, and passing ov
roller, if the earth be dry, if not, the roller is deferred
until it become so ; for this practice I can only say that
it has been peculiarly successfnl; and I refer it to the
same cause, the unusual friability of the earth, occasion
ed by deep and fine tillage.

Vet, though fne tillage is universally correct, deep
tillage may in some soils be injur ous : e'very substance
in nature, varies in its capacity to contain heat, and
upon the combination of any two, a new capacity is

created different from that of either of the constitu-
if the capacity be increased by the union, cold is

produced, and if it be dimihished, heat is disengaged
a sensible state ; hence may be understood, (I anri in

ined to believe,) a forcible reason why deep plough
g may be injurious to some soils, and beneficial to

others : soils, whose capacity for heat is too small,
which are great conductors of heat, readily imbibe and
:is readily purt with it ; those whose capacities are
greater, more slowly imbibe and more slow ly disengage
t

i the eflecl of too small a capacity in a soil, lo con
ain heat, is, that in summer, plants are searched by the
too rapid disengagement of it ; and by the arrival of

iter.there is but little, if any, remaining to counter
the excessive cold ; when it happens that this capa.

city for heat is increased by the new combination, the
accumnlation and retention of the rays of the summer's
sun will furnish through winter, a source and supply of
general warmth to the tender plant, and prove benefi
cial

; and e cmverao, when a new combination diminish
es the capacity to contain heat, the operation will be
pernicious

; hence the necessity of small experiments,
•hich are easily made, previous to an extensive adop.
on of either practice, to ascertain the nature of thi

combinations with the sub-soils of difi^erent depths and
qualities ; because, though stones, and silicious earth

considerably more preserved by the presence of tlji

leaf, which is capable of holding what may come witlii:
the sphere of its vegetative influence.
The most eligible rotation of crops; or which i

best calculated to yield profit and improvement; is;
question dependent on so endless a variety of casu-
alties and incidents, that it may be pronounced ;i

point, which in the nature of things cannot be immu-
tably setUed, but must vary with the soil and other cir-
cumstances ; yet one obvious rule should govern the
fitrmer in his choice, viz. to alternate leguminous and
culmiferous crops as much as practicable, their dif-
ference of growth would le;id us to believe, that the)
bave a diffisrence of food ; but their mechanical effects
alone, upon the earth, the one binding, the other
loosening its texture, is sufficient vo justify the prac-
tice of alternation

; and the modern agriculture is con-
siderably predicated upon the idea of diflercnt geiieru
feeding upon different jmbula, or at least, upon differ-
ent proportions of the same elements. How can this
idea be rejected, when we see one genus flourish on
the bottom of the river, another on the summit of the

uitain
; transpose them and tliey both inevitablv

perish. The practice of irrigation, which has been ex-
tolled in Europe for many centuries, is highly wortliv
of attention

; in this country it has been but little no-
ced, but might probably,' under the auspices and

encouragement of this society be introduced, and tend
greatly to the improvement of agriculture ; when
water can be drawn with cmveuience from muddy ri-
vers, swamps of rich black loam, or calcareous beds,
it cannot be doubted that the solution of animal, ve-
getable, and calcareous matters in those waters, must
impart to the lands upon which thev are drawn and
lodged for some time, a rich deposit of vigour and fcr-
•lity.

Another benefit I have myself witnessed in the ir-
rigation of a timothy meadow, during the last winter ;
that of defending the roots of the "young grass from
the frost; in the winter previous, my timothv wiiich
had been seeded in September, was nearly destroyed
by frost in this meadow then perfectly drained ; it was
-pin well prepared and re-seedcd at the same season
if the succeeding year ; in both instances it was equally
flourishing at the accession of the frost ; by a small

conductors, and argils the reverse, yet from the bank, I dammed up the water, which covered all
nfinitely diversified constitutions of soils, 'it cannot be
(hstinctly known without experiment, what may be the

It of the respective combinations, yet for this doc-
trine I have no authority but the application of known
principles, to the case in question, and I have presum
"d to submit to the \ie\v of the board mv practice, be
;»ise by means of it, 1 have improved a 'fifty acre field.

so as to obtain the last season, twenty bushels of wheat covered witli water and ice, and the length of 'time
"1 the acre, when four only was the pioducl sis y ' '

"•--'• •
•

" -

The question of the state in which manures shall be
pplied with the most profit, {rotted or unrotted,) I be-
eve is nearly put to rest ; Dr. Darwin, and Dr. Davy

by the aid of science, and the author of .\rator, by sci
ence and practice, witii many other able agricultors,

silenced the advocates 'of the former irrational
doctrine. " ^'egetable and animal substances are con
sumed in vegetation, and they can only nourish the
lant by aflording solid matters, capable of being dissolv

ed by water, or gaseous substances capable of being
absorbed by the leaves of vegetables ; but such parts
of them as are rendered gaseous, or that pass into the
atmosphere, must produce a comparatively small effect,
for gases soon become diffused through the mass of
surrounding air." Now allow them to rot before tlie'
application, and the matters dissolved by water must be
chiefly wasted, before use, because no plan, conceiva-
ble, can be adopted, to preserve a majority of the water forms'carbonic
either from absorption, in the vessel allotted
it, or from evaporation ; and the other source of nu-
triment, the gases will escape into the atmosphere,
and be wasted by the winds. But apply those sub-
stances in the incipient slate of putrifiiction, and suf-
ficiently /ar to ensure the process, the fixed products
yielded in presence of the roots, will be absorbed with
the least possible waste ; and the evapourable gasses,
though not so beneficial, because from their lightness

ccpt about one half acre, which was rather higher, hut
srich ,is the rest; in the spring the part irrigated,
nd under a sheet of ice nearly the whole winter was

fine, and yielded a luxuriant crop ; the half acre not
covered was nearly destroyed by frost. So marked
a difference. 1 confess, 1 did not anticipau-—indeed
from the young and tender state of the grass, when

a.iied, (the frost preventing its removal,) I feared
a fatal result, notwithstanding 1 had, among others, the
excellent authorities of Davy and Darwin, to quiet my
apprehensions. The latter in his Phitologia remarks,
" water is of greater specific gravity at 42° of Fahren-
heit, than at 32" the freezing point, and hence in a
meadow, irrigated in winter, the water immediately in
contact with the grass is rarely below 40", a degree of
temperature not at all prejudicial to the living organs
of plants.

"

The subject of too copious for discus-
a short address, but in the most desultory

manner, yet there is one source so excellent, and so
abundant. In the vicinity of most of the farmers of
this state, that I cannot pass it by without notice, viz.
the rich black loam found in swamps, morasses and
bottoms, consisting of carbonaceous matter, sand, and
clay; the upper stratum of this earth, more espe-
cially last formed from the decomposition of vegeta-
ble and animal bodies, re.idily absorbs oxigen, and

_ " ' acid, one of the most powerful agents

and buoyancy, they are soon lost ih the clouds, will be|neutralize lli

egetable nutriment. The most profitable method
of managms- 'Ins earth, will be to make a compost
heap of It, uith the fermenting offal of the farm-yard,
because of its extraordinary capacity to absorb putrid
effluvi.-i, whereby the fertilizing powers, not onlv of
Itself but of its adjunct, are preserved and improved

;and should sulphuric acid, which is poison to vegeta-
tion, exist, which is frequently the case in morasses, this
combination of saline offal, becomes quite essential to

e acidj andrciider it innoxious.
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A consiiler.ible sciurce of manure may be found in

wood shavings, and branches of trees ; but in either

shape it is di"fficult of fermentation, and requires the

auxiliary power of dung, or green vegetable mattei

in a state of fermentation, combined with it, to pro-

mote the process, or if caustic lime, which latter will

mucii sooner effect a decomposition of the woody fibre,

by alternate layers ef each, in a pit ; for which applica-

tion of a known principle, a Mr. Brown of England was

honoured with a medal, as an acknowledgment of the

great serMce rendered to agriculture.

The effects of caustic lime in accelerating the de-

composition of moist, fibrous vegetable matter, may
be highly useful in grounds lately brought into cul-

tivation, and full of hard roots ; but it must be held

in view, that though lime be useful, as a solvent of

green W':oU, yet it is detrimental in a dung heap, tend

ing to render the extractive matter insoluble ; will

oily substances too, it forms an insoluble compoun
yet in composts made chiefly of fish or other animal

matter, ir. becomes essential to health, that the heap
be covered with lime to correct the excessive and nox-

ious putrescency.

With regard to mild lime, or lime combined vvith

carbonic acid, which it has a strong affinity for, and
readily extracts from the atmosphere, the best and
most simple indication of its utility, is the non-ef-

fervescence of the soil with acids. All soils which do

not effervesce with acids are improved by lime ; and

it is said, sands, more than clay ; but of this I doubt,

as modern experiments have proved that lime loosens

the texture of clay, as much as it binds that of sand,

and in reference to texture alone, was the preference

given to sand. Indeed, I should prefer its applica-

tion to clay soils, which very often abound with sul-

phuric acid, and are rendered by it obstmately bar-

ren. This acid would be neutralized, and its bad ef-

fects not only counteracted by lime, but a sulphate

of lime, or gypsum, would be the product ; and thus

a poison would become converted into a wholesome
food.

Gypsum has been for many years, so extensively

used, that to dwell on it would be superfluous ; yet

were an inquiry made into its peculiar mode of ope-

ration, it might be highly beneficial, and the farmer

might be less frequently disappointed in his expecta-

tions. A more intimate knowledge of it, might pro-

bably afford instruction as to the quantity and quali-

ty, the soil and season most suitable, and many cir-

cumstances promotive of its operation, which at pre-

sent we are unacquainted with. With this view I

presented to this society a memoir on the modus ope-

randi of gypsum, ascribing its vegetative efficacy to

its phosphorescence, and I have since made some ex-

periments, which favour my hypothesis, but are not

conclusive ; the ensuing season if more successful, I

will render a faithful report of them.
Entomology is a branch of science, closely connect-

ed with the interest of the agriculturist, and has

been almost wholly neglected in this country, where
above all others it is most needed. It is a wall known
fact that America abounds more with the insect class

of zoology, than any other quarter of the globe ; and

when contemplated in respect to their admirable

minute, and complex mechanism, performing a se-

ries of physiological operations with accuracy and re-

gularity, and as essential to their miniature existence,

as the huge members of the elephant and mammoth,
, . , , , , ,

and thus evincing the infinite power and wisdom of their colour and become tnaternal, throw out

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

THE PEAR TREE.

Elmnoood, January \/.t, 182

The great disappointrienc :!iat has attended

the cultivation of the finer kinds of the pea

has been matter of much regret, with all the

lovers of this delicious fruit. And some who
were most forward to obtain them and most

particular in nursing them, have utterly des

paired from a consciousness of their great at

tention to them, and knowledge of general fai

lure. But let us remember, that a similar des

pair prevailed respecting grapes, which is now
done away by actual cultivation.

The object of this paper is not only to in

ire theoretically into the cause of the most

common disease that assails i t- • '..ut to pro

duce actual facts, which must convince the mind,

of the most sceptical, of the practicability of re

taining these fine fruits, and that by means leve

to the capacity of every one.

The principal disease that affects them, and

the one I particularly allude to, consists in a

ithering of the interior bark, especially of the

limbs, appearing in spring in spots and bars, and

more extended aflfections of the same kind

spreading to the destruction of the individual

limb, though the superior part of the limbs are

often unaffected by the disease, and are only

destroyed by being cut off from the juices of the

main stock. As I know of no animal disease ex

actly resembling it in cause and effect more
than Kibes, which consists in cold overtaking

high circulation, and throwing off the skin to

perish, I shall call it by that name, to distin-

guish it from the very improper appellation,

blast, which is applied to trees killed simply by
severity of cold or heat.

In all the various suggestions as to the cause

of this disease, I never heard of one that came
near the fact, which is more to be wondered at

as the real cause has been so strongly indexed

by notorious facts. Such for instance, as hard

winters, with long cold springs, giving us good
pears and leaving us sound trees, whilst

warm winter and especially a warm February
followed by a cold March, (a thing almost in

evitable,) destroys our trees. We have long

been acquainted with this much of vegetable

physiology that the bark (as the juices fail and

fall comes on) forms on its interior surface Ion

gitudinal fibres the same as sapwood, and by

this means adheres to the main sapwood, be
coming one and inseparable—and that when a

certain temperature, say that of x\pril, becomes
steady, that those very same fibres having lost

their divine author, or whether, in respect to the

vast and various influence of their innumerable genera
on the welfare of mankind, some annoying, and some
affording subsistence, the philosophic mind will hold

in contempt the charge of frivolity with which this

branch of science has been stigmatised and repressed

and will feel honoured by researches which have com-
manded the studious and diligent attention of the most
splendid talents on record.

I fear. Gentlemen, I have already trespassed on
your patience, and will conclude by quoting in de-
fence of my protracted theme, the sentiments of a

favourite classic, on the importance of agriculture.
'' Ilinc partriam, parnoaque nepotes suslinet : Iiinc ar-

nta bourn meritosque juvencos."

juices and form fibres differently disposed and
coloured, or bark. Just as we see on denudat

chesnut-tree when the sap is running, ;

rk is formed by light and heat acting on

those juices, and giving them a form and colon

different from what would have ensued if ex

eluded more from light and heat.*

• It appears that the sapwood in the plaiitule makes
the first bark, as may be seen on the young Slelia, and
then does the office occasionally to supply the defi-

ciency by accidents whilst the bark ever after a

lally makes sapwood, and increases the size of tl

tree with a visible addition.

It would therefore, seem to be the order of
nature, that a tree could not otherwise exist in

severe cold weather, but by this union of bark
to the sapwood. This partial retrocession of
juices and unity of the parts—a separation at

uch time, would be as certain to produce inju-

y and death of the bark, as evolving its fruit

buds would anniliilate the fruit of the next sea-

It appears, that light and heat with the con-
quent flow of juices by continuing to act on

the organic matter of the tree, would form in

the first or lowest degree c)f circulation, the

above-named longitudinal fibres of sapwood—in
the next degree bark, in a higher degree leaves

and buds of different kinds, by a still high tem-
perature the wood buds would be elongated
nto branches, and by the greatest degree fruit

budi into blossoms, germ fruit^every one
of these operations seem more and more exter-

I or exposed, as if the tree with consciousness

her safety and the sun's approach, had suc-

cessively unfolded her inmost recesses of beauty
and usefulness ; falling back in the same order
with the retiring season—that which was last,

failing first—till all has retreated into winter
quarters.

It is a well known fact, that the finer kinds

of pears are introduced from a milder climate

ban 39 degrees (from France,) and therefore,

are very sensible to both cold and heat. They
are trees that abound with juices, as may be
seen by the numerous scions that they flng up
around them. If the latter part of winter, or

early, spring is warm, these juices are set afloat,

especially if the ground is rich and cultivated.

In this degree of light and heat the bark begins

to form, a seperation to take place from the

new made sapwood, and in a few days winter

returns upon the tree, or in other words, Februa-
ry has been spring and March winter— an im-

perfect bark is thus separated from the mother
hite wood, and like the untimely, weaned

child, it sickens, it droops, and as heat is far-

ther applied, the damage increases till it dies,

because this heat evaporates the juices faster

han it can force them into the contracted ves-

iels—which perhaps never can be made to ex-
pand again in the vegetable, whatever may be
done in the animal economy.!

It is highly probable, that north of this (viz-

Maryland,) many trees die of winter cold, an
excessive retrocession of the juices may become
fatal, the bark may give way and split. This
is often the case with exotic shrubbery, and it

is remarkable, that they always give way on
he trunk, where the bark is less elastic and
scurfy. It will therefore, be easy to distinguish

this disease, which is more properly a blast,

Kibes—and moreover, it requires a very
different treatment. Manuring articles made
into a paste and spread on the body and larger

Imibs with a sedge broom, will be a great de-

fence where matting is not to be had— such for

ance as whitewash, thickened with ashe.s

and soft cow dung. But in the disease I have

f It is sometimes the middle of summer before the
hole damage is developed, and some imperfect fruit

forming, has led those who merely take a peep at the
tree, to conclude it to be done at this time.
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been describing, it might be the very cause ol

death.

Let us now proceed to matter of fact ; I know

of only two sets of healthy pear trees, they have

in five or seven years changed owners. In the

time of the former owners, much attention wai

paid to them and disease was constant. The
present owners neither manure nor dig about

them. In one of these, I ;<now that the grass

has surrounded them unbroken for vf ars, and

they are not only perftct but bear fruit, when all

others fail—they are Bcrgamot. In the other

set alluded to more attention is paid, the grass

is cleared away in early summer, but the shoots

are permitted to grow for forty feet around

them in such quantity, as to defy any removal

but with a scythe, and these remain till next

grass time—no manure is applied and th(

ground naturally poor. Even the unhealthy

trees have shot out new and healthy branches

since they have remained undisturbed : these

facts are too plain to be misunderstood, they

P. S. I hope that it this paper correspond!

wiih known facts in other places, that the per

sons acquainted will not be backward in giving

them to the Editor of the Farmer—as also an

account of any other fruit trees requiring natur-

al treatment.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Mr. Skinner.—Rotation of crops is as im-

portant as the cultivation and mixing of the

soil ;
persuaded that Indian corn had been the

crop which ruined the land in Virginia, I re-

gretted it, and cultivated the greater part of my
farm in wheat, rye, and oats, and in order to

take a " bond from fate," that I should suc-

ceed, I selected such land for each of those

crops, as was best adapted to grow them, and

resolved to perpetuate those crops upon the

same land, as long as I should be pleased with

such a course of croping. The fourth crop of

point out the remedy as well as the manner of wheat was so much deteriorated as to be worth

the remedy acting. The abundant juices are

restrained in the first case, which is preferable,

and in the latter they are partly restrained and

partly diverted into the young scions.

I will mention two other facts, though not so

plain, yet they confirm the above. I moved to

a place where there were two very healthy pear

trees, (V'ergolieu,) one was choked as I thought

with grass, the other was so surrounded with

scions as scarcely to admit approach. I remov
ed the scions, dug and manured the ground in

both, and the consequence soon ensued ; I lost

them by Kibes. The other case that confirms

those opinions and facts, was that of a gardener

of my acquaintance, who was actually on the

right track to save his trees, hut for want of

derstanding the true cause of the disease he
failed—he discovered that the trees which had

honey-suckles around them, were less liable to

disease ; but he supposed it were protection,

and therefore manured and dug, and thus dug
the grave of his fine trees.

Let us therefore suffer our trees, after they

have come near the fruit bearing period to V(

gctate iiaturalltj—they will be a little more
tardy in growing up, but they will be hardy,

healthy and bear well. If our grounds are al-

ready rich and loose about the trees, part of

it may be removed in the first warm spell,

as winter goes off ; and we may plant somt
shrubbery that springs early about their roots

such as gooseberry bushes or current bushes, or

honey-suckles, or running box ; or lay

place of the rich ground, some sods from poor
ground—perhaps some boards or long manure
laid on the roots in the severity of winter and
moved off the first warm season, might back the

juices—various experiments might be made to

restrain or divest the too free and early circula-

tion. The rearing oftwo trees nearly in contac

(giving them the espalier form) might answer
it is clear then, that pear trees, and peach trees

little or nothing— the sandy land had more
cockle than wheat, and the wheat produced was

light and chaffey. The rye and oats did bet

ter, I think they improved.—Rye does not de-

generate into cockle. Oats depend much upon

the humidity of the season, and the time you
put them into the earth—the same land will

vary the crop from 10 to 50 bushels. The fai-

lure of the wheat arrested my experiment ; i

was necessary that I should return to that crop

hich was then odious to me. Indian corn was

therefore planted upon a part of this land, and

I was astonished at the produce—no corn had

been cultivated upon this field for three yea

before my experiment, and all the ploughing of

that experiment had been well done. I used

plaster of Paris freely in the making of thi

crop of corn, which was the first experiment of

the kind known to me, except those which

General Washington had made—the crop wai

full four times that which the same field produc

ed, when last in corn. I should have told you

sir, that from the beginning of my /ler/utuation

experiment, I had used the largest ploughs

nd had opened the earth as deep as we knew
how in those days, and that when my ex peri

ment failed, my neighbours said they " knew
for General Washington had destroyed

some of his land in the same way, and if I did

not quit that mode of ploughing, I should soon

be ruined : a " short horse was soon curried"

they said. My crops of wheat following those

ot corn were excellent, and should have con

inced me, ihat I was in the right path to profit

and agricultural reputation. My feelings how-

ever, were at variance with the demonstrations

that I had made in favour of the corn crop.

—

I had read and heard much of the advantages

of a fallow for wheat and clover ; I therefore;

divided my farm into six lots, three of which

were alternately fallowed for wheat, and rested

in clover ; and three were alternately in corn,

oats and clover—plaster was used freely upor

horse plough, and as many harrowings as ap-

peared to be useful or necessary.

The lots cultivated in corn, oats and clovi i

improved much—yet to this day, I am unabl<

to account for some stagnation in the progrcs

of fertility, which attended them.—For the saki

of experiment, I cut part of the field when in

clover, and left a part which was well turned in

with the plough and never saw any difference

in the succeeding crops of grain or grass. Six

acres was seeded in clover and plastered

every year for six years, and not cut or

grazed, the crops were very abundant ; at the-

end of that time this ground was cultivated with

the adjoining land, which had been in corn,

oats and clover, and no difference seen in the

crop, nor has any favourable difference been
since seen. A host of poisonous weeds, vines

and briars became rooted in this land, which I

shall not extirpate during my life. Necessity has

made me use corn as a sort of pioneer for beating

down and rooting out the enemies of small grain

and grass, and preparing the soil for atinos-

fiherical iw/irovemerit—than which I know of

agent more powerful or less costly ; hence

It IS, sir, that the soil is inexhaustible where it

is judiciously cultivated ; it is this kind provi-

sion of nature, that proclaims to the nations of

the earth, the supervision and kindness of their

heavenly Father; it is this that has perpetuated

from generation to generation the " seed time

and the harvest ;" and it is this that will in

due time with the healing of its wings, regen-

erate and fructify the broken and destroyed

surface of our country.—Think not, sir, that I

would have inan to sit with folded arms and

say, " we have Abraham for our father," or
" we are the greatest and freest people in the

world."—No, sir, I would have him act consis-

tently with his belief, that he is a responsible

being—that the earth is man's inheritance, and

that of course the immediate possessor is no-

thing more than a tenant for life, and as such,

should be punishable for all injuries done to the

reversionary interest : by acting upon a princi-

ple like this, the Chinese have made their por-

tion of " man's inheritance," carry a population

icker than ours is now capable of carrying

sheep.

I beg pardon, sir, for my speculations, as they

grow out of my zeal for correcting a bad pro-

cedure in agriculture. I hope you will excuse

for it was not my intention to have de-

parted from mere experience. I heartily ten-

der you the salutations of the season.

A VIRGINIAN.
January 7th, 1821.

.shoald not approach each other, for the former every crop—the fallow fields were pastured the

will require treatment exactly the reverse of the other three .\vere not. My crops upon the fal-

latter, and I believe in all the knife should never low deteriorated every year ; blue grass had
i)c used after a tree bears fruit, unless some ac- taken possession of the greater part, and ousted
-ident may make it necessary, as in the animal, jboth wheat and clover. My fallow was made

SILVANUS. 'by one ploughing with Peacock's best three

COMMUNICATED FOR THE AMEHIOAN FARMER,

by G. W. Jeffrkys, Esq. of JVorth Carolina.

Virginia, Port Royal, October 6, 18ir.

Dear Sir,—Enclosed are drafts of the in-

struments* I use, which are in some degree rare.

The plough for ridging is gotten in the best

• For these implements the reader is referred to thi<

volume of the Farmer, page 195—where he will set

three of them—the fourth is now added.
Edit, Am. Far.
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form from New York or Connecticut. We liave

no mechanicks here, who turn their attention to

agricultural implements, of course those we use

are canstructed chiefly on tlic farm, and are

imperfect. I have tried h irrows of various

kinds, and rejected them, except for the pur-

pose of covering seed, whicii ought to be co-

vered shallow, on a flat surface. Such are as

good, made of wooden pegs as of iron. Har
rows are inconsistent with my system of ridg

ing.

I am afraid to describe tlie former and pre-

sent state of my farm, lest I s'lould be charged

with an incredible tale. It is even venturesome

to state the naked fact, that the shifts produce at

least four times as much corn, as they did 18

years past, without describing the quantity of

Jiigh and low land grass, now existing on what

was then nearly a naked arena. The present

year's shift of 250 acres, will pcobably average

eight barrels to the acre. It is not the same
with wheat, generally, owing to the casualties to

which that grain is liable in our climate. A
farm I purchased six years past, thrown into the

system of four shifts, and my usual mode of

management, though imperfectly managed by

an overseer, will produce of corn this year.

from one fourth part of it above double what
it antecedently produced from one third. This
improvement is more rapid, apparently, in refer

ence to the time, than that of the farm oi

which I live, but the fact is, that my system

where I live has only been settled for about ten

years, within which space the improvement has

chiefly happened.

It is impossible for me to say, to v.'hat parti

cular item of the system pursued, improvement
is chiefly to be ascribed ; because it has arisen

from a combination of many, including

ing, enclosing, deep ploughing in ridges, sowing

grass seeds on all lands cultivated, and plaster-

ing ; the relative value of whicl may be proba-

bly in the order as they are named. To these

chief items, some of minor importance have
been added.

I do not think there is any danger in deep
ploughing on the poorest soil, in ridges, as ex
plained in Arator, though in a flat surface it

would be pernicious.

The book you mention was written under an

apprehension, that our government was in dan-

ger of taking an inclination unfavourable to

agriculture, and favourable to a monied or pa-

per aristocracy. And considering that its ex-

penses are seven fold greater than in Washing-
ton's administration, that millions of western

lands are annually disappearing in some unseen
vortex, and that the Atlantic people are emi
grating in thousands, I am sorry not yet to be
able to discern, that the apprehension was
groundless.

Though a richer mine than that of Potosi

lies within ten inches of the surface of the

ground, you greatly overate my endeavours to

enable my countrymen to find it. All that I can

do, is to point out the residence of the ore,

It requires more industry to dig it up, and bet-

ter talents to refine it, than are pretended to, by

Xo. 4.
—

'I'liis plough is a copy of No. j, with the

addition of the interior moiild-boards, and the exclu-
sion of the pin. It ought not to work deep. It im-
mediately precedes the planting of the corn. The
wide mould-boards bestow a weeding on the ridge

;

the narrow, form a central narrow furrow for deposi*'"--

A Patent Drillfor Dropping Corn and Gar-
den Seeds.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN TAYLOR.

the '-rirn bv ;i string, to he covered by the foot with the
mould turned up by the mould-boards.—The plough
is drawn by two horses, by which means the furrow is

run straight.

Arator is referred to for the use of these instru-

This Machine has liecn patented, and is nisdc by
Mr. Robert Sinclair, of tliia city, who sells it at 15
dollars. Ve have received the following description
of it, accompanied witli the cut, at die head of this

notice. From these, a correct opinion may be form
ed of its v.-due. We believe that the Machine is a

very good one; and, upon smooth ground,? capable of
saving a great deal of labour ; and, what may often be
of higher moment, it gives the power to complete ex-
tensive operations in advantageous seasons.

—

Edit.

In the bottom of the hopper there is a solid cylin-

der, whose surface is indented. The grain, or seeds

are placed in the hopper, and gently pressing upon
the cylinder, they fill the indentations or cavities on

surface. And as it revolves, the seed fall out and
drop into the tin conductor, which conveys them into

the hollow backed coulter, th.at descends below the

bottom line of the wheel, and cuts open the mellow
soil to receive the seeds as they come from the con-

ductor.

'he seed or grain, is partly covered by the closing

nf the fine earth that had just been opened to receive

it by the passage of the coulter, and the covering is

finished b)' the operation of two pieces of iron, shaped
like harrow teeth, and fi.i;ed behind the hopper to the

sides of the beam.
The seed after it is covered, is brought into closer

contact with the soil that envelopes it, by the gentle

pressure of a small roller, fixed to the heel of the ma-
chine, to the motion of which it gives some ste.adjness,

whilst it also governs the depth of the coulter. The
cavities on the surface of the cylinder may be so placed

as to drop the seed at any distance. The cylinder is

revolved by a chain band passing around two pulleys

of equal size, one of them placed on the axis of the

wheel, the other on that of the cylinder. Around the

pulleys, a chain passes, which receives its motion from
the pulley on the wheel, and communicates it to the

pulley on the cylinder.

The cavities may be placed on the surface of the

cylinder, so as to drop the seeds at any distance.

This is regulated by the circumference of the wheel,

and the number of the cavities on the cylinder:

Suppose the first to be four feet, and the last two in

number placed at opposite points, then as to the revolu-

tion of the wheel marks a line of four feet, the seed

would be dropt two feet distant from each other. One
cylinder can be taken off and others put on, with

avities suited to v.-irious seeds, such as corn, beans,

peas, turnips, radishes, beets, carrots and parsnips.

Flat seeds should be mixed with ashes or compost to

separate them. Drawn by one horse, and guided by a

man, this machine may be said to do four things at

once ; it opens the ground, drops the seed, manures

and covers it, S,
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for the american farmer.

Charleston.

ON DRAINING MARSHES.
Sir—I was much gratified with reading the

several communications that have appeared in

your paper, upon the subject of Draining Salt

Marshes.
As I have been cultivating land of that de-

scription for many years with success, the pe-

rusal was interesting to me. The piece of

marsh I enclosed, composed about two liundred

acres, and adjoined the lands I planted in rice

—thinking it would be a great improvement,
and a handsome addition to my plantation, in-

duced me to undertake the arduous task. Ii

to induce me to make use of a few more of the

size of eight and nine feet wide, two feet six or

eight inches deep in the clear, and thirty feet in

length. There being always a deep excavation

at the tail of the trunk by the fall of the water

great danger is to be apprehended from its being

made too short.

On rivers, trunks aie always in danger by in-

roads, constantly making by fishes, snakes, all-

gators and fidlers,* which are incessantly at work,

boring holes in the Dam, and often the cause ot

a trunk blowing up, for which reason they ought
to be made twenty-five or thirty feet in length,

and the greatest care made use of in putting them
lown, in a firm, solid part of the land, mixing up
with the dirt, moss or straw, which greatly

had great difficulties to contend with, but Irests the progress of these destructive animals

overcome them by perseverance.—Deep drain- You will perceive, on examination, that there is

ing I found indispensable to bring the land into not a piece of iron made use of in the construe

tion of the model, except, after having pinned

down all the plank with wooden sguare fiins.

spike nail is introduced at the corners of the end
planks for the purpose of securing the upper
and lower ones, which are more liable to injury

from the motion of the apron, and slide up and

down, which the nails effectually protect. Should
you think the above communication worth
tion in your excellent paper, and capable of I

throwing any light on the subject of drairring

marshes, and adopting trunks most proper to he
made use of, you are at liberty to do so, and it

will be a gratification to nie, to suppose that 1

have been instrumental in adding one mite to-

wards its progress and improvement.
I remain

Your obedient servant,

CHARLES E. ROWAND

any kind ot tilth for cultivation, it being neces-

sary to get rid of all impurities contained there-

in, as also to prevent the salt water again in-

truding, I employed all my ability to find out

a proper trunk for the purpose. Having some
years ago obtained the desirable object, and

wishing to add my mite towards imiir&ving and
promoting agriculture, I send you a model of it.

with a request, that you would present it to the

Agricultural Society of Maryland, of which I

see you are a member—some of them perhaps
owning such a description of Land, will I think

reap advantage by adopting it. I have filled up
the box with cuttings of the Cherokee rose, and
must further intrude upon your politeness, by
requesting you to distribute them among such
farmers of your society, as you think they would
be acceptable to. The trunk attends itself, and
will, if properly made, completely exclude or

retain water at pleasure. In freshening my
marsh, I found it beneficial, at times to put in

water, and let it remain until, by its incorpora-

ting with the land, it exhibited a kind of mahog-
any appearance, and had a flattisli alumy taste.

The slide was then hoisted, and the water turn-

ed into the river ; the land was then kept dry,

until by the operation of the sun, the surface be- office of the American Farmer,
came encrusted in various parts with salt, drawn
out by its heat. Water was again put on, and
the same process adopted, as described above.

It must be, however observed, that the rushes

which the growth of the land, had been previ-

ously got rid of by setting fire to them on a w in-

dy day.

As there are at times, great gluts of watei

passing through the trunk, the outside apron

will often float, and let in the returning flood

tide, thereby doing great injury to the land, to

remedy which, I pinned on a box upon the lower

part of the apron, and filled it with bricks,

making it heavy enough to retain its station

upon the return of the tide. All trunks will

collect trash at their mouths, and some will

creep in between, creating a leak and letting in

saltwater; to prevent which a common stable

rack was placed at the entrance of the ditch,

leading to the trunk, thereby protecting it, and

collecting from time to time, a great deal, which

was removed by a person ulways employed on

tide land plantations, called the trunk minder.

This kind of trunk for venting and returning

water at pleasure. I have been making use of

for many years, and found to answer so well, as

• Since writing the above, I have convers
ed with several gentlemen from the North, and
I find these little animals are abundant, and
are as well known by the name of fidlers as they
are here.

ICT'Any person interested in the subject, may
see the model of the trunk,, by calling at ihe

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER

Dear Sir—In your last paper, you have

laid it down as a maxim that, he who politely

answers to inquiries has a special right to be

answered in turn.—Now sir, I cannot say that 1

have answered any questions put to me spixial

ly, but I flatter myself, that I have furnished

through your paper, some higlily important in-

formation on various subjects connected with

agriculture, horticulture. Sec. Sec,* and there-

fore, now put in my claim to the privilege of

being answered, holding it trite, that he who
voluntarily comes forward, and communicates

his information unasked, is entitled to as much
civility as he who waits until he is called on for

it.

Although in the higher branches of the art,

most subjects are familiar to me, there are many
connected therewith, which are considered low-

er in the scale that are no less important to our

* See my essavs on G.'^rdening•, raising corn, Hcssi;

flv, &c. &c.

interests and our cumforts, the knowledge ot

which is chiefly confined to the old and ignorar.t

to the common labourer and to the slave, and
held as mysterious to the more enlightened of our
profession—although requiring the most inti-

mate acquaintance with anatomy, science and
intelligence.

In the paper which I think precedes the one
above mentioned, there is a valuable essay on
the preference which should be given to spayed
heifers, over oxen, botli for work and for

beef.t Now sir, as an article of ford, the
same preference is given to the spayed sow,
yet how seldom do we see it practiced for the
want of the necessary information on the sub-
ject among that class of men, who would feel

most interested in having the operation per-

formed. Here and there may be found among
us, an ignorant and otherwise useless old man,
who understands it, but they are rare ; whereas
in every part of Europe the " sow gelders" horn
is as well known as the cry of the chimney
sweep is in our cities. We all know or have
heard, that a spayed sow makes much better

pork than one not spayed ; but there is another

and very important consideration, that should

induce us to practice the operation, which is no
ess than the improvement of the species.

—

Worthless sows are now permitted to live be-

cause they are not worth killing, and living

they continue to propagate their unprofitable

long legged, long snouted, bow backed, lank bel-

lied kind, to our annoyance and mortification

;

whereas if the practice of spaying was more ge-

neral, the most worthless would be fattened and

killed, and only those of the best qualities would
be kept for breeders.

We send to Europe and import at great ex-

pense, cows, bulls, horses, hogs and sheep, to

improve our stock ; why do we not use the

same means as they do in other countries, to

prevent their degeneracy ? Can we always ex-

pect good calves from bad cows,t good pigs

Irom bad sows, or good lambs from bad ewes ?

Can we reasonably expect any improvement in

our stock of any kind if our attention is confin-

ed solely to the good qualities of the male, while

we are totally indifferent to those of the female \

While we permit ourselves to be over-run with

a worthless race of breeding females, it is in

vain to hope for lliose improvements in the breed

of animals, so much desired—to say that their

degeneracy is caused by climate is ridiculous,

and proceeds from that desire inherent in man,

to charge to any other cause but the right one,

he consequence of his own neglects. Now I

•J-
I have beard it said, that hi some parts of a state,

not 1000 miles from Marijland, it is llie practice to

plough with milch cows. The ploughmen ties the

plough to the cow's tail, takes his Indian cake in his

pocket, his gourd in his hand, and a bundle of corn

blades in his arms, and thus equipped for the day,

proceeds to his work; when he stops for breakfast or

dinner, while the cow is eating the corn blades, he
milks liis gourd full, and with that, and his cake,

makes his meal. Now this is good economy of time,

harness and food ; and if the practice becomes gene-

ral, objections to spaying may reasonably be made;
but niitU then, I think we may safely calculate on
benefiting by the trial.

\ I have often heard it said, " a good cow may have

bad calf," but have never heard it said, a iadcow may
have a good calf.
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insist upon it, that our stock of all kinds may be

brought to the highest state of improvement by

keeping only the best of both sexes to breed

from, killing of all the rest, and to ennable us tr

prepare them for killing, and more general know
ledge of the manner of performing the operation

of spaying is loudly called for. Any one of

your numerous correspondents, therefore, who
may be a master of the subject, will render an

essential benefit to the community, by making
it known through your useful paper, accom
panied by suitable engravings, he. Similar re

marks might be made with respect to poultry of

all kinds ; we all know how much they are im
proved for the table, by a destruction of their

generative powers; and as it is for the table

alone they are destined, a knowledge of every

means of improving their size and delicacy, i;

very desirable. The subject is one of the high

est interest to the country, as it concerns the

improvement in the breed of all kinds of do
mestic animals, as may go to prove, that this

hemisphere is not adverse to their highest state

of excellence. Some writers contend, that every

thing degenerates here, and our practice of

sending to Europe for animals to renew our

stock would seem to sanction this opinion

—

let us then convince them thai the fault is not

in our soil or climate, but in the neglect of the

means, which are used elsewhere. Let us mag-
nanimously take to ourselves the blame which
properly belongs to us, and acquit our country

of the reproach.

1 regret, sir, my inability to treat this sub-

ject as it should be treated,—I have far trans-

cended the limits which I had prescribed for

myself, and must end by begging that no squea
mishness or false delicacy, will prevent the in-

formation asked and being freely communi
cated.

Your friend and well wisher,

JEREMIAH SIMPLE.

Note—I ask it as a favour that my inquiries may be
answered as they are asked, in propria persona—let us
have no " Correipondents," '• Constant Readers," " Sub
.scribers," 5tc. &c.

Rockville, Frederick County., Virginia. >

December 9th, 1820. 5

Believing the American Farmer the proper
Depository of any remarkable fact, relating ei-

ther to Agriculture, or the economy of Domes-
tic Animals; although not one of its patrons, I

enclose you, (without any other apology than a

high sense of its merits) a large needle, taken
some days ago, from the stomach of a very fat

Pork Hog.
You will perceive from its appearance, that

it had remained in it, long enough, to be consid-

erably operated upon, by the Gastric Juice, be-

fore it worked through and became the Nucle-
us, of a fleshy excrescence appended to it, as

large as an egg. There is an inherent principle

in all animals, termed the Vis Medicatrix : how
far the above fact may be regarded as a demon-
stration of its existence, or how far it may sup-
port the theory of its superior energy in Quad-
rupeds under circumstances that would induce
<leath to man, is a point submitted to the learned
in Physiology to determine. Wishing you all

:he success in your pursuit, to which, your ar-

lent zeal, in the cause of Agriculture so justly

entitles you, I am.
Sir, veiy respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

JOHN HAY.
John S. SKi.vNF.n, Esquire,

"J

Editcr of the American K

Farmer., Baltimore. J

There is nothing singular or new in the working
of pins and other foreign materials, through the bodi

of living animals, except that they avoid in their
course, inflicting vital injuries, by wounding vital or-

gans, or even those of much importance in the ope-
rations of the animal functions.^this singularity is

certainly not trim physiological prescience, or senti-

mental concern, of the inorganic for organic nature,
and therefore must be referred to some inferior facul-
ty or capacity in living structure, to repel such en-
croachments. Call it what you may the fact stands
admitted and giving it a name only gives us a toy
and adds nothing to our stock of knowledge, beyond
the naked facts ;—by resorting to the term Vis
Medicatrix Naturie, the solution of the process is

merely evaded—we are not a tittle the wiser It

would seem, however that animal and even vegetable
structure is so constituted, as by its mechanism and
its ingredients to repel, the impressions of inorganic
triatteror agents, i e. The vita! parts are so much better
lined with tenacious membrane and lubricated, as

throw on the less vital parts which are more per-
meable, these movements of foreign bodies in

them, and which are necessarily carried somewhere,
by the muscular motions of the body. Nature seems

have adapted those motions theniselves—so as in

their ordinary operations, to give a tendency to

pinr — "--^''- -' "--' ' •• '
• '

def
hended, but how it repels poisonous influences,

overcomes accidental derangements, or supplies casu-
1 defects—by a series of operations involving often

the energies of the whole system, or its energies
sinking under them we
the fact here also is admitted. In this enlarged view,
the preservative or curative faculty of animal life, has
been called the Vis Medicatrix Naturx—which can
certainly imply no more than that when the process
cannot be explained—it must be ascribed to a certain
principle a somewhat we know nothing of, but which
serves to recognize acknowledged facts that this fa-

culty exists in variety, ad infinitum, in different ani-
mals and different organs of the same animal, every
one knows, perhaps, it depends on the mere grade of

bility or irritability under foreign impression,
and this again may depend on the manner in which
those known principles are shielded by organic struc
ture, or it may depend entirely on that structure.

It is obvious then, that facts which go to shew thos(
relations are interesting, and to be found chiefly ir

morbid Anatomy. But your correspondent in send
ing you the naked needle, has left its history very
imperfect ; the entire stomach preserved, would
have been a great curiosity, as displaying the physio-
logical properties of the stomach, and perhaps a very
peculiar condition of it, and even of practical utility, as
affording the basis of prognostic and grounds of treat-

ment in similar occurrences in the human species

;

since those properties dififer only in grade, suffi-

ciently familiar to Physicians for these purposes.—An
account of the precise state of the Tumour, its struc-
ture, classification and adjacent influence would be de-
irable in the absence of the specimen, as it is doubt-
ful if one parallel case would be found amidst the mul-
titude of miraculous occurrences of perforations of the
stomach. As the diversity of structure in the same
organ, gives the force to the illustrations of compa
rative Anatomy, so does its morbid conditions more
strongly illustrate similar human diseases, by the
physiological shading in the contrast. All such fact
are therefore valued and to make them fully so, the
delineations should be minute and exact—for want of

which the exhibition of the needle with only a little

raw speculation excites rather than gratifies even
euriosity. A.

The following communication has been sometime on
file, but its ])iiblicati(m has not been delayed from
any want of thankfulness to the author, whom we
did not know. It was thought most respectful to
the Agricultural Society of St. Mary's, for the ac-
tivity and intelligence of which we have as much
respect, as for any in Maryland, not to publish an
anonymous sketch of their proceedings, as long as
there was any hope of receiving a regular report.
That would seem now to be hopeless, and we
therefore give the following, with the more plea-
sure, because it is the first exhibition of a plough
ing match, that we recollect to have seen any ac-
count of in this state—may this good example have
its proper eflTect.]

Leonard Town, Md. 13«/j, Dec. 1820.

Mr. Skinner,—The " Saint Mary's County
Agricultural Society," at one of their regular
annual meetings held at this place, on the first

Wednesday after the first Monday in October
last—had their first ploughing match, an ac-

count of which was orde -ed to be published by
their " standing committee," and as it seems
to have been neglected so far, I propose to give
you an account of it.

It was the first exhibition of the kind in this

county, and did not excite that general interest

which was calculated to produce much compe-
tition. To those present it was highly gratify-

ing, and augured an increased public interest,

and more candidates for the prizes at their next
ploughing match, which takes place on the same

iguig bodies out of the fine of vital structure. The clay in the coming year. The work was well
fens.ve faculty of ammal life .s thus far compre-^^d ^^^^^^ executed, in the opinion of the spec-

tators.

Mr. Thomas Gardiner, of Brambly, from the

committee appointed to superintend the work
but partially though and award the premiums, made the following

report :—
Two horse j}loughing performance, 60 by 20

yards.
Mr. George Slye of Westham, in 51 minutes.

•in 51i do.
1st premium
of SlO.

59 do.

, 66 do.
C 2d premium
\ of S5.

dO by 10 yards.

Mr. John Leigh of Wood-
bury '

Jlr. John K. Plater, Jr. of5
j^^

Hanover 5
Mr. liichard B. Mason, of ? .

Richland, 5 '"

Two ox jiloughing fierfo;

Mr. Richard B. Mason, of ? . „_, ,, Clsi premium
Richland,

jmS^^do. ^ ^j. gj^^
Mr. H.G. S.Key, ofTudor? • „_, , C2d premium

Hall, I
'" -^^i ''*^-

I of 85.
Col. Ath's, Fenwick, of Cherry Fields, with-

drew his ox team, having unfortunately got one
of his steers injured in the foot by the point of
the plough, early in the contest.

After the Society got through the business of
the meeting, the company went to dinner, and
drank several volunteer toasts, of which I re-

collect the following :

" Speed the plough and spinning wheel," by
their President, Mr. Key.

" Domestic Manufactories, at the expense of
the adventurer, but not of the nation," by Col.
Fenwick.

" The pursuits of labour, so far as they de-
pend on their own merit," by Mr. Mason.

"Agriculture, it wants but champioss, to as-

sist and defend its interests," by Mr. Plater.

I am yours,

A BY-STANDER.
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Another case of Lock-jaw successfully treated

with Scull cap.—The anti-spasmodic virtues of

this invaluable plant, have once rnore decidedly

manifested themselves, in the following case of

confirmed tetanus or lock jaw.

On the 19th of December last, Dr. Stillwell,

was called at six o'clock in the morning, to visit

the son of Mr. John Ball, aged nine years. He
found him labouring under an affection of teta-

nus. The muscles of the neck and back were

contracted so as to draw his head forcibly back-

wards, giving at the same time, a corresponding

curvature to the spine ; the jaws were firmly set

by contraction of the masseter muscles ; the

teeth were clinched together, with great pain

under the sternum or breast bone, and other

usual symptoms of this disease. He had almost

continued spasms, which lasted 20 to 30 seconds

at a time, with intervals of about five minutes.

It appeared that about ten days before, the lad

had been pricked by the point of a brad or small

tack, which had been carelessly driven through

the heel of his shoe, and had made a slight

wound, not however so as to confine him to the

house, but which festered, and was poulticed by

his mother, when it healed entirely up, so that he

went about his recreation. In the morning of

the tenth, he perceived an uneasiness in the

wound, but so little that he did not mention it

and went to school as usual, in the evening he

comjjlained of pain in his heel and said it ran up
his thigh. Kis mother prepared a hot bath of

strong lie, in which he was directed to hold his

whole foot for a considerable time, and after ap-

plying another poultice, she put him to bed.—
He passed an uneasy night, till just before day

when he suddenly jumped on the floor, scream
ing murder. Dr. Stillwell was then sent for, and

found him in the situation described. He direct-

ed that opium should be given every half hour

in doses of half a grain each time, accompanied
with a free use of brandy or wine. At a little

past two o'clock. Dr. Stillwell called again to

see him and found that the disease had not at all

abated, but on the contrary, had gradually con

tinued to increase, although he had taken about

eight grains of the opium, without producing any

perceptible effect ; he had not touched the

!)randy, and of the wine he had swallowed but

little ; only a few spoonsful, as it did not agi

with his stomach. The Doctor then ordered that

a quantity of the scuUcap should immediately be

procured, and a strong decoction made by pour
iiig a pint and a half of boiling water upon half

an ounce of the dried herb, of which a wine glass

full should he given every fifteen or twenty mi
nutes ; and in the mean time that Dr. R. S. Kis-

bam should be sent for in case it should be deem-

ed advisable to divide the nerve or amputate

the limb, as the only means of saving his life

At four o'clock Dr. Stillwell saw the boy again,

and thought his symptoms began to abate, but

Dr. Kissam, who now saw him in consultation

for the first time, was of opinion that it was ;

clearly marked case of tetanus, and so far ad

vanced that it must terminate in death. They
agreed however, that the same treatment should

be continued, until they should visit him in the

the morning following : ordering his attendants

to give the scull cap unremittingly every fifteen

or twenty m\nutes, the wine or brandy as much
he could take, and in case they should per-

ceive any thing extraordinary that they should

also give the opium. The next morning, the

physicians on renewing their visit, found their

atient, much to their surprise and pleasure,

materially better, and giving hopes of a recove-

ry. The scullcap had been regularly adminis-

tered since they last saw him; twice the opium
had been given, but of the wine he had not tast-

ed, and of the brandy he had not swallowed

more than half a gill mixed with water. The
next morning, (the 21st) when the physicians

came again, they found him decidedly convales-

cent; he had taken the opium only once during

the twenty-four hours, had not tasted the wine

nor taken the brandy of any consequence ; but

the decoction he had steadily and perseveringly

as before directed. Dr. Kissam disconti-

nued his visits, advising him to drink the tea a

week or ten days longer. The case is conclud-

ed, by stating, that the boy is now playing about,

quite restored to health.

Such is the report of the facts and circum-

stances of this case, carefully collected from the

attending and consulting physicians, to whom it

has been submitted, and who have both consent-

d to its publication, and also from the mother

of the lad, who nursed him and gave him his

edicine. It must I cannot but believe, be per

fectly satisfactory, to every candid, liberal, and

benevolent man, in establishing beyond question,

the curative qualities of the Scutellaria laterifo-

ra in spasmodic affections. Certain gentlemen

of the faculty, will however, continue boldly still,

to deny the virtues of this plant, and to discoun-

tenance the use of it, because they say it has no

sensible effects on the palate, and therefore is

inert. But which of them I ask, can tell me
by the same criterion, the difference between a

mushroom growing in the fields, and a toad-stool

;

the former a healthy, nutritive species of food,

he latter a fatal poison, that has proved fatal to

hundreds. Everyman's recollection will supply

him with numerous similar instances. But your

ingenious, book-learned physicians, will doubtless

assert that it is not the Scutellaria, but the

opium, and the wine, or brandy, to which the

cure was owing. And if they do, it will be t-

attribute the greater effect to the lesser cause

which is equally repugnant to both sound logi

and sound philosophy. One fact will weigh mor
with men of sound common sense, than all the

theories of all the arguments that the most learn

ed acute subtilty can devise. We read that one

of the ancient philosophers (as they were called)

maintained against an opponent, that there was

no such thing as motion, on which the other got

up and walked across the floor. Truly the creed

of these ancient philosophers is not extinct

FOK THE AMERICAN FABMEB.

evergreen plant, which has been discovered in

this state, to make more beautiful and impene-
trable hedges than any thing yet tried. You
have already received a short description of this

plant from me, which has been published in tht-

American Farmer.
The tree from which these seed were gather

ed, was planted from a cutting about seven yeai

ago. Its trtmk at the surface of the earth ib

now about as large as a man's thigh, and within

ighteen inches of the ground; is separated into

more than forty branches, which have been
trained up together, to about the height of a

man, and then allowed to pass off laterally, so as

to form an a:bour, under which a number of

persons might stand. It covers a circular space

forty feet in diameter, so thickly that a heavy
shower of rain would scarcely penetrate suffi-

ciently to wet persons beneath. A single branch
which I cut, being ihe one most easily come at,

and by no means the largest, measured eighteen

feet, the growth of this year.

I am with great respect.

Your obed't serv't.

WM. W. ANDERSON.

At a sale of farming st(ick, the auGtioneer gave
the following extempore description of a beautiful

cow.
LnnR in her sides, bright in her eyes,

Short in her legs, thin in her thighs,

BiK in her rib, wide in her pins,

Full in her bosom, small in her shins,

Long in her face, fine in her tail.

And never dtficient in filling the pail.

A NATIVE EVERGREEN.
Statebiirg, South Carolina,')

December 8th, 1820. i

Dear Sir—Enclosed you will find a few of

the seed of the Rosa Cherokeensis, a native

^ms iF^iBmais

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1821.

PRICES OF PRODUCE.
Baltimore, January 26tA, 1821.

The ice still obstructs the navigation of tlii

port, and prices of produce are generally tli

same as last stated. Whiskey, however, )i

fallen to 24 to 25 cts. per gallon. Flour sells a.

83 75 per barrel. Hay, at 816, and Straw at

88 per ton.

Wood's (¥¥fce\3oi*n) T\o\i§Vvs.

Thomas Fueeuobn, having relinquished the

manufacturing ol Wood's Patent Ploughs to the '

subscribers, they offer for sale, a general assort

nient of the old and new improved premiun
pattern at very reduced prices. Orders from an\

part of the United Slates, executed on the mos'

accommodating terms.

HARISON ScTORREY,
Agricultural Re/iository, 211 Front Street,

J\/ew York.

Where Shakers and .other garden seeds, may
be had (warranted) and put up in boxes for e:.

ponation.

January 26th, J 82 1.

15ALT1M0RK,

I'l'llLIJMED KVEBT millAV,

KV .lOlIX S. SKINXEP., EUITOU
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AGRICULTURE.

Im/irovements in the cullivation of Wheat and
Inspection of Flour,

We have received an interesting memoir, fur-

nislied by B. U. Coles, Esq. to the New York
County An;riculliiral Society, uponthe cultivation

of Wheat and inspection of Flour ; in which he

has suggested several methods to improve them,
that are so i^eneial in their nature as to be every

where applicable ; and we therefore, present

such extre- ts as will place the opinions of that

writer, faiily before our readers. He has

sustiiined, by very plausible reasons, an inter-

estii\!,',, and to us, a very novel, but unsatis-

factory proposition. We mean, the abandon-

ment of our inspections of quality. Still we
think that the publication of his argument
may be useful, by leading others to assist us in

the examination of this subject. To improve
the quality of our wheat, he urges us to relieve

it, befiire seed time and harvest, from impurities

contained in it ; such as rye, cockle, smut, chess,

or cheat, and sprinjj wheat. In this recommen-
dation we heartily com iir with him. We wish

that his suggestions on this point, as conveyed in

the following extracts, may be carried into prac-

tice by the cultivators oi wheat. On uye and
COCKLE he justly remarks :

< The remedy for these evils is to sow no seed, but

such as is free from these impurities ; but should ttiey

be discovered in the ffrovving crop, they ought to be
removed. The rye plant is conspicuous, as it overtops

the wheat plant, and can be cut down any time before

the harvest, with very little labour a«d expense. The
cockle plant is so entirely distinct in its leaves, and
flower, that it can be removed by the hand, or cu
down at any period of its growth.

Smut, he appears to think,

" Cannot be attributed to a corruption of the interi

or or kernel of the grain ; otherwise, this corruptivi

process would extend beyond the part first attacked,

and involve in destruction a part of the stalk, and par.

ticularly the bran ; besides the powder called smut,

would be destroyed in its uniformity, by such putrefac-

tive decomposition."

And he infers that,

" Smut cannot be produced b\ an insect, for the

closest observers of nature can discover no relation

between the economy of the insect tribe and this dis-

ease. The sting of an insect will cause the juices of a

plant to exude in the process of circulation '; but such
an effect is exhibited on the exterior part of the plant

attacked, the fruit is only withered or shrunk, I's na-

ture is not entirely changed as in this instance ; or an

insect may resort to a plant in order to deposit its nit

safe from external injury, and where its young may find

congenial food. But there is no analogy between this

habit of the insect tribe and smut ; for still the quest'

returns, how has the farinaceous part of the grain so

completely changed its nature r"

Since then he finds no analogy between the cor
ruptive process, nor this habit of the insect tribe

and the formation of smut ; he concludes that,

" '/'Ac belter opinion seems novo to prevail ; that it is a plant

known as a parasitical fungus, the seeds of which, being

emely minute and light, are carried about through
lir, and lodging upon the wheat while in blossom.

He the place of the kernel, where they \egetate

and are matured,"

And he has endeavoured to support this opin

I, by reference to several high authorities on

the subject of smut; as well as, by adverting to

the disease called blight, rust, or mildew. His
author! are of the highest order. They dif-

fer, ho\v'ever, from each other, upon the nature

or origin of the substance, and they are of course

unsatisfactory. And his own opinion is certainly

deprived of much of its weight, by the contrast,

which he has drawn in the following passage,

between rust and smut.

Most parasitical fungi have the ability of protruding
their httle fibres within the corticle of the plant, from^

' ence tliey derive their nourishment, and from which
they cannot be easily dislodged ; but it is the singular

liropertrj ofsinul, that possessing no such capability, if seeksl

s^ from external inj7try, andthemeans of life and',

gro-ailh -ioillnn the epidermis of the grain, and -while it de-\

the juices intendedfor thefarina, leaves those for the

bran to perform their office"

We confess that our present view of this sub-

ject inclines us to think that smut is not a plant,

We have considered it a disease of whose nature
we possess no satisfactory knowledge. And we
wish experiments to be made, to ascertain its

true origin. We have thought that its immedi
ate cause, might be the diseased state of some
vessels, whereby the juices of the plant were
uffered to extide and arrange themselves che-

mically into carbonaceous matter, instead of be
ing converted into starch and gluten by a healthy

action of those vessels. The remote cause we
apprehend might be found in an unusual absorp-

tion of highly nutritive matter, and this be pre-

pared by the action of great humidity upon so-

luble substances, deposited with the seed, or its

previously existing in the soil. How the juices

of diseased wheat could become smut, or how
the healthy plant perfects grain, we do not pre-

tend even to imagine. But our view of this sub
ject may be tested pretty fairly, by forcing the

maturation of wheat, by the free application of

very nutritive materials, in solutions or powders
according to the weather. We repeat, how-
ever, that our opinions are unsettled on this sub
ject ; having never yet seen a satisfactory expla

nation of the matter. And we will now pass to

his observations upon the various methods of

preparing seed wheat, that contains smut, in or

der to destroy its injurious properties. On this

head he makes the following observations

;

It is evident that the first step to eradicate this evil

is to sow no seed wheat but what is free from smut. li

such cannot be readily procured, then wash the seed ir

common water, changing frequently the water until al

the smut be removed. There are found in difieren

communications on this subject, many receipts for

;

proper wash, such as diluted sulphuric, and other acids,

alkaline solutions, &c. but it is evident that the efi'ect

of these is altogether imaginary, for as the only object

IS ..J remove tlie stnut and cleanse the gram, experi-
ence shows that it can be done as easily by soft water,
as by any mixtures, and we are spared the trouble and
expense of procuring a nostrum, which cannot be more
etlt-ctiial, and which frequently when apphed by un-
skilful hands, will act upon the gi'ain violently, and to
the injury or destruction of its germinating powers."

He then gives us in a note the following very va-

luable account of the effects produced by seve-
ral steeps.

" Experiments to ascertain the value of the different

Steeps, in curing the stiuit in wheat, by Mr. B. Be.

van, Leighton, Bedfordshire, 19th July, 1803. witli

twelve samples of good wheat A, and twelve samples

of very smutty B."
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otli r Ciicumstances such

being at the same time favourably present.

iicult as it may be, in jiiost cases, to explain

the mode of operation ; still in this instance, as

in many others, we have the lessons of expe-

rience to guide our practice. They admonish

us never to use nitric acid in our steeps. \n6

:.\\ey as positively direct the application of lime

or sulphuric acid, whenever we are so unfortu-

nate as to be obliged to use smutty gram as seed.

By rendering smut less soluble, tliey most (iro-

bably destroy its injurious character ; which

suggestion is hazarded in illustration of our idea

of the origin of the disease. We will here

leave this part of the suject, for we are in dan

ger of passing beyond our proper sphere. W(
have no pretensions in chymical science, and

should therefore make none. It is most proba-

ble that we ought to liave suppressed our thougths

upon these operations. And we would have done

so, but for our desire to lead others into this field

of inquiry.

Of chess or cheat, it is remarked in the me-

moir that,

"It is a well known plant, possessing every chxr
KCteristic of a distinct vegetable, which repro

duces itself, and therefore there i? no reason for

the supposition that wheat will produce die

Farmers h.-ive not been sufficiently attentive to the

circumstances under which chess makes
pearance ; but have assumed it as a fact, that because

the chess crop is large when the wheat crop i^ small,

that the former is produced by the latter. If tbis be

the case, the sam- power of tr.insiorming themselves

into chess must be attributed to i)c, barley, and oats,

as they freqiienlly contain ciiess, and even Indian corn,

among which ihis plmt i-, often found growing. But
it is not so, for nature has ordained th;>t every vege-

table shall reproduce af'er its own kind, and in the

whole arrangement of her works evitlently abliors

sucli transformation. Chess is placed in the ground
either by sowing the seed, or, as is frequently the

case is carried thither in ibe manure ; and when the

season is favourable for the whe.it, the chess

subdued ; but where it is unfavourable for the wheat,

then the chess, uncmtrolled, becomes more prolific

and abundant. If care be taken that in cleaning the

whe.it, tlie rejected matter docs not go among thi

manure, and that the wheat when sown is fi\e from

chess, it is very certain that there will be no che

the crop."

Summer wheat he observes,

wuter and heat farmer and mercaant, by an adequate distinction

Jjif. price between the different qualities of wheat, as they

;,^ are free from, or mixed with impurities, which differ.

price sh.dl act as a stimulus to neat and jui"

cious tillage. I would suggest therefore the propriety

of some rule, wl; ch shall distinguish between the foullqualii

and dein ulie.it."

We have thus given a full view of the me-
hods recommended by Mr. Coles as worthy of

being adopted by our farmers, to whom they

present invaluable suggestions on the subject of

improving tlie quality of their wheat. And we
shall now lay the views of that gentleman upon
the subject of our inspections of quality as f;iir-

ly before our readers : putting in Italics those

passages to which our concluding remarks are

intended to be particularly applied.

He observes.

When the quality of flour is subjected to

an inspector, he tests it by some
rule or standard, wfiich from its nature must
be very inaccurately defined, and for the most part

altogether ideal: but as it is the characteristic of

y, it is extremely rare that the article

peeled will contiirm to the saiidard set up, or if it

do, that standard must be ever varying, so as to pre-

ent the long coiUiniiance of any uniform plan. But as

the inspector's mark is tlie criterion of its worth,
hatever may be its intrinsic merit, all endeavour to

reduce the quality, and yet obiain from the inspector

the mark of the highest value; for hoioever superiour i

napector's standard an article mat) be, the seller -m

eceivefor it an additional fanhins, either at home m\
abroad.

am fully however of the opinion, that the radical

source of the evil we now lament, may be traced

the principles upon which the office of inspector of

Hour is constituted : and that unless the dut;

hat office are entirely changed, all efforts to correcl

the evil will be of but temporary benefit. Upon this

subject 1 shall now enlarge, and endeavour to estab.

sh the truth of the proposition, that it is the tenden-

cy of all inspections of the quality of an article, tr

reduce it, unless such quality can be tested bv well

defined rules of unerring accuracy : from which it

follows, I think, that the duties of inspectors sliouli

be confined to quantity alone.

It is with some diffidence that I enter upon the

consideration of this point, because I fear that the

community, from prejudice in favour of an old cu;

torn, the propriety of which has perhaps been hither-

to unquestioned, will be unwilling to acknowledge
the justice of any objections against it, unless they

lead to something like mathematical demonstration,

of which I fear the subject does not admit ; but if

my conclusions are not equivalent to arithmetical cer

tainty, they approach, I think, as near it as any moral

proof can do.

" When an article of merchandise is prepared at

ny place, and its quality decided by an individual

ppointed by ' " "

lie article is derived from that place and that indiv

dual, and not from the person who manufactured or

pvppared it Tims flour is designated as New York
flour, in contradistinction to Itichmond, Petersburg!

BlUimore, or Pliiladelphia flour;—Xew Vork beef or

potash as contradistinguished from Boston beef and
potash :—Virginia tobacco, as contradistinguished

from Maryland or Kentucky tobacco : proving that

the general character given to the article at the place

of export, is that by which its value is estimated

rather than the reputation of the person who prod
dit.

' This

" Is an inferior gr.iiii ; it ought not therefore to bi

mixed with the winter whe;.t any more than rye, but

should be britught to market in a separate state
'

And upon the careless or intentional mixing

of different qualities of wheat by merchants, he

very properly remarks.

'< If the merchant cold be induced to keep
separate the: different qualities of gr.iin as they

are brought to ma ket, the effect would be alnios'

instanstaneously, to !J;i\e us a large proporticm of wheal

frorn our state, equal m value to any whatever. The
^ „-,,„;,„ conpinction -mth other's of a dmilar kind, p.

holders ot the wheat would in such a case not receive ^„'.

a less price f u- the inferior grain, and would obtaii

itive formuch hitifher price for the superior. The
this practice of mixing the dffcrent qudities

wheat together, is no doubt to raise the quality of

the inferior; but it 'he subject be well understood, it

will be lound that the effect of this reduc ng s\siem

always is, ritlier to depress the good article, tl

incri-ase the value of the inJifl'erent I liave

endeavoured to st.te the causes of the depreciated

nature uf A'ew York wheat incident to the gi-ain itself,

and have annexed to each the mode of removing
them ; but it will easily be perceived of how littl

benefit are all exertions to effect an improvemen
unless a strong appeal be made to the interest of the|important ag'ent.

' How effectually, by this system, are the designs of
nature perverted ;—the lair ground of competition

should be, who shall furnish the best article and at

the cheapest rate : a principle to which we
debted for most of the numerous comforts we enjoy,;

derived from the arts ; but in this instance the object

f competition is, who shall make the poorest articlei

and obtain for it the mark of the highest quality^

which entitles it to the greatest price ; a ground nj

contest, that it may readily be conceived must lead to r."

Hess system of trich and imposture affainst -w/i:'
'

how dijfficult it must be for any individual succensfi

contend, even when his i7iterests and Ids feelings hi

combine to render it desirable. But in the jpresent cast

gret to say, that the interest and the feelings ot

the inspector are with the manufacturer. The sub-

ject of his office is prepared by the manufacturer, and
the emoluments are dependent iipon him ; and if thou,-

emoluments are derived from fees rather than a slated sa-

lary, it is exndent that the greater the ijuantity offeredfor
nspection, the greater tnli be the profits ofthe office. Thii.':

every inspector is interested to increase tlie subject mutter

fids office. All facilities, therefore, afforded to the

manufacturer—every advantage thrown into his scale,

are inducements to him to multiply his article : and
the other hand, the more the difficulties in the ma-

nagement of his business are augmented, the more is

embarrassed, and disposed to confine his operations

within moderate bounds.

g <ciA inspection," and that " is a bad

.nspection," are terms very usually employed, to de

note the value of the article offered for sale : th

putation of the manufacturer, or producer, being thus

wholly kept out of view, and merged in the inspector's

brand.

" 77ie purchaser regards very little the intrinsic merit

of the article itself, but only tite general character it has

pared at the same place, and designated by the inspects

as being ofthe same standard.

" Tlie tendency of this principle is truly unfortunate,

•IS it levels all distinction of persons, and preven'

the acquisition of individual reputation : by its ope
ration, the judicious efforts of one person

, by the ii. .,

another, and the zeal and merit of some, are restrain

ed and impaired by the supinenpss oi others. All

encouragement to emulation is withdrawn, and that

c^.mpetition, which is the parent of improvement, be
comes completely paralyzed. It is in producing these

pernicious effects, tliat the inspector of flour is

It is very difficult, and requires unwearied atten-

tion, nice c.ilculation, and active industry, uniformly

for that purpose, the character of'o give satisfaction to the consumer and profit to the

manufacturer, 't'he Creator h..s wi.ely ordained, that 'j

success ill life shall be the reward of great ctertion,

principle to which the human disposition is so

very repugnant, that men would sink into indolence

and lethargy, were they not constantly awakened and
roused into action, by the pen;'lties attached to inert-

ness. Every person feels the force of this besetting

in ; it is the few who possess vigour and energy
nough to resist its influence and check its progies.s,

who succeed. But when the active energy and skill

of one individual, as in this case, are of no more avail

than the indifference and carelessness of another, ttie

great stimulus to exertion is withdrawn, and sU b

listless and negligent.

.\gain, when an inspector designates the qu.-il'

of an article, that responsibility or accountabili;

which is the great security for correct conduct :m

judicious management, is complety t:iben away fr

parlies. If the article is CDiriplained of .13 bci-

inferior quality, the maker of it justly rephes, tli

s the inspector, whom the law has vested with I

power of stamping its ciiaracter, and to him does
refer to explain how it has happened that an infei

i

article should have received the denomination of i

'

superiour. This is at all times a sufficient apology •

the part of the manufacturer, and furnishes him v.i:

convenient and legal cover, for his voluntary

unintentional negligence in the management
• " 'le per-

nicious consequences of this system, if the law, whik
t relieved the manufiicturer from responsibility, shoulu
have fi.xed it upon the inspector ; but unfortunately

is not the cause ; for notwithstanding an inspec-

should give to an article a character much beyond
what it intrinsically merits, yet he is not liable to make
ood in damages to the person who suffers the injury
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sustained. Could such a principle be established, it

would be impossible to find a man sufficiently affluent

to execute the office on such terms, lor the wealth of

no iiuhvidiial would be ciimpeleiU to satisfy demands
winch Would tlien be made, in consequence of errors

(piMceediiig from ignorance, negligence, or design)

committed in the performance of his official duties.

Indeed be, from the -•ery i of th: ngs,

that the inspector should be made responsible in

fortune. Neitlier is he in reputation, for if he were,

how deep in infamy and disgrace must those inspectors

have sunk, under whose administration the staple com-
modity of our state has declined to so degraded a con-

dition. All those who have attended to this svtijectfor a

lunnber of years pasty must be sensible that neither the ma-

mifactwer or inspector are at all responsible, either in their

fortune or reputation, for the good or bad qiiultlij of the

articles prepared for commerce, and -which are subject to

inspection.

" The feelings also oT the inspector, as well as his

intere.it, coincide with the manufacturer. It is rare

when an article is oft'ered for inspection that the pur-

cb-'-ser is present ; but the seller is almost always eithtr

present himself or represented. Thus is an opportu-

nity afi'orded, uninterrupted by the presiriice and claims

of the purchaser, to operate on tlie passions, interest,

or feelings of the inspector, and by arguments draw
from public or private considerations, to induce

partial determination- The interest and feelings of

the purchaser, who is unknown, are frequently neg-

lected, and the injury to the one being remote, while

that to the oth r is immediately experienced, the obli-

gation to an impartial judgment, which, should be sa-

credly regarded, is often slightly felt and but faintly

pr.ictised. But I do not hesitate to say, that it is ut-

terly impossible for any inspector to determine the in.

trinsic merits, and pioperly decide the value of this

article, by the simple examination of the eye, (thi

mode usually practiced,) unassisted bj- a knowledge o
those latent circumstances, which are possessed by thi

maker alone.

" It is es.sential to the right conception of the true

value of flour, that the purity of the raw material,

and the mode of ni.inufacturing it, should be under-

stood ; for any person familiar with the subject knows
full well, that fivqnently the eye is gratified with the

appearance of the flour, which when baked into bread

will be found to disappoint the expectations that had

been formed of it ; and on the contrary, it frequently

occurs that the article though not so fair to the sight,

will give great satisfaction when used. Thus if wheat
is contaminated with smut, the full measure of

defect will not be perceptible in the flour ; but when
mixed into dough, and baked into bread, the whole
feriority of the raw material is fully brought to view,

the dark and disgusting appearance of the bread. This
is the case, though not to the same extent with the

other impurities with which wheat is usually conta

mlnated.

"There is also, in passing through the hands of the

manufacturer, a variety of modes, by which an ' "
'

:U'ticle, or the inferior parts of the same article, may be
so intermixed with the superior, as materially to injure

Us bread-making qualities, though to the most rigid

scrutiny it may appear well fitted to the purpose for

which it was intended.

" There is one defect in wheat which is exceed
ingly injurious, and which it is impossible to detect

in the flour by the eye alone, and that is if the wheat
be grown in the ear. Flour from this description of

wbeat may, to all appearance, possess every quality

of excellent meal; but it is well known that it is im-

the New York standard. All who are familiar with

the subject, have remarked how degenerate of late

has become a great, proportion of the southern

flour : the Fredericksburgh flour is materially de-

lated, and has not tor some time past ranked

e the New York. Petersburg!! flour is daily

becoming more degentrate, and the operations of

ast year have much injured the reputation and

alue of the Philadelphia flour. Richmond flour

till preserves its superiority, but not its original

)urity, and it is a familiar remark among the

dealers, that even this description has of lute much
degenerated. Each of these places have inspecti

if they I'.ave not promoted, al least ha%e not b

able to arrest this general tendency to deterioration

it is a correc

urge tne compa
fluur, that its proslratioi

)f competition, and that it miist eventu.illy share the

iite of others.

poss ble to make from it bread of a wholesome and
digestible nature ; because the circumstance of the

grain being grown, destroys the susceptibility of the

lour to be acted upon by leaven, and therefore it re-

sists the influence of exciting causes, and remains a

dead and inactive mass. After all these observations

it may immediately be inquired, %uhy the souther

wheat and four is so much superior to the JVew Tor

wheat AnAfour, as the former have inspectors as well

as thela'.ter.' To this I reply, that the same causes

have in fact depreciated the southern flour, and are

progressing with unerring steps to reduce it also

ly estimate its value and merit, it evidently I thinjc

follows, that the office of inspector should be abolished
as it respects the quality of the article, and be entirely

confined to quantity. Tims will each manutiicturer be
placed on his own exertions, and become respoi;sible

in his reputation, fortun?, and future prospects, for his
good or bad management. Until this reformation be
efiected by legislative interference, and until the office

of inspector shall be constituted upon entirely new
princpks, it is much to be apprehended that all efforts

towards permanent improvement will be in vain. It

xill perhaps be objected to this change in the system of in-

ijirction, tha: the tontinunilfi 'tuonld thereby be exposed to

tiiinij impositions ; and that this woidd be the case to a lim-

ted extent, cannot be denied, but the effect of siich a mea-
fficient reply to those who sure would only be to substitute (if I may so express my-

excellency of southern self ) impositions of but partial operation, -ahich could be
ly retarded by the absence guarded against, and for which there would then be a
... . ,..11.. .1 "—'remedy, for those which are now universal, and what is

vorse, in a great degree encouraged and legalized by
he present system of inspection."" Nor can I here avoid remarking also the agency

of the New York inspectors in producing the degi

acy of the southern flour. New York is the great

nart for southern produce, and a greater part ot tlu

flour exported from thence passes through this market
It can readily be conceived how much it is the disposi

ol the smaller markets, to conform themselves to

the larger, and to comply with ihe rules set up
by the large markets, whether they be to en

hance or depreciate the quality and value of an article

I think it is evident therefore, that unless some meastires

be adopted of energy and effect to arrest the general

dency to depreciation, that the whole four of the United

States, and the -wheal as connected -urith it, leitl he reduced

a base and unworthy character ; a circumstance -which

will deeply -wound the interests of our country, by depi

ng us ofthose markets, lohich -we no-w supply in consequence

if the goodness ofour artlde.

" I am satisfied that the idea of the inspector of th.

quality of an article is peculiar to this country ; for

3 ti<r as I can inform myself, (and I have taken con

derable pains for that purpose) tlu re is no such

officer in Europe as inspector of the (jtiality of flour,

any other article that does not admit of mathe
matical precision. The strength and purity of spirits

tested by the hydrometer, the quantity of clo'h is

.iscertained by the yard measure, wine by the gallon

ugar by the pound weight ; but the qualities of these

rticles, as well as that of flour, have in Europe bee

eft, as they always should be, to the discernment of

he purchaser. It is not, however, flour alone whicl

has been debased by the inspectors of quality ; every

article of our country v;hich has been s'lbject to such

nelul supervision has experienced a similar deprecia-

tion; ashes, beef, pork, and tobacco, have all been de

graded by the same pernicious influence ; and ho-wevei

some of these articles may have emergedfrom their low and
degraded condition, their improvement is to be attributed

much more to severe pressure upon those who prepare them

for market, and who have suffered severely from their de-

', than to any benign agency of inspectors. In

•roof ofthis fact, I will mention as an instance the

attempt to improve the J\fe^a Yorkfour. In consequence

fits degraded state it had been almost wholly excluded

from tlwse markets heretofore supplied by us ,- a circvjii

7iihich has operated painfully upon the mamfactvr
er's interest, and taught him the necessity of improvint

•tide, in order to bring it again into consumption

a necessity ho-u>ever not created by the inspector, and an
provement rather adverse than consonant to the views of

that officer.

" If then I have succeeded in proving that the inspec-

tor of flour is the primary and continued cause of the

evil we now lament ; if it is the natural tendency of

the exercise of that officer's functions to depreciate

the subject of his care and attention ; if he withdraw
that responsibility from the manufacturer, which can

alone form the true basis upon which rests a security

for the coiTect, upwright and beneficial management
of his affairs, and does not assume that responsibilit;

himself, either in his reputation or his fortune i if hi

level all distinctions of persons or exertions, and pre

vent desirable competition ; if from the very nature

of the article, no person but the manufacturer can ful

nferior generacy,

Otir readers have now before them the in-

genious reasons by which Mr. Coles seeks to

inaimain his unfavourable opinion of inspection

of quality. And although his views may not be

adopted, still the investigations which he has

opened, muy lead to practical and useful results.

His opinions seem to rest upon three proposi-

tions :

First, That it is impossible satisfactorily to

define the qualities of flour.

2ndly. That it is the interest and practice of

inspectors to permit the character of flour to

become gradually more and more degraded,

that by increasing the quantity manufactured,

heir fees inay increase.

Srdly. That it is the interest of the manufac-
turer, to make his flour rather below, than equal

to, or above the standard, because he can get as

much for the worst, if it passes inspection, as

he can for the best.

These are substantially the reasons upon which

he founds his opposition to inspections of quality,

and we candidly admit, that after having impar-

ially and attentively considered them, wc are not

convinced that it is necessary, or could even be

advantageous to abandon regulations which have
been so universally adopted, and so implicitly

relied upon, in this country.

For although we may not be able to " define

the quality of flour with mathematical accura-

cy," still we can reach a degree of probability

so near to moral certainty, as to assure us of the

intrinsic, relative value of commodities. By
causing many trials of flour to be made by skil-

ful Bakers, under the eyes of honest Inspectors,

these taking critical notice of the colour, taste,

smell, tenacity, and fineness of the different

parcels, and comparing the results ; rae should

uififiose, thnt a sio«rffi7T/ could be fixed to an-

swer every commercial purpose. And, also, that

this standard could be as easily maintained. For
practice would quicken the perceptions, and
experience correct the decisions of the inspec-

tors, whose integrity is guaranteed by the most
solemn sanctions. Nevertheless, there %vould

still be room for the judicious exercise of a su-

perintending care on the part of a superior offi-

cer, and advantages be found, in the unceasing
vigilance of our councils, or those who legis-

late upon the subject of inspections. Frequent
investigations should be made, that the laws

might be aiiiended, 01* the officers removed, as

should appear to be necessary. We have in
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this city recently experienced the good effect of

a revision of the laws establishing our standard

and this recollection leads us to the considera

lion of the second proposition.

We thhik that Mr. Coles has been peculiarly

unfortunate in the opinion which he has advanced

in relation to the disposition of inspectors, for

we know that the flour inspectors of Baltimore,

are among the most strenuous advocates of

the highest or best standard. The happy effect

which follow their faithful execution of our

amended laws, and their good conduit in con-

tributing to raise the standard of the inspection,

under the direction of our city councils, and

from a persuasion of its commercial expedien

cy, is so well attested by a memorial lately pre-

sented to the Legislature of Maryland, signed

by upwards of one hundred of our most respec

table dealers in country produce and exporting

merchants, that we cannot express our own opin.

ions better, than by presenting them in the lan-

guage of that memorial.

" The City of Baltimore, since its Incorpora.

tion in l^ge, feeling the immense importance

of having a proper and honest Inspection of

flour, in which it had an interest not incompa
tible with that of the growers of wheat, or with

that of the millers, its corporation has spared no

effort, or attention, to devise the most effectual

means practicable to attain so desirable an ob-

ject. Its Ordinances on the subject are the fruit

of inquiry, observation and experience. Having
called in aid the judgment of the wisest citi-

zens, and sent two of the Inspectors to Philadel-

phia to ascertain the standard adopted to that

City, and the practices pursued in that olde,

market ; the provisions on this subject are now
well matured, and have had the effect to

the reputation of Baltimore flour in Foreign

markets, and place it in a rank with that from
Philadelphia. Previous to those provisions, the

character of Philadelphia flour stood higher than

any other shipped from the United States. The
reasons why Baltimore flour then stood lower

than that shipped from Philadelphia, were ob-

viously the former mode of appeal and the fre-

quent inspection of the article in dark warciious-

es. The evidence of these evils produced the

present excellent method of appeal, and inspec

tion in tlie open air, so that universal saiisf.tction

has been consequently given to all parties con.

cerned in the matter. There are three inspec-

tors, all of whom are principals, who change
their districts weekly, and are known to be men
of approved skill and incorruptible integrity

This statement let it he remembered, is given

by those who in this large market, deal most ex
tensively in the article. It satisfies us, that it

was entirely owing to an error in the to

decisions of our city councils, that the standard

of our flour inspection w^as found by experience

to be commercially, too low. It unequivocal

ly defends our inspectors from the charge of

wishing to degrade the character of our flour
;

or of being adverse to its improvement. It

sures us, that the flour inspectors of Baltimore
have been found to be impartial, and faithful

officers ; and we arc willing to believe that the

inspectors of other cities are as virtuous

those of our own.

If inspectors find it difficult to determine the

quality of each barrel with accuracy, how much
more so must it be for the consumers and espe-

cially for the exporters, to inform themselves

upon this subject ? It appears to us impossible

the management of an extensive commerce
do without a class of persons, whose busi

ness it shall be to ascertain the quality of corn

modities. In this country we call such person;

inspectors. They are appointed under law:

which govern their decisions, and guarantee

their fidelity. And although such office or re-

gulation may have no existence in Europe, still

we apprehend that the same duties are there

performed under a difl'erent name, but with no

better security against imposition. In Europe;

thousands of persons are employed as brokers

drawing samples, and ascertaining qualities

And in this country we have to decide whe-

ther it is best to retain a few inspectors, or dis-

pense with them, that we may employ more
Stokers.

We are convinced that Mr. Coles has misun
derstood both the disposition and interests of

inspectors ; and we believe, that this will be

made still more obvious, by an examination of

the third proposition.

From what has already been said, we think it

appears, that whether the reputation of

spection be low and even degraded ; or higli

and in great estimation, we may fairly conside

the legal enactments establishing the quality of

the inspected article, as the true and imme-
diate causes of their reputation. When those

whose duty or right it is to establish the quality

of an inspection, are deciding upon the degree

of fineness that shall constitute the standard,

they will naturally be governed by different

views, turning wholly upon expediency, as con-

nected with the interests of those who are con-

cerned in the production, use, or sale of the

commodity. And hence we find that various

standards have been established in several of

our cities. In New York and Frederickburg the

lowest grades, that we are acquainted with, had

been adopted in their inspection of flour ; and

in Philadelphia the highest existed, until Bal-

timore recently established the same qualities.

Of Riclimond flour, we know but very little

not much more, than Mr. Coles appears, by his

memorial, to have known of Baltimore flour.

—

Now the different estimation in which the in-

spections of these cities have been and are still

held, by those who consume their flour, comes
directly in support of the opinion, that it is an

easy matter to establish a standard of quality,

possessing suflicient accuracy to answer every

commercial purpose. The late attempt to im-

prove the flour inspection of New York, and

the recent change which has been made in that

of Baltimore, are both attributable to the action

of the same cause. The inferiority of their in-

spections was depriving those cities of advan-

tages in other markets. It was found to be the

interest of the farmer, miller, inspector and

merchants to gratify the consumer by improv-

ing their qualities. It has been discovered

that the interests of all are affected, by the

character of the inspection, and that they are

best promoted when the established qualities

are so good as to acquire a high reputation

and by consequence to command an ..xtcnsive

sale. But upon this point the memorial ol Mr.
Coles appears to be replete with coniiadiciions.

At one time it assures us, that in order to in-

crease the quantity of the manufactured article,

by doing whicli his fees would be augmented, it

the interest of the inspector to form a

degraded standard, and it represents Mini as al-

ways .adverse to any improvement in tlie quality

the inspections ; whilst in other passages he
tells us, that the Hour of New York haa iiccn ex-

cluded from markets by its degraded character,

and he warns us that the United States are in
)

danger of losuig the advantage of supplying mar-]

kets in which ihe e.'ccellence of their flour, 1

heretotore, caused it to be preferred. But
will not enlarge upon those contradictions,

we are satisfied that however degraded the

putation of an inspection may be, it should

usually referred to the baseness of the legal|

standard, and but very seldom, to the turpitude
j

of inspectors, or improper dispositions of manu-
factures.

A desire on the part of those who are particu-

larly interested in having our inspection laws progj
eriy framed and faithfully executed, is not <

highly honourable, but may be very useful

;

we therefore hope, that it will always exist

be ever discreetly and justly exercised. Thej^

will then be no difficulty in ascertaining to

cause, the general reputation of an inspection
|

attributable. And when this is acknowledge

we can easily remedy any delect, by revisit]

standards, or removing our officers,

can if we please secure lor our inspection i

highest reputation, ny causing our own supfl

fine brands to be i)ut, only upon the very

quality that it is possible to make. But of

expediency of establisliing this exalted standard,!

those are the best judges, who deal most in thi

icle, or whose duty it may be to inform

themselves on this subject. We presume how-

1

ever, that there is a height beyond which the I

uperfine standard cannot be advantageously car-1

led. For we have often ssen, and made use ofg

, superior kind of which no great deal is manu-
factured.

It is called in this city family or Baker's flour.

It is so much better than superfine, that it always
j

commands from 50 cents to one dollar more per]

barrel. It is made under the well founded ex-i

pectation of getting a price for it, as much above
j

that of superfine, as the article itself may be in-

trinsically worth. And this difference is paid upon
the mere representation of the manufacturer.

These facts lead us to suggest, that our in-

spection laws might probably be improved, by
j

inserting a clause calculated to excite individual

enterprise, and intended to give a mixed repu-

tation to our flour : one that is general, depend-

ing upon the brand of our inspector, the other

particular, and resting upon the name of the

manufacturer. The fanciful names of our mills
\

are now often branded upon our flour ; and these,

J

we think, might advantageously give place to the

real names of the manufacturer. Individual re-

putation could then be acquired, and the commu-
:

niiy be at the same time protected from the gross

impositions and embarrassments to which we be-

lieve an abandonment of the inspection of quali-

ty would immediately lead.
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If then the character of our inspections is de-

termined by the standards of quality enacted by

our statutes, the third proposition of Mr. Coles,

is deprived of its force ; for our inspection will

be good or indiflPerent according to the requisi

tions of the law; and we shall ordinarily find

ourselves under no necessity to impeach the mo-

tives of manufactures or inspectors in order to

account for tiie degraded character of a city in

spection ; nor be subject to false and injurious

impressions as to the character and conduct ot

these useful and respectable portions of our fel-

low citizens. This we conceive not only the

right, but the absolute duty of the manufacturer

to make his commodity no better than the stan-

dard, when he expects to get no more for it, than

is currently obtained for the standard quality.

For if he should regulate his pra^ctice by the

opposite opinion, he would soon be ruined and

driven from his business. His competitors by

making their articles no better than the law re-

quires, could afford to sell their flour lower than

he could, paying the same price for wheat, and

yet gain ; whilst he would be losing by making

his commodities better than the standard. A gains

the commission of this destructive error, his in

terests will give him early and useful admoni

tions, and by tl.e strict observance of these, he

will improve his own situation, and best perform

his d>!iy to society.

Since then we are convinced that the interests

of ail, are best protected by the operation of in

specii.'^n laws, and that the integrity of our in

spectors, and the reputation of their brands, may
be easily preserved by proper vigilance on the

part of th'Se who frame our statutes, we shall

content uurselves at present with recommending,

that frequent examinations of the inspected ar-

ticles be made by those whose duty or right it

may be to amend our laws. And in our next

number we shall present some very interesting

extracts from a publication, by Mr. John C.

Brush, of Washington City, upon the compari-

tive quality of Wheat and Flour, in the northern

and southern states, with instructions showing

how to improve the quality, &c. &c.

inue to do so until March. Observation determines
the rest it requires. But I do not graze it, whenever
the ground is so wet, as to admit ef being poached.
It holds the ground longer, and resists intnidL-rs

more vigorfiusl\, than any highland grass I knn-.v.

I mean gradually to make it my chief resource both

for hay and grazing.

I suppose the red top and herd's grass to be the

ame. Well reclaimed meadow land suits it best.

It will grow well on level stitf high land. It is bet-

for hay than grazing, but I graze it severely af-

it is cut fcir hay, until Christmas. AH stocks

ire extreuH-ly fond of it, and the only grazing

feet it has, is, that it does not yield as mucSi in ttnit

way as snmcuther grasses. If the ground is ti^owet,

us'lies creep into it ; when the ground is dry, and
s much grazed, white clpver slowly assails il ; b

IS more tenacious of its hold, than any other ar

ficial lowland grass I know. 1 prefer sowing it

he fall, either upon wheat immediately sown, or

among corn, the ground being lirst put in tilth. In

both cases it is better to cover it as slightly as pns-

ble ; but in both I have left it uncovered, tn the

guardiansliip of the weather, with success. Smvn,
mixed with timothy, a belter crop may be expected
the first year, but it will gradually eat out the ti-

mothy, and I have had it good and thick, for eight

years after every stalk of the timothy has disap-

peared. It makes both good seed and hay at the

C^ommunicated by G. W. JeflFreys, Esq. of North
Carolina, for the American Farmer.

a, I>ortlioynl,X)ec.6, 1817

IF.AR SII

I have not the means of ascertaining the Linn;

name of either of the grasses I sent you the seed of

nor whether the tall kind is that described by Doctoi

Mease, nor whether it is the species of grass im
ported by Dr. Muhlenhurg. Several of my son:

have been in Pennsylvania lately, and saw it only ai

Dr. Logan's in a very small quantity, who called it

by all the three names you mention. It is probable,

either that it has been neglected, or inadquately

tried, or that it may not suit that soil or climate

Stocks of ill! kinds graze well on the meadow
though when mixed with red clover, they prefer the

latter. Hogs are most pertinacious in this prefer

ence. It bears grazing better than any other grass,

and more frequent repetitions of it, allowing it short

intervals to spring up, after being eaten down. It

affords, after being well set in strong stiff land, graz

ing nearly or quite through the winter. Cut, after

it is in flower, and before the seed ripens, it makes
fine hay; and good, after a portion of the seed is

ripe. The tops being dipt off with a sickle for

seed, the residue will make tolerable hay, and this

is the best mode of saving seed. As soon as r

springs after being cut, I begin to graze it, and con-

ing and improving exhausted soils; when a judi-

cious process accompanies the management in

the culture, none exceeds it.

Under the impression of those considerations,

and to remove at least, one of the obstructions

10 a more general and liberal use of the seed of

so yaluable a product, I take the liberty of pre-

senting (for the American Farmer) a specifica-

tion and description of a jnill for the purpose of

liberating the seed from the head and pods—

a

process not perhaps so well understood as the

culture of the grass.

The greater the facility of obtaining the seed,

[the more liberality in sowing it may reasonably

be expected.

The construction of a mill in every district of

country that has began the culture of clover, has

a stimulating effect— it gives every farmer the

opportunity, whether his crop is less or more,

to have the seed readily prepared, either for

his own use, or the market, at a certain rate of

cost or toll, which has generally been the same
as the toll for grinding of grain

—

one tenth.

In the details, some technical terms will be

made use of, to give mechanics a better under-

can be saved v/ith little expense. Hence, the qua
tity to be sown on an acre is not important, because

grass seed crainot be snwn too thick. Could it be

cleaned of the chaff, a peck would amply suffice for

an acre, but as this is difficult, I would recommend
a bushel. B-dt tlie quality of the seed, like clover

the pug, must be estimated upon view.

My hogs are grazed, ringed, on clover and mea-
w oat ; and 1 find, when fattening, much benefit

from such grazing two or three hours daily, near
their pen.

I sow wheat, when I have time to pursue the best

mode in my opinion, with trowel hoes, all small,

(except that for opening the middle furrow) drawn
by one horse, plowing with the mould board towards
the corn, and thus raising the ridge on which the

corn grows. The mould boards are narrow, and
placed three or four inches above the bottom of the

plough, so that it may work deep, and cover the

heat shallow. The middle furrow is opened as

deep and wide as two strong horses can eStct it, by
'arge trowel hoe plough, and two large mould

boards. I strive to have it deep and wide, and
widiout wheat, and many experiments have con-

saving labour in the subsequent preparation for corn.

and the improvement by deepening the soil. Har-

rowing upon a hill fallow, is undoubtedly the best

mode of putting in wheat, but among corn, often

foul with growing grass, and in narrow five and a half

tf-et ridges, it is rejected, as inconvenient, and too

slightly woiking the ground
I dare not flatter myself with so beneficial a re

suit of my efforts to advance the science of agri

Iture, as you are pleased to expect, but they shall

be co-extensive with my ability ; and I hope, that

actuated by the same motive, instead of withholding

your correspondence, you will hereafter reciorocate
with me the discoveries of your experience, and ex-

tend the benefits of your exertions to

Yours, respectfully,

JOHN TAYLOR.
N. Ti. October and November, rather the latter

are the months in which I sow the red top seed.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Desoifllion of a MILL for gettijig out Clover Se

BY CALEB KIRK.

Clover is considered the best grass cultivated

in the United States, especially for the reclaim

same cutting, so that an abundance of the former standing of the subject ; especially mill-wrights

that kind.

A moderate water pov/er will drive a four

feet stone, whose friction is confined to about

six inches of the outer skirt, the more central

part being hollowed out about two inches to re-

ceive the chaffy seed, especially the running

stone, whose velocity ought to be from one hun-

dred to one hundred and twenty revolutions in a

minute.

The head of water, the water wheel, and geer-

ing, must be proportioned, and constructed to

produce the motion and effect desired from the

stones ; this part of the subject may be readily

understood by a mechanic of common skill.

The mill house should be at least two stories

high, and capacious enough to contain the ma-
chinery, and have room on the second floor to

hold several wagon loads of the chaffy seed, as

the season fur getting out seed presses on the

miller, for room to store the bulky article away,
>i me, that the crop is thereby increased, how-

, r , ,. •.,
i

-. n-
the surface may be contracted, in addition to'f brought faster than his mill can work it oft

" The speed of working depends much on the

weather—if wet or damp, it is less speedy than

when dry and frosty.

A strong frame, or husk (as it is termed) is

built over the geering, similar to a grain mill,

which consists of a main cog-wheel on the water

wheel shaft, that drives a counter wheel, that

works in the trundle, or pinion on the stone

spindle, as the case may be, either wood or iron

geering. This husk should not be as high as the

first floor, by about twenty inches, in order that

the running stone may run immediately below

the floor ; that part of the floor above the stone to

be moveable, so that the stone may be hoisted

up by a crane, to dress occasionally—and

which must be kept two inches hollow near

the eye, which ought to be fourteen inches

diameter, to receive the seed without choak-

ing, leaving as before stated, about six inches

of a true face at the circumference of each

stone, to be picked rough, but not furrowed

as grain stones—the quality of them should

be granite of a sharp grit, not very hard, (com-
pared with grain stones) the runner is hung:
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on a stiff line, with either three or four horns;
hung very true, and a tube or cylinder of sheet
iron fitted in the floor, immediately over the eye
of the stone, projecting into the eye, ncai

o the rine, to pass the seed through, and whici
prevents its coming into contact with the stone

in passing in, and by that means also prevents it;

being choaked by attaching to the eye by the cen
trifugal motion, and which would otherwise have
to be attended and liberated by hand assistance

I shall be more particular on this point, as it i;

one of the greatest importance to get a regular

feed administered to prevent delay in giindins

as well as regularity in the cleaning apparatus.'

I shall suggest a wooden spring, (though I ne
ver saw it used) fastened stationary, with the

lower end made small and elastic to touch tlic

rine, as the horns would be striking the low
end of it, keep it in a continual tiemour and by
that means shake the chaffy seed into the stones

with much regularity ; this being accomplished,

the miller's judgment must regulate the opera-

tion of the stone to give as \\\uc\\ friction as they

will bear without bruising the seed, which fails

from the spout that delivers it inta the mouth of

the elevating buckets, as they are passing l;y,

and carrying it up to the top of the upper story,

enclosed in a box, or pipe twelve inches square,

with more inclination than grain elevators, about
five feet inclined to ten of perpendicular height

;

the elevator bo:i to be a little more enlarged at

the first receiving the seed, by having the upper
side or cover not very close to the bucket, to

prevent choaking by any irregulaiity that may
happen in the delivery from the stones, as those

irregularities will sometimes happen from much
short straw, or rubbish in some parcels of seed
The elevator delivers the seed into the first

fan, falling on the shoe, or coarse riddle that re.

ceives it, and takes all the straw out, leaving

nothing to pass through more than is necessary

to be returned back to the stones for a second
grinding—the dust having blown out through a

tube, or pipe the full width of the fan, and six

teen inches deep that conveys it through a win
dow quite out of the mill.

The seed and chaff that yet contains seed

falls into a second fan, about half the size of the

former, by falling on a shaking sifter, with a

fine, brass wire sieve— all the seed is sifted out

that has been liberated from the pods and the

mai)>
This process is continued till the parse] is fin- (lependants, I have found it necessary to gro'.

ished. A season that is favourable lo producinglgreat quantities of corn for their "onifort.
seed, and the mill in good order, ten or twelvejFarmers have a notion that they must culii
bushels may be taken out in a day, if well at- vatc their land with a view to its protectic;:
tended: but under adverse circumstances thefrom the rays in the sun ; this will be found K
lackof seeds in the pods, &c. sometimes, not per-ibe one of the follies that time has sanctified, Un-
haps half, nor one fourth of that quantity can on my experience I venture to say, that tht
be procured with the same labour—some sea-|sun will fatten and fructify the soil. I advanci
sons very little seed is procured ; in many pla ;nothing upon the credit of philosophy or spc
CCS (the success of milling keeps pace wiih th( 'culation. If a farmer will plough well, and mi;,
fanning in this business.) It is a convcniencejand separate the parts of his soil, it will, ii

that affords advantage to a distance of five oi ipoor soon acquire its pristine power ; beyond
six miles of a circuit lo each mill, or further,jthis he may not expect to go, without the aid of
but if to be transported too great a distance, thefmanurc. Captain Smith, who has given us the
loss of time, the toll for grinding, loss of ma-;history of the settlement of Virginia, states that

e in offal. Sec. is a draw-back worth consider- his average crops of wheat excecHcd that of the
ation to every farmer that has a good barn floor'average crop of England about ten bushels per
to tread out with horses—although it is veryjacre ; how much will the comparison now hold ?

disagreeable to horses on account of dust, andls not the average crop of England more than
must be unhealthy, the same observations willldouble that of Virginia ? I blush, sir, when I

apply to the miller's case who attends on a cloverjsay I believe that this is making the most of

ill. A person with weak lungs ought to avoid our case. I will not attempt to exjilain all the
the business

; yet under all considerations j«i7/.s'causes which led to this monstrous change
seem to be preferred, as they are now generally'it is sufficient for my purpose to name two of
erected in every neighbourhood through the clo-i'hem—devotion to the blooded horse, which
ver districts, where water power is convenient created the necessity of a plough, correspond-

ing with his powers—this wasfor them—this is an argument in their favour

—

the writer is strongly impressed with a belief that

several improvements may be made on them be
sides the oue noted.

CALEB KIRK.

Wine. \8t/i \at Mo. 132 1.

* It is a very important point to have a regular un-
interrupted motion in the fans, being a light sub-

stance either in the chaff or out of it, as a little va-

riation, by blowing too hurd, would blow the seed oui

with the dust, and to slack a wind don't sufficienll\

separate the chaff that has seed in it, from that whicL
is relieved from it by the mill stones. As the motion
of the fans are regulated entirely by the motion of the

other works, and the stones being often impeded by too

liberal feeding, especially after a want of feed has pre-

ceded ; the writer would propose an effectual remedy
to such as would go to the small expense of putting up
a small light water wheel purposely for the fans, (dis-

tinct for the fanning) a very light power would be suf-

ficient to be driven by a band or strap, (about the

power of one man to turn by hand) -as both the fans,

if built ligiit, would not require more strength than a

common barn fan to turn them, a considerable quan-

tity of seed could be saved by regular fanning, dial

otherwise is often carried out with the light chaiV, by
irregular wind, often made from the unavoidable chani;e

of motion from the operation of the stones.

residue is returned to the stones, to pass thronghltion for wheat, and a kind of cultivation we
with what is grinding. calculated to improve land; but as I have man

This: niv%f-pG«i ic rnntiniipfl till thf» nnvffol ic fin-'*lf>n*^nr!Q»itc T liiifo Tn.ir.j't ;*. - ^_ _

DEEP PLOUGHING.
\'ut requisite in the cultivation of corn, after planting.

Mr. Skinner,

That corn does not require deep cultivating

a fact that you may give to your correspond
ents, without the fear of contradiction from thos<

who practically know any thing upon the sub
jeci; provided, at all times, sir, the field has
been well broken, that is, ploughed not less than
six or eight inches deep. All that is then want
ing is to keep the ground clean. The powei
and vigour of the corn plant is not generally
understood, but if any of your friends will gi

themselves the trouble to open a piece of ground
twelve inches deep, and plant it in corn, they
will find when it has obtained its growth, that

the greater part of the roots have reached the
hard pan, below the loose earth. Hence it is,

sir, that this plant rarely fails to give a good
crop upon land that is well opened—the crop
of 1819 had no rain after it was eight or tei

inches high, and yet I made nearly the half of
full crop. Twenty years ago my land was

two sandy and light to grow wheat; by thi

kind of cultivation, and a very liberal use of
plaster of parish and grass seeds, I now make
good crops of wheat, say from twelve to sev

have invariably followed that of corn ; for strange
as it may appear, I have failed six times out of
seven to make wheat upon a clover lay ; I have
therefore, abandoned all fallow for wheat. The
uramer fi.llow I consider a beautiful prcpara-

little wrig-
gling thing called a Dutch plough. Had the
Devil been called upon for two agents by which
the soil of a country should be destroyed in a
given time, I am persuaded that with all his
experience and observation, he could not have
produced any thing better. Those wretched
agents opened the earth, perhaps two inches
deep, and to keep down grass and weeds, it

was necessary to cross plough every ten or
twelve days—every gust swept away the great-
er part of the loose earth, and this process
went on until the soil was all swept away, when
the land was abandoned as useless. No grass
cooled or ornamented the bosom of this perse-
cuted soil, save that which the bounty of nature
gave. Necessity called loudly for a change,
nor called in vain. Industry and skill are now
busy in repairing the breach, and we have every
reason to believe that they will receive their re
ward.

A VIRGINIAN.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

APPLE PEAR AND PEACIi WINES.

T/ie manufactory and fxrejiaration of distilled
and fermented liquors, are curious and impor-
tant arts in Europe. The glass manufactories
facilitate the business there, but the expense
of bottles, corks, wax, and packages, and ol
bottling, is very considerable, even in Europe
It is much greater in our seaports ; and in the
country, bottling is almost impracticable, par-
ticularly in our interior counties and settle-
ments. Some ideas will be offered on this sub-

teen bushels for _one seeded.^ Wy best crops jects which have been under consideration for
'

. . <• "
.

..
-

r ..

a considerable time, and which, it is believed,
will be capable of extensive application, by *c/-
entifc men of the firofier arts and trades. Ex-
perimental philosophy is a safe guide to the manu-
facturer.
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It lias i)i.-eii observed, and ascertained by

long and constant experience, that Burgundy,

Champagne, and Bordeaux, (or Claret) and

other French wines, can only be saved by means

of corked unci scaled bottles ; while Madeira,

Lisbon, Xeres or Sherry, Saint Lucre, I'ene-

riffe and Fayal wines, can be kept in casks,

half full, and unbunged, and in decanters and

bottles without stoppers or corks, and improve

in tliat situation. The beer, ale, porter, cider

and perry of America and England, require the

corked bottle, and especially in our climate.

The ascertained difference in the use ol

French wines, luhich grow musty and sour in

halt filled opened vessels, and of Portuguese

and S/ianish wines, tvhich become more ivhole-

some and more jiUasant in the same situations,

has made a strong impression on the writer of

this paper. The reason of this difference ap-

peared to be a curious subject of reflection, and

seemed likely to be of importance. It is bi.-

iievcd to be this : that the French and similar

wines contain principally their natural yt)•»!e«^

ed spirit, and are subject to a new process of

fermentation upon the introduction of the air,

when the cork, the bung, or part of the contents

of a bottle or cask are taken out. But the Por-

tugese, Spanish and similar wines, contain a

sufficient portion of distilled spirit, (not sus-

ceptible of fermentation) so as to withstand that

introduction of the air, which occasions the

process o^ fermentation in bodies, not contain-

ing such a sedative. It is known that even the

good Clarets are a little brandied, and yet are

of an excellent flavour, and the Pacharette and

other iine Xeres, Carcavella and other fine

Lisbon, and the several denominations of fine

Madeira wines, are believed to have been al-

ways sufficiently brandied to arrest a new fer-

mentation, and are thought to be, of late years,

highly brandied. The important fact is there-

fore ascertained, that various delicate, or rich

and well, or high flavoured wines, are not so

far injured in their flavour, or character, by be-

ing brandied as to be rejected by the most deli-

cate, correct or fastidious palates. It is not

doubted, that much of the nut taste in wine, is

produced by the brandy ; and this is an esteem

ed flavour.

Considering then, that the finest white wines

of Spain and Portugal, (including the island of

Madeira) are prepared with a delicate distilled

spirit, extracted from the same fruit, it is sug-

gested, that our cider, perry, domestic wines,

beer, ale, porter, and (if we may so speak) our

l)each-cider, may be prepared in like manner
with a homogeneous spirit distilled from the

juice of apples, pears, peaches, grapes, or cur-

rants, or from malted barley, or from unmalted

Indian corn, according as our fermented liquor

are respec ively made out of those fruits or

grains. It is not known, that a fermented li-

quor or drink has ever yet been made out of the

peach, after the manner of cider, perry, and

wine ; but from the exquisite and unrivalled

flavour of our peach, from its present extensive

cultivation, and the ease with which that culti

vation could be extended, it seems not to be :

romantic suggestion, that a -very exquisite sub

stitute for some kinds of wines might be made
from the juice of the peachy prepared by a close

tation of the Furo/iean or .Madeira mine ma-
nufactory. To our landed interest, the infu-

sion of a homogeneous spirit into our cider, and

beer, so as to enable us to dispense with all the

ctual expenses of bottling, and the losses ol

breaking, would be an immense object. The
consumption of bier and cider would be greatly

eased, and a new mean of contending against

the use of distilled spiiits, would be placed in

the hands of tlic w'se and good, so far as this

uggestion may stand a trial.

DlnECTiOiNS FOR PLANTING COTTOX.

To the Editors of the Carolina Ccntiiul,

Oe.nti.e.men,

Anxious to procure all the information in my
power, on the subject of cotton cultivation, I

wrote to a rtiend for information; you have it

herewith. The wi-ittr is a considerable planter,

and a gentleman of ranch experience and prac-

tical knowledge, and his instructions, I think,

are worthy of attention ; if you think so, you will

please insert his letter in your paper, and
oblige a

Friend to Agriculture.

Dear Sik,

It IS with much pleasure I answer the ques-
tions put to me relative to cotton planting. I

will tnost willingly communicate to you my
knowledge upon the subject.

In the interior counties of Georgia,
black seeds or Sea Island, is not planted. It

vegetates too long for the season. The weed
would be luxuriant, but the product little or

none.

2d. The time of planting is from the 1st to

the middle of April.

3d. We plant in beds, five feet apart, on good
land. The distance is to be regulated by the
quality of the soil ; on very fertile land, they
ought to be six feet, in middling soil, four feet

apart. Some who plant poor land, make their

beds three feet apart, and leave the cotton thick

on the beds; the poorer the soil, the closer or
thicker ought the cotton to be left.

4th. We plant, or cover the seed shallow,

from one and a half to two inches deep, and
strew the seed pretty thick, from one to two
bushels to the acre. You had better roll, or rub
the seed in dirt, Ijefore planting ; this process
separates the seed, and you can drop them with

more facility and exactness.

5th. We commence thinning when the plant

is about six inches high. You ought to make se-

veral thinnings, (i. e.) don't thin your cotton

down, as it is called, the first or second time.

6th. In the distance that the cotton plants or

stalks ave to be left from each other, you are to

be governed by circumstances : in rich soil, from
twelve inches to two feet. Sometimes, I leave

o stalks together, when there is a vacancy on
either side.

7th, To go over your cotton once a fortnight

is a good rule. It ought to be stirred often, and

never suffered to be grassy, if possible. You
cannot plough more than two or three times, be-

fore the limbs or branches will interfere. I have

had my cotton beds scraped with the hoe, be-

fore the plant was up. CottoD, when small

will not bear the dirt to be thrown to it ; but

after it is some size, you ought never to haul

down, or throw the dirt from it, unless it is

grassy, then if necessary, you may throw the

dirt iiom it, to destroy the grass, and in a day

or two throw the dirt back, and haul it up to the

cotton—taking care never to let the roots, as it

is called, (i. e.) the lower part of the plant, while

young, be exposed to the sun for any length oi

time.

8th. We leave off working at no particular

time. The field should be kept clear of grass,

as it will be in the way of picking out the cotton.

In the early part of the season you ought, every

time you hoe, to enlarge the beds a little, by

hauling up the earth to the cotton ; never dimi-

nishing the bed in hoeing if you can avoid it.

9th. Six acres of Cotton, and eight acres of

corn to tlie hand, is a rule with many of our

planters, who use the plough.

1 0th. I have planted on the same land sixteen

crops in succession ; but a shift of fields answers

much better, and I would recommend your

breaking up, or ploughing your cotton land in

the fall, or early in the winter, if you can effect

it. In low lands the beds should be higher than

in high lands.

11th. The Rot is a disease in the pod or

bowl, and prevents its opening ; the cause is un-

known. If it is ascribable to an insect, plough-

ing the land in the fall, would have a good effect

in preventing it. The same hoe which is used

in corn, is used in the culture of cotton. A hand

will pick, or gather from 60 to 100 pounds of

cotton in the seed, with ease, per day. I have

heard of some hands gathering 120 pounds in a

day. The hands on a plantation, ought to aver-

age 65 pounds.

Yours, most respectfully,

P. S. I intend making an experiment next

crop, by topping and suckering a few acres of

cotton— I am persuaded it will be of very great

advantage to top about the first of July and take

away the suckers as often as they put out and

get to any size. Topping all the cotton I plant,

without taking away the suckers, is a late prac-

tice of mine, but I top so late, I don't believe

any suckers of consequence put out, say the Isth

or 20th ot August.

OK OKIOXS.
Laurel Spring, October 20th, 1 820.

Mr. SiaNXER—In your first volume, No. V.

page thirty-six, middle column, you have the

following remark.
The onions that were sown at an early sea-

son, with an expectation of their growing to

sufficient size the first year, for table use, &c.

Which induces me to believe that you do not

cultivate the clove or apple onion, which is

certain to mature the first year. I herewith

send you five of the cloves, and if you wish

more of them, some of your merchants, no
doubt, trade to Savannah, and if you direct me
with whom to leave them in that place, it will

give me pleasure to supply you. They may be

planted either in the fall or spring, in rows,

eighteen to twenty inches wide, and from
nine to twelve inches apart in the rows, culti-

vated as other onions, and taken up in August,
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When the tops have perished. Thev do n()t|icaiden [wwumiclgay

commonly bear seed the first year, and on ,hai|—^'^o. ^™r,ety of

account some of the onions that are taken up

in August are to be re-planted when you plant

the cloves. I shall plant to day.

I have done,

JOHN A. JONES.
S.—With us they have superseded the

cultivation of the sort which I presume you cul

tivate.

BLACKING.
Which when on the boots or shoes can, be

rubbed with a cambric handkerchief without

soiling it in the least, and will assume the same

lustre after being plunged in water as before.

Quarter of a pound ivory black, 1 ounce lin

seed oil, 1 ounce spirits lavender, 1 ounce oil

vitriol, 2 ounces sugar candy, 3 pints best vin

egar, and juice of 2 lemons.

Note.—The ivory black and linseed oil to

be well mixed in a mortar, the sugar candy to

be pounded, the vitriol to be put in a glass of

water, and let stand till cold. The spirits, la

vender and oil vitriol not to be put in until all

the other ingredients have been well mixed

Lead coloured Faint for fnrservmg Iron.

Take a small Cjuantity of common Litharge

and place it over the fire in a shovel, after-

wards, when sufficiently warm, scatter over it a

little flour of Brimstone which will instaiitly

convert it into a blackish colour, and which

when ground in oil, makes a good dark lead

colour. It dries quick, gets remarkably hard,

and resists the weather better than any other

lead colour.

) will be coiistaiilly for sale, ingdon, Kent, Leicester, Lancaster, Lincoln, Middle
jsex, Monmouth, NortblU, Northampton, Nortlium
berlanil, Notlinghuin, Oxford, Shropshire, Suft'olk

Surry, Sussex, Warwick, Worcester, Wilts, York.
Berwick, East Lothian, Koxburgh, and West Lothian

—all by different anthors, forming a mass of agricul •

tural information fi'om the pens' of the first a'gncul

turalists in the world.

SEEDS.

MACHINERY,
j

Calculated to reduce the quantity of labour, and in-

crease the means of better cultivating tlie earth.

Oj> He has made arrangements in England, by which
will be regularly supplied, in future, with all such

^wly invented, or improved

IMPLEMENTS OF AGRICULTURE.
As are calculated for American use.

ALSO, FOn A CONSTANT SUPPi-V OF NKW
BOOKS UPO.Y AGRICULTURE.

It IS his intention to add to his i stablishment, in

lort time, an assortment of FARMING TOOLS, of

the best construction and make, and in fact, to make
it, in ever respect, worthy the support of the agn
cultural interest of his country, whose patronage he
respectfully solicits.

(Xj" The Inventors and Manufacturers of all kinds of

FARMIJ\rG UTEJ\'SILS are respectfully informed

that he will receive, and sell upon commission, any
les in the agricultural line, upon the most rea

sonable terms. His present stock consists of the fol

lowing
MACHINERY, &c.

Comjiosition for healing mounds in Trees.

Take of dry pounded chalk 3 measures ; and

of common vegetable tar one measure : mix

them thoroughly and boil them, with a low heat,

tin the composition becomes of the consistency

of bee's-wax, it may be preserved for use in

this state for any length of time ; if chalk can

not conveniently be got, dry brick dust may be

substituted.

.4p]ilicalion.—After the broken or decayed

limb, has been sawed off, the whole of the saw

cut must be carefully pared away, and the

rough edges of the bark, in particular must be

made quite smooth ; the doing of this properly

is of great consequence, then lay on the above

composition hot, about the thickness of half a

crown, over the wounded place, and over the

edges of the surrounding bark, it should be

spread with a hot trowel.

\\z :—Improved Hay Making Machines, upon high

wheels. These are great labour saving machines ; are

drawn by one horse ; are very strong and durable ; and

by their use, a heavy crop of grass, cut in the

ng, may be made fit to house the same dav.

Price ' - S140
Devonshire Hand Apple Mills,

Snigle Hand Drills,

Northumberland Horse Drills, . . - -

livoadcast Sowing Machines, which scatter small'

seeds with an e.\actness that caimot be done
by hand

Hill's Hoe Ploughs, with cultivating Irons, spare

shares, &c.

Expanding Horse Hoes from 8 to 18 inches

Expanding Hand Hoes ....
Cultivators with 7 irons and 3 wheels
Flexible Tubes and Gags for Cattle

Ditto ditto for Sheep
Banbury Turnip Cutters 45|

Bow Index Gauges 25
Box Churns various sizes and prices

Washing Machines

Talavera Spring Wheat—White Es^ex spring do.

—

Purple Bearded spring do.—This is tlit- Wheat ol

.vhicli an account was published last summer tWf
(ears. The miller who ground a small quantity ol

t says, that four bushels are sufficient for a barrel o;

Sour— Egyptian Rye

—

very ear/y Potatoes—Lucerns

—

iweet scented Vernal Grass—Trefoil, or yellott' bio?

sonied clover—Cow, or Marie Gra-s— St! Foin—R>c
Grass—Cocksfoot Grass. This grass will bfa; lo be
fed closer than any other.—spring Tares—Wiiiler do.

Rape—Canary—smglc blossomed early franic PEAS

—

superior early do—early Charlton do.^^Uwarf marrow
do.—Large marrow do—Large Groen Imperial maiTow
do.—Dwarf do.—Green marrow do.—Knights marrow
do. very large—Egg do

—

Da arf Prussian Blue do.

—

Royal Dwarf do.—Spanish do.—Windsor BEANS—
Turkey long-pod do—Green do. dn —Early Mizagai.

do.—Strasburgh ONION—White Spanish dn—\Vhit(

Portugal do—Brown Portugal do.—Blood reil dt;

Silver skinned do.—Deptford do.—Welch do.—Lisbon
do—Tripoli do—FlagLEEK—London do—short 'Jranffo

CARROT—large swelling PARSNIP—SCOHZON ERA
—SALSAFY—early Dutch TURNIP-Early Yellow
do—Early Stone do—Six weeks do—Long French do-
Green round do—Red round do—White round Nor-
folk do—Globe do—Malta do—Yellow Bullock do-
White Tankard du—Red Tankard do—Green Tankard
do—Yellow Sweedish do. or RUTA BAGA—Scarlet

short top RADISH—Salmon do—white turnip do

—

red turnip do—black Spanish do—long white Naples

do—Grand Admiral LETTUCE hardy green do—
Tennisball do.—brown Dutch do—early frame cabbage

jgdo—white cabbage do—Marseilles do—Drumhead do.

gQpwarf forcing green coss do—early green coss do

—

IQlLarge green coss do.—White coss do.—Egyptian coss

5 do—Bloody coss do.—Large brown Bath coss do.

—

Florence coss -Silesia do—Imipen; do.—Prickly
SPINAGE—round do—long rooted red BEET-
nip do. do—white do—green do—green curled EN
DIVE—White do—Batavia do—Italian upright CELK

•solid white do—solid red do—Patagonia do-
irden CRESS—curled do—NASTURTIAM—gm^

ISOHHEL—French do—white MUSTARD—brown
PARSLEY curled

Weighing Machines, . - . . glS and 40

BOOKS,

The Farmebs' Compasion, being a Complete Systen\'^^^^}^^^^^^^^}'\^^^^^^:

of .Modern Uxtsbandry, including the latest improve'"
l"l^•lo•<

ments and discoveries, in theory and practice, by R.l^."'

W. DicKso.N, M. D. author of practical agriculture,

y
the Board of .\griculture. Second edition, illustrated

104 plates, 2 large volumes, g]5.

Hamburgh do—earlv CAULIFLOWER lat<

early dwarf CABBAGE—early York do—large-

York do—large Battersea do—sugar loaf do—ear-

of'th7sun"e; of Lancashire,' and Honorary Mem ber'ofl'y
Diitch do-drumhcad do-l..rge flat Dutch do--reu

^ - '
Dutch do—large green Savoy do—dwarf do. d,)—

vellow curled do—BRUSSELS SPROUTS—green
a7'AlT"the>oTlmving"Books"are complete in one 'j"''^'!

^^^^^^.'^^I^nl'^r'^' A^^^^T
^^^^-'^'

Uinie, the prices of which varj', according to size,
''"-'^''l')'

P^'-P'^. BROCOLI-late do. do-gTeen do-
- _...- o white do—dwarf purple do—early Cape do—late do.

To the Agriculturists of the United
States.

the express purpose of ascertaining the present state

of Agriculture (particularly in England and France)

and procuring such
SEED, IMPLEMENTS AND BOOKS,

Upon the subject, as appear to be best calculated to

promote its interest in the United States, has just re-

turned with agener.il assortment of the above articles,

which are for sale at his wholesale and retail

AGRICULTURAL STORE,
JVo. 57, South Street, Baltimore,

Where a complete supply of SEEDS, for tlie field and

ccording
plates, &c. from one to five dollars.

Viz :—Moubray on Poultry, Swine and cows ; Keys
Bees; Tibb's Farmer; Cully on Live Stock: Cur-

; on Grasses ; Carnell on home made Wine ; Twam-
_y on the management of the Dairy; Blaikie on the

management of Hedges ; Huish on the management of

Bees ; Griseethwaite's new Theory of Agriculture

;

Hornby on Lime as Manure: Johnson on Salt as

Manure ; Young's Farmer's Calendar; RadclifFe's Agri

culture of Flinders ; Beatson's new system of Culti

vation ; lluish's instructions for using the Bee Hive;

The subscriber having made a voyage to Europe for Communications to the Board of Agriculture ; W

do—early prickly CUCUMBER—fine long do.-

spine do—green Turkey do—white do. do

—

Pari
Rock Cantclope Melon very fine.

POT A^ri) SWEET HERB SEEDS, Uc.
Balm; s:ige; pot marjoram; sweet do.; wintei

savary ; summer do ; thyme ; hysop ; sweet bazil

;

bush do ; rosemary; lavender; Fennel; aniseed; car

kinson on the improvement of Cattle ; C
port to the Workington Agricultural Society ; Wild-

man on the management of Bees ; I'arkes on Salt as

Manure.
A general view of the state of Agriculture in the

following counties in England and Scotland, drawn
up by order of the National Board of Agiiculure, and

are officially correct. Each complete in one volume,

and varving in price from two and a half to five dol-

lars. Viz: Bedford, Bucks, Cambridge, Olieshire,

Devon, Durham, Gloster, Hereford, Hertford, Hunt-

In iiddition to the above, the following Seeds (whic'

;re not in market, to ship with the others) are hoiii

ly expected, viz : POTATO OATS—BLACK OA 1

'

early kidnev POTATOES Burnet GRASS

—

Foxtail do—BULLET—red speckled kidney BEANS—
black do. do—negro do—dun do— liver coloured do

—

yellow do—China dw.arf do—Dutch dwarf do—Can
terbury do—Battersea do—scarlet running do—Ion;.;

orange CARROT—MANGEL WURTZEL—ASI' >

RAGUS—and an assortment of FLOWER SEEDS.
P. S. Large allowance made to those who purclui

,

sell again.
E. S. THOMAS.

February 2d, 1821.
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DOMESTIC MA N UFACTURES,
dfor the Amerii

AN ADDRESS
2;; Farmer.']

People o£ t\ve \5iv\teA States,
tIra-Mii up by order of llie .National Institution for the r\es of its authority, a hundred

promotion of Industry, established in June, 1820, A^ could hve, flourish, and be happy-

Delegates from JVe-w Tork, J^'exu Jersey, Pennsyl'

Connecticxi

'

Dela-ware.

The Committee appointed on behalf of the National hv

atitutioa for the promotion of Industry to present

mbmit the following views to public consideration.

Experience and political \nsdoin teach the impor-

tance of decision and stability in national councils.—

AVliat will best promote ti'i: interests of a country is

a primary question ; and, tthen this question is set-

tled, and' its solution sanctioned by public conviction,

decided, comprehensive and uniforni measures are

alone compatible with sound discretion. It cannot

be denied, that tlie physical condition of some coun-

tries may expose them to great and sudden chaiiges.

When their internal resources are barren and hmited,

and their prosperity depends on the disposition of

foreign nations, there is a necessity of conforming to

extrinsic circumstances. But in an empire of great

extent and fertility, where there is a full scope for in-

dustry, enterprise, snd capital, without that depen-

dence on foreign states, which is not reciprocated;

where the course pursued by neighbouring powers,

can be set at defiance, and commerce, agriculture,

and manufactures, can fimirish by mutual support

from each other, and a valuable course of trade be

secured—great changes can be prevented, or their ef-

fect easily counteracted.

Labour is the cause of wealth, and that system of

policy which renders it the most abundant and most

productive to a nation, in the end, is the most worthy

of adoption. The interests of agriculture claim the

first regards of government. Consumption is the life

and support of agriculture, and whatever promotes

consumption, either at home or abroad, deserves per-

petual attention. Domestic manufactures afford the

most extensive, the most various, as well as the surest

consumption to the products of the soil
;
and, there

fore, constitute the chief auxiliary to agriculture.

They increase the demands of the home market, and

give life and support to inland trade and exchange.

Inland trade should be preferred to foreign commerce

It more immediately subserves the wants of the com-

munity, as the means

I'he resources of the nation have so often been thcjcrease of the national debt, or the re^'uction of the i

subject of panegyric, that it may wear the semblance my and navy, must follow.

of vanity to recount them here. But if it were even Under these circumstances, and in the face of

necessary and proper to bring them into view, it is so crisis so formidable^ it is evident, that THERE MUST
this period. Let it not be forgotten, then, that

we live under a government calculated, from the

spirit of its institutions, to give full scope to the fa-

culties and energies of the people. Within the bomd:

AND OUGHT TO BE A CHANGE OF NATIONAL
POLICY.

'I'he friends of national industry, without indulging

in strictures on the past, propose a change of mes-
ons of people'sure.?, founded in reason, and conformable to those

indepenaent of^doctrines of political economy which are sanctioned

foreign aid or friendship. Not only are we capablejb practical experience. They propose a system of

Co'm%7ucut"Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Ohio, ,(Hd of feeding and clothing ourselves, but we might fur- policy that will redeem the nation from the pressure

nish food and raiment for a great portion of the civi-of existing embarrassments, secure her future pros-

lized world. We have the means of building up and'perity, employ the industry of the whole population to

sustaining the greatest commercial marine ever known'general profit, reveal the resources of the Union, and
««««»« ^". .... J.. -...-.-.".,— ---.- .r " ""^".Tupon the waters of the globe, of transporting our supply the deficit at the Treasury. They neither
dress to the people of the Lmted States,

'•«*M'/''%g^rplus articles to every market of the world, and ofishrink from responsibilities, nor from additional bur-

holding in our hands a trade of unprecedented extent[dens, at the hand of government. They are ready to

and advantage. To the inland and coasting trade of|do their part to support it, in the adoption of vigor-

the United States, it is difficult to fix any limits.— ous and eflective measures. But they claim protec-

The extent of our territory, the variety of its climate|tion. They ask the government to pass such laws,

and productions, the mutual dependence and mutualjand adopt such regulations, as will shut out that for-

wants which will always exist between <liflrerent sec-leign industry that is now permitted to render oui-

tions of the Union—our vast rivers, which are solown, to a vast extent, dormant or unproductive, and

many natural channels of internal exchange, and the

inland seas with which they may be connected—mark

out this Republic as surpassing, in resources, those of

any country that has flourished in the compass of his-

tory. With these advantages, we must include those

which favour the successful cultivation of domestic

manufactures. We neither want the raw material, nor

the skill and industry, to convert it to individual and

national riches. While our soil teems with luxuriance,

every day reveals those hidden treasures of the miner-

al kingdom, which embellish, enrich, and give strength

to a state ; and sites for factories and machinery are

found in every direction, affording the most abundant

facilities of manufacturing industry.

But it will be said, what have these facts to do with

the great question before us .' They cause reflec

tions wViich rise up in humiliating contrast with our

present situation. Without any of those signal cala-

mities which have desolated the face of Europe ; with-

out any of those judgments that shake the founda-

tion and wither the prosperity of empires ;
with the

ability to command our resources and our consump

tion, what, at this crisis, is the state of the country:

lincc 1815, real estate, generally, has fidlen at least

per cent, or more than Sl,000,000,UOO, from its

estimated value in 1815. Rents, in the principal ci

ties, as well as in the country, have fallen proportion-

ably. Agriculture, the source of wealth, is depress

ed," and an immense surplus of produce on hand, with

out any maket, either foreign or domestic. Manu

of distributing articles of do. factures are, for the most part, prostrated by the

mestic production ; gives a more rapid circulation to

money, and is independent of the restraints and hos-

tilities of foreign powers. Foreign commerce, while

it deserves tlie attention and protection of govern-

competition' of foreign industry in the American

markets ; and a great portion of the American peo-

ple are clothed by foreign skill and labour, upon con-

ditions of exchange the most unjust and ruinous —
should be the offspring of reciprocity, and The active capital of the country

cherished no further than it increases the wealth,

power and general happiness of a state to a great

extent than any other application of the labour ai

capital, which it employs, would do.

These positions are every way applicable to the

United States -, and it is to be lamented, that the re-

cent unsettled state of the civilized world, as well as

the adoption of false and specious maxims in political

economy, equally current with the people and the go-

vernment, have given countenance to a system ot poli-

cy, by which they are contravened and violated.

In the present crisis of our national affairs, two con-

siderations press upon our reflection. First, the natur-

al and moral resources of the United States ; and, se-

condly, our present embarrassed situation.

tent, is drawn away for the purchase of foreign com-

modities, the productions of foreign skill and entei^

prise, when they could be fabricated at home. For-

eign commerce, under its present regulations, tend;

' pede, and not to facilitate, the advancement ol

to a state of general and permanent pros-

that directly produces the evils which afflict the na-

tion.

Before indulging in details, the friends of national

ndustry would advert to one remarkable circum-

stance : while the strenuous opposers of their views

are crying out " let us alone '." they point out no

remedy for the existing state of things. The ruinous

state of the country, they cannot deny ; they cannot

deny, that it is growing worse :—and yet, according

to their doctrine, nothing is to be done. We are still

to tread the beaten track of improvidence and folly.

Nothing is said of supplying the deficit of several

millions in the Treasury ; nothing is said of interna!

taxes ; nothing is said of increasing the national debt

;

nothing is siiid of disbanding the army, dismantling

our fortific.itions, or of tearing down the flag of our

navy, and voluntarily palsying the arm of our mari-

time strength. And vet who can say, that these con-

siderations are not vitally connected with our present

national condition .'

In adopting a new system of policy, in the United

States, both internal and external, two considerations

should be kept in view :

First—What hostile and proliibitory regulations

now exist in foreign countries, against the commerce of

this country, and what are their bearings and effects

upon our prosperity :

Secondlt—What will most effectually tend to coun-

tervail the effects of those prohibitions and restrants,

and encourage and protect the industry of the coun-

try embracing agriculture, manufactures, inland trade,

foreign commerce—and the genenJ cultivation of our

resources.

As to the first point, we would ask those who op-

pose such measures as will go to protect ourselves, to

take a candid view of the policy of other nations, to-

wards the United States Where is there a nation to

which we can send an article of domestic manufacture,

but upon terms that would be ruinous > On what

shore can the fruits of American skill and industry be

."the'advancei^ent of landed, without meeting a hostile tariff ? England,

France, Russia, Spain, and the German States, are

disastrous ex-

trade against us, without any equivalen'

Hate its evil effects. Nothing worthy ot our govern

ment has been done to cultivate the energies, and call

forth the internal and latent resources of the Union—

every thing is left to accident and time. And lastly,

amid this universal depression and embarrassment,

the REVENUE of the country has failed, former

sources are diminished, and internal taxes, the

B^j^i^^^ts^Bimm^^^^^m
cal history. It plants an impassable barrier around

their frontiers. But we shall be told, that it is im-

material what the tariffs of foreign nations may be, as

to the importation of manufactured articles, since

this country alone depends on the export of the raw

material. This position brings us directly to the
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question—what is

what are the ad

i-kets. diicli Mrnd.commerce she is aimiiHj- to command
lages which wf now derive, or Pitt designed to cnntr .1 twenty five years ago.

which we have a pr.)spect of deriviiiij;, liereafier, t'.ir 1817 the whole imports of cotton into Great Britain

the sale of our agriculuiral products > amounted to 198,917 bags from the United States,

While we had the carrying- trade of continentalknd 232,261 from India and South America. In 1818

Europe, and our ve.s^els were employed m conveymfj

commodities from the colonies to the mother coun-

occupymg those ch uine

from' which other" nations were excluded : while tl

products of our soil wer^ demanded to aid in sust

ing the armed millions ot Europe, as well as milli

whose employments were broken up by the general

confusion of internal and external relatiti

enabled to sustain the importation nf foreign tabrics,

and to tolerate the neglect of the lioniL- market. Rul

the commercinl relations of tlie w .rU are permanent,

ly changed. Consumers have hrcome producers.—

'i'he soil of Europe is cultivate;! with new ardour,

and the protection of' home i.idu^lry is the ruling

system of European policy. The old world is every

day becoming more productive in agriculture, while

labour 'saving machinery is extended far and wide.—

The vigorous policy of the Russian Emperor, whicl

reaches the borders of Asia, the extension of the Bri-

tish possessions in India, and the fertile sources of portal ion of cotton is to prevent the protection 9f ment to domestic manufactures, and the home tnarke
commerce opening in South America, denote a still

more radical revolution in the maritime world. Do
these facts^joint out the United Stales as the future

granary of nations ? Do they not rather indicate, that

the foreign mariiets for our produce must diminish, in

stead of increasing .'

A glance at the state of our foreign markets, foi

the last two or three years, will cast much light oi

this subject. The raw materials expor'ed from the

United States may be principally included in the

cles of Cotton, Tobacco, Rice, Bread stuffs, salted

Provisions, Ashes, and Lumber. AVhat countries af-

ford a consumption and demand for these articles,

and how are they r^'ceived .' Let us begin with En
gland. From necessity she takes our cotton, tobacco

and rice to the extent that they are not supplied to

her by her colonies and by South America. Flour
'

prohibited from Great Britain and from her colonies,

including the West India markets. Bread stuffs anfl

salted provisions are also prohibited both from the

mother country and the colonies. Pot and pearl ashe

are received under a restrictive duty that protec's th

supplies from the Canadas. As to lumber, the duty

excludes it as well from the mother country as from

her colonies. The articles formerly consumed by

France, that were thr ])roducts nf our soil, were cot

ton, rice, tobacco, and ashes. In consequence of th

French regulations, retaliatory upon our Tonnage law

passed at the last session of Congress to regulat

trade, the direct commerce in these articles is de
Sitroyed. The markets afforded to us by Spain and

Portugal are very different now from wh.it they wer
during the wars in Europe, when we exported provi

sions to the peninsula to an immense amount. Agri

culture is now attended to in these region

by a recent law, prohibits corn and bread stuffs of

every kind. The consequence is, that the former de

mand for our products has ceased. As to the other

ports of the continent of Europe, including Italy

Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, and the Ge
states, they afford no market for our grain, and none

for oUier products worthy of consideration. Deduct

from the foregoing articles the prohibited and re-

stricted items, and see what remans to send to for-

eign markets, to pay for importations of foreign goods

equal to our demands for consumption.

It is apparent from the foregoing facts, that we must
rely chiefly on the sale of our cotton, to defray the

montrous annual contribution livied upon us in the

importation ot foreign manufactures. The staple ar-

ticles of the eastern and northern States are no longer

demanded abroad. The same may be said of the whole
immense country north west of the Ohio river. What
then are the prospects for the sale of our cotton in

England and on the continent of Europe ? From two
causes, the growing of cotton in the United States

must hereafter depend much on the consumption of

the domestic market. In the first place, England, the

great consumer of this article, finds it more for her

interest to draw her supplies from her own East and

domestic manufactures, then its demand and value in

the foreign market should keep pace with the

of our population, and our extensive consumption of

foreign manufactures. If we this year consume
§30,000,000 in British goods, ten years hence we may
require from §60,000,000 to g70,000,000. If

low export 300,000 bags of coiton, in a few years we
hnuld require to export 600,000 bags. And who w ill

consume it abroad .' No nation on the globe. Thus
while our crtton plantations increase with the acqu
sition of southern territory and the augmentation of

population, the foreign dem; nd keeps no proportion

pent of quantity, and falls in its annual value.

Tobacco and rice have also tailen 30 to 50 per cei

convert the raw material into ariiru s ol necessit.''

•and comfort, and effect a positive cre.tion of wealth

will open new divisions of hbi^ur, call a vast and
active capital into operation, give employment to

great portion of the working comni'inity now id!

for want of it—correct the evils ot a disordered cm
rency—favour the lucrative investment of money li

our own country, and advance the prosperity of inlaii

exchange, and of the coasting trade. Uei.l estate \v;l;

according to the estimate of then be saleable and assume its proper value.

It is to be deeply regretted, that hithertii the (i]-

posers of national industry have induced many to ht

eve that domestic manufactures constitute an inti r

St distinct from general interests, and hostile to -jj

culture and commerce. In this, violence has beei

committed upon the soundest as well as the simplest

principles of political economy, and upon the experi-

ence of every nation that ever existed. But a revo

public opinion is taking place ; and it will hf

enforced, by looking back upon the long neglect ot

government of this great source of wealth, strengtii,

and prosperity. In the time of the Revolution, the

patriots and sages of the day saw and expressed the

priety of giving an early and uniform encourage-

pnrted 205,881 bag, fnm the Uniled States,

and 227,681 from the other two quarters. In 1819

imiwrted 286,000 bags from this, and 341,000

from other countries. During the first eight month;
curr(

ble meiclJants, England has imported 280,000

ba^s ii-om the United States, and 164,000 from other

ices—chiefly from South America ; much of the

old importations from India, and 100,000 bags froi

this country, still remain on hand in her markets ;

yet a few years since, American coiton had the

monopoly of the English markets. But it is not the

growing competition of other countries alone of which
we would speak— the change of prices is still more

portant. In 1818, the estimated receipts for the

sale of 205,881 bags amounted to 831,334,258
1820, the proceeds of 280,000 bags will not amount
to §15,000,000—the estimate is §13,000,000. "
another view of the subject occurs here. If the

1789, under the administration of Washington,
Congress of the United States called on General Ham-
ilton, the Secretary of the Treasury, for his great and
luminous report, which advocated premiums, bounties

and prohibitions.* But the golden harvest reaped
mid the convulsions of the old world—the immense

avails accruing to us from the carrying trade, and the

demands of foi-eign consumption for our produce,
consigned the reasons and the arguments of this im-

mortal statesman to silence and forgetfulness. From
1807 to 1815, and more particularly during the late

war With England, when our troops were covered
with British blankets, because we could not furnish

them ourselves, and many a gallant soldier perished
and we export less now than we did twenty years j-q^ ^,^^^ ^f them—when American skill and Am
ago. So much for foreign markets, concerning which
so much is said by the oppo ers of tf

of national indus'ry. It is istimated tha' our exports

the present year will amount to from 20 to §25,000,000

and our itiiporls to §40,000,000. Our wheat has no

market, and cotton has fallen 50 per cent, and rice and
obacco vastly diminished in their prices.

We are ^afe then in drawiig these deductions

First, that the nations of Europe preserve a rigid ami

unvarying system of protection to their industry, and

that foreign competition is precluded by the adoption

of effectusl laws. Secondly, that foreign markets, for

the staple articles of American produce, fail to extend

consumption that will en ible us to endure the im
portation of foreign m.inufactures as we have for a few

years past. Hence a change of policy, as we before re

marked, must ensue

can manufactories were unable to supply the muni-

•ions of a defensive war, there was a general voice in

favour of Domestic .Manufactures. The public au-

thorities of the nation, and the public authorities of
the different States, were loud in their appeals to

patriotism, in favour of national industry. The :u

dour, the ambition, and the energies of the nai!.

were roused—capital and enterprise were found, .'.<

manufactories sprung up in various quarters of tl,

Union. The double duties were laid, and the inti i

nal resources of the country rapidly unfolded. I'm;

the reports of commodities on manufactures in ij,

House of Representatives, and in the Senate of tli

United States in 1816, it appears that in the manu-
facture of cotton and woollen alone, there was an in-

vestment of capital amounting to between fifty and
sixty millions of dollars ; and to this should we add

No rationril man will deny the capacity of this coun-the'capital invested in the manufacturing of iron.

try to resort to a new course of measiiri-s, for the pro.

tection of the industry of the nation, without giving any
shi ck to her social system, without doing any violenc

the relations of society, and without destroying ou
nternal peace and harmony.

Nor ought we longer to be told to " buy where we
can buy the cheapest." No one destitute of the gross

est prejudices will advocate the literal application o

this maxim. We may indeed purchase cheap ; we
may drain the workshops of Manchester and Leed
we may clothe our wives and daughters in the fine

fabrics of the east ; we may give employment to our

shipping, by going out in ballast and coming hom
with importations that will amount to eighty or a

hundred millions annually—but in what shall we make
our payments > Here is the great question, that no
one has answered. There must be an end to our na

tional infatuation ; for the time has come, when the

cultivators of the soil, and thousands of others, can

not afford to lose the fruits of their industry, and con-

tract debts to sharpers and to banks, upon bonds and

mortgages, by the purchase of foreign commodities, for

daily consumption.

The establishment of Domestic Manufactures wil

prove the protection of national Industry and produc
tive labour. It will directly increase consumption.

glass, and other articles nf which the raw materia
is found among us, the whole could not fall short of

eighty to a hundred millions of dollars. The home
market w.is vastly increased, the staple articles ol

produce extensively consumed, and internal prosper-

ity every where visible. What came next .' Witli

the return of peace, there was a return of our errors

and delusions ; we were credulous enough to believe,

that the carrying trade would again fall into ouf
hands—the nations of Europe rush to the theatre ol

war, and again demand our produce for subsistence.

The double duties were taken oti'—our ports thrown
open to the introduction of foreign manufactures and
the importations, in a single year, amounted to ONK

• On the 20th October, 1774, the members of the
first American Congress entered into articles of asso-

elation in behalf of the different colonies. Among
other stipulations we find the following in 1st vol.

Journal, from p. 33.

" We will use our utmost endeavours to improve
the breed of sheep, and increase their number to the

greatest extent. We will, in our several stations, en-

courage frugality, economy, and industry, and pro-

ilture, arts, and the manufactures of thismote agriculture, arts.

West India colonies and from South America, whose and aid the profitable cultivation of the soil, It will|country, especially that of wool."
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HUNUiiLlj AND EIGHTKBN MILLIONS OF DOL-
LARS ! I The manut'actui-es of foreign workshup:

the accumulation of years were poured in upon
and the t.de of inumlation rolled on its irresislible

course, tVoin the seaboard to the western wildernes:

overwh>i''uu-- tlie es'.i.blistiments of American indu;

try; oi;r < . n -acior.es, with few exceptions, were n
ined i a iysiein jf pernicious credit, overtrading, ani

wild speculJtiivi; prevailed, and our internal alFaii

underwent a destructive revolution. From tliat time

to the present moment our prosperity lis been de
clinin;;-, a r; our embirrassmonts becoming' more mnl
tiplied .11, 1 more severe, until a crisis ot no commoi

cv hui ii-.vived—and yet we hear, from some, of tht

ion i'fordcd by the government to domes

eaie moutli

quently put.

bour of a portion oi tne popu
oa profiiable employment;
aw materials into .irticlcs of

he products ot ihe industry

aspt

great
tic mil

As involved in the common fortunes of

ould respectfully submit our viewthe count!

favour.

I. Of altering- the present tariff' to an extent tliat

will effectually protect those branches of American ma-
nufacture, which depend upon the raw materials pro-

duced in the country :

II. Of abolisiiiiig custom house credits, and demand-
ing cash payments of tile duties on foreign importa-

tions.

lit. Of Hucli a duty on sales at auction as will de-

stroy the ailvantages which are now derived by fo-

reign agents and foreign capitalists over our own
citizens.

These three measures would lay a broad and solid

foundation of that change now required in our policy.

The first object in adopting a new tariffj should
be the comnle'te protection of those branches of do
mestic mani.lacture for which we can furnish the raw
material, and the importation of which from foreign

countries is now draining the nation of its circulaiiiig

capital. Among these branches, we would enumerate
those of cotton, iron, wool, glass, paper, lead, liemp,

and ffax. To the entire manufacture of these impor.

lant commodiiies, our mineral treasures, and the fer-

tility of the soil, are abundantly adequate. One fact

is certain, that we do not supply ourselves directly

with those articles now; and another fact is equally

certain that we could do it, and secure an immense
annual profit to the American people. What is the

consequence of talcing our cotton, our wool, our flax,

and hemp, and converting them from the raw to the

manufactured state ? It is an augmentation of wealth,

clear and absolute. Should we manufacture cotton,

wool, hemp, and flax, to the amount of forty millions

annually by our surplus labour, the saving to the na-

tion would be tne v.alue of the manufactured articles

over what the raw materials would have sold for, in

foreign markets. As the component substances which
we can furnish for the manufacture of iron, glass,

paper, and lead, fur which we can find no market, the

creation of wealth, and the ultimate saving to the

community, are equal to their entire value. But, we
shall be asked, could not the labour einployed in the

manufacture of these articles, be employed more pro.

filably in some other pursuit .' We answer no, every
nation will be wealthy and prosperous in proportion to

the aggregate of the industry of her people ; and
whatever therefore, extends the most profitable em-
ployment must be kept m view. A portion of the

American people are now out of employ, and would
even work in our factories, in many parts of the coun-
try, for their food. Another portion is engaged in oc
cupations that are not productive This remark applies,

in a great degree, to the cultivators of the soil, in the

northern and western states. The wages, whatever
they might be, which should be paid to American, in-

stead of to foreign artificers, would be so much clear

profit to the nation ; and more than this, if a portion of

the people thus brought into employment were con-

sumers, without producing the means of their own
siib-sistence. Kven where the labour of a people is

productive, it is always sound policy to transfer it to

new channels, if a greater productiveness can thus be
secured.

It is probable, tliat such a protection from the

general government against foreign competition, as is

now riquired, to promote the successful manufacture
of cofon, wool, hemp, flax, lion, glass, paper, lead,

and some other articles of prime necessity, to theiflax, hemp, and other branches of industry. But it is

extent of our domesti. consumption, would bring from very singular, that among other things, th'e high rate
six to eight hundred thousand people into productive of agricultural labour has never been glanced at by the
emplcyments, and open a market that would consume opposers of the tariff". If labour is so much cheaper in

millions* of American produce a,'.nually, more than i;
"" ' " • • • •• <

^.. , .,
.

now consumed, reckoning the articles to be manufac
tured, and the looil required tor sustenance. But do

pro
is the question fre

ic to transfer the la

from an unprotitabl.

hat while they convert
liliiy, they may consum
f i'liers, instead of the

i on tht

thus open a lu w market to agriculture. It i

manufacturer may consume as much when h
vhen he labours in the workshop
Utter department of industry, he

is fabricaing articles to meet the extraneous necessities

id me farmer is toiling to raise commo-
dities whicli he can exchange for those articles, instead

of borrov ing money and contracting debts with banks
and sh; rpers, to purchase them from abroad. Instead

f growing wheat to perish in his granaries, the farmer
/ill find a market for wool, flax, hemp, and provision

f various descripiioi.s ; and new .livisions of agricu

tural labour will be embraced. It seems incomprehei
ble, how a policy grounded on such a basis as thi:

lould be enounced and opposed by any class of cit

zens who take a liberal and comprehensive view of our
welfare.

e are told that if the tarifFis raised, the high
price of labour, and the ex'ent of soil, in the United
States, will long prevent us from siiccessfully embark,
ng in manufactuies, even for our own consumption
While tin avails of our agriculture fed a great portion

of Kurope, agricultural as well as all other labour w
ligh, bfcause it was productive; r.ut it would be
irange perversion of facts to say that labour is now high
n this couitry, vvlv.n it is well known that thousandi

and hundreds ot tl.ousands have no steady employment

;

at thousands would be glad to work for their food

d when the cultivation of the soil opens no road to

»altb, for want of markets. The United States a

this moment has a capacity for as much effective la

Britain, speaking dist.nctly from the
application of labour-saving machinery. When
reflect on the cheapness with which we can furnish the
raw material, and the abundance and low rate of sub

the superior skill, assiduity and enterprist

that mark every industrious pursuit;' our coal mines
and more particularly, our water privileges for mechan-
m ; we cannot raiionally doubt our atiility to compete
ith foreign manufactures, under the parental protec.

on of the government. The crv for brt-ad will never
generate insurrections, while the tendency of free

laws, and the operation of our social system, will enable
one Ainerican citizen to accomplish more than five Eng-
ish paupers. Another fact is here to be recollected.

Most of our own manufactures possess a superiority, in

their substantial qualities, over those vended to us trom
abroad ;—and so visible is the difference, that during
the last sea-son, American cottons have been consumed
in the Canadas to no inconsiderable extent, although
the nominal price of British cottons has been much be
low them, and they are subject to a duiy of ten per
cent. In some articles we have already driven foreign

manufactures from us :—for instance, those of hats and
leather ; and we need nothing but prritection, until

manufactures requiring extensive capital and
ery are in full operation, and our markets are

under our own command, to extend the same
to the manufacture of cotton, woollen, iron,

Suppose the number to be 700,000, and that we
ould employ this population in m.anufacturing for

the country at the rate of S3,00 each person per
eek :—this would be paying to our own people, in-

stead of paying to foreigners, 82,100,000 per week, or

§109,200,000 annually, besides opening a home mar-

ket for our raw produce, and mvigorating every other

branch of industry. Put it at one half of the sum, and

we should pay ^50,000,000 to a portion of American
poptdation now idle and unproductive, instead of pay-

ng the same amount to sustain the paupers of fireai

Britain.

Europe than it is m the United Slates, and that is a suf-

ficient reason for obtaining our goods from them, why
is it not belter also to import cur food ? According to
the doctrine of our opponents, it would be ; and we
might bring wheat, sailed provisions, bread-stuffs, and
every thii.g of the kind, into the United States to great
advantage ; but in what shall we pay ? is the question :

and it certainly applies with great force, but not with
more, in this case, than it does to the purchase and
consumption of loreign fabrics that we can make at

that wages are too high to permit us
to manufacture the necessaries of life, assumes a new
spect, as we extend its application. Let us suppose

that the crop of cotton in 1819, in the United States,
was 360,000 bags. This quantity, if sold abroad, at
16 cents per pound, and allowing 2 cents per lb. for
freight, would have produced about 19,000,000 dol-
'ars to the country. Let it be admitted, that this

crop was manufactured in England, and exported
thence to the United States in its manufactured

state ; at a fair wholesale price in our markets, it

would be worth more than 100,000,000 dollars. Here
value of the raw material would be enhanced, say

81,000,000 dollars. This value of course, includes the
gh price of American labour in raising the cotton.

But in what is this 100,000,000 dollars worth of manu-
factured goods to be paid ? The ojiposers of the
tariflT say, in the agricultural products of the coun-
try, and, of course, in American labour. What is

the deduction .' Why, tliat one year's product in

cotton, when exported to Great Britain and converted
nto commodities by British labour, cheap as it is, and
lelivered in the United States, ready for consump-
ion, will cost more than five year's labour of the
same people who produced the original crop, extra-

vagant as tlie standard of American wages may be.

Now suppose, that, instead of sending this 360,000
bags of cotton to England to be manufactured, it had
been sent to the middle and eastern states, and there

converted to usefiil commodities .' Would not more
0,000,000 dollars have been saved to the coun--

try > It is, indeed, most extraordinary that the pro-

fits of manufacturing industry are so erroneously esti-

mated on this side of the Atlantic. Mr. Colquhoun,
his work on the Wealth, Power, and Resources of

the British Empire, estimates the annual profits of
that country, in the manufacture of cotton, wool,
inen, and leather, alone, to be 270,000,000 dollars ;

md the aggregate annual profits of all their manufac-
iire-i, in which three millions of people only are em-
ployed, at 507,688,888 dollars.*—One solution of our
mistake is, that we forget the almost incalculable

productiveness of labour-saving machinery, which
can be applied but to a small extent in agriculture,

but to an astonishing latitude in Manufactures- A
war is waged against the only branch of industry in

which this great discovery can be extensively and
successfully applied. According to the calculation

of Mr. Owen, the superintendant of an extensive

manufacturing establishment in Scotland, the ma-
nual labour of Great Britain, in 18^7, was equal to

that of 6,000,000 of men, while her manual labour

and labour-saving machinery united were equal to

217,250,000—or, in other woivls, 6,000,000 labourers

th machinery, do the work of 217,250,000, without

machinery. Labour-saving machinery can be applied

'ith as much ease in th« United States as in England,

nd even with less expense, and the pharitom of high

ages may thus be driven from our affrighted econo-

* People employed in agricultural

pursuits in England 5,500,000 an-

nual products . - -

In Manufactures, 3,000,000, annual

profits, tfter deducting the raw
/. 114,230,000

Or 8507,688,888, 88
Colguhojin's Resources.
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But let us admit that wages are high in the Unitedland have had this knowledge for many years. The
States If we should pay 50.000.000 dolh-Ms annui Uyjfluctuations of demand are always known, and ship-

to tht- manufacturers of cotton, wool, glass, iron, pii-jments arc made accordingly.

per, hemp, flax, and othtr articles, in our own coun-| The disadvantages resulting to the United States

try, and their employments were lucrative, whofromlhe toleratinnofthisstateof things,arenumcrous,
would be the gainer? The Anurrican nation. Ifa.ni'. striking. The employment and circulation of

'1 he home market is destroyed, and the

1 market for our products, in no degree bene-
Fiir, while money and stock can be received

in return for British goods, reciprocity of commer-the articltson sale, is well understood by the

paid to France, Spain, England, or Russia, those na-

tions would be the Rainers. If manufacturing labour

is high in the United States, agricultural labour is

?ilso high, and they will balance each other. Internal

exchanges will correct themselves, and wherever the

profit falls, it ultimately falls to the increase of na-

tional wealth. The great object is, to husband and
command our own resources and not waste them, to

hire foreign artificers to feed, cl.;the, or defend us.

This, an effectual tariff will accomplish.

Far be it from the friends of naticmai industry to

wish to plunge th? government into financial embar-
rassments. The prejudicial tendcnc) of the proposed merchant. He has no chance ; neither capital nor en
tariff, as respects the revenue, could easily be obviat- terprise will avail him.
ed. Our importations of cotton, woollen, iron, glass,] By abolishing the present system of custom-house
and other protected manufactures, would, of cours.-,]credit.<i, and resorting to cash payments, the fore

be diminished and tne revenue affected. Thisdiseasegcing evils will meet a remedy. Overtrading and
wouldin some degree.be supplied bylhe augmentationlwild and disastrous speculation will be greatly cor-
-1 ,_., .u „_.:.:._ Tnu... -.c .... :_. rggted, and 3 healthy and regular state of things en-

gree in which foreig!iers displace the employment ci

American capital, and control the supplying of nui
markets. Four-fifths of the primary sales, in some of
our principal commercial cities, are now effected by
the auctioneers. Goods of inferior quality, manufac-
tured abroad, for the auction markets of this country,

American capital are prevented, and our wealth is and ti.e remnants of large stocks, are sent here, some

cial exchange will be discarded, and necessity alone
govern the consumption of American produce While
vast quantities of foreign fabrics thus fill the country
from foreign workshops, and their introduction and
sale are thus directly protected, facilitated, and en-

couraged by the government, a fair competition can

of duties on these very commodities. Thus, if

ported less of iron, glass, and cotton goods, yet, as the

duty would be advanced, the loss would be much less

than iiiignt be im,igined. But we would go further

is univers:illy granted, by sound political economists,

that the most wiiolesome tax is that imposed on the

luxuries of a people. This principle could now be

appUed in this country. The duty on wines, bran
dies, gin, malt liquors, spices, European silks. Chin;
silks, worsted goods, linen fabrics, cnckervj and
China-ware, hard-ware, and plated ware, could be in

creased to an extent more than sufficient to meet the
deficit producefl by restraining the importation of

cottons, woollens, iron, glass, paper, lead, hemp, fi.ix

and other manufactures, for which we have an abun
dance of the raw material, and yet the consumption
of the former articles be not materially lessened : for

it is a truth perfectly evident, that by augmenting
our general ability to consume, the present demand
for them could not only be sustained, but even ex
tended. The expedient is fair, plain—and would
be effectual, and surely ought rot to be rejected when
the lasting prosperity of the nation is at stake.

From the tariff' we pass to the second considera
tion, the cash payments.
On this subject, it is natural that much prejudice

and much contrariety of opinion should exist. WheB
a portion of any community have their habits mould
ed to a particular manner of collecting revenue, and
neither its advantages nor disadvantages come before

the eyes of the great mass of the nation; changes, how-
ever rational and necessary, will excite some appre-
hensions This is the precise case before us.

The system of custom-house credits, as it now
operates' in the United States, extends a bounty to

foreign capitalists, who" monopolize the saleof foreigi

goods in \)ie American market. A British merchant
may expon one hundred thousand dollars in British

manufacturei. to this country : on arriving here, they
are entered ai the custom house, bonds given for

the payment of tt.- duties with a long term of credit
By means of our sai=s at auction, these goods, how-
ever defective in point of quality, are forced ujion

the people, and sold off for cash. The avails of

the cargo can be sent to England, and a second,
third, and fourth cargo, seni out to this co\Mitry, be-
fore the whole amount contained in the custom-house
bond, for the fir.st cargo, is paiu. The current ex-
penses of the shipping manufacturev, or foreign mer-
chant, who thus exports cargoes to the United States,

sue. American capital, skill, and enterprise, will be
placed on a basis that is fair and equal. Suits on cus-

house bonds, which now include an amount of be-
tween three and four millions, will be obviated, and
the government be enabled to know the extent, and
have the immediate use of its pecuniary resources,
free fnun loss and disappointment.
The most plausible objection brought against the

ac"option of cash payments, is the assertion, that they
would have a tendency to destroy small, and benefit

large capitalists This objection is more specious
than valid. What is now the course pursued by the
slender capitalist ? If he make importations of for-

eign goods, he must give bonds, at the custom-house
for the payment of the duties. Sound and responsible

reties are required. The object in giving bonds, is

the enjoyment of credit. Why then will not good
sureties at the custom house be good endorsers at the
banks? Notwithstanding the manner in which the
interests of the government are guarded when it as-

sumes the capacity and relations of a creditor, the
extended credit at the custom-house, and the liability

of failure in the concerns of small capitalists, render
the character of a surety highly responsible i

times merely for the sake of the drawbacks and boun-
ties on exportation, and sold for cash. Every thing
is reduced to system, and the practice of bidding-up

and venders. So long have the peo|)le been accus-
tomed to resort to auctions ; such an allurement do
they hold out to gambling and speculative propensities;
such a stable command of the markets have they ob-
tained ; that with all their pernicious effects, they will
still fiouri.vh amid the general ruin which they create.

never be enjoyed by the American manufacturer or It is a(>parerit, that they cause continual fluctuations
in tr.ide, baffle the calculations of the most discreet
and discerning, prevent any settled value to property,
encourage fraudulent contracts, ojierate frequently
to the great detriment of honest creditors, when debt-
ors choose to rid themselvi s of their effects, and re-
alize the avails in the most rapid way. The loss to

purchasers at auctions is oftentimes immense. Goods
are vended at different prices, varying from to 50 or
60 per cent and again sold by regular traders. Those
who buy low, can afford to sell low, while the pur-
chaser who obtains his merchandise at an extrava-
gant rate, must see himself undersold, and his com-
modities remaining upon his hands.
While these thingsexist.and the manufacturers and

shippers of foreign nations c.^n thus send §30,000,000
or 840,000,000 of their merchandise, annually, to the
United States, and ha\e a long credit at the custom-
house on the duties; while, without paying rent, taxes,
or clerk-hire, they can place this merchandise in the
hands of the auctioneers, and carry away every thing
like convertible capital: wl-.ile their advantages are
worth from ten to fifteen per cent, over those of the
American citizen—can we expect to flourish .' Do
we wonder that domestic manufactures are prostra-
ted, and nearly excluded from our markets? Can
we wonder that national industry is unproductive,
and its prospects so gloomy and cheerless?

But what is the remedy ? Let such a tax on
sales at auction be imposed, as will place American
industry, capital, and enteprise on fair and equal

this

case, and probably more so, than endorsements at

bank. In tne present state of this country, no diffi-

culty occurs in obtaining liberal diacounts at the
banks, and they can always be had by importers
when they are deserved. There is more money in

the nation than can find employment. The advantages
which must result to the community from bringing a
large banking capital into circulation, are of no incon-

siderable import. The effect of the credits at the
custom-house in causing extended and ruinouscredits,
in al! the minor transactions of bu.siness, is worthy of it,

attentive consideration. Not only merchants, but the

farmers and the consumers of goods generally, have
suffered much from this credit system.
We now come to our last clause, the proposed du-

ties on sales at auction.

The present auctioa system is the counteviwrt of

custom-house credits ; but its friends are far less nu-
merous. Among all the violent opposers of a new
tariff and a resort to cash payments, none have stood

forth to vindicate the monopoly of the auctioneers.

On the contrary, they are compelled to allow, that it

prostrates American industry, and carries ruin equal

terms with the industry, capital, and enterprise of
foreigners frequenting our markets. This seems to
be the only practicable method of doing away mono-
poly, and relieving the country i'rnm the gross evils

which are now suffered from this source. We have
said, that by means of the auction system, the advan-
tages enjoyed by foreigners over ourselves, are equal
to from ten to fifteen per cent, and they are often
more. A duty, then, graduated by tliese advantages,
would but open a theatre of fair competition, and the
vital interests of the American community require

The friends of national industry, in closing this

examination of the three foregoing measures, which
they .irdently hope may engage the favourable
attention of the general government, will here
advert to another result which will flow from
the adoption of their views—the promotion of inland
trade ! '. I

No country on the face of the globe is so well
calculated to sustain an extensive and profitable in-

land trade as the United States ; and yet it has been
left to struggle with the obstacles of nature as well

those of an adverse policy. When the navigation

are nothing to be compared with those of the Ameri
can importer. The former pays a commission on the
goods sold by the auctioneers; and that, with other
incidental charges, nv,)y amount to five or six per
cent. ; while the importer of this country must keep
up a regular mercantile establishment, pay his store

rent, his clerk-hire, taxes, sustain the expenditures
of his family, perform civil and military duties, and
defray other heavy disbursements. The foreign im-
porter and the foreign agent, perfectly understand

ly to the doors of the regular merchants, the trader, of our great rivers is improved to the extent which
the manufacturer, and the consumer. We shall hereithey will easily admit ; when canals are opened,
glance at of its manifold evils. constructed, and domestic manufactures duly

timated, the sales in the city of New York being the
data, that three-fourths of this immense aggregate be-
long to foreigners. If we suppose that the foreign

goods consumed annually, in the United States, have

_ „ . . amounted to 60,000,000 dollars, we can easily calcu-
the means of controlling the markets of this country.flate the extent of the auction monopoly, and the de-

It has been estimated, and we believe the calcul.a-iencouraged, this country will present a new and un
tion is within bounds, that foreign manufactures,to the paralleled spectacle of national prosperity. Different

amount of 50,000,000 dollars, have been annually sold climates, different habits, different soils, different ag-^

in the United States, at auction. It has also been es-'ricultural and manufacturing pursuits, directly con-

spire to favour internal commerce. Whatever may
be thought of the doctrines of Adam Smith when ap-
plied in extenso to the policy of nations, they may at

least be considered binding on those who continually

urge them, to dissuade the American government
from protecting the industry of the community. We
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will here quote the words of this celebrated writer,

upon the subject of home, or inland trade. " The
capital," he observes, "tm[)lnyed in purchasing fo-

reign goods for home consumption, when this pur-

chase is made with the produce of domestic industry,

replaces too, by every such operation, two distinct ca-

pitalists ; but one of them only is employed in siip-

porthig domestic industry. Tl.e capital which sends

British goods to Portugal, and brings back Portu-

guese goods to Great Britain, replaces by every such

operation only one British capital. The other is a

Portuguese one. Though the returns therefore, of

the foreign trade of consumption should be as quick

as those of the home trade, the capital employed in

it will give but one half of the encouragement to the

industry or productive labour of the country.
" But the returns of the foreign trade of consump-

tion are very seldom so quick as those of the home
trade. The returns of tlie home trade generally come
in before the end of the year, and sometimes three

or four times in the year. The returns of the foreign

trade of consumption seldom come in before the end

of the year, and sometimes not till after two or three

years. A capital, thei-efore, employtd in the home
trade will sometimes make twelve operations, or be

sent out and returned twelve times before a capital

employed in the foreign trade of consumption has

made one. If the capitals air eijiuil, therefore, one uili

give four and twenty times mare encouragement and sjip-

port to the industry of the country than the other."

How far a nation adopts these principles of policy

when she suffers foreign nations to crush her produc
live industry, by flooding her with foreign manufac-
tures to the amount of 30, 40, 50, and sometimes
100,000,000 dollars annually, without extending a

market to her raw produce, is left for rational calcu-

lators to say. The products of agriculture and do
niestic manufactures must constitute the grand sup
port of internal trade and exchange ; and inland trade

will flourish in proportion as these products are mul
tiplied, and channels for their distribution opened.
The present deplorable state of our fiscal concerns,

is too important to be forgotten in this place. The
late report of the secretary of the treasury has ex
ploded all the fine-wrnught theories of speculative

economists, concerning the dependence upon revenue
derived from commerce. We have been told that

since the institution of the government, commerce has
paid goSO.OCO.OOO into the treasury of the nation

while the fact, that not commerce, but the consumers

of foreign products and mannfactnreSy from the Atlan-

tic to the Mississippi, have paid this sum, has been

studiously kept out of sight, and no notice taken of

tion of Anu rican against foreign industry. VVe art

told, that the legislature of the nation have no right

materially to control the pursuits and occupations of

idividuals, and to say that this avocation shall bt-

followed, and that another shall not. Now the frienth-

f a system of protection have never contended that

Congress has a right to declare, by statute, that no
mere farms shall be cultivated, that no more ships

shall be built, nor any more cloth manufactured :

—

these are points foreign to the question at issue. The
Constitution tells us, that Congress has tl.e power
regulate commerce with foreign nations, and provide
for the general welfare of the'Uiiion ; audit is surely

inconsistent to say, that when the importation of fo-

reign manufactures destroys the prosperity and pa-
ralyzes the enterprise and industry of the nation,
Congress have no right to adopt a remedy. In such

we are not controlling our own, but preventing
the interference of foreign industry with the interest

of the country. Let us take a case that would be n
miracle in this fertile age of wonders. Suppose the
allied powers of Europe should convene at Vienna,
and agree to wage a settled warfare against Amer'
can manufactures, and thus retard our advancement
to national wealth and power ; and also agree to ex-
clude our agricultural produce from every market in

Europe. Let us suppose that a system of bounties,

premiums, and extravagant privileges, is adopted,
and in one year, two hundred millions of foreign fa-

brics are sent to the United States, sold off by means
of the auctions, at a reduced price, and our manu
factures crushed thereby in one heap of ruins—how
long would it be the duty of the American Congress to

cherish constitutional scruples and cooly behold the
desolating operation of such a policy ? Where then
would be the welfare of the Union ? Would not Con-
gress have a right to say to the allied powers of Eu
rope, we will not permit one article of your manufac-
tures to enter the United States?—Would they not
have the power, in such a case, to protect three nun
dred millions of capital that might be invested in ma-
nufacturing establishments in this country ? And does
not the greater power include the lesser !> We do not
call upon Congress to regulate and restrain the pur-
suits of individuals—we ask them to correct the evils
flowing from foreign interference. It is somewhat
singular, that Congress, for many years past, have
granted bountiesto promote particular branches of in

dustry, if they have no power to defend the salutary
tendency of such bounties, against foreign rivalship and
hostility. And it is equally so, that neither John Jay
James Madison, nor Alexander Hamilton, whose com
ments on the Constitution of the United States will

for foreign missions, for building and supporting

navy, and other heavy disbursements to protect com

we encourage importations of foreign merchandise,
to the discouragement of our own industry, that

revenue will fail, and the government be driven to

what those consumers, the labourers, the farmers of control public opinion for ages, never dreamt of the
the country, have paid in war debts, appropriations doubts and apprehensions now under consideration

We refer particularly to Gen. Hamilton. He _

of the greatest constitutional lawyers that eve;
iiierce. We have again been informed, that unless adorned the American forum: and yet, when he

drew his celebrated report in favour of protecting do
mestic manufactures in the manner now demanded, he
saw nothing in the Constitution to debar Congress from

seek for new sources of pecuniary supply ; and wepursning the policy which he laid down and vindicat
have been told this too with as much solemnity ased. If there be any in the ranks of our opposers su-

though our coffers were now full and overflowing.— periortothisillustiiousstatesmen.let him come forth,

But do these politicians who thus oppose the highest We are also informed, that every branch of nation-
interests of the country, pretend still to make usjal industry should be left to regulate itself and that
believe that commerce sustains the government in its protection and restraints are impolitic and ruinous.
annual expenditures.' Do they vainly imagine that

the people of the country are blind and ignorant ?—
What does Mr. Crawford the secretary of the trea

sury inform us? He informsus that the net revenue of and conflicting interests, and each

If there was but one nation in the world, this doctrine
might be sound ; but while;there are different nations
possessing the same capacities, there will be separate

the present year will fall short of the estimate about

S4,500,000, the loans authorised not being included

;

and, without those loans, short of the expenditures
about 10,000,000. He recommends a further loan ;

but is it not time for the nation to protect its indus-

try, and lay a foundation for a regular and perma-
nent revenue, instead of annually sustaining the pub-
lic expenses by an increase of public debt ?

We conclude this appeal to the American people by
noticing the leading objections which have been urged
against the protection of the labour of the country.
We shall first advert to the allegation that it is un-

onstitutional for Congress to legislate for the protec-

nation will watch
over its own welfare. Look to England, to Fi
Russia, the German states, and to every n
Europe—open the history of modem policy, and it

will be seen that every wise government protects

her own industry. Russia, young as she is in the list

of civilized nations, has a tariff that prohibits more
than two hundred articles of foreign manufactures to

protect her own industry. England prohibits almost
every article of agriculture and manufacture. France
although England aided her in putting Louis XVI II

on his throne, will not suffer an English commodity
of any description to prejudice the prosperity of her
own labourers. All Europe presents but one vast sys

m ot ni.;u!ations—rcstraiiits—and prohibitions for
the prottclun of domestic industry ; and yet when

talk of tMkiiig care of our own interests like other
nations—/«!;. //.w;*; ta theiinetves is the cry. If the
ations oi the t:.br.ern contihent would abolish their

t.-^riffs a! ij ''iiiunticial regulations, this country wculd
follow i!,r -xaiiipk ; but prudence, nay, self-preser-
vation i, rl.iil.s, that we should take the lead in so pre-
posterous -,1 •:. inse. This ili ctriiie of leaving things

thtmsclvt--. is ,, ntw di:ctrire in tnis country. We
heard rioJtiini,' or it under the admioistrations of
VVashingt' n. Adams, and Jefferst n. Why have we
laid heavy duties on the tonnage of foreign vessels,

but to protect American tonnage ? Why have we ex-
cluded foreign bottoms from our coasting trade.'

—

Why, for twenty years, have we protected our fisher-

by bounties? Let Mr. Jetftrson's reports of 1791
answer the question. He will tell you, that this poli-
cy of giving bounties originated in a resolution to

Erotect our fisheries against foreign coi>i petition.

—

Ipon this principle, why has not conimerct been left

to herself.' Why has more than 88.000,000 been
paid into the Mediterranean fund by the consumers
" foreign manufactures, but to [irotect commerce

beyond the straits of Gibraltar ? Why was war de-
clared, and more than 878,000,000 exjjended, but to

secure future jirotecticn to this branch of industry .'—

Let the American people reflect on these facts.

We also hear it daily asserted, that the protection
of industry will diminish fortigii commerce, and thus
destroy our nursery of seamen. When England be-
gan to open canals, and viicourage inland trade, the

apprehension was expressed. The greatest
nursery of American seamen has always been found
in the fisheries. It was so in the revolution.—Mr.
Seybert, in his able work on the statistics of the
United States, has made the following judicious re-
marks: " Our fisheries constitute the best nursery for

hat hardy race of citizen stamen, who feel the love
)f country, and are therefore, willing and able to

maintain its ri,ghts ; and they are also the sources to

which commerce must look for its defenders." (p.
340.) In addition to the fisheries, we must recol-

lect the bold, hardy, and expert seamen which are
bred up in the coasting trade. When we look at the
extent of the sea coast, from New Orleans to East-
port, and consider the immense trade which will be
carried on between these two extremities of the mari-
time frontier, cur apprehensions subside on this sub-

ject. Our fisheries, our coasting trade, and the exten-

sive commerce which we shall always have with dis-

tant quarters of the globe, will enable us to call forth

defenders of the Aiiierican flag, even if the industry

of the nation is duly protected and encouraged.
Another fruitful source of objection to the encour-

agement of national industry is, the alleged immoral
tendency of manufacturing establishments. Whenever
this topic is introduced, the condition of England is

brought forward. Nothing is said of Holland, Austria,

or France. Great Britain ts placed before our eyes as

the sink of abominations. Yet the example of Eng-
land has but little bearing on the question inapplication

to this country. She possesses a small territory, crowd-
ed population, »nd, for generations, has been the

great workshop of Europe. Her manufacturing esta-

blishments are unparalleled in extent. Her labouring

manufacti'rers are to a great extent, destitute of early
education, and of moral instruction, and have grown
up ip the neglect of moral habits. During the flue-

tu.itions of the commercial world, for a few years
past, this immense population has been driven to ma-
ny desperate acts, by the pressure of public burdens,
the loss of employment, and the sufferings of hun
c;er. But what is proposed in the United States ?—
Not that large manufacturing towns shall spring up
on every side, to be filled with starving and degra-
ded thousands, whose perpetual apprehension will be
the want of bread;—not that our agricultural popula-
tion shall be transferred from the soil to cities thai
we may furnish surplus manufactures to a great por
tion of the world ; but thatv/e may cherish such es

tabiishments, at convenient places, where there art
great natural advantages, as will be necessary to sup-
ply our own wants, and render our aggregate laboui'
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more productivt:. But why is it necessary that ma-

nufacturing establishments should be the abodes ot

vice and profligacy ! Is there any thinj; in the pur-

suits of an artificer ijitrinsically vicious ? Surely there

is not. If early education is attended to, if early mr.-

ral habits are inculcated and enforced, if strict and

wholesome internal regulations an- ndopted the ex

cesses of English manufacturing towns may be avoi i-

ed. There are now many extensive manufactorit-s

in tlie United States, and we look into them m vain

for instances of moral debasement, or for atrocioui

crimes, Nor do we see, why this fact should no'

remain the same. The mild and wholesome tenden

cy of our civil institutions, the school establishments

of the country, the great abundance of the ntct-ssa-

ries of life, the numerous incitements to industry

and enterprise, induce us to believe that it would.

It has been again and again asserted, that domes
tic manufactures are now rapidly increasing in the

United States, by means of family industry, and re-

quire no further protection. We are indeed, happy
to see thousands of families supplying themselves
with articles of necessity by means of their own la

hour. But they cannot be expected to be success-

fully engaged in manufactures requiring extensive

capital and the application of labour saving machine-
ry. Will they supply the nation with manufactures
of iron, glass, paper, woollen, cotton, and lead ? No
one' can pretend it ; and yet these articles are vitally

essential to the happiness of the nation, and we are

paying tens of millions annually, to foreign nations,

tor furnishing us with them. Let the distinction here
drawn, be well considered.

By affording further protection to the manufac-
tures of this country, it is thought, by many, that
smuggling, to an enormous extent, will take place,
ft is very singular that this alarming abuse has not
been deprecated at an earlier period. On many ar-

ticles, liable to be smuggled into our ports and har-
bours, such as teas, spices, wines and silks, the du-
ties are already sufficiently high to form the induce-
ment ; and for the bare protection of domestic ma-
nufactures of iron, glass, lead, woollen and cotton, it

is not required that they should be higher than an
average of the former articles. The temptation is

now stronger to smuggle spices, teas, and many
other light and expensive commodities, than it would
be to smuggle iron, glass, woollen, cotton, and other
manufactures, if adequately protected. On this point
a false alarm has been sounded, and that too by the
very persons who vindicate the auction system—
which is even more productive of moral turpitude,
than any smuggling that can be carried on. VVe are
inclined to adopt the opinion, that when the manu
facturesof iron, glass, lead, paper, c<itton, and wool
len are prosecuted under the protecting auspices of
the general government, with that success which
must pertain to our exertions, that these articles will

be atlbrded to the consumer with a cheapness and of
a quality that will operate to prevent their illegal in-

troduction into the country from abroad. They will

be manufactured in various piutsof the country, ex-
changed for aijricultural producu and command the
avenues to consumption.

Is there any danger that the merch-jnt of charac-
ter and resnectabiruyln the United Stains, will do
what is done in Europe by those alone who are de-iti

tute of both. The relative situation of the U States,
atid the states of Europe, are so dissimilar, that \iha
the revenue officers, with their hosts of atlendain.

could not prevent there, might be effected here with
ease, and without a dollar additional expense In the
first place, vessels used for conveying goods from
Europe and Asia into the United States, are of thi

first class ; of course, they are valuable. In the se
cond place, most of them have goods for from ten ti

one hundred individuals, and w'^ith the exception if
those from India, the owners have, comparatively
hut a small interest in the cargo Is there a shadov
of probability therefore, that the owner of the vessel
and the several owners of the good?, would agree
have her, after crossing the Atlantic, lie off the
coast, for the purpose of clandestinely introducing
i:er cargo ; hazarding their property and jeopardiz

ing their character ? In the third
]

ed in the India trade, we hope,

!

ice tiuise embark-
vr too high an es-

timate of Character and moral pri iCiple, to descend
so low : if they have not, the value of pr.iperty

hat must necessarily be risl-..c:, is a sufficient

guarantee on their part In the fnurto place
there is an apprehension that goorls would be
ugi;led from the vessel, aft r .she has arrived
prt, it must be indulged by those only who

: Uiiacquainted with our present reveuae laws.

With vigilant appraisers and other officers, the thing
would be impracticable.

In England and France the case is far otherwise.
The proximity of their coasts is such that from three
to six hours sail will caiTy them (rr.m one to tl t

other. Consequently small craft, of little value, and
n who have no reputation to lose, embark in it.

They may make their returns daily, and as their

risk of loss is always small at anyone time, people of

that character are always to be found engaged in it.

Of the alleged loss of revenue, by adopting a new
tariff, we have spoken, and also of the error as to

high wages in this country. As to the objection, for-

merly drawn from the extent of vacant lands in the
United States, it wears but a repulsive aspect, when
£ is recollected, that we have neither foreign

domestic markets for our surplus produce, and the

inducements to cultivate the soil, are diminished,
nstead of increased.

In regard to the as.sertion made by the opposers
of the proposed tariff, that its advocates meditated
the abolition of the drawback system, wc need only

say, that nothing of the kind has been or is, contem
plated ; nor can the imputation be accounted forupon
any principles of fairness or honour. A new tariff,

can, in no way, injuriously affect the exportation of

goods entitled to debenture.
With these views, we appeal to the sound snd so-

ber sense of the people. They are called upon to ex-

ercise their candour and reflection. They are ear-

nestly solicited to survey the present condition of the

country ; to examine the causes which have produc-
ed it, the ruinous consequences which must inevita

bly result from pursuing our present jjolicy ; and
the relief that would be realized in rendering the
great branches of labour productive, and in protecting
them against foreign competition. The cause can
never be abandoned while our representative system
of government lasts, for it was instituted to answer

What has been the increased product per acre
of grain and grass crops, by means of the plaster
ilone ?

What is the result of the experiment whicli

'ou have made of setting aside 200 acres, half

" be cultivated in corn yearly and alternately,
'.j\i' to lie uncultivated and ungrazed, and the
whole to receive an annual dressing of one bush-

' of plaster to tiie acre ?*

the calls of the people, to watch over their welfare,

and to redress their grievances. It is a cause that i<

dentified with the future strength, independence,
and happiness of the nation.

AGRICULTURAL.
Inuresting yigriciiUural Corresfiondence between

G. IK. Jeffreys, Jisij. of A'orth Carolina, and
Cul. John Taylor, of Caroline firginia..-

Conununicatcd by the former for fiublication

In the American Farmer.

QUURIKS OX PLASTEll OF PARIS PIfOl'OUNDED
By Mr. Jeffreys.

(The following are the queries, to wliicli Col,

Taylor has annexed answers on Plaster of Paris.)

See his letter.

What quantity to the acre have you generally

used ?

On what soils does the plaster succeed best ?

In what way is it best applied to the soil, witli

or without ploughing, with or without other ma-
nure ?

Have you repeated the application of it I At
tt hat intervals and with what effect ?

To what kind of grain, succulent and legutni

nous crops can it be beneficially applied ? And in

what way is it best applied to theni ?

To what kind of grasses can it be beneficially

Applied ? and in what way is it best applied to

them r

COL. TAYLOR'S REPLY.
Pout Royal, March 4, 1818.

Dear Sir.—To your questions of the 4th inst.

I reply :

1. I sow from three pecks to one bushel of
plaster upon an acre.

2. It succeeds upon all soils to which I have
applied it, those requiring to be drained except-
ed.

3. Sown on clover in the spring, it benefits it

considerably. Used in any other mode, I plough
it in. But I have even discontinued the first

practice, from observing that, when plaster is

sown and ploughed in with wheat in the fall, a
top dressing to the subsequent clover is of little

or no use ; and from thinking that the effect of
the plaster sooner ceases as a top dressing than
hen plouglied in. The best ways I think of

using it, are in the spring, upon the long manure
of the preceding winter, to be ploughed in with
it, upon well covered fields to be sown immedi-
ately before they are fallowed ; in rolling it very-

wet with seed corn bushel to bushel, and in mix-
ing it with seed wheat so moist as to let the

heat divide in sowing, in such a quantity, as

that the land shall receive not less than three
pecks to an acre. The latter is chiefly for the
sake of the succeeding clover. The wheat is

benefited in a very small degree, but it prevents
embezzlement of the seed.

4. I have had a small mill, exclusively for

inding plaster, during twenty years. In that

period I have used several hundred tons, and
tried a great variety of experiments, using it

every year to considerable extent. I think it

• For fear this experiment may not be understood
by the question, 1 will give it more fully in Colonel
Taylor's own words, " 1 have set aside two hundred
acres, (divided into two fields,) half to be cultivated
in corn yearly, half to lie imcultivated and ungrazed,
and the whole to receive an annual dressing of one
bushel of plaster to the acre. The repetition of the
culture being to quick for a perennial plant, I use the
bird-foot clover as we commonly call it, to raise cloth-

njj for the land h.avingfouml that the plaster operated
as powerfully on that as on red clover. One field pro-
ducc-i a crop of corn, and the other being enclcscl
eceives a crop of ungrazed veg-ctable matter. Tli

ucceeding year the ini.^razed field is taxed wit!

he crop of corn, and the corn field fed with il;

mgrazed vegetable. In or.e, the plaster is sown iipoi

the bird-foot clover in March or .\pi-il, and in the otiier

ploughed in at its fallow. The object of the experi-
ment is to ascertain whether an annual bushel of plas-

ter to an acre, combined with a biennial relinquishment
to the soil of its natural vegetable product, will enable
t to be severely cropped (cropt) every other year
vithout impoveri.shment, or with an addition to its fer-

tility. The first eflTect would suffice to check an evil,

ivery where demonstrating the wretched st.ate of oui
igriculture ; the second would be a cheap and expedi-
tious mode of improving the soil, even where tlit-

state of agriculture is good."
G. W. JEFFREYS
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a valuable ally of, but liy no means a substitute

for manure. That there should be intervals of

two, three or four years between applyiiiJ? it

broadcast to the. same land. That its effect is

graduated by tlie quantity of vegetable matter

upon which it is sown. That upon close,

grazed land, it does but little good at first, and

repeated, would become pernicious ; and that it

must be united either with the long manure of

the winter, or the ungrazed vegetable cover pro-

duced ia summer.

5. Corn mixed with plaster is sometimes
highly benefited, and almost unexceptionably

in a degree, depending chiefly on its alliance

with vegetable matter, and occasionally upon
the seasotis. Its effect upon wheat is before

stated. But all crops are ultimately improved

by its gradual improvement of the land, inclu-

ding those upon which its effect is not immedi-
ately visible. The small crops, vegetable, suc-

culent or culmiferous, are often benefited by a

mixture with plaster, when planted measure for

measure.

6. I have satisfied myself that plaster ought to

be used to benefit all kinds of grasses, in the

modes explained, and that it ought not to be

sown as a top dressing. By improving the land,

it benefits all kinds of grasses.

7. It is imposssible to say how far the plaster,

valued exclusively of its vegetable ally, may
liave increased the crops of grain. Used as :

top dressing to clover (red) on land never be

fore plastered, I have often had that grass in

creased four fold to a line, dividing it from sim
ilar land and clover. Spaces left unplastered

across large fields, when sown in wheat, have
remained visible during the whole season of

rest, by the inferiority in luxuriance of a grea

variety of natural grasses and weeds. The 20{

acres you mention have never received any ma-

nure, and the corn stalks have been taken

off. But they have been completely secured

against grazing. They now produce three

Ibid more corn than when the experiment com-
menced. The rest of my farm, having had the

manure, will produce five fold more corn than

it could do 20 years ago. The casualties attend

jng wheat, renders that a precarious criterion of

improvement.

Until your last letter, I was ignorant of the

section of the country in which you resided.

It seems to me, that whether you raise wheat
or tobacco, you ought by degrees to combine
with them, highland meadows, hay, and meats
for market. An experiment of the latter kind,

besides lots for cutting and grazing, should be

aided by a crop of pumpkins sufficient to feed

the stocks during the three fall months. The
price of meat and draft animals is increasing and

will increase whilst our agriculture is in its pre^

sent state.

By next post, I will, should it not escape my
memory, enclose you as many grains of Indian

corn as a letter can carry, selected after some
trials, as the best I met with.

I am respectfully. Sir,

Your most obd't serv't

JOHN TAYLOR,

To the !:. fthe .American Farmer.

Jidinburgh, A''ov. 6, 1 820.

SiK.

Yours, dated Baltimore, the Tth of October
reached me, even at this filace, on the -Ith of

November following. One could hardly have

conceived, that such an immense distance could

liave been gone over in so short a period of

time.

I am VL-ry glad to understand, that you pro-

se re-printing in America, the third edition

of the Code of Agriculture,* for it is enriched
ith the leniarks of the most intelligent prac

tical farmers in England, Scotland, and Ireland

and contains the result of all the extensive in

quiries which have recently been carried on, into

the past and present state of the agriculture

of this country. Yuu may be assured, that nc

pains have been wanting, to fill it with useful in-

formation, and to exclude all matter that could
be thought liable to objection.

In the section " on hedges" I shall allude,

that work, to Mr. Caleb Kirk's letters on
that subject, printed in the first volume
" The American Farmer." I wish much, that

you could procure for me a quantity of the
seeds of " the Cockspur, or Newcastle Thorn,"
and likewise of " the Virginia" that it may
1)6 ascertained, how far these plants are suita-

ble to die soil and climate of Great Britain,

If they could be sent ro Greenock, (with direc-

tions how to manage theiu,) they might thence
be more easily conveyed to this place, than from
Liverpool. Mr. Rowand of Charleston's " Che-

rokee Rose" if it could be procured, would like-

wise be desirable.

I was very much pleased with the perusal of

Mr. Madison's address to the Albemarle Agri
cultural Society, printed in your 21, 22, "and

23 numbers of volume I. How few, (if there
are any,) among our European statesmen, who
are either possessed of that knowledge of Agri
culture, which the author of that address must
have acquired ; or who could have expressed

it with so much distinctness and ability. I pro"

pose inserting some of his valuable remarks, on
the uses of horses, or oxen, in the third edition

f the Code.
The subject of Breeding Stock, is better un-

derstood in this country, than, perhaps, in any
other. It is carried, in some respects to an
excess of refinement, wliicli, I have no doubt,
he good sense of America will avoid I shall,

vith much pleasure assist you, in procuring a
young Bull, of the breed formed by the skill

and exertions of the late intelligent Robert Col-
lings ; who died not long ago.— His stock is

celebrated for early maturity, being fit for the
butcher, at from two and a half to three years
old.—They are not however, so productive for

the dairy.— but it is impossible to have a breed
e(iually well calculated for all the various pur-
poses, for which cattle may be reared.

In regard to horses, a moderate sized blood
stallion, with your large mares, would produce

breed fit for all useful purposes ; and some
of them might do even for the turf.—But it will

take some time to ascertain, how a horse, that

may be depended on, can be procured ; for it

would not be worth while to send a defective

animal to so great a distance.

It will give me much pleasure, at all times,

to promote the improvement and happiness of
America; with many of whose natives, I have
long carried on a friendly intercourse, either by
correspondence, or in person.—Among the for-

mer I have to enumerate General Washington,
and the present respectable President to whom
I am distantly related.—Among the latter,

Messrs, Adams, Jefferson, and Jay ; and here
I must express my satisfaction at seeing your
useful repository distinguished by some recent

communications from " Monticello."

I think it right to add, that owing to some
peculiar circumstances, I have in my possession,

a description of the several states of America,
drawn up by the "Illustrious Washington,"
himself.— I have some thoughts of publishing
that most valuable and curious document, that

every true American, may be able to possess an
account of his native country, from the pen and

c „_.,,„• „„ , . sanctioned bv the«ignature " of its greatest or-bome months since we announced our intention
' m -^ t>

republish that very excellent work, and further re-i",.,
flections on its intrinsic value, and its tendency to im-i ^^ "" my best wishes that your exertions to

prove all the branches of American Husbandry, hasipromote the cause of Agriculture, in the rising

coufirmed our determination. VVe consider the Code.'Empire of America, may meet with all the suc-

cess they merit.even as it stands, as decidedly the most useful
Agricultural volume in the English language, and the
last touches of its able auihor, which it is now under-
going, will doubtless augment its usefulness. We
are making arrangements to procure notes from some
of the most distinguished Famers under their proper
signatures in several states ; to be attached to, and
published with the third edition, as soon as it shall
tiave come to hand, under the kind promise given
'-- the above letter. Those who wish to be suppli-
ed with a copy will please furnish us with their
namesand place of residence. The American copy of
the second edition, has been sold at S3 —Ours from

third English edition, will contain much addi-
tional matter by the author, and in the shape of notes
adapting the work still

American Farmers. It will also be enrich -d with
many additional plates, not hitherto published in any
edition : and still the price shaH not exceed S3, if it

be possible to publish it at that,

JT" All Editors who may copy Sir John Sinclair's
letter, will do us a kindness by copying the above
note,

1 remain with esteem.

Your faithful and ob't serv't,

JOHN SINCLAIR.
John S. Skinneh, Esq. >

Baltimore, America. \

FOn THE AMERICAM F.^RMEB-

In the present reduced state of the price of
cotton wool, the planter and farmers ought to

make and procure to be made cotton blankets,

precisely to the use of cotton rugs, co^|pn twine, cords, and ropes, wa-
gon covers, coarse, and stout clothing, and all

such things as will consume much weight and
value of cotton. Carding and spinning machine-
ry ought to be set up (on moderate scales at first,)

in the southern and western states.
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From the American Beacon, Norfolk, January

12th, 1821.

INTERESTING INTELLIGENCE.

To the Citizens of fhe United States, esfiecially

Agriculturists, Timber Merchants, Cominis

sioners for Cutting Public Roads, and to

all the Purchasers of the Public Lands, iS'c.

Our illustrious countrymen, Doctor Frank-

lin, whose profound wisdom is acknowledged

in every quarter of the globe, has remarked
" THAT TIME IS MONEY." The justness

of Dr. Franklin's remark may be practical)ly

seen by the immense saving of time, and con-

sequently, the great quantity of work that can

be done by the American Land Clearing Ma-
chines and Engines, invented by Thomas Ox-
ley of Norfolk Borough, Va. But we will

point out the advantages which will result, both

'.0 the public and individuals, by the use of these

machines, in cutting the public roads, in clearing

land, in cutting down of timber for the tim-

ber merchants, &c. To the timber merchant

they will be found a most valuable acquisition

as it is well known, that in the method common-
ly used, a great quantity of the most valuable

part of the tree, which is near the root, is des-

troyed and wasted in cutting down ; but by the

use of the aforesaid machines, not an inch of

timber will be lost in each tree : And in cut

ting the public roads, and clearing the lands

these machines and engines will be equally

valuable, as they will cut down the trees quite

close to the ground, and in fact level with the

ground, so that any carriage may pass over

without experiencing the slightest shake what

ever ; and that the land may be ploughed with

out ever turning out of the way, either to the

right or to the left. One of these curious ma
chines worked by four men, will do more work
than twenty-six men can do by the common
method, although in the following calculations

the machine is stated to do the work of twenty

five, instead of twenty-six men ; this is to make
an allowance for the accidents of wear and tear

in the use of the machine. But we ought to

consider not only the great <lespatch of work
but also the great saving of»expense in wages ;

for example, the price of one of those machines

is 800 dollars ; and being made in a strong and

very substantial manner, will last upwards of

three years, in constant use, ten hours a day

iix days a week, during that time ; such a ma-
chine, worked by four men, will do more work
than twenty-six men ; but to make allowance

for the accidents of wear and tear, &c. it shall

be stated as above to do the work of only twenty

live men ; 75 cents per day are the wages for an

axe man, (though some of them are paid a dol-

lar per day,) so that twenty-five men's wages for

a week, at 75 cents per day each, will be 112

dollars 50 cents ; and for nine weeks the wages
of 25 men will be §1012 50

But the wages of 4 men for nine weeks
will only be • 1G2

purchaser of the said hiachine. And at 75 cents

per day,

The wages of 25 men will amount in

52 weeks, or in one year, to §5825

4 men's wages for 1 year are S936 > j^,g
and price of the machine S800 $

1 the gain, or saving in one year.

Calculation for three years.

The wages of 25 men, at 75 cents per

day, are 817,47 5

4 men's wages will only be 82808 } „ q

Price of the Machine 8800 S
'

Gain in three years, by the use of one

Machine 813,867

So we see very clearly, that one of these ma
chines, in the short space of three years, will

gain the purchaser thereof the prodigious sum
of thirteen thousand eight hundred and sixty

seven dollars. Gentlemen interested, should

remember the motto of Dr. Franklin : and they

11 do well to purchase these machines as early

as possible, while they may have them at so rea-

sonable a price.

Where it may be inconvenient for one person

to purchase a machine, several may join togeth

er and purchase a machine by subscription.

Orders by letters, post paid, addressed to the

inventor, will meet with the most punctual at

tention.

INTERESTING TO FARMERS.
Lathyrus Latafolius, or Everlasting Sweet Pea

ALDER.
The leaves of the alder tree are often put

into the subterraneous paths of the moles, to

e those noxious little animals from the gar-

den. If fruit treos, flowering shrubs, corn, or

other vegetables be whipped with the green
leaves of the alder branches, insects will not at-

tach to them. An infusion of these leaves in

ater is good to sprinkle over rare buds and
other flowers subject to blights, and the devasta-

tion ol caterpillars.

^mm i^^mmmm^
BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1821.

Geological Essays ,- or an inquiry into some of the Geolo-

logical Phenomena to be found in various parts of

America, and ehe^ohere. By Horace If. Hayden,

Esquire, &c. &c. Baltimore.

.4 Geological Survey of the County ofMbany, taken under
the direetion of the Agricultural Socie.y of that County.

We rejoice to find, that our farmers are beginning

to perceive the intimate connexion, which subsists be-

tween the two sciences of Geology and Agriculture.

No permanent improvement, indeed, can ever be mada>

'

in the latter, without such a knowledge of the former
as will at least enable the farmer to understand the
difference of the nature of soils. An acquaintance with •

the formation of soils, is indispensable to a knowledge
of the proper application of manures, and without this

knowledge, have many farms remained unproductive,

that might be made to yield considerable profit;

The Geological Essays, by Mr. Hayden, though di-

rected to a particular inquiry, in the result of which
agriculture is but little concerned, will nevertheless be
found to contain much matter, interesting as well to the

farmer, as to every man who is fond of contemplating

Description, Cultivation, and produce of a plant the operations of nature. They are, besides, well cal-

of this kind of Pea, which is nine years old,

and cultivated by the subscriber.

The plant was transplanted at a year old into

a rich soil, and commonly kept free from weeds

;

but not manured. The vines the last summer
measured thirty-eight feet in circumference,

round the plant, and produced fourteen thou-

sand, seven hundred and sixty-four peas. After

the peas were collected, the vines were in a fine

green state of vegetation, they were cut, and
weighed twenty-two pounds, and were given to

cattle, and eaten as freely as green clover. Fi

quent cutting or close feeding will not injure

•ibis plant, as the vines proceed from the crown
)f the root, from two to fotir inches below the

lurface. The green leaves receive no injury

from the winter frost, and would afford fi

fresh feed at all times when the snow would not

prevent. This plant was long since recommended
by the celebrated Dr. Anderson, as promising to

afford large crops of hay and pasture.

Small quantities of the seed may be had by

pplication to the subscriber.

JAMES LITTLE.
N. B.—A plant of the above kind, four years

old, produced at one cutting, fourteen pounds
of green vines.

iurelius, Cauga County, A". 1'. )

Dec. lOlh, 1 820. \

The difference, or saving of wages, in

nine weeks, is 8850 SO
So that one of these machines will not only

pay for itself in nine weeks, but will also leave

;in overplus of 850 50 cents in the hands of the

There has been fatted on Jared Peck's farm,

in the town of Rye, county of Westchester, and

state of New York, this year, four hogs, viz.

—

one v/eighing 501 lb.—one do. 522 lb.—one do
529 lb.—•! do. 531 lb.—Total weight 2083 lb.

culated to remove the too general impression, that the

study of Geology is dull, tedious and uninteresting. The
eader, indeed, must be very fastidious in his amuse-

ments, who does not find much to entertain and instruct

him in these essays.

The " Geological survey of the county of Albany,"
s a labour which not only does honour to the Agricul-

tural society of that county, but which deserves the

thanks of the county at large. It is the first direct

acknowledgement we h-ave seen in this country, of the

great importance of Geological science, to the profita-

ble cultivation of the soil ; and incalculable benefits

may be expected from it, if it should excite, as it so

II deserves, the farmers in other parts of the United
States to a similar collection and arrangement of Geo-
logical facts. The method pursued by the gentlemen
employed in this survey, is so easy and simple, that it

may be followed without trouble, and without previous

tudy. We know not whether this pamphlet has been
published, with a view to a general distril)Ution of it

through the United States ; but we should like to hear
f its being in the hands of every farmer in the country.

It would awaken a taste for science, which could not

fail to produce extensive benefits to our country.

OCT^The extracts from Mr. Brusin's letter on Wbeat,
prepared for the present, are unavoidably deferred to tl.r

next number.

PKICES CURRENT.
Baltimore, 9lh February, 1821.

Whiskey from the wagons 25 cents per gallon i—
Flour from do. §3 75 per bbl ; Hay §16 ; Straw gS
per ton ; Oats, country measure, 33 cents per bushel

;

Live Catfle 5 to S6, very superior, g7 per c. ; prime
pieces beef 9 to 10 cents per lb ; do. of mutton, 7 to

9 cents per lb ; Butler, fresh 25 to 31 cents per lb ;—
Potatoes 100 cents per bushel ; Turnips 50 cents per
bushel

PUBUSHED BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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A candid and impartial exposition ot the various

opinions, on the subject of the comparative quahty of

the wheat and flour in the nortliern and southern sec-

tions of the United States, has been given to the

public by Mr. John C. Hnish, now of Washini,non

with a view to dcvelope the true cause of their

ierence. It appears in the form of a letter, winch

has been published by its author, under the commen-
dation of Genera) T. Bailey, of New York, and at the

particular request of the Kditor of the Albany Plough

Boy, and Doctor Samuel L. Mitchell : to the last of

whom it is addressed. Mr. Hrush has caused many
copies to be printed for sale r.t Washinston City, and

we smcerely hope that they may obtain a wide circu-

lation : because we think that his advice deserves to

be not only read but studied, and strictly followed by
every farmer. For, although he has sustained his

opinion chiefly by leference to his own observation

and experience, still the facts which he states are in

some instances satisfactorily supported by an appeal

to other persons, and in all cases they are so very

reasonable, or may be so well supported by strict

analogies derived from high authority, that they ap
prove themselves to our judgment without a strug-

gle. After having completely exposed the insuffi-

ciency of the causes usually assigned, to account for

the acknowledged degeneracy in the character of Xew
York flour, he submits, what he has long conceived

to be the only true and satisfactory cause of the in-

feriority of flour manufactured to the northward of

Pennsylvania.

He believes that cause to be,
" Tho damaged state of the wheat in consequence

of suffering it to remain too long on the earth before

harvesting it, after it has arrived to a state of full and

perfect maturity. Until, according to the common,
strange idea of the North, it is " dead ripe. That is,

ripe even mito tkath."

"In support of this opinion the following facts

are offered. That, from the best accounts of travel-

lers and writers, and from the various uses which we
have seen made of the straw, it appears that

part of this or any other country, excepting that

North of Pennsylvania, is wheat left to stand on the

ground until it reaches its utmost state of decay ; and

tliat no where else has the baseness of flour been

made a subject of serious and general complaint,

the Soutliern and Western parts of the United States,

the farmers watch with great care and anxiety this pe-

riod of full and perfect ripeness, and improve, to the neg-

lect of all other concerns, the favoured, the accepted

time of harvest. At the North the reverse is well

known to be the mode of management. Every thing

else is better attended to than the harvest of the'

wheat crop ; which they universally leave far beyond

the proper time of gathering it."

" It is also known tliat the wheat of the South manu
factured in the mills of the North, makes as good

flour as when manufactured in those of the South

but, that the wheat of the North will make no better

flour when manufactured in the mills of the South.-

Nor will the wheat of the North command as high a

price in the Southern markets as that of the South."

" Of the first of these facts, there have been many
proofs, the advantages and disadvantages in the in-

spection laws of the respective places to the contrary

notwithstanding. One of the most respectable and
satisfactory proofs was given me not long since by
General Bailey, of New York, in a conversation with

him on this subject. He told me that he once re-

\

ceived trujii the mills of Messrs. Merit &. Hart, be
|tween Albany and Troy, flour manufactured by them
from a cargo of Southern wheat, of a quality superio

that manufactured at the South, which he had been
accustomed to

" Further, that wheat at the North harvested about
the period of full ripeness, as it is at the South,
will make as good flour, the following relation of
facts will prove. In the year 1805, I removed from
the South, (the state of Delaware) to New York m;
native state, and recommenced my favourite, agricui

tural pursuits, on a most fertile and delightful farm
belonging to George Tibbetts, Esquire, of Troy ; situa-

ted on Green Island, formed by the junction of the
lower mouths of the Mohawk with the Hudson

^

The year following, just as I was setting in one
morning, with all the force I could rally, to harvest
very large and fine crop of wheat, my brother Gil-

bert Brush, then a merchant in Troy, but for many
years a farmer in that neighbourhood of high reputa-

his business, came into the field, and with
great concern for me and my interest, addressed me
in the following hasty and abrupt, but kind
" Why really, brother, are you quite mad > It cannot
" be possible that you seriously intend to cut th's

charming field of wheat in its present green state
" My word for it, you will lose it all, and thereby
" bring on your ruin." I smiled, and thrust in the
sickle, for I knew that "the harvest had already
" fully come." And left him to bemoan my folly

and to go and consult with his neighbours on the signs

of the time of harvest. Some said, "yet ten days;
some two weeks ; and some three weeks, and then
cometh harvest," 1 heeded them not ; but pro-

ceeded, and before some of them had finished their
harvest, I had mine threshed out, taken to market
tnd sold ; and for a greater price than was obi;

hat season. The flour of this wheat was confessed
- be of a superior quality, andfully equal to that from

the South,"

In the spring of 1808, I resigned the lease of this

"vourite spot to my brother already mentioned,
as occupied it ever since, and retu

more about what my brother and my old honest Dutch
neighbours thought ofmy mode of managing the wheat
crop, until last spring. When, after an absence of
eleven years, 1 had the pleasure to see this same
brother again in New York. And, .after the greetings
usual on such tender occasions, and a little commoi
talk on the affairs of old times, the first set subject hi

introduced was, the wheat crop I cut in a " fit of

madness," on Green Island. And he then told me.
that from the time he had succeeded me on the pre-

mises, he had pursued my plan of cutting and curing
his wheat in due time ; and that it was acknowledged,
that it, and the flour made from it, were far superior to

that of " dead ripe wheat."
Perhaps, there are no stricter observers of the

times and seasons of nature, than the farmers of the

North, in every crop, except that of -wheat. Their
rye, their Indian corn, and oats, they gather in before
the " dead ripe" state—their timothy, clover, and
all kinds of grasses, they cut j and their fruits and
vegetables they preserve in due time. Every thing
this way shares their kind and seasonable attention.

Let them, then, bestow the same on their wheat, and,
after one year, they will have no further reason
complain of the inferiority of their flour."
" Let them treat their wheat as they do their rye,

and their flour will be as much superior to what it

now is, as that of early is cut to that of late cut rye.

The practice here recommended is precisely that of

the South ; where they harvest their wheat at the

same time the farmers at the North do their rye.'"

" I may further observe, that for the same cause,
amely, that of gathering the crops in, or out of due

season, the Indian corn meal of the North is as much
perior to that of the South, as the wheat flour of

the latter is to that of the former. At the North the
approach of winter, and its greater severity

render it necessary that the corn crop should be ga-
thered in as soon as it is ripe ; it would not be safe

) let it remain out, hke the wheat, until it is " dead
pc." At the Soutli, not being under the same ne-
2ssity of gathering in the corn crop when it is fully

ripe, it is there suffered to remain on the ground
quite too long. Yet, it is with the corn there, as it is

ith the wheat at the North, it is far better when
gathered in due time. This is known by the frequent
practice of plucking the earliest ripe ears and curing
them in a proper manner. The meal will then be
much richer, more palatable and nutritious. And so
it will be with all kinds of pulse, as has been determin-
ed by several experimentalists."
"To offer reasons to enforce the opinion that this

nferiority arises from cutting the wheat too late,

would be almost superfluous, after the preceding facts

and observations. For what can be more obvious,

than that the substance of every thing must be better
at full maturity, than when it has far declined >"

" If what I have advanced, and endeavoured to sup-
port by facts, observations, and reasonings, be true,

namely, that the inferiority of Northern flour be
wholl}- owing to the too late cutting of the wheat, it

will, no doubt, be asked, how it has happened that

the farmers and millers of the North have not disco-

vered and attended to this fact, as well as those of
the South .' The truth is, the farmers and millers of
the South, in general, know about as little of, the
cause of the superiorili/ of their flour, as those of the
North do to that of the inferiority of theirs. The
former are perfectly contented that their flour be
good J while the latter are everlastin,^ly complaining
hat theirs is bad; and this is all that any of them
know on the subject. They are alike governed by
long established habits and customs. Some person,
it seems, has been wise enough to find it out for

family to the South ; nor heard, nor troubled myself 'hem ; and kind and patriotic enough to make it

known. Yet, it will still be urged, that there must
be some reason for a practice so directly at variance

in a matter of such high importance. I will, then,

give the best account of it I can. And having farmed
it, and been concerned in mills from the 38th to the

43d degree of north latitude, it is probable that it will

not be altogether an irrational one."

To be sure, it is said, that wheat is the staple of

New York, as well as of Virginia. That it is the
principal and most valuable product, is certain. But,

it by no means follows from this, that it is as much
attended to at the most critical season. In truth, it

Id be difficult to tell what is the staple of the

state of New York, it has so many valuable and im-

portant articles. Hence the care and attention of the

cultivator are so much divided amongst his various

objects, his wealth and prosperity not depending en-

tirely on any one, that some one more ratist be neg-

lected, through his too great hurry of business.—

.\nd, it unfortunately happens, that the wheat crop

is one ; and, I believe, the only one that is neglected.

It being a clear gain crop, and not a living one, he
Icnows, that if it should be wholly lost, it would not

much affect, far less ruin him ; as he has many other

aluable articles for market, en the proceeds of which

he can still safely depend for subsistence, for the

payment of his debts, and for the prosecution of his

views of speculation. Not so with the farmer of the

South. Never having been trained as a dealer in no-

tions, his v.'heat crop is his main, and often bis sole

dependance. If this be lost, all is pretty much lost.
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Constqiieiuly this will receive liis particulai- care and
attention. It will not onlv be the last interest he will
neglect ; but he will neglect every other interest for!

the sake of this. For it is, in truth, his temporal sal-'

ration."

" The improvement spuksn of, as to the proper
time of /iai-vesli?ig, and manner of curing the wheat
crop, was purely an ace dental discovery made more
tlian seventy years since, by a wealthy and respecta-
ble farmer of the county of Queen Ann's, on the Eas-
tern Shore of Maryland. I'he accidental circum-
stance which led to this important discovery, it i<

not of consequence to mention. Otherwise, 1 could
do It, ami support the truth of the fact by the most
unquestionable authorities."

" But, sHch are the well known prejudice and ob-
stinacy of mankind, that though the fact, with all its ad-
vantages stared them in the face on every side, it was
•not until about forty years, that it became a general
practice at the South. Is it any wonder, then, consi
ilering the snai! progress ef all important improve
ments, that this practice of the Soutli has not found
its way, as yet, beyond the Delaware river, or the
Northern boundary of Pennsylvania. But, as surely
as reason and common sense are to be found at the
N'orth, as well as at the South, it will very shortly be
adopted by the farmers of the fnvmn section."

" Let, then, these several facts be attentively and
candidly weighed, and I must think, that with any
mind, m a state to be impressed with evidence of so
•raasonable a nature, nothing more would be required
to induce a conviction in favour of the opinion here
contended for ; namely, that the damage the whi
must necessarily sustain from being left too long
the ground beyond the time of entire ripeness, is the
real and true cause of the inferiority of Northern
flour.'

To the greater proportion of gluten, its condition
and that of the mucilage, saccharine principle and
starch contained in early cut wheat, we are inclined
chiefly to ascribe the alleged superiority of flour
that has been made from it. That there is more glu-
ten in wheat when it is cut as soon as it arrives at
maturity, than there is when cut at a later period,
might be inferred from our knowledge of the differ-
ence that exists in the proportion of leaven found in
ripe and unnpe fruits, but it may be more satisfacto-
rily shewn by the analysis of Virginia, or (

vheat.- and New York, or l„!c cut ,vhfat, as given to
•!S by Mr. Coles : who found in,

Of Gluten, Slwr',, B:
100 jjarts of Virginia "Wheat, 24 ~0
And in do. ofNew York do. 19 76

This excess of gluten in Southern whe.-it, is attribut-
ed by Professor Davy and others, almost exclusively
to the influence of climate ; but that very profound
Ghymist, we believe, would have given a different
opinion as to its cause, if he had adverted to the early
period of its maturity at which Southern wheat is
tisually harvested

;
for this may of itself account for

all the difference which has been ol)served in the two
kinds of grain.

That seasons and climate may exert their influence
over the quality, as they do upon the quantity of our
crops, we do not doubt: but still we believe that im-
proper delay, either at seed time or harvest, would
ordinarily be followed by more extensive and dfcided
eff'ects. The power of plants and trees to reproduce
their proper kind, and mature their seeds and fruit
wherever tiiey can prosper, has fallen under the ob
servat.on ot every one. And we all know that the
particular plant now under consideration, is peculiar,
ly hardy in its growth. In the language of .Mr Col.-.s,
" it flourislies luxuriantly in almost every region or
district of our c untry, it is produced from Georgia
to Maine, from the Mississippi to the A lantic ; .and in
the United States of America, is subject to fewer
casuahties, accidents or contingencies than in any
other country. There is no other country of which
we have read or heard that has not been' sometime-
visited by failure of crops and by famine ; but with us
there is no such thing as a failure of the wheat crop—
the m mory of man cannot recollect it—the annals of
our country do not record it ; other crops fail, bu'
wheat never

:
the quality varies with the season, but

VOL.
the crop never fails." The very small di

has been found by analysis in the ioi^redicnts of wheat,
when grown at pl.ices so remote from each othei

properly considered, is well cdculated to prevent our
l.nying too much stress upon the influence of seasons

or climate. The changes which are accomplished in

a few days, when apparently lifeless seed, is broug:lit

into verdant being, are far more conspicuous and in

finitely wonderful ; so too are those which happen at

the close of its growth, when in as short a period

the ripening juices, secreted within the epidermis of

the future grain, are nearly all converted by the i

fluence of vegetable life, from their mucilaginoi

form, into the less soluble st.ate of starch and the co
dition of insoluble gluten. These changes are thus

described by Chapt
"

" Mucilage appears to constitute the first alteration

of the alimentary juices in vegetables. Most seed
are almost totally resolvable into mucilage, and young
plants seem to be entirely formed of it. This sub-
stance has the greatest analogy with the

of animals. Like that fluid, it is most abundant in

the earlier periods of life ; and all the other princi

pies appear to be derived from it : and in vegetables,
as well as animals, its quantity becomes less in pro-
portion as the increase of magnitude, or growth of the
individual, becomes less or ceases. Mucilage
only the ntitritive juice of plants and animals ; but,
when extracted from cither, it becomes the
nourishing and wholesome food we are acquainted
with. Mucilage forms the basis of the proper juices,

or the sap of plants. It is sometimes found almost
entirely alone, as in mallows, the seeds of the wild
quince, linseed, &c. In other instances it is united
with an oil, and forins the fat oils. Frequently it is

united with sugar : as in the gramineous seeds, the
sugar-cane, maize, carrot, &c.

" The fecula or starch appears to he only a slight al

teration of mucilage, for it differs from tliat substance
in no other respect than in being insoluble in cold wa-
ter, in which liquid it falls with wonderful quickness.
If it be put into hot water, it forms a mucilage, and
resumes all its characters. It seems that the fecula

is simply a mucil .ge deprived of caloric. In fact, a
young plant is all mucilage."

" The glutinous principle, which on account of
properties resembling those of animal suhstances, has
been called the vegeto-animal substance by some
chymists, is more particularly obtained fi( gra.

n'-ous vegetables. We are indebted to Beccari for

the discovery of this substance : and the analysis of
farinaceous substancfs has since been enriched with
various important facts. To make the analysis of any
farina, the methods employed are such as are simple,
and incapable of decomposing or altering any of its

constituent parts. A paste is formed with the flour

and water ; and this is kneaded .and wrought in the
ds under water, till it no longer communicates any

colour to that fluid. The substance which then re-

mains in the hand is tenacious, ductile, and very
elastic ; and becomes more and more adhesive, in

proportion as the water which it had imbibed flies offisleeped in cold

And in the downward course of plants, the changes
chich they suffer are no less remarkable.
" The constituents of plants during vegetation, are

inually going through a regular set of change.s,
losing the properties of one substance, and assuming
those of another. Thus a substance which in the
young plant has the properties of mucilage, assumes
in the old the properties of starch ; what in green
fruit is an acid, in ripe fruit becomes sugar. Vege-
table principles, then, are not fixed or stationary in

the living plant : they are gradually running into one
another. But this tendency to change, or rather this
continual decomposition in consequence of the mutual
re-action of the different simple substances of which
the vegetable principles are omposed, is by no means
confined to the living state. It goes on with equal or
with greater energy in favourable circumstances in ve-

s;etable matter, after it has been completely separated
from the living plants. It has been observed, that
this tendency to spontaneous decomposition is usually
greater in animal th.m in vegetable bodies, and that
those vegetable bodies in which the tendency is

greatest, bear the closest resemblance to animal mat-
ter. Hence the common chemical phr,ase, that such
substances are more animnlizeil. This is the case with
srhileu in particular, which undergoes spontaneous
decomposition more rapidly than most other vegetable
bodies."*

This tendency to change should teach us to reap,
cure, and save our crops as soon as they are ripe ;

for it advertises us that longer delay and exposure to

the weather might, and most probably would, subject
them to the first stages of a second growth which by
destroying a portion of their gluten, would greatly
injure their value. The importance of preserving

'

this ingredient may be well understood from the fol-

lowing observations. " To the property of the pul-

verilent particles of gluten to become elastic by the
aildition of water, it is certain that the farina of
wheat owes that of forming a paste, and that in pro-

portion to its quantity and maturity the panilication

varies." And, " The substance best adapted to make
loaf bread is wheat flour, and this is composed chiefly

of starch and gluten. It is to the gluten, however,
;

that wheat flour owes its superiority to every other as

the basis of bread." .Vgain, " it is stated that, if

whe.at be grown in the ear, the flour that is made
from it may to all appearance possess every quality of '

excellent meal ; but it is well known that, it is im-
possible to make bread from it of a wholesome and
digestible nature, because the circumstance of the
grain being grown, destroys the susceptibility of the
flour to be acted on by leaven."t When we reflect

upon tlie little exposure that suffices to injure and
destroy the gluten of grain, the necessity of cutting
it as soon as it is ripe, and of saving it as soon as it is

cured, appears so obvious that we arc compelled to

wonder that it could have been so generally overlook-

ed or disregarded. The causes which produce that

change are few and simple. Their agency is beauti-

fully seen in the process of malting.
" The term mall, is applied to grain which has been

made to germinate artificially to a certain extent, af-

ter which the process is stopped by the application of
heat. Barley is chiefly used for this purpose. " =-

for a period, which by the law*
of England, must not be less than forty hours ; but
beyond that period the steeping may be continued as

long as it is thought proper. Here it imbibes mois-
ture, and increa.ses in bulk : while at the same time a
quantity of carbonic acid is emitted, and a part of the
substance of the husk is dissolved by the steep water,

hich gradually acquires a yellow colour, and the pe-

culiar smell and taste of water in which straw has
been steeped. After the grain has remained a suffi-

cient time in the steep, the water is drained off, and
the barley thrown out of the cistern upon the malt-
"oor, where it is formed into a rectangular heap,

called the couch, about 16 inches deep. In this situa-

tion it is allowed to remain about 26 hours. It is

by evaporation. In this same operation the fecula
falls to the bottom of the water; while the extrac-
tive matter continues in solution, and m.iy be concen
trated by evapor.ation of the fluid.

" If the glutinous matter be stretched out, and then
let go, it returns by spontaneous contraction to its

riginal form. If it be left suspended, it becomes ex-
ended by its weight . and forms a very thin transpa-
rent membrane, which exhibits a kind of net work,
resembling the texture of the membranes of animals.
If the gluten be dissolved in the vegetable acids, se-

veral times repeatedly, and precipitate<l by alkalies, it

restored to the state of fecula : and according to
Macquer, if vinegar be distilled by a gentle heat from , . , , „ , . 1 . .
this substance, it is reduced to a state of mucilage.— "'.^"'T'.-^^ I"^^','^ f wooden shovels and di- '

It is to gluten that wheat owes its property of making '".'""'I'^'l " ,''"''' '" ,<^^P'''- ^'"^ turning is repeat-
• - • " ed twice a day or oftener, and the grain is spread

thinner and thinner, till at last its depth docs not ex-
ceed a few inches. When placed on the couch, it_

• Thomson's Chemistry.

t Cole's Memoir on Flour, &c.
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begins gradually to absorb oxygen from the atmos

phere, and to convert d into carbonic acid ; at first

' very slowly, but afierwards more rapidl)'. The tem-

perature, at first the same iv;th that of the external air,

begins slowly to increase ; and in about 96 hours tl

grain is, at an average, about 10° hotter than the

surrounding atmosphere. At this time the grain,

which had become dry on the surface, becomes agaii

so moist that it will wet the hand, and exhales at the

same time an agreeable odour, not unlike that of ap-

ples. The appearance of this moisture is called

sweating. A small portion ot alcohol appears to be

volatilized at this period. Tiie great object of thi

m.ilt-men is to keep the temperature from becoming
excessive. This they do hy frequent turning. The
temperatiu-e which they wish to preserve varies from
55° to 62", according to the different modes of malt

ing pursued. At the period of the sweating the root

of the grams begin to appear, at first like a smai

white prominence, at the bottom of each seed, which

soon divides itself into three rootlets, and increases

in length with very great rapidity, unless checked by

turning the malt. About a day after the sprouting of

the roots, the rudiments of the future stem, called

ncrospire by the malsters, may be seen to lengthen.

—

It rises from the same extremity of the seed with the

root, and advancing within the husk, at last issues

from the opposite end ; but the process of malting is

stopped before it has made such progress. As the

acrospire shoos along the grain, the appearance of

the kernel, or mealy part of the corn, undergoes a

considerable change. The glutinous and mucilaginous

matter is taken up and removed, the colour becomes
white, and the texture so loose that it crumbles to

powder between the fingers. The object of malting,

IS to produce this change ! when it is accomplished

which takes place when the acrospire has come nearly

to the end of the seed, the process is stopped by dry

ing the malt upon the kiln. The ronls appear, from

the process, to be formed chiefly from the mucila-

ginous, and glutinous parts of the kernel. The starch

is not employed in their formation but undergoes a change

intended nojloubt

the plant."+

Thus in one week, by the agency of heat, air and

moisture, the gluten of barley may be wholly de-

stroyed and the nature of the starch be entirely altered.

And as wheat contains more gluten than barley it is

probable that, it would pass more rapidly through

those changes. To the smaller quantity of this active

principle found in rye, barley, maize, and oats, we at-

tribute their inferiority, compared with wheat. Ten
parts of those give us about one part of gluten,

whereas five parts ofwheat give us one part ofgluten.

—

Ilence we may infer that a very partial reduction of

the gluten of wheat, would render that grain incapa

ble of being converted into good flour. And if it is

objected that we have appealed to an operation of art

to' support our inference, and illustrate the changes

made upon a piece of grain, half of which was cut
prematurely, the other half at the customary time.

—

The first part gave three bushels more grain to

acre. Afterwards an equal quantity of the farina

was made into bread ; that of the grain cut when green,
made from one bushel, five pounds more bread than
the other. Finally, the wcivel attacked the corn cu
when ripe, and the other was free from it. 'J'/w mo
mfiit to reap, is, ivhen :he grain, sijmized bet.ci-rii t/i,

/iigers, appears pasUj, like the crumb of bread immediati.

after it is taken from t/ie oven. This, which is th<

opinioit of Mr. Cadet de Vaux, is supported by that

of Mr. .Mcllard, a very respectable agriculturist. They
both confirm their theory by experiments. The
satne custom has been practised for many years at the
magnificent farm of Mr. Coke at Holkham, in Eng-
land, who cuts not only his grain before its maturity,
but likewise gr.asses, and even herbaceous plants.

He does not hesitate to attribute to this measure the
superior quality of his grain and hay to that of other
farmers, who reap all things at the period of their per
feet maturity."*

And now, that we have presented all the views that

we intended to give in support of Mr. Brush's opin-

ion of the expediency and importance of early harvests,

we will lay his instructions before our readers, as tc

the appearance of the straw and grain at the propel-
time of reaping, and likewise his observations as to

thS saving or advantages that attend an early harvest,

independently of the better quality of the grain.

He says, " those sure and infallible indications of na-
ture, by which she points out that precise stage of full

and perfect maturity in the wheat crop, when, accord-

g to her fixed and universel laws, it ought to be har-

vested, and taken from its parent earth, in order to

preserve it from that waste of its richer, finer, more
sprightly, and generous substances, which it must in-

evitably' lose in consequence of standing through a

long and tedious decay, after the state of full and per-
fect ripeness.

These indications are few, simple, and easily

boxes and baskets. Wliile the straw of " dead ripe'
wheat is fit for nothing but to be trodden under fool by
beasts, as no old starving cow would eat it."

" Another great advantage of harvesting the wheat
crop in dtie time, is, that it produces less interference
in the various business of the season. Carticularly as it

gives the farmer an ojjportunity, before it be too late, to
b;stow upon his crop of Indian corn the last dressing,
which is by far the most critical ; and which, if not done
in due time, had much better not be done at all.

" And it is well known, that generally the highest
price can be obtained for wheat immediately after har-
vest. He then who delivers his wheat first in the mar-
ket, will be in the way to receive the gain."
" Lastly. All grain, fruits, and vegetables, used in

distillation, will, for the reasons already given, yield a
choicer and more pure spirit when gathered .at the
season of full and perfect maturity. The moie gluten
or active substance, the more alcohol ; a great consider-

lon to the makers of whiskey."
And in conclusion, Mr. Brush proposes, if suffici-

ently patrunised by the public, to prepare small tracts
on the following subjects.

The best mode of tillage for flat or champaign
lands, particularly the Hempstead plains on Long-
Island 1 and embanked meadows of the Messrs. Swart-
wouts on the marshes of the Hackensack and Passaic

kith the most proper culture of corn on such
lands. 2. The most proper cotirse to be pursued witli

11 labouring men and animals as to the times of taking
their food and rest. 3. The cheapest food on which to

1 fatten swine. 4. The only principles on
which to construct ch.mneys and fire places, soaslo
render houses free from smoke, secure against accidents
by fire, and to produce the greatest degree of warmth
with the smallest qtiantity of fuel."

understood. When the straw exhibits a bright
it for the future nourishment of golden colour from the bottom nearly to the top, or

head : when the head begins to incline gently, and
small degree, be assured the time of nature has

; life is then departing ; put in the sickle, and
save the crop from that waste which it must certainly

sutler from delay. But, as all parts of a crops will

not be equally ripe at the same time ; go through your
heat field, when you contemplate harvesting it, and

select the very greenest heads you can find, and, if

by rubbing them in your hands, you can separate the
kernel from the chaff, you may know that the grain is

tit of its milky state, and may be cut with safety
;

for although the straw of such heads may be quite

green from the head some distance downwards, still

if the part below, as before mentioned, is of a bright

golden colour from the bottom upwards, the gram will

not shrink or perish, if properly cured in tlie air and

which grain undergoes when exposed to heat andjsun. These indications show that the grain wants no

humidity, why then we may observe, « that all vege-further nourishment from the earth ; that the earth of

table substances, both complete plants, and the com- course, can give no more."

petent parts separately, when left entirely to them- The many advantages obviously arising from the

selves are gradually decomposed and destroyed, pro- practice here recommended of harvesting wheat in

vided moisture be present and the temperature bedue season, independently of the superior quality of

not much under 45° " This decomposition is iinhappi- the flour, are, first, that less of the wheat is lost in

ly, too often experienced in our harvest field, where gathering it ; cut at the proper season there in none

we have repeatedly seen the process of vegetation re- worth naming lost by shelling out; scarcely a grain

commencing in the heads of grain cut too late andbeing seen through the whole process of harvesting

exposed after being cut, to rains of some days con- cut at the "dead ripe" state, one tenth, at least, is

tinuancc, succeeded by humid weather. The advan. lost. For really in this state, every stroke, every

tages of harvesting in due season are it would seem, by touch is more like threshing with the flail, then cut

the following extract, well understood in some parts of ting with the cradle, sickle, or scythe; and strews

England. the ground with a sufficient quantity of loose, scatter-

Cnlling of meat before it is ripe. M S'^'" t" ^^<''^j^ ,t"'i'=e over, which is a great loss
^ "In the second place, by cultmg the whe.at crop m

"It is said by a Paris paper, that grain cut eight due season, the straw is not only good provender;

d.ays before the ordinary time, has, first, the advan- much better than the straw of the rye, which is so

tage of escaping the dangers which threatened it at eagerly sought after in all the cities and villages at

that period. This is accidental, but it has the posi the North, in what they calf chopped stuff; but for

tive advantage of being more nutritive, larger, fintr, various other uses, such as hats for men, bonnets for

and is never attacked by the weavel. These asser- kvomen, for bottoming chairs, for mats for our entry

tions are proved by the most conclusive experiments, doors, horse collars, thatching, and for elegant toy

Thomson's Chemistry. Ktiral Magaz

FROM THE NATIONAL HECOBnER.

As it is practised in the neighbourhood of Rennesin
Brittany, where the best Butter in France is made.

Milk is composed of three parts, essentially dif-
ferent from each other ; they are as follow :

1st. The aqueous part, called whey, which is very
acid.

2d. The cheese part, which is substantial.

3d The butter part called cream, of an oily nature,
and which comes up naturally to the surface of the
milk even before its decomposition.

It is this cream that is turned out into butter by
churning.

Ill order to make good butter, the decomposition of
milk must have begun ; I mean the parts must be

actly separated, as it happens when it begins to
turn sour. Milk must necessarily be sour before be-
ginning to churn ; but it is urgent to churn it as soon

it is sour, and not to wait its fermentation.
It must have curdled and soured of itself without

lire. In the winter season, however, it is proper to
pour a little sour milk into it to make it coagulate.
Though the crearn is the elementary part of but-

ter, and neither the whey nor the cheese part contain
any of it, yet it is necessary ta throw into the churn
the three parts of the milk, and to churn them all to-

gether. The reason of it is evident. The churning,
which must be always uniform and continual, com-
municates a shght degree of heat, which would give
a disagreeable taste to the butter, if the cream were
churned alone ; while churning the whole together,
the acidity of the whey tempers the heating effects of
the churning, the cheese parts help the separation,

and the butter comes fresh out of the churn. It is to
preserve that fresh taste, that in summer our butter
women, as soon as they perceive the small globules
of butter beginning to form, do not fail to throw
into the churn (by the hole of the churn-staff and
without stopping the churning) some pints of spring
water every ten minutes, that is, a pint to every
fifty or sixty pints of milk : in winter, en the con-
trary, they add warm water, but they pour it in as
soon as they begin to churn, in order to accelerate

the slight degree of heat necessary for the formation
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Of butter ; but when they perceive the hrsl butter

globules forming round the churn-staff, then they

Cease pouring warm water, and the temptnature

warns them as to putting any cool water

make butter, it is required

—

1st. That milk must have curdled and soured, but

not fermented.
2d. That milk must have naturally soured, with

out any help but a little quantity of sour milk, and

especially without warming it.

3d. That all the milk should be put into the

churn together, and churned without extracting any

parts of it.

4th. That the churning should be continual and

always uniform, avoiding to strike the bottom of the

churn.
5th. That churning, without interruption, commu

nicates to the milk a slight degree of heat, which is

necessary; and which in winter maybe accelerated

by adding some warm water from the moment one

begins to churn, and without stopping the churning

motion.
6th. As soon as one perceives the little globules ot

butter forming, one must then think only to cool

with spring water, if in summer, for in winter it is

not necessary.
7th. If you wish to churn some sweet milk, it may

be put into the churn with the curdled milk twelve

or fifteen hours, more or less, according to the re-

lative quantity, before beginning to churn, in order

that the part of sweet milk you have added be en-

tirely curdled.

8th. This mode is no doubt much longer than when
the cream alone is churned ; for one must churn dur
ing about two hours in the most favourable season

and it is common in winter to take four hours churn

ing to have your butter made.

Pre/iaration of Butter.

When butter is made, if the weather is ho\, it is

^^•ell after having gathered it in the churn, to let it

cool about two houra ; but when it is very hot wea-

ther, as that time is not sufficient to cool it, it is well

to put it in a very cool place during some hours, till

it is very firm, in order to extract the butter-milk

out of it.

It is by kneading and turning repeatedly with a

wooden box spoon, in a beech dish made of one

jriece, that the women about Hennes extract the

buttermilk ; leaving it now and then to rest and

grow hard, and then beginning again till it does not

yield any buttermilk : it is only in the last extremity

and ill the hot days of summer that they knead it in

cool watt-r in order to extraci the buttermilk out of

it : they put nothing in it, but some salt for pre

serving and relishing it.

They never touch the butter but with a wooden
box spoon, which must be impregnated, and also the

dish, with some light brine, to prevent the butter

from adhering.
All the utensils emplopd for milk must be care-

fully washed with boiling water every time they

have been made use of, then washed again with cold

water, and exposed to the sun, that they not get a

musty smell. Ii is necessary to remove from the

dairy all the disagreeable or strong smells, and to

observe the most scrupulous cleanliness in it, but

without humidity, which would give a mouldy taste

to milk. -

The churn is made of chesnut wood ; it is scalded

every time it is emptied to churn again ; it is rubbed

with a bunch of holly-oak, that .scratches and cleanses

it well, and then washed Hgain with cold water.

The pots and churn must keep no smell of the

sour milk, and none of the utensils employed should

be or have been put to any Wher uses, for fear of

spoiling the whole.
Buttermilk.

I desire that the proprietor for whom this iiistruc

sential part of the nourishment of our country people,

ho make at least a meal of it every day. They take

It without warming and put usually into it some broad

thin buckwheat cakes, or, according to the season,

peas, beans, chesnuts or potatoes boiled in water.

The great strength and vigorous health of these

country people is attributed to the use of this nour-

shing beverage.

In order to keep this butter-milk many days, one

must extract its whey which is sour ; the means are

as follows :

In the lower extremity of the churn level to the

bottom, an opening must be made, that is shut by a

peg of about three or eight lines in diameter ; after

the butter is taken out of the churn, leave it

tie some time to let the whey separate from the

curd; then take out the peg and all the whey i
"

run out into a basin, taking care to put the peg
as soon as the curd comes out. This wliey is given

the hogs. If all the whey is not out, of the churn

d the curd has a sour taste, throw some pints of

cold water in the churn, take out the peg, and

water will run out, carrying with it the remain

ing whey. This milk may remain in the churn ma
ny days without any inconvenience ; it may be given

to hogs, to horses, and even calves, mixed with a

little sweet milk.
The butter made according to the above mention

i-d process is of an excellent quality, and superior to

the best /fomfer/cw's buiier, in the spring, found in the

Philadelphia market. I have been told, when in En
gland, that in some counties, as well as in the soutl

of Ireland, the mode of churning the cream and milk

of one milking all together was in general use.

FRANCIS DA COSYA
Reuben Baines.

FOR THE AMERIC.\N FARMEIt.

Short account <if the manner of feeding and

dressing the cattle, t^c. at the Dairy near

Glasgow, belonging to William Harley, Ksq.

of jrHlow Bnn/c.

Matintr of Feeding in H inter.

Feeding commences at six o'clock in the morn-

ing, and consists of distillery grain or draff, cut

hay and straw, with turnips or potatoes mixed

together and steamed about one third of the

mash is made of the three last articles ; each cow
gets about eight Scotch pints* of the above at a

time in a pail, mixed with about one ounce of salt

Besides the above quantity there is about one

third part more carried into the Byne, and set

down in large carrying stands or barrels, out

of which the Bync man who has charge of forty

cows, supplies those cattle which he thinks re-

quire, or will eat more than they get in their

first allowance. After the cattle have eaten

sufficient meal of the above, and before the pails

e withdrawn from before them, the Byne man
gives each cow from four to six pints of pot ale,

or distillery wash ; after the pails are withdrawn,

each cow gets a small quantity of hay or oat

straw, which finishes the morning feed. Feed

ing commences again at eleven o'clock, when
the same routine is again gone through. It com
mences again at four o'clock in the afternoon in

the same manner, with the exception of the pot

ale. At seven o'clock in the evening each cow
gets about from eight to twelve Scotch pints of

tion is destined, may taste the milk remaining in the POt ale, or more if they can drink it
;
and im

churn after the butter shall have been taken out of it, inediately after the pails in which the ale was

the first time he shall try our method. It is indeed a given, are withdrawn, each cow receives a small

very agreeable and cooling drink, which physicians

believe very wholesome and nourishing. It is an es-* Two Scotch pints equal to one English gallo

quantity of hay which finishes the day's feed-

ing.

Summer Feeding,

In summer they ai e fed at precisely the same
hours as in winter, and the mash is also the same
vith the exception of turnips or potatoes, when
listillery draii) or draff can be got, but when this

article ci;nnot be got, coarse Hour, bran or any
kind of mashed grain is used in its place. In

ihis case ihe quantity given to each cow is less

ban in winter, say seven Scotch pints to each
ow witliout^ny further addmon at each meal.
The driiiK at this season, is pure water, and in-

stead of entire hay, a proportion, say two thirds

of clover or green barley is mixed along with it,

and given to them in abundance. The above
el'ers to the three first feeds at six, eleven, and
lour o'clock, but at seven o'clock they get a

drink of water, which is succeeded with a little

dry hay or straw, which closes the day's feed-

ing.

N. B. The meat and drink, and even the pure
water is given to them at a temperature of about

eighty degrees of heal, Farenheit's Thermome-
ter.

Milking.

The milking of the cattle commences at five i

o'clock in the morning,—each woman milks
from twelve to fourteen cows, which takes about

tv/o hours. Behind each Maid is placed on

the pavement, a tin case, which holds about

twelve Scotch pints, and graduated on the in-

side by a scale of quarter pints ; into this can

she pours the milk from the wooden paii into

which she tiraws the milk from the cows; and

when full is immediately taken away to tin;

Dairy, by a person appointed for that purpose,

and emptied into a large vessel through a brass

wire seive, out of which it is again measured
by another person, and put into the cans to be

ricd through the city. A pair of these cans

will hold about eighteen Scotch pints—the cans

locked by means of small padlocks, and the

milk is drawn off at the bottom by a small brass

cock. \ quantity of milk is likewise sent out

through the town and suburbs, in large cans or

wooden barrels locked up in the same manner,
and each will hold about thirty Scotch pints.

Three of these are placed upon a small two
wheeled carriage hung upon springs, and drawn
by liiile ponies or asses. The milking, measur-
ing and sending it off, are all accomplished in

about two and a half hours.

Cleanings isfc.

At eleven o'clock, each milk maid commen-
ces to curry with a comb and brush the cattle

which she milks, which occupies about two and

half hours. Milking again coiniiiences at

three in the afternoon, when the same routine

of milking and measuring is gone through,

which occupies about two hours—there is no

currying after this last milking.

The Byne is properly cleaned in the morn-
ing, before the cattle are fed, and during the

time they arc eating their hay or straw after

their soft meat, the Byne men go through with a

small fork, and make up their beds which con-

sists of straw. After this is done, the Byne
man likewise sweeps all the passes, and strews

them with beat sand. All this is accomplished

by about half past eight o'clock in the morning.
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The thermometer is then examined—the tem-

perature of the Byne being always kept at about

sixty-five to sixty-eii^ht degrees of heat, by means

ofventilatorsihroughopenin^ windowsin the roof

—when the degree of heat, is ascertained, the

Bynes are shut in, and no person is allowed to

enter before eleven o'clock, that the catile may
have time to rest after each feeding, the same

routine of cleaning and giving the cattle rest is

gone through.

The Farmer who, with a dozen cows, complains

ihat his wife does not provide his table with good but-

ler, is requested to show her the above article. Let

liim contrast it with tiie management of cows in this

and the southern states ; where, as we once heard it

remarked, if, after milking: six cows, the buttom of the

pail should be ivet, tlie milk-maid thinks it sufficient

encouragement to go on and milk the rest :

!

CwltiYation oi (jottou.

TO THE EDITOB OF THE AMERICAS FAHMEn.

Sir—Having seen but one or two pieces in

your useful paper upon the Culture of Cotton,

i have thought fit to send you a few remarks on

that subject—living, however, nearly upon the

outer edge of that portion of our country in

which the plant can be matured, my experience

and opinion may not accord with the knowledge
of those who live in a climate more congenial to

its growth.

It has been but a very short time since it was
discovered, that cotton could be cultivated to

any advantage, in this section of North Carolina;

or, indeed, in any part of the state.

The Cotton now grown in this state competes
in the foreign markets with any upland cotton

exported from North America, Louisiana ex-

cepted. North Carolina has never been credit-

ed with more than one tenth of her actual sur-

plus produce sent abroad. Owing to the badness

of her navigation, her cotton, tobacco and flour,

have gone to Virginia and South Carolina, and

have helped in no inconsiderable manner to

swell the amount of their exports. Although

she possesses a soil and climate filled for the

growth of almost every plant that i^ourishes

north of the tropicks, yet she is only estimated

in the great scale of the Union, as affording tar,

turpentine and lumber. Her extent of territo-

ry, wealth and population should entitle her to an

eminent stand among the states. That she does

not enjoy it is in a great measure owing to the

economizing policy of her rulers. You see but

little in the acts of her legislature that goes to

benefit the state.

Much, sir, has been said upon paper about

the improvement of our Rivers, which has only

served as a will-o-the-wisp meteor to destroy

and lead a few to ruin, by giving to the proper-

ty contiguous to those rivers, a momentary, but

enormous rise in value.

The evils that I complain of are remediable

the people can apply the corrective, by choosing

men of enlightened and enlarged views for their

legislators.

In 1818 there was an Agricultural Society

formed for the state, but like the improvement
of our Rivers, it is only to be found in the news-

papers : But I have done, su', with complain

ing for this time, and now to the culture of cot-

The ground should be broke up deep in Fe-

bruary and March, and thrown into ridges—
the distance of those ridges, from centre to

centre, must be determined by the strength of

the soil ; the poorer the soil, the nearer the

ridges ; if the soil is stiff and breaks up in clods,

there should be a harrow or roller passed along

those ridges, so as to pulverize them. The
time of planting in this part of the state is,

commencing about the first of April, and con-

tinuing until the first of May, in a large crop.

The ridges are opened with a small plough call-

ed a scooter, something like the shovel ploug;).

The seed before planting must be rolled in dirt,

or, still better in ashes, to disengage them from
the wool of which they are not entirely freed.

One hand will rub and prepare the seed

as fast as 'ten can plant them. They arc then

to be sowed in the opening ia the ridges, and

at least three bushels to the acre. They should

be covered very lightly, say one and a half in-

ches. It very frequently happens that it rains

before the seeds vegetate, the sun then hardens

and bakes their covering, and unless they were
sowed very thick, especially in stiff soil, they

Id not be able to burst it, but by the united

strength of several they are enabled to over-

come the difficulty and it is much better and

easier to thin than replant. In a few days af-

ter the plant makes its appearance, it ought to

be wed, by hauling the dirt from the cotton to-

wards the water furrow ; then run a furrow

pon each side of the cotton, and as near as

you can without disturbing the roots, with the

mould board next the water furrow ; this places

the plant on a ridge, if not on one already and

leaves an opening upon each side of it, through

hich the rays of the sun can more readily

warm its roots. At the next weeding, which
will be necessary in ten or twelve days, the

hands may begin to thin by chopping out the

cotton with their hoes ; this process however,

must not be completed the first time, as the

cold weather in the month of April and fore-

part of May will kill a great many of the plants

;

in fact the final thinning should not be finished

until the middle or last of May, or until all

danger from cold nights has ceased. The plant

grows very slowly until after the summer sol-

stice. In land that will produce from 3 to 500

weight of seed cotton to the acre, the plants

lid stand from 4 to 6 inches apart in the

ridges ; and the ridges from 3 to 4 feet from

entre to centre. Upon land that will produce

from 6 to 1200 weight to the acre, the plants

ought to stand from 8 to 24 inches apart, and

the ridges from 5 to 7 feet apart. In the culti-

vation of cotton, the soil, after the breaking up,

should be ploughed shallow ; as this crop is

longer than any other before it begins to shade

the ground, deep ploughing tends to exhaust

the fertility of the soil, by a continual turning it

over to the rays of the sun. Again, cotton has a

tap root, and does not require that deep tilth

between the ridges that Indian corn or any other

plant does which has fibrous roots. About the

month of August, it sends off from the main-

root a few lateral ones ; but owing to the first

deep ploughing, these find the soil sufficiently

porous to make their way.

Cotton requires working later than any other
fallow crop with which I am acquainted ; it

must be kept entirely clear of grass and weeds ;

the two last workings will have to be done en-

tirely with the hoe, as the limbs have by that

time extended to some distance the horse and
plough would lacerate and injure them. About
the 25th of August the main stalk must be topt,

and this is quickly done ; a hand can top from
3 to 7 acres a day. By stopping the growth of

the main stalk, the whole quantum of vegeta-

tion is thrown into the limbs, which causes the
howls to grow larger and arrive much sooner to

maturity.

Cotton ripens soonest in a sandy loam, but
the staple is the longest in a clayey loam, in

whatever soil it is planted, it is all important
that it should be laid dry. The past summer
has been very wet, and very detrimental to our
cotton crops ; the plant grew unusually large,

hut the wet caused the bowls to drop from the

limbs while young, and those that remained arc

quite small.

Cotton begins to blossom here about the first

of July ; the pods begin to ripen and open about
he la.st of August, and continue ripening and
opening until frost puts a stop to all further

growth. My practice is not to begin to pick

the wool from the pods until .they have all open-

ed. I then go over the crop twice, the first

time to gather all that the frost has not stained,

hich is perfectly white ; the next time the

stained is gathered, and each packed after gin-

ning, into separate bags. A good deal of the

yellow that you leave at the first picking, is by
exposure in the fields perfectly bleached.

A cotton gin, house screw, and the necessary

apparatus for cleaning and baleing of colon, will

cost from §400 to a 31000.

From what little I have seen of the rot in cot-

ton, I am unable to form a satisfactory opinion as

to its probable cause. In a crop this year of about

200 acres, I have sustained very little injury by it,

and this is the first year, so far as my information

extends, of its appearance in this state. Neither

was I much troubled by the worm, which I be-

lieve has now also for the first time infested our

cotton, by eating into the pod when about half

grown, which utterly ruined it. Our summer
has been universally wet and warm, which, we
all know, is that state of the atmosphere most

favourable to the generating of insects.

To this in a great measure, do I attribute the

large quantity of worms, that have appeared this

season. They are of the same genus and species

those which make their way into the ears of In-

dian corn at the tassel end, while in its milky state;

I planted this year about four acres of Indian corn,

and cotton together ; the corn was planted in the

same ridge with the cotton, one stalk in a place

and six feet apart, the ridges or beds being 5 1-2

feet apart. I saw no difference in the growth of

this cotton ; and the corn, so far as I could disco-

ver, was equally as good as that where no cotton

had been planted. But in these four acres, not a

worm had presumed to puncture a single pod,

there were several in the ears of corn : and I saw

on this compartment, but a singlepod that had the

ot. Corn planted with cotton, and at the same
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time ai rives lo tliat state in which the worm has
the greatest fondness for it, sometime before the

cotton forms its bowls ; a half grown cotton bowl,

at or about which time the worm attacks it, is fuli

of juice containing considerable saccharine mat
ter ; so is corn in the milky state, and this it is

which attracts the worm. And as the corn soonest

perfects this food for the worms, I suspect from
this year's observation that, it protects the cotton

from their ravages; for after they enter an ear of

corn they will not leave it to feast upon another
plant. Again, the worms destroy but a small part

of an ear of corn, while it totally ruins a pod of

cotton. If corn injures cotton where planted with

il, the small trial that I have made and described,

does not prove it. I should be unwilling, however,
to risk a whole crop upon it in that way, but I in

tend to plant the next years fifty acres in that man
ner, and to observe it minutely in every stage of

its growth, and its eflFects upon the worm, and the

rot. If the rot in cotton is occasioned, as is gene
rally supposed, by an insect, why will not some
other vegetable, when planted with it, in a mode
that will not injure its growth, protect it from this

insect, as securely as wheat v/ill the turnip from
the fly or fiea ?

I applied plaster last year and this, to the half

of a field of cotton, containing about 20 acres ; the

last year was extremely dry, but the plastered cot-

ton imbibed sufiicient moisture from the atmos-
phere to keep it of a dark green colour, while that

without plaster was very yellow and grew slowly
;

yet I could discover no difference in the product
That without plaster, yielded as much cotton wool
to the acre, as that with it. The same observaiii

has held good this year, except as to colour; the
wet kept all the plants green until frost, no visible

difference in their product ; this warrants me in

an opinion I have long entertained, that plaster as

a manure adds to the growth and size of the plant,

but nothing to its fruit or seed.

I doubt very much whether clover, upon which
it is said to have such a wonderful effect, produces
any more seed to the acre by being plastered. 1

have tried other manures, and especially cotton-

seed deprived of its vegetating principle, and they
have not only increased the size of tlie stalk, but
the pods containing the wool.

If you should think the foregoing worthy
place in the " American Farmer," I may take
the liberty of sending you somethmg more when
I have both leisure and opportunity.

A PLANTER
of Johnston Countrji X. C.

John S. Ski.vneu, Esq.

November 16th, 1820.

UOMMUNICATED FOR THE AMEKIOAN FARMER, BY

G. W. JEFFREYS.

Virginia, August \2tli ISI8.

Dear Sir,—I have delayed answering yours
of April last, that I might enclose you a little of
the Isbell Wheat. There are two varieties of this

species bearded and unbearded. That enclosed is

of the bearded. Having cultivated both for ma.iy
years, I have preferred the bearded for very slight

reasons. Of the other species, should I be able to

but not destroyed by frost.— 3rd. To produce
every year a few black rotted heads, which do not

injure the other wheat or materially effect the

crop. 4th. To be far less liable to rust than any
latter species.— 5th. It requires strong land and
produces on poor, worse crops than late wheats
6th. It is hard wheat to get out.—7tli. It makes
very fine flour.—8th. It is one fourth lower than

late wheats.—9th. Its heads look short, but have
nearly or quite as many grains as late wheats. 1

have for many years partly cultivated it. The higl

repute it once had, has diminished as our lands

have grown poorer. This wheat and two species,

called red chaff and purple straw, have been se

lected as rivals in this quarter. If the two latter

are new to you, I can send you some seed of each
in the mode I do this. Confined to one kind only

I would prefer the red chaff, but the results of

experiments are often contradictory, as they dc
pend upon the seasons in a great degree.
To preserve a variety of wheat pure, orselec

a new one for experiment, I gather head by head
the kind required into a basket, sometimes to the

extent of two bushels. By sowing this apart, and
raising seed from it, and repeating the selection

annually , regeneration keeps pace with decay, and
any variety may be preserved in a state of grea
purity. The time of ripening the content."! of

the ear, the health and strength of the straw, and
the abundance of branches, are objects kept in

view in selecting new kinds of wheat

To preserve the pumpkins against the bug, I

ridge the land in 5 1-2 feet ridges early in April
or the last of March, having furrows between i

deep and as wide as possible. Immediately befoi

planting them, ridges are completely cleaned and
reversed. If this does not destroy the insect, a

sometimes happens, it seldom fails to diminish th

number considerably, and those which appear are

killed with the hand at no great trouble. Indeed,
I have saved ten acres, having every plant infest-

ed, at no great expense, except that of attention

By leaving 5 or 6 plants in a place to be thinned

to one, the injury is diminished by being divided.

The thinping should never take place until the

danger from the bug is past. In one trial I have

made between the smallest and the largest pumi;
kin seed I ever saw, the former was infinitely the

most productive.

None of the machines for gathering clover seed

I have seen, will answer, when the clover falls

Sometimes I gather it with old women, who pass

from bunch to bunch as it lies irregularly, select

the richest in seed, and rub it off into a small tray,

to be emptied when full into a bag. Thus, un
looked after, the task is eight busliels in the pug a

day per hand. At others, I cut the clover wet, and

ake it into streets, convey it when dry to a thresh

ing fioor, and thresh it. I sow all I use in the pug.
This latter mode is I think described in Arator.

I have not, I believe, overlooked any of your
questions. If the answers should require any ex-

planation, it shall be cheerfully given to the best

of my power.

I congratulate you on the cheering jfospects in

elation to the navigation of your river. It will

depend on yourselves, however to realize them.
Navigation will not raise and sustain towns and

procure any, I will also enclose you some. Thecilies. Agoodsystemofagricultureisthe truemo-
charactersofbothare— 1st. Great forwardness.—ither of population, and population only can raise

Jnd. A liability once in 20 years to be injuredjthese evidences of national prosperity. They will

even decrease as land is impoverished, though the
population should increase. Within sight of mc
is a town, on belter navigation than the Roanoak
can be made to yield, not possessed of one fourth
of the trade or wealth it had forty years ago. Be-
low it are others in a similar state of decay, and
one with 15 good stores within my memory, to-

tally gone to decay. As no new conflicting town
has appeared upon a great navigable river within
the period, these affficting effects can only be as-

cribed to the impoverishment of adjacent lands.

That the inhabitants of the spacious and fertili^

country watered by the Roanoak, may not expe-
rience a similar calamity, is the hearty wish of,

Yours respectfully,

JOHN TAYLOR.
G. W. Jeffreys. Esq,

I'rom Dickson's Farmer's Comtianion,

This is another plant of the artificial gras-

kind, that may in some cases be cultivated with

much profit and advantage, as affording a large

produce of succulent green food, for the support
of different sorts of stock, and likewise of hay foi

the winter fodder of horses or other cattle.

The soils most suitable to the culture of this

plant are all those of the more deep, rich, and
drier kinds, as those of the sound, mellow, loa-

ravelly and sandy desciiptions ; but on
such as are retentive of moisture it should not

be attempted, as the roots are liable to be great-

ly injured, if not wholly destroyed, by the stag-

nation of water about them. Weeping gravelly

lands, and all such as are not well drained, arc

of course improper for this sort of culture. It

is supposed by some, that for the successful

cultivation of this sort of crop, it is necessary

that there should be a substratum of such a sort

as is capable of stopping the descent of the roots

at a certain depth, in order to prevent their ex-

hausting themselves ; but the depth of the mould,
in this case, should be considerably greater than

for that of the preceding grass, a foot and a half

to two feet being mostly required.

In the preparation of the land the soil should

always he brought into as fine a condition of

mould as possible. This may be effected by
repeated ploughing and harrowing, and the pre-

ious growth of such crops of the green kind as

have a tendency to clean and render the land

more fine and mellow. In this intention, some
advise the taking of two crops of turnips, car-

rots, or cabbages, either in succession or alter-

nating with each other ; the turnips, in the

heavier loams, being eaten off upon the land in

the second autumn, before it is ploughed up. In

either of these cases, from the hoeing and con-

stant culture which is necessary, while the

crops are upon the land, it will be left in a suit-

able state of cleanliness and friability. Others
recommend fallowing as a better practice, the

roots of weeds, of every kind, being carefully

picked out in the different ploughings and har-

rowings. Fi om the great length of time^that the

ground must remain unemployed in this mode of

paration, it is probably, however, only capa-

ble of being practised with advantage where the
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lands are heavy and very t'lill of weeds. Before

the seed is put in, the soil must be rendered

perfectly fine by ploughing it over as frequently

as may be necessary, and breaking it well down
by occasionally harrowing. It will seldom be

necessary to make use of manure ; but where
the land is found to stand in need of it, appl

cation is best made with the first of the green
crops. The object to be constantly kept in

view in this business is chiefly that of rendering

the land perfectly clean from weeds, and at the

same time highly mellow and friable.

Seed.—The seed of lucern is larger and of

jnore pale colour than that of clover ; and as

much of it is brought annually from Holland,

it is commonly purchased in the seed shops,

the price varying from one to two shilling:

pound. As seedsmen are apt to keep their

seeds from year to year, it may be necessary to

observe, that that which is perfectly fresh, i;

the most proper for being sown, as small seedi

in general vegetate in the most perfect manner
when new. The proportion of seed that is ne
cessary is variable, according to the nature of

the land and the manner in which the crop
"

cultivated. In the baoadcast method, which
has been found very successful from eighteen

to twenty pounds may be proper, while in that

of the drill it will be considerably less, accord

ing to the distances at which the operation is

performed. In two feet equidistant rows the

usual allowance is about six pounds ; in those

of eighteen inches, about eight pounds ; in those

of twelve inches, ten or twelve pounds ; and in

nine inch rows, which are by much the best,

from twelve to sixteen pounds may be neces
sary.

Time and met/tod of gowhig.—The most pro

per season for putting this sort of crop into the

ground is as early as can be done in the spring

months, as in this way plants may be fully es

tablished before the season becomes too hot.

The latter end of March for the more southern

districts may be the most proper period, and the

beginning of the following month for those of

the north. When sown late there is more dan-

ger of the plants being destroyed by the fly, as

has been observed by Mr. Tull. If the plants

be intended to be transplanted out into the gar

der method, it will also be the best practice to

sow the seed-bed as early in the spring as the

frosts will admit, in order that they may be
strong and fit to set out about August.
With regard to the mode of putting in the

crop, it should vary with the circumstances o"

the soil, and the mode of after-mimagement
that can be adopted with the most convenience.

Where much attention cannot be bestowed in

the business of hoeing and keeping the crop
clean, the best method is that of sowing the land

broadcast : though in this method the crop may
not last so long in the ground. But in cases

where the crops are capable of being kept in a

sufficiently clean condition by repeated hoe cul-

ture, the drill may be more advisable, especially

at narrow distances. Some, however, think it

the best method in all cases.

The practice of transplanting can, perhaps,
only be done in particular cases, on small pieces

of deep land that are in great heart and require
the plants in consequence to stand thin and re-

gular upon the ground, as in this mode they be
come large and of vigorous growth. In soib

that are inclined to moisture at some depth be
low the surface, it may be a useful method of

keeping the roots of the plants from being in-

jured by their penetrating loo deeply, as is more
the case when the plants rise from seed.

The seed may be sown either alone or with

grain crops, in the same manner as clover ; each
method has its advocates, and it is probable that

they may both be useful under different circum-
stances, as in the deeper and more fertile sorts

of lands the first may be the most beneficial

method, and in those of the lighter and less

deep kinds the latter—as in the deep, rich sorts

of land there may be less loss of time in procur-
the green produce for the use of horses or

other sorts of stock, as well as the greater cer-

ainty of the crop succeeding. But in thelight-
;r and more porous soils, by being sown with
grain, the plants may be better protected in their

early growtli, as well by the shade as the mois-
ture that will in that way be preserved. Some
indeed speak of its superior utility, on the
ground of long experience, in its being better
preserved from the fly. Wherever this mode
is made use of, the grain should, however, be
sown thinner than is usually the case in propor-
tion as the soils are more rich. Oats are pre-
ferable to barley for the purpose, as being less

iable to lodge, especially when sown thin. From
five or six pecks, to three bushels, sown as even
ly as possible, may be the best proportions, the
smallest quantity being necessary on the richest
soils. After the grain has been sown and bar-
owed properly in, the lucern seed should be
mmediately sown by a regular even cast over
the fine surface, covering it in with a light seed
harrow ; but it should not be too deeply covered

two inches is fully sufficient. In the dri!

method the same system should be followed
the lucern seed being drilled in, either length
ays or across, at suitable distances, immediate

ly after the corn has been put in.

In regard to the proper distance of the rows
lere the drill mode of culture is practised, it

should probably depend upon the state and cir-

cumstances of the soils; some advise two feet

as the best distance in all cases, while others
ink equal distances of a foot in rich soils

such as are worth from 30 to 40 shillings the
icre rent, and nine inches those that are of infe-

rior fertility, as from fifteen to twenty shillings

_ the acre, the best general distances. On soils

f of less value, it is probable that this culture can
seldom be had recourse to with much benefit to

he farmer. The last distance approaches much
to the broadcast method, which is contended
by some as the most appropriate in all cases ; of

It may be preferable, as it admits of be-
ing ploughed between by a suitable plough in

the room of the harrow.

The seed, in whatever method it may have
been sown, is, when good, rather rapid in its

getation, beginning to sprout in the course of
week, and soon spreading itself over the sur-

face of the land. And tlie sooner it attains its

rough leaf the better, as it is then like turnips,

out of danger of being destroyed by the fly

Before these plants arrive at this state of
growth, they are liable, especially in dry sea-

sons, to be much injured, if not wholly consum-
ed, by the ravages of the same sort of insect as

that which is so detrimental to the turnip plant.

Where the greatest parts of the plants are in-

jured in this way, it is probably the best method,
when the crop has been put in alone, to plough
up the land, and sow it down again with fresh

seed as soon as possible. This is an advantage
which the practice of sowing the crop alone has
over that of putting it in with those of other
kinds.

(To be continued in our ?iext.)

Copy of a letter from Dr. Coleman of Spotsyl-
vania County, to a gentleman in J^'reclericka-

burg.

I herewith send you a bushel of millet for

seed, which you may present to the " Frede-
icksburg Agricultural Society," or dispose of

in such manner as you think proper.
I am engaged in a pretty extensive course of
periments to ascertain the comparative value

of this grain, the results of which I shall here-
after make public. In the mean time, for your
information, I will state a fev/ facts with regard

One acre and a half of very indifferent land,

such as could not produce, as a maximum crop,
more than fifteen bushels of corn per acre, yield-

d of millet the present year, thirty one and a
half bushels— twenty-one bushels per acre. The
excessive drought which diminished my corn
crop, nearly half, apjieared to have no injurious
effect on the millet. The conclusions, I think,

may fairly be drawn, that millet, ceteris pari-
bus, is much more productive than corn, and
no wise liable to injury from the drought of our
summer months. Perhaps, my opinion is pre-
mature.

The weight of millet is fifty-five and a half
pounds per bushel, and by the best possible
test, viz. the scales,) I find that of the husk or
outer covering to be thirteen and a half per
centum—leaving a net of forty-eight pounds to
the bushel nearly.

To ascertain its nutricious qualities, I took
two pigs of equal weight, (viz. one hundred and
ten pounds) and put them in separate enclo-
sures, and fed the one on boiled millet and
millet meal, and the other on corn prepared in

he same manner. In fifteen days I killed

them. The net weight of that fed on millet
was one hundred and two pounds, and that of
he other eighty-six pounds. Thus the usual
deductions being made, the first gained twenty-
eight and two-thirds pounds, and the other
twelve and two-thirds pounds in fifteen days.
An ox taken from the yoke and fed five weeks
on equal parts of corn meal and millet meal,
when slaughtered a few days since, was prime
beef, weighing five hundred and sixty-five

pounds net.

For stock of any kind, I am prepared to say,

that millet is as good or better than any grain
of which we are in possession. It should be
planted early in April, in rows four feet dis-

ant, and one foot or fifteen inches apart in the
drill. It requires about as much work as corn.
The meal of millet is an excellent substitute

for chocolate, and I send you a small parcel for
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trial. Boil two or ti)ree spoont'uls in three pint:

of water, add thereto one pint or somewhat les:

of milk, and a piece of butter, the size of a nut-

meg; decant and sneeten to suit the palate,

think it the best substitute with which I am ac

quainted, " prepared rye" not excepted.

I hope some of your agricultural friends will

be disposed to cultivate a little millet next year,

should that be the case will you request them to

inform me by letter of their success. I am anx
ious that a fair trial should be made with it ii

different soils. I am sanguine in the belief, that

it will be no unimportant desideratum in rural

and domestic economy.

lO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Wmiamsbiirg, {S. C.) Jan. Ut. 1821.

REMARKS ON THE CULTURE OF *

Btj a meinber of the Williamshurgh Agricultu-

ral Society, South Carolina,

Mr. Skinnek,

Sir— In No. 38 of your very much admired

and valuable paper on agriculture, you have

published the experiments of three members of

the Albemarle Agricultural Society (embodied

by one of them for publication) o"n the culture

of Ruta liaga and Mangel Wurtzel, the former

of which tic has condemned to infamy and dis-

grace, while he gives the highest commendations

to the latter. From the great character given

the Ruta Baga by Mr. Cohbctt and others, I

too have been induced to make a small experi-

ment on it, and also on the Mangel Wurtzel,

the result of which I beg permission to commu-
nicate.

I shall confine my remarks principally to the

culture of the ruta baga, fearing from the very

unfavourable account given of it, by the Albe-

marle Farmer, others may be deterred from

cultivating or even making an experiment on

the culture of that very valuable article of sus-

tenance. My experiment was made on a piece

of flat, pine, barren land, of a fine sandy soil, very

poor, and its natural state could not produce

more than from six to eight bushels of Indian

corn per acre. I cut off the limber and penned

about one hundred head ol cattle on it, (one

acre) from the first week in the month of May
till the last week in June. I then had the roots

grubbed out, and ploughed it up with a common
cutter plough. I then cross ploughed it with the

same plough, to the depth of about four inches

then with the same instrument, threw four fur-

rows together four feet apart from centre to

tro, and dressed them over with a hoe, which
formed a flat bed, between two and three feet

wide on the top, I then trenched the beds thus

formed cross ways, with a rake made of a piece

of wood two feet long, having 3 teeth, one in the

centre, and one at each end, making three

trenches at a time, one foot apart ; and planted

my seed the first day of July, which I think too

late. My ruta baga had a bad chance to succeed

well, the season was too wet ; the earth was per-

fectly saturated with water for weeks, nay, I may
say months, after the seed was planted, it came
up badly and did not grow till late in September,

when the weather became a little drier. On the'

third Saturday in November, I pulled up two
roots promiscuously, one of which weighed five

pounds and three fourths, the other six pounds
and three fourths, after the tops were cut off, at

which time (the weather being warm) they were

in a fine growing state. From this result I am
clearly of opinion, that there is no situation be-

tween Long Island and Charleston, that is not

congenial to the growth of rut.i baga, provided

the soil is suitable. 1 can discover no good rea-

son why it should not grow at any intermediate

situation, when it is proven that it will grow well

here and in New York. Although my turnips

are not very large, the experiment is entirely

satisfactory to me, and I am sure the ruta baga,

under favourable circumstances, will grow as

well here, as at " Botley" or " Long Island."

I hope the Albermarlc farmers will not be
discouraged. I think they will find by perse-

verance, that instead of a " nice little bit of a

turnip,' they will have a fine, large, delightful

turnip. They are the most delicious table tur

nip I ever tasted, and valuable for feeding cat

tie, hogs, and poultry, and some horses will eat

them.

I planted also a little mangel wurtzel, it failed

entirely. I do not however, attribute the failure

to either climate or soil, but to an uncommonly
unfriendly season, and late planting. I shall not

be disheartened at this, but try again. I have

doubt of succeeding.

I am, dear sir,

Your obedient servant,

FROM THE PLOUGH BOY.

Butta-nuts, .A''ov. 13, 1820.

Dear Sir— I received your letter of the first

Sept. on tlic 4th ult. with the Burden Plough,
and feel myself under obligation to you for your

kind attention. As far as I have yet tried this

plough, I have every reason to be well pleased

with it ; the work it makes is neat and superior

to that of Wood's, and requires much less

strength of team.

My son Lewis Lee was engaged in breaking

up a piece of land, mixed soil, principally gra

vel, with one of Wood's ploughs, drawn by a

yoke of oxen and a pair of horses ; I took my
Burden plough down, and with the oxen alone,

it made more expeditious and better work than

his did with the strength of the whole team. In

fact his people were so fond of my plough, that

they returned it with reluctance,

The venders of other ploughs are very jealous

of this, and try to raise prejudices against it.—

But Mr. Burden will, I have no doubt, succeed,

and his plough will be considered an acquisition

_

TO CURE A BURN.
I give you a remedy for a burn, said to work

miracles. As much powdered chalk as will to
any quantity of hogs lard, make an ointment of
tolerable consistency, with a piece oUead, mix
well and thoroughly upon a /;ei:i7er plate, anoin'
I he burn frequently. F.

TO MEND GLASS.
Dissolve clear gum arabic in spirits of wine,

or strong brandy, then, after having heated the
broken pieces, anoint the edges with the mixture
anu join them, press them together and hold
them so until they become nearly cold.

TO MEND CHINA.
Beat up the white of fresh eggs, and add to it

as much fine quick lime, as will give it a tolera-

ble consistence, which apply to the broken piec-

es, and join them together, when, after they are
dry, boil them in milk, and the seam will not be
so visible. Should Ihey happen to come apart,

in the boiling, (for want of being well joined) the

operation can be performed again.

SAUSAGE MEAT.
Twelve pounds of meat, seven pounds of fat

from the back of the chine, five large spoons oi

salt, six do. of sage, two do. of thyme, three do.

of pepper.

When put into guts, put it into large potsanc'

pour milk warm lard over them, until the pot

5 full.

TO PICKLE OYSTERS.
Put the oysters on the fire and let them sim

mer until the gills begin to shrivel, then taki

them up and wipe them carefully in a towel

—

strain the liquor and put on to boil, with a little

salt, whole pepper, and mace ; when well boil

cd, to a quart of litjuor, add one half pint of M
deira wine, and the same quantity of white win

vinegar; the liquor must be nearly cold befoi

it is poured on the oysters.

With great esteem, I am,
SiV,

Your friend and servant,

JACOB MORRIS.
Henry F. Cox. Esq.

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1821.

gC?" The Jiditor will thank his subscriber!

ho have broken setts of the first volumi
and it'lio do not propose to bind them, if they ivili

send him by mail JVo. 28. That number wou'

enable him to make up several additional

lumes, a?id luould therefore be ivorth §4 to him

•whereas they are worth very little to the oiv7i'

of a broken, unbound volume.

PRICKS CLHRENT.
Baltimore, \6th Feb. 1821.

Flour from wagons, S3 7^ per barrel—Whiskey, d.

25 to 28 cents per g.iUon—Hay, gl6 per toiir-Straw

to our country. I should be very unwilling togg per ton—N. Cirolina Cotton, 15 to 17 cents per 11

be without the one you were so obliging as to No recent sales of Tobacco, or cargoes of grain ha\ -

been made ; but as our harbour is now nearly free froni

ice, we shall soon have it in our power to extend ou
quotations of prices.

BALTIMORE,
PUBLISHEn BVKnr FHIDAT,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER EDITOR.
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AGKIGJJLTURE.1^
5SIDN

an intercourse with the rest ot the world, would

AL REPORT

terous, when used to induce the government to

congress:
Of the Committee on ./Igriculture, on the memo

rial of the Delegates of the U7iited Jgricultu

ral iiocieties of sundry counties in the state of

Virginia.

FEBRUARY 2, 1821.

Mead, and committed to the committee of the -uihole House

on the state of Union.

The Committee on Agriculture, to whom was

referred the memorial of the delegates of

the United Agricultural Societies of Prince

George, Sussex, Surry, Petersburgh, Bruns-

wick, Dinwiddle, and Isle of Wight, have had

the same under consideration, and have agreed

to the following

REPORT :

The committee consider it as a duty which

they owe to the object of their institution, to the

importance of the subjects referred to in the

memorial, to the character of the memorialists

themselves, and to the threatened interests of

agriculture, to present a full, candid, and impar-

tial statement of the views which they emertaii

of the policy of increasing the duties established

by the present tariff.

Believing, as they do, that the agriculturists

as the most numerous portion of the community
are more deeply interested than any other clas>

in the decision of this question, and that the

must necessarily continue to be so for many age

to come, they conceive that no apology will be

required, if they enter, somewhat at large, intf

the investigation of those principles which tht

policy involves. Nor will such a course be

deemed incompatible with the object for which

the committee was originally created ; which

they suppose was not so much to devise and pro-

pose plans for the positive encouragement of

agriculture, as, by a vigilant exercise of their

functions, to guard its political interests from en-

croachment.

The committee regard the question presented

by the proposed tariff as one of the most impu) -

tant that has ever been offered to the considera-

tion of congress. Important, however, as this

question is, when considered in reference to the

change which any farther restrictions on trade

must produce in our foreign relations, it is yet

more important when viewed in reference to

those which it would effect in the subsisting re

lations of the several classes of the community ;

for, even if the favourite, though impracticable

and useless object of the friends of the restrictive

system could be realized, that of raising the

prices of all commodities, although it would
then no longer be a question, as to the degree of

intercourse we should maintain with other coun-
tries, as there would be no intercourse at all

(for commerce never goes in quest of dear com-
modities,) and although the sources of wealth,

intelligence, and improvement, derivable from

be entirely destroyed ; yet this evil, great as it

would be inconsiderable in comparison with those

which the system would produce on our domes-

tic prosperity and happiness ; in other words, its

financial would be less injurious than its political

consequences.

There are, obviously, two leading points of

view, in which this, as well as other restrictive

systems, may be considered ; its effect

crease or diminish the national wealth, and its

tendency to promote independence and happi-

ness. These views, though necessarily in some

degree, blended with each other, are, in many
mportant particulars, distinct. But, before the

committee enter into an examination of the sys

lem, they will notice briefly, some of the argu

ments which have been employed to recommend
which, they believe, have only an incidental

and collateral connexion with the subject, but

h have been so much relied on by the advo

cates of the system, that they cannot, with pro

priety, be overlooked.

Among the most prominent of these, is the

argument derived from the productive power of

manufacturing, in comparison witli agricultural

and commercial industry, and the inducements

which the quick returns of the home trade, the

1 tlative increase of population in Europe and

America, the local advantages we possess in ha

ving at our command all the chief materials for

manufacturing the obstacles which the restric

liens of other nations oppose to an intercourse

with them, and many other propitious circum

stances hold out to the capitalist to embark in

manufactures. It will not now be attempted to

claim any pre-eminence for agriculture and

commerce over manufactures, or for one kind

of trade over another.

The latest and most judicious speculations on

this subject tend to show that if there be any dif-

ference at all, it is much less than has been ima
gined ; but it will merely be observed, that all

those arguments which go to show the favoura

ble circumstances under which manufactures

may be commenced, and the disadvantages un
der which they must be procured from abroad,

so far from being auxiliary to the system, tend

directly to impeach it ; for the question is, no

the desirableness of manufactures, but the expe
diency and legality of the means of promoting
them ; whether, in order to establish them, wt

must not part with something still more desira

ble. Now all those arguments which go to

prove that we cannot do without the aid of the

law, are arguments against the interference

of the law. If the times, and circumstances;

have a natural tendency to promote the objects

desired, why should we seek to obtain them pi

maturely, and by oppressive means ? Such argu
ments are undoubtedly proper when employ
to persuade the capitalist voluntarily to engag£

in manufactures, but they are absolutely prepos

assist him, by ta.ting the rest of the community.
Another argument has been founded on the

necessity or propriety of giving relief to those

manufacturers, who were induced, by the state of

things growing out of the late war, and the mea-
sures that preceded it, to vest their capital in

manufactures, and who it is alleged have

ffercd, since the return of peace, for want of

sufficient protection. This claim is not consid-

ered as well founded ; because it is derived from
the asseverations of the manufacturers them-

selves, that these persons were generally compel-

led, in consequence of their heavy losses, to sell

out their establishments at a considerable sacri-

fice, so that their present proprietors must now
hold them under extremely advantageous cir-

cumstances, and the proposed relief would not

reach its intended objects. But, independently

of this, the principal itself is too capacious to be
admissable. It amounts to this ; that government

is bound to indemnify its citizens for all losses

that can be remotely connected with its necessa-

ry acts, though they have been produced chiefly

by their own voluntary agency. Such a principle

would furnish just as good a claim for relief to

the farmer and merchant as to the manufacturer.

The diminished price of agricultural produce

during the war, would be as good a reason for

relieving the agriculturist, as the diminished

price of manufactured produce at the return of

peace would be for relieving manufactures.—

Even therefore, if it could be made to appear,

that an improvident spirit of speculation had no

share in producing the distresses of the manufac-

turers ; that the other classes of the community
did not equally participate in them ; and that re-

lief would reach the true sufferers ; it would be
inexpedient to grant it ; to say nothing, at this

time, of the right of the government thus to re-

lieve one class by taking the means from ano-

ther.

An argument which is not deemed by the

committee as material in the investigation of this

question, but which has been, perhaps, more uni-

versally relied on than almost any other, is this':

It is admitted that the system of free trade

would be the best, provided other nations would
pursue it ; but it is said, if they will not buy of

us, so neither should we buy of them, but should

meet regulation by regulation, restriction by res-

triction. It is difficult to say whether this argu-

ment is addressed to our interest or to our hon-

our, or whether it is addressed to either ; for it

is neither proposed, by the adoption of the res-

trictive system, on our part to compel foreign

nations to abandon it, nor is it proposed to retali-

ate their injuries, with a view of punishing them
for their alleged offence. Indeed, so far from
its being contemplated by the manufacturers to

coerce other nations to relinquish their restric-

tions, it can scarcely be doubted, that such an
event would occasion great regret, because it

would take away one of the principal arguments
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on which they have relied for the adoption of their

policy, whilst other considerations which recom-
mend it to them would remain. But, in what-

ever the advice " not to buy of foreii^ners unless

they will buy of us" may have orijjinated, i-, is

evidently worbe than useless. How is it possi-

ble that we should buy of them unless they buy
of us ? The very word hinj implies that some-
thing is given in eKchangc for that which is re-

ceived, and what is giving in exchange but buy-

ing ? That foreigners do not admit our pioducts

on the same terms that we admit theirs, does

not render it less true, that in our intercourse

with them, there is a complete exchange of equi-

valents. Undoubtedly the foreign system is in-

jurious to us, and it is certainly not less so tc

themselves. Every retaliatory measure, on
either side, injures both, unless it has the effect

of making the other party recede, and even

then, the injury suffered by the retaliating par-

ty is not necessarily counterbalanced by the

good received; but to adopt restrictions with

any other view than to force other nations to

abandon them, is a course for which no apology
can be offered. As long as capital continues to

be employed in the foreign trade, it can only

be because it is more profitably employed, than

it could be, if it were withdrawn. It would be

very unwise, because a portion of our capital is

not so advantageously employed as it might be,

under possible circumstances, to make it less

so than it is,—because we cannot make things

better, to make them worse. Besides, the refu-

sal of foreigners to receive our raw produce is

the injury of the agriculturist, not of the manu-
facturer. The object of the system therefore

should be, to redress the grievances of the for-

mer, not those of the latter ; but the agricultur-

ist declares, that he does not ask the assistance

of the government ; that all he requires is to be
let alone; and that it is absolutely unjust to make
an actual grievance the pretext for imposing on

him additional burthens. There appears to be

less e.^cuse for this system on the score of hon
our than on that of interest

;
yet the appeal to

honour is one of the favourite topics of the

friends of restriction. National honour is too

often made to usurp the empire of reason and
justice, and to decide controversies where it has

no jurisdiction ; and on no occasion, have its just

prerogatives been more prostituted and abused,

than when it has been made to extend over the

province of trade and commerce, which, thougl

they should always be guided by individual

honour, and indeed can only be sustained by a

strict adherence to its principles, renounce all

other authority but that of interest in questions

of their extent, or direction. When the honour
of the nation, is really involved, the agricultur-

ists will be among the last to abandon it. Na-
tional, like individual honour, is not adverse to

interest, but is identified witli it. National,

like individual honour, is reputation, and reputa

tion is power,—it is safety in peace, and strength

in war. But, when the honour of an individual

or a nation is assailed, it is by the violation of

some indisputable right, which authorises the

assailed party to demand redress, and, if it is

not rendered, to punish the assailant. Bui, can

. it be pretended that any indisputable right of

this nation would be violated, by the refusal of

foreigners to receive our surplus produce ? Is

it not the undoubted right of every nation t(

dopt whatever municipal regulations it be
lieves necessary for its own internal administra-

tion ? As well might it be said, that an individ

1 would compromise his honour, by agreeing

to purchase an article of his neighbour, because

is neighbour refused to receive that which he

produced in return, but required him first to

commute it into inoney. Honour has nothing

to do with this matter ; it is regulated, as it

gilt to be, solely by convenience. But it must
again repeated, that it is incorrect, in point

of fact, to say that foreigners do not purcliase of

us to the same extent that we purchase of tl

because it is impossible. " T/ierc can be no

buying rjithoitt an eijual selling." If we hav(

had occasionally to pay them a balance in mo
ney, it is no more tlian they have often had to

do to us ; and if it always happened that we had

to pay some nations a balance in money, it would
not alter the case ; for before we can purchase

e products of any nation with money, we must
previously have purchased that money of other

nations with our products. Our most invalua-

ble trade with the East Indies is entirely carried

on with money.
'\nother argutpent has been founded on the

encouragement, which it is alleged has been
given by Congress to agriculture and commerce,
and which it is urged, affords an equitable claim

for encouragement to manufactures. It will

hardly be asserted, that agriculture and com-
merce have received greater aids from govern-

ment than manufactures. With respect to

agriculture, it is not admitted that government
has rendered it any service whatever ; and it is

moreover believed, that it cannot render it any

service, unless it be to remove the restrictions

which oppress it. With regard to commerce
it is alleged, that it has been encouraged in two
ways, by a navy, and by a system of commerci;
regulations. It is apprehended that the Irii

nd legitimate purpose of a navy is the national

defence : but, if the navy can be considered, in

any degree, as intended to protect commerce
it is evidently intended to protect it, not against

competition, but against violence ; and there

can be no doubt that the navy, and the army toO;

would be employed to protect manufactures, if

they were' assailed by violence. Even in this

point of view, it is not believed to be the true

policy of this nation to create an immense, over

grown navy for the protection of our commerce
in distant seas; but to confine it to such limits

when it shall be deemed to have attained them
as is compatible with the national defence.

Whether those regulations and acts which were
intended to encourage the commerce and navi

gation of the country, involve a departure from
the maxim of letting things alone, and of not

taxing one class for the support of another, the

committee are not called on now to decide
;

but, passing over the argument for the naviga

tion laws, that they were intended to be sub

servient to national defence, by creating a nur
sery for our seaman, and regarding them pure

ly as commercial regulations the encourage

ment they are designed to afford to commerce
and navigation differs, both in nature and de-

gree, Irom that which has been already given,

and which it is proposed still further to extend

to manufactures. A nation adopting a restric

live system, with a view of coercing another na-

tion to abandon it, is very different from it^

adopting it liKs a permanent part of its policy,

under the delusive idea of promoting national

wealth and independence. It proposes only to

forego present, for the sake of future, and i^reat-

er advantages. Undoubtedly, even_in this case,

it should be certain, that tlic means selected

will ensure success; that success will pay for

the sacrifices made to obtain it ; and that it can
be obtaitied in no better way. How far the na-

vigation laws will fulfd these conditions time
will fully decide.

It has also been urged, that when a nation

has peculiar advantages for particular manufac-
tures, and is ripe for iheni in every respect but
that of skill, the government should afford such
protection as will procure that skill. The pro-

priety of the proposed tariff does not depend on
the truth of tiiis position ; for, in the produc-
tion of many c( the articles on which it is pro-

posed to increase the duties, we already equal
other nations in skill, and, in others, the duties

are more than sufficient to obtain it. Eut, it is

asked, where is the propriety of the distinction,

which would make the nation pay for a defi-

ciency in skill more than in any thing else I

The only ground on which any one would think

of justifying the policy which would make either

an individual or a nation llic purchaser of this

skill, or of any other requisite would be, that

the temporary loss occasioned by the purchase,
would be repaid when it was completely acquir-

ed. But does this prove that the nation should
be the purchaser ? Is it not more consistent

with justice, that the capitalist, who is to derive

the benefit of the acquisition, should make the

sacrifices necessary to obtain it ? If his capi-

tal is insufficient, the nation might as well be ex-
pected to supply that, as to supply the skill it

employs.
The foregoing arc some of the principal argu-

ments which have been resorted to in support
of the manufacturing system, which the com-
mittee think have little to do with the real mer-
its of the question. It is not a complete enu-
meration of all of that description, and it is,

hoped, that no excuse is necessary for not at-

tempting to achieve such an enumeration. They
therefore approach, with satisfaction, what they
consider as the true question involved in the
proposed alteration of the tariff; namely, will

the natiojial •wealth he augmented or diminished,

and, if it will be diminished, are there any ad-
vantages tohich luill comficnsate for the sacri-

fice ?— .A.nd they will undertake to shew, not

only, that the necessary effect of such an altera-

tion is to diminish, both immediately and ulti-

mately, the national wealth ; but, that so far from
their being any compensatory circumstances, it

is even more objectiowable, in other points of
view, than as a q\iestion of loss or gain; and
that the distribution of the wealth of the nation

which it will effect, will be more injurious than

the diminution.

The committee have endeavoured to divest

the subject of all extraneous considerations,

with a view of giving to their arguments a
greater degree of precision ; and, they conceive,

that, if the positions they have assumed can be
clearly established, by a fair deduction from the

most indisputable principles, they will save
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themselves the necessity of replying in detail,

to a multiplicity of irrevalent arguments which

have been employed in defence of the restrictive

system.

The first view of the subject, that wliich re-

lates to the national wealth, presents a question

strictly of political economy. The second, that

connected with our independence and happiness,

is partly a question of political economy, and

partly one of g-eneral policy. The committee,

will not, at the expense of precision and force,

encumber their arguments with numerous statis-

tical facts, and arithmetical calculations. Such
calculations often have a tendency to mislead

instead of to instruct ; and the facts which are

best established, have, after all, to be explained

direct opposition to all experience. But to come
at once to the subject :

The first position that it will be atleTOj)ted to

prove, is that the tiecessanj effect of an increase

of duties is to diminisji, both iin/neciiaic/i/ ant] ul-

timatdiji the amount of national wealth. The
/05.s, however, of the nation, the loan of these

who fi&y the duties, and the gain of those who
receive them, do not always correspond, but vary

with particular circumstances. In what manner,
this loss and gain are distributed in society, will

best illustrated by an example. If, for in-

stance, a community of four persons were engag-

ed in an occupation which enabled them to realize

would have been, had it remained in the hands
of either of the parties. This docs not prove
that prohibitory are better than protecting du-
ties. There are other consequences which
akc duties injurious in proportion to their

amount. All these observations may be applied
{mutatis mittuuflis) to tlie consumers, the manu-
facturers, and the nation under the protecting-

duly system. Two descriptions of persons
would derive the benefit—a few who continue
their old employmen'.s, and a great many who
engage in new ones. In botii cases, the loss of
the consumer is what he pays, and is unre-
deemed by any circumstances whatever. In

the loss of the nation arises from
.sijc tier cent, on equal capitals, and three ofthemjj!^^ ^^^^ '^^^^'

, ...
were to give the fourth one per cent, ov one third^^ increased cost ol consumption; in the se-

by the application general of principles. It is of one f,^r cent, each to enable him to carry on:^°"^' ".^'""
f''"'" 'i"!

""'" ='"'' '^^ diminished

pre-emi,antlv the case in the controversy be-|a„ employments which, unassisted, he couldl^''"^"'^"^^, ^.^"'l °' '^"^
"f^^

employments ot

ween the m'anufacturers and their opponents,!„nlv make^fx'^ /<^r cent, it is evident that the loss
^o'=;*^'>'- .1" he first ease the gain of the manu-

that the data which they have respectively re-of the contributors would be o;:eA.rcf«r. and thatf^""''^'"'^ "^
j^f^

°f '"*= consumer, less he

lied on for the support of their opinions, have;it would be exactly the loss of the community
'"'=''^^f'=.'^

?°l.°f "^ °^^" .consumption; in the

always been considered, by the opposite party whilst the extra 5'ain of the r.c.™«- would be:'^'°"'' " '^ this loss diminished by the same
- • * • -nothing: and, unless that part of his profits,

""^^',^"'' the dimimshed productu'e va ue of

-hich he received from the others, was as pro.
^^'^ l^^^""''- ^"' »'"'^^« '''^^« '''^'^" '°^««'

either as proving nothing, or as proving directly

the reverse of what was intended. This can only

be accounted for, by the supposition that the

general principles of one or the other party,

which they apply to the explanation of these

data are erroneous. It will be attempted to

show that the principles on which the restrictive

system is opposed, are not liable to this charge,

and that the soundest and most incontrovertible

maxims of political economy, maxims derived

from the impartial observation of facts, from

accurate analysis, and from long and diversified

experience, warrant this opposition in its great-

est extent. Tliey are aware, that those who
appeal to general principles, render themselves

liable to the charge of theory, by those who lay

claim to exclusive practical knowledge , and as

there has been a good deal of unmeaning decla-

mation against the opponents of the maiiufactur.

ing system, on this common-place, they vvill very

briefly examine its justice. Theory is not the

opposite of experience, for it may be strictly

deduced from experience. It is nothing more
than a system of general rules, founded on the

ductively employed as it was by them, he might,

eventually be a loser, and thus still further aug-;"'-'
hov.-^^ty, not less enviable

;
losses which

-
' - - - - - "^ 'effect the consumers, and, in some degree, ul-

timatelv reach the manufacturers themselves.

there are others indirect and collateral, which

ment the loss of the community. But this is ai^

case that would not be apt to occur. The fourth

individual must have something more than six

/ler cent, which he already made, to induce him
to abandon his old occupation, and pursue a new
one, sa.y seve?i fier cent. In this case the others

would have to pay him tivo thirds of oneper cent.

each. It is obvious, now, that the loss of the

contributors would be t%vo per cent, that the £-a(?;

of the receix'er would be one per cent, and that it

would correspond with the loss of the communi-
ty, which would also be one per cent, or the dif-

ference between the productive value of his old

and new employment. If this bounty was given

to induce an individual to continue an occupa
tion in which he was already engaged then, al

though the contributor would lose all he paid

and tlie receiver would gain it, the community
would lose nothing, as there would only be a

transfer of wealth from one to another. This

observation of particular facts, or it is such a however, would not be the case with a manufac-

system founded on hypothesis. In the one case,ture thus continued by a bounty. There wouldj

(JTo be Cont

it is true ; in the other, it is generally false.

—

But this character of truth or falsehood is not

peculiar to theory ; it belongs equally to prac-

tice. Practice may be true or false— tliat is, it

may be sound or imsound, good or bad ; but all

good practice must be founded on true theory.

It is not enough then to say, that an opinion or

a system, is a theory ; it must be proved that it

is a false theory ; that it is not the rigorous re-

sult of an attentive examination of facts And,

in attempting to prove it, it will not suflSce to

oppose to it a single repugnant fact or doubtful

experiment ; or even many such facts and expe-

riments, without showing in what respects they

are incompatible with the theory, where the er-

ror lies, in what its falsehoods consists. The
committee must, however, be permitted to ob-

serve, that the charge of theory comes with but

little propriety from the manufacturers. Their

notions of a home market, balance of trade, na-

tional industry, and their doctrines generally, in-

volve theories which are not only not founded in

facts or, even plausible hypothesis, but are in

be an immediate loss occasioned by the increas-!the Oak and Hickory, or what is generally termed
ed cost of consumption ; nor would it be possiblejgood land, does not grow upon such soils as produce

to make one employment so much more profita- the Pine. I do not assert that ocn- historian was of

h!e than another, without its attracting capital tl^'S opinion; though Planters genenilly act upon

from that other, and this would be the source of

From the Southern Patriot of December 21, ISiiO.

Mr. Editor,
A fact in the natural history of our state has fre-

quently excited my attention, without ray being able to
satisfy myself either from such books as a retired

situation afTords ; or an inteicL.inge of opinions with
my agricultural friends. I shall ofler a few remarks
upon this subject, and hope, by exciting the attention

of those better acquainted with it, to elicit some satis-

factory explanation.

Dn. Ramsay observes, that it is a remarkable cir-

cumstance that Pine lanil, though comparatively bra-

ren affords nouiishment to Pine trees which maiii-

laiii their verdure through winter, and adds "this
may perhaps in part be accounted for by the well
known observation, that much of the Pine land of
Carolina is very superfcially sandj' ; for by digging
into it a few feet the soil in many places changes from
sand to clay." The inference from this, is—that the
Isandy soil produces the growtli of the Pine, and that

innumerable other losses, hereafter to be notic

ed. In the case that has been stated, it is clear

that the loss of the contributors is exactly ivha,

they pay ; the gain of the receiver is their loss

less the difference between the productive value

of his old and new employment, and the loss

of the community is precisely this dfference. In

manufactures, such would be the operation of a

duty that was prohibitory—a duty that was
merely protective, would permit a portion of

the commodities consumed to be bought of fo-

reigners, and thus a part of it would go into the

treasury. This would not vary the proportion

of the loss and gain of the contributors and re-

ceivers, but would, in some degree, increase the

of the community, as composed of both, as

this portion of the duty would be less produc-

tively employed by the government, than

such a theory. Having repeatedly examined the soils

of gcod Oak and Hickory, and also that of good Pine
lands, I l)elieve the following statement will be found
correct.

In the same districts you have an entire growth of
Pine upon a clay soil, and upon apparently the same
kind of soil not many miles off, the growth is Oak and
Hickory. Again the light soils in one place show a
growth of Pine, and in another the Oak an,l Hickory fo-

ge. My remarks allude particulirly to the districts

of Colleton, Beaufort, Barnwell, Orangeburgh, Edge-
, Le-xington, and Newberry. In some of these chs-

tricts the surface of the earth is covered with stones and
mall rocks, here also the same circumstance exists, for

vhile one portion of these stoney lands exhibits naught
but Pine trees ; another will be thickly covered with Oak
nd Hickory, and generally the soil a stiff' clay. It is a

circumstance no less singular than true, that the Oak
and Hickory lands, be their soil what they may, when
thrown out' of culture for some years, grow up in

Pines ; and the Pine lands when deprived of their

origin.il growth, produce the Oak and Hickory. This
takes place, whether the lands hare been cultivated o'
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not ; if they be preserved a few years from the fatal

effects of burning the woods.

If we turii our attention to the soils of the inland

swamps in the lower districts, we find also a great di-

versity of soil in the same swamp—while a part con-

sists of a stifi" blue clay, another has much sand mix

good crops of the same kinds from similar low hinds,

were they properly drained and broke up wilh the

plough both before and during theu' culture ?

From such observations as I have been able to

make relative to the nature of the soils in tlie dis-

I have named, we may conclude that there is much
ed with the soil ; and yet the errovvth of these swamps good planting land with a growth of Pine in

., , . . _- a *i_- „ :„ _^ . ^ t. _i:i-p . I.„^ .. 1.1 1— — ll..,l U., .,« t' i:„lwould not induce the examiner to expect much dilTcr

ence in their subsoil. Even the rich, valuable, and
highly cultivated river swamps are not exempt from
this diversity in the appearance of the soil ; for al-

though, generally, they seem to consist of a light

spungy and decayed, vegetable substance, some fields

have a much firmer consistence, more resembling the

clayey soil of the inland swamps. This I liave been
informed is the case in some of tlie most valuable

and best cultivated fields upon the Combahee ; and
both soils have been for a number of j'ears equally

upon what would be called by an English farmer,

Sandy Loom upon a clay sub-soil—in others the cl.w

exists nearly altogether. In some parts of Colleton

District, there is much first rate cotton land, the

growth Oak and Hickory, with a soil so similar t

he Sandy Loom of the good Pme lands, as to preclud

1 (Uscriminntion, and producing fine crops. In Prince

iVilliams and St. Luke's Parishes, we find much first

•ate land, the growth Oak and Hickory, but the soil

more upon the clay. It is generally concluded that tlie

stiff lands are most calculated for the culture oftobacco,

productive. Wliether the growth, and the nature of corn, and all kinds of small grain, and that liglit soils,

the soils of our Sea Islands, show any thing similar to

the lands upon the M..in I know not—but, I have seen

mucii very poor land near the Sea shore, with a

growth of oak, Sec. with such a sandy soil, that only

its situation could induce a planter to clear it. I shall

venture to add, if a collection of the soils, such as

produ the lie, and such covered with the
oak and hickory, be co«i/<nrt;J, they will not only puzzle
the philosopher, but the planter, who imagines himself
sufficiently acquainted with the nature of the soil he
has been cultivating for years, to distinguish them.
It is a general opinion, that in swamps where the Cy-

prus predominates, the soil is more or less sandy
; yet

in those districts where there are many Cyprus ponds,
their soil is generally a black mould (from decayed ve-

getable matter) with a portion of sand, upon a blue
clay foundation. Some of these ponds have bsen very

productive under cultivation ; while others without any
visible difference in growth or soil, have failed. These
ponds are generally wooded, also, with the black gum,
and when cleared, and the fires kept out, produce a

growth of pines. The practical inference I wish to

draw from these facts, is, that planters should exa-

3nine the nature of the soil more than they generally

do, and not trust exclusivehj to the growth of the

land ; having often knovi^n the expectations of the cul-

tivator to be disappointed, upon clearing land well

wooded with the best growth, the soil being found
too light and sandy. Urs. Jamieson and Suecut, in

their siatistical account of Orangeburgh District in

the appendix to Ua.iisai's History of South Carolina,

very properly disting;uish pine land from pine barren

;

for there exists as mucli difference between good pine
land, and pine barren, as there is between oak and
hickory land with a good soil, and the same growth
upon a sandy foundation.—It must not be inferred

that I wish to compare the pine lands with the oak ally that of reclaiming much land in our State, which
though apparently rich, is unproductive—I allude to

marsh and low lands generally. It is in vain to ex-

there docs exist in our Stale, a very large body of elude thetrij from planting, for he who may eflijct to

excellent cotlon-land, whose principal growth is pine,

with a considerable tindergroioth of oak, hickory, dog-

wood, sassafras, chinquapin, &.C. &c.—and from the

animal decay of the straw, leaves and grass, the lands

are much improved from what they were 20 or 30
years ago. I have often heard the old settlers in the

pine land district attest to this fact ; and declare,

that where we now see much undergrowth, the face

of the land was so bare, that you might track a turkey
through them.

Along the sea board, the lands near, and adjacent to

the swamps are usually the most fertile. In those dis-

tricts where pine is the usual growth, the lands upon
the margin of the swamps are not as lasting as what may
be calltrd the middle grounds from the swamps, and
these lands often show a clay soil within a few inches

of the surface, though generally the cby is found two
feet within the surface of the earth.

In some of the lower districts we see a stiff clay

soil, with altogether a growth of Pine, the land flat and
rather low; I^do not err mucli when I add, that few
'Planters approve of the culture of such lands. In

same of the upper districts, on apparently the same
kind of soil with only a higher situition, fine crops of

corn and winter grain may be produced. Would it

be placing too much confidence in theory, to expect

r, but it is not too latr

itli a good foundation, suit the culture of the cotton

est. It is no uncommon sight in the upper districts,

pon their stiff soils, upon one side of the road, to be-

hold very fine corn, but inferior cotton on the othei',

the fields apparently cleared the same time. I beli

it to be a correct observation, that, the light lands

stand either much rain or great droughts lieiter than
the clay soils, and corn will often -wilt upon the clay

lands, when the light soils show no such appearance'.

One great cause of the uncertainty of crops upon stiff

low lands must be attributed to a want of due alten

tion to draining such lands properly, and breaking up
well, both before planting; and the alley

during culture—one good ploughing between the beds

such lands, before the rams set in, would effect much
promoting the absorption, and preventing the ill ef

fects of either droughts or great rains. Upon this

subject Taylor's Arator, the American Edition of Sin

"s Code of Agriculture, and the Jlmencan Fanner
should be read by every Planter in our State.

In England, and other parts of Europe, where the
science of Agriculture is carried to the greateat per-

fection from caiises which cannot exist in our coun.
try for some time to come, a knowledge of the na-

ture of the soil is considered indispensibly necessary
to the system of manuring and ploughing, as it I

been ascertained by their practical farmers that each
of soil requires in some degree its own kind of

manure and mode of ploughing. Although I am aware
country, good crops are made without

any necessary connexion with a knowledge of the

soil, yet I think it must he granted by all practical

men, that if we would devote more attention to this

subject, there is every reason to expect much useful

formation upon Agriculture generally , and especi

cies—I could not get any i

to sow it. A gentleman who lives some distance from
me, and who from an experience commencing with
its discovery, highly approves of it, furnished me with
it. By sowing it near to, and managing it like the
bearded spectes sent you some weeks past, you may
accurately compare their qualities. That sent is not
a fair sample of this kind of wheat, nor of that before
sent, as a severe late frost this year, after it was head-
ed, both shrunk and coloured the grain. This wheat
was in high repute for some years after it was dis-

covered, and then was gradually relinquished because

the cropi diminished, owing, in my opinion, to the

impoverishment of our lands and bad agriculture,

rather than to the sort of wheat. Its qualities are to

produce one tliird less straw than latter wheat to be
much less liable to rust, to make belter bread and
ather more flour to the bushel, to be less lia-

ble to the Hy and more to the weavil, both in a small

degree than latter wheat, and as this year proves, to

be liable to considerable injury from frost, once in 3"
years.

I am,
respectfiiUy sir.

Your most obedient Servant,

JOHN TAYLOR.
N. B.—1 think it very probable that this wlieat mav

suit your soil and climate.

ridicule it, is in fact guided by it as well as the one
who may attach too much importance to it. Perhaps
three fourths of the members of our Legislat

lly concerned in the cultivation of the earth, and
strange to say, a committee upon the all-im{.

subject of agriculture is not to be found upon
journals ! I hope the Curators of the South Carolina

Agricultural Society, and indeed, the officers of all

such associations, will call upon their Representi

to extend their fostering hand to aid their exertion

to excite and produce a spirit of emuh
breast of every farmer. I would not hazzard rnuch by
adding if Soutn Carolina, upon this important branch

of internal policy, imitates the example of New York,

and other States, that such improvements in the Ag-
ilture of our slate would soon take place as fully

attest the propriety of the measure. If on the

ippearance of the soil in some nf our districts my
brother farmers view the sketch I have attempted in

different light, I hope they will examine for them-
selves with some attention, their own wooilUmds ;

in my opinion, it would be as correct to esti-

mate the contents of a book, by its binding, as to

value land, soleli/, by its growth. It would afford

me much pleasure, could I hope as a pioneer, to

which retard the progress of the Agriculture of ni

native State.

A COTTON PLANTER.

COMMUNICATED VOR THE AMERICAN FAR
MER, BY G. W. JEFFREYS.

ViRGisiA, Port Royal, October 28th, 1818.

Dear Sir,

Enclosed is a little Isbell wheat of the original

-From I)ic!:son'.i Farmer's Com/uinioii.

Continued from page 374. vol. ir.

Jfler Mariagevient—As the economy of this

plant is such as lo render it incapable of being

grown with much advantage where other sorts

of plants, whether of the grass or weed kind,

pt to annoy it, much care and aiiention

should of course be employed in keeping it

clean and free from the intrusion of all such
vegetable productions. This may be effected in

different ways according to the methods in which
the crop has been raised. When the broadcast

plan has been pursued, little is neces.sary where
the land has been properly prepared, after the

grain crop has been removed, except keeping

all sorts of lieavy stock from coming upon it.

In a dry season, if there bf occasion, the field

may however, be fed a little by calves and

other very light stock, but they should never

be kept long upon the plants at one time.

When the second cutting has been made in the

following year, if any grass shows itself, the

land should be harrowed over in a moderate
manner by a harrow which is not too heavy or

too long in the tines, tvifice or oftenur, as may
be necessary, in diflcrent directions, the gras-

sy matter being collected by a small light

mpleraent of the same kind, and removed from

the land. This business should be executed as

soon in the early part of the spring as the na-

ture and state of the ground will admit, as dry

period as possible being taken for performing

clear away a few of the br.tmbles and obstructions.'the work. In the succeeding years too sucl
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harrovvings may frequently be required, one in

the early part of the spring season and the

other in the close of the summer. Bi

these cases, especially where there is much
;

appearing, a much heavier sort of harrow should

be made use of. Some advise one of such

weight as is sufficient for tour horses, and

which does not spread more than four or five

feet ; but in most cases, especially when the

business is so frequently done, one that requires

less draught may be adequate to the purpose,

as where such large heavy harrows are employed,

there is much danger of injuring the crowns of

the plants, and thereby causing their destruc-

tion ; whereas by the use of lighter ones they

are mostly much benefited from the mould be-

ing stirred about their roots. After these har-

rowings, as in the above case, the weeds should

be brought together and removed from the

ground. Where the crops are thin and patchy,

seed in proportion to the deficiencies should be

sown over such places before the harrowings

commence each time In every case the rollers

should be applied immediately after the opera-

tion has been performed, not only for the pur-

pose of pressing the mould about the roots of

the plant, but to render the surface perfectly le-

vel and fit for the scythe.

In the broadcast method of culture, where the

produce it not to a considerable extent, it is pro

bably better to feed the crop by light cattle in

the autumn than to mow it.

In the drill-sown lucern some recommend;
where the rows are sufficiently evident in the

autumn season, after the grain has been secured,

Ihe passing of a small shim betv/een them,

order to extirpate all the weeds and grassy ma-
terials, as well as to loosen the mould about

the roots of the plants, and that they may be
rendered more perfectly clean, the hand-hoeing
of the plants in the rows. In the succeeding

year still more particular attention to the use

of the shim and hoe will be requisite. The bu
siness should be begun as early as the state of

ihe soils will safely admit of its being executed

being continued occasionally in such manner
during the whole summer, as is sufficient for

preserving the crops perfectly clean and free

from all sorts of weeds. But in order to ac-

complish this in the most complete way, great

circumspection is necessary, immediately after

the lucern has been cut, to the extirpation of

the natural grass plants and the weeds of othe

Ivinds, as at this period they can be discovered

and removed with the greatest facility and des-

jiatch.

The crops raised in the transplanted method:

as they are put in so late in the summer season.

will demand but little regard in the autumn
one, or at most two slight hoeings may be suffi

cient for the purpose. But in the following year's

culture the same management will be prope

as in the preceding case.

When the soils on which the plant is grown
are not of considerable fertility, the occasiona

application of manure may be of great advan

tagc in thickening and increasing the quantity

of crop. For this use clean well rotted dung
is probably by much the best manure, as where
earthy compost, ashes, or soot are employed,

they are apt to promote the growth of, or bring

up common grasses too much, i'he latter are

however, sometimes sown over the crops in the

inter season. The dung is advised by some

to be .\pplied in the quantity of about twenty

tons to the acre every five or six years. Otiiers,

however, think it a better practice to put a light

coat on annually in the early spring season.

The culture of this sort of crop is obviously

attended with considerable expense, both in its

first establishment and the after-management

.vhich IS necessary to ensure its success. The
inexperienced cultivator should not therefore

commence this kind of husbandry too hastily,

without considering how far it may suit his cit

cumstances.

As this is one of the most forward of the arti

ial L^ri^sses, it frequently attains a sufficient

growth for the scythe towards the end of May
beginning of the following Month, and in

soils that are favourable for its culture will be

in a state of readiness for a second cutting ii

the course of a month or six weeks longer; be

ing capable of undergoing the same operation

at nearly similar distances of time during the

whole of the summer season.

in such apphcation. In Mr. Young's trials

cattle were found to increase fast in flesh by
it, paying at the rate of four shillings and six-

penc a head per week, which is considered as a

great proof of the value of the plant : in thiis

view its superiority to tares he thinks prodi-

gious. It has also been considered of great value

in this view in Ireland, by Mr. Herbert, after

much experience. The great power which it

possesses in fattening is, indeed rendered suffi-

ciently evident, by the sudden effects which it

produces in soiling horses. In most instances

they get into high condition in a short time,

becoming ''fat withrjtu oata or liaxj" in some
cases.

Sheep have likewise been> fattened on this

green food with great success in Mr. Baldwin's

trials.

In soiling hogs hi the fold-yards it has also

been attended with considerable success. And
it has been suggested, that as these animals do

not bite so closely as sheep, they may be admit-

ted upon the crops with greater safety. A plot

of it contiguous to the yards might in this view

be highly beneficial.

It is sufficiently clear, from these statements,

that soiling is a highly beneficia Imethod of dis'

mak-

rhe produce of this sort of crop in convert

ing it to the purposes of soiling cattle, must ne

cessarily be different under different circum
stances ; but an acre can seldom, when underjposing of Fucern crops, and far superior

proper culture and management, support less ing it into hay.

than from three to five or six horses or other

cattle during the six summer months ; the profit

of which cannot be less than from seven to ten

or twelve pounds,

And in letting it remain for hay, which is

less advantageous, in the three mowings, an

acre, where the crop is good, will seldom afford

loads, but in those of others, or rich grounds, it

five. In making this sort of plant into hay

the same directions should be attended to as for

clover ; the less the produce is shaken about

the better, provided it be sufficiently, and quickly

dried ; as the leaves will be more fully preserved

on the stems, and the hay of course more valu

able.

In the application of the crop the principal

and obviously the most advantageous practice

is that of soiling horses, neat cattle, and hogs.

But as a dry fodder it is also capable of afford

ing much assistance in many cases. And, as an

early food, for ewes and lambs, it may be of

great value in particular cases. As this plant

bears repeated cutting better than most of those

of the artificial grass kind, springs in a more
quick and expeditious manner, and affords a

healthy nutritious food ; in soiling, it must be of

vast utility to the farmer, where horses and cat-

tle form a large part of his stock.

In the soiling of cows and other sorts of cat-

tle in the fold-yards, and in the feeding and

Though crops of this sort should not, by any

means, be fed close with sheep stock, it is proba-

ble that, in particular cases, they may be applied

as an earlier green feed for ewes and lambs with

great utility and convenience, as they may be

relied on for this sort of feed much sooner than

, , r ..T c » r 1 1 anv other kinds of artificial grass crops especi-
ess than from three to five tons of dry hay.— "7 y-'"^' "^ 6 1 '

r 7.T.,. ,-i.i . r allv in soils 01 the rich, dry, and warm dcsciip-
In Mr. Arbuthnot's trials, the produce was four ."J^

, . ' ', /'. ,, ^ „„^^ ^„'^ - - - tions : being often ready tor the purpose soon

after the middle of March, affording a good bite

through the whole of the following month, the

most difficult period for the providing of suita-

ble support for this kind of stock. The benefit

produced in the healthy growth and improve-

ment of the lambs in this mode, will much more
than counter-balance any loss sustained in the

first cuts for soiling of horses. The sheep

should not, however, remain on longer than

while the first shoots are eaten down.

On the whole, though this plant is capable of

being thus usefully applied, considering the very

great expenses which are necessary in raising

and keeping lucern crops in a state of produc-

tion and their affording but little produce, es-

pecially when sown without corn, for the first

years notwithstanding they appear to yield a

great advantage in the practice of soiling ani-

mals, it is probable that much of the profit de-

pends upon the method of consuming them, and

not on that of the particularly advantageous na-

ture of the plants. Its superiority to clovei-^

fattening of oxen, its importance is equallyjwhen the differences in the expenses of their

great. In feeding cattle with this sort of food culture and other circumstances are fairly

in its green state, care is necessary, however, brought into view, will not perhaps, appear so

not to'give the animals too largely at a time, great as many on a superficial observation may
especially when it is moist, as they may be /;o- h-avc supposed. The point on which it most

en or blown with it in the same way as with materially excels that invaluable plant is the dur-

clover. lation, or time which it lasts in the ground, after

The trials in fattening bullocks, or other cat-Jbeing once introduced, continuing from ten to

tie, with this green fodder are not numerous fifteen and even twenty years, according to the

but they are sufficiently so to prove its utilityjstate and nature of the soil, and the attention
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that is bestowed in the al'tei'-managenient.

—

—
This is, undoubtedly, a circumstance of the first

importance, in cases where the cultivator wishes

to avoid tiie trouble and expense of grain crops,

as he can keep a suitable extent of land under

this crop for the purpose of soilinj^ his stock

without them, while with clover it is utterly iu)-

possible. AVheie the proportion of land is

small, and the quantity of cattle and horse stock

disproportionately large, it is a plant admirably

calculated for the cultivator's purpose, when
grown conveniently to the farm yards and kept

in due order by proper cultivation. It has also

been recommended on dairy farms as of g
utility in supporting the cows and increasing

the quantity of milk. Where the soils are suita

ble a few acres under this grass round the house

must in almost all cases be valuable for the pur-

pose of early green food.

On attempting to break up land that has

been long under this sort of crop, it has been
sometimes found from the great strength of the

roots of the luccrn plants, and the consequent
difficulty of destroying them, that the crops

have been restored in such a manner as to in-

duce the cultivators to leave it again for the

production of this grass. In situations where
such grounds could be conveniently flooded, or

covered with water occasionally, they might,
therefore, be very advantageously converted

into good meadow or grass lands ; a sort of ap-

plication that has long since been recommended
by a French writer.

When such lands are perfectly broken up,
they aflord in most cases, admirable crops of
the grain kind. Oats, as being the kast injur-

ed by a; luxuriant growth, may in general be
the most advisable as the first crop.

pies, cherries, &c. &c. Sec. That however,
which has the broadest leaf and the smallest

stem, is preferred, for obvious reasons, by the

merchant and manufacturer. There is never-

theless, little doubt but its shape and qualities

arc susceptible of being modified by crossini,'

the breed, just as Indian corn and live stock

may have their qualities changed and diversified,

by selecting for propagators, plants and indivi-

duals of different families.

A wealthy and eminent farmer of Prince
George's County, to whom these notes were
submitted, remarks that " From the best obser-
vation he has been able to bestow upon this

very interesting part of a planter's concern, he
is satisfied there exists in that county, only three

soil (which is manifest and frequent on almost
every farm) of culture, the time of planting, and
other fortuitous causes, have assumed various ap-
pearances and are known by almost as many
names as there are neighbourhoods in our coun-
ty-—The varieties he alludes to, are the hurley ,-

the narronu leaf thick self, or twist bud, as it is

most commonly called ; and the broad leaf thick
xett, which last he thinks verj' probably has been
produced by a mixture of the Burley, and nar-
row leaf thick sett, as there can be no doubt

^sm iPiiiBMiiiias

i.M.TIMOnE, FRIDAY, JANU.\RY 23, 1821.

ON THE CUI.TIVATIO.V AND MANAGEMENT OF

TOBACCO.
In vol. I. of this work, page 393, we offered

some observations on tobacco, relating to such
particulars in the early stage of its growth, as
required to be attended to at that time-—we
propose now to complete the diiections for the
cultivation and curing of this wonderful plant:
and here we lake occasion to repeat that oui
sketch is prepared not with the hope of suggest-
ing any thing new to those who are acquainted
with the process, but for such as have either ne-
ver seen, or are practically ignorant of the whole
management of tobacco. This explanation wil.
justify a minuteness of detail that might other-
wise appear unnecessarily particular.

\'arieties.—Of the tobacco plant, there are
many varieties, under as many 72amix. Tbcst-
are sometimes derived from the name of the
fierson who, in a neighbourhood or county, wa-
first observed to cultivate and countenance any
particular kind most extensively—but it oftener
takes its name from the shape, form, and pro

perties peculiar to it. V^ery much the same Ii yields more than the Bui ley, and not n
fashion occurring in this case, as in that of ap- less, il any, than the twist bud—ii cures q

varieties, but these, owing to the difference of '^y."v*="'y-f°"'' '^^i^'' ''^^ usual size now built

this plant may be altered or modified by " mix
ing or crossing the breed."

The Burley appears to have been the most an-
cient, and, until lately, the most esteemed kind

;

but recent experience has convinced almost ev-
ery one, that it is the least productive. It is

however, certainly a fine tobacco, notwithstand-
ing it yields less than the thick sett, and appears
to be peculiarly adapted to particular soils,

such as low, flat, stiff and wet lands. It it

much less liable to .i/iot or injure in the field

when ripe, tlian any other tobacco, and those
who depend upon the above described lands for
a crop, would always do well to plant the Bur-
ley. It cures finely and is much esteemed in

the market.

The narrow leaf thick sett, or twist bud is

considered the best tobacco for weight, and is

.'ery much cultivated in all the lower counties house room

well as the Burley—the leaf is much bro;r;

er, the stem is small, the fibres delicate, an.)

the texture smooth and silken. It is not 'i..

apt to spot as tlie twist bud, and ripens sooiu^
than the Burley. In shoit, it appears to

an admirable medium, between the two, equ.i'

exempt from the faults, and partaking of i

advantages of both. This tobacco acquires it

greatest perfection in light rich soil.

Firing.—By firing, tobacco is more easily aiul

sooner prepared for packing, and cures of
brighter colour, but it will, if not too mm
croudcd in the house, cure very well witlio'

firing; It requires eight or ten cart loads oi

wood, s.\y three to four cords to cure the con-
tents of a house of ordinary size—that is, filiv

Prince George's County, of this state. The
manner of firing in that county, where the ope-
ration is much practised, is to kindle two rows
of fires nearly the whole length of the house,
approaching each end as nigh as can safely be
done, say six feet ; the two fires being about
equi -distant from each other, and from the sides
of the house. To make these fires, a shallow
trench is dug in the floor, which keeps the logs
from rolling and spreading the fire. All sorts
of wood are used for this purpose, but to the

I suggested, that the shape and quantities of ^"f'' '^'^''' ''^ ^^Y' ^^ " ought to be, first partial

ly seasoned ; it should be cut the preceding
winter, or at all events by the first of August.—
It then makes a clearer fire, and the smoke nl

it is less moist ; nevertheless, green wood is of-

ten used. The risk of firing under a master or
manager of wary and cautions habits, is not
great. There arc many old planters who have-
never lost a house by it.— When fire is used, no
tobacco should be hung on the two lower tiers,

except a few stalks on the sides and in the cen-
tre of the house, taking care that they do not ap-
proach too near the fires—some are so cautious
as to leave the three lower tiers unhung while the
fires are kept up. When tobacco is not to be
fired, it ought to be hung very thinly, say eight
or ten plants on a stick— il the plants be large,
fewer—and the slicks should be placed far

enough apart to prevent the plants from pressing
against each other.—In fact, it is the want of

of this state. It may be known by its remarka
bly small stalk, the great number of its leaves
which arc long and narrow, with numerous
fibres and thick stem. On good land, this to-

bacco has been known to have from twenty-five
to thirty ivell made leaves, on a stalk not more
than twelve or fifteen inches long. If not top-
ped too high, the upper leaf will fold over and
touch the ground before the plants is fit for
housing. This tobacco also cures well, but is

extremely liable to spot and damage in the field,
even before it is made, or more properly speak-
ing before it has attained its growth. In wet sea-
sons it rarel:j ever g-oes rifie and souud to the
house.

The broad leaf, thick sett, which is the kind
now most universally cultivated by the Patux-
cnt planters possesses advantages which give
it a decided superiority over any other
of this plant.

variety

than the difference produced
in the quality and price of tobacco, which in-
duces the practice of firing ; lor by firing, one
house is made to contain double the quantity of
tobacco that it otherwise would.

After the fires are taken out, which should
not he for five or six days (some fire longer) the
doors and windows should be thrown opon, and
except at night and in rainy and damp weather,
kept so, till the house is fit to re hang, which
should not be done till the stems are cured ; else
the tobacco will house burn and probably rot.
Fires should be kept very low for the first dav
or two—then raise them gradually.

That which is first housed, on being subject-
ed to the influence of fire, cures in a much short-
er time, and admits of being very soon,?r-
hung, and the house filled up again—thusthc
whole crop is housed securely, before the ap-
proach of frost. If however, no other object
was produced by firing than the difference in
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the quality ot the aiiitle, it is not certain that

this object alone would not be considered a

sufficient compensation lor the additional l;iboui

expense, and risk which liripg superinduces,—

The objection, however, on the score of ex

pense, so I'ar as that results from the 'ivood con

sumed, applies with peculiar force in old set

tlements ; where, from the improvident ravat^es

committed on the native forests, every tree has

its intrinsic value. In new settlements, the

mere value of tlie fuel consumed would not be

considered worthy of beini;; reckoned—but here

again firing is of less importance ; for tobacco

made on new land always cures brighter anc

better than that which is the growth of old fields

It is, after all, belic^d that between tobacco

made on the same fielJ, fired, and not fired,

there would be an average difierence (in th

sale,) of not less than one dollar per hundred.

Impeduients to its Growth—The tfvo

most lorn)idable enemies to tobacco, ar

Jly and the worm. The depiedations commit-
ted by the former are believed to have increased

of late years to an alarming extent—so much so

as to render a supply of plants very precari-

oils, and sometimes impossible. A preventive,

or a means of destroying this vexatious insect.,

has become a desideratum, for the discovery of ''s'"

which, the author would deserve the benedic

tions of the planting community, as would he

those of the farming class, who would devise

some means of extirpating the turnip and Hes-
sian lly—let us here inquire whether if experi

menis had been made, and enterprise display

ed commensurate with the evil, some remedy
for this egregious plague would not have beer,

discovered before now ? It is well known that

some trees and barks are destructive of certain

insects— let decoctions and other external ap-

plications be made until relief be found. These
flies conmience their attacks on the plants when
very small in the bed, and devour them with

increased voracity, in cool, dry, cloudy weath

cr. We don't pretend to say what ivouU

succeed, but have no doubt, that by trying on

different parts of the bed, a great variety

of experiments, something would be found

to answer. Let a valuable premium he raiser

by subscription, in tobacco districts ; and judges
appointed to assign the reward to him, who shall

discover a method of preventing, or of rapidly

exterminating, the fly in tobacco beds. I am in

clined to believe that planking the bed round to

the height of 20 inches is the best preventive yet

proposed.

Of the Worm.—There are various kinds

—

the ground or cut worm, which is the colour of

the earth, which works by night, and in cloudy

weather, cutting off the plant in the field when
small, near the surface of the ground—and last

year a new enemy of a peculiar and formidable

character attracted the notice of Dr. Muse, of

Dorset County, whose researches in Entomolo-

gy are the more to be valued, since so iew men
of science apply their talents in a way to en-

lighten and guide the labours of practical hus-

bandry. The worm mentioned by him has not

yet made its appearance on the western shore of

Maryland, as we believe. In a paper signed

Agricultor, and published in the first volume

of this work, page 72, the reader will find a par-jquality, soft and silky to the touch and emitting
ticular description of this new invader. " An a flavour not to be found in the growth of any
insect, says the Doctor, of a very peculiar kind, other state in the union ; that tobacco, like the
has appeared in my tobacco, this season, andjwines peculiar to particular districts, depends
has been infinitely more injurious to it than thejnot so much on cultivation or management, as

cui worm, which last feeds only by night and in on the soil of districts ; well defined, immediate-
loudy weather, whereas the former by day.

'ell as night, and in all the varieties of weather
< equally voracious. I have never before seen

a similar insect, nor can I learn that such
enemy was ever enrolled among the host that

infests that plant."

" This insect is, in point of habit, an anomaly
in the insect tribe. The state in which that

whole class of animals annoy vegetation, is thai

of the larvae or caterpillar ; in the winged g

parent state, they have been deemed I thin

universally harmless, and I am pretty certain of

the fact, in regard to all the variety of plants

that constitute the farmers' crop; but this in

sect winged and fully matured, has, in a lot of

hirty thousand bills of tobacco, growing finely,

lestroyed in a few days alter their appearance,
at least one half of them." From the same
philosophic observer, we hope to learn the re

suit of his further investigation of the natura
history and habits of this new, unwelcome intru-

There are again other worms which prey
upon tobacco in the more advanced stage of its

growth, devouring the leaf, and leaving the stem
ked—such as the large green, horn worm ; and

others, too generally known to require descrip

tion here, and if not known to those who have

not cultivated tobacco, they will not fai

ke their appearance whenever the bait is

held out,

To destroy worms.—This is best accom-
plished on a large farm, by raising turkeys for

that purpose, which is now regularly done by ex-

tensive Planters. They may be exclusively re-

lied on, unless the worms appear in unusual num-
bers, when it becomes indispensible to use every
possible means to destroy them s/ieedily, for in

short time they make terrible inroads on
the crop. One turkey for every thousand

plants, is a larger number than is usually

kept—50 turkeys will keep 100,000 plants

The gang of turkeys is slowly driven

regularly over every part of the field

and so indispensible is their labour, that the

Planter reckons the worm killing services of

turkey above the value of his meat.—We
beg our eastern brethren to recollect, that

several months intervene between the worm-
killing and the turkey eating season. Their
isits in the mean time, to the fodder house,

nd the hog pen, have a wonderful effect in puri-

ly beyond the line of which—the same vine, if

transplanted, no longer yields v/ine of the same
flavour.

Its tendency to exhaust land.—Strict

inquiry and observation, induce us to believe
that the effect of the tobacco culture, in its ten-

dency to exhaust the land, is very much exag-
gerated in public estimation—a very successful

and exemplary planter in the richest district of
Prince George's county, once observed to the
Editor of this Journal, " 1 have never believed

that tobacco exhausted land more than Indian

corn, or as much as wheat, and by a proper ro-

tation of crops, it can be raised on the same land

tor ever, without any other aid than what may
1)6 derived from clover and plaster of Paris."

—

The same opinion has been given to us by an
eminent planter, Mr. William Bowie, whose
last year's crop was 160 hogsheads. He added,
hat he had repeatedly observed both his wheat
and clover crops succeeding corn, to be inferior

to those which followed tobacco, on land of equal

ength.

The dest rotation.—The usual rotation in

that portion of our state, where this subject is

best understood, and where the greatest im-
provement is making in the practice and pros-

pects of agriculture—is to have, first a crop of

tobacco, followed on the removal of the tobacco,

by wheat or other small grain, on which issovv-

1 in the spring following clover and plaster of

Paris usually, but very improperly, without
harrowing. The field then remains in clover

one or two years, when tobacco again succeeds
the clover. Pasturing the clover down, is com-
monly preferred after ploughing it in, for what
reason we don't exactly comprehend, unless the

clover crop being ploughed in keeps the land

too dry, open and chaffy, during the planting

and growing season.

On ihe use cf plaster, with tobacco.—It

is to be remarked that the too free use of plas-

ter on tobacco injures its quality ; that it makes
it darker. There are various modes of apply-
ing it, some sow it broad-cast, two bushels to the
acre in the fall, on the land they intend for to-

bacco and repeat it again in the spring, soon af-

ter the crop is planted—others sow it in the
spring, soon after the land is fallowed ; whilst

others again put it, about a table spoonful, on the
tying their flesh until about Christmas—when aiplant after it is planted, or in the check, and
fat hen turkey, and a ham of bacon, make a very

tolerable dinner.

Quantity to the acre.—The best lands in

this state, produce from one thousand to four-

teen hundred weight to the acre. It is not of-

that tobacco grows too large, but the largest

plants never cure the best.

Soil and climate.—Light, rich, high land

is esteemed to be productive of the best tobacco
;

have heard it observed, that the district of

country in Maryland, where tobacco has been

hitherto most extensively cultivated, yield

ke the hill on it—applied in either way, it in-

creases the crop and augments the fertility of the

soil, but unless used on lands that are very light,

it keeps the plant too green to cure of the bright-

est colour.

Getting in order.—After the tobacco
has been stripped and bulked away as de-
scribed in volume I, page 393, the next thing

order" for packing. The
old practice was to wait as described in the

essay before referred to, until the tobacco

begins to heat in the bulk ; but that practice is
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now expioded amongst the most experienced! No sales of Marylaml or \'iiifinia tobacco, tha

growers of this avticie. One whose judgment can learn the present week.
_

no less than his long experience, give the weight
^ BLOoiTED HORSE,

of authority to all he says on this matter, in-j ^ ;g (]es;,.ed to engage on shares, for the seas

forms the Editor, that tobacco when stripped, ifjstallion of good size, of the best English stock,

well cured, should not lay longer than three oiof high cbar.ic'er, as to pedigree and performance-

four weeks in bulli, and should never be suff'erediSiich a II

ioget TOcrm, (which was the old practice,) be

fore it is shook out, and straddled on sticks so

far apart as not to touch on the stick, nor

should the sticks be hung so close as that the

tobacco on one can touch that which hangs on the

liext. In this situation, the tobacco must hang

tintilitgets thoroughly dry, stem and leaf ; and

the first time it comes in order after this, so as

to admit of being handled without breaking, it

may be bulked down again, in bulks double the

size of the former ones, and will so remain for

ever, without danger of spoiling and may betpiy ofthem for sale at 25 dollars.

prized as convenience admits; but ingenuity| By the use of it, seed can be distributed in the most

and experience are everyday suggesting la- regular manner, and sown even during the prevalence

f obtained, would stand on a far

near the city—and would probably yield a large pr'

fit to the owner. A line addressed to the Editor wili

be immediately attended to—but in all cases of ap-

phcation, it is indispensihie that the proof of blood

should be clear—and the horse of superior size.

—

The Editor requests his subscribers to make known
his wishes in this respect, where the communication of

them may be likely to have the desired effect.

BENNET'S CLOVER AND TURNIP
SOWING MACHINE.

This valuable Machine is now manufactured in Bal-

timore by Robert Sinclair, who keeps a constant sup-

!even poumis per acre, and so in proportion of any I

ther seed of the same size."

The following certificate is given as to tiie nseftil-

less of the Machine, by an intelligent gentleman of J

liis vicinity.

" I hereby certify, that I have had one of Benn
Clover Machines thiee or four years, and do highly '

pprove of it, as it has answered my most sanguine
expectations ; and when it is used, I believe that one

j

fourth less seed and labour will answer, ow\ng to the ,

regularity of its sowing, and another great advantage, 1

tliere is no stoppage on account of high winds or light i

ijour-saving improvements, and accordingly,

we are now very satisfactorily informed, that

the troublesome practice of conditioning tobacco

by hanging it up in the house, is giving way

very last to the much neater and less trouble-

some method of windrorjing ; which is, to bulk

it down tightly withotit kneeing, or compression

of any sort, in two courses or rows of bundles,

taking care always to turn the heads out. In

this situation, the tobacco becomes /terfectly dry

which is the only object proposed by hanging it

up, and when in most weather, it again comes
" iu order," it may with perfect safety be bulked

away for packing in larger and more compact

bulks. But this mode of treatment applies only!

of high wind, or light rain. It is very simple
construction, and is easily regulated and moved. Th
bo.\ is triangular, and rests in a bed made by blocks

screwed upon the frame. It is placed in this bed
when we wish it to operate, and taken out of it, and
laid on the handles, as we go to, or from the field ;

or turn at the head lands, without desiring to sow
the hub of the large wheel, there is a small bevel wheel
fixed, that revolving gives motion to a pinion, througli

hich a shaft passes, having a pinion likewise at its

o'her end that moves a wheel, placed about the
centre of the box, and almost entirely whhin it

;

upon the prolonged axis of this wheel, circular

brushes are fixed opposite to holes in one side of

the box : each hole is covered with two puforated
brass plates, the inmost ones fixed, and the others
so fitted as to be easily moved round, in front of

the others. The perforations being in groupes of

TRSSE TYSOX."
Baltimore, 2mo. Cth, 1821.

t/ie s^cOT. different numbers and sizes, the discharge of theto tobacco which is thoroui;hly cured in Cht s^cm. ditlerent numbers ana sizes, the discharge

Sometimes tobacco is stripped before the stem is^eed is regulated to the desired quantity by causing

entirely dry-whenever this occurs, it must be'j-J^^f
°' ''"'^'' =^'' '»''"> "^ *«- perforations to

crossea on the sticks as before-mentioned, fori By measuring a small piece of land, and the quan-

if bulked in that condition, it would mouldertity of any seed discharged by the machine, whilst

and perhaps rot. This brings us to the point of

prizing, which will be treated of in our next

with engravings, to shew the different modes of

performing that operation which have fallen un

der our observation.

ver it, we can easily adapt its use to our

Present Prices of Counlrij Produce in Viis Market.

Ftoun, from the wagons, S3 75—Wbisket, 254 cts

per gal.—Hat, per ton §16—Straw, do. S9-—Kk"
Wheat, 70 to 73 cts—White, do. 73 to 78 cts.

—

Rte,

40 to 42 cts.

—

Babley, 40 to 45 cts

—

Cuhn, '27 to 28 cts

—Oats, 20 to 25 cts

—

Pot.itoes, 50 cts. per bu.—l
Stock, g6 to S^ 50 cts.

—

Beee, prime pes. 8 to 10

cts.—Corn Beef, 7 cts—Mutton, 8 to 10 cts

—

Hams,

10 cts

—

Middlings, 8 cts

—

Butteb, 25 cts.

—

Cheese, 7

to 8 cts. per lb.—Tab §2-Tukpentine, soft, S2 to

2^—PiTca,S2i—Rosin, common l;i—bright do. gJ
perbarrel.

—

Varnish, 25 cts.

—

Spiuits tukpextine

33 cts. per gal.

—

Cotton, good Upland, 15 to 16 cts

per lb.—Rice, §3 to S^i—ship and flooring Plank.

S27to28

—

Shingles, best S8—common S3 to 4^ p
M.

—

Oak, wood, S5

—

Hickout, §6 per cord

—

Cloveh,

seed §6^-Ohchahd, grass do. S4—CocKSFonT, do. gS
—Hehos, do. S3

—

Timothy, S5 Sanfoin, glU—.Mil

i.iT, S5 per bushel

—

Lucern, 75 cts.

—

Sweet Scentei

Vernal §1 50—Cow grass 75 cts—Trefoil, 50 cts

per' lb Ruta Baga, 75 cts

—

Mangle Wiutzei.,: gl
75 cts. per lb.

—

Cabbage seed, 25 to 372 cts.

—

Caoli

FLOWER, 75 to 100 cts. per oz.—spring Tares, g8 pe

bu.—Peas, 25 to 75 cts. per quart

—

Onion seed, 20 to

75 cts.

—

Leek, 31 to 37 cts.—short orange Carrot, 12^

cts.

—

Parsnip, 12^ cts.

—

Lettfce, 25 to 75 cts.

—

Rad-

BisH, 12^ to 31 cts.

—

Beet, 12^ cents—Brocole, 31 to

100 cts.—CCCOMBEB, 37
seed 50 to 125 cts. per lb

passing
wishes.

In the 4th volume of the Memoirs of the Philadel-

phia Agricultural Society, it is stated by Mr. Logan,
that ' a man pushing this instrument before him, ir

tlie same manner as using a wheel-barrow, can sow 2t
acres per day uninterrupted by wind or ligbt nun."—
.\nd that gentleman then gives the following

" Instructionsfor setting the Machine.
" When you want to sow mixed seeds,

such as rye-grass, trefoil, broad-clover, Dutch-clover,
lop, or any other mixture of grass seeds, let them be

II mixed before they go to the field, turn the large
hole opposite the brush : the hole at full size will so-,

twelve or fourteen gallons on an acre, half the hole will

sow about seven gallons. Three hamlles are sent
iree iron pins in them ; and if you intend sowing
^vo gallons on an acre, put in the smallest, and brinj.'

the largest part of the hole to the size of the pin.

If you would sow three gallons, take the next size : if

bur gallons, take No. 4. If you measure the seed into
lie box, you will find by the acre, whether it sows too
nuch or too little. As there is a wide difference in

;rass seeds, should it sow more than you wish, set the-

liole a trifle less ; if not enough, set it a little larger
>n sowing turnips, one small hole at each brush wil
sow about two pounds on an acre ; two holes si.\

pounds ; but of Sweed's turnip, not quite so much, tin

seed being larger. If you inlenO sowing one pciund of
turnip seed per acre, put one hole to every other brush
.and a blank to the others ; and if the seed be good, and
the season kind, it will produce a good crop, and
come in lanes, if you harrow the same way the see(

is sown ; Avhich will need less labour to hoe them. Ir

5 cts. per oz.—TuBNiP;sowing broad clover, five holes will sow about ciglr

jpound oa an acre ; of Dutch clover it will sow about
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AtiRlCULTUKE.
CONGRESSIONAL REPORT

Of the Committee on Jgriciillure, on the memo-

rial of the Delegates of the United Jgricul-

turat Societies of sunclrij counties in the state

of Virginie.

FKBRUARY 2, 1821.

Continuedfrom page 379, volume II.

Whenever one employment becomes more profita-

ble than another, capital will desert the less for the

more profitable. Every such clian(re

whicli must injuriously attect the wages ot labou

In the infancy of manufactures, too, the coarser

kinds being first produced, the tax " is chiefly borne

by the poor who consume them. This evil is increas-

ed too by the manner in which the duties are adjusted

the finer and coarser manufactures : for, in the

sent, as well as in the proposed tariff, the duties

much higher on the latter than on the former.

—

coarse arid on fine cottons, for example, there is a

difierence of not less than 23 or 25 per cent, in favour

the latter ; on common glass tumblers and on cut

tumblers and decanters, a difference offrom twen
cent, in fa\our of the

nge, however,
' the whole of th

persons who were employed in agriculture, leaving it

engage in manufacture. It might readily be con-

ceded, that, if the same quantity of manufacture,

could be consumed in the country, after the adoption

of the system, as was consumed before, as, from di-

minished skill, a greater number of hands would be

required to produce them, the consumers of agiicul-

tural produce would be multiplied ; but we have al-

ready seen that this could not be the case: because

the cost of consumption would be vastly increased,

and the means dmiinished. But the committee deny

distinctly that any such change in the relation ot sup-

ply and demand could be produced by an

tended with the loss, generally, of the whole of the fix

ed, and a portion of the circulating capital of the de

serted occupation. But it is easy to perceive that a du-

ly on a single article may occasion the loss of several

such capitals. If, for example, by a duty on foreign

boots and shoes, we prevent a certain quantity from bi

ing brought into the country, we immediately destroy

the market for the commodities which were give

exchange for them ; and if this is a manufactured

iicle, we then destroy the market for the agricultural

product which constitutes its basis, so that the loss

falls ultimately on agriculture. Now, if the agricul-

turists who are thus thrown out of employment be-

come boot and shoemakers, there would be the loss of

only one capital ; but if, as is more probable ;
they

should apply tliemselves to some other branch of agri-

cultural industry, as being more analogous to their re

cent occupation and for the same reason, the addition

al boots and shoes required were made by labour and

capital taken from the saddle and harness bust

there would be the loss of two capitals. It is

difficult to perceive that the loss might be extended

to a greater number. Perhaps it may be said that

this loss would be repaired by the superior profits of

ih-i new employments; but this would not be the

case. The new employments, except those which

were the objects of the bounty, would be less pro-

fitable than the old ones. If they were equally so,

there would still be the loss of the whole of the fixed

capital, which would be entirely sunk. The com

mittee have already noticed that cause of loss wliic:

arises from a diminution of skill, and the other fac'

lilies of production. This great and inevitable source

of loss is embraced in what has been said of the di-

minished productive powers of the new employments

of the community. They have also noticed that

source of loss which arises from the unproductive

employment of that portion of the duty which is paid

into the treasury, and which, if it remained in the

hands of individuals, would be devoted to reproduc-

tion, and augment the national wealth. As however,

we must have revenue, this loss is only to be objected

to when duties are excessive. But there is another

source of loss in the constant tendency of the system

to diminish production, and of course, accumulation,

The increased cost of consumption, however, which is

one of the means by which this effect is produced,

will affect chiefly the labouring classes and the rais-

es of raw produce. Every thing on which the wages

of labour are expended, except the products of agri-

culture will rise in price ; but labour itself cannot

rise, and mav fall, for the demand for labour created

by the new employments, will be more than supplied

by that thrown out of the old ones ; and thus the

comforts of the labourer, who will have to purchase

cent, on the cost ; on salt liiu per

other articles, consumed chiefly by tli

ties will be oppressively heavy. It

ed, by a very intelligent writer,

which would be paid under th'

great body of the people. vould not I

poor, the du-

been cstimat

that the dutie;

w tariff, by
rerage less than

hih

rich.

gass lumbers ana decanters, a amereiiceoi nuiii iivci.-".-v."-"j --.. -— - o
<.,i k„ o« -,n/...oa<iP of

fy-i.:even to thirty-nine per cent, in fa^our of the cut ply and demand could be P™.''"^/''
^f. f '""f^^^^^

glass. The duty on molasses and on brown sugar, if duties: or, if it could, that those duties could hate

Ihe nroDosed tariff is adopted, will be about 100 per the efiect to raise the price of one kind of agricultu-

cent'! orthe cos" ; on saU 120 per cent, and on many ral produce, but at.the expense of another, or to raise

seventy-five per cent, on articles of necessity, '

the duties on articles of luxury, used by the

would not amount to more than thirty per cent

tax the poor for the benefit of the poor would be bad

enough ; but to tax them for the benefit of the rich

is intolerable. This oppressive operation of the sys-

tem on the poorer and labouring class is one of its

least pleasing effects, and when we consider their re-

lative number to the capitalists, it is one of the most

larming ; for, independently of its political conse-

quences, nothing can be more unfavourable to accu-

mulation than inequality of wealth. There is always

proportionally less of the income of the wealthy de

voted to reproduction, because there is more of i

;xpended on factitious wants ; on those luxuries

vhich have, besides the pernicious effect of producing

mitation on the part of the poor, and of bringing in

their train the extravagant expenditure of the g-overn-

ment, which, it is well known, when it once begins,

never stops.

Diminished consumption must necessarily diminish

production ; but it is diminished in another way, and

that is by the decreased price of agricultural prodi

This effect of the system is inevitable ; yet, strange

to tell, the increased price of agricultural produce
been one of those delusive promises made use of

to recommend it : and, still stranger to tell, one thai

a great many have believed in. The home market
has been talked of, and its mysterious virtues havi

been highly extolled, though no one has shown thi

fashion of operating of this wonder-working agent.--

The following considerations, it is believed, wil

show how completely fallacious are the expectations

of any benefit from such a source. If the price of

commodities is regulated by the relations of supply

and demand, (and their market price undoubtedly is,)

then, provided the number of consumers in the coun
try remain the same after the adoption of the

before, inasmuch as we shall be deprived of the

foreign market to the same extent that we cease to

purchase, (for foreigners cannot buy of us unless

buy of them,) the relation of the supply to the de

mand must be increased ; consequently, there can be
no rise of price, but there must be a fall. But, we
are told that foreigners are to be attracted hither by
this system. Although it can scarcely be imagined,

in any event, that as many would be attracted hither

as We supply abroad, let us admit that this might be
the case ; then the relation of supply and demand

dearer articles with smaller means, will be materially would be unaltered, and consequently prices

impaired. It is thought too, that the value of money rise, but must remain stationary. The only conceiv

must be proportionally higher in a country which able mode by which the relation of supply and de-

-Jiirsues this system, and this is another circumstancelmand could be altered, would be by a portion of the

the'price of any kind permanently at all. Suppose,

or instance, a duty is laid on the raw cotton of other

couniries; it is evident, that, if it has the effect to

diminish the quantity imported, it must destroy the

market for the commodities with which it was pur-

chased. Let us admit that ils immediate effect

would be to enhance the price of raw and of n.anu-

factured cotton ; and, if it would, it must be enhanc-

ed to all its consumers—to the manufacturer himself,

I far as he is a consumer, and even to the planters

ho is, however, made to pay back on the fabric what

the manufacturer advanced on the raw article. The
market price of commodities is increased by increas-

ed demand or diminished supply ; their natural price

can only be increased in consequence of its becom-

ing necessary to bestow on them an additional quan-

tity of labour. Now, it is evident, that, in a country

where lands of the first quality are nut all in cultiva-

tion, the additional quantity required to satisfy the

demand would be produced, almost immediately, and

that the price could not be permauently increased

;

and, if it were increased, it must be observed, that

Id be at the expense ot that agricultural pro-

i-hich h.isbeen di-piaced. It would be produc-

ed too without the necessity of resorting to poorer

land.s so that the cost of production remaining the

me, there would be no increase of its natural price.

Indeed, is it not obvious, that if labour is made to

! agriculture for manufactures, the poorest lands

be deserted first, and tliat the cost of production,

therefore, instead of being increased, would be les-

sened .' This, perhaps, might be an advantage, pro-

vided tlie labour and capital taken from agriculture

were independently of the bounties they receive,

productively employed as they were before -, but

this, it has already been shown, would not be the

case. Even if the products of that labour and capital

in consequence of the bounties paid on them, and the

increased cost of consumption, had a greater ex-

changeable vtlue, it is not the exchangeable value of

the products of a country which constitutes ns

wealth, but their quantity and utility. But, even if

it were admitted thut poorer lands would have to be

resorted to in order to produce the additional supply,

it is maintained, that with respect to thone commodi-

ties that go abroad in the great marts of the world,

and there cime into competition with similar com-

modities of other countries, it is not the cost of pro-

duction here, but in that country where they are pro«

duced with the greatest quantity of labour, that regu-

lates their natural price. It will, no doubt, be said, if

such is the effect of competition to reduce the price

of agricultural products, why will it not reduce the

price of manufactured produce ? For this obvious

reason—that the field of production is hmited in the

d is unlimited in the other—that the cost of

production cannot be increased in the one, and may
be \ astly increased in the other. As the expecta-.

tioii that domestic manufactures will be reduced, by
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conipeutii.n, to an eq... iity of price nah foreign
manufactures, has been lield out to allay our appr^
hensions ot this sysicm, it may not be improper to
examine on what it is (oimdefl. It is denied that
competition can produce a permanent diminution ot
price. Ii ma) undoubtedlv reduce the market price
for a time, but it cmnni reduce the natural price
and the formn c;.nn .t pcrm^inently remain below the
latter. OimpeiitKin muy produce a glut in the mar-
ket, and thus bri< g pnc. s ^„ l„w as not to repay thr
expense ot production ; but it is evident that this
.state of lhlilg^ niu'.t be t«mporary—there must be
SOME profit, or the business cannot be carried on. 1

JS the incrrased iacihly in producing an ariicle whici
alone can diminish the price. Domestic will never be
sold lower th;.ii foreign manntijctures until we cqu
Ibreigners in siiU, and in all those circumstances
which enter into ihe cos' o! production. When we
equal them m these respec s, as we probably will af-
ter a long series oi years, we may, indeed, then uiidtr-
sell them, by the difference in th" cost of trinsp.
tion. But what shall wv ^am by this .' It will
even pay for the destruciioi ot he capital employedm the transportation. Never will .t compensate'"
that waste of income and of capital, and the other
calculable losses which will ensue from the system
1 he whole of this reasoning w,ll do biless be con ro-
verted by the declaration of the fact, that cotton
goods are now lower in this country than tliey were
before the present tariff was adopted. Here, as ii

many other instances, we agree in the fact, but' diffei
in the principles by which it mu-t be explained— ilit
inanulacturfTs ascribe it to competition—their oppo.
nents ascribe it to the fall in the price of the raw
material, and of labour ; to greater facility in pr •

duction, and to the general stagnation of trade, and
this reasoning is corr .bor.ited by the fact, that the
»all in this article has been general all over the
world. Still, the ratio o. the fall in this coumry and
in England being about the same, and the duty nearly

t.ng;land being about the same, and the duty nearl
quite prohibitory, E.^glish cottons cmnot be in

ported. If the duty w
ably diminished, we

taken off, or even consider-
liould undoubtedly see that

coarse cottons would be still lower th
this time. As to the assertion

they

pediency of making it permanent is made to depend on
the contingency of other nations continuing it. A st
more alarming effect of this system will be, to dri\.
population and capital from one state to another. The
poorer agriculturists of the Atlantic states will be com
pelled, by the increased cost of consumption, and the
diminished price of produce, to go to the west in searcl
ol more fertile lands ; whilst capitalists will go to those
states where manufactures are best established, and

flourish. And shall we submit to this unlawful
ettect oi this system without calling in question tli

policy which produces it .? The committee arc dii
posed to do more—to call in question the autborit
and power of the general government to enforce a sys-
lem %vhich can thus aggrandize one state, and ruin
another.

A still further source of loss is in the effect of th,.
lystem to drive capital from one kind of manufactures
to another. The manufactures that languish will be
deserted for those that flourish, or they must
luiallv bolsterrd p by new protection.' Indeed, even
the manufactur s that are best established, must b(
sustained in this way, if, as is very possible, by the in
vention of new muchinery, or by any other means which
will diminish the cost of production, foreigners can
come again int.. the market, and, in spite of the duties,
undersell the .\merican manufacturer. This is one of S
the most vexatious effects of the sys em—it will never

made""^
with

;
but new exactions will be perpetually

It has be
I to show

loiving ardcles, most of which come in compe-
With their own produce and manufactures,

contended, that the arguments which
le impropriety of extending manufac-

;s, are merely theoretical, and that they are refut.
by experience. It is said that England has pur.

sued the re.strictive system, that England is wealthy

Arms, fire

Baskets
Butter .

Books, bound
unbound

Bristles and brushes
Blankets
Cheese foreign
Coi-da

10 peret.
15 per ct.

^ ct. per lb.

5 per ct.

3 per ct.

10 per ct.

10 per ct.

SOcts. per 1001b.
2 dol. per 100 lb.

10 per ct.

10 per ct.

10 per ct.

2 i cts. per lb.

10 per ct.

16 cts. per 100 lb.

30 flor. per lUO lb.

2 to 3 cts. per yd.

d pioperous, and, therefore, that the tendency o'f Tobacco,the system is to promote wealth and prosperity. The
comniittfe cannot, however, help thinking, that i.

IS rather an unfortunate specimen of practical reason
mg, when an efiect is gr.ituitously assigned to s
catise, without any attempt to show their connexion,
and where many other causes are operating bettei
calculated to produce the effect. England is weal-
hy and powerful, for she

n that the price of raw consequence of this system
t up one or two cents U ../ooi.h., „„j c.:>

'

rican with the English manufactt^res it is to.allv^a . ™ ^"^^ej.es o her genius, her enterprise, and her
tuitous. It is uttei^y useless to talk of inderL ng^ b! ^nTTl ^'rl^'st^r^f7„tlt'hT" ?' f"^'"''

^y?*^""
re.gners until we can produce the article at less cost- and '*•:• !!} .°U"!1V.^^^' *^ ^^l ''^^" imagined,
the thing is impossible. Nor is it desirable that we
should ever undersell forei-n manufactures; for, in or
rier to do so, we must not only equal them in skill,
machinery, ingenuity, industry, &c. but we must equal
them 111 human degradation and wretchedness We
must drive our labourers from the fields, from the beau-
ties and bounties of nature, to those dismal and demo-
ralizing abodes, where they sink into hopeless stupidi yand penury

J or where want goads ingenuity to reluc
tanl exertion for a scanty subsistence; »nd where the
Health and morals frequently become victims to hard
and untimely labour, and the imperious laws of poverty

Another source of loss is in the tendency of tliis
system to drive commercial capital abroad, and this
It will much more probably do, than attract
facturing capital hither, as' well from the superior
facility of Its removal, as from Ihe distrust which the
aystem is calculated to produce in the equity of the
government, and the stability of its policy; to which
perhaps, may be added, the inducements afforded
by the vast fields of intlustry which the enlightened
policy ot other nations will, probably, at no very d;
tant period, open to commercial enterprise

oitiparat

not the

I , . <- ^*'?'f
" '* P''^"y "«" understood by

kind ot foresiglit the affairs of nations are geii.
governed. It is the result of compromise between
the avarice of uidiyiduals, and the needy ambition of
the government. The privileged orders of that conn-
try have always been enabled to make successful en-
croachments on the rights of the people, by bribing the
cupidity of the government with a share 'of the spoil.
-Tins IS the kind of foresight which has prodt^ced
the Bi-itish system, that system which is noJ held up
tor our admir.ition and imitation. But experience aswell as theory, contradicts the conclusions In favour oft

ge • .

Carnages, new-
Clocks
C'opper manufactures
Candles, tallow
Clothes, ready made
Cotton

manufactures

about
Clothes, woollen, and other i

iiufactures, wool and worsted 3 pcrct.
Linens, unbleached . 2 per ct.

bleached - - 4 per ct.

2perct.
gar, raw or clayed . 1 2 cts. per 100 lb.

rehned -
. 4cts. perlb.

Sealing wax - - . 10 per ct.
Spirits pay no duty, but an

excise, which frtr common
proof, (probably our 3d pr.)

28 cts. per gal.

42 cts. per gal.

Sail cloth

Wtto, highest proof
Wine of .ill kinds . . 16 cts. 'per"gal.

manufactured, snutK

Toys, turnery, manufactures
of wool and leather, neck,
laces, looking-glasses, fans,
snuff, and tobacco boxes,
trunks, with a great variety
of similar articles. 6perct.

FoniiGs Vessels,

S3 20 cts. per lOOlb...

6 40 cts. per 100 lbs.

DlrCII ^ESSEls.

100 cIs. per 100 lb.

200 cts. per 100 lb.

the^'ve,r"lS?fi'
''

*"'"'"" '
',

'"''''^ °'" "'"^'' ''"ties forthe year 1816, every article of which, with very few

factiired or produced i. lio^i;^:'^^^:^^ ^^^^
"''

e-xports, some yeai-s
cheese, of which the amount of

be leved that the prevalence of sound principles
political economy, and the light of returning reas.have produced a disposition in all the commerci
nations of the world, to restore the system of free
trade, and that they are now prevented from re-turning to It at once, by the consideration that thesudden abandonment of a system, so interwoven wilt
all the interests of society, must necessarily be produc
tive of pat immediate mischief; a consideration which

ttr,^^i"''S
"^^'' propriety of serious deliberation

before we adopt it-the more particularly so, as the ex-

S;S»:;,J:sj;:2?;l»^°=;*7=PS.S g. Their sugar refineries only pro-

were one hundred refineries,, -.vhicli maniif,ctured onehundred thousand hogsheads of sugar Tobacco U
,,, f .

- -^e""/ extensively manufactured in Holland Gin «rds of twenty years every one knows, is one of their grea staples fhifon,, and the '^'™^' wise nation seems to have thoughtf thit^odnesr'^f
quality and cheapness of price, were surer founda-

dutiesr
"

' "'''^ '" '"' °"' ""»" protecting

coL'nmn?;^""'''!,*"?'^'"'^^
"'" '°^" •^""^' 1° '"<=«"'«

rilZ^'^, f
' °^ !'°""'' tP™'''«=tion, is another

r£^ ,1V'T'^""- ''""' '" England andranee, this effect has frequently been oblerved, atarious epochs of their history. The following stale-

t^nKV./r"^'^.-'^''""-''
""''^'^ •'™™«1. will sufficeo pl.ice this subject m a strong point of view In

o'tbouf fnn'on"n''^ ^"'JP^"^'' sls^rteas aZmteto about 600,000 pounds, annually, producing a reve-nue of about 140,000/. sterling. 'Early in 1745, thetea duties were greatly reduced, and in 1746, the

:foo«'!loo,"'''^r*°
2,000,000 pounds, and the revenue

from an e.^ccllent treatise on this subject,' show'tlVe
prosperity which flows from an opposite policy

Notwithstanding the immense losses which theDutch nation sustained for upwi "

enti'Ji'n;''
^*P'"''«^F'^"':'' exactions, and the almost

entire prostration ot commerce, yet tlieir trade, and
with It their national importance, appear to have be-"-"» equal, or^ nearly equal, to what they were before

yo. Their capital city, Amsterdam, has
'•^—irt of Europe. If the policy

nations is proper to be im'

the war of
again become the chief
f any of the Europeai

f the United Provinces, as regards their fiscal con
cerns, as worthy of imitation as that of England ' At
east, seeing that, in Holland, her citizens have, fothe most part been left to themselves in the directioi

fern n In '"' "f^P""!-^ '^''^'" "''" P™'""'^ »"d ex-

^ d the prosperity o our citizens.' How little theDutch commercial policy has been directed by the
protecting system, may appear by the low duties onlto 228,000/. In 1748, however, the duties' we
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again increased, and fluctuated between tliat epoch

and iriSi, iVom 64 to 119 per cent. In the last mi

lioned year, however, the government having, in vs

iried every other means to prevent the smuggli

and adulteration of tea, reduced the duty from I

to I2i per cent., and the revenue instead of falling

ofF, in the proportion of one to ten, owing to tlie in

creased consumption, only declijied in the proportion

of one to three. Similar experiments with regard

to wine and coflee, give the same results. I'he rea-

son is obvious .—Every diminution of an article,

brings it willun the range of consumption of some

who could not afford to consume it before, whilst

every increase has a contrary effect. To adjust the

duties, gv-nerully, so as to produce the greatest pos-

sible revenue, is a matter which requires great skill

and experience. Although we have made no such

decisive experiments as the Uritish, for the effect of

the imposition and repeal of tlie double duties, owinj;

to the period when they operated, proves notliin-.

of the present duties, on m .ny 'articles, luis been lo

diminish consumpt'on and r.nenue. II is diltioiill to

make the proper ullouances fu-t!;e etlcct of the rapid

increase of popiil.UiOn m this cnuntr) ; but the tact

that revenue has not increased m tlie same ratio wllii

the duties and population, is considered as decisive

proof, tliat the duties on many important articles must

be too high. Indeed, it is generally admitted, by

the most intelligent and practical men, that they are

plain a past, or existing effect, by imputing it to what

Now, the general principles from which the com-

mittee have reasoned, are either true or false. If

they are false, it will be easy to show wherein tli

fallacy Ucs. If they are true, it will be necessary I

show, that there is something peculiar in the situatic

of the United States, which makes an exception i

their general operation. If there is nothing peculiar

in our situation, then these principles must stand im

moveable. The most extraordinary argument that ha;

been used to jus ify the system, is the great and uni

versal distresses of the country. But in this, there i:

nothing peculiar. It is almost universal. But even if

!t were true, that we are the only people in this stale

of distress, it would remain to be proved, that this

system furnishes the remedy for the disease. So ft

from this being the case, it is believed to be one of

its causes. Undoubtedly, a great proportion of our

distress may be ascribed to the cessation of those

convulsions in Europe, which throwing a vast deal

of the trade of the world into our hands, enabled us

to reach an extraordinary pitch of prosperity in

short time. But it should not therefore, be suppos-

ed, that there have been no internal causes of this

distress. To say nothing of the contributions levied

on the nation, by funding and banking, the

tions which preceded the war ; the war itself, though

a just and necessary measure, and the subsequent

prosecution of the restrictive system, had a share

in producing the general distress. The revenue from

the imports gives us some idea of the tax wh

the system imposes on us ; but we cannot form

adequate idea of it, unless we could ascertain the

quantity of domestic manufactures consumed in

country, and the average of the duties paid

them. There are no means by which this can be

ascertained with precision, but we may form a rougl

estimate of it from a few items. Supposing there

are forty or fifty millions of yards of domestic cottons

consumed in the United States, annually, the con-

sumers may be supposed to pay on them, at least

§2,000,000. As much more is probably paid on

woollens, and it is probably, not an exaggeration to

s-iy, that the tax paid on domestic articles, which

goes to the manufacturers, is fully equal to one

half of the .iverage duties on imports. This is the

direct loss ; to which must be added, the indirect

and collateral losses, that it has been attempted to

be shown result from the system. When we super-

add this to the other causes that have been indicated,

can our distresses any longer present a mystery

And is it not more natural to ascribe them to these

obvious, undeniable, and constantly operating causes,

than to look for those causes in futurity ? Is it not re-

versing the usual order of things, to attempt to ex.

cure it very cheap, and tin

ml been done, instead of what has been done ? Is for it. They have abolished the Cinco Gremos and
" PhiUippine Companies, on the ground, that their pri-

leges were incompatible with free government, and

liave, witli some modifications, re-established the tariff

of eighteen hundred and sixteen, which was the first

evidence of liberal policy thai Sp.iin ever gave.

But, if we cannot, consistently with our interest, be-

gin the system of relaxation, let us at ail events refrain

trom further restrictions, wiiich may tempt all other

nations to retaliate, as they are now doing in the Bri-

sh province of New Brunswick, under the pretest of

iir navigation act, and thus place ourselves and the

world, at a still greater distance from e^ch other, and

from the restoration of commercial freedom.

not contrary to reason to tell us, that the remedy for

ils which have arisen from taxation, is further taxa-

tion ? It is much more rational to remedy the evil by

ing the cause. This we can certainly do, par-

tially, if not wholly. We can remove some, if not all

of the causes. We can gradually get rid of all

those burdens, which have had so great a share in

producing the present calamitous state of things. This

all that we can do ; the rest must be left to lime

If it be true, that the duties on importations have

.i:r,inished consumption, they must have had the same

ffect on production, and their diminution would in-

crease both. In the present depressed price of all

he great staples of agriculture, what can be so likely

o relieve the agi-iculturist, as to open a market for his

produce ? And what will be so apt to do this, as to

demand for them, bv diminishing the

commodities that are exclianged for

;iid, tliat nations now produce thise sta

pics of agricultii'-e themselves, and would not take

ii'in from us. I'o a certain extent, they do, and this

:is been occasioned, partly by our own policy, as in

le instance of the island of Madeira, » hic-li in con-

quence of our exchiding her wines, by heavy duties,

rocures the corn she once bought of us from other

countries. But, how is it that nations now make their

>wn bread-stuffs.' In Knsland, for example, they have

esorted to their fourth and fifth rates of land. Now,

k'ould not any circumstance which would increase the

demand for those articles which they produced with

greater facility than corn, be an inducement to with

capital from the raising of the latter to apply tc

the former .' This reasoning will apply to every coun

try. Open a market for their products—they will tlier

" that which they make at least cost, and pur

with it, of other countries, wlfat they can only

make at a greater cost. If it is said, that a re axation

the part of one nation will not perhaps, produce a

respondent rela.xation on the part ot another, it

will still be beneficial, unless by continuing restriction,

, ^ can coerce other nations to abandon it—the only

pretext, as has been already said, under which the

countervailing policy can claim even plaiisibility. A:

long as the absurd doctrine prevails, that it is the inte

f a nation to countervail every restriction of ano

ther nation, there never can be a relaxation, or a returi

the free system ; the warfare of nations will he in

terminable. The truth is, if restriction on the part of

one country injures to retaliate. akes

large demand

( To be concluded i

^mm wAmmmM^
BALTIMORE, FlllUAY, MAKCH 2, 1821.

»,* T/ie Editor of this jjafier is in treatyfor

Horse of the best blood and figure—to be had

in the Union. He naitl probably stand at the

Maryland Tavern, on the Frederick Road, and

urgh, in the District of Columbia.

The Dairy Memoranda (see page 392,) for making

Pine Apple, and two meal Cheese, as successfully

practised in Mass.ichusetts, were communicated at our

particular request by an eminent Agriculturist of that

State, and accompanied with useful allusions to his

arly disappointments, and subsequent success in malc-

ng cheese of the very best quality.

ON THE CULTIVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF

TOBACCO.
\_Concliided from page 384, Vol. J/.]

We come now to the packing, and prizing

worse, unless it drives the other from its pohcy. The
most probable way of producing an abandonment of the

restrictive system" by other nations, is to tempt them

by relaxatim ; if it does not produce reciprocit;

least benefits both, as retaliation injuries both. It i.s

evident, that there has been a great change in publi

opinion, throughout the whole civilized world, in favoi

of freedom of commerce ; and, though goveniments

are always the last -to abandon antiquated enois

liments favourable to free trade have been avowed

by them, and they have not been altogether unaccom-

panied by acts. It is not to be expected that coun-

tries like England, which have pursued the restric

live system so long, could get rid of it but verj

gradually. She has, however, shown some wish t(

do this, by the abandonment of some of her restric

tions on her trade with Sweden and Norway, and i

IS understood, that both France and herself have, evei

before our navigation acts, manifested a willingness

3 put our trade with them on a more favouraole foot

ig. In Spain, the Cortes have, unwisely indeed imi

-.lied England in their corn law and other restrict Ive

measures ; but, in general, their regulations are more

favourable to trade than they were under the old

government The monopolies on tobacco, salt, quick

'Iver, lead, powder, sulphur, &c. have been abolished

the first allowed to be imported, and the others ex

ported at moderate duties. Prior to the revolution

the importation of tobacco was prohibited ; the King

had the monojioly, and sold it at three dollars seven-

cents per pound. By the new tariff, after Man

next, it will be charged with a duty of only thirty-fi

maravedis, about eight and a quarter cents, per

pound, which will enable the people of Spain to pro-

or pressing of Tobacco.

It IS never in a proper condition to be put

into t';e Hogshead, we are assured by a most

intelUi;enl Inspector, unless the stems are firm,

or in bttter words, dry enough to support the

leaves in an upright position whilst you shake

the btiiidle or head in your hand, holding it at

the tie. But, if it has been previously well

conditioned, whenever you find it in the state

just described, and yet moist enough to bear

hard pressing without breaking, you can pack

it with peifecl safety.

The proper and best, because the fairest way
to pack it may be thus described. Get into the

hogshead and draw two diameters on the bottom

head, crossing each other at right angles, and of

course dividing ils area into four equal parts

;

begin then to pack at the circumference of the

head, and at either of these lines or radii, laying

the first bundle of tobacco parallel therewith,

the stem or tied end pressed close to the stave,

and the leaves consequently in a line that

would cut the radii of that quarter of the head,

or circle at right angles. The next bundle is

to be placed in the same manner, but along

side of the first, and to the last add others, un-

til no more can be placed parallel to the first,

in that quarter or division of the head. You
must then begin at the other side or straight
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line of this division, and pack as at first directed,

but towards the tobacco which you had alreadyi

placed in the hogshead. By packini; in this

mode, you will get the leaf, or most valuable

part, chiefly to the inside of the package, whei-e|

it will be most secure, and the stem, or tied and

least valuable part, will be principally at the out

side. The other quarters or divisions on the

head, are to be packed in like manner. When
thus packed, although the leaves cross each

other at right angles in each division of the cir-

cles, still as two thicknesses of leaves are tliinner

than one layer of the tied or stem ends, it will be

necessary to put some rows in the centre, in

order to keep the courses level. This you

will do, after you have laid one or more outside

rows all round on the head, and as often thereaf-

ter as may be requisite. The tics of the bundles

in the centre rows should not touch those of the

outer courses. They should form an oblong

square, with the heads of the bundles outwards.

All of the centre rows are to be packed in the

same manner, but they must cross the first and

each other in directions best calculated to kee)

the whole surface level. This ought to be strict

ly attended to, that every part may be equally

pressed. The person who packs must place the

tobacco as close as he can with his hands, as he

lays it down, and subsequently press it by
l>is entire weight, as he moves round on his

knees to pack other parts of the hogshead. A
few bundles may be put occasionally in other

positions to advantage, for every place that ap-

pears to be sufficiently below the common level

to receive a bundle or two, ought to be invaria-

bly filled up. However, as there are but two ob-

jects to be kept in view in the arrangement of

the bundles ; if these are accomplished the pack-

er may please himself as to the mode, and they

are solidity to the whole package, and security

to the most valuable part of it. When the hogs-

head is filled, you must put a false, loose head.

or follower made of thick plank, and pile on this

as many square blocks of wood as you can get

between it and the prize, which should be raised

and blocked up as high as it can be; this done
you may apply the pressure, and continue it un-

til you bring the prize to a horizontal line, below
which it should never be forced. The lever is

then to be raised, again, that you may put in more
tobacco, or simply add more blocks, as may
seem best, before you prize again.

These operations are to be repeated until you
can press no more into the hogshead, which ge-

nerally contains when well pressed, from "00 to

1000 lbs. ; but it cannot by the laws of Mary
land, be more than four feet long, nor must th

diameters at the head and bulge within the staves

jointly exceed seventy inches. In these diame-
ters, there should be but very little difference,

as it would create difficulty in pressing.

The press which is now most approved, was
lately invented by Mr. Cimon Frazier, of Upper
Marlborough, Prince George's County, Mary-
land ; who is willing to contract with proper per-
sons, and upon moderate terms, for the privilege

of using his patent right, to erect them in most
parts of the United States.

This press unites to the power of a long lever,

that of a large vertical wheel, impelled by the

gravity or weight of the operator, which is not

only an easy bat very advantageous mode of
using power. A stout man may push a horizon-

tal wheel, with the effect of a hundred pounds,
but stepi)ing on the vertical wheel, he moves it

by his entire weight, which may be from 160 to

200 pounds ; showing a great increase of power depresses the lever ; one end of it is iiooked into

between the tobacco and the lever at E. The
pressure is then applied by the movement of thr

heel, the axis of which is connected with the

lever at B, by a rope not seen in the plate. Tlii

rope is 1 1 feet long and 6 inches round ; it coil-

about the axis as the wheel revolves, and thus

and elTcct, with less manual exertion. The
heel, thus placed, is no doubt the best media

nical power that we can use in connexion with
the long common lever, in packing tobacco.-

and we are persuaded that the same principl

could be most beneficially applied in pressing
paper and other fabrics.

In the above press, the post D. should be IS

inches square, and 14 feet long, 9 feet aliove.

and 5 feet below the ground, in which it should
be secured by four pieces of wood, 8 feet long
and 4 inches square, fitted into notches, one ot

each side of the post, their ends well crossed

ith logs of wood, weighted with heavy stones,

and covered up with earth tightly rammed.

—

The long lever, or prize H, should be about 26
feet long, and 1 5 inces square ; one end of it

must be cut on its sides, to work freely in a

mortice, made through the post D, 3 feet from
its top, 20 inches deep, and 6 inches wide ; the
bottom of the lever will then be, when it is in

a horizontal position, about 4 inches free of the
hogshead ; it will then rest on the blocking

—

forming its fulcrum at E, upon a roller or wind-
lass, supported by a post on each side, as at F.

and on the axis of the wheel, as at B. By turn-

ing the windlass, the lever H, may be drawn out
of the mortice, and from above the hogshead
wlienever the packer wishes to put in the tobac-

co, and be returned again by the same means, as

soon as he is ready to press it. The end, at B,
may be raised as high as the pulley A, by the
rope G, which is 3 1-2 inches round, and 21 feet

long, and as much blocking as possible be put

staple fixed in the axis, and the other passes

through the end of the lever. When in order

to repeat the pressure, you wish to put more
blocks under the lever, you must before you
raise it, guard against the rising of the tobacco,

by a contrivance represented on the next page.

It is a frame, upon the cill of which and be-

tween whose sides the hogshead stands; in the

top of the frame there are two mortices, through

which pieces of wood descend, as the tobacco

settles, and they are prevented from rising by

putting large iron bolts through them beneath the

top piece, or plate, before the pressure ofthe lever

is taken off. The wheel C, is 9 feet diameter,

made of 4 felloes 21-2 inches thick, and 8

inches, which are notched on the circumference,

so to receive the dog or stay, as shown by I ; the

felloes are cased on both sides with inch plank,

not shown in the plate, projecting^ inches be-

yond them, and forming a groove or guide to the

dogs. Holes are bored through the centre of

the felloes 15 inches apart, to receive wooden
pins or handles 1 I -4 inches thick, by which the

wheel is worked. The felloes are bound togeth-

er by two bars 14 inches wide, and 2 1-2 inches

thick, which cross each other at right angles in

the centre, where the axis of the wheel passes

through them. The diameter of the axis is 8

inches between, and 7 inches where it goes
through the posts, giving a shoulder of an inch,

to prevent lateral motion. It passes through
the posts a little more than 4 feet from the ground,

and the wheel may be fixed on it, outside of ei-

ther post. These posts are 18 1-3 feet long,
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placed 32 inches apart, five and a half feet in thelby puttinij iron bolt 1, in the hole next

ground, w'.iere they aie fastened, in the same above it, until a new hold is taken, by raisins;:

Avay as the post D. They are five inches thicklthe lonsj end of the small lever, and pinning its

above ground, fourteen inches wide, and ta-

pering gradually to ten inches from a foot

above the axis to the top, where they are con

jiected, by a cap of wood ten inches wide and

six inches thick, in which a sheeve is diai:;on

ally placed to iierlbrtn the office of the puUe)'

erroneously represented as suspended in oui

diagram. The dogs are pieces of wood pointed

at one end, to fit the notches of the wheel, and

jointed in posts firmly fixed in the ground, as

seen at I ; they the pr ire as fast asotlier.

it is produced by the revolution of the wheel,

The wood used for every part of this press

should be well seasoned white oak.

THE COMMON PRESS.

fulcrum a hole higher in the sword ; repeating
these operations until the large lever is brought
to a horizontal line, and reversing the move-
ments, when we would raise the lever—or this

may be facilitated by leaving one end unhewn,
long and heavy, so as nearly to balance th

other—it might, in this case, be easily raised

by hand, as soon as the second lever is disen
gaged. Tlic posts in this press are to be se

cured, as directed in the description of the

This press is still most commonly used, but we
liope that the second or small lever, by which

can be but very slowly depressed, will soon

give place to the vertical wheel, which makes
a better, because a more expeditious use of

power. The long lever passes through the

post, near the hogshead, is suspended in the

mortice as shewn at section 2, by an iron ring

and cross bolt, and receives in mortices near

to one end, an upright post, and a smaller piece

of wood called a sword, that connects it with

the lower, or second lever. The boy secures

whatever is gained in descent by the first lever

The jjowers of these two presses, may be
equal, or very difii'erent—it is therefore very
proper to refer to the principles which govern
them. In both, the forces are simply those of

one lever acting upon another ; as the wheel is

but a lever, the semi-diameter being its long
and half the diameter of the axis being its

short arm. The power which the lever gives
depends upon the difference in the length of

Its arms. The power of the long arm is to the
other inversely as their distances from the ful

crum—the shorter we can make the one, and
the longer the other—the larger the wheel and
the smaller its axis, the greater v.-ill be the
power.

Now if we suppose the large lever of both
presses to be alike, say two feet from the post

to the blocks or fulcrum, and twenty-four fee

thence to the other end ; then as the semi-di
ameter of the wheel in Frazier's press is fifty

four inches, and the semi-diameter of the axis is

four inches, the power of the presses will be the
same, provided we carry the proportions of the
wheel into the small lever of the common press
as we will do by making its short arm one foot,

the long arm thirteen and a half feet. If

we then apply one hundred and fifty pounds to

the circumference of the wheel, or to the end of
the long arm of the small lever, the power of
either press, will be as the weight of 24,300 lbs.

for inasmuch as the semi-diameters of the
wheel and axis, are to each other as 13| are

and likewise the arms of the small
lever; we have, in either case to multiply
ISO lbs. the weight attached, by 13^, to ascer-

tain the power applied to the large lever, which
we find to be 2025 lbs. and we have to multiply
this by 12, as the long arm of the large lever is

to the short arm, as 1 2 are to 1 , the whole force

of each press is thus shown to be 24,300 pounds,
"ut any aheration in their proportions will

vary their relative force or power. We have
chosen to present them upon a scale producing
equal results, to illustrate their principles ; we
believe however, that the proportions of the
small lever of the common press are not, gen-
erally, as fjfvourable as we have represented
them. The very great superiority of the new
press, must nevertheless consist in the expedi-
tion with which its power can be used. In this

opinion we are confirmed by the remark of a

friend, who is an experienced Planter, as well
as by the certificate of several of his most
respectable neighbours, who also cultivate to-

bacco. He says (speaking of Frazier's Press)
" that its construction is so simple that it may
be easily made by any rough carpenter."

" One man and a boy are quite aufficieot to

attend it, but by adding two other hands, they
could m;inage six or eiglit prizes to much great-
er advantage than they could a lesser number.
Such is the astonishing expedition with which
it may be worked, that two hands to the above
mentioned number of prizes, will keep a pack-
er and his aticmlant constantly employed.

—

Heretofore the prizing of our crops has been
c()nsidered a most tedious and laborious part
of the process of preparing them for market,
—with the Labour Saving Press, the /irizing is

comparatively nothing—the packing is every
thing—a pressure, or sett, as we Planters call

it, may be had upon the first filling, in 15
minutes—indeed in may be said, that as fast as
the tobacco be packed, it may be prized.—My
neighbour, (Mr. B ) a planter of much
merit and celebrity in this county, with four of
these prizes, had twenty hogsheads of tobacco
turned off, and delivered at the Inspection House
in six days "

The following Certificate will show the es-

timation in which the Prince George's County
Planters hold this prize.

CERTIFICATE

" We the undersigned Planters of Prince
George's County, having recently made trial

of Frazier's Newly Invented Labour Saving
Tobacco Press, are of opinion that it far ex-
cels every other mode of Prizing Tobacco,
heretofore practised in this county. It is sim-
ple in its construction—easy and expeditious

in its operation, and in every respect preferable

to the old mode of pressing.

ROBT. W. BOWIE,
BENJAMIN ODEN,
REVERDY GHISELIN,
S. WEST
THOMAS EVERSFIELD.

Baltimore, March 2, 1821.

PRICES CURRENT.
FLom, from the w.igons §3 75

—

Whisket, 25J cts-

per gal.—Hat, per ton S!6,

—

Straw, do. §8—Red
Wheat 70 to 72 cts—\V kite, do. 75 to 78 cts Rte, 40
42 els Raulev, 40 to 45 cts. Cons, 25 to 27 cts. Oats,

20 to 25 cts

—

Potatoes, 50 cts. per bu

—

Live Stock 6
to 6J —Beef, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts.—corn Beef,
7 cts—MuTTox, 8 to 10 cts—Hams, 10 to 12 cts—Mid-
DUNGS, 8 to 10 cts.—BoTTER, 20 to 25 cts Creese, 8
to 10 cts, per lb —Tah, 2 g

—

Soft Turpentine, gS to

2i—Pitch, §2^

—

Rosin, coirimon IJ—bright do. g3
per barrel.

—

Varnisu, 25 cts—Spirits Turpentine, oi
cts. per ga! Cotton, good Upland, 15 to 16 cts. per
lb.

—

Rice, gS to 3i c.—ship and Floohiso Plank, g27
to 28, Shingles, best g8—common, go to 4* p. M.—
Oak wood, §5

—

Hickort, g6 per cord

—

Clover, seed

S"

—

Orchard grass, do. S4

—

Cocksfoot, do. g8

—

Herds, do. go—Timothy, go—Sanfoin, glO—Millet,
g5 per bushel

—

Lucern, 75 cts—Sweet Cented Ver-
gl 50—Cow grass 75 cts—Trefoil, 50 cts, per lb.

—RuTA Baga, 75 cts

—

Mangle Wurtzel, gl 75 cts.

per lb.

—

Cabbage seed, 25 to 'o7h cts.—Cauliflower,
75 to 100 cts. per oz.—Spring Tares, g8 per bu.

—

Peas,
25 to 75 cts. per quart

—

Onion seed, 20 to 75 cts.—
Leek 31 to 37 cts.—short orange Carrot, 12^ cts.

—

Parsnip, 12i cts.

—

Lettuce, 25 to 75 cts

—

Raddish,
12^ to 31 cts—Beet 12i cents—Brocole, 31 to 100 cts.

Cucumber, 37 to 75 cts. per oz.

—

Turnip seed, 50 to

125 cts per lb.

Virginia Tobacco, has been sold at g7 to 7J per cwt,
and some Maryland crop do. from St. Mary's and Tal-

bot counties, at §6^ to 6^ per cwt.
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From I - MassachuseUs .Ipuiihural Rejmsitonj.

On InAvcav Coviv awd its (j\\\Uwe

Brighton, 29t/i Dec. IS 19.

[To the Corresponding Secretary.]

Dear Sir—
In an aiticle published in tlie 4th number ol

the last vcihime of the Agricultural Journal, en-

titled " Remarks on the Agriculture of Massa-
chusetts," the author, who very ably and satis-

factorily points out the advantages of a regul

its pretended rival and valuable auxilliury tin

potato.

Let us inquire in the first place, what corn-

husbaiidiy returns from an acre of land, as usu
ally nianagtd. On suitable soils will tilled

and manured, an average crop may be estimat

ed at forty bushels, weighing 2400 lbs. of tht

most nutritious substance to be found in the ve

getable kingdom, north of the latitude of tht

sugar-cane—and which can be preserved with

ease, for a number of years—you have the

rotation of crops, observes, that " no system yfodder, which if seasonably and well cured, is in

likely to be easily made popular in ISIassachu- the opinion of judicious farmers, equal to half a

setts from which Indian' corn is absolutely ex-ton of good hay— then comes three or four tons

eluded."—May not strung reasons be offered, of /lumlciiis ; should the season favour, fifty or

why any system to be generally practised, a hundred bushels of turnifts—and, not unfre-

must embrace that grain as a prominent item of quently, a comfortable supply of -while beajis !

the course? It forms the basis of our bread—No wonder that plenty of the necessaries of
stuff, and gives deserved reputation to twolife, isas sure to follow large crops ol corn, as

great staples, Beef and Fork ; without corn effect succeeds cause in any department
you get none of the latter ; and a farmer who physics !

has no pork in his tubs, may be considered as I am aware that it is the general opinion that

fairly on the road to ruin, as a bank with its corn is a very exhausting crop,—much more
vaults destitute of specie, for it is well known than potatoes; but is it correct ? has there ever
that ruta baga, potatoes or carrots alone, will been exhibited the result of a solitary experi
not fatten such pork as our farmers or fisher-ment to confirm this opinion ? no process in

men have been accustomed to, or that will belfarnting admits of greater facility to ttst

found profitable for consumption. Iquestion of this kind—few farmers but have
A Virginian in a Treatise* which I have times corn and potatoes under similar culture

lately perused, remarks, that " even a nationin the same field—has the wheat or barley, the
which has lived with Indian corn and almostclover or grasses that followed, been more pro-

upon it for two hundred years, so far from cor- ductivc on the part occupied by the potatoes,

rectly estimating its value, have only learned tothan that by the corn i Experience demon-
eat it, but not to avail themselves of half its pro- strates that the larger the crofi of corn, the bet-

perties." And I trust it will not be deemed Zf the succeeding crofi ; this was asserted by
superfluous to portray the advantages resultingDr. Eliot, the lather of New England husband
from its culture, to .-V^y England men ; whenry, in his Essay on Fie'd husbandry published
it is considered that the /ircynrf/re against it, and in 1747; at which period it appears, that oats

which will exist against any crop that requires usually succeeded corn, and possibly, in some
such diligence to obtain, has been fostered, andidistricts, such a murderous course has continu

increased by the few unfavourable seasons pre-jed ; and it is probable that corn, after support
ceding the two last—besides, some innuenlialing its allies, the fium/iLins, the beans and the

gentlemen, with views highly laudable, have a(i-lurni/)s, from the provisions charged to its ac-

vanced theories, foundtd on isolated facts, orcount, has to answer for the deteriorating ef
opinions, tending to discourage the extensive cul- fects of oats ; the most inimical to grass of any
tivation of this plant

It is admitted, that on most farms near sea-

ports, where corn and manure can be purchas-
ed, the system of potato and root culture, to

the exclusion of corn may be found profitable
;

nor would I be understood other than an advo-
cate for such a system, in a regular rotation,

upon an extensive scale ; but I wish at the same
time to hold up to view, the Golden Flp.eck
found by our Pilgrim Fathers on tlie first land-

ing ; and which, had it not existed, or continu-

ed with their desrendants nearly a century af-

ter, the fair inheritance we now possess, in the

opinion of many sound political economists, could
not have been transmitted to us.

Unfortunately we have no precise data, to

test a crop of corn with other productions
;

and in considering its value, must have recourse

to general reasonings—to the effects of its ex-

tended culture since the settlements of the coun-
try, and particularly since the introduction of

• A series of Agriciiltiiva! essays entitled Arator
by Cul. John Taylor, of Caroline County, Virginia.—
Thougli adapted to the Agr.culture of that, and tlu

adjoining states, will be found to contain valuable
practical and useful information to the New England
Farmer.

plant that can be named. iVloreover, it will be

llected that formerly, the rich alluvial bot

toms or intervals were planted with corn, with

out a particle of manure, for a number of years

succession, till the product was considerably

reduced ;—would fiotatoes or any root crop
with such management, have continued more
productive ? and hence, has not the reputation

corn materially suffered ?

We will next inquire, what return does corn

make to the soil ? I cannot answer so well,

as by quoting from Arator

:

—" Indian corn
may be correctly called meal, meadow and ma
nure ; it produces more food for man, beast and
the earth, than any other farinarious plant. If

the food it produces for the t«o first was wast

ed, and men and beasts should thence btcomt
poor and perish, ought their poverty or deatl

to be ascribed to the plant which produced thi

food, or to those who wasted it ? Is Indiar

corn justly chargeable with the impoverishment
of the earth, if the food it provides for that is not

applied ?

" If the theory which supposes that plants

extract most or all of their matter from the at-

mosphere, and that the whole of this matter is

manure, he true, then that plant which produ-

ces most vegetable offal must be the most ini

iroying crop, and it will hardly be denied tha
Indian corn is entitled to this pre-eminence."
"Let us compare it with wheat. Suppost

hat the same land will produce as much gran
of the one as of the other, which in its use wil;

make equal returns to the earth. Here the equa
lity enils, if indeed it exists even in this point
The corn stalks infinitely exceed the wheat
itraw in bulk, weight, and a capacity for m'ak
ing food for the earth. If any attentive mai

o converts both his stalks and straw into ma
nure, will compare their product in April, whei
'le may distinguish one from the other, he wil^

find in the former a vast superiority in quanti
ty. The English Farmers consider wheat straw

their most abundant resource for manurt
and corn stalks are far more abundant; ion,
therefore is a less impoverishing, because a nioi c

sating crop to the earth, credited onh
for its stalks, than any in England. In compai
ing crops, to ascertain their relative product, aiui

operation on the earth, we must contrast farina

cious crops with each other; and consider th(

litter or offal they produce, not as wasted, bu;

as judiciously applied to the compensation ot

the land. At the threshold of the comparison
corn exhibits a return from the same land of
more offal or litter in its stalks alone, than wheat
does altogether. But to the stalks of corn, it;

blades, lops, husks and cobs, remain to be add
ed, each of which will nearly balance the littci

bestowed on the land by wheat." The author
concludes his encomium upon Indian corn, with
observing, that " as fallow crop, it is unrivalled,

f as fallow crops ought constantly to do it re

ceivesthe manure."
Arthur Young who has given such an impetus

to rural economy, and to root culture particu-

larly, in Great Britain ; in his travels through
France in 1789, makes the following remarks
respecting Indian corn. " The line of maize
(corn) may be said to be the division between
the good husbandry of the south and the bad
husbandry of the north of the kingdom, till you
meet with maize very rich soils are fallowed
but never after

; perhaps it is the mo?'
important plant that can be introduced in

to the agriculture of any country, whose cli-

mate will suit it. The only good husbandry
in the kingdom, (some small rich districts ex-
cepted) arises from the possession and manage-
ment of this plant. For the inhabitants of a
country to live upon that filant, which is the
preparation for wheat, and at the same time
keep their cattle fat upon the leaves of it, is to

possess a treasure, for which they are indebted
to their climate." " Planted in squares or
ows so far asunder, that all imaginable tillage

may be given between them ; and the ground
bus cleaned and prepared at the will of the
farmer, is an invaluable circumstance ; and
finally it is succeeded by wheat. Thus a

country, whose soil and climate admit the
course of— 1st. maize 2d. wheat, is under a

Itivation that, perhaps, yields the most food

for man and beast, that is possible to be drawfi

from the land."

This celebrated agriculturist, a few years:

after his return from his travels, met with a na
ive of Connecticut in London, and on being in

formed of the face of the soil and population o-
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that stale to a squate mile, obseived.

must consume all, or more than they

but when told that a large surplus was exported

expressed his astonishment ; and eagerly inqui

I'cd " what is their principal culture ?" the re-

ply was, " Indian corn." He immediately re-

marks " that accounts for the wonder." The
culture of corn still enters largely into l!.ie agr

cultural system of Connecticut,—and what is the

consequence ! Let one of her most revered* po-

ets answer.

—

" Fell Famine sickens at the o'eiflowing good
" And, hissing, flies the native hind of food."

—

A general failure of the crops of corn in New
England, cannot be traced to more than four sea-

sons since its first settlement, and those occa-

sioned principally by autumnal frosts, and owing

in some measure, perhaps, by aii improper
choice of soils. The last failure (1816) might

in a great degree have been prevented, had pro-

per attention been paid to this circumstance
;

and also to the selection of early varieties for
need, as it is a fact, that there are very produc
tive varieties in the country, which, if planted

the first of June, will be secure from frost the

first of September.

The mode of culture generally in Massachu
setts does not differ essentially, from that taught

our ancestors by the aborigines ; warm soils were
chosen— an alewife or some other Jish, was put

into the ground with the seed, and as the

Squaws had no other implement than a clam-

shell, hills were formed with the earth that could.

be most easily obtained ; and hills have been

' theyjCipal objection to its more
!iun

; ought not this to be the very feature
which should recommend it ? Has not the
Drill husbandry been the means of exalting
British Agmicultuhb beyond that of any
other country ? and what is a well maiiairtfl

field of Indian corn, but a most complete drill

system ? The depth the roots will penetrate,
if encouraged, and from the structure, and
volume of the stalk and foliage presented to the
atmosphere, it seems peculiarly adapted to resist

the severe droughts of our climate?—its supe-
riority in this respect over any other crop we
cultivate, I believe will not be questioned. And
if the agriculture of New England has hereto
fore been entitled to any pre-eminence, com
pared with that of other sections of the union
the cause may be attributed partly, perhaps, tc

the more general use of ox-teams, but principal
ly to this thorough tillage required by the soil

and climate, and for which the mose grateful r

turns are made.
On the whole, the conclusion, to my mind,

irresistible, that should Indian corn be made
the basis of an extensive rotation system, wit!

a pointed attention to the manures, which it has
the capacity to increase in a compound ratio

the agriculture of our country may not only ap-
proximate to that of Great Britain, but with the
energies such a system might be expected to
elicit, equal it.

The eulogist of Indian corn, whose method
of cultivation differs from that of his neigh
hours, may be expected to submit some account

the order to the present time. Is it not proba
ble that, unincumbered with stumps and rocks

as a great portion of the arable lands of the

state now are, and with' the vast acquisition of

implements, that a different process would pro-

duce much greater crops, with less labour ? We
have seen by publications, under the sanction

of respectable societies in the western parts of

the state of New York, that on ridges or in

vovis, more than one hundred and twenty bush
els of corn have been olilaiaed Irom an acre

three times the quantity we estimate as an aver

age crop I It is true that our soils cannot

boast the fertility of that new region ; but it is

also as true that our farmers will not yield tc

any for enterprise and perseverance.

The introtluction of that magic substance.

gypsum or Plaster, which exhibits such aston-

ishing effects upon corn, and is obtained ahtiost

as cheap as sand from the sea beach, has begu
to form a new era in the husbandry of the state

may we not presume, that by the aid of this

substance mixed with manures in their raw
state, and also applied as top dressings oi

the plants at every tmie of hoeing, till six or

eight bushels are expended to an acre, instead

of one or two, as is usual, that the most en
couraging results may be expected ? The uti-

lity of plaster, has been tested in almost every
town in the state, situated 15 or 20 miles from
the sea board. The invention of machines for

its more easy pulverization, and so cheap, as to

be within the reach of any considerable farmer
is a desideratum.

The perfect culture and copious manuring
demanded by corn, may be said to be the prin-

• The late President Dwight.
|

of it ; and I felt less reluctance to the task since
I find a mode very similar, and with cor
responding views, has been practised and re
commended by such an accomplished cultiva
tor, and physiologist, as Colonel Taylor, the
author of the treatise before referred to. I

may be proper to state, that I was induced to
adopt this method from the following occur-
rence. Having a large bed of Beets planted in

narrow rows or drills, in the usual way, and a
severe drought ensuing, the leaves were obse
ed, in the middle of the day, to wilt and fall

down, in all but the out-side rows, which
mained erect and flourishing ; and when the
crop was taken up, were nearly double the size
of those from the centre of the bed ! That
greater exposure to the atmosphere, was the
principal cause could not be doubted ; and the
idea imniediately presented, that if they ha(

been cultivated on ridges so far apart as to per
a plougli to pass, it would in effect, be mak-

ing the whole crop outside rows : and for
wards of fifteen years since, most of the arable
crops upon my farm have been cultivated on
idges with manifest advantage,—as to product
labour, and the unquestionable improvement of
he soil. The ridges of beets, carrots, parsnips,
turnips and ruta baga, are about two feet, cab

ges four, and corn and potatoes five feet and
half apart. The particular mode of culti-

vating carrots was communicated to the Hon.
Mr. Quincy in 1811, and included in an article

the Jield culture of carrots, furnished by him
and published in No. 1. of the 4th Vol. of the
Massachusetts Agricultural Journal, a mode
practised by that gentleman with such success,
that his neighbours who have large mil/c estab
lishmenls, have been induced to adopt the ex
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tensive culture ol this root, so valuabe lor tlieir
cows, and which, some of them have informed
lue, they should have been deterred from at-
lempting in the common method, from the ex-
pense and uncertainty.

iiut to return to the culture of corn ; in de-
-iriil)ing which, that of potatoes must necessa-
rily be embraced

; as I deem it a species of
lieresy for two crops to succeed each other when
it can well be avoided ; nevertheless, as pota-
toes should be employed as the pioneers of a
farm, and it is frequently the case that cold,
moist, or rough soils, not suitable for corn, are
found, sufficient to be occupied by as many po-
tatoes as the farmer can well manage, or may
want, under such circumstances, the permitting
two crops of corn to follow, on ridges, mav be
justifiable.

If we begin the system with stuard land, it is
broken up in the autumn ; harrowed fine in the
spring, and light furrows run out five feet and
a half apart :\ into these furrows, potatoes are
dropped from six to eight inches asunder, ac-
cording to size, the carts follow and cover them

h manure; a furrow is then turned from
each side so as to meet over the manure, a little

labour with the hoe may be required, to tnake
all level and complete the planting; other fur-
rows are turned up, and at the first hoeing the-
baulk is cleared and the ridge completed. In
he subsequent culture the plough approaches
only the sides, and continues deepening the fur-
"ow between them. The following spring, the
idges are reversed and placed directly over
those deep furrows. The manure is turned in
while the ridges are forming ; or by opening a
furrow on the top, to receive it, with a pair of
oxen walking on each side, covered with hoes
and the corn planted. If the land is in good
heart, and manure abundant, the kernels may
be six inches apart, or as many dropped together

to insure four stalks to remain two feet
apart, in which case the manure is deposited
conformably

; either method will give the same
number of plants to the acre; "l think four
stalk:; together afford support to each other
against winds, and are not so apt to send up
suckers as when single, and there may be some
advantage by concentrating the manure, in for-
warding the yotmg plants during the cold sea-
sons which we frequently have in June ; still I
have not had sufficient experience to determine
which method is preferable ; if the land is stony,
the last will be found most convenient. As
soon as the plants appear, the earth is stirred
about them with the hand, and ashes at the same
time strewed on, in the proportion of a handful to
four plants, (my land being near the sea, plaster
has no effect,) the cultivation proceeds similar
to that described for the potatoes—the plough-
g continues as often and as long as you please,

without disturbing the roots of the corn, or
aking it down, deepening the soil and turn-

ing up the dead earth to the"sides of the ridges,
which checks the growth of weeds greatly ; and

If tlie staple of the soil is t/Uii, the ridges may be aix
or even ei^ht feet apart, requiring only a greater num-
ber of gathering furrows to form them ;—and any loss
of space occasioned thereby, can be made up by plant-
ing an adaitional row or two on the crown of the ridge,
if sufficiently risen. • Editor Am. Farmer,
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if the crop is at first thoroughly hand weeded,

they will give but little trouble afterwards.

It has not been in my power to make a com-

parison with a crop cultivated in the common
method, but I have had several Foremen since

ridging has been practiced on the farm, wh.o

were at first prejudiced against it, but were

soon convinced of its utility ; and none of them

have estimated the increase of product, with the

same quantity of manure, at less than one fifth,

and the saving of labour full as mucl:

It is probable that on rich soils with plenty

of manure, larger crops may be obtained by

making the ridges much nearer, but the labour

will be more, and the advantage of uncommon
deep culture, without extra expense, must be

abandoned ; the importance of such cultu

the succeeding crops, may be illustrated by the

following relation.

About fifteen months since, I was applied to.

severally, by two respectable farmers, from

an adjoining town, who are considered as judi

cious and as thrifty^ as any in the county of Nor
folk, to be informed how I had managed a piece

of land, the former state of which they had well

known, to make it produce such a second crop

of clover, in such a season of drought, thai

theirs was dried nfi, and on land naturally

moist, which they considered stronger, and

had been well cultivated and highly manured
"

They were told in reply, that " the land was

under the sixth course of a rotation.—viz. 1.

potatoes, 2. corn, 3. carrots and bcps, 4. corn,

all on ridges, 5. spring-wheat, of which it car-

ried thirty bushels of 59 lb. 6. clover, first crop

two tons and a half, second the same season,

and which had attracted their notice, about one

ton to the acre." That it had from 16 to 20 lb.

of clover and half a bushel of herds-grass (Timo-

thy) seed to an acre ; one half ploughed in

with the wheat, and the remainder sown on

the furrow, harrowed in and well rolled : and

further, that no stock were suffered to graze

upon it." It should also be stated, lliat a hea-

vy crop of herds-grass was produced (he last

season, and that it gives promise of another

&c. has very much retardtd p
aluable trees. S. W
John Lowell, Esq.

To the Editor of the American Farmer
Sir.

When I commenced farming, now more than 20

years since, I determined to have the cheese used

the farm, made upon it, and set about inquiring

of the best dairy men and women for their process.

read all the books to be had on the subject, parti

cularly Anderson's Rural Economy containing his

account of Cheese making in the different counties

in England, which 1 borrowed, as it was not then tobe

purchased in this country. And thus prepared
about the business with a dairy woman, more igno-

rant of the theory than myself. I had felt from my
boy-hood, a great aversion to honey comb, or eylet

hole cheese ; and 1 determined not to have any with

that defect, not then knowing its principal cause
the use of too much rennet, which operates like too

much yeast in bread, destroying the flavour, and
producing an extra fermentation. To avoid this evil

I applied such power in pressing the cheese that 1

absolutely expressed not only the whey, but every
particle that constituted richness, and spoiled the

produce of the milk of six cows during the cheese
making season of one year. Mr. P , joined

the rest of my friends, in laughing heartily at m
blunders. It did not however discourage me, and
continued my exertions a year or two longer, when
1 was completely successful, and my cheese was

warmed in a clean brass kettle, to 95 c'ejirees \

Farenheit's thermometer,* then strained into
cheese tub. One table spoonful of strong rennet, an
a piece of Spanish annetto, the size of a large pen.
were then put into the tub. After it had stood hali
an hour, the curd was well formed ; it was then

d with a wooden knife. Half an hour after,
the curd was broken gently by the hand, and in
half an hour more, was ivheyed cff\ as it is termed;
The curd appeared well, the whey thin and of a
greenish colour, which is always desirable. The

rd was then scalded in whty Two hours after
? put into the curd, three table spoonful!s of fine

salt, and one tea spoonful of salt petre. The curd
was next put into a bag with the nft tut side, and
then placed in the mould, the form of which is near-
ly that of an inverted cone. The screw ])ress was
now applied, gently at first, ainl increased through
the day. At « o'clock in the evening, the cheese was
taken out of the mood, the net and bag thken off,

the net then ptit next to the cheese, and the bag
outside ; the cheese thus covered was put ii^to the
mould again, and pressed with increased frne until

next day at 12 o'clock ; it was then t.Tkcn on', and
s found to have been well pressed ; th- n.^ -^h^-s of

the net had made a deep and hiodsonii v- ;m vsion.

The cheese was then hung up in the clu - ^ ' m. in

the net, but x-jthout the bag. Ten ria>s ;. .. i uards
the net was taken < ff, the cheese wiped everv day,
for six weiks, and rubbed with the following prepa-
ration :

Salt pnrk, tried out, and melted butter rf equal
parts. A common saucer full when melted, to be
browned a little over the fire, then strained perfect-
ly clear, and a piece of S])anish annetto added, the

in any other country. Several gentlemen, all of

whom had travelled, and were well acquainted with

the cheese made here and in Europe, pronouncetl in

favour of my Brighton cheese. After I had disco-

vered the cause of my first year's mistake, and had
established myself with my friends and acquaint
ance, I dcterniined to ascertain the exact propor
tions of every ingredient, and descrilie the manner of

performing the whole process, that my dairy women
might take the management and continue to make
cheese of the most approved quality. This was
done in 1807, with a cheese made in the common
form and in 1811, with a Pine Apple cheese ; they

both proved of an excellent quality, and were thought
fully equal to any that had been made on the farm,

Marshall states " that the pine apple cheese is press-

ed by its own weight;" but I could not succeed with-

out applying a weight and using a mould, the mesh-

Ihat the soil is a deep sandv loam, known toes of the net were pressed into the curd when it was
- the mould, and the cheese when dry, had all the

many farmers by the name ofyba: coloured earth

and which some of them are too fearful of turn

ing up ; that when first cultivated, in the com
men method, which was some years previous

to the present rotation, it did not show two in-

ches of brown soil or vegetable mould, and had

been considered as poor pasture. And I would

observe, that had the land been longer under

previous cultivation, the .">rd and 4th courses

might have been omitted, and the rotation there-

by "shortened two years.

I will close this communication, now much
longer than was intended, by mentioning that I

have found the following preparation of Seed

Corn, effectual in protecting it against squi

rels, and other vermin. Take equal parts of tar

and train oil, simmer them together and turn

over the corn ; then sift on ashes, lime, or plas

ter, stirring it till each kernel has taken up as

much as will permit its being conveniently

handled.

It is probable that walnuts, acorns, chesmits,

iSic. thus prepared, would be protected ; the

destruction of which by squirrels, field mice;

appearance of the handsomest imported pine appl

shaped cheese. My dairy memorandas were used
on the farm of my late father, and the cheese prov-

ed excellent

Mr. L
which he is not a little proud ; 1 ate some of h

cheese, and thought the best dairy woman in our
country would have pronounced it of the first quali-

ty. Governor G , from the recoirimcndation of

Mr. L. sent for a copy from my farm dairy the last

season, but the result of his experiment 1 have not

yet heard. Accompanying this, you have the extracts

made by my niece, who (not a little prejudiced per-
haps) says her uncle's cheese is better than any she

pronounced by the best judges, equal to any in this size of a large p« a or crmmon bean, which must be
dissolved and properly stirred in the fat, and when
cool it will be fit fir use.

The above-mentioned pine apple cheese was cut

December 32d, 1813; it weighed six pounds and
one quarter, and connoisseurs pronounced it to be of

the first quality. Frequently and usually it passed
for an English cheese, and was highly commended
as such.

This cheese is also called " Cream Cheese," ami
it is difficult to make one more rich.

TWO MEAL CIIEl'-SE—7)un-i/Jkre»ioranrfn,

Brighton, Sept. 27th, 1807.

The cream was taken this morning from the milk
of last night, and this morning's milk added to the

milk just skimn'.ed, making together five and one
half gallons, which was then strained into a clean
brass kettle, and warmed to 95 degrees by Faren-
heit's thermonitter , it was then put into the cheese
tub, a piece of rennet of the usual thickness, one
inch and one quarter square, one penny weight four-

teen grains of salt petre, (which when fine, hllcd the

bowl of a common tea spoon level with the top) and
atid one grain and a half of Spanish annetto, (a piece

has had cheese made by them of the size of a common pea,) were put into the milk—
which stood a half hour, till the curd rose and was
fit for crossing, when it was crossed with a wooden
knife, used for that purpose. It was then left twent\-
fivc minutes longer, when the whey was separated
from the curd, and it was broken up by hand. Af-
ter it had settled, the whey was taken off gradually,

the curd was then scalded in whey, after which it

was chopped quite fine, and two table spoonsful of

fine salt spr-nkled over it. And It was then put i

met with, and when I expressed some doubts of my the cheese hoop, and pressed very gradually at first.

memoranda, being such as 1 ought to send to you,

she insisted that go they must, and although not

very well, she would make the extracts, and set up
a claim to have her way, as she assisted when a lit-

tle girl, and made the notes for my pine apple cheese,

Theii tvere nwile plain avd minute, so im to he easil;/ wider,

stood, and ifdietj prove of any vse, I sliidl be glait.

Very respectfully, yours Sec.

PINE APPLE CHEESE.
Brighton, Sept. 27th, 1811.

One quart of cream, from last night's milk, was put

to twenty quarts new milk from cows this morning,

as soon as the rind had formed, the power of

the press was increased, by applying heavier weights
to the lever. This cheese, when taken from the

press, was put in the cheese room, turned every day,

wiped clean, and once every week, for six week.--:,

rubbed with fresh butter.

It was cut in the month of January, 1S08, and
proved very good.

* The warmth of milk directly from the cow.

PUBLISHED BY JOHN S. SKINNEK, EDITOR.
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The committee are of opinion, that so far from
there being any thing peculiar in the situation of the

United States which renders the general principl

they have advanced inapplicable, there are peculiar

circumstances which make them apply with more
force than to the nations of Europe. It will be recol-

lected, that, in a former part of their observations, it

was attempted to prove that in a country where land

of the first quality are still out of cultivation, and are

abundant, a system of duties cannot raise the price of

one agricultural product, but at the expense of ano-

ther, and cannot raise the price of any kind pernia
nently at all. But tliis is not the case in such a coun-

try as England. Where the field of production is

limited, supply cannot keep pace with demand. In

England, therefore, the agriculturists may obtain

some compensation for the taxes they have to pay
the manufacturers, and, in turn, receive taxes from
them. But in this country, the whole benefit is on
one side. The agriculturist has no compensation.

It is out of the power of the legislature to do any

thing for him, but to refrain from oppressing him.

Again, Europe is more dependent on us, than we
are on her ; because we furnish her with necessaries,

and she furnishes us with luxuries ; because her
means of producing those necessaries which she

possesses will be daily diminished, and her depend-

ence on this country will be increased, unless we force

her to find out another to furnish her with food, and
take off her surplus population

In the next place, we are not yet so deeply involved

in the restrictive policy, as to prevent us from get-

ting rid of it without mischief, as we shall be if we
so a few steps further. There are many other pecu-

liar circumstances which forbid our resort to the

British policy ; but the most important belong to the

other branch of the subject proposed to he discussed

The committee regard the principles they have ap-

pealed to as irrefragable. They are not to be refuted

by the charge of theory, by the cry that we are sup-

porting foreigners, or by the doctrines of the home
market, and the balance of trade. What is this ba-

lance of trade ? Certainly it is not a very creditable

it not evident that if we can-mode of gaining ; but _
. „ ,

not pay for what we buy, it is clear gain ; and that if greater pitch of wealth and prosper

our citizens wish to buy again, on these terms, it

is unnecessary for the government to interfere, as

foreigners will i-efuse to sell ? If we can pay only

at a sacrifice, then we will cease to trade. The
whole of the fallacy proceeds from that fatal error in

political economy, that the commodity called money,

is regulated by different laws from all other commo-
dities ; or from that no less fatal error which springs,

perhaps, from the first, that a nation must sell more it is

than it buys, in order to become rich. Now, the very

reverse of this is true, for. although in one sense com-
merce is an exchange of equivalents, what each
party receives, must be worth more than what it

parts with, or neither is benefited. A nation buying
more than it sells, is supposed to be the same with its

spending more than it makes, but the cases are not

alike. What it sells is surplus, and what it buys is

surplus ; surely it cannot be a matter of regret when

the latter is worth more than the former, and when
there is an excess to devote to reproduction.—

I

could hardly have been imagined, that in the nine

teenth century, in a country whose government is

bottomed on the principle that the people are capa
ble of seeing their own interests, it could have beei

thought necessary for the legislature to interfere, to

prevent the merchants of the countiy from buying
tiore than they ought to buy Wliat reason there

was for this interposition, is sl.owrl iiy the subjoined

facts. In 1818, the exportation oi cotton goods from
Great Britain to the United States, amounted to

2,432,301/.; in 1819, it amounted only to 1,109,138/.;

being a falling off of 1,323,163/. The exports of glass,

earthenware, hardware, cutlery, in 1818, were
971,285/.; in 1819 only 546,74-1/. The amount of

woollen goods in 1818 was, 3,160,406/.; in 1819, it

dwindled down to 1,703,024/. In all the great lead

ing branches of manufactures, there was a falling; off

n the exports to the U. States of a full half in the

amount, as compared with the year before, and of

above 3,500,000/. ; as compared with the average of

exports during the last three years.

A case has been proposed as a very strong one,

which is this: suppose that all the various employ-

ments of capital are on the lowest level which will

continue them. In this state of things one class is en-

tirely thrown out of employment by foreign compe-
ition.—They must either be protected or must be

uined, and this, it is said, is the actual condition of

the United States. It is divided into two classes,

one of which has no employment, and the other bari ly

enough. Without stopping to inquire, whether it be

possible for such a case to exist, it will merely be ob
served that if it did, it would be improper to give

the required protection. If the one class has barely

such profits as will continue them in employment,
they have nothing to spare. If they have any thing
to spare, it is proof that their employment is not so

full as to preclude new capital, which is contrary to

the supposition. The one can only be raised up, by
the other being put down. Nor is the case differen

whether the class which have employment make
small or great profits. That which is employed,
can only be employed at their expense. In both
cases it is unjust, in the latter unnecessary, as great
profit will furnish the employment required

It is not believed that any circumstances exist

which will justify the United States in adopting the

proposed system. No writer of any reputation ever

contended that such a system was compatible with

the greatest extension of the national wealth. Even
Mr. Hamilton, its great advocate, admitted, that if

the system of perfect liberty and free trade were the

prevailing systems of nations, thty might attain

y. It has been
ttempted to be shown, that this limitation to his

proposition is founded on a fallacious view of the
subject. To propose to increase the wealth of the

nation by increasing its taxes is enough to revolt the

understandings of ordinary men ; yet it seems that

mode of doing this has been discovered, and that th

whole mystery Ites in calling that which was before

called tax—tariff. In the opinion of the committee
worst kind of tax, carried to the extent that

is proposed ; and it would be much better to raise

sum of money by direct taxes at once, and distribute

it in bounties among the manufacturers. We should

then escape at least some of the oppressive effects preference for agriculture and commerce over manu-

of the system,

The chief recommendation of this system has been

supposed to be its tendency to promote domestic

independence and happiness. This leads the com-
mittee to the second view which they proposed to

take of the subject. 1 his is a view which belongs

not merely to the political economist, but also to the

statesman. The i>olitical economist concerns himself

only with the manner in which wealth is produced,
distributed, and consumed, with a view to its aug-
mentation. The statesman regards this also, but he

etimes sees the necessity of sacrificing a portion

of the national wealth in order to obtain objects still

more desirable ; and no objects v.'ould appear better

justify such a sacrifice, than the promotion of na-

tional independence, happiness and security. It will

e attempted to show, that the system will be more
objectionable in this point of view than in any other.

l"he observations the committee have already made
the effect of this system to diminish the national

wealth, serve to establish this position. If such really

is the consequence, this alone is an unanswerable ar-

ument against the supposed effect of the system,

1 render us independent of foreign powers. If this

general position be correct, it is useless to enter into

any details to prove that the revenue must be di-

luinished, for whatever diminishes that on which the
revenue acts—the general wealth, must diminish the

evenue itself, or else increase the burden of taxation

—even if we cnuld preserve entire the capital of the

country, and employ the same number of hands, as

they would be less productively employed, there

would be less nett revenue—less of that great agent

hich hasbt:en said to be the first, second, and third

requisite in h ;r. Now it is not the gross amount of

its capital, but its nett revenue which a nation em-
ploys to defend itself. If men and ships could be

multiplied by a magic wand, you could not add one

soldier to your army, or one vessel to your navy with-

out an addition to your nett revenue. If the income
of the nation is destroyed, we must still have reve-

nue ; and how shall we get it but by taxing capital ?

Indeed, where will be our boasted advantages over

other nations with regard to taxation, if the proposed

tariff is adopted .' If we add twenty-five per cent to

the duties, and then have to raise the same amount
of revenue by direct taxes, or by an excise on manu-
factures, (and in the latter case we should have to

pay the duties twice.) we at once add one hundred
and fifty per cent, to our taxes—that is, every man
ho before paid a dollar, will now have to pay two

dollars and fifty cents; and if we take into consi-

deration the increased value of money, more, if esti-

mated by the price of corn, than a hundred and fifty

per cent, every man who before paid a dollar, will

have to pay six dollars and twenty-five cents. It

would appear that the appreciation of money ought
to affect all articles equally ; but, in point of fact, it

is known, that whilst grain has fallen more than one
hundred and fifty per cent, and the other staples of

agriculture considerably, that the fall in manufac-
tured products is comparatively small, so that it is

quite immaterial whether it is from the appreciation

f money, or from external and domestic causes, the

ability of the agriculturist to pay taxes will be di-

minished by the tariff' fully in the proportion stated,

and the argument against imposing tbem is not the

less strong. Is it possible that they can submit to this

intolerable load of taxation without making every
lawful attempt to oppose it ! Is it possit^le for them.

to believe for a moment, that this increase of taxa-

tion is the remedy for their distresses .'

It is not designed by 'he Committee to claim any

factures- They mutually depend on each other; their

interests are not adverse ; and, if not equally produc-
tive, they are all equally necessary to society. But,

whilst the political economist might regard it as a
matter of indifference, in what proportion the three
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great classes are distributed in society, the states-

man and patriot could scarcely hesitate to wish that

the agr cultural class should greatly predominate.

The agMCultural state is more favourable than any
other t • the improvement of the physical and moral
powers ')f man. Whilst an a^icultural nation will

be as powerful as others, it will be more virtuous and
happy. It is in this state that the body is invigorat

ed by Iieakhful t xercisis ; that the mind is ennobled

by tlie freedom and iud' pendence of rural life; and
that m:in feels the tru; dignity of his nature. Who
would think of comparing the brave, hardy, and in-

dependent yeoman of this or any country, to the

miserable, half starved, ricketty population of an
English cotton factory ? Who would compare the
hardy mountaineer who pursues the deer, or slay:

the buffalo, their exqual in swiftness and in strength

to the poor decrepid, emaciated creature who has
been all his life engaged in the same dull, stupifying

routine, of drawing out a ten yard thread, or manu-
facturing the eighteenth part of a pin ? Yet it has
been attempted to be proved, that there is more vice

among the agriculturists than among the manufac-
turers, because Colquhoun, a writer who is the parti

san of the latter, has asserted that more crimes ar
committed in some of the agricultural than in som
of the manufacturing districts of England : whilst

the just answer to the argument implied in this state

ment, has been overlooked ; that, where it has hap
pened at all, it has been owing to the labourers, from
want of employment, being thrown back from the
manufacturing towns, which have converted them
from healthy and well disposed children, to weekly
and depraved adults, on the country from which they
originally came.

But, if we are agricultural, we must also be com
rftercia! ; and commerce, it is said, produces more
wars than It pays for. If this be true at all, it can
only be true of commerce pursued under the dark
influence of the restrictive system. Commerce, free

and unfettered, so far from being the cause of wars,
would be the source of wealth, power, and prosperi

ty, and a bond which would bind in peace and har-

mony the universal society of nations. And it is nol

an unreasonable expectation, tliat this is the kind of

commerce that will be pursued, whenever nations

are governed by enlightened rulers, or rather wlien
they assume the right of governing themselves. The
whole civilized world is now essentially commercial.
From the period that ctimmerce first emanciijated
the nations of Europe from feudal vassalage, its

march has been steady, progressive, and rapid. It

lias been the great a^ent by which the treasures of

the earth, and the collected wisdom of mankind,
have been spread throughout the world, and the

source of the prosperity and grandeur of empires
To attempt to impede its progress is to disregard,

the spirit of the times, and the admonitions of ex-

perience. It is as useless as to oppose the march
of the human mind towards freedom, knowledge, and
happiness ; or to contend against the irreversible de
crees of nature. Nations have become acquainted

with each other, and with the advantages which they

may derive from liberal intercourse ; and laws are not

strong enough to keep them asunder. They car

only vex and disturb their intercourse ; they can-

not prevent it It is the interest of every nation to

pursue commerce, but peculiarly so of the United
States, and of every free government. It is equally

important to us, whether we consider it as the basis

of our navy, or as the grand instrument of the ex-

tension of science, social feelings, and freedom
throughout the world.
To pursue the subject: if we give to manufactures

all the activity which they must derive fi

uries, or only a secondary sort of necessaries ?—one
employed in producing commodities subject to the

caprices of taste and fashion, or one employed in

producing those which are essential tn human
existence ?—one pursuing occupations which can be

changed with facility, or one pursuing t'hose which
can be chaiged only with great difficulty and loss ?

What, it is asked, would have been the situation of

Eii<!:la!id, where would have been her independence,
if Napo'eon had succeeded in carrying into effect

his continental system ? And now, since this system
has been partially adopted by the continental nations
of Europe, and by ourselves, is not this destruction
of the markets for her manufactures next to tax
ation, the principle cause of the distress of that na-

tion ?

It is urged, that a nation should have, in time of

war, the necessaries which will enable it to carry on
war, and so it should ; but the proposed tariff goes

infinitely beyond this point. It is believed that the
manufacture of all the necessaries of war are now
perfectly established in this country. Coarse cloth-

ng, and arms, and ammunition, are not considered
requiring further support. The intiuirj' now making,
in connexion with the census, will prove, that wi

have almost every necessary in great abundance. I

must be recollected too, that in a future war, unless

by our policy we destroy the navy, our commerce will

not be so entirely kept down, even if that war is with
England. Our navy is now strong enough to pre'

the coast from being blockaded, and we shall be ena-
bled to maintain an intercourse with the nations with
whom we are not at war. But, it is asked, even if

could not get some of the necessaries we required,
does any one seriously believe that the i-esiili of any
war would be affected by such privations ; and if

they only affect some of its details, delay a march
or even increase the general mass of suffering, what
is this compared with the wide spread, and endlesi
calamities that this system wou'd give rise to

Should our policy be adapted to peace, or to war?
—to the rule or the exception? Undoubtedly
time of peace we should prepare for war ; but let us

not make this preparation at so great an expense
that its exhaustingoperation will incapacitate, instead

of fit us for war.
The demoralizing effects of this system ; its ten-

dency tn impair the principlesof honour and honesty
in socict>', and to give rise to fraud to smuggling
and to all the. low artifices and depravity, which are

inseparable from all arbitrary legislation and thus to

force upon us a sanguinary code of revenue laws, ut

terly incompatible with the free and humane princi

pies of our government, are too obvious, and have
been too fully exposed, to require further comment
from the committe.

If these are disastrous effects of this system,

what will b? thought of those which our free insti-

tutions themselves must experience from this unwar-
rantable interference of the general government with

the rights of private property ?—an interference,

which may render nugatory the whole frame of civil

polity which the states have adopted for the pre-

servation of their institutions, and the promotion of

their happiness, and which may ultimately, break
down, atid destroy the very barriers which secure
their rights and sovereignty. The blessings of a free

government are so great, and the evils of an arbitrary

one so grievous, that we cannot be too careful to pre.

serve the one, when we have it, or to avoid the other,

it would therefore appear, that whenever a new mea-
sure is proposed, the first inquiry of every citizen of

a republic should, be what will' be its effects on
institutions? Yet, as obvious as is the truth of this

observation, it is somewhat remarkable, that in all

|that has been so ingeniously written and spoken opagricultural and commercial classes being taxed t

support them, we must in time, become exporterslthe subject of banking, and funding, and manuFac
of manufactures. When this takes place, will we turing, they have scarcely ever been considered in

not be exposed to all and greater inconveniencestheireffectsonourinstitutionsbutmerely in reference
' financial and pecuniary operations. Our legisthan we now are, from the refusal of foreigner

receive our raw produce ! Which indeed would be

to the
lators and writers have, for the most part, viewed

most apt to suffer from vicissitudes in the affairs of these subjects as political arithmeticians, rather than
fhe country, a nation engaged in producing the firsi

necessaries of life, or one engaged in producing lux

ing system be correct, it must not oi^ly iliminisli the
amount of national wealth, but must distriMute i

ry unequally. This is by far the worst eft'ect of thi
two. It taxes one class for the support of another,
and what is worse, taxes the poor for the sake of tlu
rich. It thus pioduces the inequality, which is iht

bane of republics ; for it is in fact the influence o)

the few, or, in other words, aristocracy. Now though
nojust government will interfere, by sumptuary laws,
to restrain the acquisition of wealth, and thereby pre
vent inequality, so neither will any just government,
by fostering particular interests, at the expense of
others, promote inequality. This is t!ie opposite, and
the worst extreme of sumptuary laws. Nor is the
inequality wLich is produced by the interference ot

the law, by any means as harmless as that which re-
sults from different dispositions, and different capa-
cities in human beings. Whilst the one may act as a
salutary stimulus to'industiy, and its worst conse-
quences are continually neutralized by the alienation

and division of property, the other, by creating dis-
trust in the government, produces despair, and de-
presses industry ; and the dread of ritributive justice,

which always accompanies wealth unjustly acquired,
so far from giving rise to division of property, inevi-
ibly leads to concentration and primogeniture,—to

legal safeguards, corporations, charters, monopolies,
and privileged orders. The fear that the law whicli
has given, may also take away, produces the neces-

of usurping the law-m;iking power- An alliance

between the privileged classes is the inevitable con-
sequence : hence a new accumulation of powers, new
pretexts, and new means of oppressing the people.
The government must be rewarded for its protectioi;

by an increase of power, patronage, salaries, taxes,

and a diminution of responsibility. The various de-

partments of the government will no longer move in

their appointed spheres, but usurp each other's au-
thority. The state sovereignties will be merged in

the general government, and the legislative authori-

ty in the executive. Such is the natural consequence
of creating separate interests by law : such is the
effect of that inequality which is produced b^|^e
interference of the law with individual wealth ; .sucli.

the process by which free governments are metamor-
phosed into aristocracies. It is remarkable, that,
although the fundamental maxim of our government,
is, that the people arc capable of self-government,
our legislatures often practically deny it. They place
too much reliance on the efficacy of technical rules,
and artificial restraints. Legislators consider them-
selves as the rulers, not the agents of the people ;

as their guardians, not their attorneys. The disre-
gard of that fundamental maxim, that there is an
inherent disposition in man to improve his condition,
and sagacity to perceive the means, is believed to be
the source of innumerable errors in legislation, and
particularly of that, which dictates the usurpation
of the right to direct individual wealth.

It is nut to be wondered at, that the advocates
for the supremacy of the general government should
defend a policy which is calculated to aggrandize it,

by creating a new class of dependants ; but it is great-
ly to he wondered at, that the friends of state rights
should ever have defended it ; it can only be because
they have not fully perceived this certain conse-
quence. It is believed that no candid mind can fail

to perceive, that the effect of the manufacturing, and
its kindred systems, will be to transfer a great por-
tion of the wealth of the agriculturists to the other
classes. If wealth is thus transferred, so are the
means of education—of knowledge, and consequent-
ly, of power. This is a subject which demands the
serious attention of every agriculturist in the Union.
The evil is augmented too, by the heavy duty on
books, which bears with peculiar hardship on the
agriculturist, who does not enjoy as the merchant,
the manufacturer, and the mechanic, the advantage
of the public libraries of the cities. The material
with which they cultivate the earth, and that with
which they cultivate the mind, are alike under the
interdiction of this system.
The great influence which the manufactures, scat-

tered as they will be over the whole face of the coun-
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try. must acquire, will leave tlie agriculturists littli

hope that if they once assent to their system it will

ever be revoked. Among the means by which their

influence in the government must be increased, the

facility which they must derive from jmr pop
'-

without artificial aid from the fall in the price ot la

hour and materials; every circumstance opposes this

policy, and recommends a contrary one.

The people of these states, like the three great oc-

cui)ations that employ them, are united by the strong-

modes of election, of dirtcting the suffrages of thejest ties of reciprocal interest. They feel a just pride

persons they employ, is nut the least v/orthy of con- in the inheritence bequeathed to them by thtir an-

;,ideration. This apprehension is not diminished by'cestors, their common freedom and glory ; and thty

the considenition that theirdcpendants, as we art- told,equally appreciate the blessings which they derive

will consist principally of foreigners. As much as wejfrom that union, which is the result of their mutual

respect that class of pei.ple, and as willing as we al-,exertions, and which it is mutually their interest to

ways are to afford them au a^ylum in our free and hap- preserve. But these blessings must be seriously im-

py land, it is not believed that our legislation could paired, without the cultivation of good will, and thi

derive much improvement from the counsels of th-

cotton weavers of Manchester, and the blacksmiths

of Birmingham. They have imbibed their political

notions under a government too dissimilar to ours to

be useful citizens in the capacity of legislators.

The committee have already adverted to the effect

of the system to drive population and capital trom

one state to another, and to aggrandize the general

government at the expense of the states. Now, it

must occur to every impartial mind, that, if there lit-

any force at all in these observations, the right of the

general government to adopt such a system must be

more than questionable. Passing over those constitu-

tional objections, which admit of being urged with

great force ;—that Congress cannot lay taxes but for

the purpose of revenue, and that this system is equal-

ly incompatible with that part of the constitution

which prescribes uniformity of imposts, and with

that which forbids taxes on exportation, they will ap

peal only to that sacred spirit of justice which wt

all equally venerate, and the authority ot which we
.equally acknowledge ; and they ask, in the name of

that justice, whether it is possible to believe that the

Congress of the United Slates, can, without violating

every principle on which our rrpublican system ii

founded, tax one class of the community for the sup

jiortofannther ?—whether they can debar a man the

use of the faculties he has derived from nature?—

compel him to abandon an occupation to which he has

devoted his life ; and which he understands, and tr

pursue another which he does not understand ? Whe-
ther it can take away the fruits of one man's industry,

earned by the sweat of his brow, and bestow them
another who has not earned them ? No legislature,

much less a limited one, has any such right. Those

who become parties to government cannot be suppos-

ed to agree to any other exactions than such as are ne-

cessary to defray its just expenses, and to preserve

public order and morals. Even, therefore, if it could

be made to appear that the effect of the system would

be to augment the whole wealth of the nation, this

object could not justify a legislature in taxing parti

cular classes, without their consent, lor the benefit of

the whole- The object of government is to secure men
in the exercise of their faculties, not to restrain or di-

rect them ; to secure them in the full and free enjoy-

ment and control of their property, and not to dis-

tribute and regulate it by its own arbitrary will. It

never could have entered into the contemplation of

the states, when they agreed to the constitution, that

the general government had a right, by its legislation

to change their mutual relations towards each other

;

to enrich one and impoverish another ; to strengthen

one, and weaken another ; and to impair, and, per-

haps, ultimately destroy the wealth, freedom, and

happiness of them all. Let it not be thought that

this is the language of hyperbole. The Committee

speak of the natural tendency of the system. No
one knows how far, in conjunction with its kindred

systems, it may stop short of these consequences ; no

one knows how far it may go beyond them. Our

only safety is in arresting it now, when almost every

circumstance is unfavourable to its adoption. There

never was a time when there was less apology for it

The adoption of it by the continental nations of Eu-

rope will enable us' to obtain some benefit by ab-

staining from it—will diminish the advantages of our

manufacturing, and increase those of our tilling the

earth ; the unparalleled distresses of the country, of

which agriculture experiences by far the heaviest

portion; the increased facility of manufacturing

iindtvlating exercise ofjustice towards each other

It is by this means only, that the temple otour union

be cemented and consolidated, and that we can
preserve it from the fate, which the dissoluble fa-

brics of other governmmts have shared. The com-
mittee believe that nothing can have a greater ten-

dency to diminish our confidence in the government
of the union, and to impair our affection for it, than

all those measures which distribute its advantages
partially and unequally- They believe that such will

pre-eminently be the effect of the manufacturing sy s-

tem, as proposed by the tariff bill that has been re-

ported, and they fear that this is only the commence-
ment of the system : not that they attribute any
unfriendly designs, or impure motives, to its friends,

but that the same reasoning which has begun the

policy, will dictate its continuance, and thattheun
successful issue of every effort will be an argument
not for abandoning it, biit for making a new attempt

The committee are fully aware of the great impor-

xe of certainty and stability in the regulations of

trade, and of the tendency of constant fluctuations to

impair that confidence which is necessary to the a

tivity and success of commercial operations ; but

is desirable that agriculture should experience,

least some of the benefits ofthose changes which our

present system seems destined to undergo. Believ-

ng, however, as the committee do, that the proper

ibject of a system of duties is revenue, they regard

he revision of the tariff as behig strictly the province

ot the Committee of Ways and Means. With these

impressions, and representing, as thty do, only one of

the great interests of the community, they forbear to

propose any positive measures which might seriously

and extensively affect them all. They have freely

xpressed their own sentiments on the important sub-

jet t referred to them, and they believe those of the

great majority of the agriculturists throughout the

country. In conformity with these sentiments they,

offer the following resolution :

Retolued. That the increase of the duties propos-'

ed in the bill entitled " A bill to regulate the duties

OH imports, and fur other purposes," reported by the

atcd to auvante its prosperity. 'I'o do tins, notU"

ing is of greater importance, than the patient and
pcrate investigation of a subject, believed by
ly, to be even of paramount considerati-jn to the

lal Arts. A few ilesiiltory observations on that

2 of AgriciiHurc in a considerable portion of that

part of Virginia, called the " Northern Neck," may
altogether uninteresting to my fellow citizens

If you think they will cither afibrd amusement, or

lateJ in the smallest degree 1o awaken the

dormant spirit of inquiry and en'.crpvise, you have
iny permission to lay this before t! e puhlic It is a

gular fact, lii^t a puisuit which eni^agt s the atten-

II of t!ie greater jiart of our population, and on
ich as a presumable matter of course we sh- uld

i-e more knowledge and experience than on any

other, should be less understood and really worse,

managed than aiiv trade or occupation known and
ackniiwledged by 'all to be of ir.finilely less impor-

aiice, not only to sectional or iiidivdiual interest,

lut to the cuinnuinlty at lurge. In sliip-building

—

n architecture generally—in mercantile specula-

ions, and indeed on every other trade which engages

he ingenuity or enterprise of man ; we can vie with

iny nation on the face of the globe. But, in Farming

—that dcliglilfiil calling, which at the same time

that it promotes our individual health and comfort,

adds bone and sinews to the common body, we are

most wofiilly behmd hand. Much has been said about

the honour, and ease and comtbrt of a Farmer's life.

This in the abstract may be all very true, but when
taken together with concurring circum.-,tances, 1 am
3orrytos3y.it is far— very far from being generally

the case. With judicious matiagement, the farmer

ght be the most independent, and as an almost

necessary consequence, the most happy of men : For
after all the world's philosophical vapouring, as to

the meaning of this desirable virtue, it must be

dmitted that the most necessary ingredient in the

disputed compound is that ease of circumstances,

which liberates man from the shackles of his fellow-

men. Our climate, our soil—our country, is much
praised ; at least by ourselves, but, a man having a

farm or a horse for sale, must not, as to the merit of

either, always be supposed to speak Gospel. We
hould be acting at variance with the instinctive laws

of nature, if v/e did otherwise than e.^tol our own
property. Most of our lands have originally been

no doubt good ? 15ut they have been, considering

of country and scarseness of population,

unaccountably and unprecedentedly abused. They
been cut down, worn out by the repeated cul-

ion of Corn and Tobacco, without the aid of any

ameliorating crop, and sutfeied to grow up in broom-

or wash into gullies. The soil has been push-

it will no loi'ger afford any profit to the cul-

without a radical change of system; On us

Committee on Manufactures, is incompatible with devolves the hard ta^k of recla'^miiig

the interests of agriculture, and of the community
generally, and ought not to be adopted.

7'o t/ie Editor of the American Farmer.

Sir—In the American Farmer of the irth March.

!20, a writer who signs himself " Silvanus," on the

theory and use of lime and Piaster of Paris, says—
" We find that lime which contains much magnesia

mav be laid on land to six, and even ten times the

quantity of lime usually employer!." Now sir, I

have good authority for stating in contradiction, that

lime made from magnesia limestone is hot, and used

in large quantities, destroys vegetation for several

years.—But lime made from calcaretius limestone be

used in large proportions, without injury to the soil.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Every friend to his country cannot but feci deeply

interested in any science directly or indirectly cal-

almost inter-

minable waste of country, made b"arren by the im-

provid. nee of our ancestors. But we ought, perhaps,

mplain. They bequeathed us Liberty, the

greatest boon of Heaven to men. They shed their

acred bluod in their country's service, not for them-

elves alone, but their posterity, and for ought they

knew, ungrateful millions yet unborn. They were wise

legislutors. but bad farmers : and as it is an undisputed

fuct, that no man can excel in more than one pursuit,

we should take advantage of the bequeathed blessing

to amend the unintended curse. I will now give,

nearly as I can, a description of the general mode
of management on those farms in Virginia, which in

the outset I promised to depict. The first thing that

strikes the attention of the slightest observer, is the

great deficiency of every kind of force—horses, oxen
'

nd labourers—farming utensils of every description,

absolutely necessary for the proper cultivation of

the soil, most Kh.imefully deficient. An ox-cart, the

wheels of which grate at every turn, and a wagon for

hich twenty dollars would be a high price, are

generally the only wheels on a farm of a thousand

iicres in extent. Even the few horses allotted for

the cultimtion of space sufficient for twice their

number, if they were good, are nearly all "skin and

bone." Ploughs—good ploughs are generally more

anted than any utensil in the whole and necessarily
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loiig list of farming- implements. This much would

Suffice to prove that nothing else can accrue to the un-

informed Agriculturist, but a losing business. And
this is not all—this is not the worst. Of system, my
brethren of the plough, generally, are totally devoid,

and in contr.idiction to the learned speculations of God
win, I musl believe, that any system, even though bad

is better than none. IJespotism itself, with all its hor

I'or is preferable to anarchy. I will proceed. The

cleared land is laid off into 3 or 4 fields, or what i:

commonly termed shifts. One is cultivated in corn

one in wheat, and another remains for pasture, with a!

many cattle as would graze double the land allotted

them ! A nook or a knowl is all the space laid off fjr

fallow, and even this is generally of a quality consider-

ed too poor to produce Indian corn at all. The corn

stalks, the greatest source of manure according to colo-

nel Taylor's theory, which the land produces, are suf-

fered to stand till spring, when they are cut down to

waste upon the earth, without affording it the smallest

return for a crop, of all others the most exhausting

The wheat straw, the next in the scale of importance
as a source of manure, is permitted to was' e at the stack

yard, or to be converted by an easy transition into its

" mother earth;" and in fact every means of accu
lating this most important ingredient for the impit

ment of a Farm—this " Primum Mobile" of all good
husbandry, manure, are entirely neglected. Under such

an execrable system of management as this, it will ceasi

to be a matter of astonishment, that our lands should

he even more unproductive then their natural poverty

would seem to warrant. It is true, the farmer under
all these disadvantages, lives and accumulates, and may
be, and often is perfectly independent. But independ
ence is a relative term, and although acknowledged to

be the most weighij ingredient in the scale of worldly

enjoyment, it does not—it cannot alotie constitute any
thing like real felicity. A man that owes nothing, with

one shilling in his pocket more than what is sufficient to

procure the immediate and actual necessaries of life

may be as free as a Lord with millions at his heels. But

is it in his power to gratify as many wishes, or to enjoy

tunatos nimmm, si sua bona, norint Agncolas ! —

1

weep, that like Tantalus, we should never be able to

grasp those blessings which Heaven has set before our
eyes. Surrounded on all sides by " loaves and fishes,"

the worm of hunger for ever gnaws,—up to the chin in

ater, the parched tongue is never moistened. In

iving a fair description of our deficiencies. I aim not

to deride, but only if possible, to cure tham.—At some
future moment of leisure 1 shall endeavour to give, in

lelail, such specific directions for the promotion of the
.Vgricultural interest, as an acknowledged few years of

perience, may entitle to credit. And to conclude
this number, with as much c;uidour as it was com-
menced, I shall not shrink from placing my name at its

bottom, altliough perfectly aware of the " little impo
tance which a printed paper carried with it, even wit

the respectable signature o{ Sir Wm. Draper."

Vint Hili, 12th Feb. 1821. R. B. BUCKNER,

ON THE CULTURE OF

finjuiries concerning' the effect of the Oat crofi,

i^c.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
iViR. Skinner,

I have often heard telU as we say in the country,

dress the plants. The second and last dressing was
performed on tlie 16 and 17th June in a similar man-

excepting that the ridge was split with the
plough, giving to each row its proportion of earth
The plants at this time were about eight inches
high, and not in the bud ; on attentive observation it

was discovered at harvesting, that the potatoes in

many parts of the field had been covered too deep,
thereby lessening the influence of the sun and air;
this, together with too great a shade from the tops
will induce me in future to prefer planting in hills,

at three feet by two and a half in the distance."
In this you will perceive there is no material va-

riation from our practice, except in the use of coo!
manure, instead of the heating kind, which we gene-
rally use, and which it is obvious, I think, will be
found in our dry climate much more suitable. It is

observable too, that my correspondent must have cut
his sett's very large, or he could scarcely have used
even two thirds the quantity of seed he mentions.
I have not found the whole potato better than a cut
one, but 1 think it important, that the cuts should
have several eyes ; shallow planting may do in Mas-
sachusetts, but in ordinary seasons I do not think it

will do with us.

Since I have taken up the pen, permit me to in-

quire of some of your practical correspondents, if

the "

of very great crops of Potatoes being produced in

Maryland; but in the course of some years farming
it has never fallen to my lot to have a large crop of
them, or even a middling one, compared to those
which it is well known are raised in New England,
although I have taken much pains, and followed the
best practical rides I could obtain—nor indeed has
such a crop in my neighbourhood ever fallen under
my actual observati' n. I have no doubt, however,
they sometimes occur with us, but so rarely as to be
merely exceptions to the general crops. I am led
to believe that the cause of this deficiency is chiefly
attributable to the dryness of our climate, and not

'

M equal portion of what the world terms h.appiness ' any material degree to our management of the crop ;

These questions I leave for others to answer. Fruga
lity is the leading trait in the character of American
Yeomanry ; it is by this happy virtue that they live ; it

is by this, that they float buoyantly through the tem-
pestuous sea of worldly depravity, to the calm haven of

aged felicity.—What a contrast between the Farmer
and the Merchant ! The former with a landed estate

of twenty or fifty thousand dollars, denies himself the

pleasures of society—often of necessary clothing for
|

liis comfort—of many of the actual necessaries, and all

the luxuries of the world; he wades through along life

of anxiety and trouble, and finally quits the stage with

this only consolation to sooth his dying pillow, that he
hands down an unimpaired patrimony, as a legacy to

his children. How is it with the Merchant ? Without
one cent of capital he commences the world on " paper
wings"—upon the credit of others j rents a fine house

magnificently furnished—Decorated with the costume
of a Prince, he moves in all the pride and pomp of real

wealth—of real independence. He quaffs with liis as-

sociates, the most costly wines which the country or

commerce affords—he enjoys above all, during an ex-

tended life of pleasure, the agreeable society of his

compeers in trade, of his compatriots in luxury,

his " hour must come"—the tide must ebb !—He
" shuffles off this mortal coil," and leaves to hii

issue his example alone, as a truly precious inhe.

ritance : and they with the instinctive faculty of less

rational creatures, follow in his wake, until either

caught by their own imprudence, or fattened by

the crumbs of heedless profligacy. That there may be

many exceptions on both sides, to this picture is rea-

dily and cheerfully admitted : But under such q'eiiertU

circumstances, the possession of riches is truly a curse,

But says Hoiace, " Nemo, cum sibi sortem, contentvi;

vivat, 8cc."—true ; I am, however, far from complain
ing of the parsimony of nature to my brethren in trade

;

I only lament the strange i'lfatuation ofman* not being
able properly t) appreciate the liberal donations ot Ju

•Heaven, and the unaccountable coincidence of circum
stances which justifies now, as well as many centuries
past, the plaintive notes of the Mantuan Bard, " O for

though probably that might be mended in some
spects. I have generally used unfermented stable
manure, rather plentifully, and most commonly upon
pots of poor land, with an eye to its improvement

;

but this, I am now practically persuaded, is a bad
plan in the potato crop. I have succeeded better
pon good moist land without manure both in quan-

tity and quality ; and I have invariably observed that
the drier the season the more inferior the Potatoes.
Being desirous to improve our practice in regard to
this useful crop, of which, by the by, I have a more
favourable opinion than our farmers in general; I

wrote for information to a gentleman in Massachu-
setts, who has lately been awarded a premium by
the Agricultural Society of that state, for the im-

2 crop of six hundred and fourteen bushels
one acre of land, and have been favoured with

the following account of the management of that no-
ble crop.
" The field is situated on the eastern side of a hea-
y swell ; the soil is a deep yellowish loam, somewhat

stony—two years previous to planting, it had been
used as part of a sheep pasture, in which the sheep
had been folded in autumn during the night. In
October 1819, the ground was broke up, and in the
following spring was cross-ploughed, harrowed,
and struck into furrows about three feet apart-
then was added in the trenches thirty-seven loads
(of 33 bushels each) to the acre, of unfermented
manure, made from neat cattle and sheep, on
which the seed was placed twelve inches part ; the
plough then followed, throwing the loam to the ma
nure, the hand hoe following to complete the plant
ing The quantity of seed used was forty bushel;
(cut so as to give about four eyes to a piece,) which
I think one third too much. The planting was
completed the 27th May, and on the 6th and 7th

the weeding was performed by passing the
plough on each side the row as near as possible, with
nut disturbing the manure, throwing the earth in a

ey find any truth in the notion which I have heard
some farmers suggest, that there is something pecu-
liarly detrimental in oat crops to the immediately
subsequent growth of wheat or rye upon the same
land, over and above the exhausting nature of the
crop. I confess I have thought otfancied the same
thing in the course of my little experience ; and if it,

be really founded in fact, it is certainly of sufficient

importance to the fanning interest to excite a prac-
tical inquiry by which it might be demonstrated. I
have heard it stated that, one of our most eminent
farmers, has, from such a belief, almost entirely
ceased to grow oats.

And now sir, permit me to ask if your renders are
jnot soon to be favoured with the promised " Obser-
ations on the Agriculture of Virginia," of which

you have given the preliminary paper in No. 42, in
this year of the Farmer, for one, I have been looking
out for them with some eagerness and curiosity, being
generally at least as well pleased with Mr. Editor's
own contributions to the Farmer, as with those of
his correspondents, and the tour alluded to by him,
must have furnished to his attentive and zealous ob-
servation, much that would gratify and interest his
readers generally, and none more than

A LEARNER.
Jlnne ,3rundel County, Jlfarch 1.

Cultivation, mode of/irescrving and use of

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
SiK,

My crops of Ruta Baga liavc quite equalled
my expectation in their products and efiect, in

forcini^ calves and feeding neat cattle. I am so

well convinced of the importance of Swedish tur-

nips in our modes of husbandry, that I am re-

solved to cultivate every year, eight or ten acres

of them, not only as they enable me to obtain

more milk, but in aid of Indian corn, to lay on
more fat, and flesh than I had ever seen put in

the same time, upon fattening Bullocks.

My experiments have been made upon soils

varying from stiff clay to sandy loam, which had
been subjected to different crops, and various

modes of cultivation. New land is always to be
preferred ; next, old sward reduced by caustick,

lime and winter fallowing. Various matters
for this as for most other crops, when skilful-

ly applied, have proved good manure. My
practice has led me to select a light loam,

ridge in the centre, following with the hand hoe to upon gravelly sub soil. Ashes, whether of
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wood or tuif, well mixed with ditch mud and
yard manure, I have found much better than
dung alone, or any other substance within my
reach. The only caution I should give, relates

to the necessity of affording a larger portion ol

".veil rotted animal matter than most crops re

quire ; for notwithstanding the soundness of the

theory which good farmers follow in using dung
in its freshest state for all white crops, I am
satisfied for Swedish turnips, the animal matter
should have been reduced by fermentation

I cause the manure to be placed at proper
distances on the head lands, the soil to be
ploughed by Wood's or Barnard's plougli to its

utmost dcfith, and left in such state of roughness
as exposes it most to the action of the frost

throughout the winter; in April to be ploughed
across, not quite so deeply as before, to be bar
rowed twice, and ploughed again to its utmost
depth—early in June to be rolled and harrowed
and once more ploughed and harrowed, until

line tilth is given. Ridges are formed by throw
ing a furrow from either side, leaving a space of
thirty-nine inches between the rows, as for pota-
toes; the cart by means of one man, who pitch-
es from the body, a boy who drags from the tail,

and another who spreads as the horses move, de-
posits the manures in three rows at once ; the
furrows are then re-turned by a one horse plough
irmnediatety, to prevent exhalation by the sun.
A seed harrow having passed, the drill is next
applied. The best drill I have used, is made
by Mr. Ijarnard, of Philadelphia. It is not un-
like the implement which Mr. Sinclair adver-
tises, with a claim for patent.

The cylinder, hopper, frame, cutter, tube and
•roller, are the saine. It varies only in having
cranks to communicate motion to the cylinder.

and six pieces ofjack chain attached to the tube
ito drag, and thus cover the seeds by fine parti

cles of soil, before the roller comes in contact
with them. I attribute my success in no slight

degree to the operation of Barnard's drill, for

which he claims no patent, and asks but patron

age to reward his skill in adapting parts of vari

ous English drills to our purposes.

The wheel rolls the path, on which the cutter

follows, and breaks anew the soil, the chain co
•vers the seeds at various depths, which causes
them to vegetate, at as different times, and pro
duce plants, after the fly has made bare the

ridges by destroying all that had first appeared.
The early growth of weeds must be removed
with the utmost care by a small sharp triangular

Jioe, of four inches at its base. An expert lad,

after a little practice, strikes out the unthrifty

plants, leaving spaces of eight or ten inches be-

tween the rest, and with the corner of the hoe,

cuts off the weeds nearest to them.

In eight or ten days after, a one horse plough
passes within six inches of the plants, and throws
a small furrow from both sides of the ridges

The hoe is again applied to remove weeds or
" earth up" the turnips when their under leaves

are about four inches long, the earth isre-tuvned
;

once more thrown oft", and again put back by
the plough, at proper intervals determined,
in a potato crop, by the growth of the plants,

the weather, or judgment of the cultivator. In
November the roots are made bare by the

plough, carted to an enclosure near the barn

yard " topped" and thrown into a large cellar^ In the preparation of the land, I shall this
where they are distributed among shavings or year substitute Beatson's Cultivator for the
dry earth, to prevent fermentation. To facili

tate the operation of topping, a stave is driven
into the ground, upon the end of which the tur

nips rest, whilst the necks and tops are cut, and
made to fall on one side, the tails and dirt to drop
upon the other. Some of my last crop are now
in the field exactly as you saw them grow ; part
are in cellar, tlie rest are in an ofien out house,
tormed of rough boards, protected but by straw
and sliavings. The necks and tops of those in

the field are quite rotten, but the roots are sound
Those in the cellar are fit for the table ; the
others are frozen as hard as stones, but when
chopped are eaten by my neat cattle with as

much avidity and fff'cct as if they had not been
exposed to cold. I think I have not lost five

bushels of my whole crop of near three thousand,
with the necks included. The importance of
fine tilth has been so well established that I shall

but remark, to support my practice, that, of all

the esculent roots of which I know any thing
I have seen none whose fibres are so many, so
slender, or so long, as those of ruta baga. My
mode varies essentially from that of Mr. Cob-
bett ; I use equal parts of soaked and dry seeds,

my ridges are not made so high, nor are the
plants placed so far asunder. I do not transplant,

but drill my crop early in June, in order that it

shall have gained vigour to support drought be-
fore the heats of July and August. My trans-

planted turnips always failed, whether I had fol-

lowed closely his direction as to the time and
mode of moving them, or had used transplanting
trowels to prevent the earth's being moved from
contact with them.

In our country it is absurd to follow English
systems, where they are opposed to the climate
or circumstances, which control us. High
ridges with deefi trenches at their sides, may be
well enough to guard against super-abundant
moisture, the enemy of British farmers ; but

lere the cultivator most dreads drought, it is

unwise to make artificial drains, to carry off the
occasional showers, for which, in the hottest

months, he prays most ardently. I have br.en

vexed at having half my crop washed bare by a

gle storm, arising after a time of excessive
dryness, when the high ridges had just been

d according to Cobbett's plan, to revive

them. However great the expense at first view
may appear, I am satisfied that the whole cost of

cultivation, does not exceed at the present price

of labour, eleven dollars per acre. Four plough,

ings, six harrowings, two rollings with
oxen, S-t 15

Drilling with Barnard's harrow,
by means of this implement a man
can drill ten acres, with ease, in one
day, as he but passes it before him
on the top of the ridge, whilst he
walks at his usual gait.

Carting and destributing twenty-five

loads of compost in the furrows.

Returning the furrows to cover the

manure, and four horse hoeings af-

terwards.

Two hand hoeings by a boy, four days,

at 271 cents,

20

1 50

gU 00

plough and harrow, and thus diminish expense
and gain time. It is to be recollected, that the
soil was reversed last autumn by a furrow of
twelve inches, or I should not think of using a
cultivator, which cannot, without the aid of a
plough, give me the benefit of earth, which pro-
bably has never been exhausted.

TULL.
Philadelfihia County, February 1

Uth, 1821. S

COMMUNICATED FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

BY G. W. JEFFREYS, ESQ,

Virginia, Port Royal, January >

Sth, 1819, 5
Dear Sir,

The delay in answering yours of September
last, has been owing to a succession of ill health,

and unavoidable demands upon my time. My
easons for preferring narrow to wide ridges in

horizontal ploughing, are, first. If the declivity

teep, wide ridges would produce a great and
inconvenient fall from bed to bed.—Secondly.
This fall would be so great as to require plough-
ing on the upper side of the bed below the soil,

to the great impoverishment of the land for two
or three feet wide. Thirdly. The water is more
divided, arrested, and absorbed, by narrow, than
by wide ridges, and the greater the declivity,

the more necessary are the means for arresting

its force. And, fourthly, I consider narrow ridg-

es as more effectual than wide, for ameliorating
and improving the land whilst at rest.

Bad health, interrupted my draining experi-
ment for several years past. In this, a finishing

effort is contemplated. You shall have a diagram
and its solution next winter, if I recollect, or you
will remind me of the promise. Nearly a hun-
dred acres of re-drained ground are intended
his year to be cultivated in corn.

Having tried both, tobacco and bread stuff,

the cultivation of the latter has been infinitely

most profitable to me, even without estimating its

vast superiority in supplying the means for rais-

ing manure, and saving the labour necessary for

its application. You have seen my general idea
for managing a bread stuff farm. Of particular

modifications arising from climate, soil and situa-

tion, it would be presumptuous in me to judge ;

but yet from the prices you state, and the topo-

graphy of your estate enclosed in your letter, I

cannot entertain a doubt that the abandonment
of tobacco will be greatly to your interest. If

wheat is precarious in your low grounds, or the
expense of transportation loo great, oats and
grass seeds may follow corn ; the former to unite

with the pumpkins in raising pork, and the lat-

ter to bestow some profit in raising cattle and

77| horses, or mules. This year's experience (I

should have said the last year's) has convinced
me that hogs are the most profitable stock. I be-
gan to feed 150 with pumpkins, the latter end of
August, as soon as ripe ones could be got.—
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They were enclosed on one acre, which had

eight cart loads of wheat straw scattered equally

over it. They had no other food until the first

of December. From b .ing very poor they had

become fat. The pen was removed at first in

ten days, and the period was gradually shorten-

ed to seven, as they fattened, and the ground

well ridged by good ploughing, as soon as the

our state, but not to the islands, where the sea-

sons are more favourable to the cotton plant, and

I am not perfectly acquainted with the mode of

cultivation to tise upon them.
Cotton planters as far as I have observed,

make their beds, at first, the same distance,

they intend to cultivate the field in future ;

and, do not alter their distance from one to the

pen was removed. The land in pumkins was other, but merely change then- place to the old

ten acres, and the hogs, whilst eating them, ma
nured twelve, with the assistance of the wheat

straw. Besides, ten beaves and twenty sheep

eat a portion of the pumpkins,
Your hilly land of the &r'i\ you described, is

capable of preservation and high improve

inent, by filling it with vegetable fibres. This is

a resource against washing, so far superior even

to horizontal ploughing, that I oi.l> consider

the latter as its auxiliary. The nnjiifw

the grass adapted to this service. It may be

sown with wheat or oats, provided the seed is

covered shallow, .and by not tending the land

oftener than every fourth year, will well per

form its office. Wishing you all the agncultu
lal success your solicitude so well deserves.

I remain with great respect.

Sir,

Your most obedient serv't

JOHN TAYLOR.

the Svutliem Patriot.

CVLrUHE OF COTTON- LY J\-E}r LAND.
Mil. Editor,

It is the usual remark among cotton planters

that new ground, the first seasons, seldom pro

duces a good crop, when the growth of the

weed, the number of pods, and every other ap

pearance of the plant would justify the expec
tation of a great crop. Having for many years

noticed the correctness of the above observa

lion, I shall offer a few reflections upon the

culture of cotton in such lands, and endeavour

to suggest a plan which promises to produce the

lirst season a crop more answerable to the ap-

pearance of the cotton than is generally obtained.

This disposition in new land to produce a vi

gorous growth, has often been observed by prac

lical farmers to take place, even upon land:

not of the first quality ; and, therefore, the few

observations 1 shall submit to their considera

lion will apply in a certain extent to new lands

generally ; though such inodifications as the

quality of the land may require, will readily of-

fer themselves upon the occasion

From the shortness of our seasons luxuriant

I oUon, in new land, generally brings to perfec

lion only a small proportion of its fruit ; the

cause of this I presume to be a deficiency of

air, light, and heat of the sun, from the U7idue

groiuth of the lilant. There appears to exist in

new land a capacity of producing more supe

the pods. In preparing the beds in new lands

the use of the filough enables the planter to

have his work much more effectually, and with

more facility performed, and upon this prepara

tion ihc auccc33 of the crop greatly depends.

Presuming that every planter admits, that

the cotton plant in our climate thrives best in a

warm soil, with the most exposure to a dry and

warm air ; and is most injured by all those

causes which preduce moisture, shade and a

damp atmosphere; I, with some reluctance

add my opinion, that the best method to ensure

the greatest and most durable effects by the

heat of the sun, and the exhalation from the

surface of the earth during the growth of the

cotton plant, will be, to have the beds made
from east to west, so as to receive the most

benefit from the sun in the alleys, and in less

ening the efl'ects of rains in the summer, by pro

moting the evaporation from tlieni. I believe it

will be granted by all cotton planters, that

fluous growth, than when the same land has from the middle of July, if the crop be in good
been made more productive by manure ; and I state, the less rain we then have for the

liave often obtained more from 4th and 5th mainder of the season the better for the cotton

year's lands, than from very fine colton-lahd the crop, since much injury is sustained from too

first season of cultivation, though the cotton was much moisture in the beds and alleys, and a

much inferior in its appearance. 1 premise^ want warm of air during the latter part of the

'hat my remarks allude to the lower parts oflseason.

alley. They are, generally, made from four to

five feet apart for the long staple, and from
three to four feet for the short cotton. I pro

pose to have the beds for the long staple at

least six feet apart, and to leave at the last

thinning, single plants from three to five feet

upon them. For the short staple to have th

beds five feet asunder, and to leave single

plants from two or three feet upon them. This

method to be pursued from one to three years

according to the strength and quality of the

land, and then to make such changes as the na-

ture of the case requires.

This mode of planting will afibrd so much
sun and air as to ensure in common seasons

not only a fine appearance of the cotton plant;

but a maturity of the pods before frost. The
middle of August give the cotton a last working
by slightly hoeing the alleys, and hoeing down
the beds wr//, so as to check the nourishment of

the plants ; also, top the cotton, not by fiinc/iing

off" the mere top of the plant, but by cutting off

the top of the stalk, in the long staple, from one

to two feet from the top ; and in the short staple,

from six inches to one foot.

As the fields should be in a clcari slate whei

this hoeing takes place, each hand will top and

hoe half an acre with ease and carelessness in

the day. In such situations, where the plan

ter can avail himself of Jioiuing the cotton

field : in the fall, about two weeks before the

usual time of frost, flow the fields as practised

with success in Georgia, to check the vegeia

tion of the plants and hastening the opening of object whicli, in their view, well deserves the

Not intending to make any further reteience

to the mode of cultivating cotton, diff'erent

(vom the usual one in the lower districts, I will

only add tliat I consider large beds, made as

ly in the winter as possible, likely to produce
a dry and warm soil in new lands, and as great-

ly diminishing the labour of all crops under the
bed system, upon lands generally, but more es-

pecially on old and grassy fields.

Fully aware of the disposition in too many
agriculturists to ridicule all theorists, I shall

not attempt to advance an argument to shovir

the correctness of my opinion relative to the
direction of the cotton beds, and the mode of
culture here recommended ; but I only hope
if the practical planter rejects the theory, he
will give the plan a fair trial.

To such of my readers, as take pleasure in

endeavouring to account for the many operations
of nature, and studying the various systems pro-
posed by agricultural writers to obtain the best

products from our fields, and who J'tcl disposed

to reject my opinions altogether, I will com-
mend that old sentiment, which though often

adverted to, appears not less applicable to my
purpose.

57 quid 7iovisti rectius istis,

Condidus imjierti, si, nan his utere 7necu?n,

A COTTON PLANTER,

l-UOM THE NATIONAL RECORDER.

Report of the Curators of the Philadelfihia So-

ciety for firomuting Agriculture on the Culti'

vation of Flax.

The curators taking into consideration the

present distressed state of agriculture, from the

extreme depression of the prices of all the pro-

ducts of the soil, and believing that there is no
immediate prospect of a favourite change-
leave to draw the attention of the society to an

most serious consideration and strenuous exer-
tions for its accomplishment. The experience
of past years has fully established the fact, that

so long as the nations of L'urope remain in a
state of peace, and adiiere to the system of pro*
tecting the respective products of their soil

from the competition of all extraneous supplies,

they will continue independent of this country
for all articles of subsistence ; and the extent

and fertility of our own soil are such, that a com-
paratively small portion to what is now in cuU
tivation, will furnish abundant means for domes-
tic consumption. The natural consequence must
be, that if the soil cannot be appropriated to

the cultivation of some other commodity than
that of subsistence, a considerable portion i

in unprofitable culture, must be abandoned and
suffered to grow up in waste. The aversion of
this impending calamity to the agricultural pros-

perity of our state, can only !)e effected by the

developement of some other resource of the B(

soil ; and every proposed improvement which
has for its object the creation of a new source of

wealth, claims at least a fair and full experi-

ment.

While the products of agriculture have expe-
rienced a diminution of value so destructive

the welfare and prosperity of the middle an
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norlhcin states, the sources from which the

southern states derive their immense weaUl

main partially unobstructed.

The cotton of the south, notwithstanding its

wonderful augmentation, still finds its way to

profitable market ; its consumption grows with

accelerated growth ; invention has been racked

and the art and ingenuity of man have been suc-

cessfully employed to apply its use, to the ex

elusion of almost every other article of manu-

facture.

The invention of the cotton gin, for separat-

ing the seed from the cotton, and the applica-

tion of improved machinery to the manufacture

of the raw material, have given to this article,

all its present value and importance ; they arc

the great agents by which all the wonders of the

cotton cultivation in the United States liave been

effected.

The capacity of our soil for tlie growth of

flax cannot be questioned. The tedious and

destructive process, and expensive labour, by

which it has been liitlierto produced in the raw

material, have rendered its general cultivation

wholly impracticable; and the want of machine

Ty to manufacture it with the same facility as

cotton, has deprived it of that share in the

consumption of our country, which, with the

removal of these difficulties, flax "may justly

claim. If, by modem improvements, the diffi-

culties which have hitlierto prevented the gene-

ral cultivation of tlax are removed, and if by the

application of machinery, the raw material can

be manufactured with greater facility than cot

ton, a new and profitable direction is offered to

the drooping industry of our country in the growth

of flax, and the establishment of a useful manu-

facture.

The society, on receiving information thai flax

machines had been invented in England, for pre

paring f^ax without having recourse to the former

expensive and destructive operation of dew or

"Mater retting., and by which the labour was great-

ly diminished, took immediate steps to procure

Ihem. Fimds were transmitted to England,

and letters directed to several gentlemen in

London, requesting their assistance to forward

the views of the society. Owing to some difR-

culties found in tlie laws of Great Britain against

the exportation of new inventions, the society

have not succeeded in obtaining them ; but the

president of the society with his accustomed

zeal, is persevering in efforts which it is confi-

dently expected will be successful.

The flax machine now exhibited to the socie

ty, was constructed by artists of this city, on the

plan of Hill and Bundy's flax machine, and

confined to the operation of breaking the flax in

its dry state, and is calculated with the labour of

two boys, to break forty pounds per day. The
same artists propose to construct a rubber for

preparing the flax for the hackles, provided the

society will afford them suitable encouragement.

Other forms have been invented and tried in

England for the accomplishment of the same

object with various success; and if the ingenious

efforts of our own countrymen, so fruitful in
'

vention, were attracted to this object, there is

every reason to believe that still greater

provements would be effected.

The flax machines propose to effect for the

culture of flax, what the cotton gm has accom
plished for the cultivation of cotton. And will

the accomplishment of this object, a statement

of the relative expenses of the cotton and flax

culture will furnish data, on which inay be fail

ly estimated the value and importance of th

cultivation of flax to our state. The product of

clean cotton may be stated at an average of 250
pounds to the acre ; that of flax varies from 200
to 600 pounds, and may be rated at an average
of 300 pounds to the acre. We have taken ou
estimate of the average quantity per acre of our
flax culture, from the produce of an acre ac

cording to the old mode of retting and dress

ing; but it will be seen in the English publi

cations, that the new mode of dressing by ma
chines, increases the quantity so as to double it

and tlie strength of the fibre is perfect ; so that,

instead of getting a sixth part of the whole plant

retted, one-third is the general produce of the

operation by the machines, which prepare the

flax without the delay and risk of dew or watei

retting. The expense and labour of pulling th<

flax are much less than picking the cotton

which requires the constant application of a

force for a period of four months. Flax does

not require a more expensive tillage than wheal
to ensure a good crop, and when pulled green,

and while the seed is soft in the capsule, is less

exhausting to the soil, and may be advantage

ously substituted for any other crop, in any

proposed system of rotation. Flax when broke
the dry state, yields a considerable quantity

of offal or chaff, which, together with the seed ii

its imperfect state, form a most nutritious ar

tide of food for cattle. Flax has been hitherto

cultivated in this country principally with

view to the profit of the seed, and hence the

fibre has been coarse and harsh, but when pul

led green, its quality is greatly improved.

—

When the same attention shall be bestowed on

the culture of flax, that has been devoted to the

cultivation of grain, ap.d the same care adopted

n the selection of the best seed, a still further

mprovement in the quality, and increase in the

quantity of the product, may be confidently cal-

culated on.

In addition to all the advantages which the in-

vention of flax machines afford to the cultivation

of flax, the curators have ascertained, that there

is at present in operation, in the vicinity of

Frankford, machinery for spinning flax vvith

greater facility than can be accomplished by ma
chinery spinning cotton. Agreeably to the state

ment of the proprietor of this machinery, made
to the curators at their request, and submitted

to the society—" the expense of attending one

frame of 24 spindles, and preparing the flax (ex

cept hackling) is thirty-three cents per day, and

the average quantity of yarn is about 24 pound
per day, or one pound of yarn to the spindle per

day, equal to the production of one spindle for

cotton per week."

The extension of the flax culture by increas

ing the supply, will aflbrd encouragement to the

manufacture of it, and the manufacture will re-

ciprocate equal encouragement to its cultiva-

tion, by enlarging the demand. The great con-

sumption of our country of articles of which flax

is the material, has been made exclusively sub-

servient to the productive labour and wealth of

foreign countries ; and deriving all the benefits

of that consumption, they have studiously en-
couraged the growth of flax, and protected the
manufacture of it by large bounties. How im-
portant is it then, tha we should avail ourselves

of improvements calculated to render us inde-

pendent of all foreign supply of this important
article in the consimiption of our country, and
to give to our own industry all the advantages
to be derived from the cultivation and manufac-
ture of flax. If these advantages have not been
overrated, it is a subject of great national im
portance ; and if the legislature of our state weu-
properly impressed vi\i\\ its bearing on the gen-
eral interests of agriculture, they might be indu-
ced to afford encouragement adequate to the ac-

complishment of the object.

The curators offer these suggestions to the so-

ciety with a view to draw their attention to the

importance of the flax cultivation to the inter

ests of agriculture, and induce them to adopt all

tlie means within their power to give the flax

machines a full and fair experiment, and to af-

ford to them the benefits of any improvements
of which they may be susceptible. Our country
is indebted to native invention for the cotton
gin, which has given so much value to the culti

vation of cotton ; and if the inventive faculties

of our countrymen could be directed to the im-
provement of the flax machines, by offering

suitable encouragement, there is every reason

to calculate on final success. The wonderful
improvements of modern times in all labour
saving machinery, and the eminent instances ol

successfuU invention, would justify the opinion,

that discovery on any given subject, may be
confidently sought. And on this account, the

ofler of a premium, or even simply a topic for in-

vestigation, is often of national benefit. The
fimds of the society can never be appropriated
to a more useful purpose, than offering premi-
ums for useful inventions adapted to prescribed
ends. And what end can be proposed of great-

er magnitude to the interests of agriculture,

than that which, if accomplished, is calculated

to furnish a new resource from the soil, tt-

give value to industry, and afford assurance to

the farmer, that he shall no longer be compel-
led to toil in vain, and waste his vigour ant!

strength in unprofitable labour. The curators

pectfuUy recommend to the society to offer a

premium to the person who shall make and ex-

hibit to the society, on or before the first day ol

January next, the most perfect machines f&i

preparing flax in the raw material, without hav

ing recourse to the former process of dew or

water retting, and by which the labour and ex-

pense of preparing it will be essentially dimin
ished.

Published by order of the society.

STEPHEN DUNCAN,
JAMES M. BROOM,
ISAAC C. JONES,
REUBEN HAINES,
JOSEPH R. PAXON,

Curators.

At a stated meeting of the " Philadelfihia So'

ciety for promoting Agriculture" held on the

20th of February, 1821.

It was resolved, that a Premium of Two
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Hundred Dollars be offered lo the person

who shall exhibit to the society, the most per-

fect machines for dressing; and preparing flax,

without Dew or Water Retting, on or before

the first of January next.

The society reserves t!ie right of distributing

the premium in whole, or in part, according as

it shall deem the machines to have merit ; and

also to give any proportion thereof to the per-

son who shall exhibit any one of the machines

competent to perform the operation required.

The machines to be approved of by the so

ciety, before awarding the premium, which may
be entirely withheld, if the society shall deem
such machines not to have sufficient merit.

RICHARD WISTAR, Jun.

Assistant Secretary

Fkankford, 2d Mo. 16th, 1821.

Respected Friend—I have received thy note

of 14th instant, on behalf of the Philadelphia

Society for promoting Agriculture. I applaud

their endeavours to promote the cultivation of

flax, and hope the manufacturing of it may also

claim their attention. I shall willingly com.

municate what information I can on the sub-

ject. I have only had one spinning frame (or

thrassel) in operation, which has produced a

profit equal to my expectations ; the quality of

the yarn may bo ascertained by examining the

enclosed sample : finer yarns may be spun of

flax of finer quality, suitable for sewing thread

&c. The expense of attending one frame of 24

spindles, and preparing the flax (except liatchel

ling,) is .To cents per day ; the average quanti

ty of yarn is about 24 pounds, or one pound per

spindle per day, equal to the production of one

spindle for cotton per week. The machinery

wsim s'^iBMiiiaa

BALTIMORE, ERIDAYj MARCH 9, 1821.

fCj" Our subscribers are remained that ac-

cording to the in-variable terms of this /ui/:er

their subscription is to be paid on or before thi

first day of next month—for volume third. \Vi

entreat them to recollect that every thing de-

pends on their punctuality, and that the merits

of the American Farmer whatever they 7nay

be, have arisen from the promptness with which

calls of this kind have been met by its patrons

It is earnestly desired, that on the perusal of

this notice, each subscriber will put the

in a letter addressed to the Editor, who agrees

to take all risk of mail.

We have now concluded the very able Report of

the first Congressional Committee, that has ever been

appointed to guard or to promote the Agricultural

interests of this vast Republic. For the appoint-

ment of this Committee, we are indebted to the Me-

morial of the United Agricultural Societies of V
gmia. It is not a little surprising that the para

mount interest of this country, has never before

presented even a partial declaration of its wishes,

or pressed upon the constituted Authorities, the dis-

tinct consideration of its rights. But the result of

this effort must be highly gratifying to all, whilst it

is auspicicus of the happiest consequences, if they

shall be htreatter sought with equal judgment,

and with undiminished zeal. It was a matter ot

regret that we could not put the whole Keport

in one number, but its great length compelled us to

divide it.

ilj" We have it now in our power to supply a few

copies of the first volume of the American Farmer,

which we are enabled to do, in consequence of hav-

SICJ

—

.Millet, S"-^ I"^'"
biisliel—Luitnx, } .> cts.

—

r ScENTEn Veiisal gl 50—Cow giass 75 cts—
I'nEFOiL, 51J cts. per lb

—

Kdt.i Baga, 75 els

—

Mas-
SLE WcHTZEL, §1 75 cts. per lb.

—

Cabbage seed, 25
to 374 cts.—CArLirLOWEH, 75 to lOU cts. per oz.

—

pring Taiies, §8 per bu —Peas, 25 to 75 cts. per
quart

—

Oxion seed, 20 to 75 cts.

—

Leek, 31 to 37 cts.

—

short orange Oautiot, V2i cts.

—

Paiisnip, 12J cts.

—

Lettuce, 25 to 75 cts.

—

Radiiisb, 12i to 31 cts.—
, 12i cents—BnocoLE, 31 to 100 c\s.

—

Cccdmdeh,
37 to 75 cts. per oz.

—

Turnip seed 50 to 125 cts,

per lb.

Virginia Tobacco has been scarce the present

eck, 6 lulds. new ci-op inferior quality, at §6—J)

hhd«i. do. new crop good quality, at gS.

is constructed on the most improved English

.

^.j^^^^^j ^ t^^ of the' numbers. The price of

plan, and I am doubtful of the practicability of
jj^^ ^01^^^^ bound, is five dollars, and will be for-

making any material improvement in the con

struction. I am, respectfully, thy friend,

JOSIAH CHAPMAN.
Stephen Duncan, Esq.

P. S. This kind of flax machinery was first

erected in the United States in the year 1808,

by George Brown, and has been in operation

since that time, in manufacturing twine, shoe

yarn, sewing thread, sail duck, bedtick, sheet-

ing, webbing ; and from the tow, bagging ditto

for bailing, cotton carpel warp and filling, wrap-

ping yarn and candlewick, E<c.

The number of spindles in the state of New
Vork is 162: in New Jersey about 600 ; a part

of which were erected by a Frenchman, and are

differently constructed : all those in New Jer

sey are manufacturing sail duck for the United

States navy on my plan. In Pennsylvania there

are only 96 spindles, the whole of which will be

in operation in the course of the next month.
J. C.

warded according to order.

The Connecticut, Carey, or Dagen

g-?= Virginia Thorn Seed.—Some preparedi

seed of this valuable thorn, can now be had at George-

town Dictrict of Columbia, either ot Doctor John

Little, or of Mr. Joshua Pierce, at two dollars per

quart, and of the latter, quicks also may be had at

six dollars per thousand—he likewise has the prepar-

ed seed of the Pyracanthia Thorn at five dollars per

quart, and the quicks at six dollars per thousand, as

well as a very general \ ariety of fruit and ornamen-

tal trees, at twenty cents to one dollar each.

*»* Potato Oats, for Seed.—A small

parcel of this superior kind of oats have been

received, for sale at 62| cents per bushel, by

Messrs. Hopkins & Moore, Pratt Street wharf.

This grain produces more meal than any other

kind of oats. The straw too, makes a better

fodder than the common kinds, as it has more
leaves, which are best preserved when cut

early maturity.

Present Prices of Countrt/ Produce in tliia Market.

Flouh, from the wagons,'§3 50 to 3 62^—Wbisket,
from do. 25 cts. per gal.—Conx, 27 cts—Wbeat, 70 to

73 cts—Ute,40 to 42 cts.

—

Barley, 45 to 50 cts

—

Oats,

20 to 25 cts—New Orleans Sugar, $S 75 to 10—Mus-

covado, do. S7 50 to 9 25—American White Lead,

gl2 50 Ground, do. 5513 a 14—Linseed Oil, 75 cts.

-Feathers, 40 to 45 cU—Hat, per ton §17—Straw,
do. g8—Potatoes, SO cts. per bu.—Live Stock, 5 to

S6—Bekf, prime pes. 8 to 10 cts.—Corn Beef, 7 ct-

—Muttov, 8 to 10 cts.—Hams, 10 to 12 cts—Mid-

dlings, 8 to 10 cts—Butter, 20 to 25 cts.

—

Cheese, 8

to 10 cts. per lb.—Tar ^l 75—Turpentine, soft, §2
Pitch, S2i—Rosik, common 1^—bright do. go

per b.irrel.—Varnish, 25 cts.—Spirits tcrpentint;

33 cts. per gal.—CorroN, good Upland, 15 to 16 cts

per lb.—Rice, §3 to §34—ship and flooring Plank,

S27 to 28—SmsGLBs, best §8-common 83 to 44 p
M.—Oak, wood, §5-Hickort, 86 per cord—Clover

seed S"—Orchard, grass do. g4—English do. or Cocks-

foot, 88—HfKDs, do. S3—TiMOTHT, §5 Sastoik

This Plough is well known in the eastern anfl

southern counties of this State, and likewise in the

south and eastern districts of Virginia. Those per-

sons who have used it speak highly of its utility,,

particularly in working mellow or sandy soils, and

stoney or stumpy land. It is so formed as to take

an unusually wide furrow, and to crumble the turn-

ing soil. Being without a coulter, it is not liable to

choak. Robert Sinclair, has, at the request of some

of his customers, determined to keep a constant sup-

ply, ready made at his Manufactory of Implements;

and he now has fifty of them of different sizes, for

sale at from 5A to 10 dollars each. The workmanship

is perfect, and the materials are of the best quality,

The largest size ill bear the draft of four horses.

They have no cast iron about them, and are of course

liable to break.

BALTIMORE,

published evert FRIDAY,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER, EDITOR.
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ed field. For the sake of experiment I plough-
ed, in tlie montli of June, about 6 acres of this

field, in August the whole field was ploughed,
and seeded alike the fiist of October. The 6
acres produced by computation, 8 bushels per
acre more than the remainder which received
but one ploughing ;—the wheat during the
whole progress of its growth, was more vigor-
ous and luxuriant—the land light and moist, of
a rich black complexion—while the other was
arid, hard and white. Tlie soil of this field was
a mixture of clay and slate. In an adjoining
field of rich loam, the same experiment was not
attended with a similar effect.) The largest
crop of corn I have made, was 40 bushels per
acre from a field of 90 acres— this happened
eight or ten years ago. Whether it be solely
owing to the droughts that have so severely pre-
vailed for several years past, or be the result of
other and combined causes, I know not ; but cer-
tain it is that the corn crop of this region has
declined, while that of every species of small
grain has increased in equal ratio. Our crops
of clover have likewise become exceedingly pre-
carious, and often wholly fail. I have succeed-
ed with clover better than my neighbours. I
bOw in February on a snow—they in March on
the bare ground.

The largest crop of wheat I have ever known
per acre, was made by my neighbour and friend,

Warner Washington, Esq.—550 bushels from
10 acres.

4th. " What is your number of regular work-
ing hands, and how many bushels of grain of all

kinds do you generally calculate on making for

each working hand ? the year being seasonable."
I employ 10 regular working hands,—(I never

hire for any purpose)—and generally calculate
on making 8000 bushels of grain, to wit 4500
heat, 500 rye, and 3000 Indian corn, or 800

bushels to the hand.

5th. " Please state your opinion as the best
manner of cultivating Indian corn, and the im-
plements you most approve for that purpose."
The most approved mode in this county, is the

following :—The field is first broken up in the
pring (perhaps the fall would be better) deep

;

vith a large three horse bar-share plough : then
harrowed with a heavy harrow, having 20 large
on teeth ; then laid off 4 feet each way, and

planted 2 stalks in a hill—when the corn is

about 6 inches high, it is harrowed with the
same large harrow, after which it receives two
ploughings with the shovel plough, and imme-
diately preceding harvest, it is an advantage to
pass over the field with cultivaiors, for the pur-
pose of levelling the surface.

6th. " To what extent have you practised the
business of grazing ?—On this point it is desired
hat you state your practice, as to where or
when you procure your cattle, if not raised on
your own farm—if bought, at what age do you
usually buy ?—How long do you keep them ;

AGKICULTUKE.
"Vvvgiwia Hwslsandvy.

Observation made thereon by the Editor of the

jlmcrican Farmer on an excursion in that

Stare during the last summer.

The prefertjnce which we are bound to give, to

other and better materials, over our own ex

perience and speculations, has prevented us

from inserting for some weeks past, the few

facts we l-.ad promised, connected with the ag

liculture of Virginia. These facts were collect

ed in our personal intercourse with some of the

most intelligent and hospitable farmers on both

sides of the Blue ridge, and may be regardedJas.

in some sort, an outline representation of the

prevailing agricultural practices in these coun
lies respectively.

\pproaching very near to Harper's ferry, my
attention was arrested by a singular congregi

lion, within a very narrow space of ground, of

almost all of the common kinds of trees, with

in ten feet of each other stand trees which are

generally considered the peculiar growth of

very opposite soils. The one usually taken as

an invariable index of great fertility ; its neigl

hour, as the congenial offspring of very barren

land. It would seem as if, in the violent rup-

ture of the mountain, by the united forces of

the Shenandoah and Potomac, every varie-

ty of soil and seed had been brought there and

blended together. It was on occasion of men-

tioning to Mr. Jefferson, some weeks afier, this

unusual and very proximate association of our

forest trees, that he observed that one of the

most learned botanists of the presents day, re-

marked to him that in his rambles over the

Monticello estate, he had discovered a greater

variety of individuals of the vegetable family

than are to be found in all England.

On crossing Harper's ferry, we pass at once into

perhaps the most fertile county (Jefferson) in

the whole state of Virginia. It was however,

seen by me under the greatest disadvantages,

having been lately shorn of its harvests, and

having then for many weeks suffered under the

most intense and long continued drought within

the memory of the oldest citizens. Still the stub-

ble exhibited vestiges of luxuriant crops. Fine

lecust trees shaded and beautified every field,

and the growth of oak, liickory, and walnut
abundant and vigorous, everywhere proclaim-

ed the richness of the pasture which sustained

them.

In Charlestown and its vicinity we loitered for

some days to enjoy the kindness which opens,

to all reputable strangers, the gates of the

Virginia Farmer; and here my attention was
directed by the neighbours to the " Wheat
land" estate, as a model farm distinguished

by its systematic arrangements, the fixed and
judicious rotation of its crops and the fine ac-

commodations ol tlie homestead : where,

word I should see the skill of a masterhand

manifest in all the operations of the field, and

hospitality gracefully presiding over, and em
bellishing the household departments. Thf
highest anticipations thus excited were pleas-

antly realised, and the following which is pre

sented without further preliminary, may be ta

ken as a faithful transcript of an agricultura

dialogue with Mr. T. : the Proprietor ; it will

serve to shew in some measure, the range of

our inquiries and the objects to which they

were directed.

qUERlES.
" 1st. The number of acres in your farm, on

which you live ; and of these, how many arable

how many meadow, and how many wood ?"

My farm contains 940 acres—600 arable—

K

in Timothy meadow—about 20 in grass lots, gar
dens, Homestead, Sec.

" 2nd. Into how many separate fields is your
land divided ? Have you ascertained the con
tents of each by actual survey ?* Please state

the actual or supposed nunnber of acres in each
field."

I have 6 fields of 90 acres each, which
through a regular rotation of wheat, corn and
clover, according to the enclosed table, an extr;

field containing 70 acres, one half of which pro
duces corn, the other rye every year. (My ob-

ject in this experiment is to ascertain whether
land under this severe operation can be sustained

without any other manure than Plaster of Paris,

the system was commenced six years ago, when
the land was in a state of considerable impover
ishment at the time I purchased it, and I think it

has rather improved, I am certain there has been
no declension.) Some of my fields have been
actually surveyed," others have not, (havinc

added to my farm by various purchases,) but I ia
tend having them all surveyed this fall.

3rd. Of what do your crops consist?—and
what is the rotation observed in the culture of
them, and the average produce per acre of the
different kinds of produce cultivated ? Please
state also the largest crop you have made per
acre of each throughout a field, and the largest

you have known to be so made in your county
The table already referred to, illustrates the

first and second of the foregoing interrogatories.

My average produce of wheat, I conceive to be
about 23 bushels per acre, of corn not more than
25. The largest crop of wheat I have
made, was last year, (1819)—From a field of 60
acres. I made 30 bushels per acre, from aiioth

er of 100 acres, 1 made 24 bushels per acre, and
from another of 40 acres, (Lolla) not more than
7 per acre. (A circumst aice worthy of be:

noticed occurred in relation to this last mention"

This ought to be done by every farmer as soon
his division fences are permanently fixed.

—

Editor.
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and especially how are they fed and managed

from the time, if purchased, to the time of sale ?

Do you drive them to market, or sell them on

your farm ? What is about the increase percent.

in weight, while in your possession, and the gen-

eral advance per cent, of the selling price, when
fatted, over the prime cost ?"t

I have for some years grazed from 90 to 100

steers. They are bought from western Drovei

passing through the neighbourhood in the months

of September and October. There are usually

three and four years old—they are kept aboui

12 months—they are sustained through the

ter on com stocks and wheat straw, and fatted

the succeeding summer on fields of clover—they

have no grain whatever—the manner of feeding

them in winter, is in racks of rough structure,

made of common fence rails in the fields. They
have no other shelter than such as the woods a

ford. It is found very injurious to faalen then

They require little salt in winter, but must be

I'egularly watered. In summer they are mod
erately sailed twice a week. They are sold or

the farm. I think the increase per cent, in weight

is about 331-3, and the advance per cent, of the

sales over the prime cost, has never been 1

than 100, until the last two years, when there

has been not only a great difficulty in effecting

sales, but a considerable reduction in the profits,

The prime cost has generally been from 15

g20—it is now somewhat lower.

7th. " Do you use the mule ? and if so, what

demands, compels them to trespass and depre-

date on enclosed fields and subjects them to

augmented calumny ; adding virulence to the

popular and uiifoundtd prejudices originally

conceived against them. I have never found

(hem mure prone to mischief than horses—bu
mine are the Maltese breed whic!) are muchsu

ior to the Spanish.
:f

They aie larger, stron

ger, more docile and more spirited. The whole
number of mules in this county does not proba

ly amount to a dozen I [Mark the ineradi

cable influences of prejudice ! ! !

—

Editorr^

8th. >' Are oxen used by you, or in yourneigh
bourliood ?—if so, for what purposes ? and might
they not in your judgment be more extensively

subsiiLuted for horses with advantage to the ag-

iculturist \"

There is, it is believed, no instance of the ox

lieing used in this county for the above purpo
I have always kept one yoke myself, and

have found them extremely useful and valuable

for general purposes, and have no doubt that they

might be made in a considerable degree to 8U

persede the horse, " with advantage to the ag
riculturist."

9tb. " It is desired to know your own and the

general system of slave management in your

county. That is as to hours of labour, food

clothing, fuel and habitations. Have you adopt

ed any expedients to economise the use of fuel ?

if so, please state them."
There is in fact little or no " system of man

the wide, deep chimneys which generally pre
vail. Their breakfasts generally consists o!

ead, and milk or salted herring ; their dinnerr

of bacon and vegetables, and they have meat for

ir suppers, all who have families being allow
ed the privilege of raising their own hogs, and
11 witliout distinciioii, poultry, without limita-

tion. There is. I am persuaded, no peasantry

upon the face of the earth who possess as many
comforts, as few cares, and as ample means ol

happiness as our slaves.§

Oih. " The number of head of live stock
kept through the winter, designating each kind,

and the number of horse or ox cart loads of barn
yard manuie. hauled out annually ?"

About 1 20 horned cattle ; 30 horses, mules
mares and colts ; 70 hogs exclusive of those thai

are killed, and pigs, and the same number o'

sheep.

The largest quantity of manure I have eve.

hauled out, was last spring. About 1000 wagoi
loads with a 4 horse team, including surplus
straw unconverted into manure, and unrottcd
when spread upon the ground, and ploughed in.

1 1th. "Have you perceived that Plaster o!

Paris has less efl'ect than formerly on your lands '

—Please state wherein (if any where) its fertili-

zing powers have been perceived to decline, and
whether you are of opinion that by any change^
in the nature or application of other manures oi

the crops cultivated, the land may be restored

to its former susceptibility of being benefited b;

the use of plaster ?"

I have not perceived that Plaster of Paris li;i'

less effect than formerly on my lands. If it

were so, I should not doubt their restoration to

number, in the cultivation of your land, or for agcment in regard to our slaves—they are

the transportation of produce ? Please state your'subordinatc and unmanageable. The licentious

opinion of its working powers—its fidelity to thcdoctrines that are propagated, and the induce-

draught—how long it will live with careful mcnts held out to them to abscond from our

treatment, in good working condition ? its li-jservice by the inhabitants of a neighbouringjtheir former susceptibility of being benefited by

ability to diseases—and its value in comparisonlstatc, have established a baneful influence onjits use.

with farm horses of the best quality ?—and final-itheir manners, rendered them discontented andj 12th. "Your county abounds in limc-stonc

ly how many mules are there, probably in your'uselcss, and greatly impaired the tenure, byiHave any kilns been erected for burning it

county in proportion to the number of P^arms ?"lwhich we hold them. My negroes go forth at'Is lime-stone applied as a manure to any consid

I have but 6 mules, and they are used in-about sun-rise in the morning. Those who erable extent—how many bushels to the acre—

discriminately in the cultivation of my farm, andjplough seldom commence until the sun is an and with what effect r"

in the transportation of my produce with the best'hour high—they breakfast about 8 or 9 o'clock ;
I never knew one bushel of lime applied as ;.

farm-houses, my experience authorises me to say dine about 1, when they (the ploughmen) rest, manure in this county, and I am confident it ne-

that in every fiarticular specified in the above with their horses an hour or two, and all cease tover will be resorted to for that purpose while

interrogatory, they are rfec;c/erf/!/ /iri/fraWe anrfilabour at sun set; when they repair to their Plaster of Paris can be procured at nearly the

superior to the horse. As to the inquiry howlquarters, sup, and give themselves up to domes- same price per bushel.

long they will live, &c. I have not myself livedjtick indulgence, social pleasures, and, the more 1 3th. " Have attempts been made to cultivate

long enough to ascertain that fact, having neverlindustrious to various employments, for their any grasses except clover and Timothy ?—if so,

lost one from old age. I once knew a mule on'own benefit, by which many derive considerable what others, and with what success '"

my father's estate, which bore evident marks oflemolument. Their clothing is excellent, con

longevity, and indeed seemed somewhat super- sisting chiefly of home made cloth. Their hab

annuated—his head was grey, and his powers Stations are very comfortable, and they scarcelj

impaired. By tradition he was ufiivarde of fifty^know any restraint in the consumption of fuel,

years old, when he was sold for §20 and had been'although it is often purchased at the rate of from

abused all his life. How much longer he lived,

I was never informed. The senseless and cruel

prejudices entertained almost universally in re

lation to these inestimable animals, these " mos
useful and most abused friends of man ;" have

denied them the opportunity of displaying their

intrinsically valuable qualities to advantage ; and

the ungrateful parsimony which withholds from
them oftentimes, the frugal supply which nature

j- 1 was the more particular in my inquiries on this

subject, because it was entirely new, and very interest-

ing to me, as respected the details, and I felt persuad

ed that many of my subscribers would be gratified to

learn from a source so experienced and intelligent, how
(he grazing system is conducted on the rich lands of
Virginia, distant from tide water market.

—

Editor.

50 to gSO per acre, (the wood leased) from land

but moderately timbered. For the sake of econ-

omy I have adopted the use of the Dutch stove.

My negro houses being constructed of hewn

Clover supersedes all other grasses here.

Even Timothy is little thought of, there being

and they scarcely scarcely more made than suffices for our road

teams, clover hay being ill adapted to transpor-

tation.

' Has much attention been paid by you^
or by the land holders generally in your county,

to the rearing of apple or peach orchards. How
many thriving cultivated apple trees to every

logs are very warm and comfortable, each ofi500 acres of cultivated land in the county. Sec

which is furnished with one of these stoves, not-

withstanding the consumption of fuel is very

great and expensive, particularly in the item of

hauling, which is constant and laborious through

out the season of winter, but there is nevertheles:

a considerable saving in this mode compared with

t A previous acquaintance with this fact, and the con

firmation of it by authority so conclusive, induced the

Editor to take great pains to get the best Maltese .Tack,

for his breeding stock establishment at Bovally farm, on

the Frederick road. Mitor.

Very little attention is given to orchards, or

fruit of any kind. All the varieties of apples

thrive well here, particularly the Pippin. Their

flavour no where can be more exquisite. Peach-

§ To the truth of this we yield our heart's assent.

The treatment and management of slaves so justly re-

presented above, is much the same through the twelve

counties we visited—every source of solid comfort is

supplied, and all occasion of care and responsibility is

abstracted—excepting only the enjoyment of certain

political privileges. Editor.
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cs, likewise, come to great pertfction when they

escape the frost ; they are, however, short lived. ||
proper that something should be said concern-year I was advised to immerse my seed wheat

In how many years have your slaves

doubled by natural increase?"

In the space of 16 years the number has in

creased from 30, to between 50 and 60—in the

commencement, there was an unusually small

portion of iemales, and they never have borne

just proportion to the other classes.

16. " What measure of fallow do you require

to be turned with each plough per day, plougli

ing with three horses, as is your custom, and

what is your average depth for ploughing fallow

for wheat ?"

This depends very much upon the state of the

ground—when in tolerable order one and threeigrazing, <;nd be in

(|uailer acres to the plough—the average depth'that nmv pursued.

7 iiufies—breadth 16 to 18 inc.-.es. |
21. ' Have any facts come under your obser

Whilst on the subject of wheat, it would seemi the same disi rimination has not existed. Last

U)g its culture, and I will therefore add, that I;in a strong brine, I did so, and the smut greatly
never commence ploughing for wheat until thejincreased. Most farmers roil their seed inlimcj
month of August.—The fields are broken up,;a large majority believe it to be a sovereign pre-
as specified in answer to query, No.
are then harrowed the same way that they were
ploughed, sowed about the first week in Octo-
ber, at the rate of about 7 pecks of seed to the

acre, and then twice harrowed. I have found the

iiarrow decidedly preferable to any other instru

nient for putting in wheat. I am very confident

that were my fields twice ploughed, instead of

once, the produce would be increased to 30
ushcls |jer acre—but this system would exclude

result, less profitable than

17. '• Quantity of plaster u-.ed per acre, and

the i->.vsent price. What the difference in pro

duct of land plastered, and not plastered ?"

From '.urec pecks, to a bushel per acre—the
firesent price, six dollars per ton, in Alexandria

—the price of hauling about eight dollars. The
diflFerence in product of wheat under favourable

circumstances of soil, seasons, itc. from 5 to 10

bushels per acre. It is used in a variety of ways
according to the caprice or convenience of indi

viduals. My method is to apply it as a top

dressing, sometimes, in both fall and spring, on

wheat always, or both wheat and clover, in the

latter part of March and the first of April.

18. " The number and descriptions of labour

.'aving machines I"

I have a wheat threshing machine on the nio

del of that imported by Mr. Dawson the British

consul.—It is badly executed, and threshes not

more than about 1 5 bushels an hour—the laboui

is great for four horses. There is one lately

erected in this neighbourhood, with a four, or

six horse power, which threshes 30 bushels an

hour, and cleans tlie wheat at the same time, the

cost of which was no more than that of mine

(S400.)
19. " The number and description of wheel

carriages used on your farm ?"

Four wagons, an ox, and a horse cart.

20. " What kind of wheat do you prefer sow-

ing, and for what reasons ?"

There are three kinds of wheat generally cul

livated in this county, viz—the purple straw, the

Baltimore red chaff, bearded, and the lolla

—

each has its peculiar disadvantage—the first be-

ing most liable to the smut, the second to the

Hessian fly, and the last being less productive in

the proportion of 25 to 30 per cent. I give the

preference to the first named because I have

always found it more productive than any other

species of wheat I have cultivated. All kinds

have a tendency to degenerate in a succession

of crops on the same farm. I am in the habit

of purchasing my seed every two or three years

—two years ago I furnished several of my neigl

hours with seed wheat— they escaped the smut,

while it greatly increased in my crop. I have

this fall procured my seed from one of the gen-

tlemen whom I supplied two years ago.

II
This arises probably, from the want of regular

cuhivation. We are sorry to add that we did not see

in all our ride, a single thriving', cultivated orchard !

The disregard of economy and comfort in this respect,

is disreputable to the state. Editor.

a: ion, or to vour knowledge, which go to shew
iv.a any of our grain crops would be increased in

a considerable de^^ree by much earlier sowing

I received the following remarkable facts from
my friend, G. W. Humphreys, Esq. a very at

tentjve and intelligent farmer of this county. In

the summer of 1819, he harvested a crop of

heat from a field of 25 acres. On the 6th day

of .August he ploughed about an acre of this

first having burned the stubble, harrowed it, and

sowed it in turnips, after which he prepared the

balance of the field for wheat, in the ordinary

way, and sowed it the first week in October,

The volunteer wheat coming up very thick on

the single acre, entirely destroyed the turnips

—

escaped all the fatal evils to which our wheat ii

incident, and eventually yielded about 30 bush

els to the acre, or at that rate whilst the balance

of the field, vigorously assailed by both smut and

fly, sunk under the combined attack of those

formidable and irresistible ravagers, and did not

yield more than one or two pecks to the acrt

32. " Have not many of the springs in your

neighbourhood permanently failed, to all appear-

ance, under the influence of the extraordinary

brought of the last two summers, and are you
not of opinion that lime stone land, in its nature,

requires more rain, and is sooner exhausted of

moisture than other lands ?"

Many copious springs in our county have par^

tially failed, and others have entirely disappeared

within a few years past, and I am of opinion that

lime stone land, in its nature, requires more, (oi

frequent') rains, and is sooner exhausted of

moisture than other lands.

23. " Do you know of any effectual means of

preventing the smut in wheat ? Please to state

your knowledge, or impression on this interest-

ing point ?"

This indeed would be a " secret worth know-
ing," but it is one, I fear, which remains to be

explored and discovered—I have not experien

ced much of this evil myself, and cannot now
detail a hundredth part of the facts and obser-

vations I have heard from others, but I have

seen and heard enough to convince me that it

itself more awful than all the other calamities

united, that have befallen the agricultural inter

ests of this country. It is a remarkable fact that

I never discovered a head of smutted wheat, on

my farm until I introduced the purple straw

about six years since, which has never

failed to be diseased, while all other kinds esca-

ped ; upon other farms in the neighbourhood,

ventive of smut, others deny its efficacy. I am
now making this experiment myself, with what,

effect time must develope ; others recommend
the sowing of old seed, a year old, and insist that

that will prevent the smut ; for my own part, as a
general system, I have more faith in the frequent
change of seed than any thing else, and would
advise its general adoption, united with early

seeding, for I have remarked that the last sow-
ed grain is always most damaged by smut.

FIELDS.12 3 4 5 6

1 Con:
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formed, and the success that luoutdfirobably attend

its exertions.

I remain,
Sir,

Your faithful

and obedient servant,

JOHN SINCLAIR,
130 George street, Edinburgli,~l

December, 1821. 5

ON PROCURING A BREED OF HORSES AND
CATTLE FOR AMERICA.
Letter from Sir John Sinclair.

Sir,
I have been endeavouring to get your wishes car-

ried into ellect, respecting the improvement of youi

breeds of cattle and horses in America.
In regard to cattle I wrote to my friend, Mr. Cur-

wen, member for Cumberland, who had purchased

some of Cliarles CoUing's best blood, and purest

stock ; knowing well that I could rely upon his giy

ing animals that might be depended on. His resi

dence also at Workington, at no great distance from

Liverpool ; any stock he furnished, stood a better

chance of being conveyed in safety on ship board.-

(n his letter, dated November 12th, he stated, "

" shall be happy to meet your wishes regarding a

"bull. I have one now under engagement for sixty

" guineas, for two vears, as well a bred animal as any
" in the kingdora,'descended from Charles CoUing's

"best blood, remarkably handsome and a good con-

" stitution, three years old- In every point likely to

" do credit to the short horned stock and your re-

" commendation. The price of him one hundred
" guineas. Inferior animals are not worth having at

" any rate, much less sending across the Atlantic. I

" shall to-morrow be able to speak decisively. I had
" several bull calves a few months ago, but they
" were all sold ; besides, the chance of their turning

" out well is great, and after the expense of sending
" one, the mortification and disappointment would be
" great

!"

In a posterior letter, however, he says, "the gen
" tleman who had hired the bull declines rehnquish
" ing him ; I am not therefore able to supply such a

"bull as 1 would choose to have sent to America."

In regard to horses, I applied to a particular friend

of mine, who is remarkably intelligent in those mat-

ters. Sir Alexander Don, Bart, member for Rox
burghshire. I subjoin a copy of his answer, as it

shows his readiness to promote the plan ; and from

the great knowledge he has accjniied of breeding,

the advantages that would be derived from his

sistance.

On the whole, I think it would be the best plai

have a Sodettj formed in America, for the improve-

ment of live stock. From five hundred to one thou,

sand pounds, might be sufficient to set the plan ot,

foot; but it would require a larger sum to make it a

real national object, so as to accomplish the improve-

ment of your stock on a great scale. Two or three

specimens will not be sufficient for that purpose

—

Several males, and females of the improved breeds,

must be sent over, and kefit distinct, and unadulterat

ed.* You may then carry on crossing with advantage

Co/iy of a letterfrom Sir Alexander Don. Bart

iM. P. to the Right Honourable Sir John Sin-

clair, Sort, dated jYeivton Don, by Kelso, jYov

20th, 1820.

" burgh, in Pennsylvania. If yousend amechanicktoihavmg always the pure stock to resort

" either of those gentlemen, they will take pleasure ing up any detects. You may depend or

" in giving every information. The first projectortion on the part ot myself and friends, to

•' of this parlicular mode, lives near General Waddil, stock that may be relied on. i

" the General himself is well acquainted with the If you think it would materially lend to promote

" plan, and might advise a modification to suit your the advantage of America, you are hereby authori-

' particular site." sed to insert this letter, and Sir Alexander Don's in

—;i; the American Farmer, as it will explain to your

A STOCK. FARM. readers, the nature of the society proposed to be

Our readers will find below, copies of letters that

will explain our intentions in having recently pro-

cured a farm in this neighbourhood. We have

thought that our objects would be better understood

from a perusal of these, than from any statement

which we alone might give. To the liberality of

our neighbours, from whom we shall obtain several

imported animals, and to the patriotic co-operation

and patronage of two of our most opulent citizens,

R. Oliver, Esq. and Major Isaac Mc Kim, the public

will owe the advantages that may result to Ameri-

can Agi-iculture from this first attempt to improve

the domestic animals of our country upon a settled

and permanent plan.

• The public may be assured that my
ment shall be conducted with a strict adherance
this principal. £ditor.

My Dear Sir John,

I have perused your extract from the letter of

your American correspondent. There certainly

plenty of horses to be had of tlie blood of

Flying Childers, or Highflyer ; indeed, there

Tiust be few thorough bred horses who have not

) portion of that, of either one or the other

n their veins. I should say, that any large

thorough bred horse, of good shape and sound

action, would be likely to make a good cross,

with the mares he alludes to.—Great perfor-

mances on the turf need certainly be no in-

ducement to purchase for his object.—But I

must observe that although a strong thorougli

bred horse will get a handsome and useful pro-

luce, out of a mare of coarse texture, com
monly called a country mare, which will an

swer for the draught in some shape, (certainly

as a mail-coach horse, or Barouche Leader

worst ;) yet it does not appear that the animal

so begotten, can be by any means depended on

to continue hi* progeny, so as to give you a suc-

cession of the same stock.—In countries where

thorough-bred Stallions are established, a great

number of these horses are produced, from the

proprietor, in general, permitting, (his own
tenant's mares at least,) to be covered gratis,

but the deterioration of produce resulting from

the second cross, having been so perfectly eli

cited by experience, few think it worth their

while, to look for any farther return for the ex

pense of rearing them, than their price, or use

as a gelding, if a male : if a female the impreg
nation of a horse of racing blood will suit her

when properly chosen ;—I beg to be under-

stood, that it is my decided opinion, that the

to half bred horse, will get the same kind of pro

duce, from the thorough-bred mare, as the

thorough-bred horse, would out of the half bred

mare ; it is in leaving the racing blood, that the

disasters in breeding occur, so that nothing but

ill judged economy, ever prevails on the mas-
ter of a strong useful mare, to have her covered

by the " Chapman's Horse."

I should certainly recommend to any foreign-

er, wishing to introduce a good draught breed

establish-
'"'° *'^'* country, to purchase a good Stallion,

and a sufficient number of Mares, of a distinct

kind, which have provetl themselves good from

for mak- generation to generation, for that particulai

eiy exer-piii-pose, and which have not been crossed, since
to procure you

(i^g breed has been supposed to have arrived,

as near perfection as it is at present, and has

continued for many years— I should think the

most likely to meet his expectation would be,

the Cleveland breed, the Norman, or the Flan-

ders draught horse. Among those of the last

mentioned race, he must be cautious to cull

such as do not partake of the proverbial clumsi-

ness alleged against it ; which I am convinced

might he done, so as to silence even London
fastidiousness in harness, and the breeders

might be expected, to continue their excellence,

as far as we can expect it to be transferred

to posterity, by those observations, which our
limited experience enables us to make.—Our
greatest hope in a cross is, that the amalgama-
tion of the desirable points on each side, will

ke a fine animal, but it is an even chance,

that the reprehensible ones are the most con-

picuous.—If you have already a good breed,

nade to your hand, why resort to chance, except

in the laudable spirit of speculation ?—I know
that you, like all others of real information

will much more readily excuse my giving my
opinion freely, than others would, who have

neitlier profited by your experience or applica-

tion, and I fully confide in your mercy on one.

hose observations on breeding, have been con

fined within so narrow a pale as mine.

On all occasions, it will give me very much
satisfaction to have the honour of hearing from

you, and beg you will believe me to be very

Sincerely, yours,

Signed, ALEXANDER DON.

Letter from the editor, in rejily to the Rig/.

Honourable, Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

Baltimore, 6th March, 1821.

Sir— I have to acknowledge the receipt of

your much esteemed favoiu- of the 8th of De-
cember last, enclosing the copy of a letter ad-

dressed to you by Sir .\lcxaiider Don, Bart.

.\I. P.

I shall be indebted to the politeness of Mr.
John Pattieson for the delivery of this letter,

and two small packages containing a variety of

seeds, and some Virginia Thorn quicks and
seed, of which he obligingly offered to take

charge. I send to you in one of the packages,

all of the Cherokee rose seed that I have on
hand, but more shall follow soon, and be ac-

companied with cuttings. In addition to the

Virginia thorn seed and quicks that you will

recieve from Mr. Pattieson, I have had a box

put up by Mr. Caleb Kirk, containing Virginia

and New Castle thorn seed and quicks ; this

box is now on its way to New York, to be ship-

ped thence by the first vessel to Greenock.

The box is addressed to Sir John Sinclair, Edin-

burgh, and contains a letter of directions from

Mr. Kirk, and a mature branch of both kinds of

thorn, with their full armour on them. Of the

final shipment of this box you will be duly in-

formed.

I feel greatly obliged by your friendly efforts

to promote my views in the selection of some
choice live stock, and I am very grateful toyoui

liberal friends for their kind disposition to con-

tribute to the success of the design, by their ad-

vice and services.
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It U were practicable, it would no doulx be

best to hav. r - iety formed, as you su^i^est

to improve tne breeds of our domestic animals

ufton a national scale ; but at this moment I
'

lieve it would be impossible to organise one

The publick attention has not been long enough

fixed, nor is it yet sufficiently informed upon

the subject of breeding fine animals, to justify

the attempt upon a plan so large and concen-

trated. But with the co-operation of some

neighbours, I have determined to make a small,

local beginning, in the hope of exciting other

persons in the different states to rival the exam-

ple, and thus pave the way to the adoption of

your proposal, unless by these incipient mea-

sures we secure its objects, and thereby render

it unnecessary.

I have for this purpose just procured two

hundred acres of good land, situated about

four miles from this city, on the great western

turnpike road, and otherwise well calculated

for a stock farm, having upon it a good tavern,

and excellent farm buildings.

The semi-annual fairs and meetings of the

Agricultural Society of Maryland may be held

there in future. At these meetings, I expect

to see very many of the best Farmers of the

neighbouring States of Virginia, Delaware and

Pennsylvania ; which will furnish good oppor

tunities to diffuse the pure blood of the import

ed stock, by selling sexual pairs of their pro

geny to suitable persons. On the Farm itself,

llie imported stock shall be preserved in its ori

ginal Jiurity and excellence, by the best keep,

and the retention of the finest offspring ; and at

the same time the Farmers in the vicinity of

the establishment, may enjoy the advantage of

crossing their common animals, and soon possess

a much improved stock.

The publicity of this importation, a general

knowledge of the association by which it is

made, and the eclat that it may obtain at the

semi-annual exhibitions of the Agricultural

Society of Maryland, may immediately lead

persons in the different states to imitate tlie en— -And if similar establishments could

And for this purpose I shall have to uiiport

from England, a horse and mare of No. 1, a

•nare only of No. 2, a cow of No. 7, a pair of

No. 8, and rams and ewes of No. 10 and I i
;

which I hope to accomplish for about S5000.
Upon this su!?ject I will write to you definitively

by the next packet—but in the mean time I

wish you to inform yourself when, and how they

can be most advantageously procured for me ?

The Andalusian horse I shall have to import di-

rectly from Spain, for which object the king's

icense is at hand. I have just procured a first

ate Maltese Jack, and a Jennet will be obtained

rom the Mediterranean. The rest of the abovf

lamed animals have been recently imported in

to ihis country, by persons of whom I can obtain

them, or they are so near to my establishment

as to be accessible in every case, in which I shall

first procure but the female.

lieca^ oi ¥Yuii Ti'ees.
TO THE KDirOB OF THE AMEBICAN FAHMLH.

hrael's Creek, Frederick County, Md.
15th Juhj, 1820. _

Mr. Skinner—Itis with extreme regretl have for

some length of time, witnessed the gradual decay of

the fruit trees—more particularly apples and pairs of

Lhis section of the country. The first appearance

of decay that I observed,' was about the middle ol

.May, immediately after a severe hail storm, and for

some time T supposed it owing to the pelting they re-

ceived from the hail ; but the gradual and contmued

decay up to the present time, has induced me to look

for some other cause. The injury commences at the

extreme end of the shoot, or branch ; descends gradu-

ally down the limb to its origin in the body or stock

the growth of last year, more particularly of gratts

and bads of tender and luxuriant growth, appears

most obnoxious to the disease. I have lost more than

one hundred grafts and buds since May, many of them

loaded with fruit—and the destruction still pro-

gresses. From all the examinations which I have

made, I have not yet been able to discover the true

cause. I have repeatedly inquired of old and expe

rienced farmers : Some attribute it to hail, some to

the late and severe spring frosts, andsome toan insect

—but all appear to be in doubt and uncertainty. Now,

sir, if any of your correspondents will inform us of

the true cause, and, if possible, give us a prevent

e, they will confer a verv considerable favour

be^ created 'and sufficienUy "mukipUed, pcrhapsoii many' sufferers, and greatly oblige one of yoi

?heh- effect would equal our wishes, and render subscribers. Yours very respectfully,^
^^ ^

any larger importations unnecessary.

I wish to keep at my stock farm, Jiairs of

each of the following breed of animals-

OF HORSES.
No. 1.—The Thorough Bred Racer

No. 2.—The Cleveland Bay
No. 3.—The Andalusian.

OF ASSES,
No. 4.—The Maltese.

OF BLACK CATTLE.
No. 5.—The Alderney

No. 6.—The Devon
No. 7.—The Holderness

No. 8.—The Teeswater.

OF SHEEP.
No. 9.—The Merino
No. 10.—The South Down
No. 11.—The Leicester.

OF SWINE.
No. 12.—The Byfield

No. 13.—The Bedford

No. 14.—The Angus
No. 13 The Dishley,

succeed in this climate. The first vines were

planted in a nursery, in 1813, from the slips,

and in 1814 we planted them out in the manner

that we wanted them to grow. The first part

of the vineyard consisted of about two and a

half acres ; it bore a small crop of grapes in

1816, and in 1817 we made five barrels of wine,

which was of the Claret and Madeira quality. The
vineyard now consists of about five acres ; they

have never failed bearing since they first began.

This fall I made nine barrels of wine, although

the last two and a half acres had just began to

bear ; and (from the novelty of the institution}

I am well persuaded that one half of the grapes

were ate each year.

1 rather think the vines will not come to ma-

turity under ten years. The vines should be

pruned when clear of sap. I have generally

pruned in January and February. The slips

should be planted in March, when the vines

first begin to put forth. The slips should be

either buried or kept in a warm cellar, alter

they are taken from the vine, until planted.

I am well convinced, from my experience in

the business, that a vineyard, in an eligible situ-

ation, well cultivated, will yield from three to

hundred gallons to the acre ; and one hand

can with ease cultivate five acres, except gather-

g ; and I have no doubt but the wine would

be equally as good as that which is imported at

the same age. I have sold my wine, when only

two years old, for two and a half, and three dol

•s per gallon.

Should the people of Kentucky and Tennes-

see turn their attention to this business, they

,vill not only be enabled to stop the importa-

tion of wines, but will be enabled to furnish the

eastern and northern states \yiih this ar--'-

cheaper than they can import it.

Very respectfully yours,

JAMES G. HICKS.

From the Kentucky Gazette.

SUCCEED IN THE WESTERN STATES
Glasgow Vineyard, November 22, 1820

Gentlemen—
I have received your letter by Mr. Beau

champ, requesting me to give you ' "

cle

BY THE REVEREND MR. TICKELL.
From the Maine Intelligencer,

The economy of the Dutch, in the manage-

ment of their milch cows, being recommended

in one of the agricultural reports, as an object

worthy of inquiry, I take the liberty to send

you such information on the subject, as many

cursory notes, made some years since on the

spot, furnished me with, on the inspection of

three great cow houses, at Utretch, Harlem,

and Amsterdam, which were constructed on

sketch"of an oblong square, and of a moderate height, with

the vineyard at this place, planted by a Swiss

gentleman and myself.

The situation of the ground on which the

vines are planted is elevated. The vines are

planted on the south-east of the hill, and rather

in a rolling position, well calculated to drain the

water off in heavy rains, which I conceive very

essential to the culture of vines. The grapes

that we cultivate are of different species :
we

have planted of the Madeira, Claret, Cape, Bur-

gundy and Champaign. The Claret and Cape

thrive well and ripen remarkably regular. The

vines of the Madeira thrive finely, though they

do not ripen so well as the others. I have de-

clined cultivating them, as I think they will not

a slight floor over head, for a certain occasional

quantity of hay, cut out of a Dutch barn adjoin-

ing the cow-house. The building within was

airy and luminous; its length determined by

the number of cows, which might amount from

forty, to sixty or more, and from three to four

feet allowed to each cow—its breadth from

thirty to forty feet, which may thus be distribu-

ted : Twelve feet in the centre, between two

rows of cows, including a sloping gutter on

either side, in front of, and in a line with the

heads of the cows : five feet on either side for

their standing, and immediately behind their

tails a gutter two feet wide, and nearly as

many deep, and also a four feet walk on either
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side behind each gutter. The centre walk is

paved with clinkers, and kept very clean, and

sanded, between which and the two sloping chan

nels, paved likewise with clinkers, (one in eacl.

front row of cows) is a thick board, a foot and a

half high, fixed edgeways, to keep the hay, &c.

on which the cows are fed, within the bounds

of the channel. The cows are tied up with a

slight chain or rope round the neck, fastened

to an iron ring, running up and down a fixedjcrease their milk
post ; under the standing of the fore and hindjtially contribute

1 about 9801bs. with 140lbs. of loose fat. A steer bv Blyth
. Corrnt, was sold in May, 1816, for 36 pounds ster-

i

ling, that weighed lOOBlbs and was then only twenty-
two months old. In November, 1821. Mr (;'s tur-
nips having failed, he sold ten young steers, all of his

' own breeding, to his brother, who ted them in an open
. ward without a shed upon Swedish turnips and straw,
• without any other food, except a small quantity of
r clover hay, once a day, for about a month before he
sold them. The price Mr. C. obtained for the steers
in November, was 17 pounds each, and his brother
sold them for 39 pounds, 10 shillings each, leaving 22
pounds, 10 shillings each, for five months' keeping.
An account <f this sale was published in the London
Farmer's Journal, in 1813. In the first vilume of
ny " Archives of useful knowledKC," may be seen
.'her statements of the profits attending thisbrtt d, in

' a letter to me from Mr Nicholson of Gipton. .lear

, , . . , .J,, , , ir , . , ,. , J-, • r 'Leeds, and so well convinced are the farmnst.r Eng.
depressed towards the middle, the better tojfrom habit they drink greedily, in preference jand of the value of the short-horned st->r,k, chat
receive the incumbent belly of the cow. The to such unpalatable (if not brackish) water asg

"

timber, on which the hind feet stand, is ratheritheir dykes usually afford.

higher than that in front, both to enable the -

FROM THE THL4GE RECOBDEB.

to grass, they are clothed, at least those which
are tender, or have lately calved, with a coarse

hempen jacket extending from the shouldess to

the rump, and half way down the ribs, and fas-

tened by strings under the legs ; the intention

of wliich is to guard those which are tender, See,

after their winter's confinement, from the per

pendicular dews, which are very heavy in their

low, deep, rich meadows, and likewise to in

hich warmth very essen

The same precaution i^

feet of the cows, fir timber, a foot and a half adopted, I understand, in winter, before they

wide, is extended the whole length of the houseJreturn to the house, if the weather is severe

as stone, or any other harder substance, wotild'when a cow calves late. While at grass their

probably founder their feet, and the intervallkeepers avail themselves of every opportunity

filled up with a floor of sand and lime, gradually to supply them with brewer's wash, 8cc. which

cow to reach her meat the more easily, and

likewise to eject her excrements the more
cleanly. Each cow's tail is platted, and to pro-

mote cleanliness, tied by a slight cord fastened

to a narrow slip of deal nailed above, which
prevents their flourishing their tails, but not

their lying down.
Their food is hay, \^ iih repeated warm messes

of grains, boiled turnips, potatoes, cabbage, re-

fuse carrots, oil-cake, buck-wheat, 8cc. &c. &c.
which are placed before them in the front

great prices are annually given for them, at the pub-
lic sail s ; prices which appear to the American farm-
er, far bevond the value of any animal. Thfany animal. 1 hts; arc not
confined to wealthy men. but are given by mfre rent-
ers of land, who know the value of the stock, and

~, , „ . « • I. 1 f( • i .are assured of being well remunerated for the expen-
Cliester County JlgriCUltural aocietyofdam-e of capital in their purchase. An account of

one sale maybe seen in the eighth number of Johnson's
Rural Magazine, a work which I take for granted the
society will subscribe for.if thev do not already possess

It is important for the United States that this

breed is already imported into tlie state of Massa-

Pennsylvaniu.
Philaiklplda, August 10, 1820.

Dear Sir,
I see, with much satisfaction, the account of the

establishment of an Agricultural Society, in Chester chusetts, by Mr Williams of Northborough, but as
county, and most heartily wish it all possible succes

It is to be regretted, that one of the best farmed d'

tricts in Pennsylvania has been so long without such

channel above-mentioned, at the upper end of'an association: and I hope that all the counties in the dustry which the members havealwaysshown.tosend

which is fixed a pump to supply them withh'^^ f'"
^''^'' themselves of the liberal provision for a bull and a cow of the breed lam sui-ethe;

1 u .u 1 V '. 1-.1 .. made bv our legislature at their last session, tor the
water, which they drink

;
as it glides gentlylg^^.^l-^t^yishment of similar societies. The plan

down before them in the said channel ; and mLf dividing the members into standing committees,
very cold weather, the pump water is temperedto take charge of one particular department of Agri-

with hot water. In order to remove the ex- culture, which has been adopted by the Westchester

crcments in the gutter before mentioned, aisociety, is highly judicious, and cannot fail of pro-

square board, fixed in a long handle, the exact ?*"«^'"gb«"«^r ••"."'"• ^^an any other arranRement. I

breadth of the clinker-paved gutter, is used.

it will be a long time before it can be diffused general-
ly, 1 submit it to the Chester county society, whether
it would not be an enterprise worthy the spirit and in-

with which they are pushed down the gutter

and through an opening at the extremity of

the house, into a deep pit made to receive

them : and afterwards, by means of a long spout,

water is conveyed from the pump into the gut

ter, which is washed perfectly clean, twice, or

oftener in the day—as also is the channel in

front of the cows. As the cows remain con-

stantly tied up, from the time they return from
the pasture to their winter quarters, in Novem-
ber or December, according to the season of the

year, till they go to grass in April ; it is surpris-

ing, from this arrangement and economy, with

what facility and thrift a great number of cows

are taken care of by a very few hands ; and also

with what neatness, although they are allowed

no litter, except what little refuse hay is left by

them. The eye of the master indeed is always

upon them, for at the upper end of the house he

also has usually his abode, divided only by a

running curtain, but fitted up with every conve-

nience, and in the neatest manner, for con-

ducting the dairy, and coppers for boiling wa-

ter, and the various messes for the cows, &c.

In short, no people on earth (the Chinese not

excepted) study and practice the " multum in

fiarvo," more assiduously, and with greate

partments. The improvements of the breeds of cattle,

and of farm stock generally, is a subject of great
'

portance, and intimately connected with the interest cured to Maryland several cows and a bull of this

of the agriculturist It has long appeared to me, that|breed ; but a long time must elapse before they can
the cattle of the United States are greatly deficient in become common ; and as in no country does the far •

y would
have no cause to regret the speculation. If they de-
termine to do so, no one could be applied to with so
much advantage as Mr. Champion, A special mes-
senger should be sent to take charge of the treasure.

I am not informed as to the merit of the cows for

milk ; but I know that the North Devon cows pos-
sess the quality for which the cows of the United

honourable ambition will States are generally deficient, and a very respecta-

ble and extensive Norfolk farmer, who visited this
discharge the duties attached to their several de country last year, informed me that he preferred

hope the stimulus of

ouse the different committees to constant exertions

them on that account to all others.

The generosity of Mr Coke of Holkham, has se-

two capital points: one is, their not acquiring the
utmost quantity of flesh and fat of which they are

capable at an early age ; the other is, our cow's not

continuing to give milk until within a short time
of calving. Occasionally, I well know,that individuals

are met with, to which those objections do not apply

;

but we have no breeds upon which the farmer can
count for that uniform early proof, and long retention

of their milk, for which certain breeds in England
and the continent of Europe are deservedly famous.
In England, the " improved short-horned" or Tees
water breed, is superior to all others for early fat

ting and size. The graziers and farmers of the Uni

mer receive more for the produce of the dairy than
in the United States, I wish seme of the agricultural

societies to be established under the law of Penn-
svlvania of the last session, would import a pair of

North Devons. Mr. Coke, of Norfolk, is said to

possess the breed in great purity. The steers are the
fastest walkers of any breed, and are in great use for

the plough and draught.

I have given your society the foregoing facts and
advice, as a proof of my hearty wishes to promote
its success ; and as a further proof of the same, I

send for its library, several pamphlets on agricultural

subjects. Among them are two copies of my intro-

months old, weighed 14241bs. yet such is the fact, as

communicated to me in a letter from Mr. Charles

bruary 12, 1820, who has lately sent a portrait of th*

animal to the Philaddphia Srcicty for promotii-g

Agriculture,*and will be shown toany of the members
f'the Chester county society who may be desii-nus

of seeing a true representation of such a para,;on of cty to the subject, and to request the members
size and symmetry. Mr C informs me that ' he has
been in the practice for some years of feeding his

success than the patient, industrious, frugal, steers, and selling them to the butchers from 2 years

provident Dutchman, among whom many in-|"P '» three years eld, when they generally average

genious contrivances in all arts and professions , ^-^e Editor of this journal has recently received
are to be found worthy the imitation of theL copy of this portrait from Mr. Champiori, and will

most enlightened nations. When the cows go'take pleasure in showing it.

ted States will scarcely believe that the four quarters due tory lecture to a course of lectures I delivered on
of an ox of that breed, only two years and eleven comparative anatomy and the diseases of domestic

animals, in the winter of 1813, but was not encoura-
ged to make a second attempt to tuni the attention

Champion of BIyth, in Nottinghamshire ; dated Fe- of medical students to those important subjects. We
but little of the diseases of farm st<:ck, and

when they do occur, it is to be regretted that they
seldom treated upon scientific or rational princi-

Permit me to draw the attention of the soci-

have every animal dying on their farms opened and
carefully examined, and the symptoms, appearance,
and method of treatment, regularly noted in a book
kept by the society, for tie express object. Such a
record will prove serviceable to the members, and
may be particularly acceptable to a lecturer upon ve-

terinary medicine, when the directors or trustees of
any of the medical schools in the United States shall
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eviiii.e ihtir wisdom by establishing such a professor-

ship.

I also send Mr. Watson's account of the Berkshire

agricultural society, which will prove useful in reg

ulating the proceedings of your society, when you

distriiwte premiums ; a measure which wil' doubt-

less claim an early attention. I add 'he annual ad-

dre ses before the Philadelphia society of agricul-

ture, bv Messrs. Rawle and rilghman ; Parke on

salt as naiiure, and condiment tor cattle ; an ad-

dress from the Philadelphia society on encouraging

Agriculture, and the establishment of a pattern farm,

and the address from the Cattle society of Pennsyl-

the choice of cattle

superiority over oats is evident, and its equality

with corn, is after some favourable experiments,

firmly believed.

Su/ieriorilij of millet over oats, to cover fal-

lows fireceding wheat.— Say 30 bushels of oats

per acre, at 35 lbs. per bushel, 1050 lbs. a great

I rep-at my best wishes for the success of your average weight Say 30 bushels of millet pe

society, and beg you personally to accept assurances

of my great esteem.
JAMES MEASE.

P. S. I beg leave to recommend the " Plough boy"

published at Albany, to the society.

From the American Daily Advertiser.—Philad_

To Mr. Poulson.
Sir— In your paper of Saturday the 25th

ultimo, there is a letter from Dr. Coleman of

Virginia, on the subject of Millet, as regards the

nutritive qualities of its seed, which I believe to

be perfectly well founded. The produce of Mr. Skinner,
seed, mentioned by him is not half equal to many
crops I have seen. But I mean now principally

to notice the excellence of its halm or straw, for

farm stock. Two and a half to four tons per

acre of provender are produced on a tolerable

good soil ; and I never found any profitable crop

on a bad one. When it is cut in the first stage

of ripening the seed, (which is the proper time)

the cattle and horses will not feed on it freely, it

being tough and neither so succulent nor inviting

as clover and other grasses at that season. But

when dry as it now is, it is soft and tender, so

that all the stock on the farm prefer it to the best My most sanguine expectations have been ex

hay, which they will reject, whilst a spear of ceeded in the superior excellence of the beef.

millet straw is within their reach,

My farmer was highly prejudiced, and did

not do justice to the crop, which required care-

ful attendance in curing, it having been injured

by a storm of wind and rain. But he is now a

complete convert, and eulogises millet proven-

der beyond any other. The stock thrive and

show the nutritious quality of their food ;
poultry

are also fond of and also thrive on the seed,

whole or ground. Weight for weight, the meal

fattens hogs or beef cattle equal if not superior to

Indian corn. I think it is generally sown too thin

for

the acre, to any other quantity of seed.

The Germans style the species of millet, we
cultivate Hrisch grass, in latin it is millet, in En-
glish hirse.

Some species of millet are indigenous, only in

eastern and warm countries. Some wild and
coarse kinds of Hirsch grass grow in Pennsyl

In the West Indies a species of millet (different

from ours) is cultivated as an esculent for their

slaves. As an esculent for man, it is highly va-

luable. When the Moravians first settled in

Pennsylvania, the kind we now cultivate was in

common use ; boiled and eaten with milk, in

puddings and cakes ; similarly treated with those

superior. Three bushels of millet produce 100

pounds of flour and much offal. Mixed withlseventy years old, I ntn'er knew of but one Free

wheat or rye flour, it makes wholesome bread ;] Martin, (a barren heifer, that has been a twin

but of itself, (like corn meal) it will not kneadjwith a bull calf) raised in our country, that with

into good dough. its male twin, a cow of mine produced four years

If millet was commonly sown, it would be-lago; they are well grown, handsome, and so

come the food of working horses and cattle. Its much alike, they are not readily distinguished

acre at 55 lbs. per bushel, 1650 lbs.—the most

common weight. Balance 600 pounds in favour

of millet

* That is Deer grass ; because in countries where
it grows wild, the tribe of the Cerba are remarkably

STAWXa HIil¥EllS.

from each other, they have been recently sub-

jected to the yoke. The Martin has not a femi-

nine appearance, and is at least, equal in strength

and agility to its twin brother, I have no doubt

it will perform well, as would also the spayed

heifer, if required, for some years, and then

make the most valuable beef. The Martin has

had free access to the bull for nearly twelve

months, he has never to the knowledge of any

one, noticed her, and her appearance would jus-

tify the belief, and also the report, that they will

not breed. I am,
respectfully yours,

PHILIP TABB.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

irginia, Gloucester Co. February')

nth, 1821. 5

A friend of mine observed to me a short time

since, that you had requested information on the

subject of spaying heilers, and though a sub-

scriber to your useful publication, the American
Farmer, I have overlooked it. I will, however,

give you some account of my experience. Ten
or twelve years ago, I began with two in th(

spring, when they were two years old, and sue

ceeding, I have not failed to spay from two to

three each spring since ; so that the whole
number has amounted to between twenty and

thirty, and have lost two only by the operation.

which is peculiarly delicate. I have had them
slaughtered from five to six years of age, and

believe they would be larger and probably better

a year or two older ; tliey are thrifty and fatten

with facility ; the size is much increased by the

operation, which is performed in the same man-
ner that sows are treated for the same purpose,

but I believe it might be improved (and I mean
to try) by forming an inclined plane of soft earth,

nearly to an angle of forty-five degrees, against

a post for securing the hind legs when the ani-

mal is laid on her back, with the heels up and
nder. I should prefer half a bushel to the head confined below; for the pain must be

excessive when suspended by the hams, sustain

ing its whole weight. I have no doubt but the

bowels in that situation will be sufficiently out of

the operator's way. Two years since, I caused
two young cows with their first calves, a month
old, to be spayed ; they were about two years

and nine months old, having by accident had ac

nia, and several sorts are natives of cold climates, cess to the bull, about the age '^i two years ; my
object was to ascertain whether they would con

tinue to give milk as long as they ought to live
;

agreeable to report. They do continue to give

milk, but not equal to what I expected. I am
inclined to believe these cows were too young,
their udders not sufficiently formed, and which
had not grown with their growth ; our milkers

made from buckwheat meal, to which it is far too are black women, who perform that business piate worth the sums mentioned. Resolved, that ii

BALTIMORE, FRIDAY, MARCH, 16, 1821

ICT" Our subscribers are reminded that ac-

cording to the invariable terms of this fiafier,

their subscription is to be paid on or before the

first day of next month—-for volume third. We
entreat them to recollect that every thing de-

fiends on their punctuality, and that the merits

of the American Farmer whatever they may
be, have arisen from the firomfitness with which

calls of this kind have been met by its fiatrons.

It is earnestly desired, that on the perusal of
this notice, each subscriber will put the amount
in a letter addressed to the Editor, who agrees

to take all risk of mail.

AGRICULTURAL FAIRS AND
PREMIUMS.

At a meeting of the committee appointed on be-

half of the Agricultural society of Maryland, to

make arrangements for holding Semi-annual
Fairs, and for the distribution of premiums,
W. Patterson. Esq. presiding in the absence of Go-
vernor Ridgely, and J. S. Skinner, acting as secreta-

ry, it was resolved to offer the following premiums.
First,

For the best Bull, not less than two years
old.

For the best milch cow
For the best yoke of working oxen
For the second best pair of do.
Best bull calf, under two years old

Best cow, do. do.

Best Boar
Best breeding sow
For the best ram of the pure merino breed
For the best ram of any other breed
Best ewe do
For the best 6 wethers, the modes of feeding

to be communicated
HORSES.

For the best stallion for improving the stock

of coach horses 30 00
For the best do. for improving the stock of

farm horses. 20 00
For the best brood mare for these two objects

each 10 00
For the best jack • 10 00
For the best jennet 10 00
For the best mule 20 00

The above premiums to consist of pieces of silver-

in

S25 00
20 00
25 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00

10 00

[carelessly. In my long life, being more than all of the cases above particuarly specified the ani
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, 816..mals exhibited, shall have been raised in the state ofj—Featbkiis, 40 to 45 cts.

—

Hat, per

Maryland, and that tliey must be at the time of ex- ;lo. S8—N. E. Potatoes, 50 cts. per bushel—

hibition, the bonafide property of the person exhibit- Live Stock 5 to S6 c— Beef, prime pieces, 8 to 10 cts

ing them. corn Beef, 7 cts

—

Muttos, 8 to 10 cts

—

Hams, 10

It was further

Resolved, that the sum of fifty dollars be reserv-

ed to be distributed at the discretion of the society,

in 5 pieces of silver plate, each valued at ten dollars,

The society will meet agreeably to adjournment on

the first Wednesday of June next, when commitees
will be appointed to examine the stock and award
the premiums, there to be delivered by the Presi

dent of the Society to the fortunate competitors ir

the presidence of the Sooiety and the public. The
place of meeting will be notified hereafter.

Baltimore, March 9, 1821.

PRICES CURRENT,
fLOCB, from the wagons S3 "5 to 3 62A

—

Wbiske
from do. 21 cts. per gal.

—

Wheat 60 to 62 cts

—

Ba
tE¥,45 cts.

—

Oats, 25 cts

—

Codfish, per quintal, whole-

sale ga^reL-iil do. §4—N. E. Beat^s, per bushel, S'
12^—do. Peas, 75 cts.—Ground Plaster per ton §8
50, per barrel, gl 45, per bushel, 35, in the stone per

ton, §6 50—New Orleans Sugah, g8 75 to 10—

M

oovado do. do. 87 50 to 9 25—American White Leab,

§12 50—Ground do. S^^ '"' ^^

—

Linseed Oii, 75 cts

12 cts—Middlings, 8 to 10 cts.—Bctteh, 20 to 25 cts

—Cheese, 8to 10 cts, per lb.—Tar, §1 75—Soft Tur
PENTiNE, S2

—

Pitpb, S2J—RosiN, comnion 1^—bright

do. S3 per barrel.

—

Varnish, 25 cts—Spirits Turpen
tine, 33 cts. per gal.

—

Cotton, good Upland, 15 to 16

cts. per lb.

—

Rice, S3 to 3^ cts.—ship and FLOonisn
Plank, S27 to 28, Shingles, best §8—common, g3

4i p. M.

—

Oak wood, §4

—

Hickoht, §5 per cord—
Clover, seed §7—.\m. Obchabd gr.iss, do. g4—Eiig

do. do. or Cocksfoot, do. S8—Herds, do. §3

—

Timo
thy, g5—Sanfoin, glO-MiLLET, S2 per bushel—Lr
CERN, 75 cts—Sweet Center Vernal §1 ^0—Cow
grass 75 cts

—

Trefoil, 50 cts, per lb.

—

Rcta Baga, 75
cts

—

Mangle Wvrtzel, gl 75 cts. per lb.

—

Cabbagi

seed, 25 to 37i cts.—Cauliflower, 75 to 100 Jets, pe
oz.—Spring Tares, §8 per bu.

—

Peas.SS to 75 cts. pe
quart—Onion seed, 20 to 75 cts.

—

Leek 31 to 37 cts,

—short orange Carrot, 12* cts.

—

Parsnip, 12i cts,

—Lettuce, 25 to 75 cts—Raddish, 12^ to 31 cts—
Beet 12J cents

—

Rrocole, 31 to 100 cts.—CrcrMBEB,
57 to 75 cts. per oz.

—

Turnip seed, 50 to 125 cts per lb

No sales of Virginia or Maryland Tobacco the pre

sent week.

•Straw,Ivided at 150 cents per week, and good pasturage al

ter the month of April, at 50 cents per week. Care
will be taken to prevent accidents and escapes, but
no responsibility will be assumed. He will leave
the Maryland tavern every Monday for Govan's
town, and return to it every Thursday during the

T\\e ln\50\'teA and. vei*^ Docile A^S.

Sancho is an uncommonly fine large Jack, he is

fourteen hands high, is of a black colour, was im-
ported by an officer of the United States Navy from
Malta, where he was selected as the best to be had.
He is very docile, and has been proved on the East-
tm Shore of Maryland, to be a remarkable sure and
excellent foal getter. I am upon the most credible
and disinterested testimony assured, " that his off-

spring are vm y suprriur, and that iven from some
lall niaies 1. i- i ;,!ts will be 15 hands higl--

"

It isanHbsuit a;,;; inlse notion that mares will not
breed from thei: o^v;. SfKcies, after having -mcc pro-
duced a Mule.

That the importance and advantages of raising

Mules should be placed before the eyes cf these who
may read this notice, I have taken sketches on the
breeding of them, their treatment, usefulness, longe-

vity and value ; from the fifth London edition of the
Complete Farmer, or General Dictionary of Agri-
culture and Husbandry. JOHN S. SKINNEH.

EXTRACTS.

On the Breeding of Mula. It is remarked tliat

ires of a very large breed and well made, should
be employed. They should be young, full of life,

large barrelled, but small limbed, moderate sized
head, and a good forehead. The mules made use ol

in the sourthern parts of Europe, are sometimes fif-

teen and sixteen hands high, usually black, strong,
well limbed and large ; being mostly bred out of the
fine Spanish mares.
On their Treatment. It is stated to be very advan-

tageous, to handle the foals from the time of their
being dropped, which makes them perfectly gentle,

and easy to break at the proper age, preventing that
viciousness, which is so commonly complained of in
these animals. They may be broken at two or three
years old, but should not do much work until four,

when they will bear hard labour without injury.—
They may be easily broken by placing small bur-
thens on their backs at first, slowly increasing their
weight, afterwards setting a boy on them, and as
gradually putting them to the draught along side of
a brisk walking, well broken horse, for an hour at a
time, being upon all occasions very patient and kind,
but persevering in your treatment of them. Their
food should be sufficient to keep them growing, with-
out palling their appetites or making them too tat.

They should be protected from the cold of winter,
but at all times be allowed ample range for volunta-
ry exercise.

Their usefulness far exceeds that of the horse for
the ordinary farming purposes; their is no animal
so proper to carry large burthens, they will travel
months together, with six and eight cwt. on their
backs ; there is no other animal as sure footed, they
are much stronger than horses, more hardy and easy
to keep, are subject to but few diseases, and capa-
ble to work at a very great age.. It is stated upon
the authority of Mr. Skey, that two working mules
had arrived to the age of seventy years each, and
tliat he was informed by a person who had taken
much notice of mule.s, that although they will do
much work at two and three years of age, they do
not arrive at perfection until thirty.

It is well known that 150 dollars cash, will not
purchase from their owners, our largest sized mules

SANCHO
Will stand on my Stock Farm, at the Maryland

lavern, 4 miles from Baltimore, on the ' Fre-
derick turnpike road. The season v;ill commence

the 1st day of April, and end the 1st day of Augusi
He will be let to but 50 Mares during that peiiod.l

and at 12 dollars for each mare, payable at the close
of the season, or this may be discharged l;y sei.ding

8 dollars with the mare. Good livery will be pro

R.\LTIM0RE,

EVEEt FRIDAY,

BY JOHN S. SKINNER EDIFOR.
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AGHICULTURE.
REMARKS.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF CATTLE, &c.
fna Letter to Sir John Suutitlers Sebri£^hl, Hart. M. P.

bij Mr. John n'ilhinson, of Lentoii, near JVottiii^ham.

Let each succeeding race employ your care.

Distinguish which to slaugliter, which to spare ;

Mark well the lineage,—let the purest make.
From purest blood, its just proportions take.

Having read, sir, your valuable treatise on the im-

provement of live stock, in a letter addressed to Sir

.Toseph Banks, that great patron of all science ; 1 Iiave

taken the liberty to enlarge upon some of your ob.

servations, and to ofi'er to your considentioit such

fresh matter as appeare<J to me of importance to the

subject. And this I have been encouraged to do, not

only on account of the great pleasure you always take

in questions of Shis nature ; but also, because many
of your assertions are corroborated by my own ex-
perience.

It has always eccurred to me, that in order to un-

derstand the true art of breeding, we must have re-

course to first principles ; and that it will be easier

to show how any improved breed may be continued,

when we ' have previously shown how it was first

formed

by a judicious selecion oi male : nd fen;;

discarding every thing that is refuse, we must con
tinue to proceed. And by such procedure, anim.als

have at length been produced, so difl'erent from the
generality of the stock from whence they were ori-

ginally taken, that none but such as are well .icqiiaint

ed with these matters, could have any idea, that there
existed between them the least affinity. The distinc-

on indeed between some, and their own particular
variety, has scarcely been less, than the distinction be-

tween that variety and the whole species. The lungei
Iso these perfections have been continued, the more
lability will they have acquired, and the more will they
partake of nature itself. As to the leading properties
which may constitute the excellence of any breed, or
any particular family belonging to that breed, 1 shall

ext inquire.

And first with respect to form ; in which case I shall

:ive, what 1 conceive to be the most important pi

er the true symmetry of Neat Cattle in general. 1 hese
are as follows

The head ought to be rather long, and muzzle fine

:

the countenance calm and placid, which indicates a
disposition to get fat; the horns fine: the neck
light, particularly where it joins the heitd ; the breast
wide and projecting well before the legs ; the shoul-
ders moderately broad at the top and the points

ell in, and when the animal is in good condition, the
chine so lull as to leave no hollow behind them ; the

In the following remarks, I shall confine myself 'j""^,^^""^* '^^^ filled up, and the girth behind tl

chiefly to neat cattle, as being that species ot anima
with which I am more particularly concerned ; but it

will be easy to perceive that the observations there

•advanced, will be applicable, in a greater or less de

gree, to every other kind which is destined to be thi

food of man.
Whether the different breeds with which we an

now acquainted, descended originally from one com
mon stock, the wild Bison, is a question, I think,

hard to be determined. Of this, however, we may b

assured, from the very nature of the case, that tii

distinct breeds at first, if more than one, could have
been by no means numerous ; so that the great

riety which we behold at present, is owing to food,

to climate, or to other collateral and accidental cir-

cumstances. And perhaps of all the causes contri-

buting to this multiplicity, none would be more ef-

fectual, than the hidden springs of nature itself. For
though we perceive that there is a strong tendency,
for like to produce iVtc, as it is usually termed : yet he
that is at all conversant with nature, must perceive
also, that there is a certain tendency to change. And
this law of nature would soon be assisted by man,
who is ever fond of novelty ; and delights in diversity,

even for its own sake.

Thus then, we have seen, that distinct breeds might
readily be formed by the joint efibrls of nature and of
art ; nor will it be more difficult to perceive how they
might afterwards be improved. That all would he
capable of improvement is too obvious to need dis-

cussion. For no one can behold any breed whatever
in its more natural and less improved state, without
perceiving a great variety in the shapes of individu-

als, their difFerent degrees of terdeney to feeding, or
certain other remarkable properties, which might
give to some a decided superiority over the rest.

These, therefore, must be selected from the whole
herd; and as you yourself. Sir, have remarked, the
male and female be properly matched. When we
come to their progeny, some will probably be worse,
some equal to, and some even better, than the parents
themselves. The worst must unquestionably be re-

jected, while the rest, and especially the best of these,
are carefully to be preserved for future stock. And

shoulders deep ; the back straight, wide, and flat

the ribs broad, and the space between them and the
hips small ; the flank full and heavy ; the belly well
kept in, and not sinking low in the middle ; f th(

whole (orniing, not a round or barrel like carcass,
as seme have expressed it, for this would leave a de
ticiency both in the upper and lower part of the ribs

;

he hips globular, wide across, and on a level with
the back itself: the hind quarters, that is from the
hips to the extremity of the rump, long and straight
the rump.points fat and coming well tip to the tail

the twist wide, and the seam in the middle of it so
well filled, that the whole may very netrly form
plane, perpendicular to the line of the back ; tht
lower part of the thigh small ; the tail broad and fat

towards the top, but the lower part thin ; the leg:

straight, clean, and fine boned ; and when the animal
high condition, the skin of a rich and silky ap-

pearance.

These appear to be the most material points for the
formation of true symmetry in Cattle ; there are others
of a minor consideration, which will readily be sug-
gested by attention and experience ; but 1 did not
think it necessary to mention them here.

Many of the most important of the foregoing pro-
perties, may be expressed in the following stanzas,
as descriptive of a beautiful Cow ; and since verse is

frequently found to assist the memory, 1 have there
fore inserted them thus :

She's long in her face, she's fine in her horn,
She'll quickly get fat, without cake or corn ;

* The fore flank is the lower part of the side im
mediately behind the fore legs,

f Perhaps the nearest description that ran be given,
f the carcass, would be to say, that a section o
(made by a plane passing through its miud'e, i

direction perpendicular to the line of the back) ought
pearly to resemble an oval, whose two ends are of the
same with, and whose form approaches to that of a

circle ; or (to those who understand the nature of the
figure) an ellipse, whose eccentricity is not great.

She's clear in her jaws, aiivl iullin be-- chine,
She's heavy in flank and wide in her loin.

She's broad in her ribs, and long in her rump,
A straight and fiat back, with never a hump ;

She's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,
She's wide in her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.

She's light in her neck, and small t in her tail.

She's wide in her breast, and good at the pail ;

She's fine in her bone, and silky of skin,
She's a Grazier's without, and a Butcher's within.

Should any difficulty still remain in forming a clear
conception of the points described, I think in such a
case, I may very safely recommend a Print which I
published a short time ago, and that too, without vani-
ly

; as it reflects far more credit on the artist, than on
myself. In such a recommendation moreover, I feel
the greater confidence, both because I was requested
to publish it by many of the first agriculturists in the
kingdom ; and since published, it has met with their
highest approbation. This print consists of a
groupe of five animals, so arranged as to show the
just proportion and proper symmetry of every essen-
tial part. The Portraits were taken from the most
perfect animals in my possession ; and the Engraving,
which is in a style far superior to that in which Cattle
are generally executed, was finished with the great-
est care. And if I am correct in my description for
the proper formation of Cattle, and the portraits in
the above-mentioned Print be also good ; I think he
who carefully compares the Portraits with the de-
scription itself, cannot long fail of being, at least, a
very tolerable judge. For any one reading the de-
scription of a particular part, as for example, of the
breast : he will there find, that it ought to be wide,
and to project well before the legs ; and on turning
to the Print, he will immediately see this projection
shown in the side view of the Bull, and the width in
the Heifer which faces him : and so on, with respect
to every other part. For as each animal is placed in
a difl^'erent position from the rest, there is no important
point which is not fully presented to the view.f

Jn the description which 1 have given for the for-
ition of Cattle, I have said that ths carcass ought

not to be round or to approximate to the form of a
barrel, as some have described it ; and have offered a
ufRcient reason why this .should not be the case.
Whoever indeed takes such a form for his model,
would quickly be told by a judge, that the animal
was not deep enough in its sides. I have, moreover,
described the countenance as calm and placid, instead
ot speaking of the boldness of the eye ; the reason
of which will easily be discovered by a person of
your singular penetration. For the boldness of the
eye is frequently caused by a restless or vicious dis-
position ; but a quiet and a docile look denotes even-
ness of temper, so essential to quick feeding. And
we have only to consider the nature of animals in
genera], to perceive that this quiet disposition which
' have been describing in Cattle, and which in Man

i This epithet alludes to the lower part of the tail

only, the higher part ought to be broad, according to
he former description.

§ This Print, which has already been honoured
with many of the greatest and most respectable names

the country, may be had of Mr. Orme, 59 Bond
Street, corner of Brook Street; of Mr. Wm. Allen,
Dame Street, Dublin ; of Mr. Barnett, Nottingham

;

or of Mr. Wilkinson, of Lenton.
It may be seen at the Editor's Farm House at

Bovally.
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mijclit be termed mdolrrne, has a strong tendcicy to;

make the eye appear small, rather tiian bold and
large Let any one for instance, observe anotliei

whose mind is at rest from attention to outward oh

jects ; the muscles of the eye lids relax, and the lids

themselves come closer together, in wliich case, the

eye necessarily assumes a smaller appearance ; and
the contrary takes place when our attention is again

excited. I must remark, however, that an animal

which posse-ses naturally every essential for quick
feeding, and whose countenance indicates that dispo-

sition by the mildest appearance, may have this ap-

pearance altered by ill tri-aiment or other accidental

circumstances. I observed that the lower or bony
part «t the tail ought to be thin, but the upper p^rt

broad, i e tail has too often been designated by th<

former appellation only, which is incori ect in the de

scription of a good animal. For on the upper ])art of

the tail of one that is in tolerable condition, there

ought to be a considerable quantity of fat ; but as

the lower par consists chiefly of bone, it ought to be
thin i and will always be so, when the animal itself

a small boned one. Perliaps some may think, that

the two )iiUer otiser\'ations, namely with respect to tlie

countenance and the tail, are of but little conse

quence ; since liowever, these signs generally accom
pany a good animal, they ought not to be passed

over : the latter is an invariable attendant ; and the

former naturally so, but may sometimes be altered by
adventitious circumstances, as has already been ob
served. It is one tinng to be able merely to distin

guish in the gross between a good and a had animal :

hut another and a far more difficult one, to be able

to point out every defect however trifling, and to

discover every excellence. And yet no mai
live at any great oegree of perfection in the art of

breeding without makng this latter kind of knov.'

ledge his chief aim and most ardent study.

Some breeders have asserted, among whom was
Air. Bakewell hunself, that a disposition to get fat

was uecessanly com/jined with a shape similar to that

I have been describing. The truth of this may very

justly be questioned ; and the examples so well cho.

sen by yourself, prove that the above-mentioned pro-

perties are not even invanably found together. Had
they said with you. Sir, that " this particular forma-

tion generally indicates a disposition to get fat," they

would have been borne out in their assertion by the

fact itself; for it must be observed, that it is one
thing to say, that two qualities are necessarily combin-

ed in the same subject ; and another to say, that

they are invariably foimd together. And if this latter

term would have been too strong for the occasion, and
that it would, we have already seen ; how much rather

ought the former to be rejected ? It is frequently

no easy matter indeed, to determine whether two
qualities are necessarily combined ; nor in the question

before us, is it at all necessary. For if the quickness

of feeding generally accompanies this peculiarity of

shape (and that it does, it can never be denied,) that

alone would surely be a sufficient reason for a perfer-

ence to this form ; to say nothing of its other and
great advantages with respect to the weight of the

animal, the laying on of the flesh in the prime parts.

&c. &c. Perhaps these gentlemen had no design to

mislead us, but were not sufficiently careful in the

choice of their language. It is material, however,

that we should not only have clear ideas ourselves,

but also, that we should convey them to others in

the most explicit terms. And in treating on any sub-

ject, we ought always to Mate things as they are ac-

tually found to be, and not as we might wish them
One satisfactory reason, I think, we may easily discov-

er, why vhe best feeders are most frequently found
amongst tliose animals, that at the same time possess

the best shapes. For without making the former a

necessary consequence of the latter ; those breeders

that had skill enough to srlect cattle of the most per-

fect symmetry, would also have skill enough to select

out of these the best fleshed ones. For my own part

I would not keep an animal that had a bad quality of

flesh, if the form were perfection itself. The observa

tion which Dr. Jenner made to you, " that no animal

whose chest was narrow could easily be made fat,"

fact bTirntT out by almost universal experience
and I believe is satistactonly accounted for on natural

principles. For tiie cliest being too narrow, there is

want of sufficient room fur the proper action of thi

internal organs.

The form that I have already described, is not only

the best for affording the greatest weight to the animal i

but the flesh is also chiefly laid on, in what is usually

called, the prime parts.

I have just had occasion to speak of goodness of

flesh, but how to describe this quality in any thing

like adequ.ate tirms, is a thing extremely difficult.

Some persons of great experience, would very rarely

be wrong, judging by the sight only. But the best

method of discovering it, is by the touch: and it has a

richness, a mellowness in the feel.

Here it may be very necessary to caution the inexpe-

rienced against a certain description of animals, usu-

ally called light fleshed ones. And of these, there are

too many in the hands of some breeders, not altogether

destitute of etninence. The objection to such, is not

on account of the quality of the flesh as regards rich-

ness, but the deficiency of its quantity when the ani-

mal is in a lean state. I have known such highly ap.

proved by some, when shown to them alive and
made very fat, but this has certainly been for want of

better jiidgment ; and had the same persons beei

able to distinguish between fat and lean, they tnust

have drawn a very difl>rent conclusion. This kind is

profitable, neither to the grazier, nor yet the consum-
er. They are not profitable to the grazier ; because
In the first place, they are naturally tender—and
over, they carry so small a quantity of flesh in their

lean state, that they have much to do, when put to feed

ing, before they come to any tolerable weight. Nei
thcr are they profitable to the consumer ; for fat

without lean is of no other use, than to be wasted in

the kitchen. Whenever they are found in the hands
of a Breeder, it is generally in the hands of such as

are in the habit of keeping their stock remarkably
high ; and when they are sold, and fairly kept as

store stock, they bring a considerable loss to the pur-

chaser, and disgrace on the origin.al possessor

to be hoped indeed, that this kind of animal will soon

be exploded in Neat Cattle, as it has been long ago
in the new Leicaster Sheep.* Ofthiswemay be
sured, whenever a stock is generally known to be of

this description, the Breeder himself will soon fall into

disrepute.

There is another kind which carry plenty of lean

flesh, but of a bad quality. These are invariably slow

feeders ; and may always be discovered by the touch

the flesh being naturally hard. Some of these are so

bad, that when put to the best keeping and continued

at it ever so long, they will scarcely have a stone

weight of fat, cither within or without.

The perfection of breeding, as far as flesh is

cerned, is a great quantity of rich lean flesh in the first

which when the animal is well kept, will soon

be covered with a proper pri-portion of fat. And such

not only »ake a shorter time in preparing for the stall

than any other ; but their beef will also sell for more
pound ; being of the very first quality, and the kind

that is eagerly sought after for the tables of our nobih

ty and gentry. It is not here meant th:it this kind can

never be made too fat ; they may be very much so,

this however c.in alv/ays be prevented by the time al-

lowed for feeding.

ord : it is not the .inimal which has scarcelj

any flesh, when at store keeping, and which when
fed, will consist almost of fat alone, which is the

most profitable either to the- grazier, or yet to the

I have here been misunderstood by one gentle-

man, who supposed I was speaking against the nreed

if new Leieester sheep ; whereas I was only speaking

against a particidar variety of this breed ; namely, light

fleshed ones ; a sort which had been introduced by

some, but were soon rejected by all good judges. As
to the breed itself, my opinion may be best ascertain

ed, by saying it is the kind I have always kept. 1 df

here, however, mean to speak against any other

breed whatever, as difiisrent kinds may suit dilTerent

situations.

mer ; nor is it the animal, whose flesh is ever ai

abundant, if hard and bad, and incapable of having it

proper quantity of fat ; but it is that, which when ;i

store pasturage only, carries a great quantity of rid
lean flesh, and which by good keeping, may be madi
as fat as we please. And of these three sorts of ani-

mals,! think the first nearly as unprofitable as thesecond
ithsUmding the injudicious praise they sometime.--

meet with.

laving already treated on those two important quali-
fications, good symmetry with richness of flesh, 1 shall
now controvert a hackneyed assertion, that a great ten-

dency to feeding is incompatible with a great tendency to

milking. And here 1 shall observe first, that there seem-
ed to be no reason to draw this conclusion before the
fact was ascertained by experience ; and secondly, that
the e.'sperience of some in the present day proves the as-
sertion untrue.

In the first place, then, it may be remarked, general-
ly that tendency and effect are two very different
things

i that a tendency may exist, when its effect is

wholly or partly destroyed by some other counteract-
ing cause, that when the effect of such counteracting
cause can be removed, the other cause may be wholly
productive. If it were assumed, therefore, (for 1 am
now speaking independent of the experience X shall

afterwards advance) that a cow, while giving a great
quantity of milk, cannot possibly keep herself in good
condition ; because so great a portion of the food be-
ing converted into milk, the carcass could not properly
be supported ; yet I think it would be a rash conclusion,
to infer from hence, that the same animal could not
have a great tendency to get fat ; and that when dried
of her milk, this tendency might not soon produce its

corresponding effect : for the effect of the milking qua-
lity h.iving then ceased, the other cause, namely, the
tendency to feeding, would remain unopposed in its

effects, and be wholly operative. The assumption, how-
ever, here mentioned, ought never to have been made

:

well might it have been contended by those who had
;n only a bad race of hard fleshed animals, that there

were therefore no other kind, that would jjroduce a
much greater quantity of beef from a given quantity of
food.

But, secondly, to come to matter of fact, and to
speak from experience itself. Some animals have the

f>ower of obtaining a greater degree of nourishment
rom a given quantity of food, than others of an iiife-

description ; and, therefore, though some of the
former may give a larger quantity of milk than the lat-

ter, yet their carcases also, may, at the same time, be
better supported. And 1 hiive frequently found cows
th.at are great milkers, to kee,j themselves at the same
timeinhighcondition,to feed with the quickest despatch
when dried of their milk, and whose descendants will

the earliest maturity ; a practical proof that
a great tendency to feeding is not incompatible with a
great tendency to milking. Tliuse also who are anx-
ious to witness the same thing, may have it showi> to

them when they please, as many such animals can be
produced.

suspect the assertion here controverted, origina-

ted not so much with those who have done nothing
towards the improvement of cattle, as with those who
have been content with doing but little. These latter

being anxious to sell before they had sufficiently im-.

proved their own breeds, asserted, and asserted truly,

that where cattle are to be bred for the slaughter, it

of more consequence t.) have them early feeders
than great milkers. Of this I have no doubt ; for, if

nly one of these properties could be obtained, I am
fully persuaded, that the former would be more ad-

antageous than the latter. But if, on the contrary,

both can be combined, and that they can, I am con-
need by experience ; we shall not think very highly
' those breeds which possess but one of them. For,

ho that is conversant in these things, does not know
the great diflTerence between the value of the produce
of two cows, the one a good, and the other a bad milk-

er, if we take that produde for one year only f I shall

not here mention the great quantity of milk that some of
my own cows ha^e given, and the short time that it has

afterwards required to feed them, lest it should seem to

partake of an air of boasting.
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•When we consider the skill, the perseverence, and| Honorary contributing members, are. of the dtscrip-

;he capital required to improve a breed in the carcass;tion hereafter mentioned. Every citizen contributing
only, it is not surprising- that so few have attempted it land paying into the hands of the Treasurer a sum
and when we consider, tliat the union of great niilkingjnot less than ten dollars, may be elected, agreeably
with quickness of ti-euing, required a two-fold labour ijto the ruies an honorary member, without regard to
we might almost wonder that it has been undertaken place of residence. Those who thus laudably enabl
at all. But yet, sir, whatever difficulties may lie in the|the Society to extend its usefulness, and promote its

way, every Breeder who aims at superiority, must fol-jobjects, are invited to assist at its meetings. They
low that excellent advice which you have given; and will be styled honorary contributing member
with respect to which, I cannot do better, than quote Art. 9.' New members, whether resident or honn-
your own words. "We should therefore, endeavour ... .

to obtain all the properties t'lat .ire essential to the ani

mals we breed." And this rule was surely practicable

in the case before us ; by selecting those animals that

vere the most perfect in point of form, in quality of \^j. proposed.

rary, shall be elected by ballot, in their absence;
application on their behalf shall be made to the So
ciety at a stated meeting previous to their election
Three negatives shall be sufficient to reject a mem-

flesh, and so on ; and again by selecting out of these

the very best milkers, using in other respects the same
care as 1 have mentioned in a former part of my letter.

Such a procedure in the formation of a breed, clearly

adds very considerably to the expense in the first in-

stance ; but the advantages afterwards derived are

more than a sufficient compsnsation, .as the properly of

milking is inherited as readi.y as that ot peculiarity of

shape.

{To lie conllnued in our next.)

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
OF THE

PENDLETON FARMERS' SOCIETY,
Togeilter luith the Letter's anil Pnpers -wliich have been

read before the Society at its various meetings.

Article 1. The Society shall be styled. The Pen
dieton Farmers' Society.

Art 2. The objects of the Society shall be the

promotion and improvement of Agriculture and
Rural Affairs. Their attention shall be confined to

these objects

Art. 3. A President, Vice President, Secretary,

and Treasurer, and a Corresponding Secretary, shall

be annually elected, by a majority of the members
present, at the aniversary of the Society, the second

Thursday of June in each year. The persons elected

to continue in office one year, and until a new elec

tion takes place. In case of vacancy by death, re-

signation, or otherwise, the same may be supplied by
a new election, made at any stated meeting of the

Society ; the person elected to serve the remainder
of the year.

Ai t. 4. At all meetings of the Society, the Pre-

sident shall exercise all the usual duties of that of
fice. All motions shall be addressed to him, and on

Art. 10. For the purpose of defraying the neces
sary expenses of the Societjr, for premiums and
prizes, books on agriculture, improved instruments
of farming and other important objects, every mem
ber shall annually pay into the hands of the Trea-
surer, on the anniversary, the sum of one dollar and
a half, at the close of which said meeting, the
Treasurer elect shall lay before the Society a list of

the members, specifying who have and who have
not paid their contributions. No part of the Srciety's

funds shall be disposed of except at a stated mee' ing,

of which notice shall have been given at a stated

or alterations shall be pro
posed, and the proposal entered on the minutes, at

the stated meeting preceding the anniversary, and
may then be made by not less than two-thirds of the
members present.

RULES AND BY-LAWS.
Rule 1. At all meetings of the Society, the Pre

ident shall take the chair, and call the members
to order at 11 o'clock.

2. Every member wishing to move a resolution,

shall reduce it to writing, and address the chaii
standing. No resolution is to be open for discussion
until seconded, but the mover may state reasons for

any preliminary observations, not touching the me-
rits of his resolution, before it is seconded.

3. No member shall be allowed to speak more
than twice on any one subject, without permission of
the Society.

4. In all cases every member shall rise and ad
dress the chair uncovered ; the member first up shall

have the precedence. The President shall confine
the attention of the Society to the member speaking,
and not suffer him to be interrupted in any mannerall questions he shall collect and declare the votes.

He shall have power to call special meetings, by.whatever,

giving public notice of six days. In his absence the' 5. In cases of more than ordinary interest

Vice President shall exercise the same powers. A
quorum for business shall consist of the President or

Vice-President, and at least four members.
Art. 5. The Treasurer and Secretary shall keep the same order and deccrum

the books and papers of the Society, and the accounts

regularly stated. At the meeting previous to the an-

niversary, he shall produce his accounts fairly stated,

books and papers, and deliver them to his successor,

on the anniversary, or to the order of the Society.

Art 6. The Corresponding Secretary shall have
in charge all letters addressed to the Society, and
answer the same under their direction, which letters

and answers he shall keep regularly tiled,

Art. 7. The stated meetings of' the Society shall

be on the second Thursday of each month of each
year.

Art. 8. The members of the Society shall be

distinguished into resident, honorary, and contribut

ing members.
Resident members shall consist of persons residing

within the district. All members of Agricultural

Societies in other states and countries, with whom
this Society shall correspond, and all persons of this

state and of other states and countries, who shall be

elected for the purpose, shall be honorary members;
and are hereby invited to assist at the meetings,

whenever they' come within the district. Strangers
who desire to be present, as auditors, may be intro-

duced by a resident member.

the
Society may go into a committee of the whole, on the
equisition of any five members ; when the Presi
dent shall nominate a chairman, who shall preserve

rules of debate to be observed, with the exception
of the third rule.

6. The previous question may be moved and se-

conded at any state of the debate, in committee of
'','f'"''^

T&ns.

informed by ihe President of tht: substance of the
charges, and required to make his deitict ,fter he
return, either at the moment, or at the lu xt stated
meeting. When a vote is taken, it shall be by billot,

and it shall require two-thirds of the meeting, which
shall consist ot at least one fourth of the resident
members, to expel a membi.-r.

10 -Ml applications for admission t < this Society,
and all resignations, must be madf in writing ; and
any resident members leaving thr district, shall be
entitled to continue honorary membus.

11. The resident officiating Ministers of tht Gos-
l)el of this district, shall be entitled to be resident
members of this Society, free if contribution.

2. All members, and all persons who shall here-
after become members of this Society, shall sign the
Constitution and these Rules.

JAMES C GRIFITN, President.

JOSIAS D. GAILLARI), V. President.

ROBtillT ANDERSON, Sec'y & Tvea\:
JOSEPH V. SHANKLIN, Corres. Sec'v.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Gen. Tho's Pinkney, St. James Saiitee ; Hon. Wil-

liam Lowndes, Charleston ; C. C. Pinkney, jr, do.

;

S. I/.ard, Esq. do. ; J. R. Pringle, Esq. do. ; Dr J.

Noble, do. ; Gen. D. E. Huger, do. ; Hon. J. C.il-

lioun, Washington City; Col. J. B. Ion, St. James
Saniee; Col. L. J. Alston, S'. Stephens, Al.abama

;

Kev. Dr. Waddell, Athens, Georgia ; Gen. John Bias-
singame, Greenville ; D. P. Hillliouse, Washington,
Georgia ; Dr. Isaac Auld, Edisto Island ; Dr. C. M.
Reese, Philadelphia.

RESIDENT MEMBERS.
Pincknej', jr. J. L North, And. Pickens,

Benjamin Smith, John Miller, sen, Charles Gaillard,

John E. Colhoun, J.T.Lewis, Thomas L. Dart, J. B.
Earle, C. W. Miller. Samuel Cherry, John Taylor,
.lame C. Griffin, Robert Anderson, William Hunter,
Benjamin Du Pre, sen. Joeph Grisharo, L. MGregor,
Samuel Earle, Richard Harrison, Patrick Norris, J.

C. Kilpatrick, Joseph B. Earle, T. W. Farrar, Thomas
Strilding, John Green, Josias D. Gaillard, Joseph Van
Shanklin.

1816.—John Maxwell, B. F. Perry, WiUlam Hub-
hart, E. B. Benson, George Reese, sen. George W.
Liddell, J. B. Perry, John Martin, T. Farrar. W. R.
Davis, William Gaston, Joseph Reed, Elam Sliarpe,

D. Sloan, jun. Samuel Warren, Leonard Simpson, Major
Lewis, Samuel Taylor.

1817.—William Steele, James Lawrence, Francis
Burr, John Hunter, W. S. Adair, William Taylor,
William Anderson, Joseph Jlitchell, Thomas Lorton,
Rev! James Hillhouse, Benj. Dickson, Richard Lewis,

r. Whitefield, J.B. Hammond, Jo'in Holbert, Robert
Lemon.

—John Hall, David Cherry, John Gaillard,

Charles Story, M'Kenzie Colhns, George Taylor, Theo-
dore Gaillard.

1819.—Samuel Gassaway, R. A. Maxwell, J. P. Lewis,
W. Symmes, George Reese, jun. Joseph Whitner,

Chairman, and if necessary, be directed to resume
his seat.

9. In cases of gross, scandalous, violent, ungen-
tlemanly conduct, the Society may expel a member.
The resolution for this purpose, must be signed by

two members, who will hand it siknt'y to the Pre-
sident, who is bound not to disclose their names, and
who is to request the member to withdraw. After
debate, the member named shall be introduced, aud

Wt Oliver, James O. Lewis, Thomas
Sloan, Henry M'Crary, David K. Hamilton.

ADDRESS TO THE FARMERS' SOCIETY.

Permit me, gentlemen, briefly to call your atten-

on to the objects of this institution ; to present in a

few words its vast importance to our country generally,

to this section of it in particular; and I know
not how I can more plainly and forcibly express my-
self, than by stating the situation of other sections of

happy country, which formerly weie in our pre-
sent condition, but which are now advanced to a cen-

the whole, and shall be in the following words
" Shall the main question he now put .'" Should the
committee decide in the affirmative, the main ques
tion shall be put immediately, without debate.

7. Whenever a resolution has been disposed of by
a vote of the Society, it shall not be in order to move
that, or a similar resolution during the meeting, with
out a vote of the Society to re-consider.

8. Every member of the Society who shall violate

any of these rules, or who shall not conduct himself
with propriety and decorum, both of language and
manner, shall be called to order by the President or turv before us'in agricuUural knowledge. A learned

d judicious farmer of our sister state of Pennsylva-
describes the state of agriculture after the con-

clusion of the former American war, as wretched in

the extreme. Their lands were exhausted by a con-
stant succession of grain crops, and then abandoned

weeds, as worthless. New land was cleared, and
e sail e miserable system pursued. Man and beast
fi'ered alike, as the forage for the latter was sup-

plied from the scanty crops of the farmer, or the poor
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animals led on dry straw and the scanty pickings of the

fields. Animal life was burely sustained through the

winter, and that with cufficiilty. Does this sad picture

present to your minds no home reflections ? Does not a

striking similarity of situation present itself? FMm this

unfortunate state of daily struggle for support, they

were relieved by a few intelligent men ; who united in

a society for agricultural improvement, such as we now
form, have, by their judgment, zeal, and agricultural

knowledge, diffused so much instruction to the intelli-

gent farmer, as to convert his barren land into fertile

soil, and to substitute the wine and oil of abundance f

the miseries of poverty and starvation.

This happy change, however, was not effected in

day. They had to contend with the prejudices of i

norance, and the obstinate and blind perseverance in

bad habits of those who pretended to agricultural skill

They pursued their career with unwearied step, undis
mayed by the difficulties which presented themselves,

till they finally placed the agricultural interests of their

country on a footing seldom equalled and not exceeded
by any on this continent.

Such, gentlemen, is the successful career of the
Philadelphia Society for the promotion of Agricul-

ture, aided by similar societies in Pennsylvania. And
who will not say that they merit the lasting gratitude of
their country ? We are accustomed to consider men of

a different character as great and illustrious. The
tions ofCssar and of Scipio, of Marlborough and Eugei
or in latter times of Bonaparte and Blucher, entitle them
in modern phrase, to be called great. But these men
derived this title from their proficiency in destroying
their fellow men. Their fame, like the pestiferous

fumes of the charnel house, arises from the gore of mor
tals like themselves, ft is steeped in blood, and is ac

companied by the groans and shrieks of millions. Far
different and how far preferable, is the character of the

scientific and industrious agriculturist. He is the bene
factor of his fellow men ; his talents and his labours
are devoted to the support and happiness of mankind
They make man intelligent and independent. They
teach him to derive his wealth and respectability from
the fruitful bosom which nature's God assigned
for this jiurpose ; and his efforts, unlike those of the
horrible traffickers in human blood, confer a lasting

benefit, not only on his contemporaries, but on poste
rity.

We may justly conclude then, that as war and war
viors are the curses, peace and agriculture are the
blessings of the world.

In a national point of view, we have every induce
ment that can operate on a well organized mind, to

stipulate our exertions. Living under the happiest

and freest government in the civilized world ; pro-
tected by mild laws, in the enjoyment of every right

not incompatible with the equal rights of others : it

is the duty of allegiance ; it is the duty of gratitude ;

it is that duty, which love of country imperiously
dictates, that every citizen should contribute his ut
most efforts, to place his beloved country on the pin
pacle of national prosperity. Our citizens, of all pro.

fessions, should unite in this glorious effort, and it is

confidenOy believed that the effort will ensure its

success. In other pursuits our citizens have esta-

blished and sustained a national character, not ex-

ceeded in the old world. Our statetmen are deci-

dedly superior. In the learned professions of law
and physic, we exhibit a splendid specimen of Amer-
rican intellect. Our naval heroes, by their valour and
skill, and honourable humanity, have extorted the plau
dits of an admiring world ; and our armies have lately

proved themselves superior to the boasted discipline

of Europe. Even in agriculture, some of our sister

states have attained a proficiency highly honourably to
themselves, and promotive of their permanent wealth
and prosperity. Why then are we so far behind
them > AVhy does not their patriotic example influ

ence our conduct .' Are we made of inferior materi
als ? Are we not fostered by the genial warmth of
the same political atmosphere .' Or has our wayward
fortune thrown us on a sterile rock, incapable of im-
provement ? None of these obstacles exists. Our dis-

trict has emerged from the infancy of its settlement,

while our agricultural knowledge is yet in the cradle.

Let me not be told that this torpor proceeds from lo-

cal causes : That our numerous water courses are ob-

structed by rocks, and that we shall find no vent for

ncreased productions. The answer is obvious
The superficial barriers which nature has thrown in

our way, only to stimulate our exertions, are not re-

moved, simply because their removal has not yet been
necessary. But once increase your productions ; dou-
ble them, quadruple them, and they will not be dam-
med up at home ; but like our swollen streams, tl

will burst with irresistible impetuosity through the
rocks and barriers which impede their course to mar-
ket This is the natural course of events. The con-
nexion between this district and the commercial sec-

tions of our state will be facilitated, and we shall ob-

tain in exchange for our flour, our corn, our tobacco,
and our beef and pork, such articles as our necessities

may require, at reduced prices.

Do we want the evidence and authority of the best
and wisest men in our republic, as to the import
of agricultural knowledge to our country ? It i

hand. Washington, acknowledged by an admiring
world to be tlie greatest man of the age, " the first

in war, the first in peace, and the first in the hearts

of his countrymen," was, himself, an agriculturist.

He inculcated by his precepts, and enforced by his

example, the principles and practice of agriculture,
as intimately connected witli the welfare of that coun-
try to which he has left so many proofs of his devo-
tion. Mr. Jeflerson, on this subject, has .ibly second-
ed the example of his predecessor. He has been per-
sonally instrumental in establishing agricultural socie-

ties, and has given us much valuable information. It

is needless to multiply examples, almost every distin

guished citizen of our country, however they may have
differed on other points, have united in opinion, that

a successful system of agriculture is the basis of our
prosperity ; that it is the foundation of commerce ; that

it strengthens the federal bond of union ; that it increa
ses the actual value of our country ; that it enlightens
our citizens, as to its numerous blessings ; that it diffu-

ses knowledge, and tliereby strengtliens a good gov-
ernment, " which is never in danger, while a free peo-
ple are well informed." If these opinions of our best

men be correct, (and what sceptic can hesitate to b
lieve them,) docs it not behove us to assist in this fair and
goodly work, whose object is so all important, whose
means are so much within our reach. But I deem it

useless to address a further argument to you, gentle
ment, on an interesting subject, on which the existence,
and wealth, and permanent prosperity of our country
so essentially depends : I will merely suggest a few
measures, which appear to me to be calculated to pro
mote the object of our infant, but already respectable
institution.

I propose, in the first place, that our Corresponding
Secretary be directed to open a correspondence will

the Philadelphia Society for the promotion of Agricul
ture, informing them of our institution, and its objects,

inviting their assistance and information, as to the
means of procuring the best samples of seeds and grain,

particularly wheat, the time and mode of sowing it

the preparation of the soil, and its culture generally

The public spirited character of that Society, warrants
the belief that they will receive the communication with
pleasure.

I recommend to your consideration, the payment in

advance of our first annual subscriprion, to afford the
means of defraying any little expenses incident to this

proposition.

I propose for your consideration, the expediency o*^

opening a correspondence with Mr. Vaughan, of Phil:

delphia, requesting him to furnish the Society with the
Memoirs of the Philadelphia, and other similar Socie-

ties in the Northern States, and generally such other
books on agricultural subjects, as our funds will ena-

ble us to obtain. The well known philanthropic charac-

ter of this gentleman leaves no doubt that he will exe-

cute this commission with pleasure.

As most agricultural e.xperiments and improvements
require time to execute them, I propose for your con-

sideration, the expediency of offering a premium for

the best field of wheat, not less than four acres, which
must be ploughed at least twice, and harrowed in, the
wheat not sown among corn ; the grain to be thrashoo
out, accurately measured, and a fair sample producci:
to the Society, at their stated meeting, the fourtli

Thursday of July, 1816; certificates of the preparatioi
of the ground and measurement of the wheat to ac-
company the sample. Public notice of this premium
should be immediately inserted in the Pendleton Mes-
senger, to which should be prefixed, a short statement
of our Society and its objects ; and inviting the assis-
tance of literary, philosophical, and agricultural men.
The premium should be a silver cuj), of the value of

dollars, with a suitable inscription.

To these observations and propositions, permit me
to add the expression of my gratitude, for the unmer-
ited honour of the presiding chair, to which nothing
ndeed could have entitled me, but your partiality, and
I zealous interest in the important object of this Socie-
:y. I indulge however, a fervent hope, that by the
blessings of Providence, a star may rise in the v/eet,

hose brilliant effulgence may illumine a midnight path,
and attracting others within its orbit, may finally shed
the happiest rays of light on tlie destinies of our be.
loved country.

THOMAS PINCKNEV, Jr.

President of the Farmer's Sociel''.

T. T. Lewis, Esa. Corres. Sec'ni.

FOn THE AMERICAN FARMER.

RURAL ECONOMY—No. II.

Deep Phughitiff.'—Theory of the Growlh ofPlants

The generality of good farmers arc, in opin-

ion at least, friendly to deep ploughing. Being
myself an advocate for this opinion, I shall pro-

ceed to give as succinctly as possible, the rea-

sons by which I am governed. The sun has a
tendency to draw all fertility to the surface;

but if that were all, deep ploughing would be of
comparatively little importance ; it has the

power also to draw wliat is termed the strength

of the land from the surface, and to leave the

earth a barren waste. Tlic sun and atmosphere,
do not in a direct mode impart to the soil, any
of those substances v/hich are generally sup-

posed to constitute the food of plants. They,
only by the power of all Taction, concentrate at

the surface, those particles oi fertility already

m the soil. Take for example, two pieces of

ground adjacent to each other. Let the sub-

stratum of each be perfectly similar. But
suppose one to have been manured to such a de-

gree, as to form tliree inches of rich mould on
the top, and the oilier t]uite worn out : plough
each 8 or 9 inches deep—the dirt on the surface

of the one having been turned completely un-
der, both soils will then have precisely the same
appearance, and for the immediate growth of a

plant, the roots of which do not extend more
han three or four inches, exactly the same ca-

pacity. But let botli pieces stand six or eight

months, and it will be found that the soil, which
was at first rich, will be good again as ever, and

additionally so in proportion to the quantum of

fertility, which the substratum contained, and
hich was made accessible to the extractive

pov?er of the atmosphere. If, however, the

substratum contained no nutritive faculty what-

ever—if it were a perfect " caput mortuum,"
the land will not have gained one jot of fertility

by the ploughing. And so with regard to the
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exhausted ground—if it contained within the

depth ploughed, any inherent principles of fer-

tility, they will have been drawn to the surface

—the land will have been improved, but if oth-

erwise, in vain will have been all the efforts of

the plough. A perfectly dead mass of matter

might be ploughed without any avail, ever

" till the cows come home." A sand bank

never can be bettered by stiring alone. But

I have seen very little land, which even though

apparently devoid at the surface, did not with

in the depth of six or eight inches, contain

some principles of nutrition which by stirring.

might be made perviable to water, and brought

within the grasp of atmospheric power. I have

seen consequently few soils that might not be

ameliorated by an improvement in the con

struction and use of iliat first of Agricultural

abettors, the plough. If ground intended for

wheat, be fallowed early in the spring, it should

be ploughed deep ; little can then be lost by

evaporation, before the time for sowing shall have

arrived, the hot weather of a long summer, will

only have had time to draw the forcing power of

the earth to that place where, for the growth of

all vegetation, it should be, to the surface. F
the same reason the ground should by no means

be cross ploughed. Tlie power of nature

would then by the mistaken operations of art,

be in a great degree thwarted. We shoul

'

never plough shallow early in the spring—it

would only be exposing unecessarily, the

parched earth, already panting for water

and crying for shelter. If we fallow late

in the fail, let us reverse our mode of pro-

cedure, and root up only the rich dirt. The
great monarch of day then struggles for

ihrone ; he has lost much of his strength—he

is " sliorn of his beams." What at one time

would be a beneficial operation, at another with

a reverse of circumstances, would be highly

prejudicial. I now proceed with considerable

diffidence upon the theory of the sustenance of

vegetables. Plants, by their growth alone, are

believed to exhaust the soil, if at all, but in a

very considerable degree. The ground is found

to be much injured after the growth of those

crops in the ordinary cultivation of which, the

soil is not only kept bare, but frequently stirred

with a view to facilitate the expansion of

She roots. Tobacco and corn stand " fore

most on the file" of exhausters. These
crops require the mode of treatment just

mentioned. Clover does not exhaust at all

though cut several times, and every particle of

its growth taken oft". It even then improves,

For what reason ? Because the earth is kept

continually sheltered, and at the satne time

perforated by the strong tap root which this

plant is known to possess. A shrub will attain

considerable size in the box of dirt, without the

smallest diminution from its original weight.

Air, heat and moisture must then constitute

food of plants. Though the earth be the prin-

ciple means—the " alma mater" of vegetation,

it is believed of itself to afford but little suste-

nance. It is the medium through which the

other agents of nature act—it is to a plant as it

is to manj a home—a resting place. Located

in the soil, a vegetable expands its branches to

the munificence of heaven, and agreeably to

the extent of the donation it yields, from noth

ing to a hundred fold. If the season be good,

we have a satisfactory product, if unpropitious,

the reverse is our portion. If it be asked,

" why does vegetation flourish more vigorously

rich than on a poor soil ?" I answer, be-

cause a rich soil is better fitted for the expan-

sion of the roots necessary to prop up the plant

Rich land is generally lighter than poor; it is

possessed of that quality which in sugar oi

flour, we term life. It is porous enough to ad

rait the necessary water to animate the roots,

d has tenacity sufficient to prevent evapora-

tion in a greater degree than soil of an'uiferior

quality. The whole earth was made for " our
footstool—to walk—to frisk and gambol on;''

but we move with greater facility over a gravel-

ed avenue than through a quagmire. If land,

after being well ploughed and planted in corn,

be covered with plank, with holes large enougl
for the stalks to shoot through, and interstices to

admit the rain, it appears highly probable that

it would produce for ten thousand centur'

without the smallest deterioration of quality.

An acknowledgment of the truth of this posi

tion, might in the cultivation of Indian corn, be
of considerable service. We seldom see good
crops of this grain amongst which grass is per

mitted to grow—the grass generally shoulders

the blame. The effect is taken for the cause

The growth of grass is believed to be only ar

indication of the true cause of the sorry crop.

It is a certain sign that the ground below, ha;

not been sufficiently stirred—that it is too

compact for the natural supporters of this prince

of plants, to extend themselves. On the allu

vial lands on some of our rivers, we find that

the growth of grass impedes not at all the size

of maize—not because the ground is strong

enough to produce two crops at once, but for

this plain reason, that being made of decom
posed vegetables, it has the requisite tenacity

at top, added to the advantage of being suffi

iently porous, without the " foreign aid" of

tillage. Could we devise a way of loosening

the ground without killing or disturbing all

pontaneous vegetation, the grass it is supposed
so far from being an injury, would be a benefit,

not only eventually to the soil, but to the grow-
ing crop without detracting except in a very

mall degree, if any, from the inherent ferti-

lity of the land, it would retain not only a suf-

ficiency of moisture for its own support, but

an additional quantity for the use of the crop.

Though a great quantity of water is required
for the support of vegetable life, it is to that

evaporated as a " drop in the ocean." A
limited use of wheat straw or the green carpet

of nature, are the only means within our read
of counteracting the gigantic powers of exhala-

tion. Oats are of more rapid growth than any
grain that I know of, except perhaps, buckwheat

;

and oats are never found to flourish well on a

fresh ploughed soil ; ground v/hich has been
cultivated the preceding year in corn, and ex-

posed during both winter and summer, answers

better, even though of inferior quality. Buck-
heat on a fresh turned soil may do, but that

grain is sowed when the sun is in meridian

splendour. For the successful propagation of

any crop, be the cause what it may, the fertility

must be on the surface. Two or three inches

of rich mould, even when mixed thoroughly
by the plough and harrow, with as many more
of substratum will produce very little ; but if

left on the top, it would be amply suffici-

cient for the production of any thing : If

turned completely under, so much the worse.

Hence the great prepossession in favour of

shallow ploughing. In all our efforts, we
should endeavour to aid—not to counter-

act the operations of nature. That there

are many evils in the world, is a lamenta-

ble fact beyond denial ; but to each and every

one, there is a proper antidote. A great author

observes, that " imprudence and misfortune

are synonymous terms." .Upon the proper
use of those means which reason places at our
disposal, depends in a great measure, our suc-

cess or failure on the great theatre of life. The
will of heaven has placed the fertility of this

globe at the surface—and there, for all necessa-

ry purposes it should be. But to prevent eva-

poration-" Hie labor, hoc opusest."--Nature has.

also pointed out the best means of doing this—
Let the earth be covered with grass. But when
we cultivate a crop, this growth must necessari-

ly be destroyed True ; if however we stir

only the best part, whicit is invariably on the

top, we may plant corn, and vegetation wili

rapidly spring up, when agreeably to the theory

previously advanced, it should not be disturb-

ed. To lighten the earth to a considerable

distance, so as to hold in reserve a great quan-
tity of water, absolutely indespensable to push
forward vegetation, is in my humble opinion,

the strongest argument in favour of deep
ploughing. Could this object be accomplished
without the necessity of turning the soil up-

side down, it would save much labour, improve
it much faster, and retain it always at a minutes
warning, subject to the requisitions of the

farmer. All this is believed to be, at least li-

mitedly, within our power. We have in this

neighbourhood, an instrument called a " simple
coulter," in contradistinction to the common
Dutch-plough, and all other ploughs to which
coulters are prefixed. The appearance of the

Dutch-plough, with the helve and shovel taken
off, will be sufficient for any one to realise its

construction. On land which has been in the

first instance flushed shallow, this serves to

give necessary depth ; and with that view it is

used. One horse will draw this on land which
has been previously ploughed with a bare-share,

six or eight inches, and probably much deeper
with great ease. With the application of less

power, it penetrates much deeper than any
instrument whatever. It is now used by many
of the best farmers here, almost exclusively,

as a substitue for the common shovel-plough.

Without disturbing in a considerable degree,

eitheV the grass or the surface, it gives the soil

11 those requisites for which I have contended.

A coultering is found to be of great service to

Timothy meadows. On fallow, I presume it

ight also be used to advantage. Let the ground

be ploughed shallow, and before sowing give it

depth by means of the coulter.

The difference between the power necessary

for deep and shallow ploughing is so great, parti-

cularly in dry weather, that the use of this In-
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strumem as recommended, would require no ad

ditional labour. That these opinions are in a con^

siderable degree theoretical is readily granted

—that they may be ridiculous is very probable

—that they are materially at variance with

the sentiments of the scientific world is cer

tain: In any case I submit with pleasure to

the "judgment of my peers." Having pre

mised this much by way of clearing off the rub

bish from future investigation : in my next 1

shall take the " King's Highway." If we meet

with fewer objects to please or satisfy the eye of

curiosity, we shall at least have the consolation

to know that we stand in less danger of being

bewildered in the interminable labyrinth of use

less argumentation.

R. B. BUCKNER.
Fint Hill, Fat/uier County, }

Feb. 20, 1821. S

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ON THE GREAT VALUE OF RUTA BAGA.

March 7th, 1821.

Dear Sir,

The communication from Wenham, whicli

appeared in the Farmer, on the 4th of Februa-

ry, 1820, has been re-published in the last num-

ber of the Massachusetts Agricultural Journal.

As it comes again with all the imposing

weight of its distinguished author, sanctioned

thus by some of the most accomplished persons

of America, I am led to fear, that the practical

farmers of our country will abandon Swedish

turnips without thought, as I most assuredly

shoultl do without hesitation, had not long ex-

perience made firm my impressions in their fa-

vour. If you still wish to print my notions,

and think the playful style of my latter fitted

for the grave columns of the Farmer, you arc at

liberty to publish them.

EXTRACT.
Well tried experience, accurate and repeat.

§d experiment, are necessary to establish the

relative values, of the various esculent plants,

which have been recently brought into field

cultivation in America. I do not pretend to

deny the importance of agricultural chemistry

nor to assume a position against the scientifick

agriculturists of Massachusetts, who have so

ably written in support of carrots, mangel wurt

zel and potatoes ; but I am not willing to ac

knowledge that the data from Sir Humphry
Davy, are sufficiently conclusive to overturn

opinions founded upon the most vigilant inves-

tigation, which ample opportunity, or the ut

niost zeal can afford—nor am I quite satisfied

that in any case, the mere result of chemical

analysis is the best test, of the value of certain

coinbinations of matter in affording either nu

trition, or " condiment" to animals.

The most eminent Pathologists, prescribe

systems of diet, and exhibit preparations of

medicine, with reference, rather to the force of

experience, than the mere inductions of Philo-

sophical research. Your venerable correspon-

dent, decidedly asserts, that " if there be truth

'< in the analysis of Sir Humphry Davy, the

" same weight of potateos contains more than

" three time the quantity of nutricious matter

that is found in Ruta Baga ;" but he acknow-l
ledges, that whilst raw potatoes are useful in

"attening cattle, they scarcely are eaien by
;winc—in fact, that until they have been sub-

jetted to chemical process in some shape, they

annot be successfully used in feeding them

—

and in aid of his opinions, quotes Hayes to

prove, that potatoes in their effects are so po-

tent, that they not only give robust health to the

Peasantry, but even population to Ireland. Is

it not likely then, that if Sir Humphry Davy
were to become a feeder of swine, and were to

consult his retorts alone for information, ht

would be aroused from his philosophic induc-

tions by the outcry of his pigs, or curses on

his bacon. It has been asserted, that the influ'

ence of a potato, upon the bowels of a hog, is

very different from its effect upon those of

cow—.is it to be contended then, that there

more affinity between the bowels of a bull, and

those of an Irishman, than between the bowels

of a hog, and those of a cow ?

I am disposed to believe, that if the ingenuity

of a chemist, and all the skill of a French cook

\»ere united, to adroitly prepare a delicious, and

nutricious repast, for a pure B) field hog, or a

" clear" Teeswater heifer ; they might exhaust

all the sweets of molasses, and decompose half

the beets of New England, before they could

produce a good substitute, for the combination

which is found in every spear of tender grass.

I am prepared to acknowledge, "that Mr
Barney, an Englishman," borrowed his prac-

tice from New England, whence I hope we
may be ever disposed to borrow, all which re

lales to the promotion of individual happiness,

or the advancement of national wealth—but I

am persuaded that his early vocation as a

butcher, his watchful and well known esperi

ence as a grazier, have fitted him better to do-

cide upon the gut fat, and flesh of an ox, than

all the chemists of the Royal Institution, and

half the gentlemen farmers of America, with

science and erudition at their aid. Supported

hy Barney, by Coke, and by Curwen, I cannot

be brought to believe, in despite of three of my
senses, that my bullocks and cows put milk in

their udders, or lay flesh on their haunches, by

means of " condiment" only in support of

" sweet" tasting barley straw.

We may confidently rely upon every analy-

sis by Sir Humphry Davy ; and although he

states that " the red beet contains 121] parts in

" a 1000, of saccharine matter, or sugar—the

white beet, 1 19 such parts"—he does not, I

think, declare, " that any of them can convey

''more than double the quantity of nutriment

" that is afforded by Ruta Baga," to cattle or

swine—for he distinctly asserts, (immediately

after his table of soluble or nutritive matters)

" it is ftrohabte that the excellence of the diffe-

" ent articles as food will be found to be in a

" great measure proportional to the quantities

« of soluble or nutritive matters they afford ;

" but still these quantities cannot be regarded

" as absolutely denoting their value. I have
" been informed by Sir Joseph Banks, that the

X Derbyshire Miners, in winter, prefer oat

" cakes to wheaten bread, finding that this kind

" of nourishment enables them to support their

" strength, and perform their labour belter.''

But the table had shown, that wheat contained
959, whilst in oats, were discovered but 743
nutritive parts. Again, in his first lecture he
further observes, " the compounds in vegeta-

bles really nutritive as the food of animals,

are very few ; farina, or the pure matter oi

" starch, gluten, vegetable jelly, and extract.

" Of these, the most nutritive is gluten, which
" approaches nearest in its nature to animal
" matter, and which is tlie substance that
>' gives to wheat its superiority over other
" grain. The next, in order as to nourishing
" power, is sugar, then farina, and last of all,

" gelaiinous and extractive matters."

Murray, page 100, volume 4th, without re-

servation, pronounces that " fpcula is sometimes
" employed in its pure slate medicinally, from its

" nutricious qu dity, and from being easy of
" digestion. Sago and sallop are feculas of
" this kind ; again, in the next page, Fecula is,

" of any variety of vegetable matter, best
•' adapted to the nourishment of animals ; and
" it forms the principal part of all the seeds
" and roots which are used as food by man."
Its nutritious power is well shown, by the fact,

that sonic of the most nutritive of these, as

rice, or the /totato root, contain no other firinci-

/ile that can contribute to this, but fecula.

The evidence of chemistry has not estab-

lished the case of your ingenious correspon-

dent, nor would " taste" more effectually con-

firm the position he has taken, for sugar of lead

might be found " manifestly sweeter" than

bread, mangel wurtzcl, beets or potatoes.—Yet
Mr. Hayes would not recommend lead to the

use of his countrymen, for the purpose of health,

population, or diet of easy digestion.

The anulyais given so Jar as it is quoted,

might be brought to prove, that Ruta Baga
contains double the quantity of nutriment that

is afforded by red beets, white beets, parsnips,

carrots and potatoes ; for it cannot be objected

that Murray is wrong, or Davy not right, and

yet we arc told, that fecula is of any variety of

vegetable matter best adapted to the nourish-

ment of animals ; and Davy has proved that

the favourites at Wenham contain twice as

many jiarts us Ruta Baga of .Saccharine matter,

which is not fecula, or starch. It thus remains

to be proved, that Ruta Baga does not contain

twice as much gluten, fecula, or that which is

really most nutritive for the purposes of cattle

or man. The chemists have shown, that three

drops of Prussick acid applied to the tongue of

a dog, produced instant death, yet they assure

us that the same tongue of the same dog, con-

tained the elements from which Prussick acid is

made.
The fragrant blossom of a peach, is another

source of its production, yet no philosopher,

farmer or writer will say that peaches are pois-

onous, or that their blossoms are dangerous,

because the skill of a chemist can make them
kill cither hog, bull, or dog.

Whilst we are soaring by the liglits of philo-

sophy, it is madness to fly from the tracks of

experience, and absurdly pursue that, which to

moitals can never be known.
The knife of an Anatomist, or the laboratory

of a chemist might be in vain put in requisition

to trace in the gastrick juice or bowels of a pig,
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Ihc [iL-Chiiar comoinalion, which tiiables it to

digest almost every thin,i>; « bich vegetates

moves, whilst the stomach of an ox, or systei

of an elephant, would be disordered by a single

breakfast of oysters, with the aid, even of " boil

ing," or of sugar, beets, " condiment," carrots

potatoes or sauce.

CURWEN.

COMMUNICATED FOR THE AMEllICAN FAKMER.

By G. W. JEFFREYS, Esq.

Virginia, Port Royal, J/iril 16, 1819,

Dear Sir,

I wish it was in my power to give you any

satisfactory answer to your letter, in relation

to the given labour necessary for a farm of

given size ; but so many varieties exist, both in

the nature of land and labour, and my expert

ments have been so constantly subject to flue

tuations in the circumstances of both, as tc

have subjected me to temporary and fluctuating

computations, and to have precluded me fron

even attempting to ascertain any settled results.

Whatever is said in Arator, must be considered

as applicable to a level farm, of a light soil, of

easy tilth, having no gullies, requiring no clear-

ing, and but little draining ; and the labour

there spoken of must be calculated as attended

by a sufficient team.

The meadow oat grass continues to answci

my expectation. A large field on which i

was thinly sown for the sole purpose of im
lirovement, indicated by its last year's crop its

litness for that object. Another now promises

still more. It is hilly land, and exhibits a great

cover for its degree of fertility. I have ascer-

tained that it does not live or sprout so well in

the fall sown with wheat, as when sown in the

spring mixed with oats and clover seed.

My manuring from the resources of the fi

exclusively of gypsum and enclosing, extends

now to about 160 acres annually. This year

it would have considerably exceeded that quan
tity, if I had not determined to manure a body
of very poor land, hitherto neglected as unwor
thy of the expense, which required sixty loads

of farm pen litter to an acre.

My shifts are subject to some small irregular

ities, from ploughing up sections of high or low

land grass, to clean and re-sow them. The pro
minent divisions contain about 250 acres each

About eight barrels of corn to the acre has been
the produce of the two last years. In one, my
wheat was greatly injured by fly, in the other

by frost ; so that the produce was only as many
bushels. Between 12 and 15 may be generally

expected. Much of my land is very sandy.

I have long sown all my shifts in some kind

of grass. The stiff parts produce fine clover

often partially cut for soiling, hay or seed. Of
permanent highland meadov/ oat, I have only

about 40 acres at present, but I am hastening

to increase the quantity. Of lowland red top
meadow, I had until this year about 60 acres,

solution arises from a pieterence to the meaUi
oat for hay, to any hay to be made on reclaimed
lands. And I sow oats after corn on reclaimed
Idnds, because the crop is infinitely more cer
tain than wheat, and because the grass seed
sown with oats succeed better than those sown
with wheat.

Enclosed are a few of the pumpkin seed you
wisli for. They are of the best kind I have
tried, but I do not know that they are any thing

e than the common sort, nor is it impioba
ble that a better species may be found.

I regret that these answers to your questions
are of so little value, as it would have gi

much pleasure to have been useful to a gentle-

man so ardent in an object so useful.

I am respectfully, sir, your most obedient
servant,

JOHN TAYLOR

MANAGEMENT OF CALVES.
Successful esr/ieriment of rearing calves without

Milk.

From the transactions of the Bath Society,

volume 5th.

Tytherton, Dec. 3rd. 1789.

Sir—The following is as near a calculation

of the expenses of rearing my Calves without
inilk, as I can at present assert. In the yeai

1787, I weaned 17 calves; in 1788, 23 and
1789, 15. I bought in 1787 three sacks of

inseed— I put one quart of the seed to 6 quarts

of water, which by boiling ten minutes, be
came a good jelly ; this jelly is mixed with a

mall quantity of the tea of the best hay steep
ed in boiling water.

Having my calves to drop at different limes
I did not make an exact calculation of the ex
pense of this hay tea ; but out of my three sacks
of seeds, I had better than two bushels left at

ast— I gave them the jelly and hay tea, three
limes a day. To the boy who looked after them
6d. per day; the price of the linseed was 4.5. 6d.

per bushel; the whole three years seed, 21. 5s.

My calves are kept in a good growing slate, and
are much better at this time than my neighbour's
that are reared by milk—they do not fall off so
much when they come to grass.

I am, &c.

THOMAS CROOK.

oil cake. Land, 71. an acre, in Guernsey is

sown in with parsnips to feed cattle, and the
milk is like cream. Sheep when lambing, fed
with them, produce much milk. They are im-
proper food for horses, subjecting them to blind-
ness.

To stain Wood a fine Black.

Drop a little oil of Vitriol into a small quan-
tity of water, rub the same on your Wood, then
hold it to the fire until it becomes a fine black ;

and, when polished, it will be exceedingly beau-
tiful.

^mi^ S^iUBMI^IEc

BALTIMORE, FUIDAY, MARCH 23, 1821.

|C7» Our subscribers are reminded that ac-

cording to the invariable terms of this fiafier,

their subscrifition is to be /laid on or before the

^rst day ofnext month—for volume third. We
entreat them to tecoLlect that every thing de-

fiends on their punctuality, and that the merits

of the American Farmer whatever they may
be, have arisen from the Ju-omfitness with which

calls of this kind have been met by its fialrons.

It is earnestly desired, that on the fierusal of
this notice, each subscriber will fiut the amount

letter addressed to the Editor, who agrees

to take all risk of mail.

To make Hay Tea for Calves

Take about a pound of red clover hay, well
got in ; and 6 quarts of clear spring water

;

boil them together till the water is reduced to

four quarts ; then take out the hay and mix
pound of barley, oat, or bean-meal, amongst a
little water, put it into the pot or caldron
while it is boiling, and keep it constantly stirring

until it is thickened. Let it cool, then give it to

the Calf, adding as much whey as will make
sufficient meal. This is a cheap way of rearing
Calves, and the valuable article of milk may be
saved for other purposes,

most of which I have ploughed up for corn, de
signing to convert all my drained land, about Parsnifis productive of Milk in Ct

150 acres, into a course of corn, oats and grass. Parsnips cause cows to produce abundance
two years grazing—and begin again. This re-'cf milk ; and they eat them as free as they do sent week.

Baltimore, Marches, 1821.

PRICES CURRENT.
Flour, from the wagons, §3 2Ti,—Whiskei,

from do. 22 cents per g.illon—Wheat, 62" to 66 cents
Barley, 45

—

Oats, 25 cents—Cons, white, 22, to 24
Vellow 26—Coi) fish, per quintal, wholesale §3, retail

§4—New England Beans, per bushel, gl Uh—
do. Peas, 75 cts—Ground Plasteh per ton 8 50, per
barrel, SI 45, per bushel, 35, in the stone per ton,

S6 50—New Orleans SuGAn, §8 75 to 10—Muscova-
do, do. S7 50 to 9 25—American White Lead, §12 50

Ground, do. 8l3 a 14—LixsEEn Oil, 75 cts.—Fea-
THEKs, 40to45cls—Hat, per ton §16—Stuaw, do. §8—N. E. Potatoes, retail 50 cts. pr. bu.

—

Live Stock, 5
to S6 c.

—

Beef, prime pes. 8 to 10 cts Corn Beep,
7 cts—Mutton, 8 to 10 cts.—Hams, 10 to 12 cts— .Mid-
dlings, 8 to 10 cts—BuTTEB, 20 to 25 cts Cueese, 8 to
10 cts. per lb

—

I'ar §1 75—Soft Tubpentine, §2
—Pitch, S2i-RosiN, common IJ—bright do. §3 per
barrel.—VAnsisH, 25 cts.—SpiniTs turpentiste Zi cts.
per gal.—Cotton, good Upland, 15 to 16 cts. per lb.—

^

KicE, S3 to S3^—ship and flooring Plank, g25 to 27,
Shixbles, best §8—common S3 a 4i p. M.

—

Oak
MOod,S3 50—HicKORT, S4 25 per cord—Cloteh, seed
S7—Am. Orchard, grass do. §4—English do. or Cocks-
foot, do. §8

—

Herds, do. go

—

Timotht, §5 Sanfoiw,
glO

—

Millet, §2 per bushel—Lucehn, 75 cts.—
Sweet Scented Vernal gl 50 cts.—Cow grass 75 cts

Trefoil, 50 cts. per lb

—

Rdta Baga, "5 cts Man-
L Wuhtzel, gl 75 cents per pound.

—

Cabbage,
seed, 25 to 37^ cts.

—

Cauliflower, 75 to 100 cents
per oz.—spring Tare's, g8 per bu.—Peas, 25 to 75

per quart

—

Onion seed, 20 to 25 cts.

—

Leek, 31 to
37 cts.—short orange Cjrhot, 12^ cts.

—

Parsnip, 12J
Lettuce, 25 to 75 cts

—

Raddisb, 12^ to 31 cts.

Beet, 12^ cents—Bhocole, 31 to 100 cts.—Cucumber,
to 75 cts. per oz.

—

Turnip seed 50 to 125 cts.

per lb.

No sales of Virginia or Maryland Tobacco the pre-
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FROM THE PLOUGH BOY.

THE HOLDERNESS COW.
Recently imported by Mr. G. W. Featherstonhaugh.

the horse 1 have selected lor my stock farm lor the
ensuing season, I have the satisfaction to submit the
following voucher from very high authority

:

n\is/ii!igton, March 12, 1821.

j
Dear Sik—I have extracted, as you requested,

;finiTi the English Stud Book, the pedigree of the im-
ported horse Wondtr, the grand sire of your young
horse Clifton, which is annexed. The pedigree of
your horse on doth etdes, is equal to any in America.
His dam Iris, partakes of the most approved crosses
for he turf, in Virginia ; and his sire by the import-
ed horse Wonder, is inferior to none in England. I
was very much pleased with the appearance of your
horse, and it is, I think, to be regretted, that you
have never trained him for the turf, where 1 think,
from his blood and form, he would have made a dis-
tinguished figure ; his fine appearance, and excel-
Uent blood, certainly entitle him to the attention of
those who wish to improve the breed of good horses,
and I have no doubt, under the auspices of the gen-
tlemen who will patronize him, that he will, as he
certainly ought, to make a good season.

Yours most truly, JOHN TAYLOR,
To Joaifih Lewis, Esc/.

Clifton will stand at Govanstown, on the York
road, on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and
'the remainder of the week at the Maryland Ta-
jvern, kept by Mr. John Stone, on the Frederick
iTurnpike, four miles from Baltimore, at §25 for

leach mare, which sum may be discharged by send-
ing S15 dollars with the mare, and SI to the groom,
the money may be paid either to Mr. Wooden, Mr.
Stone, or to the subscriber. JOHN S. SKINNER.

This Cow is that species of the s/iort horned

treed called the Ilolderness.

They are of a large, size, but are particularly

valued for the remarkable quantities of rich

milk which they give. It is on this account that

the breed prevails generally in the rich county

of Middlesex, for the supply of the city of Lon-

don. With a sufficient (juantity of succulent

food, and regular milking three times a day.

they yield from forty to fifty quarts of milk.—
The animal, of which the above is an imperfect

representation, gave, during an uncommon
stormy passage of 48 days in the late winter

months, a constant profusion of milk, and on her

arrival at New York, being much reduced in

flesh, and her hide extremely wounded in many
places, by chafing against her pen, gave sixteen

quarts at one milking. She remained two or

three days in the city of Albany, and was in-

spected by numerous persons, amongst whom
were some of the most respectable butchers of

the place.

They were unanimously of opinion that she

was the most remarkable animal they had ever

seen. From the centre of her horns to the ctuI

(Tj- My imported Maltese JACK, SANCHO, will

stand at the same times and places, at §12 the sea-

son, to be discharged by the payment of §8 if sent

with the mare. He is 14 hands high, 8 years old,

of her buttocks, she measures seven feet and a
half, and two feet three inches across her hips
Her hide is mellow to the feel, and perfectly
silky without any coarse hairs. Her head and and his foals 15 hands by small mares,

neck are small and remarkably graceful, her
ears uncommonly large and smooth, accompa-
nied with a singular transparency. Her carcase
is well barrelled out and compact, her legs and
tail corresponding in fineness to her head and
neck. The butchers who inspected her, observ-
ed, that they never saw any animal with so little

ofTal. She was judged to weigh tM'elve hundred
if in condition. She was selected from the first

stock in England, and is with calf by a descend-
ant of the famous bull Comet, who sold for a
thousand guineas. She

THE ALDERN EY BULL, MARK ANTONY.
d./" The very superb full blooded Alderney Bull,

Mark Antony, is now at my stock farm BOVAL-
LY, four miles from town, on the Frederick road ,

and will be let to cows at S3 each ; the money to be
in oil cases sent with the cow, and to be paid to R
Southron, manager of said farm.

Mr- Lawrence, a very celebrated English Agri-
culturist, thinks the " Alderneys are amongst the

best milkers in the world, as to quality, and in that

respect are either before or immediately next to the

Long Horn : but that in weight of butter for inches,
at present removed they are far superior to all. He has been assured by

to the farm of the proprietor in Duanesburgh, !a respectable friend, that an Alderney strayed cow,

who expects a bull of the same breed in the
course of the spring.

'XT' An imported bull of this breed is on his way
from Boston, coming to the editor of the American
Farmer, for his stock farm. He will not be let this

season to more than twelve cows, at S5 each.

Ell. .imer. Far.

The thorough bred and beaxitiful None I

CLIFTON.
As some time must necessarily elapse before the

Kontemplated importation can be made from abroad,

for the melioration of several species of our domes-
tic animals, in pursuance of the plan which has al-

ready been explained. I have endeavouied in the

mean while to procure the best materials for that

purpose which are within my reach in this country
To accomplish the highest attainable improvement
in the form and action of the HORSE for the turf,

saddle and harness, I have for the present selected

the high bred horse CLIFTON, raised by Joseph
Lewis, Esq. of Virginia, from the very best stock

of running horses in that state. He is a beautiful

chesnut sorrel, full 15 1-2 hands high, with great

bone and muscle, six years old last iVlay.

PEDIGREE—on the side ofthe sire. Clifton

I

got by Dr. Brown's celebrated running horse Won-
der, out of a thorough bred Diomed mare. AVonder
was got by the imported horse Wonder, he by Flo-
rizel, his dam Zacharissa, got by Matchem, out
of Aurora, by the Duke of Northumberland's Golden
Arabian ; Florizel was got by Herod out of a Cygnet
mare, her dam by Cartouch. Ebony by Childers.

On the dam side. Iris, the dam of Clifton, was got
by the imported horse Sterling ; her dam by the im-
ported horse Ceeor de Leon ; her grand dam was
Mr. Mead's celebrated running mare Oracle ; who
was got by the imported horse Obscurity ; her g. g.

dam by Celer; g. g g. dam by the iinjjorted horse
Partner; her g. g. g. g. dam by the imported horse
Janus ; herg, g. g. g. g. dam by the imported horse
Valiant ; her g. g. g. g. g. g. by the imported horse
Jolly Roger, out of an imported mare, the property
of Peter Randolph, Esq.

In support of the fine blood and high promise of

during the three weeks she was kept by the finder,

made nineteen pounds of butter each week, and the

fact was held so extraordinary as to be thought worth
a memorandum in the Parish books." The same
fact is stated by many of the most respectable En-
glish writers.

CHOICE STOCK, FOR SALE.
Two Bull Calves, one six -weeks old, the other

four weeks.

They are three quarters Holstein, (Holder-

ness) and one fourth Alderney, warranted pure,

and out of cows that milk 20 quarts per day. In-

quire of the editor of the American Farmer.

ALSO,

A half blood Alderney BULL, between two
and three years of age, price g80, a very gentle

and beautiful animal, and in appearance ap-

proaches very near to the full blood Alderney.

Inquire of the editor of the American Farmer.
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